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Nalkowski (W.), Poland as a Geographical Entity, 269

Nathorst (Prof.), Plant Remains in the Hornelen District,

510
Navarro (Dr. L. F.), Glacial Phenomena in the Iberian

Peninsula, 51

1

Neil (Judge H.), The Mothers’ Pension System, 490
Nelson (N. C.), A Prehistoric Pueblo Ruin in Nfw Mexico,

212 ;
Archseologjf of Alammoth Cave and Vicinity, 219

Nernst (Prof. W-), Theoretical Chemistry, from^ the Stand-

point of Avogadro’s Rule and Thermodynamics. Revised

by H. T. Tizard, 62

Newall (C. F.), The Problem of Pain in Nature, 103

Netvbegin (G. J-), Solar Prominence.s, 1916, 259

Newbery (Dr. E.), Recent Work on Over-\ oltage, 279

Newland (C. B.), What is Instinct? Some Thoughts on

Telepathy and Subconsciousness in Animals, 243

Newsholme (Sir A,), awarded the Bisset-Hawkins Medal, 469

Newton (R. B.), Fossiliferous Limestone from the North

Sea, 353 ;
The Conchological Features of the Lenham

Sandstones of Kent and their Stratigraphical Im-

portance, 353
Nicholson (Prof. J. W.), The Lateral Vibrations of Bars of

Variable Section, 319
Nicholson (S. B.), The Ninth Satellite of Jupiter, 219; and

Shapley, 33
Nijland (Prof.), Observations of Mira Ceti, 512

Niven (Sir W. D.) [death], 289; [obituary], 311

Nodon (A.), Observations on the Eclipse of the Moon of

July 4, 1917, 519 . „
Nolan (J. J.), Nature of the Ions Produced by the Sprajung

of Water, 420 r . -o 1

Northumberland (Duke of), elected President of the Koyal

Institution, 190

Norton (Prof. T. H.), American Sources of Nitrogen, 274;

Coal-Tar Chart, 54; Problems in Dye Synthesis, 531*

Nottage (W. H.), The Calculation and Measurement of In-

ductance and Capacity, 401.

Nuttall (Prof. G. H. F.), Investigations un Human Lice, 372

Nuthall (A. W.), re-appointed Honorary Curator of Surgery

at Birmingham University, 318

O'Brien (Major .-Y.), The Criminal in the Western Punjab,

59
O’Brien (P. V.), Water Supply in the Interior of Western

Australia ; and J. Parr, The Coolgardie Water Supply,

Western Australia, 394
Ofi'ord (J.), Floating Earths, 165 ;

The Animal Symbol of

the Egyptian Deity, Set, 316
Oka (Dr. A.j, Zoological Results of a Tour in the Far

East, Hirudinea, 340
Olivier (C. P-), Meteor System of Pons-Winnecke’s Comet,

160
O’Malley (L. S. S.), Bengal, Bihar and Orissa, Sikkim, 123

Omori (Prof.), Recent Eruptions of the Asama-Yama, 471

Onnes (Prof. K.), and Dr. W. H. Keesom, Measurements
of the Specific Heat of Solid and Liquid Nitrogen, 53

Orwin (C. S.), The Agricultural Output per Persbn, 330
Osborn (Prof. H. F.), Application of the Laws^ of

Action, Reaction, and Interaction in Life Evolution,

159 ;
The Restoration of Extinct Animals, 213

O'Shaughness}’ (F. R.
),

Progress of Applied Chemistr}*, 532

Osier (Sir W\ i, to Deliver the Annual Oration to the Medi-

cal Society of London, 21

1

Otlet (R.), A Central Information and Records Office for

Industry, 46S

Owen (J. H.), Home-Life of the Sparrow Hawk, 39

Paddock (G. F.), Radial Velocities of Five Cepheid

Variables, 394
Painlevd (A.), Letter to the Royal Institution, 230; Speech

at the Unveiling of a Statue of Prof. M. Berthelot, 290

Palmer (A. H.), Earthquakes in California in 1916, 411

Pannell (J. R.), Electric Discharge from Scythe, 324
Papillault (Prof. G.), Science Franqaise-Scolastique Alle-

mande, 225
Pariselle (Prof. H.), Telemeters, 233
Park (Col. S.), Foundation of Two Scholarships in Naval

Architecture at Glasgow University, 338
Parker (Prof. G. H.), Responses of Hydroids to Gravity,

179 ; The Fur Seal of the Pribilof Islands, 291

Parnell (T.^ Method of Comparing Two Fixed Inductances

at Commercial Frequences, 35S

Parsons (L. M.), The Carboniferous Limestone Bordering

the Leicestershire Coalfield, 97
Pascal (P.), The Neutral and Acid Sulphates of Sodium,

219
Paterson (C. C.), J. W. T. Walsh, and W. F. Higgins,

Radium Luminous Compound, 319

;

Paterson (Principal W. G. R.), Training and Employment

of Discharged Disabled Sailors and Soldiers, 350

Paron (E. R.), Breeding Habits of the Merlin, 410

I

Paton (Prof. Noel), and others, Functions of the Parathyroid

I

Glands, etc., 15

1

1

Patton (R. T.), Timber Production and Growth Curves in

' the Mountain Ash, 379
Pavne (E. S.), J. E. B. Mayor, and Todhunter, 264

Payne (Col. O. H.), Bequests by, 478
. . ^

Pearl (Dr. R.), Effect of Continued Administration of Cer-

tain Poisons to the Domestic Fotvl, 55 ;
Effects of Con-

tinued Administration of Alcohol to the Domestic Fowl,

139 ;
Fertility’ and Age in the Domestic Fowl, 400

;

Probable Error of a Mandelian Class-Frequency, 530

I
Pearson (Prof. Karl), Calculating Machines, 384

I
Pease (F. G.), Hind’s Variable Nebula, 332 ; and H.

I

Shapley, Axes of Symmetry in Globular Clusters, 179

Peavot (H.) [obituary], 212

Peddie (Prof. W^), The Remoulding of National Administra-

tive Institutions, 264

Peddle J*)» British Glass Sands, 16; British Sands for

Glass Making, 433; F. Twyman, and S. English,

Annealing of Glass, 32

Pellissier (J.), Some Geometrical Properties of a Bundle of

X-rav Tubes, 15Q

Penman (D.), Compressed Air Practice in Mining, 203

Perkin (Dr. F. M.), Sulphur in Petroleum Oils, 112;^ and

E. M. Jaggers, Text-Book of Elementary Chemistry,

223
Perkin (Prof. W. H.), The Universities and the War, 499

Ferret (F. A.), The Eruption of StromboH in 1915, 131

Perrett (Dr. W^), Some Questions of Phonetic Theory, 184

Perrin (Prof. J-V, Atoms, Translated by D. LI. Hammick, 44
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Perrine (C. D.), Relation of the Apex of Solar Motion to

Proper Motion, 160

Perry (Sir C.), elected Vice-Chancellor of the University of

London, 357
Perrycoste (H. M. M.), A Note on Chaftinches and Cuckoos,

145
Peters (Prof, E. D,) [death], 69
Peterson (Sir W.), elected a Member of the Athcnaium Club,

Petherbridge (F. R.), Fungoid and Insect Pests of the Farm,
’ 144

Pethybridge (G. H.), and H. A. Laiferty, Cause of the

Common' Dry-rot of the Potato in the British Isles, 79

Petrie (Prof. Flinders), History in Tools, 469 ;
Photographs

from Abu Simbel Depicting Racial Types, 429
Petrie (Dr. J. M.), Hydrocyanic Acid in Plants, Part iii.,

260 ;
Poisonous Plants in the N. O. Solanacese, part

iv., 260
Petronievics (Prof, B.), Slow Achievement in Advanced

Science, 53
Petrunkevitch (Dr. A.), Morphology of Invertebrate T:pes,

63
Philip (A.), Simplification of the Calendar, 399
Philip (J. B.), Nature Study Lessons Seasonally Anaiiged,

82

Phillips (Sir L.), appointed Controller of a Branch of the

Ministry of Munitions on Mineral Properties (other

than Coal and Iron Ore) in the United Kingdom, 69
Phillips (Rev. T. E. R.), Micrometrical Measures of Double

Stars, 339
Picart (L.), The Total Eclipse of the Moon of July 4, 1917,

539
I

Pickard-Cambridge (Rev. O.) [death], 51 ;
[obituary article], I

89 ;
Bequest to Oxford University, 338

Pickering (Prof. E. C.), Variability of Uranus, 133 ;
Dis-

covery of a New Star by Mr. Ritchey,' 472
Pickering (S.), Problems Bearing on Residual Affinity, 118
Pictet (A.), O, Kaiser, and A. Labouchere, The Alcohols

and Bases of V.acuum Tar, 480
Pilcher (R. B.), Presentation to, 189
Piper (C. W.), National Service, 25
Plimmer (Prof. H. G.), Deaths in the Gardens of the

Zoological Society in 1916, 19
Pocock (R.), Horses, 364
Podjapolsky (Dr. P. P.), Chlorophyll in Animals and the

Fate of Chlorophyll in the Animal Organism, 493
Pool (C. J. C.), Insects Reared in the Insect House of the

Zoological Society's Gardens in 1916, 78
Pope (Prof. W. J.), elected President of the Chemical

Society, 109
Popovatz (P.), Notions Gdndrales sur les Appariels k

Reaction, 145
Porter (Prof. A. W.), Osmotic Pressure, 215
Porter (Dr. J. B.), The Coals of Canada, with Reference

to their Economic Qualities, 87
Porter (Mrs. L.), Attachment Organs of the Common

Corticolous Kamalmae, 399
Porter (W. T.), Observations on Traumatic Shock, 500
Portevin (A.), The Carburation of Iron by Alkaline Cyanides

and Cyanates, 519 ; The Manganese Steels, 480
Poussin (C. de la Vallde), Int^grales de Lebesgue. Fonc-

tions d’Ensemble. Classes de Baire, 61
Poussin (Prof. L. de la Vallde), appointed Temporary Lec-

turer in Sanskrit and Tibetan at the School of Oriental
Studies, 499

Prain (Sir D.), re-elected President of the Linnean Society,
289; The Geographical Diffusion of Kava and Betel
452

Preston (Dr. S. Tolver) [obituary], 190
Price (Dr. W,), Bequest 10 the University College of South

Wales and Monmouthshire, 216
Procopiu (St.), Induction Apparatus for Detecting Projec-

tiles in Wounds, 480
Prosser (R. B.), History of the Invention of the Achromatic

Telescope, 393
Prior (Dr. G. T.), The Meterorites of Simondium, Eagle

Station, and Amana, 379
^

Puente (C.), Determinadon de la Latitud por Alturas
Absolutas, Circunmeridianas, Meridianas 6 Iguales de
dos Estrellas, 83

Pugsley (H. W.), Enumeration of the Species of Funiaria,.

Section Spho=rocapnos, 239
Puiseux (P.), and B. Jddiowsky, General h'orni of the

Lunar Globe, 199
Purser (Major F. C.), olected Professor ol the 'J'lu'ory and

Practice of Physic in tht‘ Schools ol Surgi^ry of the
Royal College of Surgeons in Ireland, 499

Quaintance (A. L.), and A. (L Baker, White Flies.

(Aleyrodinse), 213

Rabot (C.), Severity of the Weather in 1917 in Scandinavia,,

213
Raciborski (Prof. M.) [death], 189
Raclot (M.), Origin of Terrestrial Magnetism, 39
Raistrick (H.), Formation of an Unsaturated Carboxylic

Acid, 431
Rajchman (Dr.), and Dr. Western, Cases of Bacillary

Enteritis from the Eastern Mediterranean, 130
Ramsay (Dr. E. P.) [death], 30
Ramsay^ (Sir W.), Memorial Fund, 325 ;

Memorial Tablet
of, in Glasgow University, 327

Ramsbottom (J.), A Canvas-attacking PTingUvS, 206

;

appointed Proiozoologisl at Salonika, 2<S9

Raymond f'/.), and J. Parisot, Trench Feet, 0t>

Redding (C. L.), A Method of Determining the Size ol the
Tool^ required for a given Block of Lenses, <)(>

Regan (C. Tate), Distribution of the Clupciiiao, 398 ; Guide
^

to the British Fresh-Water Fishes, 130
Reina (V.), Sulla Determinazione del (axifficicnl di Rifi-a-

zione Terrestre-in Base ad Elementi Meteorologici, 43;
!

Reinach (S.), Floating Earths, 165
Reiman (C. K.), Revision of 'the Atomic Weight of

Bromine, 59
Renaud (J.), Inlluencc of the HermcIIcs on the rjL'tnic of

the Bay of Mont St. Michel, 179; The Time on
79 _Rengadc (E.), I he Purification of Sails by ('lairciigt* ett'

520
^ ^

Renid (M.), Teat and its Uses, s?.?
Renouard (M.), The Metric Syslmt in Fratu-e, ua
Rettger (Prof. L.), Milk in its Rcilalion ttv II(*allli, ejio

'Uie Rang(! of Electric St‘archliglit Proji'ciors,
IransIaU^d by J. If. Johnson, 401

Reynolds (J. H.), Photographs of Jupiler, ue
Rjbuii (Prof. J.) [obituary article*), 247
Ricard and Barral, A Method of AsciTtaining whether

Water has been Poisoned, 351

S'K® Expedition to the Amazon, 420
Richards (Prof. C. R.), appointed Doan of the (hillet;,. of

T>. ,
etc., of the University of Illinois ‘>28

Richards (T W ), and H. S. Davil hnprov^i^ni; i„
Calonmetnc Combustion, and the J/eat of Cioniljustion,

f-
Attempt to Separate the isotopic

form of Lead by bractional Crystallisation, <,00; and
C. Wadsworth, Atomic Weight of Lead of Radio-Active
Origin, part iii., 140

Richardson (G. H.), Need for Standardising Auxiliarv
International Language, 279

^

'"’d Contiguous
Deposits of the Crewkerno District 41:0

Richet (C.), H. Cardot, and P. Le Rollaiid, Regular and
^30; and 11 . Cardot, New

Urine,*^539
‘he Reducing Substances in

Rjehmond (K.), The Permanent Values in Education, sot

XLn Un?verri^;i,Ts8'''
Chancellor of

Sifan/
I*?® Gloucestershire, iqa

c
Atnerican Brent Geese in

3 * : Srottish Ornithology in 1916, 470
of Sheep, 306

Rilhf*fiY‘^T
/‘n of Myelothilus minor, 19^

^*439^' ’ ‘ho X-rays in a Magnetic Field,

Ritt^touse ^(E^ EO.^The Life Insurance Companies of New

RobbiniNW^‘W1‘'^"%''"H °''e®"‘sed Civilisation, 377KODDxns (W. W.), J. P. Harrington and Miss B Friere-
Marreco, Ethnobotany of the’Vewa Indian^ agr
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Roberts (Miss I.), awarded the Pereira Prize of the Pharma-
ceutical Societj”, 21

1

Robertson (Prof. j. K.j, Visibility of Interference Fringes
and the Double Slit, 424

Robertson (Prof. T. B.), Presentation of his Patents for
Tethelin to the University of California, 31S

Robinson (Prof. A.), The Origin, Rupture, and Closure of
Ovarian Follicles, 459

Robinson (G, W,), Russell’s Soil Conditions and Plant
Growth. Third edition, 444

Roger (Prof. H.), appointed Dean of the Paris Faculty of
Medicine, 458

Rogers (Sir L.), awarded the Fothergillian Medal, 169

;

Researches on Kala-azar, 296
Rosa (E. B.), and G. W. Vinal, The Silver Voltameter as

an International Standard for the Measurement of
Electric Current, 160

Rosenau (Prof. M. J.), to Direct an Investigation of
Ptomaine Poisoning, 150

Rosenbaum (J.), Studies of the Genus Phytophthora, 219
Rosenbaum (L.), Orbit of Mellish Comet 1915 a, 353
Ross (Prof, and Mrs. k. D.), Peculiarities of the Tides

Round Western Australia, 99
Ross (Dr. F. E.), New Elements of Mars, 493
Rout (E. L.), The Deep-water Paddy of Orissa, 411
Routledge (Mrs. S.), Results of the Expedition to Easter

Island, 351 ;
and Mr., Visit to Pitcairn Island, 490

Row (C. K. Venkata), A Fixed System of Grating Inter-
ference Bands, 63

Rowarth (E.), The Elements of Engineering Drawing, 103
Rowland (Major S. D.) [obituary article], 67
Roy (S. C.), The Birhors, 14
Royds (Dr.), Displacements of Solar Lines, 234
Ruffer (Sir .A.rmand) [death], 189 ;

[obituary article], 209
Russell (Dr. A.), Electrotechnical Books, 401 ;

Scientific

Engineering, 2 ;
The Electrification of our Railways, 341

Russell (Dr. E. J.), Soil Conditions and Plant Growth.
Third edition, 444

Russell (Prof. H. N.), The Minimum Radiation Visually

Perceptible, 293 ;
M. Fowler, and M. C. Borton,

Eclipsing Variables, 512
Russell (Dr. J. W.), elected Joint Professor of Medicine at

Birmingham University, 318
Rutherford (Sir E.), elected a Member of the Athenaeum

Club, 51
Ryan (Dr. H.), and W. M. O’Riordan, Lichens for Dyeing

Wool, 92

T. R. R. S., The Scandinavian Languages, 505
Sabatier (P.), and G. Gaudion, A New Case of Reversible

Catalysis, 520
Sackur (Prof. O.), A Text-book of Thermochemistry and

Thermodynamics. Translated and Revised by Dr. G. E.

Gibson, 262
Sahni (B.), The Evolution of Branching in Ferns, 98

Salmon (C. E.), Some Plants that Might Occur in Britain, 19

Salmon (Prof. E. S.), Potato-spraying Experiments, 451

Sampson (Prof- R. A.), The Southern Magnitude Distribu-

tion, 339
Salter (C.), Measurement of Rainfall Duration, 15

Sargent (H. C.), A Spilitic Facies of Lower Carboniferous

Lava-flows in Derbyshire, 59
Sarton (Dr. G.), Proposal for an American Institute for the

History of Science and Civilisation, 268

Sauger (M.), Time of the Fall of a Stone to the Centre of

the Earth, 439
Saunders (Miss E. R.), Doubleness In Flowers, 391

Saundby (Prof. R.), Resolution Concerning the Resignation

of/ 57
Schafer (Prof. E. A.), The Classical System of Education,

361
Scharff (R. F.), H. J. Seymour, and E. T. Newton, Ex-

ploration of Castlepook Cave, Co. Cork, 399
Schinz (Prof. H.), elected a Foreign Member of the Linnean

Society, 211

Schlesinger (Prof.), Parallax of Barnard’s “Runaway
Star, 293

Schlumberger (Miss B. J.), awarded the Gilchrist Student-

ship of the University of London, 31S

Schmidt (J.), The Wild Hop in Denmark, 530

Schofield (Dr, A. T.), The Borderlands of Science, 263
Schonland (S.), Distribution of the Genera of South African

Flowering Plants, 360
Schuchert (Prof. C.), .\tlantis and the Permanency of the

North Atlantic Ocean Bottom, 179 ;
Correlation of

Strata on the Basis of Palseogeography, 352 ;
The

Earliest Fresh-water Arthopods, 140
Schunck (C. A.i, Sources of Ultra-violet Radiation for

Therapeutic Purposes, 270
Schuster (Prof. A.), Conferment of the Honorary Degree

of D.Sc, by Oxford University, 31S; to Deliver the
Halley Lecture, 257

Schwarz (Prof.), Diamonds in the Molteno Beds of

Molteno, 492
Sclater (W. L.), Index of Genera and Species referred to,

and an Index to the Plates in “The Ibis,” 1S95-1912, 4
Scoble (Lieut. W. A.), Design of Pin Joints based on

Ultimate Strength, 1 13
Scott' (Dr. A.), A Curious Case of Devitrification, 379

;

to give an Address on "The Atomic Theory,” 69
Scott (Dr. D. H.), The Heterangiums of the British Coal

Measures, 199
Scott (K.), Fixation of the Nitrogen of the Air, 533
Scott (Prof. W. R.), to deliver the Jevons Memorial

Lectur^ at University College, London, 216
Scott-Moncrieff Sir G. K.), elected an Honorary Member

of the Institution of Civil Engineers, 51
Scripture (Prof. E. W.), Reaction Time in Nervous and

Mental Diseases, 52
Seager (R. B.), Excavation of the Cemetery of Pachy-

amnbs, 529
Scares (F. H.), Colour of the Standard Polar Stars Deter-

mined by the Method of Exposuref-ratios, 160; Deter-
mination of Star Colours, 16: Distribution of Stars
with Respect to the Galactic Plane, 219

Sebelien (Prof. J.), Results of a Comparative Examination
of Chemical Glass and Porcelain Ware, etc., 453

Sebert (Genl.), Can Violent Cannonades Produce Rain?,
239 ;

Possible Influence of Violent Cannonades on the
Fall of Rain, 259

S4e (P.), Moulds Causing Alteration of Paper, 79
Seligman (Prof. C. G.), Canoe Prow Ornaments from

Netherlands New Guinea, 70
Selous (Capt. F. C.), Proposal for a National Memorial to

the late, 230
Sen (J. N.), Assimilation of Nutrient Materials by the Rice

Plant, 13

1

Seward (Prof, A. C.), A Group of Fossil Plants, 73

;

Science and the Nation, Edited by, 141

Shackleton (Sir E.), elected a Corresponding Member of

the Russian Geographical Society, 51 ;
Morrell Land,

290
Shannon (H. J.), F. F. Renwick, and B. V. Storr,

^
Be-

haviour of Scattering Media in Fully Diffused Light,

358
Shapley (H.), Studies of the Magnitudes of Star Clusters,

iv., 160 ; V., vi., 379
Shaw (Sir Napier), appointed Halley Lecturer for 19 iS,

357 ; Distribution of Cloud and Rain with Reference

to the Centre of a Cyclonic Depression, 74 ;
Revolving

Fluid in the Atmosphere, 378 ;
'The Lack of Science in

Modern Education, -with Some Hints of What Might
Be, 367

Shaw (t)r. P. E.), Adustable Clock-dials, 144 ;
Gravitation

and Thermodynamics, 84, 165 ; The 'Tribo-Electric

Series, 420 ; To Measure the Pressure in a High
Vacuum by Observations of Logarithmic Decrement,

97 ;
and C. Hayes, A Special Test on the Gravitation

Temperature Effect, 77
Shebley (W. H.), Introduction of Food and Game Fishes

into the Waters of California, 15

1

Shelford (the late R. W. C.), A Naturalist in Borneo, 64
Shenstone (J. C.), Herb-Growing in the British Empire, 373
Shepherd (R. J.), awarded the Elgin Scholarship of the

Institution of Naval Architects, 113

Sheppard (T.), Bronze Weapons Found near Scarborough,

189 ;
British Geological Maps as a Record of the

Advance of Geology, 279 ; elected an Honorary Life

Member of the Selby Scientific Society, 150; Money
Scales and Weights, 452 ; William Smith : His Maps
and Memoirs, 351
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Sherrington (Prof. C. S.), elected a Corresponding Member
of the R. Accademia delle Scienze of Bologna, 69^

Shtpley (Dr. A. E.), elected Vice-Chancellor of Cambridge
University, 299 ;

Studies in Insect Life, and Other
Essays, 244

Shldovsky (I. W.), In Far North-East Siberia. Translated

by L. Edwards and Z. Shklovsky, 426
Shreve (F.), Vegetation Map of the United States, no
Sidgreaves (Father), Stonyhurst College Obseiwatory Report,

252
Silberstein (Dr. L.), Motion of the Perihelion of Mercury,

Deduced from the Classical Theory of Relativity, 159

;

The Motion of the Perihelion of Mercury, 412
Simonsen (Dr. J. L.), Causes of the Paucity of Research

Work, loS

Simpson (Dr. G. C.), A Very Penetrating Radiation in the

Atmosphere, 124
Skeats (E. W.), Age of the Alkali Rocks of Port Cygnet

and the D’Entrecasteaux Channel, 180

Skinner (C. E.), Dielectric Losses in Insulating Materials,

453
Skottsberg (Dr. C.), Leader of an Expedition to Juan

Fernandez and the Galapagos Islands, 314
Sleggs (G. F.), Drum-fire, 513
Slipher (Dr. V. M.), appointed Director of the Lowell

Observatory, 51 ;
Persistent Aurora, 193 ;

Radial
Velocities of Spiral Nebulae, 532 ; The Variable Nebula
N.G.C. 2261, 54

Smith (Prof. A.), General Chemistry for Colleges. Second

^
edition, 343

Smith (A. “H.), The Acquisition of the Elgin Marbles, 31
Smith (C. M.), Electric and Magnetic Measurements, 401
Smith (E. F.), Chemically Induced Crown-galls, 380
Smith (Prof. G. Elliot), Form of the FrontaF Pole of an

Endocranial Cast of Eoanthropus dawsoni, 78 ;
The

Endocranial Cast of the Boskop Skull, 79
Smith (Dr, G. F. H.), The Problem of Sartorite, 379
Smith (H.), The High Price of Sugar and How to Reduce

It, 14
Smith (Dr. J. H.), A New Acid Sodium Phosphate, 47X
Smith (M.), and Matthews, Intestinal Protozoa, 14
Smith (S. A.)y The Fossil Human Skull Found at Talgai, 38
Smith (Prof. S. W. J.), The Bursting of Bubbles, 5 j

and
H. Moss, Experiments with Mercury Jets, 96

Soddy (Prof. F.), The Complexity of the Chemical Elements,

414, 433 ; The Stability of Lead Iso-topes from Thorium,
244

Somerville (Prof. W.), Forestry in Britain, 330
Somerset (Duchess of), Reported Decrease of Migratory

Birds, 390
Sosman (R. B.), Common Refractory Oxides, 314
Sowerby (A de C.), Heude’s Types of Artiodactyle Ungu-

lates in the Sikawei Museum, China, 78
Spencer (Dr. G. L.), A Handbook for Cane-Sugar Manu-

facturers and their Chemists. Fifth edition, 162
Sperry (E. iV.), Aerial Navigation over Water, 15
Spier (L.), Zuni Chronology, 379
Spiers (F. S.), Refractory Materials for Use in the Glass

Industry, 430
Spinden (Dr. H. J.), Tour in Central America, 212
Stager (H. W.), A Sylow Factor Table of the First Twelve

Thousand Numbers, etc., 164
Stanford’s Half-inch Map of the Battle Front in France and

Flanders : Ostend, Zeebrugge, Bruges, 523 ; Large-scale
War Map, No. 17, 171

Stansfield (Prof. A.), Smelting of Iron-ores Rich i

Titaniwm, 352
Stapledon (R. G.), Grassland and Ploughed Land, 373
Starch (D.), Similarity of Brothers and Sisters in Mental

Traits, -313

Starks (Prof. E. C.), The Sesamoid Articular Bone in the
Mandible of Fishes, 31

Start (Miss L. E.), Burmese Textiles, 91
Stephenson (Dr. J.), Zoological Results of a Tour in the

Far East : Aquatic OUgochaeta from Japan and China,
240 ’

Stephens (Miss J.), Sponges Collected off the Coast of
Ireland, 399

Steplwns (W. H.), Bequ^ to the American Association, <18
Stephenson (L. W.), A. F. Crider, and R. B. Dole, Geology

and Ground W^aters of North-Eastern Arkansas, 376

Steven (H. M,), Relation of the Chermes Group of Insects
to British Forestry, 491 ;

The Chermes of Spruce and
Larch and their Relation to Forestry, 359

Stewart (Lieut. C. D.), Atmospheric Electrical Phenomena
during Rain, 17S

Stiles (P. G.), Human Physiology, 101

Stirling (Lord Justice), Herbarium of. Presented to the
Tunbridge Wells Natural History Society, 248

Stirling-Maxwell (Sir J.), ap]x>iiited Assistant-Controller of
Timber Supplies for Scotland, 509
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Glare, Protection from, L. C. Martin, 365
Glasgow University: Conferment of Degrees, 177; Two

Scholarships in Naval Architecture founded by Col. S.

Park, 33S

Glass : and Porcelain Ware, etc., Chemical, Comparative
Examination of. Prof. J. Sebelien, 453 ;

Annealing of,

F. Twyman, 433 ;
Grinding and Polishing, J. W.

French, 39, 51 1 ; Jars, Rectangular, 14; Research since

1914, Prof. H. Jackson, 268; Technology, 432
Glasshouse Cultivation, Scientific Aspects of, 127
Glassware, Scientific, Action of Chemical and Physical

Agents on Some Types of, J. D. Cauwood, S. English,

and W. E. S. Turner, 453
Glastonbury Lake Village, The, A. BulleM and H. St.

George Gray. Vol. ii., 482
Glauberite, Crystals of, in Eastern Pennsylvania, E. T.

Wherry, 270
Gloucestershire, The Flora of. Rev. H. 1. Riddelsdell, 192
Glycerine from Waste Fats, 29
Gold-coated Teeth in Sheep, So-called, Prof. Liversidge,

290
Goods Clearing House System and Machinery, Lord

Headley, 412
Grafting, Influence of, upon the Adaptation Products of

the Cactus, L. Daniel, 99
Grain Rust in Western Canada, W. P. Fraser Appointed to

Investigate, 170
Grains, The Small, Prof. M. A, Carleton, 22

Grape, Inheritance of Sex in the, W. D. Valleau, 34
Grassland and Ploughed Land, R. G. Stapledon, 373
Grating Interference Bands, .A P'ixed System of, C. K.

Venkata Row, 63
Gravitation : and Thermodynamics, Dr, P. E. Shaw, 84,

165 ;
Sir O. Lodge

;
Dr. G. W. Todd, 104 ; J. S. C.

Thomas, 405 ; Temperature Effect, The, Dr. P. E.
Shaw and C. Hayes, 77

Great : Britain and the United States, Some Decisions by
the Governments of, G. Lippmann, 99 ; Race, The
Passing of the, M. Grant, 502

Greek, Compulsory, in the Previous Examination at Cam-
bridge University, 76

Greenwell, The G. C., Silver Medal awarded to Prof. W. G.
Fearnsides, 4S9

Greenwich, Royal Observatory, Report of the, 295
Groundsel, Form and Inheritance in the Common, Prof.

A. H. Trow, 34
Growth ; and Reproduction of Rations, Physiological Effect

on, E. B. Hart and others, 400 ;
-promoting Substances

(Auximones) : on the Growth of Lenina minor in Cul-
ture Solutions, W. B. Bottomley

;
on the Soil Organisms

Concerned in the Nitrogen Cycle, F. A. Mockeridge, 77
Guinea-pigs and Rats, Studies of Inheritance in, Prof.

W. E. Castle and S. Wright, 226
Gunfire : Intense and Prolonged, Influence of, on the Fall

of Rain, H. Deslandres, 218; G. Lemoine, 219; Rain-
fall and, M. Angot

; E. L, Hawke, 467
Gun-firing : Audibility of Distant, Dr. H. S. Allen, 289 ; in

Flanders and France, Sound of, M. ChrisW; Dr.
H. C. L. Morris, 250; in Flanders, Sound of, 450;
Sound of Distant, 52S

Guthrie Lecture of the Physical Society, Prof. P. Langevin
• to Deliver the, 51

*

Halakite Inquiry, Reports of the, 31

1

Halley Lecturer for 1918, Sir Napier Shaw appointed, 357
Halos : Arcs of, W. W. Bryant, 345 ;

Radio-active, Prof. J.
Joly, 456, 476

Hanbury (^Id Medal a-warded to Prof, H. G. Greenish, 169
Haemorrhoids, The Treatment of, by High-frequency Cur-

rents, M. Mdnard, 239
Hardinge, Lady, Medical College for Women, Foundation

of a Gold Medal by the Maharaja of Benares, 338
Harmonics in the Infra-red Absorption Spectra of Diatomic

Gases, J. B. Brinsmade and E. C. Kemble, 500
Hartford, Stamford, Salisbury, Willimantic, and Saybrook

Areas, Conn., Ground Water in the, H. E. Gregory and
A. J. Ellis, 376

Harvard University, Prof. H. Mimsterberg’s Library Pre-

sented to, 137
Hatschek’s Pit, etc., The Development of, E. S. Goodrich,

199
Havraiian Legends of Volcanoes (Mythology), Collected and

Translated by W. D. Westervelt, 144
Hayden, Gold, Geological Medal, The, awarded to Prof.

W. M. Davis, 129
Headmasters, The Association of, The Educational Policy

of, 479
Health : A Ministry of, 128 ; Postponement of the Establish-

ment qf a, 370 ; The British Medical Association on the
Creation of, 451 ; Insurance, Compulsory, Fallacies of,

Dr. Hoffman, 215 ; of the British Armies, The, 29
Heart : Human, Radiological Researches on the Angle of

Inclination of the, L. Moreau, 440 ;
in Man, JDevelop-

ment of the. Prof. D. Waterston, 459
Heat : Economy in Metal Melting, 133 ;

Practical Experi-
ments in, W. St. B. Griffith and P. T. Petrie, 41 ;

Stroke, Origin and Prophylaxy of, J. Amar, 319; Treat-
ment of Steel in Practice, The, 381

Helicorubin, C. Dh4re and G. Vegezzi, 320
Helio-therapy, Total, in the Treatment of Men* Wounded in

the War, M. Cazin, 259
Helium Stars, The Classification of. Prof. A. Fowler, 25
Hematozoa in Man, A New Endoglobular, A. Krempf, 439
Herb-growing in the British Empire, J. C. Shenstone, 373
Herbs : Medicinal, The Cultivation of, 208 ;

Used in Medi-
cine (First Series), with Descriptive and Explanatory
Notes, Mrs. J. D. Ellis, 501

u Herculis, The Variable Star, W. Dziewulski, 413
Hereditary Absence of Phalanges through Five Generations,

Drs. E. Cragg and H. Drinkwater, 71
Heredity : and Disease, 55 ;

and Juvenile Delinquency, J. H.
Williams, 231 ; Studies in, Gift for, in Sweden, 30; The
Problem of, Sir E. Ray Lankester, 181 ; The Share of
Egg and Sperm in, E. G. Conklin, 179

Herefordshire Place-names, St. Clair Baddeley, 391
Hermaphroditism, A Case of, H. V. Exner, 520
Hermilles, Influence of the, on the regime of the Bay of

Mont St. Michel, J. Renaud, 179
Hertzian Waves on the Heart, Apparatus for Studying the

Effect of. Prof. W. M. Coleman, 97
Heterangiums of the British Coal ^Measures, The, Dr. D. H.

Scott, 199
Heude’s Types of Artiodactyle Ungulates in the Sikawei

Museum, China, A. de Sowerby, 78
I’Heure, La R4forme rationnelle de, M. D^sortiaux, 251
Hevea brasilensis. Fungus Diseases of, J. F. Dastur, 232
High : Resistance of the Bronson Type, a Method of Con-

structing a, Dr. W. F. G. Swann and S. J. Mauchly,
251 ; -speed Telegraphy, 55 ; Temperature Measurements.
Progress of, Le Chatelier, 471

Highland Border Rocks in the Aberfo^de District, The, Prof..

Jehu and Dr. R. Campbell, 398
Highways and Byways in Nottinghamshire, J. B. Firth jh

Hind’s Variable Nebula, Pease, 332
Hippocampus in Ancient Art, The, Dr. C. R. Eastman, 384
Histology, A Text-book o’f, Prof, H. E. Jordan and Dr.

J. S. Furguson, 502
Holmes Chapel College of Agriculture, Miss B. Colthurst

appointed Principal of, 257
Hop, the Wild, in Denmark, J. Schmidt, 510
Horse-Breeding and Horse-Racing, Prof. J. C. Ewart, 346
Horse-chestnuts : The Collecting of, 520 : Use for. 228
Horses, R. Pocock, 364
Horticulture:

_
A University Degree in, 2S7

; The Standard!
Cyclopaedia of, Dr. L. H. Bailey. Vols. iii. and iv., 22

Hourly Time Zones, Extension to the Sea of, C. Lallemand,,

499
House-Sparrows: Food of, Dr. W. A. Hollis, 427; The

Destruction of. Dr. W. E. Collinge, 347
Houtman Abrolhos Islands, Exploration of the Prof. W. J.

Dakin, 19
Huggins, Sir W. and Lady.: Address at the Unveiling of a

Memorial to, Sir J. J. Thomson, 153 ; Unveiling of the
Memorial to, in St. Paul’s Cathedral, 69; and Dedica-
tion of a Medallion to, in St. Paul’s Cathedral, 109

Human : and Animal Bones, etc.. Discovered near Ipswich,
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J. Reid Moir, 21S; Energy, Temperature Optima for,

E. Huntington, 179
Humidity and Temperature, The Control o-f Settlement by,

Dr. G. Taylor, 14
“Homogen,” Experiments with, M. A. F. Sutton, 373
Hundred-inch Reflector of the Mount Wilson Observatory,

The, 385
Hunger : and Appetite, Prof. W. F. Bayliss, 41 ; in Health

and Disease, The Control of, Prof. A. J. Carlson. 41

Huntington’s Chorea in Relation to Heredity and Eugenics,

etc., Prof. C. B. Davenport and Dr. E. B. Muncey, 55
Huxley Lecture at Birmingham, Prof. D’Arcy W. Thomp-

son to Deliver the, 18

Hydraulics, Treatise on, M. and T. Merriman. Tenth

edition, 483
Hydrobromic Acid, The Normal Density of, W. J. Murray,

S9
Hydrocyanic Acid in Plants, Occurrence of, Dr. J. M.

Petrie, 260
Hydro-Geology in the United States, 376
Hydroids, Responses of, to Gravity^ G. H. Parker, 179
Hydrozoan Fossil, A New, I. Hayasaka, 492
H3'giene : and Public Health, School of, Dr. W. H. Welch

appointed Director of the, 499 ; Personal, Syllabus of,

for Colleges, Prof. E. C. Howe. Third revision, 382

;

School and Personal, 382
Hylastes cunicularius, Life-history of, J. W. Munro, 91

Ice : Ground, The Formation of, J. MacAlister, 251 ; in

Arctic Seas in 1916, State of the, 192
Ichneumonides as Auxiliaries in Forestry, The Function of

Some, L. Bordas, 360
Igneous .Action in Britain, Some Aspects of, Dr. A. Harker,

77
Illinois : Noxious and Beneficial Insects of, Dr. S. A.

Forbes, 213 ;
University. Prof, C. R. Richards ap-

pointed Dean of the Colljsge of Engineering, etc., 238
Illuminating Engineering Society, Annual Report of the, 230
Illustration Processes Used in Scientific Publications, R. B.

Fishenden, 218
Impact in Three Dimensions, Prof. M. W. J. Fry, 132
Imperial : College of Science and Technology, Guide to the

Facilities for Study at the ; F .J, Cheshire recommended
as Director of the Department of Technical Optics, 257

;

Institute, Proposal to Constitute a Bureau of Mineral
Intelligence, 50 ;

Work of the, 492 ;
Mineral Resources

Bureau, Appointment of a Committee to Prepare a
Scheme for an, 289 \ Preference, Resolutions on, 50

Incapacitation, War, A Centre for Determining the Extent
of, Dr. Camus, 46S

Index of Genei^a and Species Referred to, and an Index to

the Plates in “The Ibis,” 1895-1912, Edited by W. L.
Sclater, 4

India: Agricultural Journal of, New Series, 131; Agricul-

tural Statistics of, voL i., 530 ; Importance of Education
in. Lord Chelmsford, 38 ;

Scientific Libraries in, 108

;

Technical Education in, Lord Chelmsford, 479 ; The
Public Services of, 187

Indian : Association for the Cultivation of Science, Report
of the, 195 ; Saltpetre, Sir E. Thorpe, 447 ; Science
Congress, The, ic&; Dr. G. Walker elected President
of the, 109 ;

Arrangements for the, 509
Inductance and Capacity, The Calculation and Measure-

ment of, W. H, Nottage, 401
Induction Apparatus for Detecting Projectiles in Wounds,

St. Procopiu, 480
Industrial Research : in Canada, Prof- J. C. McLennan,

207; in the United States of America, A. P. M.
Fleming, 465

Industry : A Central Information and Records Office for,
P. Otlet, 468 ; Modern, Basis of, in Mechanics and
Chemistry, Dr. Carpenter, 532 ; Science and, 376, 465 ;
and Education, Principal E. H, Griffiths, 533

Inertia, The Effective, of Electrified Systems Moving with
High Speed, G. W. 'Walker, 217

Infant Lives, Loss of, and Means of Prevention, C. W.
Hobson^ 391

Ink for Loealisation Marks, Capt. Finzi, 510
Insect Life, Studies in, and other Essays, Dr. A. E. Shipley,

Insects : and Light, An Observation on, Prof. G. Kerr, 399

;

Attacking Stored Wheat in the Punjab, J. H. Barnes
and A. J. Grove, 170 ;

The Carriage of Disease by,

Dr. L. O. Howard, 391
Instinct,’, What is, Some Thoughts on Telepathy and Sub-

consciousness in Animals, C. B. Newland, 243
Institut Pasteur, Paris, Drs. A. Calmette and L. Martin

appointed Sub-directors of the, 489
Institute : of Chemistry, Presentation to R. B. Pilcher, 189 ;

of Metals, The May Lecture to be Delivered by Prof.

W. E. Dalby, 170
Institution of Civil Engineers, Election of Officers of the,

170
Insulated Wire, Multiple-Stranded, High-frequency Re-

sistance of, Prof. G. W. O. Howe, 258
Insulating Materials, Dielectric Losses in, C. E. Skinner,

453
Integrates de Lebesgue. Fonctions d ’Ensemble. Classes de

Baire, C. de la Valine Poussin, 61

Interference Fringes and the Double Slit, Visibility of,

Prof. J. K. Robertson, 424
Interferometry, Displacement of Long Distances, C. Barus,

500
Internal-combustion Engines, High-speed, A. W. Judge, 124
Intestinal Amoebae of Man, The Entamoebic Cysts of, Capts.

Knowles and Cole, 250
Invertebrate Types, Morphology of, Dr. A. Petrunkevitch, 63
Iodine, The Action of, on Alkalies, J. Bougault, 439
Ionisation Manometer, An, O. E. Buckley, 139
Ions Produced by the Spraying of Water, Nature- of the,

J. J. Nolan, 420
Ireland, Royal College of Science for, Calendar of the, 539
Irish Peat Deposits, Utilisation of, Appointment of a Com-

mittee upon the, 432
Iron : and Steel in Canada, Production of, 17 ;

Institute,

Autumn Meeting of the, 529 ;
Carburation of, by

^ Alkaline Cyanides and Cyanites, M. Portevin, 519;
-Ores Rich in Titanium, Smelting of, Prof. A. Stans-
field, 352

Islands, Appearance and Disappearance of, Prof. M. Brown,
I’S

“Isle of Wight” Bee Disease, The, 507
Isomerisation in the Ethylenic Acids by Migration of the

Double Bond, J. Bougault, 219
Italian : Earthquakes during 1891-1910, Dr. A. C. Cavasino,

392 ; Royal Geological Commission, Report of the, 428
Italy : Scheme for the Founding of Scientific Laboratories

in, 312 ; Science Laboratories in, A Grant for Im-
proving, 328

Jacksonian Prize for 1916 awarded to E. W. H. Groves

;

Subject for 1918, 170
Jahriuch des Norwegischen Meteorologischen Instituts for

1916, The, 452
Janus and Vesta : a Study of the World Crisis and After,

B. Branford, 142

Jensen’s Rat Sarcoma, Susceptibility and Immunity of Rats
Tovrards, J. C. Mottram and Dr. S. Russ, 118

Jefferson Physical and the Cruft High-tension Electrical
Laboratories, Contributions from the, 32

Jevons Memorial Lectures, Prof. W. R. Scott to Deliver
the, 216

Johns Hopkins University, Resignation of Dr. W, H. Welch
as Head of the Department of Pathology

;
Appointment

of Dr. W. G. McCallum, 499
Johnson, Dr., and Lord Monboddo, E. Clodd, 231
Juan Fernandez and the Galapagos Islands, A Swedish.

Expedition to, 314
Jukes m 1915, The, Dr. A. H. Estabrook, 226
Jupiter’s Satellites and the Velocity of Light, Prof. A. W.

Warrington, 345
Jupiter: Photographs of, J. H. Reynolds, 112; The Ninth

Satellite of, Nicholson and Shapley, 33 ;
S. B. Nichol-

son, 219
Jurassic Chronology, Correlation of the, S, S. Buckman’, 339

Kala-azar, Researches on, Sir L. Rogers, 296
Kalahari Tribe, A Ceremonial Paddle Used by the, H.

Balfour, 150
Kava and Betel, The Geographical Diffusion of, Sir D.

Prain, 452
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Kew Bulletin, The : 232 ; The Suspended Publication of the,
245, 289; The Publication of the, 34S, 370; Publication
of the, to be Continued, 3S9

Knots with a Census of Amphicheirals with Twelve Cross-
ings, M. G. Haseman, 399

Kodaikanal Observatory Report, J. Evershed, 272
Kodak Bromide Pictures, 92

i-aboratoire Central d 'Electricitd, Paris, The, 270
Labrador Eskimo, The, E. W. Hawkes, 313
Lactic Ferments and Streptococci, Analogv between the,

C. and H. Cardot, 539
Lake Baikal, The Flora, Fauna, and Hydrologv of, 189
Land and the Empire, The, C. Tumor,* 62
Language, Auxiliary International, Need for Standardising,

G. H. Richardson, 279
Latitud, Determinacion de la, por Alturas Absolutas, etc.,

C. Puente, 83
Lau Islands of the Fiji Group, The, \V. G. Foye, 471
Launching, P. A. Hillhouse and \Y. H. Riddlesworth, 114
Lava, Temperature of, 352
Lead; Isotopic Forms of, Attempts to Separate the, by

Fractional Crystallisation, T. \V. Richards and N. F.
Hall, 400; Isotopes from Thorium, The Stabilin* of,'

Prof. F. Soddy, 244; Dr, A. Holmes, 245; Prof, j/joly,
284 ;

of Radio-active Origin, Atomic Weight of, part iii.,

T, iV. Richards and C. Wadsworth, 140
Leeds University, Col. de Burgh Birch made Emeritus Pro-

fessor by the, 357
Leipzig University, Fraulein A. M. Curtius appointed

Lecturer in French in, 198
Lice, Human, Specimens Desired of, Prof. G. H. F.

Nuttall, 372
Lichens Used for Dyeing, Dr. H. Ryan and W. M.

O’Riordan, 92
Life : and Habit, S. Butler. New edition, 203 ; Evolution,

Application of the Laws of Action, Reaction, and Inter-
action in, H. F. Osborn, 159; Insurance and the War,
215 ; Insurance Companies in the United States, Func-
tions of, Dr. Fisk; Cox; H. Fiske, 215; Insurance
Companies of New York State, The, E. E. Rittenhouse,
215; Insurance, Economics of, 215

Light
: ^

Alloys Sub-Committee, Appointment of a, 69 ; by
Animals, Production of, Prof. U. Dahlgren, igi, 430;
Practical Experiments in, W. St B. Griffith and P, T.
Petrie, 41

Lightning Display, A Remarkable, 529
Lima, Universit}' of, Dr. J. Arce appointed Professor of

Tropical Pathology in the, 458
Limbs, Transplantation of, G. Harrison, 379
Linear Vector Function, The Square Root of a, F. L.

Hitchcock, 359
Lingua Internazionale, Sulla questione della, Prof. I. Galli,

.
358

^

Linnean Society : Election of Officers and Council of the,

289 ; New Foreign Members of the, 21

1

Lions, Captive, Effects of Environment and Habit on, N.
Hollister, 470

Liquid Fuel, Prof. J. S. S. Brame, 134
Liverpool University : Dr. P. G. H. Boswell appointed to

the George Herdman Chair of Geologv, 238 ; T. H.
Bickerton appointed Lecturer on Ophthalmologv in, 357

Livingstone, The David, Centenary Medal awarded to M. V.
Ballivian, 509

Lizards of the Genus Tachydromus, Dr. G. A. Boulenger,
239

Loaded Antennae, Wave-lengths and Radiation of, B. van
der Pol, jun., 338

Longsrreth, Edw’ard, Medals, The, awarded to Prof. A. E.
Kennelly, F. H.^Achard and A. S. Dana, 469

L.C.C. : Grants to London Polytechnics, 419 ;
Report of

the Education Committee of the, on the Training of
Munition-makers, 479

London : Appeal for an Increased Grant for Education
Purposes in, 257 ; University, Report of the MUitsu'y
Education Committee, i8 ; Conferment of Doctorates

;

Carpenter Medal awarded to Dr, P. B. Ballard, 95;
Annual Report of University College, 96; Report of the
Vice-Chancellor for 1916-17, 238; Aims and Work of
the Appointments Board of, 27S

; Offer f«Mn the Rhodes

Trustees for Secretarial Assistance
;
Renewal of the

Franks Studentship ; Conferment of Doctorates, 278

;

The Gilchrist Studentship awarded to Miss B. J.

Schlumberger, 31S; Resolve to Institute a New B.Sc.

Degree, 338 ;
Sir C. Perry elected Vice-Chancellor ;

Gifts to
;
Conferment of Doctorates, 357 ;

Increased

Grant by the London Count}’ Council, 378 ;
C. O.

Blagden appointed Reader in Malay ;
Sir A. Tata

thanked for Donation of ;^i,400; Conferment of Doc-
torates ; Grants from the Dixon Fund, 43S ;

Prof. L,

de la Vall4e Poussin appointed Temporary Lecturer in

Sanskrit and Tibetan at the School of Oriental Studies,

499 ; Universit}’ College, Pamphlet on Medical Studies
I at, 539; The New’ Chemical Laboratories of, 318
Lowell Observatory, Dr. M. Slipher appointed Director

of the, 51
Lower Limb, The Protheses of the, J. Amar, 79
Lucerne, A Disease or ^Malformation of, E. Archer, 179
Luna County, New Mexico, Geology and Underground

Water of, N. H. Darton, 376
Lunar Globe, General Form of the, P. Puiseux and B.

Jekhowsky, 199
Lyrids, April, The, 133, 172

MacGregor, Dr. Jessie, Prize of the Royal College of

Physicians, Edinburgh, The, 32S
Machine?-gun Shop, A New, 214
Macmillan s Geographical Exercise Books. With Questions

by B. C. Wallis, i. to v., 4
Macusi and Wapisiana Tribes, Practices of the, 491
Madras Presidency, Edible Molluscs Found on the Shores of

the, J. Hornell, 410
Magnesite, Exploitation of, at Bulong, F. R. Feldtmann, 233
Magnetic : Elements of the \^al-Joyeux Observatory on

January i, 1917, Value of the, A. Angot, 79 ;
Inertia,

G. W. Walker, 178 ; Storm, A Large, Recorded at Kew
Observatory, 489 ; of Aug. 22, 1916, The, Dr. C. Chree,

39
Magnetisation of Iron, Nickel, and Cobalt by Rotation, S. J.

Barnett, 219
Malleinisation, The Value of the Intra-dermo Palpebral

Method of, Major Hobday, 253
Malta, Botany in, Dr. J. C. SicWalter, ;S
Mammoth, Skeleton of a, Discovered near Bapaume, 370
Manchester : Astronomical Society, The, 16 ; Liverpool,

Leeds, Sheffield, and Birmingham, Joint Matriculation
Board of the Universities of, and Latin, 137 ;

School of
Technology, G. G. Stoney appointed Professor of
Mechanical Engineering at the, 439

Manganese ; and Chromium, Rapid Estimation of, in Metal-
lurgical Products, H. Travers, 519; Steels, The, A.
Portevin, 480; The Magnetic Properties of, and of Some
Special Manganese Steels, Sir R. Hadfield, C. Chdne-
veau, and C. G6neau, 419

Manila Observatory, Weather Bureau of the. Annual Report
of thcj 92

Manitoba University. Establishment of a Chair of Zoolog}%

478
Man of Science, The, in the Community of To-day, Prof.

D. Fraser Harris, 236
Map, A New Method of Expressing the Representative Frac-

tion of a, A. R. Hinks, no
Marine Fibre Industry of Spencer’s and St. Vincent’s Gulfs,

The, 314
Mars, New Elements of, Dr. F. E. Ross, 493
Mass-action, Does the Law of. Govern Diastatic Reactions?

O. Bailly, 520
Maternal and Child Welfare, 38S
Mathematical : Analysis, 61 ; Logic, Function of Symbolism

in, P. E. B. Jourdain, 193 ; Text-books, Some, 102
Mathematics : for the Needs of Science, The Provision made

by, Prof. R. D. Carmichael, 353 ;
Second-Year, for

Secondary Schools, E. R, Breslich. Second edition,

322 ; The Function of, in Scientific Research, Prof.
G, A. Miller, 41 1 ; Value of Early Indian Contributions
to. Rev. Dr. Mackichan, loS

Mathematicians, Ten British, of the Nineteenth Century,
Lectures on, A. MacFarlane, 221

Mayor, J. E. B., and Todhunter, E. S, Payne, 264
Meal Times, Remarks on, M. Amar, 320
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Meals, Advantages of a Change in, J. Bergonie, 320

Mdcanique Analytique, Exercices et Lemons de. Prof, R. de

Montessus, 201

Moccanico Moderno, Guida Pratica del, A- Massenz, 483

Mechanics and Metallurgy, 483
Medical Education of Women, Facilities for the, Sir G.

Foster, 398
Medicinal : Herbs, The Cultivation of, 208 ;

Plants, Essen-

tial Home-grown, 52
Melanthaceae, North American, from the Genetic Stand-

point, Dr. R, R. Gates, 97
Meldola, Prof. R., Proposed Memorial Portraits of, 267

Mellish Comet: Orbit of, L. Rosenbaum, 353;
1917a, 1 12 ; Mrs. J. Braae and J. Fischer-Petersen, 133 ;

J. Braae and J. Fischer-Petersen, 152; J. Fischer-

Petersen, 214, 233; The Spectrum of, Prof. Frost, 315;

Prof. S. S. Hough, 375
Mendelian Class-Frequency, The Probable Error of a, Dr.

R. Pearl, 530
Mental Organisation, 21

Mercury : Jets, Experiments with. Prof. S. \V. J. Smith and

H. Moss, 96 ;
Motion of the Perihelion of, Deduced

from the Classical Theory of Relativity, Dr. L, Silber-

stein, 159 ;
Salts for Toxological Purposes, Detection of

Traces of, Prof. K. C. Browning, 292 ;
The Planet, 152

Mercury Perihelion, The Relativity Theory land the

Motion of. Dr. L. Silberstein, 412
Merlin, Breeding Habits of the, E. R. Paton, 410
Merthyr Technical and Engineering Institute, Offer to

Equip, H. S. Berry, 418
Messines : The Battle of, Sound of the Explosions at, 312,

350
,

Metal Melting, Heat Economy in, 133
Metallic : Tin and Oxide of Tin in Staphylococcus Infections, *

Action of, A. Frouin and R. Gr4goire, 280; Vapours,
Condensation of, on Cold Bodies, Prof. M. Knudsen,
132

Metals : Institute of. Annual General Meeting of the, 13

;

Institute of, Autumn Meeting of the, 529 ; Under
Pressure, Resistance of, R. W. Bridgman, 159

Metazoa? What Determines the Duration of Life in, J.

H. Northrop, 400
Meteorite, An Egyptian, Dr. H. Wilde, 138
Meteorological : Instruments, Instruction in the IJse of,

Prof. F. Eredia, 131 ; Observations, Certain, The Arith-
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Distribution of, W. H. Dali, 140
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Pain in Nature, The Problem of, C, F. Newall, 103
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Palestine ; A War Map of, 373 ; Dr. E. W. G. Masterman,
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1
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Parthenogenesis, The Terminology of, Sir E. Ray Lankester,
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Peanut, The Proteins of the, C. O. Johns and D. B. Jones,

400
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;
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and Interpretation, H. C. Muldoon, 403
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Phonetic Theory, Some Questions of, Dr. W. Perrett, 184
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Turner, 159
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Training in,
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Woodw’ard, 78 ; Sussex, Fragment of the Lower Jaw
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Pin Joints, Design of, Based on Ultimate Strength, Lieut.
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Pitcairn Island, Examination of Natives of, 490
Plague Investigations in India, Gloster, White,^and Brooks,

530
Planet Discovered by M. Sy, Provisional Elements of the,

L. Fabry and H. Blondel, So
Planetary: Nebula, Parallax of a, A. van Maanen, 153;

Nebulae, Rotation in. Prof. W. W. Campbell and W. H.
Moore, 375

Plankton Research at Plymouth, 433 ^

Plant : Genetics, Further Studies in, 34 ;
Remains in the

Hornelen District, Prof. Nathorst, 510; Succession,
Prof. F. E. Clements, 154 j

Teratology, The Principles
of, W. C. Worsdell, voL ii., 501

Plants : Enquiry into, and Minor Works on Odours and
Weather Signs, Theophrastus. With an English Trans-
lation by Sir A. Hort, 282 ; for Exhibition, Methods of
Preparing, C. E. Jones, 97; New Books on, 501;
Poisonous to Live Stock, H. C. Long, 501 ;

Some, that
Might Occur in Britain, C, E. Salmon, 19

Plated Teeth of Sheep: B. Tlxmipeon, 264; Sir H. Max-
we?ll, 284; Dr. J. Ritchie, 306

Plates Infect^s, Le Traitement des, A. Carrel et G. Dehelly

r.
363

Platysoma mtcrophyllum, R. Br., Dr. J, R. Thompson,
460

Plums, Conserving, by Drying, Dr. J. V. Eyre and S. T
Parkinson, 451

Poincar^, Henri, Discourse on, A. Capus, 390
Poisoned Water, Method of Ascertaining, Ricard and Barral,

Poisonous Plants in the N.O. Solanacese, Some, Dr. I. M
^
Petrie, 260

Poissons des Eaux douces de la Russie, Les, Prof. L S
Berg, 222

Pol^d as a Geographical Entity, W. Nalkowski, 269
Fo^hedron, Zones and Faces of a, Numerical Relation

between, E. S. Federov, 98
Polymorphic Forms, Effect of Great Pressures on the Tem-

perature and Velocity of Transition of. Dr. P. W.
Bridgman, 32

Polyneuritis, Deficiency of Substance- in Grains, etc.,

Causing, H. Chick, and E. M. M. Hume, 19

Pons-W’innecke’s Comet, Meteor System of, C. P. Olivier,

160
Porcelain, Chemical, H. Watldn, 532
Port Erin Biological Station, Work at Easter at the, 149
Portunas depurator. Fertilisation and Deposition of Ova in,

F. M. Duncan, 379
Potash : Fertilisers from Felspars, 94 ;

from Seaweed in the

United States, 52 ;
Salts, Production of, in the United

States in 1916, 41

1

Potsdam Astrophysical Observatory, Dr. G. Muller

appointed Director of the, 469
Potato : Causes of the Common Dry Rot of the, in the

British Isles, G. H. Pethybridge and H. A. Lafferty,

79 ;
-spraying, Experiments in, Prof. E. S. Salmon,

451 ;
Supply, The, 27

Poultry Management and Feeding, Appointment of an
Advisory Committee on, 328

Poverty and its Vicious Circles, Dr. J. B. Hurry, S3

Prawns, Palsemonid, The Mouth-parts of the, L. A. Borra-

daiie, 19
Pressure in a High Vacuum, To Measure the, by Observa-

tions of Logarithmic Decrement, Dr. P. E. Shaw, 97
Prismatic Compasses, Appeal for Loan of, 490
Professional Chemists, Position and Prospects of, 85
Protozoa, Intestinal, M. Smith and Matthews

;
H. F.

Carter and Dr. D. Mackinnon, 14

Pruning-Manual, The, Prof. L. H. Bailey, 263
PsilotacesB, The Gametophytes of the, Prof. A. A. Lawson,

99
Pseudoglobulin into Euglobulin, Transformation of, W. N.

379
Psychiatry, Manual of. Dr. J. R. de Fursac and Dr. A. J.

Rosanoff. Fourth edition, 301
Psychological Medicine, Sir R. Armstrong-Jones, 301
Pteropoda on the Coasts of Ireland, The Gymnosomatous,

Miss A. L. Massy, 399
Ptolemy, The Maps Attached to the MSS. of, L. O. T.

Tudeer, 372
Ptolemy’s Catalogue of Stars, Origin of, Dr. J. L. E.

Dreyer, 258
Ptomaine Poisoning, Prof. M. J. Rosenau to Direct an

Investigation of, 150
Public Schools : and Nature Study, Rev. H. Friend, 235 ;

The Natural Sciences in, 94
Punjab, Western, The Criminal in the, Major A. O’Brien,

59
Pyorrhoea alveolaris. Parasitology of, Drs. A. H. Drew

and U. Griffin, 39, 313
Pyrometers, Resistance, 16

Quadruple Scientific Entente, Prof. E. Gley on the Sug-
gested, 409

Qualitative Analysis : Elementary, Prof. B. Dales and
Dr. O. L. Barnebey, 2S1

; for Students of Inorganic
Chemistry, A Short System of. Dr. R. M. Caven, 423

Quartz Glass, Devitrification of, A. C. Michie, 484
Quinine, Increase of the Curative Properties of, and of

Mercury, by the Organometallic Compounds of Arsenic,
A. Gautier, 199

Rabbit, The, not to be Used in Examinations, 58
Radiation ; in the Atmosphere, A Very Penetrating, Dr.

G. C. Simpson, 124; of the Stars, The, Prof. A. S.
Eddington, 308; J. H. Jeans, 444; Prof. A. S. Edding-
ton, 445; -Pressure, Astrophysical Retardation, and

404; Visually Perceptible,
The Minimum, Prof. H. N. Russell, 293

Radioactive: Halos, Prof. J. Joly, 456; 476; Luminous
Compounds, The Theory of Decay in, J. W, T. WalsH,
358; -Dynamics ; The Wireless Control of Torpedoes and
other Mechanisms, B. F. Miessner, 442 ;

-Mechanics, 442
Radium : Emanation Condensed in Sealed Tubes, Use of

the, M. and Mme. A. Laborde, 319; Luminous Com-
pound, C. C. Paterson. J. W. T. Walsh, and W. F.
Higgins, 319

Kalfinose, The Isolation of, H. E. Annett, 431Rain : ?, Can Violent Cannonades Produce, Genl. Sebert,
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239; Violent Cannonades on the Fall of, Possible In-

fluence of, Genl. Sebert, 259
Rainbow, An Unusual, A. J. Low, 525
Rainfall : and Gunfire, M. Angot ; E, L. Hawke, 467

;

Duration, The Measurement of, C. Salter, 15

;

Forests and, Dr. H. R. Mill, 445 ;
Dr. G. Walker,

446 ;
in London, Heavy, Dr. H. R. Mill, 328

Rainier, Mount, Proposal to Re-name, 351
Ramalinae, Attachment Organs of the Common Corti-

colours, Mrs. L. Porter, 399
Ramsay : Memorial Fund, The, 207, 325 ; Prof. C. Basker-

vilie appointed Representative of the Committee, in the

U.S.A., 391 ;
Progress of the, 528 ;

Sir W., a Memorial
Tablet to, in Glasgow Universit}*, 327

Rankine Trochoidal Wave, The, Sir G. Greenhill, 420
Ray Society : Annual General Meeting of the, 89 ;

Resigna-

tion of the Treasurership, by Dr. Du Cane Godman

;

election of Dr. S. F. Harmer as Treasurer, 409
Recalled to Life, Edited by Lord Charnwood

; assisted by
E. Cotes, 413

Reconstruction Committee ; Reconstruction of the, 30

;

Members of the,

Reduction Gears, Marine Application of, J. H. Macal-
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on, 314; Oxides, The Common, R. B. Sosman, 314;
Properties of Clay, H. Le Chatelier and F. B^itch,
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the Committee for the, 76

Renal Activity, The Nature of, Prof. W. M. Bayliss, 344;
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Research : and Education, Gift for the Promotion of, by
the Tootal Broadhurst Lee Company, 518; in Science,

The Value of, Sir A. G. Bourne, 75 ; Institutions in

the United States, G. Lightfoot, 274; Work, Causes
of the Paucity of, Dr. J. L. Simonsen, 108

Residual: Affinity, Problems bearing on, S. Pickering, ir8;
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E. Wilson and Prof. J. W. Nicholson, 119
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in a Rarefied Gas, F. J. W. Whipple, 319
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Standard Cyclopaedia of Horticultuxe, vols. iii., iv., 22

Carleton (M. A.), The Small Grains, 22
Eckles (Prof. C. H.), and Prof. G, F. Warren, Dairy

Farming, 383
McCall (Prof. A. G.), Field and Laboratory Studies of
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Morgan (Prof. J. O.), Field Crops for the Cotton Belt, 342
Morris (T. N.), Microscopic Analysis of Cattle-Foods, 423
Petherbridge (F. R.), Fungoid and Insect Pests of the
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Robinson (G. W.), Russell’s Soil Conditions and Plant
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Russell (Dr. E. J.), Soil Conditions and Plant Growth.

Third edition, 444
Strutt (Hon. E. G.), L. Scott, and G. H, Roberts,, British
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Tumor (C.), The Land and the Empire, ’62

Wilcox (Dr. E. V.), Tropical Agriculture, 183
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Bulleid (A.), and H. St. G. Gray, The Glastonbury Lake
Village. Vol. ii., 482

Frassetto (Prof, F,), Lezioni di Antropologia. Vol. iii.,

Grant (M.), The Passing of the Great Race
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Basis of European, History, 502
Miner (W. H.), The American Indians North of Mexico,
283
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Bateson (Prof. W.), Lotsy’s Evolution by Means of Hy-
bridization, 43
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CLASSICAL EDUCATION.
A Defence of Classical Education. By R. W.

,

Livingstone. Pp. xi + 278. (London : Mac-
milian and Co., Ltd., 1916.) Price 45. 6d, net.

This book is, unfortunately, based upon two
misconceptions, both of which are common

amongst classicists. In the first place, it is

assumed that an attempt is being made at the

present time to abolish classics from general
‘ education and to replace them by scientific studies.

This is far from the truth. Men of science claim

po privileges for their own subject which they

are not prepared to grant equally to classics and

to the other branches of learning. Narrow speci-

^isation in any one department, whether classical

or scientific, we hold to be thoroughly bad from

jan educational point of view.

The author has little knowledge of the aims of

those who wish to reform modern education.

'Prom the frequent references to the conference

held last May on the neglect of science he has

^evidently tajcen the report of these proceedings as

'JMs basis. He then proceeds to isolate state-

;pents and phi^ses from their contexts, and from
jsuch he builds up an entirely erroneous and hypo-

thetical attack which be attempts to demolish to

Ms own satisfaction:

What is the system of classical education in

"force at the present time? At an early age a boy
s to a preparatory school where education has

sics as its dominating note from the outset;

;9n many cases twelve hours a week are devoted

Latin Since the great majority of

l^trance. ischolarships to public schools are jirtu-

IWly awarded on a knowledge of classics, the able

pi>ys are then further hot-housed in this subject,

tactically to the exclus^ion of all other branches.

arrival at a public s^ool, and having attained

» certain proficiency in classics, boys are unlikely

mi wish tbi ^change to other subjects or to be
miowed to dfer to if they wish. Thus the most
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clever boys are diverted from science quite early

in their lives, and consequently we get all the

evils of early specialisation, vrhich results in boys
of fourteen and fifteen devoting as much as

twenty-five hours a week to this one branch of

learning—classics.

This is education as at present interpreted in

our public schools; this is the system which is

I

being attacked so strenuously; this is the ground
which, we venture to suggest, needs an abler

pen than that of Mr. Livingstone to defend
successfully. As a matter of fact, the title of the

! book is a misnomer, for the work is not a defence

I
of classical education at all. Not a' single

1
ment is adduced to support the conclusion that

! “the first stage of classical education may be left

alone. It is as satisfactory as most things in

Education are likely to be.”
As a plea for the retention of classics in a

general scheme of education, the book is excel-

lent. Where Mr. Livingstone is dealing with
facts he is on safe ground, and the majority, of
the work is a “hymn of praise ” which is wholly
admirable. His assumptions, however^ are nearly

always erroneous, and his condusxonb illogical;

one cannot help thinking that a little knowledge
of scientific method would have saved him from
many pitfalls.

The truth is that, although he does not admit
it, and although, possibly, he does not know it,

he is almost as much a reformer as the present-

day advocate of science. Let us quote:—“The

I

world is far more intelligible to us if we have

i

studied literature.” “The value of history is

: even more obvious.” “To be ignorant of
i the world in which we live, to have no idea of

how plants and animals grow, to know nothing

I of electricity and chemistry, is to deny our-

i selves whole provinces of knowledge.” “Physical

i science, torrects the vices of a literary training,

,
its tendency to make men retrospective, criticd,

I

inactive spectators of the world, “Obviondy
any good education will include teaclung

! of science.” “ I| ought to be a first aim to avoM

I

diverting boyn ^Vith mechanicai and scientific
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tastes, who have no aptitude for linguistics, into

studies that will be barren for them.”

Such phrases as these constitute a plea for

devotion of more time to literature, to history,

and especially to science. If the author’s ideal

is to be realised, it can only be done by an altera-

tion of the curriculum, to some extent at the

expense of classical studies. If “the first stage

of classical education should be left alone,” how
does he propose to secure the wider type of educa-

tion which both he and ourselves advocate?

It is on record that the head of an Oxford

college urged that, since it was desirable that

clergymen should know Greek, and since
^

it was

very often late in life before a man ultimately

made up his mind whether he was going to be a

clergyman ,or not, therefore all boys and young

men were to be regarded as potential clergymen

until that critical age was passed. We strongly

suspect the author of similar views, with the

exception that he would keep only the able^ boys

at classics and hand over the dullards to science.

The second misconception is that science means
merely the acquisition of facts. Science can give

far more than the classicists imagine. The divi-

sion of branches of knowledge into “ humanistic ”

and “scientific” is an error of nomenclature; for

science may be made the most humane of all

studies. In the words of a recent manifesto:

“Imaginative power indicates new fields in which
further knowledge of truth may be revealed; its

fpll establishment depends upon accurate observa-

tion, with constant recourse to Nature for con-

firmation. The
,

one aim of natural science is, in

fact, the search for truth based on evidence rather

than on authority- The special value of natural

science in the training of mind and character lies

in the fact that the history of the subject is a plain

record of the search for truth for its own sake.”

SCIENTIFIC ENGINEERING.
(i) Legons sur le Fonctionnement des Groupes
Electro^^s en Rdgime TrouhU. By Prof. L.
Barbilhon. Pp. ii+ 306. (Paris; Gauthier-
Viliars et Cie, 1915.) Price ii francs.

(a) Electric Switch and Controlling Gear. By Dr.
C. C. Garrard. Pp. xviii 4- 656. (London : The
Electrician Printing and Publishing Co., Ltd.,
n.d.) Price 15s, net.

(i) '^HE smooth working of steam or hydraulic
i- prime-movers directly coupled to dynamos

is one of great importance to supply station
e^ineers. In this work Prof. Barbillion, the
director of the Technical Institute at Grenoble,
gives us a thorough and well-reasoned discussion
of the subject. Much of the discussion, we are
afraid, is too mathematical to be properly under-
stood by fte ordinary English engineer, but to
the specialist and the advanced student it will be
interesting and instructive.

In the first chapter curves are given showing
how ^e torques produced by steam-engines and
hydraulic turbines vary with the velocity for a
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^

given admission of steam or water respectively.

Expressions are then found for the “ useful ” torque

produced by the prime-mover, and differential

equations are obtained for the dynamical equili-

brium of the combined set under various condL
tions of load. These equations admit of easy solu-

tion. The problems of regulation and the rdle of

.
regulators are next discussed. The effects pro-*

duced by flywheels, various types of Watt’s
governor, air and oil biakes, etc., are investigated

mathematically and the solutions illustrated by
curves.

Expressions are found for the magnitude of the

variation of the velocity produced by a given dis-

turbance, the case when the resisting torque varies

as the angular velocity being specially considered.

Various devices for damping out irregularities in

speed are described, and finally in the last two
chapters a valuable descriptive study is made of

the mechanisms required to keep the engine ‘

running at constant speed, and also of the devices

required to make the speed of the engine increase

with the load. The book is founded on a course
of lectures given by the author to technical

students. It illustrates well the great practical

value of mathematics to engineers.

(2) As a work of reference this book is of value.

Much of the information in it is novel, and the

problems discussed are those which are exercising

the minds of electrical engineers at the present

time. Many of the practical devices in everyday
use have their limitations, and some are of very
doubtful utility. Dr. Garrard’s critical remarks,
therefore, will be most helpful in clearing up the

mystery attending their operation.

In the first chapter materials and manufacturing
methods are described. It shows clearly how
scientific ordinary commercial engineering is

becoming. In the old days the purchaser of raw
,

materials made a, cursory inspection of all the

samples, and if they appeared to be of the same
quality he accepted the lowest price. This is no
longer the case. Consider, for instance, the pur-
chase of the oil used for insulating high-tension ,

apparatus. The buyer insists on knowing the
electric strength, the flash-point, the viscosity, the
specific gravity, the freedom from acid and alkali,

the mineral impurities and additions, and the rate
at which oxidation products are formed when
ozonised air is passed through the oil. Similarly,
other materials used in construction will have to
conform—or will soon have to conform—to rigid
and highly scientific specifications. In this con-
nection the work done by the Engineering
Standards Committee and by the many committees
of the Institution of Electrical Engineers is worthy
of high commendation. The co-operation between
engineers, business men, mathematicians, phy-
sicists, and chemists is in every way satisfactory^
and promises well for the future industrial welfare
of the country. -

Descriptions are given of apparatus for making'^

[

and breaking electrical circuits, for obviating
danger, for regulating the current afid pressure,,'

for starting and controlling mnning maphinery^;
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and for protecting electrical machines and cables i

against abnormal electrical conditions due to
faults or atmospheric disturbances. A discussion i

is also given of the design of switchboards. In I

almost every chapter many interesting and im-
portant practical researches are suggested. Some
•of these researches have already been begun and
valuable results have been obtained. The industry
is already beginning to feel the benefit of co-
operative research.

553 ^ formula is given for the maximum
electric stress between the horns of a lightning

j

arrester. It is, however, merely the formula for
j

the maximum electric stress between two infinitely
}

long cylindrical wires. Apparently the assumption I

is made that the bending of these wires into the !

shape^ of horns does not appreciably alter the
:

olectric stress. The further assumption is made i

that the value of the disruptive stress in air is
1

^5 kilovolts per cm. This is not true. For two
j

parallel wires in air, if r be the radius of either I

measured in centimetres, the greatest possible
value of the electric stress is 30-hg/ri kv. ap-
proximately at 25° C. and 76 cm. pressure ( 1*013
millibars). It is therefore not independent of the
thickness of the wires. Before we can compute
the breakdown voltage we need to know the
formulae for the disruptive stress wdth the given
size of wire and for the maximum electric stress.

The latter is a definite mathematical problem which
has not yet been solved.

The diagrammatic symbols employed by the
author are good, although in a few cases he is

not consistent. In an appendix the symbols
recommended by the British Electrical and Applied
Manufacturers’ Association (known as the Beama)
are given. We have good grounds for hoping,
however, that agreement on all the diagrammatic
symbols used in electrical work—some 200

—

between all the English-speaking races will shortly
be obtained. A. Russell.

AN AGRICULTURAL POLICY.
British Agriculture: The Nation's Opportunity.
Being the Minority Report of the Depart-
mental Committee on the Employment of
Sailors and Soldiers on the Land. By the
Hon. E. G. Strutt, Leslie Scott, and G. H.
Roberts, With a preface, and appendix on the
Reclamation of Land, by A. D. Hall. Pp. xi-f
168. (London: John Murray, 1917.) Price
35. 6d. net.

TN July, 1915, a Departmental Committee was
^ set up *Ho consider what steps could be
taken to promote the settlement and employment
on the land in England and Wales of sailors and
soldiers, whether disabled or otherwise.” Within
six months

,

Part i. of the report was published,
^urging a policy of closer land settlement by the
I^Greation of more small holdings and the carrying,
pbut of various minor reforms. Before Part ii.

^was published certain changes were made in the ^

^^fersonnel of the committee, and a minority
report was drawn up by Messrs, the Hon. Edward
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Strutt, Leslie Scott, and G. H. Roberts, who felt

unable to sign the majority report. This minority
report forms the subject of the present book.
A considerable portion of the book is occupied

by the preliminary section on the “policy of the
plough,” by an anonymous author styling him-
self “Free Trader,” who attempts to justify the
establishment of a State policy towards agricul-

ture. In the past, as he points out, cheapness
was the main consideration. The only thing the
country cared about was that its bread and meat
should be cheap, and it was supposed to be
immaterial whether the commodities were pro-

duced here or elsewhere. And for a variety of
reasons, which we need not now discuss, they
tended more and more to be raised elsewhere, until

the outbreak of war found us producing only
about half our total food, and only about one-
fifth of the wheat we need. Had the submarine
menace been really effective we must have been
starv’ed out. Thoughtful people of all political

views are therefore asking what is being done to
ensure a stronger <and better developed agri-

culture.

The minority do not consider that the recom-
mendations of the majority report go far enough,
and not being given to half-measures, they have
evolved a scheme of their own. Their aim has
not been to make farming more prosperous, but
to make it more effective as a means of pro-
ducing food and supporting a vigorous popula-
tion. Three conditions are laid down as being
necessary to success. First, the level of prices
must be put sufficiently high to make farming a
safe and remunerative occupation for men and
capital ; secondly, the position of the labourer
must ibe improved as regards wages, housing,
and the amenities of life; and, lastly, the land-
owner must realise that he has a responsibility

to the community.
All this is, of course, entirely subversive of the

old laissea-faire policy. “It is the duty of the
nation,” say the authors, “to provide for its

sailors and soldiers. It is to its interest that the
rural population and our home outout of food
should be increased. We believe that the end of
this war will afford an absolutely unique oppor-
tunity of achieving these great ends.” An ade-
quate wage, a good cottage, the attractions of a
living community, and the chance of rising are
necessary so far as the men are concerned, and
must be provided by State action. No uniform
wage is suggested, but the establishment is re-

commended of district wage-boards, having power
to see that wages do not fall below such a mini-
mum standard as will enable the industrious man
to keep himself and his family in physical health
and efficiency. The chance of rising is to be
provided by small holdings, which, however, will

require to be on a sound basis.

But this plan can only succeed if the farmer’s
interest is made identical with that of the State;
at present it is not. The farmer might meet the
demands for higher wages as his predeofessors

did in the early ’eightie&^^y dismissing, his men
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and laying the land down to grass. This, of

course, would be disastrous. To avoid it, a guar-

anteed minimum price of 40s. to 42s- per quarter

for wheat should be offered for the next
^

ten

years; in addition, a bonus of 2L should be given

for each acre of grassland ploughed up. Pos-

sibly an import duty would be needed to pay the

cost of the guarantee, but the authors prefer not

to discuss the details too minutely. The Board
of Agriculture should take over several grass

farms in different parts of the country and run

them as demonstration farms, showing how best

they may be broken up and converted into arable

land. As minor reforms the authors suggest that

some of the munition works should be turned on
to produce agricultural machinery after the war,
and that special attention should be devoted to

the sugar-beet and potato industries, both of

which are capable of considerable development.
It is gratifying that agriculture is now receiv-

ing so much attention, and one can only hope
that something will emerge to give it direction

and impetus. There is a growing tendency in

favour of definite State action, and everything is

gained by having the matter well discussed
beforehand.

OVR BOOKSHELF,
Highways and Byways in Nottinghamshire, By

J. B. Firth. With illustrations by Frederick
L.^ Griggs. Pp. xviii+ 426. (London: Mac-
millan and Co., Ltd., 1916.} Price 6s, net.

Although the county of Nottingham cannot
perhaps claim a place among the most picturesque
of the English shires, it can nevertheless show
many .attractive landscapes, more especially in
the valley of the Trent and in the splendid rem-
nant of the ancient forest of Sherwood. While
mainly concerned with the towns and villages, the
castles, abbeys, churches, and mansions of the
county and the

^

historical associations attached
to them, Mr. Firth has done full justice to its

physical features, and haSi produced what is cer-
tainly one of the best books yet written on Nott-
inghamshire.

Perhaps the best chapters are those on the
forest and parks of Sherwpod, full of “the glamour
of a romantic past and the charm of living im-

beauty. As a district of enchantment,
of oM oaks, of noble names, of great memories,
of high romance, it has not its peer in England.
The New Forest may vie with it in the beauty
of its woodlands, but it has few associations to
match those of Sherwood.'^

Sherwood Forest, moreover, is full of interest
to the naturalist, as might be expected in a region
of primeval woodland; many of the constituents
of its fauna are, indeed, peculiar to it. Such
matters, |owever, vrould be out of place in a work
of this kind, and as a matter of fact there is not
word in the book on the geology or natural

history of the county, unless we except the refer-
ence to the Nottingham crocuses and the forest
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flies of Sherwood. In describing the Nottingham
meadows in spring as “ablaze with fairy gold,”

Mr. Firth makes a curious slip, for the Notting-

ham crocus is, of course, the purple-flowered

species 1

The book is profusely and beautifully illus-

trated, and the large-scale maps will be invaluable

to the explorer of the byways of Nottinghamshire.

Index of Genera and Species referred to, and an
Index to the Plates in The Ibis ” (seventh,

eighth, and ninth series)^ 1895-1912. Edited

by William Lutley Sclater. Pp. 513. (British

Ornithologists^ Union : sold by W. Wesley and
Son, 1916.) Price iL 12s, 6d.

Those who study or refer to the more recent

volumes of the Ibis will welcome the successful

completion and issue of the third index of genera
and species referred to, and an index to the

plates. This covers the seventh, eighth, and ninth

series, or eighteen volumes, and saves a tedious

reference to a corresponding number of separate

indexes. The twO' previous indexes, each cover-

ing fifteen years, published in 1879 ^^97
respectively, contained 431 and 471 pages. The
present volume contains 513. This increase is

chiefly caused by the adoption of the trinomial

system of nomenclature, which necessitates

three references to each bird mentioned under its

generic, specific, and subspecific names respec-*

tively. The compilation of this great index was
entrusted by the committee of the British

Ornithologists’ Union to Mr. Henry Peavot and
Mr. Thomas Wells, and they are to be con-
gratulated upon the able manner in which they
have carried out their laborious task. The
general supervision of the work, as well as the
reading of the proof-sheets, a toilsome and
tedious business, was undertaken by Mr. W. L.

Sclater, the editor of the Ibis. The list of

plates occupies eleven pages, showing that the
later series of the Ibis have been well illustrated,

though the coloured portraits of species may be
relatively fewer than in the earlier volumes.

Macmillan*s Geographical Exercise Books, With
Questions by B. C. Wallis. 1 . The British
Isles. 11 . Europe, III, The British Empire.
TV. The Americas. V, Asia and Australasia.
Pp. 48 each. (London : Macmillan and Co.,
Ltd., 1916.) 7d. each. Keys, 2s, 6d, net each.

The plan of these books is to enable pupils to
learn geography by doing something for them-
selves. Each left-hand page provides a clear out-
line map—quarto size—either suitably contoured
or showing political divisions, which the pupil is

to fill up by answering carefully graded questions
of a sensible kind, which are printed on the right-
hand page. In the keys, intended for the use
of the busy teacher, the maps are correctly filled

in, and the questions are annotated where neces-
sary with hints to the teacher on points he should
emphasise and amplify when discussing the
questions with his pupils.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
[The Editor does not hold himself responsible for

opinions expressed by his correspondents. Neither
can he undertake to return, or to correspond with
the writers of, rejected manuscripts intended for
this or any other part of Nature. No notice is

taken of anonymous communications.}

British Optica! Science.

The following paragraph is taken from a report on
national instruction in Technical Optics, published re-

cently under the auspices of the Board of Scientific

Societies :

—

“A further need, which is urgent, is the supply of
standard text-books dealing with those parts of Optics
which at present are greatly neglected in this countr\^

;

this includes practically the whole of Geometrical
Optics and a large part of Technical Optics. In our
opinion the quickest and most effective method of
<^ling with this requirement is by publishing transla-

tions of existing foreign books and abstracts of im-
portant papers on the subject.’*

The recommendation contained in the last part of
this extract is admirable if carefully carried out, and
applies to all substantial scientific literature,

as weU as to Geometrical Optics. But the reason
assigned, though doubtless prompted only by our
national habit of self-depreciation, is unwittingly a
reflection on the numerous treatises on the subject,
some of them of high originalitv, and of Continental
repute to judge from the references to them, that exist
in the English language. If the reason advanced had
been that many of these treatises are weak on the
technical side, which is important, not on account of
scientific principle, but soleiv or mainly through its

connection with workshop practice, it would have
struck the niark. It is in British optical manufacture,
not in British University instruction and discovery,
that there has been lack of appreciation, until recent
years, of what organisation, and co-operation between
theory and practice, can do, and have done in other
countries. It is in the trade that we had fallen behind,
for the usual reason that it is easy and profitable to
hold an ^ency for an efficient and pushing foreign
organisation, but quite another matter to compete
with it- The works of Heath, Herman, C. S.
Hastings, Schuster, R. W. Wood, and many others
dealing with Geometrical Optics (not to mention the
encyclopaedia articles of Lord Rayleigh and other
writers) do not seem to be in any way inferior to
Continental books, themselves not very numerous; as
regards the substantial number of recent works on
the technical side of the subject by English and
American writers I am not much in a position to
judge, for the reason indicated above, but I see no
ground to doubt their value. Nor, within my own
knowledge, is there any ignorance of the higher
development of Geometrical Optics in such a technical
school as the Northampton Institute at ClerkenwedL

In fact, one may be pardoned for what otherwise
might seem an invidious remark, that in the vast
expansion of optical science and practice during the
last century this country has had more than its share.
The evolution of the spectroscope, the mightiest
modem weapon of astronomical and ultimate physical
research, has been effected mainly in England and
America : names such as Rayleigh, Rowland, and
Michelson at once occur to mind. For a long period
the constmction of the great telescopes of the world
was a British and Irish speciality; it has now gone
largely to America because it is there that they are
wanted. One need only glance at the references in
Czapski’s admirable book—^itself an excerpt from a
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German Encyclopaedia of Physics—to see that the

treatment of aberrations was set on a scientific basis

mainly by J. Herschel and Airy and Coddington. The
early theoretical w^ork of Roger Cotes and R. Smith
was indeed largely anticipated in Holland by Huygens

;

but one can imagjne what a gap would be made in the

science if the Geometrical Optical work of Thomas
Young, Sir W. Rowan Hamilton, and others named
above, and more of comparable merit still happily in

active production, were excluded.

On the other hand, there is the old Munich school of

Fraunhofer and Steinheil, with their theorist in aber-

rations, von Seidel, of supreme rank, though now a
thing of the past. But the great modern object-lesson

is the scientific organisation and commercial success of
the firm at Jena under the direction of Zeiss and
Abbe, apparent mainly in the smaller optical appli-

ances which are commercial articles. It has been
due, as is well known, largely to their enterprise in

making experimentally all the "kinds of glass that had
a chance of proving useful, and tabulating their optical

qualities. But the very same problem was attacked
in this country more than half a century ago by a
solitary scientific worker—the Rev. W- Vernon Har-
court—and pursued for many years into practical re-

sults wdth the unrivalled advisory collaboration of Sir

George Stokes; and it is understood to be generally

admitted that, with the aid of even a very small
subsidy from public sources, their neglected labours
would have solved the problem that in other hands
has carried so much iclat Nor should the public-

spirited vrork of British glass-makers be forgotten, in

our new-born and most praiseworthy zeal
;
the improve-

ments effected at Chance’s w^orks at Birmingham
under the direction of John Hopkinson are classical,

and the inspiring energy of Sir David Gill promised
just before his death fruitful developments in the
astronomical direction, both there and at Blackfriars.— Joseph Larmor.
Cambridge, February 17.

The Bursting of Bidbbles.

The interesting letter appearing under the above title

in the issue of Nature for February 15 reminds me of a
different, but equally simple, method of producing the
same phenomenon, described in the Proceedings of the
Physical Society, vol. xxviii., p. 59, 1915. There, in
order to avoid obscuring the issue, , tiie bubbles are
said to discharge minute clouds of smoke; but, as
often as not, smoke-rings like those described by Mr.
Campbell Swinton and Miss Beale were obtained by
Mr. Moss. In this method bubbles (of air) of any
desired size can be used. These are filled with smoke
by placing a "wire, conveying a current of appropriate
strength (easily determined by trial), above the end of
the tube through which they enter the oil. A similar
phenomenon is exhibited, very effectively, in a well-
known experiment wdth phosphoretted hydrogen.

S. W. J. Smith.
Imperial College of Sdence and Technology,

February 16.

Thermodynaiiiics and Gravitation: A Suggestion.

The recent experiments of Dr. P. E. Shaw (Phil.
Trans., ccxvi., 1916) seem to show that the “gravita-
tion constant” has a temperature coefficient. It is
remarkable, too, that G seems to be only appreciably
influenced by increasing the temperature of the larger
attracting mass.
The application of the principles of therinodyitamics,

while affording no e^lanation of gravitafion itsdf,
may offer an explanation of the temperature coeffid^t
if it exists. One assumption only is requited, namely.
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that the approach of an attracted mass towards an

attracting centre is accompanied by a rise in tern-

perature, or, for the approach to be isothermal, heat

must be taken away from the approaching mass.

Let us suppose a mass m grams is attracted with

a force F dynes by an attracting mass M grams at a

distance r cm. On an F,r diagram draw the Carnot

cycle ABCD, AB and CD being isothermals at abso-

lute temperatures B and respectively, BC
and DA being adiabatic changes in the distance be-

tween the attracting centres. Take the mass m
round the cycle. Let the heat supplied along AB be

m.SQ ergs, where 8Q is the heat required to keep the

temperature of i gm. constant when the distance

changes from r to r4- 8r.

By the second law of thermodynamics the work

done in the cycle is 8Q. ergs. The work is also
u

given by the area ABCD, i,e. x86x8r ergs.
\ ao Jr const.

Hence m . = . Sr,

which means that

(I)

Let the Newtonian law hold for isothermal changes
in the di^nce between the attracting centres, then

dF 2GMw f K

Also, if s is the specific heat of m in ergs we have
for r constant

From (3) we get

=0.

dr. dB

From (i) we get

ifi .

Bd\m 96J dr.bd ’

• •«
wheikce F= . / (r) . log ^+ <^r).

Putting this in (2) gives

2GMw

2G'Mm

m .f{r) , logd+^''(r;= -

This requires that

f(r)=o, and <^'(r)= -

(3)

Hence f{r)=A and ^r)=GM^,

which give F +A .w . log
r*

the greater the mass the temperature of which is
tmsed, the greater the correction due to temperature.

If the force of attraction between two masses at
cmstant distance is Fj when one of them is at a
temperature of and F, when that same one is at

tiien, other things being constant, we have '

F,-Fi=A.«.logA

where m is the mass the temperature of which is
nosed,
Cak^ating A ftom Dr. Shaw’s results gives the^ue of i*4X 10-^* Pbynting and PhiHips

(Proc. Roy. A 76) used 20S grams attract^ by
the earth and the temperature was varied between
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-186° C. and 4-100° C. Hence the change in the
attracting force w’ould be

A . . log = I *4 X 10 ^ X 20S x log^ 5 dynes

= 4X 10”

or a change of i in 5 x 10^^, which Poynting andi

Phillips could not possibly detect.

George W. Todd.
Newcastle-upon-Tyne.

DESTRUCTIVE WILD BIRDS,

ONE of the evidences of the awakening in the
public mind to the importance of the sub-

ject of the status of wild birds in relation to agri*

culture, horticulture, forestry, and fisheries is the
annual newspaper correspondence. The subject

has been dealt with year by year in a large
number of papers, from the Times to the local

village weekly. Unfortunately the attitude

assumed by the majority of the correspondents is

one based largely upon want of knowledge and a
misconception of the subject under discussion.

Whilst one section of writers presupposes that
the majority of wild birds are distinctly injurious
and should be ruthlessly destroyed, the other re-

gards all birds as beneficial and advocates strin-

gent measures for their protection. Such
extreme views are both wrong and retard rather
than aid a true understanding of a most com-
plicated, but all-important, subject.

At a time when it is almost imperative that the
land should be made to produce its maximum
yield, it is doubly important that any factor that
acts as a deterrent should be better understood
and receive more than passing attention. The
vexed question of the economic status of our wild
birds is indeed a matter that calls for a very
thorough, exhaustive, and continued inquiry.
From the first class of writers mentioned above

one would conclude that little or no trustworthy
evidence is forthcoming, and that we possess no
exact knowledge of the feeding habits of any wild
birds, the changfes in feeding habits, their relation*
to the destruction and distribution of weeds, etc.

Such, however, is far from the truth. Whilst,;
unfortunately, we have no State department oir,

organisation engaged upon an investigation of
the subject, tabulating records and results year by
year, and spreading the information thus obtained*
amongst the people most interested, for more*

^thirty years there has been a small but enthu-
siastic number of private workers whose cumu-
lative work has provided us with a most valuable*
mass of facts and original observations, and,
thanks to these workers, it is now possible tO"
state definitely that at the present time there is
ample evidence of a far-reaching kind to prove :

—

(i.) 'l^at no quarter should be showii to the-
wood-pigeon,^ which^ is one of the most destruc-
tive birds with which the agriculturist is con-
fronted, and that every means should be taken to
destroy it.

(ii.) The results of an investigation carried out*
by the writer in 1907-8-9 upon the feedingt
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habits of the rook, supplemented similar work
by Thringf, Florence, and Hammond, clearly go
to prove that this bird is far too plentiful at the
present time, that it prefers a grain diet, and
that it is injurious.

(iii.) In a like manner it has been shown that

the starling has increased in numbers enormously
during the last twelve years, and so long as
these numbers are maintained this bird must
prove a source of considerable loss to the
farmer.

(iv.) The bullfinch and the blackbird in fruit-

growing districts are most destructive, and cause
great losses to growers. Both species demand
drastic measures for their reduction.

Further instances might be quoted, but the

above will suffice to show that definite and indis-

putable evidence can be obtained with reference

to the feeding habits of any particular species of

wild bird.

If the results obtained in investigations of this

kind are to be of any practical value^ the evidence
must be thorough and overwhelming. Elsewhere ^

I have set forth in detail the procedure that is

necessary in order to obtain this information, and
nothing short of the greatest thoroughness and
accuracy can lay claim to thoughtful considera-
tion.

The statement is frequently made that notwith-
standing a little harm that certain birds occasion-
ally do at particular seasons of the year, as a
class they are beneficial. If this be so, it seems
to me most important that we should know which
species are the culprits, the extent of the damage
or loss they occasion, and the frequency with
which they occur throughout the country, in order
that so beneficial a class of animals should be
rid of their “black sheep,” and their fair repute
remain impeccable.

Unfortunately such a statement is only partly

true, and in the present state of our knowledge
it cannot be denied or upheld upon practical

evidence. This, at least, we do know : that many
species of wild birds are protected that are dis-

tinctly injurious, in consequence of which hun-
dreds of thousands of pounds’ worth of food is

annually destroyed by them
;

that there are
many species of wild birds which are annually
destroyed in large numbers, and that the food of

these species has been proved to consist almost
entirely of farm vermin, which latter exact an
enormous toll upon the produce of the land;
finally, that there are a number of species with
reference to which we know comparatively very
little as regards the nature of their food and feed-

ing habits, and before they can be said to be
beneficial, injurious, or neutral, much more de-
tailed information is required.

At the present time farmers and fruit-growers
throughout the land are indiscriminately destroy-
ing wild birds, so that a recent writer states:
“ Some of the very greatest friends that our nation
has are being destroyed without mercy. ... If

1 Jowm. Roy. Hort. Soc., 1917, xlii., part i ; and more briefly in Nature,
Janoaryj, 191:5.
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I
the British Navy w’ere threatened with destruction,

a great cry would rise from the people, but only

f
whispers are heard now and then about the slow

I

destruction of a defensive force upon which most
of our prosperity depends.”
The hands of our legislators are tied, for, as I

have elsewhere stated,^ “the need of continued
investigation upon a subject so intimately related

to our food supply must be patent to even the

most casual inquirer, for without a thoroughly
reliable and extensive knowledge of the subject

I it is impossible to frame wise and beneficial laws
i relating thereto.”

I

Hitherto the State has not thought the subject

worthy of serious attention (if it has acted it has

I

done so too late or inefficiently), but the exigencies

I

of the present abnormal times may compel it to

I

do so, and to rue that it has been so apathetic

[

and neglectful of the subject in the past.

I

Walter E. Collinge.

NEW ANTISEPTICS.

N ot the least important feature of the present
war is the interest which has been con-

centrated on the effective treatment of septic

wounds. Attention has already been directed

(Nature, February lo, 1916) to the use of the
hypochlorite solutions of ’Dakin and Lorraine
Smith, and to that of chloramine-T of Dakin,
Cohen, Daufresne, and Kenyon. These sub-
stances, whilst they possess strong bactericidal

properties, have little or no irritant or toxic action
in antiseptic strength, and have in consequence
found very generS and successful application.

The latest contribution to the subject, by Messrs.
Browning, Kennavray, and Thornton, and Miss
Gulbrausen, of the Bland-Sutton Institute of
Pathology of the Middlesex Hospital, is embodied
in a report to the Medical Research Committee.
It was published in the British Medical Journal
of January 20; and the daily papers have lately

devoted attention to the subject.

The defects of most antiseptics lie in the fact
that, whilst they act chemically on proteins and
so destroy bacteria, they also affect the serum,
which has itself powerful antiseptic properties.

This probably explains the large reduction in

bactericidal action of most antiseptics in presence
of serum. Furthermore, most antiseptics inhibit

phagocytosis and so deprive the body of one of
its most important weapons in combating local

infection. An ideal antiseptic should therefore
combine powerful bactericidal action along with
the absence of deleterious effect on phagocytosis
or on the nature of the serum. It should further
be without irritant or toxic action, whilst stimulat-

ii^ healthy granulation.

Among the substances which the authors have
examined are a number of triphenylmethane dyes^

(malachite green, brilliant green, crystal violet,"

and ethyl violet) and the yellow colouring matter

1
2 Joum. Roy. Hort. Soc., 1917, xlH,, part i.
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known as flavine or diaminomethylacridinium

chloride.

CH

H,!). I

I
JHH.

/\
CH3 Cl

The latter was originally tried by Ehrlich on

trypanosome infections, and was found to have a

very marked therapeutic effect.

The authors claim that whereas the bactericidal

action of flavine is stimulated by the presence^ of

serum {Staphylococcus aureus is killed in dilution

of I : 20,000 in water, but in i : 200,000 in

serum), its power of inhibiting phagocytosis is

not high, a concentration of i : 500, as compared

with 1 : 625 for chloramine-T, i : 13 for eusol, and

1
: 9 for Dakin solution, being required. For a

true comparison, however, it is necessary to deter-

mine the relation of the bactericidal action {Le,

the minimum strength of solution required to kill

the bacteria) to the phagocytosis action {i.e, the

strength of antiseptic required to reduce the

number of leucocytes to half that of the pure

serum control),, and this ratio, which the authors

call the therapeutic coefiScient, is much higher than

that given by any of the older antiseptics or the

dyes referred to. The irritating effect was com-
pared by placing three or four drops of the solu-

tion on the conjunctiva (rabbit) for three minutes.

Flavine produced no effect in a concentration of

1 : 200, mercuric chloride i
: 500, and chloramine-

T 1 : 25. It thus appears that though flavine

does not compare very favourably with chlor-

amine-T in its irritant action, or wdth the absolute

values of the hypochlorites in phagocytosis, its

Interest appears to lie in its exceptional bacteri-

cidal properties, and more especially in the

enhanced effect said to be produced by the

presence of serum.
The value of the antiseptic seems to centre

round this fact, and it will be interesting to

learn what special property attaches to flavine

whereby it is able to destroy bacteria, whilst not
only leaving untouched, but materially activating

the antiseptic properties of serum.
In summarising their results, the authors claim

that fiaviny has been found to possess extremely
powerful oactericidal and antiseptic properties,
which are enhanced rather than diminished by
admixture with serum

; that in presence of serum
%yine is the most potent bactericide of all those
illjinst^ated for both Staphylococcus and B. coli,

aSd it IS equally efficient for the enterococcus and
for ana^obes, such as B. oedematis malignii
&at flavine, in relation to its bactericidal power,
is very mi^h less detrimental to the process of
phagocytosis and less harmful to the tissues than
the other substances; hence much higher effective
cooicentrations can employed wifiout (imag-
ing tissues or interfering with the natural
defensive mechanisms. The clinical observations
recorded by Dr. Ligat and others at the Middlesex
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Hospital are very encouraging, and hold out the

promise of an extended use of the new antiseptic.

It will now be necessary to find a means of supply-

ing the antiseptic at a reasonable cost. J. B. C.

THE SCHOOL OF ORIENTAL STUDIES.

The daily papers have given a full account of

the formal opening, on February 23, of

the new School of Oriental Studies in Fins-

bury Circus, and have reported Sir John
Hewett's loyal address, the gracious reply

of his Majesty the King, and Lord Curzon’s

speech describing the objects and ambitions

of the school. A brief mention of an occasion

so historic seems to be called for even in

the pages of a scientific journal. We are in-

terested in all sound and scientific teaching, and
the teaching of Oriental languages may ultimately

affect the progress of science in Asia and Africa-

It has been objected that the opening of a new
and expensive school, costing 14,000!. a year,

besides the expense of adding a fine block of class-

rooms to the old London Institution, was not very

consistent with the economies which war has im-

posed upon us. The answer to this objection is

easy and, indeed, obvious. The scheme to estab-

lish an Oriental school in London fitted to be a
rival of the famous schools in Berlin, Petrograd,
and Paris was set on foot ten years ago*, and the

funds now expended were promised or given
before war broke out. Moreover, w^ar has opened
our eyes to the necessity of making an effort to
compete vigorously with the activities—political,

commercial, and even scientific and linguistic—of
the Germans in Asia and Africa. We have dis-

covered that their industry was rarely disinter-

ested, and that political propaganda was too often at

the root of “ peaceful penetration ” in the field of
missionary, scientific, and linguistic effort.

Even if that were not the case, it was a re-

proach and a shame to us that our present
enemies had all but secured a monopoly in Oriental
learning. Our own Oriental scholars looked to
Berlin for recognition, instruction, and aid-

Many of them arc Justly proud of German
honorary degrees conferred upon them at a time
when Germans were admittedly at the head of
the Indianists of the world. They pursued and
rewarded not only the classical learning of the
East,^ but the newer studies, ethnological and
linguistic, which are scarcely known to our own
universities. It was an Austrian priest, Pater
Schmidt, who discovered that the speech of the
Khasis in Assam, once supposed to be as unique
and isolated as that of the Basques in Europe, in
fact extends right across the Pacific Ocean to
Easter Island. It was in Germany that all the
best research was done, all the most learned
periodicals printed. It was the Germans who
inherited the tradition of Oriental learning set up
by Sir William Jones. It was time that this
monopoly should be contested.

It h to be hoped that the new school will act
in concert with indigenous scholars in India..
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Many of these are endeavouring to make the
greater India languages fit vehicles for the im-
parting of scientific teaching. For example, the
Vangiya Sahitya Parisat, a learned sociely in
Calcutta, has for some fifteen years past been
compiling a vocabulary of chemical and botanical
terminology in the vernacular. This is a task in

which the help of Western scholars is plainly
required, lest there should be misunderstandings
aind overlapping of effort. So is it also in the
freld of comparative philology, in which native
students are apt to ignore the acquisitions of
Western scholarship.

Finally, H.M. the King was happily inspired
in suggesting that the pupils of the school may
hereafter be “teachers of unselfish government
and civilised commerce.” Scholarship and science

should be disinterested, while commerce should be
a loyal and friendly exchange to the benefit of both
parties to the transaction. It was, once more,
time that the great City of London should recog-
nise that a sound and scientific knowledge of

Asiatic and African languages, literary and other,

is a necessary part of the extension of British

influence in lands where our sole object is to

improve the social and physical condition of races

which have fallen behind our own standard of

civilisation.

At the opening of the school the King was accom-
panied by the Queen and Princess Mary. On arriving

at the school their Majesties were received by Lord and
Lady Curzon and Sir John Hewett, chairman of the

governing body. The opening ceremony took place in

the library, where Sir John Hewett, addressing the

King, said they took the King’s presence as a sign that

his Majesty was fully cognisant of the importance to

the Empire of the study of Oriental and African lan-

guages and civilisations on a scale which Great Britain,

alone among great countries of the world interested

in the East, had not hitherto regarded as necessar}’;

and they had planned that the school should be at least

equal to the Oriental schools in foreign capitals, and
adequate to Imperial needs.

The King, in the course of his reply, said :
“ I am

glad to be the patron of the School of Oriental

Studies, and it gives me particular gratification to take

part to-day in the ceremony of opening this fine

building in which the school is henceforth to carry

on its work.
“I cannot sufficiently emphasise the wide scope and

vast importance of that work. The school will afford

fresh opportunities of study to those services which
have been the pioneer of progress and the instrument

of good government in India and Egypt. It will

furnish with a fuller technical equipment the pioneers

of commerce and industry who in each successive

generation undertake the duty of upholding the

honoured fame of British trade in the East. Its vrork

will serve to develop the sympathy which already so

happily exists between my subjects and those of my
Far Eastern ally, Japan. But more than this is lb

be looked for from the school.

“If it happily succeeds in imparting to the pupils

sent out as teachers of unselfish government and
civilised commerce a clearer comprehension of the

thoughts and lives of the diverse races of the East,

the good effects of that success will extend far be-

yond the immediate and tangible results. The ancient

literature and the art of India are of unique interest
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in the history of human endeavour. I look to the

school to quicken public interest in the intellectual

tradition of that great continent and to promote and
assist the labours of the students in these depart-
ments of knowledge, to the mutual advantage of both
countries.”

After the termination of the proceedings their

Majesties inspected the rew school. They were accom-
panied by the Lord Mayor, Lord and Lady Curzon,
Mr. H, A. L. Fisher, Sir John Hewlett, Mr. P. J.
Hartog, and Dr. Denison Ross, the director of the
school.

GEORGE MASSEE,
IWT YCOLOGISTS in all parts of the world will

learn with great regret of the death of
Mr. G. IMassee, which occurred at Sevenoaks, on
February 17, after a brief illness. George Edw^ard
Massee w-as born at Scampston, in Yorkshire, about

1850, and at the age of ten was sent to school in

York. He early showed a taste for drawing and
natural history. At the York School of Art he
gained the national medal for the y-ear, and when
about seventeen years old published a paper on
woodpeckers in the Intellectual Observer. Later he
studied botany under Spruce, a relative of his

mother. It was intended that he should follow his

father’s steps as a farmer, but, alw^ays ready for

adventure, he readily accepted Spruce’s suggestion
to visit the West Indies and South America. He
travelled in both the eastern and western countries

of that continent, and, in addition to making
botanical collections, sent home living plants in

bulk.

On his return Massee’s artistic talent became
further manifest through the publication of his

drawings in Spruce “Hepaticae Amazonicae et

Andinse.” He took up teaching and returned to

the study of botany, specialising in fungi and
plant diseases. He also got into .touch with the

late Dr. IM. C. Cooke, and after working as a
volunteer at Kew for some years he succeeded
Cooke in 1893 head of the Crvotogamic De-
partment of the Herbarium, a post which he held

until his retirement in 1915.
xAmongst his earlier volumes may be mentioned

“British Fungi, Phycomycetes and Ustilagineae”

(1891), and “A Monograph of the Myxogastres ”

(1892). Between that year and 1895 four volumes
of his “British Fungus Flora” were issued, the

trork remaining incomplete. The descriptions in

this flora w’ere detailed and comprehensive, and
the book has proved indispensable to all British

students.

Massee’s serious pathological investigation
began about 1895, from that date until litts

retirement a continuous stream of contributions to
this subject flowed from his pen. His “Text-
book of Plant Diseases ” (1899), which he made
a wise selection from the best work of others, was
a really good and useful book, and had perhaps a
highef^ reputation than any other. Its publica-

tion marked a distinct epoch in the history of plant

pathology in this country. In his larger work,
“Diseases of Cultivated Plants and Trees ” (1910),

many of the author’s own views, not always
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shared by others, are included. As a work of

reference the later treatise is,^ however, unique

and invaluable. In spite of his energies in the

field of pathology, taxonomy still received atten-

tion, as is testified by the volumes, “European

Agaricacese” (1902), “British Fungi and

Lichens'’ (1911), and “British Mildews, Rusts,

and Smuts " (1913). Massee was a fellow of the

Lirinean Society from 1895 to 1915. He was<

elected an associate in 1916. In 1902 he received

the Victoria Medal of Horticulture of the Royal

Horticultural Society.

Massee 's talent as a systematist lay perhaps

mostly in his genius for recognising the affinities

of a fungus and his remarkable memory. He
wrote fluently and forcibly, and being full of

energy and industry, was therefore an extremely

rapid worker. His artistic powers were quite

exceptional, and his drawings, many of which

were extraordinarily beautiful, were
^

usually

executed with astonishing rapidity. His power
of recalling the precise appearance of individual

specimens was so great that he could with the

greatest ease portray from memory a whole series

of Agarics or other fungi. As to detail he was
impatient, his style being always bold and vivid.

Massee was a remarkable personality. Quick,

shrewd, and outspoken, he was misunderstood by
some. Those who knew him well understood
and appreciated him, and mourn the loss of an
old and valued friend. A. D. C.

TBE PROMOTION OF TECHNICAL I

OPTICS.

attention of all interested in the subject
of technical optics, the importance of which

we have emphasised repeatedly during the last

fefw ^ears, is directed to the subjoined valuable
a&& interesting report, issued by the Board of
Scientific Societies, having been approved by the
Board on January 24. It will be recalled that the
board was formed some time ago by the Royal
Society after conferences with the learned and
professional societies of the kingdom with the
object of investigating scientific and technological
problems arising out of the war. It is an addi-
tional testimony to the importance of the subject
that this should be the first formal report issued
by the board.
The committee upon whose labours the report

is based was exceptionally well qualified to deal
with its reference “to consider and report upon
national instruction in technical optics.” It com-
prised well-known representatives of the scientific,
the^ industrial, and the educational aspects of
optics, and included a high official of the Ministry
of Munitions, which has had such good cause to
realise thoroughly the disasters brought upon the
nation by previous n^lect.
The report is, we think advisedly at this stage,

not overburdened with details, but deals with the
matter in hand on broad lina^, both as to the
necessity for immediate action and the direction
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that action should take, but we are pleased to

note that the “committee is willing,” and, we
assume, prepared, “ to give further advice with

respect to . . . matters connected with subjects

referred to in the report,”

The necessity for immediate action is empha-

sised in weighty sentences, especially in regard

to the numerous scientific and industrial interests

involved. The report asserts that “the next

few years are the years which will determine the

future of the [optical] industries of the country.”

The actual recommendations for action are

directed towards concentration and appear to

focus on two points—the provision of the “ man ”

and of the “home”—^though other matters of out-

standing importance are not overlooked. The
first point can be dealt with without any great

delay by the appointment of a “director,” as he

is provisionally termed, whose initial duty will be

the organisation and direction of the whole of the

teaching, and who, assisted by a qualified staff,

should, from the start, be able to advise “the trade

in any difficulties they may encounter” until “a
sufficient supply of men thoroughly trained” can

be evolved. But such an appointment involves

an appointing body, and this the board proposes
to set up in the form of an independent “super-
vising representative council,” which, although it

is sometimes referred to as an “advisory council,”

obviously must have executive powers and the
control of funds, and, presumably, would be a
statutory body, although the report does not say
so. It is strongly advocated that the council

should be independent of any existing institution

or governing body, as dependence would seem “to
perpetuate what . . . should only be a transitional

stage.” Similarly, the director should not be a,

member of the staff or responsible to the govern-
ing body of any existing institution.

One of the dangers which the board appears to
anticipate in too close a connection with, say, the
Imperial College is the tendency to allocate all

higher research to the favoured college. But
higher research in any subject, and not least

in such a subject as optics, grows naturally out
of opportunities and predilections in any suitable
soil, and^ it would be a mistake to endeavour to
confine it^ to any one college or institution,

especially if the favoured place has already many
wider and diverse interests in other direc-
tions. The receflt history of research in this very
subject illustrates the point. We need only refer
to what has been accomplished by Prof. H. Jack-
son at King's College, London, by the University
of Sheffield, and by the Glass Research Committee
of the Institute of Chemistry. Such researches
are essentially stipngly individualistic and not
made to order, whilst, for the organised research
involved in the investigation of particular indus-
trial problems, there is the National Physical
Laboratory created for this very purpose.
The other point referred to above—^the provision

of a “home ”—^is regarded by the board as of vital
importance, and to be proceeded with “as soon
as the preliminary work of organisation permits.”
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Such a home, provided not only with lecture-

rooms and laboratories, but also with meeting-

places for societies, traders, and students, and
especially with an adequate library, “would con-

centrate the efforts of all who are concerned with

the manufacture or use of optical instruments.”

We have ourselves more than once advocated such

a project, and it is to be hoped that those en-

trusted with the administration of the large public

funds which are, and will be, we hope, more in

the future, devoted to similar objects, will not, as

in a scheme criticised in the report, take the line

of least apparent resistance and relegate the estab-

lishment of an optical institute to the dim and
distant future. Such a course would be, we
assert, simply disastrous. It may not be inop-

portune to recall that the establishment of such an

institute received, only a few months ago, the

cordial approval of the present Prime Minister,

who was doubtless influenced by his experience

as Minister of Munitions.

Space does not permit us to dwell in detail on

other valuable suggestions in the report, but there

is one of great importance which may be mentioned

in conclusion. We refer to the provision of suit-

able optical text-books, the translation, in the first

instance, of suitable foreign books, and to the

abstracting of important publications on technical

optics.

National Instruction in Technical Optics.^

Several attempts have been made during recent

years to provide systematic training in technical

optics, and a scheme prepared by the London County

Council will be referred to in this report. But, before

discussing the details of any proposals, it is advisable

to form a clear conception of the requirements of the

optical trade, and of the organisation of the teaching

best adapted to promote the interests of that trade

without regard to existing conditions, which no doubt

will place some difficulties in the way of the imme-

diate adoption of a thorough-going and satisfactcwry

scheme.
It is necessary at the outset to emphasise one

point which is of vital importance. If a perf^t

organisation for instruction and research in opdcs

could instantaneously be called into being, some years

-would necessarily elapse before the trade Vould appre-

ciably benefit by it, because that trade requires above

everything a suflicient supply of men thoroughly

trained ?in the scientific
^

principles underlying the

proper construction of optical appliances. Such men
are not obtainable at the present moment; they will

have to be trained, and this requires time. But the

next few years are the years which will determine

the future of the industries of the country. To avoid

a delay which might prove fatal, it is essential that

provision should be made at once to give the trade

such assistance and advice as will ultimately be sup-

plied by the body of trained men which, it is hoped,

will be available in a few years.

This leads us to our first recommendation. What-

ever scheme be adopted, it is essential that it should

include the appointment of a highly qualified scientific

man, who will be charged with the organisation and

direction of the whole of the teaching. This man, to

whom we shall refer as the director “—^whatever

1 Report approved by the Board of Scientific Societies of a Sub-Corn"

mittee consisting of Mr. Conrad Beck, Mr. F. J. Ch^ire, E. S.

Knobd,, Sir Philip Magnus, Prof. H. Jackson, and Prof. A. Schuster

<cbadTxnan).
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title he may subsequently receive—ought to be ap-

pointed at once. Among the duties specially assigned

to him in the preliminary period should be that of

advising the trade in any difficulties they may en-

counter. A suflicient staff should be assigned to him
for the purpose. The director should not be attached

exclusively to any of the existing institutions.

A further need, which is urgent, is the supply of

standard text-books dealing with those parts of optics

which at present are greatly neglected in this

country; this includes practically the whole of geo-

metrical optics and a large part of technical optics.

In our opinion, the quickest and most effective

manner of dealing with this requirement is by pub-

lishing translations of existing foreign books and
abstracts of important papers on the subject.

In defining the range of teaching to be provided,

and forming an estimate of the number and type of

the students who may avail themselves of the oppor-

tunities offered, we must keep in mind that the use
of a knowledge of optics is not confined to those in-

tending to enter the optical trade. The Army, the

Navy, the Patent Office, and other Government depart-

ments employ optical experts- We are informed that

the Royal Naval College habitually sends some of its

ablest "young officers to an optical firm, to be in-

structed in the principles and designs of range-finders,

gun-sights, and other optical instruments. Medical
men, bacteriologists, surveyors, and nautical men
would also, in many cases, welcome instruction in

special branches of optics. We may here refer to the

School of Economics, an institution mainly devoted,

as its name implies, to a highly specialised branch of

knowledge, which derives its practical importance
from its connection with matters affecting the welfare

of the country. In these respects, it presents a cer-

tain analogy with the proposed school of optics. Ex-
perience in this case shows that the instruction given
has attracted, from much wider circles than was
originally contemplated, students desirinp^ instruction

in special departments of economics. It is, therefore,

well not to take too narrow a view, but to look upon
the practical application of optics as being one of the

many points of contact between the industries and
pure" science. Any advance in its study will heno^
react beneficially on the advance of the science dm
which it is based.
We therefore look forward to the establishment of

an optical institute which would concentrate the

efforts of all who are concerned with the manufacture
or use of optical instruments. It would bring to-

gether the several optical societies, which might find a
home within its building; it would be the centre for

the co-operation of the trade with students and
teachers; it should contain a library with periodicals

and books on optics.

The general direction of the courses of study should
—as is the case in the scheme of the London County
Council—^be vested in an Advisory Council on which
the trade, as well as the optical and learned societies,

is represented. It has already been insisted upon
that there should be a principal or director who is

highly qualified on both the theoretical and the practical

side, and who would be responsible to the Advisoyy
Council. Full courses of instruction, in both day and
evening classes, will be required. The day depart-

ments would consist mainly of youths between the

ages of fifteen and twenty, who would receive general
and technical instruction, including mathematics,
physics, chemistry, and practical optical work.
The evening work would be adapted to the require-

ments— .

(1) Of students ehg^ged in the trade during the
daytime;

(2) Of advanced students, some of whom would have
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graduated in science^ .and would be preparing to

occupy the position of managers in optical works;

(3) Of other persons interested in learning the scien-

tific construction or use of optical instruments.

Provision should be made for research work not

requiring a highly specialised or expensive plant.

Special investigations might be referred to the

National Physical Laboratory, or any other laboratory

suitable for the purpose.

It is also worth considering whether a good journal

or paper should not be published, devoted to scientific

instruments and other matters concerned with optics.

We are aware of the difficulties which stand in the

way of putting into immediate operation a scheme

which would satisfy in a comprehensive manner all

above conditions. It will therefore be necessary

to contemplate a transitional period leading up to what
we ultimately hope to obtain.

In considering the provisional arrangements, regard

must be had to the fact that already some very good
work in the training of operatives of different classes

is being done at the Northampton Polytechnic Insti-
j

tute, where a certain amount of modern machinery
and apparatus has been provided, and young men and
women are receiving useful training, the value of

which has been recognised by the Government. We
may also direct attention to the valuable research work
being carried out in King’s College, London, under
the Glass Research Committee of the Institute of

Chemistry. The instruction given at the Northamp-
ton Institute should, however, at once be supple-

mented by more advanced teaching in some convenient

institution of university rank. Stress has already

been laid on the immediate appointment of a principal

or director, and there is no reason for delaying the

temation of the Advisory Council. So soon as the
preliminary work of organisation permits, plans
should be prepared for a new building, which, in our
opinion, is essential.

The scheme of the London County Council repre-

sents a carefully consider^^d attempt to utilise and
extend the teaching given in existing institutions, and
to reconcile conflicting interests. Its object is, there-

fore, the same as that which we contemplate in the
transitional period, and in its main features it seems
to differ little from our proposals. It is not with the
object of making any captious criticism, but merely
to prevent po^ible misunderstanding, that we desire
to point out what seem to us to be serious defects in

the details of the scheme.
It is provided that the Imperial College of Science

should institute a separate Department of Technical
Optics, with a heal who is also to exercise some un-
defined powers of general supervision over the whole
scheme. Being a member of the staff of the Imperial
College, he would presumably be appointed by the
govemmg body of that institution, and primarily be
responrible to it. He would have at the same time
powers over the course of instruction at another insti-
tution that had no voice in his appointment. His
indationship to the Advisory Council is not defined,
and the proposal in its present form does not seem to
us to be ocmdudve to harmonious working. It also
seems to perpetuate what, in our opinion, should only
be a transitional stage. Our own proposal contem-
plates that the appointment of the Director of Studies
should be primarily vested in whatever body is con-
stituted as the main governing body.
Another fundamental defect of the scheme is impliedm the wording defining the distribution of the work

toween the Imperial College and the Northampton
Institute. Stress appears to be laid on post-graduate
work conducted at the Imperial College, and research
work IS confined to that institution. If be meant that
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the normal course of Instruction should begin with a

degree course in pure science, and the higher technical

teaching should only begin after such a course is

completed, we must express our dissent from that

view. There may be some cases, no doubt, where a

graduate in science will turn his mind towards tech-

nical optics, and provision should be made for him;
but the centre of gravity of the institution must be

a course extending over two or three years, in which
teaching in science is, ab initio, directed towards the

necessities of its optical applications. As regards re-

search work, .the teachers in any institution which
may be built, or during the transitional period at the

Northampton Institute, should be of sufficient stand-

ing to be able to conduct research work, and though
no expensive or elaborate plant need be supplied, and
such research work need not form a prominent part of

the activity of the institute, it is not advisable to lay

dowm any hard-and-fast lines as to where researches

are to be carried out. Special investigations, as has
already been said, will probably be largely concen-
trated at the National Physical Laboratory, but they
also should not necessarily be confined to any one
place.

In conclusion, we may sum up the requirements
which appear to us to require immediate attention :

—

(1) The appointment of a supervising representative

council.

(2) The appointment, under the proposed supervis-

ing council, of an administrating director, with special

duties during the transitional period, which will in-

clude advice to the trade and the organisation of the
different parts of the curriculum.

(3) The translation of suitable works and the ab-
stracting of other important publications on technical

optics.

(4) Pending the erection of a suitable building, the
organisation of day and evening courses at the North-
ampton Institute, and arrangements for higher in-

struction at some other institution of university rank.
The term technical optics” throughout the report

is intended to include the chemical composition and
manufacture of glass

The committee is willing to give further advice with
respect to the selection of books for translating or
abstracting, and any other matters connected with
subjects referred to in the report.

NOTES.
We notice with much regret the announcement of

the death, at seventy-four years of age, of Prof. J. G.
Darboux, permanent secretary of the Paris Academy of
Sciences,professor of higher geometry at the Sorbonne,
and a foreign member of the Royal Society.

The following fifteen candidates have been selected
by the council of the Royal Society to be recommended
for election into the society : Dr. J. H. Ashworth,
Mr. L. Bairstow, Prof. G. A. J. Cole, Mr. C, F.
Crpss, Dr. H. D. Dakin, Prof. A. S. Eve, Prof. H.
Jackson, Prof. J, S. Macdonald, Prof, J, W. Nicholson
Dr. R. H. Pickard, Mr. C. T. Regan, Dr. R. Ro-bert-
son. Dr. E. J. Russell, Mr. S. G. Shattock, and Prof.
F. E. Weiss.

The Times announces the death, on February 24, of
Prof. Jules Courmont, professor of hygiene and deputy
doyen of Lyons University.

Mr. W. H. H. Jessop, senior ophthalmic surgeon to
St. Bartholomew’s Hospital and president of the
Ophthalmological Society of the United Kingdom, died
on February 16 at the age of sixty-four. In 1885, soon
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after the introduction of cocaine by Roller, he in-

vestigated the action of this drug upon the eye. He
devoted himself chiefly to the clinical side of his

subject, and with great success. He was a member
of several foreign ophthalmological societies and a
constant visitor to international congresses. In this

manner he became well known amongst Continental

ophthalmic surgeons, and they were always made vrel-

come as his guests. At the time of his death he was
engaged upon two very important projects. The
foundation of a really representative British Journal

of Ophthalmology has already been successfully accom-
plished, chiefly as the result of his energy and en-

thusiasm. He was also actively promoting the affilia-

tion of certain provincial ophthalmic societies with the

London Society. Mr* Jessop was a lover of the arts,

and his collection of Whistler prints is unique.

By the death, in his seventieth year, of Dr. J. F.

Fleet, India has lost one of the most learned members
of the Civil Service. At an early period of his career

in the Bombay Presidency he acquired a profound

knowledge of Sanskrit and of the local dialects, par-

ticularly of the ancient Kanarese. His most important

work, published in ^1888, was voL iii. of the “Corpus
Inscriptionum Indicarum,” in which,

^

for the first

time, the chronology of the Gupta period, one of the

most difficult problems in the history of ancient India,

was finally settled Besides numerous^ papers in

scientific journals, he contributed the article on epi-

graphy to the last edition of the “Imperial Gazetteer

of India,” and those on “Hindu Chronology” and
“ Indian Inscriptions ” to the eleventh edition of the

Encyclopaedia Britannica.” He also engaged in the

controversy, not yet finally settled, on the date of die

Kushan Emperor Kanishka.

By the death of Mr. R. H. Tiddeman on

February 20, we have lost a field geologist of long i

experience and rare sagacity. Born on February ii,
j

1S42, he was appointed by Sir _R. Murchison an

assistant geologist on the Geological Survey of the

United Kingdom in 1864. He was promoted to

geologist in 1870, and retired in 1902. For more than

twenty years Tiddeman was engaged in surveying

the Carboniferous rocks of Westmorland, Lancashire,

and Yorkshire, and during this period he made the

observations which enabled him to lay before the

Geological Society in 1872 a classic paper of far-

reaching consequence on the evidence for an ice-sh^t

in those counties. Later on he was temporarfiy

engaged in North Wales, where he determined the

Carboniferous age of some red rocks in the Vale of

Clwyd, which had previously been regarded as Trias.

From 1S95 until his retirement he assisted in survey-

ing the southern part of Glamorganshire. He was

author of the Geological Survey memoir on the water-

supply of Oxfordshire, a task for which his residence

at Oxford after his retirement proved convenient, and

was editor and in part author of the memoir on the

Burnley coalfield. Contributions were furnished by

him to upwards of nine other memoirs dealing with

the north-west of England and North and^ South

Wales. In his unofficial work his investigations in

the Victoria Cave, and his^ philosophic w'ork on reef-

knolls and succession of episodes in the Carboniferous

limestone, take first place. His views on the relative

age of the deposits of the Victoria Cave and the

Boulder Clay were long in receiving the appreciabon

due to them. In 1911, partly in consideration of his

long record of useful work, but especially in recog-

nition of his observations on the fauna and structures

of reef-knolls, he was awarded the Murchison medal.

He was elected president of the Yorkshire Geological

Society in X914, and served on the council of the
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Geological Society of London in 1905-10. He leaves

a widow and two daughters.

The Minister of Munitions, after consultation with

the Admiral!}" and the Home Office, has appointed two

committees—an owners’ committee and a work-

men’s committee—to deal with certain problems con-

nected with the Scottish shale industry. Prof. John

Cadman will represent the Ministry, and will act as

chairman of the two committees when they meet in

joint session. Sir George Beilby has been appointed

to act as technical adviser, and Mr. Hugh Johnstone

will be a member of the committee and act as secre-

tar}^

The annual general meeting of the Institute of

Metals is to be held on Wednesday, March 21, and
Thursday, March 22, in the rooms of the Chernical

Society.
’ The meeting on the Wednesday will com-

mence’ at 8 p.m. and that on Thursday at 4.30 p.m,

A special feature of the meeting w'ill be a general

discussion on metal melting, over which the president

of the institute, Sir George Beilby, the head of the

new Government Board of Fuel Research, will preside.

The seventh annual May lecture of the institute will

be given at the Institution of Civil Engineers, Great

George Street, Westminster, on May 3, at 8,30 p,m.>

by Prof. W. E. Dalby, on “ Researches made Possible

by the Autographic Load-Extension Optical Indicator.’*

An important programme of mining development

is being undertaken by the Duchy of Cornwall, the

principal object being the recovery of wolfram. This

mineral is at present in great demand for the pro-

duction of tungsten, a metal which constitutes from

18 to 20 per cent, of the modern high-speed cutting

tool. The scene of the operations is on the extreme

eastern ^ge of Cornwall, a few miles to the vrest

of Tavistock, and the work on which the Duchy is

engaged falls into three parts. The first is at Kit

Hill, which forms the westerly part of Hingston

Down, and rises nearly 1100 ft. above sea-level. Here

a cutting is being driven north and south across the

surface of the hill. For the greater part of the course

it runs through granite, and in this section it has cut

through a number of promising lodes of vrolfram

and tin. These lodes, which run roughly east and

w-est, are vertical, and contain a varying number of

veins of mineral. The largest disclosed so
^

far is

about 20 ft. wflde. The second area on wffiich the

Duchy authorities are working is further east on

Hingston I>ow'n. At the Plantation shaft a consider-

able quantity of wolfram has been blocked out, and

work is to be pressed forward vigorously. The third

part of the enterprise is represented^by the mine and

ore-dressing works at Gunnislake Glitters, situated on

a steep bank beside the river Tamar, a mile or so from

the Hingston Down Mines. Work wdll be resumed

on the mine in due course, but at present attention

is being paid to the remodelling of the mill, which

stopped w'-ork in 1909, being idle until recently, and

consequently deteriorated.

The extent to w-hich aluminium, which thirty years

ago was merely a scientific curiosity, has become a

war metal of the first importance is well illustrated

by a recent order made by the Minister of Munitions

under the Defence of the Realm Acts and the

Munitions Acts, requiring that all persons shall in

the first seven days of each month, beginning in

March, send in to the Director of Materials, Hotel

Victoria, S.W., monthly returns of all aluminium

(a) held by them in stock or otherwise under their

control on the last day of the preceding^ month;

(b) purchased or sold by them for future deliverv and
not yet delivered on such last day; (c) delivered to*
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them during' the preceding month
;
(d) scrap or s'warf

produced by them. No return, however, is required

from any person whose total stock of aluminium in

hand, and on order for future delivery to him, has not

at any time during the preceding month exceeded

56 lb. The variety of uses in which aluminium now
finds application is shown by the fact that for the

purpose of the order the expression includes ingots,

notched bars, slabs, billets, bars, rods, tubes, wire,

strand, cable, plates, sheets, circles, and strip. The Air

Service claims in one way or another at the present

time the bulk of the aluminium production. It^ is in-

teresting to note, as a temporary phase of the disturb-

ances caused by the war, that a number of aluminium

transmission lines were taken down in the latter part

of 1915 and replaced by copper.

Mr. G. F. Hill contributes to vol. xxxyi., part ii.,

of the Journal of the Hellenic Society,
^
1916,

an elaborate paper on Apollo and St. Michael.

He finds a parallelism between them as destroyers of

an evil principle, as light controlling darkness, as the

controlling agency of plague. Incidentally, he^ pro-

tests against the common view that the worship of

saints is always a mere relic of paganism. There is

no doubt that the medieval or modern worship is

often engrafted on an old pagan stock, and the choice

of the stock may have been assisted by some likeness

of name or other association. “ But the fact that we
must not lose si^ht of is that, even had the pagan
worship never existed, medieval Christianity was per-

fectly capable of inventing its own cults and legends.”

The Journal of the Bihar and Orissa Research
Society is doing excellent work in examining the
manners and customs of the forest tribes of the
province. In vol, iL, part iii., the Santals, with their

peculiar marriage customs, receive special attention.

Among them, according to the Rev. P. O. Bodding,
*‘the original, and even now theoretically accepted, idea
of woman seems to be that she is a kind of irresponsible

and untrustworthy being, a necessary and useful, but
somewhat inferior, member of human society.” The
Birhors, according to Mr. Sarat Chandra Roy, have
an elaborate totemistic system, one peculiar feature of
which is the belief in the magical power of certain
clans over wind and rain. But the tribe is not at the
present day organised, like the Arunta, as a co-
operative supply association, composed of groups of
magicians, each group charged with the management
of particular departments of Nature. Birhor totemism
has little influence on the growth of their religion, but
its most noteworthv feature appears to be the belief
in the vital connection between the human clan, their
totem, the hill which is reputea to have been their
original home, and the presiding spirit of this hill.

The Annals of Tropical Medicine and Parasitology
for February (vol. x., No. 4) contains two lengthy
pap^s on intestinal protozoa, ihe first, by Messrs.
Malins Smith and Matthews, deals with these organ-
isms in 250 non-dysenteric cases, of whom tw^enty
Were found to be carriers of the dj^senteric amoeba.
The second, by the same observers, together with
Mr. H. F. Carter and Dr, Doris Mackinnon, discusses
the |>rotozoal findings in qio cases of dysentery
examined at the Liverpool School of Tropical Medi-
•cine, of whom 410 were found to have protozoal infec-
tions. Of these, ninety-four were infected with the
dysentery .amoeba, 231 with the nourpathogenic Fnf-
amoeha coli, and 207 with other protozoa. In some
of the cases double and triple infections existed.

Mr. E. E, Lowe, the bon. secretary of the Museums
.^soctadon, has for some time past been endeavdur-
•mg to induce glass manufactureirs in this country to
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take up the production of rectangular glass jars, such

as are used in museums and other scientific institu-

tions, since these have hitherto been made in Ger-

many, The results of his labours in this good cause,

which have been by no means light, ho gives in the

Museums Journal for February, Messrs. Baird and
Tatlock alone have responded to the invitation to

supply our needs in this direction. This they have

been induced to do as the resuk of undertakings

secured by Mr. Lowe from institutions in this country,

India, and America. France, South Africa, and Aus-

tralia will also, it seems, be glad to turn to this

country fqr their needs in this regard, so that the

demand for jars of this description should justify the

initial outlay in the matter of making the moulds, the

high cost of which has served as a deterrent with
other manufacturers. To save this trade from falling

again into the hands of the Germans it is to be hoped

that all institutions using these jars will, as soon as

possible, place orders with Messrs. Baird and Tatlock

to encourage them in their venture.

In a pamphlet entitled “The High Price of Sugar
and How to Reduce It” (London: Bale, Sons and
Danielsson, Ltd.

;
is. net) Mr. Hamel Smith, editor

of Tropical Life, directs attention to one of the results

of our failure to think out and put into operation

in normal times an Imperial scheme for providing

necessary supplies of food. There was perhaps
some excuse for our failure to encourage the

production of corn and meat in this country,

but there was none for our neglect to stimulate

the production ,of such materials as sugar in our
tropical possessions before the war. The fact of our
dependence on foreign countries for sugar was noto-

rious long before the war, yet practically nothing was
done, nor apparently is anything of great importance
being now done, to alter this state of things. Almost
everywhere throughout the Empire where sujgar is

grown the yields are low, the chief causes being failure

to grow the best canes available, neglect of intensive

cultivation, and adherence to obsolete methods of

manufacture. Perhaps the most notorious case is that

of India, which, with 2,500,000 acres under sugar-
cane, is able to produce only 2,600,000 tons of inferior

cane-sugar, an average production of about one ton
per acre, against a production of about four tons per
acre in Java and nine tons per acre in Hawaii. Mr.
Smith’s proposals briefly are that the improvement of

cane cultivation and of sugar-cane manufacture should
receive immediate attention from the Imperial, Colo-
nial, and Indian Governments, and he shows that we
could without difficulty produce within the Empire all

the sugar we require and have a considerable surplus
for export.

In a paper published by the Commonwealth Bureau
of Meteorology (Bulletin No, 14) Dr. Griffith Taylor
makes a contribution on somewhat novel lines to the
much-debated question of acclimatisation. The paper,
which is entitled ‘‘The Control of Settlement by
Humidity and Temperature,” discusses the limits of
comfortable settlement for the white races. This, Dr.
Taylor maintains, is decided mainly by the humidity
and wet-bulb temperature. Other elements are rain-
fall

^

and wind velocity, but as the present in-
vestigation deals with colonisation from the
point of view of comfort rather than from
that of^ wealth, the influence of rainfall has
been omitted- Dr. Taylor has drawn a graph with
the twelve monthly means of wet-bulb temperatures
and relative humidity at a given place plotted as
a twelve-sided polygon, with wet-bulb ordinates and
humidity abscissae. This he terms a climograph. In
height and area the climograph showa the range of
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temperature. In order to find the typical white climo-
graph the author takes five towns in the southern, and
seven in the northern, hemisphere, where white energy
appears at its highest development. The resulting
figure he uses as a criterion in all the climograph
charts. He then takes Herbertson’s natural region
and draws a typical climograph for each, which in

every case is compared with the white climograph.
Applying the results more particularly to Australia,

Dr. Taylor confirms the generally accepted opinion
that the hinterlands of tropical Australia can develop
only on pastoral lines, and that the coast lands of the

north are useless for white settlement. The paper is

a valuable scientific reply to the advocates of a white
Australia.

Meteorological information of a varied character

is given in the Quarterly Journal of the Royal
Meteorological Society for January. Among the

papers communicated are “A Meteorologist in

China,” by C. E. P. Brooks; “Discontinuities

in Meteorological Phenomena,” by Prof- H. H.
Turner; and a lucid communication by Sir Napier

Shaw, director of the Meteorological Office, on
“ Meteorology for Schools and Colleges ”

;
also a

communication on “The Measurement of Rainfall

Duration,” by Carle Salter, assistant-director, British

Rainfall Organisation. Records from self-recording

gauges for fifty-eight stations scattered over the

United Kingdom are as yet obtainable. Many of the

records are for a short period, for a year or two only,

and the recording gauges are of various patterns.

The author acknowledges that many difficulties have

to be contended with and he hints that possibly a

standard type of recording instrument may eventually

have to be insisted on, in the same way as in official

sunshine returns. Mr. Salter has done good work in

dealing with the method and preliminary difficulties

encountered. A discussion on “The Forms of

Clouds,” by Capt. C. J. P. Cave, R.E., is of con-

siderable interest. The paper is illustrated with beau-

tiful photographs of the forms of cloud, and the author

explains the different forms, and combats freely the

forms suggested by many earlier writers on the sub-

ject. Much information is given on the different

layers of air and the measurements of the heights

of clouds. This cloud paper is in many ways sug-

gestive to the would-be observer.

We have received from Messrs. Flatters
^

and

Garnett, Ltd,, Oxford Road, Manchester, a spedmen

of their cedarwood oil for use with oil-immersion

microscopic objectives. As the result of tests we find

that the oil is of good consistence and colour, does

not become cloudv in cold weather, and has a high

refractive index. The refractive index is stated to be

1.5 10, but that of the specimen sent to us was well

above this, viz. 1*518. Immersion oil has hitherto

been supplied from the Continent, and we are glad

to direct attention to this British-made oil, which

seems to fulfil every requirement. It is supplied in

bottles at from qd. to 45. each, or in bulk.

The sixth part of vol. v. of the Transactions of the

Royal Society of South Africa contains a paper by

Prof. J- C. 'Beattie, of Cape Town, in which are

embodied the whole of the determinations of the devia-

tion of the compass from true north and of the mag-
netic dip at 667 stations in South Africa. The two

large maps show that the lines of equal delation run

across the country from north-west to south-east, the

greatest deviation—27° to Ihe west—occurring at the

south-wesf§m comer of the country near Cape Town,
and the least—14° west—at Beira. The lines of equal
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dip run from south-west to north-east in the south-

eastern portion of the country, and show a tendency
to run more nearly east and -west in the northern dis-

tricts. The dip is nearly 63° south in the south-east

near East London, and diminishes to 52° south in the

neighbourhood of the Victoria Falls in lat. 18®

south. During the last ten years the deviation to the

west has decreased a degree and a half to two de-

grees, w'hile the dip has increased by a degree or a
degree and a half.

Prof. Macmillan Brown, in a recent number of

the Press of New Zealand, discusses the appearance
and disappearance of islands amid the western insular

fringe of the Pacific, He recognises tw’O curves of

vulcanism, an outer, extending from the Aleutian

Islands to Malay and New Zealand, and ah inner,

passing through the Marianne, Caroline, Gilbert,

Ellice, Samoa, Tahiti, and Paumotu archipelagos to

Easter Island. The outer curve lies off the enclosing
continental shelf of the ocean, while the inner curve

is parallel with the trend of the ancient continental

shelf. The “ main longitudinal crescent of vulcan-

ism ” has shifted from the inner to the outer curve,

and with this shifting much archipelagic land between
the two curves has disappeared. The main interest

of the theory lies in the suggestion that this shifting

has taken place in human times. The elevation of
Rota in the N. Mariannes is dated to the Japanese
Bronze age, 4000 years ago, by bronze bosses in the
elevated coral. Ocean Island has risen and sunk
several times, and in a previous elevation was in-

habited by Polynesians, who made the regular Maori
ovens. Ponape is supposed to have been a central

point in a large archipelago with a great population.
A considerable forest area with a dense population is

required to account for the megaliths of Easter Island.

In any case, those who speculate on migration routes
must not assume as their basis the same areas and
distribution of land in the Western Pacific as now
exists. Prof. Brown, if the subsidence theory of atoll

formation (which he assumes to be the only applicable

theory) is applicable to the Western Pacific, must find

much further and more direct evidence of those great
archipelagos which he postulates as existing such a
short time ago in what are now deep oceans with
comparatively level beds. Existing coral formations
do not point to the former existence of great islands.

The animals and plants of still existing high lands
should be more varied in genera and species if such
lands were formerly parts of considerable archi-
pelagos.

The new technical journal, Air, does not appear to
be a great innovation, judging from No. 3, which is

in our hands. There is, however, in this number,
one interesting article by Mr, E. A. Sperry, on
“ Aerial Navigation over Water,” which describes very
clearly and simply the methods which are in use for
measuring the wind-drift of an aeroplane moving
over the earth, and the various ways in which the
pilot can obtain information as to his actual direc-

tion of flight relative to the earth. The construction
and use of the drift indicator are explained; and the
way in which the direction and velocity of motion of
wave crests, and their distance from crest to crest,

can be used to afford information as to the flight

path is clearly dealt with. Another article, on “The
Fundamental Equations of an Aeroplane,” succeeds,
after three pages of involved ar^ment, in arriving
at a simple aerodynamic ctMidusion which could be
stated in as many lines. The reasoning reads as if

the mmn dbject had been to make an exceedingly
simple argument look as complicated as possible^
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The youthful Society of Glass Technology has

begun its career with every indication of a vigorous

and useful future. At the” meeting on January i8,

held at Leeds, two papers were read on the subject

of British glass sands. The first, by Dr. P. G. H.

Boswell, on British Sands: their Location and

Characteristics,” dealt with the chemical, mechanical,

and mineral analysis of sands. The author stated

that the analysis of British sands had proved their

value. The proof ,of the pudding, however, is in the

eating, and Mr. C. J. Peddle, in the second paper,

“British Glass Sands: the Substitution of Foreign

Sands by British Sands for High-grade Glass-making,”

demonstrated bv actual melts made from native sands

what could be done with the material. A good glass sand

should attain the requisite degree of purity ; it should

be evenly graded, and the grains should be angular;

consignments should not vary in character and should

he ready for use when they reach the manufacturer.

The author pointed out that all these' essentials are

fulfilled by Fontainebleau sand, but not all by British

sand as at present supolied. That some British sands
compare favourably with those of Fontainebleau as

regards purity and grading has been established by
the author, whose results in general were in agree-

ment with those of Dr. Boswell. Much depends upon
the treatment of the sand for the market. Excellent

results were obtainable with properly prepared British

sands, as was shown by the samples of glasses made
from them, some of which could not be distinguished
from similar melts made from Fontainebleau sand.

The question of transport charges is one which closely

affects the home sand industry
;
in the past, on account

of through rates for carriage, foreign sands have fre-

quently been delivered at the works at a lower cost
than it was possible to supply the British material.

We have received from the Cambridge Scientific

Instrument Co., Ltd., a new list of their resistance
pyrometers for indicating or recording temperatures
from —200° to 1200'^ C. They all depend on the
platinum thermometer, of which four types suitable
for different purposes are figured and described. The
temperature is shown either on a Whipple indicator
or on a Callendar recorder. A sample chart shows
a continuous record of the temperature of a hot blast
in an ironworks^ during twenty-five hours. The in-
formation given is sufficient to enable anyone with an
elementary knowledge of electricity to .set up and
understand the working of the instruments.

^

Messrs. Henry Holt and Co. (New York) are pub-
li^ng very shortly new and revised editions of Prof.
A. L. KimhalPs “College Text-book of Physics” and
PmL Martinis “ The Human Body : Advanced Course.”

The new list of announoements of Messrs. John Wiley
and Sons, Inc. (New York) (London : Messrs. Chap-
man and Hall, Ltd.) includes: “The Sun’s Radiation
and other Solar Phenomena,” F. H. Bigelow

;
“ In-

Wiring and Systems for Electric Light and
Power Service,” A. L. Cook Irrigation Works Con-
stm^ed hy the United States Government,” A. P.
Davis; “Bio-Chemical Catalysts,” J. Effront (being
voL ii, of “Enzymes and their Applications”), trans-
lated by Prof. S. C. Prescott

;
“ Microscopic Examina-

tsm of Steel,” Prof. H. Fay; “Fats and Fatty De-
generation,” Prof. M. H. Fischer and Dr. M. O

“Agricidtural Chemistry,” Prof. T. E. Keitt-
“The Essentials of American Timber Law,” J. p!
mnney; “Elements of Hydrology,” ProL A. F.

C^nnan-Englisb Dictionary for Chemists,”

«
Patterson; ‘“Mediamcal Equipment of

H., ‘Po^ Plants and Refrigera-
ttM, L. A. and Prof. A. C. Waiard;
t-rmting: A Tesfc-book for Printers, Apprentices,
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! Continuation Classes in Printing, and General Use
in Schools and Colleges,” F. S. Henry; “The Efficient

Purchase and Utilization of Mine Supplies,” H. N.
Stronck and J R. Billyard; “Stresses in Structural

Steel Angles,” Prof. L. A. Watorbury; “Sanitation
Practically Applied,” H. B. Wootl; and “French
Forests and Forestry,” T. S. Woolsey, jun.

The classified list of second-hand instruments for

sale or hire, just received from Messrs, C. Baker,

244 High Holborn, London, includes particulars of

hundreds of microscopes, surveying and drawing in-

struments, telescopes, spectroscoj^s, optical lanterns,

and other apparatus and accessories. The list is well

arranged, and should be of real service to intending
purchasers of seoond-hand optical instruments.

OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN.
Determination of Star Colours.—An expeditious

photographic method ol investigating thci colour-indices

• of stars has been tested by Mr. F. H. Seares at Mt.
Wilson (Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci., vol. iii., p. 29). The
method consists of making a series of exposures with
graduated exposure-limes, first through a yellow filter

and then without filter. In this way the ratio of

exposure-times necessary to give images of the same
size in yellow and blue light is determined. The
colour-indices are then derived by reference to a curve

showing similar ratios for standard polar stars, the

colours of which have already .been ascertained by a
comparison of their photographic an(J visual magni-
tudes. In general, the method of expo-sure-ratios

gives excellent results, showing no systematic errors

of any importance which depend upon stellar magni-
tude. The probable error of a colour-index derived

from a single exposure-ratio is 0-07 magnitude. The
method would appear to be of special value on account
of its independence of stellar magnitude, and because
it ^ives a direct measure of the colour. The results

obviously include that part of the colour which is a
function of the star’s intrinsic luminosity, and also
such colour effect as may be due to the scattering of
light in space. An interesting outcome of the new
observations is the oonfirmation of the previously re-

ported conclusion that there are no faint white stars in
the vicinity of the pole, though this is apparently not
true of all parts of .the sky.

Manchester Astronomical Society-—It is gratify-
ing to note that the activity of the Manchester Astro-
nomical Society has been well maintained. The
journal for the session 1915-16 indicates a membership
of about 120, and an average attendance at the meet-
ings of fort3^-sev€n, while no fewer than eighteen
members contributed papers relating to their own ob-
servations. A summary of the proceedings is given,
and the papers printed at length include The Colours
and Spectra of the Stars,” by Father Cortie

;
“ Satellite

Systems,” by Prof. R. A. Sampson; and “Astro-
nomical Drawings,” by W. Porthouse.

Canadian Observer's Handbook.—The Royal
Astronomical Society of Canada renders a valuable
service to amateur astronomers in the Dominion by
the annual issue of “ The Observer’s Handbook.”
Tile volume for 1917 includes the usual astronomical
information in a convenient form, and an extensive
set of tables by means of which the times of sunrise
and sunset in any part of the country can very readily
be determined. Another feature calling for special
mention is a catalogue giving the chief known facts
reg^ding 276 stars and 13 nebulae, ihcluding proper
motion, parallax, spectral type, and radial velocity.
There is also a sitnpie guide to the constellations, witk
maps. The price of the handbook is 25 cents.
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EDUCATIONAL REFORM.

M r. H. a. L. fisher, the new President of the
Board of Education, has not wasted much time

in submitting his proposals for educational reform
to the Cabinet, with a view to immediate legislation.

The most urgent and necessary demand is that the
compulsory school age for the children of the elemen-
tary schools shall be made effective until the age of

fourteen at least is reached, and that all exemptions
permitting the child to escape from school before that

age shall be abolished. One of the greatest impedi-
ments m the way of this long-needed reform is to be
found In the half-time system which prevails almost
entirely in the well-paid textile districts of Lancashire
and Yorkshire, to the abolition of which, despite the
pleadings of trade-union leaders and of the Workers’
Educational Association, the majority of the workers
and even some employers are steadily opposed. It is

a case where the Government ought to ignore merely
political considerations in the best interests of the child

and of the nation as a whole, and take a stiong lead.

Those concerned with this vital reform must either

convert their constituents or urge the Government
to immediate and drastic action.

The question of the number and efficiency of the

male teaching staff of the elementary schools is

scarcely less significant and urgent, especially as there

would be a very large accession to the number and
quality of the pupils if all exemptions w-ere abolished

and the compulsory school age raised to fourteen,

thereby retaining in the schools the cleverer pupils,

who by reason of their ability have hitherto been
allowai to leave school at an earlier aee than the

average scholar. Such children, where they are boys,

will need as they approach adolescence more of the

experience and control of the trained male teacher,

whose numbers, if the schools are to be maintained
effectively, must be materially increased.

But to secure such a body of trained and educated

men (and the estimated number required is not nearly

sufficient, especially if the size of the classes be largely

reduced, as it should be), the attractions of the pro-

fession, alike in respect of status, salarv^ prosp^ts,

and pension, must be greatly improved. The
measures above mentioned will inevitably result in a
demand for a better quality of teaching and of educa-

tion for the scholars, and will react favourably upon
the secondary school and its work, inducing a larger

number at an earlier age to seek its advantages.

These changes will require a much larger expenditure;

now is the time to embark upon it, and it is to be
hoped that Mr. Fisher, with his wide educational

experience and authority, may be able to induce his

colleagues to view them with sympathy and Parlia-

ment to give them immediate effect.

PRODUCTION OF IRON AND STEEL IN
CANADA.

^HE Canadian Department of Mines has issued
^ the usual advance chapter of the annual report

dealing with the production of iron and steel in tl^

Dominion in 1915, and simultaneously an approxi-

mate estimate of "the production of iron,_ steel, and

in iqr6. It appears from these statistics that the

output of iron and steel has increased considerably in

both years. The total production of pig-iron for 1916

is given as 1,046,185 long tons, as against 815,870

long tons in 1915, and 699,256 long tons in 1914, the

pre-war level being thus exceeded. The steel produc-

tion for 1916 is also the highest on record, namely,

1,270,969 long tons of ingots and 27,356 long tons of

direct castings, as against 876,591 long tons of ingots
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and 27,739 long tons of direct castings in 1915. It is

very interesting to note that in 1916 no fewer than

39,098 tons of steel were produced in the electric

furnace, as against 61 tons in 1915, so that this new
process has made important advances, and appears to

have found a permanent footing in Canada. note-

worth}* feature of Canadian steel manufacture is the

large proportion of old scrap that is worked up, this

amounting to about 55 per cent, of the pig-iron

charged. The ores used in the manufacture^ of pig-

iron in 1915 were 293,305 short tons of native ore,

which, together with 623,094 short tons of Lake Supe-

rior ore, imported from the United States, were

smelted in the province of Ontario, ;^most wholly

with coke imported also from the United States;

practically all the balance of the pig-iron was produced

in Nova Scotia from Wabana ore, imported from
Newfoundland, the imports amounting to 802,128

short tons.

The coal production of Canada for 1916 is given

as 14,365,000 short tons, as against 13,267,023 short

tons in 1915. The main increase comes from Alberta,

being there about one million tons; British Columbia
shows an increase of about half a million tons, and

Nova Scotia a decrease of practically the same
amount.

THE ^^SEI'^ WHALE.^
profusely illustrated monograph before us Is

the second of a series, the first of which dealt

with the Californian grey whale, Rhachianectes

glaucus. In the same thorough way that he

initiated in describing Rhachianectes Mr. R. S.

Andrews now deals with the rorqual, Balaenoptera

borealis. The result of his work is a much larger

volume, which is due, first, to the greater mass of

information which has accumulated concerning the

better-known Balaenoptera borealis, and in the second

place to an appendix in which Mr. Schulte publishes

the data' acquired by the investigation of a young

fcEtus of this whale. The tw^o sections are approxi-

mately equal in length.

The author uses throughout the vernacular name for

the whale which is common among the Norwegians,

slightly anglicising it from “ Sejhval ” to “ Sei Whale,”

This, he maintains, and with justice, is less cumbrous

than the really pseudo-vernacular term of “ Rudolph!’s

Rorqual,” which finds a place^ in so many English

treatises and memoirs. The origin of the Norwegian

whalers’ name is derived from the fact that this

rorqual, formerly at any rate, arrived upon the coast

of Finmark in company with the “ coalfish,” known
to the fishermen as “Seje.” From tffis it will be

rightly inferred that the fishery of this whale is pro-

minently a Norwegian industry, and Dr. Andrews

t^es occasion to deal very fully with the late and

well-known Norwegian naturalist, Dr, Collett’s
^

ex-

haustive memoir upon this whale in its various

aspects, scientific and industrial; this memoir w^as

published some vears ago in the Proceedings of the

Zoological Society of London. Dr. Andre'ws himself

acquir^ most of his first-hand knowledge of Balaeno--

ptera borealis at the Japanese fisheries, most of which

stations he would seem to have visited.

A comparison of the careful work done at these two

regions, so far separated from each other, leads Dr.

Andrews to the conclusion acc^ted to-dav by, bb we
imagine, most persons : that this whale, like so many
others, has a vast range in space, and that the occijr-

j

rence of a given whale in areas so remote mutmlly

r ** Mttooiarci

n.s., toL i.

bs of fBe Pacific Cetacea.” By R- S. An<|rewsL“^I.

imopfer^ hmraiis. Lesson) Mem. Ametr. Mas. Nat Hist.,
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as the eastern Atlantic and the western Pacific is by
no means evidence of specific distinctness. The list

of synonyms of this whale—and indeed of most—^is a
proof of the existence of an earlier opinion, promul-
gated by Dr. J, E. Gray and others of his time, that
w^hales were coped within much narrower boundaries
than w’e now think. To the solution of this question
Dr. Andrews has added a number of facts; he has
dwelt upon the colour variability, w’hich he declares
to be “enormous,” and not at all influenced by age or
sex. He has furthermore made the important ob-
servation that parasites taken from whales killed near
Japan are at times infested with parasites represent-
ing an Antarctic species, which they must have
acquired during a soiourn in those southern seas.
The parasite in question is the Copepod, Penella
antarctica,

A sh6rt time ago an alleged new species of Ballaeno-
ptera admittedly near to horealis, and named J5 ,

brydei, was described from the Cape region in
a paper published by the Zoological Society. Dr.
Anckews carefully considers this . whale, and is dis-
inclined to believe in its distinctness, but considers
the matter incapable of settlement until more informa-
tion concerning structure is received; but with this
possible exception, and that of B. edeni, it would
appear that all the alleged species allied to B. horealis
are to be regarded merely as synonyms. Dr. Schulte’s
account of the foetus is full and elaborate. Kiiken-
thal and others have of late years dealt with the adult
and foetus of this and other Balsenopteras, and there-
fore there are not facts of very wide interest left over
to be recorded in the memoir. But nevertheless it is

valuable, especially for its detailed account of the
skull and musculature, which are illustrated by several

F. E. Beddard.

SCIENCE FOR THE PEOPLE.
TN this country we are only just beginning to awake
'* to the fact that museums have a great future
before them in the task of bringing home to the nation
the value and importance of scientific research. In
this we are a long way behind the United States,
which, through numerous channels, makes strenuous
efforts to enlist the interest and sympathy of the^public
in all that concerns science and its importance as a
factor in civilisation and progress. In this the Amer-
ican Museum , of Natural History has played, and is
playing, a very important part, not only in regard
to its .exhibition ^lleries, but also by its efforts to
r^ch those who live outside its racKus* Bv means of
the American Museum Journal, it gives to the world
at large, month by month, a series of luodly written
and skilfully chosen articles by members of its staff
and others of established reputation on the various
problems which are engaging the attention of
spectalists.

In the December number, which may be taken as
a fair average specimen, nine essays’ are included,
covering a wide range of subjects, thus ensuring an
appeal to a large number of readers, as well as an
opportunity of arousing dormant interests. Dr. C.
WissJer, of the anthropological* department, discusses
American Indian saddles and the origin and adapta-

of horseculture in the New World, while Dr.
W. D. Matthew writes on elechant^ivory and the
wiuticm of the elejtoit The Gulf Stream and the

of o^n currents of different temperatures on
the Hie and range of marine animals, and pheno-
meiia of tfeeitsirage, rivet the atfeaation on very different

of;Na^re. The significance of the vivid hues
whiiti prcfvaii tro^oal fishes introduces fiiem 2470^^ YOL. 99]

reader to the knotty problems which await solution in
regard to animal coloration, while the brief essay
on the life-histories of insects opens up yet another
vista.

Finally, we may mention the very important article

on game protection, by Mr. J. B. Burnham, the presi-
dent of the American Game Protection, Association.
Herein the author shows the remarkable results which
have been obtained by State protection of hen pheasants
in New York State, and of the does of the Virginian
deer in Vermont. No more convincing vindication of
legislation framed for the protection and preservation
of native anim.als from the raids of “ sportsmen. ” was
ever penned than this. And there could be no more
suitable channel devised for the dissemination of the
results of this legislation than this always fascinating
journal, which, unfortunately, has no counterpart in

this country.

We look forward to the time when the British
Museum shall undertake a similar task for Great
Britain and our Empire beyond the Seas. The funds,
however, for the American journal, it should be re-

marked, are not p-rovided by the State, buit by the
generosity of those interested in the welfare oIF the
museum and the furtherance of its work.

W. P. P.

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE.

Birmingham.—^The Pluxley lecture is to be delivered
by Prof. D’Arcy W. Thompson, who has chosen a
morphological subject entitled “ Shells ” for his address.

Cambridge.—^The Adams prize has been awarded to

Mr. J. H. Jeans, F.R.S., formerly fellow of Trinity,
for an essay on “ Some Problems of Cosmogony and
Stellar Dynamics.”

London.—^The degree of D.Sc. in chemistry has
been conferred on Mr. S. W. Smith, an external
student, for a thesis entitled “Surface Tension of
Molten Metals and its Relation to other Properties of
Metals and Alloys in the Solid State,” and other
papers.

The report of the Military Education Committee
has been presented to the Senate. It states that
he number of cadets of the University of London
Officers’ Training Corps who have obtained commis-
sions up to the end of 1916 was 3010, an increase of
about 750 over the corresponding number a year
earlier. The distinctions obtained by these officers

include: V.C., 2; D.S.O., 3; Military Cross, 131;
mentioned in despatches, 15 1 ; and represent more than
10 per cent, of those who have seen active service at
the Front. In the earlier days of the war 300 gradu-
ates and students of the University (not being cadets
or ex-cadets of the O.T.C.) obtained commissions on
the recommendation of the committee. In conse-
quence of the^ Military Service Act, the work of the
combatant units of the, O.T.C. is now restricted to
the younger men. The number of individual cadets
who

^
were members of the contingent during the

training year ending September, 1916, was 2077, of
whom 741 remained on the strength at the end of
the year. The Medical Unit, in which all medical
students permitted to continue their studies are en-
rolled, is at full strength. The Artillery Unit has
been temporarily disbanded. The report refers also
to^ the Officers’ School of Instruction in connection
with the contingent, through which 1100 young
officers have passed; and to the assistance given by
the^ committee in connection with the enlistment of
trained chemists in the Royal Engineers.
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SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES,
London.

JRoyal Society, February 15.—Sir J. J. Thomson,
president, in the chair.—Dr. J. H. Mummery: The
structure and development of the tubular enamel of
the Sparidse and Labridae. The author endeavours to

show that the enamel of Sparidae and Labridae is a
true tubular structure. Stains can be made to enter
the tubes and traverse their finest branches.

—

Harriette Chick and E. M. M. Hume; (i) The distri-

bution in wheat, rice, and maize ^ains of the sub-
stance the deficiency of which in a diet causes
polyneuritis in birds and beri-beri in man. (2) The
effect of exposure to temperature at or above 100® C.
upon the substance (vitamine) the deficiency of which
in a diet causes polyneuritis in birds and beri-beri in
man.

Lixmean Society, February i.—Sir David Prain,
president, in the chair.—C. E. Salmon; Some plants
that might occur in Britain. Some undoubtedly native
species would seem unlikely from their European dis-

tribution to occur here, such as Sagma reuteri,

Boiss., and Lloydia alpina, Salisb., whilst it is mani-
festly uncertain what species may be ultimately found
in Britain. Ten species were chosen, all welf-defined
plants, and recognised on the Continent, leaving out
consideration of microspecies for the present.—Prof.
W. A. Herdman : An account of a paper by Prof. W, J.
Dakin on his exploration of the Houtman Abrolhos
Islands, especially describing the formation of these
coral islands. The paper is introductory to accounts
of the fauna and flora. The group of islands extends
between 28° 15' and 29° S. lat., the archipelago being
about fifty niiles long, all lour groups of islets run-
ning approximately N.N.W.-S.S.E.

; they are only
about six feet above sea-level, and practically destitute
of water, the largest plants being mangroves on the
lagoon flats. A few guano w^orkers are the sole in-

habitants.—L Charlesworth and J. Famsbottom ; The
structure of the leaves of hybrid orchids. An investi-
gation of the anatomical characters of the leaves of
the parents and their hybrids shows that a structure,
when present in both parents in different amounts,
appears in the hybrid intermediate in every* way. This
can be vrell by observing the microscopic charac-
ters of hybrids which have one parent in common;
CochUoda noezliana occurs as the female parent in six
of the primary hybrids investigated and in the two
secondary. When a character is present in one of the
parents it may or may not be found in the hybrid. In
general, if the character of one parent does occur in
the hybrid, it is much less developed than in the
parent. Sections of the leaves of thirteen primary
hybrids and their parents w-ere exhibited.

Zoological Society, February 6.—Prof. E. W. Mac-
^Bride, vice-president, in the chair.—L. A. Borradaile

;

*The structure and function of the mouth-parts of the
jPalaemonid prawns. The primitive crustacean limb
is regarded as consisting of a flattened axis wdth a
flabejlum (exopoditeh two or more epipodites, a series

of eight endites, and an apical lobe, the fiabellum
standing opposite the third and fourth endites. The
relation of the several jaws to this prototype vras
discussed. The latter part of the paper gives an
account of observations upon the use of the
mouth-parts .during feeding; the second maxilli-
peds, maxillules, and mandibles were found to play
more important parts than the first maxillipeds and

^the maxillae.—Prof, H. G, PlimiHer: Report on the
cMeaths which occurred in the society's gardens during
It and on the blood-parasites found during the

period.
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Royal Meteorological Society, February 21.—Major
H. G. Lyons, president, in the chair .—\\\ H. Dines

:

Heat balance of the atmosphere. The paper traces

the history* of the solar radiation from the time it

reaches the outer limit of the atmosphere until it is

radiated back into space, assigning from the data

available limits to the amounts absorbed, transmitted,

and reflected by the air, and to the amounts mutually

radiated between the earth, the air, and outer space.

A note is added showing that a “ grey body in the

position of the upper air should have a temperature
of about 300° A.—C. E. P. Brooks ; Continentality

and temperature. The distribution of temperature

over the surface of the earth is complex, being related

to various factors—latitude, height, distance from the

sea, etc. Further, since even smoothed isotherms

reduced to sea-level often show very little relation to

lines of latitude, it is evident that in some case^

geographical conditions must exercise a predominant
effect. This effect \\as investigated in the case of

the distribution of temperature over Europe and
xvestern Asia during January and July. Fifty-six re-

presentative stations were selected, and by the method
of partial correlation regression equations were con-

structed showing how the temperature of any place

in the area mav be built up from its height,, its lati-

tude, and the percentage of land in the area sur-

rounding it. The function taken to represent latitude

was the quantity of heat which would be received on
a horizontal surface with a transmission coefficient

of 0*7, on the shortest day and the longest day re^

spectively (the last proviso allowed a lag of about
three weeks in the thermal effect of the sun’s radia-

tion). That this gives a good measure of ‘heat re-

ceived xs shown by the correlation coefficient of +0*944
found between it and the temperature in January*.

From these regression equations the temperatures of

the original stations were calculated, and over a
range of 50° F. in January* the average error was
found to be about j.°; in July the error was much
less. Finally, the equations were applied to the

altered geography of the early Neolithic period, and
it was found that this entirely accounted for the

altered climate of that period, and the various astro-

nomical theories which have been brought in to ex-

plain it are quite unnecessary.

Edinburgh.

Royal Society, January 22,—Dr. Horne, president, in

the chair.—Lieut. C. K. M. Douglas ; Some causes of

the formation of anticyclonic stratus as observed from
aeroplanes. This discussion of the problem of why^

the weather in anticyclonic distributions is frequently

cloudy w*as suggested by observations made w+ile fly-

ing in France. These stratus-clouds are of meteoro-

logical importance, preventing the development of

severe frost. The tops of the clouds are usually ^000
or 5000 ft. above sea-level, and above them there is a
well-marked rise of temperature, sometimes nearly
10° F. in 500 ft. This temperature increase was
usually found associated with an increase of the
westerly component of the wind. Along the lovrer

margin" of this western wind the stratus formed.

—

Vv.

Ritchie ; The structure, bionomics, and forest import-

ance of MyeJophUus minor. This destructive enemy
of Scotch pine, formerly believed to be rare, exists

in thousands at the tops of the trees. The damage
done is of tw*o kinds : first, by the adult boring into

the young shoots and destroying them in hundreds?
secondlv, by the larvae w’orking below the bark and
interfering "with the passage of sap. The differences

between this species and if, pimperda were pointed

out^ and new evidence was obtained of the Kfe of the

adcdt being extended over more generations than one.
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j

MENTAL ORGANISATION.
I

Organic to Human: Psychological and Socio^ !

logical. By Dr. Henry Maudsley. Pp. viii+ 386.
|

(London: Macmillan and Co., Ltd., 1916.)
j

Price I2S. net

rE welcome this vigorous expression of a I

distinguished veteran’s convictions in
j

regard to some of the major problems of evolu-
j

tion, both organic and social. Mature reflection
|

does not seem to have made Dr. Maudsley more
j

tolerant of metaphysicians, men of feeling, and
j

others of that clan; he remains, in fact, a con- |

sistent unbending type of those whom William
|

James called “tough-minded,” and he writes as
!

trenchantly as ever about the folly of man’s
overweening intellectual conceit. One of the

|

central ideas of his book is that of the unity of

the organism, which discharges mental as well

as motor functions by a nervous organisation in

w'hich every part co-operates.
“ The whole body enters into the constitution of

every mood, thought, and feeling.” The author

sees man as solidary with the rest of creation on
his mental as well as on his bodily side. We are

glad to see that he recognises that “there is

obviously plenty of seemingly conscious work in

animal nature outside human nature, though not,

of course, so complexly reflective intra-mentally.”

With these conclusions many biologists will

agree, but few will now follow Dr. Maudsley in
'

his Lamarckian explanation of man’s cerebral

organisation as “ embodying the cumulative

acquisitions of immemorial adaptive experience

from age to age.”

Dr, Maudsley makes much of “mental
organisation,” which might well have been the

title of his b<x>k had not the word been vulgarised

in other connections. The idea is a sound one
that individual initiatives may somehow become
enregistered in the hereditary constitution of the

race. The author also uses the vivid phrase
“ mental capitalisation ” for the way in which man
secures external registration—in implement and
machine, in cultivated plant and written word

—

of the gains of ages. “ The wonderful calculation

it would be to estimate the number of mind-
powers incorporate in and now' represented by
the modern battleship evolved step by step from
the primitive canoe. ... It is in like manner
that the intelligent instincts of animals represent

the silent memories of past habits, of acquired

function grafted in structure, and that the innate

capacities and aptitudes of human intellect signify

the^quintessence of immemorial consolidate adapta-

tion s transmitted tis unconscious mind by here-

dity.” But this is very questionable interpretation.

-''That there is “mental capitalisation” in battleship

"ffid brain alike seems indubitable; but the re-

semblance in process in the two cases is purely

formal. That the brain of. any organism grew
rich in the course of evolution by accpnaulating

the acquisitions of individual thrift is a very.
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hazardous biological hypothesis. Facts are

wanted

!

We are precluded by limits of space from any

appreciation of Dr. Maudsley ’s stimulating and

critical discussions concerning the relation of

science to social advance, the conditions of

civilisation, the microbe and man, social evolu-

tion, and the moralisation of the reproductive

instinct; we must pass on to the last chapter,

where the view is expounded that “materialism

neither can nor ought to be got rid of. To think

such riddance possible is to perpetuate pretence

and invite unrealities and hypocrisies of thought.”

For a man of his experience Dr.^ Maudsley is

surprising in the convincedness with which he

continually suggests that all the hard, resolute,

sincere, critical thinking is done by tough-minded

scientific analysts. This conviction is more
grotesque than the “ungainly, contorted, or other-

wise ungraceful bodies ” which Dr. Maudsley has

discovered in the animal kingdom. It is equally

fictitious. Another psychologically erroneous view,

as it seems to us, is expressed in the copious cold

water which the book pours on those who cannot

settle down sensibly and give up the adventure

of trying to interpret Nature. As if that were

not the very last thing man should give up ! A
German biologist of distinction wrote not long

ago:—“So until the opposite can be proved we
must accept the proposition that also human intel-

ligence comprises no psychical factor, and that it

has arisen phylogenetically through continual

transformation and refinement of physic<^hemical

nerve-processes.” If this sort of position is in-

cluded in the materialism which Dr. Maudsley

does not wish to get rid of, we protest, for it

seems to us a false simplicity and bad science.

That the position cited would be accepted by Dr.

Maudsley we do not suggest, for vre understand

the author of “ The Physiology of Mind ” to

recognise the reality of psychical factors while

contending that they are inseparably bound up
with physiological factors in the unified life of the

creature- But he sails very near the wind when
he says :

** Consciousness is not itself a power of

doing work.” For who cares for ideas if they

have not hands and feet? J. A. T.

BOOKS ON ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY.
(i) Analytical Chemistry. Based on the German

text of Prof. F. P. Treadwell. Translated and
revised by W. T. Hall. Vol. i., Qualitative

Analysis, Pp. xiii+ 538. (New York; John
Wiley and Sons, Inc. ; London : Chapman and
Hall, Ltd,, 1916,) Price j2s. 6d. net.

{3) A Method for the Identification of Pure

Organic Compounds. By Proi. S. P. Mulliken.

Vol. ii. Pp. ix + 327. (New York : John Wiley
and Sons, Inc. ; L^don : Chapman and Hall,

Ltd., iqi6.) Price 21s. net.

(i) present volume is the fourth English
i edition of this well-known analytical

chemistry, which w^s first published at Zurich in

German in 1899 by the American chemJsty/^* P-
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Treadwell. According to the translator, W. T.

Hall, the original has been so thoroughly revised

and so largely rewritten that it is no longer fair

to publish the book as a literal translation, and
though the general plan has been kept, greater

stress has been laid upon the theoretical side of

the subject. The introductory chapter deals with

such general principles as are usually included in

text-books on physical chemistry, viz. electrolytic

dissociation, electromotive series, solubility

product, mass law, etc., subjects which not

only come well within the scope, but are

essential to the thorough grasp, of analytical

methods.
The book is, in short, not the ordinary type of

examination mecum. It is rather in the

nature of a philosophical treatise on analysis in

which the subject is treated with the thoroughness
demanded by a highly important and dignified

branch of chemical science. A special feature of

the new edition is the use of ionic equations,

which often appear side by side with the more
usual form. In this way the student is, without
much effort, familiarised with both methods of

representing reactions.

(2) The procedure adopted by Dr. Mulliken for

the identification of pure organic compounds (in

vol. ii.) by means of tables follows very closely

that of vol. i. Vol. ii. contains what are termed
compounds of. Order II., which includes those
of the three elements, carbon, hydrogen, and
oxygen, of vol. i., with the additional element,
nitrogen.

The tables are divided into suborders of colour-

less and coloured compounds, these again into

genera comprising acidic, basic, and neutral com-
pounds, and these again into divisions A ^nd B
of solid and liquid species.

An illustrative example of the application of the
tables is given, and the author claims that the
method of identification is much more rapid than
that which would have been required to arrive at

an equally certain result by the use of the method
of empirical formulas. This may be true of a sub-
stance with no previous history which is thrust
into the hands of a chemist for rapid identifica-

tion. But the writer is by no means convinced
that, however valuable the data, the arrangement
for research purposes is the most satisfactory that
could be devised.

Although it may be true that the scheme of
species, genera, suborders, and orders may help
one, like a botanical key, to track down an un-
kmwa compound more quickly than by means
of a combustion, one - has to remember that
it is rarely that a diemist engaged on re-
search is entirely ignorant of the possible nature
of the substance he has obtained. It is not a
question of one of a possible 4000 compounds
described in these tables, but more probably one
qf h^f a dozen.
The molecular' formulae and Richter lexicon

wiB soon put the chemist on the track of a refer-
ence; and if, in addition, -he has tables of specific
readioas arranged according to molecular
^ KO. 2471, VOL. 99]

formulae, he will
,

rapidly orient his * compound,,
provided it has been described before.

The present arrangement is too mechanical, and
makes too little appeal to the previous sequence
of chemical events to be entirely satisfactory. At
the same time one would not wish to depreciate

the value or trustworthiness of the vast and varied

data which Dr. Mulliken has compiled with so
much care and discrimination. There are distinct,

if restricted, uses for such tables.

It may be added in conclusion that not the least

important section in the book is chap. iii.
,
giving a

list of reagents, their preparation and uses, which
many organic chemists often overlook.

J. B. C.

GARDEN AND FIELD.

(1) The Standard Cyclopaedia of Horticulture. By
L. H. Bailey. Vol. iii., F—K. Pp. v+1201-
1760. Vol. iv., L—O. Pp. v. -h 1761-2421.
(New York : The Macmillan Co.

; London

;

r Macmillan and Co., Ltd., 1915-16.) Price 2^s.
! net each vol.

(2) The Small Grains. By M. A. Carleton.
Pp. xxxiiH-699. (New York: The Macmillan
Co.; London: Macmillan and Co., Ltd., 1916.)
Price 7^. 6d. net.

(i) IIJ ORTICULTURE has been well served by
L T its encyclopaedists. In this country we

possess Nicholson’s Dictionary and *‘The Gar-
dener’s Assistant,” both admirable works of their

kind. But unfortunately, and in spite of the ever-
increasing popularity of gardening, no new edition

of either of these works has appeared in recent
years. One, we know, is under revision, and but
for the war a new edition would have appeared
before now. No less admirable than these in-

digenous productions. is Bailey’s ‘‘Standard Cyclo-
paedia of Horticulture,” now appearing in a
greatly enlarged form. This “cyclopaedia” is

indispensable to horticulturists if only for the fact

that it contains descriptions of the many new
garden plants which are of recent introduction,
particularly from China. Although this country
led the way in the systematic horticultural explora-
tion of that wonderful country, America has made
notable contributions thereto, and the many intro-

ductions due to Wilson, Forrest, Purdom, Ward,
and Farrer are now coming into general cultiva-
tion both in the States and here. Not a few of
these acquisitions are described in the pages of
Dr. Bailey’s work.
As is to be expected from the provenance of

this work, the sections treating of tools and
machinery are particularly well done, the article
on machinery and implements extending over
upwards of

^
twenty closely printed pages, and

beginning with the just claim that “the American
is known by his tools and machinery.” •

‘ Of great interest to British horticulturists also
is the comprehensive account" eiven of horti-
culture in the North American States, to which
more than 100 pages of vol. iv. are devoted. ’ The
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exporting British horticulturists—anil we are too
,

apt to ignore that there is a large horticultural

export trade from this country to the States

—

will derive much valuable information from a
study of this section of the work. We commend
the account given of the horticultural experiment

,

stations in the various States to the particular

attention of those . whose business it is to give
State encouragement to horticultural research in

this country.

The “Cyclopaedia” is well and copiously illus-

trated; the black-and-white figures are excellent.

The coloured plates, however, are, as is so often

the case, of unequal merit.

Taken as a whole, this American encyclopaedia *

is a great monument to Dr. Bailey's energy and
,

knowledge, and should find its place on the shelves ^

and in the hands of all British gardeners.

(2) In “Small Grains,” by Prof. Mark A. Carle-
'

ton, a comprehensive account is given of the cereal

crops—^wheat, oats, rye, and barley—and of buck- :

wheat and rice. A mass of useful information is

contained in the 700 pages which constitute the

book, and it is no doubt useful to the student of
“ agronomy ” to have access to this information

within the covers of one book. Nevertheless, it

seems to us that a student who mastered the multi-

farious contents of this volume would do so at the

risk of ruin to his mental digestion. In any case,

he would deserve the encomium lavished by Gold- ,

smith on the village schoolmaster :

—

... and still the wonder grew
That one small head could carry all he knew.

The English student, at all events, must look on
this book rather as a compendious work of refer-

ence than as a text-book, and used in this way it

will no doubt prove of considerable value.

Particularly good is the account of the

different kinds of wheat—common, club w’heat,

poulard or rivet, durum, einkorn, emmer, spelt,

and Polish, and of the chief varieties grown in

America and other parts of the world.

With so vast a subject it is not to be

wondered at that the discussion of many of

its aspects is brief; but to an English reader

it appears strange that the author has not found

room for the inclusion of Biffen’s work on breed-

ing (for although reference is made to that

author's determination of dominant characters,

nothing is said of his classical experiments in the

combination of characters). Nor, though consider-

able attention is devoted to manuring, do we find,

so far as we have been able to discover, any

account of the pioneer and fundamental work of

Rothamsted.
Although Prof. Carleton’s work is designed

primarily for the American agronomist, it is one

which the scientific agriculturists of this country

will be glad to have if only for the somewhat*
remarkable manner in which the author contrives

. to give a bird’s-eye view of the vast area’ and
diverse conditions over and under which Ihe
“ small grains ” are cultivated in the United

States.
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01:R BOOKSHELF.
Fatigue Study: The Elimination of Humanity’s

Greatest Unnecessary fTaste: A First Step in

Motion Study. By Frank B. Gilbreth and Dr.

Lillian M. Gilbreth. Pp. 159. (London:

George Routledge and Sons, Ltd., 1916.)

Price 65. net.

The main thesis of the authors of this book is

that much of the fatigue occurring among indus-

trial workers is unnecessary, and is caused by the

carrying out of the work under conditions which

involve excessive and avoidable expenditure of

energy. ' The methods suggested for the elimina-

tion of unnecessary fatigue consist for the most

part of various mechanical devices. One of these

consists in the provision of high chairs so that

the workers can sit to their work instead of having

to stand. Another suggestion is the use of chairs

provided with springs which exclude vibration

from the floors of buildings in which high-speed

machinery is used. Considerable attention is

directed to the value of organisation in the placing

of his material in the most convenient position

for handling by the worker, to the importance of

suitable lighting, and to the desirability of fre-

quent rest internals during the day’s work. A
useful point which is brought out is that the

value of rest periods is greatly enhanced by the

provision of an adequate supply of rest chairs.

The authors find that the application of these

methods produces a striking improvement,^ both

in the physical condition of the workers and in the

efficiency of their work.

Farm Spies: Hou' the Boys Investigated Held

Crop Insects. Bv Prof. A. F. Conradi and

W. A. Thomas. ' Pp. xi 4* 165. (New York

:

The Macmillan Co. ;
London : Macmillan and

Co., Ltd., 1916.) Price 35. net.

This is a collection of brightly written, well-

illustrated “ story-articles ” on various common
injurious insects of North America, designed to

catch the attention and enlist the sympathies of

“boys and girls and those persons who know
nothing about insects and how to fight them.”

Among the pests described are the cotton boll-

weevil and root-louse, chinch-bugs (an American

‘"^bug” that is really a bug), grasshoppers, and

the black corn weevil. The life-histories and

habits of the insects are drawn out by conversa-

tions between farmers and entomologists, and the

‘ farmers’ boys are naturally enlisted in the work

of destroying the ravagers of crops. Points in

the breeding and feeding habits that bear on farm

I
practice are often cleveVly emphasised, and some

- of our British students might be well occupied in

' compiling for the Home Country a somewhat
! similar work. “Nearly every incident mentioned

I
has at some time or other come within the experi-

!
ence of the authors,” we are told in the preface.

* The qualification is satisfying when we read how

I

“Dr. Science, vralking across a field, heard a

I

vetch plant and a bacterium talking together,”

how, he asked “ Would it be passible for you two

* to get tc^ether and trade ? ” and how the vetch
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suggested : “The bacterium can live on my roots

and supply me with nitrogen, and I furnish him
with phosphoric acid and potash.” Happily such
passages, which are neither good science nor
good fiction, are rare in the handy little volume.

G. H. C.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
[The Editor does not hold himself responsible for

opinions expressed by his correspondents. Neither
can he undertake to return, or to correspond with
the writers of, rejected manuscripts intended for
this or any other part of Nature. No notice is

taken of anonymous communications,]

The Horizontal Temperature Gradient and the Increase
of Wind with Height.

It has been known for some time past that from
heights of about i to 9 km. the temperature is higher
in the high-pressure than in the low-pressure area,
and also that in general the wind, and especially the
west wind, increases with height. The following
simple proof shows that these two observational facts
are not independent of each other, but that, one being
given,, the other follows as a logical consequence.
A wind in the northern hemisphere exerts an

acceleration towards its right-hand side equal to
2(0/1^ sin where to is the earth’s rotational velocity,
•o the velocity of the wind, and ^ the latitude. Also, if
the path of the air particles is curved, there is a
further acceleration equal to where r is the radius

6

of curvature, and the acceleration is *away from the
centre of curvature. The total acceleration to the
right is 2(0-0 Bin f±y^lr, and the sign of. the term
mvolving is positive in regions where the isobars
are conca^^ to the low pressure. However, in these
latitudes the term is not as a rule important, but
appears as a correction, generally positive, to the
term 2*010 ’

Let ABCD 1^ a vertical section at right angles t

P® §^<Lent wind, AB and CD being sections of tf
i^banc ^rfaces, and AC and BD vertical straigl

If u be the gradient wlnd—ue. the wind j
right to the paper—-then the tangent of tf

- Sf ?T .
2(00 sin for awu sin

is to horizontal acceleration and g the vertical. Sim
lany, the slope of CD is 2oiV sin ^ -1-V-/r :g. If thei

greater than ACNow the pressure difference between A and C is equi
between B and D, since A^ lines; and since the correspondin

elements m the two air columns AC and BD are <

density in BD less, the tent^hiTB tn ,BD must be higher than that in AC. Ttu
y, then t is greater than T.

u increasing nwth height witJ

to
anyone with his hac

wtna siill, if he follows an isobaric surface froi
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left to right—that is, from cyclone to .anticyclone

—

find an increasing temperature.

If we neglect the curvature it is easy to calculate

the numerical values. An increase of i metre per
second over a horizontal range of 100 km. in latitude

53° makes BD-AC = 1-28 ni.
;
therefore, taking AC as

I km. and CD as 100 km., an increase of i m./s, per
km. height makes f-T=o*ooi28f, or, giving to f a
mean value of 250a, i— T=o*32°. Thus an increase

of I m./s. per km. gives in these latitudes an ap-
proximate rise of 1° C. per 300 km. along an isobaric

line at right angles to the -wind. This is fully in

accordance with such observations as are available.

As a corollary it follows that the strongest winds
have a high temperature on their right-hand side

below their own level and a low temperature above,
while on their left the converse holds, and it is cold

above and warm below, cold and warm being used
relatively to the mean for the height. Since the
strongest winds are found near the upper limit of the
troposphere in regions where the barometric surface
gradient is steep, this again agrees with the usual
distribution of temperature in cyclones and anti-

cyclones.

The special tendency of west winds rather than east

to increase with height agrees with the natural rise

of temperature in the lower strata from north to south.

W. H. Dines.
Benson, February 23.

Ten Per Cent. Agar-agar Jelly.

It may be of use to put on record a method of
making a jelly containing ten or more parts by weight
of agar-agar to 100 parts by volume of solvent.

Agar-agar powder is fpt to form lumps when mixed
with water or with a mixture of water and glycerine.
If this difficulty is obviated by vigorous stirring
bubbles are formed. In the case of jellies of ij or
2 per cent, strength this does not matter, as the
bubbles readily come to the surface. With thicker
jellies this is not the case. These difficulties are
avoided by the following procedure.
Powdered agar-agar is washed with ether, dried, and

passed through a sieve. This treatment removes a
fatty acid.

Twenty grams of the purified agar-agar are placed
in a round-bottomed flask. The flask is provided
with a cork having two holes. Through one of the
holes passes a tube leading to a vacuum pump. The
other tube accommodates the stem of a separating
funnel. The air is exhausted, 140 c.c. of glycerine
are placed in the funnel and rapidly run into the flask.
The flask is shaken for a few seconds, by' which time
the agar-agar powder will be found to be completely'
and uniformly suspended in the glycerine. Sixty c.c.
of water that has previously been boiled and com-
pletely cooled are now placed in to funnel, run into
the flask, and mixed w^th its contents by a few
seconds’ shaking.^ Air is allowed to enter the flask,
and the mixture is at once run out into a series of
glass syringes from which the pistons have been re-
moved and the nozzles of which are closed with rubber
caps.

^
Each syringe is filled about two-thirds full of

the mixture, the pistons are replaced, and the syringes
are then heated in a water-bath. The jelly is now
ready for use. Cans for the nozzles may be made by
bonng a hole nearly, but not quite, through a rubber

t
required for each syringe

*
™ olace. The jelly when melted is ^

too stiff to pour out of a test-tube. It can be readily
squirted from the nozzle of the syringe.

_
If the proportion of glycerine is increased the jelly

IS weaker, but more transparent. With less glycerine
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and more water the jelly sets more firmly and cuts

more easily, but is less transparent.

I have used such jelly in preparing sections of the

wings of insects. The wing was first placed in an
ordinary silvering solution containing Rochelle salts

to which 50 per cent, of alcohol had been added.
After it had thereby become blackened from the de-

posit of metallic silver it was washed with 50 per

cent, alcohol and then placed in rectified spirit. To
embed the wing after this treatment I formed a cell

of plasticine on a sheet of glass. A layer of melted
jelly was placed in the cell, which w'as then filled up w’ith

alcohol. The wing was placed in the cell. It dropped
through the alcohol on to the surface of the jelly. The
alcohol was at once run off by making a cut through
the walls of the cell. The latter was then filled up with
more of the jell}". By this procedure xvings of moths
and butterflies, which are not readily whetted by w’ater,

could be obtained firmly embedded, free of air-bubbles

and without displacement of the scales. To the 60 c.c.

of water used in making the jelly I had added 16

grams of hyposulphite of soda. Having cut the

lump of jelly containing the wing into ten slices of

equal thickness with a Gillette razor-blade, these

slices were threaded in order on a wire, and placed

all night in a half-saturated solution of tartaric acid

In 70 per cent, glycerine. The acid decomposed the

hypo., liberating sulphur, wfith the result that the jelly

acquired an ivory-white colour, on which the wing-
sections appeared in black. The slices were mount^
In a cell containing glycerine jelly. Embedding in

celluloid no doubt wmuld be preferable for wdngs of

smaller insects. The method here described is prob-

ably more suitable for larger insects, the wings of

which w"Ould be likely to offer difficulties in an attempt

to cut thin sections. E. H. Hakkik.
Agra, India.

is from stars at a low stage of temperature to the

hottest stars, and from these to stars at a low-

temperature, so that a given star will have the

same temperature twice in the course of its evolu-

tion. The classifications of Rutherfurd, Secchi,

and Vogel, and the expansion of these into the

Har\'ard system, may be interpreted in terms of

the first hypothesis, though actually they may be

regarded as merely empirical and independent of

any such consideration. The classification of

Lockyer, on the other hand, is essentially based

upon the supposition that there must be stars

which are getting hotter as well as stars w"hich

are cooling, in accordance with the theory of con-

densing masses of gas or swarms of meteorites.

If the spectrum of a star depended solely upon
the surface temperature, there would evidently be

no observational means of distinguishing between

the tw’o hypotheses. But Lockyer finds that when
stars at any given stage of temperature are

brought together by reference to the relative in-

tensities of certain lines, selected according to the

indications of laboratory experiments, they are

divisible into two distinct groups. The spectra,

therefore, seem to depend in part upon physical

conditions other than those imposed by tempera-

ture alone. The difference is quite probably due
to a difference in the degree of condensation, and
Lockyer "'s interpretation assigns one of the groups

to the ascending, and the other to the descending,

branch of the temperature curve. The Harvard
classification takes no account of these differences,

and is accordingly along one line of temperature

National Service.

The w’ording of the enrolment form for National

Service having given many the impression that volun-

teers are wanted only for industrial work, which some
men over fifty cannot possibly undertake, I w'rote to

the Director of National Service for definite informa-

tion, and my queries w’ere answ'ered as follow’s :

—

“National volunteers are required not only for in-

dustrial work, but also for other 'positions of national

importance.^’

Further :
“ Mr. Chamberlain wdshes it to be clearly

understood that brains as well as * hands ' are required,

and also that no volunteer will be set to do w'ork for

which he is not fitted personally.”

These very clear and authoritative replies will, per-

haps, relieve the doubts of many who have been
hesitating on the very- reasonable ground that the

work involved seemed 10 be bevond their capacity.

C. Welborne Piper.

thjE classification of helium stars,

W HILE it is now generally admitted that the

spectroscopic differences betwreen the

different classes of stars are mainly due to differ-

ences of temperature, there are two widely diver-

gent views as to the order of celestial evolution

which may be inferred. In one of them, the

evolution is supposed to proceed by a continuous

; decline of temperature from the white to the red

stars; in the other, which has been consistently

advocated b-y Sir Norman Lockyer during nearly

thirty years, it is maintained that the pregression

» The difference between the opposing views as

to the order of celestial evolution is clearly of a
very fundamental character, and it is important

that the question should be attacked in as

many ways as possible. The work of Prof. H. N.
Russell (Nature, vol. xciii., p. 2S3) on the abso-

lute magnitudes of stars has already given consider-

able support to the main principle of Lockyer’s

classification, by especially emphasising the idea

that the order of celestial evolution is primarily

one of increasing density, with a maximum of

temperature near the middle of the sequence. As
regards the helium stars, Dr. Ludendorff found
in 1912 (Nature, vol. Ixxxviii., p. 424) that the

radial velocities showed a very decided systematic

difference for the ascending and descending stars

j

classified by Lockyer, a difference which was not

!
so clearly shown when the velocities were referred

j
to the Harvard sub-classes.

1 Since the publication of Ludendorff’s results,

Lockyer has supplemented his original catalogue

of 470 stars by a second catalogue of 354 stars,

and a third catalogue of 287 stars, photographed
and classified at the Hill Observatory, Sidmouth
{HUl Ohs, Bulh, Nos. 3 and 5). The first attempt
to utilise some of the additional data which have
thus become available has been made by Dr.
B, P. Herassimovitch in a recent communication
to the Petrograd Academy of Sciences {Bull
Acad. Imp. 19x6, pw 14x9). In this paper
the helium stars included in the first two cata-
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logues of Lockyer are discussed in relation to the

radial velocities, so far as they have been deter-

mined. For the ascending branch there are 57
such stars in the two catalogues, and for the

descending branch 47 stars.

It should perhaps be recalled that the helium
stars constitute type B of the Harvard classifica-

tion, and are subdivided into classes Bo to Bg,
in accordance with variations in detail. In
Lockyer’s system, seven classes of helium stars

are recognised, three on the ascending branch,
one at the apex, and three more on the descending
branch of the temperature curve, thus :

—

Alnitamian
Crucian Achernian ^
Taurian Algolian T
Rigelian Markabian y

It was found by Campbell that after eliminating

the apparent velocity due to the sun’s motion,
the helium stars showed a systematic positive

(receding) velocity of +4’07 km.; the apex of the
sun’s way being taken as a= 270®, $=4-30°.
This systematic error, which was designated
‘‘K” by Campbell, has not yet been satisfactorily

accounted for, but it is such as would arise if, in

the helium stars, the lines were subject to a pres-
sure effect which caused them to be displaced
slightly to the red side of their normal positions

;

the effect of such a displacement would clearly be
to

,
superpose on the real radial motions a receding

velocity of about 4 km. for all the stars, irrespec-
tive of their positions on the celestial sphere. The
m^nitude of K, and the sun’s velocity, are deter-
mined on the supposition that, in the mean,- the
stars are at rest with respect to the stellar system.
Forming the helium stars on the ascending

branch of Lockyer’s series into one group
j
and

those of the descending branch into another, Dr.
Herassimovitch proceeds in the usual way to deter-
mine the sun’s velocity and the K term for each
group, using equations of the form

VoCOS^-bK=V,
where Vq is the velocity of the sun, the angular
distance of the star from the apex of the sun’s way,
V the observed radial velocity reduced to the sun
by correction for the earth’s orbital motion, and
K the residual velocity. In each group, K is thus
the mean algebraic residual after eliminating the
solar motion. The results are as follows:

—

From 57 ^ars 00 the / K =4- 6*32 km.+ 1 *50 km,
ascending branch \ ™ - 20*84 Inn. ±2*40 km.
mm 47 Stars on the/ K =+ 1-17 km.+ 1*136 km.
descending branch \ - 20*03 km. ±2*29 km.

Thus, while the resulting velocity of the sun is
the same for the two groups, the values of

^ are strikingly different. For the descending
branch, in fact, K almost disappears, while for the
a^admg branch its value is considerably in excess
0f that found by Campbell from all the helium
sMts taken t<^ther. Lockyer’s differentiation of
the ascemmg and descending branches thus re-
ceives substantial oorrc^boration.’
• It was already, fcaotern from the work of Camp-
0^ the groins of stars giving the largest
/ m 247 jfi, TOL. 99]

values of K {ue. the Harvard classes B, K, and
M are among the most distant, and Dr.
Herassimovitch has therefore further discussed
the ascending and descending groups in relation

to the mean parallaxes. Applying Kapteyn’s.
formulae, it results that for the helium stars on
the ascending branch the probable mean parallax
is 0*005'^ +0*0009^/, and for the descending branch
0*012^^ +0*0030/'. By the same process, Camp-
bell has found for the Harvard classes B0-B5 a
mean parallax of o'oo6", and for the classes.

BS-Bg a mean parallax of 0*0129", which are
nearly identical with the values now found for
the ascending and descending stars. A pre-
dominance of Bo-Bs stars on the ascending-
branch, and of B8-B9 stars on the descending
branch, would thus account for the observed differ-

ence in the mean parallaxes. But this cannot
account for the whole difference, for although,
there are actually a greater number of B8-B9.
stars on the descending than on the ascending
branch of Lockyer’s curve, the excess among the
stars here considered is only four. It would seem,,
then, as in the general case, that the' more distant
group^ of helium stars gives the larger value of
the K term, and it is interesting to find that
Lockyer’s criteria for spectroscopic classification
have so successfully withstood this further test.

Dr. Herassimovitch has also investigated the
ascending and descending groups in relation, to
the magnitudes of the stars involved. Omitting
those at the summit of the curve, there are 155
helium stars available for this part of the inquiry,
and the figures show that the stars on the de-
scending branch are in general fainter than those
on the ascending branch. This difference cannot
be explained entirely by the excess of classes
BS-Bg on the descending branch, because within
the limits of a given Harvard sub-group, say

there is the same increase in the number
of faint stars on the descending branch as when
all the B stars are taken together. When cor-
rection is made to absolute magnitudes, by apply-
ing the mean parallaxes previously deduced, it

also appears that the stars of the descending
branch are in general fainter than those of the
ascending branch which fall in the same Harvard
sub-class, and are therefore presumably at the
same stage of temperature.

Stars at the same heat level on opposite sides j

of the temperature curve probably have the same
intrinsic brightness, and if it be assumed that
the average masses are equal, it would follow
that the stars on the ascending branch must in
general be of greater volume and lower density
than those on the descending branch. This Is
precisely the physical difference which is de-
manded by Lockyer’s hypothesis, and also by
that of Russell, and it may reasonably be sup-

.

c^p2*ble^ of explaining the spectroscopic
differences which have enabled Lockyer to sort

'

out the two classes.
‘

The nature of the K term remains obscure. If
the greater brightness of the stars of the ascend-

I K k practically zero, for stets of classes A, F, and G.
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ing group, which gives a large value of K, could
be attributed to greater mass, and not merely to
greater volume, it might be possible to regard
K as a function of the mass. The effect of great
mass might then be to produce the pressure dis-

placement mentioned by Campbell as a possible
explanation. Or, as Dr. Herassimovitch points
out, a displacement of the stellar lines to the red,

such as would account for the K term, might
possibly result from the gravitational field in the
case of great masses, in accordance with Freund-
lich’s deduction from the theory of relativity.

There appear to be some difficulties, however, in

connection with the latter hypothesis, and it may
be added that the Mount Wilson obser\'ers have
been unable to detect any systematic effect of
this kind in the case of the sun, although the
calculated effect is considerably greater than the
errors of observation (Mt. Wilson Report, 1914,
p. 255). On either supposition, however, it

seems improbable that there would be so great a
difference in masses for Lockyer’s two groups of

helium stars as to account for the large value of
K in the ascending group and its practical dis-

appearance in the descending group.
It at least seems clear, from the above results,

that K can no longer be regarded as a constant
error, having a fairly definite value for each of
the Harvard classes. Prof. Perrine has also

recently been led to this conclusion {Astrophys.
1

Journ,, November, 1916), and is inclined to the i

opinion that the observed residuals represent
velocity displacements. Whatever the true ex-
planation may be, Dr. Herassimovitch ’s investiga-

tion emphasises the importance of taking account
of Lockyer’s criteria in the classification of stars

of the helium group. A. Fowler.

THE POTATO SUPPLY. I

The average potato crop of Great Britain is a
little over 2 million tons, and that of Ireland

a little under this figure. Great Britain and
Ireland together contribute rather less than 5
per cent, of the world’s crop of 91^ million tons.

In normal years the British Isles grow nearly, or

quite, enough potatoes to satisfy home needs.

Accessory supplies are, however, derived from
the Channel Islands, Normandy, Brittany, and
other sources.

Hence it might be doubted whether even in

these exceptional times there is need for any large

measure of forethought or room for much anxiety

with respect to our potato supplies.

A combination of circumstances, however, has
co-operated to make this year’s potato crop a
matter of considerable national importance.

First among these circumstances is the fact that

very large quantities of potatoes are required for

his Majesty’s forces. Moreover, there is reason
to believe that the French have been large pur-

chasers. Secondly, last year’s potato crop was
below.the average, both in Scotland and in certain

parts of England- In some districts the crop,

though fair in amount, proved to be badly
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diseased at lifting lime
; a sure indication of loss

in store. Exact information as to the total yield

in this country is not available, but it may be

taken as probable that it does not amount to two-
thirds of the average crop.

The reasons for the shortage are numerous, but

one of the chief is undoubtedly the adverse season
of 1916; lack of labour for hoeing, absence of

supplies of potash manures, and the high price

of other artificial manures also contributed to the

misfortune.
' In consequence of the partial failure of the

crop it was foreseen that prices would rise to a

high level, and it was hoped that official action

would be taken while the bulk of the crop was in

the ground, and before contracts were entered

into. The hope was not realised. Warnings
were ignored—for to warn before it is too late

is to be premature. More serious than the rise in

price of ware (food potatoes) was the rise in

the price of seed. Scotch seed, which, together

with Irish, gives a higher yield than English
I seed, was known to be scarce, and thrifty men,
in order to secure seed betimes, paid so much as

257. to 3o7. per ton for. seed of good varieties.

At this stage prices were fixed—maximum
price for last year’s crop, maximum for the crop
not vet sown, and for the seed for sowing. The
price fixed for next year’s crop had the immediate
effect of determining everyone whose patriotism

was not very much deeper than his pocket to

abandon the idea of growing potatoes, for they
knew that a maximum price of 1155.-1305. per ton

would mean growing the crop at a loss. Plain

men were puzzled to know why sL beleaguered city

must at all costs save itself from a glut of

potatoes. There was an outcry, and the maxi-
mum price for next year’s crop became a
minimum.
With respect to seed the fixed prices remain

:

i

127 . per ton as a maximum, and at the present

moment anyone who wants to grow potatoes can,

as we are assured by the Board of Agriculture,

buy the best seed from the Board at 12Z., or from
any of the leading seedsmen at double the price.

If the article supplied by the Board proves indeed
to be the best with respect to origin, size, and
trueness to name, purchasers who waited on
providence will have reason to laugh at their more
provident brother-growers who teught betimes.

The authorities have gone one better than the par-
able : the late-come labourers get twopence instead

of the penny earned by those who bore the heat
and burden of the day. Nevertheless no public-

spirited person will grumble if he can be assured
that the Board has dealt justly with the grower
of the seed, and is able to supply seed tubers of
the 'best qtmlity at 12?. per ton. Rather will he
incline to a belief in miracles. The view is

commonly held that there will be too many
potatoes grown this year. Facts, however, do
not warrant that view. There is a general short-

age of corn crops, transport is disorganised,
farm lands lack expert labour, artificial manures
are dear and scarce, and seed is likf^y to be of
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inferior quality, liie more the situation is con-

sideredj the more imperative appears the need to

cultivate ever}" rod of fertile ground. Unless the

omens are false, and whether peace come soon or

no, all the vegetable produce that can be raised

will be sorely needed. F. K.

PROF, GASTON DARBOUX, For, Mem, R,S,

By the recent death of the permanent secre-

tary of the Academy of Sciences of the

Institute of France, mathematical science, and all

that it stands for in the evolution of human pro-

gress, has sulfered a grievous loss. Of dark

complexion and large build, which were a con-

tinual reminder of his southern Provencal origin,

and of the exquisite courtesy which marks the

French man of learning at his best, Prof.

Darboux was no stranger in this country. Those

who were present in December, 1907, at the great

concourse which followed the remains of Lord

Kelvin to his tomb adjacent to that of Sir Isaac

Newton in Westminster Abbey will remember the

striking hgure who, in the uniform of the Insti-

tute of France, represented the sister nation

among the bearers of the pall. Already in those

early days of the Entente France made a point to

send of her best—Becquerel, Darboux, Lippmann
—^to represent her in our national mourning for

a man of science whose work had united so hap-

pily the genius of the two nations. Later, at the

London meeting of the International Association

of Academies in 1912, Darboux was naturally

prominent as one of the French representatives;

and, though even then showing signs of failing

health, he contributed notably as usual, by his

tact and moderation and sympathy, to the success-

ful issue of business not always easy to negotiate.

Jean Gaston Darboux^ was born at Nimes on
August 13, 1842, in a house which had once been

a chapel of the cathedral. He lost his father at

seven years of age; and he and his only brother

were educated under the anxious care of their

mother at the local lyc^e, attending as demi-pen-

sionnaires, as was not unusual in those days, from
six o^dock in the morning until eight in the even-

ing. He passed on to the more special classes

of the lyc6e of Montpelier in 1859, and in
,
1861 he

headed the lists for admission both to the Ecole

Po!3rtechnique and to the Ecole Normale. Of
these, true to his desire to devote himself to the

profession of teaching, he chose the latter,

thei^by setting a fashion followed in later years

by other illustrious men who came out high on
b^h lists* His mother w^ent specially to Paris in

order to introduce him to Pasteur, then the scien-

tific director of the school.

At the Eoole Normale his bent was towards
geometry, and he found time for minute study of

the classical works of Monge, Gauss, Poncelet,

Dupin, Lami, and Jacobi. In 1864 his own
studies on ordiogonal surfaces had already borne
fniit in the Comptes rendMs, and in 1866 he sus-

l||wlus%«sik lOii^ fib. bet. of. monograiA on M. Dorboox
fi
nfiWWW IyM. in
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tained a memoir “Sur les surfaces orthogonales

as a thesis at the Sorbonne for the doctorate in

mathematical science. He then plunged into

teaching, to which he had been looking forward,
collaborating with Joseph Bertrand in mathemati-
cal physics at the College de France, and with
Bouquet at the Lycee Louis le Grand

; but he also

found time to elaborate two of his principal

memoirs, both published in 1870, one on partial

differential equations of the second order, the
other the famous treatise, “ Sur une classe

remarquable des courbes et des surfaces

algebriques/' In the latter work was developed
the theory of cyclides, so named after the special

cyclide surface of Dupin, a study which had been
initiated by Moutard and envisaged under more
general forms by Kummer. The Irish mathe-
matician Casey published about the same time,

and in the main independently, several very
elegant and elaborate memoirs on the same topic,

developed by more purely geometrical methods;
and the fascination of their results and the beauty
of the processes attracted great attention to the

subject in this country during the succeeding
years. It was another instance of the affinity of

the Irish school of mathematics to the French
school, on which it had for long been consciously

modelled. Near the end of his life Darboux re-

turned to this subject and prepared an extended
edition of his earlier work.
From 1873 assisted Liouville, then

of advanced years and in bad health, in the chair

of rational mechanics at the Sorbonne; and some
of the fruits of this course are preserved in the

elegant and valuable notes, in his best geometrical
vein, that he appended to an edition of

Despeyrous^s “Cours de Mecanique/*
Darboux finally entered upon his life-work in

1880 in the professorship of Geom6trie sup6rieure
which had been founded at the Sorbonne for

Chasles in 1846. As part of the activities of this

chair he elaborated the great treatise on in-

finitesimal geometry, the “Theorie gendrale des
Surfaces,^’ which came out in four volumes
between 1887 and 1896. This constitutes his

chief expository work; into it much of his own
previous researches is condensed; and, as usual
with the French treatises on analysis, it ramifies

into adjoining domains, such as general
dynamics, whenever the methods of his exposi-
tion are adapted to illuminate such cognate
theories-

He was elected a member of the Academic des
Sciences in 1884, and there he gained the highest
mark of the esteem and appreciation of his col-

leagues in being chosen as Secretaire perp^tuel
in 1900. The efficiency and charm with which
he executed the delicate duties of that office have
been universally recognised. He held honorary
rank in the Universities, amongst others, of Cam-
bridge and Christiania and Kasan. He was
elected a foreign honorary member of the Royal
Society in 1900, and last autumn, just in time,
he received the award of its Sylvester medal.

Joseph Larmor.
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NOTES.
A STRIKING example of the utilisation of waste pro-

ducts was given by Mr. Forster, the Financial Secre-

tary" to the War Office, in the House of Commons on
March i. The waste product in question was fat.

Everybody knows now that glycerine is obtained from
j

fat, even if in the early days of the war this fact was j

new to certain of our officials whose education had, (

presumably, been exclusively classical, and who were
j

therefore unaware that there was any connection be-

tween the supply of fat and the production of ex-

plosives. Beef of medium leanness contains on an
average about 20 per cent, of fat, calculated upon the
edible part of the joints,* mutton and pork contain

about 30 per cent. On heating these fats with a
solution of alkali, the glycerides of which they con-

sist are decomposed, yielding glycerine and soap.

Theoretically, the pure fats should give glycerine

equal approximately to 10*8 per cent, of their weight.
Formerly meat scraps and other table refuse at the

military camps were either destroyed or else sold for

a small sum; but the authorities now have these rem-
nants collected and sorted, in order that the fatty

portions may be used for the making of glycerine.

Special plants have been erected for this purpose, one <

in this country and one in France, and others are
!

shortly to be installed. It was stated that the present
j

rate of output of glycerine from the food of the troops

is 1000 tons annually, and that this quantity provides

propellant explosive charges for approximately twelve

and a half millions of i8-pounder shells. The War
Office sells the glycerine to the Ministry of Munitions
for 50L a ton, whereas if it were bough’t in the United
States it would cost 240/. a ton.

Mr. Forster, referring in the House of Commons
to the Medical Service of the Army, stated that as

regards Mesopotamia the War Office has becotne

directly responsible for the medical arrangements in

that theatre of w*ar. The general conditions there may
now be regarded as satisfactory. During the summer
there was necessarilv some considerable sickness, but

the admission rate has steadily diminished since, and
the supply of nurses and medical personnel is fully

equal at the present vime to that at the other fronts.

In France, Salonika, and Egypt the general conditions

are satisfactoiy, but in East Africa the authorities

have had to contend with a good deal of malaria

owing to the exceptionally unhealthy climatic condi-

tions. One of the most remarkable features of the whole
campaign is the almost total disappearance of enteric

(typhoid) fever. The last weekly returns show that

the numbers in hospitals suffering from this disease

were: France, four cases; Salonika, nine; Egypt,
three; Mesopotamia, eight; total, twenty-four cases.

The number of cases of typhoid fever among British

troops in France up to November i of last year *was

16S4; paratyphoid, 2534; and indefinite cases, 353; a
total of 4571. In the South African War nearly 60,000

cases w"ere admitted into hospital, and there were

8227 deadis; there were thus approximately twice as

many deaths from typhoid fever in South Africa as

there were cases in France up to November i last.

The admission rate for typhoid fever among those who
had not been protected by inoculation was fifteen times

higher than among those who had been inoculated,

and the death-rate was seventy times higher I At home
the hospital system has been developed and extended,

and the system of utilising the services of the volun-

^ tary aid detachments has been highly successful and
‘ is mudh appreciated. Arrangements have been made

by which the problem of the treatment and training

of the discharged disabled soldiers will be more^ effec-

tively dealt with. The venereal diseases rate in the
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Army to-day is no higher than it was in ordinary

times of peace, and every effort is being made to

reduce the rate still more by the provision of lectures

to the troops on the subject in collaboration with the

National Council for the Prevention of Venereal

Diseases.

The report of the committee appointed by the Home
Secretary to inquire into the social an& economic

results of the Summer Time Act, 2916, has just been

issued (Cd. 8487, price 3d.). The committee recom-

mends : I. That summer time should be renewed in

1917 and in subsequent years. 2. That the period of

the operation of summer time should be from the

second Sunday in April to the third Sunday in Sep-

tember in each year. 3. That the change from normal
to summer time should be made on the nighty of

Saturday-Sunday and the reversion to normal time

on the night of Sunday-Monday. 4, That the varia-

tion from normal time should be one hour throughout

the whole period. The evidence presented by the^ com-
mittee is not of a veiy* substantial kind, but, taking it

I

as a whole, it leads \o the conclusion “that the vast

I preponderance of opinion throughout Great Britain is

enthusiastically in favour of summer time, and of its

renewal—not only as a war measure, but as a per-

manent institution.” To prevent loss of slee|) by chil-

dren being permitted to stay up beyond their proper

bed-time during the long light evenings, it is recom-

mended that all possible steps should be taken by edu-

cation authcwities through the school medical services

and the care committees to ensure that this tendency

shall be kept within the narrowest possible limits. The
opinions of farmers and others concerned with agricul-

ture as to the effects of summer time are more con-

flicting than those of any other interests; on manv
farms and in some entire districts (so far as the agri-

cultural community was concerned) the Act was not

obser\"ed at all. Representatives of the cotton trade

complained to the committee of the inconvenience^ aris-

ing out of the necessity for lighting up the factories in

]

the early morning in the second half of September,

i and it is partly to meet this objection that the reversion

to normal time is to be made at an earlier date this

I year than last. Sir Napier Shaw informed the com-
mittee that a great deal of confusion arose with ob-

servers as regards the hours at which meteorological

observations were made, and he remarked : “ From the

scientific point of view the discontinuity of hour intro-

duces a defect whicti is fatal, and for which there is no
remedy.” On this matter the committee expresses the

hope that the proposal for a permanent acceleration by
one hour of the international ser\’ice of weather reports

will receive further consideration.

Political questions do not often figure in the pages
of scientific journals, and the publication in Science

Progress for January (No. 43) of a leading article,

by Mr. W. H. Cowan, M.P., on “Scientific Parlia-

nientary Reform ” will undoubtedly arouse consider-

able discussion. In this article, which treats the present

national position from a political point of view, the

main issue is largely identical vrith that urged from
the point of view of a man of science in January,
igio, by the late Dr. Johnstone Stoney, F.R.S., in

a tract entitled “The Danger which in Our Time
Threatens British Libert\%” In the past Great
Britain, after many struggles, secured a form of

representative government that has been adopted as a
model by all progressive modern nations But in

recent years there has been an ever-growing tendency
to subjugate the will of Parliament to the influence

of a Cabinet autocracy which, if unchecked, will

reduce what professes to be Parliamentary goveruK
ment to the worst form of tyranny. A study of Mr.
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Cowan’s article will convince the reader that at the

present time the average M.P. has practically no

opportunity . of bringing his capabilities as an inde-

pendent expert to bear on problems of national

importance. Moreover, under the closure, oppor-

tunities for discussion are practically nil, except for a

handful of members who are able to catch the

“ Speaker’s eye,” . and the member who attempts to

introduce a private Bill will soon find his attempts

stifled bv Ministerial and other pressure. As for the

control of the House of Commons over finance, this

is described as an emptv boast, untold millions being

voted without discussion at the fag-end of an all-night

sitting. While not claiming to propose any final cure

for this growing disease of bureaucratic tyranny, Mr.

Cowan suggests the following possible remedies

:

Voting bv ballot in divisions of the House; shorter

Parliaments; an alteration in procedure enabling a

Bill dropped in one session to be taken up at the

same stage in the next session; and the more con-

troversial proposal of “Home Rule All Round.”

The latest issue of the Victorian Naturalist to reach

us brings the news of the death of Dr. E. P, Ramsay,
of Sydney, at the age of seventy-four years. Dr.

Ramsay was best known as curator for many years

of the Australian Museum, Sydney, and his “Tabular
List of Australian Birds ” w’as long the standard

index for Australian ornithologists.

A LETTER lately received from Dr, Ragnar Karsten,

Ifeder of the Swedish expedition in Ecuador, is dated

El Tena, East Ecuador, October lo, 1916, and states

that the expedition was then half-way along the diffi-

cult road from Quito to Napo, at which latter place

and at Curaray ethnographical studies and collections

would be made.

Swedish papers announce the death, on January 23,
in his seventy-first year, of Dr. Edward Welander,
the leading specialist on skin and venereal diseases.

Many of his published investigations deal with the
action of mercury. On one occasion he injected a
mercurial preparation into his own arm-muscles, and
followed its cou^-se through the system by a series of
X-ray photographs. He fought these diseases also
by popular education, and founded a home for the up-
bringing of children with congenital syphilis, an ex-
ample followed in other European capitals.

The agricultural institute of Alnarp, Scania, pro-
poses to devote a pk>t of its land and about 4000Z. to
the erection^ of a building for studies in heredity,
tinder the directicMi of H. Nilsson-Ehle, the recently
appointed professor at Lund. It will also provide a
maintenance grant of 200Z. per annum. It is felt that
mch studies are of the greatest importance at this
fime, when Sweden is thrown on its own resources
in the matter of food production, and the institute is
oon^nced that any material sacrifices it may make
for this purpose w^ill be more than repaid by the
economic results of the research, on which the insti-
tute will naturally have the first claim.

The Daimler Company, IM., has placed at the dis-
posal of the council of the Institution of Automobile
Eng^eers a sum of money for the provision of an
annti^ premium oi 25Z. to' be granted to the graduate
submlttuig the best paper on an appropriate subject in

se^on. Papers must reach the secretary of the
mstitudon, zB Victoria Street, S.W., during Septem-
ber of each year.

XlfflB fotloudng have boen elected ordinary fellows of
Rojtal ' Sbciety of Edinburgh ; G. B. Burnside,

Dr. B. Cunningham, T. C. Day, R. W. Dron, Prof,m 2471, VOL. 99]

A. Gibson, J. Harrison, Prof. J, C. Irvine, A. King,
Sir Donald Macalister, Rev. H. C. Macpherson, Lieut.

L. W. G, Malcolm, A. E. Maylard, G. F. Merson,
,

F. Phillips, Dr. H. H. Scott, Sir G. A. Smith, Dr.

J. Tait, Dr. W. W. Taylor, J. M‘Lean Thompson,
W. Thorneycroft, and Prof. D. F. Tovey.

We learn from the Times that the Reconstruction

Committee which was appointed by the late Prime
Minister to advise the Government on the many
national problems that will arise at the end of the

war has now been reconstructed. The Prime Minister

will be chairman of this committee. Mr. Lloyd
George will, of course, not be able to give continuous

attention to the detailed proceedings of the committee,

and it is understood that his deputy, on whom the

work will fall, will be Mr. Edwin Montagu, the

Minister of Munitions in the late Government.

The death is announced, in His ninety-second year,

of Mr. .James Forrest, honorary, secretary, and for

many years the secretary, of the Institution of Civil-

Engineers. The famous ” James Forrest ” lecture

of the institution was endowed by him a few years

before his retirement, when a presentation was made
to him by the council. His intention was that ’ the
lecture should illustrate the dependence of the engineer
in his practical professional work on the mathematical
and physical sciences. The first lecture was delivered

by Dr. *W. Anderson in 1893 upon the subject^of “The
Interdependence of Abstract Science and Engineering,”
and the whole of the lectures form a very valuable

series.

The report of the Philosophical Institute of Can-
terbury, New Zealand, for the year 1916 records that

the council has recognised the importance of further-

ing the national movement to advance scientific

research and extend the application of scientific know-
ledge. Addresses on “Education and our National
Requirements” and “The Importance of Research
to Industry and Commerce,” by Mr. G. M. Thomson
and Prof, T. H. Easterfield respectively, were
arranged with these ends in view. In order that
matters^ connected with research and the technical
application of science should be constantly watched,
the council set up a special committee, with Dr. C. C.
Farr as hon. secretary. The New Zealand Board of

Industries, having invited the institute to send dele-

gates to. confer with the Board on matters affecting
post-war reconstruction, the council appointed .the

president, with Dr. Farr and Dr. Hilgendorf, to act.

Application has been made for part of the 250Z.

granted by the Government for research; and investi-

gations are being arranged on the phosphate rocks
of Canterbury, the deterioration of apples in cold
storage, and the electrical prevention of frosting in

orchards.

Sir James J. Dobbie, president of the Institute, of
Chemistry, referred, in his presidential address to the
institute on March i, to the services of professional
chemists in connection* with the war. The institute

^

has acted as a chemical clearing-house, assisting
‘ public departrnents and firms engaged on Government
work to obtain the chemical service they required.
Apart from that, the researches on glass initiated by
the institute, particularly the work of Prof. Herbert
Jackson, have proved of great value, and have been
specially recognised by the President of the Board of
Trade. After indicating a number of new industrial
developments which call for the help of practical
chemists, the president advocated the extension of the
training of chemists, particularly in higher physics
and physical chemistry, and, therefore, the adoption
of a four, instead of a three, years’ course. He em-
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phasised the importance of mechanics to chemists
j

who intend to practise in industry, and recommended
j

training* as wide as possible for chemists generally. I

Dealing with the recent discussions on the subjects of
j

education and the reform ot the school curriculum, he
;

criticised what was termed “generalised science,” by
which he supposed was meant a composite course,

|

including a little physics, a little chemistry, a little !

biology, and a little of everything else, and suggested
that school science should be as simple as possible,

and that the first place should be given to mechanics
•experimentally treated, as being essential to the study

of all other experimental science.

Mr. j. W. Ogilvy, secretary of the Microscopical
|

Section of the Young Men’s Christian Association,
j

has sent us a copy of the report just issued- The
|

object of .this section is to give exhibitions and deliver 1

lectures on microscopical subjects to the troops in the
|

camps and hospitals in the Metropolitan and Home !

Counties areas; for this purpose sixty-five micro-

scopists have volunteered their services. For the i

three months October to December, 1916, seventy-

three exhibitions have been held and twenty-two lec-

tures delivered, all branches of natural history, to-

gether with physiol jgy and patholog>', being dealt

with. One of the most popular lectures is entitled

“ Some Huns of the Microscopical World,” which
treats of seme of the disease-producing micro-

organisms, and in w’hich the opportunity is taken to

refer to syphilis, Its causation and spread. There is

much evidence among the troops that venereal dis-

eases are spread to a considerable extent through

Ignorance and thoughtlessness, and an endeavour is

being made to enlighten the men upon the subject.

These lectures and demonstrations have proved a

great success, and it is proposed in the near future

to commence a series of Saturday and Sunday after-

noon rambles for niunition boys.

Mr. a. H. Smith, of the British Museum, contri-

butes to voL xxxvi., part ii., of the Journal of the

Hellenic Society for 1916, an interesting account

of the history of the acquisition of the marbles

of the Parthenon by Lord Elgin, and of their purchase

by the British Government. The late Lord Elgin,

jcm the centenary of the acquisition of this collection

by the public, placed in Mr. Smith’s hands all his

papers bearing on the subject, his desire being that

the episode of the marbles should appear in its due
proportion in a full biography of his distinguish^

grandfather, the other aspects of his career being dis-

cussed by Sir Harry Wilson, K.C.M.G. We have now
a full collection of the original letters and reports

dealing with this collection, the glory of the British

Museum. An important incident is that of the work
of Signor Giovanni Battista Lusieri, by whose efforts,

in a large measure, the operations were successfully

completed. By an unlucky accident an important

collection of drawings and some artistic objects were

lost in the wreck of the Cambrian, a 48-gun frigate,

commanded by Capt. Hamilton, wrecked on the

coast of Crete on Januaiy 31, 1828. The ship was
attacked by pirates, and it was necessary to abandon
her at once, without saving even the ship’s dog and
muster-book, with the large case containing the

drawings.

There is happily a very general desire among us
that such wild spots as still remain to us in these

islands should, so far as possible, be jealously guarded.

Thus the announcement in the Press of February 22,

to the effect that Sir Thomas Acland had placed some
seven or eight thousand acres of Exrhoor under -the

guardianship of the National Trust, will be very

welcome. A lease has been grants the trust for the
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next five hundred years. By arrangement. Sir Thomas
and his successors will continue to enjoy the rents

and profits and all the ordinary rights and powers* of

an owner, except that the owner will have no power

to develop the land as a building estate.

Prof. E. C. Starks, in the Leland Stanford Junior

University Publications, University Series, gives a

valuable 'survey of that extraordinarily variable bone

in the mandible of fishes, the sesamoid articular,

illustrated by numerous figures. He confirms the

opinion of Dr. W. G. Ridewood that it is to be re-

garded as a sesamoid. Contrary to the views of some
earlier investigators, he regards' the sesamoid articular

as useless as a factor in the classification of groups

larger than species, as it often differs within the

genus. Nor until much more extensive investigations

iiave been made will it be possible, he considers, to

pronounce upon its value in differentiating species.

Among the vast numbers of Brent geese which visit

our shores during the winter months a considerable

sprinkling occurs of the American form (Bernida
leiicogaster). Until now it has been supposed that

this sub-species occurred with greatest frequency on

the Northumberland coast, where, indeed, it appears

to be more abundant than the British B. brenia; and
the same is apparently true in regard to its numbers
on the south-east coast of Ireland. While it has been
by no means regarded as a rarity in Scotland, it

seems possible that further observation may show
that it is of far commoner occurrence than was sup-^

posed. For the Misses Rintoul and Baxter, in the

Scottish Naturalist for February, record the fact that

an examination of the specimens of Brent geese in

the Royal Scottish Museum shows that the, -large

majority belong to the American lace.

Sir Frederick Treves, in the Observer of Feb-

ruary 25, directs attention to the grave results likely

to follow from the introduction of the American grey

squirrel into Richmond Park. Not only has it driven

out our native red squirrel, but it has also^ now spread

beyond the confines of the park into adjoining gar-

dens, working serious damage there. “They eat

even^thing that can be eaten, and destroy twenty
time's more than they eat.” The buds and shoots of

young trees, apples, pears, and stone fruits, peas, and
strawberries are all laid under a heavy contribution.

Already it seems the Office of Works has given

orders for the destruction of these pests. The order,

however, has come somewhat late, for they have
already made their way into the open country of Surrey
with a steady persistence and in good force. “When
it has reached the fruit-gardens and young plantations

of Surrey and Kent, we shall hear more.” We are

evidently in grave danger of having another very

practical lesson in the folly of “ acclimatisa-

tion,” of w’hich the rabbit in Australia forms a
familiar and awful example.

All interested in the formation and management of

War Food Societies will find useful guidance in

Special Leaflet No. 32 of the Board of Agriculture
and Fisheries, of which a revised edition is now
available. Examples of what has already been done
by war food societies and women’s institutes since the

first issue of the leaflet are now given. It is of

interest to note that the Women’s Institute at Cric-

cieth, with a membership of about eighty, realised

in the first nine months more than 200Z. by the sale

of surplus produce beyemd home requirements. In-

structions are given as to how a food society or
women’s ‘ institute 'may be started/ and numerous
suggestions are made as to the different directions in

which their activities may be exercised. Special
i attention is directed to the powers - now conferred
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Upon the Board of Agriculture and Fisheries for

securing the use of unoccupied land for purposes of

food production.

In view of the difficulty of securing delivery of

basic slag, superphosphate, and other phosphatic
manures, the President of the Board of Agriculture

and Fisheries asks farmers not to apply phosphates
to meadows and pastures during the remainder of the

present season. All available supplies should be re-

served for other crops, especially for roots and pota-

toes. Having regard to the short supplies, it is not
advisable to apply more than three-fourths of the
usual dressings of these phosphatic manures, since

better results may be expected from the same total

weight of manure if the whole area under any par-

ticular crop is manured lightly than if a part is

heavily dressed and the balance left without artificial

manure- This rule applies only where the land is
|

uniform in qualit}^ In those cases in which farmers
know that certain fields are poorer than others the

!

manurial treatment must be adapted to the special

conditions. Where land in good condition can be i

given full dressings of farmyard manure, artificial

phosphatic manures may often be omitted without
materially reducing the crops.

At the meeting of the Society of Glass Technology,
held at the University of Sheffield on February 15,
some samples of glass manufactured from British
sands were exhibited by Mr. C. J. Peddle, but the
principal business of the meeting was the discussion
di the effect of the temperature at which the annealing
of glass is carried out on the time required by the
process. Contributions to the discussion were made
by Mr. F. Twyman, of Messrs. Adam Hilger, Ltd.,
London, and by Mr. S. English, of the Glass Tech-
nology Department of the University of Sheffield. As
the temperature is raised towards the softening point of
the glass, the speed at which the internal strains dis-
appear is increased, and the object is to find for each
t^e of glass the highest temperature at which it is

safe to cariy out the annealing process. The observa-
tions are conveniently made on a glass rod mounted
between Nicol prisms, so that light passing through
the system shows the rings and cross characteristic
of a uniaxial crystal. As the annealing proceeds the
rings disappear, and the times of disappearance of the
last four rings were found in a particular sample of
glass to^be as follows: At 500° C. 1230 minutes, at
550^ C. 50, at 600° C. 20, and at 625^0. 12. These
temperatures are all considerably below that of actual
softening of the glass.

Vc^. xH. of “Contributions from the Jefferson
Physical and the Cruft High-tension Electrical
Laboratories of Harvard University” for the year
1915 consists of reprints of nineteen papers, the out-
come of researches aided financially by the Coolidge
fund for research, the Bache fund of the National
Academy of Sciences, and the Rumford fund of the
American Academy of Arts and Sciences, The volume
extends to 400 pages, and is a record of which Har-
v^d may well feel proud. The Cruft laboratory pro-
^des two of the nineteen papers—one by Mr. F.
Cutting on the design of raffiotelegraphic trans-
fonn<^s, another by Mr, E. L. Chaffee on couple

the Jefierson l«dx)ratory contributions,
that the ^rector. Dr, T. Lyman, is of special
mtoest, as it extends the ultra-violet end of the
gje^rum to wavo-I^gth 600 Angstrom units. Dr.
r, w. Bridgman s five valuable contributions occupy

share of the volume, and deal with the effect

« temperature and velocity
ot transition of polymorphic forms of the same sub-
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stance into each other. Altogether, 150 substances,
have been examined, and it is unfortunate that the
polymorphic diagrams obtained show no tendency to
fall into simple types. The subject appears to be very
complicated, and Dr. Bridgman suggests that the
explanation of the great variety of behaviour of the
different substances must be sought in the actual
shapes of the atoms.

A COPY of the Year-Book of the Scientific and
Learned Societies of Great Britain and Ireland, 1916,
has been received from Messrs. Charles Griffin and
Co., Ltd. This, the thirty-third annual issue of a
useful work of reference, contains a record compiled
from official sources of the work done in science,

literature, and art during the session 1915-16 by
numerous societies and Government institutions. The*
list of societies dealt wdth is remarkably comprehen-
sive; but the plan of selection is not always clear.

Under the section entitled Psychology, for instance,

space has been found for particulars of the Nature
Study Society and the School Nature Study Union,,
but nowhere in the volume have we found data con-
cerning the work of. say, the Association of Public-
Sgj^ool Science Masters. Similarly, under the section
Literature and History, the English Association is

included, while the Historical Association is over-
looked. The man of science, however, will find the
volume as useful as ever in discovering the work done
in his particular subject during the year under review.
The book is published at 7^. 6d, net.

An interesting and very full botanical catalogue
(New Series, No. 77) has just been issued by Messrs-

J. Wheldon and Co., 38 Great Queen Street, W.C.
It comprises floras of all countries, and is arranged
most conveniently according to the countries dealt
with. Many of the works are scarce. We notice that
several belonged to the late Sir Joseph Hooker.

Prof. Fraser Harris writes to correct an error
made by him in his letter in Nature of January iS
(p- 3^9) on the introduction of the term ‘“metabolic.’’
He referred to the first edition of Foster’s “ Text-book
of Physiology” as having been published in 1883,
whereas it appeared in 1877.

OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN,
Effect of Haze on Solar Rotation Measures.

—

Attention has
^

previously been directed to Mr. De
Lurj^’s suggestion that the apparent variations in the
rate of solar rotation, as determined by the spectro-
graphic method at different times, and from different
lines, might be accounted for by variations in the
haziness of the sky (Nature, vol. xcviii., p. 99), Messrs.
St. John and Adams have since made observations to
test the possible influence of haze, and have found
that to obtain equality of density in photographs of
the spectra at points just outside and just wdthin the
sun’s limb, it was necessary to give exposures in the
ratio of 100 to i. These observ’^ers concluded that,
under the usual working conditions at Mt. Wilson,
scattered radiation is a negligible factor, and is not
a probable source of error in the observations of solar
rotation (Journ. R.A.S., Canada, vol. x., p. 553). In a
further note on the subject (ibid., vol. xi., p. 23) Mr. De
Lury points out that the density of a negative is pro-
portional to a power of the time, usually within the
range o-6 to 0-9, and that equal densities with a ratio
of 100 in the times of exposure would correspond to
a ratio of scattered light to limb light ranging from
0*3 to 1*6 per cent. A probable value would be about
^ would produce about half the effect
noted m the Mt. Wilson observations, and, allowing
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for other circumstances, could conceivably account
for the whole effect* If atmospheric haze be proved
insufficient, it is alternatively suggested that the
differential effects may possibly be accounted for by
assuming the production of a spectrum of non-rotating
matter in the solar atmosphere.

The Ninth Satellite of Jupiter.—An investigation
of the ninth satellite of Jupiter has led Messrs.
Nicholson and Shapley to estimate its diameter as
lying between ii and 17 miles {The Observatory,
vol. xL, p. 107). From photographs of this tiny object
taken with the 60-in. reflector at Mt. Wilson, the
photographic magnitude at mean opposition was
found to be i8*6, as compared with 17-5 and iS-o for
the seventh and eighth satellites respectively. Allow-
ing for a probable colour-indfix of one magnitude, the
angular diameter of the ninth satellite at mean opposi-
tion works out at 0-006'' or 0-009'', according to the
value adopted for the visual albedo, and these lead
to the limits of diameter stated above.

GERMANY'S EFFORT TO OBTAIN
NITROGENOUS COMPOUNDS.

A LTHOUGH elementary nitrogen is not only use- I

less, but positively antagonistic, to the life of
j

plants and animals (except to that of some bacteria
j

which take free nitrogen from the atmosphere and
|

convey it to the roots of leguminous plants), combined !

nitrogen is absolutely necessary for their metabolism.
Animals obtain nitrogen from the vegetables they con-
sume, plants from the nitrogenous constituents of the
soil. The soil obtains part of its combined nitrogen
from decaying vegetable matter and from the waste
products of animals; the remainder has to be added.

|

The two chief forms in which it is added are sodium
nitrate and ammonium sulphate, w’hich to a large
extent are interchangeable* But for the manufacture
of explosives sodium nitrate is absolutely necessary
and ammonium sulphate useless. Germany, fore-

seeing that its supply of Chilean nitrate would
be cut off by the blockade of the British Fleet,

was faced with irremediable disaster unless it could
lay in a sufficient stock before declaring w’ar, or
devise methods of synthesising nitric acid. The
manner in which this difficulty has been overcome is

described by Prof. Camille Matignon in the Revue
generate des Sciences {January 15 and 30). Before
the war Germany was the greatest consumer of com-
bined nitrogen. In 1913 the consumption amounted to

750.000 tons of Chilean nitrate, 35,000 tons of Nor-
wegian nitrate, 46,000 tons of ammonium sulphate,
and 30,000 tons of cj’anamide. In 1913 great efforts

were devoted in Germany to the preparation of mate-
rials necessary for war," and no attempt was made
ro conceal them. The German Ammonium Sulphate
Syndicate had a reserve of 43,000 tons, and on the
declaration of war there was probably a slock of

100.000 tons of Chilean nitrate. Immediately after

the battle of the Marne, when a long w*ar was
evidently certain, the production of artificial nitrates

and of ammonium sulphate xvas 'stimulated, the
Badische Aniline Company and Bayer and Co. being
subsidised to the extent of 30,000 ,ckk) marks for the
installation of factories to convert ammonia into nitric

acid. In peace time 550,000 tons of ammonium
sulphate were produced annually in Germany, but this

output was reduced once ’war 'was declared. As this

substance is a by-product in the manufacture of gas
and cast-iron, people in Germany sNere instigated to

use gas and coke instead of coal, and by such means
an annual output of 250,00a tons of ammonium
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sulphate was attained. The problem ‘of converting
the ammonia into nitric acid was solved by the Frank
and Caro and the Kayser processes. A French
chemist, Kuhlmann, had discovered that ammonia is

oxidised to nitrogen peroxide when mixed with air

and passed over warm, finely divided platinum. The
' reaction was employed on a commercial scale by Ost-
wald, and improved both b\’ Kayser and by Frank
and Caro. By the end of 1915 the Anhaltische
Maschinenbau Society of Berlin had established thirty

installations for the conversion by Frank and Caro’s
process, and these had a capacity of more than
100,000 tons of nitric acid per month. But this was
only one of the methods adopted. Given a cheap
source of electrical energy, it was known to be com-
mercially practicable to prepare nitric acid by’ the
direct oxidation of nitrogen in the electric flame, and
this process had been established in Norway by Birke-
land and Eyde, who used the waterfalls as a source
of energy. The Germans have established a factory
employing Pauling’s process (a modification of that
of Birkeland and Eyde) at Muhlenstein, in Saxony,
in the neighbourhood of the lignite beds, which forrm
the source of energ\\ and this has an annual output
of 6000 tons of nitric acid.

^
The third principal method adopted for the prepara-

tion of combined nitrogen was the direct synthesis of

j
ammonia. Bosch and Mittasch, two chemical

j
engineers of the Badische Company, had adapted

I

Haber’s synthesis to industrial conditions, and thfe

:
company had established a factory with an annual out-
put of 30,000 tons of synthetic ammonium sulphate.
In April, 1914, the company increased its capital in
order to raise the output to 130,000 tons, and after
the battle of the Marne it wa.s subsidised by the Ger-

i
man Government to increase the production to 300,000'
tons.

Before the war the production of cyanamide in Ger-
many was comparatively small, but’ it has iiicreased
largely under Government stimulus. The cyanamide
manufacturers desired a monopoly, but this’ was op-
posed by the Badische and other companies and by the
gas manufacturers, and the project seems to have
been abandoned.

In the direction of the manufacture of manures, it

was necessary to economise sulphuric acid, so
ammonia was neutralised with nitre cake, and the
resulting mixture of sodiuirv and ammonium sulphates
was mixed with superphosphate. Moreover, it was
found that superphosphate will absorb gaseous
ammonia, and although the calcium acid phosphate
is therebv converted into the^ insoluble tricalcic phos-
phate, it is formed in an easily assimilable condition,
and the product is found by experience to act both
as a nitrogen and phosphorus manure.

Prof. Matignon seems to be correct in claiming that
chemistrv has saved Germanv from disaster.

E. H,

SUBSIDENCE RESULTING FROM MINING.
'T' HE very important question of subsidence result-
* ing fix>m mining orations has recently been

discussed in a bulletin issued by the Engineering
Experiment Station of the University of Illinois, llie
r-^ort is prepared by Dr, L. E. Young, mining en-
^neer for the Illinois Coal Mining Investigations, and
Prof. H. H. Stock, professor of mining engineering
in the University of Illinois, under a co-operative
agreement between the University, as represented by
its Engineering Experiment Station, the Illinois S.tate
Geological Survey, and United States l^reau of
Mines. Apf^rently, whilst w’e in this country oemtent
ourselves with tearing about the need for defeer co-
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operation between the technical faculties of our univer-

sities and the industries concerned, in America such

co-operation is already an established fact, and reports

such as the present one show evidence of its value.

This bulletin is merely a preliminary one,^ present-

ing a complete and concise account of what is known
up to the present on the subject of subsidences due

to mining operations, and the authors have done

their work in a most thorough and painstaking

fashion, and have missed very little of the published

information on the subject, in spite of the difficulty

of bringing it together from the large number of

scattered records through which it is disseminated.

It need scarcely be said that the subject is one of the

greatest importance in this country, where so many of

our most densely populated industrial centres are

situated upon the coaJfields themselves. The problem
whether large masses of coal should be left in the

form of supporting pillars, and thus be permanently
lost to the nation, or to what extent it is advisable

to remove them, with the risk, or even with the cer-

tainty, of causing a certain amount of surface damage,
is obviously one of first-rate importance, especially at

times like the present, when the proper conservation

and full utilisation of our natural resources demand
our utmost attention.

Messrs. Young and Stock have contented them-
selves with summarising the theories on subsidence
promulgated by. various writers, notably the Belgian,
French, Prussian, and Austrian theories

;
there cannot

really be said to be any British or American theories,

although various Biitish engineers have proposed
formulas, notably for determining the angle of “draw,”
and the size of the coal pillars that must be left

In order adequately to protect any given area of sur-
face; the wide divergence of these various formulas
is well shown by a diagram, reproduced from a paper
by Prof. George Knox, whidi shows that some of
these give results ten times as great as those given
by others.

The introducto^ notice to the present bulletin sug-
gests that the Illinois authorities propose to studv the
problem in a systematic fashion, by taking careful
levels across selected groups of mines at regular in-
tervals, and simultaneously noting the conditions of
the underground workings, sudi observations to be
continued for a number of years, when it may be
hoped that it will be found possible to correlate sur-
face subsidences and underground workings, and thus
to obtain data that will enable the cxjnditions of
maximum economy to be determined. This is a sub-
ject that might with the greatest advantage be taken
up on similar lines bv one or other of the committees
formed to deal with industrial research in this
country. H. L.

WVmnEU STUDIES IN PLANT GENETICS,
September number of the American Naturalisi^

Jvol. l.„ No. 597) is devoted to studies of inherit-
m plants. Dr. H. H. Bartlett writes on “The

Status of the Mutation Theory, with especial reference
to OSnothera.’' He “finds incredible the arguments
tot have brought forward in favour of the ides
tot mutation and Mendelian segregation are the

it still remains to be decidec
whetor or not mutation is always, or ever, condl

honed previous hybridisation.” Dr. O. E. Whitesc^ researches in continuation of MendePi«0nal subw^—the inheritance of cotyledon coloui
10 Fistra. Alleged diierences between the colour o
s^prt^ated seeds of the generation and those of th€

pa^ts -to enviroamenta
vCh^ges

: yeBow-cotyledofi yasneties imay produce gteer
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seeds because of immaturity, absence of sunlight, or
excess of moisture, while green-cotyledon varieties may
fade to yellow or yellowish-green through excess of
sunlight. In one variety

—
“ Goldkonig ”—with yellow

cotyledons, the yellow colour is, contrary to the* usual
rule, recessive to green. This form “may be regarded
as lacking both the factor for causing green pigment
and the factor for causing that pigment to fade on the
maturity of the seed.” When “Goldkonig” is crossed
with yellow-seeded varieties in which yellowness is

dominant, the Fi generation are all yellow-seeded, and
the Fa generation are segregated in the proportion -of

three green to thirteen (9+3+1) yellow.
“ Inheritance of Sex in the Grape ” is discussed by

W. D. Valleau. Wild vines bear flowers which are
functionally either male or female, but the carpels or
pistils are respectively present in a reduced condition;
the plants are thus transitional between the herm-
aphrodite and the dioecious form. Functional herm-
aphrodites, however, appear in cultivation. Breeding
experiments suggest that “both the staminate and
functionally pistillate vines carry the determiners for

femaleness and maleness, respectively, partially sup-
pressed.”

The Journal of Genetics for September (vol. vi.,

No. i) is completely occupied by Prof. A. H. Trow’s
analysis of form and inheritance in the * common
groundsel (Senecio vulgaris). In a long paper he dis-

cusses the number of nodes and their distribution along
the main axis in this species and its segregates.
Dividing the families of plants studied into “ low ”

(9-16 nodes), “medium” (18--26 nodes), and “high”
(30-31 nodes), he finds that medium characters are
dominant to both low and high, and infers, therefore,
the existence of two pairs of alternative determinants.
However, from the cross “medium” x “high” there
emerge families with from 36-39 nodes, forming a
“very high” group; this “segregates out from ‘high ’

as a recessive.” From the cross “low” x “high”
other anomalous results were obtained, and the author
foresees many years’ work before definite conclusions
can be reached. In a short paper Prof. Trow dis-

cusses the inheritance of “albinism” in groundsel;
he finds that in some forms the expected ratio of green
to white plants as 15 to i is obtained in the F3 genera-
tion; in others it is unaccountably departed from.

THE ORGANISATIONand DEVELOPMENT
OF CHEMICAL INDUSTRY AND RE-
SEARCHA

COUTH AFRICA is a country which has hitherto^ existed, and still does at the present moment
exist, on its rich stock of raw materials. Its exports,
in

^
addition to the raw products of agriculture, are

chiefly metals, crude and unrefined, and diamonds
uncut. The chief chemical industry is the prepara-
tion of raw gold bullion from the quartzitic ore of
the Transvaal.

^

This is carried out in three operations—^the first being fine pulverisation by mechanical
means

; the second, amalgamation with mercury

;

and the third, solution of the unamalgamated gold
still remaining by means of sodium cyanide solution,
followed by reprecipitation with excess of zinc shav-
ings and final treatment of the metal, so as to get
rid of as much of the base metal present as possible
before pouring into commercial bars. The major
portion of the plant necessary for these operations
consists of iron and steel, and the raw materials for
their manufacture exist in comparative aburdanoe in
the Transvaal. A thorough and scientificrlly com-

^ From the presidentw-l address delivered to. SecMon ,B—Chemistry,
<*eolo^. Metallurgy, Mineralogy, and Geography—of the South African
A'Sociation for the Advancement of Science at the Maritzhurg meeting,
Jaly4f xgr6, by Prof. J. A. WilHnson.
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plete investigation of these has not yet been under-
taken,, but. in the interests of the country at large and
not merely of the metal industry this should be one
of the first, since iron is the most important necessity
for industrial progress of every kind. The normal
value of the iron and steel imports into the country'

annually is almost one million pounds, and with an
expanding pojjulation this must rapidly increase, as
there is, practically speaking, no industr}’, operation,
or even trade for which it is not necessary in some
form or other. One small manufactory is working
at Vereeniging, but this is not engaged in the pro-
duction of cast iron from the raw ore and its sub-
sequent conversion into steel of known and definite

composition
;
and, further, w'hat is being done is not,

so. far as I am aware, under strict chemical control,

by which means alone can proper and definite results

be achieved.
- The function of the chemist in the control of matter
and its energy content is imperfectly, if at all, under-
stood, even in industries such as this, "where one
might at least expect that the methods which have
been* successful, and hence adopted in their entirety

in other countries, would be followed here.

The second process mentioned involves the use of
mercury, "which must necessarily be imported at

present. The case, however, is otherwise so far as
ijodium cyanide and zinc are concerned, the imports
of which amount to half a million sterling, and both
of which can be manufactured here. The former can
be obtained indirectly from atmospheric nitrogen
through cyananiide, which would find great use as
an artificial manure, and thus stimulate agricultural

progress. In point of fact, the Rand may be said to

be primarily responsible for this great and growing
industry, since it was the search for a new method of

preparing cyanide that first discovered the reaction.

Zinc blende” is also found native, and the winning of
the metal offers no great difficulty.

The mining of gold ore or other mineral deposits

would be, practically speaking, impossible without
the use of explosives, and to meet this necessity three
large explosive factories have been established in the
•country, all of which are entirely dependent for their

raw" materials on other countries. The value of these
imports in 1913, the last completely normal pre-"war

period, was as follows :—Sulphur, 78,386!. ;
nitrates,

; glycerine, 563,014!. ;
or a total of 877,384!.,

iron pyrites not being given. Of these, no large
deposits of sulphur or pure pyrites are known to exist

in South Africa, but nitric acid and its salts can no'w
be prepared in any quantity from the nitrogen present
in the atmosphere, and glycerine is a by-product in

the manufacture of soap, factories for which have
recently been erected here.

The production of the oils for the latter purpose
would necessitate the provision of artificial fertilisers,

an industry of prime importance for the progress of
every branch of agriculture. Happily the problem of

the transference of atmospheric nitrogen to the
requirements of the soil, first stated by Sir William
Crookes in his classic address to the British Associa-

tion at Bristol in i8q6, has now been solved in various
ways, ’ two of "which have been indicated, and
would therefore serve, if established, a double
function. Unfortunately deposits of potassium salts

or mineral phosphates of any large extent and degree
of purity have not hitherto been discovered here;
but in this respect South Africa is in no worse case
than most other countries, and hence this problem is

by no means insoluble. The manufacture of super-

phosphate, however, could and should be undertaken,
the value imported in 1913 being 95.273!,, and of raw
phosphates only 1705!. It should also mentioned
in this connection that more than 13I million pounds
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of basic slag, a by-product of the * steel industry,

were imported in 1914—another valid argument for

the creation of the latter. With regard to potassium
salts there are no deposits of easy chemical access

outside the celebrated Stassfurt beds, but there are

sources within South Africa which could be realised

if the necessity arose.

Returning again to the consideration of the exports
of the country, we find that copper ore and matte, tin

ore, lead ore, and raw asbestos, along with coal and
diamonds, form the remainder. It is, indeed, a sad
reflection that we must needs export these raw
materials, as such, without making even the slightest

attempt to extract their valuable contents or w^ork

them up in any manner whatsoever, but rather in

addition pay freightage on admixed dross. A piti-

able confession of failure in very truth, since the

paths are easy and rendered still more so by the value
of the prospect! If the Chinaman and the Malay are
capable enough to win the tin from its ore, why
should we hesitate?

A successful industry must be founded upon, and
controlled by, true scientific knowledge, and the trans-

formations of matter form the province of t^ie chemist,

whether it be the manufacture of the food on which
we live, the bricks, lime, ' and cement with which
"we build our homes, the medicines to cure our in-

firmities, the paper and ink to disseminate and pre-

serve our ideas, or the explosives we use as weapons
of destruction.

South Africa has been endowed beyond measure
with rich stores of useful minerals, and whilst these

are being exploited she is dependent entirely on
others to supply her most elementary wants. Thought-
less criticism might saddle me with lack of a dUe
sense of proportion in that the economics of these

possible industries have been left wholly out of con-

sideration. In this regard I maintain that the duty'

of a country is to its own people, and the pritnaty

necessity is to furnish, so far as it can do so^ its own
immediate requirements. South Africa is not nearly

at present so self-contained as is possible, and hence
the necessity for the establishment of chemical in-

dustry in our midst is, in every sense, a vital one.

Private enterprise has to some extent made a begin-
ning, as illustrated by the success of the soap and:

cement factories established within the last few years,

but the coal industry is still confined to the utilisation

of the raw material acccwnpanied by the waste and’

loss of its most valuable by-products.

There are two points of view which make this par-

ticular industry of supreme importance—first, the

defence of the country; and, secondly, conservation

of its natural resources. Phenol, benzene, and tolu-

ene are three of the most important distillates obtained
from coal tar, and apart from their own use as motor
fuels, when treated with nitric acid these substances
yield on one hand the highest explosives at present

known, and on the other the mother substances for

the preparation of dyes, drugs, and perfumes.
Lord Beaconsfield” once said that the prosperity

of a country could be gauged by the extent of its

I

chemical industry, a statoment which was received

by his contemporaries with scorn and derision. The
years which have elapsed since then have proved, as

is often the case, that his words v:ere not the accident

of an impulsive verbosity, but the reasoned verdict

of a deliberative mind. The realisation of this dictum
has been most profoundly shown by the stupendous
progress in chemical industry made by Germany
during the last forty years, e^ecially in the domain

»

of organic chemistry.

It may appeal to some to state here that Germany’s
great chemical factories, each with a capital of from
one to two imllion pounds, paid dmdends out of'
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profits varying from 14 per ckit. to 30 per cent, in

1913, and as a specific t^^ample may be quoted the firm

of F. Bayer and Co., of Elberfeld, which on a capital

of i,Soo,ooo2. made a net profit of 838,092/., figures

which remind one of a rich Transvaal gold mine.

If we leave out of consideration the exploitation

of her metalliferous minerals, which will in the not

far distant future be but memories, South Africa may
be considered as a country where chemical industry

is, practically speaking, non-existent. Hence, to pre-

pare the nation for the future prosperity we should

so earnestly desire to see attained, the obligation rests

upon this generation to develop, at the earliest pos-

sible moment, those chemical industries, in the first

place, needful for its own existence, and only when
this has been achieved to attempt an expansion beyond

its borders.

The second portion of my theme relates to the

cw'ganisation of chemical industry and the part which
research should play therein. Reference^ has already

been made to the enormous progress which Germany
has made in this direction, but, unfortunately, it has

required a war of the present dimensions to pierce 1

the armour-plated conservatism of the governing

classes in England, and, even yet, it is a matter of

grave doubt whether much impression has been made.
By way of preface it would, perhaps, at this stage

be of interest to take a few illustrations of the manner
in which some of Germany’s chemical industries have
risen to their present state of flourishing activity,

and although the story is an oft-repeated tale, con-

stant reiteration does not yet seem to have brought
home the lessons it teaches. I shall first refer to the
synthetic preparation of indigo.

The ^nthesis of indigo was first accomplished by
Nencki in 1876, but it was not until Bayer and his

pupils had five or six years later thoroughly investi-

gated and proved its constitution that simple methods
for its synthesis became available. The next step,

namely, the translation of the laboratory methods thus
discovered into commercially economic processes,
proved a source of extreme difficulty, in which success
was only achieved after nearly one million pounds had
been spent on innumerable and laborious experiments,
and at the end of seventeen years’ work, artificial

indigo prepared from the naphthalene of coal tar being
first put on the market in 1897, If anything can excite
our admiration, surely this example of one of the
finest industrial achievements known to science should
do so. The result of this vast amount of labour and
expenditure is shown in the following table given by

P. F. Frankland in 1915 in a paper on the
chemical industries of Germany :

—

Indigo,
BritiSih Kast Indies Germany

ewt- Value ol^exports Imports

£
Ejqports

188,337 3.569,670 1,036,000 3 i9 t55o
'135.187 1,980,319 415.450 392,250

1902 89.750 1,234,837 184,350 923,100
49.253 556.405 60,100 1,286,050

igo8 33.490 424,849 44,100 ^>932,750
191 x *6,939 225,000 22,300 2,091,500
1913-14 60 to 70,000

1895-96 the acreage under cultivation was ap-
proximately 1,400,000 acres, and on December 31,
19x5, the Indian Trade Journal (Calcutta) published
an estimate that the total area in 1915 was 314,300
acres, as compared with 1^400 acres in 19x4, this
increase being due to the high prices ruling on
ftmnnt of the war and the cessation of the German
industry. The total yield was estimated at 39,000

as against 25,200 cwt., the revised estimate^ and the average output per acre 14 lb.,
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as against 19 lb. in the preceding year. The price

of indigo (100 per cent.) in 1897 was 166, per kilo,

and in 1913 ys.

The knowledge of what was being done in Germany
prior to the advent of the marketing of synthetic

indigo was not unknown to the Indian planters, but
they were sceptical of the results, many believing

that it was an impossibility to prepare the substance
fiom coal tar, with the result that, practically speak-

ing, they took no steps whatever to improve either

the yield per acre or the quality of their finished

product. Having thus lulled themselves to sleep,

their awakening in 1897, when synthetic indigo was
placed on the market at a price much below that

demanded for the natural substance, was somewhat
of a bolt from the blue. ‘ Owing to the stress of the

competition, which they at last realised would take
place, they attempted some improvements

; but, as

seen above, they were somewhat belated. It is diffi-

cult to predict with any degree of accuracy whether
the natural product would have been entirely ousted
had there been no war, because tradition is hard to

kill, and there are still dyers who prefer to use the
natural dye. On the other hand, there can be no
doubt that the production of the latter would have
been insignificant in comparison with that of the

I
synthetic material, as happened in the previously well-

‘ known and analogous case of the dye alizarin, for-

merly extracted from madder-root. The indigo fields

would have shared the same fate as those of the
madder.
The tannin industry in this province is in a similar

position to that in which the indigo industry found
itself about 1880-82. The master synthesis of tannin
was effected in 1913 by Prof. Emil Fischer and Dr.
Karl Freudenberg in Berlin, The formula of tannin
is now known with a great degree of certainty, and
the researches are still “feing continued. The next step

is the commercial utilisation of this knowledge,
which means the synthetic production of artificial

tannin on a commercial scale from raw materials
found in Germany. This, as stated above, in the
case of indigo took seventeen years’ work and one
million pounds in money.
The value of the tannin bark industry to Natal is

approximately 300,000/. per annum.
The problem which confronts the industry in this

province is therefore how, whilst there is still time,
to protect it against any competition which might
possibly arise from the presence on the market of
an artificial substitute. The answer to this may be
put in the form of a question. If, during the years
1880-96, the indigo planters of India had invested
one million pounds in the scientific investigation and
development of their industry, would they have for
one moment feared to have faced competition at the
end of that period? This would have meant an ex-
penditure to the extent of between 50,000/. and
60,000/. per annum for seventeen years invested
so as to obtain results which would not only
have made the future secure, but at the same time
would also have increased the output annually during
the period of its outlay. In point of fact, it would
in all probability have placed vegetable indigo beyond
competition. Moreover, iust as India was compelled
to export the indigo which she grew, so also must
Natal at present export her tannin bafk until the
chemical industry of leather manufacture be estab-
lished here, in which* case the leather would be re-
quired to stand the strain of the competitive market.
In passing, it may be noted here that of the twenty-
fiye large classes into which Germany officially
divides material connected with chemical industry,

divisions is tanning extracts ” and
another ^'dyes and dye mat*^rial.”
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In both these industries, the production of indigo
and tannin, the problems are so very similar that
the lesson of the former should be the incentive for

the latter in the superlative degree. It is oft-times

the wail of the profitmonger that the industry will

not “stand the expense,” and in annual balance-sheets
we look in vain for the record of “ investments ” in

the future of the industry itself. The work of the

botanist and chemist is the corner-stone upon which
these organisations must not only be built up initially,

but also must be conducted throughout. Each must
have had the highest training possible, must be thor-

oughly skilled in his work, thoroughly conversant
with all that has been done, and must be selected for

the work on these grounds and no other. They must
be provided, so far as they can be, without stint or

question with all that they deem necessary" for the
prosecution of their investigations, and results will

follow". The days of rule-of-thumb experience, the

legacy of a former generation, are as dead as the

dodo, and he who still clings to them will be left

behind his more enlightened contemporaries as the

cab-horse is outdistanced by the aeroplane.

Chemical industry requires a complex organisation

beginning with the chemist and ending wdth^ the

patent agent and advertising salesman, sometimes
also the machinery for running to earth patent thefts

and fraudulent imitations.

But at the outset the chemist is the most important

factor in chemical industry, because it is in the first

degree upon his w’ork that the operations depend.

This may seem to some a self-evident truth, but, as

a chemist, I can give the assurance that it is, unfor-

tunately, otherw"ise in most instances in South Africa,

with, of course, results which are easily foretold; in

fact, this is one of the main reasons w^hy our chemical

products are not up to the standard of imported goods.

Given the chemist and the problem of the industry

to be undertaken, the next procedure is its complete

investigation—in other words, to ascertain as much
as possible of what is already known, for which access

to a good technological and scientific library is re-

quired, and then to carry out, after complete analyses

of the raw materials have been made, such tests on

a small scale as will give some clue to the difficulties

to be encountered on the large scale, for which purpose

the establishment of a properly equipped laboratory is

indispensable. If these meet wdth success, and the

industry is undertaken, the laboratory can be utilised

to aid the engineer in selecting the l^st materials of

construction, until such time as it is necessary for

controlling the daily routine. At the same time, it

should serve as an instrument of research with the view"

of improving methods of daily control, methods of

manufacture, and the discovery^ of new methods or

processes. Whether any or all of the functions he

efficiently performed de^nds on the^ equipment and
staff of the laboratory, but more especially on the man
who is the head. Routine operations soon become to

a certain extent standardised, and can be carried out

efficiently bv well-trained assistants, but research work
of the beneficial kind can only be effectively performed

by the head of the laboratory in touch with every phase

of the manufacturing process, or by chemists specially

appointed for this purpose working independently.

The sad aspect of the special cases with which we are

concerned here is that it has hitherto been wnsidered

sufficient for these industries to employ business men
and engineers alone, all excellent in theirown lines, but

quite unfitted to govern an industry the fundamental

basis of which is a chemical process. This, in fact,

is one of the chief reasons why England Tost her

supremacy and was outstripped by Germany, and the

appreciation of this fact at the present moment by
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the Americans is manifesting itself in a keen en-

deavour to take the lead.
• ^ a ^

Another reason is that Germany has appreciatea to

the full the value of scientific research and education,

and it is necessary for us to realise this in like measure

if wre are to utilise efficiently the abundance of

material found in this country. We have seen above

in the case of one industry the vast sums of money the

Germans were willing to spend to effect its capture,

and this was strictly in keeping with their general

policy, both on the part of the State and the individual.

That the Empire is beginning at last to appreciate this

is show"n by the steps being taken in England, Canada,

and Australia. Little has, as yet, been done in England

compared with what we should expect, but this may
be partly accounted for by the war. The Canadies,

at the instigation of Lord Shaughnessy, have made a

beginning in the establishment of the Canadian Re-

search Bureau at Montreal, thus seconding the excel-

lent work which has been accomplished in recent years

by their Mines Department. The proximity of me
United States will doubtless assist in making for

efficiency, as the work of the scientific departments

attached to their bureaux of agriculture, geology,

mines, commerce, standards, etc., is too well known

to need description. The Australian Government has

endowed a similar institution, the Commonwealth In-

stitute of Science and Industry, to the extent of half

a million pounds as a beginning, the object in both

cases being the development of the natural resources

for the benefit of the country in the first, and of the

Empire in the second, place. So far as I am aware,

in South Africa nothing has yet been done in this

direction other than the meeting of the scientific

societies of the Rand held recently in Johannesburg,

w’hich laid stress on this matter and formed a com-

mittee to further the project. -

No opportunity like the present has ever before

presented itself, and the cessation of the war will

witness the still fiercer struggle of industrial com-

petition, for which we must gird on our armour. At

present w’e are, as I have shown, exporting our raw

materials and importing the articles manufactured

from them; hence our first and foremost need is to

attempt to make ourselves independent of others, so

far as our own wants are concerned. For this purpose

research is necessary, and, in my opinion, the prime

mover must be the State, since its proper execution

demands, if performed efficiently, an organisation

which is beyond the scope of the individual. It would

take too long to enter fully, as the subject most rightly

merits, into all the details of its requirements, and I

shall therefore content myself with a brief summary

of the most essential considerations and necessities.

In the first place, however, I desire to explode a

popular fallacy, that there are two kinds of research,

which have b^n miscalled pure and applied research.

They correspond to the undignified and unworthy

divisions into which even science itself has been classi-

fied. If research be undertaken, as it is, to thnist

back the boundaries of the unknow"n, and to widen

the areas of existing knowledge, then, no matter if

the purpose for the moment be, in a sense, the abstract,

such as the proof or establishment of a law, principle,

or hypothesis, or the concrete, such as w"e find ex^-^
plified in the successful development of the contact

method of manufacturing sulphuric acid, as b. result

of the commercial preparation of indigo, it is some-

what of an anachronism to draw a sharp line of

division. More especially is the practice to be con-

demned, since in the popular mind research -of the

former kirn! is supposed to have no utility whatever,

whereas without it the latter would be absolutely im-

possible, and hence in any scheme which may be put.



forward it must claim the part to which it is justly

entitled. The steps which are necessary here for this

work are as follows :

—

I, Preliminary.—(a) A complete census of existing

laboratories and workers; (fc) a complete census of

facilities for the education of scientific workers of all

kinds and classes; (c) a complete census of all manu-
factures, their location, methods, raw materials, and
output ;

(d) a complete census of all known existing raw
materials of the country, which might be put to use

for manufacturing or other purposes
;

(e) the collection

of information from, and reciprocity with, organisa-

tions having similar objects throughout the Empire,
and in Allied or friendly States.

2- Standardisation.—(a) Of scientific instruments of

all kinds, whether used in laboratories or ' w^orks

;

{&) and scientific control of apparatus and materials

required in research.

3. Initiation.—The appointment of a central council

which shall {a) receive and suggest problems for re-

search; (&) by the organisation of manufactures of the
same or similar products, ascertain what is necessary
for their progress

;
(c) keep in close touch with all the

universities and scientific societies in the country.

4. Assistance.—(a) . By endowments to laboratories
and workers; (h) by the collection, publication, and
dissemination of information

;
(c) by the establishment

and endowment of libraries; (d) by the advancement
of scientific education in schools, colleges, and uni-
versities; (e) by increasing the equipment, etc., of
existing laboratories, and the establishment of new
ones; (f) by the provision of laboratories for carrying
out ' suggested industrial processes on a small com-
mercial scale with the sanction and approval of the
central council.

5. Co-ordination.—(n) By annual reports from all

laboratories; (b) by bringing all workers in the same
branch together

;
(c) by the dissemination of informa-

tion respecting similar work being done elsewhere;

S
by annual congresses of all scientific societies

;

by annual congresses of manufacturers and trade
interests.

If research should show that new industries can be
established in this country with advantage, of which

cannot entertain the slightest doubt. It will be pos-
sible, by legislation if necessary, to assist their incep-
rion by the establishment of industrial banks which
%x)uld advance funds for the purpose of financing them
in their early stages, provided that the methods to be
employed had been sanctioned bv a competent authority
as mentioned above. In addition to this, protection
could be given, for a time at least, bv patent laws,
which, if unsuitable, could be amended, but this is a
shield upon which too much reliance should not be
plan^.

Historv has shown that Tv*a.rs in the past have proved
? to industry. There is no valid reason to
wlCTe that the present one will prove an exception to

rale, and hence the urgent necessity for the imme-
diate organ\5ation of all our resources, even were that
not dmrable^ on other more fundamental ground.
Co.Operation is the key, and science, education, com-

and m^ufacture must form one organic whole,
earn contributing its share to the common stock, their
united e^prt for the oewnmon weal.

,
UmVEE^JTY AND EDTWATIONAL

INTELLIGENCE.
The committee for geographv has, issued

» .1
tqiS-iC- The sdiool remains

the acting directorship of Mr. H. O. Beckit
qf a successor, to the late

Of* A. J- HerbertsOn*
, The number of students de-
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voting the whole or a great part of their time ,ta

geography during the year was twenty-three,, and
there was also a number of part-time students.

Despite depletion of the staff, the whole work of the

school was successfully carried out, thanks
, to the

assistance of past students. Dr. R. N. Rudmose
1

Brown was appointed an examiner in succession to

Mr. A. R. Hinks, whose teim of office had expired.

The eighth biennial vacation course, held last August,
was attended by 125 students.

At a conference of directors of public instruction

held at Delhi on January 22 Lord Chelmsford, Vice-

roy of India, in an address of welcome referred to the

paramount import??nee O'f education in India. From
the Pioneer Mail we learn that, speaking of technical

-

training, he said at the present moment, when the

Government of India is hoping for a lead from the

Industrial Commission in the' direction of industrial

development, technical training looms large in the

educational sphere. The term “technical” should, he
urged, be used in its widest and not its narrowest
sense—^that is to say, the claims of agricultural- and
commercial education should not be overlooked.^

“There are,” he continued, **some who say we have
nothing to teach the men on the land in this country.

I cannot claim to talk with authority on such a ques-

tion, but having
.
seen something of the work ’

of

scientific agriculture in other parts of the world, I take

leave to doubt such a statement. The great advance
made by scientific agriculture during the last half-cen-^

tury justifies us in pressing forward with a policy of

agricultural education, and though you would not^ claim '•

to speak as experts on the agricultural side,’ your*

educational experience qualifies you to give us useful

hints with regard to an advance along this road.”
Referring to the commercial side of education, the'

Viceroy expressed surprise to find how little has been
done, in spite of India’s large and growing commerce,,
to develop commercial education. Compared with a
technical institution, a commercial school is, he said,

a relatively cheap institution, and one would think
that there was a great opening in big towns for good
commercial schools. The second point on which Lord
Chelmsford laid emphasis is that in technical training
in its narrower sense we must not lose sight of work-
shop practice in outside works. Laboratory training,,

however good, Is no real substitute for the discipline,

of the workshop. Technical training divorced from
workshop experience is likely to prove a snare and
a delusion.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES.
London.

Royal Society, February 22.—Sir J. J. Thomson,
president, in the chair.—S. A. Smith ; The fossil

human
^

skull found at Talgai, Queensland. This is

a description of the fossil human skull that was.shown
by Profs.^ Edgeworth David and J. T. Wilson at .the

meeting in Sydney of the British Association. Before
the specimen could be studied it was necessar}^ to
clear away a hard mineral incrustation of carbonate
of lime which was coloured with iron salts. It .was
then found to be the highly, fossilised and much frac-
tured skull of a male,youth not more—probably some
years less—than sixteen years of age. The brain-
case, the. capacity of which was at least 1300 c.c.,, is
well within the range of variation of modern abori-
ginal Australian skulls, to which it presents .a very,
striking .similarity in. general conformation,, a.«: well,
as, in respect of the distinctively Australian charac-
teristics. But, the facial ,skeleton reveals an important
contrast. The exceptionally large teeth—the canines
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especially—have been responsible for a great develop-

ment of that portion of the alveolar process which
lodges the incisor, canine, and premolar teeth. In

respect of this feature the Talgai skull is probably

more primitive and ape-like than that of any other

known specimen belor ging to the human famih%
excepting only the Piltdown skull, the dental arcade

of which that of the Talgai skull, in spite of its

immaturity, nearly approaches, not only in actual size,

but also in its relative proportions. The fact that

the brain-case had already reached the stage repre-

sented in the modern Australian aboriginal, while the

face still retained much of the grossness and uncouth-
ness of the ape^s, is a further confirmation of the

view that, in the evolution of man, the brain first

acquired the human status and the refinement of the

features came afterwards.—Dr. C. Chree : The mag-
netic storm of August 22, 1916. The paper gives an
account of a magnetic storm, accompanied by aurora
in Scotland, which occurred on August 22-23, 1916.

A comparison is made of the results derived from
the msLgnetic curves at Kew and Eskdalemuir Ob-
servatories. The disturbance was much larger at the

latter station than at the former. During, how’ever,

the most disturbed period, both places afforded a con-
spicuous example of the type of storm in which the

direction of the disturbance vector shows a rapid

rotation. During this period the disturbance %^ector

diagram in the horizontal plane was described con-

tinuously in a counter-clockwdse direction, nearly a
complete revolution being effected in the course of

one hour.—Prof. W. H. Young : The ordinary con-

vergence of restricted Fourier series.

Optical Society, February S.—J, W, French: More
notes on glass grinding and polishing. Glass is

abraded by splintering, and the efficiency of an abrasive
is determined by the form of the grains, their hardness,

and their cleavage. A grain that cleaves and presents

flat surfaces loses its cut, whereas one that retains its

original form when broken suffers only a temporary
loss of cut during the grinding process. When pre-

cautions are taken to prevent clogging of the abrasive,

the amount of glass removed is directly proportional

to the relative speed of the grinding tool and the glass.

In lubrication too much water has the same bad effect

as too little water. A new method w^as described of

comparing the qualities of ground glass surfaces.

Polishing was divided into wet polishing, in w^hich

material is principally removed, and diy polishing, in

which the surface sleeks are filled or closed. A
mechanical theory of polishing was elaborated. Rouge
consists of grains of ultra-microscopic size. These
grains appear to gather, snow^ball fashion, into lumps
of about tw’-o w’ave-lengths diameter, and in this con-

dition they plough 'grooves in the surface layer.

During the second stage these grooves are closed up,
thus improving the brilliancy of the surface. When
a rounded point is drawn heavily over the surface, a
series of semicircular cracks is produced. The crack-

ing takes place on the tension side, and not on the
pressure side; the cohesion of the surface layer is less

than that of the underlying material. The diameters
of the cracks produced have a definite relationship to

the pressure. With the semicircular cracks there are
associated two series of tangential cracks. Fire-

glazed surfaces and fracture-glazed surfaces give
similar results; also polished quartz; but the natural

polished surfaces of crystals resulting from crystal

grovrth do not exhibit sleeks or surface cracks, thus
suggesting the non-existence of a surface layer.

Lumean Society, February 15.—Sir David Prain,

president, in the chair.— H, Owea : The home-life
of the sparrow-hawk {Acc^piier nisus, Linni, Pall.),
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After a brief description of the life of the birds from
autumn to spring, an account was given of the nest-

ing habits, from the selection of the nesting site in

March to the scattering of the young at the end of

July or in the early part of August, A series of

lantern-slides W'as exhibited to illustrate various
features of the nesting habits and growth of the
young. Of these, particular interest attached to a
series showing the various methods of brooding in

w*et weather and the care taken over the w’elfare of

the youngest nestling. Another series showed the
young able to feed themselves, w’hile the hen keeps
w’atch above the nest during the course of the meal
until the young are all asleep after the food is finished.

Slides w’ere showm of the visits of young and the
old birds to the nest after the young had left.

Royal Microscopical Society, February 21.—Mr. E.
Heron-Alien, president, in the chair.—Drs. A. H.
Drew and Una GrifBn : The parasitolog}' of Pyorrhoea
aJveolaris. The authors stated that careful micro-

scopic examination of material from cases of pyorrhoea

showed that, in the great majority of cases, at least

two species of Amoebae were present. One of these

Amoebae appeared to be a semi-parasite partially modi-
fied by anaerobic life In the pockets around the teeth.

When stained by the iron-hasmatoxylin method, this

form show’ed a valkamfia type of nucleus; it also pos-

sessed a flagellate phase in its life-cycle. The name
Amoeba buccaJis v/as proposed for this type, which
had been successfully cultivated, after concentration

of the cysts by Dr. Cropper’s method. The other

species was a true Entamoeba, and corresponded to

Entamoeba gingivalis. Two new' flagellates had been
found in the pockets, together with at least six species

of spirochaetes.

Mathematical Society, J^Iarch i.—Mr. G. H. Hardy,
vice-president, in the chair.—^A. E. JoUiffe

:
^
Some

properties of a quadrangle formed by the points of

contact of the tangents drawn to a nodal cubic from
any point.—E. H. Neville*. Indicatrices of curvature.

Paris.

Academy of Sciences, January 15.—M. d'Arsonval in

the chair.—G. Bigourdan : The first scientific societies

of Paris in the seventeenth century.—E. Ari6s : The
law’ of molecular entropy of fluids taiken at correspond-

ing states. The application of ’ the equation of state

deduced in an earlier paper.—^W. KUian and J. Rdyil :

The history of the Arc valley at the Pleistocene period.

—^A, Kbintchine : Asymptotic differentiation-—H.
Arctowski : The heliographic positions of the sun-spots

and magnetic storms. After a historical summary of

the previous w^ork on this subject the author especially

examines the hyootheses of Veeder, Ricco, and Terby.

Using data for magnetic storms from observations

made at Porto Rico and Greenwich, and Greenwich
figures for sun-spot areas, the conclusion is drawm that

Veeder’s hypothesis is completely out of accord with

the observed facts. Terby’s hypothesis is equally

faulty, but the view's of Ria:o are partially verified,--

J. Deprat : The Ordovician and Gothlandian in th*:*

north of Tonkin and the basin of the upper lou-Kiang.
i —M. Radof : The origin of terrestrial magnetism. As-

suming that the int^^rnal mass of the earth consists of

an alloy in which iron predominates, then, on arcount

of the high temperature, the iron under the continent

W’ould be above the critical point at which magnetic

properties disappear (750*^ C. to 900® C.). Under the

oceans, on the contrary, by reason of the more rapid

cooling assumed bv Faye, the superficial layer could

have arrived at a temperature below 750° C., and, in

consequence, a certain thickness of this couM be mag-
netic. Wulde has showm that if a globe Is covered
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with thin sheets of iron covering the ocean areas, then

the distribution of magnetism on this globe reproduces

terrestrial magnetism.—L. Bordas : Biological and ana-

tomical observations on some Cetononse.—H. Vincent

:

The prophylaxy of the infection of wounds received at

the front. Comparative study of some antiseptic

agents. Trials have been made of sodium fluoride,

sodium formate, zinc chloride, calcium hypochlorite,

'boric acid, borax, copper sulphate, ferrous sulphate,

potassium permanganate, and, as an accessory, iodo-

form. The iodoform, borax, and boric acid were ap-

plied in powder; the remainder also in powdered form,

i^ut diluted with 90 per cent, of inert powder. Iodo-

form, ferrous sulphate, boric acid, borax, potassium

permanganate, formate of soda, and zinc chloride

proved to have insufficient bactericidal power. Sul-

phate of copper and sodium fluoride have^ strong anti-

septic properties, but are tco toxic. A mixture of cal-

*cium hypochlorite (ro parts) and dry powdered boric

acid (go oarts) is finally recommended for first-aid treat-

ment. It possesses the necessary bactericidal power,
gives no pain, and is hsemostatic on account of the

calcium chloride it contains. Details of the results ob-

tained by the use of this powder will be given later.

—

T. Hompant : The preservation of eggs.

PHVsrcAL Society, at 5.—To Measure the Pressure in a High Vacuum by
Means of Logarithmic Decrement; Dr. P, E. Shaw.—(i) A Diffraction
Colour Bov; (2) f^emonstration of Interference Effects with a Thorpe
Grating ; A. W. Clayden.

SATURDAY, March to.

Royal Institution, at 3.—Imperial Eugenics ; Saving the Soldier : Dr.
C. W. Saleeby.

MONDAY, March 12.

Royal Society op Arts, at 4.30.—Memorials and Monuments: L.
Weaver.

TUESDAY, March 13.

Roval Institution, at 3.— Geological War Problems; Prof, J \v
Gregory,

Royal Anthropological Institute, at 2 (Joint Meeting with the
Prehistoric Society of East Anglia).—Presidential Address ; Dr. A. E.
Peake.—Plateau Deposits and Implements; R. A. Smith.—^The Position

of Prehistoric Research in England: J. Reid Moir. At 5.30.—Some
Prehistoric Questions: 'I he Pre*.ident.—The Menhirs of Madagascar:
A. L. Lewis.

WEDNESDAY, March 14.

Royal Society of Arts, at 4.30.—-I he Supply of Fertilisers during the
War: Dr. J. A. Voelcker.

Geological Society, at 5.30.

THURSDAY, March 15.

Royal Society, at 4. 30.—Probahk Paf>e>s : The Initial Wave Resistance

of a Moving Surface P»essure ; Prof. T. H. H.ivelock.—Experiments with
Mercurj’’ Jets, (i) The Relation between the Jel-Iength and the Velocity

of I fflux ; (2) A Comparison with Jets of Other Liquids : Prof. S. W, J.
Smith and H. Moss.—The Mode of Approach to Zero of the Coefficients

of a Fourier Series: Prof. W. H. Young —The Dissipation of Energy in

the Tides in Connection with the Acceleration of the Moon’s Mean
Motion ; R. 0 . Street.

Royal Institution, at 3.—Sponges : a Study in Evolutionary Biology

;

Prof. A. Dendy.
Royal Society of Art.s, at 4.30 —

1

he Industrial and Economic Develop-
ment of Indian Forest Products : R. S. Pearson.
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THURSDAY, MARCH 15, 1917. into action by any stimuli from the outside,

although they can be thus inhibited. The
i
channels of inhibition appear to be chiefly through

HLI\GER AXD APPETITE,
I the splanchnic nerves, but central inhibition of

(i) The Control of Hunger in Health and
Disease, By Anton Julius Carlson, Pp. vii-r

319. (Chicago: University of Chicago Press;
Cambridge : At the University Press, 1916.)
Price gs, net.

i

(z) Food and Health: An Elementary Text-hook !

of Home Making, By Prof. Helen Kinne and 1

Anna M. Cooley. Pp. vi-r3i2. (The Home-
|

Making Series.) (New York: The ^lacmillan
|

Co.; London: Macmillan and Co., Ltd., 1916.)

Price 35. net.

(i) pROF. CARLSON gives, in this volume, 1^ a general account of the work done,

chiefly in his laboratory, on the physiology of

hunger and some related questions. He was for-

tunate to have as subject of experiment a man
who possessed a gastric fistula, made in conse-

quence of an oesophageal stricture when he was
a boy. Experiments' were also made on Prof.

Carlson himself and other normal subjects, as

well as on dogs and lower animals.

The net result of the investigation is to show
that the sensation of hunger is due to a periodic

series of rhythmic contractions, which take place

in the stomach when empty. Haller had sug-

gested this cause, but thought that the sensation

was produced by the rubbing together of folds of

the mucous membrane. Prof, Carlson shows that

the sensation has its origin in receptors in the

muscle substance itself. The contractions are

started in the stomach, although their rhythm is

slightly altered after the stomach is separated

from the central nervous system. M^’hen food is

taken the hunger contractions cease for a few

minutes, and then the movements of digestion

begin. These differ from the hunger contrac-
|

tions, being primarily concerned with the pyloric

end, whereas the latter are initiated at the

cardiac end and pass as peristaltic waves over

the whole stomach. It would seem that the only

satisfactory explanation of the digestion contrac-

tions is that they are brought about by the

central ner\’ous system, the hunger contractions

being inhibited for the purpose. This inhibition

can be produced by sensations of taste, or by the

presence in the stomach of water, gastric juice,

acid, alkali, oil, and other things, or in the in-

testine of gastric juice, acid, or alkali. It is in-

teresting to note that alcohol inhibits hunger,

while it may increase appetite- Appetite, in fact,

is quite different from hunger, being rather a

mental anticipation of pleasant sensations to

come. It is, however, more complex than tliis,*

as the discussion in Prof. Carlson ^s book shows.

We know that appetite may be present w^ithout

hunger, and the experience of fasting men is that

hunger may be present without appetite.

The nen^es that convey the afferent impulses

produced by the hunger contractions are the vagi.

As already* stated, these contractions are not set
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the tone of the vagus centre also plays a part.

We find, therefore, a further case of reciprocal

innervation of the kind described by the reviewer
in vaso-motor reflexes.

Various other questions are elucidated inci-

dentally. The sensibilit}’ of the gastric muepus
membrane to heat and cold is shown to be a true

one, and Head's statement as to its protopathic

nature is confirmed.

The want of food, even in protozoa and plants,

! is manifested by increased excitability and rest-

lessness. In animals this state induces them to

take food, because they have learned that food

abolishes the feeling.

The book concludes with observations on the

secretion and the chemical properties of human
!
gastric juice, and with the discussion of hunger

i and appetite in disease. As a practical general

I
conclusion we may note that the physiological way
of increasing hunger and appetite is moderation
in the amount of food taken, or increasing the

utilisation of food by outdoor living, fresh air,

cold baths, and muscular exercise.

The book is a very valuable and interesting

account of a somewhat neglected branch of

physiology.

{2) This manual is of a different nature. Al-

though intended primarily for use in schools, it

contains a mass of useful information for all con-

cerned with occupations in the home. It is chiefly

concerned with the preparation of food, but in-

cludes instructions for its preservation, and also

for the raising and selling of poultry and so on.

The making and properties of bread are described

in considerable detail.

The physiological facts are correctly given, and
the explanation of the energy value of food and
the unit in which it is expressed, the Calorie, is

particularly well done. There are, however, one

or two surprising omissions. No reference is

made to the ‘^accessory factors'’ of food, or to

the misuse of alcohol, although we have a warning
against the far less serious misuse of tea and

coffee. Perhaps the alcohol question is not so

pressing in the United States as with us.

Both books are well provided with illustrations,

and contain indexes and references to literature

for those who wish to follow up the subject in

more detail. Many otherw’ise excellent works lose

much of their value owing to the absence of one

or other of these indispensable components.
W. M. Bayuss.

THEORETICAL AXD PRACTICAL PHYSICS,

(1) A Text-hook of Physics, Edited by A. Wilmer
Duff. Fourth ^ition, revised. Pp. xiv + S^.
(London : J. and A. Churchill, 1916.) Price

tos. 6d, net,

(2) Practical Experiments in Heat, Pp. viti4-i23.

D
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{3) Practical Experiments in Light. Pp. viii +
1 12, By W. St, B. Griffith and P, T. Petrie.

(London : Rivingtons, 1916.) Price 35. 6d.

net.

(i) npHE fourth edition of the “Text-book of

jL Physics ” edited by Prof. A. Wilmer
Duff shows numerous changes, especially in the

paragraphs dealing with the dynamics of rotation.

A new part on sound has been prepared, in which

recent important work is described, including the

researches of Prof. Miller by means of his “phono-

deik^* and the experiments of Prof. Sabine on

architectural acoustics. A careful study of the

results obtained by the latter investigator has

shown that attempts to reduce reverberation by
stretching fine wires across a hall or by similar

devices are entirely useless. Other sections of this

excellent treatise have also been brought up to

date; w^e notice an interesting account of Dr.

Langmuir’s mercury-vapour pump, which is given

high praise : Because of its remarkable sim-

plicity and rapidity ot action, it marks a great

advance in methods of obtaining high vacua.”

The only criticism of the volume we have to make
is that some of the illustrations (e.g, the tangent

galvanometer, p. 384) are scarcely worthy of the

text,

(2) and (3) The authors of these text-books on
practical physics are masters at Uppingham
School, and they have found, as have other

teachers, that a laboratory guide, either written

or printed, is requisite for the efficient teaching
of large classes. There are drawbacks to every
method of instruction ; some students are met
with who, from mental inertia or defective ele-

mentary education, seem incapable of following

the description of an experiment given in print,

whilst they can understand an oral account.
Others, again, slavishly follow the printed page,
and will even copy the diagram in their text-book
instead of sketching the actual apparatus used.
In- such cases it is, perhaps, unfortunate that all

the quantitative experiments should be illustrated

by worked-out numerical examples. The books
under discussion are intended “for the use of
boys between the ages of thirteen and twenty.”
Their chief recommendation is the large number
of simple experiments which can be carried out
without the use of elaborate apparatus. Graphical
methods are rightly emphasised, and a word of
praise must be given to the clearly drawn graphs
reproduced in the text. Some of the other
diagrams in “Heat”,are not quite so satisfactory.

ITie directions given are, as a rule, lucid and
exact, but occasionally 'we find a misleading or
careless sentence

—

e.g. “Do not touch the calori-
meter and use the thermometer as a stirrer

”

{p- “The temperature of different Bunsen
flames vary considerably ” (p. 71). The authors do
not appear to realise that convection plays a more
important part than radiation in the cooling of a
hot body.

^

In the chapter' on calorimetry (one of
thfe best in “ Heat the caloriirieter, “ brightm the outside/^ should not be exposed on the
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bench, but be supported in an outer metal vessel

or be wrapped with cotton-wool and put in a
beaker. The account of Newton’s law of cooling

is defective for the same reason. It is to be
regretted that in the experiment on Boyle’s law
the results are tabulated with six significant

figures, though the observations contain only three

figures. The authors have not even the excuse
of Biot, who, when his attention was drawn to a

similar case, replied sarcastically that if the first

figures were wrong, perhaps the last w^ould be
right. In Regnault’s hygrometer the end of the

boiling tube must be cut off before the metal
thimble is cemented to it. There are in all fifty-

nine experiments in “ Heat ” and sixty-eight in

“Light.” The experiments in “Light” are of

the type now familiar, pin methods being employed
frequently. In the first experiment, which pur-

ports to show that light travels in straight lines,

it is necessary to prove that the hat-pin (used to

test the alignment of the holes in the three card-

board screens) is straight. As an optical method
is inadmissible, this might be done by fixing two
of the screens, rotating the hat-pin, and noticing

whether there is any lateral displacement of the

third screen. The questions addressed to the

student form a valuable feature in connection with
the earlier part of the Light course. H. S. A.

THE TECHNOLOGY OF TYPOGRAPHICAL
PRINTING SURFACES.

Typographical Prmting-surfaces : the Technology
and Mechanism of Hieir Production. By L. A.
Legros and J. C. Grant. Pp. xxiv4-732.
(London: Longmans, Green and Co., 1916.)
Price 2h' 2S. net.

This work is the outcome of a paper read by
one of the authors Before the Institution of

Mechanical Engineers a few^ years ago : the paper
created at the time some amount of interest in

the printing world owing to the thoroughness
with which it had been prepared. That matter
has now been considerably enlarged—perhaps too
much so in some instances—but we must readily

admit the usefulness of the bulk of the information
collected together, because of its previously being
scattered abroad in many directions, and due
credit must be given to the compilers for the great
labour involved in bringing together so much
valuable material

;
certainly as a work of re-

ference on its subject the book will be found
most useful.

The volume is jointly dedicated to our first

authority on printing, Joseph Moxon, 1627-1700,
and to the French writer, Simon Fourrier, another
great authority, 1712-68, and is a stupendous
work of its kind. As it professes, it covers a
good deal of the ground which hitherto has been
but scantily treated, so far as type-founding
is concerned, in any English text-book on print-
ing ever published. In fact, Moxon, in his

“Mechanick Exercises,” 1683, is the only writer
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who has attempted to deal with this subject to
any extent. Xaturally, at that period ^loxon

|

treated of typefounding by the hand method
j

of casting, but in the large work now
under notice the founding of even single letters
is shown to be produced by many machines of
various kinds. Hand-casting is rarelv used
nowadays, except for the occasional casting of
small orders or for special purposes. Further, in
adopting mechanical means many of the pre-
liminary and finishing stages needful in the old
hand method are now dispensed with.

Even as hand-press work is not to be compared
with the output of the power-press, so it is with
typefounding—^thousands of letters are now
turned out in the place of a single hundred, and
the comparison is even greater when the rotary
system of casting is employed.
As its title implies, the work is confined to

the production of typographical surfaces of all

kinds, and this covers a very wide range indeed.
It includes not only hand-set types and those
composed by different machines, but engraved
blocks, reproductions by the stereotype and elec-

trotype methods, process blocks, and all other
surfaces in relief. The details of designing type
faces—a most important matter if a good fount
is desired—punch cutting, and the making of the
matrices and moulds for the final stage of casting,
are all admirably described, particularly so from
both the draughtsman’s and the eng-ineer’s point
of view. Besides very full and concise descrip-

tions of the various casting machines in use at

the present time, the different systems of type-

composing machines from their first conception ud
to recent date have several chapters devoted to

long and technical descriptions.

In addition to several useful appendices, much
other information of a general character is given
—most interesting to those practising, or who
are students of, the art of printing—which stamps
the volume as a valuable work of reference.

The numerous diagrams have been very care-

fully drawn, and the reproductions of other illus-

trations are equally well rendered. These, with a
number of useful tables, a technical vocabulary in

three languages, and a very full index, complete
a work which must create a demand for its

possession.

The authors are deserving of praise for the

careful labour they have bestowed on the compila-

tion of this bulky and useful volume. It certainly

must be a great revelation to non-technical readers,

who can have but a faint idea of the vast amount
of detail underlying the fundamental stage of pre-

paring typographical surfaces for the printing

press, the greater portion of which only de-

veloped during the closing years of the nineteenth

centurv. It all helps to prove how necessary a
scientific training is for the technical education

of our future craftsmen.

The typographical production of the book itself

must have been a great tax on the resources of the

printers responsible, and they are to be con-

gratulated on the result.
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IS VARIATION A REALITY?
I Evolution by Means of HyhridiGation. By J. P.

Lotsy. Pp. viii -r 166. (The Hague : Alartinus

Xijhoff, 1916.] Price 05 . net.

Dr. LOTSV'S book is one ot many signs that

biologists are growing uneasy about the

adequacy of evolutionary theory. By whatever
doubts the doctrine of Selection was assailed, it

has hitherto been common ground that in their

generations the forms of life varied abundantly,

and that somehow through these variations the

diversity of species had come to pass. Modern
genetic research has led to the paradoxical dis-

covery that much of the best evidence of variability

is capable of other interpretations. Consider the

‘'variation” of any polymorphic moth. Xo one
doubted that from any of the varieties any other

might be bred. Xow we see that was a mistake.

Such variation is not promiscuous, and the varie-

ties are really an orderly series consisting of dis-

tinct types which will breed as true as any species,

and of mongrel forms which can throw certain

fixed types, and those only. The Mendelian con-

ception of the homozygote has raised a new
problem. The question arises ; Can the offspring

of homozygotes vary? Dr. Lotsy is sure they

cannot- Xew forms can only come by crossing.

That is the thesis of this book. ” Crossing,

therefore, is the cause of the origin of new types;

heredity perpetuates thorn; selection is the cause,

not of their origin, as was formerly supposed, 'hut

of their extinction,'"

This is a bold pronouncement, and it contains

much of truth. We think not merely of the many
species suspected of hybrid origin, but compre-
hensively of the innumerable species, now perfectly

distinct, which can quite reasonably he thought of

as segregates derived from some cross ages ago.

Few also now believe that the domesticated forms
comprising many breeds reahv had single origins.

Apart from difficulties introduced by exact genetic

knowledge, modern writers have felt driven to

suggest “ polyphyletic ” origins for pigeons,

fowls, dogs, cereals, the common fruits,

etc. Almost whenever the history of a modern
breed is known it can be traced to a cross.

Dr. Lotsy took over a wonderful Fo from a cross

in Antirrhinum made by Prof. Baur, and, as he

rightly says, it contained many types capable of

perpetuation as incontrovertible species. Most
geneticists have seen such series and been tempted

to similar conjectures. But Dr. Lotsy is for

taking still wider flights. Geology shows, he says,

that new classes appear suddenly with many highly

differentiated forms—the Cycads, for instance, of

Mesozoic times. May not they be the direct con-

sequence of some cross? Perhaps; but whence
came the original diversity? Why were there

distinct forms ready to be crossed? We find no
answer to that fundamental question. In the

view of the present writer, too, the doctrine of

invariability of the homozygote cannot be main-
tained. Variability is rarer than we supposed,

but it is a genuine phenomenon witnessed in un-

impeachable examples.
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The book will co ^^ood if it rouses any reader

from the torpor of an easy orthodoxy. It may

excite doubts, if it cannot allay them. The lan-

guag'e and printing' of the book make it something

of a curiositv. Cosmopolitanism is a virtue we

are glad to meet in these days. Still, English

a la Hollandaisc is a sore distraction in a serious

book. W. Bateson.

OUR BOOKSHELF.
The Biology of Tumours. By C. iMansell Moullin.

Pp. 55. "(London: H. K. Lewis and Co., Ltd.,

1916.) Price 2s. 6d, net.

This book comprises the Bradshaw Lecture,

somewhat extended, delivered by 3Mr. Mansell

IMoullin before the Royal College of Surgeons in

1912, The author admits that the conclusions he

has arrived at differ in many particulars from the

views that are generally current; nevertheless, his

suggestions are stimulating, and in the present

state of our knowledge of the causation of tumours

it cannot be said that they are erroneous. Mr.

Moullin divides tumours by their mode of origin

into two classes : one due to the sudden awakening

of the innate reproductive power of the tissues, in

virtue of which they give birth to “ buds ” that

grow into tumours; the other due to details of

structure not being carried out so completely as

they ought to be. The distinguishing feature of

the former class of tumours is their independence :

they grow quite irrespective of the tissue in which
they develop. This group includes the vast

majority of tumours, innocent and malignant. De-
velopment is the influence w’hich restrains the

potentiality possessed by the cells of the tissues

to multiply indefinitely, and is due to chemical
influences. All that is needed, then, for tumour
formation is some exciting cause, mechanical or
chemical, to give the growth a start. Thus, mul-
tiple tumours of the skin may develop from the

prolonged administration of arsenic, tumours of

the bladder are relatively common in workers in

fuchsin, and cancer of the skin often follows the

continued application of soot, tar, and paraffin.

We believe we have stated the author’s views
correctly, though they are somewhat difficult to
follow, and it w'ould have been useful had he given
a brief summary at the end of the book. In some
respects the hypothesis is similar to that of Ross,
who regards certain chemical substances

—

”auxetics,” as he terms them^—as capable of in-

ducing cellular proliferation.

Afomx. By Prof. Jean Perrin. Authorised
translation by D. LI. Hammick. Pp, xv-F2Ii.
(London: Constable and Co., Ltd., 1916.)
Price 6s. net.

The appearance of the authorised translation of
Prof. Perrin’s book, ^‘Les Atomes,” is very wel-
come. It is true that the demand for translations
into English of ordinary French scientific works is

not great, but books of the semi-popular kind
such as the one under review are in a rather
different category. A student with only a
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moderate knowledge of French may read with
advantage a standard French treatise, but he
would be apt to miss the point of many of the

illuminating illustrations and analogies with

which Prof. Perrin’s work abounds.

Mr. Hammick is to be congratulated upon the

excellence of his translation. Without previous

knowledge, one would scarcely suspect that the

book is a translation at all—it reads as though
it had been written in English in the first instance.

And yet, upon comparison with the original, it is

found that the translator has adhered remark-
ably closely to the text. A few small errors have
survived revision—for example, the use of

definitely for definite on p. x, line 26, and which
for who on p. 207, line 37.

The original French edition has been already

reviewed. In the present translation there is an
additional paragraph dealing with Mr. C. T. R.

Wilson's beautiful photographs of the paths of a

and B particles. The book is well bound and
printed, and is unhesitatingly recommended both

to those who will appreciate a popular exposition

of the subject, and to those to whom it is of in-

terest to survey the modern methods and results

in widely differing- fields of research converging
towards the same end.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
[The Editor does not hold himself responsible for

opinions expressed by his correspondents. Neither
can he undertake to return^ or to correspond with
the writers of, rejected manuscripts intended for
this or any other part of Nature. No notice is

taken of anonymous communications.]

Thermodynamics and Gravitation.

The Carnot cycle in Dr. G. W. Todd’s interesting
letter (Nature, March i, p. 5) leads by a ready ex-
tension to the result that if the force of gravitation
on a body depended on its temperature, and thermo-
dynamics were applicable, there hiust be interaction

between the gravitational field sustained by a body
and its thermal molecular energy; so' that part of

the exhaustion of energy of position when the field

does work on the body would go to increase its

store of heat, only the remainder appearing as work
done. Thus when, owing to displacement of a body
of mass w in the field of force, work 8W is done
against the field, so that energy SW is gained, then

also heat must be gained bv the body of amount
TT d

"
*

'

""—i??. SW, if its temperature is not to change.
dT

There would be dissipation of energy involved in

the diffusion of such heat, just as in the case of

heat of compression in sound-waves of very slow
period. Only in two ideal limiting cases will

there be conservation, and then SW will be the

increment, arising from the displacement
.
alone, of

a function of position and also temperature, which
thus constitutes a gravitational potential W : in these

cases the heat of the body will depend definitely on
its temperature T and its position in the field of

force, the latter contributing an amount constant

— These two cases, of some curious theoreticalm aT
interest, are (i) that of a universe isolated in an
enclosure maintained isothermal by internal radia-
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tion; (uj that of an adiabatic universe in which there
is no exchange of heat by radiation or contact.
Reverting to the formula : if the gravitation exerted

on m increased by the fraction i k of itself for a '

rise of 1° C. in temperature, then at temperature
0° C. a change of gravitational energy’ into work
would be accompanied^ on Carnot's principle, by a

;

gain of thermal energy’ equal to 273 'fc of its amount,
;

which could scarcely escape notice unless k w'erc large.
,

The sign in Dr. Todd's relation (i) seems to require
,

change. An objection applies to his hypothesis (2) ,

that it leads him to a temperature term in the law*
|

of force which has the same value at all distances.

Cambridge, March 4. J- L.

The interesting letter from Dr. G. W, Tcdd in !

N.ature of March i opens new ground on the subject

of gravitation and temperature. But dcK'S nor the ex-

pression found need some modifications? Thus, in

the general case with m at t^miperature h and M at
|

temperature 6, w’e might write for the force ihe
,

expression

F=G +A M log e +m log 5
;.

j

But even when thus generalised, the formula >till

seems unsatisfactory. Has Dr. Todd conhidered how
to deal with the following curious facts.?—li) The
temperature corrections vanish .at unit temperature

;

(2) at the temperature of absolute zero the attractive

force becomes minus infinity, i.e. an infinite reptdsionl i

{3) the temperature correction is given as indepen- '

dent of r, the distance apart of the masses. Hence !

temperature correction to force o i

force itself

Thus, for large values of r, the temperature cor-
rection to the force might exceed the NewTonian
value of the force itself. E. H. Barton.

University College, Nottingham,
|

March 8.
'

Floating Earths. :

Will any of your readers kindly help in elucidating
!

a passage of Strabo? It occurs in his Book XIII., i,, !

67. The Greek is fairly plain, so a translation wdll !

suffice :— I

It is said that at Pitane the bricks float on water,
|

which has occurred also in the case of an i.slet in
Tyrrhenia

; for the earth is lighter than an equi\'alent
bulk of w^ater, so that it rides on the surface. Posi-
donius also says that he saw* in Iberia a certain
argillaceous earth, used for taking moulds of silver

work, from w*hich bricks w'ere made -which floated.”
The site of Pitane is the modern Chandarli, or

Sandarli, a small harbour on the W’est coast of Asia
Minor, about 30 miles north of Smyrna and 15 miles
south-w’est of Bergama (Pergamon). Tyrrhenia is, of
course, Tuscany. Iberia is, no doubt," in this case
Spain. The name is also used for a district in the
Caucasus practically identical w’ith the modern Georgia;
but w*ithout qualification it should mean Spain ; and
Strabo elsewhere quotes Posidonius as an authorit}*

on natural phenomena in that countr}^

The tw*o “earths ’’ w*hich occur to me as floating
on w*ater are pumice and meerschaum. Meerschaum
is, of course, found in Asia Minor; Eski Shehr is the
principal source. But that is a long w’-ay from the
west coast, and I can find no record of its occurrence
anywhere near Pitane. In any case, it does not seem
likely that it should have T^en used for building
purposes

;
and the use of the definite article, “ the

bricks fra? seems to imply that the sub-

stance in question w*as the ordinar}* building material
of the district.
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Pitane lay on the south side of the Kara-dagh, a
large mass of eruptive rocks, andesite overlying tuffs,

as I leam from Philippson, who has descrilx-d the
formation (Rcisen it'. For.sch. im 'U’esil. Kleinasicn,
Petermann's Mitth., suppl. 167 iTqio!, p, 05). It

would seem, then, that in the case of Pit'»ne the

material must have been tuff. U it possible that a
tuff porous enough to float on w'ater could be used
as a building material, or that passably durable
“brick>” could be made of it?

The floating “islet ’’ in Tuscany may, I suppose,

ha\*e been a mass of pumice from the Lipari Islands
drifting northwards. Such islet" are recr>rded to have
floated about the .Egean Sea after the great eruption
of Santorin in 1650, and even to have blockeil some
of the pr,ris. But though the Lipari Island" contain
•‘normous masses of pumice light enough to float, I

can find no recfird of any having bt?en actually ejected

into the "ca in historical times. Can anyone roll mo
if there i" such a ret'ord?

The ‘'argillac* OLis earth" in Spain cWirly cannot
have been tuff or pumice. Can it have been meer-
schaum? This material is, of cour"e, capable of

delicate carving; w’oulJ it be suitable fur making
moulds for copying silver w’ork? It is "aid that there

are limited deposits of it in Spain. It may be noticed

that the quotation from Po"'id()niu> does not imply
that it was actually used for building, but says only

that bricks “formed" (7rr,yvvfjieta 9 > from it will float.

This may mean no more than that blocks of the shape
and size of a brick w’ill float. I am not clear as to

th«‘ exact meaning of rrrjypvfiivas -—w'hether it implies

any process more than mere cutting. One w’ould

naturally expect it to mean “congealed" or “solidi-

fkd." Meerschaum is, I understand, "oft when dug,

but hardens on exposure to the air. Perhaps, there-

fore, the word may mean “hardened,” On the other

hand, I feel confident that in the nhrase § ra dpyvpoifiara

eKfidrrerai the verb is used in the technical sen.se of

taking a mould or impression, not, as some have
thought, w*ith the trivial me;ining, “with which silver

work is cleaned.”
Anyone w*ho can enlighten an ignorant Hellenist

on thc'^e points would be assured of his gratitude.

Walter Le.\f.

6 Sussex Place, Regent's Park, N.W., February* 24.

SCIENTIFIC ASPECTS OF FUEL
ECONOMYA

The appointment of a Board of Fuel Research
by the Committee of the Privy Council for

Scientific and Industrial Research on the recom-
mendation of the Advisory Council was noted in

Nature of Februar\- 22, and something may
perhaps be said with advantage on the real and
pressing need for securing, so far as it may be
done by official efforts, the fullest, investigation

of the potentialities of fuel.

To those occupied with the study of the

scientific utilisation of coal, the crude and wasteful

way in w^hich we, as a nation, have been mal-
treating our supplies of that irreplaceable raw
material has been for some time past a depressing
spectacle. Recognition of the value of purely
thermal economies has been fairly general,

although the quantities of fuel used in feeding

1 Report of the Bntish Assodatioa C>mmitt«e oa Fuel Economy,
Sojteaibar, 19*6.
Memoxandam hy Chief Engineer, the Manchester Steam Users’ Associa-

tion, for tile year 1913-
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small steam-engines permit no unqualified state- i

ment to that eftect
;
but the less instincth e appre-

ciation of the chemical value latent in coal has

been a slow, and is still a stunted, growth. Our
recent needs for benzene, toluene, and phenol for

the making of high explosives, and the publicity

given to the coal-tar dye question, have opened

many eyes to the value ot carbonisation, apart

from its production of coke for our blast furnaces

and gas for our towns; but even now the iniquity

of the pre\alent nitrogen waste passes almost un-

noticed. To regard coal always as a source of

available heat, tar, and nitrogen is a habit of

mind to cultivate; consistent condemnation and

eventual elimination of methods of use which offer

violent offence to that regard will follow.

The particular directions which reform will take,

or ought to take, in the many uses to which coal

is put are less obvious than the urgent necessity

for reform. Carbonisation, with all its possible

variation of methods and results, demands a closer

systematic study on the small and large scale, in

laboratories suitably equipped and staffed and in

the works^ Comparison of the results obtained by
Wheeler at home and by Pictet abroad with thoae

of ordinary coke-oven or gasworks practice shows
the extent to 'which the nature and quantity of

products are dominated by variation in conditions

of operation, and emphasises the necessity for a

thorough knowledge of the processes involved in

the transition from primary to secondary products

of carbonisation, wfith a view to their intelligent

control.

The work of Bergius, although of uncertain

value on the industrial scale, touches upon
another possibility, that of carbonising under very
high pressure; if successful, it would demand a
new type of plant, somewhat analogous to that

employed for the Haber synthetic-ammonia pro-

cess, and presenting new problems of construction

and workir^. At the other end of the scale

stands carbonisation with reduced pressure,

already under trial on a scale above that of the
laboratory. Less removed from current practice

in carbonisation are the low-temperature pro-
cesses, such as the Del Monte, and the presum-
ably improved form or development of the ill-

fat^ Coalite process, which, it is hoped, will

receive an ad^uate trial at Banigh. Several
questions await an answer from such processes.
It is conceded that they can produce tar rich in

few4K>iling-point constituents, but are these con-
stituents to be mainly parafSnoid, as certainly
seems probable, or aromatic, with benzene and

The ammonia yield is in question;
laboratory experiments indicate that a real begin-
ning is not made in forming ammonia from coal
by neating until a temperature of 500^ C. is ex-

and that 760’^ to 800® C. is necessary
for a 3(4eW which the standard carbonising prac-
tice wonW call goocL Soft coke has uhdoubted
advanh^S for the 0|)en eprate, but can it be
wade for in bufc without crushing:?

' WBSSU «»iB foe issues.

,
i3itxiDge% foie Mjrad wifo

its 60 to 70 per cent, recovery as ammonia, is.

satisfactory, but the gasification of coal in an air-

steam blast gives of necessity a gas loo highly

diluted with nitrogen to be of any service for high-
temperature operations, excepting in large fur-

naces where regeneration can be employed. The
tar, too, has its peculiarities. Otherwise the

process is successful in practice, as it is sound in

principle, and all concerned with its initiation

are to be doubly congratulated, in the first place

on an extremely valuable contribution to the
science and practice of fuel utilisation^ and in the
second on the comparatively advanced stage to»

which the working-out of the process had been
earned before it was declared ready for use.

None of our methods of using fuel can be re^

garded as attaining the ideal, but the most dis-

turbing factor in the situation is that such
advances as we have made are not properly

utilised ; ev^en to-day the great bulk of our
domestic heating is done with raw coal m the

open fire, and our great modern power-houses are

mainly run with raw coal in their boiler furnaces.

The pall of smoke over our cities signalises the

daily sacrifice. Then, again, our metallurgical in-

dustries, although using gaseous fuel largely in

regenerative open-hearth furnaces which do secure

thermal economy, still neglect and destroy the

chemical value of coal by gasifying without re^

covery of either tar or ammonia.
The country was never so ready as now to

accept the application of a remedy for these evils,

but must first feel that before it lies a rational

treatment, based on a sane and sober diagnosis,

and not on the facile verbalism of ill-considered

propaganda. Some few simple prohibitions, auto-

matically progressive in their application, may be
found advisable, and, if so reasonable as to be

;

practicable, would probably be effective in check-*

ing criminal waste, and at the same time en-

courage those developments in the technique of
fuel utilisation on which we must depend ultir

mately for success.

There has been wanting sufficient systematic
attention to fuel problems from investigators,

administrators, and legislators alike. It is true

that, owing largely to the initiative and foresight

of Prof. Smithells, the University of Leeds (fol-

lowed more recently by the Imperial College m
London) has established a department of fuel

technology, and that the gas industry has gener-
ously endowed there the Livesev chair in memory*
of a great leader ; but how long has the paramount ,

necessity for what were pioneering ventures a few '

years ago been recognised, and how very much
more remains to be done before it can be claimed'
^at the subject of the scientific utilisation pf fuel*

is receiving anything like adequate study or the* v

same degree of public support as is accorded in

America and Germany. Committees are to fh^ !

fore just now, and the British Association has :i

appointed one, with Prof. Bone as chairman, for/l
the investigation of fuel economy, the utilisation^

|
of cOal, and smoke prevention; this may be one.

I

s^n of an awakening. The terms of referencfe:i
/M
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are wide, which consideration presumably justifies

a list of members somewhat disconcertingf in its

length.

The committee has issued a first report, and if

it relates intention rather than achievement, that

is only natural at a time when so many of the

committee must be very fully occupied with urgent
national duties. The field has b^n mapped out,

however, and a number of sub-committees ap-

pointed to give special attention to sectional work.

Having regard (says the report) to the mag-
nitude of its work, and the fact that the coal question

is one upon which almost every branch of manufac-
turing and transport industiy is dependent, the original

committee of thirteen membWs appointed by the Asso-

ciation in .October, 1915, decided to exercise somewhat
freely its power of co-o^on so as to make a general

committee sufficiently large and representadv'e of all

the important interests involved.

The chemical and statistical sub-committee,

with Dr. J. T. Dunn as chairman, is proposing

to occupy itself with the chemical investigation of

coal, the survey of the chemical character of the

principal British coal seams, and an inquiry into

the amount of wastage due to coal which for one

reason or another is at present left behind in the

pits. Another sub-committee, with Mr. T. Y.

Greener as chairman, is to deal entirely with car-

'bonisation. A return is to be prepared which,

when completed,

will enable the committee to arrive at an approxi-

mate estimate of the margins of possible economies in

the shapye of improved utilisation of the coal carbon-

ised, which can now^ be effected in the coking industr3-%

and the directions in which further progress is likely

to be made. A memorandum is also in course of pre-

paration describing the more important developments

of the by-product coking industry, from its inception

until the present day.

‘“The committee w^ould welcome the offer of

proper facilities to enable them to investigate the

•question of low-temperature carbonisation.”

Dr. J. E. Stead is chairman of the subK:om-

mittee for metallurgical, ceramic, and refractoiy'

materials, which is concerning itself mainly with

ascertaining actual fuel consumptions in these in-

-dustries, and

will endeavour to draw up a statement as to the best

lav-out and arrangement of a conibined by-product

coking, iron-smelting, and steel-making plaint, from

the point of view of utilising as completely as possible

surplus gases and waste heat, and thus realising the

maximum fuel economy in the heavy steel industry-

A sub-committee on power and steam-raising,

with Mr. C. H. Merz chairman, is to inves-

tigate the economies in fuel which would result

from the use of improved methods. R^arding
the practice of to-day,

In view of the impossibility of obtaining accurate re-

turns of fuel consumption per horsepower-hour from

the whole of the power users in 'Ibas country,^ It has

been dedded to investigate the matt^ by a^ng for

detailed returns from typical factoties in various trades

and in different distriats throughout^ the cxnintry,

selected by members of the sutHOTcmisttee who have

special ktiow’ladgie of particular trades. l^ieCKal^inetno-

randa are in course of prepanaiion cm questloixs of

organisation of power prodpKrtion for iwenstml mad
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transport purposes, the use of large turbine- and gas-

engines, and other important aspects of the power
question.

Mr- E. D. Simon, secretary of the committee, is

also acting as chairman of the domestic fuel sub-

committee, which feels

that it will be wise to recog;nise at the outset that

there is probably no single solution of the domestic

heating problem which is likely to be universally

adopted within any measurable period of time; and
that, therefore, it should preferably concentrate its

efforts upon questions of more immediate practical

importance.

It proposes, therefore, to examine the possi-

bilities of existing systems and methods, and also

the relative efficiencies of coal-fired, gas-fired, and
electrical heaters.

Arising out of the present extensive use of solid fuel

in domestic fires, the sub-committee will also consider

the important question of the prospects of substituting

for raw coal some form of carbonised fuel (semi-coke

or coke). There can be no doubt but that if such a
substitution could be effected, without either increasing

the domestic coal bill or involving some other dis-

advantage, not only would there be a great addition

to the amount of Valuable by-products annually ob-

tained from coal consumed in the Kingdom, but also

the smoke nuisance in our large centres of population

would be materially reduced.

The scheme of work which the committee and
its five sub-committees set out is frankly ambitious

and highly comprehensive, and although this first

report w’-ould be more accurately described as a

prospectus, that peculiarity will presumably not

attach to future issues.

A memorandum on a special aspect of the fuel

question has been issued to the executive com-
mittee of the Manchester Steam Users* Association

by Mr. C. E. Stromeyer, their chief engineer; it

is concerned primarily with steam-raising. The
author thinks that “our manufacturers have been

spoiled by the ease with which they could obtain

the very best coal in the world,” and deplores

“our almost universal practice of over-working

boilers.” On the Continent, he points out, first-

class coal cannot be obtained, “but there the works
provide themselves with ample boiler povrer, and,

on the whole, they obtain a higher efficiency than

we can hope for with our superior coal but hard-

worked boilers.** To use coke and conserv'^e by-

products w'ould necessitate the same reform.
“ Steam users naturally do not like coke, partly on
account of its relatively high price, and partly

because it w’^ould require larger boilers than the

present ones in which to bum it with as good
effect as the best coal/* But Mr. Stromeyer does

not expect too much from this source; he con-

siders a number of working results with steam-

engines of various types, and concludes :

—

The fuel economy question may therefore be briefly

summarised by saying that hardly any improvement is

likely be effected in the econoniic working of boHer^,

for, as is well known, there is only a margin of about

20 to 25 per cent, to play wdth. Consatoable p^-
niary savmg mi^it^orten be effected by increa^g
the number ol baSlers, ^ as to be able to’bum a poor

and rektivehr cheap f^ if tMs vm be Om- duef
- hopes will tfcrefore have to be centred m en^e !m-
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provements, for here large savings might be possible,

because at present about eight units are thrown away
for eveiy' one doing useful work.

The steam turbine is regarded as combining the

greatest number of advantages among the prime

movers of to-day, and as an interesting novelty

the Lundholm turbine is mentioned, consisting of

two discs and blades revolving in opposite direc-

tions.

As there is no difference of expansion of the two

discs there is everv prospect that the clearances of the

blades can now be reduced to a minimum, and that

this very serious source of loss will be materially

reduced.

The possibilities of the gas-engine, and particu-

larly of the internal-combustioii turbine, perhaps

in the near future, appeal to IMr. Stromeyer and
lead to the following :

—

From a national economic point of view the combina-

tion of the internal-combustion engine with electric

distribution of power would seem an ideal one. Our
collieries would then be encouraged to mine even our
dirtiest coal. This coal would produce b3-products for

farmers and for the coal-tar industries and supply the

engines with suitable gas, and our factories would
receive their power at a lower cost than they could

produce it.

The general attitude of the author seems to be
that of an experienced engineer, convinced that

economy in power production is going to be so

vital to us after the war that strenuous effort and
a bold and encouraging policy as regards both
invention and research are primary conditions of

our continued commercial progress.
Although in all probability no such effective

blight could be laid upon the work of scientific

investigation in any field as that of undue cen-
tralisation and impossible regimenting, enough
has perhaps been said to indicate that the scale

of research necessary for adequacy in the domain
of fuel necessitates, among other things, liberal

financial support, and if the Government is going
to provide that support it will naturally seek for«
guidance. Presumably the new Board of Fuel
Research is to guide. Its director is Sir George
Beilby, whose varied industrial and scientific

experience should prove of the greatest value.
Sir Charles Parsons, Mr. Richard Threlfall, and
Sir Richard Redmayne will assist him as mem-
bers of the board, and Prof. W. A. Bone will

act as consultant. This form of orsranisation for
research is new to the country and its working
will be watched with great interest. There are
pitMls in the way, which it may be difficult to
avoid, and would certainly l^e folly to ignore, but
an administration directed with liberality of spirit
to really national ends will go a long way to com-
mand success. JoHx W, Cobb.

THE SEPTIC PROBLEM IN WAR,
all the many varieties of wounds with

which surgery has to deal, incised, con-
tused, lacerated, etc., the most dreaded one is the
punctured variety. This is because the inflictit^
weapon 5s almost necessarily infected with patho-
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genic organisms, and because these organisms

are therefore implanted in the depths of a long

and narrow track, into which antiseptics can be

made to penetrate only with considerable difficulty.

Of all punctured wounds those produced by
gunshots are the most difficult to deal with. The-
reasons for this become obvious upon con-

sideration. The mere force of impact, in the

first place, is an unusual and important feature.

The energy in foot-tons of a projectile of known
weight and velocity can easily be calculated, and

it is to be remembered that this energy is con-

centrated upon a small area, with the result that

the actual track of such a missile in human tissues

is a tunnel the walls of which are dead tissues.

The importance of this fact in favouring

bacterial growth is immense. Moreover, the

tunnel is surrounded by a cylinder of tissue of

which the constituent elements are bruised and
under the influence of local shock, sO' that their

vitality and resisting power to bacterial invasion

are reduced. If such a missile strikes hard bone,

a high degree of shattering and splintering takes

place, while portions of broken bone are driven

into the surrounding muscles, sometimes lacerat-

ing important vessels and nerves, and even burst-

ing through the skin, and forming a large open-

ing known as an “explosive exit.^^ Owing to

the ballistic properties of the pointed bullet,

which is now used by all countries, and which
tends to turn over on its short axis on impact,

the proportion of these severe wounds is some-
what greater than in previous campaigns.
Another difficulty in the case of gunshot in-

juries is their special liability to severe forms of

septic infection in the circumstances of the present
campaign. In South Africa military surgeons
found that a large number of wounds, even when
bone was involved, showed small wounds of

entrance and exit, and, so far as infection was
concerned, merely required cleaning and sealing
to heal without trouble. This was in part due to

the shape of the bullet and its tendency to traverse
the tissues by a straight course without turning
on its short axis. This meant small external
openings, and therefore less liability to infection

from them. But the chief cause of the immunity
from Infection was the comparative dryness of
the country, and a soil for the most part uncon-
taminated by human occupation or cultivation.

The conditions in the European area of the
present conflict are very different. The humidity
of the climate is greatly in excess of that of
South Africa, and intensive cultivation means
copious manuring of the soil, so that most of
the ground occupied by our troops is thoroughly
sown with bacteria of faecal origin, which in-
clude, besides those ordinarily called pyogenic or
pus-producing, the special germs of tetanus,
malignant oedema, and gas gangrene. It is in
ground thus infected that our soldiers sleep, take
their food, and are occasionally buried alive.
Their skin and clothes are plentifully smeared
with bacterial mud, and it is no matter for sur-
prise that when a bullet passes into *their bodies
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it carries \i’ith it, and implants in all the inter-

stices of a deep and complicated wound, the
potentialities of a surgical catastrophe.

That the bullet is infected by passing through
muddy skin or clothing, often carrying with it

portions of the latter, seems fairly certain. Some
wounds in South Africa became infected when
the bullet passed through the mouth or any
part of the aiimentaiy' tract, both highly infective

regions of the body. The bullet itself, when fired,

is probably a fairly clean body from a surgical

point of view. The sides are cleaned by the

friction of the rifle barrel, and the base is seared

by the flame of the explosion. Nevertheless

Col. La Garde’s experiments have shown that

if deliberately infected before firing, it can be
shown to be still carry'ing infection after firing.

The problem, then, which was presented by
gunshot injuries was how best to combat sepsis

in punctured wounds of all varieties, complicated

often by bone injury and severe lacerations of

soft parts, the bacterial infection coming usually

not from the wound openings, but being deeply

implanted by the actual stroke of the bullet

as it passed through the tissues. Obviously, the

mere application of even the most efficient anti-

septics to the parts about the external wounds
will not meet such a case. The infection must
be attacked in the depths of the tissues, prefer-

ably at a very early date after the receipt of the

wound, before the bacteria have time to multiply

in the tissues. Moreover, practically all wounds
of any depth must be dealt with thus. It would
be bad surgery to wait until the infection was
established, even though few signs of mischief

appear at first. Accordingly it was soon recog-

nised that the wound must be opened up, cleaned

as far as possible, foreign bodies removed, and
free exit provided for discharges by means of

drainage tubes.

Some surgeons hoped that in a wound thus

opened up, and thereby converted from a punc-
tured to an incised type, it might be possible to

remove the infection altogether, and here the

advocates of the application of strong antiseptic

solutions had their view. A mass infection can be

completely destroyed by the application of, say,

pure carbolic acid”. At a very early stage of in-

fection this may perhaps be possible, but not

when the bacteria are in the depths of the tissues.

Moreover, it is difficult to reach all the recesses

of a large wound, and if one pocket is left un-

attacked, the surgeon’s pains are thrown aw^ay.

Strong antiseptic solutions, too, are very

damaging to the tissues, which, it must be re-

member^, are in a condition of impaired vitality

already. Another drawback to the use of anti-

septic solutions, whether weak or strong, is the

fact that many of them tend to become inopera-

tive when in contact with the albuminous solu-

tions like blood or pus. They form inert com-
pounds with albumin, and will no longer destroy

bacteria. It is claimed for an entirely new anti-

septic, called from its colour flavine, that it

actually proves more formidable to germs when
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in solution in blood-serum than in aqueous solu-

tion. But further trial is required before Jts

value can be exactly classified.

Another device for the early removal of septic

matter is to cut away the infected tissues bodily.

The extremely localised nature of gunshot injury

is a help in this case. It is possible to excise the

entire internal surface of the wound en masse

^

I

with all its sinuosities and pockets, and to se^v

I

up the clean cavity remaining. This method

I

enjoys the advocacy of Col. H. M. \V. Gray,

i
who has had success with it, but to be satis-

factory it obviously must be done early, and re-

quires in many cases considerable surgical skill.

Cranial injuries and wounds of joints have been
treated by this method with an encouraging
measure of success.

I But both the above methods can be effectively

! applied only when the wound is seen early, and
,
in warfare this is not ahvays possible. Many

,
hours or even days may elapse before wounded
men can be collected and carried to the casualty

‘ clearing stations. What, then, can be done when
bacteria, deeply implanted in the tissues, are
multiplying freely and in circumstances very
favourable to their growth? Here the physio-

I

logist steps in and reminds the surgeon that the

! living body has its own guards against bacterial

I

invasion
;
that healthy blood fluids are inimical to

the growth of many, though not of all, bacteria;

that the white corpuscles, the so-called phago-

I

C3’tes or germ-eaters, form an immense arm\' for

j

home defence ; and that the effect upon the body

j

of the absorption of the special toxins produced
!
by bacterial action is to cause it to elaborate a
neutralising substance or antitoxin. Here, then,

is the physiological basis both of the salt method
and of the vaccine method of treatment. It is

found that if a strong or saturated solution of
common salt be applied to an infected wound,
the salt by its osmotic action sets up a greath'
increased flow of h’mph from the tissues into the
wound, thus relieving the inflamed tissues of con-
gestion, and setting up a flow of fluid from within

I outwards \vhich tends to w’ash away bac-

j

teria. Both the lymph and the strong salt

solution are unfavourable to the growth of
bacteria. So far as the white corpuscles are
concerned, strong saline solutions are unfavour-
able to their vitality; but when the wound has
become healthier it is usual to decrease the
strength of the salt solution until its saturation
has reached that of a fluid of the same specific

gravity as the blood. In a fluid of this degree of

concentration the phagocytes can live and act

freely.

The practical application of these principles

consists either in packing the wound with gauze,
between the folds of which tablets of salt are
plafired, or arranging for the continuous irrigation

of the wound with a solution of salt of a known
concentration. The latter method is suitable in

a fixed hospital. And it is one of the great ad-
vantages of the former method that a case so
dressed often requires no redressing for a few
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days, so that the anxieties connected with the

provision of fresh dressings during transport

from the casualty clearing station to the base

hospital are set aside. The question of treat-

ment by vaccines can scarcely be efficiently dealt

with within the limits of a short article. In any

case the rdle of vaccines is to neutralise tissue

poisons elaborated by bacteria, rather than to

contribute directly to the closing and healing of

the wound itself. The ideal vaccine would natur-

ally be one which, injected into the body imme-
diately after the wound is inflicted, has the power
of getting in ahead of the toxins and neutralising

them. This prophylactic action is possessed by

one of the serums used, and fortunately in the

case of one of the deadliest of the bacteria, the

tetanus germ. It has been found that the use of

this serum in a moderate dose immediately after

the infliction of the wound protects the wounded
man from tetanus, and consequently an important

part of the treatment at the casualty clearing

stations is the administration of this preventive

dose. As regards the other bacteria, serums and
vaccines are used, but their value is not so well

established as in the case of tetanus, though
important results have been obtained and valuable

lessons learnt from their trial.

It will be seen from the above remarks that

surgeons had not only to appreciate and elucidate

a problem which at first presented many new and
puzzling features, but also to devise means for

its solution. How far they have been successful
cannot be quite known until after the war. But
enough experience has been gained to justify the
hope that we are on the right track, and that the
treatment our brave soldiers have a right to
expect can now be given to them.

NOTES.
Ax article of immediate interest and importance

appeared in our contemporaiy^ La Nature (February 17,
p. 100) on the utility of supplying soldiers with body
armour

—

b. proposal which has been already urged in
this country. The writer, “A. G.,” states: (i) That
in trench warfare nearly 75 per cent, of w’ounds seen
in hospitals are caused by missiles of low velocity-
such as could have been warded off by a compara-
tively thin armour-plate. (2) That missiles of low
velocity which lodge in the body are more dangerous
to life than missiles of high velocity which penetrate
and leave the body, because every missile which lodges
is presumably an infected body. (3) That the total
mortality from head wounds has been enormously de-
creased since the introduction of protective helmets.
The form of body armour proposed by the writer in
La Nature is fully illustrated and compared with suits
worn by soldiers in the Middle Ages. A cuirass of
armour-plating is proposed for the protection of the
thorax and upper abdomen, covering the most vital
organs; a gorget of chain mail protects the neck, and
a

^
girdle or short kilt ” of the same material the

loins and groins
; there are a mask for the face, and

sheaths for the shoulders, elbows, and knees. How^
far such an armour would interfere with mobility is
a matter on which only 'military men can decide. "but
from a surgical point of view such a protection has
every recommendation. We may here point out that
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a soldier of average stature presents, as he faces the
enemy in open field, a target with an area of 2740
square cm. Of that target the head and neck make up

.9 per cent.; the thorax and abdomen 28 per cent.;

while the less vital parts—the limbs—make up the

largest part, viz. 63 per cent. Even if only the more
vital parts could be protected, there would be a great

saving of life.

The Committee on Commercial and Industrial

Policy, of which Lord Balfour of Burleigh is chair-

man, has recently forwarded to the Prime Minister

a copy of resolutions passed on the subject of Imperial
preference, and its report (Cd. 8482, price id, net),

which includes a copy of the covering letter addressed

to the Prime Minister, has been presented to Parlia-

ment. In the light of experience gained during the

war, the committee contends that special steps should

be taken to stimulate the production of foodstuffs,

raw materials, and manufactured articles within the

Empire, wherever this is possible, and it therefore

recommends that preferential treatment should be

accorded to the products and manufactures of the

Colonies, either by exemption from, or reduction of,

duties. Such recommendations from the committee,
composed as it is of well-known representatives of

politics, economics, engineering, metallurgy, trade,

and industry, wil^no doubt carry considerable weight.

There is, however, one direction in w^hich this com-
mittee ought to be strengthened. Since the beginning
of the war the importance of applied, chemistry has

become obvious to everyone, but it is not yet suffi-

ciently realised by Government Departments and
public officials that there are many industrial and
economic questions in the consideration of which
some knowledge of the science of chemistry and its

. applications, actual or potential, is indispensable.

These questions cannot be handled with success by

ordinary men of business, however able, without such

k knowledge, and it appears therefore eminently desir-

able that a duly qualified representative of chemical

industry should be added to the committee.

Count Zeppelin is dead, and has left a name that

brings to our minds the murder of innocent women
and children in air-raids over open towns. Yet it

must be admitted that his work in developing the rigid

airship, in spite of many failures, is worthy of all

praise. Count Zeppelin showed us how far the rigid

airship can be developed, and the war has shown us

the use and abuse of such aircraft. As scouts for

the navy they are invaluable, being able to hover
over one spot for lengthy periods without wasting
their fuel reserves, a manoeuvre impossible to an
aeroplane. It is, however, clearly recognised that the

use of airships for raiding open towns is quite in-

defensible, and that as a means of invasion they are

very unlikely to prove a serious menace. In peace
lime they might be used to convey mails and pas-

sengers, but their speed is not higher than that of

an express train, and their liability to destruction in

bad weather is a serious objection to these uses. In
spite of Count Zeppelin’s painstaking labours, in face

of great difficulties, it does not seem that his rigid

airships are ever likely to be serious rivals of the

I

aeroplane, either for military or commercial purposes.

It is interesting to learn that the Imperial Institute
proposes

^

to constitute a comprehensive bureau of
mineral intelligence, with the object of supplying in-

formation as to all mineral deposits within the British
Empire. For some years past the Imperial Institute
has been doing a certain amount of such work, and
it will be a decided advantage to have a mineral in-

telligence bureau available to the public. This subject
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has occupied the attention of several similar institu-

tions. A paper dealing with the occurrence and dis-

tribution of certain of these minerals, read by Prof.

Culiis before the Society of Engineers on Deceniber ii,

1916, was summarised' in Nature of January* 4 (p.

361); and it is understood that the Departinent of

Scientific and Industrial Research is also moving in

the same direction. None of these attempts^ however
praiseworthy and valuable, can take the place of a
properly established Government Department of

Minerals and Metals, which should co-ordinate all

these scattered efforts, and should deal with the whole
subject from the point of view of a great Imperial
industry, which is of vital importance to the future

of the British Empire. This is surely a subject for

the Government, and should not be left to the enter-

prise of individuals or associations, and there is prob-

ably no way in w’hich public money could be expended
with a better assurance of prompt and manifold

reimbursement.

The resignation of Dr. E. A. Letts from the chair

of chemistry in the Queen's University, Belfast, is

announced.

Sir W. E. Garstin and Sir G. K. Scott-Moncrieff

have been elected honorary members of the Institution

of Civil Engineers.

The third Guthrie lecture of the Physical Society

will be delivered in English at the Imperial College

of Science and Technology on Friday, March 23, by

Prof. P. Langevin. Its subject will be “Molecular
Orientation.”

The twenty-second annual congress of the South-

Eastern Union of Scientific Societies will be held at

Reading on June 6-9, under the presidency of Prof.

E. B. Poulton.

We learn from Science that Dr. V. M. Slipher, for

many years chief assistant at the Lowell Observatory,

and 'known for his spectroscopic researches, has been

appointed director of the observatory* in succession to

the late Percival Lowell.

The Times announces that Dr. Douglas W. Fresh-

field, president of the Royal Geographical Society,

has been elected an honorary member of the Russian

Geographical Society, and Sir Ernest Shackleton a

corresponding member.

We regret to announce the death, on March 9, at

eighty-eight years of age, of the Rev. O. Pickard-

Cambridge, F.R.S., au3ior of “Specific Descriptions

of Trapdoor Spiders” (1873), “The Spiders of Dorset”

(1879-81), and other works on arachnology, entom-

ology, and general natural history.

We are gl§id to be able to state that the announce-

ment made at the meeting of the Linnean Society on

February 15 as to the death of Prof. G. O. Sars, the

distinguished zoologist of Christiania, is incorrect.

The mistake arose from a confusion of his name^ with

that of his brother, J. E. Sars, professor of history

in the same university, who died recently.

The Right Hon. Sir William MacGregor, late

Acting High Commissioner for the W'estern Pacific;

Sir William Peterson, principal of McGill University,

Montreal; and Sir Ernest Rutherford, professor of

physics, University of Manchester, have been elected

members of the Athenaeum Club under the provisions

of the rule which empowers the annual election by

the committee of a certain number of persons “of

distinguished eminence in science, literature, the arts,

or for public service.”
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Letters on the optical deterioration of the atmo-
sphere during July and August last appeared in

Nature of October 5, November 9, and December 28,

1916. Father J. G. Hagen, director of the Vatican
C)bservator\*, writes to say that the defects referred

i
to were severelv felt at that observatory, and were
attributed, a^ was done by Prof. Ricco in Nature of
November 9, to the eruption of Stromboli, which
reached its maximum on July 4. Father Hagen has
recorded these facts in the Asironomii^che Xachrichterij
No. 4S71.

The following is the list of officers of the Physical
I Society elected for the ensuing year: President

:

"Prof,

j

C. Vernon Boys. Vice-Presidents (in addition to those

I
who have filled the office of president) : Mr. W, R.
Cooper, Sir Napier Shaw, Dr. S. W. J. Smith, Dr.
W. E. Sumpner. Secretaries

:

Prof. W. Eccles, Fins-
bury Technical College, Leonard Street, E.C.

;
Dr.

R. S. Willows, The Sir John Cass Technical Institute,

Jewry Street, Aldgate, E.C. Foreign Secretary: Dr,
R. T. Glazebrook. Treasurer: Mr. W. Duddell.
Librarian : Dr. S. W. J. Smith. Other Members of
Council: Dr. H. S. Allen, Prof, E. H. Barton, Prof.
G. W. O. Howe, Prof. J. W. Nicholson, Mr. C. C.
Paterson, Mr. C. E. S. Phillips, Prof. O. W. Richard-
son, Dr. S. Rus.s, Mr. T. Smith, Mr. F. ]. W.
Whipple.

Mr. James Gillixgham, ot Chard, recently presented
to the County Museum at Taunton a large number
of photographs and papers collected by him for the
purpose of perpetuating the memory of John String-
fellow, of Chard, “the pioneer of flight and father
of aviation.” Nine of the photographs, mostly en-
largements, are mounted on cards as follows

:
(ij Por-

i trait of John Stringfellow
; and (2; another as an old

]

man; (3) Stringfellow ’s aeroplane, 1S48; (4) his tri-

I
plane, 1S68; (5) another view of his triplane; (6)
flower show and sports on Bewley Down, near Chard,

I

the place where Stringfellow experimented with his
flying-machine in 1847; (7) aeroplane designed by
W. S. Henson and patented as “The Ariel Steam
Carriage, 1842”; fS, q) two photographs of the
rnemorial to Stringfellow in Chard cemetery, de-
signed by James Gillingham

;
in addition, the original

drawing of the last-named subject, in large frame.
At the present time these photographs are exhibited
in a case in the Great Hall of Taunton Castle- The
collection contains a good deal of miscellaneous manu-
script and printed matter having reference to aviation,

and includes the memorandum of agreement made
by John Stringfellow and W. S. Henson with regard
to a partnership for constructing “a model of an
aerial machine,” dated December 29, 1S43.

By the death of General J. A. L. Bassot, on January
17, international geodesy has sustained a severe loss,

and France mourns a distinguished geodesist. Born
in 1841, General Bassot took part in the war of 1870,

and immediately after it was appointed to the Service

Geographique de I’Arm^e, where, under General
Perrier, he was employed on the remeasurement of

the arc of meridian in France. Later, in 1879,
took part in the geodetic operations for connecting
the triangulation of Spain w*ith that of Algeria, where
Bassot occupied the mountain station of Filhaoussen
for nearly eight weeks before he could effect his

purpose. ' In 1S84 he laid out and observed the chain
of trianguiation from Algiers to Laghouat, and a few
years later, in 18S8, he succeeded his former chief,

General Perrier, as director of the Military Geo-
graphical Service* Administrative duties now put an
end to his geodetic work in the field, but he continued

to direct and promote geodetic operations of import-
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ance, in spite of the arduous work and heavy respon-

sibilities which the provision of maps for the French

Army entailed, in these, too, ' he made numerous
improvements. The remeassurement of the arc ot

meridian in France naturally suggested a revision

of the arc of Peru, which had been measured in the

eighteenth century in connection with the geodetic

operations in France. A proposal to this effect was
warmly supported by the International Geodetic Corn-

mission at its meeting at Stuttgart in 1898, and_ in

June, 1899, work was commenced under the direction

of General Bassot, and has since been carried to a

successful termination. At several meetings of the

International Geodetic Commission General Bassot

presented reports on various geodetic operations, and
at its meeting of 1903 he was elected president, which
post he held until the commission automatically

ceased to exist at the end of 1916, a few days before

his death. On his retirement from the Army he
became director of the Observatory of Nice in 1904,

and devoted his energies to scientific work there and
to his geodetic studies, besides taking part iui an
expedition to Spain in 1905 to observe the eclipse of

the sun of that year. He w’as elected a member of

the Acad4mie des Sciences in 1893.

The Journal of Mental Science for October, 1916,

contains an interesting article by Prof. E. W. Scripture

on “Reaction Time in Nervous and Mental Diseases.”

The fact that we judge w’hether a person is normal
or not by our observations or how he reacts to his

environment suggests that the study of nervous and
mental diseases" would be furthered by having some
method by which we could study in detail the reac-

tions of a patient to various stimuli. The usual
reaction time apparatus is complicated, and involves

much laborious calculation before the records can be
utilised; it is therefore unsuitable for clinical work.
The author of the article has devised, in order to

obviate this, a self-recording method that shows
directly to the eye, without measurement, how quick
the reaction time is and how it varies. He gives
details of records obtained with this apparatus from

|

normal people and from patients suffering from alco-

holism, hysteria, epilepsy, and general paralysis. The
few diseases studied show marked reaction types, even
for the simple form of reaction, and the author thinks
that the test can be made so complete and trustworthy
as to give an accurate diagnosis of many nervous
diseases.

Profs. M. Boxjle and R. Anthony, in the Journal
of Anatomy for January, make a spirited reply to
Prof. Symington’s strictures on deductions drawn
from endocrantal casts taken from human skulls. In
their paper, “Neopallial Morphology of Fossil Men as
Studied from Endocranial Casts,” they contend that
Prof, Symington’s mistake lies in assuming, implicitly
ami without question, that what is true of modern
men must also, necessarily, be true of Neander-
thalians. As a matter of fact, they show that, while
in modern man furrows are to be seen only at the
base of such brain casts, in Neanderthalians these
furrows are traceable on the frontal and occipital
regions. They also show that in the case of the
lemurs, and in carnivores and ungulates, endocranial
^sts show the neopallial .foldings over the whole
brain^ "which can be read on a cast nearly as easily,
ana with as much exactitude and precision, as on the
surface of the brain itself.

According to Commerce Reports (Washington) of
June 12, 19x5, nearly ^ square miles of seaweed-

e^st along^ the X^nited States Pacific coast,
prom this area it is ofRcialty estimated that 59,000,000
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tons of seaweed might be cut annually, from which
2,300,000 tons of potassium chloride could be pro-
duced. Arrangements have been made by the United
States Department of Agriculture for experimental
work on the production of potash from this seaweed
to be carried out on a commercial scale. In the New
York Journal of Cofnnierce of November 24 (quoted
in the Journal of the Board of Agriculture, February,
p. 1158) it is stated that an appropriation of 175,000
dollars has been made for the purpose, and that the
plant will probably be established in southern Cali-
fornia, either at Santa Barbara or Long Beach. A
plant capable of dealing with about 200 tons of wet
seaweed per day will be erected, and a daily yield

of about five tons of potassium chloride is expected.
Numerous methods will be employed experimentally,
but for the most part distillation processes will be
used.

In a recent communication from the National
Health Insurance Commission (England) to the
Board of Agriculture and Fisheries the opinion is

expressed that ot the many home-grown plants used
in the treatment of disease only four can be regarded,
from a medical point of view, as really essential

—

namely, belladonna, henbane, digitalis, and colchicum.
The communication, which is published in the Feb-
ruary issue of the Journal of the Board of Agri-
culture, proceeds further to give approximate estimates
of the amounts of these essential plants required
annually for home consumption, ranging from about
50 tons each of dried leaves and roots in the case of

belladonna to about 20-25 tons each of dried leaves of

henbane and digitalis, and a much smaller quantity
of ^colchicum. It appears that there is sufficient

digitalis and colchicum growing wild in this country
to meet home requirements, and that a considerable
proportion of the home demand for belladonna and
henbane could also be met by the collection of wild
plants with well-organised schemes for collection and
drying. Moreover, the cultivated area under bella-

donna and henbane has considerably increased since

the outbreak of war, and probably "now suffices, to-

gether with the supplies obtainable from wild plants,

1

for home requirements.

The relation of the geographical conditions to the
present situation in Mexico, as it may affect the
United States, is the subject of some notes in the
Geographical Review for January (vol, iii., No. i).

It is pointed out that the scene of action, if the
United States intervenes in the affairs of Mexico,
must be in the thinly peopled and arid northern
frontier regions, where conditions are greatly in favour
of the Mexicans. Water is scarce, and transportation
of men, food, and materials will be difficult, which
will handicap the Americans, but, on the other hand,
will be correspondingly an advantage to the Mexicans,
habituated^ to life in these desert conditions. A
campaign in northern Mexico would therefore involve
transport arrangements costly out of all proportion
to the number of troops employed, and it would be
far removed from the high plateau on which are
situated nearly all the great cities of Mexico and most
of its population. The article has a short but useful
bibliography of geographical works on Mexico, and
is accompanied by a map of the northern frontier
regions.

In a paper in the Geographical Journal for
February (vol. xlix.,^ No. 2) Mr. C. B. Fawcett has
tried to devise administrative divisions for England
and Wales more rational and more in harmony with
local and regional consciousness than the divisions into
counties. The aim of his divisions is to facilitate good
local government. This entails certain considerations.
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The boundaries must be drawn so far as possible
along- the more thinly peopled tracts of land. Each
province must have a regional capital. This is essen-
tial to the development of a provincial patriotism
necessary for good government. The minimum of
population in each

^
province should be about one

million, and no province should be so populous as to
dominate the others. It is a sound geographical
principle that a valley forms a unitv, and so
boundaries should be drawn near watersheds. Lastlv,
as the new boundaries to some extent supersede the
ancient counties, county patriotism must be allowed
for in determining the new provinces. The result,
as^ illustrated by a map, is to divide England and
Wales into thirteen provinces centred respectively
round London, Cambridge, Oxford, Southampton,
Bristol, Plymouth, Cardiff, Birmingham, Notting-
ham, Leeds, Manchester, Newcastle, and an un-
chosen capital for the south-east province. While the
various provinces are not intended to be equal in
importance any more than they are in area, it is diffi-

cult to admit of any adequate division of Metropolitan
England, to use Mackinder's term, which is, and
must be, dominated by London. In the north the
problem is easier.

We have received a copy of the Egyptian Almanac
for the year 1917 (Government Press’; Cairo). The
almanac is descriptive rather than statistical, and so
forms a complementary volume to the Annuaire Statis-
tique. There arc chapt’ers on the geographical features,
agriculture and industries, and on the work of the
various public departments. The section on the an-
tiquities department has been considerably extended,
and contains a list of the principal antiquities and
monuments of art. A transliteration system of Arabic
is added to the almanac. It would have enhanced the
usefulness of the volume if a list of maps published bv
the survey department had been added.

A^rexewal of wintry weather occurred in all parts
of Great Britain on the three davs March 7-9, and
the cold snap was greatly intensified bv a keen and
searching easterly wind. Slight snow' w’as experi-
enced generallv. On March 7 the highest day tem-
peratures failed to rise above the freezing-point at
most of the health resorts reporting to the Meteoro-
logical Office in the northern and eastern English
districts. On March 8 the minima, or lowest tenx-
peratures, in the early morning were below 20^ over
Scotland, as well as at places in the north of England.
At Aberystwyth the sheltered thermometer fell to iq°
and at Bournemouth to 22°. In the London suburbs
the lowest temperatures in the screen w’ere generally
about 22°, and at Hampstead the thermometer fell

below 20®. The day temperatures were almost as
low as on March 7. On the morning of March 9
the^ thermometer reading w’as again very low, regis-
tering 15^ in parts of Scotland, and 20° at several
stations in the east and south-east of England, as well
as^ in the London suburbs. Much milder weather, with
rain, set in over the south-west of England, and the
change spread rapidly to other parts of Great Britain.

CoMMUXiCATiox 149 from the Physical Laboratory
of the University of Leyden contains the results of
the measurements of the specific heat at constant
pressure of solid and liquid nitrogen carried out by
Prof. Kamerlingh Onnes and Dr. W. H. Keesom. The
pure nitrogen used was condensed and entered the
calorimeter at a low temperature. It was there heated
electrically through a range of temperature of about
a degree, and the work done and the rise of tempera-
ture observed. The calorimeter was enclosed in a
vacuum jacket kept at a low temperature w diminish
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j
the flow of heat from its surrounding's. The atomic

I
heat of the solid nitrogen at 15^^ Absolute is i-6, at 20°

I

2*4, at 40° 4*5, at 50“ 4-9, and at bo'^ 5*3. The atomic

I

heat of the liquid nitrogen above the triple point 63°
‘ is 6-6 up to 76° Absolute.

I

A NEW* list of small electric furnaces, for tempera-
i tures up to 1000° C., has just been issued by Messrs.
I A. Gallenkamp and Co., Ltd. These furnaces are

I

characterised^ by a simplicity of construction and ease

I
of manipulation which should render them of consider-

J

able value in chemical and other laboratories. The
j

general advantages of electric furnaces are well known,
! but b}' many it may not yet be realised how much

I

more convenient their use fias become since the intro-

j
duction of high-resistance, high-melting-point alloys,

i such as are employed in the apparatus referred to here.

! These materials enable bmall furnaces to be w'ound for

j

use on voltages up to 250 (direct or alternating,*, while
' the low-temperature coefficient of the winding obviates
the continued attention during heating-up that is

demanded by a platinum or nickel wound furnace.

I

In addition, the renew’al of the heating tube, should

I
breakdown occur through accidental over-running, is

quickly carried out and at small cost. The types
listed comprise a good selection of single and multiple
tubular furnaces for combustion and explosion tube
work. Muffle furnaces suitable for general chemical
analysis and for small metallurgical operations are
constructed on similar lines, while a vertical crucible
furnace^ has recently been included in the list. This
latter piece of apparatus is provided with a device for
lifting the crucible from the heating tube from below’’

—an arrangement which should greatly conduce to
ease of working. The list gives useful information as
to the power consumption for each size of furnace,
while prices of renew*al tubes and of suitable regu-
lating resistances are quoted fn each instance.

A PAMPHLET entitled “Slav Achievement in Ad- ‘

vanced Science," by Prof. B. Petronievics, of Bel-
grade (American ’Book Supply Co., Ltd., is.),

contains brief accounts of the following w^orthies

:

(1) Copernicus, (2) Boscovich, (3) Lobachevski,
(4) Mendeleeff. They are all interesting, and
(2) and (4) are particularly good. Even to an
English reader (i) goes over familiar ground,
and (3) contains blemishes in detail w^hich make it

rather untrustw'orthy. Thus from p. 19 the reader
would infer that CD in the figure is a “straight”
line; on p. 21 it appears as the locus of points “equi-
distant from AB, and is, therefore, not a straight
line. Riemann's “plane ” (p. 22) cannot be com-
structed in Euclidean space, but w’e have an exact
image of it in ordinary spherical geometry; ue, we
can translate any formula of the latter into a formula
for the Riemann plane. Similarly, formulae for the
so-called pseudosphere in ordinary space can be applied
to the geometry of a plane in Lobachevski ’s space.
As illustrations of recent advance in scientific thought,
w’e may remark that no one now^ w-ould claim for
Copernicus’s theory any absolute superiority over
Ptolemy’s; it is only a matter of choosing axes of
reference assumed to be fixed, and since the sun
undoubtedly moves with reference to the fixed stars,
the simplest explanation of celestial motions compels
us to discard the Ccjiernican axes, at any rate as a
fixed system. Again, the theory of electrons has
brought in a mathematical analysis wffiich in some
resp^s is analogous to Boscovich ’s. We are glad to
learn that Prof. Petronievics is about to ‘publish a
work “On Simultaneous Discoverers”; this ought to
be very interesting.

From the early davs of the industries based on coal-
tar products it has been fashionable to illustrate the
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derivation of synthetic dyes and other commercially

important subkances from coal-tar by diagranis

somewhat on the lines of a genealogical table* This

method of demonstrating the importance of coal-tar

and the direct products of its distillation becomes
increasingly difficult each decade, because of new
developments which are constantly being made.

Messrs. G. Allen and Unwin, Ltd., are responsible

for the publication of one of the latest of these “ coal-

tar charts,” which was adapted by Dr. T. H. Norton

from a diagram originally drawn up by Dr, von

Brunck, the veteran director of the Badische Aniline

and Soda Company. In this chart the genesis of

many important modern dyes is traced from six direct

or immediate coal-tar derivatives, namely, benzene,

toluene, the xylenes, naphthalene, phenol, and anthra-

cene. Among the recent additions are the substantive

wool dyes of "the anthraquinone series, of which alizar-

ine saphirol may be taken as> type. The direct cotton-

blues are valuable colours, the derivation of which

from tolidine and dianisidine is indicated, and refer-

ence is made to some of the more important chromed
colours. It is, however, significant of the rapidity

with which these charts become obsolete, that in the

present instance no place is found for the direct coal-

tar product, carbazole, and its important derived

colour, hydrone-blue.

The North-East Coast Institution of Engineers and
Shipbuilders has just issued a standard specification

for cargo-steamer engines. This specification is for

reciprocating triple-expansion engines intended for

moderate-speed cargo-boats engaged in general trade,

and is based on the best practice of the day ; the object

in view is the ultimate standardisation of parts. It is

hoped that the specification will be extenT^ to include

not only the main engine proportions and scantlings,

but also the boilers, auxiliaries, and other details.

The council proposes that an annual revision should

be made in order that the specification may be kept
thoroughly up to date. In view of the tasks which
will have’ to be faced directly the war is over, the

specification and proposals are of importance, and 'will

tend to improve the organisation of our shipbuilding
industry in this class of vessel.

OUR ASTROl^OmCAL COLUMN.
Eclipse Test of Einstein's Theory of Gravita-

tion.—At the meeting of the Royal Astronomical
Society on March 9, the Astronomer Royal directed

attention to the favourable opportunity \^ch w’ould
be afforded by the total eclipse of the sun on May 28,

1919, for testing Einstein’s predicted deflection of a
ray of light in passing close to the sun. The theoreti-

cal displacement of a star near the sun is 1-75^ ro/r,

where is the sun’s radius, and r the perpen-
dicular distance of the ray from the sun’s centre.

At the -eclipse of June, igiS, visible in the United States,

the sun will be situated in a region poor in stars, but
on May 28, 1919, it will be in the Hyades group.
There will then be thirteen stars in the vicinity of
the sun, of magnitudes 4*5 to 7*0, for w'hich’ the
theoretical displacements range from 1*20'^ to 0-26".

The greater part of the track of this eclipse “will

unfortunately ^ over the Atlantic, not far from the
equator, but, in view of the importance of the sug-
gested obsenrations, it is hoped that suitable ob-
serving stations may be found in Brazil or Liberia.
A re-examination of the pliotographs taken by the
Greeawdch observers at Sfax in 1905 revealed three
star images, and a possible fourth image involved in
the corona, but no trustw^orthy deduction as to the
reaKty of the Einstein effect could be made. These
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photographs, however, show, that the standard astro-

graphic telescope employed is quite a suitable instru-

ment for the purpose in view.

The Variable Nebula N.G.C. 2261.—Dr. V. M.
Slipher, director of the Lowell Observatory, has ob-

tained a spectrogram of Hubble’s variable nebula

N.G.C. 2261, to which reference has previously been

made in this column (Nature, vol. xc., p. 29S). The
nebula is of cometic form, and has the irregular

variable star R. Monocerotis as its nucleus. The
nebula and star have been found to show the same
peculiar spectrum, consisting of a continuous spectrum

with bright lines or bands which are not identical

with those of gaseous nebulae. The observation sug-

gests that the nebula shines by reflected light of the

pulsating nucleus, Mr. Lampland has obtained two

direct photographs with the 40-in. reflector, one on

March 2, 1916, and the other on January 25, 1917,

showing striking differences in parts of the nebulous

detail. The magnitude of the apparent changes sug-

gests that no actual transference of matter takes

place, but rather that we witness the progressive

motion of pulses of light resulting from fluctuations

in the brightness of the variable star. The displace-

rfient is estimated at 15 seconds of arc, and, assuming
this to be perpendicular to the line of sight, which
would generally overstate the distance, ‘the parallax

of the nebula ’would he about 0*00027". The corre-

sponding distance would be 12,000 light-3'cars.

THE CHEMICAL ENGINEER.

T he president and council of the Faraday Society

are to be congratulated on their enterprise in

organising a veiy successful debate on the training

and work of the 'chemical engineer held on March 6,

which supplements the discussion in November last

on the same subject before the London .section of the

Society of Chemical Industry. The importance of a
knowledge of engineering to the chemist engaged in

industr}* was accepted by all present, but the speakers

suowecl a great difference of opinion in their definition

of the chemical engineer. Sir George Beilby, who
initiated the discussion, considered that chemical

engineering has for its function the design and con-

struction of apparatus required for the carrying out

of chemical processes on a manufacturing scale. The
chemical engineer is a specialist who not only has at

his command a sound knowledge of chemical pheno-
mena and laws, but, more important still, he must
be able to see chemical problems from the chemist’s

point of view.
Prof. Donnan drew a distinction between research

chemists, engineer-chemists, and chemical engineers,

using the last term in the same sense as Sir George
Beilby. The engineer-chemist is the ordinary chemi-
cal student to whom a good deal of engineering
knowledge has been imparted, or, as Prof. Donnan
termed it, applied physical chemistry. He corresponds
to -what is usually known as the plant chemist in

chemical industry—that is, the trained chemist who
has naturally mechanical aptitude and has gained
engineering knowledge by experience. Prof. Donnan ’s

desire was to include a comprehensive draining in

engineering in the four years’ course for chemists.
It was suggested that some attempt should be
made by the teacher at the end of three years to

state as to what branch of chemistry a particular
student showed the greatest aptitude. Prof. Donnan
very properly laid considerable stress on the rarity of
the really gifted research worker, who was born
rather than made by training.
Even more important in this connection "was Sir
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G^rge Beilby’s statement that the point of view of
’

the engineer is not so far removed from that of the
ordinary intelligent person that the latter cannot
grasp, in a general way, his aims and objects; but
the thoughts and aims of the chemi^t are for the

most part quite inscrutable to the vast majority ot

fellow-men. Since the chemist's views are so mmeh
further removed from everyday notions and concep-
tions than are those of the engineer, it is wiser first

to imbue the mind of the student thoroughly with the

more difficult, because less ordinary, point of view.

On the other hand, many of the speakers <eem« d to

advocate that chemists should be trained a> chemical
engineers—that is, primarily to design and contre*!

chemical plant; and that the factor of cost in relation

to chemical processes should not be overlooked.

From the point of view of the chemical manufac-
turer, it was urged that the main requirement of the

industry was men fully equipped with a real know-
ledge of chemistry : the individual with mechanical
aptitude would without difficulty be able to learn

enough to think as an engineer, and appreciate en-

gineering problems.

In addition to the sci'eme outlined by Pntf. Donnnn
for the training- of the would-be WL>rk5 chemist in

engineering^ papers were contributed by Mr. C. H.
Darling- on the training in physics given at the Fins-

^

bury College, and by Mr. J. \V. Hinchley on the
j

course at the Im]>erial College. The former cour>e
j

i.s designed to make the student acquaintt.d -with the

type of instrument he will later met-t with in works,
j

but it was recognised by Mr. Darling that the young
^

chemist who is lu be "of the maximum^ use io his -

employer must, in addition to the possession of speci-
i

fic knowledge, hav'e hi^ ideas running in the right
j

grooves,
j

HIGH-SPEED TELEGRAPHY,

The report of the committee appointed by the

Postmaster-General in December, 1913, to con-

sider the question of high-speed telegraphy has now
been issued in the form of a White Paper (Cd, 8413,

price 3d.). Unfortunately the work of the committee
was interfered writh by the outbreak of war in August,

1914, w'hich cut short a series of tests designed to show
the best results w’hich various competing systems

could produce under identical conditions. In the

absence of comparative statistics the complete exami-
nation of all the claims of rival inventions is^ im-

possible, but as such minute statistical comparisons

w’ould be mainly valuable in connection with further

investigation, the considerations on which the com-
mittee’s recommendations have been framed should

suffice for the present.

The question before the committee resolved itself

into a rivalry betw’een automatic high-speed systems

on one hand, and the multiplex on the other,

though the inventions of Mr, Creed and the^ advent

of various keyboard i>erforators affected the situation

of the former. Automatic high-speed^ svstems were
fully reviewed, but the conclusion arrived at by the

committee is that for ordinary commercial telegraph

work between the main centres of the British Post

Office service the inventions based on the multiplex

method are superior, as they conduce to economy in

staff, are subject to fewer serious stoppages and
delays than automatic systems, and necessitate less

spare plant and less costly maintenance. The funda-

niiental principles of nearly all multiplex instruments

are based on the Baudot system, in\’ented more than

thirty years ^go. Ten years later it assumed, in the

hands of the' original inventor, practically its present
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form. Although sonit* of its main principles had been
anticipated by earlier inventors, Baudot was the first

who combined them into a system of practical utility,

I

and the production of the system may be regarded as

marking an epoch in the histoiy* of telegraphy. The
i leading feature.*? of the Baudot system are : (n its

methed ut obtaining synchronism; (2) its direct trans-

I

misi^iun fr-om keybc<ard to line; (3^ its cadence and
' speed; (41 its direct printing on slip.
' Of the multiplex systems at present available, the
' Western Electric is said to have given the best re-
’ suits, iind ihi" committee recommends that a number
I of quadruple duplex installations of this apparatus be
' ordered. Seven or eight sets -Nhould suffice, as al-

I
though pre-'Cnt tondilions favour the rapid application

i of s\^tem^ with the greatest output, it is desirable

I

to avoid too great a dislocation of working, and tu

i allow time, so far a.s possible, for other makers to
’ demunstr.'itt* their capabilitie*-. Page- or column-

}

printing is prrferable to tape-printing on the busiest

1
routes, and. the Wesi*-rn Elt eerie Company's page-
printing on a continuous roll of paper, cut off after

each message, i-^ quite -atistactory. The com-
mitie(^ dee- not consider it du^irablt* that either

page- or column-printing -should be adopted thrr»ugh-

out the s»-rvice to the exclusion of tape-printing,

whiif* rh»* ('reed receiving apparatus is recoin-
menueti for ust- in the Post Office n«'ws service.

The application of printing- methods to the less im-
pc»rrant circuits should h- kept -teadily in view, and
early trials of the one-way and two-way installations

of the Western Electric, and of the light line printer
nf the Automatic Telephone Manufacturing Company,
are rf commended. The committee was impress^
with the fx/ssihility of two-way working- with on©
operator at each end, both tu signal their messages
simultaneously to the other end, and then both"^ to

gum the tape. An hourly load can be carried in this

way equivalent to the average Morse load with two
operators at each end, and having the additional ad-
vantage of printing the telegrams. The ' committee
predicts that the introduction of multiplex methods
for news work will call for serious consideration in

the near future, and it urges that the application
of these systems, to give simultaneous communication
on one wire between each one of three or possibly
more offices, should be kept in \'iew as multiplex
methods ar© extended.

HEREDITY AXD DISEASE.
TN the lately issued Bulletins No*;. 16 and 17 of the

Eugenics Record Office (Cold Spring Harbour,
New York) Prof. C. B. Davenport and Dr. Elizabeth
B. Muncey discuss Huntington's Chorea in relation

to Heredity and Eugenics ’’ and “ The Hereditary Fac-
tor in Pellagra." Nearly a thousand cases of the
chorea “can be traced back to some half-dozen indi-

viduals who migrated to America during the seven-
teenth century." The disease manifests itself in vari-

ous sets of symptoms—ner\’Ous tremors, dementia, etc.,

—most of which act as dominants. Though the here-
ditary nature of the disease has been recognised for
generations, “there is no clear evidence that persons*
l^ionging to the choreic lines voluntarily abstain to

any marked degree from, or are selected against, in

marriage." With regard to pellagra, there appears to
be a distinct hereditar\’ predisposition to infection;
nearly half the children of a pair of susceptible parents
are themselves susceptible. •

The long-disputed question of the influence of poison
on germ-cells has received another contribution in Dr.
Raymond Pearl’s paper on the effect of continued
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administration of certain poisons to the domestic fowl,

with special reference to the progeny (Proc. Amer. Phil.

Soc., Iv., 1916, pp. 243-58). This is an abstract of

three papers from the Maine Agricultural Experiment
Station, and a fuller memoir is promised later.

^

A
new feature in this research is that “the foundation

stock used came from pedigreed strains of two breeds.

Black Hamburgs and Barred Plymouth Rocks . . .

whose genetic behaviour under ordinary circumstances

may be predicted with a degree of probability amount-
ing practically to complete certainty.” The birds were
treated by inhalation with ethyl alcohol, methyl
alcohol, or ether, and examination of the offspring

gave the surprising result that “ out of twelve different

characters for w^hich w'e have exact quantitative data,

the offspring of treated parents taken as a group are

superior to the offspring of non-treated parents in eight
characters.” Dr. Pearl does not consider that his

results contradict those of the experiments by which
several recent workers—such, for example, as
Laitinen and Stockard—have established the degener-
ate nature of the offspring of many alcoholised mam-
mals. He points out that the strength of treatment
may be such as to exercise a selection among the
getm-cells, so that, through the elimination of feeble

sperms and ova, a larger proportion than usual of

vigorous gametes in the narcotised animals take part

in the production of z\^gotes, w’hereas with a stronger
treatment all the gametes are injuriously affected.

It is likely that the germ-cells of birds niay be less

affected than those of mammals by such influence,

and Dr, Pearl is certainly justifiM in asking for

caution in transferring these results to problems of
human inheritance, though he is apparently wnlling
to accept at their face-value the much-disputed
statistics of Elderton and Pearson, so loudly acclaimed
as an excuse for alcoholic indulgence among man-
kind. G. H. C.

THE a.E. NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL.
T
J
NDER the pressure of conditions of war, national

^ advantage is being taken of the services w’hich
science can render, through committees or by the
appointment of men of science to posts in Govern-
ment departments. Definite problems have to be
solved, and attention has to be concentrated upon
them, though this means that the freedom which is the
prime characteristic of exploration in scientific fields
is necessarily restricted. In the United States at
pre^nt there is no necessity of this kind; and the
National Research Council is, therefore, free to de-
velop a plan in which purely scientific investigation

its essential place, without consideration of
immediate problems of national defence and industrial
demands. The council has recendy sent a circular to
die chief educational instituticwis in the United States
recommending the formation of research committees
such as have been established already at the Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technology and certain other in-
stitutaons at its sug^stion. The obligations of men of
scienci^ towards national defence and industry are not
overloci^eaj hut it is equally important to provide for the
free srirotifiic research upon which great developments
wift depend In the future as in the past. “We must
not forget," says fhja council, “that pure science, not

patriotic impulse for national
servite or promise of fitiandal reward from in-

ppolits, ^ouM he accorded the encouragement
> wfudh enlighteed leaders of industry are so willing

to concede as its due,,”' We subjoin an abstract of the
,

' ,

points <tea|t with in the.dmilar from triikih' this
' m taken.
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Research Committees in Educational Institutions.

A very large piopottion of the scientific research
of the United. States is conducted in the laboratories
of educational institutions. It is now widely appre-
ciated that contact with knowledge in the making is

the most effective means of seizing and holding the
student’s attention. And it is also recognised that no
greater injury can be done to the cause of science
than to compel a promising investigator, fresh from
the researches of his graduate years, to relinquish
all hopes of further studies because of the com-
plete absorption of his time and energy by other
duties.

It is with the fulle.3t appreciation of tHe difficulties

which financial limitations involve, and with a sincere
desire not to interfere with the just demands of the
teacher’s profession, that the National Research
Council invites the co-operation of educational institu-
tions in the promotion of research at this ^ifical
period in our national progress. We believer'it to be
feasible, without decreasing the efficiency of the uni-
versity, the college, or the professional school as
teaching institutions, to increase greatly their contri-
bution to knowledge through research! Indeed, we
do not hesitate to say that if a portion of the time now
given to teaching w^ere devoted to investigation, and
if the courses of instruction were so altered as to take
full advantage of this change, the educational efficiency
of the institutions in question would be materially
enhanced. In extending a request for the formation
of research committees in educational institutions of
high standards, which accord serious support to
sciefitific research undertaken by the faculty and
advanced students, we beg to direct attention to some
of the possibilities which lie open to committees of
this character.

^
Before sending out a general invitation, a pre-

liminary test of the plan has been made in certain
institutions. The Massachusetts Institute of I’ech-
nology, Yale University, the University of 'Chicago,
North-western University, and Throop College of Tech-
nology have already established research committees
to co-operate with the council. In each case these
comniittees are composed of the president of the in-
stitution, two or three leading members of the board
of trustees who are interested in research, six or more
faculty members engaged in research, and two or
more members of the alumni occupied with research
or interested in its promotion. Following the example,
at least for the

_
present, of similar organisations

abroad,^ the council has directed its activities to the
promotion of research in chemistrj^ physics, engin-
eering, mathematics, astronomy, geolog}^ and palae-
ontology, geography, botany, agriculture," zoology and
animal morphology, physiology, medicine, hygiene,
psychology, and anthropology. There is no reason,
however, why other departments of research should
not be represented on the .research committees of
educational institutions w^herever this appears desir-
able.

In view of the importance of encouraging research
On the part of members of the faculties of colleges

do not undertake graduate instruction, the "in-
^ council is not limited to universities

and other institutions now jiving specific recognition
to research. It is highly important to encourage
^napetent men to continue the work of research begunm the^ university career, and a sympathetic research
oommittee could help greatly in this respect. Even
the existence of such a committee should serve as a
valuable stimulus to men who properlv look for some
tneasure of encouragement. In small institutioris

mpport (^n he given to research by a body
pf men who genuinely appreciate its sigtiifieiance.;
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As the invitation of the council is bein^ rather
widely extended, a word of caution may not be out
of place at this point. In the case of institutions not
in a position to give serious support to repeal ch, it

would evidently be inadvisable to appoint research
committees. It is quite possible, however, that the
strong moral support which could be given by a com-
mittee, even it it were unable to command large
financial aid, would justify its formation. Indeed,^it
is scarcely conceivable that a research committee really
in sympathy ^\ith the objects we have in view coulS
fail to secure valuable material assistance to com-
petent investigators.

Each research committee will doubtless discover its

own best method of procedure, adapted to the cir-

cumstances of the case. The following suggestions
as to possible lines of work may nevertheless be of
service in organi‘'ing the committees :

—

(1) Prepare a survey of the research already in pro-
gress in the institution in question.

(2) Assist in the preparation of a national census of
research indicating the equipment for research, the
men engaged in it, and the lines of investigation
pursued in Government bureaux, educational institu-

tions, research foundations, and industrial research
laboratories.

(3) Increase the supply of suitably trained men to

carry on research work. The tendency towards narrow
specialisation, so common at present, should he
counteracted by developing more interest in science

as a whole. Ilertures on the history of science, and
broad courses on evolution, cov’ering its various aspects

from the constitution of matter and the evolution of

stars and the earth to the rise of man and the develop-

ment of civilisation, should be widely encouraged.
From the purely educational point of view such counses
may be expected to produce a more favourable in-

fluence and leave a more lasting impression than
routine discussions of the minutiae of the various
branches of science, though the latter are obviously

essential in the training of the investigator.

(4) Develop a wider appreciation of the part which
men of science may play in researches bearing both
on industrial progress and national defence, including
those of ship design, aeronautics, the fixation of nitro-

gen, and many other subjects.

(5) More general co-operation and co-ordination in

research, within each educational institution and in

alliance wdth other workers outside, is another im-
portant subject for consideration.

(6) Interchange of research workers, especially to

secure for the smaller institutions the stimulus given

by leaders of research, should be strongly encouraged.

(7) Establishment of a large number of research

fellowships, each yielding one thousand dollars or

more annually,

fS) Establishment of research professorships and re-

search endowments.

(9) Encouragement of the spirit of research, and the

development of a sympathetic atmosphere in which the

investigator can work to the best possible advantage.

Central Committees on Research.

The National Research Council, with the co-opera-

tion of the American Association fc«: the Advancement
of Science, the American Chemical Society, the

American Physical Society, the American Ma^e-
matical Societ}% and other national scientific societies,

has establish^ a series of central committees to

organise research in ttie various branches of science.

The purpose of these committees may be outlined

as follows:

—

(i) To join in the preparation of the national census
of research. This will be taken by the census com-
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mittei* of the Ri-scarch Council, of which the chair-

men of the various central committees are members.
{2) To prepare reports embodying comprehensive

.surveys of the V'^^rger po:>sibilitie> of research in the

variou*, departs.* mts of pure science, suggesting im-
portant problenia and favourable opportunities for

investigation.

<3) To survey the economic and industrial problems
of the United* State.s, and report on po>sible means
of aiding in their solution by the promotion of re-

search in the fields represented by the various com-
mittee--. (In co-operation with the counciPs com-
mittee on the promotion of industrial research.)

(4) To indicate how* investigators in each com-
mitteeV field can aid in the solution of research

problems involved in strengthening the national de-
fence. (In ci>-operation w’ith the military committee
of the National Research Council.)

(5) To point out opportunities, national and inter-

national, for co-operation in research, and to assist

in the co-ordination of the various agencies already

established for this purpose.

(0) To keep in touch with the research committees
of educational institutions, and to supply r-esearch

problems, suggestions, or thesis subjects when re-

quested to do so.

(7) To i>erve as a national clearing-house of informa-
tion regarding re.search problems in each committee
field which arise from scientific, industrial, and other
sources, and are communicated to the council by local

research committees or other agencies.

(8) To promote research by such ether methods as
may prove advisable, including the encouragement
of such course^ of instruction in educational institu-

tions as are best adapted to develop greater breadth
of view, a wider understanding of the methods of

research, and a more general perception of the

national imwrtance of all forms of research, both
in pure and applied science; the more effsettw use
of existing research funds; the establishment of re-

search fellowships, research professorships, and re-

search endowments.

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE.

Birmingham.—Prof. R. Saundby having resigned his

ost as professor of medicine in’ consequence of ill-

ealth, the following resolution has been passed by
the University Council: “That in accepting the resig-

nation of Prof. Robert Saundby the council records

its great regret that circumstances of health have
rendered this step necessary. It desires to thank him
for his long and distinguished services to the medical
school in Mason College and the University, and
takes this opportunity m expressing its appreciaticMi

of the invaluable assistance which he has rendered to

medical educaJon during the twelve years in which
he has represented this University on the General
Medical Council.” ^

The work of Mr. John BEiraphreys, M.D.S., in

connection wdth the Odontotogical Museum of the Uni-
versitv" of Birmingh^ has been acknowledged by the

council in the following resolution :
“ That the council

desires to express its keen appreciation of the ability,

zeal, and generosity* with wrMch Mr. John Humphreys,
M.D.S., has m-osecuted for so many years the forma-
tion, in the Univershy,, of the Odontofogical Musetm;t;

and now that the cat^ogde of the specimens in thk

museum prepared by him ha^ been published by the

council, it t^s the opportimlty of opogratulating

him on the completion of the task. As a hurtha*

mark of its giaiitude to Mr. Humphreys for his Bte-
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long devotion to the scientific side of dental education,

so well illustrated bv this unique collection, the council

decides that the museum shall in future be named

‘The John Humphreys Odontological Museum. ’ ”

The family of the' late Frederic Milward of Red-

ditch has pfaced the sum of i20ol. in trust, for the

foundation of a scholarship to be known as the

Frederic Milward Scholarship, w^hich will be open to

pupils on the registers of the county secondary schools

of Redditch, and will be tenable at the University of

Birmingham by students attending day courses in

science, commerce, or engineering.

The Rev. P. S. Belton (a voluntary war-worker)

has been appointed honorary assistant and' demon-

strator in the metallurgical department.

Miss B. M. Bristol has been appointed honorary

assistant demonstrator in botany for the present term.

Oxford.—.\11 Souls College has come to the assist-

ance of the University finances by devoting fifteen

hundred pounds in aid of the general fund and the
|

like sum to the purposes of the Bodleian Librar}'.
|

In the present depleted state of the University chest,

owing to the war, these gifts are especially vrelcome.

On March 13 the form of statute establishing the

degree 6f doctor of philosophy was passed^ by Con-

gregation, and the statute was amended in certain

particulars.

In view of the value of the rabbit as food,
^

the

vice-chancellor of the University of London has given

instructions that it shall not be used in practical ex-

aminations in zoologj^ for science students or in

general biology for medical students during the

period of the war,

A RE.4i>iNa from the poems of Sir Ronald Ross,

K.C.B., F.R.S. (including the suite now appearing

in the Poetry Reviem)^ wdll be given on Friday, March
23, at 3 p.m., at the house of Sir William Lever on

Hampstead Heath. Sir Herbert \Varren> K.C.V.O.,
will preside.

The United States Department of the Interior has,

says Science, designated Minnesota as one of the three

States where mining experiment sfations are to be

established 'within a year. The Government will

appropriate 5000!. annually for the support of such

a station, and the State must supply the building.

,
The regents have asked for 35,000!, for this purpose.

Th^ are to foe ten such stations established eventu-

ally. Mihnesota’s importance a|s a mining centre

ha^ caused her to be selected as one of the first

Societies and academies.
London.

Society, March x.—Sir J. J. Thomson, presi-

dent*, in the chair.—^Prof. W, E. Dalby ; A graphical

method of drawing trajectories for high-angle fire.

A pteviohs paper by the author, printed in Series A,
yol,

,

xcii*, 239, "explained a graphical method of

finding the range* time of flight, angle o^ elevation,

and other eteirohts of a trajectory, from the data

giyen by a curve showing the resistance of a standard
in terms df the vek>c5t>\ The graphical method

followed the nhalytical method laid down in the mili-

tmr dealt vfith direct fire,

whtoi is offM«klly defined as **fire unier angle of

'The present; paper is ,a continuation

of 1he paper referred *0 above, adapting the graphical

method' tn higlMirigle- For this 'the density of

::ihe: to- be -brought into the calculation

df the; problem. '.Briefly,, the
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method consists in applying the graphical method
explained in the first paper in a series of steps, dealing

in each step first with the vertical element of the

trajectory and then with the corresponding horizontal

element of the trajectory. The magnitude of a step

is so selected that the influence of the change of

tenuity on the resistance is negligibly small during
the part of the trajectory corresponding to the step.

The value of a quantity corresponding to, but not the

same as, the ballistic coefficient in direct fire is

changed from step to step to allow for the changing
value of the tenuity as the shot moves in its trajectory.

The method is applied to determine the .trajectory of

a shell weighing 380 lb., fired from a 9*2-in. gun
elevated to 40^^, taking the conditions of the shots

fired during the jubilee Trials in i8q8.—Earl of

Berkeley, E. G. J.
Hartley, and C. V. Burton : Osmotic

pressures derived from vapour pressure measure-

ments.—Aqueous solutions of cane sugar and methyl

glucoside. The paper forms a continuation of re-

searches on the same subject already communicated
to the society. If the ratio of the va'pour pressure of

a pure solvent to the vapour pressure of a solution is

known, the osmotic pressure betw^een the solution

and the solvent can be theoretically calculated. Since

the osmotic pressure is proportional to the logarithm

of the ratio of the vapour pressures, a specially

accurate determination of the value of the ratio is

required in order to obtain good values for the

osmotic pressure. The paper deals with the experi-

mental arrangements for determining the vapour

densities and the special precautions that have been

taken to secure a high degree of accuracy. A number

of corrections applicable to the simple theoretical

formula have been examined, both experimentally and

theoretically. The experimental results given refer to

solutions of different deprees of concentration. The
dissolved substances dealt with are cane-sugar and

methvl glucoside and sulphuric acid, w’hile the solvent

in ea'ch case is w’^ater. The experiments w^ere made
at standard temperatures of o® C. and 30° C.—W

.

^ilson : The complete photo-electric f^rnission^ from

the alloy of sodium and potassium.^ The subiect of

this investigation is the law governing the variation

of the complete photo-electric emission with the tem-

nerature of the source of full radiation causing it.

Theoretical considerations indicate that this law should

be the same as that governing the temperature varia-

tion of the thermionic emission from . hot bodies,

namely, that expressed by the formula

where T is now the temperature of the source of

radiation, C is the photo-electric current per unit area

of the emitting substance, A and
(f>

are characteristic

of the substance and independent of T, and A is a

small number, probably not differing much frPm 2.

Experiments are described in which the alloy of

sodium and potassium was exposed to approximately

full radiation. A wide range of photo-electric currents

and the corresponding temperatures of the radiator

were measured, and the relation between them was
found to be well expressed by the above formula.

Aristoielian Society, February 5.—Dr. H. Wildon

Carr, president, in the chair.—F. C. Bartlett ; Valua-

tion and existence. Three important stages mark
the development of the act of valuing, fi) The atti-

tude of satisfaction, or of contentment, which is con-

ditioned by readiness of apprehension and the presence

of a feeling of ease. In this there is psychologically

no element of direction upon an object, althotlgh, as ,

a

matter of fatt, what is apprehended, the act of appre-



bending, and the feeling are all different, (iij The
stage of “liking,*' where what is apprehended begins
to be distinguished from the apprehension and the
feeling. In neither of these cases is there assertion
or assumption of existence, (iii) We have finally the
definite judgment forms: “This is beautiful, good,
etc.” With regard to the objects valued in these in-

stances no consideration of existence or of reality is

retjuired in the aesthetic judgment; in judgments of
economic value existence is probably indirectly

assumed; the moral judgment assumes existence only
if acts are to be considered as existing, fc«- it is solely

upon acts as performed that the moral judgment is

passed. In every instance of its .attribution it is

required that there should be something possessing
qualities and entering into relation with a subject.

Thus, neither in the rudimentary attribution of value,
nor in the developed value jud^ent, is anything of
necessity assumed or asserted with respect to

existence.

Geological Society, February 7.—Dr. Alfred Harker,
president, in the chair.—C. T. Trechmanu : The Trias
of New Zealand. The fossiliferous Triassic rocks of

New Zealand have been at different times attributed

by New Zealand geologists to a Devonian, Permian,
Permo-Carboniferous, Lower, Middle, or Upper
Triassic, or Trias-Jura age. They are distinct from
the Matai rocks, which contoin a Permo-Carboniferous
fauna. Triassic beds appear at intervals from Kawhia
to Nugget Point—a distance of 620 miles. They are
steeply inclined, and where they approach the Alpine
chain of the South Island pass into semi-metamorphic
greywackes or completely metamorphic phyllites and
schists. In the North Island only the Noric_ and
Rhaetic horizons have been recognised. The Trias
passes conformably up into Jurassic deposits. ITie

lowest fossiliferous horizon of the Trias occurs near
the top of a great thickness of greywackes, called the
Kaihiku Series The Kaihiku fossils are scanty in

species, and no cephalopods occur. The Kaihiku
fossil horizon is either late Middle or early Upper
Trias, and the great unfossiliferous series below it

represents the Middle and possibly Lower Trias. The
most highly fossiliferous division is the Camic—the
Oreti and Wairoa Series of New Zealand geologists.

Several of the Carnic fossils show affinities with
European Alpine forms. The Noric* horizon, the

Otapiri Series in part, is represented by felspathic

.sandstones. The Rhaetic, the upper part of the
Otapiri Series of local geologists, comprises a great
thickness of sandy and pebbly beds. Forty-seven
genera and species of molluscs and brachiop^s are

recorded, of which three genera and forty-one species

are regarded as new. The affinities of the New
Zealand Trias with that of the Malav Archipelago,
and especially of New Caledonia, are discussed.—Dr.
F. A. Bather : The Triassic crinoids from New Zealand
collected by Mr. C. T. Trechmann. The specimens
are all from the Kaihiku Series. Comparison of the
three new species based on all these remains with 'the

Triassic crinoids described from Europe, and especially

wdth those from North America, leads to the conclu-

sion that they are of Upper Triassic age, Thev bear,

however, no resemblance to the Upper Triassic

crinoids from Timor.—H. C. Sargent ; A spilitic facies

of Lower Carboniferous lava-flows in Derbyshire- Tlie

iCTeous rocks of Derbyshire form a basic $eries, con-
sisting mainly of lava’s and sills,, hitherto class^ as
oUvine-dolerites ar^ basalts. AH occur in Lower
Carboniferous strata. The lavas were submarine ahd
contemporaneous. Specimens of the lavas, from cer-

tain localities exhibit a trachjiiic stnictiire, and possess
affinities with both spilites and mugearites- Field :

evidence shows that these spilitic rocksy as a nilei
{
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underlie the basalts. The whole series may have been

derived from a common magma of normal basaltic

type, and by the upward passage of gases through

the magma a relative concentration of the alkalies

took place in its upper part. It is suggested that the

intense decomposition of the spilites is a case of auto-

metamorphism, due to retention of volatile consti-

tuents resulting from the physical environment of a

submarine flow. Since the spilites appear to be differ-

entiates from a normal basaltic magma, it is concluded

that they do not form a separate suite of igneous rocks

distinct from other alkaline rocks.

Royal Anthropological Institute, February 27.—Major
A. O'Brien : The criminal in the western Punjab.

Crime is so excessive in the' Punjab that if it were
on the same scale here, there would be 1500 murders
a year in the Un'ted Kingdom. The object of tht*

paper was to determine how far the Punjab criminal

is the outcome of his country's past history’ of inter-

necine wars and how far of the present methods of

administering law and order. A number of instances

were quoted to show that at present the law, however
majestic, is not very widely respected. The reasons

for this state of affairs may be summarised asjfollows :

The criminal code has not been adjusted with suffi-

cient regard to the popular notion of what is criminal

and what is not; the judicial system, supposed to have
been modified to suit the country, is neither Oriental

nor British, and falls between two stools; the official

staff of judges, magistrates, police, and Crown coun-

sel is quite inadequate to the work to be done. The
Punjabi has adjusted himself to these conditions by
taking infinite pains to fake his cases, w’hich leads

in return to his cases being viewed with the grayest

suspicion. The innocent get convicted in a sufficient

number of cases to encourage the policy of faking

against enemies. The guilty get off tod often ^ot-
free. Thus there is a vicious circle of real mme,
false accusations, acquittals, and more crimes in rtf-

venge for those unavenged judicially.

Paris.

Academy of Sciences, Januaiy 22.—M. A. d’Arson-
val in the chair.—The president announced the

death of General Bassot, and gave a summary
of his w’ork.—G. Bigonrdam : The first learned

societies of Paris in the seventeenth century.

The Academv of Montmor.—B. Gambier ; The
identity of B^zout.—M, Petrovitch : Value of the

action along various trajectories.—^M. Mesnager : A
formula in simple series of the uniformly charged
plate, fixed on a plane rectangular contour.—M.
Sanger : The energy possessed bv the earth from the

fact of its rotation "on itself, “when for the density at

its interior the law of variation d- 10(1 “-0*76

assumed.—M. Mazfir^ : The location of foreign bodies

by the X-rays without normal incidence and known
height of bulb.—C- K. Reonaii : Contribution to the re-

vision of the atomic weight of bromine. The density

of gaseous hydrogen bromide under reduced pressure.

The known action of pure dry hydrogen bromide upon
mercury excludes the direct measurement of the com-
pressibility of the gas. It can, however, be detemined
indirectly " by density measurements under different

pressures. In the exucriments described the gas was
prepared by tw’O methods : by direct synthesis from its

elements, ^nd by the interaction of potassium bromide

and pl^sphoric acid. The final density leads to 79*^24

as the atomic weight of tromine.^—W. L Murray :

'

marlM on the normal density of hvdrdbromic acid.

Work cap^ QWt at Geneva on similar lines to that

described in the preceding paRer, The gas w^as pre-

pared by the action of a limited quantity of watei^ on
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anhydrous aluminium brcwnide, followed by fractional

distillation. The mean densitj^ found was 3^6440 grams
per litre.—H. Hnbert ; Preliminary sketch of .the

geology of Senegal.—P. Fallot ; The tectonic of

Ibiza.—E. Belot : The satellite hypothesis and the

erogenic problem.—H. Devaax ; Cultural methods pro-

ducing an increase in the production of wheat.—L.
Route : The larval and post-larval development of the

fishes of the genus Mugil.

—

h. Berthelot ; Re-
searches on the production of phenol by micro-organ-

isms, An organism, named B. phenologenes, has been
isolated from the intestinal flora of man which is

capable of producing about ten times as much phenol

as the most active phenol-producing species hitherto I

known. With tyrosine as nutrient, a concentration of

800 mg. of phenol per litre is produced.—M.
Tonzes-BiacoH : The formation of turbidity in wine.

—

V. Raymond and J. Parisot : Trench feet. The authors
give evidence that this condition is due to an in-

fection by one or more moulds. >

i
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MATH.EMATICAI. ANALYSIS.

(1) Functions of a Complex Variable, Being
part I of voL ii- By Prof. E. Goursat.
Translated by Prof. E. R. Hedrick and O.
Dunkel. Pp. x 4-259. (Chicago and London:
Ginn and Co., 1916.) Price us. 6d.

(2) InUgrales de Lebesgue. Fonctions d’Ensemblc,
Classes de Baire. By C. de la Vallee Poussin.
Pp. viii4-i5i. (Paris: Gauthier-Villars et Cie,

1916.) Price 7 fr.

(3) Functions of a Complex Variable. By T. M.
MacRobert. Pp. xiv + 298. (London: Mac-
millan and Co., Ltd., 1917.) Price 12s. net,

(i) '^HIS is a competent translation of the last,
J- substantially revised, edition of the

original. Prof. Goursat needs no introduction to

the mathematical public, so we content oursdves
with directing attention to some of the features of
this admirable course. The definition of analytic

functbsn ” coincides with Cauchy’s definition of
“ fonction monog^ne ”

;
the properties of such

functions are developed with great lucidity, and
the student is easily led on to such ideas as power-
series, circles of convergence, Weierstrass’s
theory of analytic ccmtinuation, conformal repre-

sentation, and so on. Riemann’s surfaces are
alluded to, but not discussed; the main outline

follows Cauchy, and in this we think the author
is Judicious, because, however useful Riemann’s
surfaces are by their appeal to intuition, they
are not easily realised by a beginner, and they
have to be constructed in every special case by
analytical methods.

Specially noteworthy is the way in which Prof-

Goursat expounds some of the more recent dis-

coveries and riieorems, such as Weierstrass’s

factorial formulae, Mittag-LefEer’s theorem,
functions with natural boundaries (such as
Schwarzian functions), and so on. He has not
only mastered these subjects, but is able to disct^s

them in an original and illuminating manner.
.For example, the brief discussion of Abel’s
tbeorem 244-50) brings out ibe essential

point that if K{x, y) is a rational function of

X, y, and (xi, yi) is an intersection of two curves
= o, ^= o, then the sum ]§R(3fi, yj), taken over

all the intersections, is a rational function of the

coefficients of This is the real basis of

Abel’s theorem
; all tibe rest is dets^, which may

be troublesome enough in any particular case.

There is a comparatively long sectk>nt on
elliptic functions; another on the apolication of
them to curves of deficiency i

;
Hermite’s im-

portant theory of *‘cuts ” is ex:plained ; and the last

chapter is on functions of several variables. Alto-

gether we could not wish for a better handbook
mi- students of fuimtion-^theoiy ; it is petn-

pact, and consistent; the references are to first-

rate authorities, and sufficient to intriodiice

teader ix> the original souroesw We glad
that ffiO' methods of' Cauehy, and,: Henmte ate
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given such prominence, because they are of per-

manent value, and only require some modifica-
tions of minor importance to bring them up to

the current standard of rigour.

(3) Every now and then an advance in function-
theory compels us to revise our notion of a de-
finite integral. When the nature of Fourier
series had been properly understood, Riemann
generalised the definition of an integr^ so as to
apply to them, and Dirichlet followed on the same
lines. One of the main topics of the present
course is a new definition of an integral (the

Lebesgue integral) reducing, as. the case may be,

to the Riemann or the ordinary integral when
it exists, but applicable to cases where both the
previous definitions are at fault. Although brief,

the course is so far self-contained that it ought
to be intelligible to a reader who knows little or
nothing about the theory of sets or that of trans-
finite numbers

;
the first section deals with

measurable sets and their content, and the nature
of Lebesgue integrals; the second with ‘‘additive

functions of sets”; the third with Baire’s classi-

fication of functions of sets. The last, so far as
we can judge, is an important notion, more or

less comparable with Hadamard’s classification of
whole functions (mutatis mutandis, of course),

and adding one more to the family of “well-
ordered classes” or sequences. Another point
that cannot fail to strike the reader is the extra-

ordinary difference between the properties of open
and closed sets; this distinction is not a new
one, but its importance is becoming more and
more clear.

The author is sparing in his use of new
symbols and technical terms ; one, however,
seems deserving of mention as being likely to be
very convenient. If E is any set and its com-
plement in the whole fidd consicfered, the

characteristic function (or characteristic) of E, is

defined as being i for any elen^nt of E, and o
for any element of E'. Much use is made of the

theory of lattices, more or less in the manner of

Minkowski. It is scarcely necessary to add that

the author’s treatment is original, even when deal-

ing with the discoveries of others, and that he coor
tributes much of his own invention.

Although isot quite analogous to the problems
of this course, we may give an easy example
to show the kind of diffictdries with whidi it

deals. Take a real poritive variable x, and de^
fine f(x) to be I whm x rational, and 2 when
X is irrational; tiien f(x) is p^ectly definite over
any closed interval (a, but the integral of

f(x) from a to b does not exist, either in the
ordinary sense or in that of Riemann, because
f(x} has finite oscillation within any interval

tx, howler small, and the discontinuities are
crowded together. We have, however, an upper
limit int^fral a (b - stud a lower limit

(b — ''

I

'

- (3V Mr, MadRoheit, has i written a book fibat is

iikdj to he tety useful; it is not too big, tfee

ol dteoietes is jddiciotis, arid, there ^ k
:
Ibfge df rea%' InstritetSve examples,,,
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worked and unworked. Beg'inning* with the

ordinary definitions of complex numbers, etc., the

author goes on to holomorphic functions, contour

integration, and power-series
;

then we have

Weierstrass’s theory of infinite products, and

after this various applications to gamma-func-

tions and elliptic functions (both first-stage and

second-stage). Finally, there are four chapters on

linear differential equations, with applications to

Legendre and Bessel functions. Singular points

are considered after the manner of Cauchy;
Weierstrass’s theory of analytical continuation is

explained; there is a good introduction to the

work of Fuchs, Frobenius, etc., on linear

differential equations ;
and the last chapter shows

how to find solutions of aw'' + + c-za= o by
means of definite integrals, with illustrations com-
prising Bessel functions and the hypergeometric
series.

It is a small matter, perhaps, but we regret

to see on p, 2 the formula tSinQ= yjx put in

such a context that a beginner is apt to take it as

a definition of amp{5t:-My). The proper defini-

tion of the latter is that it is any angle satisfying

the two relations cos 6 =xfr, sixx Q^yjr, where
r= (^ + *y

I
= + V + y2), N’o other definition

meets the requirements of function-theory.

G. B. M.

PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY.
Theoretical Chemistry^ from the Standpoint of
Avogadro^s Rule and Thermodynamics, By
Prof. Walter Nernst. Revised in accordance
with the seventh German edition by H. T.
Tizard- Pp. xix+ 853. (London: Macmillan
and Co., Ltd., 1916.) Price 155. net.

fact that a fourth English edition of this

treatise, based on the seventh German
edition, has l^en called for is sufficient testimony,
if any were still required, to the excellence of a
work which has made for itself a high reputation
for its individuality and lucidity. First published
more than twenty years 'ago, the book was written
from a definite point of view, emphasised in the
title, owing to the belief of the author that “the
theoretical treatment of chemical processes—^the

most important part of my task—depended, first,

on the Rule of Avogadro, which seems to me an
almost inexhaustible

* horn of plenty ' for the
mc4ecular theoiy; and, secondly, on die Laws of
Energy, which govern all natural processes.”
The position thus taken up by the author has
become increasingly justified with time.

But although we give a glad welcome to this
new edition of a valuable book, w^e cannot but
feel some regret that certain sections should not
have been made rather more modern, and that
little or no attention should be given to some
recent and^ valuable contributions to physico-
chemical science. The translator frankly recog-
nises that **the char^tfer of the work is slowly
chan^hg, since it is no longer possible in a book
of this size to describe fully aU modem develop-
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ments of theoretical chemistry.” This is quite

true, but the reviewer cannot but feel that if the
necessary trouble were taken, a certain amount of
rearrangement of the matter would allow most
of the important new developments to be at least

indicated, if not fully treated. It must be regretted,

for example, that in a book of this character no
mention is made of the recent important work on
X-ray spectra and the bearing of this on the

atomic theory. Moreover, certain other sections,,

such as that on osmotic pressure, might with
great advantage be rewritten (so far as the

experimental work is concerned), in view of the

investigations, in this particular field, of Morse
and his collaborators, and of Lord Berkeley and
E. G. J. Hartley. One table giving the results

obtained by Morse and Frazer is reproduced, but

it refers to some of the earlier work of these in-

vestigators carried out before their apparatus and
technique had been perfected. In the case of this

subject, moreover, the importance of which the
author recognises, something more might be ex-

pected than the bare reference which is made to

the work of Lord Berkeley and Mr. Hartley.

(In passing, one may point out a misprint which
seems to have gone through all editions of this

work; namely, on p. 133, Flurin instead of Flusin.

Likewise in the index.) Defects such as those

indicated certainly diminish the value of the work
for the general student, and the reviewer cannot
regard as complete compensation the interesting

treatment of Nernst’s own researches, such as the
sections dealing with the specific heat of solids

and all that is based thereon, and the Nernst heat
theorem.

Nevertheless, although there will always be a
difference of opinion regarding the emphasis to be
placed on the various sections of the subject, we
cannot but recognise the success with which the
author gives, in general, a survey of a very large
and growing branch of knowledge; and this new
edition of an inspiring and intellectually bracing
book will doubtless receive the welcome it de-

serves. We ought also to express to the trans-

lator our appreciation of the general excellence

of his work. Is, however, one may ask him,
“ depolarisators ” (p. 778) an English word?

A. F.

OUR BOOKSHELF.
The Land and the Empire. By Christopher
Tumor. Pp. 144. (London

: John Murray,
1917.) Price 3^. 6d. net.

Mr. Turnor is well known as an enthusiastic
landowner who firmly believes in the future of
British agriculture if only it is properly taken in

hand. He divides his book into three parts : the
errors of the past ; land settlement and education

;

and a sketch of an organised agricultural industry,
^e keynote to the whole is that a new outlook
is wanted. On the rural side the Government, the
landowners, and the farmers must all be brought
to recognise that the holding of land implies the
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•duty of cultivating' it in the best possible manner

;

on the urban side the people must realise that the

country ought never again to be so dependent on
sea-borne food as it has been during the past fifty

years. Henceforth, Mr. Tumor urges, security of

supply must be the motto, instead of a cheap

supply at all hazards; and, lastly, the workers

themselves must have a new outlook, and realise

that salvation for our future economic troubles

lies in unrestricted, and not in restricted, individual

^output.

Mr. Tumor argues his case extremely well, and

•drives home his arguments with numerous dia-

igrams illustrative of his statistics.

One of the secondary effects of the war is

'that agriculture is fast becoming a controlled in-

dustry, and experiments in organisation are being

tried now on a vastly larger scale than before.

Already some of the sue'p'estions of the reformers

have been carried out. We have minimum prices

;

•we shall soon have a minimum wage. The Game
Laws have had a hole knocked through them, and

in several directions the new conditions are

•advanced beyond the wildest dreams of 1914. We
•shall soon see how the new order is going to work,

and in the meantime we can only welcome the

fullest discussion of the agricultural problem as

it is and as it seems likely to shape itself.

2Iorphology of Invertebrate Types, By Dr. A.

Petrunkevitch. Pp. xiii4-263. (New York:

The Macmillan Co. ;
London : Macmillan and

Co., Ltd., 1916.) Price 6s. net.

This volume is divided into twenty-eighf chapters,

each dealing with one type. Each chapter con-

sists of a description of the systems of organs of

•a type and a series of instructions to be followed

In the examination of the animal. Much import-

ance is rightly attached to the drawings which

the student is directed to make, and to do away

•with any tendency to copy the figures included in

the book these are either diagrammatic or repre-

sent some related type. This latter device has

'here and there its disadvantages, e.g, the figures

of Ankylostoma and Wilsonema are of relatively

‘little use in aiding the student to understand the

•structure of Ascaris; there are. too many differ-

»ences between Ascaris and the types figured.

The descriptions are accurate, and on the whole

•well done, though some parts are too short, e.g.

•the accounts of the nephridia of the earthworm

•and of Nereis are inadequate. The types chosen

•are all found in America, except the^ Trematode

Dicrocoelium lanceaium and the medicinal leech,

"but many of them occur also in Britain or are

•closely similar to British species, and the

will therefore be helpful to those ** on this side

who desire an account of the general anatomy of

•such types as Pennaria, Sertularia, Tima, Aurelia,

‘Dendrocoelum, Daphnia, a spider (Agelena),

Asterias, Venus, Limax, Loligo, and Molgula.

But in most laboratories in this country where

^similar types are studied, probably more attention

is devoted to the finer structure of some of the

^organs, e,g, the nephridia cited above.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
[The Editor does not hold himself respofisihle for

opinions expressed hy his correspondents. Neither

can he undertake to reiurnf or to correspond with

the writers of, rejected manuscripts intended for

this or any other part of N.-vture. No notice is

taken of anonymous communications,^

The Horizontal Temperature Gradient and the Increase

of Wind with Height.

If the horizontal layers of air were isothermal (the

upper layers having the lower temperature), then the

gradient winds at different heights would be propor-

tional to the temperatures (absolute) at those heights.

Consequently the wind would decrease with height,

and although a higher temperature at a given altitude

over the higher pressure is a necessary corollar. of an
increase of wind with height, the converse is not

necessarily true. It is clear on reflection that with
such a temperature distribution as that described

above, the temperature at any point in BD of Mr.
Dines *s diagram in Nature of March 8 (p. 24) would
be below the temperature at the corresponding point

in AC, so that BD would be less than AC, and conse-

quently V less than V ; but the actual relation runs

some risk of being obscured by Mr. Dines ’s use of iso-

baric surfaces which in other respects gives an admir-
ably simple exposition of a theorem in atmospheric

I

dynamics, and shows also that if the isobaric and

I

isothermal surfaces coincide there is no variation of

i
wind wdth height. Incidentally, during the past winter

months the mean isotherms have run from N.W. to

' S.E., and have given at 6000 ft. a N.W. ‘‘thermal”

I

wind of about metres per second superposed on the

wind between 1000 and 1500 ft. E. Gold.
Meteorological Section, R.E., March 16.

A Fixed System of Grating interference Bands.

\

I WISH to direct attention to a very remarkable

j

property possessed by one of the systems of inter-

1 ference bands which make their appearance when
J w’hite light is reflected from a plane replica-film

i grating, backed by a parallel silvered surface

i separated by a film of air. The appearance of the
fringes in question is shown in the accompanying

' photograph, when the grating has 14,508 lines to

the inch and the air-space is 0*0740 cm.

j

This system of bands, -when examined by a spec-

trometer with a fixed collimator, remained absolutely

fixed in the field of view of the telescope as the

grating was rotated. This rotation has the effect

only of moving the spectrum to and fro across the

i field of view without, in the least, altering the posi-

j

tion of the dark fringes. This important property,

w^hich is uniquely exhibited by these fringes, seems
to have escaped the notice of Prof. C. Bams, who
has dealt with grating interferences and with their

application to the displacement interferometry in a
series of papers which appear in a collected forn:^ in

;
the monograph **On the Production of Elliptic Inter-

f
ferences in Relation to Interferometry’’ (Carnegie

) Publication No* 149, 1911).
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The fringes appear to be due to the interference

between two portions of light arising out of the

single beam incident on the grating, one of them
being reflected at the silvered surface and then

diffracted out by the grating element which it meets,

and the other being diffracted into the air space b}'

the same grating eleme9.t and then reflected out by
the silvered surface. The path difference is equal to

2/ (cos X - cos

w’here 0 and X are the angles of incidence and
emergence respectively, and t the thickness of the

air film. Therefore the condition for interference is

2/ (cos X- cos ()!))=—iix
. . . .

(i)

where K is an integer.

But since we are using the grating, 0 and X ai

connected by the relation

d (sin <^-sin X)=« X (2)

where d is the grating interval and n the order of the
spectrum.
Hence, dividing (i) by (2), we have

tan
+

2

In this equation (0+X) is the angle which the direc-

tion of any particular dark fringe makes with the
incident light, i,e with the axis of the collimator.

Since (0+X) is determined once for all independent
of the position of the grating, tlie absolute fixity of
the fringes ' is accounted for- A detailed paper on
thb subject was laid before the session of the Indian
Science Congress held’ at Bangalore in January, 1917.

C. K. Venkata Row.
6 Singarachari Street, Triplicane, Madras,

S. India, February 10.

Mountain Sickness.

The reference in the Note^ columns of Nature of
January 25^ (p, 415) to the physical failure experienced
in mountain-climbing at high altitudes sent me to
the very instructive (and suggestive) article by Dr.
A. M. Kellas in the Geographical Journal, And the
great interest now attached to one of the inevitable
problems of the immediate future gave me to think
^at a few supplementary notes might be of sufficient
idt^st for publication. The “mcmntam sickness”
wMch forms

^
the association that sfxedalfy interests

tl|e pliysibiogist and the physician was impres^v^y
brocrght under the notice of the latter in the “'fall”
of the fifteenth century; when the gold-thirst of the
rMMess Spanish invader of the western Eldorado made
him familiar with its symptoms directly after reaching
the very elevated backbone of the southern section of
the New World. The oldest special description ^at
ai^jeared in print would seem to have been that of
Da Costa; and the veiy^ human appetite for novelty
proceeded very soon to make the ** mat de montagnes*'
a phrase-name as familiar to Western Ehrope as that
of Ihe mol franfais—so very unhappily—^rapidly came
to be. The syndrome was referred to in the various
linguistic territories bordering the giant Cordilleras
as : Soroche, mareo des Cordilleras, asthma des mon^
tagneSp etc. And the native prophylactic, on the
colossal* slopes and towering cliffs of the Cordilleras
ol Peru, was slow and continuous mastication of
pre|>ared pellets^ of the dried |uices of Erythroxylon
ciwsar—the original version of American
chewring.**^ The phenomena ^me in 6me to receive
definite sdentiic discussion^ notably at the hands of
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Bouguier (“Voyage en Peru”) in 1745, and Con-
damine (of Peruvian bark fame) in 1751.

As world-wide scientific mountaineering developed

—

along lines of modern evolution—a numjber of French
and German observers came to depict in turn their

personal experiences of the symptom-group : SaUssure,

Clissold, Barry, Rohrdoff, Zumstein, Lepileur, Mar-
tins, and Bravais—according to their several personal

experiences on Mont Blanc; Humboldt, Boussingault,
and Hall—on the upper reaches of Chimborazo. As
might be readily anticipated, in a personal experience
in ’which individual constitution and previous training

count for so much, we are told by the illustrious Hum-
boldt that: “Ces ph^nom^nes sent tr^s-dissemblables

suivant Pdge, la constitution, la finesse de la peau,
les efforts antdrieurs, les forces musculaires,” etc. It

very obviously corresponds in great, though not ex-

clusive, measure to the “ incommoditds ” of the
balloon ascent of Biot and Gay-Lussac, on “le 6
fructidor, an XII ” (August 24, 1804)—greatly ex-
aggerated, of course, and developing at a lower alti-

tude, from the very laborious muscular exertion of
mountain-climbing. The latter rivals, as a factor in

physiological derangement, the suddenness of change
of environment in a balloon ascent, which bars off all

chance of the gradual adaptation which would be so
very necessary for functional adjustment.

John Kkott.
Dublin, March 2.

BORNEO AND ITS JNHABITANTSA

AS explciinqd in the author’s unfinished intro-

duction, this book is a somewhat discon-

nected account of the natural history of Borneo^
compiled from notes while he' was in charge of

the Rajah of Sarawak’s museum at Kuching.
The first chapter deals with the mammals, and,

as might be expected, considerable space is de-

voted to the orang-outang, or, as the author prefers

to call it, the “Maias,” this being its correct Malay
name. It is satisfactory to learn that this inter-

esting representative of the human family is still

abundant, though local, in Sarawak. Though the

fauna of Borneo is lacking in mangr of the larger

mammals that appeal to the sportsman, it has at

least its full share of remarkable forms among
the smaller species. Many interesting details are

given of that extraordinary little lemur, the

Tarsier, Tarskis spectrum, and of the so-called

flying lemur, Galeopithecus volans, that puzzle

for systematists which has now the distinction of

an Order to itself. The remarkable colour rela-

tionships between the squirrels of the island and
certain iini>alatable tree-shrews of the genus
Tupaia are discussed at length. The relations

of palm civets with coffee are at first sight far

from, obvious, but those of our readers who obtain

their coffee from Borneo and are curious as to

the previous history of the best quality berries

should consult p. 33 ! It is of peculiar interest

to find the mouse-deer taking the place in the

native folk-lore of “Brer Rabbit,” the latter itself

being a direct descendant of the hare which always
figures as the cunning hero in equatorial Africa.

The second, third, and fourth chapters are de-

1 “A Naturalist in Borneo.” By the Robert W. C. ShelforcL
Ed'^ed, with a Biographical Introduction, by Prof. E. B. Ponlton. Pp.
XXTO+ 331+XXXU plates, (I.ondon : T. Fisher Unwin, Ltd., 19x6.) Price
X5*. net.
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voted to birds, snakes, and other reptiles, and in woods in a truly wild state. Many details are

contain some excellent illustrations. Some account given of the striking coloration of various Mantids,

Fig. j.—Upper Sadong Rit'er at Tabekang. From “ A Naturalist in Borneo.”

is given of the so-called “flying snakes/’ which, 5 especially of those which are floral simulators and

by rendering the ventral surface concave, are en-
|
are thus a living trap for butterflies and other

abled to effect a sort of parachute

descent from a moderate height.

The author assists in dissipating the

popular idea in this country as to

the ubiquitous character of poison-

ous snakes in the tropics, since

these do not, as a matter of fact,

constitute a very large proportion of

the snake population, and are sel-

dom actually aggressive. An amus-
ing account is given on p. 77 of the

use of a stuffed python as^a scare-

crow for rats, though this would

perhaps be scarcely suitable for

adoption in this country.

The author was primarily an ento-

mologist, and it is not surprising

that the chapters on insects occupy

rather more than one-third of the

book. Especial attention is directed

to the Orthoptera, more particu-

larly the cockroaches, on which he

was a recognised authority. It is

not generally known that the com-

mon cockroach, Blaita orienialis,

had invariably been found associated ... t 1. 4-

with human habitations until it was recorded a few fiower-frequentmg In the chapter on

years agoan the Crimea under leaves, stones, etc., !
beetles some good figuie^ are given oi the remark-
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From A Naturalist in Borutm.”
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able “Trilobite larv^se of what is presumed to be

a very large, unidentified Malacoderm. The im-

portance and overwhelming number of ants in the

tropics, with a detailed account of their complex

relations with plants, occupy another chapter. In

the author’s view the supposed benefits obtained

by so-called myrmecophilous plants have been

exaggerated, and the wonderful development of

plant forms in this relation should be regarded

more as protective devices than for the purpose of

attraction. A whole chapter is devoted to mimicry,

of which theory the author was a strong supporter,

as indeed might be expected in one whO' had much
experience of the tropics. In this connection a

valuable list is given of the Bornean Longicorns

mimicking Hymenoptera and other Coleoptera.

The later chapters are devoted to an attractive

account of expeditions into the interior, the fauna

of the seashore, and some notes on the manners
and customs of the natives, while a number of

explanatory notes by Prof. Poulton and others

form an appendix.

The book is well printed and has a useful index,

while the excellent illustrations are mainly from
the author’s own photographs. Though much has

been done by its distinguished editor to combine

it into a more or less connected whole, it is greatly

to be r^retted that its author’s untimely death

necessarily renders it less complete than we could

have wished. It will, nevertheless, be found most
fascinating reading by all lovers of Nature.

THE FLOTATION METHOD OF ORE
CONCENTRATION.

The recovery of metalliferous minerals from
crude ores in the condition of cleanliness

necessary for metallurgical operations is accom-
plished by the removal of the non-metalliferous

material, leaving the valuable minerals in a con-

centrated condition. In this removal advantage is

chiefiy taken of the higher specific gravity of the

metalliferous material, which permits its separa-

tion either when falling vertically in still water
or when travelling horizontally in moving water.

This is known as water- or gravity-concentration

;

it de{>ends upon the differential movement of heav}^

apd light minerals in water.

Other properties are also at times made use of in

effecting this removal, such, for example, as
magnetism in magnetic separation, and electric

conductivity in electrostatic separation. These
secondary methods have, however, found their

appEcation almost exclusive!}' in the separation
of the individual minerals of a complex concen-
trate already recovered by water concentration,
and the fact remains that, outside exceptional
cases, gravity-concentration has been practically

the one means of removing the waste material
from crude ore.

^
This^ means has well-defined and inexorable

limitations. Wl^n the ore has to be crushed fine
in order to release the individual grains, some of
it unavoidably becomes rendered so^ impalpably
fipe that aH advantage ql jgravity becomes lost in
the greater factor of the vrater^s resistance, and

no differential movement is any longer possible^

Gravity-concentration also demands for its success-

that there shall be a sufficient difference in gravity
between the mineral to be recovered and that to
be removed. In cases where that difference does
not exist, and such are continually occurring, it

fails.

These limitations have until comparative!}’’

recently been accepted as in the nature of things.

If not in the mechanical preparation of ores, there*

was in the hydro-metallurgical processes of
recovery the compensating factor of remarkable
progress. The advent of cyanidation in 1889
gradually effected a revolution in the recovery of

gold and silver. In this process no removal of
the worthless material was necessary, since the
active solutions themselves made the necessary
discrimination, attacking only the valuable
mineral and leaving the mechanical preparation!

responsible simply for crushing the crude ore to

the necessary fineness.

In the case of the base metals the position was
not so satisfactory. The greatly increased con-
sumption of these metals necessitated attention, to
the more complex and poorer deposits. Among
them, opportunely, was the immense Broken Hill

deposit containing argentiferous lead and zinc-

ores in a heavy matrix. By gravity-concentration

it was possible to market only about 60 per cent.,

of the lead, and less of the silver, leaving the bulk
of the zinc associated with the heavy waste as a'

middle product, while the finest and’ lightest por-
tion of the crushed material was often allowed to»

flow away.
The quantities concerned were, however, so

enormous that every process possessing any pos-
sible chance was tried, with in almost every case
little success. Among them, however, was one
which took advantage of the property possessed
by metallic sulphides when in a fine condition
to float, and therefore known as the flotation

process. When, for instance, a mixture of such
sulphides and waste in a fine condition is gently
brought on to the surface of moving water, it will

be found that the waste particles will break
through that surface and sink, whereas the sul-

phides will float away. Further, this differential

behaviour will be the more pronounced if in one
way or another the sulphide particles can be oiled

or greased. This, providentially enough, can
readily be done because of a second property-

possessed by sulphide particles, that of adsorbing
oil when agitated with a small proportion of oil in

an aqueous mixture, a property which the particles
of waste do not possess. This effect of an oiled’

or greased surface will be appreciated from the
comparative ease with which a small needle
which has been passed through the fingers can
be made to float, whereas it would be very difficult

indeed to get the same needle to float after it had
been cleaned in the flame or by alcohol.

In this oiled condition the floating powers of
sulphides are^ so reinforced that what otherwise
might be an inadequate separation is then gener-

I

ally highly satisfactory. The air, and not the oil*,.



is, however, prime factor, and the reason the
j

Whatever the true theor}’, it is impossible to
sulphide particles float is because of the air-film

j
question the fact of the great importance of flotation

attached to them and not because of oil buoyancy. ! concentration. Its success upon the zinc middling
Accordingly, though^ a small amount of oil Is

j

product at Broken Hill was immediate. At first,

gener^ly used, flotation may be, and in particular
j

in 1900, used only for treating a sandy material,
cases is, achieved without oil. Nor is it necessary

|

with the elimination of imperfections and the intro-

to bring the mixture gently on to the water sur-
|

duction of improvements it eventually became ap-
face ;

the sulphide particles, if introduced below
j

plied to the slime, the position now being that the
the surface, will attach themselves to air-bubbles

j

whole range of zinc products on that field is treated
introduced at the same time, and rise. This

j

by flotation, and zinc ore to the extent of about
result is probably more readily completed' if

j

500,000 tons per year is being recovered,
enough oil is present to cover the sulphides with

j

Such a success could not be without influence

the filmiest covering of oil, though an excess of
;
upon the recovery of fine material elsewhere, and

oil would agglomerate such particles and cause \ at this time the large disseminated copper deposits
them to sink. Be that as it may, it is considered S of America were becoming big producers of

that the particular function of the oil is to lower copper. With these low-grade deposits ordinary
the surface tension of the water and so permit the gravity-concentration was yielding at most, even
mineral-laden bubbles to form a froth wlxich is the with an extensive plant, a 70 per cent, recovery of

stronger both because of the presence of the oil the contained copper, the larger part of the loss

and because of the strengthening effect of the being in the very fine material. Upon this material
mineral particles themselves

; in this latter con- flotation tests showed a much better recovery, and
nection the retention of the globular form by 1 many plants have now been provided with a flota-

drops of water thrown on to a dusty floor is tion equipment to treat this fine material, bringing
interesting. When thus assembled into a froth the total recovery of the copper up to about 85 per

the collection of separated sulphides is easy. cent. One large mine, having a capacity of

Two main theories have been put forward to several thousand tons a day, has indeed gone to

explain flotation. The first, and probably the most the extent of making flotation the prime concen-

applicable, is that of interfacial tensions between tration process employed, in spite of the fact that

the different phases, sulphide particle, air-bubble, a gravity-concentration plant had been designed
water, and sometimes oil droplet. This was sug- and was about to be put into execution.

Lead ores in their turn have had this process

applied to their finer material, to the much-
improved recovery of the lead contents; while
simple zinc ores have similarly benefited. Flotation

air-bubble when brought in contact with one;
j

bas also in some cases been applied to the bene-

whereas the oxides, carbonates, and silicates of
j

ficiation of the fine sulphides of silver and the

the worthless material, having nothing to get from
[

tellurides of gold, encroaching in these cases upon
the air, are inert. Flotation may then for con-

j

a field long the monopoly of the cyanide process;

venience be said to depend upon the surface
j

while among the ores of the minor metals, molyb-
energy of mineral particles, just as magnetic i denite, the sulphide of molybdenum, except for

separation is dependent upon their magnetism.
j

what can be done by band-picking, is entirely

The second theory, and one of great assistance
j

recovered this way.

as a working hypothesis, is based on the fact that Finally, it may be said that though Australia

mineral particles in water, 'by reason of the film led the way, there is scarcely a metalliferous dis-

around them, are electrically charged, the sulphide trict in the world where flotation has not become a

particles positively and the non-metalliferous factor of the greatest interest, while its advent

particles and air-bubbles negatively. Under these has been to the base metals the same beneficent

conditions the attachment of the sulphide particles revolution that the cyanide process was to the

to the air-bubbles is readfly understood ;
air being precious metals.

a non-conductor, discharge would not come with It is a pleasure to know that this process, like

contact. the cyanide process, was largely the discovery of

In addition to oil, sulphuric acid is also generally British experimentalists, and in connection with it

used. Its effect is to increase the wetting powers the names of Elmore, Sulman, and others will

of the water, so that less of the waste is become historical. The^ only regret is
^

that^ it

entrained with the sulphides and the concen- should have been the subject of so much litigation

trate consequently cleaner. Whether the view and the source of so much animosity,

be taken that the acid achieves this effect

gested by the difficulty of wetting sulphides. It

is conceivable that the sulphide surface has a
potentiality to oxidise or otherwise change its

chemical state, and for that reason to stick to an

simply by cleaning the surfaces, or by acting as

an electrolyte, largely depends upon what theory

is being applied. If carbonates be present in the

ore, an additional effect of the acid is that the

generation of carbonic acid gas may render the

special introduction of air unnecessary, rince ex-

perience has shown that bubbles of this, gas may
take the place of air.

MAJOR SYDNEY D. ROWLAND,

W E regret to announce the death on March 6,

in France, from cerebro-spinal fever, of

Major Sydney Donville Rowland, R.A.M.C.,
M.R.C.S.

Sydney Rowland was born in 1872 and edu-

cated at Berkhamsted School, whence he pro-
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ceeded in 18S9 tO' Cambridge with a science

scholarship at Downing College. At Cambridge
he took the Natural Science Tripos and was for a

short time assistant demonstrator in the Physio-

logical School. \^"hilst at Cambridge he was a
prominent member of the Cambridge Natural

History Society and some time its president. At
this time he was keenly interested in almost every

department of natural science and philosophy.

As a friend who was his contemporary has ex-

pressed it, he was an amateur of science in the

best sense of that word.
After leaving Cambridge Rowland came to

London and completed his medical studies at St.

Bartholomew’s Hospital. At the end of 1898 he
received an appointment which afforded him scope

for his particular gifts, namely, that of assistant

bacteriologist at the Lister Institute, and he
remained a member of its staff until his death.

Henceforth he was able to devote the whole of

his time to scientific investigation.

Rowland w'as an extraordinarily good mechanic,
and his ingenuity and skill were at all times at

the service of his colleagues. The conquest of

technical difficulties was a pure joy to him, and he
was even sometimes in danger of letting it assume
the importance of an end in itself. He early be-

came an excellent microscopist, and ultimately

acquired an unusually perfect command of all the

applications of what he used to term ‘

'
glass and

brass.*'

His earlier researches were concerned with the

structure of bacteria and the study of various

enzymes, which Hedin and he discovered in the

expressed juices of animal cells. The next im-
portant piece of work upon which he was engaged
was carried out in conjunction with the late

Dr. MacFadyen. The latter having ascertained

that bacteria survived the temperature of liquid

air, it occurred to him and Rowland that

grinding up bacteria at this low temperature
would afford a cell-juice much more nearly re-

sembling the composition of living bacteria than
had hitherto been possible to attain, and they

hoped that the injection of bacterial cell-juices, so

obtained, into animals might afford curative sera

for typhoid and other diseases. The research was
a len^hy one, and the technical difficulties to be
overcome very considerable. The latter were ulti-

mately conquered by Rowland, but the result was
disappointing, and the main object was not

attained-

Rowland was a member of the Commission for

the investigation of Plague in India and worked
at Bombay during 1905 and 1906. He took an
active part in establishing the dependence of the

human epidemic of plague upon the rat epizootic

and the importance of the rat flea in the spread of

the disease.

On his return to England he worked upon pro-

blems in plague immunit}", principally with a view
to the improvement of methods of prophylactic

inoculation, and published a number of important
papers on this subject. He was still occupied in

tlus work when, in October, 1914, he obtained a
ooinmission in the R.A.M.C^ and proceeded to
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France in charge of No. i Mobile Laboratory.
He was recently engaged in discovering meningo-
coccus *

‘ carriers
’

’ amongst troops and contracted
the disease himself.

Rowland had an original and versatile mind and
was interested in almost all departments of scien-

tific activity. He was somewhat erratic, but a
faithful friend, whose spontaneous gaiety and
generous sympathy endeared him to all those who
knew him intimately. C. J. M.

NOTES.
It is officially announced that Mr. A. D. Hall has

been appointed Permanent Secretary to the Board
of Agriculture in succession to Sir Sydney Olivier,

K.C.M.G., now resigned. Sir Sydney has made
many friends at the various agricultural colleges

and research institutions, and his term of office has
been marked by a kindly and sympathetic considera-
tion of all matters relating to the application of

science to agriculture. He carries with him into a
well-earned retirement the good wishes of all those
with whom he was brought into contact. The
agricultural teachers and advisers, and the workers
at the agricultural institutions generally, greatly
appreciated his sincerity and his obvious desire to help
British agriculture in every way possible. During
his term of office the Board of Agriculture has con-
siderably expanded, and is now larger than ever
before. Mr. Hall’s appointment as Sir Sydney’s
successor wdll be welcomed everywhere, and will be
taken as an earnest that still further developments
are contemplated. Mr. Hall has recently put forward
his ideas in his^ book, “Agriculture after the War,”
in which he sets out a coherent plan for the develop-
ment of British agriculture on sound scientific lines.

Several of the recommendations have since been
adopted, and there can be little doubt that the war
period will furnish experience of special measures
which "Will be invaluable in the reconstruction after

the 'war. Thus Mr. Hall starts in his new office at

an opportune moment for further developments. At
the same time it must be admitted that in many re-

spects the situation is bad; some egregious blunder-
ing on the part of War Office officials in their deal-

ings with agriculturists has recently come to light,

and has caused serious misgivings among farmers.
Mr, Hall has the hearty good wishes of everyone in

the attempts he will doubtless make to straighten out
the tangle.

When the establishment of a separate Department
of Scientific and Industrial Research was announced
in December last. Lord Crewe stated that the Chan-
cellor of the Exchequer was prepared to advise the
Government to devote a sufficient sum to cover opera-
tions during the next five years on a scale which
would provide four, or perhaps five, times as much
for co-operative,industrial research as had been spent
for the whole purposes of research hitherto. The
Civil Service Estimates just issued include the sum
of 1,038,050!. to the Department of Scientific and
Industrial Research, being a net increase of 998,050!.
upon last year’s amount. Grants for investigations
carried out by learned and scientific societies, etc., are
estimated at 24,000!., and grants to students and other
persons engaged in research at flood. These grants
will be distributed by a committee of the Privy
Council, on the recommendation of the Advisory
Council, to promote the development of scientific and
industrial research in the United Kingdom, and will

be subject to such conditions as the committee may
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think necessary. The i,ooo,ooo?. grant in aid of
industrial research ^vill be paid to the account of the
Imperial Trust for the encouragement of scientific and
industrial research. The expenditure of the trust
will be audited by the Comptroller and Auditor-
General, but any balance remaining on the account
will not be surrendered at the dose of the financial
year. Grants will b'e made by the directions of the
Committee of the Privy Council over an agreed period
to approved trade associations for research, to sup-
plement the funds of the associations, and payments
in respect of such grants will not be liable to surrender
by the grantees at the end of the financial year. We
understood from Lord Crewe’s remarks on December i

that for the next five years or so about 2oo,oool. a
year would be available for scientific and industrial
research, so that apparently the grant of i,ooo,oooZ. is

the sum which is to be drawn upon for this purpose.
The amount estimated for salaries, wages, and allow-
ances in the new department is 7250Z., which includes
1500?. for the secretary and 850Z. for the assistant
secretary. Travelling and incidental expenses are
estimated to amount to 800L

Prof. C. S. Sherrington, Waynflete professor of
physiology in the University of Oxford, has been
elected a corresponding member of the R. Accademia
delle Scienze of Bologna.

On Thursday next, March 29, at 3 p.m., the pre-
sident of the Royal Society will unveil the memorial
to Sir William and Lady Huggins in St. Paul’s
Cathedral. Addresses will be given by the president,

and by the president of the Royal Astronomical
Society.

The annual general meeting of the Chemical
Society will be held at Burlington House on Thursday,
Marcli 29, at 4 p.m., when a ballot for the election of

officers and council for 1917-18 wdll be held, and Dr.
Alexander Scott, the letiring president, will deliver

an address entitled ‘'The Atomic Theory.”

The death is announced, in his sixty-eighth year,

of Dr. E. D. Peters, professor of metallurgy at Har-
vard University and the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology since 1904. He was the author of standard
works on copper smelting, as well as of many tech-

nical monographs.

Dr. W. C. Alpers, dean of the School of Pharmacy
at Western Reserve University, Cleveland, has died

in that city at the age of sixty-six. He was a native

of Hanover, and studied at Gottingen. In 1914 he
was elected president of the American Pharmaceutical
Association. He was a member of the revision com-
mittee of the U.S. Pharmacopoeia, and the author of

volumes on “The Medicinal Plants of Staten Island”
and “The Pharmacist at Work.”

Attempts have recently been made to work coal

on the island of Bornholm, in the southern Baltic.

No Carboniferous rocks are exposed, since apparently

they have been cut out bv the faults that have brought

Rhaetic, Lias, and later rocks against the older Palaeo-

zoics. Traces of coal have, however, been found by

boring, but the attempts referred to have now shown
that any workable layers lie at such a depth that

their exploitation is not a paying proposition.

The council of the Incorporated Municipal Electric

Association, recognising the important part that elec-

tricity may be made to play in the better cultivation

and greater production of the land and in the ex-

tension of rural industries, has formed the nucleus

of what is ultimately intended to be a committee
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,

representative of ail interests with the object of a

j

thorough investigation into the technical and com-
I mercial problems underlying the application of elec-

!
trical energy' for such purposes. The chairman of

I

the committee is Mr. S. E. Britton, City Electrical

I

Engineer, of Chester, and among the objects are :

—

;
(I) To investigate and advise upon th«- problems under-

j

lying the supply and ust- of electrical energy in agri-
cultural areas for power, lighting, heating, culture,
and other purposes for farms, villages, and rural
industries. (2) To collect and collate information, and
publish literature bearing upon the above, ^3) To co-
operate^ with agricultural and other associations.

(4) To investigate in co-operation wdth manufacturers
the development, manufacture, and adaptation of agri-
cultural machinery, and appliances for utilising elec-

trical energy.

The Royal Geographical Society announces that
the King has approved of the award of the Royal
Medals for the present year as follows ;—Founder’s
Medal to Commander D. G. Hogarth, R.N.V.R., for
his explorations and other geographical work in Asiatic
Turkey, 1SS7-1911; Patron’s Medal to Brig.-Gen.
Rawling, C.M.G., for his explorations in western
Tibet and Rudok, 1903, his journey from Gyantse to

j

Simla xfid Gartok, 1904, and his explorations’ in New
Guinea, 1908; Victoria Medal is awarded to Dr-

J. Scott Keltic for his eminent services to geography
during his secretaryship of the society. The other
awards are :—Murchison Grant to Rai Bahadur Lai
Singh for his devoted work as surveyor to the^ ex-

pedition of Sir Aurel Stein; Back Grant to the Rev.
Walter Weston for his travels and explorations in

the Japanese Alps—a district previously unknown to

Europeans ; Cuthbert Peak Grant to Dr. A. M. Kellas
for his exploration and ascent of new’ peaks in Sikkim,
and his investigation of the effects of high altitude;

Gill Memorial to Mr. E. C. Wilton for his geo-
graphical work in south-western China.

The Advisory Committee for Aeronautics has
appointed a Light Alloys Sub-Committee. The
members of the sub-committee are Mr. Henry Fow^ier^

superintendent of the Royal Aircraft Factory (chair-

man), Lieut-Coramander C. F. Jenkin, R.N.V.R.,
and Prof. F. C. Lea, representing the Air Board;
and Capt. H. P. Philpot, Mr. A. W. Johns, and
Dr. W. Rosenhain, representing respectively the

Aeronautical Inspection Department, the Director of

Naval Construction, Admiralty, and the National

i
Physical Laboratory; together with the chairman of

I the Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, ex officio.

j

The functions of this sub-committee will be to advise

I

Government Departments on questions relating to light

alloys, to institute research for the development and
improvement of such alloys and the methods of w’ork-

ing them, and to assist in the removal of difficulties

which may arise in their production and use. It will

be in close touch with the experimental work on light

alloys w^hich is bdng carried out at the National

I Physical Laboratory, the Royal Aircraft Factory, the

;
University of Birmingham, and elsew’here, and hopes

i to be able to give advice and assistance to manu-
facturers undertaking the production of light alloys

and to founders engaged in the manufacture of engine

parts, cylinders, pistons, crank cases, etc.

At the first ordinary meeting of the Refractory Mat^
rials Section of the Ceramic Society, held at Leeds Uni-

versity, it was stated that the remarkable |MOpeiiies of

zirconia make it an admirable refractory. Even the

natural crude ziroonia is well adapted for use in ^ec-

tri’cal i^maces and in other cases where exceptionally

strong heat has to be resisted. In Germany it was
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used for various purposes, and before the war was
sold at prices ranging from about 31Z. to about 50I.

per ton, according to the degree of purity. Podszus

proposes to make refractory ware ot fused zirconia,

burning at 23oo°-24oo° C. in a furnace made chiefly

of fused zirconia, using coal-gas, petroleum, or acetyl-

ene, first with air-blast and flnally with oxygen-blast.

Ruff and Lauschke found the melting point of pure

zirconia to be 2563^ + 10° C., and that addition of small

proportions of alumina (i per cent.), thoria (i per

cent.), or yttria (i to 3 per cent.) was beneficial when
burning zirconia up to 2000*^, 2200°, or 2400° C. re-

spectively. Dr. J. W. Mellor ascribed the spalling of

magnesite bricks to two main causes ; the shrinkage

resulting from the change of c.alcined magnesite from
a form having a lower specific gravity to a form with

a higher specific gravity, and the shrinkage caused by

the closing of the pores on heating. The feasibility

of setting up a definite standard was asserted. Prot.

J. \\\ <3>bb, referring to methods of control for the

temperature-time-atmosphere effects, said he had found

it necessary to make Seger cones considerably^ larger,

so that they might be easily visible in position and
better able to withstand accidental heat-waves. He
also found it advantageous to modify the shape, so

as to give an edge instead of a point above. He hop^
that now they are being made in England their dis-

advantages will not be perpetuated.

The death of Mr. Baldwin Latham at* the advanced

age of eighty removes a notable link with the engineer-

ing profession in Victorian days. A generation ago
Mr. Latham was in the forefront of practising civil

engineers, and was widely knowm and respected as an
authority on all matters connected with the science of

sanitation. He was twice president of the Royal
Meteorological Society and president of several other

scientific societies, as well as twice Master of the Play-

ing Card Makers’ Company, His book on sanitary

engineering, first published in 1873, speedily obtained
recognition as a standard work, and was awarded a
diploma of honour at the Health Exhibition of 1884.

In the course of his practice, Mr. Latham was com-
missioned to prepare a great number of reports on
schemes of water supply and sanitation for

^
various

localities. In Great Britain he actually carried into

, execution more than one hundred such works, in

addition to advising on a great many more.
Abroad, he designed and constructed wrater-supply and
sewage-disposal w’orks for Calcutta, Bombay, Ahmeda-
bad, and other Indian cities, and he also prepared a
scheme for Cairo. He w'as a great authority on under-
ground water, and carried out extensive hydro-geo-
logical surveys. By the knowledge he acquired, he
was enabled to forecast the outbreaks of the Croydcwi
Bourne, which in some years flow’s down the Cater-
ham Valley.

By the death on March 3 of Mr. A. E, Gibbs, at
fifty-eight years of age, St. Albans has lost one of its

most esteemed citizens, and science an able and
asriduous naturalist. Although engaged in business
as a printer and part proprietor of the TierU Adxiefiisef

and the Luton News, Mr. Gibbs took an active part
in all local educational matters, having been honorary
secretary of the School of Science and Art, a member

,

of the Education and Public Library Committees, and
me of the founders of the new High School for Girls,

and also of Ih© Hertfordshire County Museum, of which
be was a secretary and the curator of the natural
^story and numismatic collections, to each of
whidb, and also to the archaeological collection, he
contribute tartly. Commencing his sdentific
stqdto with geolo^, he early turned his attention to
botany, esieciaEy ciyptc^jamic, but lately he had
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chiefly devoted his energies to entomology, collecting

Lepidoptera and other insects, not only in this

country, but also on the continent of Europe and in

northern Africa, He was a fellow of the Linnean,
Zoological, Entomological, and Royal Horticultural

Societies, and w’hen he died was near the end of his

tw’o years’ term of office as president of the Hertford-
shire Natural History Society, his last publication,

one of many papers he contributed to the society,

being a presidential address on the “Satyrid Butter-
flies of Hertfordshire,” illustrated by a coloured plate

of Pararge aegeria and its varieties.

It is with deep regret that we record the death,
at the age of seventy-one, of Charles Achille Muntz,
the distinguished French agricultural chemist, who
w’as well known for his inve§tigations on air, soil, and
agricultural products generally. Muntz was of

Alsatian birth, and began his scientific career as “pre-
parateur” for Boussingault at the Conservatoire des
Arts-et-Metiers, by whom he was attracted to agri-

cultural chemistry. His first important w’ork was
done in connection with Schloessing in 1878, and
formed a simple yet striking investigation, which at

once attracted world-wide attention and has since led

to remarkable developments. It had long been known
that nitrates are formed in soil from nitrogenous
organic compounds, and the reaction was proved to

be of the highest agricultural importance. But the
mechanism of the change was unknown

; neither
chemical nor physical causes seemed to accouni for

it, and no other agent was suspected. Schloessing
and Muntz began by measuring the amount of nitri-

fication taking place when dilute sewage w’as allowed
to trickle down ? tube packed with chalk; they found
that no action occurred for twenty-one days, but then
it suddenly set in. Why, they asked, was this delay?
If the process were chemical or physical, it should
set in at once; the only explanation appeared to be
that it was biological, the period of delay being the
time needed for the multiplication of the organisms.
This hypothesis was tested by adding a little chloro-
form; the process at once stopped; it was started
again, however, when the chloroform was removed
and some soil extract added. Although Muntz did
not proceed further with the work, others took it up,
and it led to the establishment of a new branch of

science—soil bacteriology. Some years afterwards he
showed how nitrification might be intensified so as to

give a commercial source of nitrate if necessary; but
subsequent electrical developments have probably dis-

placed biological methods on the large scale. His
other investigations, if they attracted less attention,

were no less meritorious; he did good work on the
chemistry of the atmosphere, determining its content
of ammonia and nitric acid, and demonstrating also
the presence of alcohol. His other chemical work
dealt with mannite and other sugars, and with the
nutrition of animals; finally, mention must be made

i

of his admirable book on manures.
I

In the March issue of Man Prof. C. G. Seligman
discusses a series of canoe prow ornaments from
Netherlands New Guinea. The occurrence of repre-
sentations of birds in these caiwings suggests that
the natives of this region may have totem birds.
It is remarkable that ornaments of this type do not
seem to occur in British New Guinea west of Cape
Nelson promontory. The suggestion is made that
the Humboldt Bay ornaments represent the more
archaic form, which became modified in the Massim
area by the^ influence of a foreign culture, Polynesian
or Melanesian, of which there is abundant evidence
in that district. ‘*In other words, while the basic
idea of the ornament remained unalter^, a people
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who may almost he said to have ‘ seen ’ in curves
|

(if not in spirals) succeeded in imposing their idea
;

of representation upon the simpler animal forms of
|

the folk with whom they mixed.”

The Journal of the Royal Society of Antiquarians
of Ireland (vol. xlvi., part ii., for December, 1916)
contains two important contributions on Irish anti-

quities. Mr. T. J, Westropp continues his survey
of ancient forts and dolmens in western Ireland with
an account of those in Inagh and Killeimer, County
Clare, in which a number of hitherto unknown build-

ings are described. Mr. J. P, Condon has carried

out a similar survey of rude stone monuments in the
northern portion of Cork County, in which he extends
and brings up to date the catalogue of these erections

made by Borlase in his “Dolmens of Ireland” and
by other writers. Much destruction has taken place

since the holdings have fallen into the hands of the
peasant proprietary^ and it is well that these interest-

ing antiquities should be carefully described before it

is too late.

The Psychological Bulletin (vol. xiv., No. i) con-

tains an article by C. S. Berry on the effect of

smoking on the speed and accuracy of adding figures.

Each evening, half-an-hour after dinner, the writer

added one hundred figures arranged in ten columns
of ten figures each, the length of time taken to per-

form the operation being noted and also the number
of errors. On altern^ite evenings he had smoked
one cigar immediately before performing the test, and
he kept records for twenty days. The results of the

experiment, according to the author, are at variance

with those of other investigators, giving, contrary to

his expectation, an improvement of 7-7 per cent, in

the time taken on the “smoking” days; the differ-

ences in the number of errors made were so slight

as to be negligible. The author, however, does not
say whether, prior to beginning the investigation, he
had had sufficient experience of the test to have over-

come the effect of practice, nor does he^ give the

daily variations for a similar length of time under
normal conditions. It is necessary to have had an
extended series of normal records preceding a drug
investigation before it can be confidently affirmed

that the differences, if any, are true drug effects,

Oi;dinary normal variations are surprisingly great for

many tests, and particularly so for intellectual opera-

tions. The present article may serve, however, to

stimulate further inquiry.

A CURIOUS human abnormality—the “Hereditary
Absence of Phalanges through Five Generations”

—

is described by Dr. E. Gragg and Dr. H. Drinkwater
in the Journal of Genetics for December (vol. vi.,

No. 2). This condition is more extreme than that

known as “ brachydactyly,” since each digit—except-

ing the thumb and great toeT-has only one phalanx

and no nail. The deformity of the fingers behaves in

some respects as a Mendelian dominant, but more
than half the offspring in marriages between affected

and normal persons are affected. The thumbs of these

abnormal individuals are often flattened, and perhaps

show a tendency to bifurcation.

The New Zealand Defence Department has issued

a practical pamphlet on fly-control in military camps,
written by Prof. H. B. Kirk, of University College,

Wellington. He has found that the breeding of flies

in latrine-trenches may be stopped by ramming the

earth hard; while spraying latrine-pans with light oil,

or with a dilute solution of ars^c and sugar, kills

very many flies. Wires coated with “ tangle-foot ” are

found ^cient for catchhig flies in jroomis; vertical

w-ires from a foot to three feet kmg are b^t, ** sus-
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pended from a horizontal wire or from any chance
support.” An ingenious plan for trapping flies that
may gain access to garbage-bins is described. Many
ways of treating horse-dung for the destruction of
maggots are suggested, such as spraying with i per
cent, arsenical sheep-dip in sweetened* water, or pa-
ging tarpaulin or sacking along the base of stacks
to prevent the insects from escaping.

Ix view of the considerable extension of our arable
area^ which is foreshadowed, the problem of the pro-
duction and dissemination of improv’ed varieties of
agricultural seeds acquires still greater importance
than has yet been attached to it in this country.
According to a writer in the Journal of the Board of
Agriculture (Februar\% p. 1081), the introduction of
Plumage” barley alone has probably added at least

250,000!. to the value of the barley crop in this

country. The lines upon which improvement must
be carried out have now been fairly well defined, and
the time would appear ripe for the development of a
national organisation for the production and control
of improved seed supplies. The writer of the article

suggests that the de»ired end can only be secured
by means of a Seed Control Agency, to be 'adminis-
tered in association with the research institutes con-
cerned with plant-breeding, and supported, if neces-
sary, by the State, The agency should serve as a
centre of distribution, not only of new and improved
varieties of seeds, but also "of guaranteed “pure”
stocks of the established varieties of proved merit-

A brief account is given of the work done on these

lines and the results achieved, at Svalof, in Sweden.

A GOOD representation of the weather for London
is obtained from the Greenwich meteorological ob-

servations, and these also show generally the weather
conditions over England. The long series of observa-

j

tions affords a trustworthy comparison with past years.

Observations for the past winter, December to Feb-
ruary, are taken from the results published in the
daily weather reports of the Meteorological Office.

The mean temperature for each of the three months
was below the average, the greatest deficiency being
4*6° Fahr. in February, and the mean for the whole
winter was 3*4° below the normal. The mean winter
temperature, was 7° colder than the preceding
winter, 1915-16, and was the coldest winter since

1S94-95, when the mean was 35*1'^, and the lowest in the

last seventy-five years was 34-3*^ in 1890-91. Frost oc-

curred in the shade on fifty-two nights during the three

months, the occurrences being respectively iS, 19, and 15.

Frost also occurred during the latter half of November,
and it is occurring occasionally during the present

month. The aggregate rainfall was less than the

normal; the total measurement was 4'49 in., which is

86 per cent, of the average fall for the last sixty years.

December was the only month with an excess of rain,

and in all there were forty-eight days with rain. The
duration of bright sunshine was 63 per cent, of the

average, and there were forty-eight sunless days in

the three months, comprising in all ninety days.

The Transactions of the Optical Society of London
for the session 1915-16 extends to more than 300
pages, tvrelve of which are occupied by subject and
name indexes to the sixteen volumes of Transactions
which have now appeared. One of the most valuable

papers in the volume is that of Dr. Boswell on the

properties w'hich sand must possess to be suitable for

glass making, and especially for optical glass making.
By an examination of the optical glass san^ of Fon-
tainebleau and of Lippe he finds that the ideal sand
for the purpose should consist of 100 per omt. silica,

be practicaily free from iron, organic and dayey
matter, and be in angular grains of flae same size.

NATURE
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unless the melting-pots are arranged for stirring.

There are no sand beds at present known in this

country from which sand for optical glass making
can be obtained of such uniformity and at so low a

cost as that from Fontainebleau. There are, how-
ever, large supplies of sand suitable for good flint

glass, laboratory glass, table ware, plate glass, etc.

Dr. Boswell points out that th*e whitest and l^st sand

is almost invariably found associated with car-

bonaceous matter and often in the coal measures.

A USEFUL contribution to our knowledge of alternat-

ing stress is contained in a paper read at the Iristitu-

tion of Mechanical Engineers on February i6 by Dr.

William Mason, of Liverpool University. The
machine used in the experiments was designed by

the author so as to be capable of applying repeated

torsion, or bending, or repeated torsion and bending
simultaneously. It is a slow-speed machine, and most
of the work was carried out at frequencies either less

than, or very little exceeding, 200 cycles per minute.

This plan has several advantages to recommend^ it.

Typical curves were obtained showing how the cyclical

range of strain varies with the range of stress and
with the number of cycles endured. The material

used was a dead mild steel. The range of stress under
which the elasticity became impaired was always
fairly definite. It was also found that a large number
of repetitions were endured at ranges of stress that

induced considerable ranges of extra-elastic strain.

It is probable that the range of stress that would
cause fracture in, say, 100 million cycles will be nearer
in amount to the range that actually produced frac-

ture in I to 5 million cycles than to the range of

stress that brought departure from the elastic con-

dition. The calculated ranges of stress at which
cracking occurred were found to be greater for solid

than for holloxv test-pieces. The effect of giving rest

to a specimen in which an extra-elastic range of

strain has developed is to reduce the range of the
strain; the effect appears to be similar to that of

|

hardening after strain, and not to he of the nature I

of recove^ of elasticity. No real adjustment of elastic

limits (with equal + and ~ stresses) was observed.
There appears to be a marked variation, with fre-

quency of repetition of cycle, of the physical state of

mild steel subjected to repetition of a higher range of

stress than that consistent with unimpaired elasticity,

the mobility being greater with higher frequency.
For the quality of mild steel used, the range of in-

duced maximum shear stress, at which the elasticity

becomes impaired, is sensibly the same in both
alternating torsion and alternating bending, thus
showing agreement with Guest ^s criterion of elastic

failure.

Messrs. John Wheldon and Co., 38 Great Queen
Street, W.C.2, have just issued a catalogue (New
Series, No. 78) of second-hand books dealing with
chemistry which should be of service to many readers
of Nature. It comprises the library of the late Dr.
Hugo Muller, and is particularly rich . in German
works. Complete sets of the Chemical Gazette,
the Chemist, Chemical News (to 1916), Journal,
Proceedings, and Annual Reports of the Chemical
Society of London (to iqi6), the Technologist, and
the Jodmal of fihe Roval Societv of Arts (to iqi*?) are
offered for safe.

The following volumes are in preparation for appear-
aiTO in the “Cambridge Psychological Library” (Cam-
bridge Unwmsity Tress)

:

—^P^cfaology, Prof. J. Ward

;

The Nervous System, Prof. C. S. Sberringtoa; The
Structure of t^ Nervous System and the Sense Organs,
Frol. Elliot Smith ; Prolegomena to Psychology,
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Prof. G. Daw'es Hicks; Psychology in Relation to
Theory of Knowledge, Prof. G. F. Stout

; Mental
Measurement, Dr. W. Brown ;

The Psychology of
Mental Differences, C. Burt; Collective Psychology,
W. McDougall; The Psychology of Personality and
Suggestion, Dr. T. W. Mitchell; and The Psychology
of Dreams, T. H. Pear.

OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN.
Comets 1915a and 1916b.—^The following continued

ephemeris of comet 1915a (Mellish), calculated for

Greenwich mean midnight by Mile, J. Vinter-Hansen,
has been circulated by Prof. Stromgren :

—

1917 R.A. Ded. Log / Log .A

h. m. s. 0 /

Mar. 22 4 59 26 4-41 250 0-8502 006
26 5 0 43 22*1

0-8543 0-871030 2 10 19*5

Apr. 3 3 44 17*5

7 5 5 26 + 41 15-9 0-8584 0-8816

During the above period the path of the comet is

in Auriga.^
Prof. Sl:romgren also reports an observation of

comet 1916b (Wolf), made at Copenhagen with the
14-in. equatorial on March i. The comet is described
as being very faint, and the corrections to the
ephemeris were —563. +2^.

The following continued ephemeris is given by Dr.
Crommelin in the February number of the Observa-
tory ;

—

1917 R.A. Ded. Log r Log A Bright-

Mar. 22 iS 56 26 '4-2 8 0*3063 0-2989 2T
26 19 5 59 3 2

0*294630 15 36 3 59 0-2751 33
Apr. 3 25 16 4 58

0*28337 35 I 6 0 0*2517 39-

II 44 SO 7 3
15 19 54 43 8 9 0*2725 0-2291 45
19 20 A 40 9 16

0-262223 14 41 10 24 0*2074 53
27 20 24 46 + II 34

The brightness on April 3, 1916, is taken as unity,

and no allowance is made for physical causes of
brightening. It is expected that the comet will be-

come bright enough to be visible to the naked eye
during June and July.*

The Sun-spot Zones.

—

^The results of an examina-
tion of the latitudes of sun-spots, as recorded in the
Greenwich observations for the period 1879 to 1911,
have been given by H. Arctowski (Mem. Soc. SpetU
ItaL, February, 1917). As in the previous discussions
by Mr. Maunder and Dr, Lockyer, he finds that the
curve showing the variation of latitude during an
ii-year cycle does not fall continuously from high to
low latitude, but has several subsidiary maxima and
minima. The phase of the cycle is shown to be
different in different zones. Thus, in the period
1889-1903, the maximum frequency of spots in the
zones 20® to 30*^ occurred in 1892 ;

in the zones 20° to
lo'^ it^ pccurred in 1893 ; and in the zone -f 10° to
— 10° in 1894. Spots ceased to be visible in the first

of these zones^ in^ 1896, in the second they remained
until 1901, while in the third they did not appear until

1891 and persisted to 1903, two years after the new
cycle had begun. The curves suggest that there is

a superposition of a number of distinct variations, of
which the principal corresponds to the simplified
Sporer’s curve and extends throughout the cycle,

while some persist c»iiv a few years, and others may
be of very short duration. The variation would thus

[

appear to proceed by a succession of impulses.
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A GROUP OF FOSSIL PLA^^TS^
publication of Mr. Wieland’s first volume in

1906 was an event of great importance which
had a wide influence on botanical research. The
author gave an account of the floral and vegetative
morphology of several species of Cycadeoidea, a genus
represented in Upper Jurassic and Lower Cretaceous
strata in many parts of the world, but nowhere on
so large a scale as in the United States, where
hundreds of well-preserved trunks have been found.
Though agreeing generally in habit and in most
anatomical features with recent Cycads, Cycadeoidea
is characterised by reproductive shoots of a type far

removed from that of the existing members "of the
Cycadacese. The work accomplished by European in-

vestigators since Wieland’s first volume was published
is summarised in the present volume, w’hich also con-
tains many new facts and amplifies the earlier de-
scriptions ;

it also includes some account of the

author’s Mexican expedition in 1909-10, w’hich yielded

a rich harvest of Liassic Cycadean fossils. Incident-
ally Mr. Wieland emphasises the importance of per-

sonal observation in the field, and gives salutary advice

to many of us who have neglected this part of a palaeo-

botanist’s duties. He directs attention to the short-

sighted policy of some museum authorities in refusing
to allow their specimens to be disfigured by the lapi-

dary’s wheel.
The American Cycads are divided into groups in

part geographical and in part morphological, and each
set of forms is critically discussed from a taxonomic
point of view. The Maryland stems agree closely with
the English specimens described by Buckland from
Portland, and British students are reminded that they
have not fully investigated their own material. Two
of the most interesting species described and beautifully

illustrated are Cycadeoidea colosallis and C. Dartoni,

the latter founded on a portion of a trunk bearing

500 to 600 strobili, most of w^hich contain w'ell-preserved

seeds and embryos. A chapter on the seeds of Cyca-
deoidea is especially interesting; in it the author
develops more fully his view's on the evolutionary history’

of seeds as represented more particularly by those of

the Bennettitales. The structure of the American seeds

agrees in essentials with that of European types, the

most complete account of w'hich we owe to the late

Prof. Lignier. Wieland institutes comparisons be-

tween the Mesozoic Cycadean seeds and several Palaeo-

zoic genera, such as Lagenostoma, Conostoma, and
others, and in the course of the discussion he gives a
summary of recent work on the older seeds. He sug-

gests that the genus Codonotheca, usually regarded as

the male flower of some Pteridosperm, may be a bi-

sporangiate shoot, 'which originally contained a central

seed, though there is no definite evidence of this,

surrounded by a whorl of microsporophylls. His con-

tention is that the complex seed-coats of Palaeozoic

and later types are the result of sterilisation and fusion

of encircling leaves or sporophylls round a central

spore ;
in other words, he interprets the elaborate seed-

coats as reduced foliage-organs which have become
intimately associated with a megaspore. It is, how-
ever, noteworthy that the bisporanglate flowers of such

a type as Cycadeoidea colosallis are ai^arently more
primitive than the much older Palaeozoic seeds, which
show no trace of any encircling whorl of leafy organs.

In a chapter on Cycad derivatives Wieland ranges

over a wide field, but without committing himself

definitely to any clearly defined view on the question

of a relationship between the Angtosperms and the

Cycadean stock. He holds that the columnar, and
often unbranched, stems characteristic of the great

* **Am«ritan Fossil Cycads.’' Vol. iu, ** T«a(!ottCK«y.’* ByG. R* V^ielaud.

Pp. j-a67+plates (PublisHed by the Carnegie InskatutiDn of Wash-
ington, zpxd.)
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I
majority of the Cycadeoideas are an unusual type derived

I

from a much more slender and freely branched ances-

i

rral form. Comparisons are made between the Mag-
noliacese and the Bennettitales, and reference is made

' to opinions on the evolution of the Conifers, the posi-
tion of the Gnetales, and other questions. His survey
of the fossil Cycads leads to the conclusion that the

I

true Cycads were probably never more abundantly re-

presented than they are to-day : they were preceded by
' the Cycadeoidea type, a comparatively stereotyped

I

form, and at an earlier stage the Williamsonia group
occupied the dominant position, a group exhibiting a

I

much greater range in the form of flower and stem.

I
Some account is given of Cycadean foliage from

1
Mesozoic strata, and of the rise and decline of the

j

Cycad element in Mesozoic floras from the Rhsetic to

[

the early Cretaceous period, when the Angiosperms

I

assumed the leading rdle,

Mr. Wieland’s second volume is a contribution of

I
considerable importance by an author who has well
earned the right to speak with authority on a subject
of exceptional interest; but after reading the long
theoretical discussions, which are suggestive, though
the conclusions are often open to question, one regrets
that more attention was not paid to the elucidation of
several morphological problems that are still unsolved,
and on wmich the splendid American material can
undoubtedly throw much light. The author is an
enthusiast with a vivid imagination, and does not
always fully appreciate the difficulties of the problems
before him; his desire to solve the mysteries of the
early stages in plant-evolution leads him into deep
waters of speculation, and his points are noi always
easy to grasp owing to a diffuse style and the lack of
concise summaries of conclusions. " The photographic
plates, are probably the most striking illustrations of
fossil plants ever published, and the student owes a
debt of gratitude, not only to the author, but also to

the officials of the Carnegie Institution.

A. C. Seward,

METEOROLOGY AND THE SOLAR
CONSTANT.

THE Journal of the Scottish Meteorological Society

i (No. xxxiii.l, recently issued, contains, as usual,,

I
some very" interesting articles.

Lieut. "Douglas, Royal Flying Corps, gives some
details of his experience during his ascents amongst
the clouds in northern France. He finds stratus cloud

most frequently in anticyclones and round their

eastern and northern borders. The top in such cases

is very flat and even, and an inversion of temperature
is met with at the upper surface. The lowest tem-
perature is ger>erallv at the top of the cloud, but is

occasionally met with a little lower. If cumuli attain

sufficient height they develop into thunderstorms, but
at least 6000 ft. from top to bottom is required for

this to happen, and on all occasions in 1916 when
thunder developed, the height was not less than
10,000 ft. Mr. Douglas states tliat cirrus and drro-
stratus almost certainly consist of thin snow.
Dr. Knott discusses the value of the solar constant

and the associated problems, giving chiefly a sum-
mary of the work of Abbott and Fowle and Anders
Angstrom. He explains vetw lucidly the method de-

vised by Langley, by w’hich the error caused in deter-

mining" the constant by the selective absorption and
radiation of the air is overcome- The values obtained
for the constant range from 1-97 at Washington to

i-qa at Mount Whitney (14.500 ft), the mean of 573
observations at Mount (5670 ft) gives i'93,

and Dr. Knott considers that we may take the^
results as correct, so that the solar constant is veij
nearly 3 gram-cafories per cm? per minute. This & •
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equivalent to an average of 0-5 g.-c. per cm.“ per

minute received at the outer surface of the atmosphere

over the whole earth*

Out of the radiation received Abbott and Fowle con-

sider that 37 per cent, is reflected, chiefly by the air

and clouds, and to a small extent by the earth.
^
The

figures they give are that out of the whole radiation

reaching the outer limit of the atmosphere 52 per cent,

reaches the level of Mount Wilson and 24 per cent, the

surface of the earth.

The experiments of Angstrom were on what he

calls the effective radiation of the earth—^that is to

say, the whole radiation from the surface less the

back radiation from the air* The returned radiation

from the air depends on the amount of water vapour

present, and since this increases wilh increasing tem-
perature, the effective radiation is found to increase

slightly with decreasing temperature. Angstrom^ also

states that dry air will radiate with half the radiation

of a black body.
The other articles are on the underground drainage

of the upper part of the Dee Basin, by Dr. John Horn,
and on the distribution of cloud and rain ^with refer-

ence to the centre of a cyclonic depression, by Sir

Napier Shaw. The latter contains four very interest-

ing illustrations showing the average distribution in

four well-defined storms that passed over the British

Isles at various dates The areas of rain and also

of cloud lie on the whole an front of the centre, but
have not any very definite shape. The author remarks
that “even "in well-marked depressions convection is

a local phenomenon.”
The usual meteorological tables for Scotland for

1915 complete the volume.

SCIENCE AND MODERN LANGUAGES IN
CIVIL SERVICE EXAMINATIONS,

I
T is a matter of common knowledge that the

country is largely governed by men who enter
the Civil Service as first-class clerks, since from these
men the principal permanent officials are so frequently

chosen. Attention has been directed to the fact that
nearly all these positions are filled by persons whose
main educational qualifications are a considerable
knowledge of Latin and Greek.

In reply to this, the defenders of the system pointed
out that in 1913 the first and third places in the
examination were taken by students of science, and
that in 1914 the second place was gained by a
science man,

' But these figures are most deceptive, as the follow-

ing statistics will show. In 1913 sixteen vacancies
were announced. Of the first sixteen candidates,
twelve took Latin and Greek, and all of these Greek
hist^ and Roman history; only four took mathe-
matics and science; only two took French—one evi-

dently as a make-weight, since he did not get enough
marl^ to enable him to count the subject; none took
Italian or German. Of the two who took French,
one secured 254 marks out of a total of 2320, and
another no marks out of a total of 2344.
The men who gained the first sixteen places secured

marks as follows :

—

Greek 6,250
Latin 5,817
Greek history 3,580
Roman history 3.673

19,320

Greek history and Roman history are counted in
With Gr^k and Indn because,, as can be seen by the
pap^, nearly all ques^ons can be answer^ by
anyone who has n^de a carefol study of Gteek and
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Latin literature in which the history of the two
nations is embedded.
The same sixteen candidates secured the following

total marks for the subjects mentioned :

—

Mathematics 6,707
Natural science 3j49i
French 254
Italian o
German o

10,452

In other words, mathematics and science and
modern languages secured much less between them
than classics.

In 1914 nine vacancies were announced; of the
candidates who took the first nine places, seven took
both Greek and Latin, and of those, six took both
Greek and Roman history; only two took mathematics
with some science, and only two took French; none
took Italian or German. The two who took French
scored for this language 417 marks out of a total of
3876 and 321 out of a total of 3094 respectively. The
two who took science scored respectively 859 marks
out of a total of 3528 and 561 out of a total of 3408.
The men who gained the first nine places secured

marks as follows :

—

Greek 3 .4S3
Latin 4,528
Greek history 1.745
Roman history 1.834

11,560

The same nine candidates secured the following
total marks for the subjects mentioned:

—

Mathematics 3»90i
Natural science 1,401
French 738
Italian o
German o

6,040

It will be seen that the candidate who studies any-
thing but Latin or Greek has a comparatively small
chance of success in the examination; the result is

that the country is largely governed by persons who,
for the most part, have little knowledge of, or sym-
pathy with, scientific method, and who are frequently
unwilling to accept scientific advice; many of the
appalling mistakes made at the beginning of the war
were due to this.

Another result of the present system of examina-
tion, which allots an altogether disproportionate
number oh marks to Latin and Greek as compared
with science and modern languages, is that the higher
posts in the Civil Service are practically closed to

persons who have not been educated at either Oxford
or Cambridge. In 1913 and 1914 forty first-class

clerks were selected; of these, twenty-five came from
Oxford; ten from Cambridge; one from the Univer-
sity of London; one from a Scotch university; two
from Irish universities; and none from all the pro-

vincial universities in England and Wales comhinedl
Everyone would regret if the higher posts in the

Civil Service were not recruited largely from Oxford
and Cambridge; but it is ridiculous to suppose that

all the provincial universities combined were incapable

of producing, during the last two years before the

war, a single person worthy thus to serve the State.

Men from the modem universities have little chance
of success, since the endowments for higher classical

teaching are largely concentrated on the banks of the

Isis and the Cam* J. Wertheimer.
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THE VALUE OF RESEARCH IX SCIENCEA

S CIENCE of some sort is now being very widely
taught at all stages of education, and so far

from its progress being Impeded as used to be the

case by disadvantages of a public kind, most Govern-
ments are more or less alive to the importance of

devoting public funds in furtherance of scientific work,
and almost every honours list now contains the names
of men distinguished in science. In India the various

Governments have made a very fair beginning in the

matter of funds.

It is impossible, and would be of little value for

our purposes, to estimate the amount devoted to

scientific teaching in schools and colleges by the

various education departments, I have, however, en-
deavoured, with the kind assistance of the Hon. Mr.
Davidson and the Financial Department of the Govern-
ment of Madras, to form some idea of the amount
being spent upon original research and other higher
scientific work throughout India.

On the nature and essence of “research” I pro-

pose to offer a few observations later on, but it is

not without interest to note at this point the connec-
tions in which the w’ord occurs in the various Budget
estimates. The Government of India supports a
Forest Research Institute and College at Dehra Dun,
and devotes about 4 lakhs a year to it ; it contributes

5 lakhs a year to the Indian Research Fund, about

5J lakhs to the Agricultural Research Institute at Pusa,
and a lakh to the Central Research Institute at

Kasauli.
Some of the local Governments have entertained, or

propose to entertain, wrhat they call in the Budget
forest research officers. The Agricultural College in

the Madras Presidency has for part of its title that of

Research Institute. The Government of Bengal gives

research scholarships. The Punjab Government enters

a small portion of its contribution to Government
colleges as research grant. In Burma a small sum is

devoted to what are called leprosy researches.

The Budgets, however, provide for many other forms
of scientific activity in connection with w’hich the w’ord
“ research ” does not happen to have been used, such

as : further experimental work in connection writh agri-

culture, bacteriological work as affecting man and
animals, other investigations of a medical nature, and
work relating to fisheries and other industries.

Further, various Grovernments support museums, in

some of which, at any rate, scientific w’ork is carried

cm, and our institute here at Bangalore receives an
annual grant of Rs.87,500 from the Government of

India, which has promised, should any private indi-

vidual be willing to subscribe, to provide a like amount
so long as its total grant does not exceed Rs. 1,50,000.

There are also die various Imperial surveys; in

some of these the expenditure must, of course, be
mainly debited to administrative w’ork, but in the

majority of them the funds do something towards the

progress of science.

Without taking the surveys into account, the annual
expenditure from public funds on scientific work in

British India is somewhere in the neighbourhood of

Rs.yo-So lakhs—^that is to say, 500,000!.—and to this

must, of course, be added large capital sums invested

in buildings. This expenditure is supplemented to

some extent bv the more progressive of the native

States, including, I need scarcely say, the State in

which we have the pleasure to be at present- I-astly,

private sources have contributed, but to a lamentably
small extent. In this last respect there have been

1 From tbe preadcntial addres's delivered before the Indiaii Science
Bamgaldr^ January, 19x7, by Sir Al&ed Gibbs Bonrae, F,R.S.,
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a few striking exceptions, and perhaps the foremos’:
of these was the projected gift of the late Mr. Tata,
to the carrying out of which by his sons our institutt:

owes its existence.

Now I propose to deal with the question of research.

Research is often alluded to as a perfectly simple
operation; one even nears of men being “taught to-

research ”
;
newspapers speak of it in the lightest

manner, whereas in even my student days it was
spoken of with almost bated breath as indicating some-
thing to which only the best of us could look forward,,

something which few of us were ever likely to carry
on with any hope of success.

It is probably impossible to find a classification of

research work devoid of considerable overlapping, and
in many cases the motives are undoubtedly mixed,
but it seems possible to recognise three classes ; that
carried on with the single purpose of ascertaining the

truth in regard to the causes of things; that which
has for its immediate object a specific utilitarian pur-
pose, but still* without any expectation whatever of

a pecuniarily remunerative result; and research with
the avowed object of making money out of it sooner
or later.

The first and second classes would come under the
head of scientific research in the sense in which the
term is used by the Privy Council Department of

Scientific and Industrial Research, while the third class

is industrial research; but what I want to emphasise
is the fact that the first class alone is research in pure
science, while the second and third classes are both
research in applied science—that is, science put to-

practical use; practical as distinguished from abstract
or theoretical.

Huxley said that what people call applied science

is nothing but the application of pure science to par-
ticular problems. The Advisory Council says that this-

no doubt is so; there are not two different lands of

science; at the same time it realises that it has to

deal with the practical business world, in the eyes of
which a real distinction seems to exist between pure
pid applied science. There are, however, men.
in the business world who see more clearly. An
American manufacturer pointed out only the other
day that “there are no sharp lines to separate pure
from applied, scientific from practical, useful from use-
less. If one attempts to divide past research in such
a manner he finds that time entirely rubs out the lines-

of demarcation.”
But whatever terms have been used, the application^

of scientific knowledge for the good of mankind is

as old as that knowledge itself, and one may safely
say that the majority of those who have attempted
this application have not been swayed by any pecuniar^'
motive. The scientific agriculturist is not in most
cases the person into whose pockets comes the money
secured by the use of better .methods. Medical science*

in all its branches is applied science, and although
the doctor may earn his living by means of fees,

medical research is not undertoken from pecuniary’'

motives.
^
It has been for the most part the application’

to a particular problem of the scientific knowledge of
the day, and there has, of course, been no such applica-
tion with a more noble purpose. Still, it is not pure
science, and there have often been medical men who
have left further application to others, while they have
reverted to purely scientific problems.
What utilitarian research would have discovered the

fundamental facts in r^ard to electricity or have led
to the framing of the atCOTiic theory? Who can say
how many profound truths await discovery because
some utilitarian who happened upon a glimmering of
them did not think it worth while to pause and investi-
gate the apparently irrelevant?
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How much research has been undertaken by the

student of pure science which he would have frankly

admitted to be apparently useless? How much patient

work and loving care have been bestow^ed upon investi-

gations seemingly impossible of application to any of

the specific problems of the day? Upon research of

this kind no utilitarian would have been at all likely to

embark, yet sooner or later such research has either

proved capable of direct application or—and this has
more often been the case—has unexpectedly formed
a corner-stone, or occupied a more humble but still

useful position, in building up some far-reaching
generalisation capable of being seized upon at once
by the w’orker in applied science, thus in turn perhaps
stimulating further scientific research.

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE.

Cambridge.—The subject proposed for the Adams
prize essay for the period 1917-18 is ‘'The Diffrac-
tion of Sound Waves.” The solution of a typical
problem or problems, such as that of diffraction by a
circular or rectilinear aperture in a plane screen or
by a circular disc, is desired free from approximations
or restriction to relatively long weaves. Treatment of
the corresponding problems in electric waves is also
suggested.
The question of compulsory Greek in the Previous

examination has been very prominent during the pre-
sent term. The case for the abolition of compulsory
Greek has advanced greatly since 1905, when it was
put to the vote and defeated. A syndicate appointed
in 1913 to consider the regulations for the Previous
examination reported that it was unable to recommend
that Greek should continue to be a compulsory sub-
ject, and a new scheme was drawn up for the ex-
amination in which Gredi was made alternative to
French or German. Had it not been for the outbreak
of war, this reform would probably by this time have
become an accomplished fact, but, as it was, the dis-
cussion of the report was delayed until last year, and
afterwards the syndicate expressed the opinion that it

was inexpedient to bring the scheme before the Senate
while so many members of the Senate were absent
-on war service

Early in the present term the council of the Senate
issued a report on the subject. The council agreed
that it was inadvisable to proceed at once with the
whole question of the reform of the Previous ex-
amination, since this should be considered together
with the considerable modification and reconstruction

• of the educational system of the University/ which
was likely to take place after the war; but it held
that the question of Greek was of practical urgency
at the present time, and it was of opinion that, as a
temporary provision, the papers at present set in
French and German (which are easier than those pro-
posed by the syndicate) should be alternative to Gr'Cek.
However, the council had ascertained that if a dis-
cussion were held and a vote taken in the existing
circumstances, it w^ould be greatly resented by some
members of the Senate absent on war service, and it

had accordingly d^ided not to take action at the
present time. This aroused widespread disappoint-
ment in University, and a memorial bearing a
long and inffuential list of signatures was presented to
tine council as^ng it to reconsider its decision. A
oounter-memorial was presented; strong protests were
also Issued by a small number of residents now en-
gaged on war sendee in various Government offices.
Tl*e nesult has becfu Ihat the oouxicil adheres to its
deci^oin,t30 1al?3e sw> action at pareaent, but the con-
stitution of the Previous exandnation is to be con-
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sidered further, so that it may be possible to take
action immediately upon the conclusion of the war.

The third conference of the Committee for the
Development of Regional Survey will be held at New-
bury on April 7-17, and it is proposed to make a de-

,

tailed study of the town and region. No formal
classes will be held or lectures given, but there will
be daily conferences for the purposes of study. The
committee hopes that sufficient w^orkers will be able
to attend the conference to make all aspects of the
regional survey possible, physical, historical, and
social. Members are asked to communicate with the
hon. local secretary, Kingsbridge Road, Newbury.

The governors of the Imperial College of Science
and Technology have recently considered the conditions
to be fulfilled in the case of students of the Royal
School of Mines whose associateship courses of study
have been interrupted by their undertaking service
with the Forces of the Crown or other approved war-
work, precedent to the award to them of the diploma
of^ associateship of the Royal School of Mines in

Mining or in Metallurgy o*r in Oil Technology. Instead
of insisting upon the full four-year course, the oppor-
tunity is offered for a student to complete in three
years the tests ordinarily imposed, having regard to
experience gained during the war, and, in that case,
the reduction is contemplated of the requirement as
regards^ practical work (shifts) by one-third, and the
possibility of a man making good in certain arrears of
subjects during vacations, but it is considered inadvis-
able to make any curtailment of the work of the first

and second yeark

At a representative and largely attended confer-
ence of examining bodies in Great Britain held on
March 15 at the Board of Education under the presi-
dency of Mr. A. T. Davies, chairman of 'the British
Prisoners of War Book Scheme (Educational), it was
unanimously decided, on the motion of Sir Edward
Busk (University of London), to approve certain pro-
posals for the encouragement and recognition of the
studies pursued by prisoners during their internment.
Steps are being taken to give effect to these proposals,
and various examining bodies (including most of the
universities) have already intimated their willingness
to recognise work done and examinations passed in
the^ camps, and to extend to the men on their return
facilities for sitting for examinations under conditions
which will take account both of their special circum-
stances and their needs, A message was read from
the President of the Board of Education in which
Mr. Fisher expressed sympathy with the objects of
the conference and his belief that the result of its
efforts w’ould^ prove a great encouragement to the
men to use wisely and well the time of their captivity,
and, further, would be of material assistance to them
on their return to this country. It is intended th„at
the decision arrived at shall be communicated, as soon
as possible, as *‘a message of encouragement and
hope ” to the various internment camps in enemy and
neutral^ countries. In the meantime it was suggested
that friends and relatives of student prisoners'" might

^ them a service if, when writing to them, they will
dir^t their attention to, the steps in this connection
which are being taken on their behalf.

The issue of the Journal of the Royal Society of
^ts for March 9 contains a paper on “ German
Mediods ’’ by Mr. J. H. Vickery, read before the
society on March 7. In it Mr, Vickery deals, among
other matters, with^ German education and science.
He points out that it is the habit of the Germans to
refer tp the English as being a “practical people.
But he urges that, in point of fact, the German has
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been much more practical in the matter of turning*
scientific knowledge to account. “With all his boasted
idealism he has long since ceased to follow scientific

research purely and solely for the love of the thing.”
He “has been taught that if science possesses any
practical value it would be an unpardonable violation

of an economic law to allotv that value to go unex-
ploited. As a result the university and Government
laboratories are closely linked up with the factories

and workshops of the nation.” Scientific achieve-
ment both in theory and in practice receives higher
recognition in Germany than in any other country.

That commercial and industrial use is made of the
achievements of science has not lowered the tone of
the German man of science, but has raised the tone
of German industries. In Germany, says Mr.
Vickery, “not merely one man as a voice crying in

ihe wilderness, but a thousand voices, from the Kaiser
downwards, have b^n crying in chorus

—

Think scien-^

iifically, act scientifically.'* There is no need, he
thinks, for us to copy German methods, for if we
once recognise the underljdng truths of scientific

development, both in theory and in practice, we shall

be able to work out the methods of fruitfully applying
the discoveries of science.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES. i

London,
i

Royal Society, March 8.—Sir J. J. Thomson, presi-
!

dent, in the chair.—^W. B. Bottomley : Some effects of

growth-promoting substances (auximones) on the

growth of Lemna minor in culture solutions, i. Raw
peat, when further decomposed by means of aerobic

soil organisms—“bacterised peat”—is found to oon-

ttiin certain growth-promoting substances (auximones).

2. Lemna minor plants cannot maintain growth for

any length of time in culture solutions containing only

mineral nutrients. 3. The presence of soluble organic

matter is essential for complete growth. 4. The addi-

tion to the mineral culture solution of 36S parts per

million of organic matter from the vrater extract of

bacterised peat resulted, after six weeks, in a multi-

plication of the number to 20 times, and an increase

in weight to 62 times, that of the control plants. The
water extract free from humic acid, representing^ an

addition of 97 parts of organic matter per million,

gave gi times the number and 29 times the weight;

32 parts per million from the alcoholic extract gave

times the number and 7^ times the w^eight; 13 parts

per million from the phosphotungstic fraction gave

i| times the number and 2^ times the weight. 5. The
eiect of the reduction in amount of auximones with

successive fractionation of the bacterised peat was
also manifest from the general appearance of the

plants. Those in mineral nutrients only, decreased in

size week by week, and became very unhealthy in

appearance, whilst there w^as a progressive improve-

ment in the appearance of the plants supplied with

increasing amounts of auximones.^ Those receiving

the larger amounts retained their normal healthy

appearance throughout the experiment and increased

in size. 6. The beneficial effect of the auximones was
not due to a neutralisation of the toxic substances

present in the ordinary distilled water, since com-

parable results were obtained with conductivity W’ater.

7. An interchange of culture solutions, with and with-

out auximones, showed that the plants are very sen-

sitive to the presence or absence of these substances.

—^Florence A. Mockeridge : Some effects of growth^ro-

moting substances (auximones) on the soil organisms

comeraed in the nitrogen cycle. This investigation

deak with the effect of bacterised peat and the various

auKimone-fr^O!fk>ns obtained from it upon the four chief
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groups of soil bacteria concerned in the nitrogen cycle,,

in situ, and in liquid culture. The addition of bacterised

peat to soil increased the rate of nitrogen fixation

quite independently of any bacteria contained in the

material. This increase was not due to aeration, nor
could it be brought about by chemically treated peat.

Experiments in liquid culture showed that a water
extract of this material greatly increased the nitrogen
fixation of Azotobacter and of Bacillus radicicola. An
alcoholic extract and the decomposed phosphotung-
stic acid and silver baryta fractions from it were also

very effective. Similar* results could not be obtain^
with chemically prepared soluble humus or with arti-

ficial humus. The accumulation of nitrate in soil con-

taining bacterised peat w’as greater than that which
could be accounted for by the soluble nitrogen which
it contained, and took place more rapidly than in a
similar soil provided with an equal amount of soluble

nitrogen as ammonium sulphate. Since the water
extract of the material was found to be directly nitri-

fiable, its effect upon the rate of nitrification was not

tested, but the auximone-fractions, which were not

nitrifiable, greatly increased the rate of nitrification of

ammonium sulphate solutions. The auximone-frac-

tions were without effect upon the rate of ammonifi-

cation in soils and upon the ammoniacal fermentation

of urea. The water extract had no effect upon the

rate of denitrification, but the auximone-fractions

directly inhibited the process. The work indicates

that certain decomposition products of organic matter

stimulate the activities of certain soil bacteria, and

appear to play an important part in nitrogen

metabolism.

Physical Society, February 9.—Prof. C. V. Boys>

president, in the chair.—Dr. A. Griffiths : Note on the

calculation of the coefficient of diffusion of a salt

at a definite concentration. In the calculation of the

coefficient of diffusion, by B. W. Clack, a simple

relation is assumed between the density of a solution

of a salt and the concentration. This simple relation

is only approximately correct, and compromises are

made which require justification. This note (i) sug-

gests a method of calculating the coefficient of diffu-

sion which, to a^high degree of theoretical accuracy^

gives values for^the coefficient which are independent

of a precise relationship between density and con-

centration ;
and (2) justifies the method of calculation

adopted bv B. W. Clack.—Dr. P, E. Shaw and C,

Hayes : A ^special test on the gravitation temperature

effect. In the Philosophical Transactions of^ the

Royal Socien*, vol. ccxvi., pp. 349^' tjiere is a

paper by one of the authors dealing with the possible

eidstence of a temperature coefficient of the constant

of gravitation. It was suggested in the discussion

that the effect might be due to an inward displace-

ment of the large lead spheres, at the higher tempera-

tures, due to convection currents. In the present

paper experiments are described in which this point

is tested by micrometric measurements of the posi-

tions of the supporting wires. It is shown that, at

the higher temperatures, there is a small ou^ard

displacement of the spheres, probably due to the ex-

pansion of the crosshead from which they are sus-

^nded. A slightly higher value has, therefore, to

be given to the temperature coefficient of gravitation.

Geological Society, February^ 16.—Annual general

meeting,—Dr. Alfred Harker, president, in the chair.

0r. A, Harker : Anniversary address. Some asp^ts

of igneous action in Britain, especially its relation

to crustal stress and displacen^nt. This relation^ ap-

pears not only in the distribution of igneous activ^y

in tune and space^ in the 'succession of episodes, the

haHts of intrusions, etc., but also in the petrographx-
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cal facies of the !giteous -rocks them’selves. The
cause of such relation was sought in the existence of

extensive inter-crustal regions in a partially molten

state: that is, with some interstitial fluid magma,
which must normally be rich in alkaline silicates.

There will be a continual displacement of the inter-

stitial magma from places of greater stress to places

of less stress, and certain broad differences in chemical

composition are therefore to be expected between the

igneous rocks of orogenic belts and those erupted in

connection with gentle subsidence.

February 28.—Dr. Alfred Harker, president, in

the chair.—Dr. A. Smith Woodward : Fourth note

•on the Piltdown gravel, with evidence of a second
skull of Eoanthropus dawsoni. With an appendix
on the form of the frontal pole of an endo-
oranial cast of Eoanthropus dawsoni by Prof. G, Elliot

Smith.—Excavations jast summer round the margin
of the gravel-pit at Piltdown (Sussex) supported the

conclusion that the deposit is a varied • shingle-bank,

and that the three layers containing Palaeolithic re-

mains and derived Pliocene fossils are approximately
of the same age. Many elongated flints and pieces of
Wealden sandstone were observed in the bottom sandy
clay with their long axis more or less nearly vertical.

No teeth or bones were found, but one nodular flint

obtained from the same layer as Eoanthropus seems
to have been used by man as a hammer-stone. This
IS not purposely shaped, but merely battered along
faces that happened to be useful when the stone was
conveniently held in the hand. In the winter of 1915
the late Mr. Charles Dawson discovered in a ploughed
field, about a mile distant from the original spot, the
inner supraorbital part of a frontal bone, the middle
of an occipital bone, and a left lower first molar tooth,

all evidently human. These are rolled fragments, and
the first and third may he referred with certainty to

Eoanthropus dawsoni; but it is doubtful whether
they represent more than one individual. In miner-
alised condition they agree with the remains of the
type-specimen. The piece of frontal bone exhibits the
characteristic texture and thickness, with only a very
slight supraciliary ridge, and a small development of

air-sinuses. The occipital bone is somewhat less

thickened ttfan that of the original specimen of

•Eoanthropus, and bears the impression of a less un-
symmetrical brain. In an appendix Prof. G. Elliot

Smith expresses the ooinion that the endocranial cast

of the fragment of frontal bone presents features

more primitive and more ape-like than those of any
other known member of the human family.

due to age, season, and other causes, and that in

each of these genera the number of species must be

greatly reduced.—G. A. Boulenger ; The lizards of the

genus Philochortus, Matschie.

March 6.—Dr. S. F. Harmer, vice-president, in the

chair.—Dr. F. E. Beddard ; The scolex in the Cestode

genus Duthiersia, and the species of that genus.

—

Capt. S. R. Douglas : Results of an experimental in-

vestigation of the migration of woodcock breeding in

the West of Ireland. The^ paper, among other

interesting points, showed an Increase in the number
of woodcock breeding in the West of Ireland.

Linnean Society, March i.—Sir David Prain, presi-

dent, in the chair.—^J. C. Mottram : Observations upon
the feeding-habits of fish, more especially of Salmo
fario, and of riverside birds. These observations, ex-

tending over a period of eight years and supplemented
by from between 500 and 600 autopsies, show that

the liability to attack of any species depends upon
many factors, such as the general and special hunger
of the preyer, the total and relative abundance of the

food-supply, the abundance and ease of capture of the

preyed upon, and its relative palatability. It follows

that in order to estimate the palatability value of a
species, it is necessary to take into account all these

factors. The observations indicate that species can-

not be sharply divided into palatable and unpalatable.

Observations are also recorded which show that both

fish and birds are deluded by rough resemblances to

insects on which they may be feeding, and that

therefore a rough mimicry may be of some value in

the sti*uggle to exist.—Dr. J. C. McWalter : A note

on botany in Malta. The note began with^ remarks

on the prevalence of Oxalis cernua^ Thunb., in Malta,

still as universal as it was more than twenty-five

years ago, when Prof. George Henslow wrote about

it (Proc. Linn. Soc., 1890-92, pp. 31-36),^ which is

still quoted as the most recent contribution to its

study. Seasons at Malta are numerous, uncertain,

and erratic, but the Cape sorrel seems most prevalent

in March and April; it is now called “The English

Weed.” Dr. McWalter next suggested the cultivation

of certain medicinal plants, of which the present

supply is short, but well adapted in his view for

growth in Malta. “ Labour is, as a rule, cheap, and

though an era of prosperity now prevails on account

of the war, it is thought that great distress will pre-

vail afterwards unless useful work be provided for

the people.”

Cambridge.

Zoological Society, February 20.—Dr. A. Smith
Woodward, vice-president, in the chair-—C. J. C.
Pool : Insects reared in the insect house during 1916-

Experiments showed that melanic variations of the
magpie moth (Abraxas grossulariata) were not con-
nect^ Tvith melanic variations in the larva. In the
ease of dragonflies, although the larvae of several

British species had been reared to maturity', it 'was

found impossible under the conditions to feed the
full-grown insects, which survived only a few days
after emergence from the water. Similarly, it was
found impossible to« feed various species of Longicorn
Coleoptera, although other beetles, differing as widely
in diet as Cauabidae and Lamellicorns, fed readily on
banana. Experimental feeding with beetles of the
genus Necrophorus showed that while these insects

were refused by meerkats (Suricata) they urere eaten
by a mongoose and Capuchin monkeys.—^A. de C.
SewetbT: Heude’s types of artiodactyle ungulates in

the S^wei Museum', China. In the case of the
spMes of Sus, Cervus, Capricornis, and Netnorhaedus
It tras shown that Heude had disregarded variations

99]

Philosophical Society, February 5.—Dr. Marr, presi-

dent, in the chair.—Dr. Marr : Submergence and Glacial

climates during the accumulation of the Cambridge-

shire Pleistocene deposits. Near Narborough, at

March and elsewhere in the fens marine deposits

occurred from below fen-level to a height of at least

fifty feet above present sea-level, indicating a sub-

mergence followed by re-emergence. Evidence was

given to show that the later Pleistocene deposits of

the neighbourhood of Cambridge indicated the same
two movements, and that the encroachment of the

sea took place in Lower Palaeolithic times, and the

recession in Upper Palaeolithic times. The climate in

Low’er Palaeolithic times was apparently warm; and

there is some evidence of a cold period at the end of

these times. Warmer conditions probably followed,

and towards the end of Upper Palaeolithic times a
second period of cold is marked by the presence of

the reindeer and an arctic flora in the pit near Barn-

well Station. Prior to the Lower Palaeolithic times

the chalky Boulder Clay was accumulated; we there-

fore seem to have evidence of three cold Pleistocene,
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periods. This accords with the views of Continental
geologists.—P. Lake ; Glacial phenomena near Bangor,
North Wales. During the Glacial period the valley

of the Ffrj^ddlas w^as blocked at its mouth by the
Ogwen glacier and converted into a lake. The valley

shows three terraces, and three corresponding over-

flow channels are cut in the ridge w'hich bounds the

valley on the north. One of these overflow channels
debouches high up on the seaward slope of this ridge,

and it is concluded that there w’as water up to this

level. Other evidence on the seaward slopes of the

neighbouring hills points to a similar conclusion; but
there is nothing to show whether this water was the
actual sea- or fresh-w’ater dammed up by ice in the

Irish Sea.

—

H. Woods : The Cretaceous faunas of New’
Zealand. The Cretaceous deposits of New Zealand
rest unconformably on older deposits, and in the South
Island are usually succeeded by the Amuri Limestone
of Tertiary age. Two faunas have been recognised;
one of approximately Gault age, the other of Upper
Senonian age. Both faunas are of the Indo-Pacific
type.

—

R. I. Lynch ; Exhibition of the fruit of Chocho
Sechium edule

:

remarkable in the nat. order Cucur-
bitacese, native of the West Indies, and cultivated also

in Madeira as a vegetable.—G. N. Watson ; The limits

of applicability of the principle of stationary phase.

—

H, C. Pocklington : The direct solution of the quadratic
and cubic binomial congruences with prime moduli.

—

C. E. Weathcrbnrn : The hydrodynamics of relativity.

—R. Hargreaves : The character of the kinetic potential

in electromagnetics.—^Dr. M. J. M. Hill : The fifth

book of Euclid^s elements. (Fourth paper.)—G. H.
Hardy : A theorem of Mr. G. P61ya.

Dublin.

Royal Dublin Society, February 27.—Mr. R. Lloyd
Praeger in the chair.—G. H. Pethybridge and H. A.
Lafferty : Further observations on the cause of the
common dry-rot of the potato in the British Isles. In
all the cases (thirteen) of dry-rot of the potato tuber
examined during^ the last few years from Ireland,
Scotland, and England, Ftisarium caeruhum (Lib.),

Sacc., has been found to be the causative parasite.

It attacks the tubers only and does not cause a “ wilt
”

disease of the growing plant. Susceptibility to in-

fection increases wdth increasing maturity’ of the
tubers. Infection usually occurs through wounds, but
can also occur in the absence of them. The fungus
also causes a rot in tomato fruits. F. arthrosporioides,
Sherb., is to be added to the list of species of Fus-
arium pathogenic to the potato tuber.

Manchester.
Literary and Philosophical Society, January 23.—Prof.

S. J. Hickson, president, in the chair.—Prof. G.
EUiot Smith : The endocranial cast of the Boskop
skull. Dr. Pdringuey, director of the South African
Museum, has submitted for examination and report
an endocranial cast obtained from the fossil human
skull found near Boskop, in the Transvaal, in 1913.
Apart from the right temporal bone, the base of the
skull is missing; but sufficient of the calvaria has
been recov^ed to show that the capacity of the
cranial cavity must have been well above 1800 c.c.,

perhaps even as much as 1900 c.c.—^greater than that
of the philosopher Kant^s skull, and almost as large
as Bismarck *s. The flatness of the cast and certain
of its features suggest affinities of the Boskop man
with the Neaiidertfial race. But the larger size, and
especially the form, of the prefrontal bulg^g indi-
cates an even closer kinship with the pec^Ies found
in Europe in Aurignacian and later times. The con-
clusion t^t seems to emerge from a comparison of
the cranial casts of extinct varieties of mankind is
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that the chief factor 'which above all others deter-

mines brain superiority* is not so much mere bulk as

the size of the prefrontal area.—Dr. G. HickUng : The
skull of a Permian shark. A preliminary' statement
w*as made concerning the results of a re-examination
of certain remains ot the skull of Diacranodus texen-.

sis. Cope, sp., now in the Manchester Museum. The
material is sufficient for a practically complete
restoration of the cranium and jaws, w*hile there is

some indication of the character of the branchial

apparatus, not hitherto described.

Paris.

Academy of Sciences, January 29.—M. A. d’Arsonval

in the chair.-^H- Le Chatelier ; Some scientific

problems to be solved. Problems aw*aiting solution

are suggested in connection wdth glass, metallurgy,
pyrometry, heating, and agriculture.—Ch. Lallemand '

A French economic mission in Spain.—Remarks by

M- E, Perrier on the earlier mission to Spain
organised by the Institut de France.—G. Bigonrdan :

The first scientific societies of Paris in the seven-

teenth century. The Academies of Montmor, Sourdis,

etc.—^J.
Renaud; The time on ships. At sea, it is

customary to reset the ship’s clocks every t'wenty-four

hours to the local noon. Certain inconveniences of

this plan are set out, and an alternative method is

suggested.

—

V. Comment : The deposits of the historic

period superposed on the Neolithic tufa of the valley

of the Somme. The marine shells found in these

deposits are ddbris of Gallo-Roman origin and have
been carried to their present position by man.

—

Mile. ieVonne Dehome ; A new species of Stromato-

pore from the Hippurite chalk : Actinostroma kiliam.

—H. Arctowski : A correlation between magnetic
storms and rainfall.—^A. Angot : Value of the

magnetic elements of the Val-Joyeux Observatory on
January i, 1917. The variation of the declination is

the greatest that has been observed since the com-
mencement of regular obser^’ations (1883).—P.
See : Moulds causing alteration of paper. The
moulds, or their spores, are present in new’ paper,

and probably arise from the maierial used. In spite

of the diversity of the material and the experimental
conditions, the fungi isolated are alw'ays the same
and their number is limited. A list of the species is

given.—A. Gnilliermond : Researches on the origin of

the chromoplasts and the mode of formation of pig-

ments of the xanthophyll group, and of the carotines.

—

L. Bordas : The rSle of the Ichneumoiiides in the con-

test against the parasite^ of forest trees. Pimpla
rufata renders great service to agriculture by laying

its eggs in the bodies of a number of caterpillars.

It can be used to prevent or mitigate the ravages of

Toririx viridana on oak trees.—^J.
Pavillard : Pela-

gorhynchus marinus.—^J.
Amar : Observations on

the prothesis of the lower limb. It is concluded that

the prothesis of the lowjer limb is irrational, and out

of harmony with the law^s of physiology, of locomo-
tion, and of economy of energy.—G. Boargnignon :

Normal chronaxy of the brachial triceps in man.—M,
Bnsqvet : The vaso-constrictive action of nucleinate

of soda on the kidney.—A. Back : The non-specificity

of the animal- and plant-reducing ferment.

—

A.
PoUcard and B. Desplas; Tolerance of the tissue of
war wounds in course of cicatrisation for foreign

bodies of microscopic dimensions. The mechanism of

latent microbis/n of certain cutaneous scars.

February 5.—M. Paul Appell in the chair.—G.
Bigourdan ; Some ancient observatories of the Proven-

cal region in the seventeenth century. The obser-

vatory of Avignon. Sketches of the astron<Mn5cal

work of Bonet de Lates, Tondut de Saint-Legier,

Payen, Gallet, Bonfa and Morand.—^L. Lccatna: The
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determination of the legal time. an alternative to

sumther time produced by the sudden change of one

hour, a gradual method is suggested,^ reducing me
interval between each two consecutive midnights

during the spring months by 30 seconds.

—

E. Anes:

The law observed by the four Massieu functions tor

bodies taken in corresponding states.—R. Gamier :

The irregular singularities of linear differential

equations.—W. H. Young ; The theory of the oon^

vergence of Fourier’s series.—Et. Delassus : The
general notion of movement for holonomial and non-

holonomial systems.—E. Jouguet: Secular stability.—

H. Villat: A calculation of resistance in a limited

fluid current.—L. Fabry and H. Blondel : The
provisional elements of the planet discovered by M.

Sy at Algiers, October 2, 1916., From the calculation

of the provisional elements the planet w’ould appear

to be new.—F. Grandjean : The application of the

theory of magnetism to anisotropic liquids.—S.

Mennier : Complement of observations on the part

played by micro-organisms in fossilisation.—^A.

Robiu : Comparative analyses of the heart and muscles

in healthy and phthisical individuals, with some
therapeutic applications.— Cluict : New elec^ical

syndromes observed in the wounded.—^M. Ranjard:

Contribution to the study of the diagnosis of war
deafness.
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FISH MIGRATION.
The Migrations of Fish, By Prof. Alexander
Meek. Pp. xviii4-427. (London; Edward
Arnold, 1916.) Price i6s. net.

U NDER the stimulus, and largely by the ^

instrumentality, of the International Council \

for the Investigation of the Sea, enormous pro-
|

gress has been made in marine biological re-
j

search in its bearings upon economic fishery
;

problems since the founding of that body in 1902.

The lapse of its active functions pending the settle- !

ment of the question of the ‘freedom of the

seas ” affords a convenient opportunity for con-

sidering the general results achieved, and thus the

time is ripe for the appearance of Prof. !Meek’s

volume, the material for which has been gathered

from the numerous publications of fishery investi-

gators in this and other countries. The book,

however, is not merely a compendium or plain

digest of other men’s work, but possesses an in-

dividuality of treatment which is the author’s own.
While practically all aspects of modern fishery

research—or at least their results—are set forth

in this treatise, which thus affords far more sub-

ject-matter than the title implies, the main theme
is the development of a theory of migration at

various stages of growth in relation to currents.

In this connection Prof. Meek introduces the terms

denatant and contranatant. These are useful

words, and will doubtless find permanent employ-

ment, but the idea tends to be somewhat over-

driven, and the referring of migrations to one or

other of these two classes, while satisfying a

desire for lexical completeness and formal syste-

matisation, is liable to give rise to misapprehen-

sion in omitting consideration of all the factors

involved in fish migration:

The rather self-evident fact that the pelagic ova
and larvae of fishes wdll migrate passively in the

same direction as the mass of water which con-

stitutes their habitat—or, in the author’s terms,

will migrate denatantly—is a fundamental factor

in the distribution of fish species and is rightly

emphasised. Also, if A represents the locus of a

spawning ground, and B the area to w^hich the

passive migration of the early planktonic stages

is made and where the individuals grow to

maturity, then, if the mature fish return for spawn-

ing to their natal area A, the spawning migration

from B to A will be against the direction of the

current which was responsible for their first pas-

sive migration. This is described as a contra’^

natant migration. In our opinion this mechanical

and frequently misleadingly simple representation

of the movements of the older stages leads one

very little towards a scientific understanding of the

migrations of fishes. The author apparently

belongs to that school of ichthyolc^sts who
depreciate the value of hydrographical research in

relation to Iftc problems associated with fish life.

In the preface he says ;
“ It is obvious that rar-

rents are importantly associated with migration,
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^ but beyond this I have not found it necessary to

I introduce hydrographical considerations.” One
may mention the researches of Schmidt and other

Scandinavian naturalists upon the migrations of

cod, plaice, eels, etc., as demonstrating the funda-

,

mental importance of hydrographical factors in

i
determining the spawning migrations of these

species, while English investigations also point to

the correlation between hydrographical conditions
—Le, temperature and salinity of water—and the

movements of fishes. It may be that the author

considers such correlations insufficiently estab-

lished as yet; but in ignoring them he would
appear, consciously or unconsciously, to dissociate

himself from the trend of present-day fishery

research.

The omission of reference to food and feeding

habits also detracts from the value of this vrork

as a treatise on migration, and further deepens

the impression of a too mechanical and pedanti-

cally systematised presentation of the phenomena
of migration, in terms of which the following is a

sample: “The mackerel are denatant migrants

in the young condition, and it is evident that the

denatant migration is the dominant feature of the

migrations when they become mature. It is, as a

fact, usually denatant, but in some cases it may
be said to be denatant in direction only.”

Since the larval stages of practically all fishes

are planktonic, the exposition of the idea of

denatant migration is carried laboriously, but

without any serious hitch, throughout the chapters

on the various species. In suggesting that the

landward migration of the leptocephalus larvae of

the eel is purely a matter of passive denatant drift,

however, the author surely departs from the view^s

of the authorities on the subject. In fact,

leptocephali, though doubtless assisted by the drift

of Atlantic water tow’ards the European coasts,

have quite considerable swimming power.

The distribution and migratory habits of North

Sea plaice have been investigated by the inter-

national collaborators with a thoroughness and

with conspicuously conclusive results which may
be said without bias to constitute a monumental

fabric of fishery research. These results being

available in reports published between 1904 and

igi6, it is a drawback that detailed consideration

of plaice migrations should have been limited to

the relatively insignificant and unrepresentative

fraction of the plaice fauna which occurs off the

Northumberland coast and in the Firth of Forth.

After the unfortunate quotation from Izaak

Walton in the introduction repeating the old but

now quite exploded notion that a salmon returns

from the sea to the river which it left as a smolt

or samlet “usually about six months after,” one

naturally approaches the chapter on Salmonidse

with shaken confidence. The above erroneous

view^ is repeated on p. 119 in dealing with the

definition of a grilse, and the statement that male

smolts are present on the spawning beds is a mis-

use of terms. Nor is it correct to assume that

female salmon must have spent at^ least two
winters in the sea before spawning, since female

grilse are quite common, .though not propor-

F ^
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tionately so numerous as males. Again, in the

life of salmon at sea, while growth is more rapid

in summer than in winter, it is erroneous to

say that feeding is practically confined to the

summer.
Regarding purely marine species, the general

information is voluminous and authoritative.

The author should, however, revise his impres-

sions as to the relative sizes of the two sexes of

the conger; the species of the dog-fish j^st of

the English Channel, which is predominantly

Acanthias vulgaris, and not Scyllium canicula;

and the adequacy of the scale-reading method for

the determination of the age of haddock.^

Notwithstanding what we have criticised as

faults of commission or omission in this sub-

stantial work, it is one which no one interested

in fishery science or desirous of an up-to-date

grasp of some of the phenomena underlying prac-

tical fishery questions can afford to overlook.

THE PARTITIONS OF NUMBERS,
Combinatory Analysis, By Major P, A. Mac-
Mahon. Vol. ii. Pp, xix4-34o. (Cambridge:
At the University Press, 1916.) Price i8s. net.

WHEN the first volume of this work was
noticed in these columns, the reviewer of

that volume expressed the hope that the second
would not be long delayed. This hope has been
fulfilled, and the reader can now obtain, for the

first time, a connected account of all the modern
work—so largely due to Major MacMahon him-
self—^which has been done in connection with the
partitions of numbers and with allied problems.
For the more historical side of the subject the
author refers the reader to Netto’s “Combina-
torik,’’ and he is more concerned to present the
newer processes and ideas vrhich lie at the root
of the present rapid development of the subject,

and have not hitherto found a place in any
lx)ok. Thus only the earlier sections of the pre-

sent work overlap that of Netto, and certain in-

vestigations which are arithmetical rather than
algebraical are dismissed briefly.

It is not possible, in a short space, even to
enum^ate the many problems of interest which
are discussed in this volume—whether problems
of analytical development of functions, or problems
of a general interest to the non-mathematician, but
the solution of which depends on the partitions of
numl^rs. We must perforce confine attention to
certain outstanding features, and make no attempt
at a summary of the contents of the work.
The introduction contains a list of the memoirs

to which reference is made,* and the Index to both
volumes is at the end of the book. Chap. i.

l3^ins with Euler’s intuiti've
**

theory of parti-
tions, and gives an account bXso of the powerful
graphical method devised by Ferrers, and used
so much by Sylvester. In the next chapter more
specif attention is given to Durfee’s method of
sttid3Hing the graph of a partition, and a very
c^mpkite set of expansions of generating func-
tions is a notable feature.

The most remarkable of such expansions are

the pair discovered intuitively by Ramanujan.
Only a few months ago it was found, by-

Ramanujan himself, that all the arithmetical

labour of many mathematicians who have tested

one of these expansions, for example, to eighty-

nine terms in the supposed default of a real proof,

has been wasted, for the theorem was, in fact,

proved by Rogers more than twenty years ago,

and at the time attracted little attention. Major
MacMahon has made some very significant appli-

cations of these theorems to a branch of the

theory of partitions on which work was scarcely

possible before their discovery.

The author has succeeded in basing the theory

of partitions upon the theory of Diophantine in-

equalities. This method is much more funda-

mental than that of Euler, and its use has ren-

dered the theory of partitions highly general, so

that it has now quite lost its earlier character

—

undoubtedly hitherto the cause of its comparative

neglect by mathematicians—of a set of somewhat
isolated, though elegant, solutions of special

problems. It seems fair to claim, in fact, that we
are indebted to the author for a new branch of

mathematics, and a branch which must dominate
future treatises which make a prominent use of

algebraical processes.

Many chapters must be passed over without

specific reference, but special mention must be
made of those on magic squares, partitions in two
dimensions, and the further theory of the Latin

square. It is probable that many mathematicians
are not aware of the extent to which these sub-

jects have developed, and of the field of work
which is still unexplored, and capable of yield-

ing results which are fundamental not alone in

connection with the partitions of numbers. By
collecting these researches, which are so very

much his own, from their hiding-places in scien-

tific memoirs into these* two volumes, the author
has done much towards the promotion of a more
general outlook on the whole range of analytical

work usually classed somewhat vaguely as

“algebra.”

OUR BOOKSHELF.
Nature Study Lessons Seasonally Arranged. By

J. B. Philip. Pp. ix + 147. (Cambridge: At
the University Press, Price 2S. 6d. net.

It is generally agreed that in the early stages
science teaching should consist of “Nature
study.” But it is seldom that teachers realise

that this should afford a sound foundation on
which later, more serious, study can securely rest.

Mr. Philip’s little book is a bright and outstand-
ing exception to the general rule. It concerns
itself solely with botanical material in its twelve
chapters; but the child of from twelve to fourteen
years of age who works through its pages in the
course t>f a year will not merely have learnt to
observe, but also will have gained aArm grasp of
fundamental botanical principles. Fmm the outset

I

the author is at pains to impress tl^fact that the
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organs of a plant are not in mere haphazard
j

is divided into two parts, the hrst giving the

positions, but that they occupy definite positions
j

necessary formula;, the second and longer part

in relation to one another
;
and that the whole plant

;
showing how the method is carried out in prac-

is a “living, breathing, feeding, energy^-producing
j
tice, describing the various instruments (sextant,

organism.” The student is thus led on by easy theodolite, transit circle'! and explaining how the

steps to the clear conception of modification of instrumental errors are found. Lastly, some
organs, and of homologies

;
and is thus furnished

j

auxiliary tables are given. The little book should

with a clue by which to solve riddles presented
|

prove useful to astronomical beginners and

by an apple, a cocoanut, the corm of a crocus, i
travellers.

seeds, buds, flowers,* etc. Practical work enters
!

largely into the scheme; and by means of ques-
tions and exercises the attention of the pupil is

|

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR,
frequently directed to the wild plant life of the

| Editor does not hold himself responsible for
countryside in a way that is entirely admirable.

| opinions expressed by his correspondents. Neither
We cordially commend the book to all teachers of

| undertake to return, or to correspond u^iih

elementary botany. O. H. L.
| writers of, rejected manuscripts intended for

Poverty and its Viciom Circles. By Dr. Jamieson
1

“
B. Hurr>-. Pp. xiv-^-iSo. (London: J. and

,

anonymous communications.]

A. Churchill, 1917'.) Price 55. net.
;

Muscular Inefficiency and Possible Speeds of Walking.

Dr. Hurry has, in a previous volume, discussed
!

the vicious circles of disease. He now enters the

domains of sociology and economics and deals

with poverty in a similar manner. “Poverty’* he
defines as the condition of a person who lacks the

necessaries for subsistence and efficiency, and a

“vicious circle” is the process by which a pri-

mary disorder provokes a reaction which
aggravates such disorder. In the ordinary course

of economic law the reaction provoked by a social

disorder tends to arrest such disorder, but when
a vicious circle becomes established the usual

sequence is modified, and the reactions which
should be beneficent are the reverse and intensify

the disorder. As an instance of one of Dr.

Hurry’s vicious circles we may quote that asso-

ciated with malnutrition : Poverty leads to mal-

nutrition ; this begets debility, which causes

diminished earning capacity, and this accentuates

the poverty.

The vicious circles of poverty are discussed

under twenty-two headings, and a chapter is

devoted to “artificial circles,” e,g, when injudi-

cious relief aggravates the poverty it seeks to

remove. The “ effects of vicious circles ” and the

breaking of vicious circles
’
’ form the subject-

matter of succeeding chapters.

The Hook is largely made up of quotations

from official reports and from standard authors,

and as an outline of the complex subject of

poverty should be of considerable value to the

student of sociology and economics. It is

illustrated with five plates.

Determinacion de la Latitud por Aliuras Abso-
lutas, Circunmeridianas, Meridtanas e Igiiales

de dos Estrellas, Por Carlos Puente, Astro-

nomo. (Madrid : Bailly-Bailli^re, 1917.)

After a short introduction, four chapters of this

short manual describe the methods of finding the

latitude from altitudes observ'ed outside the meri-

dian, from circummeridian altitudes, from meri-

dian altitudes (this is the longest chapter), and
frcMrn two ^MjFerent stars observed at the same
altitude whw; Ae time is known. Each chapter

In walking over a level surface, were there no mus-
cular loss or imperfect elasticity in the ground, the

i only work to be done would be that required to start

I

the" body and limbs at the walking speed, which work

I

might be recovered w^hen stopping. Thus any energy

I

expended in walking on the level is due either to work
, taken up by the ground, or lost by muscular inefii-

I
ciency. (Air resistance may be neglected at walking

! speeds.)

! That there is, for each individual, a certain^ speed
‘ at which walking involves a minimum effort is well

1 known; and it seems probable—in fact, almost certain

j

— that this depends oh the natural period of the leg

i about the hip joint. By frequent trials I have found

I

that in my owm case this period is about 1*35 sec., so

that, since there are two steps to each complete period,

.the natural number of steps per minute would be

i about S8
;
assuming further that each pace is equal to

, one vard ( -which is very nearly correct in my own
'

case’l, the natural speed" of w'alking is 52S0 yards, or

;

three miles per hour.

In walking at this pace the accelerations of the

, mri>ses are effected by gravity.

! A pendulum giving 44 beats per minute is 1-46 ft.

;
long, and this corresponds veiy^ fairly with the equiva-

lent length of a leg which rheasures 3 ft. from hip

I

joint to the sole of the foot, taking into account the

I
distribution of mass.

; At this speed the only work required is that lost in

' the muscles or expended on the ground. At any other

1 speeds the muscles are called on to accelerate or retard

i the %'arious parts, and *such work is apparently not

j

recoverable. I do not know of any experiments on

i
this point, but it would be of interest to examine

:
whether, for instance, the muscular effort required to

move a body, with a given vekxrity against a force,

is the same "as would have to be expended in prevent-

ing acceleration when the force is in the direction of

motion ;
or, in other wwds, whether for equal motion

the muscular effort required to cause^ acceleration is

the same as that required to |M*event it.

.Assuming for the moment that it is, it is pos.sible

to calculate the greatest speed at which w’alking is

possible, the speed, namely, at which the mere accelera-

! tion of the masses absorbs the -whole -work of which

i the muscles are capable.

I
If. as the simplest supposition, the motion of the

i leg be represented by the harmonic motion of a mass

i
fw, with period T and amplitude a, then

—

The energ)' is When the period is the

so. 24?4, VOL. 99]
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natural period (T.) this energy (except for the loss in

extending the muscles and in the ground) is conserved

by the action of gravity.

and the power required Is

If P— Ca is the maximum power available (where

Ca represents loss from muscular extension), then

—

or, putting Tx=:/T,

T 3 ^ ^ P ""

FU;. I.—AA, motion of body (assumed uniform) ; BB, trace on ground of

r ght femur (produced) ; B'B', trace on gr. und of left femur (produced)

;

FF, position of right foot ; F'F', position of lelt foot.

For any other period (Tj) an amount of energy
equal to

As a numerical example, assume that P~Ca is

i/io h.p., or 55 ft. -lb. per sec., also that (as given

above) To=i-35 sec.

The weight of each leg is about 30 lb. (so that m= i

nearly). The length of the leg being 3 ft., and that of

the pendulum of 1-35 sec. period 1*48 ft., then, since

each half pace=i*5 ft., a/i-5 = 1-48/3, or a=o*74 ft.

nearly.

Thus 2*46 — —- = 3 nearly,
^ Mmi- 79x0*55

whence p=0'6 nearly.

Thus the speed of walking at which i/io h.p. is

consumed in acceleration would be about 5 miles -per

hour, or rather more.
This is on the assumption that all the conditions

can be represented by one simple harmonic term.

The actual motions ^ in walking, however, are repre-

sented in Figs. I and 2, and some work must be done
in bending the knee joint. The details of this motion
vary considerably in different individuals, but in all

cases the work required would reduce the maximum
walking speed to something a little under 5 miles per
hour, which, as a fact, is about the limit for hard
walking.
Although the above estimate rests on nothing except

common knowledge and casual observation, the result

gives a high probability to the assumption that mus-
cular inefficienc}, Le. the loss of work in accelerating
and retarding their own masses, sets the limit to'the
speed at which they can be worked.

A. Mallock.

has to be expended four times in each pace, twice for

acceleration and twice for retardation.

Thus for both legs, in each complete period, the
amotmt of energy to be supplied by the muscles is

1*0. 2474, VOJL. 99]

Gravitation and Thermodynamics.
Dr. Todd (Nature, March i) suggests that when

one gravitative mass approaches another it acquires
heat. This might occur when, as is usually (but not
always) the case, the body moves up the gradient of

potential; for then the energy of
field displaced by the body would
increase.

There is one development of the

above speculation which is not ex*
plicitly mentioned by “J.
(Nature, March 15), though it may
have been inferred. Suppose^ two
cases

:
(a) A metal disc is in a

vertical plane at the earth’s sur-

face. If it be started spinning on
a horizontal axis through its centre

the descending half warms and ex-

pands, the ascending half cools and
contracts, there will arise a turn-

ing moment, and the disc will

now continue to spin of itself pro-

vided the friction ’s small enough,
(b) The extreme top and the extreme

bottom of the disc will be cold and hot points respec-

tively, so that if metal brushes be applied there, we
1 In the (Hagnm, for the sake of simplicity, the motion of the body

takes as^ being uniform. This is not strictly correct, but the difference frotni

nnificnniity is smalL
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could obtain a continuous current in a closed circuit.

These are two cases of perpetual motion. The prin-
ciple of conservation of energy which is here appa-
rently violated is inapplicable to such cases where the
forces are so much smaller than any experimental
results on which that principle rests.

The temperature effect of gravitation is a residual
effect of gravitation which is itself apparently a re-

sidual effect, so that we are dealing with forces of,

say, 10”^- dyne.
The fact that the forces involved in the above sug-

gested cases (a) and (h) are far too small to rendi^r any
perpetual effects observable, of course does not affect

the argument, w’hich is that the speculation does
involve a theoretical continuous motion.

P. E. SiiAW.
University College, Nottingham.

Talbot’s Observations on Fused Nitre.

Some years ago in studying the position of the
solidus curve in the binary system consisting of the
nitrates of potassium and sodium, the present writer
became W'ell acquainted with the phenomena referred
to by Lord Rayleigh in his interesting letter in Nature '

of February i. A number of photomicrographs :

were made of thin layers of the nitrates, crystallised !

from fusion, between crossed Nicols and it was
found very necessar}’ in the work that the exposures

j

should be made before the secondary change, the

arrival of which, as Talbot observed, is hastened by
i

scratching, had set in. There is, of course, now no
j

mystery as to the cause of this secondary change upon
j

cooling in the character of the crystal's first formed ,

from the melt, for potassium nitrate is known to be '

dimorphous*, with a transition temperature at ordinaiy
j

pressure about 139° C. A considerable degree o’f
;

under-cooling often occurs, and the transition, initiated

at Talbotts needle-point, spreads ‘Mike a wave'* if the
j

slide be cooler than 129®, as Lord Rayleigh found
,

using a temperature near 100^.

If Wallerant is correct in supposing that there is !

a third, in all circumstances metastable, crystalline
j

variety of potassium nitrate, still further entertain-
j

ment from this interesting, if old-fashioned, salt is
I

at least possible. Alan W. C. Menzies.
Princeton University, Princeton, N.J.

February 24
|

POSITION AND PROSPECTS OF PROFES-
[

SIONAL CHEMISTS.
|

I
N August, 1914, chemists, in common with

j

other professional men, volunteered in con- I

siderable numbers for active service with the fight- 1

ing forces. Many were already attached to the I

Officers Training Corps of their universities, or :

to Territorial units—the call was the same to them 1

as to others. The need for fit men was the first 1

consideration, and the need for chemists, as such,

in other spheres directly connected with war w'as
;

not at first recognised. Offers to the War Office 1

of scientific assistance emanating from organised
j

bodies and from individuals were politely acknow-
j

ledged and pigeon-holed for future reference in
|

case of necessity.
jWe possessed, fortunately, a number of
;

chemists acquainted wdth the production of explo-
j

sives, but as the magnitude of the task before us
j

became better realised a much greater demand
|

arose for chemists to control the operations of

manufacture.

NO. 2474, VOL. 99]

In the early months of the war lists of chemists
available for the serv’ice of the country were pre-

pared by the Institute of Chemistry*, the Chemical
Society, and other bodies interested in chemical
science, with the result that w*hen the Nlinistry* of

[Munitions called for them a ready response was
forthcoming from all parts of the country, from
industrial concerns and private laboratories as
well as from the universities and colleges, both at

home and in the Overseas Dominions. The
majority of chemists with experience in the explo-

sives industry* were already engaged on war work,
and arrangements were made for the training of

others to take charge of operations in new
factories erected in various parts of the kingdom.
Additional chemists were also needed for the
increasing work of the staffs of Government
laboratories and factories and to control

and assist in the production of war material
of all kinds. For certain requirements essen-
tial to the production of armaments and
munitions, for a number of drugs, for labora-
tory glass and porcelain ware, filter-paper and
other necessaries, we had hitherto been almost
entirely dependent on Germany and Austria, and
this state of affairs would have led to serious

difficulties if our chemists had not speedily and
successfully dealt with such matters. Students
in college laboratories assisted, under the super-

vision of their professors, in the preparation of

drugs and the examination of materials, or left

before finishing their courses to take up positions

in works. Women science graduates, mostly
teachers in time of peace, obtained appointments
in analytical laboratories as substitutes for

chemists who had joined the forces or been trans-

ferred to war work. The demand for trained

analysts and works chemists still persists, and has
been accentuated by the undoubted fact that

manufacturers generally are learning to appreciate

more and more the value of science in industry.

In addition to the activities referred to above,
mention must be made of the help rendered to

the Government by leading consulting chemists,

professors of chemistry, and technologists, in an
advisory capacity, with regard to inventions and
to offensive and defensive measures, wherein many
of our best are pitted against the much-vaunted
chemists of the enemy, German chemists had
obviously devoted attention to the employment of

scientific frightfulness in w*arfare which other

nations, if such means had occupied the minds of

their men of science at all, 'would have refused to

believe that any civilised people would adopt.

British chemists, therefore, were perforce called

upon to investigate problems wholly repugnant

to their inclinations and degrading to their science

in order to fight the enemy with his own w^eapons.

Much of what they have done must remain, and
probably will alw’^ays remain, a sealed book; but

the results are shown in the wrell-deserved praise

accorded them in the despatches of Lord French
and Sir Douglas Haig.
When the Germans started using asphyxiating

gases, the War Office called for volunteers wdth

training in chemistry and formed with little dffi-
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cuity a new fightings force, selecting the officers

from chemists already holding commissions and
transferring non-commissioned officers and men
with scientific qualifications from other units.

Their work did not call for much scientific

attainment, yet the force was for the most part

made up of graduates and qualified professional

chemists, a body of men far too valuable to the
country to risk in hazardous enterprise. How-
ever, they proved good soldiers and “carried out
their unfamiliar duties during a heavy bombard-
ment with conspicuous gallantry and coolness,^’

as reported by Lord French.
Later, the force was augmented, and many of

the original corporals were promoted or, as the
demand for chemists became more pressing at
home, were withdrawn for work in Government
and controlled establishments. Chemists were
also promptly engaged on research for devising
methods of defence against poisonous gases, and
for inspection work in that connection.
Apart from measures of offence and defence,

howeT'er, the work of chemists in the Royal
Engineers and in the sanitary companies of ihe
Royal Army Medical Corps engaged on active
service for the purification and examination
of water and for other sanitary matters, has
doubtless contributed to the maintenance of
health in the armies on the Continent, in the East,
and in Africa, while we must not overlook the
fact that not a few of these chemists are also
first-olass bacteriologists, and their work as such
has been indispensable. Mention must also be
made of the chemical advisers to the various
armies, inspectors of ordnance, instructors in gas
defence, chemists with the Army Service Corps
concerned with chemical supplies and those
attached to the Air Services.
Many of these men have been promoted to high

rank, so that w'e find among them- quite a number
of colonels, lieutenant-colonels, and majors. One
professional chemist "who enlisted as a private
in the early months of the war has risen to the
rank of lieutenant-coIonSl through his scientific
and inventive ability. Comparatively few quali-
fied men who have seen active service have not
b^n afforded the opportunity of taking commis-
sions, and a remarkable nun^ber have won
honours in the field.

We yet hope to see, however, due recogniti<
accorded others, less in the for^round, wrho ha^
given loyal service and have materially contribute
to the results achieved. We refer especially

working at home, including those in tl

Civil berviqe and in Government and controlL
factories, majority of w^hom we do not douwo« wiffingiy have volunteered for active servi
had they been permitted to do so. ‘Not a fc
have worked throughout the war quite grati

while some are in receipt of salaries o
Of aH proportion small in comparison with ti

teponsibiltty ol the dpties entrusted to thei
are many chemists attached to differe

departocnts of the Civil Service, but few are
^wermtion which woujd compa

J [
that of men of, sknSar

ml ' '

:

'

• -

tions and attainments engaged in private work or
in industry.

The terms and conditions of service offered to
qualified temporary assistants in the Inspection
Department at Woolwich were, we understand,
improved towards the close of 1914, partly as
the result of the publicity given to the matter,
but also owing to the dearth of candidates for the
appointments. Even though the remuneration of
2L os. 6d. a week was increased to 150Z. a year,
and a miserable allowance (about is. ^d. an hourji
made for overtime, in the prevailing circumstances
the position is distinctly unsatisfactory. If the
work is not of a responsible character, the authori-
ties need scarcely be so insistent on high qualifica-
tions. We cannot but conclude that such matters
have been too much in the control of the clerical

establishments, who are ignorant of the signifi-

cance of chemistry and its vital importance to the
interests of the country; yet, perhaps, they are
not entirely to blame for the existence of a system
prevailing in several plaices under which, if insuffi-

cient financial provision is made for chemical
assistants, such men find themselves classified as
“foremen” or “draughtsmen,” or that some sort
of shuffle has been made to bring them within the
funds allotted to the expenses of their department.

It is greatly to be deplored that competent pro-
fessional men have not been graded and treated as
such, paid proper salaries, without talk of over-
time, and afforded more encouragement generally
in the service they render to the State. Now that
the Inspection Department is under the Ministry of
Munitions we look for a more enlightened apprecia-
tion of scientific work. The terms attaching to the
appointments of shift chemists in works controlled
by the Ministry when they were first decided on
were fairly satisfactory for younger men and
made allowance for increments up to a moderate
limit; but these again call for revision under the
altered conditions of living to enable educated
professional men to maintain their status and to
lessen the sacrifice many of them have made.

In other Government laboratories and chemical
establishments many assistants are continuing
their work under pre-war rates of pay, and
although there is a graded scale of war bonuses
we trust their case also will receive due considera-
tion. Throughout the war chemists have made
good wherever they have been in request, and we
repeat the time has come for a more substantial
acknowledgment of their services.
We have already indicated that in industries the

demand for chemists is now in excess of the
supply, due not only to the fact that so many are
with the forces, but also to the growing apprecia-
tion of the^ value of their work and the develop-
ment of scientific methods of manufacture. The
shortage of qualified men has compelled employers
to offer better terms, and, as a consequence, a
considerable number of teachers have been
attracted to works appointments, and in the pro-
duction of munitions many are engaged as “shift
<^iemists” in diarge of plant in factories where
scientific control is essential to the safety of the

The colleges, at present, have fewer
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students than in normal times, but there is much
difficulty in securing- sufficient lecturers and
demonstrators, and, with the professors and heads
of departments engaged on war work, the junior

staffs are in most cases overburdened- It is

doubtful whether many who were teachers

before the war will return to their former work,
the remuneration and outlook being usually un-
satisfactory for any but those of outstanding
ability. Yet the majority of our science graduates
have hitherto turned to teaching for lack of oppor-

tunity of securing appointments in industry, few
being in a position to start practice individually.

The private practitioners in chemistry who are

really successful are not numerous, and these rely

in most cases mainly on consulting and analytical

work in some branch in which they have acquired

a reputation. The fees for commercial work
leave no great margin for the principals when all

expenses of maintenance have been taken into

account, and they are seldom able to afford high

salaries, even to their chief assistants. Much of

the routine analytical work is entrusted, as in the

factories, to men with no special qualifications.

Thousands of men who have received an elemen-

tary training in secondary and technical schools

are available and can be utilised for a limited

range of analyses and comparatively simple

operations. The more competent are thereby
!

crowded out.

Reviewing the position as a whole, we come
.

to the conclusion that qualified professional

chemists will find in future an increasing demand
for their services in industry, either as research

chemists, works chemists in control of plant, or

works managers, the routine testing work being

relegated to the less qualified assistants, only the

best of these being eligible for promotion on the

works on showing promise of real ability. In

progressive concerns arrangements wdll be made
for such assistants to receive systematic training

in neighbouring universities and colleges. Works
chemists will be wise to take every opportunity

of improving their training and experience on

the engineering side, whereby they may become
capable of designing and erecting plant as

required. In the course of time many such men
will establish themselves in independent practice,

along with public analysts, official agricultural

analysts, metallurgists and other specialists, and
general consultants.

Appointments in governmental and municipal

departments, for which in the higher grades only

qualified chemists should be accepted, will prob-

ably become more numerous, and should, in the

interests of the community, be made attractive to

men of the right stamp. Under this head we
embrace appointments in arsenals, factories, and

dockyards, with those of inspectors under the

Alkali, etc-, Works Regulation Act, and similar

statutory offices, as well as those under county

and municipal authorities, health departments,

river boards, sewage works, etc., gas examiners,

water examiners, and so forth. Chemists

engaged in official laboratories should have pros-

pects at least equivalent to those in industry and
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private practice, a principle which applies in a
limited number of the higher appointments of the

Civil Service. Nor should we omit the staffs of

the National Physical Laboratory, the Imperial

Institute, and similar institutions vrhere research

is the primary function.

Finally, but by no means the least important,

there are the professors and teachers of chemistiy*,

who represent a very large body, engaged in our
universities and technical colleges, public and
secondary schools, whose positions generally

should afford far better prospects than they have
in the past. W'ith all these openings there should

be no lack of recruits for the profession of

cheniistr}', either in the Mother-country or in the

Overseas Dominions, where also competent
chemists are afforded opportunities corresponding
to those here indicated.

THE VrEATHERING OF COAL.

The Canadian Department of iVIines has lately

issued a volume of 194 pages, constituting

an extra volume supplementing Report No. S3,

and forming a portion of the “ Investigation of the

Coals of Canada with relerence to their Economic
Qualities,'' which has been prepared by Dr. J. B.

Porter, of McGill University. This is devoted to a
discussion of the literature of the subject and of

the results obtained by the author and his assis-

tants in their researches upon this difficult and
important problem. It has very long been known

I

that whilst all coals are liable to undergo deteri-

oration on storage, some give rise to marked heat-

ing, whilst others are even liable to spontaneous

combustion. The latter, as being attended

with most obvious disastrous consequences,
' was the first of these effects to attract

I

attention, and a Royal Commission on Coal

! Cargoes was appointed to study the matter
‘ exactly forty years ago. It is only w'ithin

' the last few years that much progress has been

;
made towards its solution, and that mainly

;

through the labours of a few first-class chemists

‘ under the scientific guidance of Dr. J. S. Haldane,

1
in a laboratory the expenses of which have been

' defrayed by the Doncaster Coalowners’ Associa-
' tion ;

this association took up the question from a

slightly different pomt of view, namely, with the

j object of discovering the causes of, and finding a

remedy for, the “gob-fires’* , to which some coal-

seams’ are particularly liable. Dr. Porter’s atten-

tion has been directed mainly to the question of

the safe storage of coal and the prevention of

. deterioration in its quality.

;

It was soon obvious that all these problems^ are

I closely related, and depend, indeed, essentially

,
upon the oxidation of coal, and this, again, upon

I

the absorption of oxygen by the coal. Dr. Porter

1 has presented his conclusions in the form of a

i brief summary, in w-hich lie shows that oxidation

j

depends upon the presence of moisture in moder-

I
ate amount, absolutely dry coal and thoroughly

I
wet coal (e.g. submerged in water) being both less

j

liable to oxidation than coal in the presence of a

1 small quantity of moisture; it depends also upon
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the rate of admission of oxygen or air, too large

a quantity, as well as too small a quantity, check-

ing the oxidising action. He throws but little light

upon the part played by the pyrites in the coal,

a problem that has not yet been fully solved, but

considers that the oxygen is mainly absorbed by
the resins and the humus bodies present in the

coal.

With respect to the storing of coal, he finds

that any coal can safely be stored under water;
lump bituminous coal, from which slack and dust

have been screened out, can usually be stored

with little or no danger; coal stored in the winter
is less likely to give trouble than if stored in the

summer, and in the latter case it is best if cool

or cloudy days are selected ; shallow piles are less

likely to give trouble than deep ones
;
some coals,

particularly those high in sulphur, undoubtedly
heat more readily when damp; the ventilation of

coal piles by means of perforated pipes or other-

wise is veiy^ advisable ; and, finally, a coal storage
pile should be carefully watched, particularly for

the first few wrecks after it has been built.

The report is worthy of careful study, and forms
a notable contribution to a subject of the greatest
importance to coal producers and coal users alike,

and at least as much so in this country as else-

where.

It is significant of the British attitude towards
the scientific investigation of such economic
problems of great national importance that in

Canada they are attacked by State institutions

subsidised and supported by the State authorities,
whilst in this country the work is left to private
individuals and to private resources. Is it too
much to hope that the attention of the Committee
of the Prhw Council for Scientific and Industrial
Research may be directed to the admirable vrork
done in Canada, and that it may decide that the
time has at last arrived to initiate something of
the kind in this country?

mV. O, PICKARD-CAMBRIDGE, F.R.S.

pEW, whatever their nationality, who have been
A especially interested in spiders during the last
forty years have failed to make the pilgrimage
to Bloxworth, w‘here the Rev. O. Pickard-
Camforidge, who died on March 9, had been
rector since 1868, and to enjoy the delightfully in-
formal hospitalit}’ of the Rectory, The famous
**den*^ was no doubt their first objective, but
those who were privileged to w^alk with their host
in the surrounding country must have realised that
they were in the company of a born naturalist of
the widest sympathies, keenly observant, and on
the friendliest terms with every’- living thing
beast, bird, insect, or plant—encountered bv the
way. There can have been few naturalists of
equal^ calibre less revealed by their published work.
This in his case uras almost exclusively systematic,
and was concerned for the most part with a single
Arachnid order, the Araneina. It is true that he
was selected to write the article ** Arachnida ” forme ninth edition of the ** Encyclopsedia Britannica ”
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on the British Phalangids and Pseudoscorpions.

(1890 and 1892) ;
and that he occasionally described

a tick or a Tartarid; but these were excursions,

and through a long series of years his leisure was.

devoted mainly to the identification and description

of spiders.

This most useful and necessary work does not
stand very high in the estimation of some zoolo-

gists, though it is noticeable that a worker in some
other field—a morphologist, for example—forced

by stress of circumstances to try his own hand at

identification, soon acquires an added respect for

the necessary qualifications. In any case, it is on
his work as a systematist that the reputation of

Pickard-Cambridge is solidly based. His natural

flair for minute points of difference, his facility as
a draughtsman, his tireless patience, and his un-
flagging enthusiasm through a long series of years
were his equipment for his self-imposed task. The
mantle of John Blackwall fell upon him. He set

himself to continue Blackwall’ s work, and to him
he dedicated, in 1881, his most important book,
“The Spiders of Dorset,” “as a small token of
long friendship and respect, as well as of gratitude
for constant and ready assistance in the study of
spiders during the last twenty-five years.” This
book (its ’title is altogether too modest) still

remains essential to the student of British spiders^

supplemented by the papers since annually pub-
lished by its author in the Proceedings of the
Dorset Field Club, and by his ‘‘List of British

and Irish Spiders ” (1900).

As regards exotic species, Mr. Pickard-
Cambridge published brochures on spiders col-

lected by himself in Palestine and Egypt (Proc.
Zool. Soc., 1872-4-6), and on collections by mem-
bers of his family, private friends, or scientific

“expeditions from various regions
;
but his chief

work in this field was in connection with the
“Biologia Centrali Americana.” The task of
dealing with the mass of material involved proved
eventually beyond his powers, and failing health
obliged him to hand it over to his nephew, the late

Frederic O. Pickard-Cambridge, but he continued
his work on the native Arachnid fauna until the
end.

Many will miss the help he was always eager
to give to those who applied to him for informa-
tion or advice, and not a few will mourn the loss
of a picturesque and interesting personality.

NOTES.
The annual meeting of the British Association, ar-

ranged to be held at Bournemouth in September next,
has been cancelled ; and there will be no meeting, there-
fore, this year. The two main considerations which
have led to this decision are the restriction of railway
communication and difficulties of accommodation on
account of buildings being required for various
national purposes. There will probably be a meeting
of the General Committee of the association in
London to receive reports and transact other business.

It is refreshing to note that some of the museums
of this country, by making themselves of immediate
use, are justifying the authorities who have kept
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them open. The Leicester Museum, which led otT :

with the first public exhibition of mothercraft, is now I

seeking by means of modeL to aid those who find '

themselves handling a spade for the first time and
j

have yet to learn that a potato has two ends. Korwich
1

Museum, which also had its mothercraft show, has j

opened a thrift and economy exhibition. Food values, '

cheap cooking, home-washing, thrift garments, fuel

economy, saving of man-power, and the cultivation
of potatoes are among the subjects dealt with. It

seems to us that the rate-supported museums are
quite the proper instruments for the education of
the public in these homely ways of helping the
country, and we hope that more will follow the
example of Leicester and Xorwicb.

Sir j. Wolfe Barry is to deliver the "James
Forrest ’’ lecture to the Institution of Civil Engineers'
on Wednesday, May 2, taking as his subject, "The
Standardisation of Engineering Materials and its

Influence on the Trade and Prosperity of the
Country.''

News has just reached us of the death on
February 6, at sixty-three years of age, of Dr.
H. F. E. Jungersen, professor of zoo1og>‘ in the
Universit\’ of Copenhagen and director of the depart-

ment of vertebrates in the University museum.

The death is announced of Col. Walter Katte, the
civil engineer who built the elevated railways of New
York, He was born in London in 1830, and was
educated at King's College School. He emigrated to

America in 1S49. At the outbreak of the Civil War
he commanded an engineer regiment. He super-

intended the construction of the first steel-arch bridge
|

to span the Mississippi.

Another national park has been set apart by vote
of the American Congress. This new reservation has
an area of 2200 square miles, and lies in south-central

Alaska. It contains within its boundaries the highest
mountain in America, Mount McKinley, and will con-
sequently bear the name of the Mount McKinley
National Park. As a game refuge and breeding-
ground the park is expected to preserve Alaskan game,
which elsewhere is rapidly disappearing.

The expedition which the American Museum of

Natural Historv has maintained for the last six months
in Nicaragua has returned to New York, bringing with
it a collection of 1500 fishes and 2000 reptiles, together

with a large series of photographs and unusually
complete oecological notes. The material thus obtained

is said to be of special value, as no specimens of

reptiles havf^ ever before been brought out of this

region, although it has a reptile fauna of no ordinary
interest, not only because of the great div'ersity in

the topographicai'features, but also bS:ause the isthmus i

to-day forms a transition tract between the two con-

tinents, and is supposed in the past to have had
land connection with Cuba and Jamaica. The expedi-

tion was in charge of Mr. C. R. Halter, an assistant

in herpetology at the museum, and Mr. L. A. Mann-
hardt, of Yale.

We learn from the Times that it has been decided

to introduce summer time this year, as recommended
by the Home Office Committee, "throughout the United
Kingdom, beginning at 2 o’clock in the morning of

Sunday, April 8, when the clocks will be put forward
one hour, and ending at 2 o’clock in the morning of

Monday, September 17. An Order in Council wnll be
issued to give effect to this decision. The Rome corre-

sfwndent of the Times announces that summer jtime

will be adopted in Italy on April i, and will remain in
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force until the end of September. Under the Daylight
Saving Act, clocks in Ausrrrdia were put back one
hour on Sunday, March 25.

The annual general ntcetini:; of tlie Ray Society was
held on March"^22 in the apartmt;nts of the Geological

Society, Dr. S. F. Harntt'r, in the absence of the

president, being in the chair. The report of the

council showed a slight int'rt-ase in the memberi-hip,

a large increase in the >ale uf publicrition>* and a very

satisfactof}' baiance-slteet, and stated that two volumes
had been issued for iqifb anrl the issue for 1917
would be the "‘British Chara.cete ’’by Mr. James Groves
and Canon Bullock-Webs P.-r. One* of the rules was
amended so as to require authors agree lo assign

j

the copyright of their works tt.‘ the ‘ioeb ty. \*acancies

I

on the council were filled* by the election of Sir David
: Prain and Dr. A. B. Rendle. Prof. W. C. .McIntosh

I

"was re-elected president. Dr. F. Du Cane Oodman
i
treasurer, and Mr. John Hopkinson secretary.

i

The President of the Board of Trade has appointed

i
a committee to consider and report what >teps should

i be taken, whether by legislation or otherwise, to

{

ensure that there shall" be an adequate and economical

j

supply of electric power lor all classes of consumers in

i the United Kingdom, particularly :ndustri<-s which

j
depend upon a cl^ap supply of power for their develop-

’ ment. The members of the committee are :—Mr. F.

I

Huth-Jackson ( chairman Mr H. Booth, Mr. J.

Devonshire, Mr, J. Falconc-r, Mr. G. H. Hume, Mr.

J. Kemp, Mr, H. H. Law, Mr. C. H. Merz, Sir

Charles Parsons, Sir John Snell, Alderman C, F.
Spencer, and Mr. A, J. Walter. The secretary of the
committee is Mr. M. J, Collins, to whom all com-
munications on the work of the consmittee should be
addressed at the Board of Trade, 7 Whitehall Gardens,
London, S.W.i.

The President of the Board of Agriculture and
Fisheries has appointed a committee to consider prac-

tical means for increasing the supplies of sea-fish for

the home markets and for encouraging the consump-
tion of such fish, whether cured or fresh, in substitu-

tion for other foods. The committee has received a
grant from the Development Fund, with authority to
expend the grant, subject to limitations and conditions
recommended by the Development Commissioners and
approved by the Treasur\’, at their discretion for the
increase of the fishing ^wer of vessels other than
steam fishing vessels. In general their expenditure
will be confined to assisting fishermen who are owners
of their own boats to develop their fishing power and
to secure greater quantities of fish. The committee
consists of:—Mr. Cecil Harmswprth fchairman);
Mr. H. S. M. Blundell, of the Admiralty War Stall
(Trade Division); Mr. H, G. Maurice, of the Board of
Agriculture and Fisheries; Mr. E. H. CoHingw^ood,
of the Board of Agriculture and Fisheries ; Mr.
Stephen Reynolds, representing the Development
Commissioners; Mr. A. Towle, representing the Food
Controller. The secretary and manager is Mr. G. K,
Hext. Communications " should be addressed to the
secretary, Fish Food Committee, 4*; Parliament Street,
S.W.I.

The President of the Board of Agriculture and
Fisheries has appointed a committee to consider
w’hether anv considerable addition to the home food
supplies of fish could be provided from the rivers, lakes,
and ponds of England and Wales. The committee is

requested to have special regard to considerations
affecting the practicability of any scheme for bringing
fresh-water fish supplies into consumption, such as
the machineiw’ and labour required to make the sup-
plies available, facilities for their transport to market,
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the food value of the different kiiids of fish, the prob-

ability of its proving acceptable to the consumer, the

necessity for interference with private rights, and the

risk of damage to more valuable fisheries. Further,

the committee will consider and report upon measures

which might be taken for securing a greater output

of eels from the waters of the United Kingdom^ for

home consumption. The members of the committee

are:—Lord Desborough (chairman), Mr.

Marston, Mr. A. R. Peart, Mr. F. G. Richmond, Mr.

H. T. Sheringham, Mr. A. Tate Regan, Sir John

Wrench Towse. The Hon. A. S. Northcote wiH.act

as secretarv to the committee. All communications

should be addressed to the secretary, Fresh-w^ater Fish

Committee, 43 Parliament Street, S.W.i.

Mr. E. Herok-Allen devoted his recent address as

president of the Royal Microscopical Society^ to an

elaborate account of" the career and observations of

Alcide d’Orbignv, the founder of our knowledge of the

Foraminifera (Journ. Roy. IMicroscop. Soc., 1917,

part i.). Alcide’s father, Charles d’Orbigny, a doctor

at Esnandes, near La Rochelle, initiated the studies

which made his son’s name immortal. Fdlix

Dujardin, moreover, in 1835,

publication of d'Orbigny’s ‘‘Tableau m^thodique,”

first appreciated the simple nature of the foraminiferal

organism, and removed the group, which he styled

Rhizopoda, from any alliance with the Mollusca. But

d’Orbigny’s skill in minute observation, in collation,

and in delineation makes a permanent claim upon our

gratitude, and Mr. Heron-Alien proposes to publish,

when peace returns, the remarkable series of “planches

incites ” that he has brought once more to^ light in

the museum at the Jardin des Plantes in Paris. Twm
•coloured examples of these beautiful plates accompany
the address, and the other illustrations add touches of

human interest to what has become, in its author’s

hands, a genuine biographical and bibliographical

research.

The Aiii dei Lmcei (xxvi. (i) 1) contains an account

of the work of Prof. Angelo Battelli, whdse death, at

the age. of fifty-four, occurred on December ii of last

year. Born in 1862, Battelli entered the University

of Turin at the close of his school career, and by 1884,

when he graduated, he had already qualified for sub-

stantial researches in physics. His earliest interest

w*as in thermo-electricity, in which he made the first

determination of the_ so-called “ specific heat ” of elec-

tricity. The Peltier effect was the subject of repeated
experiments, and he described an arrangenient in

which reversal took place at a moderate temp^ature.
Later researches dealt with the effects of pres-

sure on the temperature of fusion and that of mag-
netism on thermal conductivity, as well as on thermo-
electric effects. In 1887 Battelli commenced an ex-
tended series of investigations on the critical point,

the density of saturated x’apours, and of liquids at the
maximum vapour pressure, specific heats, and allied

phenomena. In particular, he traced the isothermals
in the neighbourhood of the critical point. In 1898
he gave his att^tion to the study of oscillatory dis-
charges and the attendant phenomena. He was also
the author of a number of books, including some text-
bocfe, herid^ vvorks of a more substantial character,

” on electrolvtic dissociation and radio-activitv. On his
appointment at Pisa, Battelli found the phyrical
laboratory quite inadequate, both for instruction and
for higher studies, and it became necessary for him
to get it properly equipped. He also took an active

in educatiofial discussions in the Italian Second
Chamber. The author of the notice. Dr. A. Naccari,
cX|Hesses the opinion tnat his end was accelerated

^ his constant activity, which he -would not aHow to
Sag even In his last Sjlness.
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The twenty-sixth annual meeting of the Royal

Society for the Protection of Birds was held at the

Middlesex Guildhall on March 22, her Grace the

Duchess of Portland, president, being in the chair.

As might be supposed, the war has adversely affected

the work of the sociky, though not to any serious

extent.' It was mentioned that the large camps now
scattered over the country have often, inevitably,

invaded areas under the protection of the. society.

But the damage done, it is hoped, will be less than

was feared, fqr in many cases the men w^ere induced

to take an interest in the birds, and thus reduced the

damage to the lowest possible limits. The work of

the society’s watchers, all of whom are ineligible for

military service, has for the most part gone on suc-

cessfully, and some interesting items have been re-

corded. We are glad to note that the breeding season

of 1916 was highly successful in the case of the

Kentish and Norfolk plovers, chough, phalarope,

peregrine falcon, and buzzard. The gannet nested

for the first time on Noss, in the Slietlands; the red-

shank for the first time on one of the Cumberland
lakes; while the great skua has spread to a new
region. A strong expression of opinion that the

recent prohibition of the importation of plumage
during the war should find a permanent place on the

Statute Book was warmly supported. For it was
pointed out that otherwise the work of the plume-
hunters would still go on, their ill-gotten gains being
hoarded until after the war, when they would be
dumped upon the market. The Dutch Committee
for the Prohibition of the Exportation of Birds and
Bird-skins from Dutch Colonies was very emphatic
on this point. A number of valuable leaflets on the

need for the protection of insectivorous birds has been
issued by the society for distribution, and these should
be widely read.

The following are the lecture arrangements at the
Royal Institution after Easter :—Prof. C. R. Beazley,
two lectures : “Russian Development ”

: (i) “The Old
Free Russia,” (ii) “The Rise of Moscow”; Prof.

C. S. Sherrington, two lectures
:

(i) “ Tetanus : Its

Prevention, Symptoms, and Treatment,” (ii) “Rhyth-
mic Action, in Muscle and in Nerve ”; Prof. D’Arcy W.
Thompson, two lectures: “Architectural Design in

Organisms,” “The Laws of Growth and Form”;
Prof. W. W. Watts, two lectures : “The Flow of Ice
and of Rock”; Prof. H. S. Foxwell, two lectures:
“Industrial Finance after the War”; Prof. Gilbert
Murray, two lectures ;

“ Pagan Religion at the Time
of the Coming of Christianity”; Prof, W. Bateson,
two lectures : “The Chromosome Theory of Heredity
and the Alternatives”; Alfred Noyes, two lectures

:

“Modern English Poetry ”
; Prof. ”G. H. Bryan, two

lectures: -“Principles of Aerial Navigation”; Sir

J. J. Thomson, six lectures: “The Electrical Pro-
perties of Gasp.” The Friday evening discourses,
which will begin on April 20, include :—Prof. R. H.
Biffen, “The Future of Wheat-growing in England ”;

J. Dundas Grant, “ The Organs of Hearing in Rela-
tion to War H. Wickham Steed, “Some Guarantees
of Liberty”; Prof. John Joly, “Radio-active
Haloes”; Prof. F. Soddy, “The Complexity of the
Chemical Elements ”; J. Barcroft, “Breathlessness
J. H. Balfour Browne, “The Brontes : a Hundred
Yprs After”; Sir J J. Thomson, “Industrial Ap-
plications of Electrons.”

.“ The War and Our Supply of Drugs ” was the
subject of a paper read before the Royal Society of
Arts recently by Mr. F. A. Hocking. Out of about
dghty drugs of vegetable origin in use at the London
Hospital during 1914, only a few are drugs ordinarily
derived from enemy countries, the chief being aconite,
belladonna, colchicum, digitalis, gentian, henbane.
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Opium, and possibly valerian.
^
After the outbreak of

war the main_. difficulties were in respect of the supply

of belladonna", henbane, and valerian. The needs are
j

now being- met partly by products grown in this
|

country and partly by drugs obtainable from abroad.

Thus India supplies opium, Japan aconite and valerian,
j

and Egypt henbane. Of the alkaloids and their salts, !

seven out of the fifteen used in the hospital were,
j

and of course still are manufactured here on a large
j

scale, both for home use and foi export. The re-
|

mainder were obtained from enemy countries. Of the

acids and their salts, the majority are home products,

but in some cases the raw
^

materials, especially

potassium and bromine, were either in enemy hands
or under neutral control, -with the result that their

prices rose enormously The most important of manu-
factured organic drugs, such as ether, ethvl chloride,

chloroform, iodoform, carbolic acid, glycerine, and
alcohol, are produced here in large quantities ; but

most of the synthetic drugs, like aspirin, phenacetin,

•salvarsan, and veronal, were German products. Many
of these articles, however, are now being made here.

On the whole, for our drug supplies we are much less

dependent upon enemy sources than has generally been

recognised. The author, indeed, suggests that the

necessity for the home cultivation or medicinal plants

has perhaps been over-emphasised, since the demand
for belladonna and digitalis is strictly limited.

In No. 7, second senes, of the Bankfield Museum
Notes, Miss L. E. Start publishes a monograph on

Burmese textiles from the Shan and Kachin dis-

tricts, based on a collection of examples made by

Mr, E. C. S. George, at the end of last centurj%
,

whilst he was engaged on the Commission for the i

delimitation of the Burma-China boundary,
^
The

monograph is illustrated by an excellent collection of

drawings showing the modles of dress and the forms

of ornamentation used by the native wreavers. The
illustrations to some degree suffer from the absence

of colour, but designers of fabrics, who can examine

the original specimens in the Bankfield Museum, wdll

be well advised not to neglect this important collec-

tion of Oriental art, which may enable them to follow-

some of these graceful designs, and prepare new
schemes of decoration suitable to the native races of

Burma.

Mr. j. H. Gurney makes grave charges against the

rook and the wood-pigeon in British Birds for March.
]

As to the former he remarks : “ It has always seemed

an anomaly to me that hawks in Norfolk, and even

owls, should be persecuted, while rooks go almost un-

scathed, although there is not a farmer w^ho has a good

word to say for them.” They eat potatoes and newly

sowm graiii, riddle the cornstacks with holes and thus

admit the rain, and destroy a large quantity of swede

turnips. The w'ood-pigeons levy a heavy toll on the

thousand-headed kale and on the pea-fields. The
starling, in Norfolk, is tolerated on account of its

usefulness in destroying the w^hite slugs, w’hich infest

the clover-fields.

Interesting “ Observations on Some Habits of the

Coot” are described in the Scottish Naturalist ior

March. These more especially refer to the behaviour

during courtship. At this time the white shield, so

conspicuous a feature of this bird, enlarges so as to

project on each side of the crown. But the auth0
|

3
'

leaves the reader in some doubt as to whether this is

a permanent increase during the breeding season or

whether it is an inflation evident only during nroments

‘of excitement, comparable to the distension and ran-

traction of the wattle of the turkey-cock in simito

'Circumstances. The adults were found to ^be still

feeding their offspring two months after hatching, and
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therefore long after they had become fully fledged.

During October the male frequently gave the “spring
call,” and the pair frequently repeated the behaviour

characteristic of the spring courtship, as many game-
birds are known to do.

A VALU.4ELE Contribution to our knowledge of the

genetics and evolution of an interesting
^

group of

Lepidoptera is given by J. W. H. Harrison in a recent

paper entitled “Studies in the Hybrid Bistcnin»’’

{Journal of Genetics, vol. vri., No. 2). The species with

which he has worked are the common British moth
{Biston hirtaria), the well-known local sandhill-haunt-

ing Nyssia Donaria, whose female is wingless, and four

species of the northern genus Poecilopsis, one of

which, P. lapponaria, is a rarity in Scotland. The
Biston males, if successfully crossed with the wingless

females give winged males", and females with reduced

wings, and closely similar results followed the pair-

ing of P. pomonaria males with Bisioti hirtaria

females. Hence, “as regards potency in transmitting

the secondary female character of wing-reduction,

pomonaria males and females are alike.” Two of

these male hirtaria^pomonaria hybrids were success-

fully crossed with hirtaria females. With one excep-

tion, all the otfspring were indistinguishable from

hirtaria, a result explained by the production of “ a

few functionally active spermatozoa carrying to all

intents and purposes hirtaria characters, with hosts

of spermatozoa carrying a varied
^
array of novel

chromosome combinations, all p>ossibly ineffective.”

However, there was a single intermediate speci-

men which “lacked the sexual instincts and w^as

unable to walk or to fly.” Mr, Harrison notes that

the North American Poecilopsis rachelae, when crossed

with the European species, gives a very small propor-

tion of fertile eggs and concludes that “ geographical

separation caused the physiological condition of the

species to diverge enormously.”

Various schemes for the promotion of afforestation

in Scotland, bv co-operation between the landowners

and the State, 'are discussed in three articles iti Trans-

actions Roy. Scottish Arboricultural Society, xxxi.,

part i. (January, 1917). The Development Commis-
sioners, who have lately fonvarded their proposals for

afforestation and land reclamation to the Reconstruction

Committee, do not favour the purchase of land by the

Government, but recommend that it should be taken

on lease, the landowner to receive, in addition to a

rent, a bonus or percentage on the profits of the under-

taking. Mr. S. Gammell advxxrates a scheme of plant-

ing bv the landowner, -who W’ould receive from the

State a loan for this purpose, to be repaid, after the

lapse of a period of forty years, in twenty annual

instalments, calculated on compound interest at 2| per

cent. Mr. James W. Munro gives an
^
illustrated

account of the life-history of Hylastes cuniculanus, a

beetle w-hich destroys recently planted conifers by

girdling the bark just below the root-collar.

The Renue Scieniifique of March 3 contains an

article by Prof. Henri Devaux, of Bordeaux, in which

the attention of French wheat-growlers is directed to

the excellent results obtained by him with special

methods of cultivation of w'heat which are said to be

widely and successfully practised in Russia. The tw’o

methods singled out for special commendation are the

planting out of selected plants from a seed-bed,

the cultivation of the wheat in w’ide row;s, permitting

of an earthing-up of the plants at a later stage. It is

claimed that by either method a very much larger

Individual plant can be obtained, and the total produce

of a given area greatly increased. Full details for

practical cultivation on these lines are given, and the

article is illustrated by photographs of specimen plants.
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These methods have previously been advocated in this
j

country, and are worthy of investigation, but Ae
|

obvious increased demand for labour as compared with

ordinary methods of cultivation must render them
largely "impracticable for adoption under present condi-

tions.

The Irish Naturalist for March contains the annual

report of the Royal Zoological Society, from which it

is clear that the society has passed through a very

troublous year, and one which came dangerously near

to disaster. During the week of the Easter rebellion

the difficulty of conveying food for the larger carni-

vores to the gardens -was so great that some of the

less valuable stock had to be sacrificed, including “an
old pony, a donkey, a goat, and a few dingoes.” These
had to "go to feed the lions and tigers. The keepers,

for the Time, had to be housed in the gardens owing
to the danger of venturing into the streets of Dublin.

Further, owing to the social unrest, the receipts for

the month practically ceased. This loss, with the fall-

ing off of revenue owing to resignation of subscribers,

has seriously crippled the society, but, fortunately,

thanks to the generosity of some of its members, the

deficit at the end of the year was much less than at

one time seemed inevitable. The young female
gorilla, we are glad to notice, is not only still alive, but
is, further, in better health than was the case when the

report for 1915 v;as issued. During midsummer a
female bison calf was born and is still thriving. For
the first few weeks it was of a bright red colour, but
has now assumed the typical dark coat.

The plans of a projected aerial expedition to New
Guinea by Dr. Eric Mjoberg, of Stockholm, are out-

lined in the February issue of the Geographical
Review (voL iii., No. 2). In view of the great diffi-

culties presented by climate and vegetation in reaching
the mountains of the interior. Dr. Mjoberg proposes
to use aeroplanes or even hydroplanes. He considers

that the interior tv ill afford four different possibilities

of landing : alpine meadows at 12,000-13,000 ft., open
or thin savannas at lower altitudes, steppes of along
grass known to occur here and there, and lake surfaces.

These last are not certain to occur, A reconnaissance
is first to be made with a light machine. Then a
heavier machine capable of carrying five passengers
and stores is to leave the base for the interior. Sub-
sequent communication would be maintained between
the coast and the interior stations of the expedition in a
few hours’ time. Dr. Mjoberg proposes to take with
him two surveyors, a botanist, a* zoologist, and a
geologist, besides several expert airmen.

The annual report of the Weather Bureau of the
Manila Observatory for 1915 has been published. It
contains the full hourly meteorological observations
made throughout the year. In addition to the central
observator\" at Manila, the Weather Bureau maintained
fifty-six other stations throughout the Philippines, and
one at Yap, in the western Carolines. There seems,
however, to be some doubt whether the station at Yap
t)uis been maintained in working order since the change
in ownership of the Carolines. The lack of communi-
cation with Yap interfered with the typhoon warnings
sent out by the Manila ObservatotV. The volume
directs to the fact that the Manila Observa-
tory has novT been in existence for fifty years.

^
' Messrs. Kodak. Ltd., have just issued an illus-
tmted booklet on “ Kodak Bromide Pictures, by Some
who Make Them,” a collection of seven articles, sup-
pkmented by the firm^S own instructions. Though
obviously of chief interest to those "who use bromide
lepers for pictorial purposes, there are suggestions
that may be of much wider utility, and the illustra-m 2474, VOL. 99]
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tions show wffiat a great range of possibilities is

offered by this method of printing. The scientific

worker wull need, however, to add to these the results

obtainable on papers that have a glossy surface,

w'hich emphasises feeble and minute details, and will

note the “ transferotype ” paper which permits of the

film that bears the "image being transferred to sur-

faces such as those of glass, porcelain, w’ood, metal,

canvas, etc.

Certain species of lichens have long been used by
the inhabitants of Ireland, Scotland, and other parts

of Northern Europe for dyeing wool various shades of

yellow or reddish-brown." Four of these lichens, Par-
melia saxatilis, Ach., Ramalina scopulorum, Ach.,

Ramalina cnspidata, Nyl., and Physcia parietina, De
Not., have been examined by Dr. Hugh Ryan and Mr.
W. M. O’Riordan (Proceedings of the Royal Irish

Academy, 1917, xxiii., Section B, pp. 91-104) with
the view of isolating their tinctorial constituents. The
first three lichens were submitted to a preliminary

extraction with ether. By this means a colourless,

crystalline substance was obtained from Parmelia
saxatilis, probably identical with Zopf’s stereocaulic

acid, whilst Ramalina scopiilorum and R. cuspidata

gave Zopf ’s d-usnic acid. After the treatment with ether

the three lichens were extracted with boiling acetone.

By this means a colourless, ciy^stalline substance, ap-
parently identical with Zopf’s salazinic acid, was
obtained from Parmelia saxatilis. The lichen Rama-
lina scoptdorum gave a white, microcrystalline sub-
stance probably identical with Zopf’s scopuloric acid,

whilst R. cuspidata also yielded a white, crystalline

substance, which, however, was not identified with any
known compound. That these three substances are
the tinctorial constituents of the respective lichens is

shown by the fact that when wool is boiled writh water
containing them it is dyed in a manner similar to that
produced by the lichens. Physcia parietina when ex-
tracted with chloroform gave a quantity of physcione
(probably identical with frangula-emodin-monomethyl-
ether), which has little or no dyeing properties, but
which when demethylated gives frangula-emodin. The
latter dyes unmordanted wool a dull orange-yellow
colour.

A USEFUL catalogue (No. 67, March) of books of
science (many of them scarce) has been issued by
Messrs. Dulau and Co., Ltd., Soho Square, W.i,
which should appeal to many of our readers. It is

arranged conveniently under the headings Botany and
Horticulture, Geologv and Palaeontology, Entomology
(with subdivisions), Ichthyology, Mammalia, Mollusca

I

and Conchologv, Ornitholocrv, Reptilia and Batrachia,

I

and Scientific Voyages and General Zoology.

OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN.
The Spectrum of N.G.C. 7023.—Dr. Max Wolf has

previously pointed out that many nebulae in the Milky
Way are encircled by a nearly circular space which
is void of faint stars, and that this lacuna is usually
situated at the end of a long, starless channel. Such
nebulae ^are designated “ Hohlennebel,” or “cave-
nebulae,” and Dr. Wolf has recently given an account
of spectroscopic observations of some of them which
have been made at Heidelberg (Ast. Nacfe., No. 4875)-
One of the finest examples is H. iv. 74 Cephei (N.G.C,
7023), in which the cave has a diameter of nearly half
a degree, and the nebula surrounds the star B.D. +
67® 1283, of magnitude 6*8. The photographs show
that the star is of type A, and that the spectrum of
the nebula exactly resembles it, w’lthout showing any
trace of the lines characteristic of gaseous nebulae. It
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IS therefore highly probable that, as ia the case of the

p Ophiuchi nebula described by SHpher i Nature, voI.
xcviii., p, 236), the nebula shines by reflected light of
the star which it encloses. Other nebulje have also
been investigated, and some of them show’ feeble
traces of bright nebular lines in addition to continuous
ftpectrum. Ver}’ long exposures were of necessity given
in taking the "'photographs, and it is still uncertain
to w’hat extent the photographed spe*ctrum is influ-

enced by light of the associated star which is diffused
in the earth's atmosphere.

Imperial Astronomical Society of Russia.—A cor-

dial w’elcome will be extended to the bulletins of the
Imperial Astronomical Society of Russia, the first

number of wthich has recently been distributed. It

contains a series of notes by M. Viliev, including an
ephemeris of the planet (67) ‘Asia, a search ephemoris
of comet 1S46 IV. (De Vico), and a note on the po^
sible return of the comet of 1532. In opposition to

Olbers, M. Viliev finds reason to believe that the
comet of 1661 may have been a return of that of 1532,
in which case its reappearance would be due about the
present time: it remains, how’ever, to make a new
reduction of the obsen’ations made by Hevelius in

1661, and to calculate the perturbations during the
three revolutions. A further note refers to the central

line of the total eclipse of the sun of May 2S-2P, 19 ip.
One of the notes is in English, and the remainder in

French.

Monthly Star Maps for 1917.—In response to

requests from naval and military officers and others,

the annual publication of the Scottish Provident Insti-

tution has again taken the form of a star atlas and
astronomical calendar, which has been prepared for

the tw’entieth year in succession by Dr. Blaikie. In
addition to the monthly maps, show’ing the stars in

the now familiar gold on dark blue, there is a stereo-

graphic projection intended for the solution of many
problems for w’hich the celestial globe is ordinarily

employed. There are the usual tables relating to the
sun, moon, and planets, and these, together with the

interesting series of explanatory notes, form an admir-
able popular guide to the heavens. This publication

has doubtless done much to encourage a general
interest in observ’ational astronomy, and its usefulness

in this respect might be increas^ if it were made
available to anyone who was prepared to pay for it.

SCIENCE LECTURES TO THE TROOPS
IN FRANCE,

At the invitation of tne War Office, the Young
- Men's Christian Association recently organised

a special service of lecturers to visit suitable centres

in France for periods varying from a fortnight to

three months or more in order to provide the troops

behind the line with recreation of a thoughtful kind.

The lectures were arranged because of a desire ex-

pressed by many of the troops for occasional entertain-

ment of a more solid or instructive character than is

offered by moving pictures and concert parties. Their

aim has been not merely to afford amusement to the

men in their unoccupied" hours, but to give an under-

standing of the causes and aims for which our troops

are fighting, and to deal with military, naval, and
political history, wdth science, literature, travel, and
other subjects "of general interest. The scheme has
received the hearty support of the universities, the

vice-chancellor of "each of w’hich has appointed a

special committee to nominate lecturers. The details

of arrangement have been in the hands of Prof. Gilbert
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,

Murray for the War Office Educational Committee and
‘ of Mr. Basil Yeaxlee for the V.M.C.A.
I In connection with this scheme a number of lectures

upon scientific subjects have been, and are being, given
at base camps and other centres in France. Among

’ the science itcturers who have alr-ady completed their

courses are Prof W. Bateson, Prof. Alex. Findlay,

:
Prof. R. .A., Gregory, Mr. J. Humphreys, Prof. O. T.

I
Jones, Rev. T. E. R. Phillips, Prof. E. B. Poukon,

i Mr. W, E. Whitehouse, and Dr. F. Womack. Lec-
; tures have been given to the officers as well as to

i
the men upon such subjects as heredity, chemistry of

I
daily life, the sun, moon, planets, and stars, primi-

]

live astronomy, protective resemblance, war among
animals, the life of a river, rocks and soils of northern

s

France, the Great Ice Age, climate and vegetation,

,
mechanical contrivances of plants, and so on.

,
The Ifctures are given in Y.M.C.A. hats, and are

,

usually illustrated with lantern-slides. They have
I proved remarkably successful, and in most cases the
' huts have been fiiWd with men who listened with
1
attention and intelligent interest to simple discourses

;

upon natural facts and phenomena and their scientific
' interpretation. Even when other attractions, such as
! concerts, moving pictures, and revues have been going
' on at the same time, large audiences have attended
the science lectures, and have thus shown the existence

j

of a real demand for more thoughtful recreation. The
welfare work of the Y M.C.A. with ihe troops abroad

j

is admirable in every respect, and the scheme of lec-

tures now in operation merits all the assistance and
1 encouragement which men of science can give it.

j

Although a few separate lectures are given to

j
officers, most of them are delivered to the men, and

' officers are rarely present at them, though they are
' attracted by concert parties and like entertainments.
I It ought not to be supposed that the officers of our

j

Army are less interested in scientific subjects than

I

are the men of the rank and file, and their absence

j

from lectures may be due to the fact that the Y.M.C.A,
! huts are regarded as places of recreation for the men

j

only. As, however, Mr. McCowen, the chief secre-

tary of the Y.AI.C.A. in France, reports that the

I
lecture scheme has succeeded almost beyond expecta-

j

tion, it would be worth while to develop the scheme

I

still further by arranging more lectures for officers,

! not so much for purpe^ses of instruction as to excite

}
interest in scientific matters.

}
Of course, lectures on histor\% literature, the allied

j

countries, and similar subjects have also been

I

delivered, and, on the w’hole, historical subjects are
I probably the most popular. There is no doubt, how’-
ever, that the science lectures have been a source of
pleasure and enlightenment to thousands of our troops
at the base camps and further up the line, and the
Y.M.C.A. is performing a very useful service in

[

organising them. The w’ork is of such decided educa-
. tional value that it should receive practical support

I

from the State in the form of grants. With so large
! a part of oui population serving w'lth the forces at
i home and abroad. It should be possible for the Board
, -of Education to make the Y.M.C.A. an education
! authority, and provide a substantial part of the funds

j

required to carry on and extend the educational enter-

i
prise so successfully begun.

i NANNANS CAVE, ISLE OF CALDEY,

j

^ALDEY ISLAND, in Carmarthen Bay, two miles
1 south of Tenby, has been occupied since tire pre-

j historic priod, and," as is showm by the raised beaches

}
in the vicinity, has been exposed "to periodical eSeva-
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tion and 'depression. From time to time cav^ have

been found in the Carboniferous limestone. Two ot

these were examined by a local clergyman araut the

middle of the last century, but the exploration was

carried out in an unscientific way, and the remains

discovered, without precise identification or record of

stratification, are now deposited in the Tenby Museum.

A more careful examination of the rock shelter, known

as Nanna’s Cave, has recently been made by local

archaeologists, and the results are described in a paper

bv Mr. A. L. Leach, reprinted from Archaeologia Cam-
brcns/A* for July, 1916. Remains of two skeletons, one

female, the other male, were found. The female skull

presents no characters which enable us to separate it

from modern British skulls, or from remains which

have been found in Neolithic or later Palosolitbic de-

posits. It may be as old as the Aurignac^n ; but it

showed no character which would disprove it .being of

Neolithic or historic age. In association with it.w^as

found a skilfully struck flint flake, similar to that

obtained from^the Hoyle Cave near Tenby, which is

probably of the late Palaeolithic age. This fact, how-
ever, is" not conclusive of the age of the human re-

mains. In the Romano-British age the cave was
again occupied, and some fragments of pottery of that

period formed parts of an olla, or cooking-pot, and
a mortarium, probably used for rubbing down fruits

and other soft food.

POTASH FERTILISERS FROM FELSPARS.
^HE dearth of potassium salts in this country

owing to the war has caused renevred attention

to be devoted to the possibilities of preparing soluble

potassium salts from the large deposits of felspar

which are found in certain parts of the country. The
problem has occupied the attention of chemists inter-

mittently for many years, but the processes devised

in the past have proved commercially unsuccessful,

owing largely to the failure to obtain, along with the
potash salts, other saleable products w’hich might
share the cost of manufacture. This difficulty would
appear to have been largely overcome in the process
patented by Mr. J. Rhodin, a Swedish inventor, in

which, along with the soluble potassium salts, a mar-
ketable white cement is obtained. The successful
results obtained by this process with Swedish felspars

have been brought to the notice of the Board of Agri-
culture and Fisherie^s, and under the auspices of a sub-
committee of the Fertilisers Committee of the Board
further tests with British felspars from Roche, in

Cornwall, and Loch EriboU, in Sutherlandshire, have
been carried out, the results of which are summarised
in the February issue of the Journal of the Board of
Agriculture^

The Roche felspar, containing lO'S per cent. K^O,
yielded 75 per cent, in a soluble form, whilst the Loch
EriboU spar, w'ith 8-6 per cent. KaO, gave 60 per cent,

stable. A Swedish spar, with 12-9 per cent. KaO,
yieldi^ 54 per cent, in a soluble form. Expert opinion
described the cement as a true hydraulic cement, of
sadsfactoty colour, but of much lower tensile strength
than Pcartland cement.
As the result of its examination, the sub-committee

expresses the opinion that encouragement should be
given to any movement for the manufacture of potash
and white cement by the Rhodin process on a com-
mercial scsde, and that in the event of a public .com-
pany applying to tl^ Treasury for permission to raise
capital to work this process, the application should
reorive the strong support of the Fertilisers Com-

_

mittee.
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THE NATURAL SCIENCES IN PUBLIC
SCHOOLS.^

Age Limits for School Science.

nrHE teaching of natural science in public schools is

i of recent growth. Until quite recently most of

the boys who took up this subject did so with the in-

tention of making use of the training in their future

careers. Even now, in some public schools, the num-

ber of boys learning science is small. It is, however,

becoming recognised that science should form part of

every bov’s general education. For this reason it is

necessary to put some, at least, of a boy’s general*

training"in science before the age at which specialising

should be allowed. Too early specialising is bad

policy : the age at which this may be begun by the

average boy is about sixteen and a half years.

Before this age (or its equivalent for forward or

backward boys) the pupil should have spent, on an

average, four hours a week at science for a period of

at least two yeai's, and six hours a week for a

further two years. Thus the work should be begun

in the preparatory schools. The only work recom-

mended to be done there is in nature-study and prac-

tical measurements. See “ Nature-Study in Prepara-

tory Schools ” and “ The Correlation of Mathematical
and Science .Teaching ” (Bell and Sons, each 6d.).

After a boy has reached such a standard of general

education that he may be allowed to specialise to a

certain extent, he should have the opportunity of de-

voting about eight hours a week to science if he
chooses to do so. At a still later stage the specialisa-

tion should be more marked in the case of those who
choose a scientific career.

Science in Examinations.

If these ideals can be reached by any means other

than making science compulsory in examinations,
those means should be employed. If they cannot,
compulsion by examination regulations must be ap-
plied. But this should then be recognised as a neces-
sary evil. It is possible that some system of inspection
of schools by examining bodies, combined with the
granting of certificates on the recommendation of a
properly qualified master, might prove to be the solu-
tion of the difficult problem of insisting on science
being learnt by every boy, without the restrictions
necessarily imposed when there are examination
syllabuses. But the details of such a scheme would
require careful thinking out.
But there is, at present, a yet stronger argument

against the attempt to foster the teaching of science
by making the subject compulsory in examinations.

[

So long as instruction in science was given, only to
those who vrere destined for a scientific career, it was
natural {if, perhaps, unwise) to aim chiefly at incul-
cating scientific method, with a certain disregard of
general knowledge of natural phenomena. This was
done, for the most part, by logical courses in hydro-
statics, heat, light, electricity, and chemistry. . But in
some of the schools where science has already* become
a compulsory subject it has been recognised -that such
courses may be unsuitable for the non-scientific mind.
The attempt is made to arouse a boy’s appreciation of
the value and scope of science rather than to teach
him the elements of a subject which he will drop even
before leaving school. In such schools a considerable
proportion of his science hours is devoted to
studying subjects ranging from the universe to
the electron : astronomy, geology^ biology, physio-

3 Abridged a memorandum drawn up by the committee of the
As<wiatioi^f Public School Science Masters to serve as the text of the
evidrare offered on be^lf of the association to the Goven ment Committee
on the Teaching of Science,
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lo^y, etc,, are all drawn upon in such teaching; and
science is taught in a general manner by directing
the attention of pupils towards objects rather than by
making them learn “subjects.” In other schools the
study of science is approached through its applications
in engineering or agriculture.

Now that science is becoming recognised as an
essential part of a liberal education, it is probable that
the kind of teaching indicated above will be more
generally adopted. The inevitable effect of making
science compulsory in examinations would be to hinder
experimenting in educational methods, at a time when
this is most important.

Examination for Entrance to Public Schools.

study of kindred subjects. Scholarship papers should

I

test the candidates’ general knowledge of science more
thoroughly than they do at present.

Fees.

Laboratory work is expensive. It is customary to
i make special charges for this. In schools where
science is compulsory for all boys, the charges do not

keep the boys from doing some science; but in some

j

schools where science is not compulsory the charges

I

do have this effect. In certain instances the charges

I

are grossly unfair (in view of the small expenditure
I on laboratory equipment), and the boys who learn

j

science are robbed in order to provide cheap education
; for those who do none.

The wmrk recommended to be done in the prepara-
tory schools is not systematic science, but rather
a preparation for this. The kind of nature-study and
observational work adopted in the various schools
should differ according to their locality and other
circumstances. This makes the subject a difficult one
for exainination purposes, and an\ thing of the nature
of a rigid syllabus would have a deadening influence.
But so important is this preliminary work that unless
preparatory schools will adopt it without compulsion
through examinations, the subject should form an
essential part of the Common Entrance Examination.
The questions set should cover a wide range and offer

plenty of choice to the candidate.
It is of the utmost importance that every candidate

for scholarships on entering a public school should be
examined in such work, and that a high proportion
of the total marks should reward him for good worK
in this subject. The reason for this is obvious. So
long as science forms no part of the examination for
scholarships, the cleverer boys at the preparatory
schools will be tempted to neglect the subject, eved
when provision is made for teaching it, in order to
specialise in more paying subjects. Having found
these subjects pay, and having attained a certain
proficiency in them, they are "unlikely to wish to
change to science, or to W allowed to’ do so if they
wish. Thus the most clever boys are diverted from
science quite early in their lives’; it is not putting it

too strongly to say that in the large majority of public
schools only those boys who show no signs of becom-
ing scholars in other subjects can take up science
seriously. We see here the evils of early specialising
in their most pronounced form.

Entrance Examinations to Universities and Equivalent
School Certificate Examinations.

Compulsory Greek must be abolished. Science
should take at least as important a place as Latin-
One of the worst things that can be done in these

examinations is^ to group science with mathematics
ias is suggested in recent Board of Education circulars
and in the reports of the Previous Examination Syn-
dicate). That means filling the upper science divisions
of the schools with boys who are weak at mathe-
matics, merely because of that weakness.

Entrance Scholarships offered by the Universities.

The work of schools is affected greatly by these
examinations. In their present form these encourage
boys -to specialise too early. This statement applies
to all the subjects of examination. There is little

doubt that at present scholarship examinations are
exerting a bad influence on general education.

^
With regard to science in particular, the examina-

tions often have the effect of making boys specialise
too strictlj^ within t^ limits of the subject itself, to
the detriment of their general training in science. If
a ^y knows, for instance, that he may get a scholar-
ship in chemistry alone, he is tempted to neglect the
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Organisation.

In nearly every school the rate of a boy’s progress
through the various forms is controlled to an unfair
extent by his proficiency in classical subjects. This
might be improved by giving a better range of marks
for science, but the real remedy is that boys should be
grouped for science and mathematics separately from
form subjects. Otherwise the logical sequence" neces-
sary for science must be broken.

The Teaching of Mechanics.

This is in a most unsatisfactory position. The sub-
ject is fundamental for a right study of science. But,
as a rule, it is in the hands of mathematicians, who
too often do no experimental teaching and treat the
subject deductively. Laboratory work in mechanics is

essential.

Laboratory Equipment.

During the past twenty years great improvement
has been made with regard to equipment for science
teaching. Laboratories for the teaching of pracrica!
mathematics, including mechanics, are now the most
general need.

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
intelligence.

Cambridge.—Mr. D. Keilin, of Magdalene College,
has, with the consent of the Vice-Chancellor, been
appointed assistant to the Quick professor of biology.
The next combined examination for entrance scholar-

ships and exhibitions at Pembroke, Gonville and Caius,
Jesus, Christ’s, St. John’s, and Emmanuel Colleges
will be held on Tuesday, December 4, and following
days. Mathematics, classics, natural sciences, and his-
tory will the subjects of examination at all the
above-mentioned colleges. Forms of application for
admission to the examination at the respective colleges
may be obtained from the masters of the several col-
leges, from any of w’hoin further information respecting
the scholarships and exhibitions and other matters con-
nected with the colleges may be obtained.

London,—The following doctorates were conferred
by the Senate at the meeting held on March 21 ;

—

D.Sc. in Chemistry: Mr, Frank Tinker, an external
student, for a thesis entitled ‘‘The Colloidal Mem-
brane ; its Properties and its Function in the Osmotic
System,” and other papers. D.Sc. [Engineering) in
Metallurgy

:

Mr. Andrew McCance, an interna!
student of the Imperial College (Royal School of
Mines) and the SouthAVestem Polytechnic Institute,
for a thesis entitled “A Contribution to the Tl^ry of
Hardening.” D.Sc. (Economics): Mr, J. F. Burke,
an int^nal student^ of the Lon<k>n School of
Economics, for a thesis entitled “The Reform of Irish
Land Tenures.”
The Carpenter medal for the period 1913-16 has

been awarded to Dr. P. B. Ballard for tlie thesis.
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entitled Obliviscence and Reminiscence/' for which

he obtained the degiee of D.Lit. in 19H-.
.

The annual report on the work of University Col-

lege has just been issued. The total numfer of

students on the college books for the academic year

1915-16 was 1133 (including 51 refugee students),

whereas the normal number is about 2200. Of the

1133 there were 535 men (including 36 refugee
|

students); of the 535 men, only 222 were in attend- i

ance throughout the session, the remainder taking up
|

military or naval service or some special form of war-

work. " The normal fee revenue is upwards of 29,000!.

;

the fee revenue for 1915-16 was 14,983!. By means
of drastic economies and postponement of expenditure,

ar?d with the help of generous donations from members
and friends of the college, supplemented by the special

Treasury grant, expenditure was kept within income.

The financial outlook for the current session (1916-17)

causes anxiety, the fee revenue having further declined.

The chairman and the acting treasurer are asking for

help to meet the threatened deficiency, and also to cover

the expenditure on the new chemistry buildings that

has not yet been provided; this amounts to 15,000!.

The third issue of the Pro Patria list, with the supple-

ment recently prepared, contains 1554 names of

members of the college, 1516 of whom are on active

service. Of these, 122 have fallen in the w’ar.

Oxford.—The Departments of Geography and
Anthropology have published their arrangements for

next term. In geography, lectures will be given on
map projections, the historical geography of Europe,

the West Indies, and Briiish lands round the Indian

'Ocean. Practical classes, field work, and informal

instruction are also announced. The list of lectures

in anthropology includes human anatomy, ethnology,

the distribution of man, comparative technology,

stages of human culture, the Bronze and early Iron

ages, and questions relating to ancient Egypt. Lec-
tures and informal instruction are also announced on
various topics of social anthropoloary and on primitive

language in its relation to thought

The presidential address delivered by Prof. A. N.
Whitehead to the Mathematical Society last January
is printed in the current issue of the Technical Journal,

The subject of the address was the relation of technical

education to science and literature, and Prof. White-
head’s ideas deserve wide and careful consideration.

The immediate need of the nation, he maintains, is

.a large supply of skilled workmen, of men with
inventive genius, and of employers alert in the

development of new ideas; and there is only one way
to obtain these, namely, by producing workmen, men
of science, and employers who enjoy their work.^ Tl^
'basis of the growth of modern invention is science,

and science is almost wholly the outgrowth of pleasur-

able intellectual curiosity. A technical education
which is to have any chance of satisfying the practical

needs of the nation must be conceived in a liberal

spirit as a real intellectual enlightenment as to prin-

ciples applied and services rendered. There can be
no adequate technical education which is not liberal,

and no liberal education which is not technical; that

is, no education which does not impart both technijiue

and intellectual vision. In any system of technical

education, training should be broader than the ulti-

mate spedalisation, for the resulting pow*er of adapta-
tion to varring demands is advantageous to the
workers, to "the employers, and to the nation. Prof.

Whitehead applies his generalisations to the specifk

cases of pupils of thirteen who have completed their

elementally education, and those of seventeen whose
technical education, so far as it is compressed within

, a school curriculum, is ended.
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SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES.
London.

Royal Society, March 15.—Sir J. J. Thomson, presi-

dent, in the chair.—Prof, T. H. Havelock : The
initial wave-resistance of a moving surface pressure.

Hitherto the wave-resistance associated with the

motion of an assigned pressure system over the sur-

face of water has been studied only in the steady

state for uniform motion. The present work is ah
attempt to calculate this quantity at any time for a

system which has been suddenly established and set

in uniform motion at a certain instant.—Prof.

S. W. J. Smith and H. Moss : Experiments with
mercury jets, (i) The relation between the jet-

length and the velocity of efflux, (ii) A comparison
with jets of other liquids. It has probably been

noticed by those who have worked with mercury
“dropping electrodes ”—in which the mercury issues

in a narrow stream from the drawn-out end of a

vertical tube—that the length of the jet alters in a
peculiar way with the length of the mercury column
producing it. The results of a study of this pheno-
menon are given.—Prof. W. H. Young ; The mode of

approach to zero of the coefficients of a Fourier series.

—R. O. Street : The dissipation of energy in the tides

in connection with the acceleration of the moon’s
mean motion. On the hypothesis of non-turbulent

motion harmonic with .espect to the time with a period

of twelve hours, an expression is obtained for the mean
rate of dissipation of energy by viscosity in a portion

of the ocean in the form of a surface integral over
that area of a function of the surface current-

velocities only. This integral has been evaluated over

the greater part of the Irish Sea, the mean rate of

dissipation obtained being 5 x 10* foot-poundals per

second. In the absence of external forces, this rate of
dissipation would cause the energy to be reduced in

the ratio e to i in about two hours. If the rate of

dissipation per unit area for the whole ocean were
the same as in the Irish Sea, the total frictional loss

of energy by the tides would be at the mean rate

6x10^^ foot-poundals per second. If the apparent
lunar acceleration is attributed to a slowing of the
earth’s axial rotation, a retardation of the order four
minutes of arc per century per century is necessary
for its explanation. This retardation implies a decay
of the earth’s kinetic energy of rotation at the rate

of i'6 X 10^® foot-poundals per second, which is about
a quarter the mean rate of dissipation of tidal energy
on the above hypothesis. A maximum surface current
velocity of 2 ft. per second over the whole ocean
would give rise to sufficient dissipation to account for

this retardation of the earth.

Optical Society, March 8.—C, L. Redding : A simple
method of determining the ^size of the tool required
for a given block of lenses." When a new system of
lenses has to be worked, it is desirable to select the
best method of blocking, and to make /he diameter
of the tool equal to tibe diameter of the complete
block. The size of the tool may be determined by
calculation or by previous experience, but the author
described how this may also be done by making use
of any concave tool of known radius.

—

T, F. Connolly :

A variable angle collimator. The instrument described
differs from an ordinary collimator in having a bi-

prism introduced between the diaphragm and the
object-glass. The effect of this is to produce two
separate images of the central wire, which images
are collimated by the object-glass as though they
were real wires. The bi-prism is mounted in a short
tube sliding within the collimator body, and its posi-

ticHi is indicated on the outside of^ the collimator' on

;

a longitudinal scale, A movement of the bi-prism
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varies the distance beiwten the images as it slides
along, and this variable separation ol the coilimatt-i
images provides a convenient mean- for angular
measurement. If the scale is gradual*-*! to correspond
with angular separation, it can be ustd as a s:ar.dar*i

of angular measurement for such purpuses as mark-
ing' ott or checking stadia intervals on ievels or theo-
dolites, or for checking the graticules in prism bini>
cuiars.—P. F, E\eritt • The de-ign and testing of

telescope objectives. The author first described the
iour principal aberrations id the telescop^^ objective,

proceeding from them to others of less importance,
and f.naily reducing the prcblem to the fuliiimtnt of

three or more of six conditions which it is desirabh'

to satisfy. After referring to the existing tables 01

approximate s'olutions. trigonometrical formulae are

givtn by means of which selected rays are accuratili

traced through an objective, and the ab'.Traticn is

shown numerically in an example in which the

chromatic aberration of an objective is altered at will.

A short description of the main types cf objectives

was given, showing the purposes for which they are

best adapted, and also some methods of testing, in-

cluding the Hartmann system.

Physical Society, March —Pix f. C. X. Boys, presi-

dent, in the chair.—Dr. P. E. Shaw : To measure the

pressure in a high vacuum by Cib-^jrvalions of logarith-

mic decrement. ' In experiments on the Newtonian con-

stant Trans., May, 1916' the author used a torsion

balance in a vacuum which varied in different cases

from 15 mm. to o*ooooi mm, pressure. Before sealing

the vessel the pressure was determined by a McLeod
gauge. Values of the pressure after sealing off were
deduced, in the case ot the higher vacua, from observa-

tior4S of the damping of the torsion system. The
formula employed is due to the late Prof. Poynting,

and can be expressed in the form

caiour was grcaic-r than that which corresponded to

a chang^-' of cf :o'* ’illrati -ns p-r a^rcond, or

tj a change or.t; vlcration m-rc cr ie-s in

s —Pruf. W. M Cokman : An apparatus for

-tudying the 'ff'ct of Her: /I an \vrt\*s an the heart. A
simple pt-ndulum. ean^:^::ng * 4’ a ^ylir.dritcil bran^

btb t'-rmlnatinu ht a pitmrvl wire larav.ai with die

bet, hang> by a pk*ce of 'string .'litfco* cf th‘- ter-

minal's of an "inducti'.tn >o that in its lowe^t pO'ni-

tion the point of the uub i- within -parking distance

of the terminal and rucaily uIa-'V*: 2*. The Kb is

car!ni*c*a'd by a n’a c«* of llrxibh- v, In* ;hr <*rhvr t' r-

minal cf th- C'-ii. Wn^n p^Mviuluni is. set i.-cib

lating th^re is a shower of sparks evtry time the lob
parses lu lowest pcsili'^n. The freuuency of iater-

i mittence can W varied by altering iHe length of the
su.Nptrnsion. By adjusting the p^ritd of the j>enduluin

j

nearly to the time of a heart-beat r-ny pc^ssible effect

I

on the rat'=‘ of the beating may be observed. The
' condensed discharge from two Ixydin jars is employed,

I

Geological Society, March 14.—Dr. A. Smith Wood-
! ward, vice-president, in the chair.—L. M. Parsons

:

I The Carbonifrruu^ limestone bordering the Lektster-
! *ihire coalfield. Th** inliers ^'f Carboniferous limestone

I

situated along the northern bi.rdtr of the Leicestershire

j

Loalfifdd crop" our in two well-defined series : a western

1
Series coiripc#5.ed uf almost horizontal beds e-xposed by

i stream -erosion, and an eastern scries in which the

1
is highly inclined an.! complicated by fault-

{
ing. The thinly bedded lime>ione5, shales, and dolo-

; mites of the western inU* rs are of a slightly higher
i horizon than that cf the uppermost beds of the more

j

massive dolomites seen at Brecdon and Breedon
\
Cloud farther wards. In no part of the district

I

is the base of the Carboniferous seen, although Icrings
have showm that the limestone rests upon pre-

Cambrian rocks in the neighbourltood of Charnwood
Forest.

where 1 = moment of inertia of suspended system,

A* = area of surface (supposed plane) which is experi-

encing the resistance, a= mean distance of plane troni

Centre of rotation, T= period of oscillation, and A=lhe
ub-erved logarithmic decrement. A table and curve

are given showing the relation between P and A.

—

A. \\’. Clayden ; A diffraction colour box. The appa-

consists essentially of a very simple concave

grating spectroscope, of which the slit and grating are

situatt3 at opposite diameters of a circle, the speemum
being formed on the arc of this circle. Tw’O inde-

pendent arms carr\' fittings on which may be placed

either telescope eyepieces or small electric.lamps. With
the slit of the instrument illuminated by a suitable

source, the eyepieces can be set so that any two desired

wave-lengths are in the centres of their respective

fields of view. The eyt*pieces are then replaced by the

small lamps (the filaments coindding with the previous

positions of the cross-lines), and the grating is observed

with a small telescooe pointed towards the widened
.slit ; the whole of its surface is seen to be illuminated

with a mixture of the tw’o colours on w*hich the eye-

pieces were originally set. The ‘‘concave grating*’

employed consists of a Thorpe replica of a Rowland
plane grating of M47i> inch^ mounted with

its ruled surface in contact with the surface of a con-

cave mirror of 4- ft. focal length. This forms an ad-

mirable substitute for the more expensive concave grat-

ing. The author prefers to state results in terms of

the number of oscillations per unit of time. Observa-
tions showed that the smallest change of wave-length

which could he recognised by the eye as a change of
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I

Linnean Society, March 15.—Sir David Prain, presi-

dent, in the chair.—C. E. Jones : Methods of preparing

plants for exhibition. The experiments described

have been carried out in connection with the exhibi-

tion of plants in the Department of Botany, Natural

History Musaum, South Kensingtcn, w'here specimens

of the results can be seen ^'see also Nature, Novem-
ber 9, 1026, p. toil—Dr. R, R. Gates: A syst^^matlc

study of the North American Melanthacese from the

genetic standpoint. The author's point of view is the

assumption, based upon experiment during the last

fifteen years, that the variations which mark sfjecies

have not been universally continuous and infinitesimal,

but often definite and discontinuous. Definite varia-

tion is not nr^essarily orthogenetic variation, but

marked variation w hich may occur in any, or in many,
directions simultaneously. The experience gained in

work on the mutations in CEnothera are turned to

account in this group of Liliales which has not hitherto

been the sublet of experiment. Pairs of species have

been taken and investigated on this basis. Related

genera showing marked differences in structure often

co-exist side by side, showing that these ditlerences

cannot he claimed as of selective value, but have
arisen from “spontaneous variation’’ and have been

perpetuated bv heredity.

Mineralogtcal Society, March 20.—Mr, W, Barlow,
president, in the chair.—A, Helmes and Dr. H, F.
Harwood : The basaltic rocks of Spitsbergen and
Franz-Joseph Land, wdth conclusions regarding the

Brito-Arctic Tertiary Petrographic Province. These
rocks, which were obtained respectively freon Prof.

Garwood and the Geological Survey of England and
Waks, are very similar not only to’ the basaltic rocks

previously described from neighbouring localities, hut
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also to the basalts of the whole Arctic region stretching

from Dickson Harbour to West^ Greenland. The
essential minerals are labradorite, rich in the anorthite

molecule, pyroxene of the enstatite-augite type, and
titaniferous magnetite. The province as a whole dis-

plays significant variations both in time and space.

The earliest eruptions are generally poor in alkalies,

but tend to become more alkaline as the present period

is approached. Thus, the later eruptions
^
of Spits-

bergen gave rise to olivine trachydiorites instead of

basalt. Jan Mayen still possesses an active volcano,

and its rocks are unusually alkaline basalts. Similarly,

the later rocks of Iceland, and, to a lesser extent, of

Skye and the Small Isles follow the same course. In

space the most remarkable variation is seen in the

distribution of titanium, the percentages of titanium

oxide being high in the rocks of Greenland and the

Iceland Ridge, and falling away regularly on each
side. The Brito-Arctic Petrograp'hic Province can be

subdivided into five regions, viz. the British, the Ice-

landic (including the Faroe Islands and the Scoresby

Sound district), the West Greenland, the Jan Mayen,
and the Spitsbergen—Franz-Joseph Land—Dickson
Harbour, and the differences subsisting between them
are related to the processes whereby the igneous

activitv was initiated. It is suggested that a petro-

graphic province consists of a number of adjacent

regions of igneous activity, in which similar rocks,

or similar series of rocks, have been produced, whence
it follows that the processes bv which the magmas
have been formed, differentiated, and intruded must
be similar, and the underlying materials on which
these processes have acted must also be similar.—Dr.

J. W. Evans ; A general proof of the limitation of

the symmetry-numbers of crystals. On the assumption
that crystals are composed of cells identical in all

respects, then, if n be the degree of the symmetry
of an axis and d an integer, the equation

cos — =
//

“

must be satisfied. The only possible values of d are

3, 2, I, o, the corresponding values of n being

2, 3, 4, 6.

—

E. S. Fedorov : The numerical relation

between zones and faces of a polyhedron. The numerical
relation shown by axes of symmetrv situated in planes
of symmetry pointed out by G. Ces^ro in 1015 is only a
particular case of the more general one deduced by t^e
author in Lcdonx, T. L. Walker, and A, C.
Wheatley : The crystallisation of parahopeite. Crystals
in the Roy.il Ontario Museum of Mineralogv from
the original localitv. Broken Hill, North-Western
Rhodesia, are triclinic with the axial ratios a : h : c=
0-^729 : I : o*r 124 ; 22\ 12', 7=91° 22',

Thirty-two forms are recorded. The crystals have
perfect: cleavage parallel to the brachypinacoid, and
show lamellar twinning parallel to the macropinacoid.
TIv an^^Ie of optical extinction on the cleavage is 10°

with reference to the twin-lamellae.

Reya] Meteorological Society, March 21.—Major H. G.
lA'-ons,, president, in the chair.—Major G. I. Taylor :

The fomiation of fog and mist. Fogs are due either
to precipitation of water in the air or to a condition
of the atmosphere which prevents smoke from being
dispersed from the air close over the roofs of a town.
The two necessary conditions for the formation of a
smoke fog are that the wind velocity must be very
small and the air^ near the ground must be relatively
cold compared with the air higher up for a period
sufficiently long to collect enough smoke to form a
fog. The formation of fog at sea can usuallv be
traced to the cooling of the surface air when it ffows
from a nlaee where the sea is warm to a place where
It is cold, but sometimes a fog is caused by air flow-
ing from a cold tp a warm port of the In the
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former case the fogs are usually low-lying and thick,

while in the latter they are more frequently light fogs

which stretch up to a considerable height. Fogs con-

sisting of small drops of water are formed on land,

too, by the cooling of surface air, but in this case

the air usually stays still, while the lowering of the

temperature of the ground by radiation to the sky at

night cools the air near the surface. Fogs of this

type are not formed until the temperature has fallen

considerably below the dew-point of the air during

the day. This is because the formation of dew dries

the air near the ground. Theoretical considerations

show that the amount by which the temperature must
fall below the dew-point before fog is produced dejjends

on a complicated series of causes, but an empirical

method has been devised for estimating whether, on
any given night, there is enough water vapour in the

air to form a^fog if other conditions are suitable. This
method can be used for local forecasting.

C.\MBRIDGE.

Philosophical Society, February 19.—Dr. Marr, presi-

dent, in the chair.—B. Sahni : "i. An Australian speci-

men of Clepsydropsis. 2, Observations on the evo-

lution of branching in ferns. The evolution of the

branching of the fern stem is discussed for the first

time' from the point of view of vascular anatomy. It

is concluded that dichotomous branching is primitive

and that monopodial branching is derived from it by

the successive intercalation, at the base, of a series

of stages, each morphologically less complex than the

preceding. The process has thus been one of retro-

gressive evolution in the basipetal direction.—C. P-

butt ; Some anatomical characters of coniferous wood
and their value in classification. The author directs

attention to the confudon in existing accounts of the

pitting associated with medullaiy ray cells and gives

the result of an investigation on the same subject.

Conclusions are drawn as to the value of such pitting

as a diagnostic character.

Manchester.

Literary and Philosophical Society, February 20.—Prof.

S. J. Hickson, president, in the chair.—Dr. W.
Makower: The photographic action of a rays. The
first important investigation of the photographic action

of a particles was made in 1910 by Kinoshita, who
succe^ed in showing that whenever an a particle

strikes a grain of silver haloid in a photographic plate,

that grain is afterwards capable of photographic

development; moreover, this was true throughout the

range of the a particle. Later it was shown by

Reinganum and others that when a particles are pro-

jected tangentially to a photographic plate, after de-

velopment the film shows definite trails of grains of

silver halide, which can readily be distinguished under

the microscope. These trails are produced by the

impact of the a particles on the haloid grain^as they

pass through the film, and their length represents the

range of the a particles in ihe film of gelatine. Photo-
micrographs showing the paths of a particles through
I^otographic films were first published by Walmsley

Makower, and soon afterwards by Kinoshita and
Ikeuti. The method adopted by the latter was to

activate the tip of a sewing-needle by gently rubbing
it on a surface coated with " the active deposit of

radium or some other source of a radiation. In this

way a trace of active matter was transferred to the

point of the needle, which was then placed for a short

time in contact with a photographic film. The grains
affected by the a particles can be clearly seen radiating
out in straight lines from centres representing the
points at which the needle had been brought into

contact with the films.
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Edinburgh. of water v

JRoyal Society, February* 5.—Dr. Home, F.R.S., throu^^h a

president, in the chair.—Prof. A. A. Lawson : The p^ralr-I tc;

gametophytes of the Psilotacese. This paper was a t;t-n was

continuation of previous work, filling in a number of

details, especially with regard to the sexual organs. ;

Academy

The most important fact was the establishment of the
j

In thf* cha

structure of the protruding neck of the Archegonium, the Gcvei

differing from that of other Pteridophytes in being .
States. A

of water vapour. The heat of adsorption^curve passed

through a minlntum and a :?ui\;muni and, finally, ran

parahel to the ai^orp'‘^>n axis. A tentative explana-

tion was G!!fc‘red,

Paris.

Academy of Sciences, Fcbruart 12.—M. A. d*ArsDnv.<i

in thf* chair.—G. Lippmann : Sun>' decisions taken br

the Gtwcrnmer.t^ of Great Britan; and the Lniteu

States. An account of the Government measures for

researches in the embryology will form the subject of ,
Councii, sc .pe 01 its work, .inoine lan-t. uw i.p-

a later paper.—J. McLean Thompson : The anatomy
\

disposal. In the L rated States u.e Aattonai Researcn

and affinity of Stromaiopieris moniliformis, Mett. ' Council, nyrmnatr/d by the \\ashing*.cn Acaotnn *

This curiously specialised fern is from the arid com- ;
Sciences, is w'orKin^ on the bame G. . .

-mons of New Caledonia. It shows many signs of * Boul^ger ; nuptim rubtrck^ simulating m
reduction, and is specialised for a xerophytic existence. I

African fish ot me g^nub Barhub, .1. •

The construction of th^* stem indicated a Gleicheni- i

l^oya as a Frencn foodsmfi. The wa bean c
^

acean affinity, and the form and construction of the : 49 9^ nitrogenous material ^

spore-producmg members confirmed this relationship. ‘ fat, as against ao per c^nt, Ox nrroge. o **

But the special form .and peculiar appendages seemed
i

2 per cent, of ^ "uff *n
to confer an individuality the plant which could hot already been

f'vrpiirn
be overlooked, and iho opinion was expressed that 1

France, and anaxV^s ot ^ Mesaaster •

Stromatopteris was a disiinct and monotypic genus
; \ Led^Ex *

close!V allied to Gleichenia.-Frof. and Mrs. A. D. s niple

1 New method for the determination of the refractivi

ii«^s menuonea was in»' irequeni. occurrence 01 uauy r; Xn
tides instead of half^aily; a sufficient explanation was

| given K'hf^x:l*h!oroethan^ and
given m terms of the moon’s decimation. The whole i

ansorpt.on oanas
;

. . .

% -Sfr E. a" Sctefcr. viccp^sitot, 1»
| b°“

th,- chair —Dr T Home and Dr B N Peach : The ' a considerable absorption, but no tand-.—J. itongaaii

bone cav^ i?the^Valiev of the Allt Van Uamh (Burn : M«ed
^erioVsI^ilscrflSd

of the Caves) near Indinadamff, As^-nt Sutherl^^^^ i

of the mechan'ism* of

wVs evidendy initiated at a certain stage in
;

the history of Ae Glacial period, after the depcsinon
| formed^at various times In the Neolithic, proto-

ot some ^ound moraine in the valle;. It yielded a "e^ejo
periods. The pc-at and tufa were

senes of ^sits, ^e ot whi^, are of exceptional
f^^^d V.multaneouslv. The marine shells found are the

interest. The oldest date back to a late stage m the
j jX^fof cooking.-M. «««*• : Geological

gtaciation oyhe region, and pomt to a parUal erosmn
. ^n the Tadla svnclinal (western Morocco).

ot the drift dunng a reces..ion oyhe ice. Tuo of the
i Daniel; The influence of grafting upon the

SIX layers in the rave. viz. the third and_ fifth in
| ^ products of the cactus. A morphological

descending order, have furnished the re.mains of a
! alone is insufficient for drawing definite

northern lynx, the Arctic lemming, the northern vole,
j

j gjons as to the integral conservatkin of the
the brown tear remdc-er, red deer, .and fhe-: ^n>-

{
characters peculiar to the grafted plants, since micro-

Tiials, W'lth the bones of a nuniter of birds, thOM of
j.j^^;cal anaivsis of their tissues may reveal changes

ptarmigan occumng m profusion. The lynx, lem-
without it, would escape the notice of even a

ming, and northern vole give a boreal asprat to the ’ ‘

fauna. In the south of England these mammals are
bmary iq.—M. A d’Arsonval in the chair.—The

regarded as Pleistocene forms. Betwwn the tod and
pe^i^ent announced the de.ilh of M. Bazin.—

fifth layers occurs a layer of compact grey clay, with ' Blgoardan • Some observatories of the northern part
qu.artzite stones, which hav^ been transported from the ,• p^„j^ j„ jjjp seventeenth centurv. Det.mls .are

high ground to the eMt (Breabag). 'Hus material is
gj^jg Caen.—M. Foamier :

regarded as of morainic origin, produced during a
^ problem in the design of the hull of a ship.—

re-advance of the local glaciers. In the upper mammali- ^ Camkhdl • The calculation of large extra pressures
ferous deposit, which is a genuine cave earth, or terra

|j^\,ater-mains furnished with an air reserx^oir.—Ch. J.

rossa, there is evidence, at venous levels, of human
association of a siliceous sponge, of a

rnreupation in the form of layers of charcoal and split and an annelid in the depths of the

and burned bones. No artifacts were recorded. Over- >

•

lying the cave earth there is a lenticular bed of shell

marl, composed of the remains of land shells.—A, M.

Atlantic.
Petrograd.

Imperial Academy ef Scteaces, Physico-Mathematical
Williams: The ad^rption of sulphur dioxide

November 16 -A. A. ’B4le^lsk« : Researches
coal at “io®C. The aim or the research was to find beetton, ivwemper 10.

out how the heat evolved on the adsorption of a vapour
, ^ the spwtrum^ ^ Russia—E EmSS

;

varied with the amount adsorbed. Me^urements were
j

Boron and

taken of the amount adsorbed, the pressure, and the i
Fltxjrspar in

^ ‘ Russia—
isothermal heat of adsorptiomat constat The

| Z
adsorption isotherm was a t>*pical adsorption curve, Report on the work

similar to that found by Trouton for the adscffption i Baikal ia the summer of 1916.—N. F, iMSCwe ana
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M. P- Akimov : Rkinolophus hocharicus, n.sp.—M. D.
ZalesskiJ : A marine sapropelite of the Silurian period

formed by a cyanophycean alga.

December 3".—^A. A. Belopolskii : Researches on the

spectrum of h Cassiopeiae.—A. M. Liapunov ; A formula

of analysis.—P. Krylov and E. Steinberg : Contributions

to the flora of the Kansk district, province of Jenissei.

—E. Eremina : Genesis of fluorspar in Russia.—M. A.

Haknzln : Absorption in petroliferous strata.—H.
Baklund ; Fall of a meteorite at Boguslavka, neigh-

bourhood of Vladivostok.—N, V. Nasonov : The Tur-
bellaria fauna of Finland.—^V. 1 . Bianchi

:
(i) The birds

of the Government of Tver. (2) Our present know-
ledge of the avifauna of the Government of Olonetz.

(3) G^graphical distribution of birds in Korth-West
Russia-in-Europe. 4)

Synoptic table for determining
the Chiroptera of Russia-in-Europe. ]$) The nidifica-

tion of the birds of the Government of Petrograd.

(6) Preliminary notes on Russian Chiroptera.—G.^ B.
Florovskij ; The mechanism of reflex salivary secretion.

— S. Kuraakov and S. F. ZernMnij : The magnesium
salt lakes of the Per^op group.

Historico-Philological Section, November 29.

—

S. F. Oldenburg ; Short description of a small collection

of Khotan antiquities belonging to D. V. Kossikovskij.
December 7.—^V. M. Ionov : The study of the pre-

Christian faith of the Yakuts.—^K. A. Inostrancev : A
few reparks on the religion of the ancient Turks.

—

A. A. Sachmatov • Note on the language of the ancient

Bulgars.—F. L SSerbatskoJ : The doctrine of the cate-

gorical imperative among the Brahmans.—^A. D.
IRndnev : Cha-Osir. Translation of a fragment of a
Buriat epic.
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THE TEACHING OF PHYSIOLOGY,
(1) Human Physiology: a Text-hook for High

Schools and Colleges, By P. G. Stiles.

Pp. 405. (Philadelphia 2Lnd Londcm : W. B.
Saunders Co., 1916.) Price 6s, 6d, net.

(2) The Problems of Physiological and Patho-
logical Chemistry of Metabolism for Students,
Physicians, Biologists, and Chemists, By Dr.
Otto von Fiirth, Authorised translation by
Prof.

^

Allen J. Smith. Pp. xv -f 667. (Phila-

delphia and London
: J. B. Lippincott Co.,

n.d.) Price 255. net.

(i) AT the January Conference of Headmasters
a resolution was passed recommending

the teaching of the *‘naturil laws underlying the

phenomena of daily life.” A similar resolution

was passed at a meeting of the Association of

Science Teachers, in which the value of exciting

a “spirit of interest and inquiry with regard to

the world around us and the universe at large”
was emphasised (see Nature of February i,

p, 442), It was thought that the best way
of doing this was by courses of generalised

science. It was doubtless not intended to

exclude knowledge of the activities of living

organisms, inclusive of man, and of our own
bodily functions. In other words, physiology
should be part of the course. We may remember
Huxley’s advocacy of physiology as of especial

value as a means of mental discipline, and it has
also an important practical side. The ignorance
of most people with regard to questions of vital

consequence is scarcely less than scandalous, and
it is unfortunate that there appears to be a wide-

spread belief that physiology is only of use to

the medical man. Of course, it is necessary to

him in order that he may understand the abnor-
malities of disease

;
but a knowledge of the normal

working of our bodies is surely a matter that

concerns e\^eryone. The pressing question of

food is one that presents itself at once, and there

are many others.

The book before us is an excellent attempt to

provide a text-book for high schools. But, good
as it is as an elementary account of the present

state of physiological science, it cannot be
regarded as altogether successful. It is apt

to be dull and didactic rather than stimulating.

This is probably incidental to the practice, inten-
j

tionally adopted, of omitting reference to names
i

of discoverers and details of experimental pro-
|

cedure. In the hands of a good teacher such
j

details may be made to give a human interest to
j

dry description, and bring what is being taught
into relationship wdth other bodies of knowledge,
such as history and art, a valuable aspect of true

education. It would be an improvement if a

part of the wealth of the book in facts were
sacrificed for a more intensive treatment of

some of them. In certain cases further space

could be found by omitting reference to
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views that are now disproved. Similarly,
a rather more dogmatic tone might be used
in many instances. A text-book should take
the responsibility of recommending a par-
ticular view as being most in accordance
with facts, although this view may be contraiy*
to the opinion of some isolated physiologists.

It will be agreed that the mode of teaching of
science suggested in the resolutions given above
depends for its success almost entirely upon the
teacher. A very wide knowledge is required, not

! only of science, but of other branches of learning,
and_ it may well be that a special training is

; advisable. Indeed, the capacity necessary is

probably of a higher order than that of many a
university professor. It need scarcely be said that

, the right kind of teacher must be able to demand
. a high salary.

J

We cannot help expressing the hope that pre-

I paration for any particular examination will be
1 left entirely out of account. The conviction is

j

forced upon us more and more that the examina-
1 tion system has a very serious degrading effect

i both upon the teacher and the student. It is

I

natural that the student, whose prospects depend

\

on passing some examination, has little induce-
ment to take account of questions or new^ advances
in science, however important they may be, if

they are not to be found in the recognised text-

books, while the teacher feels reluctant to refer

to them, how^ever hampered he may be by his

inability to do so. Moreover, there is an ever-

present temptation to learn a number of facts

by heart, since most examinations are easily

passed in this way. If time is taken to under-
stand principles, although the student is hereby
caused to think for himself, he may w’el! find that

some facts have to be neglected. Under the

present system facts count for more than law's.

It is to be feared that Prof. Stiles’s book may
lend itself to the mere committal to memory. The
examination problem is undoubtedly one of great

difficulty, and at present no satisfactory solution is

in sight. It seems that, on the w’hole, a book
frankly w'ritten for the teacher rather than for the

I

student w'ould be the more useful for schools. In

j

such a case more attention could be given to the

j

experimental side. This does not really require

!
elaborate and costly apparatus. It is astonish-

j

ing w’hat a wealth of significance there is in such

I
a simple experiment as the burning of sugar in

air and comparing the products with those given
off in the breath.

A word must be said on the manner of dealing

with the question of sex—a difficult problem for

the teacher, but one that ought not to be shirked.

Prof. Stiles’s treatment is good, so far as it

goes. But we are inclined to think that a refer-

ence to the physiological meaning and value of

the union of tw'O individuals as the basis of the

discussion w’ould go far to remove the mis-

chievous way of looking at such problems wffiich

IS almost universal.

The book is remarkably free from errors. We
have detected only one serious mistake. On
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p. 303 the fat res} nthesised in the intestinal wall
is stated to be different from the original fat

hydrolysed in the cavity of the intestine. This
is not the case.

{2) Dr. von Fiirth's book is well known to
many of us in the original as a valuable presenta-
tion of the facts of the subject at the time it was
written. The use of the word ‘‘problems ” in the
title may cause a little disappointment to those
who look for assistance in attacking difficult ques-
tions; something resembling Leathes’s “Problems
of Animal Metabolism ** may have been expected.

It seems doubtful to the reviewer whether the
translation of a general text-book is worth the
trouble and expense unless the translator is pos-
sessed of the knowledge and capacity to bring it
up to date. A new edition of the original work is
almost certain to appear before the translation is
exhausted, so that the latter prolongs the life of an
antiquated edition, which is undesirable. The con-
tents of the present book date from some time prior
to 1913. On the whole, it is questionable whether
any real necessity existed for its translation, since
there are other books in the English language
which ser\’e the purpose. W. ‘M. Bayliss.

tOl.lE MATHEMATICAL TEXT-BOOKS.
(1) Dymmics. By R. C. Fawdry. Part i.

Pp. viii+ijrjr+Ix. (London: G. Bell and Sons,
Ltd., 1916,) Price 3s. net.

(2) Differential and Integral Calculus. By Dr.
Qyde E. Love. Pp. xviii + 343. (New York:
rhe Macmillan Co.; London: Macmillan and
Co., Ltd., 1916.) Price gs. net.

(3) Engineering Applications of Higher Mathe-
mattcs. By V. Karapetoff. Part ii. Pp. iv +
103. Part iii. Pp. v + ir3. Part iv. Pp. v-f

fxr, Va Pp. vii+64. (New York
: John

XI
Sons, Inc. London : Chapman and

Hall, Ltd., 1916.) Price 3s. net each.
(I) nr'HIS is a text-book of elementary dynamics

leading up to circular motion. One
naturally terns first to see how the foundations^ treated, and here we must confess to some

Various experiments with a
tr^-apparatas” are quoted, and are used asA basxs for the fundamental inductions. As a

matter of fast, dynamics did not Win in this
the testing of hypo^es. Such«^^nts are useful and instructive enough, as

at a somewhat later stage: but thev

of dyn^cal faith. They are also

flaw, fn w ™ various assumptionsMve to he made before they can be res-arded ac
arfmeai to

““ "mass” also is vaguelywoni^ and acaroely adequate to its

® teacher who takes the theory

of difficulty,
m^pb&ations of sudi thiijsas reiafave motmo and centiifiu^ force

^
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I
(2) This book gives an account of ’the calculus.

I

from the first elements to the theory of ordinary
differential equations. It includes also chapters,

on the applications to geometry and mechanics.
Since the whole takes up only some 300 pages,,
it will be seen that the treatment is necessarily
concise. It can, however, be recommended as a
good introduction to the subject, and it is doubt-
less intended that it should be supplemented by
plentiful oral comment. The examples are of a
simple character, and bear directly on the text
The book, naturally and properly, having regard

to its scale, does not attempt to deal with the
more abstruse logical points which present them-
selves in the beginning of the subject. The
author is, however, to be congratulated on the
practice he has generally adopted of stating ex-
plicitly when he makes an assumption which it

is not convenient to stop and prove. There are-
two respects in which he has, we think, been
unduly conservative. The treatment of the ex-
ponential and logarithmic functions and of their
derivatives scarcely brings out the special import-
ance of the former function, the logarithm being
practically used as the primary conception. The
proof of Taylor’s theorem, again, is of the usual
indirect and artificial character. One cannot but
feel sympathy for the type of student whom Tod-
hunter tried (vainly, we hope) to placate with the
somewhat cruel remark that “he must not,,
w’hile engaged in the elements of a subject, expect
to be able, as it were, to rediscover the theorems
for himself. It is no doubt difficult to present
these matters in a way at once natural and fairly
rigorous, but the attempt should be made.

(3) We have here four parts of a work on the
application of higher mathematics to engineering.
In the words of the author “The book may be
called a summary of the most common englneer-
ing applications of

^

higher mathematics, or a
mathematical cross-index to engineering text-
books. It fulfils its purpose if it saves the
teacher the trouble of consulting many engineer-
ing books for the purpose of selecting a few
mamematical problems for his students. The
author also hopes that the book may stimulate
interest m higher mathematics among his fellow-
engineers. It should be said thaf the term

1
lather a restricted sense,

and that the reader will find many quite elementary
hmgs explained to him. For example, it is
loyally proved that the minimum value of x+y
subject to the condition const, occurs when

this with the help of the calculus !

The four slender volumes before us deal with
hydraulics, thermodynamics, elasticity, and elec-

The treatment is, on the
uhole, ^und, though the diction is often rather

^ easy to justify the
offhand statement that the internal stresses in a
CToss-section of a t^am are proportional to the

if forces

rfJ
the bearnJ’ The mathematical work is

neatness, and one findsawkward and cumbrous proofs where often quite
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simple methods are available- The author appears

afraid of making* undue demands on the know-
ledge of his readers, and when a real difficult}"

occurs contents himself with a reference to a text-

book.
The treatment of the strength of thick cylinders

and spheres may be cited as characteristic. The
final formula is evolved as the result of five succes-

sive approximations, and the whole investigation

takes up twenty-four pages. Would it not be really

simpler, as weU as much shorter, to give the well-

known correct investigation at once? It is a little

more difficult, but there are no precarious assump-
tions, and by the time he had mastered it the

engineering student would really know something
about stresses and strains.

These criticisms must not be taken to reflect

on the competence of the author, whose aims, as

recorded in his prefaces, are excellent. But he
does not seem to have a high opinion of the

attainments of the class of students whom he
addresses.

OUR BOOKSHELF.
The Problem of Pain in Nature. By C. F.

Newall. Pp. 131 + 7 illustrations. (Paisley:

Alexander Gardner, 1917.) Price 3s. 6d. net.

This little book may be useful to those who are

troubled in spirit by w^hat they believe to be a

I

like this the reader should be spared amydailin,*^

“etherial,” “Eperidse,” “Barlett,” and **Sir

James Lister,** which we happened to notice.

The Elements of Engineering Drawing. By E.

Rowarth. Pp. xii + 131. (London: Methuen
and Co., Ltd.) Price as. 6d. net.

The main purpose of this book is to give

examples of, and instruction in, the art of draughts-

manship, for the benefit of young students just

entering on an elementary course of engineering.

It is intended as a corrective to the unworkman-
like finish and execution which are apt to accom-
pany a too exclusive use of models and machine
parts, with their dimensioned sketches, in the

I

teaching of machine drawing.
The general treatment of the subject is some-

what meagre and crude, but the plates are

executed in a style that *would be approved

I

by the professional draughtsman; the instructions

I

annexed to each plate are full and precise, being

< helped by pictorial views; and the book seems

I
to be specially suitable for dealing with large

classes of junior students where it is not prac-

> ticable to give much individual attention.

1 The text is divided into four sections relating

I to the manipulation of instruments, the method
' of projection, and the forms and proportions of

j
the commoner machine fastenings, with examples

j

of their use.

fact : that animals in wild life suffer much pain.

Mr. Newall explains in a simple way why he
regards this shadow on Nature as, on the whole,

of man *s imagining. For the humblest animals “ no
brain, no pain *' seems good sense ; and animals

of the little-brain type, such as insects, the be-

haviour of w"hich is predominantly reflex and in-

stinctive, often go on as if they were callous to

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR,

I

[The Editor does not hold himself responsible for

I

opinions expressed by his correspondents. Neither

‘ can he undertake to return^ or to correspond with

1 the writers of, rejected manuscripts intended for

! this or any other part of NAxyp. No notice is

I
taken of anonymous communications.}

serious injuries. A dragon-fly which has lost its

hindquarters is not thereby hindered from eating

a good many flies, and finishing up with its own
lost parts.

We cannot, of course, be sure how much sensa-

Britisli Optical Science.

As a manufacturer, may I be allowed to reply to

Sir Joseph Larmor’s letter in Nature of March i on

the subject of British optical science, in which he

makes certain statements that must create an entirely

tion of pain there is among invertebrates, but
, wrong and unfortunate impression of the circum-

Mr. NevralFs quiet consideration of the facts

suggests that there is but little. When we pass

to vertebrate animals the argument from analogy
becomes more trustworthy, and Mr. Newall refers

to the experiences of men who have been in the

grip of wild beasts without feeling much, if any,

pain or fear.

In most cases in wild life the coup de grdee is

instantaneous. It may be argued, indeed, that

Nature is rich in efficiencies that lessen the chance
of pain. Selous vras strongly of opinion that

Wallace erred in his low estimate of the evolu-

tion of pain-sensatfons among animals, but he
himself attached too much importance to cries

and the like. Many a one might conclude from
a baby’s cries that the mother was slowly tor-

turing it We think that there is good sense in

Mr. Newall *s conclusion that men have greatly

exaggerated the prevalence of pain in Nature, but

we are afraid of some of the arguments, for they

seem also to banish pleasure. In a short book

{

stancts?
What is the reason for the comparative smallness

; of the British optical industry? If one considers the

{
pre-war output of the important German firms, it

I
will be seen that they are based upon their military

departments of which the public of other countries

knows very little. It only knows the German firms

by their civilian productions. The German War Office

in peace-time issued large orders for optical instru-

ments and placed them with German firms, on the

principle that the optical industry would be a vital

one in time of war. Having such large orders to deal

with, and having the certainly of continuity of work,

the German firms were enabled to develop special

machinery and appliances and to develop their general

organisation.
As suppliers of the largest Continental Army, the

German firms naturally ch ained the bulk of the

orders of other Armies, with a consequent increase of

their facilities and experience. In such circums^ces
it was comparatively easy to establish and maintain

a civilian world trade.

Consider now the British conditions. The pre-war
British orders were of negligible importance compared

NO. 2475, VOL. 99]
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with the Continental ones. Where single orders for

thousands were received by Continental firms front all

sources, Britisn finns received orders for tens. Any-

one who is familiar with industry knows how difficult

it is to compete with large firms under such conditions,

Ihiring the war, however, the British optical firms

have received large and continuous orders, and as a

result the increase of output has been very great.^ To
have rushed a small industry in war-time and in so

shcM't a period up to its present size is a marvellous

performance, probably unsurpas^d in any other in-

dustry demanding exceptional skill.

But the jmportant points to observe are ffiat, so far

as their knowiedge was concerned, the principal British

firms were competent to undertake the work, and that,

having the orders, they were able^ to erect new pre-

mises, install plant, provide special jigs and tools,

train unskilled labour, find suitable materials, and

in these extraordinary circumstances to produce

instruments that satisfy the requirements of the

Services.

If in peace-time military orders of reasonable size

had l^en placed in this country, the optical industry

w"Ou!d have dealt with them as it has during the war.

It is largely a question of orders of reasonable size

and, above all, continuity of orders.

Having pilloried the oprical manufacturer. Sir Joseph
Larmor proceeds to praise the British optical writers.

It is suggested that t.ieir works contain information
that the manufacturers Tack.

In Germany and in Britain it is not the type of

book cited by Sir Joseph Lartnor that is used by the
optical manufacture* s. Not one of the books cited

deals with the method of optical computation actually

adopted in the Cxerman workshops, and, indeed, there
are extremely few books in Germany that do divulge
the whole system. The British books are, no doubt,
w’ell adapted to enable students to pass examinations
on general optics. For example, one of the best of
those cited has a large index, which includes the rain-
bovT and the principle of relativity—questions no doubt
that will find a place of honour in examination papers
—bat which does not refer to so vital a question as
coma, to which alone a wffiole book should be devoted.
There is a great similarity in the present optical

books. They all cjontaia the s.»me stereotyped material.
Some deal with it ir a non-mathematical way, while
others attack the propositions with heavy algebraic
artillery. Generally the sign convention changes with-
out warning from page to page, fot the simple reason
that the matter is mostly copied from previous writers

used no standard system.

^
Ko doubt these bo *ks are the unfortunate result of

clfciimstances. A book devoted to, say, coma would
have a very limited market, whereas a book on optics,
if made sufficiently general, can be made to appeal to
students and school teachers and thus find a profitable
maribet.

In the early days of the optical industry in this
I OUT pure mathematicians were also real crafts-
men. They were not content with the evolution of

equations. Today ‘"the science of the best
c^tkai instrument makers is far ahead of the science
oltbe text-books,^’' That is the ooinicPn of the late
TOf. SHyanus P. Thompson, who also said: “But
the teaching of the coHegres and the university teachinp-
at Cambndge^weU, whnt is it in optics? They call
It optics, wt It Is pureTv mathematical gymnas-
tics a{)piied to the optical problems of a hundred years

think thesre is tealiv what one can truly
floptical work going .n at Cambridge. . . . Optica!
leaching, I am sorry to sa'i, is very largely at its
lowest conceivable ebb.*"

'

If cm wewnt-dny wathematitians Tcish to help the
Jndustty (and t rir helo is desired), they must enter
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the workshops first as learners, not teachers. They

may find the work laborious and monotonous from the

point of view of the ma hematician to whom a pretty

solution is an object of importance, but once they have

experienced the pleasure of testing a system that

accords with their calculations, they will never again

be satisfied with the publication of untried formulae.

James Weir French.

Anniesland, Glasgow, March 28.

Floating Earths.

In reference to the inquiry of Dr. Walter Leaf in

Nature of March 15 as to the interpretation of a

passage of Strabo, the fact may possibly be of some
interest that' in the island of Mors, in Denmark, bricks

are made from a local sandy clay which, after burn-

ing, float in water. These bricks are used, I under-

stand, both as a refractory material and for ordinary

building purposes, their lightness and porosity giving

them certain advantages for the latter purpose. Their-

mechanical strength is said to be considerable. The
porosity is not obtained by the addition of combustible,

or volatile matter during moulding.

If the expression •ttriywixlvas^ used by Posidonius,

be consistent with a process of burning the clay into

bricks, and if clays of somewhat similar physical

character to that of Mors, although of different geo-

logical origin, occur in Asia Minor and Spain, an

explanation of the passage might perhaps be found

in this direction. Cecil H. Desch.
Metallurgical Laboratory,

University of Glasgow,
March 24.

Gravitation and Thermodynamics.

If Dr. P. E. Shaw’s contention (Nature, March

29) for a perpetual motion consequence of gravita-

tional heat were justified, it would be an argument
against the supposed effect on which such a con-

clusion could be based; but it does not seem to me
that the contention is justified. For the line joining

maximum to minimum temperature is vertical, and,

unless the rate of heating differs from the rate of

cooling, every horizontal chord will be an isothermal

;

so there is nothing to keep a vertical disc rotating.

Oliver Lodge.

The suggestion in Nature of March i that thermo-
dynamics might throw light on the question of the

temperature variation of gravitation has not been
unkindly received.

,
The criticisms^ have not been

directed so much against this suggested application

of thermodynamics as against the expression deduced
for the attraction between two bodies.

It has been pointed out to me that dQ is not a
perfect differential, and therefore it is not valid to

equate
asQ

dr .d6 dd, dr

The correct expression for the attraction, assuming
that the specific heat is independent of r, is

F-m.6./(r)-^ylr(r),

where m is the mass of the body the temperature of
which is This expression has none of the objections
which the previous incorrect expression fead, for at the
absolute zero the temperature coefficient vanishes and
i^(r) Is probably GMmr-®.
The assumption ttiat dsfdr^o is, of course, only a

g>ecial case,^ for ^ may depend on r or on the gravita-
tional field in which the mass m Is situated. I^nce
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introduction of comparatively small masses on
the earth’s surface would have ho perceptible effect

on the gravitational field, .9 may be taken as constant
in any experiments on the earth’s surface.

Dr. P. E.^ Shaw (Nature, March 29} argues that
my hypothesis involves a violation of the conservation
of energy. To avoid the difficulty of perpetual motion
I would suggest making dQ/dV positive instead of
negative. This will not alter the expression for F,
but the turning moment on Dr. Shaw’s disc will

then bring it to rest. George W. Todd.
Newcastle-upon-Tyne.

THERMIONIC DETECTORS IN WIRELESS :

TELEGRAPHY AND TELEPHONY. '

rectifying property of certain contacts and crystals

has been much studied, the reasons for it are not

yet fully elucidated, but it is probably connected

with the thermoelectric properties of the materials-

The third type of detector is the thermionic
detector first suggested and used by Dr. J. A,
Fleming, of University College, London. The
construction and mode of operation of this form
of detector may be briefly described as follows :

—

It had been known for many years prior to the
advent of radiotelegraphy that the electric conduc-
tivity of a highly rarehed gas was greatly deter-

mined by the temperature of the negative elec-

trode by which the current left the exhausted

^PHE arts of wireless telegraphy and telephony
A involve the use in the receiving circuit of

some device named a detector, which is sensitive

to electric oscillations of very high frequency.

In the earliest years of radiotelegraphy the appli-

ance used was the so-called coherer, in which a
small mass of metaOic filings or an imperfect

contact between two pieces of metal w’as con-

verted into a better conductor by the passage
through it of the high-frequency oscillations. All

the various forms of coherer have now been aban-

doned and are no longer used as detectors. In

modern radiotelegraphy, so far as regards the

spark or damped-wave system, only three types

of detector are at present in practical use. The
first of these is the magnetic detector, chiefly the

rotating band form, invented by Marconi; the

second type is some form of rectifying contact

or crystal, such as the carborundum detector due
to Dunwoody, or the zincite-chalcopyrite rectifier

of Pickard; and the third is some modification

of the thermionic detector, or Fleming oscillation

valve-

In the magnetic detector the electric oscillations

to be detected are caused to circulate round a

magnetised iron wire and alter its magnetic per-
^

meability or hysteresis in such a fashion as to
|

create a sudden change in the magnetisation of
j

the iron. This in turn is made to create an
j

induced electric current in a second coil and I

reveal itself by a sound made in a telephone in

series with that coil. The rectifying contacts

or crystals depend upon the fact that a contact of

small surface between certain substances, gener-

ally crystalline, has a greater electric conductivity

in one direction than in the other. Hence, if such

a contact as that, for example, between a frag-

ment of zincite or native oxide of zinc and a piece

of chalcopyrite or copper pyrites is traversed by
a train of electric oscillations, these will be con-

verted into a movement of electricity chiefly in

one direction. Accordingly, if a rapid sequence

of such oscillations passes through such recti-

fying contact placed in series with a telephone

receiver, the latter will be traversed by a series

of intermittent gushes of electricity in the same
direction, and will emit a sound the pitch of which

is determined by the group frequency of^ oscil-

lations. A very commonly used rectifying con-

tact is a cryst^ of caihc^ndum, or carbide of

silicon, held between metal clips* AKhotigh this

j

vessel containing it. It had been found by Hittorf

j

and also by Elster and Geitel that if the negative

j
electrode was a platinum wire which could be

i
rendered incandescent, the conductivity’ of the

I

highly rarefied gas was greatly increased. The
i
emission of positive and of negative ions from
incandescent solids in vacuo had been studied

particularly by Elster and Geitel, beginning in

18S0.

I

In 1884 Edison made known an interesting fact

I

connected with carbon-filament glow-lamps. He
I
sealed into the bulb of one of his bamboo-filament

j

lamps a metal plate placed betw’een the legs of

;

the horseshoe-shaped filament^ the said plate being

J

carried on a platinum wire sealed through the

I
glass bulb. He found that when the filament was

I

rendered incandescent by a continuous current,

I

a galvanometer connected between the terminal

i of the plate and the external negative ter-

minal of the filament indicated no current, but
that if connected between the plate and the posi-

i
tive filament terminal, it showed a current of a
few milliamperes. Edison gave no explanation
of this, nor did he make any application of the

discovery. He supplied a certain number of lamps
made with middle plates to the late Sir William
Preece, and the latter communicated to the Royal
Society in 1885 a paper describing various ex-
periments with these lamps. This “ Edison effect

”

was more completely examined by Dr. J. A.
Fleming in researches described by him in papers
to the Royal Society in 1890 and to the Physical
Society in 1896. Dr. Fleming showed that the effect

was in some way due to the scattering of particles

j

charged with negative electricity from the hot

I

filament, and that it could be prevented by en-

j

closing the negative leg of the carbon in a glass

tube, or placing a sheet of mica between the

carbon and the plate. He also proved, as Elster

I
and Geitel had done in another way, that a vacuum
tube having two carbon filaments as electrodes

had a very large conductivity for small voltages

when the negative electrode was made incan-

descent.

It was not until 1899, when Sir J. J. Thomson
announced his epoch-making discovery of elec-

trons, or corpuscles smaller than atoms, carrying

a n^ative charge, that it was clearly recognis^
that incandescent solids in high vacua emit eleo-

trie ions, some positive and some negative.

This electronic emission from hot bodies has
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been very fully investlgfated by Prof. O.

Richardson, who has collected most of the known
facts in an excellent manual on the subject. None
of the investigators of this subject made any

practical application of this knowledge until it

occurred to Dr. Fleming in 1^4 to employ an

incandescent electric lamp having one or more

plates or cylinders of metal sealed into the bulb

as a means of detecting high-frequency electric

. 1.—Various forms of Ftemlnc: oscillation valve or thermionic detector
used in wireless telegraphy.

oscillations, as used in radiotelegraphy. Accord-
ingly he constructed such electric glow-lamps with
carbon filaments and a metal plate or cylinder

surrounding, but not touching, the filament, the

said cylinder being attached to a platinum wire
scaled through the bulb {see Fig. i). He em-
ployed this device as follows:—^The carbon fila-

ment in the lamp O (see Fig. 2) is rendered in-

canilesoent by a suitable battery of storage cells,

B; most usually a 12-volt or 4-volt filament is

empl03red[. A circuit is formed external to the
bulb by connecting the metal plate or cylinder to
tto n^ative termix^ of the lamp. In this circuit

is placed a current-detecting instrument, such as
a galvB^meter, G, €>r a telephone- In the circmt
Js also insertjed the seomdaity circuit of an oscilla-
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' tion transformer, P, S, the terminals of which

I
are closed by a condenser, C (see Fig. 2).

1 If electric oscillations are created in the above
i circuit, the alternations of current are rectified;

I

that is to say, a unidirectional current flows

through the galvanometer or telephone. The
highly vacuous space between the incandescent

filament and the metal cylinder inside the bulb
possesses a unilateral conductivity. When the

filament is at a very high temperature negative

electricity can pass from the filament to the plate,

' but not in the opposite direction. Hence the

device acts as a valve and was called by Dr.
Fleming an oscillation valve. Another way of

viewing the effect is as follows :—^When the elec-

tric oscillations take place through the condenser,

the plate or cylinder in the bulb tends to become
charged alternately positive and negative. The in-

1
candescent filament is continuously emitting nega-

! tive ions or electrons, and these at once discharge

j
any positive charge on the metal plate, whereas
they do not discharge a negative charge. There
is, therefore, a continuous movement of positive

electricity to the plate from outside the lamp. If

the electric oscillations are in trains of damped
groups, then the effect is to convert them into

gushes of electricity in one direction which pass

through the telephone. If these groups come at

the rate of several hundred per second the tele-

phone receiver emits a continuous sound of corre-

sponding pitch, and if the groups are cut up into

Morse signals at the sending end, the listener at

the telephone hears these signals as long and
short sounds.

! An electric incandescent lamp with metal plates,

I grids, or cylinders in the bulb is now called a

thermionic detector, because it serves to rectify

and render detectable by a galvanometer or tele-

phone receiver the feeble electric oscillations used

in wireless telegraphy or telephony. It depends
for its action upon the emission by the incan-

descent filament of electrons, or thermions as they

are termed.
Dr. Fleming found that a tungsten filament

was of special utility for this purpose. The
thermionic receiver has great advantages in that

it is not injured or put out of adjustment, like

crystal detectors, by powerful electric oscillations

;

or atmospheric discharges acting on its receiving

i
circuits.

;

In some of Dr. Fleming’s experiments he em-

;
ployed an incandescent lamp with two plates

i sealed into the bulb carried on separate terminals.

An illustration of such a double-anode or two-
element valve was given by him in a paper pub-
lished in the Proceedings of the Royal Society

early in 1905 (see c. Fig. i). The new thermionic

j

detector naturally attracted the attention of radio-

j

telegraphists, and amongst others of Dr. Lee de
Forest in the United States. After adopting the

detector in substantially the same form, Dr.
de Forest patented in 1907 a modification in

which the two metal dectrodes were sealed into

; the vacuous bulb,, in addition to the metallic or
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carbon filament to be rendered incandescent. One
of these electrodes was in the form of a plate,

;and the other of a grid or zigzag of wire inter-

posed between the filament and the plate. In
using this double-plate thermionic detector, Dr. de
Forest connected the grid terminal to one side

of the receiving circuit condenser, and the nega-
•tive terminal of the filament to the other side of

the same condenser; but, instead of inserting the

telephone or current-detecting instrument in this

grid circuit, he included it in a separate external

circuit connecting the plate with the filament, and
placed in this circuit also a battery with negative

pole connected to the filament (see Fig. 3).

Dr, de Forest called this arrangement an audion,

and maintained that the physical action was dif-

ferent from that of the Fleming valve, though
valves with tw^o anode plates had already been in

use for certain experiments. It has been shown,
however, to be essentially the same. It is

clear that the performance of the audion as a
radiotelegraphic detector depends entirely upon
the thermionic emission from the incandescent

filament. It has been demonstrated by Dr.

E. H. Armstrong in a paper in the Proceed-
ings of the Institute of Radio-Engineers for Sep-

tember, 1915, that the physical actions taking

place in the grid circuit of Dr. de Forest’s audion

are precisely the same as in those in the Fleming
valve.

The thermionic emission of negative ions causes

the grid to become negatively charged. On the

other hand, the battery in the external circuit

connected to the plate sends a thermionic current

through the vacuous space between the filament

and the plate inside the bulb, in virtue of the in-

candescence of the filament or negative electrode.

This current flows also through the telephone or

current-detecting appliance. .When the grid be-

comes negatively charged, due to the rectification

of electric oscillations impressed upon the grid

circuit, it reduces the thermionic current flowing

between the filament and the plate, and therefore

varies the current through the telephone. The
physical actions which contribute to the operation

are therefore all dependent upon the thermionic

emission from the filament and upon the increased

unilateral conductivity of a highly rarefied gas or

vacuous space when the cathode or negative elec-

trode is rendered incandescent.

This action is not necessarily dependent upon

the presence of any residual gas in the bulb, be-

cause even in a highly perfect vacuum the elec-

tronic emission from the incandescent filament

would take place.

The double-anode Fleming valve, or the valve

with grid and plate, called an audion, has the

property that an amplification of current variation

can be "produced by it.

Thus, if the grid-plate thermionic detector is

arranged as in Fig. 3, feeble electric oscillations

taking place in the grid external circuit can be

made to produce large variations in the continu-

ous current flowing in the external plate circuit.

Moreover, by connecting two or more such
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10;

double-anode thermionic detectors in series, the

current in the plate circuit of one, acting induc-
tively on the grid circuit of the next, enables a
double amplification to be produced.
Furthermore, such double-anode thermionic

valves can be used as generators of electric oscilla-

tions by inductively connecting through a suitable

transformer the grid and plate circuits g and h

/

Fi , -j.— De Forest Jtudson or fwr.'ii of taermiom-: d'Aector. D, bulb of

4‘ow-larap: F, incandejft.cnt nlainent ; a. J
p’iate; T. tele-

phone ; A. B, batteries ; C', C', condensers.

of one and the same bulb V {see Fig. 4). The
.
arrangement then acts as follows :—Feeble electric

oscillations set up in the external plate circuit by
any means create induced oscillations in the grid

. circuit, and the latter sustain and enhance the
' former, the energy to create these enhanced
! oscillations coming from the battery in the plate

j
circuit.

)
The process exactly resembles that in which a

Bell telephone receiver in circuit with a battery

and carbon microphone transmitter emits a con-
tinuous musical note when the diaphragm of the

receiver is held near that of the transmitter.

Feeble vibrations are set up in the microphone
diaphragm by noises in the room, and these vary
the current through the telephone receiver, and
the sound so emitted keeps the transmitter dia-

phragm in motion.
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Agfain, the double-anode valve can be used as

a telephonic relay in ordinary telephony to mag-
nify and repeat sounds.

The oscillation valve is not simply a detector;

it is a quantitative detector, and hence has been

extensively used as a receiver in all experiments

in wireless telephony. In fact, most of the suc-

cessful long-distance experiments in radiotelephony

have been conducted by it. For when so used

it rectifies the continuous high-frequency oscilla-

tions in the receiving circuit into a direct current.

Hence the variations in amplitude in these oscilla-

tions which are produced by the microphone in

the transmitter circuits make themselves evident

as variations in the rectified current which flows

through the telephone receiver, and these repro-

duce the sounds of the speech made to the micro-

phone in the transmitter. This thermionic

detector promises, therefore, to be of great use

in the solution of the problem of radiotelephony,

as well as that of repeating or relaying ordinary

telephonic currents.

THE INDIAN SCIENCE CONGRESS.

The Indian Science Congress held its fourth

annual meeting in Bangalore on January lo

and the three following days, under the presidency

of Sir Alfred Bourne, F.R.S. The six sections

—

those, namely, of Mathematics and Physics,

Chemrstry, Agriculture, Botany, Zoology, and
Geology—^met in the mornings, and in all seventy-

nvo papers were read. It is obviously impossible,

in the space available for this notice, to give an
account of the work of the various sections or

even to enumerate the papers, but certain points

in connection with the present meeting are de-

serving of mention. Two of the sectional presi-

dents departed from the usual custom in giving

addresses on general topics. In the Mathematics
and Physics Section the Rev. Dr. Mackichan re-

ferred to the great value of early Indian contri-

butions to mathematics, both pure and applied,

but deprecated the suggestion put forward by
some enthusiasts that there was no scientific truth

of importance that could not be traced in the

ancient Hindu scriptures- The other address,

given to the Chemistry Section, is referred to

below.

There was a comparatively large proportion

—

about one-third of the total number—of papers
dealing with the application of science to parti-

cular industrial problems. The increase in the

number of papers of this kind is undoubtedly due
to war conditions, which have stimulated indus-
trial enterprise in many parts of India. The
papers on industrial science read at meetings of
the Con^ss represent but a small part of the
work ivhich is being carried on in different parts
of the country; those on pure science, on the
otiber hand, record very nearly the whole of what
IS being done in Indian colleges, and one cannot
hdp noticing their fewness. The causes of the

r
idty of research work were examined by Dr.
If, Simonsen in his presidential address to the
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Chemistry Section. Lack of proper training in

past years, understafhng of colleges—resulting in

a man’s whole time being taken up by routine

work—and inadequate pay in subordinate grades

of the teaching profession were mentioned as

among the most important; and to these must
be added the absence of the research atmosphere

that is so marked a feature of the larger English

educational centres. The Indian Science Con-
gress constitutes at present the only means of

remedying this situation effectively. It can,

through the proper official channels, direct the

attention of the Imperial and local Governments
to those defects of the present system which it

is in their power to remedy; it can also provide

once a year the research atmosphere and facilities

for discussion and criticism which are lacking

in the colleges, partly because the great distances

which separate them make the personal exchange
of ideas almost impossible, and partly because,

excepting a few agricultural research stations, not

more than one or two men are working at the

same subject in any one place.

Although the actual amount of research in pure
science is small, it is large when compared with

what was being done four years ago. At the

first meeting of the Congress in 19x4 only twenty
papers were read ; the number this year had in-

creased to seventy-two. This year, too-, a new
rule vj2iS in force, making it necessary for authors

to submit their papers to a referee. While in

some of the sections—that of Zoology, for ex-

ample—the quality of the papers was excellent,

this is not true of all. There were a number of

papers from a certain quarter that appear to have
i been inspired by a determination to produce the

maximum quantity of “ research ” in a given time.

Work of this type falls into its proper place in

the course of the- discussion and criticism which
take place in the sectional meetings, and there

is no doubt that the Congress is doing a good
deal towards setting up a higher standard of

work than exists at present.

An interesting discussion took place, under the
chairmanship of Sir Sydney Burrard, F.R.S., on
scientific libraries in India, following some sug-
gestions which had been made to- the effect

that research work in India was sometimes
hampered by inability to obtain references. It

appeared from the contributions to this discussion
that the difficulty was felt chiefly by zoologists,

to whom plates and diagrams were frequently of
greater importance than the text of a paper (which
could always be copied and sent by post). But
the general feeling was that any lack of library

facilities in India could scarcely be considered a
contributory factor in hindering research, and
that the existing needs would be adequately met
by the preparation of a catalogue showing the
periodicals available in different places and the
rules under which they could be lent or copied.
The remaining activities of the Congress may

be briefly mentioned. Three public lectures were
delivered, and were attended by large audiences.
The first was by Mr. C. Michie Smith oh ‘‘The
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Sun,” and this was succeeded b}" a lecture on
“Soaring Flight” by Dr. E. H. Hankin, and one
by Mr. F. L. Usher on “Explosives.” The only

social function took place on the afternoon of

January ii, when the members were received at the

palace by H.H. the Maharajah of Mysore, to

whose Government the Congress is indebted for

the invitation to meet this year in Bangalore.

On the following afternoon the members visited

the laboratories of the Indian Institute of Science

at the invitation of the director and staff.

At the concluding business meeting it was an-

nounced that the Congress would meet next year
iji Lahore, under the presidencv of Dr. Gilbert

Walker, F.R.S. “ F. L. U.

NOTES.
We regret to learn from the Times that the death

of Dr. E. von Behring, the discoverer of the curative

effect of the serum of immunised animals in the

treatment of diphtheria, is announced in the German
newspapers.

The annual general meeting of the Chemical Society

was held at Burlington House on March 29, Dr. Alex-

ander Scott being in the chair. Prof. W. J. Pope was
elected president, Col. Smithells and Prof. Sydney
Young were the tw’o new vice-presidents elected, and

Prof.'H. C. H. Carpenter, Prof. A. Findlay, Prof. A.

Harden, and Dr. T. A. Henry' were elected as new
ordinary’’ members of council. Dr. Scott deliv'ered his

presidential address upon the subject of “The Atomic
Theory.’’

A NEW branch of the Ministry of Munitions has been

established under Sir Lionel Phillips as Controller, to

deal with the examination and development of such

mineral properties (other than coal or iron ore) in the

L'nited Kingdom as are considered likely to be of

special value for the purposes of the war.^ The
Minister of Munitions has appointed the following to

act as an advisory committee on the development of

mineral resources;—Sir Lionel Phillips, Bt’ (chair-

man), Mr. F. J, Allan, Mr. C. W. Fielding, Mr. R. J.

former explorers, who were supposed to have been

killed by hostile Indians. The expedition, w’hkh w’as

away two years, achieved its objects, but at con-

siderable cost of life, for of the twelve white^

who started only four returned. Several fell victims

to the poisoned arro’R's of the natives. The pictures,

which are explained by Capt. Besley, show' the great

rivers, the vegetation, and animal life of the region

visited. They are an example of the great educational

value of the* kinematograph. The film is at present

•^hown daily at 3 and p.m.

The seventieth annual meeiing of the Paia^onto-

I

graphical Societ}' was held on March 30 in the Geo-
' logical Society's* rooms, Burlington House, Dr. Henry
' Woodward, president, in the chair. The report r^
1
ferred to the delay of the publications owing to existing

' circumstances, but noted that there w'as no diminu-
tion in the number of monographs offered. Instal-

f ments ot the volumes on Pliocene Mollusca, Palaeozoic

1 Asterozoa, and Wealden and Purbeck fishes were
; about to be issued. Dr. Henry Woodward, Mr. R. S.

I

Kerries, and Dr. A, Smith Woodtvard were^ re-elected
' president, treasurer, and secretary respectively, and
1 the new' members of council were Mr. H. A. Allen,

I Mr. E. Heron-Alien, Rev. H. N. Hutchinson, and

,
Mr. C. T, Trechmann. In a brief address the presi-

j

dent mentioned that when the society w'as founded
on March 23, 1847, it w*as estimated that the^ descrip-

1 tion and illustration of all the Briti^sh fossils could

! be completed in tw'enty-five years. The long series

j

of volumes published during seventy years, how^ever,

j

had proved to do little mere than make a good

j

beginning of the taik.

I

On Thursday, March 29, a representative assembly
of the friends* and admirers of the late Sir William
Huggins, O.M., and Lady Huggins met together
in the crypt of St. Paul's 'Cathedral to witness and
participate in the unveiling and dedication of a
medallion commemorating conjointly the achievements
of a great astronomer and the inspiring efforts of a
w’ife who, for some thirty-five years, identified herself

with his aims and labours. Among those present

were Sir Joseph Thomson, O.M., president of the

Royal Society ; Dr. A. Schuster and Mr. W. B. Hardy,

j

secretaries R.S.; Sir Alfred Kempe, treasurer R.S.

;

Frecheville, Prof. F. W. Harbord, Mr. F. Merricks, Sir Archibald Geikie, O.M. ; Major MacMahon, presi-

dent of the Roval Astronomical Society; the Astronomer

!
Royal; Sir W. Crookes, O.M.; Mr*. H. F. Newall;

Sir Harry Ross Skinner, Dr. A. Strahan, and Mr.

Edgar Taylor, together with a representative to be

nominated by the Board of Trade.

We learn from Science that Prof. A. V. Stuben-

rauch, professor of pomology in the University of

California, died at Berkeley, Cal., on February 12. A
graduate of the University of California of 18^, Prof.

Stubenrauch was for ten years in the U.S. Depart-

ment of Agriculture, resigning in 1914 his position

as pomologist in charge of field investigations to

return to service in the University of California. He
was the first to demonstrate that dates could be grown

with commercial success in the Imperial Valley, on

the desert in southern California; and in association

with Mr. G. H. Powell he developed the pre-cooling

method, which has^ greatly contributed to success in

the ‘shipping of fruit from California.

A KiNEMATOGRAPH film of great interest is now
being shown at the Philharmonic Hall, Great Port-

land Street, by Capt. Campbell Besley. Capt. Besley,

wtK) is an Australian, undertook an expedition to tl^

head waters of the Amazon^ at the request of the

President of Peru in co-operation with Mr. Bryan, then

Secretary of State of the United States of America.

The chief objects of the expedition were to determme

the source of the Amazon and to ascertain the fate of
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Sir Joseph Larmor ; Mr. E. B. Kjiobel ; Sir W. Tilden

;

Mr. E. W. Maunder; Mr. W. H. Wesley; and the

Rev. T. R. R. Stebbing. A number of ladies were
also present. After the memorial had been unveiled

a short form of service was conducted by Dean Inge,

with 'whom were Canon Simpson and Canon Alex-

I ander. In committing the memorial to the charge

j

of the Dean and Chapter, Sir Joseph Thomson paid

j

eloquent tribute to the scientific achievements of Sir

j
William Huggins. Bom and educated in London,

I
and all his work having been carried on and issued

;
from a London observatory, St. Paul’s appeared the

5
fittest of destinations for a medallion. Major Mac-

i Mahon, referring to certain points in a great life,

-/iid that Huggins saw celestial chemistry looming
in front of hirn, and before many years had elapsed

he was the pioneer of a new branch of science. The
medallion of Sir William Huggins, it should be noted,

was the primary' object of the memorial, but, on
the death of Lady Huggins, it was decided to

place her portrait beneath that of her husband, on
the same slaK Both are the work of Mr. Henry
Pegram, A.R.A. The inscriptions run respectively;

“William Huggins, Astronomer, 1824-1910”; “Mar-
garet Lindsay Huggins, 1848-1915,”
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Second LiEur. Cyril Douglas McCourt, who lost

his life while gallantly leading a bombing attack in

France on October 8, 1916, was born in^ 1S83, and
educated at St. Charles’s College, North Kensington,
whence he gained an institute scholarship at the City

I

and Guilds of London Central Technical College, no\v

part of the Imperial College of Science and Technology.
|

After gaining the college associateship in chemistry,
j

he served for a brief period as private assistant to

Prof. H. E. Armstrong. In 1903 he was appointed
chief chemist to the Morgan Crucible Co., Ltd., and
during the six years that he held that post he carried

out a number of valuable investigations bearing upon
the manufacture and uses of various refractory

materials, but the outstanding feature of his work
was the part he played in the invention and subsequent
development of the Morganite brush for dynamos and
motors. This brush possesses exceptionally good
lubricating and commutating properties, which are
principally due to the comparatively low temperature
at which it^s burnt during its process cf manufacture.
In 1909 Mr. McCourt resigned his appointment with
the company in order to work out, in collaboration
with Prof. W. A. Bone, in Leeds, the industrial
applications of the phenomenon nov; known as “in-
candescent surface combustion,’^ a field of technical
research which strongly attracted him, and afforded
him ample scope for turning to good account his
considerable knowledge of refractory materials. This
collaboration speedily resulted in the many important
scientific inventions comprised under the “Bonecourt ”

surface combustion system, the value of which has
been more appreciated in America and Germany, where
already considerable developments have been success-
fully worked out, than in the country in which they
originated.

^
Mr. Mc(^urt showed great versatility

and ingenuity in all his experimental work, to which
he was passionately devoted, whilst his frank and
generous nature was highly valued by all with whom
he came in contact. Shortly after the outbreak of
war he abandoned his research work in order to join
the^ Army, where he anticipated that his scientific
training and experienre of the management of men
would stand his country in good stead. His death
is a real loss to science.

Dr. J. \V. Fewkes has reprinted from the Holmes
anniversary volume an interesting monograph on the
remarkable cliff-ruins in Fewkes Canon, Mesa Verde
National Park, Colorado. The author was deputed in

1915 by the Smithsonian Institution to continue the
work of excavation and repair of these buildings. A
report on the general results of the work was published
under the title of “Excavation and Repair of the
Sun Temple,” In the course of the season’s W’ork he
also excavated and repaired a cliff-dwelling, called
Oaktree House, the results of which are described in
the present publication. A plan of this building, which
cannot be called characteristic, but resembles that of
Spmce-tree House and other cliff-houses in Mesa
Verde Park, is sriven. Tn another building, known as
the Painted House, a series of representations of men
and animals was discovered. The monograph is com-
plete and -well illustrated, and gives much information
on the religious cults of the builders.

Dr. Maykie R. Curtis continues {Bioh BulL xxxi.,
No 3) previous interesting studies in the Physiology
of Reproducrion in the Domestic Fowl ” with "a paper

double eggs. From the observations given it appears
tmt an after having received its membrane or

membrane and shell, may be propelled up the
oviduct instead of being laid. In such case it may,
on re-entmng the terminal part of the duct, stimulate
the secretion of another set of envelopes around those
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already formed, or, if it meets its successor, return
along with it, and with it become enclosed in a com-
mon set of envelopes.

A USEFUL vegetation map of the United States by
Mr. F. Shreve, of the Arizona Desert Laboratory of the

Carnegie Institution, is published in the Geographical
Review for February (vol. in., No. 2). The map, which
is produced in colours, differs in some respects from
previous maps, and shows eighteen vegetation areas.

The basis of the classification is, as usual, desert,

grassland, and forest. Of these the desert and the

forest are subdivided, but the natural grassland in

want of data has been left as a single region. The
local influence of soil has been ignored so far as

possible. The map forms a valuable basis for geo-
graphical work, and has the merit of steering a course

between excessive detail valuable only to the botanist

and wide generalisations which are a danger to geo-

graphical research.

A KEW method of expressing the representative

fraction of a map is suggested by Mr. A. R. Hinks
in a paper on British and metric measures in geo-

graphical work in the Geographical Journal for

March (voL xlix., No. 3). Mr. Hinks proposes to take
the fraction of the “million” map, i/M, as a unit

and to write the representative fraction of all maps on
a larger scale than i/M as a fraction with M in the

denominator and the proper numerator; thus 1/125,000

would be written 8/M, and 1/63,360 as 15-8/M. In

maps on a smaller scale than i/M the denominator
would be expressed in M’s; thus 1/1,680,000 would be
written i /i-68M. Mr, Hinks proposes that this system
should be given a trial by adding it as alternative

to the ordinary form. It is certainly less inconvenient

and easier to write than the large number of figures

required in the usual representative fraction.

The first part of vol. xvi. of the Transactions of the

Geological Society of Glasgow (1916, price ys» 6d.)

contains a presidential address by Pror. J. W. CS-regory

that deserves to be widely read, on “The Geological

Factors Affecting the Strategy of the War and the

Geology of the Potash Salts.” The careful annexa-
tion of the Lorraine ironfield by Germany in 1871,

and the equally far-sighted occupation of the
^
best

French coalfields since 1914, are judiciously pointed

out. A summary of Everding's paper on the potash-

salt area of Prussia includes sections not easily avail-

able. Other sources of potash are usefully reviewed,

I

and to these alunite might now be added.

!
Now that the development of marine warfare has

compelled every nation to look into its own resources,

it is cheering to receive Mr. C. H. Clapp’s report on
the geology* of the Nanaimo map-area (Mem. 51,
Canada Geological Survey), in which a promising
report is given of the Upper Cretaceous coals on Van-
couver^ Island, directly opposite the terminus of the
Canadian Pacific Railway. Though the ash is often
about 9 per cent., the seams provide “high volatile

bituminous coals of fair quality ” and thicknesses of

5 ft. and 6 ft. are common. Admirably produced topo-
graphical and geological maps on the scale of
1 : 62,500 are provided with the memoir.

^
The importance of a suitable site for the installa-

tion of seismographs is illustrated in a recent number
of the Georgetown (U.S.A.) University Publication.
Two Wiechert seismographs were placed temporarily
at the base c>f a tower 212 ft. in height, and the
rocking of this tower by heavy winds affected the
records of the instruments. These and other seismo-
graphs were then erected in a heat- and damp-proof
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cave excavated beneath the quadrangle. The Pub-
lication referred to contains the records of these
instruments for the whole of the year 1916, and Press
notices of earthquakes which occurred during the
same year in various parts of the world. The in-
fluence of the war is shown by the fact that all but
ten of these earthquakes were of American origin.

The Department of Mines of the South Australian
•Government has recently issued its first metallurgical
report. The author is Mr. J. D. Connor, the Govern-
ment metallurgist, who has undertaken a visit to the
United States of America with the view of studying
the recov-^ of copper from its ores by leaching and
predpitotion. His object was to secure such in-

formation as might assist in rendering available for
realisation the mineral assets of South Australia, and
in particular the unworked oxidised copper ores of
the northern mining fields. Too much stress cannot
be laid on the absolute necessity for exhaustive experi-
mentation before any attempt is made to deal with the
problem of leaching copper ores on a large scale.

The principle of insisting on properly controlled tests

before a working plant is erected is applicable to

almost every metallurgical proposition, ^lr. Connor’s
visit was not so successful in its outcome as he had

j

anticipated. Although he travelled more than 10,000 i

miles, he saw only two leaching plants in actual opera-
j

tion, one of a capacity of 2000 tons a day, and the
other an experimental’ plant of 40 tons per day. He
-did not visit the great plant at Chuquicamata, in

Chile, where 10,000 tons of ore are leached per day.
His general conclusion is that the leaching of copper
ores is not being carried out in the United States
to anything like the extent that might have he&a
anticipated considering the amount of literature on
the subject. A great deal of experimental work has
been done in the past by very able operators hacked
by large organisations. To a considerably less extent
this work is going on now, but it has been completely
put into the background by the recognition of the
possibilities of the “flotation” process (see Nature,
March 22). That American metallurgists should have
been so long in taking up this process is certainly

surprising, but now that they have done so, and par-

ticularly aher litigation difficulties have been removed,
it is likely that great developments will take place.

As yet oxidised ores are not susceptible to treatment

by flotation processes.

In view of the movement for ihe establishment in

France of a number ox national laboratories at wMch
the scientific problems which arise in the industries

may be investigated. La Nature has commenced the

publication of a series of articles dealing with the

laboratories which have been founded in other

countries for the same purpose. On account of the

prominent position the National Physical Laboratory
at Teddington has made for itself in the short time
It has been in existence, it has been chosen as the

first of the series, and in the issue of La Nature for

March 10 a well-illust*ated article giving an account

of the foundation, method of management, and
equipment of the laboiatory appears.

,

regard to kin'.'matograj^hv, the literature of which
published during the Iris: year is very voluminous.

,

The new Briilsh-made developers are included in

;

the tables of formuke. The section referring to

ser.sitisers and dyes fer rolour-tLiers remains vety
1 much as before. Th.e eJi tor’s artirir- treats in a lucid

I
manner with the elementary principles of chemistry

I
so far as concerns the prac’dre of photography, and

j

this, therefore, is an appropriate time to point out

I

a chemical error that is of many years’ standing.
: The lengthy and u>eful table of chemical names,
symbols, and atomic weights of numerous com-
pounds has the atomic (or molecular'} weights given
described as “equivalent weights,” which, of course,
they are not.

The Biochemical Journal for December, 191 6, con-
tains an important paper by Mr. H. Ackroyd and Prof.
F. G. Hopkins, entitled “Feeding Experiments with
Deficiencies in the Amino-acid Supply ; Arginine and

j
Histidine as Possible Precursors ot Purinsgs.” In

I

the authors’ experiments young growing rms vrere

! fed first on a diet composed of acid-hydrolysed
’ caseinogen, potato-starch, cane-sugar, lard’, butter,
and ash from equal weights of oats and dog-biscuit,
then on the same diet Irom which the arginine and
histidine had been removed, and finally on this second
diet plus arginine or histidine, or both. The neces-
sary vitamine supply was given in the form of a
protein-free alcoholic’ extract of fresh-milk solids. In
other experiments the try’ptophane or the vjtamxne
was absent from the diet. The results show that
when both arginine ard histidine are removed from
the diet there is a rapid loss of body-weight of the
rats,

^

and a renevred growth when the missing
diamino-acids are restored. Nutritional equilibrium

i is possible in the absence of one of these protein con-

I

stituents, but not in tne absence of both. The sug-

I

gestion is made that this is because each of the ttco

diamino-acids can, in metabolism, be converted into

I
the other. If both arginine and histidine are removed

I

from the food, the amount of allantoin excreted is

I

much diminished, but the decrease 5 s very much less

I

w’hen only one diamino-acSd is removed ’When both

I

are replaced, the excretion returns to the normal
I \Mien tryptophane or vitamine is removed from the

1
food there is no decrease in the amount of allantoin

{ excreted, although nutritional failure is then greater
I than when arginine and histidine are withheld. It is

accordingly suggested that these two dtamino-adds
play a special part in purine metabolism, probably
constituting the raw material for the synthesis of
the purine ring in the animal body.

The registrar of the Institute of Chemistry is parti-
cularly well situated to appreciate the important part
played by chemists in the war, since he has had control
of the register of chemists available for Government
and other services maintained by the Institute. This
fact adds an enhanced interest to the article “ Chemists
in War ” which he contributes to the Proceedings of
the Institute for February. The general community is

probably at last beginning to know that the rdle of the
chemist in the manufacture of high explosives is ail-

important, but it is very doubtful whether it realises

The British Journal PhotograMc Almanac for this

year has at length appeared. Present circumstances

have not only delayed its issue, but reduced its size

to little more than the half of what it used to be;

still, it is a bulky volume of 7S0 pages. The maximum
number of pages allowed to any one advertiser having
been very much red iced, some manufacturers’ an-

nouncements are a great deal more condensed than

heretofore, but the advertisement pasres remain a very

good guide to the various branches of the trade. The
** Epitome of Prog*‘ess ” is curtailed chiefly with

even yet that his help is necessary in the production
of all’metals, cloth, leather, india-rubber, glass, food,

pure water, and medicine—^in fact, of practically every
article of everyday life. Many chemists have been
appointed to commissions in the Royal Army
Medical Corps, the Army Service Corps, and
the *\nny Ordnance Corps, whilst in order
to fight the German with his own weapon* a
speda] force of chemists was enl!st3ed for the
preparation and employment of poisonous gas at
the front in Flanders, ^e chemists employed in the
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Army have received the recognition both of Lord
i

French and of Sir Douglas Haig. A large number of

chemists have been engaged to work in the labora-

tories and works of Government and controlled estab-

lishments mailing munitions of war. The chemical

staffs of Woolwich Arsenal and of the Government
Laboratory have been largely increased, whilst uni-

versity and college laboratories have in many cases

become small factories for the preparation of drugs,

antiseptics, etc Finally, and perhaps most important

of all, the Government has accepted the guidance of

our most able and experienced chemists in the investi-

gation of such problems—become acute by reason of

the war—as merit their special attention. At last the

chemist seems to be coming into his heritage.

An interesting paper on the subject of sulphur in

petroleum oils was read by Dr. F. M. Perkin at a
recent meeting of the Institution of Petroleum
Technologists. Nearly all naturally ^curring petrol-

eum oils contain sulphur, some having only a very

small proportion, others large amounts. Oils ob-

tained by the distillate n of shales also contain sulphur,

the pro^rtion depending partly upon the quantity

present in the matenal distilled, and partly upon the

form in which the sulphur exists in that material.

The paper illustrates the numerous forms in w’hich

sulphur may occur in the oils by reference to the

homologous thiophenes, thiophanes, and alkyl sul-

phides ;
the probable origin of the sulphur in petroleum

is also discussed. Be the origin what it may, as a
constituent of petroleum oils sulphur is very objec-

tionable. In petrol it gives rise to a disagreeable

exhaust; in lamp-oils it causes an unpleasant odour,
decreases the luminosity, and tarnishes domestic orna-

ments; in oil fuel it vitiatea the atmosphere of the
stokeholds and corrodes boiler-plates and tubes. Hence
the question of desulphurising the oils is one of much
importance. We have in the Kimmeridge shales a
considerable source of -*hale oil, but, unfortunately, the
sulphur content is very high. If a practicable method
of removing the sulphur could be found, the Kim-
meridge shale oil would be of immense value to this

country. Many attempts have been made, but so far

without success. Dr Perkm describes various methods
of desulphurising which have been employed or pro-

posed, and also outlines a new process, which consists

in the treatment of the oil at high temperatures with
gaseous ammonia I* these circumstances sulphur is

eliminated from the oli in the form of hydrogen sul-

phide. At present, hovrever, the process is only in its

initial stages, and not much information could be
given as to its practical application.

The eighty-third annual report of the Royal Corn-
wall PoljJtechnic Society (vol. iii., part ii., 1916), just

issued, is of more than local interest, because of the
important scientific and industrial research papers
included in it. A paper on *‘The Physical Condition
of Cassiterite (Tm Ore) in Cornish Mill Products,”
by the late Mr. J, J. Beringer, contains a new theory
to account for the loss of the tin mineral which
present appliances fail to recover. It is explained
by a thoughtful introduction by^ Mr. W. H. Trewartha-
|aines, who collated and revised the author’s notes

before he died. This paper attracted wide atten-
tion, and nearly all the mine managers in Cornwall
were present at t3he society’s meeting at Falmouth
m to dismiss the important conclusicms. ' ITie
discussiofi ultimately resulted in the decision of the
Government Department of Scientific and Industrial
Research to subsidise and establish a scheme of re-

^earcb in tin and tui^sten minerals at the suggestion
df the Instituticm of Mining and Metallurgy in co-

with the Royal CSornwal Polytechnic
,

Society, Ojjmt papers ht^the report aner "‘Tin and

99] ,

Tungsten Minerals in the West of England,” by the

late Mr. J. H. Collins; “The Prospects of Tin in the

United States,*’ by Mr. H. Foster Bain, presenting

important facts with regard to the international posi-

tion of the tin industry; “The Development of Me-
chanical Appliances in China Clay Works,” by Mr,

J. M. Coon ;

“ Piskies,” a Cornish folk-lore study, by

the president, Mr. H. Jenner; and a lecture on the

fly problem by Mr. F. Balfour Brown. The report

can be obtained from the society, or from William

Brendon and Sons, Ltd., printers’, Plymouth, price 55.

OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN.
Comet 1917a (Mellish),—^The discovery of a new

comet by Mr. Mellish, on March 20, has been an-

nounced by Prof. Stromgren. It was observed at

Copenhagen on March 22 in R.A. 2 h. 9 m., decl.

15® FN., and was rated at mag. 7*5. The comet is

situated in the constellation Aries, and is conse-

quently only visible for a short time after sunset.

D ’Arrest’s Periodic Comet.—On the basis of cor-

rected elements for thi& comet, which has a period of

six and a half years and returns to perihelion this

year, the following ephemeris has been given by

J. Braae (A^t. Nach., 4874) :

—

1917 R.A.
h. m. s.

Ded.

25.3

Log r Log A

March 29 22 41 59 0‘i03i 0*3101

April 2 22 56 29 S 34-9 0*1027 0*3092

6 23 10 52 4 438 0*1030 0*3086

10 25 8 3 521 0*1039 0*3084

14 39 14 3 0-4 0*1054 0*3086

18 23 53 II 2 8*9 0*1076 0*3088

22 0 6 58 I 17*9 0*1103 0*3094
26 20 34 —0 27-8 0*1136 0*3102

30 33 57 4-0 21*2 0*1175 0*3113

May 4 0 47 9 I 8-8 0*1218 0*3125

8 109 + i 54-7 0*1266 0*3138

The date of perihelion passage is April 2. During the
above period the comet will be about two hours w^est

of the sun.

Bright Meteors in March.—Mr. Denning writes

:

On March 14 at 10 h. a meteor equal to Jupiter was
observed at Totteridge and Stowmarket. It fell over
the south-east coast from a height of 71 to 17 miles.
On March 15 at ii h. 30 m. a meteor as bright as
Venus was observed by Miss G. Lewis from Droit-
wich, and by several other persons in various parts
of the country. The records of its flight are not,
however, in good agreement, though the radiant point
was probably in the Lynx, and the position of the
object nearly over Cheltenham at its disappearance.
On March 19 at yh. 32 m., a fine meteor was seen
through clouds at Bristol, as it sailed almost vertically

down the northern sky. On March 27 at 10 h. 17 m.
and 10 h. 43 m. a pair of brilliant meteors were
seen by Mrs. Wilson at Totteridge, and by Miss T. E.
Gall at Hornsey, N. They were directed from a
radiant low in the east near p. Librae, and pursued
nearly horizontal flights at heights of about 54 miles,

and velocity 15 miles per sec.

Photographs of Jupiter.—Photographs of the
planet Jupiter showing a large amount of interesting
detail were obtained during the recent apparition by
Mr. J. H. Reynolds with a 28-in. reflector at his
observatory near Birmingham (Journ. B.A.A., vol.

xxvii., p. 15 1). The telescope was adapted as a
Cassegrain with an equivalent focal length of 55 ft.,

and the image was further magn fiea from three to
six times by a Barlow lens At the opposition of 1916,
the N. temperate belt, which was absent in 1915, re-

aj^ared with strength and size comparable with that
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of the S. temperate belt, and the intervening zone 1

between it and the N. tiopical belt was occupied by a
j

remarkable series of bright elliptical formations,
usually accompanied by dark condensations on the
south preceding side. These elliptical forms appear

,

on all the photographs taken during iqi6, and are
probably to be interpreted as representing cyclones,

j

THE INSTITUTION OF NAVAL
ARCHITECTS

j

n^HE spring meetings of the Institution of Naval
|

* Architects were held in the rooms of the Royal
Society of Arts on March 28 and 39. In the unavoid-

|

able absence of the president—the Earl of Durham— |

the Marquis of Bristol took the chair and delivered

an address, in which he referred to the question of the
formation of a council for co-ordinating the common
interests of the various institutions representing en-

gineering professions. Such a council, in making
recommendations, vcould have the weight of the whole
profession behind it.

The Elgin scholarship has been awarded to Mr. R, J.

Shepherd, and the annual gold medal to Prof. T. B.

Abell for his paper on experiments to determine the

resistance of bilge keels to rolling. A premium has been

awarded to Mr. A. T. WaH for his paper on some
effects of the Bulkhead Committee's report in practice.

Despite the disadvantages under which the institu-

tion has been placed owing to so many of its members
being engaged on work intimately connected with the

|

war, thirteen papers were read and discussed. The
|

standard of the papers has in no w’a}^ diminished, and
j

many contain matter of considerable scientific interest. J

Mr. D. B. Morison’s paper on standardisation as
J

applied to the machinery for cargo-boats is of much
(

interest at the present time, when a strong effort is I

being made to make good losses due to piratical sub-
j

marine operations. A specification for such machinery
1

is being discussed now by the North-East Coast In-
j

stitution, and an appeal was made for joint action by
j

all the institutions connected with shipbuilding. An *

interesting feature of Mr. Morison's pa^r is the many
|

references to economic problems. It is futile for
i

capital to expect that labour will consent to any great
i

reduction in wages, and equally hopeless for labour to '

expect the maintenance of the present high rate of

wages without concession on its part. To render it

possible to pay high w'ages in the future and yet

maintain our trade, the requisites are (i) a candid

acknowiedgment by labour of the economic law that

good general trade is dependent on maximum^ pro-

duction, and (ii) capital must recognise that maximum
production entails correspondingly high pay.

Mr. J. Montgomerie contributed' a valuable paper

giving an account of experiments conducted at the West
Ham Technical Institute on stress determination in a

fiat plate. In these exoeriments the plates w^ere tolted

in a very heavy frame, rectangular in plan, leaving a

surface of plate measuring 4 ft. by 2 ft. exposed to

water-pressure. The object w^as to hold the plate

round the edges as rigidly as possible. Bach’s plates

—

which constitute the only experimental work on the

large scale up to tne present—w^ere not held so rigidly

at the edges Crawford’s experiments on the satne

subject w'ere on too small a scale. Mr. Montgomerie

has experimented on several plates of various thick-

nesses; the plate 0-75 in. thick alone is reported

in the paper, although the experiments on the other

plates have been completed.

Measurements of deflection were made at many
stations on the plate, and curves plotted showing the

cross-sections in directions paralle! to the edges. From

these turves, by application of graphical methods, the

stresses at the statioi.s were detennined. Owmg to
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the nature of the graphical methods employed, it was
considered desirable that the strains in the plate should

be measured directiv, and for this purpo.se a strain-

meter w'as devised by Mr. J. Duncan and used in such
a manner as to dt^termine the principal axes of strain

at stations. The princip.al strains were then

measured ra trich station, and from the knowledge
thus obtained, together with the measurer] values of

Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio for the material,

the principal w’ere determined and the ellipses

of stress drawn for each station. The results by
these two methods .<how' very fair .agreement.

The resulting diagram is very interesting, and shows
the elastic behaviour of the entire ];iate. It show's that

the maximum stress actually occurs at the centre of

the plate and not at the frame ends of the short

diameter, as has been suppased hitherto. There is no

I

doubt that this fact is dve to thf^ elastic movements of

I
the portion of the plate clamped in the frame, which

I

permit the “ wall secti* n ” to assume slope instead of

] remaining in the plane of the wah, as is assumed in

j
the usual mathemaii al theory Tht effect of this

; behaviour is to diminish the bending moment at the

!
plate edges and to increase that at the centre; the

' stresses, of course, alter correspondingly. Mr.
’ Montgomerie has promised further information re-

j

garding the other thinner plates tested, and his con-

j

tribution must be regarded as a valuable addition to

our knowledge of cases of complex stres.ses.

j

Mr. Thomas Graham described an apparatus for

interpreting stability for the use of shipmasters,

whereby the stability of vessels under anv ordinary

conditions of loading can be shown graphically and
easily interpreted. This instrument illustrates three

features of stability which arc of most practical im-

portance, viz. :—(i) An automatic record of the varia-

tion of the righting arm as the ship heels over frorn

the upright to the vanishing angle. (ii> The approxi-

mate angle of heel at w’hich the freeboard deck edge
becomes awrash. (iii) The position of the W'ater-line

throughout the range of moderate angles met with in

practice. The appliance consists of a pivoted wooden
lamina representing a cross-section of the ship, and
having a pointer moving over a protractor showing

I

angles of heel. A plumb line is hung from the posi-

!

tion on the lamina corresponding to the known centre

I

of gravity of the ship. A brass plate having a cu^-'ed

I edge representing the metacentric evolute for the given

1 draught and displacerr ent is attached to the lamina,

j
and another plumb line is arranged to pass over the

edge of this evolute and to hang tangentiallv. The
distance tetween the wo plumb lines thus snow'^s to

I
scale the magnitude of the actual righting lever at all

i angles of heel. An additional feature is an arrange-

ment for indicating th^ position of the water-line.

I Prof. W. E. Daiby read a paper illustrating the

inner structure of mild steel, and showing how’ its

strength is correlated w'ith this inner structure. This

paper is one of the most readable produced up to date,

and contains explanations w’hicn can be followred

readily by reference to the many micrographs in-

cluded.
* Load extension diagrams of all the steels

have been obtained by use of the author’s well-know’n

apparatus.

Lieut. Walter A. Scoble contributed a paper on the

design of pin joints based on ultimate strength. The
author gives reasons leading to the conclusion that the

maximum load carried is the best criterion for the

strength of a pin joint, and describes in detail a method

by which the calculations required in designing a jcunt

can be made*
Mr. J. J. King-Salter gave an account of somte ex-

periments on the inffren<^ of ninnimr balance of^
pellers on the vibration of ships. Since the introto-

tion of turbines in wsrsbips, running at a much higher
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Speed than reciprocating' engines, the necessity of

seeing that the propeiiers were suitable not only as
regards form, but also as regards theii being in proper
mechanical balance, has received considerably more
attention. Experiments have been carried out m two
destroyers and a Town class cruiser built at the
Commonwealth Naval L/ockyard at S)^dney. The paper
describes experiments made by rotating the propeller

at speed on spring bearings, noting the vibration and
removing material from certain parts of the blade and
even the boss. From subsequent observations on the
ships it was apparent that there was a decided im-
provement. The problem to be solved is by no means
easy, since removal of material from the blades of a
propeller has the effect of altering the pitch, and naval
architects, as a rule, have very stringent specifica-

tions regarding the exactitude of the pitch of a pro-
peller.

Sir George Greenhill contributed a paper on the
theory of vcave-motion on water. In this paper the
author discusses mathematically the trochoidal wave
as treated by Rankine. Mr. John H. Macalpine gave
particulars of marine applications of reduction gears
of the floating-frame type. The success of this type
of gear appears to be very marked. The first floating-
frame gear was installed at Granite City, Illinois, in
1911; when examined on April 30, 1916, the scraper
marks were still visible on the gear teeth. Originally
these marks were of imperceptible depth.

Messrs. P. A. Hillhouse and W. H. Riddlesworth
presented a paper on la* nching. This paper contains
an account of some interesting experiments made at
the Fairfield Shipbuilding Yard. A model of the ship
was constructed and arranged in all respects to be a
reduced copy. Model ways were constructed and a
tank arranged with water at proper tide level. By
these means valuable information was obtained re-
garding the motion of the ship during launching.
The authors make an interesting suggestion whereby
an accurate record of the complete motion of the
actual vessel from start to finish might be obtained by
means of the kinematograph. Two machines would
be required, one placed near the stern of the vessel
when on the slip, and the other somewhat less than
the length of the vessel further aft. Both would stand
at a convenient <Hstance away from the vessel’s side,
and would have their axes at right angles to the
middle line of the berth. In the field of view of
«ach, two upnghts w^ould be placed as near to the
vessel’s side as possible, and on each upright a vertical

of feet would be clearly marked in black and
white. On the ship’s side would be painted a con-
tinuous longitudinal white line crossed by short ver-
^cal lines numbered in succession from either end.
As the vessel moved the cameras would record con-
tim^usly the movements of the white line in relation

water level and ground ways,
whole motion could be reconstructed. If, in

a<^ition, there could be placed in front of each
^ clock-face with seconds pointer, the
of photographs could be correlated and a

riStoord of velocities obtained.

BRITISH FILTER-PAPERS.
AS is well known to laboratory workers, in o

better kinds of filter-paper us

' tI?***SL were not produced in ti

Thqr were imported chiefly from* Germa
In particular, the soealled “aj^es

of the mineral matters hi
with hydrochbric a

every chemical laborah
of Importance tir^hotit the kkgibm. The o

HrSf ^o^ 991
"

break of war, however, stopped the supply of Germpn
filters, and British paper-makers turned their atten-

tion to meeting the demand.
The qualities required in filter-paper depend upon

the purpose to which it is to be applied. Thus for

certain technical operations, such as the filtration of

oils and fruit juices, a soft paper of open texture is

desirable. Further, as such paper is often used for

filtration under pressure, a high degree of elasticity

is required in it to prevent fracture. In analytical

work, on the other hand, whilst a paper with open
texture which filters rapidly is preferable for floccu-

lent precipitates like ferric hydroxide, a close-texture

paper is required for the retention of fine precipitates

such as barium sulphate. Moreover, the proportion
of mineral matter is important. Compounds of cal-

cium and iron, frequently with a little copper, and
sometimes silica and alumina, are the chief mineral
impurities found in filter-paper; and for accurate
quantitative work the amount of these should be small.

Indeed, it should preferably be so small as to be
negligible except where a high degree of exactitude

is required. In any case, it should be definitely

known, and ought always to be stated on the packets
of filters by the makers.
The ability to retain fine precipitates, a minimum

proportion of asfi, and reasonable rapidity of filtra-

tion are thus the chief desiderata in the best filters

for chemical laboratory purposes. The last alone is

sufficient in many technical operations. Discussing
this question in the Analyst some months ago,

Messrs. Bevan and Bacon indicated that for paper
required to filter with moderate rapidity the ratio of

the volume of the paper to that of its constituent

fibres should be about 3*5 to i. It does, in fact, as

a rule vary between the limits 3 and 4*5 to i. “Pin-
holes ” are sometimes found in paper having this

ratio or “bulk” (as the technical term goes); they

are attributable to faults in the milling.

Some time ago specimens of the filter-papers now
produced in this country were supplied to us by three

manufacturing firms, namely, Messrs. W. and R.
Balston, Ltd., Maidstone; Messrs. J. Barcham Green
and Son, Maidstone; and Messrs. Evans, Adlard and
Co., Ltd., Winchcombe. Judging by the reports fur-

nished certain of the papers, supplemented by
tests applied in actual working practice, a number of

the samples compare quite well with the foreign

filters which they have replaced. It is evident that

a serious endeavour is being made to produce filters

which will compare favourably in qualit'y with even
the best of those hitherto imported, and the efforts

appear to have met already with a considerable
measure of success. Naturally, it will take time and
careful study completely to outvie the foreign articles,

which are the result of long specialisation. Uniformity
of product is an important point to aim at, so that

the user may know that he can rely upon the con-

stancy of the quality. There is no obvious reason
why British paper-makers should not, with proper
technical advice, compete successfully with foreign
manufacturers in this branch of industry, and, in fact,

there is good reason to believe that they will do so-

In this matter, as in so many others, we ought not
to have to revert to the status quo ante 'beUum.

COMPULSORY CONTINUATION CLASSES.
'T'HE final report of the Departmental Committee

on Juvenile Education in Relation to Employ-
ment after the War has just been issued (Cd. 8512,
price 6d. net).

The terms of reference of the committee were

:

To consider .what steps should be taken to make
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provision for the education and instruction of childi'en
and young persons after the war, regard being had I

particularly to the interests of those (i) who have i

been abnormally employed during the war; (ii) who ^

cannot immediately find advantageous emplovment; !

(iii) who require special training for employment. !

Among the twenty-three recommendations made bv !

the committee are the following :

—

(1) That a uniform elementary school leaving age I

of fourteen be established by statute for all districts, 1

urban and rural, and that 'all exemptions, total or I

partial, from compulsory attendance below’ that age i

be abolished. ‘
j

(2) That steps be taken, by better staffing and other
!

improvements in the upper classes of elementarv
|

schools, to ensure the maximum benefit from the I

last years of school life. i

(3) That it be an obligation on the local education
I

authority in each area to provide suitable continua- '

tion classes for young persons betw’een the ages of
fourteen and eighteen, and to submit to the Board
of Education a plan for the organisation of such a
system, together with proposals for putting it into
effect.

j

{4) That it be an obligation upon all young persons
j

between fourteen and eighteen years of' age to attend f

such day continuation classes as may be prescribed
[

for them by the local education authority, during a i

number of hours to be fixed by statute, which should
be not less than eight hours a w’eek, for forty weeks
in the year, wdth the exception of

:
(a) Those w’ho

are under efficient full-time instruction in some other
manner; (b) those who have completed a satisfactory

course in a secoudary school recognised as efficienlt

by the Board of Education and are not less than
sixteen; (r) those w’ho have passed the matriculation
examination of a British university, or an equivalent
examination, and are not less than sixteen; (d) those
who are under part-time instruction of a kind rot
regarded as unsuitable by the Board of Education
and entailing a substantially greater amount of s^udy
in the daytime than the amount to be required by
statute.

(5) That all classes at which attendance is com-
j

pulsory be held betw'een the hours of 8 a.m. and

7 p.m.

(6) That it be an obligation on all employers of

young persons under eighteen to give them the

necessary facilities for attendance at the statutory

continuation classes prescribed for them by the local

education authority.

(7) That where there is already a statutory limita-

tion upon the hours of labour, the permitted hours

of labour be reduced by the number of those required

for the continuation classes

(8) That the curriculum of the continuation classes

include general, practical, and technical instruction,

and that provision be made for continuous physical

training and for medical inspection, and for clinical

treatment where necessary, up to the age of eighteen.

(9) That suitable courses of training be estab-

lished and adequate salaries be provided for teachers

of continuation classes.

(10) That the system of continuation classes come
normally into operation on an appointed day as early

j

as possible after the end of the war, and that the
j

Board of Education have power to make deferring

orders fixing later appointed days within a limiced
j

period, where necessary, for the w’hole or part of
'

the area of any local education authority.
|

(11) That tiie State grants in aid of present as
i

tvel! as future expenditure on education be simplified

and very substantially increased.
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RECENT PROGRESS IN SPECTROSCOPY,''
^EX years ago the subject of Prof. Crew's vice-

^

^ presidential address was “ Facts and Theories
in Spectroscopy.'' Since that time some notable dis-

coveries have been made and some remarkable theories

have challenged attention. It is my purpose to review
a few of the more important experimental results and
to discuss the relations of some of them to theories

brought before you in tw'o recent vice-presidential

addresses on “Atomic Theories of Radiation’* and
“The Theor}’ of the X^ucleus Atom." Inasmuch as
it w’ill be necessary to refer to them, 1 will restate

the salient features of the theories w’hich have
attracted the most attention.

Planck derived an expression for the spectral energ>^

distribution of black-body radiation from the assump-
tion that the radiation was emitted and absorbed by
electric oscillators in definite quanta, each equal to

the frequency of the oscillator multiplied by a uni-

versal constant, h, the wirkungsquantum. Later he
modified this theory so far as absorj>tion is concerned,

Einstein and others went farther in assuming that

these quanta preseiwe their identity in their propaga-
tion through space, thus reviving' a form of corpus-

cular theory. This extreme view has been generally

abandoned, but it has been found impossible to explain

aw’^ay the wirkungsquantum k. It appears in too

many relations to be the result of chance. The w’ork

of Millikan in particular proves the exact validity of

Einstein’s relation Ve-hiv-v^) in the photoelectric

effect, in which Ve is the measure of the emission
energy of the electrons, v the frequency of the inci-

dent light, and the minimum frequency which will

cause emission of electrons. A similar relation appears

to hold good in many cases of X-ray and light spectra.

It seems probable that this constant depends upon
atomic structure only, and affects radiation through
space only in so far as emission and absorption are

determined by atomic structure.

The theory of the nucleus atom is likewise of

fundamental' importance in spectroscopy. The work
of Rutherford and others leaves no escape from the

conclusion that the nucleus of the atom is a concen-

trated group of positive charges and electrons, with

an excess of positive elementary^ charges approxi-

mately equal to half the atomic weight, w’hile the

same number of electrons circulate about the nucleus

in rings. The spectrosoopist must try to fit his

theories to these probable facts, but he is met at the

outset with apparently insuperable difficulties in

accounting for the stability of such atoms and for the

manifold complexity’ of spectra according to accepted

electrodynamical laws. Bohr cut the Gordian knot

by supposing that the classic law’s' apply only to con-

I ditions of stability, when no energy is radiated, and
I that radiation attends the transition of an electron

I

from one state of stability to another, the frequency

being determined by Ae relation that h multiplied

by the frequency is' equal to the difference betw’een

the energies of the system in the two stable states.

In the case of hydrogen, to which he assigns one
radiating electron 'and one nucleus charge, it is diffi-

cult to account for the existence of so many stable

states, for the failure to radiate while subject to

uniform radial acceleration, and for monoclmomatic

radiation while passing between two positions of

stability. Nevertheless, Bohr derived an expression

like that of Rydberg which locates accurately not only

the Balmer series, but also an infra-red and an ultra-

violet series predicted by Ritz and found by Paschen

1 aelivereii Stecdoa of tiie AiofflFicsm Ajsstwaaiiea

far the Adwocemeutof Sciewfe *t the New York Becaefeer.

hy the chadhraoDi the St?a*osi, K. P. Lewis.
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and by Lyman, respectively. His attempt to apply

the same method to helium led to results which are

still in dispute, and will be referred to later.

In reviewing recent progress we may begin with that

field in which the United States has taken a leading

part—that of astrophysics. This domain belongs as
much to the physicist as to the astronomer. The
heavenly bodies are laboratories on a vast scale, in

which nature has provided conditions of temperature,

pressure and electrical state which we may never hope
to rival on the earth. The spectroscope gives us data
from which it may be possible to form some idea of

these conditions by comparison with our feeble labora-

tory imitations of celestial phenomena, and conversely,

the latter may aid in the interpretation of terrestrial

phenomena.
One of the most fruitful astronomical applications

of the spectroscope is to the determination of veloci-

ties in the line of sight, by the Doppler-Fizeau prin-
ciple. A large mass of such data has been collected,

from which some important generalisations have been
derived. For example, Campbell has determined the
velocity and direction of motion of the solar system
through space, and has found a remarkable and as
yet unexplained relation between the velocities of stars
and their apparent age, the redder and presumably
older stars and a class of nebulae having in general

greater velocities. It likewise appears that two
immense star streams are crossing each other in the
Milky Way. Many spectroscopic binaries have been
discovered and their orbits determined, and recently
there have been found remarkable displacements and
rotations in nebulae which may throw some light on
the nature and destiny of these bodies. The spectro-
sTOpe has enabled astronomers to undertake the am-
bitious task of tracing the course of stellar evolution.
The most ingenious and fruitful device for studying

the sun is the spectroheliograph, invented by Hale in

1^2.
^

With this instrument photographs of the dis-
tribution of a given constituent of the solar atmosphere
may be obtained by restricting the light falling on
the photographic plate to the wave-length of one of
the characteristic lines of the element. The configura-
tion of the hydrogen clouds in the neighbourhood of
sunspots led Hale to suspect vortical motions in such
regions. In 1908 the study of a number of plates,
which showed that hydrogen flocculi were actually
drawn into these spots from great distances, proved
without question that sunspots are cyclonic areas of
enormous extent. Thus the long-disputed question
as to the nature of sunspots was answered, but this
was not all. Vapours which emit or absorb line
spectra are ionised, and as the more mobile electrons
would diffuse more rapidly to higher levels than the
TOsitive ions, Hale inferr^ that the immense whirls
of electrified vapours in the neighbourhood of the
gpots must causfe a radial magnetic field. If such
Ifelds ate sufficiently intense, the longitudinal Zeeman
effect should be produced. As a matter of fact, the

of light from the spots is characteristically
dtffen^t from that of the surrounding photosphere,^ of &ese peculiarities being the doubling of many

As Hale anticipated, an examination of the
of polarisation of such lines showed them to be

polarised, and the direction indicated that

^ whirimg vapour was negatively electrified. Hale
sought for the more minute effects which

be expected from the rotation of the solar
as a Jjjole. A study of the breadth of

at different latitudes and the detection
ot m csmitar polarisation at their edges showed
that tiie stta possesse® a xxrtt'h7:”^ tne ima possesses a magnetic field with polaritv

of the earth, but of much^t?
Although ^ atmo^eric conditions ona» earth an mry .Mffweiit frora those on fee sun,
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it is possible that these investigations may assist u$
in solving the baffling problem of the earth’s mag-
netism.

One of the most impressive facts revealed by the

spectroscope is the substantial identity of constitution

of the heavenly bodies. Everywhere we find evidence
of the existence of such elements as hydrogen, sodium,
calcium, and iron. But we also find an infinitude of

differences in the appearance of the lines, which we
must attribute to differences of temperature, vapour
density, pressure and electrical condition. It is sug-
gestive to find that the spectrum of some stars re-

sembles that of the arc, of others that of the spark.
We may hope by comparing the spectra of these bodies
with those produced in our laboratories under varied
conditions to reach some conclusions regarding their

physical state. The Mount Wilson physical labora-
tory is doing much valuable work of this kind.
In the spectra of the solar corona and of nebulae

and nebulous stars certain lines are found which do
not belong to known elements. This need not indi-

cate any fundamental differences between the life-

history of such bodies and that of the older stars.

Twenty-five years ago Lockyer’s views regarding the
dis^ciation of elements in the stars were treated with
levity by most physicists and astronomers. To-day
such notions are held to be quite rational. The more
elementary forms of matter would naturally be of
small atomic weight, and hence would diffuse to
higher levels than the heavier elements, and might
ultimately e^ape into space. If it were not for the
fact that it is held captive in chemical combinations,
we should know nothing of hydrogen. Helium first

revealed itself to us through its solar lines, and would
still be otherwise unknown to us were it not for its

continuous production in radioactive processes. The
elements giving the spectra of the corona and of the
nebulae are presumably of small atomic weight, and
are possibly the units out of which more complex
known elements are built, in later stages of develop-
ment; or they may be, conversely, the results of the
disintegration of such elements. It is not impossible
that in the future we may detect traces of these
elements on the earth or manufacture them by some
powerful disintegrative process. Meanwhile, deduc-
tions from known relations between frequencies of
the spectral lines, their breadth, and the atomic
weight of the elements may give us some clue to
their at<OTic \veights. Nicholson has succeeded in
constructing hypothetical atoms with given nuclear
charges and electron ring systems which give with
remarkable accuracy the positions of the lines of the
corona and nebulae, Rayleigh showed from kinetic
theory and Michelson proved experimentally that at low
pressures the width of lines may be entirely due tp
Doppler displacements, which vary directly as the
square root of the absolute temperature and inversely
as the square root of the atomic weight. Buisson
and Fabry have verified this law and applied it to the
study of nebulae. The width of certain lines, deter-
mined from the limit of interference, indicates that
the temperature of the Orion nebula is about 15,000
degrees, and that two groups of lines are due to atoms

^ weights 2-^2 and between 1 and 2 respectively.
This^ is a remarkable confirmation of Nicholson’s
previous conclusion that the emission centres are of
atomic weights 2*95 and 1-31.
During the past ten years the boundaries of the

known spectmm have been greatly extended in both
directions. The difficulties of investigation in the
infra-red are very great, but by the methods of
resfstrahlen and of focal isolation Rubens, working
in succession with Nichols, Wood and von Baeyer,
has and measured certain regions of great
wave-length. The longest wave-length measured is
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about 0*3 mm., while the shortest Hertzian waves so

tar obtained are 2 mm. long. The study of line radia-

tion in this region is even more difficult, but Paschen

and his pupil, the American Randall, have succeeded

in measuring many lines extending to about 90,000

Angstrom units.

In the ultra-violet Lyman has extended the region

lirst made known to us by Schumann to a wave-
length of about 600 Angstrom units. Beyond this

point it is difficult to go, on account of absorption,

lack of sensitiveness of the photographic plate, and
small reflecting power of speculum metal. Gratings

ruled on silicon and photoelectric detectors may enable

us to bridge the gap between these waves and the

jnuch shorter ones which may be examined with the

aid' of nature’s diffraction gratings, crystals which
' have made the study of X-ray spectra possible.

Of all the discoveries of recent years, that of the

wave nature of the X-rays and of a practical method
of examining their spectra is the most remarkable
and the most important, for it has revealed to us the

most fundamental radiations of the elements and has
given us a glimpse into the very heart of the atom,
in quick succession Laue and his pupils demonstrated
the diffraction effects produced by crystals, the Braggs
showed how reflection might be employed to isolate

waves of different lengths by a principle similar to

that producing colours of thin plates, but of far greater
resolving power by reason of the greater number of

effective reflecting surfaces, and Moseley photographed
many characteristic spectra by an extraordinarily

simple method. He found that the principal lines in

the spectra of a large number of elements were con-
nected by a remarkably simple relation, namely that

the square roots of the frequencies are proportional

to the ordinal numbers, which increase by one in

passing from one number of a periodic group to the

next. When there are anomalies between the atomic
weight and the place of an element in a group, this

anomaly disappears when the atomic number rather
than the atomic weight is considered. This work
has been extended by others, notably by Siegbahn

;

and Friman, to include nearly all the known elements *

between sodium and uranium, inclusive, with the

result that all the atomic numbers between hydrogen
and uranium are accounted for, with the exception of

i

six gaps. As interpreted by Bohr’s theory, the ordinal

number which determines the frequency is the excess

number of positive elementary charges in the nucleus,

and these results are, therefore, in complete harmony
with the theory of the nuclear atom developed by
Rutherford, van den Broek, Soddy, and others. The
comparisoa of the X-ray spectrum of lead obtained by
Siegbahn with the gamma-ray spectrum of radium B
obtained by Rutherford and Andrade shows the iden-

tity of ten of the principal lines. This strikingly con-

firms the accepted theory of isotopes, or elements of

different atomic weights, which are chemically and
spectroscopically alike beause they have the same re-

sultant nuclear charge.
The positions of the principal lines are consistent

with Biohr’s general formula, but perhaps this rela-

tionship is purely formal. But whether or not this

theory applies, apparently we cannot dispense with
the wirkungsquantUm. In addition to the character-

istic X-radiation of an element, there is a continuous
spectrum, with sharply defined boundary on the side

of slKMjter wave-lengths. The investigations pf Duane,
HuK and D, L. Webster have shtown tjhat this boundary
is accurately defined by Einstein’s reladon Ve=hv

flelds up to r10,000 vptts. Such a simpie JskW

does not hold for the cfiaracterisfip ra<iadons ; but
Webster has shoivn that they do not ai:^)eair until the

voltage somewhat exceeds that decnaindecl by the pin*-
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stein relation. The longest X-waves so far discovered
by Siegbahn are about 12 Angstrom units in length,
so that there is not a very great gap between them
and the shortest waves discovered by Lyman. The
investigation of this region is difficult, but undoubt-
edly means will be found to attain success. Much
also remains to be done in the study of details of
X-ray spectra, which contain many weak lines, and
possibly bands, which have not so far been carefully
examined.
During the past ten years great advance has been

made in our knowledge of spectral series. Rydberg,
Ritz, Paschen, Fowler and others have shown that a
generalise form of the Balmer equation, with Ryd-
berg’s universal constant and a few special constants,
is capable of wide application. Different combinations
of a few constants have been found to give a number
of related series, and many new lines so predicted have
been found. The common limit and other numerical
relationships between different series of the same
element indicates that the different emission centres
have some dynamic coupling and Rydberg’s universal
constant indicates a structural element common to all

substances. According to Bohr, this quantity is a
function of the electronic and atomic mass, the ele-

mentary electrical charge, and the wirkungsquantum
h, and should slightly increase with increasing atomic
weight. As it is commonly assumed that it is an
absolute constant, careful measurements may furnish
a test of the validity of Bohr’s theory.

The relationships of frequency to atomic number
found by Moseley recalls that Ramage, Watts, Runge
and Precht and Hicks have found linear relationships

between the squares of the atomic weights and the
frequencies or frequency differences of homologous
lines in the spectra of elements of the same group.
Ives and Stuhlmann have shown that in some cases

the results are improved by substituting atomic
numbers for atomic weights, but the relationship is

evidently not so simple as in the case of X-ray spectra.

The discovery of the Zeeman effect and the ex-

planation of its simpler forms by Lorentz vras the first

step toward a rational spectroscopic theory. The later

discovered complexities and anomalies, wliile they may
defy mathematical analysis, do not lessen our con-

fidence in the theory, for they are what we might
expect as a result of complicated atomic structure.

The same intellectual satisfaction does not attend the

discover}^ of the analogous effect of an electric field,

because the simplest cases are so complex that they

cannot be' adequately explained by any theor}’ yet

proposed. The possibility of such an effect had long

been the subject of speculation, but Stark "was the

first to realise and attain the necessary conditions for

its occurrence. Lo Surdo also discovered it in the

neighboizrhood of the cathode in capillary tubes. As
in the case of the Zeeman effect, the phenomena are

different when viewed transversely and parallel to the

field. In each case the lines are spKt into a number
of components, the number being different for different

lines, even for those belonging to the same series.

In the transverse effect the components are plane-

polarised in hydrogen and helium, the stronger central

lines vibrating at right angl^ to^ the field, and the

stronger outer components vibrating parallel to the

field. A remarkable relation is found for the series

lines of hydrosren, helium and lithium. For each the

number of principal normal components^ appears^ to.

be equal to the ordinal number of the line in the series.

Hig^r dispersion shows that in the case of hv^hrogen

esSi component 5s cksuble. If this rule holds good

thfOughout the series, the last known line, the twenty-

eSglith, w6uld have fifty-six such components, an eoual

number poteised at ri^ht angles to these, and a
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number of weaker components of both kinds—truly a
formidably complicated system. In general, the longi-

tudinal components appear to be unpolarised, although
Miss Howell has found some anomalies with lithium
and calcium. In some cases the components are un-
symmetrical both in position and in intensity. Of all

the other elements investigated, mercuiy* alone shows
a slight broadening. It mip-ht be expected that the
great nuclear charges of heavy atoms would diminish
the effect of an external field. The inverse absorption
effect has so far not been observed.
Long before the Stark effect was observed Voigt

showed that such results might be expected from quasi-
elastic forces in the atom and the stresses produced
by the field. Schwarzschild has attempted to explain
it by the ordinary laws of electrodynamics, and War-
burg, Gehrcke, Garbasso and Bohr By Bohr’s theory.

Each attempt was successful in some respects, but
each failed to account fully for all the components,
their displacements and their state of polarisation, and
all the theories assign the same number of components
to each line of a series, whereas one of the most
significant features is the progressive difference in
number of components, displacements and relative in-

tensities in passing from one line to another. Stark
not only rejects t&m all, but is led by his study of
the phenomenon to abandon finally the quantum "and
light-cell theories, because he considers that he has
proved that the greatest possible energy which an
electron can acquire in its orbit falls far short of one
energy quantum. Moreover, he argues that it seems
impossible to explain the phenomenon in terms of
Bohr’s ofie electron. He concludes that a number of
electrons must take part in the emission of a single
line, each having the same frequency under ordinary
conditions or in a magnetic field, but different fre-

quencies when displaced unsymmetrically in an electric

field. It is difficult, however, to understand w’hy
hydrogen has only one detachable electron if Stark’s
view is correct.

It has already been mentioned that at low pres-
sures the xvidth of lines may be ascribed entirely to
the Doppler effect. The great broadening at higher
pressures has never been explained, but it has been
assumed that damping, collisions and rotations all

play a part.
^
Stark suggests that it may be largely

due to atomic electric fields, which may exercise a
large influence when the atoms are crowded together.
It seems significant that the broadening increases wdth
the ordinal number of a line in a series, is often un-
sjnnmetrical, and ^iiminishes wdth increasing atomic
weight in most cases, quite in harmony with the
effects of an electric field.^ Nicholson and Merton have
found^ that the broadening of hydrogen lines is in
quantitative agreement wdth Stark’s suggestion.
With changes in vapour density, pressure, tempera-

or the mode of excitation lines belonging to one
series* may weaken or disappear, other lines may be
strengthened,

_
and new lines may appear. We must

assun^ that different groups of lines are due to different
emission centres. These differences must depend upon
the size of the particles, or upon the number and
arrangement of electrons. Any theory must take
a^unt of the molecular or atomic state or the elec-
trical charge of the emission centres. In some cases
we have rather definite information on these points.
A number of elements emit band spectra under some

conditions, line spectra under others. One conclusion
which to be well established is that band spectra
aTO emitted by mokcuks, line spectra by atoms.
Univer^lly, we find that compounds give band spectra,
never line I spectra. If a compound is dissociated by
tip discharge the line spectrum of one or toh coii-
stitiieitts appear^ Eknients give hand soectra with
feeble exdtation, fine spectra when the discharge is
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1
SO intense as to cause dissociation. It seems reason-

i
able to infer that the band spectra of elements is like-

\ wise associated wdth the molecular condition. In the

I

case of monatomic elements which give both band and
I line spectra electrical conditions must determine the

j

nature of the radiation,

j

(To be continued,)

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE.

The war has brought women students into pro-

minence in Germany. They form a third of the

actual number of students in residence at the twenty-
two universities of the Empire, and one-tenth of the

total number of registered students. During the
winter of 1916-17 there were more women than men
at several German universities, e.g. Marburg and
Munster; in Bonn, Frankfurt, Munich, Heidelberg,
and Jena the women formed half the students,

while they were in a minority at Strassburg,
Leipzig, Breslau, and Giessen. Altogether, there

vrere 5757 women undergraduates at the German uni-

versities during the last term, distributed as follows :

—

Literature and history, 2789 ;
mathematics and

science, 1036; medicine, 1479; dentistry, 64; economics
and agriculture, 225; law, 216; Protestant theology,

18; and pharmacy, 30.

The committee appointed to consider arrangements
for post-graduate teaching in the Calcutta University
has, we learn from the Pioneer Mail^ presented a
report dealing exhaustively with that subject. In
summing up the recommendations the committee
states that the proposals, in the main, amount to
the acceptance of two fundamental principles

:
(a) an

intimate association and co-operation between the
college and the university staffs is imperative in the
interest of all concerned and of the development of
higher teaching; (h) it is necessary to constitute a
suitable organisation within which the teachers will

be enabled by discussion among themselves efficiently

to conduct the teaching and examination of graduates.
Beyond this, says the report, the committee has been
unable to go and has refrained from commenting on
the wider problems w’hich confront the University.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES.
London.

Royal Society. March 22.—Sir J. J. Thomson, presi-

dent, in the chair.— C. Mottram and Dr. S. Russ:
Observations and experiments on the susceptibility

and immunity of rats towards Jensen’s rat sarcoma.
Observations have been made upon the modes of
growth of Jensen’s rat sarcoma following inoculation.
There is a gradual transition from those cases in
which the tumours spontaneously disappear to those
in which they grow in a uniformly progressive manner.
The experimental production, of the immune condition
can be brought about in several ways. Animals made
refractory to the growth of the tumour have been
given various doses of X-rays; the effect of such
irradiation upon the blood was to cause a marked
reduction in the number of Iymphoc3rtes. Over suit-
able conditions of exposure it has been possible to
destroy the immune condition and thus convert yefrac-
tory into tumour-bearing animals. There is a tendency
for the immune condition to be restored. Histological
and other evidence is brought forward which indicates
that the failure of sarcoma cells to grow in an immune
animal is due to an active resistance thereto on the
part of the host.—^S. Pickering ; Problems bearing on
residual affinity. It has been ascertained that the
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alkali metals, like the other metals previously

examined, form metalio compounds isomeric with
normal salts, and that, therefore, these metals may
assume a valency higher than that usually exhibited

by them. A class of compounds intermediate between
the metalio and normal salts also exists. These are

early reptiles and those which are restricted to definite

stocks, the latter being divided into those dependent

on ‘‘adaptive radiation” and the more fundamental
characters, especially those of the brain-case and ear,

which are not to be correlated with any special mode
of life. These non-adaptive characte'‘s, which appear

termed metallato compounds. The possibility of most i in typical forms even in early members of a stock,

metals, other than carbon and hydrogen, assuming a i serv'e for the ordinal and superordinal grouping,

. valency value higher than that usually exhibited by
them IS showm to explain (i) the constancy in the heat

of substitution of CH^ for H as contrasted with want
of constancy in the case of the substitution of OH or
Ci for H ; (li) the fact that the heat of neutralisation of

organic acids is lower than that of inorganic acids,

and exhibits certain distinctive features when only
partially effected ;

(iii) that all true acids must contain

a doubly linked oxygen atom, and that the apparent

adaptive changes being used for groups of lower

order and the gradual loss of primitive structures

giving horizontal dividing lines.

Dubu.v.

Hoyal Dublin Society, March 27.—Prof. Hugh Ryan
in the chair.—Prof. W. Brown ; The change in Young’s

modulus of nickel with magnetic fields. The change
is smaller for alternating than for direct longitudinal

exceptions to the constancy of the heat of neutralisa- • magnetic fields. \\ ith transvei^ magnetic fields, b t

tion are due to the acid not bc‘ing a true acid; (iv) that
j

direct and alternating, the s moduli^

the so-called normal salts of the alkali metals with mcrease.s, then decreases; and the magneric Md 1

organic acids are strongly alkaline, and that those "with which the maximum value occurs s

inorganic acids ate feebly so; (v) that the usual method greater the constant load on the nickel wire,

of titration of an acid by an alkali, as well as the Paris.
precipitation of the acid or base by usual methods. Academy of Sciences, Februarv’ 26.— A. d’Arsonval
fails in the presence of an organic acid; (vi) that the

chair —E. Arifes ; The entropv of perfect gases
actual value of the heat of neutralisation constant can

absolute ^ero of temperature. The entropy at
explained.—Prof. E. Wilson and Prof. J. \\. absolute temperature is not *- 00, but is in the

Nicholson: Residual magnetism in relation to magne^^^
indeterminate forro of two infinite quantities of

shielding. (1) The paper contains a further contnbu-
^ signs. It is shown that for a gram-mole-

tion to the study of the problems pr^s^nted by the
^ increase in the entropy, when

necessity^ for constructing a magnetic shield capable
entirely at a low temperature as a perfect

of re<^cmg the earth s field to an order as low as P
towards the gas consent R, as the tern-

O'oea e.G.S. unit in a large space. The mam problem
p^j-^ture approaches the absolute zero.—P. VniUemin

:

not^ treated m earlier is that of re^dual mag-
£uYotin^n amstelodami, supposed parasite of man.

—

netism m the various shells of the shield, and this
, Lecomte was elected a member of the section

problem is f.scussed in connection w.th fhausfe
experiments in the presem- paper, (ii) It is found that

^ ^ j degree.-P. G.nbert: A
tlie onimary process of demagnetiMtion of a mass of '

’

opert? of sphaerolites—t: aentll: The Upper
iron fails to be completely efiectiye if, during the

of West Algeria.—M. Staart-Menteath :

operation of the current which is diminished by steps
/vf th. Pawnees M Miitfe • New

aS continually reversed, a constant magnetic field mtenor basms c^f the Pyrenees ftew

such as that of the earth is present at the same time, ^ Scluded tolLene, carbon bisulphide, hy-
This phenomenon has e^ped notice hitherto, probably 7̂ ^“ Ivsol, fomiol, potassium perman-
on account of the smallness of the earth s field, but cJrogen per^a

j »
cnln.htir bleachinfr wwder,

it becomes prominent in experimental work involving
Irf’^a^e-scaie exoerimlnts! tolu-

the measurement of fields so small as that specified wwd
^«ved the most efficacious

in (i). (iii) This effect of the steady magnetic field is ene and f ’’.‘^ulphi^ ^oved the most emcacio^

shown to be associated with a reversal of the residual af regards
. S^v on gas

effects of hysteresis in iron when tested in the earth’s i
plants.-M. P on

field by currents lying within a certain range in which gangrene. B. oedemahens and atiVi-oeaematien-

they approximately annul the field, (iv) It has b^n serum.
fhe^ chair-—

found possible to ensure complete removal of irregular March
^ 5. ^ of Vuverenc:

polarisation or previous magnetic history of the shells, A. Lacroix: The ' r chemical
provided that during the preliminary^ demagnetisation A delicate ca^

^
r^^ks

of the shells the earth’s steady field on them is annulled imposition of ^Ispatho
. *

^ jn
^ bv a ..feady current of suitable amount enclosing the Some

of La FlecL
:: whole' shield, (v) The well-known fact that iron, provinces. Historical are mven of ^
polarised bv a large force, and afterw’ards tested for Le Mauner, I^udim,

, differeSai
‘^rmeability at a lower force, shows diminished per- fuchsian factions and ^sterns of t

. .

Lability at the lower force, gives, in combination equations.^E. Cotton: Ch^^^^erisUc
^

with these results, an interpretation of the increase of J^adius of convergence.—R.^ M^tes^s de^
^

permeability manifested by iron when tested within a Left algebraic cun'es.—R Belot. The

magnetic shield.—Dr. S. Chapman : The solar and lunar volcanoes m the production of • J*

diurnal variations of terrestrial magnetism. GnBlanme : Oblations of
. of

MtfM SodjlT, Much ,o^r. i SmlftM'ood- f';j"’S£.^uioS”-Ji”Sda oc dsty-fou to
-s*’pSo'3'ls«z “o? sSbS-r's
Chimaera colUei.-D. M. S. Watson: A sketch- f^^^^
classification ot the pre-Jurassic Tetrapod vertebra^

tude^—4 Berget : A differential refractometer for

The classification introduced in this paper is founded lude. a. »
. r sea-water. The two liquids

on ^ detailed consideration of all parts of the skeleton
"re fn a re^ngufebox

of such old amphibia and reptiles as are at all w^ %rts ^ a gSs parti-

known. In previous papers the autto has analjs^ K aftw pa&ige t&ough this

the features presented by m^y of these fornis di^
^ mSope, sSid the

fingiiigbing between those which are common to all • double pnsm, is locussea in

NO. 2475, VOL. 99]
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displacement of the image measured by a micrometer
eyepiece. Densities can be indirectly determined by
this refractometer to the fifth decimal figure with

great rapiditv.—L, Abonncnc : The laws of flow of

liquids by drops in cylindrical tubes. Vaillant has
shown that when a liquid falls in drops from the

orifice of a cylindrical tube the weight of a drop is

a parabolic function of the frequency of fall. An
extension of these experiments to tubes of less than
2 mm. external diameter is given.—P. Gaubert : The
rotator}’ power of liquid cr\’stals.—A. Guilliermond :

Vital obs€r\’ations of the chondriome of the flower of

the tulip.—C. Vincent ; The forms of phosphorus in

Breton granitic soils. The amount of phosphorus
found in these soils will be underestimated if the

method of extraction by strong mineral acids is used
in the analysis. The organic phosphorus present in

the humus "may amount to 50 per cent, of the total

phosphorus, and this explains the effects of liming
these soils. From these results a rational method
of manuring is deduced.—M. Heriant ; The variations

of the volume of the nucleus of the egg rendered
active by butyric acid.—^J.

Efifront : Achrodextrinase.

Certain species of B. niesentericus, cultivated in a nitro-

genous medium, secrete a diastase liquefying starch.

The hydrolysis of starch by this ferment was studied

in comparative experiments with malt extract,

ptyalin, and pancreatic amylase. The behaviour of

the mesenteric amylase was distinctive, and the name
achrodextrinase is proposed for it. Some practical

applications in the textile industry and in the laundry
are suggested.—M. Marage ; Arterial pressure in cases
of deafness caused by shell shock- Eighty-two per
cent, of the cases examined showed arterial pressure
above the normal, and insomnia generally accom-
panied the hypertension. The pains in the head,
usual in these cases, do not appear to be connected
with the arterial pressure. The best treatment is

d^Arsonvalisation.—M. Lanticr : The treatment of cases
of war-deafness. The Marage method is easy to
apply, generally useful, and never harmful. Its

general employment in these cases is strongly re-

commended.—M. Rappin : Antituberculous vaccina-
tion.
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unable to prepare. The ‘'man in the street"

j

had begun to recognise, even before the advent
" —— ^

! of Sir W’iiliam Tiiden’s book, that there are
. TWEKTIETH-CEXTURY CHEMISTRY.
Chemical Discovery and Invention in the T-a'cn-

ticth Century. By Sir William A. Tilden. Pp.
xvi — 4S7. ( London : George Routledge and
Sons, Ltd., n.d.) Price 75. 6d. net.

"^HIS book is an attempt to make clear to the
-L general reader the nature of the work of the

chemist. That ubiquitous person known as the
“man in the street " probably considers that he
already knows, at least in general terms, what
that work is. The business of a chemist, he
would probably say, is to vend tooth-brushes,
sponges, photographic appliances, perfumes, and
other “leading lines,” drugs and poisons, and
to make up prescriptions. He might add that
the chemist is a person who seeks to combine the
pretensions of a profession with the instincts of
a shopkeeper.
The object of Sir William Tiiden’s book is to

show that there are chemists and chemists. What
our friend the “man in the street” regards as
a chemist is, strictly speaking, an apothecary or
a pharmacist, and his business nowadays has
little or nothing to do with that of the chemist
properly so called. There was a time w^hen the
two occupations had much in common. We owe
to the labours of old-time apothecaries, especially
in Scandinavia, France, and Germany, many
notable advances in chemical knowledge, but
leaders in chemical science in this country were,
until a couple of generations ago, for the most
part cultured persons of leisure and position, like

Boyle, Hales, and Cavendish, or connected with
teaching, like Black, Priestley, and Dalton. If

the records of chemical discovery are searched,
it will be found that the apothecaries in this

country, unlike their fellows on the Continent,
have contributed comparatively little to the
common stock of chemical knowledge.

It is not our present purpose to indicate the

I

chemists and chemists—chemists whose sole con-
' cern is, or should be, with pills, potions, and
plasters; and chemists who have merely a vicarious

interest in these things, and then only as members
of a suffering humanity. This growing recogni-

tion of the divergent aims of chemists is mean-

!

while somewhat unsettling; it is confusion worse

I

confounded. The simplest way to end it would

j

be to amend the Pharmacy Act of 186S, or take

I

some other steps to induce the druggists and

j

pharmacists to drop their assumption of the title

i
of chemist.

I

Pending such a consummation, we commend

j

the book under review to the general attention

I of the public. A perusal of its interesting

I pages will serve to dispel any lingering doubts as

I

to the proper function of a chemist. The author,

in a short but suggestive introductory chapter,

rapidly traces the change in the public atti-

tude towards science, and in particular chem-
istry, as an instrument of education. In spite of

checks and hindrances due to conservatism and
the opposition of vested interests, the record as

a whole makes cheerful reading. Steady progress

has been made during the past three or four

decades, and the movement is progressing at an

accelerated rate, largely through the impetus

given to it by the crisis through which this

country is passing. It is this circumstance which

renders the publication of Sir William Tiiden’s

book so opportune. The lesson it seeks to convey

is of the highest national importance. The
author’s greatest difficulty is how best to convey

it. The theme is lofty and inspiring, but the

material is vast and complicated, and it has re-

quired no small degree of skill and judgment to

present it in an orderly and systematic manner,

not overcharged with technicalities, and yet free

from the ambiguities and loose statements of so-

called popular writing. In this respect we think

the author has been successful. There are.

reasons for their comparative neglect of a science

which constitutes the very basis of the business
of pharmacy, or to show why so little advantage
is taken by apothecaries, as a class, of the oppor-
tunity it affords them for chemical inquiry. One
reason, perhaps, may be found in the very dif-

ferent professional position which the apothecaiy

holds in this country as compared with his Con-
tinental brother- But, be this as it may, our
immediate point is to inrist that our apothecaries

have no moral claim to the title of chemist—

a

title, by the way, never assumed by their Con-
tinental brethren, in spite of their superior pro-

fessional status.

But, although this confusion in the public mind
as to the true vocation the chemist is practic-

ally widespread, passing events have serv’ed some-
what to enlighten it. The newspapers have

taught it that a chemist is a person concerned

also wuth high explosives, noxious^ gasesi dyes

and certain drugs which the soi-discent ‘chemist

of course, certain sections which the lay

i

reader who has lost the student-habit may have

some little difficulty in grappling with. Questions

of chemical constitution and representations of

structural formulae are, of course, beyond the

range of even a well-educated man of to-day.

Nevertheless, the author makes no assumption of

previous knowledge on the part of his reader,

but, with the skill of an experienced expositor,

gradually builds up a presentation that with a

little patient application becomes perfectly intelli-

gible.

The main body of the work is divided into four

parts. Part i. deals with chemical laboratories

and the w^ork done in them. The laboratories are

classified as laboratories for general teaching and
laboratories for special purposes. As types of

the ffrst class the author enumerates all the more
important laboratories at home and abroad, and
selects for special description the chemical labora-

tories of the Imperial College of Science and
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Technology at South Kensington, the Royal Col-

lege of Science for Ireland, the Universities of

Hajn’ard, Illinois, and of Sydney, Australia, and
gives photographs of their respective elevations

and internal arrangements. As types of labora-

tories for special purposes he describes, with illus-

trations, those of the Brewing School of the

University of Birmingham, of the ^lanchester

Municipal School of Technology, and of the Berlin

Technical High School. A full account is

given of the appointments and work of the

Government Laboratory in Clement’s Inn Passage,

with numerous illustrations of the special ap-
paratus employed there, as well as a digest of

one of the annual reports of the Chief Chemist
as illustrating the great variety of chemical work
now needed by the Government. This section

concludes with a short account of certain instru-

ments and apparatus, with particular reference

to the most recent appliances and developments.
Part ii., comprising ten chapters, extending in

all over 125 pages, deals with modern chemical
discoveries and theories. A short sketch of the
history of chemistyr and of the development of
its prindples occupies about a dozen pages. This
is necessarily highly condensed—a mere apergu
done with the lightest possible touch. But no
significant feature is left unnoticed, although some
of the most momentous of new departures are
dismissed in a dozen lines. The exigencies of his
subject—chemical discovery and invention in the
twentieth century- -tc^ether with limitations of
space, have, no doubt, imposed what at first sight
seems a certain want of proportion in the treat-
ment of the subject-matter. The lay reader who
desires to realise w^hat is the work of the chemist
is really as much concerned with the broad funda-
mentel truths upon which the science rests as he
is with electrons and isotopes. But Sir William
Tilden presumably has had to conform to the
title imposed upon him by the circumstance of a
companion volume under a somewhat similar
title, and what his reader may lose in chap, iv,

abundantly in the rest of this particular
series. In some eight or nine chapters he is
tmated to a full and clear - description of those
discoveries which have already made this epoch
one of the most remarkable—^perhaps the most
ra^rkable up to now—in the history of science.
The chapters on electric discharge in gases, on
the chemical elements, on the discovery and
properties of radium, and on the genesis and
transmutations of the elements together deal with
facts a^ theories which have shaken the very
foundations of the science, and of which the out-
come is not yet. 'Hie whole story has been put
together in an adihir^ble manner, and constitutes

most faSmating sections of the work.
Fart 111. deals with the utilitarian aspects of

cJiemistiy, particularly with some of the more
interesting or more important of its modem ap-
phcations. The mass of material to be dealt with
IS necessarily very lar^e, and in ^ite of the
severest condensatioii, this section is the longest
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in the book. It ranges over such diverse subjects

as the modern uses of hydrogen, oxygen, and
nitrogen, the luminosity of flames, the incan-

descent-mantle industry, petrol, coal-tar, syn-

thetic dyes and drugs, perfumes, cellulose, rubber,

and explosives. This section constitutes very

attractive reading. It is excellently illustrated

with well-chosen photographs, and has been

brought up to date as regards processes and
statistical information. Within the limits of 150
pages no more illuminating or instructive account

of the trend of modern chemical application could

be given. It is as full of meat as an egg.

The last section of the book is devoted to a

comparatively short account of modern progress

in organic chemistry, and considering what
modern organic chemistry has become, there is

probably no section which has cost the author

more trouble and thought. Of course, tftere are

whole sections of this branch of chemistry^ which
make no appeal to a general reader. Its problems
are for the most part purely academic, and are

not capable of being stated in terms intelligible

to the lay mind. Sir William Tilden has, there-

fore., wisely confined himself to certain special

sections, some of which, like that of sugar, might
equally have found a place in the preceding part.

Still, the subject enables a short account to be
given of the chemistry of sugars in general, and
of the mutual relations and constitution of the

members of the several groups. Other chapters

are on the proteins, enzymes, and natural

colours, in which, considering the restricted space,

a sound and accurate statement of present-day

knowledge is given.

We congratulate the author on the production

of a W0‘rk as useful as it is accurate and interest-

ing. The book is admirably got up and excellently

illustrated, and constitutes a worthy and timely

addition to popular chemical literature.

BRITISH PLANTS AND BOTANICAL
TERMS,

(1) Illustrations of the British Flora: a Series of
Wood Engravings, with Dissections, of British

Plants. Drawn by W. H. Fitch, with addi-

tions by W. G. Smith. Fourth (revised) edition.

Pp. xvi + 338. (London : L. Reeve and Co.

,

Ltd., 1916.) Price gs. net.

(2) A Glossary of Botanic Terms, with their De-
rivation and Accent. By Benjamin D. Jackson.
Third edition. Pp, xii -f 427. (London : Duck-
worth and Co., 1916.) Price 75. 6d. net.

(i) figures prepared by W. H. Fitch for
L the original illustrated edition of

Bentham’s “ Handbook of the British Flora ”

have become one of the traditions of British

botany. Remarkably compact, and for their size

admirably depicting the} important features in

habit and characters of flower and fruit, they have
proved one of the most widely used aids to the
identification of British plants. Mr. W. G. Smith,
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who is responsible for the additional drawings I strange or little-known terms, e.g. ‘'drusy,” a
necessary to bring the book more into line with

[

term used by one author to express the appear-
modern requirements, is well known for his power ance of the stigma of Oruhanche caryophyllea,

of depicting the salient features of a plant-
;

while on the same page we notice four variants

subject. The new edition is of a similar
j

for the familiar ''drip-tip of a leaf. " Ennobling
handy size and form to the last, but some new i is an old term for inarching; and "entrance/' the

features, to which reference is made, in the pre- i outer aperture of a stoina» seems unnecessary

;

face, have been added with the object of increas- ! as also does "equilateral/’ equal-sided—one
ing its usefulness. These comprise the reproduc- wonders what other meaning this could have even
tion from the “Handbook” of an “Arrangement * in botany.

of Natural Orders,” with some of their distin- Botanists can help Dr. Jackson in two ways

:

guishing characteristics, and the addition of a few
|

by informing him of any presumed omission from
synonyms and the English name below the i his “Glossary,” and by refraining from making
scientific name by w’hich each plant is known in

;

new terms except when necessary. There are a
the “Handbook.” In the matter of arrangement useful appendix on signs and' abbreviations,

and nomenclature the “Illustrations” must another on the use of the terms “right” and
naturally follow the companion “Handbook,
which is recognised as the most conservative of

'

the British “Floras.” But it is to be regretted

that an opportunity has not been found for re-

arranging in both “ Handbook ” and “ Illustra-
i

tions ” the system of classification so as to bring
i

it more into accordance with modern views. The I

Conifers still appear as the last family of Dlcotyle- '

dons, and the catkin-bearing families are all !

grouped under the one family Amentaceae. The
]

English names are still, in many cases, those 1

invented by Bentham—that is, merely translations

of the Latin name, and in no sense popular names.

There is evidence of want of care in proof-

reading in such names as Attacharis AUsmastrum,
Spirafiihes Romazoriana, and Orchis muscula; the

first is quite a new name, and it will puzzle the

editor of a future supplement to the “ Kew Index ”

to know to whom it is to be credited, as Idie book

has no author; the names of Messrs. Fitch and

W. G. Smith appear alone on the title-page, and

the preface is anonymous.

(2) A new edition of Dr. Jackson’s “Glossary

of Botanic Terms ” is always welcome,^ if only

for the opportunity which it gives a reviewer of

expressing on behalf of botanists generally their

gratitude for one of the most used and useful

works of reference. Apart from the tremendous

labour involved in the gathering and arrangement

of the material, there is the ever-present difficulty

as to what terms are to be included and what

omitted. The rise and development of a new
branch of the science, such as oecology (which Dr.

Jackson, following botanical custom rather than

orthography, cross-references to ecology), with

its almost startling fecundity in new terms, must

be viewed with consternation by the compiler of a

glossary. Dr. Jackson has steered a safe course

between unduly increasing the size of his book

and omitting' useful references, and there

are few term's, apart from those which are self-

explanatory, which the botanist will not find in-

dexed and" explained in the mw edition of the

“Glossary.” Botanists will be surprised to hear

of the extent to which their terminology has grown

;

the total numbers included by Dr. Jackson amount

to nearlv 21,000, though many of these are

archaic or have never been generally accepted.

Almost any page opened at random reveal
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“left,” and a bibliography, the items in which are

arranged chronologically.

OUR BOOKSHELF.
Bengal, Bihar and Orissa, Sikkim. By L. S. S.

O’Malley. (Provincial Geographies of India.)

Pp. xii + 3iy. (Cambridge: At the University

Press, 1917.) Price 6s. net.

The present volume is a valuable addition to this

useful series, already represented by Mr. Thur-

ston’s account of Madras, and that of tiie Panjab

I

by Sir J. Douie, Spedal difficulties prevented the

I

earlier issue of Mr. O’Malley’s volume. While
the book w’as under preparation the re-shuffiing

of boundary-lines in 1913 resulted in the

obliteration "of the artificial partition set up in

1905; Assam was again made independent, while

Eastern and Western Bengal w’ere constituted into

a governorship, and Bihar and Orissa became a

new province. The general reader, w’ith his

attention concentrated on Calcutta and Dacca,

thinks of Bengal as a land of rice and jute swamps
built up by the action of the rivers Ganges and

Brahmaputra, occupied by an effeminate race ^st
known to us in Macaulay’s classical description.

But all Bengal, as now constituted, is not confined

to the Sundarbans and the eastern districts. There

are a hilly region on the south-east and the great

Himalayan chain to the north, while Bihar, with

its stalwart peasantry and its wide tracts of rice,

maize, wheat, and barley, presents a startling

contrast to the conditions of the Delta.

Of this varied region, w^ith its physical differ-

ences, its many races and castes and religions, its

history, archa&ology, social and industrial life, Mr.

0’]Mailey gives a valuable account, illustrated by

a fine series of photographs. The book adds new

life and interest to the crude facts and statistics

embedded in provincial gazetteers, census and

administrative reports- The universal craving for

litigation, the adaptiveness of the Bengali, the

intensitv of his religious life showm in the growth

of new'" sects, the Mongoloid strain appearing in

the east and combined writh that of the Arj'an

to form the people of Bihar, the old-fashioned

religious and social institutions of Orissa—of all
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these things Mr. O'ilalley gives a readable

description.

The book is sure to be largely used in English

and Indian schools and should be in the hands
of every young officer posted to India, while,

studied by all who are interested in the progress

of the Empire, it should remove many current

misapprehensions and bring to the notice of home
readers some idea of the weighty and complex
problems which the Civil Service, patiently and
without advertisement, has hitherto solved with

conspicuous success.

High-speed Internal-combustion Engines, By
A. W. Judge. Pp. ix-f35o. (London; Whit-
taker and Co., 1916.) Price 155. net.

This book opens with a general discussion on the

thermodynamic principles involved in the proper-

ties of gases and mixtures of gases, followed by a
chapter descriptive of experiments on rates of com-
bustion, etc., in the engine cylinder. Working
cycles and the conditions occurring in actual

engines are then treated
;
this section has a useful

collection of experimental data on the losses due
to different parts of the engine mechanism and
to the friction of gases flowing along passages. A
section on pressures and temperatures follows, and
has many references to well-known experiments.
Chap. V. deals with indicators and indicator

diagrams, and has useful descriptions of modern
high-speed indicators. The remaining two
chapters deal with the mechanics of the engine
and with balancing.

The volume is intended to form a companion
to one upon the design of high-speed internal-

combustion engines, and possibly this explains the
absence of drawings descriptive of typical engines.
We should hesitate to recommend the book to
students until the opportunity arises of examining
the proposed companion volume. The practical
engineer will not much appreciate the almost total

absence of reference to brake-horse-powers, and to
the special methods of measuring them wffiich have
to be adopted in high-speed motors. There are
several minor blemishes. Thus on p. i various
heat units are defined, including the British
thermal unit, and omitting the lb.-3eg.-cent. heat
unit; J is given as 778 foot-pounds. But the
Centigrade system is employed throughout almost
the whole of the book. On p. 26 the symbols M
and fn conflict; appears in the text and m in
the equation. On p. 69 we read the loose state-
ment that cubic foot of petrol would require
for complete combustion . . . 45'4i cub. feet of
air ; and on the same page :

** The volume of
the exhaust product ... is 147:; lbs.” On p. 186
wwk is measured in ‘Teet-lbs.,” and elsewhere in

There ate no exercises for the student to attempt
for htm^lf, but there are a few worked-out ex-
amples in the text. The book, however, contmns
a cc^bctioa of matter which cannot fail to be oi
scwfce to anyone studying problems connected
with the changes occurring inside the cvlinder oj

engines.;

'i*oc;^476* Y0jL.,'99l ' ,
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[The Editor does not hold himself responsible for

opinions expressed by his correspondents

.

iV either

can he undertake to return, or to correspond with

the writers of, rejected manuscripts intended for

this or any other part of Natu^:. No notice is

taken of anonymous communications,

\

A Very Penetrating Radiation in the Atmospliere,

It is noteworthy that English physicists have taken

very little interest "in the progress which has been made
dunng the last ten years in atniospheric electricity.

This is the more remarkable seeing that some oi the

problems are problems in pure physics, and there is

little doubt that they give evidence of phenomena of

fundamental importance. To take one or two examples.

There can now be no doubt that the earth is giving off

a constant stream of negative electricity which passes

at least into the upper atmosphere, and probably into

cosmic^ space. Are we justified in treating this result

of innumerable observations in all parts of the world

as something which will be explained in due time by

the old laws of physics, or should we not recognise the

possibility that we have here indications of a new pro-

perty of matter? The earth is a huge insulated mass
of matter movine unrestrained under cosmical forces,

and therefore may very ^vell reveal a relationship be-

tween electricity and the motion of matter to which
laboratory experiments could give no clue. This
phenomenon is well worth the consideration of the

mathematical physicists who are at present throwing
all our preconceived ideas of electricitv, mass, motion,

and gravity into the melting-pot.

Then, again, it is now no longer possible to treat

ball lightning as a figment of the imagination caused
by the bewilderment due to a near lightning flash.

What are these balls of light which travel and react

according to no laws of physics at present known?
The results of Vegard’s and.Stormer^s work on the

aurora are probably too new’ to have attracted wide-
spread notice, but here w’e have indications of true

radio-active radiation penetrating our atmosphere and
producing the same apparent results as if the atmo-
sphere w’ere being bombarded from outside by the
a radiation w’hich is at present under investigation in

our laboratories.

The object of this note is to direct attention to
another phenomenon of atmospheric electricity which
is of first-rate physical importance.

Until quite recently the most penetrating radiation
capable of ionisine: gases of w’hich w’e have know’-
ledge is the 7 radiation emitted by radio-active sub-
stances. Balloon ascents, how’ever, made in Germany
just before the outbreak of w’ar have given almost in-

contestable proof of a radiation entering the atmo-
sphere from above w’hich has ten times the pene-
trating power of the hardest radiation sent out
from radio-active substances. The methoS of
experiment is to carry up in a balloon a metal
box of 3 mm. thick brass coated on the inside
W’ith^ zinc and hermetically sealed. The ionisation
within the box is tested at each height by means
of a central electrode connected to a Wulf
electroscope. It is found that the ionisation wdthin
such a box decreases at first after leaving the ground
and then returns to ils^ original value at about 1500
metres altitude, after w’hich it increases raoidly to the
greatest height reached. The most nerfect set of
observations was made bvKolhorster in June, 1914; the
most perfect in the sense that his apparatus had had
all the defects removed which previous ascents had
revealed, and the greatest height of anv ascent was
reacfi^. The results are show’n in the following table^m which q is the number of pairs of ions generated
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{cm.“^ sec.-^) in excess of those generated in the I

same box on the ground :

—

Height km. 01 23456 785
q o -r5 1*2 4-3 9‘3 i7’2 287 44*2 6r3 80*4

The decrease in the first kilometre is due to the

cutting off of the penetrating radiation from the radio-

active contents of the ground by the lower layers of the

atmosphere. The great increa&e in the ionisation from
2 km. to 9 km. is clearly shown.
The war has naturally put an end to further observa-

tions in balloons, but not to the search for the origin

of this amazing radiation.

In a paper published in the Elster and Geitel lesU
schrift, E, v, Schweidler discusses several possible

sources of the radiation, only to reject them all. He first

calculates the absorption toehicient of the new radia-

tion, assuming that it is penetrating vertically down-
wards through the atmosphere, and finds fi=y‘^6 xio-^
cm,-^ and a 0=5-77 x cm.-, gram (the correspond-
ing values for y radiation from radium being given by
Rutherford as 6-ox 10-^ cm.-^ and 4-6 x cm. gram
respectively). Applying these values to the observa-

tions, he finds that on the confines of the atmosphere

535 ions (cm.-^ sec.~\) would be generated in air at

standard density. Assuming, then, that the radiation

is similar to that sent out by radio-active substances,

he calculates that if all the new radiation came from
the bun the latter would have to possess a specific

activity 170 times as great as that of pure uranium.
J

This he considers to be a quite impossible value.
j

Schweidler then considers the possibility of the
j

radiation being due to a radio-active gas in the atmo- I

sphere, and shows that if the gas obeys Dalton’s law,
;

the rate of increase of q with height would be entirely

out of agreement with the obsen-^ed values.

The only hjT^othesis considered by Schweidler which
is not entirely out of agreement with the observations

is that cosmical space is filled with a radio-active

gas. The calculation shows that, strange as it may
seem, the radiation would be independent of the density

of the gas, "which would only need to have a specific

activity 1/1200 of that of uranium to provide the

observ^ ionisation. Needless to state, Schweidler
does not favour this latter explanation.

In the Metearologische Zeitschrift for April, 1916,

Linke attempts to solve the same problem. He shows
that the obser\ations fit in ver\* well with the ionisation

which would be produced by a layer of radio-active

substance spread uniformly throughout the atmosphere
at a height of 20 km. In this case the rays would not
penetrate only vertically downwards, but" in all direc-

tions. This alters the coefficient of absorption from
= 7*46x10“® cm.“\ as calculated by Kolhorster, to

i

4-6x10“®, as calculated by Linke. '
j

Linke concludes that tliere is a layer of cosmical
i

dust in the stratosphere, which is strongly radio-active, I

and supports it by the following considerations :

—

(a) The presence of dust in the stratosphere is clearly

shown by several optical effects—for example, twilight

phenomena and Bishop's rings.

(b) Dust which is present in the stratosphere cannot
fall into the troposphere except with great difficult’,

vowing to the tempeiature inversion, which is a weil-

knowm trap for dust.

(c) There was a considerable increase of this dust

after the earth had passed through the comet’s tail in

^lay, 1910.

(d) On this occasion Thomson, in America, observed

a sudden increase in the penetrating radiation measured
near the ground.
Many more observations are necessary before Linkers

hypothesis can be accepted, so it is no use considering

It in further detafl. For physicists, however, the most
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interesting fact is that these observations leava little

doubt of the existence of a new extremely penetrating

i

radiation, which increases as one ascends in the atmo-

I

sphere. G. C. Simpson.

j

I

Airplanes and Atmospheric Gustiness.

j

In a recent di.^cussion of the action of an airplane

I

encountering gusts, it is stated that a velocity of

j

about ^ix metres per second may be regarded as a

I

mild gu.st. Making Ui*e of an exponential equation
I and starting from a condition of still air, increasing

I

to a certain intensity, the value of the exponent is

I

taken as determining the sharpness of the gu&t. With
I
a value of i, the gu.-*! reaches nearly its maximum

! value in one second, which would be a decidedly
i sharp gust.

It is evident from the discussion that data for
I the natural condition.^ are meagre; m fact, it seems

j

plain that the engineers have entirely under-

i

estimated the velocities likely to be met with in the

I

free air at low altitudes. And gusts do not as a
' rule begin from a still condition. Moreover, since

I

the fiow of the air may be upward, downward,
i inclined, or on the level, straight or rotarv' and super-

j

imposed on steady or intermittent general motion, it

1 will be difficult to express in a general formula the
’ condition of flow in a gust

; and possibly no two gusts
will be alike.

The problem of the stability of an airplane in a
gusty atmosphere belongs without doubt to the
aeronautical engineer; but there is another problem,
that of systematically recording the general character

of the air fiow with regard to gustiness, which belongs
to the aerographer; and it will be readily conceded
that this latter problem is now one of some moment.
The question is then, How" shall gustiness be re-

corded in the various observatories of the world?
We are attempting at Blue Hill to recoixi each day

the number of hours during which aviation is con-
sidered safe and unsafe. Our method is doubtless
crude, for we use the wind velocities indicated on
an anemo-kinemograph, countmg as safe those hours
during which the average velocity does not exceed
10 m./s., and there is no variation greater than 50
per cent, in five minutes. For example, the records
of March 2 and 5 (not reproduced here) illustrate

days on which respectively there W’ere 24 and o
hours suitable for aviation. Incidentally we have
been able with another instrument to obtain records
showing a variability of 50 per cent, in three seconds;
also velocities as high as ^ metres per second; and
one true gust in which the total air flow was 370

I
metres in ten seconds, of which 300 metres occurred

:

in five seconds.
Since we have no International Committee—^and

let it be ^id, not in bitterness, but sadness, that it is

quite unlikely that representatives of certain nations
will be welcomed at any international conference for

years to come—there is no way now open to reach
an agreement unless the British Meteorological Office
will be willing to formulate a definition. Under its

progressive director it has become the leading and
representative Service, and one the methods of which
will be generally accepted.
This particular feature of the W’eather has not

heretofore received much notice, other than the record-
ing of days on which gales occurred ; but it is evident
now that a more detailed record of the condition
known as gustiness must be kept.

Perhaps some of the readers of Nature can offer

suggestions? Alexander McAdie.
Harvard University, Blue Hill Observatory,

Readville, Mass.
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THE BEDROCK OF EDUCATIONAL
PROGRESS.

The final Report of the Departmental Com-
mittee on Juvenile Education in Relation to

Employment after the War, a summary of the

recommendations of which appeared in our issue

of last week, is a welcome indication of the great

change which within the last few years, and

notably during the course of the present disastrous

war, has come over the mind of the nation
^

in

respect of the importance and necessity of in-

creased facilities for education for all classes of

the people and the need for a more intelligent and

generous estimation of its requirements.

The committee, in entering upon the inquiry,

set before itself a high ideal, realising, as the

report shows, the great work of reconstruction

which the war has imposed upon the nation
^

in

many spheres of its activities—social, industrial,

and commercial—in the successful accomplish-

ment of which it boldly asserts that “education,

with its stimulus and discipline, must be our

stand-by.” The committee has taken full advan-

tage of the terms of reference to review the condi-

tions unckr which elementary education is

administered in England and Wales, its range,

quality, and purpose, especially in the later years

of school life, and to lay bare in the report its

shortcomings, no less than the grievous waste of

the public resources arising from the ineffective

preparation of the great mass of the children of

the nation for the duties and responsibilities of

life and for a satisfactory^ livelihood, due to the

fact that so many of them are allowed to leave

school at an untimely age and that no proper

provision is made for the continuance of their

education on entering into employment.
The war, by the shutting down of commerce

with the Central Powers, has revealed to all

classes of the community the vast extent to which
we were dependent upon them, and especially upon
Germany, for the supply of many highly valuable

manufactured products, essential to our well-

being, and the fruit solely of the applications of

scientific discovery’ : that she held the “ key ” to
certain of our important industries, such, for

example, as those of cotton and woollen textiles,

which largely depended for their successful mar-
keting upon the dyes and finishes manufactured
by German chemic^ firms. Hence the grave un-
easiness which has of late possessed the minds of
many of our leaders as to the state of our educa-
tion, and as to the results of the large and grow-
ing expenditure upon it since the Act of 1870, and
now amounting, imperially and locally, to con-
sideraMy more than thirty millions sterling
annually.

It is recognised, and it is a highly commendable
feature in the report, that elementary education
is the base of any effective educational organisa-
tion, and that the superstructure of secondary and
university educadon rests of necessity upon it, so
far as the means of selection of the best brains
of the mass of the nation for the opportunity of
adyineed trainic^ is concerned- Tbe first demand
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must therefore necessarily be that the course of

elementary education shall be continued without

any exemption whatsoever for every child up to

the age of fourteen at least. The report shows a
leakage in full-time attendance at the elementary

school of at least 33 per cent, between twelve and
thirteen, and thirteen and fourteen years, at least

in the period before the war, whilst for the years

beyond and up to the age of eighteen the number
of young persons outside all vital educational

influences reached the astounding number of

2,200,000, or 81*5 per cent, of the total number
of ju\reniles at these ages. This vast number of

young people are to be found neither in day nor in

evening schools, and to them must be added the

large number of half-timers who, chiefly in the

textile districts, are receiving a scanty education,

under “the present detestable system of half-time

exemptions,” between the ages of twelve and
thirteen.

With this mass of meagrely educated and in-

effectively trained young people physically, men-
tally, and morally, how is it possible to maintain

the position of this nation, with its enormous im-

perial responsibilities, in face of the social, indus-

trial, and commercial competition of the better

instructed and trained nations of the Continent,

whose recognition of the potentialities of science

and the assiduity and the complete preparation

with which they have pursued it have enabled the

greatest of them, namely, Germany, to become
our most formidable rival ? Despite the warnings
so strikingly set forth in the report of the Royal
Commission on Technical Instruction of 1882-84,
and of all the efforts which ensued thereon to

establish throughout the kingdom technical schools

and classes, only a mere fraction of the industrial

population has been reached, and because of the

inadequate preparation of the large majority of

the students who availed themselves of the facili-

ties offered, which were chiefly in the evening, at

the close of the day^s work, only a comparative
few reaped the full benefit of the provision made.
The truth is that we began at the wrong end,

and we now realise in some measure the serious
character of our error. We failed to perceive that
no satisfactory technical instruction can be given
except upon a sound b^sis of general, including
scientific, training, continued throughout the full

period of pre-adolescent life, and that such train-
ing for those capable of receiving it—and they are
a considerable percentage of the general mass

—

shall be further continued for whole-time pupils in

suitably equipped and staffed secondary schools,
in preparation for the highest specialised instruc-
tion and training available in our universities and
in the highest type of technological institutions.
For those who must perforce—and they will be

the great majority of those attending the ele-
mentary schools—enter the ranks of bread-
winners on leaving school at fourteen, the report
makes a strong plea for provision for continued
education for at least eight hours per week, taken
from the ordinary working hours and continued
for ten months during each year un’til the age of
eighteen is reached. The course of education to
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be pursued in these compulsory classes would ’ glasshouses, each acre representing a capital of

have reference to preparation for the duties of life, ' approximately loooL The chief crops grown are

to the right and profitable use of leisure, to in- cucumbers and tomatoes, but peaches, grapes,

struction in the principles and practice of the roses, palms, and other plants are also produced,

occupation into which the young person had
i

The growers, as might be expected, are extra-

entered, and to the care and preservation of bodily ^ ordinarily skilful : one sends peaches to Xew
health and vigour. To achieve this aim is a I

York in the proper season at fancy prices;

national duty of tremendous—of paramount—im-
|
another has even sent palms to Africa; but the

portance, and, having regard to the vast depletion ) great bulk of the produce is grown for the

of our young virile life by the operations of the
!
English consumer, and is put on the market at

fierce struggle in which we are engaged, of stern, such prices as are within the reach of all.

unyielding necessity, no matter how great the As might be expected, glasshouse cultivation

cost, if the future of the nation is to be assured as presents special features marking it off sharply

one of the great civilising and freedom-inspiring from outdoor work. The temperature and water
forces of mankind. The task of the nation is supply, perhaps the commonest limiting factors

enormous. It can only be accomplished by a spirit on good farms, are under almost complete con-

of stern self-sacrifice. trol, and can therefore be eliminated as limiting

Readers of Nature will not need to be reminded factors ; but the light supply is often an important
that the findings of this—it is to be hoped, epoch- factor, while questions of manuring, the adjust-

making—report are consistent with its constant ment of temperature, and water supply are of

advocacy through many years of the policy of enormijus technical importance and great scientific

raising the school age, and of requiring regular interest. In addition, the special conditions lead

attendance until the compulsory period of ele- to some remarkable soil relationships,

mentary-school training is completed, of due pro- 1 Some of these problems were first studied three

vision in the curriculum for satisfactory* training
j

or four years ago at the Rothamsted Experi-

in the facts and principles of science, and of con-
j
mental Station, but it soon became clear that the

tinned compulsory education until eighteen years I only proper way of dealing with them was to

of age is reached of all young people entering found an experimental station ad hoc and to

employment at fourteen years of age It is also place it in the centre of the district. This was
not out of place to remark that so long ago as done, the money being found partly by the

1914, before the advent of the war, the Education growers and the county councils, and partly by
and Technical Education Committees of the the Development Commission. The second

British Science Guild had prepared a report em- annual report of the new station is now issued,

bodying the main points of the report now under It is pointed out in the report that the investiga-

review, and this has since been presented to the tions at the Experimental and Research Station

Prime Minister’s Reconstruction Committee for must not follow too closely the lines adopted at

consideration in connection with schemes of educa- the agricultural experiment stations, but must
tional reconstruction. The Departmental Com- differ from them in taking more account of the

mittee on Juvenile Education has had the advan- qualitative factors which might affect the fruiting,

and in recognising light, temperature, and water
as factors influencing the growth and habit of the

plants. For convenience of investigation the

plant-growth is divided into three stages: the

early stage, as seedlings and in small pots; the

later stages in large pots or borders; and the

fruiting stage. This division is justified not only

on technical, but also on scientific, grounds.

In the first stage—^the seedling stage—probably

the most important feature is the type of growth.

Growers recognise a “hard” growth and a
“ soft ” sappy growth, the latter being commonly
considered of less value for fruit production. The
conditions under which each can be got are vrell

known to the growler, but it is very desirable that

they should be better characterised than they are

at "present, and that the relationship between

habit and conditions of growth should be

studied. The habit of growth owes its import-

ance to the tw*o circumstances that “ soft ” growth
appears to be more susceptible to disease than
“ hard ” growth, and that under certain conditicHas

it is less conducive to fruiting. There are certain

discrepancies in the observations so far, arising

from the variations in the type of “ softness,” and
these are being studied.
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tage of interviewing witnesses representative of

many varied industries, including both employers

and "employed, together with persons representing

the opinions of various educational bodies, and

has found, speaking generally, a practical unani-

mity of opinion in the reforms set forth in the

report ;
it is satisfactory also to find that the report

and its recommendations are signed by all the

members of the committee. It is to be hoped

that the principal recommendations may quickly

be given legislative effect.

SCIENTIFIC ASPECTS OF GLASSHOUSE
CULTIVATIONA

The valley of the River Lea is the seat of some

of the" most intensive cultivation in the

British Isles. The traveller along the Great

Eastern Railway line to Cambridge, which tra-

verses this district, begins to see great numbers

of glasshouses soon after leaving Enfield, and

still more near Enfield Lock, Waltham Cross, and

Cheshunt. It is estimated that in this district

there are no few^er than 1000 acres occupied by

1 Experimental and Research Station, Nursery and Market Garden

Indtwtries Development Society, Turner’s Hill, Cheshunt, Herts. Second

Annual Report, 1916.
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In the later growing- and fruiting stages the

influence of fertilisers is under investigation, and

also the effect of light, temperature, humidity, and
other physiological factors. None of the artificial

fertilisers produced any notable effect on the

tomato crop
; the withholding of phosphates

caused some depression, but the withholding of

nitrogen and potash had little, if any, effect. It

must be remembered that the soil is virgin soil,

and the results seem to be on a par with the old

antagonism between vegetative growth and fruit-

ing. Mr. Spencer Pickering obtained very similar

results at Woburn in his manurial experiments
with fruit trees and bushes. The result is con-

trary to the usual experience, and indicates that a

marked distinction must be made betvreen virgin

soils and soils that have been in use for some
time. The reason for the distinction, however,
is not clear.

In the case of cucumbers, phosphates in some
circumstances actually depressed the crop, as has
been noted elsewhere with cotton and sugar-cane.

The determining factor in the case of cucumbers
under the conditions of the experiment w^as the

temperature, and the experiments show in a
striking way how easy it is for the leaves to be-

come overheated in a glasshouse—a phenomenon
already discussed by Francis Darwin. The
cooler part of the cucumber-house gave in the

first year 25, and last year 9, per cent, more fruit

than the w'armer part- Proper appliances have
been installed for the study of this important
problem, and the results will be awaited with
much interest. E. J. R.

IBB iVjEir FOOD ORDERS,

The reduction of the available supply of cer-

tain articles of diet, especially of meat, flour,

sugar, and potatoes, has had the effect of chang-
ing to some extent the point of vie-w with regard
to economy in diet. While until recently economy
in all things -was desirable, it has now become
necessary to exercise, in addition, special economy
in the case of the four things mentioned above.
This is due partly to deficiency in means of trans-
port, but, in the case of potatoes, chiefly to bad
crops. It must also be remembered that the
large proportion of the population serv’ing in the
Army or Kavy require more than they had in their
previous occupations. For these reasons, it has
b^n recommended by some that those who are
well-to-do^ should endeavour to utilise the more
costly articles of food, leaving a greater supply
of the less costly, but restricted, articles for those
who Cannot afford the former. With regard to
the Army rations, there is some reason to suppose
that the allowance of 16 oz. of meat per day is

unnecessarily large, at all events for men in the
trenches

j perhaps it may be the cause of certain
diseases whkh are apt to occur, such as “trench
nephritis/" This affection seems to have some
relation to diet. The n^at alloxvance might, with
advantage* and prohhhiy with appreciation by the

99]

men, be exchanged for an equal energy-value in-

carbohydrate.

The new arrangement of rationing by bulk, as
applied to restaurants, is undoubtedly an advance.
As the present w’riter has pointed out in another
place, the old system of limiting the number of
courses led to an undesirable increase in the con-
sumption of meat, as compared with other foods.

The present allowance of 12 oz. of meat per day
gives about 70 grams of protein, in addition to

that in bread and other articles—a perfectly ade-
quate supply. It is, however, not quite clear why
households should be allo-wed only about 6 oz.

per head. In some cases, no doubt, the smaller

consumption by children compensates. But it

must always be kept in mind that children require

more protein in proportion to their' weight than
adults, since they are forming new body-tissues,

and it is only up to a certain age that children

require absolutely less protein than adults. It

w’^ould probably be correct to say that quite half

the total number of households consist of persons
requiring the protein ration of adults. Of course,

meat is not the only source of protein
; oatmeal

especially is an excellent source, and, at present,

the necessary energy-value can be made up with
this, at the same time as the increase in protein.

With regard to the materials to be added to
wheat-floilr, would it not be better to limit them
to those not readily used by themselves, such as
barley and rye? Beans, especially, seem to the

writer an undesirable constituent of bread. If

oatmeal, for example, is to be used in large quanti-

ties for mixing wdth wheat-flour, is it not prob-
able that the price will rise considerably ?

The new Order with respect to hoarding of food
is rather difficult to understand. Presumably, it

is not intended to prevent the purchase of fairly

large amounts at a time, provided that these
amounts are made to last as long as if bought in

small parcels
;
nor to prevent the storage of sugar

for the purpose of making jam bv the householder
in the autumn. W. M. Bayliss.

A MINISTRY OF HEALTH.

WITH the terrible wastage of the lives of the
best of the nation’s manhood in the

European conflict, and with a birth-rate the lowest
on record, if the country is to recover after the
termination of the war and to maintain its place
among the nations as a great and thriving indus-
trial Power, it will be necessary for us to conserve
to the utmost those lives which we possess and
those which we may expect to be born to us.

While it may not be practicable at present to
anticipate a definite increase in the birth-rate,
though it is to be hoped there will before long be a
chanp-e for the better, it is possible to do much
to reduce disability and loss of life from prevent-
able disease. The campaign against venereal
disease,^ the crusade against tuberculosis, the care
now being taken of munition and other workers,
and the medical consultations at infant welfare
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centres and at school clinics all aim at this and are

valuable aids towards its consummation.
The most serious item of loss of life is, and

always has been, infant and child mortality. For
the years 1911-1914, 575,078 children died under
the age of five years in England and A^'ales. It

is true that infant and child mortality has de-

clined during the last few years, but, even so, we
are losing 100,000 lives or more annually, a large

proportion of which could undoubtedly be saved
to stock the countrt^ in the future. A broad and
comprehensive scheme of national health serv'ice

would accomplish much, and this is a problem to

which the best energies of the Government should
be directed without delay.

There is reason to believe that the Bill dealing
with health questions which it is the intention of

Lord Rhondda, the President of the Local Govern-
ment Board, to introduce, will provide for the

creation of a Ministry’ of Health, in which the

supervision of many of the public health and medi-
cal services of the country will be concentrated.

At present the national health is dealt with by
several Government Departments—it is stated, by
as many as fourteen! Thus, the general public

health is administered by the Local Government
Board, the health of workers by the Home Office,

the health of school children by the Board of

Education, the health of ships by the Board of

Trade; and the Board of Agriculture, the National
Insurance Committee, and other Departments
share in various ways. Such a multiplicity of

authorities naturally leads to much overlapping,

want of co-ordination, and waste.

The establishment of a Ministry of Health, with

a Minister of Cabinet rank in charge of it, which
would bring under its aegis the whole of the health

service and administration of the country, would
be a measure of the highest importance at the

present time. Wisely conceived and wisely ad-

ministered, such a Ministry would be w’elcomed

by the medical profession and by health w’orkers

generally, the public "would gain by increased

efficiency and diminished waste, and the national

health would be placed on a surer foundation of

control than is at present the case.

NOTES.
We are informed that the South-Eastern Union

of Scientific Societies will hold its twenty-second
annual congress in the rooms of the Linnean Societ}%

Burlington House, from Wednesday, June 6, to

Saturday, June 9, under the presidency of Dr. W.
Martin.’ Arrangements will be facilitated if those

proposing to join the congress will communicate with

the hon. treasurer, Mr. R. Adkin, 4 Lingards Road,
Lewisham, S.E. The Wednesday evening will be
devoted to the president’s address, and on the Thurs-

day evening the attendance of the congress at the
“ flooker lecture ” by Prof. F. O. Bower will be in-

vited by the Linnean Society. The union may be

congratulated on maintaining its accustomed course

at a time when the claims of science are being brought

prominently before the public mind.

We learn from Science that the Academy of Natural

Sciences of Philadelphia has, on the recommendation of
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the council and the special committee on the award,
voted the gold Hay-den menional geological medal to

Prof. W. M. Davis, emeritus professor of geology in

;
Hansard L'niversity, in recognition of his distinguished

I

work in the science ;'f geology. The medal, says
. Science f is awarded every third year “for the best
publication, exploration, discovery, or research in the

: sdence-^ of geology and palaeontolog}*, or in such par-

j

ticular branches thereof as may be designated." The
I award as first defined in 1S8S took the form of an
I

annual bronze medal and the balance of the income of

j

the fund. The deed of gift t*’as modified in 1900 so

j

as to provide for a gold medal every third year.

J
Dr. j. O. Hesse, director of the Associated Quinine

j

Factories of Zimmer and Co., died at Feuerbach,

j

near Stuttgart, on February 10, in his eighty.second

I
year.

^
Dr. Hesse devoted almost the whole of his

;
scientific career to the extraction and examination of

I the active constituents of drugs, particularly of cin-

j

chona bark, coca leaves, and opium, and" w'as for

I

many years the leading authority on the chemistry
! of quinine and other cinchona alkaloids. He isolated

I

physostigmine from Calabar beans, cotoin, paracotoin,
and other principles from coto and paracoto barks,

I

ditaine from dita bark, and also the active principles

i
from a number of other drugs. Many of his re-

searches were published in the Journal of the Pharma-
ceutical Society, of w’hich he was elected honorary
member in 1879. ^be value of his original investi-

gations gained for him in 1891 the Hanbury gold
medal, the highest honour that the Pharmaceutical
Society can bestow.

The death is announced of Mr. Arthur Brooker^
joint-author of Slkigo and BrcK>ker's “Electrical
Engineering ” and of other works. From the Elec-

trician we learn that Mr. Brooker joined the tele-

graph department of the Post Office Service in 1878.

In 18S9 he became an instructor in the Telegraphists^
School of Science in mathematics and laboratory prac-

tice, and the following year he w’as made chief in-

structor. He was also bn the staff of the People’s
Palace and the Currie School of Engineering as in-

structor in electrical engineering. His scientific

attainments procured for him rapid promotion in the
Post Office Service. He was largely responsible for the
development of the present testing branch- It was his
association in the production of Slingo and Brooker ’s

“Electrical Engineering” in 1890 which brought his

name before the public. After the publication of the bode
the authors entered into journalism, and contributed
largely to the pages of the Electrical Review. In
1898 Brooker severed his connection -with the Post
Office, and became works manager of the Peel works
of the General Electric Co., w’here he spent seven
years in organising the factory and devoting himself
to the manufacture of telegraph and telephone appa-
ratus. In 1906 he ioined the British Insulated and
Helsby Cables, Ltd., and 'on the formation of the
Automatic Telephone Manufacturing Co. in 1913 he
became its general manager, a position he retained
until shortly before his death.

The March number of the Scientific Monthly con-
tains a series of articles by w’ell-known American
authorities on the question of the metric system of
freights and measures. During the last sixteen years
the movement for the compulsory adaption of the
metric system in the United States has made con-
siderable* progress, thanks, in great measure, to the
stimulus given by the Bureau of Standards at Wash-
ington. The enormous quantity of war mateml at

present being manufacture to metric sizes in America
is rendering the workmen as familiar with grams
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and centim-etres as they are with the pound and foot.

It is felt in many quarters that the present tiine

affords an unusual opportunity for making metric

weights and measures the official system of the

United States. The allegation of the opponents of

the system that its general introduction w'ould render

obsolete and useless large quantities of machinery and
machine tools is being vigorously combated, and it

is being made clear to manufacturers that no ordinary

machines, such as lathes, drills, shapers, etc., would
have to be changed. The same tools would continue

to make the same things, but the numerical values

of the sizes made would be altered. Much attention

has been given to the question whether the expense
and inconvenience necessarily incident to the ex-

clusive use of the new system w-ould be too costly,

and it is generally conceded that these would be far

outweighed by the national and international advan-
tages accruing from the change. It is not proposed
that a sudden transition from one system to the other

should be sanctioned by Congress, but that ample
time for preparation should be allowed. In this way
price lists, catalogues, and sizes could be tabulated in

advance in both systems, side by side, so that the

numerical values could gradually be dropped.

At the end of July last year, at the instance of the
Advisory Council of the " Committee of the Privy
Council for Scientific and Industrial Research, a
meeting of representatives of some of the larger firms

engaged in the various branches of the cotton trade
and others interested in textile research was called

by the Lord Mayor of Manchester to consider the
possibility of establishing a scheme for the scientific

investigation of the various problems presented by the
cotton-using industries, and it was agreed that there
is great n^ for research bearing on the cultivation

and manufacture of cotton, and in the dyeing, print-

ing, bleaching, and other finishing processes. It was
also thought that efforts should be made to increase
and to improve the system of textile education. A
provisional committee was afterwards appointed, and
this, in due course, was constituted a comipittee of
the Advisory Council of the recently formed Govern-
ment Department of Scientific and Industrial Re-
search. This committee is largely representative of
the various interests concerned. Its function is to
formulate a preliminary scheme of a comprehensive
character and to report to the Advisory Council, and
then to lay before the trade, for its consideration,
definite proposals for the establishment of a research
association, eligible for recognition by the Government
Department, and consequently for monetary grants
from the National Exchequer. The committee has to
consider the place for research in each branch of the
cotton industry, whether in the cultivation of cotton,
in spinning, doubling, manufacturing, knitting, lace-
making, bleaching, dyeing, printing, finishing, or in
the tedmok^ of cellulose. It has also to ascertain
what facilities now exist for the education of boys
entering any of these branches, and what opportuni-
ties are likely to be offered by the trade for the em-
ployment of highly trained men. It will also fixmulate
a scheme* both for an institute to undertake research
work in collaboration, so far as practicable, with ex-
istin||; bodies and for an association of firms and
individuals willing to make donations and subscri^
regularly for a period of years to promote research
and improve technical training Any suggestions re-
tating to the researches to undertaken, or to any
other matters ccmiing within the scope of the pro-
posed association, wit be welcomed by thf^ committee,

should foe sent to the secretary. Provisional Com-
mittee m Cotton Research, loS Deaesgate, Man-
chestar.'m 2476:r tol- 99]

In the Archives of Radiology and Electrotherapy

for March (No. 200) Mr. Hector Colwell gives a
second instalment on the history of electrotherapy, in

which the contributions of Priestley,' Jallabert, Gal-

vani, Volta, Aldini, Duchenne, and Marat are de-

scribed. It is of interest that Marat, the French
revolutionary, was a practitioner of electrotherapy.

Articles on methods of jaw radiography and on
abscess in bone are also included in this interesting

number.

A SECOND report upon investigations in the United
Kingdom of dysenter}^ cases received from the eastern

Mediterranean has been issued by the Medical Re-
search Committee. In this report (No. 2) Drs. Rajch-

man and Western discuss the findings in 878 cases

of bacillary enteritis. Serological evidence of bacil-

lary dysentery w^as obtained in 34-7 per cent, of the

cases examined, of paratyphoid infection in 18-3 per

cent., of mixed dysenteric and paratyphoid infections

in 10*1 per cent., and of pure amoebic infection in

6-2 per cent. In every case of mixed bacterial infec-

tion, dysentery bacilli were the originally infecting

virus, and a considerable number of purely bacillary

cases of dysentery were detected. While not wishing

to minimise in any way the amoebic factor, Drs.

Rajchman and Western hold that the Mediterranean
infection was essentially a mixed one.

The Journal of the South African Ornithologists’

Union for December, 1916, has just reached us. In

his observations on the birds of the district of

Humansdorp, Cape Province, Mr. B. A. Masterman
remarks that Kolb’s vuMure “has entirely disap-

peared from that area, not one having been recorded

for the last fifteen years, where formerly it used
to breed regularly. According to the farmers, this

bird was exterminated from having feasted on the

flesh of cattle which died of rinderpest during the

great outbreak of that disease. The late Capt.

Selous, it may he remembered, commented on the
absence of vultures of this species from the battle-

fields in Rhodesia during the Matabele campaign, and
attributed it co the same cause. In the same issue

the Rev. R. Godfrey has some interesting notes on
the summer migration of 1915-16 as observed in the

eastern districts of the Cape Province.

A MOST admirable “Guide to the British Fresh-
water Fishes,” by Mr, C. T. Regan, has just been
issued by the trustees of the British Museum of

Natural History. In the case of each species

described the author gives its distribution not only
in our home waters, but also outside the area of
these islands. An added interest and value are given
to his pages in that, as occasion offers, he pro-

vides evidence, from the distribution of our fish

fauna of to-day, of a remote connection between our
river systems and those of the Continent. His
account of the Salmonidae and of the various hybrid
forms which occur so frequently among the Cyprinidae
will be especially welcome. An immense amount of

information has been crouxied into a very small
space, yet nowhere has the reader cause to complain
of a lack of interest or lucidity. Finally, the book is

: most profusely illustrated.

The science of economic aviculture has probably

I

reached a higher standard in the United States than
in any other part of the world. This work is carried
on by the Department of Agriculture, which, for
years past, has spared no pains to enact laws and
formulate schemes for the conservation of bird-life,

whether for purely economic ends or for Eesthetic
reasons. As a consequence, it has now available
a mass of evidence as to the status and value of
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even’ species within its realms. The latest evi-

dence of its enlightened policy takes the form of
a bulletin—No. 465—on the propagation of wild-duck
foods. The haunts and food values of no fewer than
nineteen groups of plants, comprising sixty species,

are here described, together with instructions as to
stocking water in need of bait for these valuable
birds- The characteristics of wild rice, wild celery,

pondweeds, arrow-heads, chufa, wild millet, and
water-lilies are all carefully set forth, and this in-

formation is accompanied by carefully collected data
as to their attractiveness in regard to particular
species of wild ducks. Had we followed its lead
years ago our own Board of Agriculture would now
be able to speak with authority when called on to
sift the value of the crudely formed opinions of local

agricultural chambers as to the usefulness or other-
wise of our native birds in relation to our food supply.
The matter is of vital importance, and the clamour
for legislation is sometimes insistent. This war has
done much for us already; perhaps it may yet bring
into being a bureau of ornithology, such as is to be
found now in many Continental States, as well as
in America.

The new’ series of the Agricultural Journal of India
w’hich is inaugurated w’ith vol. xii., part i. (January,

1917), contains several new’ features which should add
to its value and interest. Selected short articles on a
variety of subjects are included for the general reader,

in addition to the original articles, w’hich still remain
the chief feature. A list of new’ books is also now
added. Of the original articles a communication by
Mr. and Mrs. How’ard on leguminous crops in desert

agriculture is of special interest.

Bulletin No. 65 of the Agricultural Research
Institute, Pusa, contains an account by J. N. Sen of
experiments on the assimilation of nutrient materials

by the rice plant at various stages of grow^th. Deter-

minations w’ere made of the nitrogen, phosphoric

acid, and potash in the roots, stems, leaves, and ears

of samples of a uniform crop taken at six successive

stages of growth. The results form an interesting

series, and lead to general conclusions w’hich are in

close accord with those obtained elsewhere with rice

and other cereals grown under widely different condi-

tions. It is of interest to note that no evidence w’as

obtained of any return of phosphoric acid and potash
to the soil, such as has been deduced from earlier

German experiments.

In Egyptian agriculture a very important rdle is

played by the herseem crop {Trifoliutn adexandrinum)^

which covers nearly one-third of the cultivated area

of Low’er Egypt. The success with which it is growm
in the low’ salt country in the extreme north of Egypt
has suggested its use "in similar country in India, and
experiments have been in progress there on the Sukker
and Mirpur Khas Government farms during the past

ten years. A summary of the more recent results is

given by G. S. Henderson in Bulletin No. 66 of the

Agricultural Research Institute, Pusa. The results

are uniformly favourable, and it would appear that

the special merits of this crop as a oold-w’eather

leguminous fodder crop that wdll grow in an alkali

soil are likelv to make it of the greatest value for

w’ide tracts of land in the Government of Bombay and
elsew’here in India.

The Bulletin (No. 193) on calf-feeding experiments

issued by Messrs. O. F. Hunziker and R. E. Cald-

w’ell, of the Purdue University Agricultural Experi-

ment Station, is essentially technical in character, but

contains a feature of general interest in the excellent

methods adopted for securing photographic records
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; of the progress in growth of the animals. In each
' case the animal W’as photographed on a narrow*
raised platform with a background divided into six-

inch squares. A black or w’hite background was
.
used according to the colour of the calf. Difhculties
might be expected in inducing the animals to take up
a satisfactory position with relation to the back-
ground, but the photographs with w’hich the bulletin
is profusely illustrated indicate that these difficulties

I
have been satisfactorily overcome, and the results cer-

tainly furnish the feeder with a much better index
,

in regard to the condition of the animal than tabulated
figures alone could give.

, The Geological Survey of Scotland, in the develop-
' ment of its national w’ork, has published the first of a
. series of memoirs on ‘‘The Economic Geology of the
Central Coalfield of Scotland (1916, price 45. 6d. ).

,

The district dealt w’ith extends from Glasgow eastw’ard
to Salsburgh and Black Loch. The importance of
marine zones as indicating horizons is pointed out, and
maps are inserted showing by lines (“isopachytes ’'I

the thicknesses of selected seams in different parrs
of the areas w’hich they underlie.

A NEW contribution to the problem of the clouds of
i vapour emitted by vokanoes is made by Mr. F. A.

I

Ferret in a paper on the eruption of Stromboli in 1915
(Amer. Journ, Science, vol. xHi., p. 462, 1916). The

,
author observed that, without change in the conditions

j

of eruption, a cloud w’as absent from the crater on a
I fine day, accompanied bv a dry state of the air, but

j

W’as copiously present w’hen a chill moist w’ijid super-

vened. A great cloud of vapour may thus be merely
a condensation from the air on nuclei sent upw’ards by
the volcano, and affords no indication of the condition

of activity.

The Geological Survey of New South Wales has
published (1916) a “Bibliography of Australian
Mineralogy,’' by Dr. C. Anderson, arranged under
authors. States, and localities within each State. To
find the reference to dundasite, for example, it is

necessary to remember that it comes from Tasmania,
or to look for it under each separate State. The com-
pleteness of the w’ork is evidenced by the inclusion of

Dr. Prio’‘’s paper, in which he compares this min^al
W’ith specimens from North Wales. Considerable
selection, how’ever, must have been exercised in dealing
with references to Australian gold.

Prof. Filippo Eredia, of the Italian Meteorological

Sear\dce, has recently issued a manual of instruction

in the use of metec«:ological instruments and for the

taking of meteorological observations. The work in

general get-up somewhat resembles the “Observer’s
Handbock” of our own Meteorological Office. A
feature is the large number of illustrafions, W’hich are
unusually clear and sharp. This manual of instruc-

tions has been brought out to normalise the work
carried on at the w’idely spread netw’ork of stations in

Italy and her colonies.’ We are surprised to find on
Fig. 24 a representatiem of Six’s thermometer, the

defects of w^bich are w’ell known. Prof. Eredia has also

sent an interesting pamphlet on the “Climate of

Ghaddmes,” on oasis in the interior of Tripoli, 500 km.
to the south of Tripoli, at a height of 340 m. above
the sea. Ghaddmes is in lat. 30® 8' N., long. 7° 10'

W. The series of observations discussed comprise tw’o

sets, the first taken from the middle of August to

December, 1861, while the second embraces the period

June, 1913, to October, 1914. Dealing with the later

series, the mean temperature, brought to a true aver-

age by comparison with Tripoli, is 23® C., the warmest
month being August, with a mean of 33-8*, and the

coldest January, with a mean of As compared
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with Tripoli, June is q*2“ warmer and December
2-6" colder. In the period under notice measurable ,

rain fell on only live days, to the amount of 20 mm.,
and on fifteen others a drops fell. The maximum
fail noted was S mm, on February 14, 1914, with
a X.W. wind. The cases of precipitation noted
occurred principally with winds from the north-west
and south-east. Winds are fairly evenly distributed

round the compass, there bein^’ no marked excess

from any one direction. In the" year there were 251
cloudless and only twelve overcast days, the latter

;

confined to the months November to March.

The theory of the immobility of the ether is ad- ;

vanced by Prof. P Zeeman in a short article in

Scientia for February (pp. 122-29). In addition to I

referring to the experiments of Fizeau and of Michel-
|

son and Morley, the author mentions a recent re-
j

determination which he undertook in 1916, using
monochromatic light. The results fully confirm Fres-

nel’s formula, as completed with Lorentz^s term, and
the hypothesis of an immobile ether is in entire ,

accord with the observed effects.
,

In contributing a paper on “Impact in Three !

Dimensions ” to the Proceedings of the Royal Irish ,

Academy (xxxiii., Section A, No. 6), Prof. M. W. J. !

Fry has developed a subject on which a great deal evi-

dently remained to be said over and above w’hat is con-
j

tained in Routh’s “Rigid Dynamics,” Some of the !

results are almost at variance with preconceived ideas 1

on the subject. For example, while the velocity of com- '

pression can only vanish once in the tw’o-dimensional
|

problem, it may" vanish three times in an impact in
1

three-dimensional motion.

Ax interesting note on the colouring matter of red
^

torulae, by Mr. A. C. Chapman, appears in the
1

Biochemical Journal for December, 1916, Study of
'

this colouring matter showed that it resembles car-
!

rotene^ in being practically insoluble in water, in
dissolving to a blue solution in concentrated sulphuric
acid, and in the fact that its chloroform solution,
when warmed and exposed to, the light, quickly 1

becomes colourless. But comparison of the absorption I

spectrum of the torulae colouring matter with that of i

carrotene showed that the two are by no means
|

identical.

The Journal of the Franklin Institute for March
contains the address delivered before the institute

j

in October last by Prof, L, V. King, of McGill
,

UnivCTsity, on the acoustic efficiency of fog-signal
|

machinery. After a review of the work on fog signal- !

done by the ccwnmittee of the Trinity House in !

this country and by the lighthouse boards of the
|

United States and of France, he describes his own '

nteasuranents made in 1913 in connection with the
!

f^-sagnal plant at Father Point, Quebec. The sound- ,

producer there
^
is a compressed-air siren of the

Northey type using air at 25 lb. per square inch and
i

a note of frequencj' 180 per second. During 1

actual emission of the sound 100 horse power is
used., By measurement of the temperature of the ;

issuing air when sound was produced and when not,
|

it 'was found that only about 2*4 horse power was i

convcfted mto sound. Tests of the intensity of the
{mmm received at points on the water up to eight miles

fiosit the source were made by means of the sound- <

^ A. Webster, of Clarke University,
Which depends on liie motion of a small mirror
mounted pn a mica diaphragm at one end of a^ silence were found, on both
mUm of which the ^und was <hstincdy heard. The !
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existence of these zones appears to be intimately
connected with the direction of the wind and to a
less extent with the weather.

Prof. Martin Knudsen has recently described some
interesting experiments on the condensation of metallic
vapours on cold bodies (Oversigt KgL Danske
Vidensk, Selsk. Fork., 1916, No. 4, p, 303). When
mercury vapour passes through a narrow opening into
a large glass bulb containing a concentric smaller
bulb tube with liquid air, most of the mercury vapour
is condensed on the front of the smaller bulb facing
the opening; a little passes alongside it on to the
inner surface of the larger bulb, but no mercury is

condensed on the back of the smaller bulb nor behind
it on the larger one. The bulb with liquid air casts,

as it were, a shadow, and retains all the molecules
striking it. If, on the other hand, the inner bulb is

only cooled with ether and carbon dioxide, the greater
portion of the mercury vapour is not retained by it, and
is condensed on the front half of the larger bulb.
From the weight of mercury so condensed on the
latter in an inten-’a! of time during w’hich the inner
bulb has only acquired a deposit thinner than the
(knowm) limit of visibility, it is calculated that the
chance of a mercury molecule being retained at its

first impact on a glass surface at —77-5° is less than
I in 5000. Between this temperature and that of liquid
air there is a critical temperature in the neighbourhood
of —140^ to —130°. Preliminary experiments with a
simpler apparatus indicate that for zinc, cadmium, and
magnesium this critical temperature lies between
— 183^ and —78°, for copper between 350° and 575°,
and for silver above 575®.

Although the principles that render colour kine-
matography possible are so simple, there appears to
be an inexhaustible field for inventors in the applica-
tions of these principles, and not infrequently the
details of “new” processes appear to the student of
science as disadvantageous complications, if not actual
infringements, of the necessary conditions. However,
processes stand or fall by their results, and the
Scientific American of March 10 states that the last
“new process,” as demonstrated at the American
Museum of Natural History and the New York
Academy of Sciences, seems to be “perfection.” The
simple attachments necessary can be fitted to any
apparatus. A^ single film is used, and the pictures
are taken behind a revolving four-sector colour filter,

arranged with two pairs of complementary colours

—

namely, blue and orange, and blue-green and red.
The complete element consists, therefore, of four
ccHisecutive pictures taken through colour filters in
the order just named. The colour filter for pro-
jection has only two colours, red and blue, and has
therefore to rotate at tvAce the rate of the filter disc
used for taking the photographs. But each colour
filter in the projector disc is subdivided into three
sectcE-s in such a w^ay that each red and orange
picture is projected through a red filter increasing
in intensity in three stages, and each blue and blue-
green picture in a similar way through three blue
filters. The usual rate of ^ projection is sixteen pic-
tures per second, and Mr. G. A. Smith, in his
“ Kinemacolor,” introduced in 1907, who used t^’o
consecutive colour pictures, found it necessary, as
seems natural, to double this rate so as to maintain
the same rate for each complete element. In, the
present case, with a_ quadruple element, one might
expect tJie rate to be increased to four times—namely,
sixty-four per second—but the actual rate stated is
twenty-four—that is, only six complete elements per
second*
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OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN.
Comet 1917a (Mellish).—Prof, Stromgren an-

nounces that from observations made on March 22,

23, and 24 (Copenhagen) Mrs. J. Braae and J, Fischer-
Petersen have calculated the following orbit and
ephemeris :

—

T= 1917 April 9*4463 G.M.T.
at= 1 06" 5 ^

I

Q,= 92' 47' 32 -19'

7

Z= 22" 4S''92j

log 5^= 9*41464

Ephemeris :: GreetTwich Midnight.

1917 R,A,
h. m. s.

JDecI. Log r Log A Mag.

April 1

1

0 43 49 + ii 30-3 9*4295 9-8894 4-6

15 0 2S 7 5 48‘7 9-5156 9-9206

17 0 20 53 3 2,2-6 9-5672 9.9407 5*6

0 18 45 + i 39-0 9-0I72 9.9608 5*9

The April Lyrids.—^This shower of meteors,
though occasionally offering a brilliant display*, is, in

the major! t}- of years, very slightly visible. It is

unfortunate that the f^riod is not definitely known,
though there are indications that its best returns

occur at intervals of a little more than sixteen years.

This feature is by no means supported on conclusive

evidence, but it is a point worthy of further investiga-

tion.

Abundant showers of Lyrids were observed in 1803,

1851, 18S4, and 1901, and it will be interesting to

determine whether or not an unusual exhibition of

these meteors is presented this year or in 1918. The
time of maximum will possibly be at about midnight
on April 21, and as there will be no moonlight to

interfere, it will be easy to ascertain the character

of the display should the weather prove suitable. If

the meteors reappear at the time mentioned it will

be important to observe the time of maximum and
the horary number visible. The position of the

radiant is already w'ell knowm, and it moves east-

wards, like that of the August Perseids. Though
the chief activitv of the Lyrids seems confined to a
few hours, yet there are occasional specimens cer-

tainly seen between April 16 and 26, and possibly on
dates still further removed from the night of

maximum,
Variabiuty of Uranus.—Prof. E. C. Pickering has

announced an interesting discovery which has follow^ed

from a series of photometric observations of the light

of LIranus, made by Mr. Leon Campbell with the

primary object of investigating possible changes in the

light-emission of the sun (Harvard Circular, No. 200L
The observations revealed a variation in the light of

the planet amounting to about o^i*; magnitude in a
peri^ of o;45i day, these figures being based upon
2960 settings. The period of variation agrees very

closely with that of the rotation of the planet derived

from spectroscopic observations by Low*ell and Slipher,

and Prof. Pickering concludes that the variation in

light is due to unequal brightness of different portions

of the planet. If the variations in brightness prove to

be permanent, photometric obser\*ations will give the

rotation period of the planet with a high <fegree of

accuracy.

The “Annuaire AsTRONdMiot^ ” for 1917.—^The

issue of this well-known publication for the current

year contains the us*aai astronomical information in a
convenient and interesting form, together with a review
of the progress of astronomy. It forms a valuable

work of reference for wStnonomical data of all kinds,

including a catalogue of minor planets arranged in the

order of their dfstances from the sun, a list of tem-
porary stars which have been visible to the naked eye,
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a list of stars with large proper morions, and so on.
Among the 140 illuatrations w'e note a useful set of
diagrams from which one- can readily ascertain the
visibility of each of the principal pianeis on any night
of the year. M, Camille Flammarion is to b- con-
gratulated on having so successfully conducted this

publication for more than half a century.

J

HEAT ECOXOMY IX METAL MELTIXG.

;

^HE outstanding feature of the proceedings at the

i
annual meeting of the Institute of Metals, held

1
at Burlington House on March 31 and 32, was a

’ general discussion on metal melting, organised by the

j

council. Whether it was chiefly due to the fact* that

J

this subject aroused an unusuM amount of interest

j
among the members, or that war problems in metal-
lurg}’ have created a desire to discuss those problems

; more freely than hitherto, the fact remains that in

. the last three months the institute ha>> added more
' new members than it did in the previous tw'O years;

;

that the attendance was very much larger than it

: has ever been at any other meeting in the course of

I
its history; and that the discussions on the various

i

papers contributed were of unusual fullness and
; value.

} Special appropriateness attached to the fact that Sir
George Beilby, the president of the institute, in enter-

ing on his second year of office, presided over a dis-

cussion w’hich must have been of considerable interest

to him in his capacity* of Director of the Fuel Researcj;i

Board set up by the Committee of the Pri\'y Council
for Scientific and Industrial Research. Although coke
constitutes the fuel most generally used in metal and
alloy melting, only one paper was contributed dealing
w’ith its use. On the other hand, four papers w*ere

concerned w*ith coal-gas, and these included one on the

I

practice of the Royal Mint, and another on the applica-

I

tion of the high-pressure gas system installed by the

I
City of Birmingham Gas Committee. Of the remainder
one paper dealt with producer gas, another with oil

fuel, and a jthird w*ith an electric resistance furnace.

All these papers dealt with the melting of metals and
alloys in crucibles, f.e. in quantities which seldom
exc^d 200 lb. in w^eight. The one paper on the subject
dealing with principles rather than practice was by Dr.
Carl Hering, an expert on furnace construction, and
was entitled “ Ideals and Limitations in the Melting of

Non-Ferrous Metals.’' This, in many respects the
most suitable for discussion, was not discuss^ by any
of the speakers, and 'rill be briefly commented on in

this article.

Dr. Hering enumerates the directions to w*hich per-

fection points as follow’s :—

A

reduction in (i) the loss

of heat, (ii‘) the loss of metal, (iii) the number of bad
castings, (iv) the consumption of equipment, and (v) the
cost of labour and plant per lb. of good castings. As
these are not all independent factors, economy may
sometimes result from increasing some if others are
thereby reduced more greatly, e.g. increased plant cost

may save more in labour cost, and an increase in bad
castings may even be warranted by the great saving
of heat and labour due to working faster

With regard to heat losses. Dr. Hering points ouf
that one of the first things to bear in mind in all

high-temperature thermal ooerations is that insulation

against heat loss is in oractice at best verv poor; that

the ideal in this direction is the vacuum jacket of the
Dewar thermos bottle, but that this, unfortunately, is

impracticable for metal melting. Hence, so long as
the metal is hot, just so long w*ill this loss continue*
Heat losses, however, dei>end not only on the thermal
insulation, but ointe as much also on the length of
time during which they take place, so that reducing
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the duration of these losses reduces them in proportion.

To obtain economy in heat, therefore, ttie ideal is not

onlv to insulate as" well as practicable, but also to heat

and cast the metal in as short a time as possible, and
tills ideal may be approached by having each Ib. of

metal heated for the shortest possible time. The total

loss of heat per lb. of metal U'hile it is hot is the

criterion. From this point of view Dr. Hering states

that the ideally perfect melting furnace, if such it can

be called, is the electric fuse, in which the intended

result is completed in such an exceedingly short time

—a fraction of a second—that the heat losses during

that time are vanishingly small, and hence the thermal

efficiency is practically loo per cent.

With fuel heating, "too great a rapidity^ of heating

generally involves high chimney losses, i.e. a lo-wer

efficiency in heat transmission to the metal, and hence

a limit to the speed is soon reached ;
but with electric

heating there is no chimney loss, and the possibilities

of ‘ rapid heating are therefore more encouraging.
Electric arc heating involves high radiation losses

from the arc itself, but in heating the metal by its

own resistance the heat can be generated below the

surface and in the metal itself, thereby eliminating all

heat transmission losses. Extremely rapid heating
then becomes possible, being limited only by the size

of the heat-generating capacity provided, and in the
case of brass or zinc by the volatilisation of the zinc

in the part in which the" heat is set free. By the resist-

ance method, therefore, the ideal represented by the
electric fuse can be approached more closely than by
any other known method. Small high-speed furnaces
are therefore, from this point of view, an approach to

the ideal, particularly as they involve the minimum
of contamination of the metal being melted. In Dr.
Hering’s opinion, it will in tims become possible,

for light castings at least, to be melted in an electric

furnace about as fast as the metal can be cast, in
which case the furnace would need to have a metal
capacity of only enough for about two moulds. In
that ca"se it would be so small that it could be trans-
ported to the moulds, thereby saving the usual large
heat losses in the transporting crucibles, besides the
heat losses in the crucibles themselves.
Another factor, however, is involved, viz. the larger

the amount of metal in a furnace, the less the rate
of h^t loss per Ib., because the larger the volume, the
less is the surface exposed. In a large furnace with
a l^mispherical hearth the heat loss per lb, of metal
through vralls having uniform insulation is reduced to
about one-half when the capacity is increased from
I to 10 tons. Hence, for this reason, the larger the
furnace the better.

In choosing betw^n these two apparently conflict-
ing ideals tl^ following considerations must be l^me
in mind;—(i) When melting is the only object, then
the metal should be kept hot the shortest posrible
time; hence there should be used as small a furnace
as is consistent with the amount of metal required
for one casting, (ii) When there are involved opera-
tions such as refining, mixing, uniformity of alloying,
the taking of specimens for analysis while melted,

^ any other process requiring tiiiie, the larger the
furnace the better.

UQUID FUEL.
*‘T IQVID Fuel and its Combustion ** was the title

^ of a pap^ read by Prof, J, S. S. Brame, on
Febru^ 20* before the Institution of Petroleum
Tecimologists. Attention was directed to the in-
creapng of liquid fuel, and espeoally to its con-
ne^ota with tiK>se developments of the interna! com-
oustion mgtm which have so laigely determined them 2476, irbL. 99]
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progress of aviation and submarine navigation.

Nevertheless he recalls the warning of Redwood
(1905) that no oil supplies are in sight sufficient to

replace anything like the bulk of solid fuel consumed.
The use of liquid fuel for steam raising and indus-

trial heating is the special subject of the paper, and
the following considerations are brought foiwnrd.

In constancy of chemical composition, whatever the
source, and therefore of calorific value, mineral fuel

oils compare very favourably with coal, and accord-

ingly physical considerations such as low viscosity

and "freedom from grit may decide the choice of oil

fuels. Turning to our home supplies, it is gratifying

to note that the heavy fractions of the Scotch shale
oils are ideal in this respect; having been distilled

they are clean, while their fluidity is very satisfactory.

Another home product, which is deserving of the close

attention of liquid fuel experts, is coal-tar, the supply
of which must increase with the extension of
coal carbonisation. Its production may outgrow its

uses in normal channels, and as a home-made
liquid fuel its rational utilisation is a matter of high
national importance. Nevertheless, for marine pur-
poses tar (and tar oils) must remain inferior to
petroleum, since a higher oxygen content and lower
calorific value are inevitable, while a capacity for giv-

ing off disagreeable fumes may make it objectionable

in the confined space of a stokehold. Methods of

burning oil are surveyed historically, leading up to

the spray burners now almost invariably used which
“ atomise ” the oil.

The method of spraying is varied, depending on
the use of compressed air or steam, or on forcing oil

alone under pressure through a suitable burner, a
method specially adapted for use in marine boilers.

On theoretical grounds air injection would seem to
be most generally efficient; steam may propel oil

satisfactorily into "the fire, but afterwards its influence
on combustion can only be of negative value. The
general arrangements of the system for combustion
have more bearing on the success of a plant than the
choice of atomiser. It is too often overlooked that,
compared with solid fuel, where burning is mainly
confined to the fuel bed, oils require a much greater
volume of combustion space.
Looking to the future, Prof. Brame points out

how much depends on the development of the internal
combustion engine; for naval purposes he believes
that oil firing with turbines will hold the field.

J. W. C.

RECENT PROGRESS IN SPECTROSCOPY.^
IL

"D AD IATIOn is an electromagnetic process,
and must be determined by the electrical

state of the radiator. A molecule may be
neutral^ or for a moment charged by the loss
or gain of an electron. This type of ionisa-
tion must actually occur, as indicated by the conduction
of electridty through the vapour of a compound which
shows no evidence of chemical dissociation. What
causes the light emission? It may accompany the loss
or gain of an electron by a neutral molecule, in which
case the emission centre would be charged. It may
be due to the shock of elastic collision with an electron
or ion, or to the reunion of an electron with a posi-
tively charged molecule, in which cases the emission
centre would be neutral. Luminous vapours emitting
band spectra usually appear to be neutral at the instant
of emission, so that it seems probable that band
emission is due either to elastic shock or to the

e ^Ju*^***!®®
delivered to Section B—Physics—of the American Association

^ the^wancement of Sci<^e»tthe New York meeting, December, iqi6,by the chairman ofthe Section, Pirof,E.P. Lewis. Continued from p. 118.
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recovery of a lost electron. It is to be remarked that
as a rule band spectra are not subject to the Zeeman,
Stark or Humphreys-^Mohler effect

; in the exceptional
cases it is probable that those subject to one ot these
effects are subject to all. It would be of interest to
examine these cases with reference to the nature of
the molecular charge.
Luminous vapours emitting line spectra appear,

in many cases at least, to be positively charged. A
sodium flame is attracted to the negative plate of a
condenser. A metallic salt introduced near the cathode
of a spark discharge colours the spark only in that
neighbourhood; if introduced near the rmode, the
colour flashes entirely across the spark. The most
promising method of verifying such conclusions up-
pers to be by the study of canal or positive ravs.
Sir Joseph Thomson, from a study of the deflections
produced by magnetic and electric’ fields, found that,
with ver\' few exceptions, no molecules of either ele-

ments or compounds carry a negative charge, while
those with positive charges’ are common. No molecule
acquires more than one positive charge. The atoms
of but few elements are found with a negative charge,
but all may acquire positive charges and many may be
multiply charg'^. For example, krypton may have as
many as five and mercury eight positive’ charges.
Hydrogen never has more than one charge, which
accords with Bohr's view that it has but one detach-
able electron.

Stark has reached similar conclusions from a study
of the spectra of canal rays. In many cases the
motion in the line of sight gives a Doppler effect.

Tliere is an undisplaced line due to the stationary gas
and a displaced line due to the canal rays. A dikinct
separation between the displaced and stationary lines
shows that the canal rays cannot radiate until their
kinetic energy reaches a threshold value, which Stark
first interpreted in^ favour of the quantum theory% but
w’bich he now believes to represent the energy neces-
sary for ionisation. There may be two or evhn three
displaced lines, with separations consistent with the
view that the luminous centres are doubly or triply

charged. The radiation is evidently due to collision^
for a reduction of pressure in the canal ray chamber
causes a reduction of luminosity. In general, all

series lines are subject to the Doppler effect. Fulcher
has showTi that nitrogen, canal rays give the negative
pole hand spectrum, with displacements, but no other
bands have been found to give this effect. The series

lines of hydrogen show displacements, but they are
not. observed in the many-line spectrum except to a
slight extent in a few cases. Stark concludes that
the series lines are emitted by positive atom ions, and
the lines of the secondary spectrum bv neutral atoms.
He thus associates the compound spectrum with band
spectra, which he supposes to be due to neutral sys-
tems. It may be remarked that Fabrv and Buisk>n
have concludkl from measurements of the width of
lines that l^th spectra are due to emission centres
of atomic size. From a study of the displaced com-
ponents of manv elements, elkrtronegative as well as
electropositive, Stark concluded that in all cases line

spectra are emitted by positively charged atoms.
Aluminium atom ions may have one, two, or three
charges, which appear in successiion as the voltage
is increased. The same is true of argon. The
spectrum is apnarently due to singly charged ions,

the blue or spark spectrum to multiple charges. Mer-
cuiy may have as many as four charges, each giving
rise to a characteristic group of Hues, all those due
to multiple charges being spark Knes. From an ex-
amination of many such cases Stark oondudes that
in general arc lines or those of the positive column
are due to singly charged ions, sharp spark lines to
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double charges, and din use spark lines to triple

charges. There are sonze appap.^nt cxctrptions to iPis

classification, but in the main the evidence seems to

support his views, which are also consistent with the
results obtained by Relcnenhelm trom the study uf
anode ^ rays. For the fir&i time we are thus enabled
to assign a common cause for spark lines produced
under apparently very different conditions. They are
found in the spectra of disruptive discharges., uf the
negative glow in vacuum tubes; in the intermittent
or oscillating arc when rapid changes in potential

' occur, altliough the maximam putentia! may be small;
I near the poles of the arc, wliere tlie ’anode and

I

cathode potential gradients are steep; in the electric
' furnace when the 'temperature is high ; in high teni-

j

perature stars, and, as found by Hemsalech and de
Watteville, even in tne green cone of the Bur.sen

j

flame, where chemical action is energetic. In all

;

these cases we might expect multiple ionisation to be
I favoured.

i Similar conclusions regarding the charges of
emission centres may be derived from obsen^ations
by Stark, Child, Strutt, and others on the luminous
vapours from an arc between charged condenser
plates. The carriers of the line spectra are swept out
of the field, while the luminous vapours giving band
spectra are unaffected; or, if the* lines of several
smes are present, their intensities are modified in
different degrees by the electric field. Studies of the
osdllatory spark by Schuster and Hemsalech, Schenck,
Milner, Royds, and others indicate that the spark
lines do not persist as long as arc lines. If the emis-
sion centres of the former are multiply charged this
is what w’e might expect.

Investigations on the mechanism of the spark give
results which at first sight seem epposed to Stark’s
theory’. All obser%’ers agree that the luminous vapours
appear to be projected from the cathode, with different

velocities for different lines, and the tacit assumption
seems to ha\’e been made that they are negatively
charged. That metallic vapours are projected from
the cathode is evident from the fact of cathode dis-

integration, and probably the particles are initially

negatively charged. We know very* little concerning
this phenomenon, but two things are almost certain

—

that only a small fraction of the metallic particles

take part in the luminosity, and that these particles

are not negatively chargki while radiating. The
large velocities indicated bv the curvature of the
streamers viewed in a rotating niirror do not give
rise to a corresponding Doppler effect, and it seems
highly probable that Hull and Royds are correct in

their surmise that what happens is really the propa-
gation of a condition of luminosity tiu'ough vapour
which continuously fills the gap a’fter the first dis-

charge. Electrons initially projected vrith a high
veIocit\% which diminishes as the field intensity drops
to zero, and producing multiply charged ions in the

beginning and sin^Iv charged ions towards the end
of their course, would apparently account for all the
obser\^ed effects.

While the experimental evidence seems to favour
the idea that lines are emitted by positively charged
centres, there is no a priori reason why neutral or

even negative ions should not emit line spectra. It is

quite possible that the canal ray lines which Stark
attributes to singly charged ions may be emitted at

the instant of neutralisation; but we cannot escape
the conclusion that spark lines at least are emitted

by positive ions unless vre accept the improbable view
that a multiple charge may be instantaneously entirely

neutralised. Lenard inferred from the distribution

of emission centres in the arc that the lines of the

principal series are emitted by neutral atoms, those
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of subordinate series ap’d spark lines by multiply

charged atoms, Wieai and others have suggested that

line spectra may be emitted by molecules, but this

seems improbable. On the other hand, we must
admit the possibility of negatively charged centres

whidi would probably exist only under exceptional

conditions. Nicholson has, with success, assumed the

existence of positive, neutral, and negative centres in

accounting for the spectrum of the corona.

The fundamental importance of reaching definite

conclusions as to the magnitude of the electric charge

of emission centres is evident when w’e remember
that any theory must take this into account. Bohr’s
theorv^ rests upon the assumption that series lines

are emitted by electrons previously detached as they

return to equilibrium positions iietermined by the

resultant charge of the system. In the ca^ of

hydrogen, if there be but one detachable electron, the

radiating system must be neutral. If it can be showm
without question that the emission centres of the

Balmer series are positively charged, some modifica-

tion of the theory seems necessary. Furthermore, if

the centres are thus deprived of the one detachable

electron, we must acc^ Stark’s view that the series

emission is due to electrons which cannot be detached.

Fulcher has pointed out the necessity for a similar

conclusion with respect to helitun. &me of its lines

are attributed to doubly charged atoms; but these

are identical with alpha particles, the nuclei of the

atoms, from which Ihe radiation must be emitted.

Beycmd the probable fact that band spectra are
usually emitted by neutral systems, there is little

evidence upon which we may rest a theory. Emis-
sion may accompany the neutralisation of a positively

charged "molecule by an electron or may be the result

of internal vibrations due to jpolHsions, without com-
plete ionisation. Stark believes that the band emis-
sion is due to the detachable valency electrons,

although the coupling between them and more firmly

bound electrons may cause the latter to take part.

Evidence supporting Stark’s views is to be found
in absorprion spectra. Hydrogen shows no absorp-
tion until it is ionised by a "current. The cold vapours
of the ^kali metals and of mercury show- line ab^rp-
tion, blit their susceptibility to the photoelectric effect

indicates bow ionlsataon may be the prelude to ab-
soipfion. All the ocMresponding emission lines appear
to be due to singly charged emission centres. Absorp-
tion of the lines due to multiple charges does not
take place until the vapour is highly iciOi^ by electric

disdiarges or high temperatore, ' Substances which
show band absorption under ordinary conditions, such
as iodine, do not appear to be ionised when either

emitting or absorbing. Both processes appear to be
due to neutral systems. In su^ cases erhission must
be due to internal disturbances, without ionisation.

The bands of some substances, such as nitrogen, are
not found in absorption under any conditions, and
the conditions of their occurrence indicate that the
emission bands are due to the recomtMnation of a
Cached electron with a positive molecule. The nega-
tive pole bands appear under the same conditions as

lines, and it seems not improbable that they
are due to the neutralisation of a doublv" charged
TOJflecule.

Ihe^ spinal diffa:^ences attending different stages
of ionisation are well illustrated by some recent ex-
periment. Franck and Hertsc found that mercurv
vapour Is ionised bv a field of 4-9 volts, and then
emits the one uHra-vSolet line 2537. The Einstein
relatkwi Ve5=bv is fulfilledp McLennan and Hender-

verified tliis and ala> found that with
^ field, ol aboul: 'vdfe 'a second stage of ionisation

attended % the eitiission of the many-Hned
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spectrum attributed by Stark to multiple charges.

McLennan finds that zinc, cadmium, and magnesium
also give single line spectra which probably conform
with Einstein’s equation, which we should not expect

to apply in a simple form to the many-line spectrum.

It appears from such experiments that there is a
threshold value of kinetic energy which must be
imparted to an emission centre before it can radiate,

which represents the work of ionisation and is equal

to a light quantum. Franck holds that this energy
may be devoted either to ionisation or to emission,

but that both cannot simultaneously occur. Stark
believes that the two are coincident, the emission
accompanying the rearrangement of electrons in the
atom after one has been ejected. This suggests an
explanation of quantum emission involving no depar-

ture from accepted electromagnetic theory.

The spectra of hydrogen and of helium are of par-
ticular interest because their atoms are of the
simplest tv^pe and because it is possible that they are
the basic units of which all elements are composed.
The Pickering series in stellar spectra was attributed

to hydrogen because of its numerical relationships

with the Balmer series. The study of .series rela-

tions led Rydberg to predict the occurrence of a
principal series for 'hydrogen beginning at wave-
length 4686, and this line was subsequently found in

nebular and stellar ^ectria. After many attempts to

reproduce these sp^?tra i-n the laboratory, Powder
succeeded in 1812, by passing a pow^erful disruptive

discharge (through a mixture of hydrogen and helium.
Produced only under such conditions, these must be
classed as spark lines; and if Stark’s v.iewrs are
correct and if they are -really due to hydrogen, that
element must have more than one detachable electron.

In apphring his theory to the helium spectrum, and
assuimng one electron returning to a helium atom
from w’lmch two electrons have been detached, Bohr
obtained a formula w'hich gives lines corresponding
in posation to those of the Pickering and Rydberg
series, and also another series almost coindderit with
the Balmer hydrogen series. This remarkable con-
clusion w^as strengthened by Stark’s discovery of 4686
in a helium tube w’hich gave no lines of the ordinaiy*
hydrogen spectrum. He concluded from the canal-
ray displacements that the emission centres were
doublv charged. Evans also found the first members
of all the series assigned to helium by Bohr, in-

cluding that corresponding to the Balmer series, in

a ,tube containing no hydrogen'. The experimen-tal
evidence thus favours Bohr’s theory, but we must
remember the remarkable way in which the presence
of one element may intensify or suppress the spec-
trum of another. For example, Lyman, found that
the ultra-violet series attributed without question to
hydrogen is greativ intensified by the presence of
helium. It may be added that Merton has con-
cluded, from a study of the width of 4686, that it is

due to an atom smaller than that of helium.
Some light may be thrown on this problem bv

observations such as those made bv Wright and others
on the distribution of materials in nebulae, as indi-
cated by the length of the nebular lines. Wright finds
that usually 4686 is confined to the nucleus; helium
lines extend further, and those of nebulum and /hydro-
gen still further.

^
These results favour the view

that the elements distribute themselves according to
their atomic weights, and that ^686 is due to an atom
at least as heavy as that of helium. But this is not
conclusive, becai^se a high- temperature line of
hydrogen might be found only in the hot nucleus, if
we^ grant the possibility^ pf" a higher degree of
ionisation for hydrogen.
Fundamental questions wrhich are of importance to-



physicists and astronomers alike are involved in this

problem, but it is evidently an elusive one. Curiously
enough, as Fowler has proved by comparison with
other spectra, general series relations would permit
us to assign the disputed series to hydrogen or to

helium impartially, and it seems possible that both
elements may give the same spectrum under appro-
priate conditions. Bohr has also concluded from the
formula derived from the assumption of the return
of an electron to a lithium atom which has lost three
electrons, that lithium would emit lines close to the
Balmer series. Bohr has not yet succ£*eded in apply-
ing his method to the case where an electron returns
to a singly charged helium or lithium atom, and hence
has not been able to account for the known helium
lines, Tvhsch are assigned by Stark to singly charged
atoms. Nor has he taken account of atomic mag-
netic fields, which, as Humphreys, Allen, and ethers

have shown, may exercise an appreciable influence.

One of the most fascinating fields of research is

that of fluorescence and resonance spectra, in which
much work has recently been done, particularly by
Wood. He has found that white light will excite the
complete band and line resonance sp^trum of sodium
or iodine, but that a single exciting line will cause
the emission of a line of the same length, and also of

a number of lines approximately equally spaced
which may not always coincide in position w'ith one
of the absorption lines. Thus the vapour is caused
to emit forced vibration, giving a spectrum not its

own. As Wood has suggested, this method enables
us to strike one key of the complex vibrating system of

the atom, instead of the whole keyboard at once.

Time does not permit a detailed account of this re-

markable wwk, but it is evident that it may render
great service in the study of the mechanism of the
atom. Nor is there time even to mention any of the
results obtained in the field of absorption spectra.

After reviewing the work of the past decade, we
may feel encouraged by the progress that has been
made both in the perfecting and application of
spectroscopic methods of research and in the dis-

covery of new phenomena. Some of these discoveries

have led to fundamental revisions of our notions of

I

I electrons and positive charges in an atomic system?
How can we to picture correctly the mechanism

i which emits radiations of almost infnite complexity,
or account for the additional complications * called

,

forth by external f-^rces? We may be almost tempted
. tu accept the pessimistic view expre>sed by Planck in

! his Columbia lecture^, that nothing in the w’orid

j

entitles us to believe that it will ever be possible to

j

rtfpre-sent romplerely through physical formulae the
I inner structure of the atom. And Kayser has said

:

j

“A true theory* must assume a complete knowledge
of electrical and optical processes, and th<y'efcre is a

:
Utopia.”

j

But even if we never reach the goal, who can set a

I

limit to our approach to it? We may newer set foot

1
upon the promised land, but some day we may per-

I

ceive its shadowy outlines dimly from afar.

! CXIVERSITV AND EDUCATIONAL
I

INTELLIGENCE.
! The Joint Matriculation Board of the Universities

I

of Manchester, Liverpool, Leeds, Sheffield, and
I Birmingham has revised its regulations for entrance

I

to the "faculties of medicine, and no longer requires
that Latin should be taken as an obligatory* subject.

The conditions imposed by the board for entry to

the faculty of medicine are now identical with the
general conditions for entrance to the several faculties

of the Universities.

We learn from Science that the library of the late

Prof. Hugo Miinsterberg has been given to Har\*ard
University by a group of his friends. The library con-
sists of about 10,000 books, pamphlets, manuscripts,
charts, and other papers. Among the 3000 books in

the collection are the latest and most t^aluable on ex-
perimental and applied psychology, especially those
bearing on aspects of the subject to which Prof. Miin-
sterberg had devoted his time.

According to a recent article in the Frankfurter
Zeitung and an interview* with a prominent librarian

at Frankfort plans are being considered for the estab-

lishment of a general technical library* at Frankfort-

atomic structure. The Rutherford atom has defi-

nitely displaced that of Thomson. In some respects

this has seemed to make the problem more difficult,

but it has at least defined it more precisely. Many
attempts have been made to represent an atomic
structure which would satisfy the necessary mathe-
matical conditions, most of them so impossible as to

be absurd or so speculative that they suggest no ex-
perimental tests of their validitv. The great merit
of Bohr’s hypothesis is that it does lend itself to. such
tests, and it is for that reason that I have paid special

attention to the methods of experimental attack which
seem to give the most concrete results in this coauiec-

tion. Hesitant as we may be to accept in all its

details a theory w’hkh asks us to abandon laws upon
w^hich we have pinned our faith, this theory*, and the
quantum theory* as well, mav be the flashes of genius
which reveal incompletely the outlines of the truth

towards w*hich w*e struggle along a dimly lighted path.

Fuller knowledge may resolve some of our d’ffirulties

and reconcile apparent contradictions. Ptolemy’s
theory of epicycles would appear -wholly irrationarto

one acquainted with Newton’s laws but ignorant of

Kepler’s conclusions, yet it correctly described the

facts as Ptolemy saw them. Some day the Kepler
and the Newton of the atom mav appear, but their

task will not be an easy one. If the asstronomer is

baffled by* the problem of three bodies which he can
see, hb-w can -we expect to define the exact laws
determining the motions of the’ invisible hosts of
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on-Main, to be open for public use. One of the lead-

ing city libraries has become interested in the project,

and a beginning has already been made. A demand
exists for a library* which will be of service to all the

numerous branches of the industry and trade in and
about Frankfort, the most important industrial centre

in South and West Germany. In this manner a
broader spirit of scientific and technical investigation

will be fostered. An aDemp** will be made to furnish

technical information which will have a historical as

well as a purely scientific value. Technical libraries

have existed previously, but they have not been open
to the general public. Such libraries have been the

property* of scientific societies, technical associations,

and the larger industrial concerns. The service ren-

dered by these scattered collections was comparatively

small, as it was limited to members of the respective

organisations owning them. These were usually ham-
pered by lack of means and lack of facilities for

organising and arranging to the best advantage. The
plan that is now under way would combine these

private and semi-private libraries and put them under
the control of one of the established city libraries at

Frankfart-on-Main. The library chosen for the pun>ose

is the Frieherrliche Carl von Rothschildsch'=* Offent-

liche Bibliothek. In addition to technical books, it

is stated that the chief .technical magazines of Ger-
many and of the w*orM are to be placed at the

disposal of the nublic. A special feature will ^
the department for patent publications. Not only wi^l
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the imporiant German paten: publications be provided
for the library, but an attempt will be made also to
furnish as broad an international list as possible.

The South-Eastern Agricultural College has or-
ganised a research and advisory department, which is

distinct from the teaching side of the college, and is

governed by a separate representative committee under
definite terms of reference from the governing body.
Thib committee is computed not only of the chief
research workers at the college, but also of prominent
scientific men who have been co-opted to serve in
advancing this side of the college activity. This
seems to be an admirable arrangement. The Wye
College has recently issued a very interesting memor-
andum outlining the work in progress and contem-
plated by the research department. The researches
referred to are: fi) Problems connected with the
general practice of fruit-growing; (iij problems con-
nected with the treatment of fungous diseases and
insect pests by spraying; (iii) the biological study of
fungous diseases and insect pests; (iv) flax experi-
ments; (v) problems connected with the conser\’ation
of fruit and vegetables; (vi) pasture studies; (vii) in-
vestigations in diseases of sheep; and (viii) hop-breed-
ing. The Wye College Fruit Research Station is

situated in the centre of the most important fruit-
and hop-growing district in the country, and it is
clear from the memorandum that the rnain lines of
research are concerned with these industries, although
in almost every instance the other researches referred

have some special interest in the college area.
With regard to fruit-growing, special attention is
being given to^ the selection and classification of fruit-
tree stocks, with the object of obtaining “pedigree”
strains of well-known varieties, and afterwards it is
proposed to investigate the relationship between
I*
stock” and “scion.” The study of fruit-growing

includes the problem of combating ’the many fungous
diseases and insect pests which become prevalent in
intensively cultivated fruit areas. For the purpose of
these researches the college enjoys quite a unique
opportunity, being the only horticultural research
station which is actually surrounded by a large fruit-
growing district.

Those who desire to see the study of physical
science receive its due proportion of’ school time,
of prizes and scholarships and other forms of
encouragement, as well as social distinction equal
to that traditionally allotted to scholars brought up
on purely literary fare, will rejoice to notice the
newly developed liberalism of some of the classical
leaders. Mr. A. C. Benson’s paper at the Roval
Society of Arts on December 20 last w-as noticed’ in
Nature of February 1, and now we find, in the Fort^
nightly Feview for April, an article by Lord Bryce
^titled “The Worth of Ancient Literature to the
Modern World” {annual presidential address to the
Classi^l Association), This article concedes almost
everythmg fundamental which has been demanded for
i^ny years past by the advocates of educational re-

doubt true, as stated by Lord Bryxe,
that the present popular desire for more science Tias
own created, not as a result of any appreciation of its
c^uc£3^iona! value or of prkle in the achievements of
the human intellect, but as a consequence of the
association in the minds of the people between a knotv-Mge of applied science and^ material prosperity.
Ilus IS m ground for refusing to satisfy the de-^nd, which, for other reasons, is fully justifiable.

1^^ come, tve are told, when everyone
should approach the subject, not as the advocate of

^ spirit Then Lord Brvee
goes on to tnquire. What is the chief aim of educa-
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tion ? And the reply is : First, teaching the child how
to observe, and from the beginning directing his atten-
tion to external Nature. Along with this he must be
taught how to use language so as to be able to
convey accurately what he wishes to say. An article

by Mr. H. G. Wefts follows that of Lord Bryce, and
the subject is a review of IVIr. R. W. Livingstone’s
recent book entitled Defence of Classical Educa-
tion.” It supplies interesting and amusing reading,
which w’ill be relished probably by everyone except the
author of the book.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES.
London.

Royal Microscopical Society, March 21.—Mr. E. Heron-
Alien, president, in the chair.—K, W. Goadby ; The
bacteriology^ of war wounds. With the aid of lantern
slides and photomicrographs, prepared by C, F. Hill,
the chief bacteria peculiar to the septic wounds en-
countered in the present war were demonstrated and
described in connection with the lesions they produced*.

AISUmSSTEK.
Literary and Philosophical Society, March 6.—Prof.

S. J. Hickson, president, in the chair.—^Dr. H. Wilde

:

An Egy'ptian meteorite. Capt. Cyrii Norbury, of the
7th Manchester Regiment, observed the fall of this
meteorite in August, 1916, while engaged in military
operations in Egy^pt at the extreme north of the Sinai
Peninsula. The fall occurred in the early afternoon,
and was attended by a loud whizzing, followed by a
great thud. It was at once decided that the sounds
ware caused by an enemy bomb that had failed to
explode, but on further search with a spade of the spot
w’here the body had disappeared it was unearthed.
Capt. Norbuiy noticed that a portion of the meteorite
was missing, but although a careful search was made
the missing portion could not be found. He also men-
tioned that a siinilar occurrence took place at the same
time fourteen miles awav, though the meteorite in that
case was never found, but the 6th Manchesters heard
a similar buzzing through the air. The waight of the
meteorite is nearly 3*5 lb., and the missing parts w’ould
be about the same waight. The thin pellicle on the
surface of the stone (0*02 in. deep) through w^hich it
becomes vividly incandescent during its passage
through the atmosphere is indubitable evidence of its
identity with those in the collection of similar
meteorites in the British Museum. The Egyptian
meteorite is an amorphous silicate, grey in colour, and
contains microscopic particles of iron, which are
diffused throughout the mass and cause a magnetised
needle to adhere to any part of its surface.—Dr. A. D.Imms : Remarks on “castration parasitaire ” in insects,
w’lth special reference to Termites. The author referred
to the occurrence among diverse groups of insects of the
p^nomenon termed by Giard “castration parasitaire.”
The most striking examples are afforded by the para-
sitism of bees of the genus Andrena by the aberrant
insect ^ydops, of Bombus by the Nematode Sphaeru-
lana, of leaf-hoooers by the dr\dnid Aphelopus and
the pipunculid Chalarus, and of' the ant Pheidole by
nie Neniatode Mermis. In Termites. Grass! and
bandias (io<)3) pointed out that vast numbers of para-
sitic Protozoa occur in the hind-intestine of the sterile
castes, but not in the sexual forms. They concluded
that m the former castes the degeneration of the
gonads and the oroduction of soldiers and workers are
correlated with the presence of Protozoa. In the primi-

Termite Archotermopsis, Dr. Imms
stated that the gonads of thf^ so-called sterile castes
are as well develowd as in the sexuai forms, though
abundant Protozoa occur. In species of the genusHutermes the gonads are . extremely degenerate or
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wanting", and Protozoa are absent. The latter occur
only among wood-feeding Termites, and are possibly
symbiotic rather than parasitic. The balance* of evi-
dence is entirely opposed to the occurrence of “cas-
tration parasitaire ’’ among Termitidae.

Paris.

Academy of Sciences, March 12.—M. A. d’Arsonval
in the chair.—M. Tisserand : The mechanical culture
of soils. The replacement of animals by motors on
the land, already commenced before the war, has
now become necessao\ Attention is directed to a work
by Capt. Julien, entitled “La Moticuiture,” in which
the construction and use of such apparatus are fully-

discussed.—R. de Montessus de Ballore ; Left alge-
braic curves.—M. David ; The estimation of ozone.
An acid solution of ferrous ammonium sulphate is

used to absorb the ozone, the amount being deter-
mined by a titration with centinormal potassium per-
manganate.—F. Grandjean; The visibility-, above the
temperature of isotropic fusion, of boundaries of con-
tact betw-een the anisotropic liquids and the cn-stals,—H. Habert : The diabases of Foula-Djalon and their
contact phenomena.—M, Jean : The influence of ex-
tracts of genital glands on phosphorus metabolism.
The injection of extract of interstitial gland and that
of the yellow body from the ovan- of the pig both
cause a diminution in the phosphate excreted.

—

Laborde : The reactions of white turbidity in w’ines.

—

Em. Bourquelot and A, Aubry : The crystallisation and
complementary properties of the galactobiose previ-
ously obtained by biochemical synthesis. The authors
have now succe^ed in preparing in crystallised form
the galactobiose, the synthesis of which was described
in a previous paper. As had been surmised, this
sugar shows multirotation.—J. Amar: The classifica-

tion of mutilations of the locomotive apparatus and I

incapacity for w-ork.—Mile. Marie Goldsmith : Some
sensorial reactions of the octopus. This Cephalopod
is capable of distinguishing colours, since associations
can be established between the colour of an object
and the sensation of feeding. There is proof of
memory, but it is of short duration.—O- Daboscq ; A
new- Sporozoa, Selysina perforans.—E. Roubaud : Auto-
inoculation and primary development in the buccal
mucus of the larva of Gasirophilus intestinalis.

March 19.—M. A. d 'Arsonval in the chair.—^M.

Hamy ; The approximate values of some definite in-

tegrals.—G. Bigoardan ; The position and co-ordinates
of some astronomical stations of Paris, utilised during
the construction of the observatory.—P. Tennicr: Re-
marks on a recent publication of Maurice Lugeon.
An account of a memoir entitled “Les Hautes Alpes
calcaires entre la Lizeme et la Kander.”—Y. Dclage :

Pharmacological equivalents and therapeutic units.

The author suggests a novel and fundamental altera-

tion in the method of writing prescriptions. The
number of new synthetic drugs new in prac-

tice is so large that it has become almost impossible

to remember the doses of all of them, and, it is

pointed out, there are difficulties in consulting a book
in the presence of a patient. It is proposed that a

list of all simple drugs and compounds in use should
be draw-n up and a number placed after each, indi-

cating by w-eight or volume, according to the nature

of the drug, the average daily dose of the average
adult. This would be called the pharmacologicai
equivalent fP.E,), For convenience, to avoid de-

cimals, a therapeutic equivalent (T.E.) one-tenth of

this -would be taken as the unit. A model prescrip-

tion draw-n up on these lines is given. It 5s claim^
that the method proposed would have advantages for

the doctor, the pharmacist, and the general public.

—

G. Charpy and A. Cania-Thcnard : Tests for resilience.

Irregularities in results in measurements of resilience
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I

havj bi-en attribuird, on one hand, to imperfec-

I
tions in the methods employed, or, on the other,

j

to actual variations in the samples of metals under
! examinnriGn. From the ^esuk^ of a large number

j

of experiments the author ha» come 10 the conclusion
I that the second point of \ie\v is the corn-*cc one. The

j

resilience of a metal iss a perfectly determinate mag-

I

nitude, although it presents no correlation with the

; usual Constanta, obtained by traction or bending.—E.

j

Aries : The pressure of saturated vapour at low tem-
peratures and the chemical constant.—M. Haug was
elected a member of the section of mineralogy in the

place of M. A. Lacroix, elected permanent secretary.—
E. Lebon : A new- table of divisors of n-ambers.—^G.

Julia : The reduction of binary- forms of any degree.

—G. Giraud : Hyperfuchsian functions.—A. Bubl : The
Abe lian sums of conical volumes.—L. Harfmanu ; The
systematic variation of the value of the kinetic energj-

in the elastic shock of bodies.—A. Leduc : Heats of

vaporisation and maximum vapour pressures. A

j

comparison of the latent heats of vaporisation of ether

and benzene deduced from the vapour pressures of

Ramsay and Young, and determined experimentally

by Wirikelmann, Regnault, and Perot. The causes of

the differences, which are considerable, are discussed.

—C. Truebe : The treatment of ulcerous lymphangitis

of the horse by bacteriotherapy. The preparation of

a serum is described, and the favourable results ob-

tained by its use.—M. I^atyuski : A treatment of in-

fected w'ounds,

Washington, D.C.
National Academy of Sciences (Proceedings No. 12,

vol. ii.).—S. Taber ; The origin of veins of the asbesti-

form minerals. Cross-fibre veins are formed through

a process of lateral secretion; the fibrous structure

is to be attributed largely to the mechanical limi-

tation of crystal grow-th through the addition of new
material in only one direction.—R. A. Daly : A new
test of the subsidence theory^ of coral reefs. Exist-

ing coral reefs are new^ upgrow-ths on platforms

I

which have been formed before, and independently

of, the reefs. The submarine topography of each

reef-platform structure as a whole, and the element-

ary principles of oceanography, declare against the

assumption that the forms and spatial relations of

atoll and barrier reefs are due to the sinking of the

earth's crust.—A. McAdie : A new- thermometer scale.

It is suggested that the absolute zero and the melt-

ing point of ice be designated as o and 1000.—W. J.

Cmzier : The immunity coloration of some Nudi-

branchs. The coloration of Chromod&ris zebra is a

metabolic accident, at least in relation to its^ pro-

tection.—R. Pearl : Some effects of the continued

administration of alcohol to the domestic fowd, with

special reference to the progeny. Confirmation^ of

previous calculations that the progeny of alcobolised

parentage in poultrv, while fewer in number, are

made up of individuals superior in physiological

vigour, and that this result is due to a selective action

of the alcohol upon the germ-cells.—O. E. Buckfey

:

An ionisation manometer. Use is made of the ionisa-

tion of gas by an electron discharge. The range of

the apparatus is from io-“* mm. to as low- pressures

as can be obtained.—H. M. Bowman: Physiological

studies on Rhizophora. The rate of transpiration vanes

directlv w-ith the concentration of the medium in

which 'the Rhizophora plants grow.—J. F. McClendon :

The hydrogen ion concentration of sea w-ater, and

the physiological effe^'ts of the ions of sea water. It

is calculated that OH', Na% and K* increase the

permeabi^ty of the plasma membrane by causing it

to swell, and that Ca**, Mg**, and H* (at least on

the alkaline side of the isoelectric point) inhibit in-

crease in permeabilit}?' by inhibiting swelling.—-L. B.
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5Iendel and Sarah E. Judsan : Some interrelations be-

iweeVi diet, growth, and the chemical composition of

the b:.dv. Changes in the water, ether extract, and ash

content* of the bodv have been determined under vari-

ous conditions.—^T. \V, Richards and C, Wadsworth:
|

Part ill. Further study of the atomic weight of lead of I

radio-active origin. Atomic weight of four different
|

examples of isotopic lead not hitherto tested was
j

determined, with the results varying from 207*00 to

2o6*oS.

—

\V. H. Dali : Some anomalies in geographic

distribution of Pacific Coast Mollusca.
^

Observa-

tions in regard to long-continued studies by the

author.—W. R. Miles: Some psycho-physiological pro-

cesses as affected by alcohol. "The percentile effects

of the ingestion of alcohol upon a related group of

processes, such as the patellar reflex latency, lid re-

flex latency, and patellar reflex amplitude, were studied.

—L. R. Cary ; The influence of the marginal sense

organs on metabolic activity in Cassiopea xamachana^
Bigelow. Muscular activity is a relatively unimport-
ant factor in determining the metabolic activity of
Cassiopea.—F. Boas*. New evidence in regard to the

instability of human types.—G. P. Baxter and H. W.
Starkweather ; A revision of the atomic weight of tin.

The value Sn== 118*703 (01= 35*457) is found,—^A. G.
Mayer : Further studies of nerve conduction in Cas-
siopea.—C, Schuchcrt ; The earliest fresh-water Arthro-
pods. If the Eurypterids and Limulids arose in the
fresh water we can explain why they and the terres-

trial scorpions do not pass through a crustacean stage.

It may well be that the Trilobites retaining the nau-
plius stage do not give rise to these stocks. Wemay look
for^ this ancestral stock in one still more primitive
which seems to have :)erman€ntly invaded tne rivers
of the land either in Proterozoic time or in Walcott’s
Lipalian time.—^W. H. Longiey : Observations upon
tropical, fishes and inferences from their adaptive
coloration. The observ^alions here presented undermine
many speculative explanations of animal coloration
in terms of natural selection.
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EDL'CATlOy: .4.VD RESEARCH.
Science and the Xation. Essays by Cambridge

Graduates, with an Introduction by the Rt.

Hon. Lord Moulton. Edited by Prof. A. C.

Seward. (Cambridge : At the University

Press, 1917.) Price 5s. net.

I
T is the fate of many symposia to fail as a

whole by the very excellence of the parts;

relationship and proximity as well as stars are

needed to form -a constellation ; and this unsatis-

factoriness of ensemble is all too manifest in

this well-intentioned volume that the Master of

Downing has gathered together rather than
edited, to which Lord Moulton contributes an
introduction. Individually the chapters are of

the utmost interest to the general reader; they
give him compactly and authoritatively a sound
idea of the scope and value of contemporary work
in chemistry, physics, botany, geology, medicine,
mathematics, and anthropology by such eminent
Cambridge hands as Profs. Pope, Bragg, Hobson,
Biffen, Wood, Nuttall, and Gowland Hopkins;
and it is only when his heart, glowung respon-
sively, demands, “And in return for all these
benefits, in a lively hope of more to come, in the
desire for more to come, what do you want the

;

general public to do for you? ” that the book
j

becomes ineffective. This is not for want of a
|

common intention. There are clear indications
|

of a common intention to cry up “ pure ” science 1

and to insist upon the importance of scientific
j

Studies and scientific research, but the cry never
becomes more than a vague cry, and the need
of the present time is for definite proposals. The
present reviewer, who is a journalist very’ anxious
for the advancement of science and very eager
to serve it if be can, turns from this book with
an uncomfortable sense that scientific men have
still to develop a definite policy with regard to

|

schools and colleges and higher education. They
do not seem to realist how far science prepress
Is bound up with these matters.

Here, for example, is a passage from Prof.

Keeble^s contribution. It shows an extraordinary
blindness to the difficulties of the educational con-
flict at the present time. To the keen parent, of
promising boys, or to the keen patriot in these
urgent times, its easy, ill-informed carelessness

will be almost maddening.

In our own sphere we might well make a beginning
by calling a friendly truce between the big-endians
and little-endians of Classics and Science. For if the
protagonists were to confer instead of to contend, they

would discover that in the ample years of leisure

which our youth enjoy there is room in plenty fbr

both classical and scientific education. In such a
spirit of sweet reasonableness the scientific and the

classico-clerical might proceed together to a reform
of our system of education—from top to bottom.
There is mom for it. It is essential that our states-

men and administrators, our teachers and our poets,

know something of the work and method and beauty
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ui ^ci‘‘ncu. It is nu iu.si' usx-rxtial that the men of

science of the coming g'-nerativ^r. >hould be cultivated

ciiizHns as well competent specialist*?.

The Master uf Downing failed in his editorial

duty when he let that passage stand. Xo parent,

no schoolmaster of any intelligence will endorse
Prof. Keeble's delusion that the swift years of

youth are '‘ample years of leisure. “ From first

to last through the whole curriculum the educa-
tionist knows that he is up against an inexor-

able limitation of time. The contemporary
dispute in education turns wholly upon the com-
pulsory imposition of the Greek language upon
those who go on to a higher education and upon
its use as a medium of philosophical instruction.

The case of the moderns is that there is no time

for Greek, and that the Greek shibboleth cuts off

philosophical studies from the general intelli-

gence. Xo one anywhere is attempting to turn

education into a manufacture of “competent
! Specialists,’' and the idea Prof. Keeble favours,

! that to be cultivated and to be scientific are an-

I
tagonistic states, is a suggestion of the enemy

j

that has no real foundation in experience. A man
I may be a Greek scholar and a boor. A man may
I

be unable to construe half a dozen words in

Greek and have a beautifully trained and subtly

refined intelligence. The case for the defence of

the Greek obstacle consists largely in ignoring

these facts.

If scientific men who have not had the time to

follow up this educational controversy closely

wish to grasp its essential values, they cannot do
better than weigh over the implications of this

passage that follows, from an article by Lord
Bryce in the current Fortnightly Review :

—

I do not contend that the study of the ancients

is to be imposed on all, or even on the bulk, of those

who remain at school till eighteen, or on most of

those who enter a university. It is generally ad-
mitted that at the universities the present system can-

not be maintained. Even of those who enter Oxford
or Cambridge, many have not the capacity or the

taste to make it worth while for them to devote much
time there to Greek and Latin. The real practical

problem for all our universities is this : How are we
to firKi means bv which the study, while dropped for

those who will never make much of it, may be re-

ttiined, and for ever securely maintained, "for that

percentage of our youth, be it ao or 30 per cent, or
be it more, who will draw’ sufficient mental nourish-

!
ment and stimulus from the study to make it an
effective factor in iheir intellectual grow'th and an
unceasing spring of enjoyment through the rest of

life? This part of our youth has an importance for

th€‘ nation not to be measured by its numbers, Ir is

on the best minds that the strength of a nation

depends, and more than half of these will find their

proper province in letters and history. It is by the

best minds that nations w’in and retain leadership.

No pains can be too great that are spent on develop-

ing such minds to the finest point of efficiency.

We shall effect a saving if we drop that study of

the ancient languages in the case of those who, after

a trial, show’ no aptitude for them.

Let the scientific man read that over carefu%»
and, if need foe* re-read it. Let him note first

the invincible conceit of the cla^ical scbblar in

I
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the superiority of his particular education to any
other, and his firm determination to secure the

pick of the available boys and the pick of the

administrative posts for the classic^ training-.

Science and research are to have those rejected

as unfit in this sublime progress of the elect. In-

stead of our boys—I mean the boys destined for

real philosophy, living literatures, science, and the

study of actual social and political questions

—

having a straightforward, well-planned school

course, they are to be tried over at Greek
for Just the most precious years education-

ally, and our modern world is to 'have the

broken fragments. This claim is pressed even
more impudently by Mr. Livingstone in his re-

cent “Defence of Classical Education." He insists

that all our sons are to be muddled about with
by the teachers of Greek up to at least the open*
ing of the university stage, entirely in the in-

terests of Greek scholarship. Prof. Keeble’s
dream of “ sweet reasonableness ” is a mere
dream. These classical people are absolutely
ignorant of their own limitations ; they can
imagine no compromise; they mean to ram com-
pulsory Greek down the throat of every able
English boy they can catch, and they mean to
load the scales in favour of Greek at any cost to
science, philosophy, and national well-being.
Against this strangle-grip of the classic-wor-

shipping ’mandarins on our higher English
education such a book as “Science and the
Nation’* scarcely fights at all. Is it too much
to suggest that scientific men should take a little

more trouble collectively than they have hitherto
done to master the essentials of this question,
and to understand better what it is that really
sustains the general contempt and distrust of
modern knowledge in, Great Britain and blocks
the way to a widespread national support of
research? H. G. Wells.

THE WORLD CRISIS AND AFTER.
Janus and Vesta: a Study of the World Crisis
and After. By Benchara Branford. Pp. xviii

316. (London : Chatto and Windus, iqi 6.)
Price net-

IS is not a “war book,” but it makes a well-
timed appearance, for in an England un-

illiJKnined and unchastened by these last terrible
years it might have found few^ readers capable of
perceiving its value- The author should now,
however, be assured of a large company who will
ac^pt his invitation to read his work “ backwards
and forwards in the belief that It wrill repay careful
study.** To one at least who has done so li seems
a nbMe boolc, full of a wise and strong humanity?
worthy to be classed with writings to which all
men pay hosmge. Any scientific reader who will
atari with the chapter on “Science and Occupa-
nt and fo%w whither the due leads will prob-

", nnhA the smm opimon,
Slr-^ Branford' h' well kmwn m 'the educational

ds/;a; 'ditiskmal' ihspe^ the London
./He, 'onCO'

a

lecturer on,
,

; ui.dbe VicrtorMV LniYerSit^.*-, and wa^'

afterwards principal of the Technical College ana
Director of Education in the Borough of Sunder-
land. In 1908 he published an admirable “ Study
of Mathematical Education,” which has been
translated into German. In 1902, in conjunction

with Prof. W”. A. Bone, he issued proposals for

a school of metallurgy, which recent unhappy
experiences have shown to be as necessary as they

were far-sighted. The statement of these fa'cts

will suffice to^ commend to scientific readers ’the

views on educational reform that constitute a vital

part of the present work
;

it should, nevertheless,

be added that the author deals with all aspects

of the problem of education with quite remarkable
insight and breadth of sympathy. His zeal for

univ'ersal vocational training is the expression of

no narrow ideal of “national efficiency,” but
springs from a profound study of the conditions

of development of the human spirit. It is, there-

fore, in complete harmony with his passionate

conviction that a revival of university life (includ-

ing a renaissance of the “wandering scholar ”) is

one of the most urgent needs of the time, being
necessary in order that the nations, old and young,
may not only rise to the full height of their

spiritual possibilities, but also learn, through the
intercourse and mutual understanding of their best
minds, to compose their historical discords.

In this connection Mr. Branford argues ,with

much force that universities have, during the
modern epoch, largely forgotten their catholic

mission, and have become, in many insidious ways,
organs for the cultivation of national separatism
and egotism. As a remedy for this state of things-

he presses the suggestion of a “world university,”

neutral, as the Papacy is neutral, to be the guar-
dian of the common spiritual interests of mankind,
both Western and Eastern, as the Papacy was
formerly the guardian of the common spiritual

interests of the western European nations.

It is not possible in a short notice to follow in

detail Mr. Branford’s diagnosis of the diseases of
our age, or to indicate the remedies he proposes-
It must be enough to say that whether he speaks
of things temporal pr things spiritual, his voice
has the authentic accent of the prophet. Like
all true prophets, he shows not only the eager
desire to know the things that belong to the peace
of his own people, but also the depth of vision
that reveals them sub specie aeternitaiis. For
this reason, though his ideas are often at first

provocative, they are generally seen, on candid’
consideration, to be widely and solidly based. No
one concerned with the problems of our State^
internal or external, can afford to neglect them.

SCIENTIFIC OBSERVATION AND
REASONING.

Comptes Rendus of Observation and^ Reasoning.
By J. Y. Buchanan. Pp. xl + 452. (Cambridge r

At the University Press, 1917.) Price 7s. 6d.
net.

R* BUCHANAN is a believer in original
research in the full significance of the

words, including originality in methods and point
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of view, as well as in the subject dealt with.
Unlike his former volume of collected oceano-
graphical papers, this collection consists of a

|

selection on many subjects, scientific and popular,
i

•several reproduced from the pages of Nature,
j

The strictly scientific memoirs deal with the rela-
'

tion of ice and brine, steam and brine, calori-
|

metry, and the occurrence of ice in Nature, mainlv
'

in the form of glaciers. These researches grew
,

out of Mr. Buchanan’s observations of melting ^

sea-ice during the cruise of the Challenger in ^

the Antarctic regions, and, as regards calorimetry,
'

in part out of observations on solar radiation
i

•during a solar eclipse in Egypt. The memoirs i

themselves form solid and informing reading for
|

students; but they are rendered entertaining by
;

the extraordinarily copious analytical Table of
I

Contents, which occupies thirty pages. In this I

each paper is not only analysed and epitomised
by the author, but also annotated, and some- I

times criticised. For example, the discussion
*

reprinted from Nature, vol. Ixix., p. 293) of the
j

system of the Royal Society (and, for that matter,
!

of all scientific societies) of referring the papers of
'

fellows to unnamed referees, who may suggest or I

insert alterations, is illustrated by a delightful I

reminiscence. In explaining how they manage I

these things better in France, Mr. Buchanan gives
this pleasing picture of an episode of his student
days

:

—
I

“ In the summer of 1867, while working in the
laboratory of Wurtz in the Ecole de Medecine in

Paris, I made some investigations on the pro-
ducts of the reaction of perchloride of phos-

i

phorus on salts of isethionic acid. I collected
|

the resMts in a short paper, and, with Wurtz ’s

a^roval, I proposed to offer it to the Academy,
At that date Wurtz himself was not yet * of the

Institute/ but there was a standing custom that

papers by his iUves were presented by Balard,
the veteran discoverer of bromine. Accordingly,

I took my pap^»* with me and made a formal call

on M. Balard, ho received me with the greatest

kindness and courtesy in his study, wearing, as
had been the fashion in his younger days, a black
frock-coat, and a white neckcloth taken twice
round his neck. When I had expressed my ‘

desire that he would do me the honour to present !

my paper to the Academy, he replied at pnce that j

he w’ould have the greatest pleasure in doing so.

I handed him the paper, he presented it the follow-

ing Monday, and it w’as published in the Comptes
j

rendus of the next week.”
j

Reference may be made to another annotated
j

paper, the “ Chemical and Physical Notes which
appeared originally in the “Antarctic Manual/’
prepared for Captain Scott’s first expedition.

These notes proved less useful than they should
have been, as there was no trained chemist on the

expedition, and the physicist who "was appointed

did not sail with the Discovery^ and only jmned
her in Australia. Had there been a chemist of

Mr. Buchanan’s manipulative skill and kete in*-

sight the notes would have been most helpful, for

he now tells us that he prepared them as memo-
randa for a worker by imaedning that the w^jicker
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was himself. In fart, we gather that they are

the instructions which thirty years of experience

had shown would have profited him most had
he himself received them when he sailed on
the Challenger in 1872. They will stand, we
trust, as inspiration for the chemist of some
future expedition. An interesting point about this

paper is mentioned in the preface :
“ It was con-

veyed to me through an old friend and former
colleague that this contribution to the * Antarctic

Manual ’ had done much to retard the standardisa-

tion of research. I took it as a compliment. To
standardise research is to limit its freedom and to

impede discovery. Originality and independence
are the characteristics of genuine research, and it

is stultified by the acceptance of standards and
by the recognition of authority.”

This expression of opinion is really a confession

of faithj and Mr. Buchanan’s consistent accept-

ance of it as a guide in his own w’ork is apparent

in every paper and article which he has written.

It is one pf the curious instances of history repeat-

ing itself, that in eveiy^ age the really original

thinker is treated as a heretic by organised bodies

and conventional men, unless, or until, he can
hold his own against all attempts at suppression,

passive and active; then he becomes a prophet,

whose disciples, in turn, exercise a like intoler-

ance of the forerunners of the next advance.
H. R. M.

OUR BOOKSHELF.
i Practical Manual of Autogenous Welding (O.vy-

Acetylene), •unth a Chapter on the Cutting of
Metals with the Blowpipe. By R. Granjon and
P. Rosemberg. Translated by D. Richardson.

Fourth edition. Pp. xxii-f244. (London:
Charles Griffin and Co., Ltd., 1916.) Price 55.

net.

The fact that three large editions of this English

translation have been exhausted in less than three

years is evidence of the value it has been to those

interested in the special technical methods
described. Owing to the special nature of the

subjects dealt with, the chief demands for the book
must have arisen from workshops and factories

w’here the processes so fully described are in actual

use.

Although autogenous wielding by means of the

oxy-acetylene blowpipe has bein largely used in

this countr3% it has not received the same amount
of attention as it has in other countries, such as

France, for instance, where the Union de la

Soudure Autogfene has done valuable w^ork in the

encouragement of research and in the improvement
of the methods of application.

The book deals with the properties and manu-
lacttire of oxygen and acetylene, and with the

erection, testing, and wwking of vrelding installa-

tbns; practical information is given on the com-
position of the metal welding rods and cleaning

fluxes used, and on the preparation and execution

of welds; and the autc^mkis welding of iron,

steel, copper, brass, bronze, aluminium* and other

metals and alloys is considered in detail.
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A chapter is devoted to the important operation

of cutting iron and steel by means of the blowpipe,
j

in which illustrations of different types of cutting

blowpipes are given, and the application of the

process to new work, repairs, and demolitions is

considered.

The book contains a large number of illustra-

tions of practical value and can be very strongly

recommended to ail interested in the subject,

especially as it contains a large amount of informa-

tion not otherwise obtainable in the English

language. C. O, Bannister.

Ha'u^atian Lege^ids of Volcanoes {Mythology).

Collected and translated from the Hawaiian by

\V. D. Westerveit. Pp. xv-r205. (Boston,

Mass. : Ellis Press
;
London ; Constable and

Co., Ltd., 1916.} Price 65. net.

Many of us became first acquainted with Pele, the

goddess of Kilauea, in the fascinating description

of the Sandwich Islands by IMiss Isabella Bird

(Mrs. Bishop). The filaments of glassy lava,

spun out by the wind from blobs thrown up into

the air, have since became familiar to generations

of students under the name of Pele’s hair.’’ Mr.
Westerveit now reveals Pele to us as a beautiful

and wayward princess, w^-armly passionate, yet

ready to consume her lovers, and dominating the

long volcanic slopes with sheets and whirls of

fiame. The main interest of the legends lies in

the evidence they provide of the constant and
terrible menace under which the Hawaiians drew
up their system of natural theology. The insist-

ence on Pele’s arrival from a distance suggests
that the first settlers knew volcanoes elsewhere,

hut found Haw'aii peaceful during their earliest

years of occupation.

The author has illustrated his charmingly pro-

duced book by photographs of notable vcJcanoes,

which greatly increase its attraction for the geo-
k^ist, and include such rare scenes as the ideally

shaped and snow-covered cone of Mount
Shishaldin, in Alaska. Mont Pelte of Martinique

(p. i6oj recalls, by an odd coincidence, the name of
the impulsive and beautiful devil of Hawaii.
Humane anthropologists will take some comfort
fiTom Hii-aka-i-ka-poli-o-Pele, the youngest sister,

who was iiteraliv incubated *‘in the bosom of
Pde/* " G. A. J. C.

Fungoid and Insect Pests of the Farm. By
P*. E. Petherbridge. Pp. vi-fi74. (Cambridge :

At the University Press, 1916.) Price 45. net.

This author teOs us this book has been written
j

for those who wish to acquire some practical
;

knowledge of farm and garden pests. It

Baturally does not aim at dealing with all the
niiineinns enemies wtiidat affect crops, Imt rather
at giving an accurate account oi some of the ccun-
moner forms, it is a pity a great many more of
ttwj were not induded, espedaily
amongst the Arthropoife* for thyen it would have
yma' M very considermMy greater value. The

also d' 'many d the pests treated in the
hed: ^ ton sh^ isp be really helpful.

'

'

' ki^' Toi*.

Part i. deals with fungoid diseases, including

the jx>tato disease, damping off, onion mildew,
etc. Chap. iii. (pp. 35“47j describes the well-

known finger-and-toe disease and the important
wart disease of potatoes. In other chapters the

author deals with mildews, ergot and clover sick-

ness, rusts apd smuts. Altogether nearly half

the book is taken up with fungoid pests. A
chapter is given on moths and butterflies, which
deals almost entirely with the surface caterpillars.

To the diamond-back moth five lines are devoted,

in which one is told how to try to destroy it,

without the slightest hint as to how to identify it.

Wireworms and turnip-flea beetles (chap, x.)

are better dealt with, and also the chafers ; errors

occur in the references to the figure here. The
chM flies mentioned are the frit and gout flies,

the Hessian fly, the cabbage-root flies, daddy-
long-legs—the parents of leather-jackets—and the

warble-flies. The last chapter deals with the

eelworms, the accounts of which are far too short
and vague to serve any useful purpose. There
are fifty-four figures, most of which are good, but
not nearly enough of the Arthropods for the book
to be of much help to “ those who wish to acquire
some practical knowledge.”

Fred. V. Theobald.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
[The Editor does not hold himself responsible for

opinions expressed by his correspondents. Neither
can he undertake to return, or to correspond with
the writers of, rejected manuscripts intended for
this or any other part of Nature. No notice is

taken of anonymous communications.] *

« Adjustable Clock-dials.

To gain daylight by adjustment of the clock is a
brilliant practical idea, but the present method of.
realising it by moving the hands of the clock is

grossly unscientific, and should, t think, be changed
for the alternative one.

Let the circular disc of ., the clock-dial be put in
place by screws in curved slots. In spring and
autumn, when changing time, we should rotate the
dial backwards and forwards respectively, leaving the
hands untouched. The advantages of this procedure
are many

/

(1) The zenith and nadir of the sun are the natural
turning-points in the day. These would still occur, as
they should, at the top of the dial, though the time
would then be one o^cIock (for summer time).

(2) The times of rising and setting of the sun at
the equinoxes are other natural points of time. These
would occur, as they should, at the bottom of the
dial.

One’s concepts of time in the day are conditioned
by the sun's movements, and the adjustment of the
clock as here suggested would at least give pri^ of
place to Nature’s time signals; all the other points
of time in the day could be varied without disturb-
ance to one’s instincts. As we are doing at present,
the top and bottom of the clock are losing their
special significance, and they mean one thing for
several months and something different for the rest
of the year.

{3) Some clock hands

—

e.g,^ in strikers—cannot bo
moved back. Hence in autumn we should avoid thef

necessity of stg^ndiii^ by the ctoti during ihes
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-wtrary business of putting on the hands eleven hours
^nd waiting for seventy or more ‘strikes.

When the clock is thus adjusted, one would see

at a glance whether summer ’’ or normal time is

being registered on his clock. At present we have no
means of knowing from the clock itself which thw*
is indicated.

i contents of the hook, while, on the other hand,
the posMbililies and limitations of aircraft in war
are subjects on which the ai;thor expresses well-

i

considered opinions.

j

An intelligent reader would not, naturally, turn

!

to a book of such a character for information on
Clock-makers might be well advised to initiate this

simple change. I, for one, would certainly choose a
clock of the type suggested, w’hich, u-^ed "as I urge,
would obviously be less liable than on the present
plan to injur\* at the bi-yearly adjustment.

P. E. Shaw.

the more theoretical aspects of aeronautics. It

is, however, tf> be regretted that the few refer-

ences to the principles of mechanical flight are s«3

fragmentary and one-sided that it would have

!
been far better to leave them out altogether.

;
The constantly recurring references to stability

AEROPLA^^ES AXD PROPELLERS^
{1) /^OKTRARY to its title, the first quarter^ of Lieut. Turner's book is devoted to

the aircraft of yesterday. The early mythical
attempted or pretended flights attributed to such
historical characters as Leonardo da \lnci, Dante
of Perugia, Besnier, Barthelemy Lourenco, and
others have always afforded entertaining reading.

A book which starts with these exploits and
traces the development of the airship and aero-

plane past Montgolfier’s discovery of the balloon

and the aeroplane experiments of Lilienthal,

Pilcher, Chanute, and Wright down to the

present war cannot fail to be of interest.

It may safely be said that the author has been
very successful in an attempt to concentrate the

maximum amount of information in the minimum
amount of space. Every page is full of facts, yet

the book is quite readable and interesting, ^fuch
of the subject-matter will probably be new even
to the great majority of experts

; for instance, the

altitude charts of the first historic balloon journeys

from London to Russia and Sweden. The
chapter on meteorology, too, contains a number
of interesting^ tables of statistics relating to atmo-
spheric conditions at different altitudes.

Modern aeronautical theory and practice may
be said to occupy about 130 pages of the whole
book, and this section contains interesting

chapters on “ Learning to Fly,” “ Sensations

during Flying,” and ** Sensations during Balloon-

ing.” The remainder of the book is mainly taken
up with aircraft in war, and undoubtedly will do
much to enlighten the British public on matters

w’hich everyone ought to know. For example,

on p. 242 :

—

** In anti-aircraft weapons Germany led the way
and had done so for many years. The French

•were, however, in a strong position when the war
broke out. Great Britain had done little save

feed on illusion until a few months before the

war, and for many months after deficiency in this

respect vras only "too conspicuous.”

But the most notable feature of this section is

the chronicle of thrilling feats and adventures in

the great war. Bomb-dropping on railw^ays and

on submarines, duels^ in the air, and seaplane

adventures give some" idea of the more exciting

1 (i> “Aircraft of lo^ay: a Po|mhx Account of tiie Cooc^t oC

Air.*’ By Lieut. C C Turuer. Fp. 3x5- (LontJoa ; Seeley, Service and

Co., Ltd., 10x7.) Price 5*. net.

(*)
** Notions sur lex Appardls Reaction.** Par Paid PopOTatz.

Pp, 36. (Paris : Oautiiiaf-'Viliars, tud.)

cause that subject to asNume an exaggerated
degree of importance for which there is no his-

torical justification, since inherent stability has
played no part whatever in the practical evolution

of the aeroplane except in its most recent im-

provements. Moreover, the definitiun stability

Ip. 299) is incorrect, and on p. 139 Mr. Turner
confuses the centre of pressure with the area of

maximum pressure. On the other hand, the
I author fails to appreciate the fundamental import-

I

ance of Langley's work in showing that for small

I
angles of attack the air-pressure on an oblique

lamina is far in excess of what it would be accord-

ing to Newton’s hypothesis. Had it not been
for “Langley’s latv ” modern feats of aviation

would have been impossible. The next step was
the improvement of light motors and propellers,

on both of w'hich subjects fuller statistical in-

formation Tvould be of much more use than these

scrappy attempts to discuss a highly technical

question like stability. Moreover, we greatly

doubt whether the systems figured as illustrating
“ inherent stability ” have ever been proved to

satisfy the requisite conditions. Many of them
were certainly designed long before the experi-

ments at the National Physical Laboratory
rendered any such test possible.

These remarks apply in particular to certain

systems cm the type of the “ Dunne ” aeroplane,

in which the angle of attack is negative at the

tips of the wings. These may very probably be

inherently stable, but the performance of a circular

flight without touching' the controls is no test of

this property; sometimes the reverse. What is,

however, evident is that the main effect of such an
arrangement is to reduce the tendency to excessive

banking in turning curA^es, and Mr. Bairstow,

writing in the Aeronautical Journal, has expressed

the view that a machine which turns without bank-
ing is unnecessary and undesirable from practical,

considerations.

A very short concluding chapter deals writh

“Flving Developments in Sight.” It is interest-

ing ^that no opportunity has yet arisen for testing

the uses of the aeroplane in peace times. One
application suggested by Mr. Turner is certainly

promising, namely, exploration of unknown
countries, and, in addition to the list of places

which he mentions, we may not iinprbbai)Iy live

to see frequent air excursions to an hotel at the

North Pole \

(2) M- Paul Popovatx^s paper on-^^Reactioii

Apparatus ” deals only with considerations erf ibe

HO. 2477 ,
TOL. 99]
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most elementary character relating to propulsion

bv recoil, and in particular to the action of screw

or other propellers when kept fixed relatiie to

the surrounding medium. It is thus based en-

when a mathematician speaks of ab, he means

a multiplied by 6. Of course, the amount of

information- thus obtainable regarding the be-

haviour of such a complex mechanism as an air-

' cat the; priiaa^tes ef ttmirteptuta and energy,
;

"screw is comparatively small. The author makes
,

' gtweh wc all immediately intcl- i his formula depend, amongst other things, on the
he^jjnoerj who has <_triastered the ; mean velocity trf the issning-jet, its ipass per

p^iwswliirt I8*(gi<!*d aiitalldo, to wlncfa, t «nit time, and the area or diameter of the finai,

V
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section. These are all quantities of which the i out and segfrefjation of such carriers, the identifi-
assumed \ allies have to be found experimentally,

|

cation of whom is similarly based upon the finding’
and one assumption, according to Renard’s

i of the meningococcus in the naso-pharvnx.
results, is that the final diameter of the section is

,
In the first paper of the present report Lieut.-

equal to the diameter of an air-screw. The ' CoL Gordon outlines the bacteriolog^ical measures
method certainly leads to one class of conclusions,

|

taken to deal with the military outbreak of 1915.
namely, those deducible by means of the principle In the second paper, bv the same obser\"er, the
of similitude. For the rest, the most useful * discrimination of the meningococcus bv means of
feature appears to be that the paper can be read

|

agglutination is described. If an emulsion of a
by a mechanic having no knowledge of mathe- - microbe be mixed with blood-serum derived from
matics and very little knov/-

ledge of dynamics.

RESEARCHES ON CERE^
BRO’-SPINAL FEVER,

I
N January, 1915, the Medi-

cal Research Committee

was consulted by the Director-

General, Army Medical Ser-

vice, with regard to an out-

break of cerebro-spinal fever

which had occurred among the

troops at home. Steps were at

once taken to provide for the

application of preventive mea-
sures, and also for organised

research work to improve our

knowledge by w’hich further

administrative action should

be guided. Dr. Mervyn Gor-
don was appointed by the

committee as bacteriologist to

advise and superintend the

scientific work
;

with him
several other observers colla-

borated. A special advisory

committee analysed the various

studies then completed, and
their report was published in

January, 1916. The present

publication ^ contains the re-

ports received from Lieut.

-

Col. Gordon and his co-

workers, and two other re-

ports upon closely related

work.
Cerebro-spinal fever is a dis-

ease which varies greatly in

its clinical aspect in different

cases. A minute spherical

bacterium, the meningococcus,
attacks the membranes of the
brain and spinal cord, causing Fiq. i.-~-Intcrior of tiw Motor Laboratcry*

inflammation, and the definite

recognition of the disease is finally based upon the
^
an animal, e.g. a rabbit, w'hich has received

finding of this organism in the cerebro-spinal three or four injections of the microbe in question,
fluid. The meningococcus also occurs in the the microbial cells in the emulshm generally
naso-pharynx of a certain proportion of contacts abrogate into masses; this is known as'^**agglu-
and well persons, constituting “carriers,” by tination.” The reaction is very specific, the serum
whom the disease may be spread, and an important of an untreated rabbit or of a rabbit injected with
branch of all preventive measures is the searching other species of microbes failing to agglutinate^

I National Health Insunmce. Medical Research Committee. Special SO that an agglutinating SerUm IS employed fOT

*^*6- means of this test the meningococci of the

NO. 2477 , VOL. 99]
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epidemic can be divided into four types { ? varieties

or species). The procedure was as follows : A
series of meningfococci from thirty-two cases

of cerebro-spinal fever was collected, a rabbit

was immunised with the first of them, and the

agglutinating power of its serum tested upon all

of them; with the result that nineteen of the

strains showed good agglutination and the re-

maining thirteen slight agglutination or none at

all. A second rabbit was then immunised with
the first of these thirteen meningococci negative
to the first serum, and agglutination tests made
with all the thirty-two strains ; eight of the cocci

agglutinised Avell. A third rabbit was similarly

prepared udth one of the remaining five cocci, and
four of the strains reacted, leaving one strain

which had failed to react with the three serums.
A fourth rabbit w’as prepared with this strain,

and the serum tested on all the thirty-tw^o strains

;

the homologous coccus alone vras agglutinated,
but none of the others. By the use of this test it

has been found that only one type of meningo-
coccus exists in a particular case of the disease
or in a carrier, and the types have bedn fourid to
remain quite stable and unaltered for a year.

Fig. X—TIj® fine dots repareseift colosiias of salivary bacteria; the heavy
dots represent coiooxes of meobxgocaoccns.

Capt. Flack contributes an exhaustive
analysis on cases of cerebro-spinal fever in the
London district. Lieut.-Col. Gordon and Capt.
Flack detail experiments on the attempt to dis-

infect carriers. Chloramine-T in the form of
spray was found to be the most efficient agent,
and carriers with a scanty infection clear up
quickly under its infiuence, but cases with an
abundant infection are far more difficult to
‘^curc.”

Ma|or Hine detoibes the organisation of a
supply department of the Central Laboratory for
furnishing media and other requisites for
bacteriological examination of cases and contacts.
A motor laboratory was used in this connecticm
|Fig* i); it contained working bench, water
supply, incubators, etc., all the equipment neces-
Wy for investigating cases on the spot.

In a, final paper Lieut.-CoL Gordon describes
the inhibitory action of saliva upon the growth of
the menijogocDcxus. It was found that meningo-

mixed with saliva fail to grow on appro-
pidate isnedia* If the saliva be diluted more and

n IS reached when the meningococci
to and as dUuticm proceeds the

" fiu^y, tm^ected (Fig. 2}.
This actw of saliva in inhibiting the growth

,

' trf the foutid to ' depend upon
' ,tJie df the micm-ocganisms, for

247.7, ml

if the saliva be centrifuged so as to get rid of
these it no longer inhibits.

From this brief and incomplete summary it will

be seen that the report contains matter of con-
siderable interest to the bacteriologist and
epidemiologist which should be of much value in

the control of cerebro-spinal fever in the future.

R. T. Hewlett.

NOTES.
The annual meeting of the British Science Guild

will be held at the Mansion House on Monday, April

30, at four p.m. The Lord Mayor will preside, and an
address on ‘‘ National Reconstruction ” will be given
by Lord Sydenham. Other speakers will be Sir
William Mather, j Mr. H. A. L. Fisher, President of
the Board of Education, and Mr. H. G. Wells. Ad-
mission will be by ticket, to be obtained from the
secretary, British Science Guild, 199 Piccadilly,
London, W.i.

It is a common conceit among representatives of
literary studies that attention to the natural sciences
in educational courses is detrimental to the develop-
ment of the noblest attributes of civilised life, and
tends to pr<^uce'a non-moral condition of mind. With
complete disregard of the historical meaning of the
‘‘humanities,” they use this term to signify such sub-
jects as lan^ages, literature, and histofy," in contra-
distinction to a dehumanised study which they classify
as “ science.” Writers in the public Press may perhaps
be forgiven a want of understanding in this matter,
but responsible leaders of thought should enlighten
the popular mind instead of deluding it by misrepre-
sentation. Whehj however, we read a communication
from Prof. Ramsay Muir, professor of modern history
in the University' of Manchester, to a recent con-
ference arranged py the Workers' Educational Associa-
tion at Liverpool, we begin to wonder whether repre-
sentatives of letters and history will ever understand
what are the true aims and motives of science tea^ch-
ing. Prof. Muir is reported to have written : “I am
mortally afraid of an over-emphasis upon natural
science, especially in the teaching of children under
sixteen. . . . What is likely to be the effect of con-
centrating all their attention upon the ruthless and
non-moral laws of Nature? Something of the moral
effects of this we have seen, I think, in Germany.
The i^ilosophy which has poisoned the national mind
is a philosophy which tries to transfer the concepts
and ideas of science to human life.” It is untrue
that teaching children the elements of the natural
sciences leads to, ruthlessness and is dangerous to
civilisation, and the suggestion that German bar-
barity is the result of such teaching has its origin,
not in fact, but in prejudice. The historians,' moral
philosophers, statesmen, and diplomatists responsible
for ffie w'ar were ’not educated in scientific schools,
but in the Gymnasien, where even less attention is

given to science than in many of our public schwis.
The fact^ is that in our own schools there is already
more science teaching than in anv corresponding
schools in Germany, and that if it leads to national
degeneration, we should exhibit this character rather
th^ , the Germans. The attempt to father upon
science the diabolical conduct of the war by our
enemies is unworthy of literaiy learning, and a per-
version of historical truth. Only an unscientific mind
could lend itself to the expression of conclusions so
little supported by evidence.

The food problem is one of those matters in which
evervone may help the State by action, and by bring-
ing .influence to bear on others, A most important
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fact is the shortage of wheat in this country. Putting
it ver}- shortly, at our present rate of consumption
of wheat we cannot get through until next harvest.
It is ever\’one's duty to try to realise, and get others to

realise, what it means to have this country without
bread and potatoes for a month or six weeks. The
result would be starvation, and the remedy is to eat
one pound less of bread per week per person than we
at present consume. Compulsory rationing is a
thing to be avoided if pos^sible; voluntary rationing
may, when weighed in the balances, be found want-
ing. There is an intermediate course, which may be
called ^‘persuasive rationing.'” TlTe distributors of
flour are comparatively few in number. These might
well be instructed to reduce in every wa\' possible the
flour sold by the amount required in the above-men-
tioned scheme. The baker in turn should be advised
and encouraged to persuade each individual customer
to cut down his weekly bread allowance by the pound
a week suggested. In order to make this easy, the
supplies of oatmeal, barley meal, maize meal," rice,

etc., should be made readily accessible to the baker
through millers and flour factors; the baker should
be advised to prepare from these a cooked substitute

for bread. Even if this had to be a biscuit, like the
old-fashioned ship’s biscuit, it would be eatable, and
an efficient bread substitute. The average person
does not like a helping of stewed rice when he wants
a slice of bread, but a plain biscuit should be quite

acceptable. The ** persuasive ” baker could then, while
docking the bread allowance, offer instead the equiva-

lent in the form of biscuits (or similar articles), other
than of wheat, as an alternative- It is believ^ that

this course would render it jnaterially easier for the

average individual to lessen his bread consumption.

At a meeting of the Aeronautical Institute on March
22, a paper by Col. B. R. Ward was presented, dealing

with the means of securing the best supply of officers

for the scientific services of the Army. The author

urges tnat for the highest efficiency the Services must
maintain contact with the civil professional organisa-

tions and a practical connection with the varied

national work in engineering- The present war has
demanded the utmost knowledge, experience, and
energy" from engineers in all branches of the pro-

fession. Engineers of all ranks have rendered invalu-

able services attached to the Army in the field, in

workshops at the base, in constructing railways, in

organising transport at home and abroad, and in

advising Government departments. What the author

most definitely suggests is that there should be a
permanent corps of Mechanical Engineers, organised

similarly to, and attached to, the Royal Engineers,

capable" of performing such functions and ready for

any future emergency. The difficulty is that in peace-

time there is not scope for the acquirement of the

necessary varied experience within the range of mili-

tary requirements. Col, Ward appeal s to think that

the corps he proposes should in peace-time largely

engage in civilian employment. TTiere is something
to be said for such a \new. The earlier irrigation

works in India were executed by Royal En^neer
officers with great zeal and efficieijc\%^ But now
public works tl>^ are carried out by a civilian depart-

ment, it is believed with advantage to India. Engineer-

ing has become complex, and is best in the hands of

men who devote their lives to it or to a spwal Branch
of it, and who are not fiarap^Ted by military duties

or regulations. Still, no dew^t the vrar has sIks^
defects of preparation, and something in the direction

of Col. Ward^s suggesBons may he destmhle.

' By the d^th of Mr. Walter Baily,- London* and
in' particular jthe University of London^ has lost one

NO. 2477, TOL. 99]

who has pia\>*d an inipurianc part in connection with
education. From a report in the of .\pril 3
we learn that after 'a brilliant academic career at Cam-
bridge (Second Wrangler. Smith’s prizeman, and fellow
of St. John’s College) he was appointed inspector of
schools in the West Riding of Yorkshire. From 1893
to 1915 he was a member of the council « which, on
the incorporation of the college in the Univer.^ity, be-
came the committee) of University College, London,
and from 1902 to 1906 the chairman of its committee
of management. His scientific work reflected his
early mathematical training, though it was combined
with a keen interest in experimentation. The record
of it is to be found mainly in the early volumes of
the Proceedings of the Physical Society, of which he
was for many years secretary, and afterwards a vice-

president. One of the most interesting of his experi-

mental researches consisted in a ne*w mcxle of produc-
ing Arago’s rotation. This is. in principle, an antici-

pation of two-phase motor : two electfomagnet&
with their poles beneath the Arago disc, and in planes
at right angles to one another, having their polarity

inverted by a commutator so that the fields have a
phase difference of qo°. His other papers describe an
integrating anemometer of hii> own design, the vibra-

tiems of a film in reference to the phoneidoscope, an
illustration of the crossing of rays, a map of the world
on Flamsteed’s projection, a theorem relating to curved
diffraction gratings, the construction of a colour map
(in which he advocated the use of rectangular instead
of trilinear co-ordinates), and a mathematical explana-
tion of the appearances presented by starch and un-
annealed glass under the polariscope.

We regret to record the death at Washington,
D.C., U.S.A., of Dr. Hamilton Wright at the age
of forty-nine. While at Cambridge University and
at the Pathological Laboratory* of the L.C.C. Asylum*
Claybury, Dr. Wright made investigations upon
nervous system, notably a number of experiments upon
animals, with the view" of demonstrating chromatolytic
and dendritic changes in the neurones of the brain as
a result of prokniged chloroform narcosis. He w*as
next appointed by the Colonial Office to ini'estigate

beri-beri in the Straits Settlements, w*here he supervised
the building and equipment of an excellent pathological
laboratory at Kuala Lumpur. Here he conducted his
researches on the causation of beri-beri. He came to
the conclusion, both by experiments chi animals and
observations upon prisoners in the gaol, that the
theory of rice being the source of the transmission of an
organism to the human system was incorrect In his
report he states that “beri-beri is due to a specific

organism which remains dormant in certain localities^

hut, having gained entrance to the body by the mouth,
it multiplies locally (in the stomach dr duodenum
chiefly) and gives rise to a local lesion, and produces
a toxin which, gaining the general circulation, acts

on the periplwal terminations of both afferent and
efferent neurones to cause bilateral symmetrical
atrof^y ; and that finally the organism escapes m the
faeces, to lie dormant a^n in filaces.’’ Although the
absence of the vitamine in polished rice is now the
generally accepted theory* of the causation of beri-beri,

it does not exclude the possibility of a secondary
microbial toxaemia acting as a coefficient. Dr,
Hamilton Wright married the daughter of Senator
Washburn^ and took up work for the United States

Got^mment- He was ap^inted a member of the

International Opium Commission, and prepared a Bill

for the suppres^on of the opium trade, known m the

Harrison Bill, which was passed by Cbngii^*

Duriko the Easter vacation the Port Erin Biologica!

Station has been occupied by about twenty senior*
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women students and post-graduate researchers—most
of them present or future science schoolmistresses

taking a course of practical marine biolog>% under

the direction of Prof. Herdman, Mr. Douglas Laurie,

and Miss R. C. Bamber, and supported by a ^ant
from the Liverpool Council of Education. The wintry

conditions have been unfavourable for much work in

the open, but plankton observations in the bay have
been made almost daily, and the vernal maximum of

the Phyto-plankton (mainly Coscinodiscus and Chaeto-

ceras spp. at present), which is probably affected

more by the increasing sunlight than by temperature,

is now" (April 12) well marked. The fish-hatching is

going on as usual, and several millions of young
plaice have already been set free to the west of the

Isle of Man. A point of considerable interest is that

the second generation of young plaice reared in cap-

tivity is now passing through the hatching-boxes.
There are about eighteen adult plaice reared from
eggs produced and hatched in the tanks in the season
of 1914, and therefore just three years old, w^hich are
now* spawning. One of these fish, which has been
isolated in an aquarium tank and is now producing
spawn, measures 27 cm in length (about loj in.).

The average size of spawning female plaice in the
Irish Sea is about 15 in., and the smallest previous
record is about 13 in. The eggs produced from thbse

three-year-old plaice are slightly smaller than those

from older fish» but otherwise seem normal, and are

developing into embr\’Os and larvae, A large shoal of
grey mullet visited Port Erin Bay on April 11 and 12

—a very tinusual occurrence at this time of year—and
swarm^ dose in to the rocks and beach at high tide.

More than 400 large fish, some of them 'weighing up
to 7 lb., uwe caught in a seine net and sent to the
Lweq>ool market.

A COPY of an address by Prof. Murray Butler, de-

livered at the annual dinner of the Pittsburgh (Pa.)

Chamber of Commerce on February 10 last, has been
received. Prof. Butler asks, and attempts to answ-er,

the question: “Is America Drifting?’! The general
tone of the address would probably have been modi-
fied had it been delivered after the entry of the

United States into the war, but its appeal to thinking
Americans to do all in their power to assist the ad-

justment of American national institutions to modern-
day needs and demands could scarcely have been more
Insistent. “ I do not recall,” says Prof. Butler towards
the end of his address, “ that any great administrator

.has ever been chosen to be President of the United
States, and few governors or mayors seem to take
toy interest in the im|HOvement of ordinary adminis-

tration, such as every mana^ of an industrial or

business undertaking concerns himself with eveiy day
every hour,” Americans, he states, are so con-

Ottmed With their owm personal affairs and immediate
htorests that they are letting America drift, and
tmtit every American feels his personal responsibility

^ the foTOulation of definite public policy at home
' tod abroad, and for the businesslike administration

of afatrs, the drifting will continue. There is,

V Ite iimsts, a call to Americans for national service

, aWl a for it *wMch, so far from sharing
spirit militarism, are only the voice of demo-

ootescibiis of its obligations and its duties, as
IN®,as' if its rights and <^^>ortunities.

Soeietot Ifadisw delle Scienze has awarded the
of fibe ^frsica! sk?tion to Proi W. H.

tig tod liri' L. BragR' in recognition of their

nguldM

, ,

cuimttir
'

'of the tlull Mtimcipal
Ms itokiMsy' file mtotber of

the Selby Scientific Society, in recognition of his ser-

vices since the society was founded.

Recent enterprises in connection with the prepara-
tion of food and the development of its concessions in

West Africa and elsewhere have led to the establish-

ment of . a research department by the Co-operative
Wholesale Society, aqd Dr. Geoffrey Martin has just

been appointed to direct its work. This appointment
marks a new departure in connection with the co-

operative movement, and has been rendered necessary
by the concessions acquired by the Co-operative Whole-
sale Society in West Africa, Nigeria, and elsewhere,
as well as by the development of fresh undertakings
at home.

The National Canners’ Association has offered Har-
vard University, says Science, the sum of 4000L annu-
ally for a period of three years to carry on an investi^

gation of ptomaine poisoning, with special reference

to canned goods. The offer has been accepted by the
University, with the understanding that the ini^estiga-

tion shall be conducted and the results published with
entire academic freedom. The study will be made at

the medical school, under the direction of Dr. M. J.
Rosenau, -professor of preventive medicine and hygiene-
The National Research Council of the National
Academy of Sciences is supervising the investigations
on this subject.

The British Medical Journal announces the death,,

on February 27,. of Prof. J. J. Dejerine,, of the Uni-
versity, Paris, one of the leaders of contemporary-
neurology. He was born at Geneva in 1849,
studied medicine in Paris, where he took his doctor’s
degree in 1879. appointed professor
of the history' of medicine, and afterwards trans-
ferred to the chair of internal pathology. Finally, in

1911, he became professor of nervous diseases and
head of the clinic at the Salp^tri^re. He was a
member of the Acad^mie de M6decine, and an
honorary fellow of the Royal Society of Medicine,
'which awarded him the Moxon medal. From the first

he devoted himself to the study of neuro-pathology,
and his published papers cover the whole field of
nervous disease. His chief work is the “Anatomie des
Centres Ner^^eux,” written in oollaboratiorr with his
wife, herself a (3hctor of medicine.

^
At the fourth annual general meeting of the Institu-

tion of Petroleum Technologists, the elections were
announced of Mr. C. Greenway as president, Prof. J.
Cadman as a vice-president, and Sir Frederick
Black and Major A. Cooper-Key as honorary mem-
bers. The vice-presidents and council for the ensuing
year are:

—

Vice-Presidents: The Rt. Hon. Viscount
Cowdray of Cowdrav, Sir Thomas H. Holland, and
Sir Soverton Redwood, Bart. ; Council

:

A. C. Adams, H.
Allen, Sir Robert Balfour, Bart., Capt. R. W. Barnett,
H. Barringer, Sir George Beilby, E. R. Blundstone,
A. Campbell, J. T. Cargill, E. H. Cunningham Craig,
A. W. Eastlake, T. C. Palmer, Dr. F. Mollwo Perkin,
and R. Redwood.

In Southern Nigeria the wholesale destruction of
interesting cult-objects by the fanatical adherents of
the prophet who called himself ‘‘Elijah 11 .” has

;

robb^ ethnologists of a vast amount of valuable mate-

I

rial which can never be replaced. It is fortunate that
Mr. P. Amauiy Talbot, while engaged in official work
in the^ districts, has been able to form a splendid
collation of ethnological specimens, and both the
British Mus^m and^ the Oxford Museum have
acquired by his generosity a number of valuable access
sions. Among them Mr, Henry Balfour, in the April
istoe of Man, describes a remarkable carved and
painted ceremonial paddle used by the Kalahari trrbe.
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This formed part of the paraphernalia of the aman-
ingiu, or set^nt. Juju, the serpent and the hippo-

potamus spirit being represented on Janus-like carv-

ings on the back .and front. A similar rendering
appears on a Kalahari wooden mask from Abonnema,
which is also described in this article by Mr. Henr\*
Balfour.

In the Journal of the Royal Anthropological Institute

{vol. xl\*i., July-December, 1916) Dr. Bronislaw
Malinowski contributes a paper on ** Baloma : The
Spirits of the Dead in the Trobriand Islands,*’ which
lie off the eastern coast of British New Guinea. Inci-

dentally, he discusses the question, brought into pro-

minence by Spencer and Gillen in the case of the Aus-
tralian Arunta, that the belief in reincarnation, a
spirit child believed to enter the womb of the mother,
excludes any knowledge of the physiological law of^the

process of rapregnation. That this ignorance exists

is certain. The writer deals with this difficult sub-

ject in a scientific and tactful w^ay, and he arrives

at the general conclusion that its prevalence among
the Melanesians of New Guinea is a condition extend-

ing into much higher stages of development than it

would have seemed possible to assume only on the
basis of the Australian material.

The f6le of the flagellated protozoa in infective pro-

cesses of the intestines and liver (of animals) is the
subject of Bulletin t66. Agricultural Experiment
Station of the Rhode Island State College, U.S.A., by
Dr. P. B. Hadley. Evidence is presented that a Tricho-
monas is the causative organism of an almost invari-

ably fatal cecal and hepatic infection in birds. The
pathological findings are described and the course of

infection and development of the parasite is studied.

The paper is illustrated by three excellent plates. In a
further Bulletin (No. 168) the avenue and the .develop-

ment of tissue infection in intestinal trichomoniasis are

discussed. The stages are, first, multiplication of the

parasite in the cecal contents, then the flagellates

penetrate the gobkt cells of the intestinal mucous
membrane, break through the basement membrane of

the mucosa, and enter the sub-mucous connective

tissue. Simultaneously, a marked invasion of the

base of the crypJts ckrcurs, and the crypt space becomes
consolidated. As a result of this, the deep-lying cecal

epithelium becomes to a large extent destroyed.

Eleven plates illustrate this part of the investigation.

The Quarterly Journal of Experimental Physiology
for March (vol. x., Nos. 3 and 4) contains a series of

papers by Prof. Noel Paton and Messrs. Findlav, Wat-
son, Burns, Sharpe, and Wishart on the functions of

the parathyroid glands and their relation to the

disease known as tetany. It is shown that removal
of the parathyroids induces a condition resembling
tetany. This effect is brought about by the influen^
of the parathyroids on guanidin and methylguani<Kn
metabolism ; these substances are increased in amount
by removal of the parathyroids, and their artificial

administration induces a condition resembling tetany.

Tetany may therefore be regarded as^ being caused by
an increase in the amount of guanidin and^ methyl-

guanidin in the body, due to disease or disordered

function of the parathyroids.

In California Fish and Game for January a long
and valuable history is given of the introduciion

food and game fishes into the waters of California.

The author, Mr. W. H. Shebley, who is in charge
of the fish-culture department of the California Fish
and Game Commisaon, carries his survey from the

initiation of this work in 1871 4:o the pi^eSent day.

While he has many failures to record^ as mu^ always
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be the case in acclimatisation work, he has a long
list of very striking successes. Among these are to
be reckoned the introduction of the common shad.
Between 1871 and 1880 as many as 619,000 shad fry
were imported from the Castleton hatchery in New
York and turned down in the Sacramento feiver. As
a result, this fish is now one of the commonest in

Californian waters. The introduction of carp,
“which wdll probably become one of the State’s most
valuable^ food fishes,” has been equally successful,
though it has brought about the destruction of the
Californian perch. As a set-off against this, however,
it is pointed out, it forms the chief food of the black
and strij^d bass. The introduction of the black bass
into California is regarded as “one of the greatest
feats of acclimatisation of new species of fish in the
history of fish-culture.” Loch Leveri trout have also
thriven. The introduction of the carp, w’e note, has
given cause for repentance in one case, at any rate.

Their rapid increase in the Chautauqua Lake so
fouled the water as to make it almost unfit for use.

In consequence, pike and muskelunge were intro-

duced to exterminate the carp, but the latter still

remain in possession, the fish introduced to efiect the
w-ork of extermination having themselves been exter-

minated. An excellent coloured plate of the eastern
brook-trout forms the frontispiece of this number.

As a result of the shortage of cotton owing to the
vrar, we learn from “Am HaiisHchen Herd” (Zurich,
Pestalozzigesellschaft, xx., 6) that an old industry
is being revived in the cultivaticMi of stinging nettles

for textile purposes, both in Switzerland and &rmany.
In order to obtain fibres of the best quality, the nettles

should be grown on rich soil and thinned out when
necessary. In the spring, when they are about a foot

high, they are to be cut dowm and the young tops may
be eaten like spinach. The second grow'th produces
much better fibres than the first, and the stems are

cut down in June or July, wrhen they have reached a
height of about 4 ft. Another crop' is obtainable in

September. In October the shoots can be used as
fodder, and for this purpose they may be dried, w‘hen
they will lose their stinging properties. They may
also be chopped up for feeding poultry. It is much
to be hoped that in our country a similar use wilfbe
made of the stinging nettles, which at present consti-

tute such a pest in gardens and plantations.

On the basis of Bohr’s theory, taking account of

the magnetic and electrical fi^s of the atom, a
general formula for spectral series has been deduced
by Mr. J. Ishiw’ara (Proc. Tokyo ]Math. Fhys. Soc.,

series 2, vol. ix., No. 2). The formula 'may be

written :

—

^
• a

{m+pyii+a(A~p)+i{A-rjil
~
.»»+/»)*

where v gives the wave numbers of lines correspond-

ing to successive integral values of m, A is the_ limit

of the series, and a is the Rydberg constant, sligfatfy

varied according to the atomic w^eight of the elemenf;

ja, a, and b are constants special to each serks. The
last term is a relativity correction, and cr has the

nufherical value 0*00015908. As a test of the formula,

the author has emplo;;^ it in a re-calculafion o^f the

numerous series of enhanced lines of magnesium dis-

covered by Fowler, for which the Rydberg ecaistant

has four times the t^alue appropriate to the arc lines.

The formula appears to be wefl adapted to the smes
in questlofi, and there are some curious rela^ons

between the values of /* for six of the seriea

On behalf of the Bureau of Standards, Or. G. K*
Burgess, the head of the metallurgical department of
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the* bureau, has recently made a series of observ’a-

tions at steel \vorks in the United States with the

object of determining the best methods to use in the

measurement of the temperatures in Bessemer and
open-fiearth practice. He finds that the present

methods involve differences of temperature between

consecutive Bessemer teems and between successive

melts in the open-hearth furnace which may exceed

50^ C., and strongly advises the use of some form of

(^tical pyrometer using monochromatic light, in order

to introduce greater certaint}* in the conditions which

determine the properties of the steel produced. In the

complete paper, which is to be issued by the bureau,
i

details of the methods adopted are to be given. At
present information is available in abstract only_ in

:

the Transactions of the American Institute of Mining
Engineers, before whom Dr. Burgess gave an account

of his work at the Xew York meeting in February.

Prof. Mc.\die, the director of Blue Hill Ob-
ser\’ator}\ proposes a new temperature scale in which
the freezing point of water is to be taken as looo,

and the "absolute zero — -273Q C., as o. He points out
the objections to the present scales

;
and the suggested

scale, if we could make a new start, would certainly

have some advantages. Ifor meteorological purposes
the Centigrade degree is too large, since it is possible

to express mean values* of temperature with accuracy
to within a few tenths of a degree, and a difference

of I®' C. in the mean summer temperature of a place,

for example, makes quite an appreciable difference in

the climate; but a quarter of this, about i on the
suggested scale, would not be appreciable, so that it

would suffice on it to express values to the nearest
whole degree. The advantage of starting from the^ab-
solute 256^0 is very great, especially to those w’ho have
to deal 'with radiation and to artillerists or airmen, who
are concerned with +he density of the upper strata, but
the suggested scale would involve the printing of four
figures, which is one too many.

From an article contributed by M. Renouard to
Xai Nature of March 31 it appears that in France the
metric system has not yet ousted all' the old customary
denominations of measure in many trades, especially
those connected with the textile industiy^ For
example, in the hosiery’ trade, sizes of stockings for
children are indicated in terms of the old Paris inch,
while the numbers denoting the lengths of ready-made
articles for grown>-up people relate to the same ancient
measure *, thus, size ’""36” signifies a length of 36 in.

Again, in the north of France the widths of cloths
and linens are denoted by such fractions as 2/3, 4/4,
7/S, the widths being the corresponding fractions of
the “ aune of 120 centimetres. It is true that traders
are not always aware of the origin of the symibols
they ^ploy, and there 5$ an amusing instance "of this

the case of certain silk stuffs invoiced “15/16,”
which some shopkeepers from ignorance have i^re-

to their customers as “fifteenth- and sixteenth-
Otentury taffetas.” Gold and silver fringes and ribbons

$dld^ aCGcWing to numbers 'which correspond to
widths in terms of the old Paris “line.”

Huwrous examples of the perastence of andent or
weign systems of measure occur also in the lace

and in the numeration of silk and cotton yams.m many anomalies still exist as regards
tm customary 'weights, on the other

mind, appear
,
to have been completely superseded in

,
. Ftanot nwtric denominations.

Tll« of the deoennial index of the Bio-

^
Jfimmt ,

' induces us to make a mental
hMogical :idiemistry of recent years,

first mtad
,
ha ' 1907* it

, was , not untH five

;

v, ..'KO.: 2477,;:voi,::99y',..;
' ' "

years later that this journal was taken over by the
newly formed Biochemical Society, for which it has
since been edited by Profs. W. M, Bayliss and A.
Harden. According to the original idea, opportuni-
ties for chemists and biologists to forgather -v^’ere to

be provided by establishing a biochemical club. But
the club, shoVtly after its foundation, was trans-

formed, to the regret, perhaps,
^

of many of its

members, into the present Biochemical Society. This
society was instituted for the purpose of facilitating

intercourse between those biologists and chemists
who are interested in the investigation of problems
common to both. The title “ Chemistry of the Living
Organism,” used in its widest sense, might perhaps
be suggested to include all such problems. It will

be acknowledged that the society has attained its

object to a jnarked degree, and the index of the
Biochemical Journal is a witness to the valuable
work which has been accomplished by the society

through its members. The names of nearly all the
well-known workers in biological chemistry are to
be found in this, index, and the subjects of their

labours range from the distribution of maltase in

plants to the treatment of trypanosomiasis. Those
who ever have occasion to refer to the literature of
biological chemistry will certainly find this index a
valuable adjunct to their libraries.

OUR ASTROmMICAL COLUMN.
The Planet Mercury.

—

This object will be favour-
ably visible to the naked eye on clear evenings during
the remainder of the present month. Its light varies
considerably owing to change of phase, but with good
conditions the planet shines more strongly than a
star of the first magnitude. About an hour after sun-
set it should be readily discerned above the W.N.W.
horizon when. the sky is clear. It will set as under :—

April iQ
h. m.

9 I p.m. April 25

b. m.

9 19 p.m
20 ... 9 6 26 ... 9 19
21 9 10 27 9 20
22 ... 9 13 28 9 20
23 9 16 29 ... 9 19
24 9 iS 30 ... 9 18

The planet will arrive at its greatest elongation on
April 24, when it 'will set about 2h. lom. after the
sun. The above are Greenwich mean times

;
for

summer time one hour must be added.

Comet 1917a (Mellish).—Prof, Stromgren has cir-

culated the following revised elements and ephemeris,
calculated by J. Braae and J. Fischer-Petersen from
observations on March 21 (Lick), March 25 (Kbnig-
stuhl), and March 30 (Copenhagen) :

—

T=I9I7, April 10-6285 G.M.T.
«=i2o“ 3673''!

Sf 2377'Vi9I7-o
/ « 32° 23-57'J

log ^ =9*28448

Ephemeris: Greenwich Midnight,
1917 R.A.

h. m. s.

DecL Lpgr

April 19 0 41 7 — 1 26*9 9*5732
9-633121 44 32 3 7-8

23 48 31 4 28-9 9-6832
25 52 47 5 35-3 9-7309
27 0 57 9 6 31-3 9.7713
29 1 I 31 7 I9-I 9*8076

hog ^ MaS.

00132 5-2

0*0340 5*5

00529 6*0

00701 6*3

00858 6*6

0*1002 6*8

Laboratory Work in Astrophysics.—^An instructive
account of the relation of laboratoiy investigations to
astrophysical research has been given by A. S-
King (Pub. Ast. Soc. Pacific, February). Awanatus
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for physical investigations formed a large part of the
equipment of observatories in which the earlier work
in astrophysics was carried on, such as those of
Lockyer and Huggins, and Dr. King points out that
there is a constantly increasing demand for this close
co-operation between the laboratory and the observa-
tory. Though much work of great value has been
done in university laboratories, greater continuitv in
the prosecution of extensi\^e pieces of research is

possible in a laboratory which is specially equipped,
and provided with a staff having full time to devote
to these problems. Typical examples of the experi-
mental work carried on at IMount Wilson are described
and illustrated; the photographs showing the effect

of the magnetic^ field on the sun-spot spectrum are
particularly striking. ^

Parallax of a Planetary Nebula.—In view of the
doubtful value of most of the parallaxes previously
deduced for nebulae, a result recently obtained bv
Mr. A. van Maanen with the 6o-in. reflector at
Mount Wilson is of considerable interest and import-
ance (Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci. Washington, vol. iii.,

p. 133)- The nebula in question is N.G.C. 7662,
having a sharp stellar nucleus w^hich gave measurable
images with exposures of twenty-five minutes. The
absolute parallax is given as 0-023", which would
place the nebula at a distance of about 140 light-years.
As the angular diameter of this nebula is 26", its

linear diameter would thus be of the order of nine-
teen times that of the orbit of Neptune.

THE RECENT COLD WEATHER.

After a mbre than usually severe winter, the
spring has opened with exceptional cold over

the whole of Great Britain, and the wintiy conditions
have also embraced a large part of western Europe.
Dr. Mill, the director of the Rainfall Organisation, in

a letter to the Times of April ii, mentions that “the
first ten days of April have been colder this year than
in any other,” according to the Camden Square record
of temperature, which has been kept for sixty years.

Frost is said to have occurred on every night but
two. In the Camden Town records for 18^ frost

occurred every night but one, although the mean
temperature for the period 'was slightly higher than
in the present month. The Greenwich records for

the past seventy-five years show that prior to the

present year the’ greatest cold for the first ten days of

April occurred in 1888, when the highest night tem-
perature for the period was 32-1° on April i. At South
Kensington, the recording station of the Meteoro-

logical Office, frost occurred in the open on thirteen

nights during the first fortnight of April this year.

The cold has been even more severe over the

northern portions of the kingdom; and in the official

reports from the health resorts, Southport is shown
to have had a minimum shade temperature of 13'’ on
April 3.

In the winter six months, from October to March
inclusive, there was frost on seventy-three nights at

Greenwich. During the last seventy-five years frost

has only occurred more frequentiy in the six winter

months six times, whilst the winter which has just

closed has had a greater number of frosts than any

winter since that of 1S90--91, when there were seventy-

six frosts. The highest number is eighty frosts, in

the winter of 1887-S8.

The frequency of snow in London is dealt with In

the Times of April and records by a meteorolq^st

at Wartdsworrii Common for tfoe l^t quarter of a

century are referred to. "Snow’ is said to have fallen

on as many as thir^ days this year prior to April ii,

and since tjiat date snow has fallen on four more

days to Aj^l' 17, so that snow has fallen on thirty-
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four day> since the ccjinniencx-ment iif January. This
is three times the average for the first four* nionthi-
of the year, and is eleven more than in any correspond-
ing period since 1S92. The average number of day.s

with snow in an entire year at Wandsworth Common
for the past twenty-five years thirteen. Mr.
in a communication made to the Royal Meteorological
Society some years ago, showed that the average
number of davs with snow was fifteen in the course of
the year, deduced from the observation of nxi year>,
and twelve of these snowy days -occurred in the fir>t

four months of the year.

Snow has fallen in larger quantities during the last

few mtmths over the northern portion of the kingdom
than in the bouth, although the occurrence of the
snmv may not have been more frequent.

In 190S railway traffic was much hampered in the
south of England by a heavy fall of snow on April 25,
and iirdinary traffic by road was completely s,top|>^

for a time.

Rainfall for the past winter was less than in many
recent winters, and the total for the six months in

London was 14-4 in., which is about no per cent, of
the average. January and February were dr}‘, little

more than one-half of the average rain falling in the

latter month. Sunshine has been deficient for months
past over England, and in London there has been an
unusual number of overcast and sunless days.

Chas. Hardi.xg.

MEMORIAL TO SIR WILLI.UI AND LADY
HUGGINS.

Address by Sir j. J, Tho.mson, O.M., P.R.S.

W E gave on April 5 (p. -loq) an account of the

unveiling of a memorial to Sir William and
Lady Huggins in St, Paul's Cathedral. The address

delivered by Sir Joseph Thomson on that occasion

has since reached us, and we are glad to be able to

print it below.

I have been asked, as president of the Royal Society',

to commit this memorial of Sir William and Lady Hug-
gins to the care of the Dean and Chapter of St. PauPs.

and also to say a few words as to the inception of

the memorial. Shortly after the death of Sir William

Huggins some of his friends were anxious to set

on foot a proposal to obtain a memorial of him; this

came to the knowledge of Lady Huggins, and she

expressed the wish t^t she might be allowed to

defray all the expenses, so that no one except herself

should ^ put to any expense in the matter. Before

any arrangements had been arrived at Lady Huggtns
died, and it was found that in her will she had left

a sum of monev to provide for a memorial to Sir

Williai-n. It seemed to those responsible for carrying

out her wishes that in view of the long and acth’e

part she had taken in her husband’s work, and that

some of the most important papers were published in

their joint names, no memorial to Sir William w'ould

be satisfactory unless it testified in some way to the

part Ladv Huggins had played in his work ; to effect

this a small medallion of Lady Huggins had been

added as a pendant to the one of Sir William.

There can be no question as to the claim of Sir

William Huggins* the founder of astrophysics, as

^ has been called, to such a memorial, nor any

doubt as to where it could most appri:^riately be

placed. For no man of equal ^ientific eminence wds

ever inore cl^Iy Oonneri^ with this H© was

bom in London, he educated endrely tn Lmnw,
he was in business in London, and whiga he

from business to devote himself t<> astronomy he bupit

Ins observatory in London; and in spite ef the fact
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that the atmosphere of London is far from^ being an

astronomer's ideal, all the observations which led to

the discoveries on which his fame rests were made

in London, This great Cathedral seems the appropriate

resting-place ot a memorial to one whose life and

work were so linked up with this city.

Sir William Huggins was a prominent example of

a t}’pe of man to whom English science owes much,

the non-official worker. Like his contemporaries,

Darwin and Joule, he never held any professorship

or scientific appointment. When in 1858 he retired

from business at an unusually early age, he seems

-

to have been undecided as to whether he should

devote himself to the microscope or the telescope. The
telescQ|>e gained the day, and he built an observatory

at Tulse Hill; he began by making drawings of the

planets, but seemed to be lasing interest and to be

rather despondent, when Kirchhoff’s determination of

the chemical elements in the sun by the aid of spec-

trum analysis came to his knowledge. This was to

him, he said, like water in a thirsty land, and he

determined to attempt to find out the constitution of

the Stars by the same method. At the beginning of

1862 he persuaded Prof. Miller to join with him in

the work, and in spite of the formidable difficulties

due to tlx* feebleness of the light, the mechanical diffi-

* culties of keeping the image of the star on the slit

of the spectroscope, and the caprice of the London
atmosphere, they were able to present to the Royal
Society in 1863" a prelimindiry statement as to the

spectra of some of the brighter stars, while in 1864

they published in the Philosophical Transactions of

the Royal Society a general account of the spectra

of about fifty stars, with a detailed study of some of

the more important ones. They showed that the stars

• are made up of elements which, with few exceptions,

are found in the earth. In 18O4 Huggins^ made^ a
discovery of capital importance in connection with
the evolution of' the stars, for he discovered a nebula

the spectrum of which showed that it consisted of

glowing gas, and was therefore in quite a different

state of development from the stars .ho had examined,
the spectra of vchich showed that their physical con-

dition was analogous to that of the sun. Huggins
threw’ himself with characteristic energy into the study
of the spectra of the nebulae, and "found that the
nebulae were not all of one kind; some were stellar

aggregates, while others were continuous masses of
incandescent gases.

The importance of these results and the interest

they excited were recognised
^

by scientific societies

with a promptitude almost without parallel. Three
years after beginning serious scientific work he was
elected a fellow of the Royal Society, the next year
he was awarded a Royal medal, and after ten years
he seems to have been elected to almost every scientific

i ^iety in Europe. The wen-k w’hich commenced with

;

sildi brEllanoe was carried on with undiminished
, andbur for nearly fifty vears ; since 1875 ^he active

cio-^bperaticm of "his wife. It showed throughout the
characterises so noticeable in the earlier wcwk : the
power pty sekset the right problem to attack, the ability

to devise the best way to attack it, and the industry
take boundless pains in overcoming the difficulties

wduch sprang usp at every turn.

On bdbalf of the Royal Society, I record with grati-

tkidb tho heb he gave to the work of that society,

Ood especially to the distinction and dignity with
wMcfi he lor five years discharged the office of presi-

dent* JPbr the medallioii we are mdd[>ted e^pedafiy
to Mr, the artist, whose sldl has produced it^

and to mm MontsdkMpey who hsis home the burden
of the hte^vy work' mtmmxj ,to bring such a scheme

THE DEVELOPMENT OF VEGETATION,^

CONSIDERABLE scepticism is not infrequently ex-

^ pressed bv botanists who are not ecologists as

to the possibility of formulating a satisfactory natural

classification of vegetation, i.e. of plant communities;

and this scepticism is natural enough when we con-

sider the numerous attempts, largely inconsistent and

contradictory, that have been made in this direction,

especially in recent years. It is obvious that the ulti-

mate test of validity will be general acceptance, and

certainly we cannot’ claim that there is anything like

agreement among ecologists as to a natural scheme or

as to the principles upon which such a scheme should

be based. At the same time, it must be remembered

that it took a very long time and constant efforts from

manv quarters to’ arrive at a natural system of classi-

fication of species which commanded' anything like

general acceptance. The task of the classifier of plant

communities is much more difficult for manv rc'asons

the chief of which is that the outlines ot the dassifi-

catorv units—the plant communities—are Ireqwently

vague and shifting, owing to the multiplicity of causes

and combinations of causes which determine their

nature and limits. Some would doubtless go so far

as to say that the units themselves are illusory, but

it is significant that this is not the view of thc>st‘ \vh(i

have seriously studied vegetation in the field.

The natural system of species has been ultimateh

established on a phylogenetic

—

i.e, a developmental--

basis, and any other was impossible once the jirinciple

of evolution had been accepted. Prof. Clements’?

fundamental contention in the volume under review is-

that the natural system of plant communities must
also be established on a developmental basis, and he
includes in his purview not only present vegetation,

but all the past vegetations that have come into exist-

ence since plant-life first appeared on the earth. A?
the basis of this contention Prof. C'lemenis claims that

the plant formation—his basic unit—is an organism.

Whether that claim can be admitted or no*t depends,
of course, upon our conception of an organism. Start-

ing with individual animals and plants, which are the

typical, or, as some might say, the only, organisms,
it is clear that \VD can, if we so choose, extend the con-

ception to human societies, for instance, which certainly

have very manv of the same characteristics, though
they have not the close-knit , spatial unity of structure

and function of the individual plant or animal. If we
extend the conception further to include plant forma-
tions in Clements’s sense, we drop from our concept
one of the characteristics of the higher animal organisms
and of human communities—the conscious co-operation
of parts in pursuit of the ends of the whole. But
neither is this a character found in the lower animals
or in plants. Unless, therefore, we definitely restrict

our conception of organism to individual animals and
plants, we must concede Clements’s contention that
plant formations are organisms, and if we do so
restrict it we have perforce to admit that the plant
formation has many of the characters of organisms,
a fact wffiich we may perhaps express by calling the
vegetation unit a quasi-organism.

Prof. Clements’s plant formation is the plant com-
munity in equilibrium with its climatic habitat, i.e,

determined and kept constant by the control of a dis-
tinct climate,^ The type of such a formation is the
forest of definite fioristic composition which maintains
itself indefinitely so long as the climate maintains its

general character. Prof. Clements points out that
such a community has a definite organisation, i.e, a
fixed ^tial and functional relation between the plants

1 «p|bb
By PitqC

3ft Supranon: afi Axfalysts of tlws Devrfopment of V^etatioo,**
E. Oen^ts.

^ vkotogeapliic p]«tes ^nd 53c

the tea*. (Cantegte
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composing it and with the substratum : it regenerates
destroyed parts, and can reproduce itself in new situa-
tions; and, finally, it has a definite development or
ontogeny.

It is this last feature with which the present volume
is concerned. On bare ground or in water, within the
climatic limits which determine the particular forest
formation, there develops a succession of plant com-
munities w’hich ultimately gives rise to the forest. The
causes of succession are the reactions of the successive
plant populations on the habitat, which render it favour-
able to particular new invaders and less favourable to

the existing occupants. The final stage, or climax, is

reached when equilibrium is, established and invasion
no longer possible. The earlier course of de-
velopment differs according to the nature of
the substratum on which succession occurs,
but the later phases correspond whatever the
origin of the succession. This has been amply estab-

lished in the case of several of the great forest climax
formations of North America, As a particular instance
\V. S. Cooper has worked out in strikingly complete
detail the successions culminating in the climax forest

of Abies balsamea, Betula alba, var. papyrifera, and
Picea canadensis^ on Isle Royale, Lake Superior. The
primary successions in this case start from the bare
rock shoi'e or beach (xerarch successions), or from
bogs and delta swamps (hydrarch successions), and
through distinct series of definite and constant plant
communities converge to the climax forest. Secondary
successions are initiated by forest burns. If the
humus is burned the resulting secondary succession

is like the beach succession. When the humus is not
burned the regeneration of the climax forest is much
shorter.

In regions the climate of wjiich does not permit of
the establishment of forest the climax formations are
of other vegetation types, such as desert or grassland

;

and here the successions from bare soil or water to the
climax are shorter because woody plants are not
involved.

Prof. Clements recognises the existence within the
formation of associations which are “ climax communi-
ties associated regionally to constitute the formation,”
and “arc recognised chiefly by floristic differences.”

He thus maintains the practice almost universally

agreed upon among ecologists of making the associa-

tion a subordinate unit to the formation. Successively

subordinate units of the association are designated as
consociation (dominance of a single species), society,

and clan. Parallel units are distinguished in the
development series—f.e, those leading up to the forma-
tion in succession.

The author’s foible is undoubtedly the multiplication

of terms, a great number of which are proposed in

this memoir. This is the concomitant of the compelling
necessity he feels to establish complete systems of con-

cepts logically worked out in every detail. Without
entering upon a criticism of the validity of the con-

ceptual S3'Stems themselves, w^hich would occupy far

more space than is at our disposal, it may be pointed

out that the normal human mind invariably refuses to

accept new concepts and terms until the progress of

our knowledge of the relations of phenomena compels
their adoption. It can scarcely be said that all

Prof. Clements’s terms are essential to dearness of

thought and description. Some of them will nq doubt
come into general use, as some tff the terms proposed
in the author’s “ Research Methods in Ecology ” (1905)
have done.
The present work shows a great advance in

maturity* as the result of a wider ^experience, and
is potable as the first systematic account of a funda-
mental phenomenon in vegetation. - ItB outstanding

merit i^, logical thoroughness and completeness. It is

N9. 2477^ yoL. 99]

impossible even to indicate the ground covered within
the space of a short article.

The numerous photographs desen'e quite spedal
praise. They are not only of uniformly high standard
and excellently reproduced, but they" are admirably
chosen to illustrate the text.

" A. G. T.

THE ZOOLOGY OF THE TERRA XOFA
EXPEDITION,

“pOUR further reports on the zoological material
collected during the British Antarctic (Terra

Nova) Expedition, 1910, have recently been issued fay

,the British Mu>eum (Natural History-). Miss Massy
(ZooL, vol. ii., No. 7, pp. 141--176, 43 figs.) describes
sixty-eight specimens of Cephalopoda, which belong
to seventeen species and twelve genera. Forty of the
specimen.*; belong to the Oct(^da, the abundance of

the genus Moschites being noteworthy.
The Decapod* Crustacea, described by Mr. Borra-

daile (vol. iii., Nu. 2, pp. 75-110, ib figs.), comprise
fort\'-six s[M-‘cies, but only three of these—ail taken
in the Ross Sea—arc antarctic. In his account of
Crangon antarcticus, Mr. Borradaile points out that

the affinities of this antarctic shrimp lend some sup-
port to the hypothesis of bipolarity. One of the most
interesting ot the Decapods, a species of Porcellano-

pagurus taken off the northern end of New Zealand,
forms the subject of a separate report (No. 3,

pp. 111-126, 13 figs.). Mr. Borradaile points out that

Porcellanopagurus is one of the many attempts of

Nature to evolve a crab. This crab seems to have
been evolved from an ordinary hermit-crab, and the

method followed was not only, "as in other such rases,

a broadening and depressing of the ccphalothorax
together with a reduction of the abdomen, but
also a drawing out horizontally of the edges of

the hard plate 'which roofs the fore part of the

body of a hermit-crab. Mr. Borradaile traces

the" relations between the various external features

of Porcellanopagurus and those of a hermit-

crab. He surveys other routes by which evolu-

tion in the dir^tion of “ carcinisation ” has pro-

ceeded throughout the .Vnomura, and reaches the

conclusion that there is in the constitution of» the

Anomura a disposition or tendency to achieve that

special formation of body which constitutes a crab.

WTiether the tendency be primarily one of morphology*

or of habits is another question, but, ^ing that a
similar form of body has been reached independently

in circumstances which must have needed very dif-

ferent changes in the habits of the animals, it would
appear that a morphogenetic tenden^* is the primary

factor, but that it can only be realised in the event

of the development of suitable habits, Mr. Borra-

daile remarks that there are few^ better instances

than those afforded by “ carcinisation ” of the fact

that the organism is, "after all, the dominant factor

in evolution.

In No. 4 (pp. 127-136, 7 figs.) Mr. Borradaile gives

an account of the "femrteen species of bamacks
brought back bv the expedition. The most interest-

ing specimens described are some vah^es, referred^ to

a new speHes of Hexelasma, collected in a glacier,

30 ft, above sea4evel, in Evans Ccfve^ Terra Kova
Bay. It is not possible to state from their appearance

•whether these valves are recent or fossil, but it seems

scarcely probable that they are recent, for no trace

of such a barnacle has b^n found in any oollectkfn

from either the Ross Sea or elsewhere, nor can any

satisfactory suggestion be mad© as to the way in

wMch recent shells could have reached the position

in which these wfre found. H th^ fee h it

seems ffighlv probable that they sire, it not of Mic^cnf

age (their nWest known is H.
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from ihe Pliocene of New’ Zealand), at least Tertiary,

for they are quite unlike any Cretaewus barnacle.

But There is the dithculty that no TertiaiW' rocks are

known from the neighbourhood of the glacier, nothing

later than Carboniferous having been reported in this

region, though it may be that the glacier is in contact

soniew’here in its course wdth Tertiary rocks.

EDUCATIONAL REFORM.
T. H. J. UNDERDOWN, in his presidential

address to the National Union of Teacher^ on

ditions as shall ensure their adequate maintenance in

such institutions. Suggestions are also made for the
simplification of the payment of public grants in aid
of education, so as to ensure that local authorities

shall give adequate encouragement to all forms of
education essential to the well-being of their respective

areas.

The subjoined extracts from Mr. Underdown’s
address show that there can be little hope of any of
these educational reforms being carried out until the
pay and prospects of teachers are Improved.

April u, revealed some deplorable facts as to the

pjiv of teachers. It appears that more than forty-two

thousand certificated teachers are paid less than looL

per annum, and that the pay in' many other cases is

iirtle short of scandalous. It is not surprising an the

face of these facts to know that the supply of teachers

has been failing .seriously in recent years, and that

the provision ot a sufficient number of qualified men
and women to carry out the educational developments
contemplated in the programmes recently put forw’ard

is one of the must important practical problems to be
volved. The precedent to reform, as Mr. Underdown
pointed out, must be a fundamental change in the

attitude of the nation as a whole towards its schools,

colleges, and universities, and towards those who
labour in them, both teachers and taught.

The recent Departmental Committee, as well as
bodies like the Association of Directors and Secretaries

for Education, the Association of Technical Institu-

tions, the Workers Educational Association, the
British Science Guild, the Education Reform Councri,
and, lastly, the National Union of Teachers, whose
programme of educational progress is now be-
fore us, are all practically at one in the demand
ftv a reorganisation, to come into force as soon as
possible, Of the means and methods of national edu-
cation, especially in their application to the domain
of elementary instruction, and for the proper equip-
ment of the schools in respect of practical training,
the provision of playgrounds, and other means of
physical education, together with proper measures for
m^ical treatment for all children requiring it. There
is, moreover, a strong agreement amongst all these
bodies that measures shall be taken for the due and
effective training of all the teachers engaged in the
schools and the payment to them of adequate salaries.

There is some hope that this consensus of opinion
may induce Parliament to take into serious considera-
tion, des|Mte the exigencies and demands of the war
upon the energies of the nation^ the measures of
educational reform proposed w’ith a vievr to their
early adoption. We cannot too soon, having regard
to the dreadful wastage of our young, virile life, set

about instituting provisions vrhereby we may^ effec-

tively train the youth of the present generation for the
respotisM which surely await them. To neglect
sStkbL measures will be fatal to the nation’s best

AH the bodies above named are agreed that all

eate^ptioiis interfering with full-time attendance up
Id loiirteen years of age, including half-time, shall be
ilKjgsliedj that due povision shall be made whereby all

into emi^oyment between four-

[
leen ami eighleen years of shall continue their edu-

0*1 and specialised lines, in their working
Imurs* whidi shall not exceed fcjrty-elght per week,

about' for^, wte^s of the year; and that it

, .shall be, the, duty of' Ihe employer to give facilities,

aeoMbig Iso dbe circinhstances of the locsdity, fer the
' to''ol®ervaa«a of ''these eoddStions. The foregoing
. agree tlie ftdiest fadfitieo shall
he giv«n''ler sdl.'dufr ,qiiatilk!d'youiig persons k> pnv
eee# h^tudici^i wt higher edhceisioii on

The most urgent and pressing reforms awaiting
enactment by Parliament are

:
(a) The abolition ol

half-time, and other forms of wage-earning, child

labour, (h) The prohibition of street trading by per-
.'yons under the age of sixteen or eighteen, (d) The
raising of the statutory minimum leaving age from
twelve to fourteen, accompanied by powers under
local by-laws to enforce attendance to fifteen or- six-

teen. It is little use to attempt to extend the super-

structure of higher education provided by secondary,
technical, and continuation schools, urgent though
these extensions be, until the foundations in the
priman,’ schools are truly and firmly laid.

The reforms I have indicated are of supreme im-
portance, yet every attempt to set them afoot is fore-

doomed to failure unless accompanied by immediate
steps to secure an adequate supply of qualified teachers.

Every single project carries with it an added demand
for further teachers. For example, the raising of the
leaving age to fourteen would retain an additional

250,000 children for at least a year, which on a basis
of forty children per teacher—^not by any means a
liberal standard of staffing—would require an addi-

tional 6000 fully qualified teachers. But the supply
is failing, apart from the fact that of the 20,000
teachers on war service many will either remain in

the Army or Navy, or find other posts with brighter
prospects. The number of intending teachers in 1906
W’as 11,901, and this fell to 5679 in 1912, and although
a slight increase to 6938 is shown in 1916, the im-
provement is quite inadequate to warrant any con-
fidence for the future. From these numbers must be
deducted a large percentage who fail to qualify.

Figures given by the Board of Education in 1915 show
that in a recent year only 63 per cent, of the bursars
and 53 per cent, of the pupil teachers afterwards pro-
ceed^ to a training college to complete their quali-

fications. Thus only a few more than half the 6030
entrants, the average number for the last six years,
are likely to become fully qualified teachers. " This
supply of 3000 per annum is totally inadequate, as
the wastage amongst teachers has beep, estimated at

7000 yearly, due to loss by death, superannuation,
breakdown in health, transfer to other more lucrative
walks of life, and to marriage, which w’as found over
a period of twenty years to account for 75 per cent,

of the removals of women teachers from the pro-
fession.

Here are the facts relating to the salaries of full-

time certificated teachers as shown by the latest in-

formation published bv the Board of Education in

1915. In fingland and Wales, out of nearly 106,000 cer-

tificated teachers, two headmasters, one headmistress,
one certificated assistant-master, and 218 certificated

assistant-mistresses received less than 50L per annum
—that is, less than 19s, 3d. per week. The facts are

:

Ortificated Certificated Less than Less than

i

masters mistresses £ s.

219
1.135

4.5®
13,020

50 = Igi per wedc
60 = 23 .. ..

70 = 27 „ „
80 = 30 „ „
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Viewed in another way :

—

468 headmasters .

4,783 certificated Recei\'ed les> than
assistant-masters l_ looZ. a year = ie^s

4,847 headmistresses ' than 38^. dd. per

32,013 certificated wet4c.

assistant-mistresses
^

Total 42,111 certificated teachers

From these meagre sums,' 3/. i2.s\ for men and
2h 8i’. for women are deducted every year tov^ ards an
equally meagre superannuation allowance. These
thousands of professional, educated men and women,
selected by the State, medically examined at more
than one stage of their academic preparation and
professional training, tested by his Majesty’s inspectors

of schools as to fitness over and over again—these

men and women are disgracefully and shamefully
paid. These are strong words, but not too strong in

face of the facts, whether viewed in their individual

incidence or in bulk-r—i.e. 42,111 out of 105,930 fully

certificated teachers employed in 1915, or about 40
per cent., received less than 38X. per week. Further,

these figures take no account of the salaries of 41,000
uncertificated teachers and 13,000 supplementary
teachers, in which classes the salaries are probably
not more than <0 per cent, of those for the certificated

teachers above mentioned.
It may be argued by some that these low salaries

are limited to the inexperienced members of the pro-

fession. It is not so, as will be shown. The 42,000

certificated teachers receiving less than looZ. per

annum are, as a body, not inexperienced, for they

represent at least a' ten-years’ supply. This line

which I have drawn at lool. a year should be, in my
opinion, the minimum salary permitted by the Board
of Education. It should be the basis of the teachers’

contract clause. Below that standard, no man or

woman, having passed through the full training

course, and commencing a professional career at

twenty or twenty-one years of age, should be engaged.

Any product not worth looZ. a year ou^ht not to be

entrusted with the vital work of teaching children.

With 250I. as a minimum wage for a m^ical prac-

titioner upon the body, surely even 150Z. is not an

ambitious or unreasonable starting salary for a newly

trained teacher, a fully qualified practitioner upon the

child’s mental, moral, and physical development. That
rijpe experience and long service do not always carry

a fuller reward- is shown by the foIlowin|f cases

collected a few months ago by the National Union of

Teachers :

—

(a) Headmaster in eastern county, appointed thirty

years ago at Syl. per annum, present salan’ 96Z.

During these thirty years he must have satisfied the

Board of Education,' or he would not have held his

post. His reward for < thirty years’ service is an

increase of 9Z. per annum.
(b) Headmaster in eastern county', appointed more

than forty years ago at 70Z., now receives 95Z., with

no increase during the past seven years.

(c) Headmistress, county near metropolis, com-

menced service in present post thirty y'ears ago at

48Z., and now receives 70Z.

(d) Headmistress, neighbouring county, appointed

at 235“. per week thirty-five years ago, has never

received a farthing increase during the whole time.

(e) Headmistress, a Welsh county, salary' was qol.

for twenty-six years without revision.

(/) Headmistress, a Welsh county, has held post for

thirty-three years, and advanced in salary' from 90I.

to 97Z. 105- . ,

(g) Headmistress in East Anglia receives 70I. after

eighteen ydars of service,
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(h) Headmistress in the broad-acred county receiveij

salary of 80/. after sendee of seventeen years.

' These are but typical cases. They throw a st."arch-

j

ing light upon the conditions of rural tc-achers. Small
wonder it that some county authorities a^Jvt‘rti^e

scores of vacancies for teachers, the} rail never
hope to fill again at the wretched salaries offer -.-d.

Another aspect of the problem the up
to young educated people of oth< r avenues and walk<
of life which are more attractive in prospect^, less

;

costly in training*, le.ss exacting in the daily task, and

I
more Siubstantially remunerative. The bank success-

fully competes with the da^sreom for the services of

the educated woman. The counting-house, the in-

surance office, the engineering works, to Sf\v nothing
of the other professions, provide far brighter prospects

for the youth than he can ho|x^ to realise as a teacher.

Thus the teaching profession stands to lose its fair

proportion of the supply of the best brains the nmi-on

produces. The only sources of supply likely to remain
permanently are the few vocationally called to

labour, and' those who find themselves eliminated frrun

other more ctweted positions by the sieve of com-
petition.

Those already in the service find them.^'hv"

cramped, barred, and chained by small prospti.'t cd*

promotion to higher posts, both professional and ad-

ministrative, and by the narrow limits of the scak

of salaries. The class-master of to-day has in m»>st

large towns only a i in 100 chance of promotion to

a headmastcTship, and this for the fortunate few

rarely takes place before they are forty-five years of

age.' His position is therefore practically permanent,

and his salary stationary until the end—Ms retire-

ment at sixty-five years of age. If the fully qualified

class teacher is to’ survive as n professionally living

force in the schools, the outlook must be made
brighter and the pubition .such will provide for an

educated man or woman a satisfactory career in itself

and within its own confines. The present salaries fall

far short of .such prospects.

Inadequate retiring allowances further accentuate

the check upon the supply of teachers. The maximum
pension for a master retiring now at sixty-five years

of age, after fortv-five years of service, is 69Z., and

for a mistress 60Z. 'Further, the Teachers’ Superannua-

tion Act of 1898 applies only to service in State-aided

primary schools. Service in a secondary, technical, or

other schwl does not count. This places an obstacle

in the wav of that free intercourse from one type of

school to 'another which is so essential for th& life

ar^ vigour of our educational system from the kinder-

garten to the university, A pension scheme embrac-

ing all sections of the profession is long overdue.

The retiring age of sixty-five is^ far tot> high, and

retiremtent should be optional at sixty- The fact

the premiums paid (3Z. 12s. per annum for men and

2Z. Ss. for women lor possibly forty-five years) are

non-returnable in the case of death before pension

is unsatisfactory. This basis may have been justified

in the early years of the scheme, wrhen fewer premiums

were paid' in by those reaching pension age, but as

time goes on this system becomes more and more

speculath'e, and ind^d approaches the nature oi a

gamble. Scotland has granted to the vvhole of the

tt^ching profession a pension scheme wdth^ut these

defects, and what Scotland did yesterday England con

do to-dav. If the same careful forethought, the same

skilful Mans and designs, and the same generous

consideration which are used to cajole voung

into the professkm w'ere applied to schemes for the

improvement of the teacher^s prospects in lus riper,

years and old age. a permanent and ample suppy of

excellent materisS for the teaeWng stall of the

schools would follow as the diawn follows the m^ht
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UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE.

The Duke of Richmond and Gordon has been

lierted Chancellor of Aberdeen University in succes-

>iun to the late^Lord Elgin.

It is announced that Mr, Henr\’ Musgrave pro-

poses to contribute a sum of 10,000/. to Queen’s

University, Mfast, to endow a chair in connection

with Russian language and literature.

New building.^ for the arts faculty, the library, and
the general museum of the University College of

North Wales were put up on a particularly fine site

in the city of Bangor a few years ago, and were
opened by his Majesty the King on July 14, 1911.

The funds, a large proportion of which had been

contributed by the rural districts of North Wales, did

not suffice for the re-housing of the science depart-

ments. These, including agriculture and forestry,

which are of the first importance in the neighbour-

hood, have remained in buildings of a purely tem-
porary character, which were adapted for the purpose
sc>me" thirty years ago. A movement has now been
initiated by Mr. R. J, Thomas, of Holyhead, to erect

buildings for the science departments on the new site,

as a “memorial to the men of North Wales who
have fallen in the war.” Mr. Thomas has started the

fund with a gift of 20,000/., and it is hoped to raise •

at least 150,000/. In the new’ buildings especial pro-

minence will be given to agriculture and forestry,

which are, or will be, the main industries of the

northern counties of Wdles. Other branches of science

-^ptiysicSi chemistry, goologty, botany, zoology, and
so forth-~are provided for in the scheme. It is the

intention of the authorities to erect laboratories bn
what may he termed a modern university scale. The
high afeflity for science, as "well as for literature,

w'hich so often appears in the remote rural districts

of North Wales will in the new* laboratories find

fuller opportunity than heretofore. It is a pleasure
to record that his Majesty the King (the Chancellor
of the University), H.R.fl. the Prince of Wales, and
the Prime Minister have each expressed -their approval
of, and their sjTnpathy with, the scheme.

With the growing advances in technical education
it is very desirable that teaching connected with the
building trade—one of the largest trades in this

country—^should be properly organised. The “ Memor-
andum on the Teaching of Building in Evening
Technical Schools,” recently issued by the Board of
Eduction (Circular 97B), is intended to convey sug-
gestions as to organisation, accommodation, equip-
ment, and methods of instruction to teachers and
lime responsible for arranging building classes. At
the time, we are glad to see it stated that these

are not deigned to stereotype methods
of procedure, which must vary with the needs of

localities. Most technical institutions possess
aon^ classes suitable for students interested in buiki-
ifig, but in many cases these are inadequately cor-

vrith other courses which it is desirable a
student should take in ad<^tion!, and the memorandum
urges the desIraMUty of “grouped” courses w’hich
jshafl give the w-orker a sustain^ interest and pro-
vide him with an adequate time-table. Further, it is

gated tbitt such courses should be arranged to
m a t^tlnuous scheme from quite junior to ad-

vwk* and that for those w’hose field of opera-
iSimt ,dr wlKw&e Intemgence !s too limited to> render a

: full; 'g mrsuM restricted scheme of

^

idMMid be'' 4iittaiged» It is impossible here to
. 'into the deltfifed 'S^ge^tions gSven in the fiftv

'ptihlfeallon*;, which' not:onk the

I'
;|{0. *4^7^ Tot., 99},

. '

;

'
'

'

'
'

‘

ordinary’ building trades proper, but also surv’eying and
office work

;
it may be noted, however, that a laudable

effort has been made to show in what manner mathe-

matics and pure science can be brought to bear upon

the direct needs of the builder. In conclusion, some
comments on the material requirements of these sub-

jects, in the wav of lecture-rooms and laboratories,

are given, which include plans of a combined lecture-

and drawing-room found to be satisfactory, and of a

building laboratory showing the arrangement of the

various fittings,
^

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES.
London.

Aristotelian Society, March 5.—Dr. H. Wildon Carr,

president, in the chair.—Prof. C. Lloyd Morgan: Fact

and truth. We may start with facts of appearance,

as a convenient point of departure. A fact of appdhr-

ance is always relational in structure, and it is this

relational structure which is of the very essence of

fact. All facts of appearance are facts for knowledge,
but we need to distinguish facts for knowledge and
facts of knowledge. \Ve may -winnow out from the

multiplicity of facts for knowledge certain facts of

know’I^ge which have a privileged status, and we
may speak of a fact of knowledge as accordant with
a privileged fact of appearance without denying that

accordance piay merge in identity. We may then

further distinguish between “ the sphere of knowledge”
and “the sphere of the knowable ”—

a

fact of know-
ledge as an item of content on the sphere of know-
ledge may be said to be correspondent to a knowable
fact, when the radii of the two spheres in contact

are in the same right hne. And here again corre-

spondence may merge in identity—^the difference be-

tween knowable fact and fact of knowledge being a

difference in context. The relation between any know-
able fact on a non-contact radius of the sphere of

the knowable, and any imagined fact on a non-con-

tact radius of the sphere of knowledge, is given in

practical determination by the nature and amount of

rolling of the spheres requisite to establish right-line

contact. Right-line contact is that of direct acquaint-

ance when the knowable and that which is then and
there factually known are one. Fact is always par-

ticular, always a “this” or “that” dateable and
placeable. But owing to the enormous amount of

repetition in the total fact-structure of the knowable
world, truths as well as facts of knowledge enter into

the structure of the sphere of knowledge. There is

(a) truth in the structure of the knowable world,
(h) truth in the structure of knowledge, and (c) truth

as correspondence of these tw’o structures.

Royal Anthropological Institute, March 27.—Sir Her-
cules Read, president, in the chair.—Miss M. Edith
Barham : South Slav customs as seen in Serbian ballads

and tales by Serb authors. Until quite recent times

:

justice, in South Slav lands, was administered by the
headmen of the district, who sat before the church
and considered the evidence and judged accordingly.
The number of headmen summoned depended upon
the gravity of the case. In the case of a blood-
feud twenty-four was the usual number. They made
an account, balancing one dead man against one dead
on the other side, and reckoning the value of the -wounds
at^so many “bloods” apiece—each blood to be paid
for. Peace -was made by members of the opposing
families or clans swearing blood-brotherhood, and by
a member of the Jnjured family standing godfather
to an infant of the other family, Godfatherhood -was
reckoned as blood-relationship,' and the two families

,
i^er© thus united. Vuk Vrchevitch, who collected and
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noted local customs between 1835 and 1889, has re-
|

corded many curious verdicts given by the “Council
\

of Good Men,” as it was called. Much information
;

about local customs is obtained from the ballads of
j

the land. In the ixiems orf Voyvoda Mirko, the father
^

of the present King of Montenegro, we get much l

detail about the practice of head-hunting. The Monte-

negrins were great head-hunters. He describes the

setting of heads on stakes around a village as lately

as 1857; also the plundering and stripping of the

dead and the sharing of the booty. It was all pooled

and distributed by the chieftain.

Geological Society, March 28,—Dr. Alfred Marker,

president, in the chair.—F. Dixey and Dr. T. F.

Siblv : The Carboniferous Limestone Senes on the

south-eastern margin of the South Wales coalfield.

The outcrop dealt with extends from the valley of the .

Ewennv river near Bridgend (Glamorgan) to that of
j

the Ebbw river at Risca (Monmouth), a distance of l

about nineteen miles from w’est-sou^-west to

north-east. It is traversed by the rivers Ely, Tan,

and Rhvmnev. Traced north-eastwards along this o\iU

crop, the Carboniferous Limestone Series suffers much

attenuation and becomes mainlv dolomitic, as sho\\Ti

bv the officers of H.M. Geological Survey during the

recent re-survey of the coalfield. The outcrop now

described supplies a key to the remarkably attenuateil

development of the Carboniferous Limestone Series

which is known, to prevail on the eastern and north-

eastern borders of the coalfield. Overstep and actual

thinning are :both operating in a north-easterly dir^-

tion to produce great attenuation. A detailed^ descrip-

tion of the lithological and faunal succession is given.

The physical features of the outcrop are described, and

attention is directed to the remarkably perfect adjust-

ment of minor drainage-lines to geological structure.

The paper is illustrated by maps on which the zonal

divisions are indicated, bv horizontal and vertical sec-

tions, and by photographs which depict some of the

most interesting features of the scenery.

Royal Astronomical Society, April 13.—-Major P. A.

MacMahon, president, in the chair.—Rev. J. G.

Hagen : Missing B.D. starh. Some stars, recx^rded m
the Bonn Catalogue, are now not found in the sky.

In a few cases it appeared thiit, through bad focus,

faint stars close together had been obser\’ed as one

star, and in six cases the R.A. of one star had been

accidentallv combined with the declination of anott^r.

Prof S D. Tscherny ; Observations made durmg

the partial eclipse of the sun of January 22, maae

at Rostow-on-Don, Russia.—Dr. L. Siloerstein : The

motion of the perihelion of Mercury, deduced from

the classical theory of relativity.^ It wa‘s well knowm

that the motion of the perihelion of Mercury wras

greater than could be caused by the' perturbations of

the othet planets, the excess being now found to be

nearly 43" per century. Einstein’s most recent

“generalised theorv of relativity” had yielded for this

excess its full value. It therefore ap^wed worth

w^hile to investigate if the excess would, not be

accounted for bv the old theorv of relativity, retaining

the constancy of the velocity of light, and itsinde-

pendence of the gravitational field.—Prof. H. IL

’ Turner : Note on possible attraction betw'een photo-

graphic images. Cases occurred in w’hich the image ot

a bright star appeared to distort a r^seau me near it,

and he had found a similar effect produced when

rebeau lines, twice copied on

each other at small angles. Mr.

. amined the measures of double stars m the

Astrographic Catalogue, and found the

of er?or for distances less than 7^ though

sensible bevond this.-Prof, A. Fowkr md J.

bank: The third line spectrum of oxygen, hpecira

NO. 2477, VOL. 99]

had been obtained with feeble, moderate, and strong

discharges, and slides from the photographs rtw'

shown. The stellar lines, which can be identihetJ

with the third line spectrum of oxygen, are not

numerous, but it is of interest to find in oxyg-n

another example of the occurrence in the earliest tyi»-

of stars of lines which we can onlv obtain bj- em-

ploving the strongest discharges. This may indicate

that in stars of early type we are presented with

phenomena resulting either from powerful eleciru-

Ltion or from extremely high temperatures.

Paris,

Academy of Sciences, March 26,—M. A. dWrsanvitl

in the chair.-P. AppeU : Short report of Com-

mittee on Ballistics.—E. Bompiani : Oeformable h>^r-

^rfacesyn a real Euclidean space of «>3 *mens<ons.

E KogbetUantz : The summation of ultrasphencal

series—E. Belot : The possible origin of ster c'^sters.

The vortex theoiv in cosmogony,

explained the laws of the solar
j

tion of soiral nebulae, can also define the \er> bpecia

conditions under which a star

inves an exterior distribution ver>' nearh exponential.

Fayct : Observation of MelUsh's comet made a

the obser^•atcrv of Nice.-J.
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‘

‘
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^isviNions.—S. Hatai: The composition of the Medusa,
.xamachana^ and the changes in it after

srarvation.—H. Shapley ; Studies of the magnitudes in

^tar clusters, iv. On the colour of stars in the galactic

cK-uds surrounding Messier ii. The frequency-curve

tor colours shows great diversity of colour index and
general resemblance to the curve for the brighter stars

in the neighbourhoi>d of the sun.^ A striking pro-

gression of colour with decreasing brightness is shown.
L_p. H. Seares\- The colour of the standard polar stars

determined by the method of exposure-ratios. The
colours of the polar standards, brighter than the 13th

magnitude, have been determined to about the same
precision as was reached in the investigation of the

magnitude scale, with an expenditure of time and
labour perhaps a tenth of that in an earlier investiga-

tion.—C. Keyes : Terracing of bajada belts. The fea-

ture of desert bajqda-terracing, when explained upon
a strictly aqufous basis, cannot but lead to complete
misinterpretation. It is far more largely the result

of wind-action,—C. D. Perrine : Relation of the apex
of solar motion to proper motion, and on the cause
of the differences of its position from radial velocities

and proper motions.—Brig.-Gen. H. L. Abbot : Hydro-
logy of the Isthmus of Panama. Extensive tables

for rainfall, outflow, evaporation, etc., are given and
discussed.—C. P. Olivier ; The meteor system of Pons-
Winnecke’s comet. The elements of the meteor’s orbit

are determined from more than tooo observations.

—

T. W, Richards and H. S. Davis : Improvements in

caiorimetric combustion, and the heat of combustion.
The improvements are : means of effectively closing
the bomb with less risk to the lining and cover; means
of burning volatile liquids without loss; a method of
automatically controlling the temperature of the en-
vironment; means of evaluating the incompleteness
of combustion. The heat of combustion of toluene is

determined as 10*155 calories (iS°) per gram.—R. C.
Tolma and T. Dale Stewart : The mass of the electric

carrier in copper, silver, and aluminium. A continua-
tion of experiments on currents produced bv accelera-
tion in metals.—E. B. Rosa and G. W. Tinal ; The
silver voltameter as an international standard for the
measurement of electric current, A summary^ of eight
ypars’ experimental W’ork which has shown how the
voltameter can be used as a trustworthy’ current
standard and as a means of checkins^ the constancy
of the value of the Weston normal cell.
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jour Gill, mais elle n*li^sita pas? k laisser tout pour

I
sa gloife.

j
Gill, apte aux etudes ies plus diverses, di^buta

‘ en astronomie a King's College, en installant un

j

instrument pour donner Theure, et un ^uatorial.

j
Entre temps, lieutenant au corps dcs volontaires,

;
il s’exer^it au tin Sans goiit pour le commerce,
il s’y appliquait par devoin Ayant rnont^, en

MEMORIES OF SIR DAVID GILL.

David Gill, Man and Astronomer. Memories of

Sir David Gill, K.C.B., H.M. Astronomer

(1879-1907) at the Cape of Good Hope. Col-

lected and arranged by George Forbes, F.R.S.
Pp. xi 4-418. (London: John [Murray, 1916.) (1867, dans le jardin de son p^re, un excellent
Price i3s. net.

; miroir en verre argent^, il observa des etoiles

Le volume public par Sir David Gill en 1913 ,
doubles et prit, en 1869, une txhs bonne photo-

decrit son oeuvre essentielle, mais ne I graphic de la Lune. L'ayant vue chez Huggins,
renseigne pas sur I’homme meme. Aujourd'hul, ! Lord Lindsay obtint, en 1871, que son p^re prit

une plume autorisee fait connaitre sa vaste intel-
j

Gil! pour directeur de Pimportant obserratoire

ligence, son caractere, son desintcressement, ses
;
qu’il projetait de creer dans sa residence k Dun

qualit^s du cceur. Un de ses amis, M. G. Forbes,
\ Echt. Pour Gill, c’^tait la realisation de son

en a peint un portrait dont les astronomes lui
\

reve. Avec un entier di^^ntdressement, sa femme
seront toujours reconnaissants. C’est la lecture

de la correspondance largement reproduite dans
ce livre qui I’a mis en ctat de pdn6trer cette per-

sonnalite si ouverte et si tranche. Gill etait i Gill en Europe pour la commande
trhs reserve, et peut-^tre seule Une femme con-

nait le bien qu’il a fait, revele par des lettres

dont la publication est impossible.

La formation, Poeuvre, le charme d'un

veritable astronome, telles sont les trois parties

de Pouvrage. Le livre est d’une lecture

entralnante. Gill a fait tant de cboses, et
^

si

bien, que le lecteur non averti pourralt se croire

en face d'une oeuvre d ’imagination. Mais c’est

bien Gill qve nous fait connaitre M. G. Forbes.

Nul doute qu’en France PAmiral Mouchez et ses

successeurs auraient donn^S a oe livre leur plus

complete approbation.

David Gill naquit k Aberdeen, le 12 juin 1843,

dans une maison d’horlogerie trfes prosp^re. 11

y* succ^a i sott p^re en 18^. Sa famille dtait

et lui accept^rent. De haut intdr^t sont le tableau

de cette collaboration oil les deux |eunes hommes
publi^rent tout en commun, le r^cit du voyage de

Europe pour la commande des instru-

! ments, celui du voyage de I^rd Lindsay et

j

de Gill k ^faurice pour determiner la parallaxe

! du Soleil par le passage de V^nus et par Junon

;

au retour, le leve dc la grande pyramide, PoEre

d’engagement par le kh^dive. Mats, revenu a

Dun &ht, Gill recevait des visites des plus

grands astronomes. Pour Lady Crawford, m^ire

de Lord Lindsay, les conditions du contrat ^taient

cbang^es; Lord Lindsay et Gill durent se s^parer,

mais rest&rent ^troitement amis.

Suivit le voyage k I’Ascension, en 1877, dont

un re'cit a et^ public en 1880 par Lady Gill sous

le litre ** Six Irlontbs in Ascension.*’ Aprte des

peines infinies, Gill fit une s^rie splendide d’ob-

servations de Mars; la question de la parallaxe

du Soleil ^tait r^soluc. Laur^t de Plnstitut de

tr^s estim^e. Sa m^re, tr-&s intelligente, d’esprit
\
France, mWailliste de la Royal Astronomical

Il
j
Society, Gill 6tait classe parmi les astronomes

I illustres. 11 eut la m^aille d’or en 1908 pour la

seconde fois, ponr ses contributions k I’astronomie

de Phemispb^e sud.

En 1879, il succiSda k Stone au Cap; il apprit

sa nomination par Lord lAtsdsaty dont Pappni sur-

monta cet obstacle: Gill n’^tait pas un matlwS-

maticien de Cambridge. On m’cxcusera d’ajbutiar

qu’aux f^tes dtl 250^ anniversaire de la Socidt6

royale, Sir G. H- Darwin me combiea grand

enWe cet oljstade pour un astronome.

Les chapftres x. k xx. contienneiit nn tableau

saisissant de ce qu’a fait cet homme de grande

intel%ence, qui savait bien oc qu’il voulalt. Dks

son arrive, sa d^f(5renC« vis-^-vis des re-

pr^sentants de PAmirauti lui permit dc commencer

des travaux g6od<5siq^s qui out afoouti 4 cette

extraordinaire entreprise; Part de m^ridien du

Cap ati Caire. En attendant un h^liom4tre de

sept pouces, il de ses deniers celui ^
Lord Lindsay et, avec Elkin, mesurait dcs paral-

laxes steflaires. II votdalt un ^nd tikscopc;

Newall offralt lui prater le sien; 00 refiiaa;

en 1894, F. Mcdean offrit 4 PQbmvatoSte du

Cap le magiEdfilpie telescope Victoria^ 11 n*mt
qu’en iSgjr' un'Ccrcfe m^ddi^ retourualsle, mai$

e’est,
’ sans itoote, l*instenuefit le |rAcis

large, active, enthousiaste, etait fi4re de lui,

Padorait.

Ecolier, David, joyeux camarade, n’etaitpasun

enfant prodige. C’est 4 Dollar, 4 quatorze ans,

que se r6v^l4rent ses aptitudes scientifiques. De
1858 4 i860, il assista 4 Aberdeen aux ie^ns de

James Clerk Maxwell qui le distingua. Puis il

parcourut en Suisse, en France, en Angleterre

les centres horlogers, devenant un tr4s habile

artiste et se familiarisant avec la langue fran^aise.

De 1863 4 1872, d resta dans la maison de son

pfere.

* Son mariage avec Isobel Black fut P^venement

capital de sa vie. Des la rencontre, en 1865, il

en fut eperdument ^pris. Il avait vingt-deux ans,

elle seize. M. Forbes a pu recueillir les premieres

impressions d’eZle sur luL Nous ne pouvons ni

abr6ger, ni tout citer. Voici la demi4re ligne

:

** It is ‘ the sound of a voice that is still ’ which

haunts my memory evei^ hour.” Marias en 1869,

les jeunes 6poux s’^tablirent 4 Aberdeen, o4 Isol^l

comprit que, passional pour Pastronomie, David

ne pourralt passer sa vie dans les affaires- Mais

quel miracle lui permettrait de r^aliser son r^-e?

^’En 1872, le miracle s’accomplit et il passa dans

sa terre de Chanaan.” Elle ne savait pas Fastro-

nomie; “pas un mot, Dieu merci,” ripondit un
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existant. I! avait employ^ rheliom^tre de sept

pouces a deduire la parallaxe du Soieil de mesures

d’lris, Victoria, Sappho, par cette magnifique

cooperation de vingt-deux observatoires et d’astro-

nomes tels que Newcomb et Auwers.

Les accidents comme ceux qui avaient failli

detruire les instruments avant le depart pour

Maurice et TAscension ne .troublaient Gill que

quelques minutes; il y remediait d’urgence. De
hasards heureux, tels que Toffre de Lord Lindsay,

ou i’obtention d’une remarquable dpreuve de la

com^te 1882 avec i’objectif d’un amateur, il profitait.

Voyant sur cette ^preuve nombre d*4toiles, il an-

non^a que Ton allait pouvoir photographier les

cartes stellaires, Ce fut rorigine de la C.P.D.
pour laquelle il eut la joie de recevoir Toffre de

collaboration de Kapteyn.
L^Amiral Mouchez avait appuy6 k TAcademie

des Sciences 1’affirmation de Gill concernant

les cartes stellaires. On sait par quels

efforts et avec quel succ^s P. et Pr. Henry
construisirent des objectifs qui, en 1884 et

1885, leur donn^rent des cliches admirables qui

furent tir& en heliogravure. En apprenant

d’Huggins *‘in enthusiastic terms ” ces importants

risultats. Gill, le 23 decembre 1884,

18 janvier 1885, demanda des renseignements a
rAmiral ^louchez, qui lui envoya, le 22 janvier,

une epreuve ordinaire et une epreuve heiio-

gravee, i’infdrmant qu’il avait commande un
grand appareil special et ajoutant: ^‘Je crois que
nous allons obtenir la solution complete des cartes

celestes par la photographic. “ Le 23 fevrier, Gill

rdpond k I’Amiral une longue lettre non publiee oh
ii insiste sur les ^‘splendides efforts faits k
Paris”: dans cette lettre, il est question de la

C.P.D., des cartes ediptiqties de Paris, des amas,
de la voie lact6e, travail k entreprendre sur un
plan soigneusement pripar^, et aussi de photo-
graphies d’aires uniform^ment distribu6es* Le ii

mai, i’Amiral disait k I’Acad^mie: “M. Gill

. . * m’a adress^ imm&Jiatement un projet pour
etablir une entente entre divers observatcures afin

d'entreprendre ensemble le plus t6t possible la
Carte du Ciel qu’il serait facile d’ex^cuter ainsi

en six ou huit ann^s.” Nous n^avons pu
retrouver la lettre m^me de Gill; mais ces indica-
tions suffisent pour Etablir la part qui revient k
llnitiative de Gill et de I’Amiral Mouchez, k la

science et k Pextraordinaire habilet6 de P* et Pr.
Henry, dans cette magnifique entreprise. On
salt le reste, En 1909, au sixihme Congrhs, les

Fran^ais ont iti heureux de prdposer pour Gill le

titre de pr^ident d’honneur, vot6 d’acclamation.
M, Forbes s’Atend sur les difficult^ que Gill

eut ensuite k surmonter; mais, depuis vingt ans,
avec la France et huit autres nations, Greenwich,
Oxfcurd, le Cap, les colonies anglaises coHaborent.
Gill, Mouchez, P. et Pr. Henry ne sont i^us; le

travail n’est pas termini; le travail d’Eros, tant
k Ilionneur da Comiti Permanent et dont le
r&^tat donn6 piair A. IL Hinks est si glorieux
pour Gill, a pris tnris ans; et la euerre d&hatnte
par rABcma^jne le retarde encore; mais Tinflu-
WC3e dte mitiateiirs n’^t pas ^tdinte

; ce qui ii*est
psi^ feit ^ fera. Le President dti Bureau du

Comite international Permanent n’a, au sujet de
I’achhvement rapide de I’entreprise, aucnne
crainte.

Gill etait un organisateur ;
il s’interessait aux

arts, aux affaires gdn^rales. Au Cap, il presidait

maintes reunions et son knighthood fut en partie

la recompense des services qu’il y rendit k
rEmpire. Sa maison etait ouverte aux artistes,

aux marins, aux visiteurs distingues. Causeur
plein d’entrain, il avait ^tabli au Cap, avec la

discipline d’Airy, la cordiality de Poulkowo, Son
influence s’y fera longtemps sentir; il fut heureux
du choix de son successeur. Rentr^ k Londres,

ii eut un r61e important dans les soci^tys savantes.

et,' sur le continent, dans les entreprises Inter-

nationales. Il semblait toujours heureux de
revenir k Paris, et non moins de faire les hon-
neurs de son flat, k Londres.

Il aimait le peuple, sympathisait avec ceux qut

souffrent. Il n’eut pas d’enfants, mais k la mort
de sa soeur, Mrs. Powell, il en adopta les trois fils

et les emmena au Cap. Dans la guerre ddchalnye
par I’Allemagne, I’afn^, capitaine Harry Powell,

fut tuy prfes d’Ypres; le second, major Fred
Powell, deux fois blessy en Asie et dycory de la

croix militaire; le troisihme, Bruce Powell, in-

gynieur dans I’Afrique du Sud, vint k Londres
offrir ses services et obtint une commission dans
I’artillerie. C’est probablement aux obshques de
Sir Robert Ball, le 6 dycembre, 1913, que Gill prit

le germe de la maladie k laquelle il succomba. Trhs
religieux, il avait choisi dans les mines de Pan--

cienne cathydrale Saint-Machar, k Aberdeen,
I’emplacement de son tombeau.

Heureux directeur sur qui I’on a pu ycrire un
volume entier d’anecdotes toutes k son honneur.

Gill, comme Tycho-Brahy, comme Bradley, a
fait progresser I’astronomie de prydsion. En
dehors des thyoriciens, il fut sans doute le premier
astronome de son temps. Je n’oublierai pas en
quels termes M. Paul Cambon m’avait promis de
demander que le Roi I’autorisdt k recevoir la cravate

de commandeur de la Legion d ’honneur. Gill en*

fut heureux ; c’ytait de notre part un temoignage
de profonde reconnaissance. B. Baillaud.

SUGAR AND THE TINNED FRUIT
' INDUSTRY.

(1) A Handbook for Cane-Sugar Manufacturers
and their Chemists. By Dr. G. L. Spencer.
Fifth edition, partly rewritten and enlarged-

Pp. XV + 529. (New* York: John Wiley and
Sons, Inc. ; London ; Chapman and Hall,

Ltd., 1916.) Price 155. net.

(2) The Canning of Fruits and Vegetables Based'
on the Methods in Use in California, with
Notes on the Control of the Micro-organisms
Effecting Spoilage. By Justo P. Zavalla*

Pp. xii4-2i4. (New York: John Wiley atM^

Sons, Inc. : London : Chapman and Hall, Lt(L^

1916.) Price lox. 6d. net.

(i) SPENCER has largely rewritten this
handbook, and it is now well adapted

for the use of those in chaig^e of the large central
factories which have bqcome such a marked
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feature of the cane-sugar industry. As most sugar
factories in the tropics have chemists in control,

or at least managers who have some knowledge
of chemistry as applied to sugar manufacture, the

author seems to have been unnecessarily generous
in devoting space to the description of common
apparatus and customary meth^ods of analysis.

The opportunity might have been taken to direct

attention to new sources of supply of apparatus
which have become available since the war. No
chemist, even in a neutral country, can wish to

return to the pre-war dependence on one country
for supplies of these materials. Heating ap-
pliances for laboratory use are often a difficulty in

the tropics, but the author only refers to elec-

trically heated plates and to an alcohol burner.

Where current is available, electrically heated
water-baths of the type readily obtainable in this

country are often preferable to hot-plates, and
where current is not available, petrol-air Bunsen
burners are probably the best substitute. There
must be few parts of the tropics where petrol

is not obtainable, and there are British

i also discusses and gives a good deal of useful

! information on the micro-organisms which are

, found in spoiled tinned goods. This portion

I

of the book would be worth separate and

I

more fundamental treatment by a competent

I

biologist who has given special attention to

j

the subject. The book will, no doubt, be useful

;
to those engaged in this industry, which is rapidly

1 assuming large dimensions and bids fair to become

I

of great importance in British tropical and sub-

I

tropical colonies.

j

OUR BOOKSHELF.
^ Herbert Spencer. By Hugh Elliot. (Makers of

the Nineteenth Century Series.) Pp. vi-f330—

I portrait. (London: Constable and Co.,

! Ltd., 1917*) Price 6s. net.

j

This is a vigorous and discriminating account

i of Herbert Spencer’s contributions to modem in-

i

tellectual development. It is written by one who

I

saturated himself with Spencer’s doctrines (and

! read all his works) when on service in the South

machines for producing the petrol-air mixture
i

which are being used with success in laboratories

in the West Indies, Mauritius, and elsewhere.

As regards materials used in sugar manufac-
j

lure, it is disappointing to find no adequate dis- ;

cussion of the physical properties of sand and •

kieselguhr, on which the filtering value of these

materials depends.
Beyond the statement in a table on p. 5 that

the sugar-cane contains 0*2 per cent, of fat and
wax, there is no reference to sugar-cane wax,
although this may become an important by-
product of the sugar-cane industry in the future,

and is, in fact, already a Commercial article.

Another useful addition to the handbook would be
a fisumi of recent work on the improvement of

sugar-canes, on which so much w-ork has been
done in recent years.

Some of these omissions are perhaos due to the
fact that although the book appeared in 1916, it-

seems to have taken at least a year to pass

through the press. The book is well produced
on good paper, but it is difficult to see why 15s.

net should be charged for a book of this size.

{2) Mr. Zavaila’s book deals with one of the

chief industrial uses of sugar, viz. the “canning”
of fruits. It is provided with an introduction by
the Dean of the Collie of Agriculture of the
University of California, who begins by saying
that “ human beings may be traced in almost any
part of the glpbe through the tin cans wluch they

leave behind them,” and ends with the hc^ that

the labours of the author will cemtribute to “the
realisation of a uniform and satisfactory food

supply for the human race.” Probably no one
but a citizen of the United States could take the

“canning ” industry so seriously as all that. Mr.
Zavalla describes the processes and plant used in

preserving fruits and vegetables in California,

from the making of the cans to the a^nstniction

of the wooden cases in which the tins of pre-

served fruits and vegetables are shipped. He

African War, and has had the endurance to re-

peat the experience since 1914, with the bitter

conviction that if Europe had followed Spencer

the present war could never have occurred.
'* The spirit of Treitschke has triumphed over

the spirit of Spencer—^the metaphysics of Ger-

many over the common^ sense of England. ”

IVIr. Elliot’s earlier discipleship has lost its dog-

matism, but his admiration remains strong for

the last of the great nineteenth-century apostles

of reason and lil^rty. As is well known, Spencer

expressed the larger and better part of his per-

sonality in his works, as an artist might in lus

paintings, and Mr. Elliot recesses this in his

biographical sketch. There is a convincing unit}*

—better, we think, than heretofore—^in the pic-

ture which the author gives us of the synthetic

philosopher. “ Evolution and Liberty are the two
guiding stars of Spencer’s philosophy,” and in

his» exposition Mr. Elliot develops the thesis that

Spencer was a man of very strong natural pene-

tration, who formed his theories first and estab-

lished, or sought to establish, them by induction

afterwards—^which is, truth to tell, a very

common mode of scientific procedure.

For much that Spencer achieved, for instance,

in making the evolutimi-idea orpfanic in all our'

thinking, a new generation is already for-

getting to be grateful ; many of his argu-

ments, as this appreciation ('which has
the true Spencerian spirit) well ^ows, have
lost their cogency ; some of the foundation-

stones, such as the transmissibility of individually

acquired somatic modifications, have not borne
the weight of the superimposed structure. But
we share with the author of this effective and in-

teresting book the hope that one of the rhythms
of intellectual opinion spoken of in the “First
Principles” may bring many—especially those
vrhose thinking needs vertehration—^back to a
Spencerian study of Soenc^’s works. A good
introduction is here to hand.
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A Sylow Factor Table of the First Twelve
* Thousand Numbers, -giving the Possible Number
of Sylow Sub-Groups of a Group of Given Order

between the Limits of o and 12,000. By H. W-
Stager. Pp. xii 4-120. (Washington: Carnegie

Institution of Washington, 1916.) Price 4.50

dollars.

The main object of this publication is to answer

the question : Given n, the order of a group, what
are the possible orders of such Sylow sub-groups

as it contains? This amounts to finding all

divisors of n which are of the form p {kp + i)j

where p is prime. For each n up to 11,999 the

table gives the complete resolution of n into its

prime factors; and the values of k (other than o and

2, which do not require entering) corresponding to

each prime factor. Each prime value of n is

entered in the body of the table in the form pt;

for instance, the entry pQ^^ under 4639, shows that

the latter is the 627th prime in order of magni-
tude, taking pi==zi^ It is obvious that, apart

ftom its special purpose, ' this table will be very

useful to arithrheticians ;
every reasonable precau-

tion seems to have been taken to make it accurate,

ah<i fortunately .the table is of such a kind that

every single entry can be tested with very little

trouble, and any misprint ' almost certainly

^tiected, unless a number n has been entered as

prime, when really compKJsite. Cases where

p ^kp -hi) — n, and not merely a divisor of n, are

noted, such numbers are called Ps by the com-
piler—^for instance, ,1074=3 (3.119 + 1), so 1074
is a P. On pp. xi and xii is a list of these num-
bers (1-12,22^) in their natural o'rder; and there

are interesting tables and graphs on the distribu-

tion of P numbers and primes. Supposing that

<^‘(«) ' means the number ’of primed not exceeding
ti, and ip(n} the number of P numbers not exceed-
ing n, the tables suggest that when n —>00 the

ratio i^in) f’<f>{n) converges to a* definite limit not
very different from’ e; -of course this is a mere
guess that might' occur to anyone, but at any rate

to find a formula for ^(n) tinalggous to Riemann’s
for ^(n) would be an ‘interesting problem. It may
not be superfluous to add that the table does not
pfofess to enumerate actually existent Sylow sub-
groups for different values of m ’

* LETTERS TO TflE EDITOR.
^Editor does not hold himself responsible for

\ opimons e:icpfessed by his , correspondents. Neither
mn fee undertake to return, or tC correspond with

if the ivfUers of, rejected manuscripts^ intended for
ffets or cbriy bther ^art of Nature. No notice is

f^kep. of anonymous - communications,]

Aenqtoes and. Atmospheric .Gustiness.

, !

quesEon wjxich Prof. McAdie raises in .his letter
ill Nature of April^ 12 is how to measure the un-
steadiiiess of the air as it affects an aeroplane.
AmEong those ooiineeted With flying the term ‘^bumpi-

, ness is uted to e:]q)ress the unsteadiness of the air
as it affects an aeroplape,r and| in the absbioe of a
better word, tips nmy be. used here. Ibe- problem is,

,thaa. Ip measure the. **bumpiness*^ of the air by
' V';*neteoifOlog$e^ rneans^;''

, I

.

Prof* ;MqAfe, points'onV gtitets dilay occur in any
; 2478/^QU ' 00^

direction, but gusts in different directions will not

equally affect an aeroplane, those in a vertical direc-

tion having the greatest effect. There is evidence to

show that the fluctuation in velocity of any individual

portion of air is, on the average, roughly the same in

any direction, so that, in view of the greater effect

of vertical gusts, the fluctuation of the wind, as given

by an anemometer, may give entirely erroneous in-

dications of the “bumpiness.’’ The best example of

this is in the middle of a hot summer day, with a

light wind, and sky partly covered with small cumu-

lus clouds (themselves an indication of vertical cur-

rents). Under these conditions, the variation shown
by an anemometer may be less than three metres per

second, but the air will be very “bumpy” for an
aeroplane.
On sunless days, with strong winds, the air is.

“bumpy” on account of the eddy mdtion set up by

friction with the surface of the ground. If the con-

ditions be the same, the fluctuation is roughly pro-

portional to the mean velocity of the wind, but under

different conditions— between night and day—the
fluctuation may be very different for the same strength

of wind. When, it is remembered that the mean
velocity of the wind does not in itself affect an aero-

plane when flying (except as regards getting from

place to place), it will be seen that the mean velocity

of the wind should not enter into measurements of

the “bumpiness” of the air. Further, the gustiness

of the air near the ground is of little importance,

except in getting off and landing, and also it cannot

be taken as an indication of the “bumpiness” of the

air at a height.

To obtain satisfactory information, it would be
necessary to measure the fluctuation of velocity in

three directions and at various heights. Several

methods have been devised for obtaining the vertical

velocity, as well as the horizontal velocity and direc-

tion, near the ground; to obtain such data at a

height is very much more difficult.

The “bumpiness” of the air might be measured
by an accelerometer carried on an aeroplane ; but this

‘would not be satisfactory to the meteorologist, since

it would be difficult to discriminate between vertical

currents and horizontal gusts. It may be pointed out

that by the use of both a gravity-controlled and a

spring-oon trolled air-speed indicator, this is at least

theoretically possible.

If we suppose a satisfactory means of measuring
the “bumpiness” to have been devised and f^tandard-

ised, it w-ould be possible to compare the average
“ bumpiness,” say, at one place with that at another,

from w'hich, no doubt, some useful information could

be obtained. But to make real advance ia this part

of meteorology, it is necessary to go further and
endeavour to find the real structure of the atmosphere
and the causes which may give rise to this structure.

It is, therefore, to be hoped that the work of meteoro-
logists interested in this branch of the subject may be
devoted mare\and more to these fundamental problems
of cause and effect, rather than to the making and
tabulation of routine observations, other than those
made with the definite object of throwing light on
some particular problem. Gordon Dobson.
Farnborough, April 16.

In reply to Prof. Alexander McAdie ’s request
(Nature, April 12) for a means of recording giastiness,

I venture to throw out thfe suggestion that this might
bfe done by observing what in German ds called “ wim-
mern.*’ “ Hoert Ihrs wimmern hoch vom Thurn ? Das
ist Sturm.” This variation in the sounds heard frorh
dhurch bells during gnsty weather is due to the
irregular velocities in the atmosphere. That part of
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a whirl of air which moves in the same direction as
the sound will increase the pitch of the note heard,
and vies versd. If an instrument could be devised for
recording rapid but slight changes of pitch of musical
notes, a fairly accurate estimate of the irregularities
of atmospheric velocities could be obtained.

C. E. Stromeyer.
Lancefield, West Didsbury,

April 15.

Gravitation and Thermodynamics.

As pointed out by Sir Oliver Lodge in Nature of
April 5, the case I cited of a disc pivoted about its

centre of mass and started in motion does not lead
to perpetual motion in the ordinary sense. But, as
it seems to me, there will be Igng-sustained, oscillatory,

motion. On rotating the disc by a small angle, the
descending half will gain, and the ascending half

will lose, heat. A turning-moment will arise, and
will increase until the angle turned is 7r/2. It will

then decrease until, when the angle turned is n-, the

moment is nil. This position gives the condition,

quoted by Sir Oliver llodge, of thermal symmetry
about the vertical diameter of the disc. As the disc

continues to rotate, due to its momentum, a moment
in a reverse sense will be set up, so that w^hen the

whole rotation is nearly 2rr, the rotation will be re-

versed. We shall thus obtain an oscillatory motion,
long sustained if small friction is involved. In the

final position the disc will have rotated from its

initial position by angle jt. Such a result would be
phenomenal, since the mere act of rotating the disc

by an infinitesimal angle would, in effect, convert a
condition of neutral, into one of unstable, equilibrium.

Dr. Todd has suggested that this peculiar effect

would not arise if BBjdr is positive. We should then

have the remaining peculiar effect, viz. a condition

of neutral equilibrium would by a rotation be con-

verted into one of stable equilibrium. Will this pro-

posal satisfy philosophers? P. E. Shaw.

Floating Earths.

I SENT Dr. Leaf’s letter on “Floating Earths*’

(Nature, March 15) to ' M. Salomon Reinach, and
append his answer, which, I think, partly explains

the matter.
^

J. Offord,

94 Gloucester Road, South Kensington, S.W.7-

Dear Mr. Offord,

—

You won’t build on uncertain ‘texts. Dr. Leaf
translates “in the case of an islet in JTyrffaenia,”

reading xnjo-iV, which is corrupt ; I prefer 717 rts (Corey),

a certain variety of earth in Tyrrheni'a—the remainder

concerning naturaj science, excepting
^
y rd. dpyvp^jxara

eKjfKtrrcTaLj word.s which I take in the ** trivial

Cleaning.”—Yours truly, S. Reinach.

Mus6e National, Saint-Germain,
Le 4 avril 19 17,

The New Food Orders*

In my article in Nature of April 12 there were in-

advertently omitted, probably by myself, some .words

Vhich make one of my shgg^estions an absurdity. In

reference to the meat r&tioh of the Army, what I

meant to say was that “a Jarf of the large m^t
allowance might, with advantage; be repla:oe3 by its

equivalent in energy-value of carbohydrate.”

,
W. M. Bayuss.
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EMPIRE DEVELOPMENT AND. ORGANISA-
TION.

The final report of the Royal Commission on
the natural resources, trade, and legislation

of certain portions of his Majesty’s Dominions has
recently been issued.and presented to both Houses
of Parliament. The commission came into being
in consequence of a resolution passed by the Im-
perial Conference in 1911. The members were
appointed in April, 1912, six representing the

United Kingdom, and one eadi the self-governing

Dominions of Canada,* Australia, New Zealand,
the Union of South Afrit:a, and Newfoundland.
India, the Crown Colonies, and the' Protectorates

were not included.

The sittings of the commission ended, as they

began, in London. In the interval the commis-
sioners made four tours : the first to New Zealand
and Australia, the second to the Union of South
Africa, the third to Newfoundland and eastern

Canada, and the fourth to central and western
Canada. They visited every capital df every

State or Province in each of the Dominions, and
took evidence in all the mef^st important cities.

They say :

—

In the course of this period we have travelled for

many tens of thousands of miles to, through, and
from the self-governing Dominions of your Majesty’s
Empire. In every district of this vast area we have
done our utmost, collectively and individually, to make
ourselves acquainted with its characteristics, its his-

toiy, and its aspirations, as we hope, and indeed
believe, not without success. We have also had the

opportunity of hearing personafty the opinions of

every section of its population upon the problems' upon
which we have been engaged. It is therefore irith

a certain confidence as to their value that w© present

our unanimous conclusions for your Majesty’s con-

sideration.

It is to be noted, however, that in May, 1915,

the Government of the Commonwealth of Aus-
tralia withdrew its representative from the com-
mission, and the final report dc^s not contain the

signature of any representative’ of that Dominion.

No reason is given for this action on the part of

Australia.

The main object of the commission was to in-

quire into, and report upony (a-) the natural re-

sources of the five self-governing Dominions and
the best means of developing them ;

(h) their trade

with the United Kingdom, each other, and the

rest of the world ; and (c) their requirements and

those of the United Kingdom in ref»-ard to food

and raw materials, together with the available

sources of supply. Broad as the scope of this

inquiry was, it could not be kept 'within the pre-

scribed limits. Tlie commissioners say :

—

During the whole course' of bur investigations . . .

we have been conscious of two strong and impelling

impressions: '

‘
,

First, for Empire purposes* no' survey can, be; Com-
plete without including. the Crown Colonies,

and the Frotectcrates* ,
' In- .th^splyes, and even as

now developed^ Hhm too .yital .
aqd,important si

part of the Emp!fe|to left out of pyesOnt calcUM-

tions. But it is pfaiiily .wd©ttt,,4hstt. thw pciitfi^-

tiaiities, measured by any Mr'standard, are immetos^,
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and that their future contributions to the Empire’s

strength and greatness will far surpass those of the

past. These parts of your Majesty’s oversea posses-

sions are vitally linked with the self-governing

Dominions; the destinies of all are interwoven.

Secondly, we have been equally strongly impressed

by the almost infinite variety of Empire domain, the

extent of its area, the inequality of distribution of

its population, and the disconnected character of its

governing and directing machinery.

In other words, the only practicable subject of

investigation turned out to be the British Empire

itself. Successive interim reports on the five

Dominions, following on the four tours under-

taken by the commission, have already appeared.

The opening chapters of the final report are

historical and descriptive, and show the leading

characteristics of the Dominions and the develop-

ment of their trade. They analyse briefly their

chief resources and prospects of expansion. The
survey falls under five heads, viz. agricultural

and pastoral resources, minerals, forests, fisheries,

and water-power. They describe also some of

the chief measures for controlling and utilising

natural resources for the common benefit which

have been taken by the Governments concerned

during the war, and lead up to two chapters out-

lining a policy in respect of the scientific develop-

ment of natural resources for the future. Migra-

tion and its intimate bearing on the problems of

development of the Empire forms the subject of

the next chapter, succeeded by three dealing with

Imperial communications. In the first of these

stress is laid on the need for deeper harbours and
the co--ordination of harbour depths in order to

facilitate cheap, speedy, and efficient transport.

Recommendations for developing fast Imperial

services on several of the most important trade

routes of the world are made. Ocean freight

rates and the respective liabilities of shipowners
and shippers under bills of lading come under
consideration. In the second the handling of

produce brought to, and distributed from, the

ports of the United Kingdom is passed under
review, while in the third cable and wireless ser-

vices between the United Kingdom and Dominions
are discussed and suggestions made for their

improvement. Questions of cQmmerdal import-

ance form the subject-matter of the next two
chapters, and in the final one the commissioners
criticise the past and existing deficiencies in Im-
|>erial organisation and outline a scheme for the

creation of an Imperial Development Board,
charged with the duty of undertaking and pro-
motpig the development of the natural resources,

tmde, and communications of the Empire.
As a preliminary to considering the conserva-

tipn and development of natural resources in the
fufixre, the commissioners point out that before
any adequ^ measures can be taken towards this

end at pcelimiimry survey is needed of the relation
Emp^. produetjott and Empire require-

ments whole range of the articles
lequii^ tor Ae sustenance and well-teing, of the

4people, for the mnmtepMce of industry, and fbr

,
production of.munHibns of war*.^ As they* say

truly, no such survey has ever been undertaken..

They go on to point out that it should divide the
necessary materials of trade and commerce into

the following three main categories :

—

(1) Materials of which the world's requirements

are mainly or wholly produced within the Empire.
As instances, it may be mentioned that Canada
produces much the largest proportion of nickel,,

cobalt, and asbestos, and, in conjunction with
India, of mica. New Zealand produces practically

the only supply of kauri gum and phormiunn
fibre. The Union of South Africa has a virtual

monopoly of diamonds and ostrich feathers. India

has a monopoly of jute, while the West Africant

Colonies yield the major portion of the world’s,

supply of palm-nuts and palm-kernels, and the
Eastern Colonies of plantation rubber. The-
British Empire produces from 40 to 45 p^r cent,

of the world’s total supply of wool, and more than*

60 per cent, of the world’s output of gold. To*

take one instance . only of how little a valuable
mineral is worked up into a manufactured article

in the country of its origin, it may be mentioned
that, although Canada is practically the only pro-
ducer of raw asbestos in the world, the United!

Kingdom is largely dependent on outside sources,,

especially the United States, for the manufactured'
asbestos which it requires, and that even Canada
im|x>rts manufactured asbestos to the average.-

value of 7o,oooL per annum.

(2) Materials of which the Empire's require^
merits are approximately equalled hy Empire pro--

duction. Examples of products falling within^

this category are wheat, butter, cheese, and wooL
In certain cases, instances of which are zinc,,

tungsten, and monazite, the commissioners indi-

cate the necessity for special action in order to^

secure the control and utilisation of Imperial sup-
plies for the Empire’s use.

(3) Materials of which the world's require--

merits, and with them those of the Empire, are-

mainly produced and controlled outside the
Empire. Most careful inquiry is obviously
needed in regard to substances of this kind, in-

stances. of. which are cotton, petroleum, nitrates,,

and potash. Investigation should take two direc-

tions : (a) the possibility of finding new sources
of supply within the Empire, -and (b) the possi-
bility of finding substitutes within the Empire.
Means of preventing waste in existing sources of
supply of all minerals should also be investigated.
The commissioners recommend that the respon-

sibility for a survey and investigations on the
lines indicated should be entrusted to a new Im-
perial Development Board. They say :

—

We believe the time has come when a body should
be created which could be referred to at any time-
and by any of .he .Governments, in order to smooth
the path of Imperial development. There is, indeed,,
both scope, and need for a new Imperial Development
Board, which, ^without displacing any existing body,,
would devote its energies and experience to a con-
tinuous survey and consideration of Empire resources
and oj^Dortunitiesi and to a study of the best means-
of co-ordinating Empir.e effort for the development
of the^ resources, fot'the extension of Imperial trade,.
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^nd for^ the strengthening of Imperial lines of com-
munication. It would be impossible to exaggerate
the significance and influence of such a board, com-
posed, as it should be, of men possessing an intimate
knowledge of the Empire and its resources, in con-
stant consultation and collaboration, on the watch for
every opportunity, and alive to every possibility. , . .

The primary condition of this new board must be that
it should not encroach upoij the political or admini-
strative machinery of any of the self-governing parts
of the Empire. In other words, it should be purely
advisory in its initial stage. We are not prepared to
suggest that at its inception any speci^ic administra-
tive functions should be assigned to it, but equally we
hesitate to restrict the future activities of a new and,
to some extent, experimental organisation. If, at
some future time, the Government of the Empire
should, either through the Imperial Conference or
otherwise, desire to delegate any administrative duties
to it, we see no inherent difficulty in giving effect to
such a wish.

With regard to the constitution of the new
organisation, the commissioners recommend that
its numbers should be kept as low as possible,

with the view of increasing its efficiency, and
that its members should be required to give their

whole time to the work. They suggest seven
representatives for the United Kingdom, India,

the Crown Colonies, and the Protectorates, and
one each for the five self-governing^ Dominions.
They recommend further that the board should
carry out the research work required for the
survey in the following manner:

—

(a) In respect of the United Kingdom, through
the recently formed Department for Scientific and
Industrial Research, the National Physical Labo-
ratory, etc.

(b) In respect of the self-governing Dominions,
through the now existing scientific departments
and the committees for research which are being
set up in the Dominions.

(c) In respect of India, the Crown Colonies,

and the Protectorates, through the local scientific

departments and the Imperial Institute.

Finally, they say:

—

The unanimity which is shown in all our reports,

and has been maintained throughout the deliberations

of the first Royal Commission comprising representa-

tives of all the self-governing communities of your
Majesty’s Empire, is, we venture to think, of hopeful
augury. We make bold to assert, after five years’

experience throughout the Empire, that the spirit of

co-operation, so splendidly demonstrated in war, will

be succeeded, after peace is declared, by absolute

concord Sn the great task of reconstruction and
development.

It is quite certain that no Blue Book of such

momentous importance as this is to the develop-

ment of the resources of the British Empire as a
whole [ has ever Wore been published. Great as

the preoccupations of the Government must he
at the present time, they should not be allowed

to prevent the most weighty consideration being

devoted to the recommendations unanimously

reached by the commissioners. It may be

doubted whether so favourable an opportunity

for giving effect to them by legislative enactment

will ever occur in the history of the Empire
again. H. C. H- C.
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KATIONAL REFORMS IN EDUCATION.

An enthusiastic welcome was extended to the

speech of the President of the Board of

Education, Mr. H. A. L, Fisher, on introducing
the Education Estimates on Thursday last.

Whatever be the motives which prompted it,

whether they arose merely from considerations
relating solely to the industrial and commercial
equipment of the nation, or from the need for more
effective military preparation, or from a tardy
conviction that the essential well-being of the
people demanded a much more adequate provision

for the due training of all the children, they are a
gratifying index of the changed attitude of Parlia-

ment on this vital subject, and a sign, we hope, that

the Presidency of the Board will always be occu-
pied by someone familiar with educational pro-

blems and not be a purely political appointment as
formerly. However distasteful the thought may
be, there is lying at the back of men’s minds the

conviction that the industrial, commercial, and
military position of Germany is due in the main to

the sedulous cultivation, through many genera-
tions, from the days of Humboldt downwards, of

the intellectual life of the nation, and that though
we do not desire slavishly to imitate her methods
or to pursue her ideals, yet we have 'arrived at

last at the conviction that we cannot any longer,

if we would preserve and advance our pride of

place in the world, afford to ignore and waste the

most vital asset of the nation, namely, the due
cultivation, bodily, mentally, and spiritually, of

its child life among all classes.

We are, according to Mr. Fisher, spending
annually from .all sources, public and private,

some forty million pounds sterling on the educa-
tion of the people of England and Wales (which
large sum contrasts strangely with the first Par-
liamentary grant for education of 20,oooZ. in 1834,
continued annually imtil 1840, for the building of

elementary schools); and yet we are not provid-

ing effectively for their adequate training. .Many
more millions need to be spent before that pur-

pose is fully assured, and so the President of the

Board comes forward with a demand for nearly

four millions in advance of the Estimates of

1916-17, which are to be applied chiefly to remedy
the low and uneven remuneration of the teachers,

both elementary and secondary, throughout the

country, and to establish a scheme of pensions for

secondary-school teachers; and measures are de-

vised so that this important object may be secured

with the willing co-operation of the local authori-

ties. It is strongly felt that it will be impossible

to secure any effective measures for the improve-

ment of education unless the supply of suitably

trained teachers can be adequately maintained.

It is further the purpose of the Board to

encourage the establishment of a much larger

number of scholarships, with due maintenance
grants, enabling duly qualified children to pro-

ceed to higher stages of instruction in secondary

schools and universities, and also to provide

advanced courses in central schools for diiildren

remaining at school until the close of the l^al
age of attendance.
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All these urgent reforms can be instituted under

the regulations governing the policy of the

Board, and require no special legislative sanction.

They appeared to receive the warm assent of the

House, but it was the closing sentences of Mr.
Fisher’s statement which aroused the deepest

attention, wherein he adumbrated the lines of a

Bill for the reform of education, of which the

measures he had already indicated were but an
instalment, w^hich he hoped shortly to introduce.

He proposed in this measure, having regard to

the
.
deplorable waste of child life, to make provi-

sion in nursery schools for children under five
;
to

secure for every boy and girl a full period of in-

struction until the fourteenth year ; to provide for

more satisfactory education in rural areas; to

secure the proper co-ordination of every type and
grade of schooji throughout the country, and to

require county authorities, either separately or in

combination, to make complete and progressive

.s^cfiemes of education for their areas; to make
better and more complete provision for adolescent
education so as to ensure for young persons
engaged in einployment a fuller intellectual,

|

moral, and physical discipline ;
and, finally, as soon

as occasion serves^;to consider the problem of the
universities with the view of meeting the urgent
need for promoting free and independent post-
graduate research and the higher forms of learn-
ing in the universities of this country, together
with a liberal provision of scholarships with this

object. We must await the introduction of this
'

Bill before we can discuss fully the actual means
proposed to -give effect to these measures of
reform, but it is well that a man speaking with
the high authority of the Presid^t of the Board
of Education and with the full knowledge of his
colleagues in the Government is bold enough to
set them forth as ideals to be shortly attained, and
his eifort demands the fullest and most earnest ’

support of every enlightened authority through-
out the kingdom. Not until the whole fabric of i

education iS' brought under reyiew and each
department of it made effective and .duly related
can its full value be realised and the highest
forms of education be ensured on sound and satis^
factory lines. -

CO^OmRATlON IN RUSSIAN AND
MRITISH SCIENTIFIC^ UNDERTAKINGS.
INURING the past year the question of a closer^ relationship between British and Russian
^yants has been the subject of several meetings of
different learned bodies in Russia, chiefly in Petro-
gtad: Farriculars cannot here be given, but a
^hort account of the more important developments
^hls^y to give some positive results may be of
interest.

'

'
.
la Aj^I, ^916, the Minister of Public Instnio

tion invit^ a naniber of universities to state the
measures which, in their opmion, wou|d lead tome pyomptiog qf closer intercommunication

^ 8:iisiSian and th^ British .scientificWWM& Tie <x>ui^il of the liniversity of Petro-
• 'dfeented the inatter' jn May^ stated in

/
' ^478, "VOL.; '99}'

: :
,

^

^ ^

reply to the Minister in June last that a closer
relationship would be desirable not only with
British, but also with French men of science and
those of other allied countries. This object could
be best attained by forming an international asso-
ciation of universities and academies of sciences,
which would promote mutual knowledge of
scientific work and activity, the organisation of
international scientific undertakings (expeditions,
publications, etc.), and the dissemination of the
languages of the members of the association.
Such an organisation could easily undertake to

bring about such measures as : (a.) delegation of
professors and academicians to* the chief universi-
ties of allied countries to give courses, of lectures
in the language of the country (not their own)
and to promote personal intercommunication with
foreign men of science; {b) mutual admission of
students of science to the universities and scien-
tific institutions of allied countries for the purpose
of advancement of their scientific studies and the
acquaintance with the scientific world of a given
country

;
(c) organisation of congresses in separate

branches of learning* for deliberating on questions
of international scientific and inquiry under-
takings, and of pedagogy; (d) organisation of
yearly reports on the scientific literature of a given
country, to be printed in special periodicals

;
(e)

reports on the scientific activities of different insti-
tutions and of persons working in these institu-
tions. To promote the foundation of the Inter-
national Association it is necessary first of all to
form an association of Russian scientific bodies,
which should undertake the necessary steps to
begin the publication of yearly reports- on Russian
scientific literature in special .pcricxiicals. It is
also necessary, as a second preliminary measure,
to create at the Russian Legations abroad and at
the British, French, and other Legations in
Russia some sort of scientific attache, who would
be at the disposal of men of science.
The matter was then taken up by the Imperial

Academy of Sciences, which considered the whole
question at a plenary meeting on October 15 (28),
1916, after it had been reported upon by a com--
mittee composed of the permanent secretary of
the Academy, S. Oldenburg, and the academi-
cians N. Kondakov, P. Vinogradov, and P.
Walden. The report of this committee was
adopted, at a plenary meeting, and was afterwards
presented to the' Minister of Public Instruction.
It laid great stress on the necessity for i3;iutual

cognisance of scientific work and scientific under-^
takings of Russia and Great Britain. To this end
the academy formed a <?ommittee of specialists
charg^ with the editing of two scientific
periodicals devoted to physico-mathematical and
biological sciences, printed in Russian and French.
These periodicals will contain a summary of
scientific work of Russian savants. It is pro-
posed^ further to make more accessible British
s^entific publications and books, which it is very
difficult to obtain at present,^ by way of new

^ boolte »0W allowed to eijter

I am obliged to order thet
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regulations and perhaps subsidies to leading book-
sellers- The other measures proposed are iden-

tical with those contained in the memorandum
of the University of Petrograd.
The Academy of Sciences proposes further to

call together soon a spedal congress of repre-
sentatives of universities, learned societies, and
other learned bodies in order to discuss the prac-
ticstl ways and means towards promoting a closer

scientific relationship with Great Britain.

B. Menschutkin

NOTES.
Tue secretary to the Reconstruction Committee has

favoured us with the following list of the members
of the committee: The Right Hon. the Prime Minister
(chairman)

;
the Right Hon. E. S. Montagu, M.P. (vice-

chairman); Prof. W. G. S. Adams; Mr. J. R. Clynes,
M-P. ; Sir A. M. Duckham, K.C.B. ; Mr. Richard
Hazleton, M.P.

; Major J. W. Hills, M.P.; Mr.
Thomas Jones; Mr. P. H. Kerr; Dr. Marion Phillips;
Mr. B. Seebohm Rowntree; the Most Hon. the Mar-
ques of Salisbury’, K.G., G.C.V.O,

; Mr. Leslie Scott,
K.C., M.P. ; 'Sir J. Stevenson, Bart.

;
Mr, J. H.

Thomas, M.P.
; and Mrs. Sidney Webb.

A SUMMARY of the Rockefeller Foundation grants for
1916 is contained in a pamphlet published in New
York on March 19. The total amount of the grants
made during the year was 1,649,8202. The largest
grants were for war relief, and these reached 518,0002.
in 1916, making 836,4002. since the beginning of the
war. To the National Health Board 122,3002. was
given, chiefly for the relief and control of “Hook-
worm** disease in the southern States, several Latin-
American countries, and in certain British colonies.
The board has also made a survey of the principal
endemic foci of yellow fever, ^nd experiments for the
control of malaria. The China Medical Board received
during the year 213,6302. for the promotion of medical
edxjcation in China. Among the largest of the single
contributions of the Foundation to outside agencies
was the gift of 2oo,ooo2. to the New York Palisades
Interstate Park Commission towards the sum neces-
sary for the enlargement and improvement of the
Palisades Interstate Park.

Prof. Emil von Behring, whose death was
announced in Nature of April 5, was bom at Hans-
dorf in 1954. He received his professional education
at the Afmy Medical College, Berlin, obtaining his
doctor *s degree in 1878. He afterwards served in the
Amy, and in 1889 was appointed assistant at the
Institute of Hygiene, Berlin, being transferred later,

in 1891, to a corresponding post in Koch’s Institute

'for Infectious Diseases. He there commenced his

researches on immunity in diphtheria, culminating in

1893 in the discovery and preparation of diphtheria

antitoxin. For this work he received prizes from the

Acaddmie de M4decine of Paris and the Institute of

France. In 1894 he received the title of “ Professor ”

in recognition of his scientific work, and was
appointed to the chair of hygiene in the University

of Halle. In the following year he accepted a call to

Marburg, where he held the post of professor ^d
director of the Institute of Hygiene. In 1895 the title

of Medical Privy Councillor was conferred upon him.

Although Behring’s name is best known in connection

with the discovery of diphtheria antitoxin,^ he also

carried out researches on tuberculosis, ascribing the

major part of tuberculosis in children .to infecticai

from tuberculous milk, and prepared a form of tuber-
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culin, “tulase,” by the action of chloral on tubercle

bacilli, which, however, does not appear to have more
value than other foms of tuberculin. In 1913 he
published an investigation on diphtheria bacilli

carriers, and proposed to treat these with a mixture
of diphtheria antitoxin and diphtheria^ toxin.

^
With

Loffler and Ehrlich, who have also died during the

course of the present war, Behring must be regarded

as one of the band of pioneers of modern bacteriology

and immunology.

The permanent committee for the study of the natural

resources of the Russian Empire, formed by the Petro-

grad Academy of Sciences in 1915, has begun to pub-

lish the great work “Natural Productive Forces of

Russia,’* w’hich is intended to give, so far as it is at

present possible, a complete review of the natural

wealth of Russia, destined to play an important part

in the future economic development of the country.

This work will form six volumes—about 2400 pages

large octavo—and is being printed in the Government
printing office. The contents of the volumes will be

as follows: Vol. L, “Utilisation of the Force of

Wind.” This volume is being prepared by a special

sub-committee (president, M. A. RykaCev), and will be

devoted to (i) the necessary meteorological data; (2)

wind-motors, their best types, cost, and uses. Vol. ii.,

“ White Coal ”
; a sub-committee under the presidency

of V. T. Vernadskij will give (1) a geological and
hydrological description of different regions of Russia

;

(2) characteristics of separate rivers and data for the

utilisation of their water-pow’er. Vol. iii., “Artesian

Waters,’* by a sub-committee presided over by N. T.

Andrusov. Contents, (i) Geological data in connec-

tion with water-bearing strata of different regions of

Russia; (2) artesian bores already in existence and the

future possibilities. Vol. iv., “Useful Minerals,” is

prepared by the geological committee and edited by

K. T. Bogdanovid. It will give trustworthy^ informa-

tion about the occurrence, localitip, quantities, and

properties of different ore deposits and important

minerals of Russia, Vol. v., “Plants,” edited by a

sub-committee of specialists under T. P. Borodin:

botanico-geographical review of the Russian Empire

and a description of all the cultures of different regions

in relation to agriculture and the utilisation ot

plants, Vol. vi., “Animals,” edited by V. K. Bra^i-
kov and E. F Liskun : (i) Systematic survey of the*

animal representatives, wild and domestic; (2) utilisa-

tion of wild and domestic animals. The edition is

limited to 5000 copies; the subscription price for all

the six volumes is 10 roubles (=I4S. at the

present rate of exchange). The committee for the

study of the natural resources of Russia has also edited

during 1916 twelve monographs, under the title of

“Materials for the Study of the Natural Productive

Forces of Russia,” dealing with ore deposits of

different metals, medicinal plants, clays,
^
etc. ; and

about a hundred more are in course of printing and

preparation. These monographs are published by the

Imperial Academy of Sciences,

The Hanbury gold medal for 1917 has been awarded

to Prof. H. G. Greenish, professor of pharrnaoeutics

to the Pharmaoeutical Society of Great Britain.

The FothergilHan medal of the Medical Society of

London for 1917 has been awarded to Sir Leonard

Rogers, of the Calcutta Medial College, for his work

on dysenteries, their differentiation and treatment.

The treasurers of the Middlesex Hospital hgve re-

ceived a donation of loool. from Sir John and La^
Bland-Sutton and 2S0I from Mr, G. Vaughan Morgan
\n response to the appeal on behalf of the re^earph

fond of the pathological institute of the hospital.
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The seventh May lecture of the Institute of Metals

will be delivered at the Institution of Civil Engineers

on Thursday, May 3, at 8,30 p.m., by Prof. W. E.

Dalby, on “Researches made Possible by the Auto*

graphic Load-extension Optical Indicator/*

The Jacksonian prize of the Royal College of Sur-

geons of England for 1916 has been awarded to Mr.

E. W. H. Groves tor his dissertation on “'Methods

and Results of Transplantation of Bone in the Repair

of Defects caused by Injury or Disease.’* The^ sub-

ject for the Jacksonian prize for 1918 is “The Injuries

and Diseases of the Pancreas and their Surgical

Treatment/*

The death is announced, in his seventy-fourth year,

of Dr. H. B. Cornwall, professor of applied chemistry

and mineralogy at Princeton University from 1873 to

1910. He previously held posts on the faculty of

Columbia University, and was for a short time the

superintendent of a mining company in Mexico. He
was the author of a manual of blow-pipe analysis and
Ollier works.

The next informal meeting of the Chemical Society

will be held at Burlington House, W., on Thursday,

May 10, at 8 p,m. Owing to ill-health, Dr. Horace T.

Brown will be unable to deliver, on May 17, his

lecture entitl^ “The Principles of Diffusion; Their
Analogies and Applications** as previously announqpd.

The lecture has b^n postponed for the time, and the

usual ordinary scientific meeting will be held on that

day, ,

’

We learn from ihB - Morning Post that Mr, W. P.

Fraser, plant pathologist, of Macdonald College, has
been appointed to* investigate the problem of grain

rust on the prairie provinces of Western Canada. The
Canadian Minister of Agriculture, the Hon. Martin
Burriell, has been devoting special attention to the
problem, and two well-eq!uipped laboratories have been
built on the experimental farms at Brandon and Indian
Head.

The death is announced of Sir Albert J, Durston,
Engineer-in-Chief of the Navy from 1889 to 1907.
We learn from the Tinpes that Sir Albert was born
in 1846, and was educated privately, in Portsmouth
Dockyard, and at the Royal School of Naval' Archi-
tecture, !^uth Kensington. He entered the Royal
Navy in 1866, became chief engineer in 1877, <^i^f
inspector of machinery in 1893, and chief .engineer
at Sheemess and Portsmouth in 1881. During his
administration of the engineering department there
were introduced the water-tube boiler, the turbine
syst^ of propulsion, and the use of oil fuel—^all in-

ventions which made for the increase in engine-power
and the $peed of the ships of the Fleet which has been
sO,nQrioeabIe and valuable during the war.

We learn from the British Medical Journal that
Snargeon-General Sir William Taylor, K.C.B., late
Dkector4]^neral, Army Medical Staff, died at Wind-
sor on March 10, aged seventy-four. In 1898 Sir

was appointed principal medical officer to the
,
Bntjsh Army in India and held that post for three
years/ until he became Director-General of the Army
Medici Service on December 3, rgoi, in the late

r St^e of Boer war. On August zi; 1901, he was
gazetted boiiorary phjreidan to the King, and in 1902
’received the IfiC.B. His Alma Mater, tie University
of Glasgow, bfesfipw^ upon him the honorary degree
,pf LL^D, He iretiijed on December z, 2904, after

service in the Army, during which he
ted served in, rix campaigns, and

,
had risen to the

open to ^ m^cal officer.

At the annual general meeting of the Institution of

Civil Engineers held on April 17 the result of the ballot

for the election of officers was declared as follows ^

President: Mr. W. B. Worthington. Vice^-presidents

:

Mr. J. A. F. Aspinall, Mr. H. E. Jones, Sir John P,
Griffith, and'Mr. J. A. Brodie. Other Members of Coun-
cil

:

Dr. C. C. Carpenter ; Dr. Dugald Clerk ; Col. R.E. B.
Crompton ; Mr, M. Deacon ; Sir Archibald Denny,
Bart.; Mr. W. H. Ellis; Sir R. R. Gales; Mr. A, J.
Goldsmith ; Sir R. A. Hadfield ; Brigadier-General
B. H. Henderson; Mr. R. W. Holmes; Prof, • Bertram
Hopkinson; Mr, G. W. Humphreys; Mr. Summers
Hunter; Dr. W. H. Maw; Mr. C. L, Morgan; Mr.
Basil Mott; Sir H. J, Oram; Mr. F. Palmer; Capt.
H. P. R. Sankey; Sir J. F. C. Snell; Mr. E. F. C.
Trench; Mr. W. F. Tye; Sir Philip Watts; Mr. E. J.
Way; and Sir A. F. "Yarrow, Bart. The council has
made the following awards for papers read and dis-

cussed during the session 1916-17 : Telford gold
medals to Messrs. G. W. Humphreys and J. B. Ball;
George Stephenson gold medals to Messrs, P. V.
O’Brien and John Parr; Telford premiums to Messrs,
P. V. O’Brien, J. L. Hodgson, "W. Brown, and P. M,
Crosthwaite; and a Crampton prize to Mr. F. J.
Waring.

Mr. Abel Chapman, in the Scottish Naturalist for
April, demolishes the contention that there are two
distinct sub-specific forms of the Brent goose, both
of which, according to the most recent text-books, are
to be found m the British Islands. The one is sup-
posed to have a light-, the other a dark-ooIourM
breast. Mr. Chapman is of opinion' that these differ-

ences merely indicate dimorphism. And it would seem
that the ornithologists who made the “sub-species’*
to which he objects have come to the conclusion that
Mr. Chapman’s interpretation is the right one.

The extreme severity of the weather since January
has told heavily on our native birds. One of the first

records of this fact is that by Mr, H. M. Wallis in
British Birds for April. During the February frost,

in West Cornwall, he remarks, lapwings haunted’ the
town rubbish-heaps and tiny grass plots In front of
suburban houses; finally, they came to the windows
for food, but eventually most of them seem to have
died from starvation, their dead bodies, dreadfully
emaciated, being picked up in gardens, beside roads,
and in almost every field. After the lapwings, golden,
plover, gulls, thrushes, and starlings seem to have
suffered most, though many other species are
enumerated in his list of dead.

The British Museum (Natural History) has just
issued, in pamphlet form, some “Instructions for
Collectors,” dealing with the preparation of mammal
skeletons in the field, with special notes on the collec-

tion of specimens of Cetacea. Since the skin of the
Tatter cannot be successfully preserved, special em-
phasis is laid on the need for careful notes and
measurements of carcases before dismemberment.
Attention is also directed to the importance of very
careful notes as to the colour of the “whale-bone”
•in bal^n whales, and the number and position of the
teeth in -the “toothed” whales. In all cases, it is

remarked, sketches or photographs of the external
appearance of a Cetacean should be made before the
work of

^
preparing the skeleton is begun. These

“ Instructions ” have been carefully drawn up by Dr.
S. F. Hanner, the keeper of the department of zoology,

should prove very welcome.

insects attacking stored wheat in the Punjab
are described, with admirable coloured illustrations, by
J, H. Barnes and A. J; Grove in tbe Methtoirs of the
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Department of Agriculture in India (voL iv., No. 6).

This paper is especially noteworthy for a discussion
of the effect on the insects of inert gases and varia-
tions in temperature and moisture, as connected with
the respiratory function. Hydrogen kills beetles more
rapidly than nitrogen, and nitrogen than carbon
dioxide; an increase in temperature causes a shorten-
ing of the lethal period. As to the effect of moisture,
Calandra and Rhizopertha are destroyed by desicca-
tion, but Attagenus “prefers dry conditions to moist
ones.”

It is thirty years since Profs. Tracy ^ind Goff estab-

lished in the United States the value of tarred paper
discs in preventing the access to cabbage-roots of the
cabbage-fiy (Phorbia brassicae) for the purpose of

^g’g-laying. Although the maggots of this insect are I

among the most destructive farm and garden pests '

known to us in these islands, British and Irish cul-
|

tivators who have heard of the American preventive
j

measure have usually derided it. They may perhaps
he convinced by the “ Report on a Trial of Tarred Felt

Discs for Protecting Cabbages and Cauliflowers,”
which Mr. J. T. Wadsworth publishes in the Annals
of Applied Biology (vol. iii., 1917, pp- 82-92). From
his research, carried out for the Manchester University
Department of * Agricultural Entomology, it appears
that 63 per cent, of unprotected cauliflowers and
13*2 per cent, of unprotected cabbages * are lost, as
against 5-1 per cent, and 0-2 per cent, respectively of
those plants provided with cards. We understand*
that a local merchant is now putting effective discs on
the market.

The grading for stock-feeding purposes of the
various “offals” produced in the milling of wheat
has always been a source of much confusion to the

farmer and his advisers. It is a common experience
for offals sold under a particular name in one district

to differ widely, both in general character and in

chemical composition, from materials sold under the

same names in other districts. The confusion is

mainly due to local variations in milling practice, and
little, success has attended past efforts at standardisa-

tion. A substantial advance should now be possible,

however, in the of observations made by Messrs.

T. B. Wood and R. H. Adie, which are recorded in

the March issue of the Journal of the Board of Agri-

culture. Their results indicate that, excluding the ex-

treme fractions, flour and bran, milling offals may be
classified into three “pure grades” ^ne middlings,

coarse middlings, and pollards) coming from the mills

where the intermediate offals are mbst completely

separated, and three “mixed grades” coming^ from
mills where the offals are not so completely divided.

The number of samples examined by Messrs. Wood
and A(fle, though not large enough to establish

standard compositions for the “pure grades,'* was
sufficient to demonstrate that these grades are charac-

terised, not only by a limited range in the size of

their particles, but by a definite chemical composition.

It is suggested that millers should adopt a uniform

system of grading and naming their offals, and a

simple method of achieving the latter^ object, whilst

retaining the local trade names, is indicated,

Messrs. Stanford have just issued a new and en-

larged edition of No. 17 of their large-scale war maps;

it includes Tournai, Cambrai, and the environs of

St. Quentin on the east, and shows the defensive line

held by the enemy from the date of the Marne defeat

until the opening of the Somme battle; and it also

shows the line to which the enemy had been driven

by April 17 during the battle of Arras, An interesting

feature of this series is the diagrammatic way in

NO. 2478; VOL. 99]

which the levels of the land are shown; tints of
brown colour distinguish the land lymg oetween sea-

level and 125 ft. above, between 125 ft. and 250 ft.,

250 ft. and 500 ft., and 500 ft. and 1000 ft. above sea-

level; this gives the map-reader an excellent idea of
the lie of the country.

In a Bulletin issued by the Department of Chemistry,
Adelaide, the director, Dr. Hargreaves, discusses the
practicability of manufacturing cream of tartar in

South Australia. Grapes, the source of tartar, are
largely growm in the country, but at present all the
tartaric acid and most of the cream of tartar used in

South Australia are imported from Europe. Experi-
ments showed that a quite satisfactory process was
available. The wine lees receive a preliminary roast-

ing at a temperature of 120° to 150® C., which is hi^h
enough to decompose the albuminous and organic
colouring matters without injuring the cream of tartar

;

this much facilitates filtration. The cream of tartar

is then extracted with hot water, filtered, and crystal-

lised out. There is not a promising field for a large
industry, because the total possible production, itris

calculated, would not be sufficient to supply the needs
of the country. Nevertheless, the available tartar
should not be allowed to go to waste as at present,
and a start has been made with the manufacture.

We learn from the Geographical Journal for April
(voL xlix.. No. 4) that, at the request of .the As-
tronomer Royal, the Royal Geographical Society as
collecting information about possible observing stations

for . the - total . solar eclipse on May 29, 1919. »The
eclipse passes over the Amazon basin, the Atlantic

Ocean, and the Congo basin to Tanganyika. ' Possible

stations are suggested in the. State of CSeard in Brazil,

the Island of Principe,' the. neighbourhood- of Libre-

ville in the French Congo, and on the western escarp-

ment of Tanganyika. Between ^Libreville,and Tan-
ganyika ' the* forest* conditions ’^preclude the’pbssitiiity

of a station The essential conditions for an edipse
camp are the good chance of clear weather;. reason-
able accessibility, with "means of transport for heavy
instruments; available local labour and materials for

the 'construct! Dn of huts and the foundations for in-

struments ;
‘ and a good supply of

'
pure water for

photography. The society will be grateful to any
correspondents who may be so good as to send advice

in these matters.

In fulfilment of the international scheme of which
it is the centre, the Meteorological Institute of the

Netherlands has recently issued copies of a number
of records of magnetic disturbance obtain'fed during

1914 and 1915 at De Bilt Observatory. In all, twenty-

three magnetic storms are dealt with—^twelve from

1914 and eleven from 1915. In each case ffie record

indudes thirty consecutive hours, declination, hori-

zontal-force, and vertical-force traces being shown^ on
the same sheet, referred to a common base or time

line. The base-line values and the scale values of the

ordinates are marked in eadi case. The disturbances

selected afford excellent examples of “sudden com-
mencements,** “bays,” slow and rapid oscillations,

and isolated tooth-like protuberances on the curves.

The tendency in the vertical force to be above its

normal value during late afternoon hours in times of

i

disturbance is conspicuous in the majority of instances.

One or two of the storms selected for 1915 were of

considerable size, espedally that of June 17-18. The
sensitiveness of the •

horizontal-force and verticaMbrce

magnetographs is unusually Itigh at De Bilt,
,
This

enables details of moderate movement to bfe more
readily recognised, but increases the ri^ of lo^ .of

trace' during large movements, pnd
,
tnak^ it more
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difficult to prevent interference of traces When three

elements are included in a single sheet. Only great
care and resourcefulness could have dealt jvith the
difficulties as satisfactorily as has been done in the
present case.

In addition to the high prices and short quantities
of printing paper now available, strawboard, which is

necessary for the binding of books, has risen enor-
mously in price, whilst a famine in that commodity
threatens soon to deprive the publishing trade alto-

gether of the power to bind books in cloth. At no
distant date, therefore, it is probable that we shall
see English books issued with paper covers, a state
of things which may continue indefinitely, depending
not so much upon the cost of this essential material
as the length of time which must elapse, even after
the

^

war, before there are again sufficient supplies
available. It is clear that in the very near future
publishers, binders, and booksellers will have, in re-
gard to the majority of books, to adapt themselves to
"It new^ order of things, and the public will have to
be satisfied with books issued, as is so widely the
custom on the Continent, in paper covers.

.BIr. John Murray’s new list of announcements con-
tains, among others, “Collected Essays and Ad-
dresses,’* by Sir F. Darwin (some of the subjects
dealt with are “Sir Francis Galton,” “iSii* George
Darwin,** “The Movements of Plants,’’ “The Educa-
tion of a Man of Science,” and “The Teaching of
Science”); a new and revised edition of “The Book
of the.Rothamsted Experiments,” edited by Dr. E. J.
Russell, containing a chapter by A. D. Hall on the
secondary, effects of manures on the soil, and one by
Djr. Eqsseil on the production of plant food in the
soil;, and “A Re^mental Surgeon in War and
Prison," bgr Capt R. ¥• Dplbey^

OXJ'R ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN.
A New Comet.—In 'a message to the Times of

April 20, <feted April 19, it is stated that a comet of
marked brilliancy ,had been observed at Sydney. It
was seen in the eastern sky at dawn, and Prof, Cooke
is to. have described it as a new comet. The
positio^h of the comet had hot been determined.

Comet h 1916 (Wolf).—The following continued
ephemeris, for Greenwich midnight, is given by Prof.
Crawford in Lick Ob^vatory -Bulletin No. 2^9

19x7

h.
Decl. Bright-

April 26 20 21 2$ + 1I 12*2 0*1994

1*1

,
2-8i

27 *23 SS 29*0
.28 26 22 II 45*9 0*1943

. 29 28 49 12 2-8

31 16 19*6 OT892 3*01
&lay I 33 43 36-4

T 2
§ 12 53-2 0*1841

3 38 36 13 9-9

4 41 2 26-6 0*1791 3*21

43 43‘2
6

,45 55 13 59-8 0-1742
''

' ''

' 7 ^ 21 14 16-4
8 ^47 32-9 0*1694 3*42

'
'

; 9 S3 13 H 49*3
TO 1438 15 5*7 9 l-l1̂
It 20 58 4 21*9
12 21 0 29 38-1 0-1599 3-63

Tbe upif: of brightness is that on March 5, and the
/ given in ihe Ihst polumn should be multipli^

ty; *0 the unit of brightness on 1916

^ the oomet dpring the above 'pmod is'

through the constellation Delphinus. On May i the
comet rises about 10.45 G.M.T. It is now an
interesting object in the telescope, but it has been

! disappointingly faint, and it does not seem very prob-

I

able that it will become visible to the naked eye.

The distance of the comet from the earth on

I

April 30 will be 144,000,000 miles, and on May 10-

I

136,000,000 miles.

The April Lyrids.—^These meteors appear to have
been more active than usual this year, and the maxi-
mum occurred on April 21. On April 20 Mr. Denning
watched a beautifully clear sky at Bristol, and recorded
twenty-one meteors in three and a quarter hours; of
these, six were Lyrids, On April 21 the sky was over-
cast at Bristol, but Mrs. F. Wilson reports from
Totteridge that the firmament cleared at about ii p.m.
Q.M.T., and that thirty-five meteors, chiefly Lyrids,
were observed in the two and a half hours up to

13.30 G.M.T. Others must have been missed while
the paths of the brighter objects were being registered.

The radiant point was at 272° -{-34<^, and precisely the
same as found independently at Bristol on the previous
night. One fireball was observed at Totteridge, and
the Lyrids were recorded as very swift and as usually
leaving streaks.

On April 22 the weather at Bristol was very favour-
able after 9.30 G.M.T.

,
but a watch for meteors main-

tained for about two and a quarter hours yielded only
six, half of which twere Lyrids.
The conclusion that this important meteoric stream

recurs under a very, plentiful aspect at periods of about
sixteen years is confirmed by this year’s observations.

' Stellar Spectra of Class R.—The second volume
of the publications of the Detroit Observatory, which
has recently been issued by Prof. Hussey, furnishes
•further evidence of the energy and thoroughness with
which astfophysical investigation^ are carried on ia
America. The chief • subjects dealt with are stellar
spectra of type B containing emission lines, by R, H.
Curtiss; observations of stars of class Md, by P. W.
Merrill

J
the spectrum of { Ursao MajoriwS, by L. Had-

ley; and the spectra of stars of class R, by W. C.
,Rufus. “ In each case a review of previous work }s a
.valuable feature, and the volume is enriched by
numerous beautiful reproductions of spectra. While
•all the contributions add considerably to previous
.knowledge,^ that on the stars of class R calls for
special notice, as there has been much doubt as to
,the place of these stars in the -stellar sequence. The
peculiarity of ^class R spectra ’ is that they include
rays of shorter wave-length than is the case with the
ordinary fourth type (N) stars. Ten of the sixty-six
known m-^bers of the class have been studied in
great detail, and six spectra of class, N were also
photographed for comparison. Mr. Rufus finds that
the strength of carbon absorption is not a distinguish-
ing feature between classes R and N, and that the real
criterion

^

for differentiating them is the intensity of
the continuous absorption in the violet. ’ The out-
come of the discussion is to suggest that stars of
class R form a connecting-link between the solar type
and class N, and that the evolutionary sequence
divides at the solar type, classes K and M forming
one branch, and classes R and N constituting the
other. The alternative possibility that classes M and
‘K may belong to an ascending branch of the tempera-
ture curve, as would be the case in Lockyer’s classi-
fication, d^s not appear to have been considered.
The radial velocities of the ten class R stars range

froni —49 to +25 km. per second, and give an
ayei^ge of 14*9 km, when oorrected for the solar
motion. The average colour-index is 1*7^ as compared
with 2*5 for class N.

"
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BENuNEVIS and glen COE}
CHEET 53 of the map of Scotland comprises the^ especially interesting area around Ben Nevis,
Glen Coe, and Loch Linnhe. This district includes
the highest summit in the British Isles; it presents
geological problems, both tectonic and petrologic, of

unuE^ual variety, and it has a most instructive and
diversified physiography. It is described in a memoir
which is a most valuable contribution to Scottish
geology. This work has been mainly written by Mr.
E. B. Bailey, and is characterised by its high literary

quality, its originality of view, its happy expressions
and apt comparisons, and its sympathetic summary
of previous work on the district, beginning with

being pre-glacial, cannot be due to the glacial en-

largement of the main valleys.

Mr. Bailey adopts the view that the main north-
w’est to south-east valleys are due to a pre-glacial

river system, and that they w’ere broken by cross

valleys into segments separated by secondary water*
sheds. In the development of these river valleys he
admits that earth movements played an important
part, though he considers that the fractures which
determined the valleys remained latent until opened
by river action. He compares the valleys to the

Zambezi gorge, which, though admittedly guided by
fractures in the rocks, lacks the features indica-

tive of the structural origin of these Highland valleys,

Mr. Bailey attributes many of the valleys to qrosion

Fig t.—

B

en Nevis and Glen Nevis Gorge. By permission of the Controller of H.M. Stationery CMSce.

Macknight and Macculloch at the beginning of the

last century. The problems in the Ben Nevis district

of Irhost general interest are those connected with the

physiography of the Scottish Highlands. The High-
land glens have been often attributed to glacial

erosion, and some of their most conspicuous features

to the glacial deepening of the valleys. Mr, Bailey,

however, submits ample evidence that the valleys

were pre-glacial, that Glen Nevis, for example, has
not been glacially deepj^ened, that some of the gorges
have escaped any serious glacial modificaticm, and
that the 'much-quoted hanging valleys of the district,

i Memoir Geol. Surv. Scotland. “ The Geology of Ben Nevis and Glen
Cbe, and the Surrounding ( 'onntry.” (Explanation of Sheet 53.) By E. B.
Bailey and H. Ijf-Mauffe. Pp. x-f«47 -f-plates xi.

,
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along shatter-belts, which were attributed by Dr.

Marr, the author of the term, to the crushing of a

band of rocks along an oscillatory fault that may
produce no final displacement of the rocks beside it.

The description of shatter-belts in the memoir (pp.

215-16) gives no clear evidence as to their ori^n^

Some are bands of brdken rock along ordinary faults

;

some are later than the last of the Cainozoic dykes, and
are therefore geologically modern. So far as can be

judged from the scanty erikience given in the memoir,
these formations may be bands of rocks shattered be-

tween parallel ruptures due to tension during the

lion of the country into broad, low upfdds. Mr* Bailey

remarks that if many of the Highland valleys had
been originated along tension ^iefts some of
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would be found filled by gravel; but this difficulty is

inherent in all theories which assign the valleys a
pre-glacial age. However the glens were
formed, they must once have contained river

gravels, and the fundamental difiiculty in the

pre-glacial history of Scotland is due to the removal
of the earlier gravels during the glaciation. The
author objects that by a mistake the view that the

Central Valley of Scotland was a rift valley due to

trough faulting has been attributed to him; but he
stated so in the East Lothian memoir (1910, p. 10),

referring to the time “when the Central Valley was
originated as a structural feature directly influencing

the scenery, a true rift valley, in fact, recalling that

which at the present day includes the Great Lakes
of Africa.”

Within the 'area of this memoir are many interest-

ing igneous rocks and structures, notably the cauldron
of Glen Coe. The survey of the area by Mr, Bailey
and his colleagues has shown that this formation

Fig. 2*—An Steal!, the waterfall from a hanging valley, tributary to Glen Nevis. Water-worn crags on left due to
stream tumbling down marginal crevasse. By permission of the Controller of H.M. Stationery Office.

was due to the subsidence of a block of ground along a
circular fault, up which welled a ring of igneous rocks.

‘ The memoir also contains an important contribution
to the correlation of the Dalradian rocks of this area.
Mr, Bailey explains the difficulties by assuming great
recumbent overfolds. His colleague, Mr. Carruthers,

the other hand, adopts a simpler explanation based
on A (Afferent classification of the rocks. Mr. Bailey
reeo^ses that Mr. Carruthers ’s interpretation is of

standing with his own, which is advanced ten-
tatiy^ly. It ils difficult to judge the arguments with-

the mapj the issue of which is delayed by the
war. The discussion as to which of this series of
schists is the oldest and which the youngest, and of

Succession, will probably be settled in areas
,

east, where the problem is simpler, as the
have been less disturbed bv the complex* earth

igneous activity to which
pie Nevis district qwea so much of its interest

/'J. W. OBEQORt. ,

THE GENETICS OF SILKWORMS.^

Few animals lend themselves more readily to breed-
ing work than the silkworm moth, and many

valuable contributions to our knowledge of theiV

genetics have been made by Japanese workers, among
whom Dr. Tanaka has been one of the most succesi>-

ful. The present memoir deals with the inheritance
of a number of characters. It is in part an amplifica-
tion of data previously published by the same author,
and in part a collection of new material. Tanaka has
dealt for the most part with larval characters. He
has worked out in detail the heredity of the patterns
peculiar to the various races where his analysis has
led him to the detection of seven Mendelian factors.

Certain of these are inherited independently, but there
are others forming one of those little groups about
which there is at present such keen discussion in
connectio-n with multiple allelomorphs. In the
present case there are four characters belong-

ing to the group, viz.

striped, moricaud,
normal, and plain (or,

in the absence of the
P factor, striped quail,

moricaud quail, quail,

and pale quail). As
in the other cases of
similar nature, either
the hypothesis of mul-
tiple allelomorphs or
that of complete coup-
ling covers the facts

equally well.

One of the most
interesting of Tanaka
earlier publications
dealt with the pecu-
liar - relation existing
Ixitween the factor fcJr

yellow cocoon and
certain factors for
larval pattern. In the
present paper this re-

lation has been worked
out in great detail,

and has involved the
breeding of more than
100,000 individuals.

Briefly, the results are
> a$ follows ; The factor

for yellow shows link-

age with any one of
the group of four
characters mentioned

above. In the female, linkage is complete,
a female ex yellow strip^ x white normal forms
yellow striped and white ’ normal ova only,
while a female ex white stripedx yellow normal
forms only white striped and yellow normal ova. Irt

the^ male, however, the linkage is partial. The
majority of the sperms are of the two' parental types,
but about one-quarter belong to the two other possible
combinations. Thus a male ex moricaud yellow x
striped white forms the four types of gamete, mori-

'

caud yellow, moricaud white, striped yellow, and
striped white, nearly in the proportion 3 :i :i ,*3,

In Drosophila, as is well known, a similar relation
exists between sex and certain characters, but here it
is always the male which shows complete, and the
female partial, linkage. The significance of the
parallel is brought out when it is remembered that in

By Yo^hinfiaro Tanaka. Journal^the Collage ofAgncultuire, moku-Irnpeml XJuiversity, Sapporo, Japan,
VoL vu., part 3, Juno, Rp. la^sS^-pTates i*vi.

^
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Drosophila it is the male which is heterozygous for

sex» while in moths it is the female.
The larval patterns investigated by Tanaka, though

definite and distinct from one another, show in some
instances much variation with respect to the intensity

of their pigmentation. The normal and quail patterns
can exist in several grades, so that a continuous series

can be formed 5>etween the lightest and the darkest*
Nevertheless, these grades are definitely transmitted,
and Tanaka considers that his experiments afford good
evidence that these apparently continuous series can
be explained on the assumption of very few genetic
factors.

An interesting section is that on the inheritance of

moulting. In certain cases the three-moult behaves
as a simple dominant to the four-moult character; in

other cases the relation is more complex, though
Tanaka considers that the facts can be. explained by
regarding the genetic difference here as one involving
two factors. In any case, definite experiments show
that the number of moults is much subject to environ-

mental changes.
Records are given of a number of cases of mosaics

and gynandromorphs, many of which are illustrated.

In view of their importance for theories of sex-deter-

mination and fertilisation, it is to be regretted that no
pedigrees are given.
Embodying as it does the greater part of our know’-

ledge of the genetics of the silkworm, the memoir de-

serves careful study by the practical breeder, as well

as by the professed geneticist, and we look forward
to the publication of the author’s analysis of cocoon
characters which he promises upon some future occa-

sion.

NEW DETERMINATIONS OF PROPER '

MOTIONS OF STARS.^

The author of the catalogue before us is carrying

out the suggestion of M. A. Donner that those

observatories that finished their astrographic cata-

logue plates in good tinie should now repeat them, in

order to determine proper motions. The Helsingfors

plates were taken between 1892 and 1896; they

were repeated, at similar hour-angles and calendar

dates, between 1909 and 1913, giving an average time-

interval of seventeen years.

The corresponding pairs of plates were examined
simultaneously in the Blink apparatus, all cases of

apparent shift being noted, and afterwards verified by
measurement. A selection was made on each pair of

eight faint stars that showed no shift; these stars

were taken as the zero point to which Ae_ motions
were referred. This method does not eliminate the

small systematic effect due to the solar motion, or

other common drift which the region may have. Cor-
rection was made for these effects by comparison with
Boss, there being forty Boss stars in the region dis-

cussed (R.A. 9h. to i2h., N. dec. 39° to 47°). From
these he adopts the corrections to hJs centennial

motions, in R.A. —0-073., in dec. o^. There are

eighteen additional stars in Porter’s catalogues, which
give centennial corrections — o-34S,, 4-o-8". Porter’s

proper motions do not claim to be reduced to an abso-

lute system. A further comparison, not used by the

author, is afforded by twenty-nine additional stars in

the revised Groombridge catalogue- These give the

centenhial corrections to Helsingfors (small, but sys-

tematic) “"0-I5S,, 4- 1*1^. These tests show that the

Helsingfors results are quite satisfactory, considering

1 ** Rechercbes strifes Mou^^ements Propres des Etoiles dansla zonepbnto-
graphique de Helsingfors.” Par Ragnar Furuhjelm. <i) Cliche de gh. a
tab. 4to, pp. 190. (Helsingfors : Imprimerie de la SociiW de Lltt^tcre
Finnoise, ic)t6,) #
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the shortness of the time-interval; they give us a
useful list of 1016 proper motions, of 'which at least

900 are new. The following large motions of faint
stars are noteworthy ;

—

R.A. N. Dec. Photo. Centennial Pos.
1900 igrxs Mag. Motion Angle.

h. 111. s. m.

858 54 - 39 13 ... 10-2 ... 4S 182

9 17 35 -- 40 35 -• 9-3 ... 38 ... 262
10 0 40 • 42 13 ... no ... 48 ... 2 II

lO 25 29 ... 46 3 ... 8-8 ... 84 ... 225
10 50 25 ... J.2 26 .

. 9-0 ... 74 ... 248
II 5 50 --- 45 5S ... ii-i ... 75 ... 234
II 29 18 ... 40 43 . . . 10-6 ... 64 ... 223
II 31 17 - 39 45 ... lo-i ... 60 ... 130

The author gives an examination of the mean
parallaxes of stars of various magnitudes, and of the
solar motion. The latter must be considered prema-
ture until the results for the whole zone are available.
The mean parallaxes for magnitudes 3 to 7 are
0-032"

; magnitudes 7 to 9, 0-021"
; magnitudes 9 to ii,

0-017". These are much larger than those of Kap-
teyn, which is explained by the fact that the present
catalogue contains only those stars that show a
sensible shift in seventeen years; these are compara-
tively near us. Andrew C. D. Crommelin.

CIVIL SERVICE ESTIMATES FOR SCIENCE
AND EDUCATION.

C LASS IV. of the Estimates for Civil Services
for the year ending March 31, 1918, dealing with

Education, Science, and Art, has now been issued as
a Parliamentary Paper. We record the main items of
these^ estimates of expenditure, with details relating
to scientific investigation and higher education.
’It will be noticed, as has been pointed out already

in these columns, that the grant in aid of scientific

and industrial research . has been increased
,

to

1,038,050!., an increase of 998,050!. on the grant ior
the year 1916-17,

United Kingdom and England/
Board of Education.

£
Administration 206,962
Inspection and examination 217,158
Grants in respect of public elementary

schools, etc 12,669,455
Grants for training of teachers 3S7»90o

;

Grants towards expenditure on secondary

I

schools and pupil teachers and bursars,
etc. ... ... ... 962,600

Grants towards expenditure on other aided
institutions, schools, and classes, and on
assistance in choice of employment ... 613,960

Imperial College of Science and Techno-
logy and Chelsea Physic Garden (grants
in aid) 33>6so

Royal College of Ar^ 7v43
The Victoria and Albert Museum S9t6S2
Science Museum ... • • ... 13*598
Geological Museum 3*171
Geological Survey of Great Britain ... 14,387
Bethnal Green Museum

, 2,249

Gross total 15,162,455
Deduct—

ApjM*opriations in aid * 2,675

Net total 15,159,780

Net decrease

^ In addition, receipts from *!a!e oi cataJognes and othar puHicatiibai^

suppKed by the Station^ O^Bce, estimated at 4oof., ydU be paid to theVote
or Stationeryand Printing.
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[The original estimate of i5»i59»7So/. for the Board

of Education has since been increased to i9,oi5»7^t)L

by a Supplementary Estimate of 3,856,0002., made up

as follows :

—

Miscellaneous Inquiries, etc.

Fees, travelling and other expenses in con-

nection with the introduction of a scheme
of pensions for secondary, technical, etc., £
teachers ... 2,500

Supplementary Grants to Local Education Authori-
ties FOR Elementary Education.

These grants will be paid to local education

authorities under regulations approved by
the Treasury 3,420,000

Grants for Secondary Schools and Pupil Teachers
AND Bursars, etc.

Increased grants to secondary schools under
regulations approved by the Treasury ... 433»5oo

Total

British Museum.
British Museum ®

Natural History Museum

Gross total

Deduct—
Appropriations in aid

3,856,000]

£
91,056

44,464

i35»S2o

6,925

128,595Nee total

Net decrease 4

Scientific Investigation,^ etc.

l^yal Society—
(i) (a) Scientific investigations under-

taken with the sanction of a com-
mittee appointed for the purpose

(4,0002.) and (b) scientific pub-
lications (i,ooo2.) ... 5,000

(ii) Magnetic Observatory at Eskdale-
muir 1,000

fiii) National Physical Laboratory ... 7,000
^ (iv) Aeronautical Section of the National

Physical Laboratory * 18,275

Total for Royal Society ... 31*275
Meteorological Office 22,500
Royal Geographical Society 1,250
Marine Biological Association of the United
Kingdom 500

,
Royal Society of Edinburgh ' 600
Scottish Meteorological Society t

, 100
Royal Irish Academy ... 1,600
Royal Irish Academy of Music 300
Royal Zoological Society of Ireland ... 500
Royal Hibernian Academy 300
British School of Athens* —
British School at Rome 500
Rqy^ Scottish Geographical Society ... 200
National Library of Wales ... ... 4,200
National Museum of Wales ... 10,500
SWar Physics Observatory 3,000
School of Oriental Studies 4,000
North Sea Fisheries Investigation* ....

reading-room, etc.) and
I^oftlieNahiral History Museum, South Kensington, are closed durine
tiws war- **

^ants in aid, with the exception of that
Office, will not be accounted for to the Comptroller

and Auditar^^erd, nor will any unexpended balances of the ^ms issued
die of the financial year. In the case

effgite MeteoroWoal Office the ex^nditure, though not liable to surrender

Royal College of Surg<‘onS in Ireland

Edinburgh Observatory
Imperial Transatlantic Expedition, 1914-15,

Relief Expeditions ..

Total

Net decrease

SciENTHIC AND INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH.

’

2,000
1,681

15,000

100,006

1,665

Salaries, wages, and allowances ... 7*250
Travelling and incidental expenses ...

Grants for investigations carried out 'by

800

learned and scientific societies, etc.^

Grants to students and other persons en-
24,000

gaged in research®
Scientific and industrial research® (grant

6,000

in aid) ... 1,000,000

Total ... 1,038,050

Net increase ... ... 998,050
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Universities and Colleges.

Universities and Colleges, Great Britain, ^
University of London 8,000
Victoria University of Manchester 2,000
University of Birmingham 2,000
University of Wales 4,000
University of Liverpool 2,000
Leeds University 2,000
Sheffield University ... 2,000
Bristol University.^ 2,000
Durham University 2,000
Scottish Universities 84,000
Colleges, Great Britain 150,000
University Colleges, Wales 12,000
Welsh University and Colleges : Additional
grant 20,500

Total for Universities and Colleges...

Intermediate Education
, Wales,

Examination and inspection, grant in aid*..

Schools '

Total for Intermediate Education, Wales

Grand total

Scotland.'

PuBuc Education.
Administration
Inspection
Elementary schools
Continuation classes and secondary schools
Royal Scottish Museum, Edinburgh
Training of teachers
Examination of accounts

Total

Net decrease 30,977
5 Thesfe grants will be distributed by a Committee of the Privy Council:

'

on the recommendation of an Advisory Council, to Promote the devdIop^
industrial re^arch in the United Kingdom, and

6
^ committee may thinlc necessary.

thl
^<:<:Ount of the Imperial Trust forthe EnOTragement of Scientific and Industrial Research. The expenditure.

^ audited by the Comptroller and Auditor-G^a1„hut,

r?
on the ac^unt wll not be surrendered at the close ofi

the ty the directions of a Committee of
approved trade assoeUtioris for
assodiations, and payments ift

** liabIeV»<imiB<l<ir by tbe pmt<sei ,t

292,500

£
1,200

27,500

28,700

321,200

£
28,384

43>044
2,071,230
228,500

9,849
131*245

1*513

3*513^765*
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Ireland.

Public Education.

Administration
Inspection
Training colleges

Model schools
National schools

Manual and practical instruction

Teachers’ residences
Superannuation, etc., of teachers (grants in

aid)

Gross total

Deduct—
Appropriations in aid

Net total

Net decrease

,
Intermediate Education.

Towards salaries of teachers, including

cost of administration
Endowed Schools Commissioners

' Total

Science and Art,

-Institutions of science and art

Schools of science and art, etc

Geological Survey
Examinations in courses of instruction

conducted in technical schools

32,167

49,094
62,713

3,891
1,591,580

12,415

6,700

60,158

1,818,718

Ireland,

Public Education
Intermediate Education (Ireland)

Endowed Schools Commissioners
National Gallery
Science and Art
Universities and Colleges

1,818,oiS
40,000

850
1,83a

152,218
112,50a

Total ... 21,412,175

Net increase 764,787
[Supplementary Estimate for Board of Education

>

3,856,000?.]

700

1,818,018

173.566

£
40,000

850

40,850

£
47,950
103,550

1,588

650

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE,

Glasgow.

—

^The following degrees of doctors of science
were conferred on April 24:—H. H. Green: Thesis^
“Note on the Estimation of Potassium in Urine;
Investigations into the Nitrogen Metabolism of Soil;
The Sulphur Sheep Dips; Upon the l^mposition and
Analysis of Polysulphide Solutions

; Arsenical Dip-
Tester; with other papers.” T. M. MacRobert

:

Thesis, ‘‘ Functions of a Complex Variable.” W. R*
Smellie : Thesis, “ Contributions to the Geology of
the West of Scotland : The Sandstones of the Upper
Red Barren Measures to the East of Glasgow; The
Cowal ‘ Landslip ’ of August 5, 1912 ; The Tertiary
Comp>osite Sill of South Bute; The Igneous Rocks of
Bute.” J. M‘Lean Thompson: Thesis, “Studies in

Floral Zygomorphy: I. The Initiation of Staminal
Zygomorphy; The Anatomy and Affinity of* Depayia
Moorei, Hook ; The Anatomy and Affinity of Plaiysonia
microphylliun, R.Br.”

Gross total

Deduct—
Appropriations in aid

Net total

Universities and Colleges.
Grants

—

Queen’s University of Belfast

University College, Dublin
University College, Cork
University College, Galway
National University of Ireland and Univer-

sity College, Dublin
Additional grant to University College,

Galway '

' Total

Summary.

United Kingdom and England,

Board of Education
British Museum
National Gallery

National Portrait Gallery

Wallace Collection -

London ‘Museum ^

Scientific Investigation, etc,

Department of Scientific and Industrial

Research
Universities and ’ Colleges, Great Britain,

and Intermediate Education, Wales ...

Scotland.

Public Education
National Galleries
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153.738

1,520

152,218

£
18.000

32.000
20.000
12.000

28,500

2,000

112,500

15,^59,780
128,595
11,421

3,631

4,031

2,300
100,006

1,038,050

321,200

2,513*765

3,980

In an article on technical education in the Elcc^
trician for April 6 Mr. F. M. Denton outlines the
proposals made by Viscount Haldane and by Sir
Trevor Dawson for the improvement of education in

this country, and makes some further suggestions.
In general, he agrees with Lord Haldane that history,,

literature, language, and science should be taught to
each boy, and that early specialisation should be dis-

couraged. He points out that both Lord Haldane
and Sir Trevor Dawson distinguish between what he
calls the “applied humanities,” which give a man
knowledge of human nature and enable him to under-
stand his neighbours, and the “Useless humanities,”
the dead languages. With Lord Haldane he advo-
cates the substitution of thought-stimulating work
like the study of scientific phenomena for the mere
memor}!^ exercise involved in the ordinary study of
dead languages. Sir Trevor Dawson thinks the tech-

nical engineer should leave school at fourteen, enter

a works as a half-timer, devoting the rest of the day
to study at a technical school, and if he passes success-

fully through a five 3*ears’ course should proceed to

the university. Mr. Denton thinks half-time schemes
inadequate, and stigmatises evening classes for boys
who have put in a day at the works as “ State

sweating.” He urges the State to undertake the

education of each boy from fourteen to eighteen at

a secondary school, and from eighteen to twenty-one
at a technical school, as a good investment likely to

advance the nation’s welfare.

The number of programmes of educational reform
issued by associations competent to speak on the sub-

ject of our national education continues to increase,

and fortunately an examination of the proposals made
by them .reveals a ^wing unanimity^ as to the
essential changes.' which must be made in our sys-

tem of education if national efficiency is to be secur^.
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One of the most recent of these programmes is that
issued by the National Association of Head Teachers,
which has a membership of nearly 6000. Among- out-
standing recommendations of the head teachers are
the following: The age of exemption from full-time

attendance should not be lower than fourteen; the
-leaving age should be raised to fifteen and then to

sixteen, so soon as the necessary arrangeiiienis can
be made; no class should exceed forty on the roll,

and steps should be taken immediately to reduce them
to that limit, and there should be a fully qualified

. teacher, trained and certificated, for each class. The
head teachers urge that a committee of competent
educationists should decide what subjects form a
necessary and basic part of every curriculum, up to,

say, twelve years of age, and the amount of time per
week which should be devoted to then\, and what
subjects should be added in later years, attention
being directed to the needs of particular localities.

They insist, too, that the curriculum of every school
should include an amount of practical work sufficient

for the needs of the locality, and that a special room
for such work should be attached to each school.
They ask for a sufficient and suitable supply of
secondary schools of varying type and character, and
that every child with the requisite ability and inclina-
tion should be able to proceed to them. In large
elementary schools where children remain beyond
the age of fourteen, provision, the programme states,

should be made for instruction in drawing, music,
science, language, handicraft, and domestic economy.
So far as continuation schools are concerned, the
head teachers suggest that the employer ot any per-
son under eighteen should be required to enable him
or her to attend day continuation classes for not less

than eight hours a week, for which the employee
should be paid the ordinary rate of wages, and that,

in addition to this attendance at school, the hours
of labour per week should not exceed forty-eight.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES.
London.

IRoyal Society, March 29.—Sir J. J. Thomson, presi-

dent, in the chair—Sir William Abney : The fourth
colourless sensation in the spectrum sensation curve
when measured in the centre of the retina. At the
end of the last century the author carried out a large
series of observations on the luminosity of spectra
of very low density, but only tecently has he had an
opportunity of wwkingsomeof them out. Some time
ago he published in the PhU. Trane, the three-colour
sensations which apparently suffice to account for
all the spectrum colours. There was a doubt if in
the .mixture of the sensations to form these colours
some account ought not to be taken of the colour
s^sation which appears when a coloured ray is

diminished in intensity for all colour to be absent
and only a colourless residue is left The author
confines himself to the colours received on the centre
of the retina, for on the periphery other conditions
exist. The paper shows the method of observation
which was employed, and, discussing the results, the
author comes to the conclusion that the admixture
of the colourless sensation with the three-colour sen-
sations is so small as to be inappreciable, and that
the sensation curves given in his paper, to which
reference has been made, need no correction on this
account.—G. W. Walker : Magnetic inertia. It is

shown that a ma^etised body may be expected to
possess magnetic inertia Just as £in electrified body
pos^sses electric inertia. In the case of a sphere of
ra^us a and magnetic moment m the inertia for
acceleration parallel to the magnetic axis is
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2/5)11-0- “C-“, and for acceleration perpendicular to

the magnetic axis (C is the velocity

of radiation.) The order of magnitude of this inertia

is considered in an astronomical as well as in an
atomic connection.—F. Tinker : The selective proper-

ties of the copper-ferrocyanide membrane. In the

present paper the selective properties of copper-ferro-

cyanide have been studied by measuring the change
in solution concentration which takes place when the

diy^ colloid is immersed in cane-sugar solutions of

various strengths. It is found that the sugar solu-

tions become stronger, owing to the fact that the

water and not the sugar is taken up selectively by
the ferrocyanide. The experimental results lead to

the hypHDthesis that a colloidal hydrate, Cu3FeCy6.3H30,
is first formed, and that this colloidal hydrate then
takes* up still more moisture by adsorption. The
amount of adsorbed moisture taken up by the
colloid decreases as the strength of the solution in-

creases. It is also shown in the paper that the side

of a membrane in contact with pure water has a
greater moisture content than the side in contact with
sugar solution.- This fact supports the hypothesis

—

first advanced by Graham on experimental grounds

—

that osmosis across a membrane takes place because
pure water induces a greater moisture pressure and
concentration inside the membrane than the solution

does.—C. M. Williams : X-ray analysis of the crystal-

structure of rutile and cassiterite.—Dr, J. G. Leathern :

Discontinuous fluid motion. The subject of the paper
is the flow, with free stream-lines, of infinitely ex-
tended fluid past a finite obstacle with a sharp prow
and curved sides. The methods of Levi-Civita, Cisotti,

Villat, and Levy are compared with the writer’s own
method, and translated into formulations by curve-
factors.

Zoological Society, April 3.—Prof. E. W. MacBride,
vice-president, in the chair.—R. H. Borne : Notes on
some of the viscera of 'an okapi (Okapia johnstoni,

Lankester). The author described the anatomy of
the soft parts of various portions of this animal. '

Royal Meteorological Society, April 18.—Major H. G.
Lyons, president, in the chair.—^E. G. Bilham ; The
diurnal variation of atmospheric pressure at Benson,
Oxon., during 1915. By means of hourly measure-
ments of traces from the Dines float barograph at
Benson Observatory, the mean diurnal inequalities
for each calendar month of 1915, and for the year,

have been obtained and submitted to Fourier analysis.

With the exception of the amplitude of the 24-hourly
oscillation, the mean results for the year are in good
agreement with the normal values for Kew and
Oxford. A discussion of the probable errors to which
the results are liable leads to the conclusion that the
first order term is the most susceptible to casual error
due to non-periodic changes of pressure. It is, more-
over, well known that this term is largely dependent
on local pieteorological and gwgraphical conditions,
so that considerable fluctuations are to be expected.
Comparing’ the Benson results for individual months
with the normal values for Kew, it is found that
relatively high values of the diurnal range are asso-
ciated with high values of the amplitude of the 24-

hourly oscillation. The second and third order ampli-
tudes show similar seasonal variations at the two
stations.—Lieut. C. D, Stewart ; Atmospheric elec-

trical phenomena during rain. A preliminary investi-

gation has been made into the values of the potential
gradient occurring during rain. It is found that
maximum values occur in surrimer and minimum
values^ in winter. The maximum fine-weather values
occur in winter. ' The form of the diurnal variation
of rain potential gradient is still uncertain, although
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it appears to have only one oscillation in twenty-four
hours, as compared with the double oscillation in fine

Tjreather. In most cases rain depresses the potential

gradient. Mean depressions have been compared with
their corresponding mean hourly rainfalls. The de-
fHression was found to be a function of the rate of
fall of rain. At Kew the potential gradient is

measured directly in volts per metre by taking the
potential in volts at the height of a metre. This method
gives the time value as obtained from the surface
density only where the electrical charge in the air is

negligible. This is the case in fine weather, but prob-
ably not during rain. The possible errors have been
calculated for different potential gradients

;
in the case

of very fine rain the error may be some hundreds of
volts per metre.

Paris.

Academy of Sciences, April 2.—M. d\‘\rsonvaI in the
chair.—G- Bigourdan : The position and co-ordinates
of the observatory of the Montmartre gate.—Ch.
Laliemand; Time on board ship. It is pointed out
that Tvith the method at present in use for fixing
true time at sea, it is possible that two vessels, coming
from opposite directions, and noting at the moment of
their meeting the time of the same phenomenon, may
differ in their record by as much as 100 minutes, and
it is impossible to deduce the true time. It is proposed
by the Bureau des Longitudes that as soon as cir-

cumstances permit the true time shall be substituted,
the time of the universal system of hour-zones, already
in use on land in most civilised countries. From
March 25 this plan has been adopted in the French
Navy and on mobilised vessels.—M. Emile Picard was
elected permanent secretary for the mathematical
sciences in the place of the late G. Darboux.

—

Heaaiid : The influence of the Hermelles on the regime
of the bay of Mont Saint Michel. An adverse criti-

cism of the views recently published by MM. Galalne
and Houlbert relating to the formation of the Her-
melles reefs,—L. Triboadeau and J. DabreaU : New^
microscopic stains derived from mcthylene-blue. De-
tailed descriptions are given for the preparation of
methylene-violet and methylene-azure from methylene-
blue. The preparation of three staining fluids from
these colouring matters is also given.—Ph. Glangeaad :

The peat bogs, the lakes, and tlie ancient glacial
lakes of the Mont Dor6 volcanic massif.

Washington, D.C.
Natieaal Academy of Sciences (Proceedings, No. 2,

voi. lit,, February).—C. Schacbert : Atlantis and the per-
manency of the North Atlantic Ocean bottom. The

are volcanic islands and not the remnants of a
continental mass. The tachylites dredged up from
jXHTth of the Azores were probably formed where they
now are. No known geologic data prove the existence
of Plato’s Atlantis in historic times.—G. H. Parker:
The responses of hydroids to gravity* The geotropic
response in Coiymorpha is the result of activity of
the neuromuscular sheath and not of the core cells.-

—

E. P. Allis, jun. : The lips and the nasal apertures in
the Gnathostome fishes, and their homologues in the
higher vertebrates.

—

Lipka: Natural and isogonal
families of curves on a surface.—G. H. Hardy and
J. E. LMewood: Some problems of Diophantine ap^
proximatton : the series «(A„) and the distribution of
the points (A„a).—H. S. uMer: Moseley^s law for
X-ray spectra. The law that the square root of the
frequency of the lines is a linear funetkm of the
atomic numbers of the radiating elements is found to
depart from the observed facts far more than the
experimental errors, and an additional term is sug-
^^ted which yields a formula agreeing with the
metSt The order of magnitude of the high-frequency
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radiations of elements of small atomic number the

I

spectra of which have not yet been obtained is dis-

! cussed.— R. Miner ; A note on the fitting of para-

j

bolas. Pearson’s formula for fitting parabolas by the
1 method of moments assumes the origin at the'mid-
:
point of the range. Similar formulae are developed
by the author when the origin is assumed one unit .

below the first ordinate, as in kast squares.—F. G.
Pease and H. Shapley : Axes of symmetry in globular
clusters. The axis of symmetry of Messier 13 appears
to be independent of magnitude, length of exposure,
and distance from the centre. An elliptic distribution

of stars is not confined to the Hercules cluster.

—

E. G. Conklin ; The share of egg and sperm in here-
dity. The author discusses assumed equivalence of
inheritance of both persons, egg differentiations which
persist in embryo and adult, Mendelianism of in-

heritance through the egg cytoplasm.—^J. P* Mdings
and E. W. Motley : A contribution to the petrography
of the island of Baw'^an, Netherlands Indies- Six
detailed analyses are given.—^W. M. Wheeler: The
phylogenetic development of subapterous and apterous
castes in the Formicidae. An array of facts bearing
on the question of continuous variation versus mutation,

' writh the conclusion in favour of the former.—C,
Baras: Refractivity determined, irrespective of form,
by displacement interferometry.—^J. P. Baumberger :

The food of Drosophila melanogaster, Meigen. The
food of the larvae is yeast; the insect depends upon
these cells for its proteins. Adult flies do not need
proteins, but survive much longer on sugar agar than
upon yeast agar.—E. Huntington : Temperature optima
for human energy. The optimum temperature ap-

pears to be very nearly 63° F., and largely indepen-

dent of race or locality.—A. van Maanen : The parallax

of the planetary nebula N.G.C. 7662. The^ value
0*023* is obtained, placing the nebula at a distance

of 140 light-years with a linear diametet of nineteen

times that of Neptune’s orbit (see Nature, April 19,

p. 153).—C. T. Braes: Adult hymenopterous parasites

attached to the body of their host.

Victoria. *

Royal Society, December 14, 1916.—Mr, J. A. Shep-

hard in the chair.—F. Chapman : New or little-known

Victorian fossils in the National Museum, part xx.

Some Tertiary fish-teeth. The occurrence of the genus
Carcharoides (C. totuserratas, Amegh., and C. tenuu
dens, Chapm.) affords an aiiitional link in the evi-

dence for the contemporaneity of the South American
(Patagonian) and the Victorian (Janjukian) series.

Odontaspis elegarts, Ag. sp., Myliobatis moorabbinen^

sis, Ch. and Pr.> and Sargus laticonus, Davis, are

now recorded from undoubted Janjukian (Miocene)

beds, the latter being hitherto knovm only from the

Oamaru beds of New 2^ealand. Rostral teeth of

Pristis allied to the Mediterranean species, P. emtU
quorum, occur for the first time in the southern

hemisphere, in the basal Kalimnan at Beaumaris.
Pristio^orus (the side-gilled shark of Hobson’s Bay),

hitherto known only from the molasse of Wiirtemb^g
and the Upper Cretaceous of Mount Lebanon, is repre-

sented by a rostral tooth from the same beds, and
the author shows Davis’s Lamna lanceolata from the

Oamaru series of New Zealand to .belong to that

genus, and conspecific with the Victorian form.

—

A. J. Ewart: Contributions to the flora of Australia,

No. 25. The author notes the sudden appearance of

aliens belonging" to the genera Brachypodium and
Orthocarpus. Other plants recorded as being estab-

lished in Victoria Ceratogjme, DigttdUs purpurea.

Erica at^orea, and two species of plantain.—^Elinor

Arclmr: A disease or malformation of lucerne. The
proKferat^n dsooveied in tMs plant was investigated
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for traces of parasitic fungi and malformation caused

by insects, but with negative results. The provisional

inference is drawn that this malformation was caused

more or less directly through malnutrition of the

plant, which was growing in droughty country.

—

E. \V. Skeats : The age of the alkali rocks of Port

Cygnet and the D’Entrecasteaux Channel in the

south-east of Tasmania. The previous evidence of

the age of the alkali rocks of this district pointed to

the Peijmo-Carboniferous or Trias, since they did not

appear to intrude the diabase. Fresh evidence is now-

recorded which shows, at- Kettering, that these rocks

cut the diabase, and are therefore referred to a

Cainozoic age.—^A. D. Hardy: Teratological notes on

Victorian plants. The author described a number of

abnormal occurrences as affecting root, stem, branch,

and fruit of indigenous flora, chiefly of the gequs
Eucalyptus. - Fasciation in Exocarptts gracilis and
spiral torsion in Castiarina stricta were noted.
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THE PROBLEM OF HEREDITY. .

A Critique of the Theory of Evolution. By Prof.
T. H. Morgan. Pp. X4-197. (Princeton:
University Press

; London : Oxford University
Press, 1916.) Price 6s. net.

title of this little volume of four lectures

delivered at Princeton University is likely to

cause some disappointment. The book is almost
entirely an exposition of certain facts as to in-

heritance ascertained by experiments with the
fruit-fly, DrosophUa ampelophUa, and “a review
of a long series of researches as to the nature of

the hereditary material.” The author claims that

the mechanism of heredity has been discovered
”

and that “the problem of heredity has been
solved.” He holds that “the mechanism of the

chromosomes offers a satisfactory solution of the
traditional problem of heredity.”

Whilst all credit is due to Prof. Morgan for his

long and careful investigations—^which have been
published elsewhere and are here summarised with
excellent diagrams—it cannot be admitted that

the demonstration of the numerical relations of

the chromosomes distributing to the germ-ceUs
the hereditary factors carried by the parents is

of the importance which he supposes. The
traditional problem of heredity ” cannot be cor-

rectly described as limited to the inquiry as to
what are the carriers of the factors of heredity and
their relations to one another as carriers. The
questions as to how the factors arise and how
they influence the development of the embryo
cannot, as Prof. Morgan somewhat arbitrarily

states (in so many words), be excluded from a
solution of the real, traditional, and actual pro-

blem of. heredity. The fact seems to be that the
knowledge of what is called “Mendelian inherit-

ance” and the relation to it of the chromosome
mechanism does not take us much further into

the “problem of heredity” than we had already

got when, after Darwin had stated the facts

known to him and the views they suggested in his

“Animals and Plants under Domestication,”
Edouard Van Beneden and other histologists

first unravelled the chromosomes and gave us the

classical records of their visible activity in fer-

tilisation.

We' "have not got much further since those

days, but there is no doubt that some facts of

interest have been added to the stock of know-
ledge by those who have confirmed Mendel's ex-
periments. When we look to the present sum-
mary for some statement of what important
progress in our conception and understanding of

inheritance is to be reported, we are reluctantly

driven to the conclusion that what Prof. Mox^an
calls “a satisfactory solution of the traditional

problem of heredity ” is only a restatement of the

problem in terms of invisible “factors” asso-

ciated with the chromosomes. The existence of

such “factors” is not a new inference, but has
been a feature of theories of inheritance Both
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before and since Darwin’s treatment of the subject-

Mendel contributed to knowledge the solid fact

that in certain easily observed cases (if not

universally) a pair of opposed or contrasted fac-

tors—present one in one parent and one in the

other—do not really “ blend ” in cross-breeding,

but in successive in-bred generations of the

hybrid offspring (of intermediate or mixed
character) become separated out in two pure races,

each identical, so far as the factor selected for

‘study is concerned, with one of the original cross-

bred parents. That observation and its extensive

confirmation are important steps in the study of

the nature, origin, and pKjssibilities of the “fac-

tors.” So also is the demonstration of their dose
assodation with the chromosomes, which was
suggested as soon as the activity of those struc-

tures in the process of fertilisation was first

observed.
This is, however, only a beginning : it

remains to be seen how far the application of

these results to the actual facts of inheritance as
stated by Darwin in the successive chapters of

his “Variation of Animals and Plants under
Domestication ” helps us to explain or understand

those facts. So far l5ie application has not been
made—so as to obtain any result beyond a re-

statement of the facts in other terms and
language—nor does there appear to be any
immediate prospect of progress in that direction.

An important suggestion is made by Prof.

Morgan, namely, that the “factors” themselves

may vary or fluctuate. He says :
“ I do not know

of any a priori reason why a factor may not

fluctuate, unless it is, as I like to think, a chemical

molecule.” He, however, proceeds to give

evidence oppos^ to such fluctuation.

It seems that the line of investigation pursued
by Prof. Morgan and other recent experimenters

who have developed Mendel’s original observa-

tions into an imposing volume of detail

has disappointed expectation- It will, we
believe, be of service, but it has, to the

regret of all, not led into the fruitful

region anticipated by those who entered upon it

with so much enthusiasm and energy. In order

to gain a deeper understanding of the many
remarkable facts of organic heredity a new
departure is necessary, new inductions suggesting

new and untried lines of observation and experi-

ment.
So far as the title of these lectures, “A

Critique of theTheory of Evolution,” is concerned,

there is very little said in them which justifies it.

Prof. Morgan objects to the use of the word
“evolution ” as employed by Herbert Spencer,

on the ground that it is “rather an empty
generalisation to say that any kind, of change 15

a process of evolution. . - . What has,” he asks;

“the evolution of the stars, of the horse, and of
human inventions in common ?” This seem^ to be
somewhat unnecessary^ since no one has said that

“any and emery land of change is a process ck
evcfluticMiv” and the instances of evolotibn
he cites have, as suds, well-recibsTaissed fea:turte^

in octtismon. Attempts to correct fagt^t misuse
=

t’
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of words are often of great value; but a writer

may bring his own qualities of judgment and
understanding into discredit by erroneously sup-
posing that a misuse requires correction where no
such misuse exists-

We are ‘also unable to admit the validity of

Prof. Morgan’s assimilation of the “ artificiality
”

of the conditions under which humanly selected

breeds are produced and studied to the “arti-

ficiality ” of a spectroscope or a galvanometer

(p. 84J. The justification for reserve and caution

in generalising in the former case is not that these

breeds are “artificial,” but that the essential and
significant conditions of the phenomena they pre-

sent are not clearly ascertained, whilst in regard to

the instruments known as spectroscope and galva-
nometer those conditions are accurately estab-

lished.

The point of greatest interest at the present

moment in a critique of the theory of organic
evolution by a capable and accomplished investi-

gator of the facts of inheritance—such as Prof.

Morgan—is his answer to the question :
“ Does

natural selection influence the course of evolu-

tion?” (p- 187). Prof. Morgan gives a very
carefully worded answer in the affirmative. He
says :

“ If through a mutation a character appears
that has a beneficial influence on the individual,

the chance that the individual will survive is

increased, not only for itself, but for all of its

descendants that come to inherit this character.
It is this increase in the number of individuals

possessing a particular character that might have
an influence on the course of evolution.” He goes
on to say: “The causes of the mutations
that give rise to new characters we do not
know, although we have no reason for sup-
posing that they are due to other than
natural processes.

^

Evolution has taken place
by the incorporation into the race of those
mutations that are beneficial to the life and
reproduction of the organism. Natural selection
as here defined means both the increase in the
number of individuals that results after a benefi-
cial mutation has occurred (owing to the ability

of living matter to propagate), and also that this

preponderance of certain kinds of individuals in a
population makes some further results more prob-
able than others. More than this natural selec-
tion cannot mean, if characters are fixed and are
not changed by selection,”

We do not know of anyone who maintains
that factors are changed . by selection. Darwin
certainly did not make such a misuse of the word
“flection.” But there is a great field of inquiry
still to be pndertaken which is indicated by the
words “if factors. are fixed.” We are a long way
from possessing knowledge that would justify the
inclusion that -they ’ate ;fixed—as Proi Morgan
Is careful to point .out (p. x66). Darwin held that
they are subj^ to influences which cause theni to
vary, apd it is by research in .this area that we
may hope for, future advance in.the understanding
of the compie^c web of the^-phenomena of heredity.

. , ‘
. t , JE. Lankester. .
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GENERALISED CO-ORDINATES.
I

An Introduction to the ‘Use of Generalised Co-

I

ordinates in Mechanics and Physics, By Prof.

W. E. Byerly. Pp. vii+ii8. (Chicago and
London: Ginn and Co., 1916.) Price 5s, 6d,

n HIS work is sure to be welcomed, because
Prof. Byerly has undoubtedly the gift of

appealing successfully to the average student.

More than that : in its small compass it includes

a wide scope because, starting with the notion

of generalised co-ordinates in its abstract ana-

lytical form, it proceeds to the discussion of such
things as the Hamiltonian equations, the principle

of least action, the ignoration of co-ordinates, and
the proper use * of the modified kinetic-energy

function. For a teacher the book is cheap, if

only for the example (d) on p. 21, and the subse-

quent discussion of the same example on pp. 98-
103. We have not seen a more illuminating

example within the range of an ordinary student;

it shows admirably the difl’erence between abstract

dynamics, where all necessary data are provided,

and practical physics, where the data are experir

mental, and need by no means correspond with
the actual elements of the problem. In this case it

is a question of guessing at the simplest explana-
tion of an unseen “control” of a mechanism on
which we can make experiments within a certain

range.
- Among the many merits of this book we may

signalise the following: the examples are almost'

all instructive and free from artificiality
;
we have

some where the same result is obtained by dif-

ferent advanced methods—^for instance, pure
Lagrange, pure Hamilton, and Hamilton plus

Routh (with a modified function), and these are

compared with previous solutions by elementary
methods. As a matter of notation, we may direct

attention to the symbol for the energy-
function modified with respect to the position-

co-ordinates q, r. The meaning of partial deriva-
tives is so variable in this connection that we
should like such symbols as T(q% T(fg)
introduced throughout for the velocity-forms,

momentum-forms, and “mixed” forms of T‘
whenever there is any risk of confusion. The fact

that, in a certain sense, the Lagr'angian function
L means^ T - V (strictly T{q^) - V), and the
Hamiltonian function means T-hV (strictly^'

T(^2)^V), is extremely baffling to a beginner.
In particular,, the “ canonical ” equations of Hamil-
ton imply a special representation of the energy-
function.

Prof. Byerly’s book is so good that it deserves

I

a much more searching criticism than the present
reviewer can pretend to give; but a few remarks
may be ventured, here. The example (p^ 18) about
the dog running down a plank is all right as it

stands, but it tacitly implies that the dog is re^
duc^ to a mere machine applying a constant
frictional force to the plank parallel - to the in-

clined plane. Students who try to solve. “ animal
”

problems “by Lagrange’s method may make some
fearful- howJers.- Another ppint .(p. 72). ,.is,t^
question how far we can treat occurring

;
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an T as if they were <o^, referred to fixed

axes; here Prof. Byerly is not so clear as Routh,
and although he makes no mistake (the chapter
is on impulsive forces), he may mislead his reader
unwittingly. As a mere matter of typography
we may note that cos 6 is much clearer than
cos 6<f>- (and so in many other cases). In the
answer (p. 9) on the simple pendulum (ex. 2) it

would be well to reduce R to a configuration ex-
pression (R= (3 cos 6 — 2 cos a)mg)

; on p. 18 read
mg the weight of the dog ’’

; and there may be
other trivial blemishes of the same sort.

It may be added that there are proofs of Thom-
son’s and Bertrand’s theorems in the proper
-dualistic form, examples . taken from hydro-
dynamics and electrodynamics, and two appen-

|

dices—one on dynamical formulse, the other on
\

the calculus of variations. We hope that Prof. I

Byerly ’s book wnll have the full success which it
\

deserves. G. B. M.

' TROPICAL AGRICULTURE.
j

Tropical Agriculture. By Dr, E. V. Wilcox, i

Pp. xviii 4-373. (New York and London; D.
j

Appleton and Co., 1916.) Price los. 6d. net.

The selection of a title is sometimes not an
easy matter. “Tropical Agriculture” has

been given as the name of the book before us,
written by Dr. E. V. Wilcox, of the States Rela-
tions Service of the U.S. Department of Agricul-
ture. The book deals very briefly with nearly
every product of the tropics, whether agriculture
or otherwise. In this case the title is, therefore,

misleading. But in the preface the author speaks
of “tropical products,” and one wonders why he
did not give his book that name. It would have
been fully descriptive and appropriate.

The author tells us that his book was “written
from the standpoint of the general reader, busi-

ness man, and agricultural student.” But in the

next breath the agricultural student is dismissed
and the book is then said to deal with tropical

agriculture in the commercial sense. Moreover,
Dr. Wilcox regards the literature of his subject

as abounding in exaggeration—rather hard on the

authors of the numerous publications enumerated
by him in the appendix. Still, it is satisfactory

to be assured that our author, knowing the short-

comings of his predecessors, will not likely err in

overdrawing ^ his pictures of the wonders and
resources of the tropics.

The opening chapters on tropical climate, soils,

agricultural methods, etc.
,

might with great

advantage be carefully revised and reconsidered.

The assumption, for example, that the inhabitants

of tropical countries w^ere ignorant of agriculture

until the “white race” invaded their country is

very nearly an entire misconception. It is cer-

tainly not true of India, China, and Japan. The
systems and methods these peoples are now fol-

lowing came down to them through countless

ages. It is quite uncalled for and, moreover,

i^devant to say that “the native races are. obvi-

ously inferior to the white race, and that their

. NO. 2479, VOL. 99]
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supposed rights to property in tropical countries

must yield to the superior demands of the white
race.” It would be more correct to affirm that
the closer we study native conceptions and prac-

tices—the evolutions of centuries towards environ-
ment—^the more readily and completely shall we
attain to the higher flights of tropical industry.

So much for the speculations of our author.

Turning over the pages of his book cursorily, the

reader is disappointed to note a lack of propor-
tion, an utter disregard of uniformity* in treat-

ment, and an entire absence of method—qualities

essential in a book of reference. The plates serve

a pictorial rather than a practical purpose.
Facing p. 144, for example, a hand is seen to

thrust the rhizome of an aroid into view. Below
the illustration has been printed “Dasheen Tuber,
Trinidad Variety.” There is no number to the

plate (nor, in fact, to any plate), so that the reader
has to turn to the index to find the text—^some

eleven pages farther on. But in the text no refer-

ence is made to the plate, so that, after perusing
the book through, the reader may remain ignorant
that the “dasheen ” has been illustrated.

The book has twenty-one chapters, as w^ell as

an appendix and an index. Turning to chap. xii.

,

which deals with fibres, it is found that two pages
have been devoted to cotton, three-fourths of a
page to jute, four pages to sisal, and so on—^no

attempt at proportional spacing to importance of

subject. But in the twenty-one lines given to jute

the writer manages to inculcate three egregious
errors. He Speaks of the flowers being “rather
conspicuous,” which they most certainly are riot,

gives the Indian area of the crop at half what it

is, and speaks bf a yield at very nearly four times

the record production of the crop. .On p. 70 it

is observed that tea has been cultivated in India

since 1875, whereas it was extensively grown in

that country' thirty to forty years before that date.

A photograph of Japanese hedges of the tea plant

is given, apparently as being illustrative of the

great tea cultivation from which the supplies of

commerce are drawn. Nothing could be less

accurate. The geography of our author is often

startling, as, for example (p. 141) ; “Large quan-
tities of pistachio-nuts are shipp^ from Afghan-
istan to India.”

The book, as it stands, cannot become a text-

book for either the merdhant or the student. It

needs drastic revision.

OUR BOOKSHELF,
Science and Education: Lectures delivered at the

Royal Institution of Great Britam, Edited, with

an Introduction, by Sir E. Ray Lankester. Pp.

200. (London; W. Heinemann, 1917.) Price

IS. net.

These lectures were given at the Royal Institution

in 1854, and the lecturers were Whewdl, the

famous Master of Trmi^ College, Cambridge,
Faraday, Latham, the philolc^st, Daubeny, then

pitjfessor of chemistry and botany at Oxford,

Tyndall, James Paget, the eminent siuig^n arid
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pathologist, and W. B. Hodgson, who became
professor of political economy in Edinburgh Uni-
versity. They should be read by everyone inter-

ested in education, and this convenient little

volume at the cost of one shilling will enable them
to do so.

Sixty-three years have elapsed since these stimu-

lating and powerful discourses were delivered, and
some of the illustrative references to the scientific

views as well as to the popular superstitions
‘ current at that time require explanation or modifi-

cation. This is provided by a series of useful notes
inserted by the editor after each lecture.

The lectures are not occupied with denunciations
of the “elegant imbecility of classical learning,’’

but with an exposition from various points of view
of the advantages to education of the observation
of natural phenomena and the scientific study of

language. In 1854 there were not more than two
or three schools in England where natural science
was taught, and in the universities such subjects
were almost ignored except where they formed an
int^ral, though subordinate, part of the medical
curriculum. We have moved on since that time.

All the large schools and some of the small are
provided with laboratories and teachers more or
less competent. The time given to experiment and
observation is, however, quite insufficient, and until

headmasters with purely literary qualifications and
sympathies are got rid of progress will still be slow.

Some Questions of Phonetic Theory. By Dr.
Wilfrid Perrett. Pp. vi+iio. (University of
London Press, 1916.) Price 2s. 6d.

This book forms a notable contribution to the
literature on the science of speech. The first

chapter exposes some current misconceptions as
to the position of rest of the organs of speech.
In the remaining three chapters (entitled “Willis
on Vowel Sounds,” “The Wheatstone Test,”
and “The Compass of the Mouth ”) Dr. Perrett
deals with the intricate subject of vowel-pitches.
He gives examples of the hopelessly divergent
results wluch have been arrived at by different
authorities on acoustics, and endeavours, in our
C4>inion with success, to bring some order into
the * chaos.

^
Naturally the work of those who

have contributed to bring about the chaos comes
in for strong criticism. . ^ Upon Helmholtz Dr.
Perrett is particularly severe; he shows that
“wherever it bears upon phonetics Helmholtz’s
book has no right to be considered authoritative,”
and states that even in other branches of the
theory^ of sound Helmholtz attained a reputation
to which the quality of his work did not entitle
him.! .The HelmhoJtzian harmonic overtone theory
of VQi^-qu^ity is showh to be untenable by
simple e;x:periments described on pp. 79, 81, and
107—experiments which may be performed with-
out difficulty by any phonetically trained person.
The me^ods % which Dr. Perrett arrives af

ffis interesting table of vowel-pitches (p. 98)
ai^ar to us to be sound. ^

.

We co^eand tte work to the notice iiot only
those interested ia the srfence of speech .but

also of students of tound genorially, D. J.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR,

[The Editor does not hold hi?nself responsible for

opinions expressed by his correspondents. Neither

can he undertake to return, or to correspond with

the writers of, rejected manuscripts intended for

this or any other part of Nature. No notice is

taken of anonymous communications.]

Science Teaching and National Character.

I WAS asked' to address a Workers’ Educational

Association meeting; was prevented by illness; and

wrote a long letter to the chairman. Phrases from

this letter, referring to the teaching of science, very

much abbreviated, appeared in the newspapers. Now
Nature (April 19) flagellates me for what I am sup-

posed to have said. And, indeed, if 1 had meant
anything so grotesque as you naturally inferred from

the disconnected phrases you saw, I should have

deserved all your strictures

What I did say, briefly, was that we had seriously

neglected science, not so much in schools as in higher

work and in practical life; that we were realising

this; but that there was a danger of our trying to

mend matters in the wrong way, by cramming too

much science into the schools, where, certainly up
to the age of sixteen, the boy would profit most
from an education in the “humanities,” even if he

intended to devote himself to science later. By the

^‘humanities’* I meant the studies which deal with

the thoughts and actions of . man. I added

that there was another danger, quite distinct in

character, attaching to our new-found reverence for

physical science, and this was that we might be
tempted to imagine that we could apply its concepts

and methods to the totally different problems pre-

seated by human life. 1 do not remember whetheif

on this occasion I used an illustration which I have
used at other times: that of the older political

economy, which, in trying to become an exact science

setting forth unalterable laws, had lost touch with the

realities of social life. But I did give an illustration

from Germany, where, I urged, the attempt to apply

the Darwinian theory (misinterpreted) to the life of

that strange justice-loving animal, man, had produced
the hideous political philosophy of Treitschke and
modern Germany, and had largely contributed to

bring about the war. I did not say, or mean, or thiidc

anything so absurd as that science caused the war^
or that Germany’s soul had been poisoned because
she took science more seriously than we. But it is

possible that some of my phrases, hurriedly written
from a sick bed, may have conveyed that impression- .

If 90, I am glad that you have directed attention^^
them. Ramsay MuIr.

Manchester, April 23.

We are glad to know that the published extracts
from Prof. Ramsay Muir’s letter do not represent his
views as to the influence of science upon national
character. Prof. Muir need not fear, however,, that
too much attention will be given to science teaching
in schools, or that British men of science are likely
to leave the working of the human spirit out of coS-
sideration because this has been done by German
historians and philosophers. All that the most ad- ,

va’nced reformers of school curricula ask is that ite
natural sciences (with geography) shall be giv0!k

approximately the ‘ same amount of school tim^
three other main groups, namely, languages and
lit^ature, English and history, mathjsmatics and bthw
subjects, * and that up to the age of about .sixteen
years all these subjects shPuld be fairiy represeitli^

;

as essential parts of a general educatkmad course^,
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There is no intention of “ cramming too much science ,

into the schools,’* but a strong case can be made out
against the present cramming of classics, whether
considered as a means of mental development or a
preparation for life. The assumption that science is

a special study, to be taken up after the age of six-

teen or so, w'iile what are called the ** humanities,”

but are chiefly dead languages and literature, are not

specialised, is a fallacy which advocates of literary

learning persist in believing, though it has been ex-

posed over and over again.
It is possible that a perverted view of Darwinism

has been put forw’ard in Germany in justification of

the doctrine of frightfulness,” but naturalists as a
body must not be held responsible for this concep-

tion, which was, indeed, repudiated completely^ by
Hui^y, in his "‘Evolution and Ethics.” The ancient

and modem histories studied in schools and colleges

are mainly concerned with wars and dynasties, and
it is to these “humanities” rather than to science

that we must look for the ori^n of the German mental

condition and the conduct of the present conflict.

—

Ed., Nature.

The Frequency of Snow in London.

I THINK the number of days with snow” in the early

months of 1917, as quoted in Mr. Harding’s article

in Nature of April 19 according to the records of an
observer at Wandsworth Common, is too low for the

metropolitan district generally, inasmuch as I have
recorded snow’lall, chiefly at Hampstead, but partly

also at Kensington, on no fewer than forty-seven days
during the past winter, distributed as follows

:

November, i ;
December, 3; January, 20; February, 4;

March, ii; April, S; out of which forty-three belong

to 1917—a figure nine in ^xoess of that quoted by
Mr. Harding. I do not think the discrepancy is due
to Hampstead’s height some three or four hundred
feet above the more central parts of London, inasmuch
as a difference of altitude of this small order tells

more effectively upon the length of time snow lies

on the ground than on its frequency of falling; but I

suggest it may arise from die omission of days of

very slight snowfall, of days with sleet, or, possibly,

even from a failure to recognise uncommon varieties

of snow.
An interesting case of an unusual variety of snow,

which I heard superficial observers calling “sfeet,”

in spite of the fact that the precipitation was entirely

free from liquid drops, occurred during the week-end
of January 20-21, w'hen there fell in London a cx>n-

tinupus. frozen drizzle composed of fine crystalline

particles, gradually w”hitening roofs and open spaces

with a thin layer having the appearance of ordinary

snow. Now, if the physical criterion of rain is the

spherical drop of water, of hail the stone, j>ellet, or
granule of compact ice, and of snow the inmvidually

formed Crystal of ice, whether it falls alone, or stuck

together with others in large flakes, or broken
by wind into powdery fragments, it is clear that the

precipitation of January 20^21 had the essential

character of snow, and was not a transition form
between snow and rain or between snow and hail,

L. C. W. Bonacina.

30 Parliament Hill, Hampstead, N,W.3.,
April 28.

Scarcity of Wasps m Kasiutiir in 1916.

Reading the correspondence in Natorb__ on the

scardty of wasps in England, and the interesting

article by Prof. Carpenter (Nature, January 25), sug-

gested to me that it might be worth while to record
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my experience in Srinagar, Kashmir, during the years

1915 and 1916, because of the curious analogy.

During the autumn of 1915 two species of wasp
were observed, one of these somewhat resembling
Vespa 'Sidgaris, and the other larger and more like a
hornet. These were both excessively abundant in and
around the house I occupied. The large suspended
nests of both species, covered with active workers,

w”€re in almost every bush and shrub near the house
and attached to the walls of the house, and it was only

by repeated efforts that vre could prevent the insects

starting new colonies on the ceilings of the rooms in

the house.
The abnormally dry season in Kashmir beginning

in May, 1915, may have been specially favourable for

the development of these wasps, but if so it is not
easy to account for their subsequent scarcity. As in

England, the year 1916 was remarkable for the rare-

ness of wasps. The winter was mild and dry, and the
shortage of rain persisted through the spring. Scarcely
a single wasp of the smaller species was seen during
the summer and autumn following. The only nests of
the larger kind I saw were two very small ones
suspended from the woodwork of the spectro-

heliograph, where I could daily watch the process of
construction. This, however, was a most tedious

operation, for after several months the nests were no
larger than ij in. or 2 in. in diameter—that is, about
a quarter the size attained in 1915—and instead of
svrarms of active workers, only one or two rather
sluggish insects were seen on the nests.

The apparent despondency of the wasps in 1916 was
in strong contrast with their ener^ during the
previous season. Yet, so far as human beings could
judge, the two seasons were equally inspiring as
regards clear blue skies and brilliant sun.

Is it a mere coincidence that wasps of different

species were one year abundant, the next year scarce,

in such widely distant localities as England and
Kashmir? J. Evershbd.
The Observatory, Kodaikanal, South India,

March 14-

Ceratoiila SOlqiKi and the Carat Weight.

It is usually stated that the carat weight of jewellers

and diamond merchants is derived from the hard seeds
of the locust tree, Ceratonia sUiqua^ which were
anciently used as weights. Having had occasion to

obtain some of the b^ns, I weighed several of the
seeds to see what sort of error would be incurred if

they were used as weights. Out of forty-four seeds,

four were shrivelled and obviously abnormal, weighing
from 0“O37 100064 grm. each ; the remaining forty seeds

varied from 0-120 to 0*268 gtm. The average weigfht of

a seed was 0*2004 grm., with a probable variation of

±0*0235. The median was 0-207, smd the modal
average 0*204- The varfetions were not well dis-

tributed. The old diantond carat, of which 1514 made
X oz, troy, would weigh 0-205 grm. ; the decimal carat

now in use is 0-200 grm. It would appear, therefore,

that the carat weight could be recovered with some
approach to accuracy by weighing a number of seeds

of the locust bean. It is also evident that the use of
such seeds as weights must have given opportunities

i

for fraudulent dealing in the precious commodities
gauged by means of them, since deviations of from
30 to 40 per cent from ffie average may occur. The
variations in weight due to varying humidity of the

air are not great; twenty-five se^s exposed to the

of a room for twenty-three hours in rainy weather
gmned 0*06 per cent in weight, and after^ thirty-six

hours over sulphuric aad ket i-yi per cent, in weight
J, H. Cosife.

IJh^ia, Ted&igton, April 23.
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THE BRITISH SCIENCE GUILD.

'"PHE eleventh annual meeting of the British

A Science Guild was held at the Mansion

House on Monday, April 30, when the Lord

Mayor presided. After the meeting had been

welcomed by the Lord Mayor, Sir William

Mather, president of the Guild, opened the pro-

ceedings, alluding briefly to the part taken by the

British Science Guild in the encouragement of

applied science during his tenure of office. He
explained also the proposal of the committee of

the Ramsay Memorial Fund to raise ioo,oooZ. with

the view of founding a chemical laboratory and a

series of fellowships in memory of Sir William

Ramsay at University College-, London, In con-

clusion, Sir William Mather announced his

retirement and the nomination of Lord Sydenham
to succeed him as president of the Guild.

The election of Lord Sydenham as president, of

the Lord Mayor as a new vice-president, and of the

executive committee was moved by Sir Boverton

Redwood and seconded by Prof. R. A. Gregory.

The motion,, ’which was carried unanimously, also

included the adoption of the annual report. Sir

Boverton Redwood referred to the valued services

of Sir William Mather during his four years of

office, and both speakers directed attention to the

exceptional progress in the organisation of

science during the past year. Prof. Gregory
referred to the great step forward represented by
the establishment of the Department of - Scientific

and Industrial Research, and pointed out that this

action had led to similar developments in

Australia, Canada, and the United States. In

fact, many of the aims for which the Guild had
been working were now in course of realisation.

The annual report contained a summary of the

chief scientific and technical committees which
are working in connection with various Govern-
ment Departments, and a note on the report

recently issued by the Board of Scientific Societies

on “National Instruction in Technical Optics.’*

An account was also given of the proceedings of

the Metric System Committee, which is engaged in

preparing two draft Bills such as would pave the
way for the introduction of a metric system of
weights and measures. Two appendices dealing
with the work of the Canadian and South Austra-
lian branches pf the Guild contain interesting
accounts of the steps being taken in these
countries for the encouragement of applied
sdence. Under the title “The Promotion of
Sdenfificand Industrial Research’’ the report also
contains a particularly useful’ analysis of the
various movements in this direction in this
country, in France, and in the United States.

Following the adoption of the annual report, the
chairfiian called upon Lord Sydenham to deliver
his a^ress on “National Reconstruction,” the
main part of which appears elsewhere in this
xs^e.
Lord Sydenham’s address contained many

dlixstri^tions of the results of neglect of scientific

knowledge ahd method, not oidy as r^ards omis-
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sion to utilise directly the scientific resources of

the country, but also in respect of a failure in the

grasp and foresight such as sound scientific train-

ing would confer. Attention was directed to some-

latent sources of power in the British Isles await-

ing development, and to the great resources of

the Empire, which can not only produce all the

great food staples and raw materials of every kind,,

but has almost a monopoly of some of the rarer

metals and earths utilised in industry. While
emphasising the paramount importance of allotting

to science a larger place in national education,

Lord Sydenham also expressed the hope that one
result of the war would be a wider and loftier out-

look on national problems and a greater willing-

ness to sink individual claims in concerted action,

for the good of the community.
Mr. H. A. L. Fisher, President of the Board of

Education, then addressed the meeting. Referring

to the present methods' of teaching science in our
schools, Mr. Fisher said that he believed that such

teaching was often quite efficiently conducted;
and yet experience showed that we had not

been successful in conveying the instruction in

such a way' as to grip the imagination of the

children, and lead them to follow up and utilise

scientific knowledge and method in later life, Tliis

was an old country, with old-established busi-

nesses, following traditional lines of - development
and having palpable defects. In this future it

would be necessary for industries to be organised -

on a far greater scale, and with a fuller degree of

co-operation between those interested; and also

for science to be applied to these businesses in a
much more complete manner than hitherto.

He had noticed a tendency to assume that

scientific and technical instruction was necessarily

divorced from the “humanities,” and even
inferior in its results from the point of view of

making good citizens. He did not believe that there

need be any such antagonism between these dif-

ferent branches of national instruction. It should,

be possible to give young people a scientific or
technical training which, if conceived on broad
and imaginative lines, would produce a sense of

discipline and a development of character quite-

equal to that ascribed to the older discipline of

orators and poets. Forms of technical training

which did not equip the whole man were b^d
forms.

In conclusion, Mr. Fisher remarked that outside
criticism, while sometimes needful, should be
applied with discrimination and knowledge. An
instance he had in mind of uninformed criticism-

was the charge not infrequently levelled against
workers of slackness. No one who had not first-

hand knowledge of the conditions under which
work was being done at the present time should’

make such criticisms. He believed a great deal
of harm had been done by workers being urged
to efforts which were excessive and productive of
overstrain.

Mr. H. G. Wells, who followed Mr. Fisher,
said th^t he had long been an enthusiast for edu-
cation, on “Whfch

.
any attempt ,at reconstructipix
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imust ultimately be based. If the education was !

right everything else would follow. He had fol- !

lowed the course of education in England for
i

thirty years, and he ,was satisfied that all was not
;

well with education in England. To defective
i

education was due the general neglect of science
j

and the habit of “muddling through.” The
;

radical defect, both in the schools and in the-.i

universities, was the undue predominance of clas-
,

sical studies. In the school the classical side had *

received almost all the encouragement, obtained
|

the best masters, and was allotted the best boys,
j

•so many hours were allotted to Latin and Greek,
j

The effect was constantly perpetuated by the
j

encouragement given to classical studies in the
}

form of scholarships, and the greater opportuni-
ties. given in the public service to men trained
In classics. As a result those responsible for the
country’s destinies were mainly without knowledge
or appreciation of science. When one con-
sidered that during an average youth’s period of

education he could not get in more than 5000
hours of real solid educational work, the
importance of utilising these hours judiciously was
evident.

Mr. Wells did not underrate what was wise and
beautiful in Latin and Greek and ancient
philosophy, and he regarded it as unfortunate that
such knowledge was needlessly barred from the
ordinary man by the insistence of pedants* that it

could be obtained only through the vehicle of the
Latin and Greek languages. It was this in-

sistence upon the rigid study of ancient languages
which had raised a barrier between scientific and
literary studies so that men of science and scholars
tended to be separated into two camps, neither
able to sympathise with or appreciate the aims of

the other.

A vote of thanks to the Lord Mayor and the
speakers closed the proceedings.

r
- -

'

,
THE PUBLIC SERVICES OF INDIA.

TT is just thirty years since a Commission last
A reported on the Public Services of India.
They have been years of remarkable social and
intellectual progress, years in which the self-con-
Sciousness and political aspirations of educated
Indians have developed surprisingly. It was time,
doubtless, that a fresh stock-taking should be
made.
The present report (Cd. 8382, price 4s. net)

deals with all public posts carrying a salary of
200Z. or thereabouts and upwards- These posts
are roughly io,ooo in number, and since they all

require a knowledge of English, they have to be
shared between the Englishmen needed to main-
tain British control or required because Indians
have not yet sufficient technical aptitude, and the
if millions of Indians who have had an English
education. Some 285 millions must, as matters
at present stand, go without any ^are of the
official loaves and fishes as represented by the
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200Z. limit, because they are illiterate in English.
On the other hand, there is keen competition
among them for the minor posts in which a know^-
ledge of English is still not always required.
After all, 200Z. a year, in spite of a 30 per cent,

rise in prices in ten years, is a comfortable com-
petence in rural India.

The problem to which the Commission has ad-
dressed itself is that of giving a larger proportion
than at present of the 10,000 better-paid posts to
natives of India, including domiciled descendants
of Europeans. It is a little surprising that, in

dealing with the grievance that a large share of
the official prizes falls to foreigners, the Commis-
sion has not noted the point, which any anthropo-
logist would grasp at a glance, that the classes
who, by their knowledge of English, share the
10, higher posts with Britons are, in fact,

Indian cosmopolitans. They call themselves
“ Indians,” not^ Parsis, Bengalis, Gujaratis, etc.

They use English in their communications with
one another. English, for instance, is the lan-
guage of the National Congress. But in their

intercourse with the 285 millions they must needs,
like English officials, use the local languages.
These, it must be remembered, are many more in
number than the languages of Europe, and, unlike
these, belong to five wholly separate families of
tongues. It follows that an Indian serving out
of his native province is every whit as much a
foreigner, and, with regard to local observances
and customs, may have as much to learn, as an
Englishman. In the case of the serai-barbarous
tribes of the hills and the N.E. frontier, educated
Indians have been admittedly less successful than
Englishmen in dealing with the people. To put
it in another way, it- were surprising, surely, if

Europe were governed by benevolent Martians,
that Englishmen should assert a claim to admini-
strative posts, say, in Serbia or Bulgaria on the
ground of their proficiency in Martian literature

!

It must be admitted, on the other hand, that of
the io,ooo-odd better-paid posts only 42 per cent,
are held by Indians. As the safary (and the
responsibility) rises the proportion of Indians
diminishes. At sooZ.-a year it dwindles to 19 per
cent

; above 800L it is only 10 per cent. This,
put thus statistically, may seem a somewhat
serious grievance. But the Commissioners them-
selves assert, as the result of two years of inquiry,
that in the case of the Indian Civil Ser\uce (1411
posts) and the Police (926 posts) it is necessary to
maintain a high proportion *of Europeans in order
to ensure the maintenance of British policy and
prestige. They might have added, without exces-
si\’'e indiscretion, that a large part of the work of
the Civil Service and the Police is precisely the
protection of the mute millions from the classes
from which the English-speaking Indians are
drawn. Others of the twenty-four services into
which the administration is divided, such as sur-
vey, rmlways (in the engineering branch), assay
and mint, etc., are istill chiefly recruited from the
West because Indians with adequate techiuc^l
training are not available.

It must be remembered, too, that the 10,000
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coveted posts are divided between the Supreme
Government and nine great provinces, each larger

than most European States. This would give an

average of looo posts to each, and an allowance

of 500 or 600 Europeans to Delhi and each of the

nine subordinate Governments does not seem ex-

cessive, especially when we recall the fact that

there is a large European population in the great

cities and in the planting ahd mining districts.

It is well to give every scope, in reason, to the

ambitions of the if millions. But the security

and tranquillity of the country at large have to be

considered-

The figures given by the Commissioners as to

the rapidly extending amenities of life in India,

of prosperity and education, are vtxy striking. In

twenty-four years the railway mileage had in-

creased from 15,245 to 33,599 miles; the passen-

gers carried from iii to 437 millions; the freight

tonnage from 22J millions to 87 millions. A
deficit in earnings had been converted into a com-
fortable net profit of 4,750,000!. In twenty years

the number of post offices had grown from 8349
to 18,789. In twenty-six years Indian exports

jumped from 60,000,000!. to 166,000,000!., and
imports {a better guide to the spending powers of

the people) from 43,500,000!. to 127,000,000!. So,

in tS^renty-five years, the pupils in -schools rose
from 3J millions to 7 millions, and girl students
from 278,000 .to 1,000,000. Other branches of

national life show the same marked and sustamed
progress.

The point for consideration is simply that the
spread of prosperity and education tends to mul-
tiply the , candidates for Government employment
so enormously that the resulting feeling of griev-
ance would not be wholly removed even if no im-
ported agency were employed. The Commis-
sioners have, however, suggested the recruiting

of 25 per cent, of the Civil Service in India itself.

With regard to the many services (smaller, of
course, in their numbers) in which there is no
question of maintaining British authority, and
from which Indians are at present excluded only
by want of scientific or technical training, the
Commissioners have rightly said that the training
should be supplied in India. But the means
thereto, now that India is fairly prosperous and
on the way to be more so, is to imoort well-paid
European teachers under satisfactory conditions
of service and pension. Men of the best type will
be reeded at home, and if they are to give their
services to India, they should receive a sufficient
wage. ' It will be money well spent in the long
run, and, in fact, is the only feasible means of
creating a large body of scientific technicians and
cixperts in India.

rSE NATIONAL mponTANCE OF FARM
VERMIN.

CLbWLY but surely the public mind i:^ awakening to the fact that the knowledgi
that has been obtaEned though long years o
study and observation . upon the life-histcwy an(
b^its of animals of all fcipds that are injur^ou
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to crops as of real importance, and is likely dur-

ing the next few months to be brought home very
vividly even to the most casual. Scientific

wwkers have for long pointed out that all facts

hitherto unknown elicited from Nature were of

value. Prof. Tyndall nearly fifty years ago told

us to keep our sympathetic eye upon the

originator of knowledge, but until quite recently

such advice has been ignored, if not openly
flouted.

For many years past it has been pointed out
that the so-called balance of Nature was being
disturbed by the thoughtless and ignorant action

of certain individuals who openly destroyed owls
and kestrels, sparrow-hawks, and other raptorial

birds; in like manner the unrestricted increase
of such birds as the wood-pigeon, house-sparrow,
rook, starling, and blackbird was not only entail-

ing a cruel hardship upon the farmer and fruit-

grower, but these very same depredators were
reducing the number of our beneficial or insect-

eating birds to an alarming extent.

At last we have begun to realise that a
laissez-faire policy is a mistake, and although
somewhat late in the day, the different county,
rural, and urban councils are endeavouring tp
take concerted action to destroy inj'uripus birds
and mammals. Excellent as such move-
ment is, if it has to have a permanent and bene-
ficial effect a mandate from the Board of Agri-
culture or some other Government Department is

needed that will not only permit of the destruc-
tion, but, what is equally important, compel the
preservation, and to this end much more severe
penalties are desirable for those destroying owls,
kestrels, lapwings, and the truly insectivorous
species of wild birds.

In view of the present shortage of food, which
is likely to continue, in probably a lesser degree,
for at least a year or two, it is highly important
that we should realise the financial loss occa-
sioned by the different sf^cies of wild birds and
mammals. A recent writer estimates that the
loss

^

due to the house-sparrow reaches the in-
credible figure of 8,000,000!. per annum. We
shall be well within the mark if we allow double
that sum for the depredations of wood-pigeons,
rooks, starlings, blackbirds, and other injurious
species. It has been computed that the brown
rat entails an annual loss to the United Kingdom
of upwards of 15,000,000!. The losses due to
voles and mice are difficult to arrive at, except in
particular years, but it must be considerable.
Indeed, it cannot be regarded as an outside
estimate if we place the total losses due to the
above pests at something like 40,000,000!.
annually.

Now it is patent to any thinking man or woman
that we are not doing all that we' might, or even
anywhere near what we might do, to lessen the
enormous national loss. So long as wanton
destruction of known beneficial animals is per-
mitted, the unrestricted increase of known and
prov^ injurious species ignored, and an apathy
and indifference accorded by the powers that
to those who are endeavouringj^ to awaken tl^e
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foiblic mind on such matters, this enormous waste
will continue, and in all probability increase.

It cannot escape observation that for many
y^rs past farmers, fruit-growers, and others have
annually implored action, but it would seem that

the very people who should have been primed with
accurate information, and able quickly and
decisively to have^ remedied the situation, are

rather disabled than qualified for work of this

character, which is of vital importance to the

nation, and calls for immediate action.

Walter E. Collinge.

NOTES.
We learn from the “Political Notes” in the Times

that Lord Balfour’s Committee on After-War Trade
has been strengthened by the addition of Sir William
Pearce, Sir Charles Henry, Sir Archibald Williamson,
and Sir William Priestley. The committee is now in-

vestigating the question of the possible introduction of

the metric and decimal systems for our coinage,

weights, and measures.

While the wastage of the Yorkshire cliffs is to be
deplored, the result is sometimes of advantage to the
geologist and antiquary. Recently, in the vicinity of
ScarfcSrough, a fall of the cliff has revealed a hoard
of twenty bronze weapons, which consisted of battle-

axes, spears, chisels, gouges, portions of a sword,
etc. Twelve of the axes, of the socketed type, are
perfect. One shows the unusual feature of a rivet-

hole in place of a loop for secure hafting; another
contained a portion of the original wood shaft. Some
of the axes are in the rough state, as if just turned
out of the mould; others have obviously been in use.

The collection evidently formed the stock-in-trade of
a metal-worker of the Bronze Age, at least a thousand
years before the Christian era. Mr. T. Sheppard,
who has made a special study of the relics of this

period, is figuring and describing the specimens,
which have found a permanent home in the museum
at Hull.'

Until recently our supplies of acetone, of which
enormous quantities are now required in the manu-
facture of propellent explosives, have been largely

obtained from foreign countries, where cheap supplies
of waste wood were available for destructive distilla-

tion for acetone production. Since the outbreak of
war, however, this position has been radically altered,

and acetone is now produced in this country on a
krge scale by the distillation of wood and in other
Ways. The question is also being taken up in other
countries of the Empire; it is proposed, for instance,

to erect a factory for this purpose in Natal, where
wattle wood wilfbe used as a raw material. The
possibility of similarly utilising the wattle wood accu-
mulated in connection with the wattle bark industry
of the East Africa Protectorate is also under con-
sideration, and at the Imperial Institute an exhaustive
series of trial distillations with this wood, and also

with olive wood from the same protectorate, used
locally as fuel, has just been concluded. The results

show that the yield of acetone and acetic acid from
both woods is satisfactory. A good yield of acetic

acid is also being obtained in Ceylon from the distilla-

tion of coconut shells and various local woods. Atten-
tion is also being given to the subject in the Indian
State oJ Mysore, and it seems likely that m a short

time the Empire will be able to produce all the acetone
and acetic acid it requires.
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The death is announced, in his seventy-ninth year,

of Dr. H, B. Wheatley, who was clerk to the Royal

Society from i86i to 1879, and assistant secretary to

the Royal Society of Arts from 1879 to 1908-

We regret to see in the Morning Post of April 27
the announcement of the death of Sir Marc Ruffer,

president of the Sanitary, Maritime, and Quarantine
Council of Eg\’pt, and formerly director of the British

Institute of PrWentive Medicine—^now the Lister Insti-

tute.

The Nieuwe Courant announces the death of Prof.

Morjan Raciborski, professor of botany in the Univer-
sity of Cracow, and formerly for many years engaged
in work on sugar-tane and tobacco in the Buiten-
zorg Botanic Gardens, Java.

The valuable material collected by the special com-
mission appointed to investigate the flora, fauna, and
hydrology of Lake Baikal is to be published by the
Imperial Academy of Sciences, Petrograd, in one
volume, of which an edition of five hundred copies will

be issued.

We regret to note that Engineering for April 27
records the death of Mr. Andrew S. Biggart, in Glas-
gow, on April 26. Mr. Biggart was* associated with
the late Mr. William Arrol for thirt}"-four years, and
took ^ prominent part in the construction of the plant

used m connection wijdi the Forth Bridge. He was a
member of the Institution of Civil Engineers, and
was noted for his interest in his workers. His death
will be regretted by many who have benefited by his
philanthropic schemes.

At a meeting held at the Institute of Chemistry on
April 27, the president and. council presented a silver
rose bowl to Mr. R. B. Pilcher, registrar and secrew
tary, in appreciation of twenty-five years’ faithful
service. The meeting was well attended,- and the pre-
sentation was made by the -president, Sir James
Bobbie, principal of the Government laboratories.
Mr. Pilcher, who joined the staff of the Institute as
clerk in 1892, was appointed assistant secretary in

1894, secretary in 1895, and has held the joint offices

of registrar and secretary since 1900.

It is announced that the next triennial prize of 300!.
under the will of the late Sir Astley Cooper will be
awarded for an essay or treatise on the subject of
“Gunshot Wounds of the Lungs and Pleura.”
Candidates (who must not be members of the staffs
of Guy’s or SL Thomas’s Hospitals, or their relatives)
must send their essays, written in English, addressed
to the physicians and surgeons, Guy’s Hospital,
London, S.E., on or before January i, 1919. Full
p^ticulars concerning the conditions .of the competi-
tion are obtainable from Mr. C. H. Fagge, Guy’s
Hospital.

The sixteenth biennial Dutch Congress of Natural
I

and Medical Sciences was held at The Hague on April

I

12 and following days. In connection with this, the

I

geography section had organised an interesting his-

torical exhibition, mainly of the work of Mercator and
the Dutch cartographers of the seventeenth century.
The chief general leisure was delivered by Prof. H. A.
Lorentz, of Leyden, on “Einstein’s Gravitational
Theory^ and Fundamental Ideas in Physics.” Frcmi a
discussion, in one of the sections, on chemical indus-
try in Holland, It appears that the manufacture* of
aniline and other intermediate niaterials for the dye*
industry was started in 1916.

The ^nual meeting of the members of the Rojjral

Institution was held on May 'i, the Duke of Nortji-.
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umberland, K.G., president, in the chair. The annual
report of the Committee of Visitors for the year 1916,

testifying to the continued prosperity and efficient

management of the institution, uas read and adooted.
Sixty-t\^o lectures and nineteen evening discourses

were delivered in 1916. The following gentlemen
were unanimously elected as officers for the ensuing
year:

—

President
^

the Duke of Northumberland;
Treasurer, Sir James Crichton-Browne ; Secretary,
Col. E. H. Hills; Managers, H. E. Armstrong, Sir

W. Phipson Beale, Bart., C. V, Bo}s, J. H. Balfour
Browne, J. Y. Buchanan, W. A, B. Burdett-Coutts,
Sir J. Mackenzie Davidson, D. W. C. Hood, the Rt.
Hon. Viscount Iveagh, Sir Charles Nicholson, Bart.,
the Hon. R. C. Parsons, Sir James Reid, Bart., Alex.
Siemens, S. West, and the Rt. Hon. Lord Wrenbury;
Visitors, Ernest Clarke, J. F. Deacon, E. Dent,
Lt.-Col. H. E. Gaulter, J. Dundas Grant, W. B
Gibbs, W. A. T. Hallowes, H. E. Jones, H. R.
Kempe, F. Legge, J. Love. R. Pearce, Sir Alex.
Pedler, H. M, Ross, and J. Shawr.

The British Medical Journal announces the death on
March 30, at sixty-two years of age, of Count Karl
A. H. Morner, professor and rector of the Royal Karo-
linska Medico-Chirurgical Institute, Stockholm. We
learn that Count Momer matriculated in 1872, and,
after studying at Uppsala and Stockholm, qualifiM as a
practitioner of medicine in 1884- Two years later his
thesis on the pigments of melanotic tumours gained
him the doctorate of medicine, and at the same time
he was appointed professes: of chemistry and pharmacy
at the Karolinska Institute. In 1S92 he was appointed
rector of the institute in succession to Keys, and it

was as the central figure of the institute that he w'as
best known to the Swedish public. As rector he par-
ticipate in drawing up regulations for the Nobel Prize
Cewnmittees, and he was president of the Nobel Medi-
cal Committee-

We regret to learn that Major Alasdair C. B.
Geddes, R.F.C., a young naturalist of great promise,
eldest son of Prof. Patrick Geddes, of Dundee, was
killed inaction in France on April 19. Mr. G^des was
commissioned in 1915, and gained veiy rapid advance-
m^t. He was recently awarded the Military Cross.
His naturally fine powers of observation, cultivated by
a singularly varied and active education, stood him
in good stead in the discharge of his military duties.
Alasdair Geddes kept up the tradition of the wander-
ing student, learning at Montpelier and Paris, as well
as at Dundee and Edinburgh, accompanjing Dr.
W. S. Bruce to Spitsbergen and his father’s town-
planning exhibition to India. He was keenly inter-
ested in botany and zoology, but perhaps geography
held his heart. He graduated B.Sc. in Edinburgh in
1914, and was awarded the Vans Dunlop scholarship
as tile most distinguished science graduate of his year.
He was passionately fond of music and the open
country, and had an extraordinary power of compelling
affection. All sjnmpathy will go to his parents, who
sre in India, where Prof. Geddes has been doing
Government work fw three years in connection with
town-planning. Major Geddes was c«ily twenty-five
years of age.

’ Dr. S. TolVer Preston, whose death took place
in March at the hospital at Altona, near which town

had resided for many years, was educated at the
Uniyersi^ of Aberdeen, and while serving his articles
with a London firm of engineers was employed on^ of the Atlantic caHe ships. He soon after retired

'the profe^on, and in 1875 publish^ hfe
Tneory of the Ether,*’ in which he attributed the
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gi avitational attraction between two bodies to the
oscillations of their molecules, which interact with
the ether and set it in oscillation in turn. From about
this period he appears to have lived abroad, chiefly in

German}, and in 1894 took his doctor’s degree at
Munich with a dissertation on the theories of gravi-
tation. Duimg this period he wrote several papers
dealing with the kinetic theory of gases. He was the
fiist to point out the possibility of obtaining work
from a porous piston, separating hydrogen and oxygen
at the same pressure from each other in a cylinder,

by the more rapid diffusion of the hydrogen through
the piston. Later papers dealt with cosmical physics.

In one he pointed out that a rotating plastic solid

would take a planetary form, and that it is not neces-
sary to assume that the planets have at any time been
liquid or gaseous.

Dr. Glorge Christiax Hoiimann, foimerly assis-
tant director, chemist, and mineralogist of the Geo-
logical Surve} of Canada, died in Ottawa on March 8.
From an obituary notice contributed to Science by
Dr. H. M. Ami, w'e learn that Dr. Hoffmann was
born on June 7, 18*^7, in London, and studied at the
Royal School of Mines. He spent several years as
chemist in research laboratories of England, and later
woik^ in Natal, Mauritius, and Australia. In 1873
he joined the technical staff of the Geological Survey
of Canada, Montreal, under £)r. Alfred R. C. Selwyn,
He wras a fellow of the Institute of Chemistry,
of the Royal Society of Canada, and of many
other distinguished bodies. While in Australia he
devoted considerable time in the phyto-chemical labora-
tory attached to the Melbourne Botanic Garden in
Victoria; inquiries into the tanning properties of the
barks of native trees; investigation into the amount
of potash in various indigenous trees, besides experi-
ments in reference to various acids, tar, and other
products. His bibliography contains valuable reports
and papers of analyses and determinations of Canadian
ores, minerals, and economic products characterising
the rock formations of Canada and elsewhere, • in-
cluding rare and new species.

vvE regret to learn from the Revue ginirale des
Sciences of the death of M. Henri Bazin Born at Nancym 1829, M. Bazin was among the earliest of modern
investigators into the phenomena of hydraulics, and
his name is inseparably associated with the mathe-
matical enunciation^ of the laws of fluid flow. In
TOlI^oration, at Dijon, with his chief and colleague,
M. Darcy, and later, on the premature death of the
latter, alone, he engaged in the preparation of a monu-
rnental memoir dealing with the flow of water in open
channels and with the movement of waves. This was
^mpleted after seven years’ labour, submitted
to the Acad6mie des Sciences, and published in 1865.
It was his best and most prized work, and he returned
to the subj^t^ again and again. In 1886, whilst still
engaged at Dijon, he commenced experimental observa-
tions in connection with weirs, which lasted over a
period of ten years. The results appeared in a seriesm communications to the Annales des Ponts et
Chaussies. Nor did he content himself with applied
science alone in i868 he found time to translate
balmon s treatise on algebra. Bazin enjoyed a great
and well-deseived reputation as an experimentalist of
the first rank; he was patient, indefatigable, and
thor^gh. The science of hydraulics, in the note-
worthy (^velopment which it has undergone during
he past fifty years, is indebted to him for careful and

^planafions of many of those contra-
futures in h3rdraunc phenomena which are

the despair of the engmeer, 'and render ft so difficult

I
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to reconcile satisfactorily the results of theoretical
calculation with actual observation.

The newly formed Russian Botanical Society held its

annual, and also a special, meeting at Moscow on
December 16-19, 1916, and its organisation was then
completed. The following officers were elected

:

Honorary President, A. S. Famincyn
; President, L P.

Borodin; Vice-Presidents, V. 1 . Palladin and S. G.
Nava§in; Chief Secretary, N. A. Bu§; Treasurer, V. N.
Suchafiev

; Members of the Council in Petrograd, V. L.
Komarov, S. P. KostySev, and Y. A. TranSel. In
addition, the folloiving w^ere elected on the council as
representing cities containing a minimum of five
members of the society : M. I, Golenkin (Moscowl, E. F.
Votdal (Kiev), V. M. Arnoldi (Charkov), B. B, Grine-
veckij (Odessa), V. V. Sapoznikov (Tomsk), Ja. S,
Medvldev (Tiflis), and V. M. Arcichovskij (Xovo6er-
kassk). The number of the acting members of the
society now exceeds 280. Notwithstanding the present
unfavourable conditions, more than eighty members
attended the four days’ meeting in Moscow, and, in
addition to the discussion and settlement of various
questions of organisation, sixteen scientifici reports
were read. The next extraordinary meeting is fixed
for December, 1919, again in Moscow^ Thanks to a
subsidy of 3000 roubles received from the Ministry of
Public Instruction, it was possible tow’ards the end of
the year 1916 to proceed with the publication of the
Journal of the Russian Botanical Society, and the first
issue (Nos. 1-2) was placed before, and approved by,
the Moscow meeting. The second issue (Nos. 3-4) is
in the press and finishes the year 1916. For this year
a subsidy of 10,000 roubles is being applied for, and it
is intended to publish eight numbers of four to five
sheets each. Thus the scientific amalgamation of
Russian botanists, for which they have long striven,
may be considered as achieved, and the formation
under the auspices of the Imperial Academy of Sciences
of the first all-Russian learned society is an accom-
plished fact.

In the Journal of the Royal Anthropological Institute
^vol. xlvi., July-December, 1916) Sir James Frazer’s
Huxley memorial lecture, “Ancient Stories of a Great
Flood,” is published. This subject was suggested by
Huxley’s article, “Hasisadra’s Adventure ” (“Collected
Essays,” vol. iv., London, ign). He deals first in detail
with the Babylonian and Hebrew versions of the stoiy,
and then passes on to consider the Greek myth of
Deucalion. In regard to the last, he advance’s the
interesting suggestion that the cleft in the Thessalian
mountains, which is said to have been rent by Deuca-
lion’s flood, was no other than the gorge of Tempe.
Indeed, it seems probable that the story of this flood
was suggested by the desire to explain the origin of
this deep and narrow defile. If this conjecture be
accepted, the Thessalian stoiy of I>eucalion’s flood,
like that of Samothrace based on the tradition of the

Ponto-Aralian sea and its desiccation through the
piercing of the dam which divided it from the Medi-
terranean—in other words, through the opening of the
msphorus and the Dardanelles—was an inference
drawn from the facts of physical geography. In short,
both were what Sir Edward Tylor has called “myths
of observation ” rather than historical traditions.

In the Review of Applied Entomology (vol. A
and B, parts xi. and xii.

; vol, v., A and B, parts i.

and ii.) uf^ful summaries of recent papers continue
to be published. Those extracted from Russian and
Scandinavian sources will be especially valued by
British workers with a limited linguisdc aptitude.

Da, Angel Gallardo continues his studies of ants
in the Ancdes del Museo de Hisioria Natural de Buenos
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Aires (vol. xxviii.), contributing systematic notes on
the Attinae of the Argentine, and a special illustrated
account of Trachymyrmex pruinosus, with descrip-
tions of observation nests.

Two recent numbers of the Bulletin of Entomo-
logical Research (vol. vii., parts ii. and iii.) are note-
w’orthyfor some further pa^rs by the Rev. Jas. Water-
ston on tropical chalcids; some of the new forms de-
scribed are parasitic on injurious scale insects. There
are also valuable papers by Dr. J. W. Scott Macfie
on “West African Alosquitoes,” of which one on the
changes observed in the four larval stages of Stego-
myia fasciata is of general interest to entomologists

;

the author points out the practical importance of trust-

worthy characters for the determination of such
disease-carrying insects in the larval stage.

A VERY useful pamphlet on the destruction of the
rodent pests of the farmer has been issued by the
U.S. Bureau of Biological Survey, llie rodents of
North and Middle America include about 1350 forms;
but of this number only a few species are actually
troublesome to the farmer. W’hen these pests become
unduly numerous trapping is found impracticable,
and the use of poison has to be resorted to. Careful
instruction as to the employment of this is given.
But the protection of hawks and owls, as well as of
non-venomous snakes, is strenuously advocated. A
number of photographs afford the reader a vivid idea
of the widespread havoc these creatures may cause,
if allowed to increase unchecked. British farmers
might read these pages w'ith profit.

In the Journal of the Franklin Institute for March
Prof, Ulric Dahlgren contributes a further instalment
of

^
his studies on the ‘‘ Production of Light by

^imais.” He beats now of the Lampyridse, known
in this country as “glow-worms,” but which Prof.
Dahlgren calls “ fire-flies,” a term reserved by British
coleopterists for another family, the Elateridae. ^th
larval and adult forms are described in regard to thdr
powers of luminescence, and the suggestion is made
that the light-producing powers are dependent on the
tracheae, controlled by the nervous system, a con-
clusion already arrived at by Wielowiejski, of whom
he makes no mention. Nor is the work of Dubois,
who studied the luminescence of the true fire-flies,

referred to. The last-named author believed that the
light was evoked by the emission of blood, charged
with “ luciferine,” to the luminous organs, where it

combined with “luciferase,” ah enzyme formed in the
luminous organs themselves.

The current number of the Quarterly Journal of
Microscopical Science (vol. Ixii., part li.} contains an
interesting paper by Dr. S. F. Harmer on that hitherto
very imperfectly known member of the British marine
fauna, Phoronis ovalis. This species was describedT
so far back as 1S56 by Strethill Wright, in the same
papers in which the genus Phoronis was first estab-
lished, a genus which has since given rise to an
immense amount of discussion on account of its very
problematical relationships. Curiously enough,. up to
the date of publication of Dr. Harmer ’s memoir, the
species in question had never dgain been recorded, and
considerable doubt had been thrown upon its validity.
Its mo^ of life, rather than its rarity, is probably
responsible for its having escaped rendisoovery for
more than half a century, for it inhabits burrows in
the shells of mollusca, along with numerous boring
animals, such as Cik>na and Polydora, The original
specimens came from the Firth of Forth, those ex-
amined by Dr. Harmer from the Northumberland
oo^stm A det^led descripfiem of the anatomy is given,
with numerous illustrarions, and stress is laid upon
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the striking powers of regeneration and multiplication

by transverse fission. It is suggested that Actino-

trocha pallida, found at Heligoland and Wimereux,
is the larval form of Phoronis ovalis.

The trustees of the British Museum have just issued

the fourth report on Cetacea stranded on the British

coasts. This is the work of Dr. S. F. Harmer, the

keeper of the department of zoology in the British

Museum (Natural History), and contains the records

for 1916. In his preface Dr. Harmer tells us that the

number of stranded Cetacea reported has continued to

be adversely affected by the war, but it has reached
twenty-nine, which is one more than in 1915. With the
exception of a Sowerby’s whale, from Lincolnshire, all

the most interesting specimens have been obtained
from the western, or south-western, coasts of England,
Scotland, and Ireland, The value of these reports is

beyond dispute, and it increases annually, since by
the accumulation of such records an immense amount
of material will become available, both as to the
character of the Cetacean fauna of our seas and
in regard to the migrations of these animals.
Already it has become apparent that Cuvier’s whale
{Xiphius ca^irostris) is not, after all, a very rare
visitor to our seas, and what seems to be the first

record of a specimen of this species recorded from
the English coast is registered in this report. It was
stranded in June last, at Watergate, Cornwall. A
Sowerby’s whale (Mesoplodon hidens) from Lincoln-
shire, a white-sided dolphin (Lagenorhynchus acutus)
from Co.^ Mayo, and a young sperm whale {Physeter
caAodon), with uncut teeth—^apparently a “sucker”

—

from Co. Galway, are other subjects of importance in
this report. Finally, mention must be made of, the
stranding of a huge grampus, Orca orca, in the Sol-
way .Firth in May last. The flippers of this animal
were of enormous size, and have been secured for the
mu^um, where they have been dissected and casts, for
exhibition purposes, have been made from them. They
show many suiprising structural peculiarities, which
are to be described in detail in the near future.

Mr, W, Bickerton, in the Transactions of the Hert-
fordshire Natural History Society (vol. xvi., part iiL),

records some interesting facts about the feeding habits
of the greater and lesser spotted woodpeckers, which,
during the months of December, January, and Feb-
ruary, haunt osier-beds for the sake of feeding on
the larvae of some rmall fiy w’hich lives in burrows
in the stems of willow twigs. To obtain these the
bark is stripped from the twigs, enabling the larva
to be extracted by the invader’s tongue. So far the
species to which this larva belongs is not known, but
the authorities of the British Museum (Natural
Histoiy) are said to be investigating the matter, from
materials supplied, by Mr. Bickerton. He believes
that in this habit of bark-stripping we have an indica-
tion of the significance of the extreme density of the
homy sheath of the woodpecker’s beak. That is to
say,^this is not due in the first place to the needs of
hewing tunnels through sound wood to secure a
nesting-hole in hollow trees. Two other papers in
this number will repay careful perusal. One of these
h on the ‘^Hertfordshire Bourne in 1916,” by Mr.
John Hopkinson, the other on the “Satyrid Butter-
flies of Hertfordshire,” by Mr. A. E. Gibbs.

The CotfcesrWold Naturalists’ Field Club, with the
assistance hf th& Rev. H. I, Riddelsdell, is. making
good progress in the collection of material for the
^aoeipHation of the flora of Gloucestershire. As an

i

lnst^ce of the new material collected up to the present,
it maj he noted that the chairman of the committee,
the Walter Butt, announces, in vol. xhc., part ii.
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of the Proceedings, that a collection of violets from the

county was sent to Mrs. Gregory, of Cambridge, the
leading authority on this flower, with the result that

twelve new varieties were established for Gloucester-

shire, including, it is believed, Viola rupestris, Schmidt,
the rarest violet in Great Britain, hitherto found only
in Teesdale. Mr. Charles Bailey, who has recently

presented his splendid herbarium to the Manchester
University, has examined the list and describes it as
“amazing.”

The Danish Meteorological Institute has published
its annual survey of the state of the ice in Arctic seas

for 1916. The publication, as usual, is in both Danish
and English, and is supplied with charts for every
month from April until August. No observations for

the year were received from the Bering Sea, Beaufort
Sea, north of Siberia, or Hudson Bay. Information
is also wanting for 'he Kara Sea, despite the fact that

a British steamer crossed it last summer. The ab-

normal conditions of the Spitsbergen ice, already noted
in Nature, were closely related with the condition^ in

the Barents Sea. After an abnormal westward exten-

sion of the ioe» the pack receded in April almost to

the coast of Novaya Zemlya, but advanced again in

May and June. Even in June there was ice in the

White Sea, and it was not until August that the

Barents Sea was clear of ice to Nova Zembla and'
Hope Island. On the other hand, Iceland was un-
usually free of ice throughout the year, except during
June and July. The Danish Meteorological Institute

,

has also issued, as a separate publication, a useful'

summary of the ice conditions for the last twenty-one
years in the Kara, Barents, Greenland, and Bering
Seas, Davis Strait, and Baffin Bay. Charts are in-'

eluded for the months from April to August, showing
the average limits, together with the maximum and
minimum limits of the ice, and tables are given of'

the ice-covered area in the Barents and Greenland Seas
for each of those months throughout the series of •

years.
.

*

According to a paper published in the Bulletin des

usines de guerre, the change in volume produced by
hardening (quenching) steel is small if the hardening
temperature is kept below a certain limit. Hardening
in oil gives less variation in volume than harden-
ing in water. Special metals, such as nickel-

steel, show less diminution in volume than the

I

carbon-steels. Eutectic steals “ crack ” more frequently

than carbon-steels, which latter undergo considerable,

changes of volume. Finally, from experiments
; carried out, in flat nieces the tension is distributed

j

uniformly in every direction, while in cylindrically

I

shaped pieces the ends contract and become hollow,
the piece bellying out.

Dr. John Aitken’s well-known papers on “Dust,
Fogs, and Clouds” and on “Dew,” originally pub-
lished in the Transactions of the Royal Society of
Edinburgh (1880, 1887), have been re-issued as on©
pamphlet by the council of the Royal Society of Edin-
burgh. The steady demand by the scientific world for

copies of these papers having almost exhausted the
parts of the Transactions in which they were pub-
lished, the council felt it a duty to reprint them to-

geth^ as one pamphlet with the original paging.
The importance of these papers has long been recog-
nised by all workers in meteorology. They form
together a pamphlet of ninety quarto pages, and copies
may be obtained through the society’s publishers,
Messrs- Robert Grant and Son, 107 Princes Street,
Edinburgh, and Messrs. Williams and Norgate, 14
Henrietta Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C*2, at
a cost of 7s. 6d,
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' In Scieniia for January Mr. Philip E, B, Jourdain
dis^sses the function of symbolism in mathematical
logic. He maintains that until comparatively recently,
symbolism in mathematics and the algebra of logic
had the sole aim of helping reasoning by giving a
fairly thorough analysis of reasoning and a condensed
form to the analysed reasoning, which should, by sug-
gesting to us analogies in familiar branches of algebra,
make mechanical the process of following the thread
of deduction; but that, on the other hand, a great
part of what modern mathematical logic does is to
increase our subtlety by emphasising “differences”
in concepts and reasonings instead of “analogies.”
He points out the confusion of thought which has led
many to believe that mathematical logic seeks to
displace the free spirit of discovery or invention in
mathematics, and the misunderstanding of the par-
ticular form of “economy of thought” used throughout
mathematics and symbolic logic. He then deals with
the function of this kind of economy and the neces-
sity of observing the distinction between logic and
psychology, and concludes by sketching some of the
results of modern mathematical logic.

We have received from the Cambridge Scientific

Instrument Company List 134, which describes a
measuring microscope for workshop use which can
be arranged to measure horizontal or vertical lengths
up to 4 cm. with an accuracy of o-oooi cm. List 191
describes a thermo-couple potentiometer capable of
reading up to 90 millivolts with an accuracy of a
microvolt. List 912 describes the various forms of
recording and index thermometers reading up to
540° C. They depend on the expansion of mercury
enclosed in a steel bulb, a fine bore flexible steel tube,
and a Bourdon spiral which actuates the pointer of
the direct reading or the pen of the recording form
of instrument.

“Chemistry and Technology’ of Oils and Fats,”
P. J. Fryer and F. E. Weston, and “Naval Architec-
ture,” J. E. Steele, are in the press for appearance in
the Cambridge Technical Series (Cambridge University
Press). The following works are in preparation for
inclusion in the same series; “Architectural Building
Construction,” W". R. Jaggard and F. E. Drmy, vols.

ii. and iii, ; “Electrical Engineering,” Dr. T. C.
Baillie, voL ii.; “Automobile Engineering,” A. G.
Clark; “Electro-Technical Measurements,” A, E.
Moore and F. Shaw; “Paper: Its Uses and Testing,”
S. Leicester; “Mining Gwbgy,” Prof. G. Knox and
S. Ratcliffe-EIlis; “Textile Calculations—Materials,
Yarns, and- Fabrics,” A. M, Bell ;

“ Laboratory Note
Book for Applied Mechanics and Heat Engines,”
F. Boulden; “Elements of Applied Optics,” W. R.
Bower; “Electric Installations,” C. W\ Hill;
“Accounting,” J. B. Wardhaugh; “Chemistry for
Textile Students,” B, North and N. Bland; “Dyeing
and Cleaning,” F. W\ W^alker; “Experimental Build-
ing Science,” J. L. Manson, vol. ii.

OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN,
Persistent Aurora.—By taking advantage of the

sensitive spectroscopic method of detecting faint
aurora, Dr. V, M. Slipher has obtained further evi-
dence of a permanent illumination of the night sky
by auroral light (Popular Astronomy, vol. xxv., p. 274),
A large percentage of the luminosity is concentrated
in the yelbw-green line about A. 5572, and exposures
of only a few hours were sufficient to give impressions
with the small spectrograph employed. From June,
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j

1915, to November, 1916, upwards of fifty exposures
j
were made at Flagstaff on different parts of tjbe sky,

j

and the characteristic line appeared in all the photo-
i graphs. The observations suggest that the auroral
light is more intense towards the horizon, and pos-
sibly towards the sunrise and sunset points of the sky,
but more extensive observations are necessary in this
connection.

1

j

A New Catalogue of Double Stars.—An im-

j

portant catalogue of the double stars discovered
visually since 1905 has been published as vol. Ixi. of
the Memoirs of the Royal Astronomical Society. The
author is Mr. Robert Jonckheere, a well-known ob-
server of double stars, w'ho was director of the

j

observatory of the University of Lille until the events

j

of the war drove him to England as a refugee in

j

October, 1914. The exile thus abruptly forced upon

I

him has given Mr. Jonckheere the opportunity of
completing the present catalogue. Most of Mr.
Jonckheere ’s own observations were made at Lille

j

with an equatorial refractor of 14-in. aperture, but
since his arrival in this country he has made extensive
use of the aS-in. refractor at Greenwich. The cata-

1

logue, however, is not exclusively devoted to the
author discoveries and measurements. It includes
all the double stars to the year 1905 which were not
included in Burnham’s general catalogue of 1906, and
all the pairs discovered from that date to the end of
1916, the term “double star” here being applied only
to those^ of separation less than 5^. The limit of
N.P.D. is 105“, and the positions are given for the
epoch 1920. The total number of entries is 3950. The
catalogue is conveniently planned, and will doubtless
greatly facilitate the work of double-star observers.

j

Report of Mount Wilson Observatory.—-Prof.
Hale’s report on the work at Mount Wilson during

j

1916 records new and significant advances in several
departments, many of which we have already noted.
The first place is naturally given to the spectroscopic
method of determining the distances of stars, which
is now considered to be established as a fundamental
contribution to practical astronomy’, and has already
afforded valuable confirmation ot the conclusions of
Russell and Hertzsprung regarding the existence of
giant and dwarf stars. Scarcely second in interest
is the investigation of periodic spectral changes in the
Cepheid variables, which must have a significant bear-
ing upon the interpretation of stellar types ^ well
as upon the nature of the variables of this class.
The use of the new 13.ft spectroheliograph has

revealed the vortex structure about sun-spots in ex-
quisite detail, and certain other investigations have

forms recorded represent hydro-
dynamic phenomena rather than lines of force of the
magnetic fields underlying the spots. No trustworthy
evidence of the Stark effect in the sun has yet been
obtained, but further vrork on the general magnetic
field of the sun has confirmed the conclusion that, the
magnetic axis does not coincide with the axis of
rotation; it is inclined at an angle of 5-2°, and
revolves in a period of 31-51 days ±062 day. A new
map of the sun-spot spectrum has been completed
for the region A 6450 to A 6000, and the large scale
of^ I cm. to the Angstrom is sufficient to show the
chief Zeeman phenomena.

Important results have also been obtained in studies
of star clusters and nebulae, and in laboratory investi-
gations.

Good progress has been made with the loo-in. re-
flector, and it is ho^d that this giant instrument
will be in actual use in the near future.
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THE PAY AXD SUPPLY OF TEACHERS.

The btrilving facts and figures given in the presi-

dential address recently delivered by Mr.

T. H. J. Underdown to the National^ Union of

Teachers, and published in Nature of April 19, show

-that the w’hole fabric of our primary educational sys-

tem is seriously threatened with disaster. Unhappily

»

the secondary and technical schools of the^ country

are faced with the same danger from precisely the

same causes. The systematic underpayment of the

teachers and the lesultant shortage of the supply

must cause grave misgivings to all who have a real

^conception oi the value of a good secondary educa-

tion and its necessity, if success is to be achieved in

the future in the various branches of commercial and
scientific activity. Our national efficiency depends to

a large degree upon the quality of our seconder}

education, and any such location worthy of the

name will be impossible unless the present conditions

of service obtaining in the teaching profession are

radically and speedily altered.

It is characteristic of oar national indifference to-

wards education that, not merely the man in the

street, but apparently also the leading members of

scientific and commercial circles, have no knowledge
of the utterly insufficient salaries paid to those upon
whom the important duty of training the future

generation falls; or, at best, if they have cognisance,
they throw the responsibility upon the local county
or borough authority, and wrash their hands of the

whole business. A sufficient proof of the inability of

the local authorities to manage education under pre-

sent conditions is evinced by the figures quoted by
Mr. Underdown, and by the fact that the average
salary paid to the assistant-masters in ‘the aided and
maintained secondary schools of the country, as shown
hy an inquiry made by the Incorporated Association
of Assistant-masters just prior to the outbreak of

war, is 175Z. los. If the nation expects to continue
to get highly trained, competent teachers, necessarily
men of culture and 'education, who have laid out a
large amount of ability and close study, to say nothing
of r^ney, for 3L 7s. 6d. per wreek, the nation is

making a huge blunder. Like any other business
•concern, it will get, in the long run, just what it

pays for. Much has been written during the past
year concerning the lack of science and scientific

training in secondary schools in general, but is it

to be expected that a really able and scientific expert
wdll take up teaching with the above figures before
him ? The difficulty is accentuated by the ever-
increasing demand " for these experts from the
various branches of manufacture and industry, and
by the migration of teachers generally into more re-
munerative and less arduous spheres of work.
A large number of authorities and schools make

no provision for systematic increase, while the follow-
ing tables show the inadequacy of the scales that do
•exist

.

England

Maxima
Countv County
Councils Boroughs

Published
Schools

Above 250Z.

2orZ.-25ci.
I I 2
6 12 5
7 12 11

Above i8oI. and below
200i 3 6 2

180I. and below ... ... — 14 26

Wales

5
2

I

10.

Figures for July, 1914.
(E> Special excepted as being outside the range of the

ordinary qualified aussi taut.

To quote a tyjHcal case, the maximum for honours
graduates afto sixteen years* service is 190I. Another

TJA. 9 4*7A WAT AaI

has 160L as the ultimate reward for ten years’ ser-

vice. Other “ scales ” have Gilbertian maxima. Two
are as low as 130L, and five are below 150Z,

The actual salaries received will show that our

educational experts have been trying to run education

upon the principles of lowest tender and cut prices.

Some seven or eight university graduates receive less

than lool. a year. One Oxford M.A., after fifteen

years’ service, gets 120I. Only 18 per cent, of the

masters receive more than 200Z.

The grudging and meagre response to the demands
of the teachers for a war allowance affords a glaring

insight into educational administration and its reac-

tion upon its employees To quote, or, rather, mis-

quote, from one of our most successful and popular

teachers :
“ Those who polish the floors and those who

survey the roads can be generously treated, but those

who polish the brain are asked to wait for mort
opportune times, or are put oft with a dole equal to

an office boy’s increment of wage—forsooth, because
they are so many and the rates must be kept low !

”

We note with pleasure and endorse thoroughly
the recent statement of the President of the

Board of Education that “the calling of second,
ary-school masters has }et to be made reason-
ably attractive to a really able man. . . .

Somehow or other we must attract these men”—^and may we add “keep them”? The proposed
remedy—an additional grant of 433,900!., of which a
part is to be handed over to the authorities and
schools, of which a part again is to be allocated to

more or Jess spasmodic increments of salary—^will

cover only a portion of the recent increase in the cost

of living. The sum is admittedly only a beginning,
but the situation demands methodical measures even
more urgently than it does money. Before it is too
late, the country should insist upon the establishment
of a regular and national system of payment, if the
prospects and status of the profession are to be raised
to such a level that it can fairly compete with the
other professions for the best intellects from all classes
and spheres of life.

Experience shows that the majority of the local
authorities fail to realise the national unity of
education. The average councillor thinks in terms of

bricks and mortar, and so long as he regards educa-
tion as one of the branches of architecture, so Jong
will the real management remain in the hands of

psid clerks and secretaries, who, however
zealous they may be, work in watertight compart-
ments, and have no interest in making education a
national concern. Efficiency in education stands or
falls with the man who actually teaches, and no
amount of expensive inspectorial or administrative
officialdom will compensate for the cheeseparing
policy of underpaying the teachers.
^Vmongst the multiplicity of reforms rightly being

advocated at present are included the extension of
the school-life and the expansion of the facilities for
secondary education. Official figures show that there
are only 84,000 pupils between the ages of fourteen
and eighteen in England attending grant-earning
secondary schools, of which merely 21,000 remain at
school to an age beyond sixteen years—an age of
expanding receptive faculties, at which moral training
IS of inestimable benefit. It has been estimated that
an arrny of 20,000 teachers of the secondary school
type will be required, in addition to the 10,000 already
available, to staff the secondary schools proper, the
fjumor technical schools, the day continuation schools,
and the part-time trade schools of the near future.
A great part of this number must have expert scientific
toowledge combined with training. Under the ex-
isting conditions, the supply of teachers is quite



inadequate and is rapidly diminishing. The supply of

teachers in grant-earning schcxsls is at present largely

derived from the pupils passing from the primary

schools to the secondary schools, there to be maintained

out of public funds almost entirely throughout their

scholastic career. Education authorities, in their en-

deavours to obtain the necessary staffs, have adopted

The doubtful policy of attracting pupils to the pro-

f+ission by the offer of educational facilities and in-

creased maintenance allowances, in some cases despite

the moderate standard of ability displayed.

However anxious the Government may be to em-
bark on far-reaching schemes, it will fail unless the

supply of the men who are to carry out those schemes
is present; and the supply of men of the right type

will not be forthcoming unless (i) n national minimum
salary scale of really adequate terms is established

for all teachers in secondary schools; (2) teachers are

free to move from one area to another without loss

of position, salar}', and pension rights.

Such a system would do away, once for all, with the

present enormous disparity in the salaries of different

men with the same qualifications engaged in the

^ame work and in similar areas.

The present time affords an excellent opportunity

of introducing a system obviously necessary and long
overdue. It is co be hoped that the Government will

not adopt the futile policy of trying to patch up here

and there, but will lay the foundation of a national

structure in which every child shall enjoy, as a birth-

right, the most suitable and valuable education com-
patible with its capability.

G. D. Dunkerley.
Alex. Blades.

SOIL AEJRATION IN AGRICULTURE, "

SOME time ago (Nature, February’ 24, 1916, vol.

xevi., p. 716) directed attention to a paper

by Mr. and Mrs. Howard, of the Agiicultural Research
Institute, Pusa, on the ventilation of Indian soils.

“More air and less water” was then set before the

native cultivator as the secret of successful crop pro-

duction. With characteristic enthusiasm for his sub-

some of these go under. The high-water mark is said

to be rising at the rate of 3 in. a year, owing to in-

creasing interference by embankments (canal, rail, and

road) with the natural drainage of the country. Mr-

Howard suggests that “ when a railway has to run

across a broad, shallow drainage line, it might pay to

lay it flat and to let the water run over it. At most

the interruption of traffic would not be a very long

one.” It w’ould he interesting to hear w'hat the per-

manent-way departments and traffic superintendents

of the Indian railways think of this idea. Whatever

the cure, it is evident that the activities of the civil

engineer have been harmful to agriculture in some
ways, and a good case is made out for a thorough

stuSy of the drainage systems of India from this point

of view.
With regard to *water supply, the author goes even

further than in his previous paper, and suggests that

some of the money now wasted on over-irrigation

might more profitably be spent on aerating stations for

the supply of oxygen to the insufficiently aerated water

of the rice swamps. In this connection a sharp dis-

tinction is drawn between rice and other plants which

[

is difficult to follow. It is said that while the former

takes up its oxygen in the dissolved state from the

swamp water, other plants, e.g, wheat, assimilate it

. as free oxygen. As the root-hairs of the wheat plant

:
must be in contact with moisture if they are to function

' properly, it is probable that oxygen, like other plant

I
foods, passes in solution through a film of water sur-

1
rounding the roots. Wheat, barley, and peas all grow

I

well in water culture so long as the nutrient solution

I

is kept aerated. If the supply of dissolved oxygen

I

falls off, the plant suffers at once, even if the upper

I

roots have access to free .oxygen. The distinction

between sw’amp rice and wheat seems rather to be that

the former requires much water and relatively little

ox3*gen, while the latter needs a moderate amount of
moisture and much oxygen. Under' favourable condi-

tions wheat obtains this by the rapid passage of the
gas through the water films surrounding the roots and

j

soil particles.

j

Turning homewards, the variation in the quality
! of malting barleys grown oh different British soils

j
is shown to be due to soil aeration. The best malt

ject, Mr. Howard has since developed this idea in a
lecture given during a meeting of the Board of Agri-
culture at Pusa, and now published as Bulletin No. 61

of the Agricultural Research Institute. Although dis-

cussed chiefly in relation to Indian conditions, and
particularly the alluvial soils of the Indus and Ganges
valleys, the subject in its broader aspect is of universal
importance to agriculture. The heavy rains of the
monsoon falling on these soils, which consist largely
of small particles of fairly uniform size, cause the
surface to run together and form a crust; the soil

loses its porosity and aeration is impeded. The remedy
adv^ocated is the incorporation with the first foot of
soil of thikra (tile fragments) at the rate of 50 tons
per acre. Leguminous plants like gram respond at
once to the improved aeration. Nothing is said as to
the cost of this treatment, or”if it can be applied com-
mercially over considerable areas.
Java indigo is another leguminous plant of special

interest, and about this Mr. Howard has a great deal
to in relation to soil aeration. He holds that the
variable dyeing power which has greatly handicapped
the natural indigo in competition with the synthetic
product of the Gh?rman factories is due to defective
and irregular aeration. The indigo plantations of
Bihar lie on the higher ground of an undulating
country with rice i- the valleys between. During the
monsoon all the country becomes more or less water-
logged except the crest of the ridges, and occasionally
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}
comes from the light land where natural aeration is

good. One effect of the expensive organic manure
used by market-gardeners and hop-growers is to in-

crease the aeration of the soil and encourage root
development.^ It is suggested that a permanent aerator
like the Indian thikra might achieve the same result
at a lessened annual charge for manure.
We have only touched on a few of the many in-

teresting points raised in Mr.^ Howard's lecture, which
deals with one of the most important factors in crop
production. Although the necessity for soil aeration
has been unconsciously recognised ever since man first

drove a spade into the earth, because of its very
obviousness agricultural science has scarcely gt'^fen

the subject the attention it’ 'deserves. E. H. R.

THE INDIAN ASSOCIATION FOR THE
CULTIVA TION OF SCIENCE,^

'^HE genetic relation between the serious pursuit of
T natural science and the profession of medicine

is nowhere better illustrated than in British India, and
in British India nowhere better than bv the Asiatic
Society of Bengal (the original “Asiatick Society”),
and by its autochthonous convener, the Indian Asso-
ciation for the Cultivation of Science, founded in 1876

I Report of tbe Indian Association for the Cultivation of Science for tbe
Year 1914. (Calcutta, 1916.)
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bv Dr. Mohendro Lai Sircar, a practitioner of medi-

cine in the Indian quarter of Calcutta.

At a time when Indian universities^ were the purely

examining bodies so dear to the Philistine soul, when

secondary education in India was mainly bookmongery

(to call it “literary” would be a fault to heaven), and

literary gentlemen were brought from England to

feed raw Indian youths with husks of commentarjf

laboriously ground from the English classics, Dr.

Mohendro Lai Sircar, a medical man immersed in the

anxieties of a private practice, was probably the only

educated Indian in Bengal whose ideas of education

were approximately those held generally to-day by

men of science in Great Britain.

Dr. Sircar, being beyond his learning and accom-

plishments a man of great sagacity and urbanity, did

not agitate or make a noise, but, wdth single-minded

devotion to higher issues, he set a-going in a con-

venient part of his native towm, and for many years

carefully fostered, a society much of the style of the

Companies of Friends of Natural History, the aim of

whidi, to begin with, was, and had to be, generally

educative. This society w^as appropriately called an
association for the cultivation of science. By degrees,

and by the accretion of laboratories for particular

studies, the institution, w'hile retaining an educational

character, advanced to the differentiated technical

stage ; and now, beyond its educational purpose, it has
become a wrell-organised and well-equipped institution

for original experimental research.

The report for the year 1914, lately received, shows
that in addition to the seven regular courses of lec-

tures on different branches of science delivered to

shidents, there emanated from the association ten

original papers—four on physico-mathematical sub-
jects, five chemical, and one biological.

NATIONAL RECONSTRUCTION,^
British Science Guild, during the twelve years

^ of its existence, h^ earnestly endeavoured to pro-
mote the public and official recognition of scientific

research and of scientific organisation and methods as
essential factors in national progress. Our journal
and our annual reports show the matters to which we
have striven to direct attention. It is not our object
to secure the advancement of any particular branch
of science; each has an association created for that
purp^. We seek to provide what may be called a
dearir^-house of progressive thought, in order that
activities which are mutually dependent may be har-
monised for the welfare of die State and the Empire,
and the application of scientific knowledge not
only^ to industries, but also to every department of
public Kfe, may become a reality. We believe that

can our future national advancement and the
Well-being of our people be plaoed upon a sound and
an enduring foundation.
These are objects which in the past have powerfully

appealed to men of science whose vision extended be-
yond the horizon of their labours to the conception of a
State ill which research was not only encouraged as a
prinwy necessity of progress, but the results were
quicWy applied to the direction of energy, the pre-
vention of waste, and the conservation of the forces on
which prosperity of mankind mainly depends.

Beffom the war, these were voices “crying in the
wiMemess.” Governments and Parliament, which is
^pposed fo control and inspire them, cared for none
c#f tiiesie things. In onr great public offices science
was apt to be ti^aided as an abstruse mystery which

1 Fpote address^ delivered at ilie annual meetine of th
“ April ,P
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possibly concerned business men and might sometimes

obtrude itself in<'onvenientIy upon public attention, but

had no part or lot in the administration. Speaking

broadly, we have been ruled by men for whom scien-

tific conceptions and scientific methods had little or no

interest
;
and partly from this cause our industries were

being stealthily undermined and were passing into the

contiol of another people which had laboriously organ-

ised all its public and private activities, had been

carefully trained quickly to turn scientific discoveries—

largely borrowed—to material advantage, and had be-

come obsessed with the mad ambition ot imposing

its theories of life and conduct by force upon the

world.
The war has had the effect of turning a strong

searchlight upon the innermost workings of our
national life. Our weakness and our potential strength

stand plainly revealed. We can see how severely we
have suffered and must still suffer from our neglect in

the past; and if we strive to ascertain causes, we cannot

fail to reach the conclusion that our lack of apprecia-

tion of all that science, using the term in the broadest
sense, could have conferred upon us lies at the root of

many present difficulties. When the question of con-

traband was being considered, science could have told

us what was vital to the prosecution of war by an
enemy, and what, therefore, we should use every effort

to exclude from his territories. Sir William Ramsay,
whose loss, as one of our greatest leaders of scientific

thought, we deplore, pointed out the gross fallacies

which were permitted to mislead our policy in regard
to cotton. Lard was assumed by one of our rulers to

be innocuous, because he was unaware that its use for

the manufacture of glycerine was an old discovery*

I

The painful revelations of the Dardanelles Commission
establish the facts that a fateful decision was arrived
at by methods whiqh flagrantly violated scientific prin-

ciples, and that a complete misunderstanding as to

some elementary artillery matters was allowed to exist
And now in the handling of the difficult question' of
man power there is an evident want of the grasp
which sound scientific training can confer.

It would be easy to multiply instances of the ways
in which the absence of scientific habits of thought
have prejudiced the conduct of the war; but there is

another side which must not be forgotten. If we have
too often failed in foresight and in the application of
orderiv methods to the direction of policy, the national
genius for improvisation has been strikingly manifestecL
On the basis of a small Army, the best we ever
possessed, we have built up, transported across the
seas, equipped, and supplied vast national forces which
have shown fighting power unrivalled in our military
annals, and have determined the final victory of the
cause of the Allies. And further, under the stress of
war, we brought sci^ence to bear on military require-
ments in such a wav as not only to overtake, but to
surpass, German appliances laboriously prepared in
years of peac^. On a different plane, the war savings
propaganda is a good example of well-conceived and
successful effort. Nothing can be more certain than
that we possess organising capacity, which, if turned
to full account, can perfectly respond to the future
needs of the Empire,

Reconstruction is now beginning to occupy the minds
of all thoughtful men and women. After-the-war
problems are being widely discussed, and amid their
baffiing complexities some great principles stand out

the path which we must follow*
The material prosperity and the financial stability of

the country ran be restored only bv an increase of pro^
duction and^interchange. This implies the creation, of
new industries and the economic develc^ment of thosse

1 which erist, combined yrith a firm hold on old markets
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and the development of new ones. If our national
resources were exhausted, "we might w’eil despair of the
future; but the resources of the Empire are almost
inexhaustible, and their utilisation is only beginning.
The Empire can produce all the great food staples

—

grain, meat, sugar, and fats—sufficient for the supply
of a far larger population than it now contains. The
fish supply could be very largely increased from Ireland
and the banks of Newfoundland. Raw materials of
every kind, coal, and mineral oil abound. The Empire
has almost a monopoly of some of the rarer metals and
earths of which science is making more and more use.
We have first to make certain that never again shall
Germany obtain control of our raw materials and our
key products, and then to ensure that our materials
are, so far as possible, manufactured within the Em-
pire. Before the war, almost the 'whole of the Imperial
production of palm kernels w'ent to Holland and Ger-
many, and^ the oil expressed from them was exported
to the United Kingdom as such, or in the form of
margarine and other prepared fats. The story of the
Australian zinc concentrates is well known. They and
.
® Australian copper were discovered to bem German hands w^hen war broke out, as vras a great

part of the manganese and hides of India. The re-
sources of the Empire amply suffice for the rebuilding
of our national prosperity, if by the unstinted applica-
faon of science in the laboratory, in the workshop, and
in toe superiw direction of commerce and industry
they are turned to the fullest account.
The handling of the great question of the supply of

power cannot be left to piecemeal treatment. Wenow have a Board of ^Fuel Research, which, in co-
operation with the British Assciation, is investigating
economics, and already an annual saving of fifty
million tons of coal is known to be possible. Mr
Newlands estimates that in Scotland more than
1,000,000 electrical horse-pow’er could be obtained from
^ter, and he points out that, in Switzerland, one
electrical horse-power obtained from water costs
n. igs. per annum, ^as compared with 4I. iis. Sd. in
Engtend from coal. The economic advantage of em-
ploying water power, w-herever practicable, is mani-
fet, and in parts of India, as elsewhere within the
Empire, there are resources which need to be tum^
to account.

^
In matters of such brc^d importance as

power, lighting, and heat, research on the 'widest scale
IS necessaij, and when conclusions have been reached
their application can be secured bv the active co-
operation of the interests involved assisted by intelli-
gent legislation.

In trade, the first requisite is sound information kept
up to date, to wffiich the Germans owe much of their
success.

^
We now have four Trade Commissioners

refw'esenting the Dominions, and India must be simi-
larly provided; but the whole system of consuls and
commercial attaches in foreig“n countries requires com-
plete-reorganisation, which Government can carry out
only bv seeking and follo'^ung the advice of experi-
enced leaders of commerce.
The Dominions Commission has shown the immense

r^uroes of the Empire, and in its final report it
directs attention to the importance of cheap, speedv,
and efficient transport between Imperial ports. Sotw

^ proposed the establishment of an ** Impe-
rial Maritime Council,” composed of fifteen representa-
tives of the various parts of the Empire, and financed
by a I per cent, ad •valorem surtax upon all foreign
imports into Imperial ports, which m IQ04 would ha've
provided an annual income exceeding 4I millions, l^e
council -was to deal 'with all matters relating to the

'

maritime csomnuinicf.tions of the Empire, tp %vM up
inter-fmperial transport, and to en^re dose study of
the means of developing Imperial ti^e as a yvhoie.
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The Dominions Commission has now recommended
the formation of an Imperial Development Board for
these and other analogous purposes. This would be
a great step in -Imperial reconstruction, leading to far-

reaching results, provided that the board were execu-
tive, amply provided with funds, and completely
severed from politics at home and overseas.
We have now a Department of Scientific and Indus-

trial Research with a State endowment of one million,

which will be able to exercise some of the functions
of the Board of Science that the British Science Guild
has strongly advocated. Each of the Dominions and
India will require the same machinery, and Mr.
Hughes has undertaken that Australia shall be thus
provided, while the Canadian Government has ap-
pointed an advisory council to advise a committee of
the Cabinet on all matters relating to scientific and
industrial research. We have also a Board of Scien-
tific Studies which is carefully investigating our re-

quirements. Systematic and co-ordinated research on
a large scale is a primary need, and waste or duplica-
tion of effort can be prevented only by such general
direction as to ensure that problems are attacked m
the localities most favourable to their solution. Special
attention must be given to chemistry, which has many
important secrets to yield. “The country,” said Sir

William Ramsay, “which is in ad'Vanoe in chemistry
will also be foremost in wealth and general pros-

perity.” We have certainly fallen behind Germany in

this vitally important b^-anch of science, not in the
ability and insight of our chemists, but in numbers
and in the application of chemical discoveries to in-

dustry. It is upon chemistry, the use of power, and
co-operative methods that agriculture must mainly de-

pend for advancement.
National reconstruction w’ill require in the future

the sustained stimulus which education alone can sup-
ply. In our public schools and colleges science must
take the place to *which it has been long entitled.

I While trained specialists will always be relatively few*
all who are destined to olay a part in national affairs

must receive such a grounding in the natural sciences

as to ensure that physical laws and facts will appeal
to them, and that scientific methods of thought will

become habitual. For this reason, the British Science
Guild has strongly urged that a knowledge of science

should be reauired of all candidates in examinations
for the Civil Serviqe. There need be no conflict with
what are not 'well described as “humanistic sttkiies.”

'

A broad general education is the best foundation for

science training, and in so far as literary studies
develop breadth of vision and clearness of rtyle/they
are valuable helps to the future specialist. Conversely;
such subjects as historv rake new form when they are

”

approached in a scientific spirit,

A Parliament or a Government composed of special-

ists would be unsuited to its duties ; but both need an

'

intelligent^ appreciation of the relation of science to
’

national life which is now^ conspicuously lacking!
’

“Mankind,” writes Prof. Dewey, of Columbia Univer-"'
sity, “ so far has been ruled by things- and by words;

^

not by thought. ... If ever we are to be governed
*

by intelligence, not bv things and tvwords, science
’

must have something to say about wliat we do' and hot

'

merely about" hoiv we may do it more easily and
economically,.”

. ,

’
^

’

Apart from wh?^ we understand bv science teaching,

'

there is tte technical training which is needed by fOro- ’

men ahd 'workerh in industries, which should W s&ch
as to hdliJ the abler nban to rise. The
Commirt^ "on * TUvenUe ' Education and^ Emplbtm<^t *

has t^ittly retforted. and its mainf p^opo^sals *

retentlpn at sdikil bf atf 'children Up to the’age
’

fourteen, with attendatj;^ at cbrrffhuation of ^
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.at least eight hours a week up to eighteen. These
classes are “to include general, practical, and tech-

nical education,” and they will probably In many cases

take the form of trade schools carrying on the educa-
tion of young workers who have found employment.
The advantages of manual training in primary schools
are not sufficiently emphasised in the report. Manual
dexterity can be acquired at an early age, and boys
might thus gain a truer conception of the dignity of
hand labour, while experience shows that technical or
elementary scientific knowledge, if attained by prac-
tical tvork, becomes a permanent possession. Greater
diiferentiation between the work of rural and of urban
•schools is another pressing need.
No one can maintain that our system of primary

education has . been a failure. As the Presi-.
‘dent of the Board of Education pointed out
the other day in his admirable speech, we
owe to it, in^ part at least, the new armies
which have brilliantly upheld our national honour on
many stricken fields. But w^e believe that education
-can do more in the future in developing moral strength
and in inculcating the sense of duty and good citizen-
ship, Mr. Fisher has laid dowm as the ideal of his

that it should build the foundation “for a
patriotic and social education worthy of the genius of
our people,^ and a fitting monument to the great
Impulse which is animating the whole people in the
war.” We all hope* he wiir be spared to realise that
high ideal.

In the tremendous tasks which lie before the nation,
Government can play an important part. Statesman-
ship w<M*thy of the name must lead, inspire, direct, and
Initiate. In guiding education, assigning defined func-
tions to experts carefully selected for special purposes,
exercising their enormous patronasre with a single eye
to knowledge and efficiency, as well as in encouraging
me process of applied science, and guarding against
legislation which mav hamper trade and indtistnal
activity, there is ample scope for the action of Govern-
ments.

^
Interference in the manas^ement of business

enterprises will usually be harmful, since, for well-
known reasons, the conduct of business affairs by
OETCials in democratic countries is rarely efficient.
Some ^tariff adfusiments may be found desirable;

hut the idea that national prosperity can, in the long
mn, be assured bv fiscal devices is ba^less. In so
far as tariffs can stimulate the operation of natural

they mav be beneficial. Whf^n they aim at pro-
ducing artificial conditions in defiance of law, they
usually defeat their ends. Thev mav be used legiti-
mately, and we have been told that thev will be us^dm further the development of the resources of the
Empire, and the object having been attained, they can
he dtspen.sed with.

I have^Iv dealt with reconstruction in the material
sense, which cannot alone guarantee the purer and
'^ppier national life which we all earnestly desire.

reached only if the whole nation will, in
the difficult times that lie before it, follow the shining
ramoles of dntv. discipline, and self-sacrifice which
n^e^been set by wir heroes on the seas, in the field.^ in the air. T^e men who have constantly faced

and shared in dangers and hardships will come
hack a new outlook on life. In the trenches there
have been no party divisions, no attempts to set class
agamst class.^b^it only shared efforts which are bring-
ing certmn victory to a sacred common cause. Mav'w not hone that the creat lessons leatned bv ouV
hCst manhof^ m ’ the .storm and stre.Ss of war will

as a wnole and render the fortrts*

accustomed impos-
Thp sWfe of parties and of tndi-

confendinsr fpr office and power, the intrigxies
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which have not wholly ceased during this crisis in our
fate, the machinery by which party chests are filled

and constituencies are manipulated, the false discipline

which, by preventing men from voting according to

their knowledge and conscience, vitiates the decisions

of Parliament upon vital issues; the triumph of words
over experience and powers of action—all these things
and more have had theii day, and we begin to realise

the inevitable results.

Reconstruction in the highest and fullest sense can be
achieved only by a great national party, seeking solely

the welfare of the commonwealth, examining every

j

public question from the view-point of the interests of

I

the community as a whole, and choosing leaders irre-

j
spective of class or party who can be trusted to bring
a lofty patriotism and trained intelligence to bear upon

j
the vastly complex and far-reaching problems with

’ which we are now confronted. If these are only

;

visions, then I see no certain prospects of restoring

j

the shaken fabric of the State, of rebuilding our pros-

j

peri^ on a broader and an enduring foundation, of

1 healing the open wounds in our body politic, and of

J

wresting lasting good from the gigantic evils of war.

I UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
j

INTELLIGENCE.

j

St. Andrews.—^The University museum has just'

I received the entire collection of local and other birds,

many very rare, made by Misses Baxter and Rintoul (of

Largo and Lahill), for years known as authorities on
ornithology, and joint editors of the Scottish Naturalist.
They have, moreover, in interpolating these, gone
over the entire University cx)llection of birds and re-

arranged and labelled them. Accompanying this note-
worthy and valuable gift, for most are exquisite ex-
amples of the taxidermist’s art, are eight cases with
drawers containing named collections of the eggs of
birds and of Lepidoptera and other insects, as well as
a few skulls and stuffed mammals.

Dr. P. Marie has been appointed to succeed the late
Prof. Dejerine as professor of clinical neurology in the
University of Paris.

j

Fraulein A. M. CuRTius, recently appointed lec-

j

turer in French by the philosophical faculty of Leip-
' zig, is, according to the Nieu'we Courant, the first

woman on the staff of a German university.

Three research fellowships in, respectively, patho-
^nd bacteriology, medicine, and surgery have

been endowed in- the University of Chicago by Dr,
F. R. Logan, who has given a sum providii^ an
income of 600Z. a year for the purpose.

In his presidential address to the Institution of
Mechanical Engineers on April 20, Mr. Michael Long-
ridge considered' the provision in this country of tech-
nical education for engineers. Many persons, he said,
still fail to understand that the nnanual training which
enabled an apprentice to become a master craftsman
m times gone by does not suffice to turn a schoolboy
into an engineer to-day. Differentiation is ne^ed
now in the training of the various classes of engineers
and workmen, and it is this lack of differentiation
which seems to be one cause of the inefficiency of our
technical education relatively to its cost. The educa-
tion available for the higher ranks of engineering is
fairly satisfactoiy in Mr. Longridge’s opinion, but that
provided* for the worteman, both general and technical,
IS most unsatisfactory. “Yet the workman must have
better education to qualify him to rise if capable, and
to give those who .have not the ability to rise some
mterests outside their daily work and football matches,
and also to lessen drunkenness. The need will b^corpe
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greater as repetition work and automatic machinery
replace varied jobs and manual skill. Unless an anti-

dote be provided, the monotony of this kind^of work
will crush initiative and mental vigour, and instead of

skilful craftsmen we shall breed incompetent
machines.” The address insists that either the school-

leaving age must be raised or a system of part-time

instruction during working hours of engineering ap-

prentices must be introduced.

The April issue of the Proceedings of the Institute

of Chemistry contains the presidential address delivered

by Sir James J. Dobbie on March i. In it is dis-

cussed at length the question of the general education
of chemists. Sir James defines the aim of education
on its intellectual side as the evenly balanced training
of all the faculties of the mind, and claims that this

aim can never be attained by the study of science

exclusively on one hand> or of the subjects commonly
classed as the humanities on the other. At the same
time, science must form part of every person’s educa-
tion. Dealing with the question what science subjects

should be taught in schools, he lavs it down that the
one way to obtain satisfactory' results is to concentrate
on a limited number of subjects, carefully selected with
reference to the pupiPs age and stage of mental
development and to their suitability to serve as an
introduction to further science studies. He selects as
most suitable subjects for study the facts and princi-

ples of biology and those of physics and chemistry as
lying at the root of all the other sciences. The study
of the properties of matter and of mechanics should, the
address maintains, precede the study of the special

branches of physics and the studv of”chemistr» Any
scheme of science teaching would be unsatisfactory
which does not make some provision for chemistry, and
the study of chemistry should be taken next after
mechanics. Work such as this should, Sir James
Dobbie thinks, be supplemented by wide reading in
other branches of science so as to widen the interests
of the pupils and to extend their knowledge.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES.
London.

Zoological Society, April 17.—Dr. A. Smith Wood-
ward, vice-president, in the chair.—E. jaeron-AUen

:

The mussel-fishery and Foraminifera of Esnandes (La
Rochelle), and the early work of Aldde d’Orbigny.
A series of slides was exhibited illustrative of the
early studies of Alcide d’Orbigny at Esnandes (near
La Rochelle), and the mussel-fisheries established there
Nince the year 1035 The experiments of Prof. W. A.
Herdman on the west coast of England were referred
to, and those of Prof. A. Meek at Holy Island on the
east coast. A further series was shown illustrating
some of the notable d’Orbignyan species found in the
neighbourhood, not recorded from there by d’Orbigny
in 1826, but recorded from other localities at that date,
and from distant seas between 1839 1846. A third
series of slides illustrated well-known species from
the locality which had been recorded and described by
earlier authors, but were not apparently identified by
cPOrbigny from the neighbourhood of La Rochelle.

Linnean Society, April 19,—Sir David Prain, presi-
dent, in the chair.—Dr. D. H. Scott: The Heter-
angiums of the British Coal Measures. Heterangium,
Corda, is a genus of Carboniferous plants, based on
specimens with the structure preserved, and now
classed with the Pteridosperms, It is proposed to
group H. shorense, H. iiliaeoties, and Lomaxii
(of which H. cvlindricum is only a form) Sn a new
subgenus, Polyangium. It is probable that the Upper
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Coal Measure species from Autun described by Renault
also fall under this subgenus, while most of the very

interesting Silesian species, of Millstone Grit age,,

recently discovered by Dr, Kubart, appear to belong
to the simpler t\'pe which may be called Eu-
heterangium.—E. 5 . Goodrich : The development of
Hatschek''s pit and the ciliated organ on the roof of

the buccal cavity in Amphioxus from the left anterior

coelomic sac and from an ectodermal preoral pit in

the embiy’o and larva. Following Bateson, the author
compared the opening of Hatschek’s pit with the

proboscis-pore of Balanoglossus and water-pore of

Echinoderms.—Miss Nina F. Layard : W^ooden
scratching-tools made by an African parrot. Notes,

have been taken by the author of the behaviour of a
grey African parrot, first in choosing out natural
tools, such as pointed seeds and quills, for use as
poll-scratchers, later in pointing up a match for the-

same purpose, and finally shaping up wood in such
a way as to appear to warrant the bird’s claim to be
described as a tool-maker. The, contention is that if

it can be proved that the parrot, requiring an imple-
ment that would penetrate the feathers to the scalp,

purposely produced a point with this object, then the
border-line between the mere tool-user and the tool-

maker has been crossed.

Paris.

Academy of Sciences, April 10.—M. A. d 'Arsonval in-

the chair.—H. Le Chatelier : The National Research
Council in the United States.

—

P. Pniseux and B. Jekhow-
sky : Study on the general form of the lunar globe.

The moon appears to be slightly elongated in the

direction of its axis of rotation. A tetrahedral deforma-
tion cannot be regarded as definitely proved.—^J.

Bergonie : The superiority of agricultural work medi-

cally prescribed and controlled to the physical thera-

peutic treatment of the hospitals in the treatment of
after effects of war wounds. The results of a prac-

tical comparison ot the two methods taken over a
period of thirty months prove the superiority of the-

<^en-air natural treatment to combinations of elex>

trotherapy, mechanotherapy, thermotherapy, kinesi-

therapy, mechanical and manual massage, hydro-
therapy, etc. The superiority is especially rnarked in

the case of men employed on the land previous to the

war. Even in non-agricultural workers the supe-

riority, although less marked, is still consid^able.—
Julia: The reduction of forms to indeterminate, con-

jugated non-quadratic forms.—G. Amaud : The family

of the Microthyriacese.—^A. F. Legendre : The structure

of the Sino-Tibetan massif,

April 16.—M. A. d'Arsonval in the chair.

—

A.

Lacroix : The haiivne lavas of the Auvergne find their

homogeneous enclosures,—H. Le Ckatelicr: The syn-

thesis of ammonia. The author gives extracts from
his patent of September, 1901, for the synthetical pre-

paration of ammonia from its elements, work taken
up seven years later bv Haber and now made use of

on the large scale in Germany.—^A. Gautier ; Increase

in the curative prooerties of quinine and of mercury
bv the organometallic compounds of arsenic. The
joint administration of arrhenal and quinine chloro-

hvdrate cures cases of malarial fever which have re-

sisted large doses of quinine alone. The association

of arsenical compounds with salts of mercury enables

effective cures to be produced with much reduced doses

of mercury, and' cases of svphiHs respond rapidly to

this treatment.—E. Arifes : The coefficients of thermo-
elasticitv at low temperatures and .Nernst’s hyoothesis.

—M. Riquier: A property of the analyticar functions,

of anv number whatever” of imaginary variables,—M.
Mesaager : The representation of concentrated charges
by trigon(>metrical series.—C. E. Guye atid
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Stancescu : Explosive potential in carbon dioxide at

high pressures. Experiments with carbon dioxide at

pressures between five and fort}’-five atmospheres, and

with striking distance between the plates (d) varying

between 034 irm, and 2-24 mm., proved that the

explosive potential V=F(md), where m is the number

of molecules in unit volume of gas.—P- Woog and J.

Sarriau ; A method of observation and measurenient of

rapidly periodic magnetic phenomena. An application

of the Koenig manometric capsule-—M. Trabut : The
hybrid origin of cultivated lucerne.—^A. Gnilliermond

:

The alterations and the characters of the chondriome

in the epidermal cells of the tulip flower.
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(i) '^HE first of the above volumes, by Dr. De
-L Hovre, of the Higher Institute of Philo-

sophy of the University of Louvain, is a lucid

statement of what he believes to be the funda-

mental differences between the essential aims of

German and of English education, and includes a

particularly interesting discussion as to the
|

genesis and real significance of the much debated
!

term “Kultur.” He finds its basis in national-
j

ism—upon it, as the foundation-stone, the German
Empire has been built—^in an ultra-devotion

to intellectualism divorced from morals, and in

the adoption of the formula “Education to the

State, for the State, by the State/ ^ “Kultur,’^he

says, is the soul of Germany, “civilisation” the

soul of England, and he seeks to establish his

thesis by reference to the fruits of the respective

policies and measures of the rival nations in the

sphere of colonial enterprise, in trade, and in

social and political life, to the great disadvantage
of Germany. “Humanism,” he declares, is the

vital element in English education, whilst national-

ism, intellectualism, militarism, are the three fun-

damental principles of German life and education,

summed up in the comprehensive term “ Kultur.”

In short, the aim of English education is to make
“men” through the development of character,

whilst that of German education is to make “ Ger-

mans ” subservient to the State in all the varied

activities of life, with a view to the aggrandiser

ment of Germany and the imposition of her learn-

ing, her discipline, and her organisation upon the

rest of the world.

It is admitted that the English nation has not

a strong belief in education, that what her educ-
tion lacks is a wider horizon, a deepening of in-

tellectual culture, and a more efficient oc’anisc
tion, though it is firmly rooted on the solid basis

of the freedom of the individual soul and on the

development of character as its chief purpose.

To bring about these reforms constitutes a for-

midable task, but their accomplishment is ec^n-
tial to the well-being of the nation, and, if realised^

will place England in the forefront of the civilised

nations of the world.

The author expresses the opinion
^

that the

strength of English edtication lies in Its funda-

mental principles, and its weakn^s in its super-

structure, whereas the opposite is the case with

Germany. It will be felt by maaiy readers that a
too favourable view is taken of the actual state of

English education, and that German education
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has scarcely met with the full appreciation whidi

its great achievements deserve.

(2) Mr. Richmond's book is devoted to a con-

sideration of the ideals which have inspired the

minds of some of the world’s greatest educators,

and is an eloquent exhortation to all those en-

gaged in the work of education to seek refresh-

ment in the thoughts and aspirations of the pro-

phets and teachers of past times, in “the wide

universalism of Comenius, the devoted humani-

tarianism of Pestalozzi, and in the practical ideal-

ism of Froebel,” in the sure ho^ that they will

not be disappointed. It is the aim of the author

to consider these ideals in the light of present-

day conditions and needs, and to recast them for

its service. The Jewish and Greek ideals, the

Roman and Medieval, and the Renaissance, to-

gether with the teachings of Milton, of Locke, of

Rousseau, and of Herbart, are discussed with the

view of bringing to light those elements which

appear to be of permanent value. Referring to

the controversy now recrudescent between the

advocates of scientific and literary training, the

author suggests a synthesis such as Bacon, or

Comenius, or Herbart w'ould have desired.

Sdence is to-day an activity of far wider and mote
complex significance than ever it has been before,

and, in view of the inevitable struggle that lies

before us, must be accorded its rightful place

throughout the entire sphere of educational organ-

isation, nor must the teachings of a true patriot-

ism be neglected, so as to bring about harmony not

only between class and class, but between nation

and nation.

GEOMETRY AND ANALYTICAL
MECHANICS.

(i) A Treatise on the Circle and the Sphere. By
Dr. J. L. Coolidge. Pp. 602. (Oxford: At
the Clarendon Press, 1916.) Price 215. net.

{2) Exercices et Legons de Mecanique Analyttque.

By Prof. R. de Montessus. Pp. 11+ 334. (Paris:

Gauthier-Villars et Cie, 1915.) .
Price 12 francs,

'^HiE first of these is a work of great signifi-

JL cance, by the author of the well-known
“ Non-Euclidean Geometry,” for which English

readers Tvill be very grateful. Its title may per-

h^s mislead, for it is by no means an dement-

ary book; indeed, anyone who reads it con-

scientiously and follows out its manifold impli-

cations will have traversed wide fields of modem
geometry, dealing not only with circles and spher^,

but with line geometry, with hyi^rgeometry, with

non-Euclidean geometry, and with the theory of

continuous groups. The specifically English reader

will probably find it a most interesting and stimu-

lating exercise to translate many of the results

of the latter portion of the book into the language

of projective geometry, with which his training may
have made him more familiar; and if he thinks

that this is the form in which the theorems should

be summarised,, he will he no less grateful to

the author for his presentment. The first three

chapters (pp. x^iS8) deal with the elementary

plane geometry of the circle. Apparently every-
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thing; to which we are accustomed in this respect

receives masterly treatment here; even the so-

called modern geometry of the triangle is handled

with a detail which to many readers will seem
excessive. The author’s notation for angles and

segments is, hovrever, in the reviewer’s opinion,

needlessly tiresome.

The sphere receives a similar elementary treat-

ment of less extent in chaps, v. and vi. (pp.

226-82). Chap, iv., with the title, “On the Tetra-

cyclic Plane,” introduces a method of present-

ment, followed also from chap. vii. to lie end,

about which opinions may well differ. The book on
the whole has such walue that criticism is a form
of praise, and we shall express our opinion freely.

We think the author might have introduced his

chapter on the tetracyclic plane, say, by a brief

account of Clifford’s projection of the plane sections

of an ellipsoid from an urnbilicus : when the plane

of projection is the tangent plane at the opposite

umbilicus, actual circles are obtained, and two of

these cut at right angles when the corresponding
plane sections of the ellipsoid are in conjugate

planes. If this were too elementary, he could,

even then without introducing the co-ordinates in

the first paragraph have defined quasi-circles as

projections on -to an arbitrary plane of plane sec-

tions of a quadric taken from an arbitrary point of

the quadric. This would give at once the geo-
•metrical meaning of the tetracyclic co-ordinates.

The projection of the intersection of the funda-
ment^ quadric with another quadric is then obvi-
ously a quartic curve with two nodes

;
there seems

no great gain in calling such a curve a cyclic. The
tangent planes of the cones containing the curve
of intersection of the two quadrics intersect the
fundamental quadric in curves projecting into the
four systems of generating circles of the cyclic,

and it is easily seen that the centres of the circles

of one generation lie on a conic. All this seems
clearer without the co-ordinates. And it is curious
that a writer on non-Euclidean geometry should
not recognise that the admirable theorem quoted
from Jessop (p. 212), in regard to the angles be-
tween generating circles of different generations,
is a generalisation of an old friend, relating to the
difference of the distances of a variable point of

the focal hyperbola of a system of confocal quad-
rics from two fixed points of the focal ellipse, the
absolute being one of the confocal quadrics.

Similar remarks apply to chap, vii., on
pentaspherical space, and chap, xiii., on
circles in space; we think the projective geometry,
of which these are translations, should be brought
forward first and made more fundamental. The
reader, after he has had the pleasure of turning the
author’s theorems back into projective geometry,
will, we^ think, .summarise them as such. The
author recognises that the famous pentacycle of
Stephanos, is no more than a nearly obvious
theorem for fines in four dimensions

; he refers to
Segre^s cubic variety in four dimensions (p. 506),
and theremay.be a real gain in calling it a cubic
complex of spheres. It certainly is very interesting
to have the theorems for. spheres which he states

;
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but we think a greater insistence on the projective

geometry should have preceded his treatment,

especially as a large part of the theory can be ob-

tained without the explicit use of co-ordinates.

Some minor remarks may be added. There are

occasional misprints; on p. 284 there are three

(lines T, 5, and 15 from the bottom.) The definitions

of the many technical terms are not given sufficient

prominence; if one forgets the meaning of such
a term, it is in some cases a matter of hunting to

find it again. On p. 351 the author refers to his

impression that Cayley ' spoke of the sign of the
radius of a circle; one place where this is so at

least is in the ” Collected Papers,” vol. ii., p. 140.

The - reference to Weitzenbock in the footnote

on p. 485 is obscure; the p. 2574 refers to the

Wiener Sitoun'gsberichte referred to in the foot-

note on p. 484.
To use a phrase often employed by the author,

these minute criticisms, it is seen, are not trans-

finite in number. Copying again the concluding
phrase of what is a very

'
gracious preface, which

all Englishmen will be glad to read, the reviewer
would like his last word, as was his first, to be
one of gratitude to the author. His book is a
noble addition to the geometrical literature in the

English language, and must have a great influence

on the prosecution of the study in all countries

where English is read.

(3) This is a collection of elementary examples,
in which the details of calculation are given at

length, for the most, part solved by Lagrange’s
equations. Pp. 1-109 are occupied with com-
putations of centres of gravity, attractions and
potential, and moments of inertia. Then one page
is given to expounding the principle of virtual

work, and one to D’Alembert’s principle; after

this the equations of Lagrange are briefly obtained.

Chap. (p. 1 21) begins with an example dis-

cussing the motion of a sphere on the surface

of a smooth cylinder (not in two dimensions), in

which it is assumed, without previous discussion,

that the motion of the centre is independent of

rotation. Pp. 262—323 are occupied with an
arithmetical discussion of the introductory formulae
of the theory of elliptic functions, but without any
application to statical or dynamical problems.
Throughout the volume the computations are

arranged in a brief, businesslike way, and the dia-

grams are clear and numerous. As a working
class-book, in the hands of a competent teacher

concerned mainly in teaching the art of solving

concrete examples, the book might be of great use^

|( A TEXT^BOOK OF GENETICS.
Genetics and Eugenics: A Text-booh for Students

of Biology and a Reference Book for Animal
and Plant Breeders. By Prof. W. E. Castle.

’Pp. viH-353. (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard
University Press; London: Oxford University
Press, 1916.) Price 2 dollars net.

SINCE the b€^nning of the, present century,
when genetic research passed from the pro-

vince of the amateur to that of the professional.
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Prof. Castle has been recognised as one of the
|

most active workers on these lines. A book
j

'embodying- his outlook after years of teaching i

and research is sure of a welcome from all who i

are interested in these matters. The volume is

evidently designed more especially for the uni-

versity student. It falls roughly into three

sections : an introductory portion dealing with
theories of evolution and what may be termed pre-

Mendelian genetics, a main part treating of con-
temporary genetic work, and a final section on
human heredity and eugenics. The amount of

ground covered involves a condensed treatment
of many important questions, and though this

j

need not be a drawback to the student whose
reading is supplemented by lectures, it makes it

rather a difficult book for the average reader.

The author has approached the subject almost
entirely from the zoological side, and, for a book
of the sort, devotes an unusual amount of space
to the inheritance of characters in domesticated

animals. This part of the work is freely illus-

trated by photographs which have generally been
well reproduced. But in some cases, as in Fig. 53,
an attempt has been made to indicate colour differ-

ences in black and white, and the result is not
happy.
Though the space devoted to plants is avowedly

brief, the omission of any adequate account of

the remarkable phenomena exhibited by plant

chimaeras must be regarded as a shortcoming, for

it may well be that the principles here involved
w’iU turn out eventually to be of much wider
application than appears at present. Some of the

statements in this section are open to criticism by
the botanist, as, for example, that which records
doubling in the poppy as recessive to single. The
reverse is true of Meconopsis.

In connection with sex-determination more
attention might have been paid to the phenomena
associated with gynandromorphs. The extra-

ordinarily interesting and suggestive work of

Goldschmidt is not even mentioned.
The best part of the book is that dealing with

the effect of selection and the constancy of here-

ditary factors. From extensive experiments on the

inheritance of white markings in rats. Prof. Castle

has come to the conclusion that the hereditary

factors upon which pattern depends may undergo
alteration on crossing’, thereby becoming either

more or less potent in bringing about their

peculiar reaction. Plus and minus variants are

thus produced which may be isolated by selection.

He speaks of the process as one of “contamina-
tion,’* though it is not altogether clear how he
supposes it to be brought about. His ideas have
been subjected to severe criticism in America,
where many geneticists prefer to exolain these

|>henomena on the hypothesis of multiole factors

or of specific modifiers. It is clear that we do
not yet understand this type of inheritance, and
Prof. Castle’s presentation of his case deserves
most careful consideration.

The treatment of eugenics is eminently sane,

And 'most people will probably agree with the
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conclusion that “w'e should extend our knowledge
as rapidly as possible, but not legislate until we
are very sure of our ground.”
An excellent feature is an appendix containing

a translation of Alendel’s paper, which ought to

be carefully digested by every student. A fairly

full bibliograph3' concludes the work. This might
well be revised in a later edition to include all

references to papers mentioned in the text. On
p. 208 alone, for example, there are three such
references which are not to be found in the biblio-

graphy.

OUR BOOKSHELF,
Life and Habit, By Samuel Butler. New edi-

tion, with author’s addenda. Pp. x-i-310.

(London: A. C. Fifield, 1917.) Price 5s. net.

We w’ere a little afraid to read “Life and Habit”
again after a quarter of

,
a century, lest all the

magic might have gone. Perhaps some of it has,
for w-e found tediousness in the criticisms of
Darwin

—

e,g, in that culminating on p. 260 with
the conclusion that a certain sentence from the
“ Origin of Species

” “ does not contain, or at

any rate convey, any clear or definite idea at all.”

Butler was sometimes too much preoccupied with
his own views; in this case the meaning of

Darwin's sentence seems no conundrum. But
the old charm is still in the book—^the good
humour, the epigrams, the dividing sword, the
sincerity, the insight. The new edition seems to
differ from that of 1877 only in including four
short addenda found among the author’s papers.
The first and second are biologically interesting;

the fourth strikes one as a lapse of good taste

which should have been left to blush unseen.
That Butler’s genius gave him insight into evolu-

tion problems has been generally, though tardily,

recognised- What were the convictions that led

him to react so violently from Darwinism? The
first -was that “ there is in every impregnate ovum
a hond-fide memory,” more than a system of

characteristic chemical processes occurring in a
characteristic colloidal substratum. By memory
he did not mean necessarily conscious memory.
The second w^as that he could not bring himself
to believe that the raw materials of evolution,

variations to wit, arose by chance, “blind” and
“unintelligent.” The third was that when a
living creature does something often, the fre-

quently repeated experience must affect the germ-
cells and have results enregistered in them. It is

strange that so ingenious a mind never really

understood the subtlety of natural selection, the
way in which it sifts directively, not randomly,
its consistent reference to the established . web of

life, and its progressive character. . J. A. T.

Compressed Air Practice in Mining, By David
Penman. Pp. vii4*22i. (London: Charles
Griffin and Co., Ltd., 1916.) Price 5^. net.

Tbe first two chapters of this book,* dealing with
the theory of air compression and subsequent eX-
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pansion, together with the efficiencies of each

conversion of energy, are very good, as is also the

sJiort third chapter on indicator diagrams. In

the fourth chapter, on air-compressors, exceptioji

may perhaps be taken that reciprocating air-

compressors have been described under the names
of firms which make them, rather than under
headings derived from differences of design,

though, otherwise, the description of these com-
pressors is good, as is also that of the turbo-

compressors in chap, v. In the sixth chapter,

devoted to the transmission of compressed air,

there is but little discussion of the principles of

loss of pressure by friction, the author in this

matter relying on Peelers well-known book.

Coming, in the eighth chapter, to the machines
making use of compressed air, coal-cutting

machines first receive attention, and the principal

machines employed in Great Britain are described.

The description of rock-drills in chap. x. is

accomplished chiefly under the names of firms

making these drills, which is not an interesting

procedure from a technical point of view. Men-
tion is made of the use of compressed air in haul-

age and conveying, while in the twelfth and final

chapter the transmission of power by compressed
air is compared with that hy electricity. In this

it is stated that the cost of generating compressed
air compares favourably with that 5f generating

ctectricity, a statement with which few vrill agree.

The bwk in its later parts is disanpointing and
does not hear out the promise of its early chap-
ters, so that, altogether, it does not do justice to

its title. Within these limitations, it is, how-
ever, clearly written, while the assistance in

elncidatio-n which a number of worked problems
give is a commendable feature.

BUl^s School and Mine, A Collection of Essays
on Education. By W. S, Franklin. Second
edition- Pp. 102. (South Bethlehem, Penn-
sylvania : Franklin, MacNutt, and Charles,

1917.) Price I dollar.

The new edition of Prof. Franklin^s brightly

written essays, with their advocacy of education
in the “ Land of Out-of-Doors ” and of the claims
of sensible science to a prominent place in school
curricula, is enriched by a new essay on ‘‘Educa-
tion after the War.” In this paper he deals
effectively with the unfriendliness towards science
teaching prevalent in certain influential circles.

Science, he urges, is finding out and learning
how, whereas most people think of it only in

terms of Tts material results. To quote Prof.
Franklin :

“ It is now as much a mistake to
oppose the fullest and widest possible develop-
ment of Finding* Out and Learning How as it

was
^
years ago to oppose labour-saving

machinery; only it is quite necessary to make
readjustments for the conservation' of character
and morals—^and physique I Indeed, this neces-
sity has shown itself most distinctly in our re-
luctance to make just such readjustments among
those whose lafeour has been so wonderfully
* saved ^ by machtoery !

”
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.

[The Editor does not hold himself responsible for

opinions expressed by his correspondents. Neither

can he undertake to return, or to correspond with

the writers of, rejected manuscripts intended for

this or any other part of Nature. No notice is

taken of anonymous communications.]

Flat-foot in Young Women,

This deformity is exceedingly common among the
young women of our nation, and it is not for lack

of opportunity that it is studied so little. The present

fashion of short skirts presents to us now an excep-

tional chance of finding out the extent of this evil.

If the short skirt *>e destined to be permanent, it will

"be unique among the numerous fashions of wonaen.
The chance is here and now, and may not return.

Among certain negro races flat-foot appears to be
normal, and in them perhaps it is an adaptation and
a feature of their evolution. It is not so among us,

and cannot be classed among the variations whida
are studied by biometricians.

Impressed by the sight of so many fiat feet which
young women are exhibiting below their short skirts,

I made an observation of 355 persons of about the
age of fifteen to forty-five, and noted the proportion

of flat feet to normal ankles and feet, and I found 251
with definite signs of this defect. This represents a
serious disability in this group for active life in the
strenuous days to come, all the more because the
persons noted belonged to the more favoured classes,

living in a large and prosperous town. In addition to

these, I noted about 200 more cases, which can only

be classed as “borderland cases,” and further investi-

gation convinces me that there are more than 70 per
cent of .our younger women and girls thus hindered
from full locomotive and mental activity.

There are two main reasons why this deformity is

important—^first, that it is ugly and produces an un-
gainly gait; secondly, that walking and standing are
rendered painful by it, and therefore unduly exhausting
to the nervous system. I venture to say that if the
attention of Mr. Fisher and the Board of Education
were directed to Prof. Keith’s valuable booklet, “The
Human Body,” they would not be long in doubt that
flat-foot in girls is a pressing matter for them to
consider, while they can. Prof. Keith points out that

in all joints, except the knee-joint, the bones are kept
in apposition by muscles and not by ligaments, that

the arch of the foot is maintained by the steady and
continuous reflex action of muscles, that the act of
standing is an extremely complex act involving many
muscles, and that all the time messages are passing
from these to the centres fn the spinal cord, from
which other messages are being issued to co-ordinate
the muscles in their action—

a

state of things well
calculated to add much to the exhaustion of nervous
centres when carried on with broken-down arches of
the feet.

The series of cases I have described here is too
small for any generalisation, but it is worthy of the
notice of education authorities and their expert ad-
visers. It is not a matter for investigation only by
medical men. They are chiefly called upon to treat
the deformity when it has come to a painful and
gross form, and the clinical method of examination,
with the foot^ rai's^, or even observation of, the bare
foot in standing, is not enough for the discovery of
the slighter degrees of it. It needs to be observed
from behitid when the person is walking, so that the
fiffi degree of working defect may be known.
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I submit that this is a matter for early attention,

and for a system of remedial foot-drill in schools for

cur growing children. M.D., F.R.S.E.
May I.

Gfassicai Education and Modern Needs.

A REVIEW by Mr. H. G. Wells in Nature of
April 19 contains the following words : ‘"This claim
is pressed even more impudently by Mr, Livingstone
in his recent ‘ Defence of Classical Education.’ He
insists that ail our sons are to be muddled about with
by the teachers of Greek up to at least the opening
of the university stage.”
This is a complete misrepresentation of my view's,

the more gratuitous because in several passages I

insist on the importance of not teaching Greek and
Latin to those bovs w’ho are unsuited for them—e.g.

on p. 241 : “ It ought to be a first aim . • . to avoid
diverting boys w'ith mechanical or scientific tastes, who
have no aptitude for linguistics, into studies that will

be barren for them.” (The context show's that the

studies referred to are Latin and Greek.)
With regard to the present system of compulsory

Greek,” after pointing out that it w’as an undesirable

system, maintained on the ground that witliout it

Greek teaching w^ould, in present circumstances,
disappear in many important educational areas, I

remarked that “it w^ould be possible, almost without
opposition,” to abolish it if such facilities were pro-

vided for the study of Greek as would put it w’ithm
the reach of all boys in secondary schools who wished
to learn it. This does not seem to me an impudent
claim ; it would be easy to satisfy ; and I imagine that

no one w’ould take exception to it.

R. W. LiviycsTONEU
Corpus Christi College, Oxford,

April 23.

Mr. Livingstone’s letter is satisfactory, so far as
it goes, in promising to spare such boys as are un-
worthy of dassical blessings, but I think many of the
readers of Nature wdl see in its phrasing just that

imj^icit claim to monopolise the b^t of the boys for

the classical side of which I complain. We do not
want the imbeciles, the calculating boys, the creatures

all hands and no head, and so forth, for the modern
side. We w^ant boys for scientific work who may be
not “unsuited,” but eminently suited for Greek and
Latin, in order that they may do something better

and more important. I write wdth some personal ex-

perience in this matter. I am very much concerned
in the welfare of two boys who have a great “ aptitude

for linguistics,” and would make excellent classical

scholars- I think I can do better with them than that,

and that they can serve the world better with a
different education. In each case I have had to in-

terfere because they were being “ muddled about with ”

by the classical side masters, and have got Russian
substituted for thee futile beginnings of Greek. The
fact remains that Mr. Livingstone does, under existing

conditions,, wdsh to retain compulsory Greek-
H. G. Weixs.

The Frequency of Snow hi Londen.

In Nature of May 3 Mr, L. C. W, Bonacina directs

attention to the number of days on which snow was
observed respectively at Wandsworth Common and
in the neighbourhood of Hampstsead during the early

months of 1917. Incidentally he expresses some doubt
as to the accuracy of the Wamfev.'wth Common
observations.
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That it is possible for considerable variations in

weather to exist over the hundred square miles or so

of territory comprised widiin the metropolitan area is

a fact I had hitherto regarded as within the limits

of common knowledge. The variations observed
during the recent winter months are clearly indicated

in the following table, which has been compiled mainly
from information given in the Monthly Weather Re-
port of the Meteorological Office. The table shows
for eight stations situated in and around London the
number of days upon which snow' or sleet was observed
during each of the five months November, 1916, to
March, 1917. The results for April are not yet avail-

able. For purposes of comparison I have also in-

serted in the table the records made at Wandsworth
Common and at Mr. Bonacina ’s station, which may»
I suppose, be assumed to be at Parliament Hill.

Mean results for the whole of the ten stations are
given at the foot of the table.

Days with Snow or Sleet, November, igi6-March,

Station Nov

1917.

. Dec. Jan. Feb. March:
Total
fbr the

Camden Square ... I 3 7 3 13
5 months

27
Enfield I 3 IO 3 s 25
Greenwich (Royal

Observatory) I 5 16 5 12 39
Hampstead (Parlia-

ment Hill) I 3 20 4 II 39
Hampstead (Reser-

voir) 3 7 19 6 13 4S
Richniond (Kew

Observatory) 2 3 ^5 4 10 34
South Kensington
(M eteoro logical

Office) i 2 10 5 5 23-

Tottenham I I 7 3 7 19
Wandsworth Com-
mon 2 3 It 3 10 29.

Westminster 2 2 H 3 14 35

Mean of the ten
stations i*5 3*2 12*9 3-9 10-3 3i-S

The table shows, in the fiarst place, that the number
of days upon which snow was observed at Wandsworth.
Common was in fair accordance with the mean
results for the whole of the ten London stations. The
total number in the five months was, it is true* some-
what smaller, but was at the same time in excess of

that recorded at four of the ten stations, viz. Camden
Square^ Enfield, South Kensington, and Tottenham-
The greatest divergence between the Wandsworth
Common and the mean results was in January. The
number of days with snow was then much smaller
than at the two Hampstead stations, and was appre-
ciably smaller than at Greenwich, Richmond, or West-
minster. It w'as, however, lajjger than at the other
four stations already quot^, so that if -we begin to

doubt the accuracy of the Wandsworth Common
servations we must not stop there. We must question
also the records made at important official stations,

such as Camden Square and l^uth Kensington.
The local variations which may exist in regard to

such an element as snow (much of w'hkh came last

winter in the form of fieeting showers) is clearly shown
by the fact that while the total number of falls at Par-^

liament Hill in the five months agreed precisely with
the Gtreenwich record,, it was appreciably smaller than
at Hampstead Reservoir, little more than a stemeV,
throw away. FjaEDK. J. Brodie., ,

30 Loxley Road, Wandsworth Common^
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With reference to the recent correspondence in ^
columns of Nature upon the frequency of snowfall in

London during the past winter, it may be of interest

to state that at the Hampstead Scientific Soaety s

observatory at the extreme summit of Hampstead Heath

{453 some form, of snow or sleet was recorded on

S many as sixty-one days, nineteen of these being in

JanuarYj and thirteen both in March and in April.
^

this country most of our snow comes with winds

from N. and N.E., and hence it need scarcely seem

a matter for wonder that a place, such as Hamp-

stead, situated to the north of the artificially heated

metropolitan zone, should sometimes ^receive in the

form of snow or sleet precipitation which reaches the

southern suburbs as rain. Apart from the difference

in height, the heating of the^ north or north-east cim-

rent in its traverse over the city would account for the

discrepancv mentioned by Mr. Bonacina.

This is," to my mind, a more probable explana-

tion than that the observer at Wandsworth Common,
who has assisted with distinction in the upbringing of

modern meteorology almost since its birth, could fail

to recognise snow or sleet, in whatever form it may
have fallen. E. L. Hawke.
Mav

^ A Canvas-attacking Fungus.

/ So many inquiries have been made from strangely

diverse sources, especially since the outbreak of war,

concerning black spots which appear on bell-tents,

sails, aeroplane and airship fabrics, etc., that it

seemed derirable to write the present note principally

to direct attention to a paper by F. Gudguen in

Comptes rendus, vol. clix. (1914), p. 781, “Sur I’sdtdra-

tion dite ‘ piqdre ’ des toiles de tente et des toiles k

voile.” The spots are caused by fungi which damage
the fabric, so that after some months it is easily torn.

The fungus hyphae grow on the surface of the fabric,

between the fibres and within the lumen of the fibres.

Gudguen Wnd that the fungi principally concerned

were the Pyrenomycetes, Pleospora infectoria and P.

herharum, especially the former. These Ascomycetes

are also found in their conidial states, Alternaria

tenuis and Macrosporium commune, and other Muce-
dineae, Rhinocladium, Helminthosporium, etc., are

often associated with them. According to Gudguen,
the malady is scarcely ever due to accidental con-

tamination, but is caused by the development, in moist

warmth, of moulds already present in the newly manu-
factured fabric, commercial pattterns of the most
diverse origin being found almost all to contain

fungus spores. Practically all unbleached canvas is

affected, but that bleached with hypochlorites, etc.,

remains free—the glaucous colonies which are some-
times seen are due to Penicillium or Aspergillus

^
de-

rived from the air, and almost invariably non-injurious

to the fabric. Gudguen holds that the fungi causing
the spots are those which grow on the dead stems of

the textile plant, which are introduced amongst the

fibres at the time of retting. The thick-walled hyphse
remain in a resting state in the dry canvas, and
resume vegetative growth when external conditions

become again favourable (humidity, warm confined
air). He considers that the best method of preven-
tion would be to sterilise the tow after retting, by
bfeat—steam under pressure, and then dry heat. Boil-
ing solutions^of salts of chromium or copper would

serve, applied either to t^ tow or the fabric. A
suitable method of renderingawnings, etc., imper-
meable would be to immerste tlfe fabric first in a 20 per
cent, solution of soap, and then in 8 per cent, copper
sulphate, each at boilmg point.
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Similar black spots are very common on paper, and

,

are most commonly due to Alternaria, Stachybotrys,

and Chsetomium. S4e (“Sur les moisissures causant

ralt^ration du papier,” Comptes rendus, vol. clxiv.

[1917], p. 230) has investigated the variously coloured

spots damaging paper, and believes that the

causative fungi are already present in the paper-pulp,

and probably come from the straw, fibre, etc., frOm

which the pulp is made.
In the damaged fabrics examined by the writer the

perfect Pleospora stage has rarely been found, though

the Alternaria and Macrosporium conditions have been

frequent. Other Mucedineae, Cladosporium spp.,

Stachybotrys, Helminthosporium. etc., were also

common. In certain cases fungi were found, how.

ever, which seem to be identical with species which

are known to occur in th^e soil. A large number of

fungi are active cellulose destroyers; many of these

occur only in the soil, and it seems probable that a

large proportion, if not most, of the cellulose destruc-

tion which goes on there is brought about by their

agency. Canvas left lying about on broken ground'

would be almost certainly attacked by these cellulose

fermenters, given the suitable conditions for growth—

a

very small portion of soil scattex-ed over moistened

sterilised filter-paper gives rise to an amazing number
of fungus colonies. Although no experiments have

yet been undertaken in connection with this sugges-

tion, it is put forward for certa,in more or less obvious,

reasons. J. Ramsbottom.
Department of Botany,

British Museum (Nat. Hist), London, S.W.

Diffraction Phenomena in the Testing of Optical

Surfaces.

In the Philosophical Magadne for February, 1917,

Lord Rayleigh has published an investigation of the

phenomena to be expected according to the wave
theory when an optical surface is tested at the focal

plane by the well-known method due to Foucault, andf

has shown that, even when nearly the whole of the

light is cut off by the advancing edge in the focal

plane, the bound^ies of the aperture retain a very

marked brilliancy which is symmetrical about the

centre.

An interesting question arises as to the manner in

which this effect (which has been shown by Lord
Rayleigh to be due to diffraction) would be modified

if the light is screened, not exactly at the focal plane,

but a little in front of, or behind, the focus. On
testing this at this laboratory it has been found that

the Rayleigh effect is still observed, but the edges of
the aperture on either side differ very markedly in

their brilliancy, one of the edges becoming several

times brighter than the other as the screen is removed
further and further from the focus. The explanation
of this asymmetry is apparently the fact that, as we
move away from the focus, the diffraction-pattern

which is screened gradually passes from the Fraunhofer

I

to the Fresnel class. Several series of photometric
comparisons of the brightness of the two edges have
been made at this laboratory, using a special

type of rotating sector photometer devised by C. V.
Raman {Phil. Mag., May, 1911) and constructed
by Hilger.
The full mathematical treatment of the subject and

the detailed comparisons with the experimental results'

will be published in due course,

S. K. Banerji-
Indian Association for the Cultivation .

of Science, Calcutta, March 15-
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THE i?.4i'Vmy MEMORIAL FUND.

At the request of numerous friends and
admirers of the late Sir William Ramsay

a public meeting was held last October at

University College, London, to consider the best

means of establishing a memorial to him. The
meeting was attended by representatives of

H.M. Government, of the Allied and neutral

Powers, and of the principal scientific societies

of the United Kingdom. It was resolved,

on the motion of the Rt, Hon. Lord Gainford,
with the support of Sir J. J. Thomson, his Excel-

lency the Belgian Minister, and Mr. W. H.
Buckler, of the American Embassy, that a fund
should be raised as a memorial to Sir William
Ramsay, and that such a fund should be utilised

for promoting chemical teaching and research

under a scheme to be approved by the

subscribers.

Since then the organisation of the appeal has
been set up and is now complete. The Rt. Hon.
H. H. Asquith has consented to act as president

of the fund, whilst the vice-presidents include

the Ambassadors and Ministers of Allied and
neutral Powers, the Rt. Hon. D. Lloyd George,
the President of the Board of Education, the

President of the Royal Society, the Chancellors of

the Universities of Cambridge, Glasgow, and
London, the Rt. Hon. Lord Gainford of

Headlam, and the chairman of University College
Committee. The general committee, consisting

of the subscribers, is under the chairmanship of

the Rt. Hon. Lord Rayleigh. The Rt. Hon.
Lord Glenconner and Prof. J. N. Collie share the

office of honorary treasurer, and Dr. Smiles is

acting as honorary secretary.

An executive committee, formed under the

chairmanship of Sir Hugh Bell, has drawn up an
appeal, which is at present only privately issued,

but will shortly be circulated publicly. The com-
mittee aims at obtaining a sum of ioo,oool., and
whilst the final form to be taken by the memorial
will be submitted to the subscribers, and will

necessarily depend on the amount obtained, the

objects recommended are: (i) The provision of

Ramsay Research Fellowships, tenable w’herever

the necessary equipment may be found; and {2)

the establishment of a Ramsay Memorial
Laboratory of Engineering Chemistry in connec-
tion with University College, London, where Sir

W^illiam Ramsay’s most important discoveries

were made during his twenty-six years’ tenure of

the chair of chemistry. The committee has also

in mind the inclusion of other forms of memorial,
such as the institution of a Ramsay Medal for

Chemical Research.
The committee considers that the conditions

governing the award and tenure of the fellow-

ships should be as elastic as possible. It is pro-

posed that fellows should devote their time to

Investigating either chemical or chemico-
technological problems, and, since it is further

suggest^ that the fellowships should be tenable

in any suitable place possessed of adequate equip-

ment, it is evident that the scheme would permit
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fellows to carry out their researches in the

laboratories of works. Also, in the second pror
posal the committee shows its sense of the neces-

j
sity of meeting the demands of chemical industry,

j

Being deeply impressed with the importance of

I providing for further teaching in relation to
' chemical and metallurgical > industry, it proposes

j

to provide for young chemists who intend to
i enter an industrial career a means of obtaining
adequate training in the application of engineer-
ing principles to chemistry On a commercial scale.

. It is hoped that the establishment of a school of

,

engineering chemistry in connection with a uni-

:

versity will not only be to the mutual benefit of

I

chemical industry^ and the chemists in its service,
but will also promote the closer relations between
industry and the schools of chemistry. In view

j

of the importance of these objects, the committee
' is confident that the amount necessary to carry
its proposals into effect will be obtained.
The sum already obtained by the private efforts

,

of Sir William Ramsay’s friends and from their

,

own generosity amounts to about 13,500?. This
includes’ the munificent donation of 5000?. from
Messrs. Brunner, Mond, Ltd. ; loooZ. each from
the Rt. Hon. Lord Glenconner, Sir Hugh Bell,

;

Sir Ralph C. Forster, Sir Robert Hadfield, Mr.

I

Robert Mond, and ]Mr. Hugh Brunei Noble; and
=:ooL each from the president of the British

. Science Guild and Miss Lilias Noble.

i INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH IN CANADA.

The subject of industrial research in Canada
is discussed in an interesting manfier by

I

Prof. J. C. McLennan, of Toronto University, in

I

a presidential address to the members of the Royal

j

Canadian Institute. In the address, publicity is

I

given to several striking examples of the general

!
indifference to scientific research, and among them
is one which shows that Canada has not been in

advance of the Mother Country in this respect.

A department of the Government got interested

in some way in the ppssible discovery of radium-
bearing minerals in Canada, but the steps these

officials took to find them showed that they were
in complete ignorance of the work that had been
done in their own universities in connection with
radio-activity, although this work had gained for

its authors a world-wide reputation in scientific

circles.

Prof. McLennan makes a strong plea for the

conservation and development of the natural re-

sources of Canada. He tells us that a large per-

centage of the electrical power produced on the

Canadian side of the Niagara River is being used
to further the industries of their neighbours on
the south, and he pleads for more energy and
enterprise in the use

,

of electrical power on the

Canadian side. It is gratifying to learn- that he
is pleased with the work of Government depart-

ments in promoting the agricultural prosperity of

Canada, but he thinks that much remains to be
done in applying electrical power to agriculture,

in the more extensive use of fertilisers, in amdi-
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orating* the conditions of farm life, improving*

roads, and increasing the facilities for education.

Prof. McLennan discusses at length the methods

that may be used to apply scientific research to

Canadian industries. We gather from his remarks

that the difficulties which have to be overcome in

Canada are to a large extent the same as in the

United Kingdom. It will be necessary for the

firms in each industry to combine for purposes of

research, and Prof. McLennan thinks that this will

lead to the creation of great trusts, as in the

United States, a result which, in his opinion, need

not be an economic evil if due precautions are

taken for the protection of the interests of labour

and of the consumer. It scarcely follo'ws, we think,

that co-operation in research need lead to the

formation of trusts. If the research work under-

taken in common does not deal with matters of

detail, the firms can surely retain their individuality

and supplement the State-aided research by good
scientific organisation of their own.
An important point discussed in the address is

the part that the universities can take in industrial

research. Prof. McLennan is anxious to see the

universities take a prominent place in the work,
but he expresses a strong opinion that research

work of a secret nature or for the advantage of

individual firms should not be encouraged in

university laboratories. Nothing must be allowed

to interfere "with the training of the research

worker in the university.

In addition to the university laboratories and
those established for research in connection with

special industries, the author points out the need
for others in which work of a testing and standard-

ising type would be done. He also thinks that

the Royal Canadian Institute might find a special

field of useful work if it aimed at providing

laboratories of the type found at the Mellon In-

stitute at Pittsburgh, where individual manufac-
turers could have problems of a private and ex-

clusive nature dealt with at their own cost.

Prof. McLennan touches on such subjects as

banking, protection, and housing problems. He
tells us that it is comparatively easy in Canada
for railroads, electric development companies, steel

corporations, milling and other large and poli-

tically powerful interests to have very large ad-
vances made to them by the banks under legislative

or Governmental guarantees, but it is not easy
for certain vital or “ key ” industries to get the
support they need. He agrees that the policy of
Protection is both desirable and necessary, but he
wishes to see it applied first of all to those indus-
tries which are basic and of vital Importance to
the community rather than to those, for example,
which have to do with the preparation of food-
stuffs and dothing. He thinks the time has come
for a scientific revision of Canadian tariffs. He
looks forward to the development of western
Ontario, especially the Niagara peninsula,
into a n^ion of great industrial activity, and he
pl^ds that care be taken in advance to avoid in

this dis^ict the wretched housing conditions which
prevail in some manufacturing centres in the Old
Country.
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The June, 1916, issue of the Journal of the
British Science Guild contains a report by Prof.

Barnes, of McGill University, on the work of the
Canadian Branch of the Guild. It is clear from
this report that the Guild has taken a leading

part in Canada, as at home, in concentrating atten-

tion on the necessity of organising scientific and
industrial research, and the Canadian Govern-
ment has now taken up the work on lines some-
what similar to those adopted by the Home
Government,
Among the subjects considered by the Canadian

Branch of the British Science Guild is that of

science teaching in schools, and opinion appears
to be divided on the relative values of physics,

chemistry, and botany as school subjects. The
present writer has long held the opinion that we
should not teach in our schools courses of physics,

chemistry, and so on, but that we should
endeavour to frame a single course in science suit-

able for school work. The course should be
selected so as to provide a due amount of experi-

mental work and' theoretical reasoning, and
should include fundamental principles required for

the further study of any branch of science. When
we try to teach separate sciences in schools the

result invariably is that the courses deal with
subjects which do not interest schoolboys and are

not of fundamental importance.

THE CULTIVATION OF MEDICINAL
HERBS.

The National Herb Federation, which has
taken an active part in stimulating the

collection and cultivation of medicinal herbs in

this country, has issued a review of an article

that recently appeared in the Journal of the

Board of Agriculture under the above title. From
this review it appears that the Board of Agricul-

ture, which, in its leaflet published in October,

1914, and in a revised form in June, 1916,
encouraged the production of a number of medi-
cinal .herbs, now makes the statement, based

i apparently on a communication from* the

j

National Health Insurance Commission (Eng-
! land), that the home demand for “ drug-yielding
herbs, with the exception of four essential

species fbelladonna, henbane, digitalis, and
colchicum), is now met, and that the four
essentials are likely to be put upon the market
in sufficient quantity to meet all home demands.
The National Herb Federation very pertinently

points^ out that, in addition to the home con-
sumption of the medical profession, the home
consumption of the drug factories, where

]

preparations of the herbs are made in large quan-
tities for exportation, has to be considered, and
that the Imperial aspect of the question has
apparently been jettisoned. The origin of the

movement for the cultivation of medicinal herbs
in this country was twofold, viz. (i) an attempt
to meet the serious shortage due to the cessation
of importation, aiid (2) an attempt to wrest fropi

Central Europe an industry which we are capable
of conducting. The general position appears to*
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be (o) that certain drugs must be considered as

of primary importance and be cultivated irrespec-

tive of market conditions; (b) that with adequate
encouragement a herb industry’ could be created

that would exclude the importation of many
foreign medicinal herbs; and (c) that, with the

exception possibly of digitalis and male fern,

cultivation is the only method by which this can
be ensured.

There is much to be said for the patriotic atti-

tude of the National Herb Federation and for the

efforts it is making to establish a home industry

on a sound basis.

Pi?OF. H. F. E. JUNGERSEN.

By the death of Prof. Jungersen, Copenhagen
has lost an outstanding citizen—^both physi-

cally and mentally. Of a commanding figure and
fine presence, he was a marked man at scientific

gatherings at home and abroad, whilst his genial

and courteous bearing, as well as his knowledge
of English, made him especially w’elcome on this

side of the North Sea.

Born in 1S54, at Dejbjerg, in Jutland, son of

Dean Jungersen, Prof. Jungersen received his

early education at Odense, thence proceeding to

the "University of Copenhagen, w^here he gradu-

ated as jM-Sc. in 1877, Ph.D. in 1889, and
afterwards D.Sc. Throughout his career he was
deeply interested in the fauna of Greenland, and
he utilised his experiences in drawing up (1886,

1898, and 1904) accounts of the Danish expedi-

tions. Though not a voluminous author, his

researches on the Alcyonaria, Antipatharia, and
Madreporaria of Greenland and the northern
regions are important, and show scrupulous care

in references to the literature as w^ell as the

synonymy of the subject. His memoir on the

structure and evolution of Pennatula phosphorea
in the Zeitschrift /. wiss. Zooh is also a note-

worthy contribution; and still more his fascicle

on the Pennatulidse brought home by the Ingolf

expedition, that of the Diana in Iceland and the

Faroe Islands, the Norwegian expeditions, and
the productive voyages of Dr. Joh. Schmidt in

the Thor. His wide grasp of the subject and his

sound judgment are conspicuous in this careful

memoir, which is finely illustrated, and it is of

special importance from the extensive sea-terri-

tory it comprehended, viz. the polar sea betw'cen

Europe and Iceland, the sea to the west of Green-
land, the northern part of the Atlantic down to

55° iat. N.
,

and to the meridian off Cape
Farewell. Another interesting contribution was
that on the development of the sexual organs in

the Teleosteans, and others on Ichthyotomy.
Prof. Jungersen visited this country several

times, and on the occasion of the meeting of the

British Association in Dundee in September,
igrz, the University of St. Andrews con-

ferr^ on him the honorary degree of

LL-D. He was dso a fellow of the Danish
Royal Academy, president of the Natural
History Society of Copenhagen, professor of
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zoology and director of the Zoological Museum
in the University of Copenhagen, and a member
of other Danish and foreign societies. His latest

work w-as connected with the publication of the

,
results of the Ingolf expedition, and his death

at the comparatively early age of sixty-three will

be regretted by all interested in this task, as

well as for the loss to zoology in general.

In conclusion, if one observation of Prof.

Jungersen is more important than another, it is

;

his pointing out the difference between the deep-

I

sea faunas north and south of the submarine

;
ridges between Greenland, Iceland, the Faroes,

j

and the Hebrides, a result due to the Danish

i
I^^golf expedition. W. C. M.

I
SIR ARMAND RUFFER, C.M.G.

I

''PHE tragic death of Sir Marc Armand Ruffer
i w’ill awaken, in the minds of many of his

I

contemporaries, memories of the early struggles

j
for the establishment of an Institute of Pre-

i ventive Medicine in this countr}^ It w^as largely

j

due to Sir Armand Ruffer *s efforts that

the British Institute of Preventive Medicine,
which has now grown into the Lister

Institute, was founded and started in a
small w^ay in Great Russell Street in 1893.
As its first director, he gave all his energy
to its proper establishment on the lines of the

Pasteur Institute, where he had previously

worked with Pasteur and Metchnikoff, both of'
' whom valued him very highly. In carrying out
the first important work done at the new institute,

namely, the production of diphtheria antitoxin,

he contracted diphtheria and nearly lost his life.

His health w^as so shattered by this very severe

attack that he had eventually to relinquish the
post of director, and went for a change to Egypt
After a rest he decided to settle in Egypt, and
became professor of pathology in the Cairo
Medical School. He gathered' men around him
and reorganised this post, which he gave up in

about two years upon being offered the important
position of president of the Sanitary, Maritime,
and Quarantine Council of Egypt. His know-
ledge of both the sciences and languages con-
cerned, his tact, and his firmness enabled him to

fill this very difficult international post with great
distinctien up to the time of his death. He j^ain
reorganised the whole work of the department;
he did himself, and superintended others in doing,
a great deal of research work connected with the
various diseases which the council had to guard
against; he built special pilgrim stations, ’which

are models of what such things should be, at Tor
and elsewhere on the pilgrim routes, and with
infinite skill managed to bring the difficult and
mixed groups of pilgrims under the conditions of

proper quarantine, thereby keeping deadly
diseases not only out of Egypt, but also out of

Europe. At the outbreak of vrar he became head
of the Red Cross in Egypt, and he met his deatb
in returning from Greece, whither he had gone in

order* to help and advance the Red Cross and
sanitary organisation there.
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Most of Sir Armand Ruffer’s active life was

spent in reorganising, making efficient, and

putting on a proper scientific basis the various

bodies mentioned above, in which he was the rul^

ing spirit; but in addition to this he carried out

researches on, and extending over, a number of

subjects. As a pupil of Metchnikoff, it was fit-

ting that his earliest research work should have

been on phagocytosis, on which he published, in

1890, a paper which is still valuable. He then

turned his attention to the still baffling subject of

cancer and set himself to try to solve the vexed

question -of the various cell-inclusions found in

the lesions of this disease, which he considered

to be .of parasitic origin. As a member of the

Indian Plague Commission, he did work on
plague which was of great use to him later in his

administrative and preventive work in Egypt.

Besides the bacteriological and serological

research, in connection with the quarantine work,
which was done in his laboratory, and of which
a good deal was new, he published several papers

on the pathological lesions found in mummies, of

considerable importance with regard to the

history and distribution of diseases ; and he
collected a large quantity of material on this sub-

ject which is not yet published.

As a colleague he was ideal, ever ready to help

and to advise, and never thinking of himself
;
and

he was one who had the truest, kindliest, and
most appreciative affection for his many friends.

H. G. P.

NOTES.
The long-deferred Arctic expedition of Mr. Roald

Amundsen seems at last to be taking definite shape.
This is the expedition which Amundsen abandoned in

1910, when he sailed instead for the Antarctic on his

successful conquest of the South Pole. The plans have
beep modified in“detail, and no longer include the use
of Nansen’s From, which has been condemned, but
the general scheme probably remains the same.
Amundsen’s original intention was to enter the Arctic
Ocean -by Bering Strait, to traverse the unknown Beau-
fort Sea and force his vessel mto the polar pack. He
intended to allow his vessel to be frozen in and to drift

with the ice across the polar basin, eventually reaching
the open sea, in four or five years, between Greenland
and Spitsbergen. In this respect the expedition is to
be on me lines of Nansen’s successful drift in the Fram,
but by entering the ice further east than Nansen,
Amundsen hopes to drift across the middle of the polar
basin through quite unknown regions. Research in
meteorology, oceanography, and biology will be pur-
sued all the time, and the expedition will’ be accom-
panied by several aeroplanes for reconnaissance work.
Amundsen has recently returned to Norway from
America, where he has been arranging about these
machines and receiving' instrtiction in flying. It is

announced that the Norwegian Storthing has voted
xi,Qool. towards the cost of the expedition. In 1914
a grant of 4oqoZ. was promised by the National Geo-
graphic Society of Washington.

The recent debate in the House of Commons on the
Air Board vote has done much to explain the precise
functions of the Board, and its relation to the aero-
nautical industry. Major Baird pointed out to* those
who were dissatisfied with the results of the work, of
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the Board that it was necessary to proceed cautiously

and to avoid rash experiments which might seriously

affect the supply of machines to meet the demand at

the front. In the debate which followed Major Baird’s

statement the usual criticisms were levelled at the

Government machines which are being supplied to the

Services, and it was asked whether more efficient

machines could not be obtained in large numbers. The
prevailing impression as to the inefficiency of these

Government machines is entirely unfounded, and a
statement made to the effect that the Air Board will

consider the Royal Aircraft Factory and private firms

on equal terms as regards the development of new
types of machine should satisfy anyone that a firm

claiming to produce a better machine than the official

type will have a fair hearing before the Board. The
formation of a new committee, under Lord Northcliffe,

to investigate the possibility of. using surplus machines
and pilots for commercial purposes after the war
should produce some interesting results. It is" cer-

tainly high time that the possible uses of aircraft when
peace returns should be seriously considered. At the

conclusion of the war there will be many aircraft fac-

tories possessing expensive plant for the production

of machines, and this plant may easily be wasted when
the demand for military and naval machines becomes
smaller. The work of the Air Board has already

proved of great value in centralising and controlling

the production of war machines, and there seems no
reason whv equally good work should not be done
in peace time to advance the commercial side of

aeronautics.

Under the title of “Science in Russia” a ^new
reference-book will be published in the present year,

composed of two parts : (a) an index of all scientific

institutions, societies, and higher schools in Russia;
(b) an index of all persons working in these institutions

and of private scientific workers. It will thus
include in the first part the particulars hitherto

supplied (but very incompletely as to Russia) by the

“Minerva Jahrbuch”; while the second part will be
similar to “Who’s Who in Science,” but will give,

at least for 1916, not so much information about each
individual. The difficult task of collecting the neces-

sary mdterial is already well in hand. The under-
taking has been brought, through the Russian news-
papers, to the knowledge of all those interested, and
special forms are being supplied to the institutions and
societies, many of which have already been returned
with the necessary particulars. The work has been
taken in hand by the Academy of Sciences of Petro-
grad and the scientific periodical Priroda (Nature)
of Moscow. “Science in Russia” for 1916 will be
edited by Prof. V. N. Benesevi5, and published con-
jointly by the Academy and the journal Priroda in
the latter part of this ypar. It will be issued
annually. This publication will supply a long-
felt need, as up

^
to the present the only work

of^ reference containing any information about the
scientific institutions of Russia as a whole has been
“Minerva.” “Science in Russia” will help towards
an exact evaluation of Russian scientific forces and
activity, and will constitute an important step towards
'the promotion of closer scientific relations with the
Allied countries.

In London, and probably at many other places in
England, April was

^
colder than any corresponding

month for the last sixty years or more. Dr. H. R.
Mill contributed some- details of the exceptional cold
weather to the Times of May 3. The mean tempera-
ture at Camden Square is given as 43*1^, or 5® below
the average; the mean maximum was 52*6^, and the

I mean minimum 34*6^1 The arithmetical meap ’ of
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maximum and minimum values is 43-6^. At Camden
Square, April, i860, was almost equally cold ; the mean
temperature was 43-9®, and the mean minimum 35*3®.

In 1888 the mean maximum temperature in April was
52*4°, which was equally cold for the daytime. The
Greenwich records for the last seventy-six years do not

show a lower April mean, from maximum and mini-

mum temperatures, than 44-3°, which occurred in 1S87

and 1908, so that April this year was lower than pre-

vious records by i°. The lowest April mean tempera-

ture from the hourly observations is 43*3° in i860, and
in 1879 and 1888 the mean was 43*5 . At Camden

j

Square the mean deficiency of temperature for the five

months December, 1916, to April, 1917, was 3-6°, each

month being colder than the normal. The same series

of observations shows 1878^9 to be correspondingly

cold, whilst for 1890-91 the mean temperature for the

five months was lower, and 4° less than the average.

At Greenwich the coldest corresponding five months
also occurred in 1890-91, when the mean was 37*6°, and
4° below the average. Other low mean temperatures

for corresponding periods were 37'Q° in 1S7S-79
;
38-0°

in 1844-45; 38-5° in 1S46-47; 38*6° in 1854-55; 38-7°

in 18S7-88; 39-2® in 18S5-86; and 39-5'^ in 1894-95.

The Ontario Nickel Commission, appointed by the

Ontario Government on September 9, i9 i5 '» tcy inves-

tigate the resources of the province in connection with

nickel and its ores, has recently presented its report, of

which a summary has reached this country. The
Commissioners are the chairman, }^Ir. G. T. Hollo-

way, an English metallurgist; Dr. W. G. Miller, the

provincial geologist of Ontario ; Mr. McGregor
Young, a Toronto barrister; and Mr. T. W. Gibson,

Deputy Minister of Mines, who acted as secretary In
order "that the report might be placed before the

Legislature at the earliest possible date, 150 advance
copies were struck off without the last chapter,

which is a bibliography of nickel, and the index. The
report proper contains more than 600 pages, and is

|

•well illustrated wdth cuts, diagrams, and maps. The
j

Commissioners print a summary of the report and
their conclusions on the main points of the investiga-

tion at the forefront of the volume. After references

to -the various countries they visited, including the
United States of America, Great Britain, France,
Norway, Cuba, Australia, and New Caledonia, and
to numerous mines, works, plants, smelters, etc., on
both sides of the Atlantic, and also to their interviews
with Mr. Bonar Law, then Secretary of State for the
Colonies, they address themselves to the two questions
which have been uppermost in the various discussions
concerning Ontario’s nickel industry during the last

twenty-five years, viz. :—('r) Can nickel be economic-
ally refined in Ontario? and (2) are the nickel deposits
of Ontario of such a character that this province can
compete successfully as a nickel producer with any
other country? The Commissioners without hesita-
tion answer both these questions in the affirmative.

The full report will be studied with much interest by
metallurgists in this country.

Through the death of Major P. G. Bailey in action
on April 26 another scientific career of promise has
been cut short. Educated at Dulwich, he entered
Clare College as an exhibitioner in 1905. Three years
later he graduated^ with first class honours in the
Natural Sciences Tripos. Though he passed an exam-
ination for the Eastern Civil ^rvice, he felt that he
had a bent towards research work, and instead of
taking up the appointment offered he went through
the agricultural course at Cambridge. Genetics at-
tracted him; he became a Development Research
scholar, and^ was soon immersed in animal breeding.
One of the investigations on which he was engaged
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was that of the inheritance of wool characters in

sheep, a preliminary account of which (with F. L.

Engledow’) appeared in the Journal of Agric. Science

for September, 1914. It was with the idea of gaining
further experience that he accompanied the British

Association to Australia in 1914. He was also busy
with investigations on poultry and rabbits, the first-

fruits of which appeared in a paper (with R. C, Pun-
nett) “On the Inheritance of Size in Poultry”
(Journ, Genetics, vol. iv., 1914). The outbreak of war
found him in Australia. On his return he obtained
a commission in the Royal Field Artillery, and had
been .at the front for more than two years before his

death. Bailey was a careful and conscientious worker,
with a great reserve of quiet enthusiasm. He brought
to his work the straightforward honesty which char-
acterised him in the affairs of life. He had the intel-

lectual strength to recognise facts and the courage to
face them, endowments which would have carried him
far in the line of his choice. Though rather shy and
diffident, he had a great charm of manner, and for
those who knew him well his going has made a
grievous gap.

At the Royal Society on Thursday last the fifteen
selected candidates, whose names were given in
Nature of March i, were elected by ballot fellows of
the society.

The Bakerian lecture of the Royal Society will be
delivered by Mr. J, H. Jeans on May 17 upon the
subject of the configuration of astronomical masses
and the figure of the earth.

Prof. Victor Gregoire (Louvain), Prof. T. H.
Morgan (New York), and Prof. Hans Schinz (Zurich)
have been elected foreign members of the Linnean
Society.

The Pereira prize of the Pharmaceutical Society has
been awarded to Miss Ivy Roberts, and the silver and
bronze medals of the society have been awarded re-
spectively to Mr. H. Jephson and Miss Doris Gregory.

Sir William Osler will deliv’er the annual oration
of the Medical Society of London in the rooms of the
society, ii Chandos Street, Cavendish Square, W-i,
on Monday next, May 14. His subject will be “The
Anti-Venereal Campaign.”

General G. W. Goethals- has, we learn from
Science, notified Governor Edge, of New Jersey, that
he will accept the oosition of State engineer, created
under a special Act during the present session of the
Legislature. General Goethals will have supervision
over the projected system of highways, which will cost
about 3,ooo,oooZ.

During the evening of May i a great earthquake
was registered in European observatories. In Italy
seismographs continued in motion for three and a half
hours. Father Alfani estimates the distance of the
origin from Florence at about 7000 miles, and sug-
gests the Pacific coast of South America as the seat
of the disturbance.

The second ^Sydney Ringer memorial lecture, which
is delivered biennially, will be given by Prof. A. R.
Cushriy at University College Hospital Medical School
on Friday, May The subject will be “Digitalis
and Auricular Fibrillation.” Tlie lecture will be open
to all qualified medical practitioners and medical
students.

The Angrand prize of^the Biblioth^ue Nationale
of Paris, of the value of 5000 francs, is to be awarded
in 1918 for the best work published during 1913-17 on
the 'pre-Columbian history, ethnography, archaeology,
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or linguistics of the American aborigines. Ten copies

of each of the competing essays should be sent to the

Secretariat of the Bibiiotheque Nationale, Paris, before

January i next.

For the third year in succession, the war conditions

make it impossible for the British Medical Association

to hold the usual annual scientific meeting. 1 he coun-

cil announces, therefore, that arrangenients have been

made to hold the annual representative meeting in

London on Thursday, July 26, and the annual general

meeting on Friday, July 27. It is recommended that

Sir T. Clifford Alloutt be re-elected president of the

association for 1917-18.

The subject of the next triennial prize of the Royal

College of Surgeons of England (consisting of the

John Hunter medal In gold, or a medal in bronze and
the sum of 50Z.) will be “The Development of the

Hip-joint and the Knee-joint of Man.” The subjects

of the Jacksonian prize for 1917 and 1918 are respec-

tively “The Causation, Diagnosis, and Treatment of

Traumatic Aneurysm, including Arterio-venous Aneur-

ysm,” and “ Injuries and Diseases of the Pancreas and
their Surgical Treatment.”

At the meeting of the Zoological Society on May i

the secretary, Dr. Chalmers Mitchell, announced with

the deepest regret that Mr. Heniy Peavot, the society’s

librarian and clerk of publications, had been killed

in action. Mr. Peavot entered the service of the

society in 1896, and, after passing through^ various

departments, was appointed assistant librarian and
clerk of publications in 1908, and was promoted to the

post of librarian and clerk of publications in 1912.

In every way .he had gained the esteem and regard of

the sdentific fellows of the society, and was one of

the most valuable and competent members of the
society’s staff.

|

The death is announced, in his fifty-ninth year, of

Dr. H. W. Conn, professor of biology at Wesleyan
University, Middletown, Connecticut, since 1889. He
was for several years bacteriologist to the Storrs Ex-
perimental Station, and director of the Cpld Spring
Harbour Biological Laboratory and the Connecticut
State Board of Health Laboratory. In 1902 Dr. Conn
was president of the American Society of Bacterio-

logists. He was a specialist in the bacteriology of

dairy products, and the author of more than 150 scien-

tific memoirs

Having in mind the remarks made in the article

on the position and prospects of professional chemists
(Nature, March 29) with regard to the conditions of

service offered to qualified temporary assistants in the

inspection department at Woolwich, we are glad to

learn that such appointments are now being rriade on
a definite salary basis, commencing with a minimum
of 175!'. T^r annum. We feel that in this there is some
ju^fication for our hope that under the Ministry of
Munitions the services of scientific men will meet with
more enlightened appreciation.

At the annual banquet of the U.S, National
Academy of Sciences held on .April 17 the Henry
Draper gold medal was presented to Prof. A. A.
Michelson, of' the* Univsersity of Chicago, for his
numerous and knportant resesardbes and contributions
to physics. Prof. Michelson ’5 'major work includes
the precise determination of the velocity of light; the
study of ether ^drift; the determination of the length
of the intematiooal standard meter in terms of light
waves; the me^uranent of tides in the body of the
earth, and the invention of several very delicate and
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exact scientific instruments of prime importance in the
study of light. Dr. S. W. Stratton, director of the
U.S. Bureau of Standards, was awarded the academy
medal for eminence in the application of science to

the public welfare, for his services in introducing
standards into the practice of technologists in the
United States.

The American Museum of Natural History has sent
Dr. H. J. Spinden, of its department of anthropology^
on a three months’ tour in Central America for the
purpose of making researches in the interests of the
textile industry. He will start in Guatemala and ex-
tend his investigations to Western Honduras, Salva-
dor, and Nicaragua. In these countries are many
groups of. Indians whose costumes are not only pictur-

esque, but have mjany details of construction which
it is thought, might be successfully adapted in the
United States. Dr. Spinden, in addition to obtain-
ing examples of designs, will learn the details of the
art of weaving as there practised, and will study the
dyestuffs used by the native artisans. He will" also
obtain information concerning the native food pro-
ducts, and will collect specimens of them for display
in the “preparedness ” exhibit which the museum now
has under way.

The American Museum Journal for February con-
tains a preliminary report by Mr. N. C. Nelson on
the excavation of one of the finest and best preserved
examples of prehistoric Pueblo architecture in the
^uth-west. The ruin is situated in ^imas Valley,
in north-western New Mexico, a few miles below the
Colorado boundary, and directly across the river from
the town of Aztec. It was at once a great house and
a great village, its inhabitants forming a closely
organised community. This co-operation of work
seems to have resulted from the need of providing
works of irrigation, or, perhaps, also from the neoes^
sity of defence against encroaching nomads. The
report is .illustrated by good plans and photographs,
and the account of the further progress of this im-
portant excavation will be awaited with interest.

A VALUABLE report on child mortality at ages o-^
years has been issued bj^ the Local Government Board
(Cd. 8496, 1916). During the four years 1911--14,

575 *0/^ deaths occurred in England and Wales und^
five, or more than a quarter (28-2 per cent.) of the
total deaths at all ages during these years. In some
of the 274 urban areas specially considered in this
report the death-rate was three times as high as in-

some others. While it is true that even in the most
backward^ of the towns and boroughs much saving
of child-life has already been secured, there is evi-
dently still a large mass of preventable mortality.
The centres of excessive child mortality are those in
which the chief industries of the country are carried

degree of ignorance there is little, if any,
difference between the wives of wage-earners and the
wives of men belonging to other classes. The im-
portant conclusion is formulated that the difference
between these two classes, apart from the handicap
of the former in respect of housing, food supply, and
sanitation, in the main is one of ability to secure the
assistance required in the various contingencies of
maternity and early childhood.

A WELL-ILLUSTRATED account of the cane-borer beetle
in H^aii by F. Muir and O. H. Swezey comes from
the Experiment 'Station of the Hawaian Sugar-
planters’ Association (Entom. Bulletin 13), The life-
histoty is described in detail, and much stress is laid
cm the inlportance of natural enemies in controlling
the pest
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A. L. Quaintanxe and A. C. Baker continue their

studies of “ white flies ” (Aleyrodinae) in a long paper
in the Proceedings of the U.S. National Museum !

(voh li., pp. 335-445). Many genera and species from !

all parts of the world are described, their structure

being excellently illustrated in fortj-six plates and
several text figures,

j

We have received the twenty-eighth and twenty-ninth
'

reports of the State entomologist (Dr. S. A. Forbes)
j

on the “Noxious and Beneficial Insects of Illinois”
,

(1915-16). The former of these is dev’oted chiefly to
}

the San Jose scale, and to a description of the result
1

of extensive experiments^ towards the destruction^ ot

the corn-root aphis, an insect very harmful to maize.

The latter contains a valuable paper on the life-

history of the codling moth {Carpocapsa pomonella)

in Illinois; from the diagrams given it appears that

the larvae of the autumn generation are far more
abundant in the locality studied than those of the

spring brood,

Mr, J. Arthur Huttok has published a report of a
lecture delivered to the Manchester Anglers’ x\ssccia-

tion dealing with proposals for the nationalisation

of the salmon fisheries. He suggests, as remedial

measures counteracting the deterioration that is in

progress, the total abolition of unrestricted fishing;

the control of the rivers, preferably by a separate

Ministry of Fisheries; a thorough topographical and
’ statistical survey ;

and strict control of the sources

and means of pollution wherever these can be avoided

or minimised. Artificial culture he regards as, at

least, a very promising method of largely increasing

the yield of the rivers, and an expensive and large-

scale system of hatching and distribution of larvae is

earnestly recommended.

The snares and pitfalls which beset those who ven-

ture to “ restore ” extinct animals, even where the

remains are fairly complete, form the theme of an
extremely interesting article by Prof. Henry Fairfield

Osborn in the Museum Journal for January, which
has just reached us. The spirited picture, with which
we have now become familiar, of that very agile

dinosaur, Ornitholeistes, seizing an Archseopter3rx^ in

mid-air is no-w, in the light of further discoveries,

regarded as improbable. And we venture to predict a
like fate for the restoration of £he yet more remark-
able dinosaur described under the name Struthio-

mimusj The restorations given here certainly do not

carry conviction. This issue also contains an article

on the autumn migrations of butterflies, -which de-

mands careful study from all who are interested in the

phenomena of migration.

The secretary to the International Commission on
Zoological Nomenclature has recently issued, as
Circular Letter No. 35, a list of generic names, chiefly

Linnean, proposed for inclusion in the “Official List

of Zoological Names.” These names are those in

general use, and each has been checked to see that

it conforms with the rules of nomenclature. The
names are : One of Protozoa, one of Ccelentera, tvro

of Trematoda, five of Cestoda, one of Cirripedia, one
of Tunicata, and twenty-eight of Pfsces. The geno-
type of each is quoted. Anyone interested who has
not received a copy of the list may obtain one from
the secretary, 25th and East Streets, N.W., Washing-
ton, D.C., or frwn the British Commissioners, Dr. E.
Hartert, Tring; Dr. W. E. Hoyle, National Museum
of Wales, Cardiff; and Dr. F. A. Bather, British

Museum (Natural History).

The deplorable neglect among us of all fcMrms of
scientific investigation which do not promise imme-
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diate “economic” results formed the subject of an
admirable presidential address by Prof. G. H. Car-
penter to the Dublin Naturalists’ Field Club in

December last. In the course of this address, which
appears in the Irish Naturalist for April, Prof, Car-
penter reminded his audience of the lasting benefits

to the human race which have resulted from wliat is,

so mistakenly, called “pure science.” In this con-

nection, he proceeded to show how the study of the
lower forms of life, pursued solely for the sake of
knowledge, may unexpectedly prove of immense prac-

tical importance. By way of illustration, he cited

some recently discovered changes of habit in certain

collembola, wire-w’orms, and other insect pests which
had adversely affected the newly introduced tobacco
crop in Ireland.

La Nature for April 21 contains an article on
“L’hiver 1917 dans la Scandinavie,” by M. Charles
Rabot. The author points out that it is not only in

France that the winter has been of unusual severity;

it has been equally cold in Norway and in the
south of Sweden as well as in Denmark, where it

has not been so severe for twenty years. At Christiania
the f^riod of cold lasted about three months, com-
mencing December 23 and continuing to the middle
of March. From December 23 to February 9 the ther-

mometer remained below zero Centigrade, and since
the establishment of the Norwegian Meteorological
Service in 1861, so long a period of low temperatures
has not been previously observed. The mean tem-
perature for January was — io*9°C., which is 6*9°

below the normal, and is the coldest January for
fifty-six years. The absolute minimum temperature
has not been excessive. February was also very cold.

The cold was accompanied by copious falls of snow,
occurring^ at times over the whole of Norway. At
Vuonatjviken, a meteorological station situated 500 m.

I

above sea-level, m the most northern part of Sweden,
the thermometer registered 55° C. below zero. Much
ice obstructed navigation on the coasts and in the
fjords, and the ice paralysed the operations ot the
submarines in these parts throughout the winter,
whilst drifting mines were exploded by coming into
contact with the large masses of ice. For twenty-two
years the sea in southern Scandinavia has never been
so full of ice.

The December, 1916, issue of Terrestrial Mug-
netism and Atmospheric Electricity contains a report
by Drs. W. Knoche and J. Laub on the electrical

measurements made at Boa Vista, Brazil, during the
total eclipse of the sun on October 10, 1912. The
eclipse had no effect on the radio-activity of the air,

or on the fall of potential upwards, or on the propa-
gation of electric waves. The number of ions per c.c.

was considerably diminished, the negative ions more
seriously than the positive. The mobilities of the ions
showed sharp maxima about the middle and the end of
the eclipse, the ratio of the mobility of the negative
to that of the positive ion having a sharp maximum
about half-way between totality and end. The con-
ductivity due to both ions was a minimum near totality

and a maximum near the end. Curt-es are given
showing the variation of each element observed during
the whole eclipse.

At a recent meeting of the Institution of Petroleum
Technologists an interesting paper on the little-

known oilfields of Assam was read by Mr. H. S,
Maclean Jack. These oilfields are being worked by
the Assam Oil Company, which, after eighteen years
of strenuous labours, has at last reached the stage of
active production, 'fte paper describes the great diffi-
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€ulries met with, first in locating, and afterwards in

drilling, oil-wells, the latter having been to some ex-

tent overcome by the use of the American rotary drill.

The petroleum occurs in Assam in intermittent deposits,

situated in loose sands; the gas pressure is very high,

and the oil when first struck gushes out with much
violence; the wells do not produce any very great

quantities, but keep up a reasonably steady flow for

oonsiderable periods. The crude oil is very dark, and
has a density of 0*856; it is distilled in the ordinary

way in continuous boiler stills, the products being

crude benzene, intermediate kerosene, ordinary kero-

sene, and a residue which is distilled to dryness in

pot-stills. These latter produce “batching” oil, used

for softening jute fibre; some lubricating and other

heavy oils; a large proportion of paraffin wax, this

being a hard wax with a melting point of 135° to

140° F, ; and a coke, which is nearly pure carbon. The
kerosenes supply the local demand, and are shipped

also to Bengal, whilst the paraffin wax finds a market
in all parts of the world.

Engineering for April 27 contains an interesting

account, with illustrations, of a new machine-gun shop
belonging to Messrs. Vickers. This shop had to be
erected, equipped, and started up with great rapidity

in order to meet the demands of our forces at the

front. The floor area is nearly 2*5 acres, accommo-
dating more than 1000 machines of specialised type,

driven by electric power' transmitted through 6000 ft.

of line shafting an<i 40,000 ft. of machine belting, and
yet actual manufacturing work was started within
three calendar months of the date when the ground
— potato field—^was first taken possession of, while
in two months more the factory was in complete work-
ing order, and a steady supply of machine-guns was
being dispatched to the front. More satisfactory

still, the whole of the machining work in ffie manu-
facture of these machine-guns—one of the most intri-

cate units of mechanical production—is carried out by
women workers. In connection with this, it is of

interest to note that many of our women workers have
now got beyond the mere operation of automatic and
semi-automatic machine tools, and are being trusted
with work and machines formerly operated by skilled

machine hands.

OUR astronomical column.
A New Comet (Schaumasse),—The second new

comet of. this year w’as discovered at the Nice Observa-
tory on April 25 by M. Schaumasse. The magnitude
at the time of discovery was g e, and the comet is

said to be increasing in brightness. A Copenhagen
telegram announces that on April 27 the comet was
observed at the Lick Observatory by Mr. Shane, its

position at i6h. im. 3s., Lick Mean Time, being
R.A. 23h. 7m. 40s., decl. +11° 36' According to
the Times of May 9, the following positions for Green-
wich midnight have been calculated by J. Braae and
J. Fischer-Petersen, Copenhagen :— '

1917 R.A. Decl.
h. m. s. ,

May 9 ... 23 32
s.

0 ... +23 14
16 ... 0 21 0 ... 38 46
20 I 54 0 52 36
22 3 25 55 ... 58 36
24 5 16 30 - 58 41
26 ... 6 44 42 S3 52
28 ... 7 39 49 47 19

Comet tqiya (Melush).—The following continued
ephemeris for Greenwich midnight has been received
from J.’ Fi^cher-Petetsen, Copenhagen :

—
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1917 R.A. Decl 'Log r Log .1 Bright-
h. m. s. b d ness.

May II I 26 3 — 10 31-0 99677 0 1661 6*2

13 29 45 10 54*6

15 33 20 II 17*0 0*0072 0*1825 6*5

17 36 4S II 3^-5

19 40 9 II 59*3 0-0422 0*1968 6*7

21 43 23 12 19-6

23 46 30 12 39*6 0*0738 0*2093 7*0

25 49 31 12 59 4
27 52 26 13 19*2 0*1024 0*2204 7*2

29 55 15 13 39*0

.
31 I 57 57 13 5^*9 0*1286 6*2300 7-3

June 2 2 0 33 14 19*0

4 234 -14 39*3 0*1527 0*2386 7*5

Comet 1916b (Wolf).—^The following is a continua-
tion of Prof. Crawford’s ephemeris for Greenwich
midnight, as given in the Lick Observatory Bulletin
No. 289 —

1917 R.A. Decl. Log .A Bright-
h. m. s. 0 / neaia

May 10 20 55 38 + 15 5-7 0*1646
II 20 58 4 21*9

12 21 0 29 38-1 0-1599 3-63

13 2 54 15 54*2

14 5 19 16 10*1 0*1553

15 7 43 25-9

16 ... 10 7 41*6 0-1507 3-85

17 ,12 31 16 57-2

18 14 54 17 12*6 0-1462
' 19 17 17

20 19 39 .

43-1 0*1418 4*o6

21 22 I 17 58.1

22 24 23 18 12*9 0*1374

23 26 44 27-5

24 29 5 41*9 0*1330 4*28

25 31 26 18 56*1

26 33 46 19 10*2 0*1287

27 36 s
24**!

28 38. 24 37-7 0*1245 4-49

29 40 42 , 19 5M
30 43 0 20 4*3 0*1203

45 17 i7‘3

June I 21 47 34 + 20 30*0 0*1162 4*71

The AguARiDS of Halley’s Comet.—These meteors
were perseveringly awaited on the mornings between
about April 28 and May 7 by a number of observers,
including Miss A. G. Cook, Mrs. F. Wilson, the Rev.

J. C. W. Herschel, Mr. T. Hargreaves, Miss T. E.
Gall, Mr, W. F. Denning, and others. The results
were somewhat disappointing, though the weather
proved favourable on the whole. Very few meteors of
the Aquarid shower were seen. On May n, at i4h., a
fireball 'directed from a radiant at 50°+71® was re-
corded by Mrs, Wilson and Miss Gall, at Totteridge,
and Miss Cook, at Stowmarket. It fell from a height
of sixty-three to ,th’rtv-eight miles over the Channel,
between Boulogne and Sussex. Another fireball was
seen on the morning of May 7 from Totteridge, and
this proved an Aquarid. From the collected observa-
tions it appears that the shower, though unusually
scanty in numbers, was visible over the nine mornings
from April 28 to May 7,

OSMOTIC PRESSURE.
'^HE theory that osmotic pressure is due to bom-

bardment of the walls of the containing vessel by
the particles of solute has met with considerable criti-
cism, both from the chemical and physical sides
(compare, e.g., van Laar, Proc. Amsterdam Academy,
vol, xvii., p. 1241; vol. xviiL, p. 184; abstracted in
Nature, March i6, 1916). However, at the discussion
on osmotic pressure before the Faraday Society on
May I, With Sir Oliver Lodge- in the chair, the kinetic
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theory more than held its own. It was claimed by
Prof. A. W. Porter that this theory is the only one
which gives directly the experimentally obtained values
for dilute solutions; that it has now been placed on a
sound experimental basis as a result of Perrin’s inves-

tigations, which show that particles suspended in a
liquid, and therefore also the molecules of the solute,

are in rapid motion to the precise amount
required by the theory; and that any other theory of

osmotic pressure must not only be competent to

account for the observed facts, but must explain the
absence of the effects that we have a right to expect
from the molecular agitation of the solute. These
claims were not seriously shaken by the criticisms

of subsequent speakers, and towards the close of the
meeting the chairman expressed his general agree-

ment "with the arguments put forw’ard in favour of the

kinetic theory.

Mr. W. R. Bousfield’s contention that it is the sol-

vent and not the solute which is active in osmotic

pressure may be met, as Sir Oliver Lodge pointed

out, in a simple and therefore necessarily incomplete
way as follows. Imagine a closed vessel full (or prac-

tically full) of water, and divided into tw'o compart-
ments by a semipermeable membrane. The pressures

on the tv70 sides of the membrane compensate each
other, but if a little sugar is dissolved in one com-
partment an additional pressure, due to the presence

of the solute, is set up on that side. The contention that

it is necessary to look to the solvent, and the solvent

only, as the "source of the pressure is therefore not

established, but Bousiield’s view that osmotic pressure

is connected with the presence of solvent vapour (ap-

proximately obeying the^ gas laws) in the molecular
interspaces deserv’es consideration on its merits.

It will not be denied that there are difficulties in

applying the kinetic theory to relatively concentrated
solutions (more particularly as regards the correction

for the volume of the solute), just as there are diffi-

culties in the application of the kinetic theory to com-
pressed gases. It is remarkable that the deviations

from the simple gas laws are smaller for solutions

than for gases, and in one case at least, (compare
Sackur and Stem, Zeitsclu physikaL Chem., 1912,
vol. Ixxxi., p. 441) this has been showp to be in accord-
ance with the kinetic theory of osmotic pressure.

Both Prof. Porter and Mr. Bousfield ascribe the
deviation of osmotic pressure from simple laws solely

to hydration of the solute, and proceed to calculate

the degree of hydration of the solute particles on this

assumption. As, however, such simple laws do not
hold for the gaseous state, in which hydration is

necessarily absent, these “hydration numbers” do not
inspire much confidence, more particularly as the
variation of some of them with concentration in rela-

tively dilute splution appears difficult to reconcile with
the law of mass action. Unfortunately they -cannot
be independently tested, as no satisfactory method of

measuring hydration in solution has yet been dis-

covered.
Although the magnitude of the osmotic pressure, as

equilibrium pressure, is independent of the nature of

the membrane provided the latter is truly semi-
permeable, the mechanism of osmosis, including the

part played by the membrane, is of great interest and
importance. The very suggestive investigations of

Adrian Brown and Tinker on the permeability and
other properties of membranes have already added
substantially to our knowledge of these questions.

As regards "the bearing of theories of osmotic pressure

on osmosis, the suggestion of van Laar that the pres-

sure of the sugar molecules as postulated by the kinetic

theory would prevent water flowing inwards does not
appear well founded. The most satisfactory picture

of the process is probably obtained by analogy with
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Ramsay’s well-known experiment w’ith a cell provided
with a palladium membrane permeable for hydrogen,,
but not for nitrogen. Although the cell contained
nitrogen at half an atmosphere pressure, when it was
surrounded by hydrogen the latter entered until its

partial pressure inside was practically equal to its

pressure outside. G. S.

ECONOMICS OF LIFE INSURANCE,
CIX papers relating to problems of life insurance,

read to the Economic Section of the American
Association for the Advancement of Science last

December, are printed in the Scientific Monthly ^ for
April. Of these, the most important, in view of
what has happened since it was read, is that by Prof,
Huebner, of the University of Pennsylvania, on “ Life
Insurance and the War.” For all the belligerents
he finds that the financial effects of the war on the
companies by depreciation of investments have been
serious. For England and Canada the W’ar claims
have been between ii and 12 per cent, of the total

claims, which is a favourable experience; for the
enemy countries little information is to be had. The
same observation applies to the terms upon 'which
companies undertake war risks. The after-effects of
the war on the health of survivors must not be over-
looked. ' The author urges that the companies should
have latitude to charge such extra premiums as may
be necessary, but that the burden should to some
extent be borne by the community as a whole.

Prof. Huebner submits for consideration by the
companies proposals for refunding any excess extra
premium at the close of the war, and for reinstate-

ment of the policy where the insured, owing to the
war, is unable to produce evidence of good health.
These proposals will no doubt be attractive, but they
are open to the objection that contracts based on a
calculation of averages cannot be modified by after-

results in individual cases.

A paper by Mr. E. E. Rittenhouse shows that the
life insurance companies of New York State have
increased their new insurances in the thirty years 1885-

1915 from 65,000,000/. to 385,000,000!., and that the
p-oportion of insurances lost by lapse and surrender
during that period is a little more than 40 per cent.,

and tends to diminish.
Three of the papers relate to a recent development

of the functions of life insurance companies in the
United States. Dr. Fisk, as medical director of the
Life Extension Institute, a body organised in 19*14^

urges health conservation as a duty incumbent upon
these companies- Mr. Cox, who represents an in-

fluential association of life insurance presidents, asserts

that nearly every large company in the United
States is doing something intended either to prolong
the lives of its policy-holders or of the people gener-
ally. Mr. Haley Fiske gives particulars of the woiic
of a life extension bureau for medical examination
of insured persons and of other comprehensive
measures adopted by the companies for the preserva-

tion of the health of the insured.

Dr. Hoffman, statistician to the Prudential Insur-

ance Company of America, improves the occasion

offered by these recent developments to expose some
fallacies of compulsory health insurance. He con-

siders that voluntary effort can be relied upon to

bring about all the benefits that could be expected

from compulsory measures. He meets the argument
that compulsory insurance* has bad good effect in

Germany and in England in the fight against tuber-

culosis by statistics showing that Massachusetts has
reduced ij:s mortality from that cause by 23*8 in 10,000,

while the corresponding reduction in Germany has
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been only 17*6 in 10,000, and in England even less-

He contends that compulsory health insurance is

primarily a question of taxation, as 20 per cent, of

the cost is to be paid out of general revenues for the

specific benefit of a selected group, which is merely
poor relief under another name, and is indirect taxa-

tion in its most pernicious form, and contrary to the

fundamental principles of republican government.

THE UNITED STATES NATIONAL
RESEARCH COUNCIL,

An important feature associated with the April ses

sions of the National Academy of Sciences at

Washington, D.C., was the meeting of the National

Research Council. The Research Council is made up
of eminent men of science who are members of the

academy, and of representatives of the military bureaux
of the Government, and it co-operates with the United
States Government in the solution of scientific

problems/
Dr. G. E. Hale, of the Mount Wilson Solar Observa-

tory, chairman of the council, presided at the meet-
ing, and reports were presented by Dr. C. D. Walcott,
secretary of the Smithsonian Institution, for the Mili-
tary Committee; Dr. R. A. Millikan, of the Univer-
sity of Chicago, for the Physics Committee ; Dr. M, T.
Bogert, of Columbia, for the Chemistry Committee;
and Dr. V- C. Vaughan, director, Medical Research
Laborato^, Universi^ of Michigan, for the Medicine
and Hygiene Committee.
In cGainection with the work accompEshed by the

Mdifaxy Committee,, Dr. Walcott, who is also a mem-
ber ol die National Advisory Committee for Aero-
n^tics,, ^ted that investigations had been conducted
widi noEdous gases as employed for military purposes

;

^ofalems cannecfecd with all forms of signalling had
been s^ied; the utilisation of opium for obtaining
a supply of morphine for medical purposes had been
c^idered,' and improvements had been suggested in
the service Army blanket, which is not thought to bewarm enough. Other wo*k for military establish-
rnents of the Government is confidential. The Army^ iwesented by Maj.-Gen. W. C. Gorgas, Brig.-^n. WiHiam

_

^ozier,- and Brig.-Gen. George O.
Squier, the chiefs of the medical, ordnance, and avia-
tton divisfions of the Army. Representatives of the

arer^Rear-Admiral D. W. Tavlor, chief con-
engineer-in-

medical director. Navy^ool The other members of the committee
j

Stratton, director of the Bureau ofStandards; Mr. Van H. Manning-, director of the

Wither Bureau; and Mr. H. E, Coffin, Council of
Defence, Navaf Board, and Research

Committee on PhTsics, Dr. R. A.iwRjfeaji steted that they were cooroerating with theN^onal Society and the American Association for the

me ivational GovemmAnf^e no mfonnation as to the exact na^ rfThT*
of’aJrman statedS

pertained to a^aSira

g«ms.
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The study of these problems has brought to life the
•vital need for a central co-ordinating body, such
the National Research Council. For example, certain
questions concerning the submarine were being con
sidered separately by a naval investigating board"
three of the industrial research laboratories and anumber of universities before the solution of its vari
ous phases was undertaken and distributed by tlJ
council. Encouraging results have been secured as
the committee has become familiar with the general

investigation An important
problem, which on Apnl i was in a discouraging cotv
dition, IS now well under way towards soluti^ THamembers of the committee include: Dr. F P fewptf
Western Electric Company; Prof. T Lyman, Harlvard; Dr. I. Langmuir, General Electric Company-

Mendenhall, Uniyersity of Wisconsin

!

D™ Columbia;Dr. S. W. Sfratton, Bureau of Standards; Brig.-GenGeorge p. Squier, U.S.A.; Prof. A.' G. Webster

Hoptin?"'''^"®*'^’
W. Wood,

.
committees of the council are on educational

nom^T.®’ research, SS
apiculture, physiology, «o-graphy, geology, and anthropology. Another snSaf

^"^i^ocioS' Foundation, ^tab-hshed to promote scientific and engineering resSrch
American engineering orSn

nvestigation IS needed, m co-operation wif-hpartment desiring the e.xperiments or toZ It^te-nM

lndustrkTand°Sth11?®3L!^^^^^

UNIVERSITY AND- EDUCATIONAL
intelligence.

Birmingham.—^The executors of the late ciir

th^U&5fas;d''r tile Un?y‘3^^ gS
t^ sum ^ co^o7

bequeathed to the Cniversi

sa^ch workt3nnecti3 wfth >

&s ffircfAtrTS r metalP’gy^^^-

logiSl MuseiS^aSAp P''?®ented to the Odonb
kfm thfCoiS reS

Economic PrnW.r.,o fn Meiporial Lectures o

sity CoS after War” at Uniyei

beginning on Tuesday Friday
first lecture will be “The Ee^nrm-

subject of tb

at a^rm”^ SoutherndoW, Glamorgai
of goyernors of the TJnfw'^ i?*

council and com
and MonmouthsWre^dfed aTsog^
II lash By hirwilT nf
college is OTO cJ the ^^,3*** principal of th

Him a» rraMuc of hi^SJfifS*^’
*'
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acccK*ding to the directions and discretions of the
council. The r^idue of the estate will probably
amount to something approaching the sum of 2o,oool.

An exhibition of official photographs illustrating

various types of work on which women are employed
in engineering and other industries on munitions of

war is to be held at the South-Western Polytechnic
Institute, Manresa Road, Chelsea, S.W.3, from Mon-
day, May 14, until Saturday, May 26, between the
hours of 10 a.m. and 7 p.m. The photographs, which
have been lent by the Ministn* of Munitions, illus-

trate the employment of women, and include work in

general engineering, foundrj’, machine tools, optical

munitions, aircraft, aeroplane engines, woodwork,
shells, guns and gun components, machine-guns, fuses,

and cartridges. All who are interested to see these
photographs are invited. Admission is free. The
Ministry^ of Munitions has recently held a similar ex-

|

hibition at the Roval Colonial Institute, and also at
!

one or two towns in England.

Most of the- museums in this country have long
recognised the dpsirabiiity of interesting school chil-

dren, and have had various schemes ot lectures and
demonstrations for the pupils. Owing to exigencies

of the curricula of elementary’ schools, however, it has
not often been possible to arrange for an extended
course of museum lectures for any particular school or

schools- At Liverpool, where many schools have been
taken over for other purposes, an opportunity has
recently occurred of giving systematic lectures on an
extended scale, and a report by Dr- J. A. Clubb, Prof.

W. A. Herdman, and Mr. E" B. Turner {the Senior
Inspector of Schools) has bpen published. From this

it seems that the lecturers and inspectors alike are
astonished at the way in which the children can
sketch and describe w’hat they have seen, and in the
opinion of the inspectors the experiment has proved
^*an unqualified success.’’ The Liverpool pupils w’ere

fortunate in having lessons from Prof. Herdman, Prof.
Newstead, Mr. R. D. Laurie, and Miss Bamber.

A NATIONAL conference on the subject of educational
reconstruction was held on Thursday, May 3, at the
Central Hall, Westminster, under the chairmanship of

the Rev. W. Temple president of the Workers’ Educa-
tional Association. The resolutions submitted to the
conference, and carried with some amendments,
covered the whole educational ground from the pro-
vision of nursery^ schools for children between the ages
of two and six up to entrance to the university, for it

was unammouslv affirmed ‘that the object of educa-
tional reform will not be attained until a broad high-
way is established from the elementary school to the
university. One of the most pressing and important
series of resolutions agreed to wras that dealing with
the educational needs of boys and girls who at present

enter on some form of occupation on leaving the
elementary school, and it was emphatically laid dowm
that this education should not be confined to the
development of the minds, but must be also directed

toward that of the bodies and characters of such
pupils. As passed by the conference the resdutions
in this connection read as follo'ws :—i. (&) All forms
of exemption under the age of fourteen to be abolished

;

the leaving age to be raised to fifteen (without exemp-
tion) within a period of five years, and to sixteen

within a further period of three years; maintenance
allowances to be provided to children above the age
of fourteen ; and child labour for profit or wages to be
abolished during the period of compulsory full-time

attendance at sdiool. 2. (i) Compulsory parttime edu-
cation of not fewer thsui twenty hours per week (indud-
ing time spent in organised games and school meals)
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to be provided free for all such young persons, up to
eighteen years of age, as are not receiving full-time

education; such education to be given in the daytime.
2. (ii) The hours of labour for all young persons under
the age of eighteen to be limited to a maximum of
twenty -five per week. If, moreover, statutory approval
be given to the demand of the conference "that “the
size of all classes in elementary schools be immediately
reduced to forty’ as a maximum with a view to a
further reduction to thirty,” not only will a better

foundation be laid for the further education of part-

time -artisan pupils, but the superstructure in the

;

secondary schools will be considerably strengthened.

I

The conference resolved that its resolutions shall be
pressed forward in every possible direction without
delay.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES.
London,

Royal Society, April 26.—Sir J. J. Thomson, president,

in the chair.—^G. W. Walker : The effective inertia of

electrified systems moving with high speed. If it is

assumed that an electron moving with speed KC
(where C is velocity of light) becomes deformed so

that the surface is of the form (i —
Lorentz has shown by the “ quasi-stationary ” assump-
tion that the inertia for longitudinal inertia is

tHoCi — and for transverse inertia Wo(i~fe®)”L
The same results follow’ from Einstein’s “relativity”

theory. In the paper the inertia is determined by a

method developed in a former paper {Fhih Trans., A,
vol. ccx., p. 145), which depends directly on the

primary equations, and is free from the error that the

quasi-stationary merhod may introduce. The results

are that for a’“ contracted ’’ electron the longitudinal

inertia is— »

and the transverse ineitia is

—

—^Dr. G. W. C. Have : The compoation of the X-J'ays

from various metals. The X-mys from a bulb excit^
by low’ voltages (10,000 to 50,000 volts) are rich in the

pharact€!ristic radiation of the anticathode. In the

case of iron, nickel, and copper the amount of K-
radiation lies between 80 and 90 per cent In the

case of platinum the proportion of L-radiation is from

40 to 60 per cent Evidence of characteristic radia-

tions softer than the K- and L-radiations has been

obtained.—Dr. C. H. Browniag and Dr. S. Russ : .The
germicidal action of ultra-violet radiation and its

correlation with selective absorption. (i) A new
method is described which renders it possible to deter-

mine W’hat portion of the qltra-violet spectrum is mast
effective in germicidal action, aiwi, further, to specify

the wave-length of the radiation at w’hich such action

practically ceases. (2) The method has been applied

to test the range of susceptibilitv of a number of

different pathogenic organisms. By the process de-

scribed it is possible to expose cultures of tw^o different

organisms simultaneously to the same intenrity and
character of radiation. The ranges of susceptibility of

B. typhosus and B. colt are closely similar and prac-

tically the same as those of organisms such as

staphylococcus pyogenes aureus and the meningo-
coccus, (3) A striking feature of the germicidal action

of the radiation in -question is its abrupt terminatioa

at a wave-length of about 2960 A.U. (4) It has been
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5)ossible to correlate this feature with “selective ab-

sorption,” for it is found that the organisms exhibit

marked absorptive power for just those rays w'hich have

germicidal action.—E. C. Hort : Morphological studies

in the life-histories of bacteria. According to current

theory the life-history of the “lower” bacteria is one

of great simplicity, reproduction tajking place—apart

from endosporulation, in certain cases, of a special

tjrpe—solely by transverse binary fission. This theory

is mainly based on the unquestioned fact ^that trans-

verse binary fission is the rule in standardised labora-

tory cultures. In thte present communication evidence

is produced to show that the life-cycle of the “ lower ”

bacteria, as illustrated by the members of the enteric

group, so far from being solely represented by per-

petual binary fission, is one of great complexity, and

includes an invisible, or almost invisible, stage. The
nature of the evidence presented excludes the presence

of contaminants, or of “ involution ” forms, as reason-

able explanations of the recorded observations, and

throws grave doubt on the adequacy of the mutation

theoty to explain morphological aberrancy from type

—^laboratory type—amongst the bacteria. *

Geological Society, April 18.—^Dr. Alfred Marker,

president, in the chair.—Prof. H. H. Swinnerton and

A. E. Trueman : The development and morphology of

the ammonite septum. Two methods of studying the

septum (not merely the suture) were used :—(1) Clean-

ing the face of the septum completely
; (2) filing away

•the surface of the whorl in successive layers, and thus

making a series of sections—called septal sections—of

the septum parallel to its periphery. An instrument

was designed for measuring accurately the variations

in level of the face of the septum in relation to a
definite datum-plane; and also the thickness of the

layers filed off from the whorl. Dactylioceras com-
mune, Sfhaeroceras hrongniarti, and Tragophylloceras
loscomhi were chosen as types with normally shaped,

greatly depressed, and greatly elevated whorls respec-

tively. A contoured plan of the adult septum of Dac-
tylioceras shows that half the septum lies approxi-
mately in one plane and that the posteriors folds or
lobes occupy a greater area than the anterior folds or

saddles. It also confirms the view that the septum is,

on the 'whole, convex forwards. In all three types the
axes of the folds remain approximately at right angles
to the periphery through all the changes in shape of
the whorl. Incompletely formed septa indicate that
secretion commences at the umbilical angle and at a
definite distance from the preceding septum Asym-
metry^of the septum, and of the suture-line, in ammo-
nites is more common than is usually supposed. It
rnav arise in one of two ways, namely, (i) by the
different development of the elements of opposite sides

;

U) in association with the lateral displacement of the
siohuncle. Asymmetry of the latter type has been con-
sidered as of svstematic importance. Nevertheless,
while it^does arise more frequentl'^ in certain genera,
as, for instance, in Psilocerps and Hoplites, it occurs
'not uncommonly in many other unkeeled ammonites.

Mafbemafical Society,. April 19.—Prof. H. M. Mac-
donald, president, in the chair.—Prof. .W. Burnside

:

A liquid gyrostat.~G. N. Watson : The integral
formula for generalised Legendre functions.—^Prof. M.
Bilton : A substitution permutable with the transposed
substitution.

May 3.—Sir J. Larmor, vice-president, in the chair.—G. H. Hardy ; Sir George Stokes and the theorv of
uniform convergence.—Prof. E. W, Hobson: Hel-
ling^^s integral.—Dr. W. P. Milne: A symmetrical
condition for co-apolar triads on a cubic curve.
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Challenger Society, April 25.—Capt. Alfred Carpenter

in the chair.—Dr. S. F. Harmer : (i) A submarine

cable damaged by the bite of a shark; the injured

portion, brought up from a depth of 252 fathoms off

the west coast of South Africa, was pierced by the

tooth of a shark {Oxyrhina spallanzii). (2) Cetacea

stranded on the British coasts during 1915 and 1916;

of special interest were examples of Cuvier’s whale,

a very young sperm whale, a white-sided dolphin, and

a killer of very large dimensions.—E. Heron-Allen and

A. Earland: (i) A new type of Arenaceous Fora-

minifera; this showed a remarkably selective use of

entire sponge spicules of a single species. (2) An
unidentified enemy attacking Foraminifera

; the enemy

organism sought to bore through the test of Bilo-

culina.

Royal Anthropological Institute, May i.—Mr. A, L.

Lewis in the chair.—J, Reid Moir : Some human and

animal bones, flint implements, etc., discovered in

two ancient occupation-levels in a small valley near

Ipswich. The excavations, carried out over two years,

have shown that’ two well-marked occupation-levels

occur in the deposits covering the sides of the valley.

Since these floors were occupied by man the valley

has suffered denudation and ^erosion.
^

The lowermost

floor has yielded animal bones, including elephant and

ancient types of horses, and three portions of the

human skeleton, viz., a skull fragment and part of

the shafts of a humerus and femur. These are not

referable to the same individual, but probably two

or three persons are represented. The associated flints

are of Upper Le Moustier type, and were associated

with fragments of primitive pottery. The upper floor

contains implements of the^Aurignac culture, while

in the hill-wash overlying this floor two specimens of

Early Solutf^ implements have been found. The sur-

face soil above the hill-wash has yielded a tanged

and barbed Neolithic arrow-head. Thus an orderly

sequence of industries has been established such as

occurs in Continental caverns. The implements have

been examined bv Prof. v. Comment, who agrees with

the description of them given above. It would appear

that the hill-wash covering the upper floor was de-

posited during a .period of low temperature occurring

at the close of Upper Palaeolithic times.

Manchester.

Literary and Philosophical Society, April 3.—Prof. S. J*

Hickson, president, in the chair.—R. B. Fishenden:

Illustration processes used in scientific publications.

In the case of diagrams and other drawings in pure

line the most satisfactory results are obtained by the

use of a waterproof Indian or Chinese ink upon a

smooth hard-surfaced paper, or Bristol board. All the

lines must be equally black and firm; if they are

broken, or have serrated edges, the defects generally

become more pronounced in the reproduction. Unless

it is impracticable for other reasons, the original draw-

ings should be made to be reproduced to half or two-

thirds their lineal dimensions. Photographs may con-

veniently be converted into line drawings by drawing
over the outlines with waterproof ink and then bleach-

ing out the original print. Photographs for reproduc-
tion by collotype or by the half-tone process are pre-

ferablv black, glossy “bromide” prints, or “gelatino-
chloride ” prints of a purple-brown tone. Sepia wash
dra'wings are more satisfactory for photographic repro-

duction than those made in pure black and grey.

Paris.

Academy of Sciences, April 25.—M. A. d’Arsonval in
the chair.—H. Deslandres : The influence of intense and
prolonged gunfire on the fall of rain. Heavy rainfall
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has been genarally regarded as a consequence of pro-

longed cannonades, although the scientilic evidence is

not conclusive on the point. From a theoretical point

of view this effect may be regarded as probable, as

ionisation of the air is produced in several ways during

the discharge of artiller\% and this might provoke pre-

cipitation in the case of air charged with moisture. i

Experimental work on the degree of ionisation of the

air ’ and the intensity" and sign of the electric field is j

suggested.—G. Lemoine : Observations on the preced- 1

ing communication. If the frequent and prolonged
|

discharge of artillery has any influence on rainfall this
i

can only be the case for small falls; heavy and pro- i

longed rain can only be explained by the action of
j

large atmospheric currents.—M. Tisserand : Agricul- 1

tural teaching in France. Improvements of wdiich it
!

appears susceptible. Comparisons with results ob-

tained in Belgium, Denmark, and Germany show that !

much increased yields of agricultural produce and
{

animals might be expected as a result of improved
agricultural education, France has always applied
without delay the results of scientific research to the
culture of the vine and with great practical success,

and the proposals put forward should lead to similar
improvements in other fields of agriculture.—M.
Qu6nu was elected a member of the section of medi-
cine artd surgerv in the piece of the late Ch. Bouchard.
—G. Julia ; The reduction of non-quadratic indeter-

;

minate conjugated forms.—W. H. Young : The differ-
j

entiation of functions with limited variation.—E.
Kogbetliautz ; The summation of ultra-spherical series.—P. Pascal : The neutral and acid sulphates of sodium.
Studies of the equilibrium of the ternary system
HaSOt—NaflSOi—HoO between wide limits" of” tem-
perature (—45° C. to +210° C.), the results being
shown on a diagram in trilinear projection.—-Ed.
Chauvenet : The zirconyl radical, ZrO. Conductivity,
cryoscopic, and thermochemical experiments are cited

proving the existence of this radical in zirconium com-
pounds.—J. Bougault : Isomerisation in the ethylenic
acids by migration of the double bond. ctjS-Phenvl-

crotonir acid, Cr.H-.CH2.CH = CH.CO,H. The action
of boiling alkalies on these acids is usually
represented as producing a transformation of
the jffy into the ap ac^'ds. In reality the reaction is a
reversible one, but the point of equilibrium in the
majority of cases is verv near the total transformation
into acids. Some experimental proofs of the exist-

ence, of this equilibrium are given.—F. Grandjean : An
attempt at orientation ot the salts of cholesterol and
anisotropic liquid oleates on crystals.—P. Lesage : The
germination of .seeds in saline* solutions.—^H. Coupin:
The influence of calcium * salts on the absorbent root
hairs. Calcium as carbonate, chloride, and nitrate

may prevent the proper development of the root hairs
of a plant. Calcium sulphate appears to he without
effect.—A. Guilliermond . Contribution to the study of

the fixation of the cvtoplasm,—^J.
Amar : The price of

movement in invalids and persons who have recently

lost the right arm, .The use of a limb or a portion of

a mutilated limb bv mutilated soldiers produces a
fatigue in excess of that produced bv the same move-
ments in normal persons.—H. Bordfer and G. Hoy

;

The colloidal state of camphor in water in presence of

camphorated oil. Biological ard therapeutical conse-
quences. Camphor in solution in water' is in the
colloidal state, and this accounts for the discrepancies
bf^tween the solubilitv coefficients for camphor in water
given by different authors.—M. Fonzes-Diacon : The
white turbiditv in wines {casse). The modern treat-

ment of wine by sulphurous solutions of ammonium
phosphate predisposes the wnne to the white casse.

This defect may be reduced or prevented by citric acid,

although in some cases the legal limit is tco small,

and by oxalic acid or oxalates, toxic products the

use of which is forbidden by law.—A. Chantemesse, L.
Matruchot, and A, Grimberg ; A new micro-organism,
Mycohacilliis synovidlis, causing in man a disease
developing like artic'ular rheumatism,

Washington, D.C.
National Academy of Sciences, Proceedings No. 3,

vol. iii. ‘(March).—I. Langmuir : The condensation
and evaporation of gas molecules. A discussion of
the evaporation versus the reflection theory, with con-
clusions favouring the former.—S. B. Nicholson : The
ninth satellite of Jupiter. Comparison of the orbits

of the eighth and ninth satellites. The mean period
of the ninth is 745 days, and its diameter is probably*
about fifteen miles.

—

H. E. Jordan ; Aortic cell clusters

in vertebrate embry’os. The haemogenic activity of
embryonic endothelium is a normal function at a
certain stage of embry^onic development.

—

H. Jordan

.

Rheotropism of Epinephelus striatus, Bloch. The lip

region is the most sensitive part of the body surface.

The end organs of tactile sensitivity serve also as
organs of rheotropic sensitivity.—J. Rosenbaum ;

Studies of the genus Ph3rtophthora*. A search for de-
termining characters of diagnostic values in testing
the different species.—E. H. Hall : A possible func-
tion of the ions in the electric conductivity of metals.
A discussion of the number of ions necessary to
maintain currents of great density, and of the tem-
perature relations of conductivity if due to ions. —
W. Bowie ; The gravimetric survey of the United
States. A summary of the present position of the sub-
ject,—S. J. Barnett : The - magnetisation of iron,

nickel, and cobalt by rotation, and the nature of the
magnetic molecule. A confirmation of the assumption
that only electrons are in orbital revolution in all the

substances investigated.

—

^D. L. Webster and H.
Clark : The intensities of X-rays of the L series. A
discussion of the intensities in the case of platinum
as functions of the potentials producing them.—C. C*
Little : The use of vasectomised male mice as indi-

, cators.—F. H. Scares : Photographic magnitudes of

j

stars in the selected areas of Kapteyn.—^N. C. Nelson :

;

Archaeology of mammoth cave and vicinity : A pre-

i liminary report. Two isolated horizons of culture
' have been found, one indicating an agricultural

!
people, the other a hunting people,—R. H. CMttendea

' and F. P. Underhill : The abnormal state is due to a
i deficiency in some essential dietary constituent or con-

1

stituents presumably belonging to hitherto unreoog-

1
ni&ed but essential components of an adequate diet,

I

—F. N. Cole, Louise D. Cummings, and JL S.

j

White : The complete enumeration of triad systems in

j

fifteen elements. There are eighty types.—E. L.
' Nichols ; New data on the phosphorescence of certain

I
sulphides.—^A. C. Redficld : (i) The reactions of

' the melanophores of the homed toad. (2) The
co-ordination of the melanophore reactions of the

horned toad.—E. C. Jeffrey; Petrified coals and their

bearing on the problem of the origin of. coals. Coals

containing “coal balls*’ are abnormal, but there is

no good evidence that “coal balls” are organised

;
from material accumulated in situ.— Zeleny ; The

1 effect of degree of injury, level of cut and time within

1 the regenerative cycle upon the rate of regeneration-

i
—F. H, Scares : Preliminary note on the distribution

‘ of stars with respect to the galactic plane. A com-

I
parison of Mount Wilson counts ,

with Kapteyn ’s, in

which good agreement is found; as cornered, with

both, the results of Chapman and Melotte are not

i
homogeneous.
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Petrograd.

Imperial Academy of Sciences (Physico-Mathematica!

Section), January i8.—-A. A. Markov; Some limiting

formulae of the calculus of probabilities.—V. V.
Zalenskij; The structure of the female sexual organs
and the ripening of the egg of Salpa hicaudata,^

—

A. S. Vasiljev ; The transit instrument and the zenith

telescope in latitude obsenrations.—O. I. Kuzeneva

;

Plants collected by V. C. Dorogostajskij in the

Jablonovoj range (East Siberia).—K, A. Nenadkevid;

The bismuth minerals of Transbaikalia.—O. V. Rosen ;

The malacological fauna of the province of Terek.
Description of two new species of the genus Buliminus
from Transcaucasia.

—

K. Sestakov : Materials for the

fauna of the Vespidae of the genus Cerceris, Latr.

(Hymenoptera, Crabronidse), of Turkestan.—V. Sol-

datov : Notes on two new species of Lycodes from the

Okhotsk Sea.—V. A. .Sfeklov : The approximation of

functions by means of fiebysev’s polynomials, and on
quadratures.—

h

A. Borisiak : The osteology of the
genus Indricotherium.
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ELEVEN BRITISH MATHEMATICIANS.
Mathematical Monographs. No. 17, *Lectures

1

on Ten British Mathematicians of the Nine-
teenth Century, By Alexander AlacFarlane.
Pp. 148. (New York

; John Wiley and Sons,
Inc. ; London : Chapman and Hall, Ltd., 1916.)
Price 5s. 6d. net.

*^HE lives of mathematicians, as a rule, are
-L free from sensational episodes, and provide
no material for spicy biographies. But these un-
obtrusive beings form a quaint and varied set; and
many people would be surprised to hear how many
good stories are on record about their oddities,
their accomplishments—nay, even their displays
of wit.

The author of these lectures was himself a
noteworthy man. A Highlander, and a pupil of
Tait, he became an ardent quaternionist, and
helped to found the International Association for
Promoting the Study of Quaternions. Tait was a
prejudiced and pugnacious champion of quater-
nions as against all other vector algebras, and he
infected with his enthusiasm quite a considerable
number of people. MacFarlane, in the laind of
Willard Gibbs, shook off most of this obsession,
but there are traces of it even in these addresses,
as on p. 45, where he says “most analysts are
still, crawling in Flatland,” after a reference to
Hamilton’s application of quaternions to three-
dimensional space. One might have thought this

a place for some reference to Grassmann, whose
calculus applies to space of any number of dimen-
sions

;
not so, and although the index gives

twenty-three references to Hamilton an^d 'fifteen to
Tait, Grassmann is not so much as mentioned.

Apart from this blemish, the lectures deserve the
warmest praise. In the first place, the list is truly

representative, consisting of Peacock, De Mor-
gan, Hamilton, Boole, Cayley, Clifford, H. J. S.

Smith, Sylvester, Kirkman, and . Todhunter. A
few remarks may be offered on these worthies,
each in his turn, and as each lecture suggests a
reflection.

George Peacock will always be associated with
the “principle of equivalent forms.” As a prin-

ciple it is as dead as a doornail, at any rate as
it used to be appealed to; but, all the same. Pea-
cock was one of the first to realise the general
character of pure algebra as an abstract sym-
bolism with more or less arbitrary fundamental
rules. More than this, he was able, by his posi-

tion at Cambridge, to make a vast improvement
in the study of mathematics there. It was in his

time that Leibniz’s * notation in the differential

calculus obtained official recognition in England,
partly owing to the efforts of the AnaJ3rtic^

Society, “the object of which was stated to be
to advocate the d’ism of *the Continent versus
the dot-age of the university.’* Peacock’s
“ Examples ” and “ Symbolical A%ebra ” are still

worth consulting, even apart from their historicsd

interest.
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The lecture on De Morgan is very good, but
after our recent review of the reprint of the
“ Budget,** we content ourselves with quoting his

description of himself as homo paucarum litera-

nun, apparently as a man who declined to be either

F.R.S. or LL.'D.^

As might be expected, the lecture on Rowan
Hamilton is well-informed and appreciative,

though the reference to his work in dynamics is

meagre indeed as compared with the account of
his calculus of quaternions. It may be noted
that both Salmon and Cayley attended Hamilton's
first course of lectures on quaternions.
George Boole, in some ways, is typically

English. He may fairly be called the inventor of

symbolic logic, and his work on the so-called

symbolical method of solving differential equations

is that of a pioneer. His predecessor is Peacock,
and we may be proud to think that among his

successors are Russell and Whitehead, even if

the former, in a fit of just indignation, should be-

come an American citizen. MacFarlane’s com-
ments on Boole’s logical calculus are, technically,

the weakest things in his course
;
on pp. 57—58 he

shows that he has not appreciated the m^em
meaning of “class,” and pp. 59-62 are simply

“obfuscation,” except to a man who cannot
improve on the old Euler diagrams.
Cayley comes next, and the gem of the lecture

is Clerk Maxwell’s poem on the occasion of

Cayley’s portrait being presented ; we cannot help

quoting a stanza, if only to show
^
that some

mathematicians appreciate the witchery of

w^ords :

—

First, ye Determinants, in ordered row
And massive columns ranged, before him go,

To form a phalanx for his safe protection-

Ye powers of the nth root of — i

!

Around his head' in endless cycles run.

As unembodied spirits of direction.

Cayley’s presidential address to the British

Association receives a proper amount of attention

;

oddly enough, Cayley either never read v, Staudt’s

“Geometric der Lage ” or did not appreciate it,

for he seems to have died without realising to
“ iniaginaiy point ” as an actual geometric entity,

although he did so much- to found the projective

theory of
,

metrics. Cayley’s- - kindness
, and

courtesy and help to young mathematicians are

duly recorded.

Clifford, owing to his early death, is an un-
solved problem. All his mathematical work is

brilliant, and, considering his years, original; but
his philosophy was as bad as Herbert Spencer’s,

if not worse, and his cocksureness was irritating,

even to his friends. But the author,of “Common-
sense of the Exact Sciences deserves immor-
tality, even though (or because) we agree with

MacFarlane where he says : “The * Phaedo ’ of

Plato is more satisfying to mind thmi, the
‘ Unseen Upiverse ’ of Tait and Stewart.*’

,

, , .

If we were asked, to name .the Adm^rahle
Crichton among British mathematidans, . We

^ we way add, wlio was accWtoxded to speU Hitipa with ooe
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should hesitate between Clerk Maxwell and

H, J, S. Smith. Both are mathematicians of the

first rank; both are cultured, witty, and childlike;

one has all the virtues of the Irishman, the other

ail those of the Scot. Smith is the more eleg^ant

and careful writer; Maxwell is in closer contact

with Nature, and possibly has done more to raise

her mysterious veil. But Smith’s very aloofness,

his fondness for what “has no possible practical

application,” may only mean that he approached

the sanctuary by a different road. Of his mordant
wit the lecturer gives various samples; he even

has the shameless audacity to quote :
“ some-

times forgets that he is only the editor, and not

the author, of Nature.” Smith’s practical com-
mon sense, shown in dealing with university and
college affairs, illustrates the fact that a mathe-
jtiatician is not always a nincompoop outside the

range of his science.

Sylvester is one of the many Jews who have
distinguished themselves as pure mathematicians.

Self-conceited, irritable, careless as he was, he

was eminently original, inspiring, and generous.

Ilis unbroken friendship with Cayley is no doubt
mainly a credit to the latter, but it is very touch-

ing ; and although Sylvester was not a model
teacher he was stimulating, and had great influ-

ence on the best of his hearers. MacFarlane’s
account ^of him is, as it should be, both amusing
and pathetic; it contains, among other things,

Sylvester’s ' brilliant retort to Huxley’s deprecia-

tion of mathematics; this was one of the few
cases in which Huxley was conclusively refuted.

The remaining two lectures are in some ways
the most valuable of the ten, especially that on
Kirkman. We wonder how many of our readers
ever heard of Kirkman and his work; yet he
was really a very brilliant mathematician,
although comparatively unknown—partly from his

own fault, partly from that of others. He used
to send scores of ingenious problems to the
Educational Times (many of them in doggerel
verse); these would be quite worth looking up.

Besides this, he did some very important work
on the. classification of polyhedra; the result was
communicated to the Royal Society, and we are
told here (p. 127) that only two of the twenty-
one sections x«rere published in the Philosophical
Transactions. If this is true, it is little short of
a scandal, and the rest of the MS. should be sent
to Prof. Burnside, as the subject is closely con-
nected with group-theory. We are also informed
that there are papers on groups by Kirkman
embedded in the Proceedings of the "Manchester
Philosophical Society [the R.S. subject index,

P- ^5 >
gives references to vols. i., iii., iv. (1862-65)

and to vols. iv., v. of the later series (1891-92)]-
Current English text-books on the subject
give no reference to Kirkman at . all

;
yet

our lecturer says : “So far as British contributors
are <^nceraed, Klirkman was the first and still

remains the greatest.” Whether this is true or
not, the matter i^uires inyestigation.
On p* 132 we have Kirkman’s delightful para-

phrase of Spencer*s definition of evolution, and
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a reference to his work on knots; and on p. 133
his neat little problem :

—

Baby Tom of baby Hugh
The nephew is and uncle too;

In how many ways can this be true?

which we leave for our readers to solve. The
lecture ends with a quotation from one of Kirk-
man’s letters :

“ What I have done in helping

busy Tait in knots is, like the much more difificult

and extensive things I have done in polyhedra or
groups, not at [all] likely to be talked about intel-

ligently by people so long as I live. But it is a
faint pleasure to think it will one day win a little

praise.”

All of us remember Todhunter as a coach and*

the author of text-books which in their time were
thought the embodiment of perfection and are

now unduly depreciated. But Todhunter was
much more than a writer of text-books

; his

mathematical histories are deservedly accounted
classics, and in them he was able to display his

learning, accuracy, and acumen- We are very

glad that a lecture was devoted to him, and that

it is so sympathetic. Of course, we have the

famous passage on experimental science, with its

doctrine of taking everything on the word of “a
clergyman of mature knowledge, recognised
ability, and blameless character,” but we have
much more than that. Isaac had no ear for

music, but he had a sort of dry humour of his

own, as when he quotes the words of a Tripos
candidate who was ploughed :

“ If there had been
fairer examiners and better papers I should have
passed; I knew many things that were not set.”

The book ends with a quotation from Prof.

(J. E. B. ?) Mayor: “Todhunter had no enemies,
for he neither coined nor circulated scandal; men
of all sects and parties were at home witfc him,
for he was many-sided enough to see good in

everything. His friendship extended even to the

lower creatures. The canaries always hung in

his room, for he never forgot to see to their

w'ants.” May we all have as good an epitanb

!

G. B. M.

THE FRESH^WATER FISHES OF RUSSIA.
Les Poissons des Eaux douces de la Russie.

‘

Par
L. S. Berg. Pp. xxvii-i- 563 + 365 text-figures

and a map. (Moscow : Department of Agri-
culture, 1916.)

T)ROF. BERG’S work on the fresh-water fishes

of the Russian Empire, complete in one
volume, will be welcomed by all ichthyologists,
for the author’s knowledge of Palaearctic fishes

is unrivalled. In plan this work is more con-
densed than the very elaborate monograph
(“ Faune de la Russie : Poissons ”) on which Prof.
Berg was engaged, and of which three parts ha3
already appeared, when in 1914 he gave up the
curatorship of fishes in the Imperial Academy of

Sciences at Petrograd to become the first professor
of ichthyology in the Academy of Agriculture at

Moscow,
The book is written entirely in Russian, an4
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is evidently intended mainly for the author’s
countrymen, to whom an acquaintance with the
fresh-water fishes is of considerable practical use,
for the Russian fresh-water fisheries are very valu-
able. The true fresh-water fishes, indeed, are not
of much account, but the migratory fishes, such
as the salmon (quinnat, humpback, etc.) of the
North Pacific, the char (Salvelinus) and whitefish
{Coregonus) of the Arctic Ocean, the sturgeons,
trout {Salmo lahrax), and shad (Caspialosa) of tfie

Black and Caspian Seas, are of great economic
importance. The value of these anadromous
fishes is due to two causes : first, they draw their

food supply from the abundance of the sea and so
are superior in size and numbers to the permanent
inhabitants of the rivers, and, secondly, they con-
centrate at certain seasons to ascend the rivers to

their breeding-grounds, when their capture in

large quantities is easy enough.
An introductory chapter deals with structure

and classification; this is up to date, and recent

research on the morphology of the teleostean fishes

is appreciated. In the systematic part of the

work 281 species and about 100 sub-species are

described, and the majority of them are figured;

this is followed by a table ‘ illustrating in detail

their geographical distribution, whilst a final

chapter deals with the Palaearctic region and its

division into sub-regions and provinces.

Prof. Berg recognises six sub-regions, Medi-
terranean, Arctic, Baikal, central Asiatic, Man-
churian, and Chinese. In this classification con-

siderable importance is attached to the ana-
dromous fishes, and if these be neglected, and
only the true fresh-water fishes, the bulk of which
are Cyprinoids, be considered, a somewhat dif-

ferent result may be arrived at. The first three

divisions might then be united to form a single

sub-region, comprising Europe, with northern and
western Asia; the fourth, the mountain region of

central Asia, would stand
;
and the fifth and sixth

might be added together to make an eastern sub-

region, including the greater part of China, wdth

Manchuria, Corea, and Japan. In each of the

three^ areas just delimited the majority of the

Cyprinoid genera and species are endemic.

The Manchurian (or Amurian) sub-region is

established as transitional between the Arctic and
Chinese sub-regions. A certain number of

Siberian fishes occur in the Amur, but Chinese

types are more numerous. The migratory Sal-

monidae of the Okhotsk Sea also help to charac-

terise this division. An interesting example of

discontinuous distribution is the presence in the

Amur of thd European bitterling {Rhodeus

sericeus)y which is not found elsewhere east of the

Volga.
Prof. Berg’s Arctic and Mediterranean sub-

regions are distinguished by the absence

of certain Cyprinoids from the former, but

chiefly by the difference between the ana-

dromous fishes of the Arctic Ocfeaii and
those of the Black and ^ Caspian Seas-^ This

difference is of considerable interest in its

bearing on the theory that the Caspian Sea was
directly^ connected with the Arctic Ocemx in com-
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paratively recent times.
^
The fish fauna of the

Black Sea has two principal components
:

(i) an
old Sarmatian fauna, also represented in the Cas-
pian, and (2) recent immigrants from the Medi-
terranean, unrepresented in the Caspian. Simi-
larly, the Caspian fishes have a double origin,
including (i) genera or species that are peculiar
to the Black and Caspian Seas, and {2) fresh-water
species that have entered it from its tributaries and
that live in those areas where the salinity is suffi-

ciently low. The fishes give no support to the
theory of a recent Arctic-Caspian connection, and
there does not appear to be any definite geoI<^ical
evidence in its favour.
Lake Baikal has most of the true fresh-water

fishes of the Yenisei, including a number of our
most familiar British species, roach, dace, min-
now, pike, i^rch, etc, ; it also has a char and
two Coregoni, relict forms of anadromous Arctic
species

; but the Baikal fish fauna is characterised
by

^

the presence of nearly a score of Cottidse,
which have found the vast area and great depths
of the lake favourable to their evolution and have
even given rise to a g^nus, Comephorus, which is

generally regarded as the type of a distinct
family. These Baikal Cottids Seem to have come
from an older and more primitive stock than the
other Palsearctic species of the family, and they
bear witness to the antiquity of the lake; but
there is no evidence that they were directly of
marine origin.

We are grateful to Prof. Berg for this fine

volume; in its preparation he has studied a very
complete material, comprising series of specimens
from every lake and river in the Russian Empre,
and the result is a work that is authoritative and
of permanent value. C. T. R.

CHEMISTRY BOOKS FOR SCHOOL AND
LABORATORY.

(1) Text-hook of Elementary Chemistry. By
Dr. F. Molhvo Perkin and Eleanor M. Jaggers.
Pp. vii + 384. (London: Constable and Co.,
Ltd., 1916.) Price 35. net.

(2) Elementary Practical Chemistry, Part ii.

By Prof, F. Clowes and J. Bernard Coleman.
Eighth edition. Pp. xvi -f 255. (London

:

J. and A. Churchill, 1916.) Price 3s. 6d. net.

{3) Technical Chemists* Handbook, Tables and
Methods of Analysis for Manufacturers of

Inorganic Chemical Products, By Dr. George
Lunge. Second edition, revised. Pp. xvi + 264.

(London: Gurney and Jackscm, 1916.) Price

105 . 6d. net.

(4) Chemistry for Rural Schools, By E. Jones
and A. Jones GrifiSth. Pp; 184. (London

;

Blackie and Son, Ltd., 1916.) Price 25. 6d,

net.

(5) A Text-book of Quantitative Chemical

Analysis, By Drs. A. C, Gumming and S. A.

Kay- Second edirion. Pp. xv 4- 402. (Ix)ndon :

Gurney and Jackson, 1916.) Price 95. net-

(i) A LMOST at the beriming of this little

volume the student is directed to make
an experiment, whereby he may find out for him-
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seif . certain properties of chalk and gypsum.

Experiment, in fact, • is ‘the keynote of the book.

The authors teach mainly by experiment, and

endeavour, as they put it, “to lead from^fact to

fact in an interesting and logical sequence.’* This

setting of the student to *‘do things ” straight

away will awaken his interest, if anything will;

and the experiments are well devised to make him

absorb knowledge at his fingers* ends—the kind

of knowledge which comes to stay. Quantita-

tive experiments are introduced early in the

course, and even though these are, sometimes,

approximative only in the results, they have con-

siderable educative value. ’ No special syllabus

has been followed, but’ the bock treats of the in-

organic substances usually included in an elemen-

tary course, A chapter on technical processes at

the end, however, gives short accounts of some
classes of carl^n compounds—oils, soaps, coal-

tar dyes, and perfumes ;
and this adds to

comprehensiveness of the volurne. The descrip-

tion of the experiment with iron filings (p. 93)
needs revision, as also does that wdth sodium
chloride and silver nitrate (p. 233, fifth line from
the bottom). Sulphuric acid, moreover, can

scarcely act upon the formula of formic acid

(p. 180).

(2) In this edition of Messrs. Clowes and Cole-

man’s well-known work the subject-matter ‘ has
been increased- and rearranged. For the informa-

tion of readers not familiar with the book it may
be said that Part ii., how under notice, deals with
elementary analytical chemistry, both qualitative

and quantitative. It is arranged in four divi-

sions. *In the first, descriptions are given of the

reactions of the commonly occurring metals and
acid-radicles, together with methods for their

detection. This portion , includes the usual
analytical tables, and forms the larger part of the

book. Volumetric analysis is dealt with in the
second division, and gravimetric determinations
in the third. Acidimetry, alkalimetry, and deter-

minations* by means of oxidation, reduction, and
precipitation operations are included in the volu-
metric processes

;
whilst in the gravimetric section

the student is given exercises which initiate him
into the methods of estimating the common metals
and acids with the aid of the chemical balance.

In the fourth and concluding division directions

are given, for the preparation of various classes of

inorganic compounds by operations Involving
crystallisation, precipitation, sublimation, and dis-

tiEation. The descriptions are lucid, and ,the
information generally trustw^orthy

; and no doubt
the volume will continue to, be a favourite text-
book with students. In the ideal text-book, how-
ever, the student -would not be told (p. 216) to
“use 197*2” as the atomic weight of platinum
for the purpose of correcting his results. Nor
would t^ ideal tex;t-book show quite so much
small print, or be quite so economical of paper, as
the present volume, even in war-time.

(3) Of Lunge’s
^

“ Handtook ” it must here
suffice to say that it comprises tables of general
dhmicat and^ physical data, such as molecular
wights, spec5fic gra\^tics, and vapour densities,
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together with analytical methods used for the
control of the operations in various chemical in^

dustries, including the manufacture of sulphuric
acid, alkali, ammonia, coal-gas, and cement. In
the new edition the analytical factors have been
recalculated on the basis of the international

atomic w^eights for 1916, and the tables of specific

gravities have been revised, checked, and ex-
tended. The author *s name is a guarantee that

the data are trustworthy and the methods judi-

ciously selected.

(4) Is there any reason why an elementary
treatise on chemistry written “ for rural schools *’

should differ from the ordinary run of text-books
on the subject? The authors think there is, inas-

much as for such a treatise examples can be taken
from the farm, the garden, and the dairy to illus-i-

trate chemical principles. Thus the science can
be brought more directly home to the students,

and they are helped both to apply their knowledge
to farm work and the better to comprehend agri-

cultural literature. Copper sulphate, for instance,

is not treated merely as a collection of blue crys-

tals to be shown on the lecture-table. To the
authors’ students It is the fungicide sprayed in

cornfields to kill charlock; it is the remedy for

foot-rot in sheep
; it is the chief ingredient of the

Bordeaux mixture used for spraying potatoes.

These facts invest the “blue stone,” which the

rural student is directed to prepare from copper
and sulphuric acid, with a very real interest for

him. Tn pursuance of this idea the illustrative

examples in the text are drawn from agriculture

rather than from manufactures. To make the
book serve not only as a foundation for the study
of pure chemistry, but also as an introduction to

agricultural chemistry, the authors have included
chapters on assimilation by plants, on proteins

and animal nutrition, on fermentation, and on the
constituents of soil. The collections of questions
provided are a useful feature, and the book will

be found very serviceable in rural schools.

(5) Messrs. Gumming and Kay’s volume has
been revised in this, the second, edition, and addi-

tional methods of analysis have been included.
It is intended for university and college students,
for whom.it provides a very satisfactory introduc-
tion to the various branches of quantitative
chemical analysis. The experiments described in-

clude simple electrolytic processes, gas analysis,

and molecular-weight determinations, as well as
the ordinary volumetric and gravimetric estima-
tions. The authors rightly emphasise the educa-
tive value of volumetric methods, and point out
the desirability of accustoming the student, from
the commencement, to the examination of sub-
stances the composition of which is unknown to
him. The directions they give are clear and
precise ; the examples are well chosen ; and every-
thing is done to inculcate cleanliness and accuracy
in manipulation. As an introduction to the art

and mystery of finding out “ how much ” of a
substance^ the^ expefrimenter is dealing with, and
of doing it with precision, this book can be uh-*

reservedly recommended.
C. S.
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Sciefice Francaise—Scolastique AUemande. Par
.
Prof. G. Papillault Pp. iY-t-154. (Paris:
Librairie Felix Alcan, 1917.) Price 2.50 fr.

This volume is one of the well-known series
** Biblioth^que de Philosophie contemporaine,*’
and the author is professor of sociology at the
School of Anthropology of Paris. There has
been a great mass of literature that is inspired
by a form of patriotism, published in France and
over here, on the defects of German character and
the incompetence of the Germans in science, so
that it is a relief to have the author's assurance
(p. 3) that this is not the case with his book.
His object is to estimate scientifically the value
of

^

German thought as shown in its principal
philosophical systems and in its most evident
general tendencies. The methods used are
two: one is to regard a philosophy as an
effect of psycho-social causes, and the other is to
regard it as a cause. It is impossible not to feel
that regarding Kant or. Hegel or Nietzsche as a
cause of the ideals of the State current in Ger-
many is somewhat of the nature of wisdom—if

it is wisdom—after the event. In this book it

is Kant who comes in for blame.
The second part of the book deals with the

sophisms made by the rational instincts, chiefly
of Germans, and the third part is a comparison
of the great philosophical systems with scientific
and sophistical methods. German thought is,

we hear, ‘‘scholastic" and “sterile"; certain
rather inferior Germans used to say very much
the same thing about what was too subtle for
them. ^
The Chemists^ Year Book, 1917. Edited by

F. W. Atack, assisted by L. Whinyates. In
2 vols. Pp. 1030. (London and Manchester

:

Sherratt and Hughes, 1917.) Price 10s, 6d.
net.

The general character of the contents of these
excellent volumes was described in the review of
the 1916 issue published in Nature for June 15
last (voL xcvii., p. 320). In the present edition,
in addition to general revision, the sections on
gas analysis, sulphuric acid, oils and fats, fuels
and illuminants, and photography have been
thoroughly revised; and that on textile fibres has
been rewritten. New sections have been added
on the analysis of essential oils, the efficiency of
boiler plant, cement, and paints and pigments.
It is hoped In next year's issue of the • Year
Book to include articles on ceramics,, lubricants,
and metallurgy and metallography, which had
unavoidably

.
to be held over, this year.

The thorough editorial work has well main-
tained the trustworthiness and up-to-date
character of this comprehensive compilation.

X'-rays. By Dr. G. W. C-" Kaye. Second edi-
tion. Pp. xxii 4- 285. (Loh(km : Longmans,
Green and Co., 1917*) Price 9s. net*

The first edition of Dr* Kaye^s book was re-
viewed in the issue of Nature for March 25, 1915
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(vol. xcv., p. S7) ; and it will be enough, to s^y

j

of the new edition that, so far hi$ military

-

I

duties have permitted, the author, who now ranks
;

as a captain in the Royal Engineers (T.), has
thoroughly revised the text and incorporated all

important original work published up to June of
last year. An additional chapter on X-ray equip-
ment and technique by Mr. W. F, Higgins has
been incorporated.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
[The Editor does not hold himself respbnsible for
opinions expressed by his correspondents. Neither
can he undertake to return^ or to correspond with
the writers of, rejected manuscripts intended for
this or any other part of Nature. No notice is

taken of anonymous communications.]

Classical Education and Modem Needs.
In his reply to Mr. Livingstone's letter in Nature

of May 10 Mr. Wells makes a point which classical
apologists, especially those who ha\'e not had experi-
ence in teaching boys, seem incapable of grasping.
Mr. Livingstone, on his own showing, would seem
to have fallen into a like error. For more than
twenty years it has been my lot to teach science to
boys, of whom are graded on their proficiency
in linguistic studies, chiefly Latin and Greek. Ex-
perience has convinced me that it is a fundamental
mistake to suppose that boys even of fifteen or sixteen
show marked taste or ability for science or mechanics
as opposed to linsruistics, or vice versa. Those that
do are the exceptions that prove the rule.
The boys who are best at classics are also

best at science. It^is a question of general ability
and nothing more. The fallacy that success in, or
aptitude for, science denotes the possession of a special
kind of intelligence, rarely forthcoming, but always
clearly marked at an early age where it does exists
needs uprooting now ^d for^ ever

;
its prevalence is

widespread, and the mischief it has dcxie is great*
Every intelligent boy must be given equal oppor-

tunities in science and languages in the widest sense
of the word,* until he is old enough to show which
lir^ of study he can most profitably follow. Until
this is done, and while only those boys who show
a want of literary faculties are encouraged to “take
up science,’* so long will the best brains of our rising
generation be imperfectly trained, and tl^ potentiali-
ties of the nation towards achievement in science
stunted and handicapped, M. D. Hill.
Eton College, Windsor, May 13,

Aeroplanes and Atmo^betic Qusthiess,

The invitation of Prof. Mc^ie to readers of Nature
(April 12, p. 125), to offer suggestions on the above
subject, is one to w'hich I, for one, am very glad
indeed to respond, although I may not be able to
add much of value to what has already been said in
previous writings regarding gusts.

It is a cscxnmon matter of agreement, I think, that
the gust condition is assodated, not with mere velocity
of the air—^which is already identified with the iSea of
wind—but with changing velocity of tlie air. The
simplest record of that, and so, on this view, of the
gust, seems to be the instantaneous acceteratiim of
the air, moment after moment Acoordingly I Would
suggest that continuous observatory records of gusti-
ness might already be obtained, by first obtfiming
ordinary anemograph recxsrtis of the wind, with time
scales c^n enough to show distinctly whole seccmds;
and by then graidnchlly diffenentiatinSg siidh recotds

i' .

'
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at -every ordinate, so as to provide the data for drawing

what I will call, for brevity in reference, the “ gusto-

graph ” record. That something in the way of truth

has then been obtained appears from the reflection that a

man who had the air acceleration under his control for

SL given five minutes and a gustograph or acceleration

record for some previous five minutes, would be able

to reproduce the gusty phenomena of the air for that

previous five minutes by controlling the air accelera-

tion according to the gustograph record. He would

not, of course, necessarily reproduce the actual wind

of , the previous five minutes, unless he happened to

start the five-minute reproduction with the right wind
value, but that agrees entirely, I believe, with the

distinction there is between gustiness and wind in

connection with aircraft.

As regards the safe “flyability” of the air by aircraft,

I hazard the guess that it may be found convenient to

connect it with such a quantity as the maximum gust

over a random minute run of the gustograph, or

perhaps with the average gust over the same period.

The proposal Prof. McAdie mentions—^using the ex-

ponent of an exponential equation as the measure of

the sharpness of a gust—looks easier to apply in

examining the influence of particular classes of gusts
than in obtaining continuous records from instant to

instant. For the latter purpose it is, I submit, desir-

able that the gust should be defined by instantaneous
conditions, independently of knowledge of things at a
finite time either before or after the given instant. I

may, Jiowever, be misunderstanding the exponential
proposal in this connection.

If principles like those I suggest found acceptanc?e,

the question . of having standard gustograph instru-

ments w^ould soon be likely to arise; for graphical
differentiation of anemograph records is tedious, and
discouraging to progress. I think gustographs may
be designed on two broad principles': in the first there
is an anemometer in which the rate of change of the
reading is continuouslv recorded, and in the second
there is an arrangement of fans and flywheels with
torque-recording couplings between.

I shall be very pleased if what I have written con-
tributes to the discussion anything which needed, in
any case, to be brought under consideration.

S. L. Walkden,
London, N., April 25.

The preparation of “ Blood Charcoal.”
Pure “blood charcoal ” is a reagent of consider-

able importance to the physiological chemist. It is
not only required for the decolorisation of liquids,
but also for selective adsorption in an important series
of quantitative estimations of animal fluids.

My stock of Merck’s blood charcoal is nearly, ex-
hausted, and “ I cannot obtain a supply of any home-
made article that is suitable.

I should be most grateful if any of your readers
. oould give me any information as to the method of
preparation of blood charcoal, or the name of a firm
that would be willing to manufacture ^nd supply the
article. Material as good as Merck’s would command
a ready sale at home as well as in America, where
th^ have ha4 to abandon rapid and, accurate methods
of analysis owing to the lack of the necessary char-
coal. Folin states, in a recent number of the Bio-
cheifdc^ fmrndi, that no other charcoal will adsorb
creatinine. I have got perfect results with two other
specimens of charooat, but inquiry reveals the fact
that both of th^ came originally from Germany.
Surely our technical chemists can produce articles as
good as those of the Germans. Sydney W. CotE.

Biochemical Laboratory, Cambridge, May 9.
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STUDIES IN GENETICS.^

(i) OROF. CASTLE was fortunate enough to*

secure in Peru a number of specimens

of a wild species of guinea-pig, Cavia cutleri,

Bennett, which is. the probable ancestor of the

numerous domesticated races which have had their

origin in that country and have been introduced

elsewhere. He found that this wild species pro-

duced completely fertile hybrids when crossed

with various races of domesticated guinea-pigs,,

and the results of the hybridising experiments go
to show that all the domesticated colour-varieties

have arisen fron^ C. cutleri by loss-variation or

loss-mutation. It does not follow, however, that

wild species have arisen in this way, as some
believe, for it is significant that the Brazilian

wild species, C. rufescens, yields sterile hybrid

males when crossed with the domesticated varie-

ties, while similar crosses between C. cutleri and
' domesticated varieties yield completely fertile

hybrids. One of the general results of Prof.

Castle’s hybridisation experiments is to confirm

his previous conclusion that size inheritance is

blending and does not mendelise. It is not

denied, however, that in special cases mendelising

factors may exist that affect size.

In another study Mr. Sewall Wright deals with

the genetic factors determini^ coloration in

guinea-pigs and with the conditions which may
account for continuous series of variations.
“ Intermediates between varieties which men-
delise regularly have been found to follow very

definite modes of inheritance, which, however,

are very different in different cases, and could

not possibly be predicted a priorV^ He shows
that a complex of the most varied causes may
underlie an apparently simple continuous series *

of variations.

Of great interest, again, are the prolonged
breeding experiments that Prof. Castle has made
with hooded rats. It is shown that the factor for

hooded colour pattern may vary in genetic value.

There may be genotypic variation in grade as
well as phenotypic fluctuation—a conclusion
which brings us back to a familiar Darwinian
doctrine. “Racial changes,” Prof. Castle writes,

“may be effected through selection by the isolation

of genetic fluctuations, as well as by the isola-

tion of mutations. Moreover, genetic fluctuation

makes possible progressive change in a particular

direction, repeated selection attaining results

which it would be quite hopeless to seek by any
other means.” The study of the hooded rats,

previously reported on by Castle and Philipps in

1914, has been carried through three or four
additional generations. “The additional genera-

1 (i) ‘‘ Studies of Inheritance in Guinea-pigs and Rats.” By W. E,
Castle and Sewall Wright. Pp. 192+7 plates. Carnegie Institution of
Wa.'shington, Pnhlication No. 241 (1916).

(2) “Gon^^tomv in relation to the Secondary Sexual Characters of
some Domestic Birds.” By H. D. Goodale. Pp. 52+7 plates.
’Publication No. 243 Ci9i6>,

(3) **The Jukes in 1915.” By A. H. Estabrook. Pp. vu+85+26 charts.

,
PublicatUn No. 240 Ctot6).

(4) “ Fecundity versus Civilisation : A Contribution to the Study of Over-
population as the Cause ofWar and the Chief Obstacle to the Emancipation
of Women. With E.special Reference to Germany.” By Adelyne More,
With an Introduction by Arnold Bennett. Pp. 52. (London : G. Albn and
tJnvrih, Ijrtd., 1:916,) Price net.

/



tions of selection show a continued progressive
movement of the racial character in the direction

of the selection, and indicate the existence of no
natural limit to the progress which selection can
make' in changing the hooded character.” Prof.
Castle’s experiments show that there has been
over-hastiness in generalising from the results

reached by Johannsen and others.

(2) The influence of the reproductive organs on
the’ secondary sex-characters differs in different

groups of animals A male crab that has suf-

fered parasitic castration puts on a number of
feminine characters and develops a small ovary.

In insects, on the other hand, the secondary sex-

characters seem to be quite independent of the
gonads. In male mammals the castration may
not be followed by any marked peculiarity in the

development of the secondary sex-characters,

though some of them may remain in an arrested

infantile condition. In the female mammal the

removal of the ovaries has very little effect on
the secondary sex-characters. What Mr. Goodale
has shown in regard to female birds (ducks and
hens) is just the opposite of what holds in

mammals. If the ovary be completely removed
the female puts on the secondary sex-characters

of the male—^sometimes with startling complete-
ness. Some individuals, as the fine coloured

plates show, become nearly perfect replicas of

the male; others are imperfectly masculine. It

is interesting to notice that the masculine char-

acters induced on the ovariotomised female are

always like those of the male of the same breed.

With male birds the case is different. If the

gonads be removed, the majority of the secondary
sex-characters of the male develop, though a few
may remain in an infantile condition. What
have been sometimes called feminine characters

in castrated or abnormal males almost always
turn out to be juvenile characters. Another
interesting general fact is that castrated drakes
lose the power of developing the summer plumage.

In thinking of the results of this carefully

worked-out piece of experimental investigation,

we see clearly that the internal secretions of the

gonads have a specific morphogenetic influence

on growing or active cells of the body. As Mr.
Goodale says, the secretions must be considered

part of the influential environment of each cell.

But the further question arises whether the secre-

tion acts as a “ modifier ” affecting the factors

of a feminine character so that the result in

development is a masculine character ; or whether
the secretion acts as an “inhibitor” on one of

two alternative groups of factors, respectively

masculine and feminine, both present in the

female’s genetic constitution. Thus in the duck
or hen the ovarian secretion inhibits the develop-

mental expression of the masculine plumage; in

the absence of the secretion the masculine features

find expression. It is too soon to decide between
these views; Mr. Goodale appears ^to incline to the

former. It may be noticed incidentally that there

is no conclusiveness in Mr. Goodale’s argument
against Darwin’s theory of ^xtial selection.
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“According to Darwin’s theory the start was

I

made from a dull-coloured monomorphic species,

I

an assumption that is not in accord with the
' nature of the female as shown by castration,

!
since the brilliant male colours are only sup-

= pressed in her. The only possible effect of selec-
* tion, then, would be the uncovering of a condidon
I already present. But, by hypothesis, this condi-
1 tion did not pre-exist.” But it is impossible to

I

argue from the constitution of a Rouen duck of

I

1916 to what may have been the constitution of

i

the female of distant ancestral types, before
masculine mutations—probably enough arising in

•male-producing gametes—^began to be included

,

in the common complement of hereditary factors,

forming a contingent of characters that normally
' lie latent in female soil, and are normally patent
in male soil.

{3) Nearly a century and a half ago there
' drifted into an isolated valley in Z county in the

;

United States “a number of persons whose con-
i stitution did not fit them for participation in a

j

highly organised society.” Much of the original

I
stock was unsound, and in the relaxation of a

i primitive environment many of their progeny

I

went from bad to worse. Constant inbre^ing
accentuated the deterioration. In 1874 the close

blood-relationship of a number of criminal types
in the area referred to attracted the attention of

Mr. R. L. Dugdale, an Englishman settled in

New Yorky who was keenly interested in ques-
tions of social reform. In 1877 he published his

well-known study, “The Jukes,” in which he
showed that a bad inheritance associated with
deteriorative environmental conditions had resulted

in a deplorable multiplication of criminality,

harlotry, and pauperism. The names he used- in

his investigation were fictitious, but the chance
discovery of his original manuscript has made it

possible for Dr. A. H. Estabrook to follow the

later history Of the strains which Dugdale studied,

. Starting from five sisters 130 years ago, the

Jukes have become 2094, of whom 1258 were
living in 1915- “One-half of the Jukes were and
are feeble-minded, mentally incapable of respond-

^ ing normally to the expectations of society,

brought up under faulty environmental conditions

which they consider normal, satisfied with the

fulfilment of natural passions and desires, and
with no ambitions or ideals in life. The other

half, perhaps normal mentally and emotionally,'

has become socially adequate or inadequate,

depending on the chance of the individual reach-

ing or failing to reach an environment which
would mould and stimulate his inherited social

traits,” It must be noted that some have become

I

good citxzens-

I

Dr, Estabrook ’s study shows that cousin-

matings of defective stock result in defective

offspring; that there is an hereditary factor in

licentiousness; that pauperism mdicates physical

or mental weakness; that all the Juke criminals

were feeble-minded; that penal institutions have
little beneficial influence upo^ these; and that

' ameliorative environment has markedly iinproved
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a certain number of tlie individual members of the

stock. The investigator has worked with patience

and carefulness; his most feasible practical sug-

gestion is the permanent custodial care of the

feeble-minded Jukes.

{4) In a clear and courageous essay Adelyne
More points out the advantages of a deliberate

reduction of the birth-rate. Only thus can women
secure independence ; it is the chief way of reduc-

ing infantile mortality; it is the only vray by
which struggling parents can attain economic
security ;

it forms part of the prophylaxis against

venereal disease; and it is the most effective way
of ensuring the cessation of war. ‘‘An undue
fecundity promotes international pugnacity of

precisely the kind which was operative in bringing

about the present war.’^ In a slashing preface

—

admirable in its exposure of our Anglo-Saxon
false shame—Mr. Arnold Bennett deals, some-
what too cavalierly, we think, with the hygienic,

religious, politick, and industrial arguments
against the use of contraceptives. He does not
consider the ethical difficulties—^perhaps transi-

tional, but already real enough—involved in being
able at will to evade the natural consequences’
of sexual intercourse, nor the social difficulties

involved an the unequal birth-rate in different

^secfeions of the cominunity, and in the likelihood

that birth-control would tend to be adopted most
among thrifty, far-sighted, controlled, and “indi-

viduated ”
’ types, of whom a progressive nation

more, not fewer. J. A. T.

ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATIONS,

A MEMORANDUM prepared for the Gover-
nor and the General Assembly of the State

of Illinois, concerning the work of the College of
Engineering and the Engineering Experiment
Station of the University of Illinois, has lately

reached us. It is partly a statement of the work
of the college, which gives degrees to more than
200 engineering students annually, with photo-
graphs of some of the large engineering works
executed- under the direction of its graduates,
and partly an appeal for a large extension of its

buildings. It is pointed out that the growth of

a State in population, wealth, and influence

depends chiefly cm its success in the development
6f engineering industries!

» It is known that the “ State universities ’’ of
the United States have engineering laboratories
more • largely staffed and ‘more completely
ekfuipped ffian those in this country, and that they
cs^rry on research work very directly associated
with 'industrial needs. Lately there

,
has been a

movement to develop these as “experiment
stations. In the case of the Illinois University
the control is vested iii the heads of departments
of college; the ordinary equipment of the
labof^ttotf- is used, but there are nine investi-
gators devoted to research work and fourteen
research fellows wtio g'ive half-time to research.
All results are published and 106 bulletins have
been issued.
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In a short account of the more important re-

searches carried on, it is stated that Prof. Talbot’s
tests of reinforced concrete have supplied
information on which standard practice has been
based. They are well known in this country. In
the case of iron alloys, researches have been made
with an electric furnace permitting melting in

‘vaciio. These, it is claimed, have led to the
production of iron alloys having magnetic proper-
ties far superior to anything hitherto known—for

example, specimens with a permeability seven or
eight times higher than any other alloy. A new
law bearing on steam-engine practice has been
discovered by Mr. Clayton, connecting the form
of the indicator expansion curve with the quality

of steam in the cylinder. This makes it possible

to predict the economic performance of an engine
from the evidence of the indicator diagram. Prof.

Goodenough has deduced values of the constants
for steam which, it Is stated, give the means of

calculating steam tables of far greater accuracy
than any hitherto published. Prof. Parr has
devised a new low-temperature process of

carbonisation of the non-coking Illinois coal of
great importance, with the advantage that valu-

able by-products are recovered.

The building programme put forward will

involve an expenditure of nearly i,ooo,oooZ.,

exclusive of land and equipment. In the last

two years the expenditure of the college has been
152,000!., and the budget for the next two years
is 300,000!. Some account is piven of the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, now in-

corporated with Harvard University, which has
purchased land and erected buildings and pro-

vided equipment at a cost of 1,400,000!.
The most important expetiment fetation in the

United States is, no doubt, the Bureau of

Standards—a Federal institution which has rela-

tions with many industries, and receives from the
Government 125,000!. annually. A remarkable
development is the Mellon Institute attached to

the Universfty of Pittsburgh. There any industry
can endow a fellowship for a specific research.

The University selects a suitable investigator and
provides the laboratory. When results are

obtained a small unit factory is established near
the institute and the process worked on a small
but commercial scale. The annual expenditure
is 30,000!,

PROF. EMIL VON BEHRING.
TN Nature of April 26 a short chronological

survey was given of the career of Emil von
Behring, whose death was recently announced.
In the early eighties of last century, whilst a
military surgeon at Bonn, Behring commenced a
series of investigations whidh ultimately led him
to the discovery of anti-toxins. This work merits
fuller notice than could be given to it within the
limits of a par^raph In the Notes columns of
'Nature,

The fact that white rats were gener^Iy
immune against anthrax, whereas ordinary xrild
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rats were susceptible to the disease, had excited
the curiosity of bacteriologists. With the view
of discovering the cause of the resistance of white
rats, Behring tried the effect of their serum upon
anthrax bacilli in vitro, and found that anthrax
bacilli were killed by a short sojourn in fresh
serum. This observation, together with those of
Nuttall upon the similar properties of the fresh
serum of man and several animals, formed the
foundation of the humoral theory of defence
against the invasion of microbes into the animal
body.

In 1888 Behring w^ent to Berlin and became an
assistant to Koch at the Hygienic Institute.

There he was associated 3.vith Loeffier and
Kitasato, who had recently discovered the
microbes causing diphtheria and tetanus respec-
tively, diseases apparently brought about by the
local multiplication of the organisms and with-
out the penetration of the bacilli into the body
generally. These were important steps in the
interpretation of zymotic disease, and indicated
that microbes manufactured soluble poisons
which, being absorbed, acted upon the cells of

the nervous system and other essential organs.
The demonstration of the accuracy of this inter-

pretation followed in 1888 when Roux and Yersin
grew diphtheria bacilli in broth, removed the
bacteria by filtration through unglazed porcelain,

and produced the characteristic effects of

diphtheria with the sterile filtrate. To this

bacillary poison they gave the name “toxin.*’

Following up his earlier researches, Behring,
by repeated 'small inoculations of certmn
microbes, immunised animals against large doses,

and showed that their serum possessed the
property of destroying in vitro, in an enhanced
degree, the microbes to which they had been
accustomed.
The psychological moment for the discovery of

anti-toxic immunity had now arrived, and in 1890
Behring and Kitasato announced the discovery

that an animal, immunised against tetanus and
diphtheria by graduated injections of killed broth

cultures of these microbes, produces in its blood
substances w^hich are capable of neutralising the

toxic actions of these bacteria. They also showed
that an animal previously injected with the serum
of such an immunised animal withstood an other-

wise fatal dose of bacilli or toxin, and, further,

that when treated with the serum, even after

symptoms had developed, it could be cured. To
the substance in the serum of immunised animals

they gave the name “anti-toxin.” These funda-

mental observations were carried a stage further

by Behring and Baer, and the serum tested on
children with favourable results.

The 'importance of the initial discovery by
Behring and Kitasato was at once seized by
Emil Roux, the present director of the Pasteur

Institute, who, in collaboration with Louis

Martin, developed a method for its practical

application which has been changed in little else

than detail up to the present day. They
immunised horses and were thus able to produce
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anti-toxic serum in quantity. In collaboration
with their colleagues at the Paris hospitals, a
trial of the new remedy was made in such a
manner and upon such a scale as to place the
serum treatment of diphtheria upon a firm basis
by 1894.

During the last twelve years Behring’s
scientific activity had been for the most part
directed to the problems of the immunisation
against and cure of tuberculosis in man and
animals. Behring started with ihree theses.
The first is that the bacilli of human and bovine
tuberculosis are but varieties of the same
organism; the second is that infection, in the case
of both man and animals, takes place in early
life via the alimentary canal, and that phthisis

is a sequel to such intestinal infection
;

and
the third is that few humans or bovines escape
infection before becoming adult. The first and
second of these views, although receiving support
in some quarters, have not been generally
accepted, and the assertiveness, unsupported by
evidence, with which they have been expounded
by their author has not conduced to their receiv-

ing even so much attention as they deserve.

Assuming their correctness, however, it is

obvious that prophylactic immunisation, if it is

to be effective, must be undertaken in early life.

Behring attempted this with cattle, using
attenuated human tubercle bacilli, but the resxilts

were not commensurate With expectations.

The treatment of children with any form of

living tubercle bacilli being impracticable,

Behring endeavoured to prepare extracts of killed

bacilli which might possess the desired properties.

The difficulties of inquiries in this domain, and
their possible value to humanity, can scarcely be
exaggerated, and it is a matter for regret that

Behring’s efforts therein should have been
shrouded in a certain mysteriousness which is

inimical to the best interests of science. A
product of tubercle badlli called “tulase” was
evolved, which, according to the author,

immunised animals against living tubercle bacilli

and was effective in ihe treatment of tuberculosis

in man. The exact nature and methods of

preparation of tulase have not been made known
beyond the statement that it is produced by the

prolonged action, of ddoral hydrate upon tubercle

bacilli, and is different from tuberculin. As,

however, no results of this remedy have been
forthcoming, and as several years have passed

since it was introduced, it has presumably proved

disappointing.

From 1895 shortly before his death

Behring was professor of hygiene in the Univer-

sity of Marburg, and director of the Hygienic

Institute- For his discovery of anti-toxin he was
awarded in 1895 the prize of the AcadSmie dc

M^decine and Institut de France,^ and he^ had
many distinctions conferred upon him by learned

societies. In 1901 he received the patent- of

nobility, and in the same year was awarded the

Nobel prize.

i

- ‘
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NOTES.
'A FAMOUS American, who did much to promote

friendly relations between Great Britain and the United

States," died in New York on Tuesday, May 15, in the

person of Mr. J. H. Choate, United States Ambassador

to Great Britain from 1S99 to 1905. His eloquence

and his influence during this term -of office made
enduring impressions upon the British people, who will

always associate him with Anglo-American goodwill.

Mn Choate was a trustee of the American Museum
of Natural Historv, and a member of the American
Philosophical Society. Honorary^ degrees were con-

ferred upon him by many universities, among them
being Edinburgh and Cambridge (1900), Oxford and
St Andrews (1902), and Glasgow (1904).

The death is announced, at seventy-four years^ of

age, of Prof. L, J. Landouzy, professor of clinical

medicine in the University of Paris, and author of

“Les Sdrothdrapies ” and many other works.

Announcement has been made already of the deci- !

Sion of the council of the British^ Association not to

hold the usual annual meeting this year, on account

of travelling restrictions and difficulties of accommoda-
tion at l^urnemouth, caused by conditions of war. It

is necessary, however, to hol3 a formal meeting in

order to bridge over the gap between the meeting at

Newcastle-upon-Tyne last year and that which it is

hoped to hold at Cardiff in 1918. Arrangements have
been made, th<*refore, for meetings of the council of the

association, the General Committe^ and the Com-
mittee of Recommendations to be held in London on
Friday, July 6, in order to make appointments, receive

the report of the council for the year, and transact

other necessary busir ess,

A FEW days ago a correspondent of the Daily Mail
resuscitated a tvell-known quotation from George
Gissing’s “Private Papers, of Henry Ryecroft,” in

order to associate science with the horrors of the pre-

sent war. The words are as follows :
—

“ I hate and
fear * science ’ because of my conviction that, for long
to come, if not for ever, it will be the remorseless
en^y of mankind. I see it destroying all simplicity

and gentleness of life, all the beauty of the world; I

see it restoring barbarism under the mask of civilisa-

tion; I see it darkening men’s minds and hardening
their hearts ; I see it bringing a time of vast conflicts,

which will pale into insignificance ‘ the thousand wars
of old,’ and, as likely as not, will whelm all the
laborious advances of mankind in blood-drenched
chaos.” We have on several occasions pointed out
that it is merely pandering to popular prejudice to
make science responsible for German barbarity or tor
the use of its discoveries in destructive warfare.
Chlorine was used as a bleaching agent for much
more than a century befwe the Germans first employed
it as a poison eras; chloroform is a daily blessing to
suffering humanity, but it is also used for criminal
purposes; potassium cyanide may be used as a poison
or to extract pretious metals from their ores; and so
with other scientific knowledge—it can be made a bless-

ing or a means of debasement. The terrible sacrifice of
human life which we are now witnessing is a conse-
quence of tile fact that the teaching of moral responsi-
biE^ has not kept pace vdth the process of science.

As in nwdieval times all new knowledge was regarded
as of diabolic origin, so even now the popular mind
is^ever ready to accept such views of the influence of
scarce as are express^ in Gissing’s work. The pity

^ it is that the public Press does nothing to dispel
illusioiis of this kind by urging that what is wanted is
not less scienti^^ knowledge, but a higher sense of
human responsibility in the use of the forces dis-
covered.
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Mr. Harold Fielding-Hall, who died on May 5,:

w^as a coffee-planter in Burma, and later "a distin-,

guished political officer in that province. iHe^was^an
ardent student of Buddhism from the idealistic point
of view, and his chief work, “The‘ Soul of a People,”’

did much to encourage the study of Buddhism in'

Europe and America. But, in the opinion of practical’

observers, its tendency was to ignore the popular and
less admirable development of the faith in, the East,

while insisting on the value of its philosophical aspects.

The Government Central Control Board has ap-

pointed an advisory committee, consisting of Lord
D’Abernon (chairman), Sir G. Newman, Dr. A. R.
Cushny, Dr. H. H. Dale, Dr. M. Greenwood, jun.,

Dr. W. McDougall, Dr. F 'W. Mott, Dr. C. S. Sher-
rington, and Dr. W. C. Sullivan, to consider the con-'

ditions affecting the physiological action of alcohol,

particularly the effects on health and industrial

efficiency produced by the consumption of bever-

ages of various alcoholic strengths, with special refer-

ence to the recent orders of the Central Control Board,
and further to plan out and direct such investigations

as may appear desirable with the view of obtaining
more exact data on this and cognate questions.

At the general meeting of the members of the Royal
Institution on May 7 a letter was read from the dis-

tinguished mathematician, M. Paul Painlevd, the
French Minister of "War. After thanking the members
for electing him an honorary member of the Royal
Institution, an honour which has been conferred on
few Frenchmen, M. Painlev6 went on to say:—“Ce
qui me fait, ensuite et surtout, attacher un prix par-?

ticulier k I’honneur d’avoir 4t6 choisi par vous pour
faire partie de votre Assemble, c’est que ce choix
s’est manifesto en pleine guerre alors que nos deux
pa^^s combattent c6te k c6te le combat du droit,
Puissent ainsi toutes les forcesrintellectuelles et toutes
les ressources scientifiques de I’Angleterre et de la
France h^ter la victoire de nos armes et assurer pour
jamais dans le monde la suprtoatle de la pens4e sur
la violence.”

The seventh annual report of the Illuminating
Engineering Society was presented at the annual meet-
ing on May^ 15. The society, dealing with scientific
and industrial aspects of a wide subject, unites on
common ground electrical engineers, gas engineers,
manufacturers of laxnps and shades, physicists, oph-
thalmic specialists, architects, and surveyors.^ This
branch of engineering has been recognised by the
appointment, under the Department of Scientific and
Industrial Re^arch, of a Joint Committee on Illu-

minating Engineering. The successful union of these
various interests is largely due to the efforts of the
hon; secretar/, Mr. Leon Gaster, during the last ten
years. Mr. Gaster is a British subject of' Rumanian
origin, and is thus doubly associated with the Cause
of the Allies. All the male members of his family in
Rumania^ and in England who are of military age
are fighting for this cause, and one of his nephews
was recently killed in Rumania.

Considerable progress has, we learn, been made
with the proposal to establish a national memorial to the
lateCapt. F. C. Selous, D.S.O., who, it will be recalled,
was killed in action while leading his men in an attack
on a German post in East Africa early tin January
last. An influential and representative committee has
been formed under the chstirmanship of the Rt, Hon.
E. S. Montag^, M.P., with Mr. E. North iSuxton
and the Hon. W. P. Schreiner, C.M.G., as vice-chair-
men.

,

Among others who have joined the committee
are Viscount Buxton, G.C.M.G., the Earl of Coven-
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try. Dr, David (Headmaster of Rugby), Lord Des-
borough, K.C,V.O., Viscount Grey of Fallodon, K.G.,
Col. T. Roosevelt, Lt.-Gen. J. C. Smuts, and repre-

sentatives of. the Royal Geographical. Society, the
Zoological Society, the Entomological Society,, the
British Ornithologists’ Union, the Royal Colonial In-

stitute, and the British South Africa Company. The
committee has decided, with the permission of the
trustees of the British Museum, to place a mural
tablet in the Natural History Museum, where many
of Selous’s finest trophies are exhibited, but the very
encouraging response which has been received to the
proposal for a national memdrial of the great hunter,
explorer, and naturalist indicates that there is a
general desire that some ’additional form of perpetuat-
ing his memory should be established. Several sug-
gestions have been considered, and it is hoped that at
least it will be possible to found a Selous scholarship
at Rugby (his old school), for the sons of ofiicsers,

primarily of those who have fallen in the war. The
hon. secretary to the Memorial Committee is Mr. E.
Stuart Baker, 6 Harold Road, Norwood. Subscrip-
tions should be sent to Mr. C. E. Fagan, hon.
treasurer, Selous Memorial, Natural History Museum,
South Kensington, London, S.W.7.

We learn with regret that on April 30 Arnold Lock-
hart Fletcher died in a Red Cross hospital at Rouen
of wounds received some days earlier at the front.

Prof* J- Joly writes :—^Arnold Fletcher was born in

iSSg. He was a graduate of Trinity College, Dublin,
and obtained the degree in civil engineering in

Shortly afterwards he was appointed research assistant

in the department of geology and mineralogy in

Trinity College. In 1910 he took part in communicat-
ing a paper on “Pleochroic Haloes” to the Philo--

sophical Magazine, In the same year he commenced
work on the radium content of rocks. He dealt suc-

cessively w’ith the rocks ,of the Transandine tunnel

(Phil, Mag,, July, 1910) and with the Leinster Granite
(Phil, Mag., January, 19 ir). In the latter materials

he also "made determinations of thorium content. He
directed special attention to the remarkably uniform
ratio between the quantities of the tw’o radio-active

families present, a peculiarity since noticed in other

cases. The Antarctic rocks followed (Phil, Mag,,
June, 1911). Finally, he undertook a very complete
examination of the secondary rocks (Phil, Mag,,
February, 1912). In -this research the fusion method
was us^, and the utmost care taken to eliminate
errors. This work is entitled to rank as the best that

has been done on these materials. Fletcher com
tributed a paper on sublimates, obtained at high tem-
peratures, to the Royal Dublin Society in 1913. In
the same year an account of a method of finding the
radium content of radium-rich minerals by fusion on
a carbon hob appeared in the Phil. Mag, This last

work was done in the Royal College of Science for

Ireland. ' In 1913 Fletcher entered the service of the
Irish Department of Agriculture and Technical In-
struction ,as inspector, an institution of which his

father—Mr. George Fletcher—is assistant secretary
in respect of technical instruction. Shortly after the
war broke out Arnold Fletcher applied for a commis-
sion, and was gazetted in the Leinster Regiment in
April, 1915. At the time of his death he was attached
to a machine-gun corps. Fletcher possessed qualities

which contribute to success in scientific work

:

patience, enthusiasm, manipulative skill, determina-
tion, and the power of overcoming experimental diffi-

culties. In his brief life he did work whidi must
find permanent record among the data of science*
Along with this claim, the claim of his sacrifice to
his country must for ever remain. When the war is
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over men of science should see to it that some national
memorial to such lives be raised.

The National Geographic Magazine for February'
publishes a w'ell-illustrated article by an anonymous
winter bn “Our Foreign-born Citizens,” in which the
past and future of emigration into the United States
are discussed. The literary test recently imposed will

turn back one-fourth of the Armenians, two-fifths of
the Serbians^ Bulgarians, and Montenegrins, more
than a fourth of the Jews and Greeks, more than
half the South Italians, more than a third of the
Poles and Russians, and a fourth of the Slovaks.
More than 33,000,000 of people have already crossed
the Atlantic, of w’hich Great Britain and Ireland
have contributed 8,500,000 and Germany more than
0,000,000. Ireland with more than 4,000,000, Great
Britain with about 4,000,000, and Scandinavia wdth

2.000.

000 have, together with Germany, contributed

more than half the emigrants since the beginning of

the Revolutionary War. It is estimated that the

United States . will have a population of nearly

500.000.

000 in 2217, 9r approximately 166 to the

square mile. But there is little danger of congestion,

as statisticians estimate that the country has a sus-

taining power of 500 to the square mile, and assum-
ing that one-third of the country is occupied by waste
land, it will, on this basis, have room for a population

of 900,000,000.

Mr. Edw’ard Clodd contributes to the Fortnightly

Review for May an interesting article on Dr, John-
son and Lord Monboddo. An attractive picture is

given of the active-minded judge, who, in his Origin

and Progress of Language” (i773“92), was one of

the first to suggest man’s relationship with the higher
apes. There w'as considerable absurdity in Lord
Monboddo's statement of his theory, but that it was
a flash of genius is indubitable. Laughed at by his

contemporaries, and ridiculed by the conservative*

Johnson, Monboddo was far ahead of his time.

“Some of his speculations w'ere anticipations of dis-

coveries w’hich have revolutionised thought and opinion
in all direction's; his was the creeping of the dawn
when old things were passing away and all things
were to become new.” There is something fine in the
conclusion of his long exposition of the reseniblances
between man and the apes : ” That my facts and
arguments are so convincing as to leave no doubt of

the Humanity of the orang-utan, I will not take upon
me to say ; but this much I will venture to affirm, that
I have said enough to make the philosopher consider
it as problematical, and a subject deserving to be
inquired into. ...” Mr. Clodd shows the natural-

;

ness of Johnson’s attitude to Monboddo’s subversive
views. “But that attitude should convey the lesson
to keep an open mind tow'ards all matters, especially
those that collide with our prejudices and contradict
our * certainti^.*” As a wise Frenchman said, “Be-
cause science is sure of nothing, it is alw'ays advanc-
ing.”

Mr. j. Harold Williams contributes a study of
heredity and juvenile delinquency to the Eugenics
Review for April (vol. ix., No. i). Twelve family
histories are considered, and indicate the extreme
importance of heredity in delinquency. At the same
time, even in feeble-minded children delinquency is

directly a product of environment. In nature and
nurture, therefore, not separately, hut collectively,

must we look for an improved social being. The dis-

cussion on the disabled sailor and soldier and the
future of our race, celebrating the Galton anniversary
on February 16, is also included in this issue nf ,tlie

review.
’
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The National Clean Milk Society has issued a report

of an investigation into the hygienic quality of the

milk supplied to babies attending certain schools for

mothers. The milk was supplied by twenty-seven

dealers, and a sample from each was examined. Only
six of the samples contained not more than 500,000

bacteria per cubic centimetre ; one contained more
^an 100,000,000. Two of the samples contained

tubercle bacilli. Hints are also given how to inquire

about the domestic milk supply, and details are given

of the milk supply in certain American cities. The
National Clean Milk Society (2 Soho Square, W.i) is

doing good work and national service in trying to

raise the standard of our milk supply. Its member-
ship is open to all, and additional members are much
ne^ed.

A BEE disease entitled “Sacbrood” is described by
G. F, White in Bulletin 431 of the U.S. Department
of Agriculture. This is not a new disease, but

appears to have been included by bee-keepers under
“pickled brood,” a term which has acquired a very

comprehensive meaning. “Sacbrood” attacks the

larvae in various stages, and is shown by the author

to be transmitted in a “filterable virus”; no definite

micro-organism can be detected.

A COMMUNICATION has reached us from Mr. Timmler,
a civil servant in British conquered territory, German
East Africa, New Langenburg, on the subject of the

destruction of tsetse-flies. It is the somewhat sur-

prising one of “gassing” the flies with a gas pre-

ferably innocuous to man, but fatal to the flies,

or if deadly to man and flies, the use of masks, etc.,

would become imperative while operations were pro-

ceeding. The suggestion is that the monsoons would
carry die gas across the fly-infested areas.

^
We regard

the proposal as impracticable, but an experiment would
be better than any expression of adverse opinion.

An interesting lecture by Mr. Govindam, Deputy
Director of Fisheries for Madras, is published in the
**Book of the Madras Exhibition, I9i5“i6.” Huge
quantities of the Indian “oil sardine” have always
been available on this coast, and formerly these fish

were converted into a manure by simple drying on
the beach. An intolerable nuisance, described as “ the
first line of coast defence,’* was the result, and the
fertiliser produced was poor in •quality. In 1909 the
Fisheries Department introduced a simple meth^ of
expressing the oil and drying the resulting fish-cake
to form a kind of guano of value as a fertiliser, since
it contained little oil. The method was extensively
copied by the natives, with the result that the value
of the oil obtained rose from Rs.52,630 in 1910-11 to
Rs.2,29,014 in 1913-14, while the corresponding values
of the fish guano produced were Rs. 13,648 and
Rs.4,03,787.

Up to the present this year we have only received
the first number of the Bulletin, and it contains
articles mainly^ of importance for the Colonies and
India. There is a long systematic account of the
fungus flora of the Uganda forests, which is the first
attempt to give a comprehensive account of the fungi
of this region,^ and is a useful step in the direction
of the pr^aration of a fungus flora of tropical Africa.
As regards India, several new species of plants are
desc^ed by Mr. Gamble, which will be incorporated
in his ** Flora of Madras,” now in course of publica-
tion. .

Tto fungus diseases of Para rubber, Hevea hrasili-
ensts^ appear to be assuming rather large proportions,
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and are occupying the attention of mycologists in the
East to a considerable extent. The species of Phyto-
phthora which attacks the tapped areas of the stems
forms the subject of a paper by Mr. J. F. Dastur in
the Memoirs of the Department of Agriculture in
India (vol. viii., No. 5, 1916). The fungus which is

known as “black thread” causes black stripes on the
tapping area, and is a serious disease in preventing
the proper healing of the tapped surfaces. The black
thread of Burma appears to be distinct from the
disease of the same name recorded from Ceylon, which
is due to Phytophthora Faberi, also the cause of a
bad cocoa disease, and this fungus not only occurs
as a canker on the stems, but also badly affects the
seeds of Hevea. Remedial measures are discussed
for the Burmese species, but the most efficacious
measure appears to be to abstain from tapping the
diseased trees during the r^iny season. Accounts
published of other fungus diseases of Para rubber in
the Federated Malay States show that the future of
t^h^ rubber industry may cause some anxiety.

'The council of the Royal Agricultural Society has'
just issued the first of a proposed series of “Occa-
sional Notes,” by means of which it is hoped that the
members may be kept more or less continuously in
touch with the work carried on by the scientific officers
of the society. The first number includes a note by
Sir John McFadyean on joint-ill in foals; notes by
Prof. Biffen on seeds, eradication of weeds in meadow-
land, and the spraying of potatoes for the prevention
of “blight”; notes on insect pests by Mr, Cecil War-
burton, and on certain points of interest in connection
with fertilisers and feeding-stuffs by Dr. J. A.
Voelcker. The matters dealt with are such "as have
previously been dealt with only in the annual reports
of the officers, but through’ the medium of these
periodical notes a more rapid and timely dissemination
of information and advice will be secured, and the
efficiency of the society’s advisory work corresp>ondingly
increased. Reference may also Ve made to an excel-
lent leaflet on the ox warble-fiy, or bot-fly, which has
been drawn up by Mr. Warburton and issued bv the
society.

Xan interesting report by Prof. V. H. Blackman and
Mr. I. Jorgen^n on the results obtained in 1916 in
TCld investigations into the effect of overhead electric
discharge upon crop production appears in the April
number of the Journal of the Board of Agriculture^
The expennients, which are a continuation of those
initiated by Prof. J. H. Priestley, were carried out, asm previous years, at Lincluden Mains Farm, Dum-
fries, under the supervision of Miss E, C. Dudgeon.A uniform field of nine acres was used for the pur-
po^, one acre being selected as the elegtrified area
and two half-acre plots as controls. In comparison
with previous years the charged wires were lower and
closer together, so that the intensity of the discharge
received by the crop was much increased. Oats were

^nd by May i6 the crop on the
^ established a. marked lead, which

discharge was applied
tor 848 hours during the season, being used only in
the daytime and discontinued during actual rain. The
nnal

^
results showed for the electrified area the

astonishing increases over the average of the control
areas of 49 per cent, in grain and 88 per cent in
straw, the increased value of the crop being estimated
at 6L *js. per acre. The cost of the current used, if
takOT at la. per unit, amounted to only 11s* The
further mteresting observation was made of a marked
after-effect ” on the electrified area used in the pre-

vious year the clover crop which succeeded the oatSi
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being much better on this area than on the rest of the
]

field* It is pointed out in conclusion that many points

still remain to be investigated before the use of the
j

overhead electric discharge can be definitely recom- j

mended as a sound extension of agricultural practice.

The growing importance of magnesite as a refrac- !

tory material and for use in magnesian cement has led

to its exploitation at the mining township of Bulong,

in the N.E. Coolgardie Goldfield of Western Australia

(F, R. Feldtmann, in Ann. Report GeoL Surv, of W.
Australia for 1915). The material requires picking

from the serpentine in which it occurs, but veins up
to 2 ft. in thickness have been traced. In this, as in

other instances, the magnesite is held to have been

formed by waters containing carbon dioxide per-

meating a decomposing igneous complex of basic

character.

We have received from Mr. David Currie a letter

relating to the article on, “ Empire I>evelopment and
Organisation which appeared in our issue of April

26. He directs attention to the fact that, although

Canada is by far the largest producer of raw asbestos,

Russia mines a substantial amount of this mineral,

and Rhodesia is being developed as an important field.

.He regards the statement that the United Kingdom '

is largely dependent on outside sources, especially the

United States, for its manufactured asbestos as in-

correct, affirming that the imports from the States

are “insignificant and even less than our exports to

the States, in spite of the prohibitive tariff-“ The
authority for the statement challenged by Mr. Currie

is contained in paragraph 336 of the Blue Book
Cd. 8462. Moreover, in the appendix (p. 172) the

Commissioners state :
—“It is to be noted that the

United Kingdom, although possessing the most up-
to-date plants and methods, is largely dependent on i

foreign sources for the manufactured asbestos it uses.

In 1913 the net imports of asbestos manufactures were
valued at 232,000!., while the exports of asbestos

manufactured in the United Kingdom (excluding
engine packing) w^ere valued at 105,000!. Quantities
and countries of origin are not recorded.”

The Revue gdnirale des Sciences for March 15 con-

tains a clearly written and readable article on tele-

meters by Prof. H. Pariselle, of the French Naval
School, It explains the principles on which tele-

meters act and describes the best-known instruments
of each type. For infantry fire a simple and robust

instrument is necessary, and no high degree of
accuracy can be expected. A triangular slit in a small
shfeet of metal, held at arm’s length and moved until a
soldier seen at a distance fills the interval between the
top and bottom edges of the slit, is a popular form
of instrument, and is fairly accurate at small dis-

tances. For greater distances some form of double-

image field glass or telescope has been much used.

The two images of a soldier may be arranged to fall

in the same vertical line, and the point on the upper
image, at which the top of the head of the lower

, appears, may be noted, and the distance determined
from its position. For the use of the artillery much
mofe accurate instruments are necessary, and some
form of double-image instrument, using a short base
from the ends of which the two views of the object

are taken, has come into universal use. The Barr
and Strpud instruments use bases from 80 cm. to

274 cm., the shorter in field work and the longer in

the Navy. Recently the Lawford-Copper instriiment,

on similar lines to the Barr and Stroud, but with a
variable base, has been introduced.
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Writing in the Scientific American for April 21, Mr.
Ellwood Kendrick deals with recen.t chemical develop-

ments in' America. He points out that in treating

metals the manufacturer has gone ahead by leaps and
bounds, the reason being that, beginning with Andrew
Carnegie and the Pittsburgh ironmasters, the chemist
has been called in. He has also been welcomed in

the petroleum industry, in the making of explosives,

and latterly in the manufacture of coal-tar and other
products. In other fields the chemist has not been
wanted; the dread of the theorist has kept tlie doors
of certain industries closed to him, with consequent
waste and loss. After reference to the gi owing use
of ferments and bacteria in chemical industry, Mr.
Kendrick deals with a recent article on nitro-starch

as an explosive. The difficulties wdih this nitro-

product have been, in the first place, lack of stability

when made by any practical method, and, secondly,
difficulties in nitration owing to clotting, etc. It is

claimed that the problem of producing a permanent
nitro-starch has now been ‘solved. By working up 80
to 85 per cent, with nitroglycerine a suitable explosive
is obtained, and comparison is made between it and
dynamite. Nitro-starch is claimed to be the cheapest
of all hiirh explosives. With present food probjems,
however, it can have no immediate interest for Europe.
It is also stated that a licence has been granted in

Switzerland^ for the manufacture of alcohol, primarily
for industrial purposes, from calcium carbide. The
works will be built at Visp.

•

The annual general meeting of the Society of
Chemical Industry is provisionally fixed to be held at
the University of Birmingham on July 18-20.
The following papers are promised :

—“Chemical
Porcelain,” H. Watkins; Duro-Glass,” Dr. M. W.
Travers; “British Sources of Sand for Glass and
Metallurgical Work,” Dr. P. G. H, Boswell

;
“ Refractor)^

Materials,” W. C. Hancock; “Synthetic Nitrates,”
E. K. Scott; “Nitrates from the Air,” Dr. Maxted;
“Low-temperature Distillation Fuel,” Prof. O’Shea;,
“Industrial Fuel from Gas Works,” E. W. Smith;
“Calorific Value of Industrial Gaseous Fuel,” W. J.
Pickering; “High-pressure Gas for Industrial Pur-
poses,” Mr. Walter ; ' “ Some Sources of Benzol and
Toluol for High Explosives,” T. F. E. Rhead; “Arti-
ficial Silk,” L. P. Wilson ;

“ Activated Sludge Pro-
cess,” E. Ardem ;

“ Organisation of Industrial Re-
search,” H. W. Rowell; “Scheme for Co-operative
Industrial Research,” H. W. Rowell; “Vulcanisation
of Rubber,” Dr. D. F. Twiss.

OVR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN,
Comet I9r7a (Melush).—

T

he following revised
ephemeris for this comet, based upon a new orbit
calculated from observations made on March 21, April
4, and April 20, has been received from Copen-
hagen :

—

1917 R.A.
h. m. s.

DeeJ.

« ^

I05 Mag

May 27 1 56 28 — 12 56-2 0^2236 7*2

June 4 2 7 28 14 11-5 0*2419 7*5
12 16 53 IS 31-8 0-2559 7*8
20 24 4S 16 59-8 0*2660 8*0

28 31 5 18 37-3 0*2748 8*2

July 6 35 46 20 254 02810 8*4

14 38 46 22 24-2 0*2859 8*6

22 3 39 54 -24 33‘i 0*3901 8*7

The comet is noxv too far south for observation in
Europe- It was apparently this comet which w'as
observed in Australia on April 19, and described as
a new’ comet (see Nature, April 26, p. 172).
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Displacements of Solar Lines.—In continuation of

previous work on iron, Dr. Royds has recently made
an extensive series ot comparisons of the spectra of

the sun and arc for nickel and titanium, and has also

investigated the displacements at the negative pole of

the arc in the case of these elements (Kodaikanal Bul-

letin, No. 51)- Unsymmetrical lines of nickel and

titanium, as indicated by their behaviour at the nega-

tive pole, and by records of their appearance under

pressure, were found to be very numerous, and it was

only possible to confirm to a limited extent the con-

clusions arrived at from the lines of iron. It is con-

sidered, however, that the new results are not incon-

sistent with the conclusions deduced from iron by Mr.

Evershed, namely, that the displacements at the centre

of the sun’s disc, and at the sun’s limb, are Doppler

effects due to descending motion in the line of sight,

and that the solar pressure is of the order of three-

quarters of an atmosphere. The spectrograph em-
ployed in these investigations has been provided with

a new Anderson grating having 75,085 lines on a ruled

surface of 9-7x 12*8 cm.

The Problem of Spiral Nebula.—The view that

spiral nebulae may be distant galaxies, or “island-

universes,” is discussed in an interesting article by

Dr. Crommelin in the May number of Scientia. In

recent years this hypothesis has received consideiable

support from the discovery that a large proportion of

the non-gaseous nebulae are of spiral form, and by the

accumulation of evidence that our own^ system has a
somewhat similar structure. One of the chief difficul-

ties wnth regard to it is £he fact that such nebulae are
mainly concentrated in the vicinity of the galactic

poles, thus suggesting a connection with our system,
but Dr. Crommelin considers that this apparent avoid-
ance of the galactic plane by the spirals may be ex-
plained by assuming the existence of patches of obscur-
ing matter which become more numerous as the galac-
tic ^plane is approached. ’ Moreover, if the spirals were
inside our system, their "rouping would probably be
about an axis through the centre of the galaxy, and
not about an axis through our sun at right angles to
the galactic plane. Tne alternative view that the
spirals may be emanations driven out of our system
by some agency seems to be rendered untenable by the
recently discovered fact that their radial velocities are
greatly in excess of any velocities which have been
observed within the system. Dr. Crommelin con-
cludes that most of the evidence seems to favour the
extra-galactic position of the spirals, and if this view
be adopted, it follows that they are of dimensions com-
parable with those of our galaxy. They are probably at
a comparatively early stage of development, much of
their matter being still scattered and diffused in clouds
which reflect some of the starlight.

ELIAS ASHMOLE, FOUNDER
OF THE FIRST PUBLIC MUSEUM OF

NATURAL HISTORY.’
Y 23 next will be the three hundredth anni-
versary of the birth of Ashmole, antiquary,

herald, and man of science. He included among his
interests not onlv the entire w'orld of Nature, but, like
some physicists of the present day, he delighted to
explore the regions of the preternatural. He has often
been blamed^ and we think unjustly, for devoting so
much, time to astrology and alchemv, which were the

scietttijic” pursuits in fashion at that period; but we
should upon what has lasted of his work rather
flian upon what was trivial and ephemeral. So far as
saence

^ conceme?!, the outcome of his lifework will

.

m^orahle, for he became the founder of
the mrst public museum of natural history in Greatm. 2481, YOL. 99]

;

Britain; next, he must he regarded as the founder of

the first university chemical laboratory; and, thirdly,

: he founded the first chair of chemistry in Oxford.

Ashmole was horn at Lichfield, and received his early

education at the local Grammar School. At the age

j

of twenty-seven circumstances brought him, in the

j character of a commissioner of excise, to Oxford,

where he continued his education in physics and mathe-
matics as a member of Brasenose College, and imbi^d

,
fiom a Capt. George Wharton that taste for the study

i of astrology and alchemy which led him to give these
,

subjects so much of his time. In October, 1646, he
moved to London, and there for the next ten years
eagerly assimilated the experimental facts and vision-

ary lore of Lilly, Booker, and Martin Backhouse.
He vigorously pushed forward his studies in astrology,

chemistry, and botany; was a guest at “the mathe-
matical feast at the White Hart”; edited Dr. Dee’s
writings; published the “Theatrum Chemicum,” and,

to quote Selden, “was affected to the furtherance of

all good learning.”

Ashmole lacked the touchstone of modern training

which renders a student competent to discriminate

between false and true learning; it was beyond the

power of any one man to investigate every recipe for

the philosopher’s stone, and discover for himself the

futility of this and similar quests. But during those

years of research in London Ashmole arrived at the

best method of stimulating interest- in scientific

matters, knowledge which wa; put to the best use
some years later. We will not therefore regard him
as a scientific observer nor as a successful experi-

mentalist, but as the premoter of one of the most
effective methods of primary scientific education, which
aims at awakening and developing the intellectual

activity of the young by putting before their eyes re-

markable objects of natural history. Prof. Tyndall
w^ell expresses the essentials ' of the method in his ad-
dress on “The Importance of the Study of Physics as
a Branch of Education for all' Classes ”

; he points out
the great value of the incentive that the exhibition of

‘

natural objects and phenomena supplies in the stimu-
lating- of mental activity:

—“As the nurse holds her
glittering toy before the infant she would encourage
to take its first step, so it would appear as if one
of

^
the

^
ends of the Creator, in setting those shining

things in heaven, was to woo the attention and excite
the intellectual activity of His earth-born child.” With,
out going so far as the distinguished physicist,- in
attributing motives to the Creator, we would insist
that the more strongly the senses of the observer can
be arrested by objects or phenomena of curious or.

unusual nature, the more vivid are the images of
thought which are conjured up in the mind. When
objects become commonplace, or operations a part of
our eveiyday life,^ they lose this power of. stimulation.
Impressions arising from accidental circumstances
often exercise so powerful an effect on the young as
to determine^ the airection of a career. Humboldt re-
lates that his early desire ^to visit tropical countries
sprang partly from seeing^some pictures of the shores
of the Ganges in the house of Warren Hastings in
London, and from the sight of a colossal dragon-
tree in the old tower of a botanic garden. To a mind
susceptible to impressions of this kind such object-,
lessons have the greatest educational value. And it is
for this reason that Ashmole, as the founder of the
first public museum of natural history, has the greatest
claim to our consideration.
The oldest specimens in his museum had been col-

lated by John Tradescant the elder (died 1638) during
his travels in Holland, Russia, and Barbary, about
the end of the sixteenth century. He left the collection
to his son John (died 1662), who enriched it by adding

,

new spedmens collected on his travels in Virginia,
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and, under the persuasion of Ashmole, published a The new building was constructed so as to include a
catalogue of the whole collection. Although this cata- lecture-room and a chemical laboratory', and for morethan
logue appeared under Tradescant’s name, allusions in a century and a half it was the centre of scientific life in

the preface and the rnore definite statement of John Oxford. For the further advancement of science Ash-
Evelyn, “printed in his catelogue by Mr. Ashmole,” mole founded the first chair of chemistr}’ in Oxford,
make it almost certain that*Ashmole was not only the and Robert Plot was appointed first Ashmolean pro-

instigator but also part compiler and editor of this, fessor, and also keeper to the museum. Unfortunately
the first English, catalogue of a natural history the founder’s schemes for the adequate advancement of

museum. The keen interest Ashmole took in the col- his favourite subjects were longer than his purse, and
lectiojis would explain why Tradescant should have he did not live long enough to collect sufficient capital

drawn up a deed of gift in 1659 making over the endowment to put the new professorship upon a per-

whole cabinet of rarities at his death to his friend, manent footing.

who, in 1674, after twelve years of controversy and ‘ Ashmole is not likely to be forgotten in Oxford, yet

litigation with the widow, moved the collections to the destiny that so often militates against just recog'ni-

his house in South Lambeth, where they were so tion in science has brought it about that his name, the
carefully and methodically preserved as to elicit praise museum and offioerl he created, are no longer used in

from Izaak Walton. accordance wdth his original ordinances. The museum
In 1677 Ashmole offered the whole collection, -with in w'hich he took so much pride no longer exists as

the additions he had made to it, to the University of such; even the knick-knacks to w’hich his name is

Oxford, on condition that a suitable building was pro- attached can no longer be seen in the building w^hich

vided for their display. His offer was accepted, a he persuaded the University to provide; the old Ash-
museum was built, the rarities were “ put up in cases,” molean building, sadly in need of repair, is degraded
and on March 14, 1683, the last loads “w’ere sent to to class-rooms, offices, and book stores; the greater
the barge” for transport to Oxford, and Ashmole part of the scieniific specimens w'hich he so greatly
“relapsed into the gout.” valued have been destroyed, and the few" fragments
The preamble to his statutes,* orders, and rules for that remain distributed; and Ashmole ’s keeper, relieved

the governance of his museum show's clearly that his of the duties that w'ere put upon him by the founder in

intention was to provide the Universitj^’ w'ith a museum respect of the natural history collections, is now" in

of natural history, which should be primarily a scien- charge solelv of the few curiosities which did not in

tific institution and not a “ knick-knackatoiw’,” or a col- Ashmole’s opinion constitute the central feature of his

lection of historical relics and antiquities, such as has museuin.

now come to be exclusively associated with his name !
^ fitting commemoration of his name is to lay stress

at the New’ Ashmolean Museum, of w'hich Sir Arthur ^pon the fact that he w’as one of the pioneers of scien-

Evans w’as the practical founder. The advancement ^ucation in England, that he earnestly endeav-
of natural knowledge was Ashmole’s first object; the oured to promote learning, and that it is only by an
accumulation of objects of art was not his purpose error that his_ name has survived as» a collector of

except in so far as those art objects served to illustrate curious antiquities. Of the old Tradescant and Ash-
the application of natural products. The preamble niole collection some score or tw’o of zoological speci-

runs as follows :— mens have survived from the seventeenth century. It
“ Because the knowledge of Nature is very necessarie hoped that they may once more be brought

to humaine life, health, and the conveniences* thereof, together in accordance with their donors’ wrishes ^d
and because that knowledge cannot be soe w'ell and their great historic value.

usefully attain’d, except the history of Nature be R. T. Gunther.
know’ne and considered; and to this is requisite the

inspectionofparticulp especially^ as are PUBLIC SCHOOLS AND NiTURE STUDY
ordinary in their Fabnck, or usefull m Medicine, or

tt-c* , . .

xi x

applyed to Manufacture or Trade ; I, Elias Ashmole, 1
urmsual mterest attaching to the report of the

out of my affection to this sort of Learning, w’herein Rugby School Natural History Society for the

mvselfe have taken, and still doe take, the greatest 1916 w’arrants our directing attention to the

delight; for w"ch cause also, I have amass’d together ^eat service w"hich our public ^hools may render to

great variety of naturall Concretes and Bodies, and be- the cause of natural science. It is the jubilee number,
stowed them on the University of Oxford, wffierein my addition to the usual features contains much
selfe have been a student, and of w’hich I have the .

other matter of exceptional interest. Special mention
honor to be a Member. Lest there should be any mis- 1^® made of the racy and valuable paper by CaiKin

construction of my intendment, or deteriorating of my W'uson, of Worcester, in which his p^sonal reminis-

donation, I hay^ thought good, according to the Acts cences of the early history of the society, and, indeed,

of Convocation, bearing date Jun : 4 : A® 1683 and 01 the prehistoric juried, are set forth with much
Sept : 19 : An® 1684, to appoint, constitute, and ordaine humour and enthusiasm.

^

as follows.” Then follow eighteen orders- Though the fiftieth anniversary of the founding of

Order 6 is an example of his judicious foresight. It society w"as celebrated in March last, thus carry-

enacts “ That whatsoever raturall Body that Is very ^ng us back to the year 1S67—the tercentenary of the

rare, whether Birds Insects, Fishes, or the like, apt school—^yet w’e learn that work on similar lines to

to putrefie and decave w’ith tvme shall be painted in a those which the society follows to-day was carried

faire Velom Folio Booke, either with w"ater-colors, or on for some years previously. The geological mu^um
at least design’d in black and white, by some good dates from the time of Dr. Arnold. Canon Wilson

Master, with reference to the description of the Body went to Rugby as a master in 1850, and found a large

itselfe, and the Mention of the Donor in the Catalogue; collection of dusty and unnamed specimens in the

wc3i Booke shall be in the Custody of the Keeper of Arnold Library. But one g^s back yet another decade,

the Musaeum under Lock and k^^y.'” and finds the year 1849 spedallv worthy of note. It was
In these days of cheap photography the execution then that Dr. Sharp, a resident medical man, gave

of this order would be a simple matter. Order 7 the first lectures on "natural philosophy. Rugby School

provides for the exchange or donation of duplicates, thus proclaims itself, not abreast, but in advance, of

and by Order 8 old specimens are to be removed to public opinion in regard to the* position which natural

cupboards, science ought to occupy in liberal education^

NO. 2481, VOI.. 99]
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In 1S47 the British Association met in Oxford.

Shortly s^fterwards a memorial was drafted for pre-

senting- to the University urging greater facilities for

the study of natural history and .science. It was,

however," strangled in the birth, even so great an
advocate of science as Buckland refusing to sign it.

* Some years ago,” he wrote, “ I was sanguine, as you

are now, as to the possibility of natural history

making some progress in Oxford, but I have long

come to the conclusion that it is utterly hopeless.”

We shall agree that it required some courage on the

part of Dr. Tait to start the teaching of science at

Rugby in the face of the almost universal condemna-
tion of the study as frivolous and dangerous.
Between the years 1859 and 1864 Canon Wilson and

others did some good voluntary work in geology. About
this time a Royal Commission recommended that

every boy should receive instruction in one or other

of the sciences, and Dr. Temple engaged a science

master from Birmingham with the view of carrying out
the recommendation at Rugby. But Hutchinson could
not enter on his duties till 1^5, so Canon Wilson and
Kitchener, w'ho two years later became the first presi-

dent of the Natural History Society, undertooK to

teach botany. Sir J. D. Hooker planned a course' of

study, and as the masters were not experts in the

subject, they devoted their holiday to a six weeks*
course at Barmouth, with Henslow as their coach.

Such enthusiasm merited the reward it received.

The way was thus prepared for the inauguration
of a society which should undertake the voluntary
study of Nature, independently of the school curri-

culum, and on March 23, 1867, th^ Natural History
Society was founded by a little group of eight boys
and one master. The portrait of the master.
Kitchener, is given as frontispiece to the current
report. Some idea of the good work which the
society has since accomplished may be obtained by
reference to the pages dealing with natural history
which give such value to the “County Histpry of

Warwickshire,” in which the annual reports of the
school are laid under frequent contribution.

Most young 'p^ple probably have an inherent love
of Nature, but it depends largely on early environ-
ment whether it will die or develop. More than one
old Rugbeian has, in the course of the last half-

century, made his mark in one department or other
of natural history. Thus Longstaff, whose delightful
book on “ Butterfly Hunting in Many L^nds ” carries
us round the world, writes : “ As long as life lasts 1

shall be grateful to Mr. F. E. Kitchener and Canon
Wilson for the substantial addition to my happiness
that their instruction provided.’* Dr. Lucas, F.R.S.,
whose death last October was so greatly deplored,
was another Rugby boy, and acted as curator and
secretary in 1898, while the report for 1896 contains
a paper by him on photomicrography. Worthington,
whose interesting papers on “The Splash of a Drop ”

won for him election to the Royal Society, first de-
v^oped his love for this subject while at Rugby.
And what shall we say of that famous Nimrod of

modem times, Capt. Selous, whose “African Nature
Notes’’ and other books reveal the perfect naturalist?
His obitua^, with an excellent photograph, fin^ a
place in tins report, but we owe to Canon Wilson a
most romantic story of his successful attempt to ob-
tain eggs from a heronry at Coombe Abbey,, and the
price he had to pay for his daring. We regret that
wer cannot find sp!^ to r^at the anecdote, with
others ol a siimlar kind.
That the work ol the society is well maintained,

and that the interest does not ^lag, is shown by the
Original pa|^s as weB as by the sectjonal reports.
Without b^ng invidious, we should like to direct
spedaf attention to the work of Greg and Bevin^on
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I
in ornithology. Such studies are of inestimable value
to young people. They develop the powers of observa-
tion, teach patience, sympathy, endurance, and kind-
ness, divert the mind from base pursuits, and open
out a fairy realm of beauty and delight, which cannot
fail to ennoble, as well as entertain, those who pursue
them. Any public school not already in the posses-
sion of such an institution may* be heartily? recom-
mended to follow the example of Rugby.

Hilderic Friend.

AN INSTITUTE OF APPLIED OPTICS
FOR FRANCE.

A SCHEME is on foot in Paris to establish an In-
stitute of Applied Optics, with the object of

securing closer co-operation between theory and
practice in the optical trade. It has been suggested,
according to an article in La Nature, that the scope
of the institute should fall into three sections, viz. (i) a
college of optics, providing a thorough theoretical

and practical training for opticians, and promoting
among its students a taste for optical research; (ii) a
central optical laboratory, where tests of glasses and
optical instruments would be made for men of science^

public bodies, and manufacturers, and research work
of general interest carried out; and (iii) a special

trade school in which the students -could obtain a
thorough training in the practical branches of the
trade.

It is proposed that the institute should publish trans-

actions in a form following, say, the Zeitschrift filr

Instrumentenkunde.
The students of the college of optics would be re-

cruited from the educated classes—^Army and Navy
ofiScers, students or ex-students of the universities and
technical colleges, astronomers, illuminating engineers,
manufacturers of optical instruments, and doctors
interested in physiological optics. There would be
two distinct branches of instruction, viz. general
optics and instrumental pptics. The courses would be
supplemented by lectures on all modern optical ques-
tions. The period of study is suggested as one year.

The central laboratory would serve as a test labora-
tory for manufacturers of optical instruments and for

glass manufacturers, as a practice laboratory for the
students, and as a research laboratory for the college
staff.

The professional, or trade, school would take young
people for three years and give them a thorough
training in (i) glass-working, and (ii) construction and
fitting up of optical instruments.

^
The scheme has received the favourable considera-

tion of^ various Government departments and of cer-

tain scientific and learned societies in Paris; indeed,
the publication of the transactions of the institute is

already assured.
While it would be difficult to install the machinery

and plant necessary for the trade section of the in-

stitute, it is suggested that the programme of the
courses should be considered and the principal courses
commenced in the school year 1917-18-

E. S. Hodgson.

TtlE MAN OF SCIENCE IN THE COM-
MUNITY OF TO-DAY.^

TT is not too much to say that for the first time in

^ ^
the history of the British Empire Sdenoe is comr

ing into her own. It is no doubt humiliating to have
to confess Itet it was the misapplied science of onr
enemies which demonstrated to xis how inferior was
the place we had given sdence id our own natiosial

I From an address delivered to the Nova Scotian Institute of Scaence on
November 13, igxd, by Prof. D. Eraser Hatias-

,
- , .
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life. The land that produced Roger Bacon, Napier,
Gilbert, Harvey, Newton, James Watt, Jenner, Fara-
day, Darwin, Kelvin, and Lister had to be shown by
the exponents of science prostituted that science Mras
nevertheless worth cultivating for its own sake.

Possibly nothing less terrific than this irruption of
Teutonic brutality would have shaken the British race
out of its comfortable mental inertia. But having
been awakened, let us thankfully admit that our rulers
are now doing something towards recognising the all-

pervading importance of science in the national life.

Committees of various^ learned societies have been
formed; the British Science Guild is taking action;
the Royal Colles^e of Science has recently presented
a petition to Lord Crew^e to have men of science ade-
quately recognised; and the Government from early
in the war has been consulting men of science on a
large number of economic problems. Quite recently
Sir J, J. Thomson has been elected chairman of an
important committee to study the position of science
in s^ondary schools and at the universities and its

relations to trades, industries, and professions w’hich
depend on applied science.

It cannot be denied that science, as science, has onlj"

very recently been allowed to have an independent
existence in our national intellectual system. The
time is within the memory of some of us when the
attempt to introduce labcratory teaching into the
University of Oxford was met with a furious resist-

ance; and when at length studies in practical chem-
istry were instituted they were alluded to as “stinks.”
History was repeating itself; for Leo Africanus, writ-

ing in the early part of the sixteenth century, thus
described the chemical society of the learned Arabians
at Fez: “There is a most stupid set of men who con-
taminate themselves with sulphur and other horrible

stinks.’*

Science is of the very w’arp and w'oof of the web of

human existence; ought w’e not to reckon with it

officially, as it is called? Has not the time come to

admit that science is as important as it really has
become ; for the existence of something and the official

admission that it exists are two different things? Why
should not science be taken under the care of a Cabinet
Minister? It is no longer vulgar, it is no longer

beneath the attention of the aristocratic intellect ; it is

of preponderating usefulness to the nation, and it is

malevolent only when divorced from common sense

and common morality by the obsessions of self-hypno-

tised Prussians. It is within a ve^ little of being
even a profession ! Why not recognise the pursuit of

something which is almost a respectable profession?

Why not have the official interests and the economic
aspects of science presided over by someone who
knows something about them ?

’ We need to make science the keynote of our public

service and university* system, as Humboldt .did early

in the nineteenth century, when Prussia was as yet

under the heel of Napoleon.^ The ^^remptory nece^
sity of better scientific organisation is apparent; it is

now a question not only of our prosperity, but also of

our existence.

Science, in short, must have a Department, a
Government office, before the public will fully accord

it its place of honour. We may regret that "this sort

of thing has to be, but our regret will not change
public opinion ; and it appears to be part of the British

Constitution that nothing can be done, or should be
done, without a very lar^e body of public opinion

behind it. But the official recognition of science

cannot wait until the public has seen fit to render

science the homage it deserves. To begin at the top,

let there fie a Minister of Science and a Ministry of

Science with Just .as much, prestige accorded it as the
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War Office, the Foreign Office, or the Home Office:

j

The duties of the Minister of Science would be prim-,

j

arily to foster science in every way possible, to further.
. its interests, to administer its affairs somewhat in the
manner in which the Board of Trade looks after trade,
and the Board of Agriculture and Fisheries after
agriculture and fisheries.

By friendly and intelligent co-operation with the
I universities, technical colleges, and the leaders
amongst the manufacturers, the relations of science
to the State could be adequately safeguarded; scien-
tific men would be known, encouraged, subsidised,
promoted, rewarded, and pensioned.
For why should State recognition, encouragement,

promotion, and rewarding be reserved for sailors,

soldiers, diplomatists, and lawyers? Whj’ should it

be so entirely correct to be paid for legal opinion, and
such “bad form” to be remunerated for scientific

i advice? Because, you may rely, the law is an
ancient, respectable profession, and science is so
modem that it is not a profession at all. But this

medieval state of affairs cannot go on indefinitely; k
was all very well for the day vrhen there was no science

to foster,. and men quarrelled so much that lawyers
were kept very busy, but now “nous avons change
tout cela ”—or at least the earlier part of it. One
need not here and now draw up an exhaustive list

of the duties of the Minister of Science, but may
merely remark that much that falls under the super-
vision of the Home Office could be transferred to the
Department of Science. Had there been such a depart-
ment, Edward Jenner, for instance, would not have
had to struggle against every kind of obstacle and.

misrepresentation for so long a time as he did, or have
had to wait so long as he had for the official recogni-

tion of what he had done for suffering humanity. Not
from his own private house, but from a Government
department would the vaccine have gone forth

^
to

eager Europe. He truly called himself “The vaccine

clerk of the whole world.”
The first concern of the Science Office would be

the place of science in the schools of the Empire.^ And
here we come up against the still burning question of

the rival claims of science and the classics. Of
course, it ought to be perfectly possible to instruct

boys in as much of Greek and Latin as would make
;

ffiem know the origin of the words in English derived

from those languages, without necessarily n^ing the

^

boys read entire Greek and Latin authors in the ori-

ginal. The practice in the past of educating boys as

I

though they were all going to be teachers of the

classics is analc^ous to the teaching of physiology to

medical students as though they were all going to be
professional physiologists.

Owing to our * national physiological momentum,
the tea<£ing of bovs has been continued on the same
lines' as those laid down by the educationists of the

Revival of Learning in the sixteenth century. What
Erasmus. Linacre, and Dean Colet planned "was ad-

mirable for the day when America and printing had
cmly just been discovered, but is possibly" not so well

adapted to the country which lights its cities by electric

energy, speaks to America without wires, fixes in high

I

heaven like the eagle, and descends to the abyss like

a sea monster.
The Science Office will see to it that science receives

;
official recognition in all entrance examinations .-what-

i
soever, and that it is not handicapped by receiving

fewer marks than the classics or any other subject..

Science must have its place in the curriculum, not on
sufferance or by-x'our-leave, but by right and in .virtue

of its inherent "dignity and usefulness. Science c^not'
any longer be the under-fed maid-of-all-work ; Sdencef

is " the queen herself coming into her kingdom^*
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Science is no longer ta be merely permitted, tolerated,

apologised for; she must preside at the council board

because she already rules the lives of the people.

The academic precedence of the faculties, in which

theology, arts, and law come before medicine and

science, may still be tolerated at the old universities

as an interesting and significant relic of earlier times

;

but in all modern universities (as in the University of

Birmingham from its foundation) science is the

premier faculty and takes the first place. The world

advances, not because of Church history or Homer or

Virgil, but because of James Watt and Stephenson

and Dalton and Faraday and Harvey and Jenner and
Darwin and Kelvin and Lister. Better fifty days of

Faraday than a cycle of Aristotle.

Why" is a knowledge of science so useful to the

modern community? Apart altogether from the way
in which science makes for technical efficiency, it is

a means second to none in the training of the intel-

lectual powers. It trains us in accuracy of observa-

tion, in the power of drawing trustworthy conclu-

sions, in habits of precise thinking generally; and
these are not small things.

Science, the true, is th-e .patient, loving interpreta-

tion of the world vre live in; it is a striving to attain

not merely to an understanding of the laws whereby
the world is governed, but to the enjoyment .of the

beauty and order which are everywhere revealed. And
the minds of men capable of attaining to such heights
of appreciation, and the evidences arpund us of an all-

pervading personality, are only so many additional

phenomena to be apprehended as constituent elements
of that vast, sublime, age-enduring cosmos which we
call the unlverse-

UNJVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE.

Liverpool.—The council has appointed Dr. P. G. H.
Boswell as first holder of the George Herdman chair
of geology Prof. Boswell graduated with first-

class honours in geology in the University of London,
and obtained the degree of D.Sc. in 1915. He has
for some years past been lecturer in geology at the
Imperial College of Science and Technolo^% London,
and has published many oiiginal contributiops to geo-
logical science. The establishment of a chair of geo-
logy in the University has been long delayed, and is

now possible owing to the generosity of Prof, and
Mrs. Herdman, who have endowed the chair as a
memorial to their son, the late Lieut. George Herd-
man. Prof. Boswell will enter upon his duties in

October next.

‘ Prof. C. R, Richards, since 1911 professor of
mechanical engineering in the University of Illinois,

and head of the department, has been appointed dean
of the College of Engineering and director of the
Engineering Experiment Station of the University, to

succeed Dr. W. F. M. Goss, who has resigned to
become president of the Railway Car Manufacturers’
Associafion of New York.

Under the will of the late Mrs- Denning, of South
Norwood, property of considerable value has been left

to form a “ Frank Denning Memorial,” with the abject

of promoting the application of modem scientific know-
ledg)e to the business Ufe of the community, Mrs.
Denning survived her husband only twelve months.
The late Alderman Frank Denning was Mayor of
Croydon at the time of his sudden decease, and was
one of the leading directors of Welford’s (Surrey)
Dairies, Ltd- He was also a director of colliery com-
mies in Gloucestershire. For some time before his
death he was a governor of the Stanley Technical
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Trade Schools at S^uth Norwood, and his interest had

been aroused in the good work being done at these*

schools. It is not known at present how the terms

of the trust will be carried out, but in view of the

success of these schools, it is
.
possible that some

developments along the lines already .laid down mav
be looked for. Mr. Denning was a business man
before anything else, and the terms of the bequest seem
to show that technical education is aimed at, and that

pure science as a study had no large place in his

mind.

The report of the Vice-Chancellor on the work of

the University of London during the year 1916-17

shows that the total number of commissions granted

from the outbreak of the war to December 31, 1916,

CO cadets and ex-cadets of the University contingent

of the Officers* Training Corps, and to other graduates

and students of the University recommended for com-

missions, was not fewer than 31 ii; and the honours

and distinctions conferred upon officers and cadets

during the same period included one Companionship

of the Bath, two awards of the Victoria Cross, six of

the Distinguished Service Order, ,157 of the Military

Cross, one of the Distinguished Service Cross, and

199 mentions in despatches, besides from the French
Government three awards of the Croix de Guerre and

one of the M^daille Militaire. It is recorded that 284

former officers and cadets of the contingent, and

thirty-three other officers recommended for commis-

sions by the University, have made the supreme sacri-

fice for their country. About 21,000 members of the

University are, or have been, serving with H.M.
Forces. The research work normally conducted in the

laboratories attached to the University has been to an-

increasing degree directed to the assistance of Govern-

ment departments or other agencies concerned with

the requirements of the war. In addition to the

response made by teachers and qualified students at

the medical schools of our hospitals to the demands
of the War Office for physicians and surgeons, con-

siderable services have been rendered to the Govern-

ment in the departments of physics, chemistry, physio-

log>% pharmacolog^% bacteriology, metallurgy, and
civil, mechanical, and electrical engineering.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES.
London.

Geological Society, May 2.—Dr. Alfred Harker, presi-

dent, in the chair.—^Jane Longstaff (n^e Donald) : Sup-

plementary notes on Aclisina, De Koninck, and Acli-

soides, Donald, with descriptions of' new species.

Since the publication of a paper by the Geolo^cal
Society on Aclisina in 1898, knowledge has been gained

of the species there described, and six* others new tQ

science have been discovered. The diagnoses of these

are given. The total number of species of Aclisina

is brought up to twenty-two. The genus is best re-

presented in Scotland, where the specimens are gener-‘

ally well preserved. A table is appended giving the

range and localities in the British Isles and Belgium.
A small variety of Aclisina pulchra, De Koninck, ap-

pears to have continued for the greatest length of

time. Additional observations are also made on Acli^

soides striatula, De Koninck.—^T. H. Burton : The
microscopic material of the Bunter pebble-beds of

Nottinghamshire and its probable source of origin.

As shown by thi distribution of the heavy minerals,
combined with (a) tne direction of the dip in the cross-

bedding", (b) the evidence adduced by boreholes and
shaft-sinkings, a main current from the west is indi-

cated. A large quantity of the material is derived,

from metamorphic areas. The source of the bulk of

the material is prob?ibly Scotland, and the westiJi^ard
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adjoining- vanished land, from rocks similar in the
main to those of the metamorphic and Torridonian
areas known in that country. The material was trans-
mitted by means of a north-western river and its tribu-
taries, flowing into the Northern Bunter b^sin. Dur-
ing certain flood-periods this river overflowed across
Derbyshire, carrying its load of sediment, much of
which was deposited in the pebble-beds of Nottingham-
shire.

Linnean Society, May 3.—Sir David Prain, president,
in the chair.—-H. W. Pugsley ; An enumeration of the
species of Fumaria, section Sphaerocapnos. The author
alluded to Shakespeare’s mention of “rank fumiter ”
in “King Lear,” The earliest known references date
back to Dioscorides in the first century, under the
name of Kanvos^ smoke; the elder Pliny spoke of two
species, one apparently our Fumaria officinalis. The
modern generic name first appears in Bock (Tragus),
Fuchs and Mattioli. Gerard, in his “Herball,!’ in-
cludes the common fumitory as Fumaria purpurea,”
but Gerard’s description was altered and not improved
by his later editor, Dr. Thomas Johnson. The enu-
meration in Ray’s “Historia” was confined to the
three species given by Gerard, but all the specimens
in the Sloane Herbarium, and the Dubois herbarium
at Oxford, prove to be a rampant form of F. officinalis.

The true F. caprcolata, an uncommon British plant,
was added to our flora in 1859, when Prof. C. C. Bab-
mgton read his paper on the genus before the Linnean
Society. The F. capreolata of “English Botany*' and
Curtis’s “Flora Londinensis ” is Jordan 's'F. ’^BoraeL
With Vaillant’s species, F. Vaillantii, there were six
species distinguished before the time of Linnaeus. In
his “Species Plantarum ” of 1^53 the latter author
has but tw’o species of Fumaria; the remainder are
now reckoned in Corydalis and other genera. The
author then referred to works on the genus by Hand*
schuch (1832) and Parlatore (1844), especially the
masterly monograph by Olof Hammar in 1857", the
basis of recent -work; a later monographer, Hauss-
knecht, in “Flora,” 1873, relied upon leaf-characters
rather than the sounder characters afforded by the
flower and fruit.—G. M. Ryan : The flowers of the
Mahua, Bassia latifolia, Roxb. The tree and its pro-
ducts w'ere described.—Dr. W. E. Collinge

; (i) Para-
cubaris, a new genus and species of terrestrial Isopoda
from British Guiana. (2) The oral appendages of
certain species of marine hsopoda,—C. C. Lacaita

;

Two critical plants of the Greek flora.

Edinburgh.
Royitl Society, March iq.—

D

r. John Horne, president,

in tihe chair.—Dr, J'.
Aitkeii ; Some nuclei of cloudy

condensation. By means of an improved apparatus
for producing a series of definite expansions of a given
volume of saturated air, the author studied the cloud-
producing qualities of dust particles of different sizes

obtained in various ways. After the air was cleared
of the largest particles by one or more applications of
a 2 per cent, expansion, cloud-producing particles of
smaller sizes were removed in succession by expansions

4 per cent., 6 per cent, 8 per cent., and' so on up to

20 per cent, if necessary. The particles were produced
by such means as flames, electric sparks, chemical
action, and heating of solid substances; and the
general conclusion w-as tliat in no expansion lower
than 25 per cent, was there any evidence of electric

ions being by themselves efficient nuclei for cloudy
condensation. The view that the nuclei of cloudy con-
densation produced by heat are ions discharged at high
temperatures is not supported, since such nuclei are
produced at much lower temperatures than that at
which ionic discharge from heated bodies occurs; and
even at this higher temperature spectroscopic examina-
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tion shows that some chemical or disintegrating action
takes place along wdth the discharge of the ions.

—

W. L. Calderwood : Note on the salmon of the River
Lochy as shown by a collection of scales made in 1916.

The purpose of the paper was to compare the scales

and w'eights of two groups of fish, distinguished as
groups A and B. The members of group A had spent
two years in the sea and one in the river, while the
members of group B had spent -two years in the river

and two in the sea. Tne average weight of the former
was the greater Thus the actual number of lines of

growth as determined by the examination of
^

the

scales cannot be taken as a true index of the weight
of the salmon. The condition in which the smolt
leaves the river after only one year and commences a

period of rich feeding in the sea’ may lead to a greater

increment of weight than in the case of fish w’hich

are a year older but have spent the more normal
period of two years’ early life in the river.

Paris.

Acadetpy of Sciences, April 30-—M. A. d'Arsonval in

the chair.—^J.
Boussinesq : Fundamental hypotheses of

the mechanics of pulverent masses.—General Sebert

;

Can violent cannonades produce rain? Comments on

a recent note by M. Deslandres on this subject. There

.is some evidience that the rainfall produced may not

be all local, but that eflects may be observed at con-

siderable distances from the front. Sudden changes

of weather have occurred without previous barometric

changes, heavy rainfall suddenly following on fine

weather without any previous indication of the change.

—C. Richet, H. Cardot, and P. Le Rolland : Regular
and irregular antiseptics. Studies in lactic fermenta-

tion in presence of various .antiseptics show that

when large numbers of trials are made under^ condi-

tions apparently identical, the resulting acidities are

not constant, but deviate considerably from the mean.
This deviation varies with the nature of the antiseptic

present. Thus sodium fluoride is very regular in its

action, and the average deviation is smaller than that

given by the control tubes. Mercuric chloride, on
the other hand, added in equal quantities to each tube,

gave surprisingly variable results, the average devia-

tion being ten times that of the controls.—Ch. Dep^rct

and L. Joteaad : The marine Quaternaiy deposits of

the region of ,Bdne and of La Calle (Algeria).—C.
Gnicbard : The O networks of Monge in space of any
order.—M. de Sparre Hammering in a conduit formed
of three sections of different diameters, for w-hich the

duration of propagation is the same.—R. Ledoax-Lebard

and A. DaoviUier ; Contribution to the study of the

L series of elements of high atomic weight.—M.
Hdaard : The treatment of .

haemorrhoids bv high-
frequency currents. High-frequency currents ("d’Arson-

valisation) are of high, value in the treatment of

haemorrhoids, and in many cases have avoided a surgical

operation which w'ould otherv-dse have been necessary.

The results of the application of the method in six

cases are given in detail; the cure was complete and
permanent.—M. Marage : The duration of cases of

deafness due to shell-shock.

Calcutta.

Asiatic Society of Bengal, March 7.—^Dr. G. A.
Bonlenger: A revision of the lizards of the genus
Tachydromus. Tachydromu^ is a genus of Lacertidae

characteristic of the Far East, and the only one of

the family that extends eastward of the Bay of

Bengal. Owing to insufficient material, the relaticms

of the various species have hitherto been very im-

perfectly understood, and the revision which Dr-

l^ulenger has now prepared was in consequence foatfiy

needed. Eleven 'spmes are recognised in the genus
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and a key provided for their ready determination.

Two forms hitherto placed in Tachydromus have been

transferred to the new genera Platyplacopus and
Apeltonotus.—Dr. J. Stephenson ; Zoological results of

a tour in the Far East : Aquatic Oligochseta from

Japan and China. In this paper Dr. Stephenson

gives an account of certain Oligochaete .worms obtained

by Dr. Annandale in Japan and China, The^ speci-

mens were all found in fresh water and comprise five

species, three species and one genus being described

as new, Criodrilus hathybates was found in Lake
Biv7a at the remarkable depth of 180 ft.—^Dr. N-
Annandaie : Zoological results of a tour in the Far
East : Hydrozoa and Ctenophora. The Hydrozoa dealt

with in this paper are mostly from the Tale Sap, in

Lower Siam, where they were found living in brackish

water, A single fresh-water form, Cordylophora
lacustris, was obtained in the Tai Hu Lake in China.

The paper includes an account of the habitat, adapta-

tions, and distribution of all the Hydrozoa inhabiting

brackish water connected with the Indian Ocean.
Asenathia piscatoris, a new genus and secies of

Medusa from the Matla River, is also described, and
it is suggested that the form may |wssibly represent

the medusoid generation of a peculiar little hydroid

recently described by Ritchie from Port Canning under
the name Annulella gemmata.
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DIARY OF SOCIETIES.
rffURSDAV, May 17.

RoYAt SpciETY, at 4.110.—Bakerian Tjccture : The Configaration ot Astro-
Domteal Mtessie^ aod the Figure of the Earth.—J- H. Jeans.

KOTAt. I«srririCFTM>M, at 3.—The Chromosome Theoiy of Heredity aad the
Altematures ; Piof. W. Bateson.

Arts, at 4,30.—The Future of Indian Trade with
^
Rosm ; I>* T. Oiadwiclc.

IwsTiTWJdO** OF Ei.BcrR®5AJL EMipmEKRS, at 6,—^Annaal general meetiog.
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FRIDAY, Mav 18.

Royal Institution, at 5.30.—The Complexity of the Chemical Elements?
Prof. F. Soddy.

Institution of Mechanical Engineers, at 6.—The Construction of*
Turbine-Pumps : A. E. L. Chorlton.

.S*^ TURDA May 19.

Royal IiJstitution, at 3,—The Electrical Properties of Gases : Sir T. T
Thomson.

*'

'

MONDAY^ May 21,

Royal Geographical Society, at 5.30.—Anniversary AVleeting.
President’s Address.

Aristotelian Society, at 8.—Some Aspects of the Philosophy of
Plotinus : Dean W. R. Inge,

TUESDAY, May 22.

Royal Institution, at 3.—Architectural Design in Organisms: Pro£
D’Arcy Thompson.

Royal Anthropological Institute, at 5.—Tattooing in South-Eastern
New Guinea : Capt, F. R. Barton.

THURSDAY, May 24-

Royal Institution, at 3,—The Chromo.some Theory of Heredity and the
Alternatives : Prof, W. Bateson.

Royal Geographical Society, at 5.30.—The Resources and Future of
British Columbia : Dr. J. F. Unstead.

Linnean Society, at 3.—Anniversary Meeting.
Aeronautical Institute, at 8.—The Testing of Materials for Aero-

nautical Construction : Edgar A. Allcut.

Institution of Mining and Metallurgy, at 5.30.—Shall Great Britrin
and America Adopt the Metric System? : W. R. Ingalls.

FRIDAY, May 25. .

Royal Institution, at 5,30.—Breathlessness : J. Barcroft.
Physical Society, at 5.—An Investigation of Radium Luminous Com-
pound : C. C. Paterson, J. W. T. Walsh, and W. F. Higgins.—The
Resistance to the Motion of a Lamina, Cylinder, or Sphere in a Rarefied
Gas: F. J. W. Whipple.—The. Effect, of Stretching on the Thermal and
Electrical Conductivities of W%es : Dr. C* H. Lees.

SATURDAY, May 26.

Royal Institution, at 3.—The Electrical Properties of Gases : Sir J. J,
Thomson.
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EXGIXEERIXG AEROD YXAMICS.
The Flying-Machine from an Engineering Stand-

;

point. By F* W- Lanchester. Pp. viu-ri35* 1

(London: Constable and Co., Ltd., 1916.)

Price 45. 6d. net.
;

T he g^reater part of this book is a reprint of
'

the James Forrest lecture delivered by the I

author, and referred to already in Xature of
;

August 13, 1914. In the preface Mr. Lanchester
lays so much stress on the new section called

'

“The Theory of Sustentation ” that no excuse is
:

necessar}" for confining the remarks of this notice i

to the theory.

After readingf the preface and the considerable

claims made for the theory*, a student of the sub-
ject will naturally look for a theory founded on
the equations of motion, or at least on grounds
not essentially experimental. It is, then, a sur-

prise to find an almost complete absence of
mathematical formulae and reasoning, and any
knowledge of orthodox hydrodynamics leads to

questions as to the validity of many of the steps

taken. After a time it is inevitable that the

student will turn for relaxation to Kutta, whom
Mr. Lanchester claims as a kindred spirit.

Kutta ’s mathematical problem is not difiScult

to follow, though doubts may be felt as to the

physical meaning of his results. He takes as

the subject of his analysis the two-dimensional
flow of an inviscid fluid round a lamina in the

form of a circular arc. Except for the case of i

a plane lamina moving in its own plane, it is well

known that the Eulerian system of equations

leads to a solution in which the velocity is

' infinite at tw'O points, the leading and trailing

edges of the lamina. To meet this difficulty

Kutta introduces a circulation of the main mass
of fluid, and chooses the amount of the circula- ;

tion so as to avoid one of the infinite values for
j

the velocity. There does not appear to be any
limit to the angle of incidence or the curvature of

the arc beyond which Kutta ’s method cannot be
applied. To deal with the second point of

infinite T-elocity Kutta found it necessary to

change from a lamina to a body having a rounded
leading edge, and this idea was put into better

mathematical form by Joukowsky.
Kutta compares his calculated forces with

those observed in wind channels, and claims

good agreement after making an allowance for

skin friction. This is essentially an empirical

justification, and no attempt uppers to have be^
made to show that the cydicmotion of an inviscid

fluid has any mathematidal connection with the

real motion of a viscous fluid.

Havii^ read Kutta, one returns to Mr. L*aii-

dbester. The difficulty of two points of infinite

velocity is met by sa3dng that if the section^ is

properly shaped riie flow is “conformable/’ ue.

Indudes tfe lamina in one of the stream fines, and
further; attention Is confined to “conformable

**
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wing shapes. In addition to a cyclic motion Xlr.

Lanchester introduces a pair of trailing vortices,

which appear to extend Kutta ’s analysis from

two dimensions to three dimensions. These

vortices appear as though set up in the conven-

tional inviscid fluid. The mechanism is not

shown to us, and nowhere in the thec>ry is there

a clear distinction between the irrotational cvclic

motion and the rotational flow in the vortices,

nor even an estimate of the strength of the cyclic

component. The theory ends with a formula

for calculating the “sustentation*’ and “the

aerodynamic resistance.” To compare the

results with those for a real fluid ^Ir. Lanchester

estimates from experimental data a quantity

which he calls “direct resistance,” and which

he adds directly to the “aerodynamic resistance.”

In the wTiter’s view^ the theory, however excel-

1 lent as an empirical formula, has no independent

basis, and its utility is determined by the number

of experimental observations which it will hold

together.

Conventional hydrodynamics is interesting

as a mathematical study, but work based

on the properties of an inviscid fluid can scarcely

be said to lead to results of value in explanation

of the observed motion of real
^

fluids. The

j
equations of motion for a viscous fluid were given

j
to us by Stokes, and are to be found in Lamb’s

treatise on hydrodynamics. For slow motion

and very viscous fluids there is reason to believe

that the motion is steady, and some solutions of

the equations have been obtained,
^

the most

important being that of the flow in capillary tubes

which leads to our best-known meth^ for deter-

mining the value of the coefficient of viscosity.

Osborne Reynolds showed that the mathemati-

cal assumption of steady motion fails to account

for observations when the fluid motion is rapid,

and failure has led to approximations instead of

to a fuller solution of the equations of motion of

a viscous -fluid. The physical conditions of the

problem are usually modified by removing any

trace . of viscosity in order to make a simpler

mathematical problem. Mr. Lanchester adopts

this method in part, and is supported by all^the

standard treatises in the world. To a serious

student of fluid motion such half-hearted theories

produce difficulty and do not help to an under-

j
standing of the subject in its physical bearings,

i Failure to satisfy the conditions obsen^ed may

I

arise from defective equations or inability to solve

i
correct equations. The evidence preluded by

Stanton and Pannell’s experiments on surface

friction in pipes appears to leave no doubt that

the definition of viscority derived from slow

motions is sufficient for turbulent motion, and we

must conclude that inability to deal with the

mathematical analysis is the root trouble.
^

All

examination of the problem immediately brings

into prominence a fundamental diflerence

between inviscid and viscous fluids, the first of

which may have a tan^ntial velocity relative to

a surface trith which it is in contact, wirilst the

second has no reJattve veloctty. It is not e\^en

O
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permissible to consider an inviscid fluid as the
j

limit of one in which viscosity has been I

indefinitely reduced. No real fluid is known in
j

which the viscosity is small enough to admit
slipping at a solid boundary, or, for that matter,
at any point in the fluid itself.

There is need for a solution of the well-known
equations of motion for a viscous fluid, and great
possibilities appear to exist for the student who
has the courage to look the issue squarely in

the face.

THE BRIQUETTING OF FUELS.
A Handbook of Briquetting. By Prof. G.

Franke. Translated by Fred. C. A. H. Lants-
berry. Vol. i., The Briquetting of Coals

j

Brown Coals^ and Other Fuels. Pp. xxviii+
631. (London: Charles Griffin and Co., Ltd.,

1916.) Price 30s. net.

The work before us is a translation of the
first part of Prof. Franke ’s well-known and

important work on briquetting. The entire work
deals with the whole subject of briquetting as
applied to a very wide range of materials, but the
first part, the translation of which has now been
issued, is confined to the briquetting of coal.

Although the full title is “The Briquetting of
Coals, Brown Coals, and other Fuels,” the author
has practically confined himself to the two fuels

that he has specified; nothing is said as to the
briquetting of peat, although this part of the
subject is far from unimportant, nor has the
briquetting of other materials, such as sawdust,
been dealt with. Within the limits in which he
has chosen to confine himself the author has,
however, done his work excellently well, and his

book may fairly be regarded as a standard treatise

on the subject.

The book is practically divided into two parts,

the first dealing with the briquetting of bitu-

minous coal, the second with the briquetting of
lignite. The latter part is of less practical in-

terest to us in this country, merely ^cause we
possess no deposits of lignite, wdth the exception
of the quite unimportant ones at Bovey Tracey,
in Devonshire, but is likely to be welcomed in

British colonies where lignite exists. The first

part, however, deals with a subject of most press-
ing importance, the urgency of which we have
barely b^pin to realise. It is quite 'well known
amongst coal-miners that millions of tons of small
coal of the non-coking kind, unsuitable, therefore,
for coke-making, are annually left behind in our
collieries and lost for ever to the nation, because
such coal is practically unsaleable, or at any rate
commands but a very low price so long as round
coal can be bought at a reasonable rate. Yet this
small coal is every bit as valuable as lump coal as
a source of heat, and could quite as readily be
turned to good account. The thrifty Germans
have, howler, learnt to utilise what we waste,
and hence it is that the manufacture of coal bri-
quettes, or patent fuel, as it is usually called here,
tos made comparatively little progress in this

.
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country, whilst it has attained ver\^ important

dimensions in Germany. Thus, according to

Prof. Franke, the briquette production of Great
Britain in 1906 w^as millions of tons, whereas
that of the German Empire (bituminous coal only)

was si millions, whilst the respective produc-

tion of bituminous coal was 255 millions and 137
millions of tons. One reason is that our adher-

ence to old-fashioned, conservative methods
stands in the way of the extended use of patent

fuel in this country ;
we export fully 90 per cent,

of the briquettes that we do produce*, for which
reason the manufacture of patent fuel is confined

to our sea-board, and centres mainly in South
Wales. On the other hand, some of the coals

produced in our central coalfields, e.g. Notting-

ham and Derby, are exceedingly well suited to the

production of briquettes, and the small coal of

these districts ought to be thus utilised instead of

being wasted.
Any colliery proprietor who is contemplating

the manufacture of briquettes will find in the
present work the fullest information as to every

detail and every aspect of the subject, the author
having performed his task in the most pains-

taking manner; perhaps the only fault that could

be found is that he is somewhat too meticulous.

Thus it scarcely seems necessary to describe, as

he does in detail, the construction and mode of
action of the ordinary Watts governor as applied

to a simple horizontal engine that is used to drive

a briquette press, but Siis fault is one on the
right side. His successive chapters in the first

part treating of bituminous coal are devoted to the
raw materials, namely, coal and binders, crushing,

mixing, drying, kneading and heating, pressing,

loading and storage, design of complete plants,

and economies and statistics; whilst the second
part deals with lignite briquettes in an equally

comprehensive fashion.

Whilst, therefore, we have nothing but praise

for the manner in which the author has done his-

work, we must regret that the same cannot be
said of the translator. This is, in fact, one of

the poorest translations that we have, ever

seen. Two essential qualifications for producing
an acceptable translation are a thorough know-
ledge of the language of the original and a good
practical acquaintance with the subject-matter of

the work. The translator, however, does not

seem to understand German 'technical terms
or to know their English equivalents. The
result is a series of blunders, more or
less grotesque, some of them veritable

schoolboy “howlers.” His ignorance of Grer-

man is shown on the very first page, where he
translates Kohlensteine by “coal-stones,” and
Kohlensiegel by “coal-bricks,” whereas a mode-
rate knowledge of the language would have told

him that the proper words were “coal-bricks,*^

and “coal-tiles ** resj>ectively. He translates

Set^maschine, i.e. “jig,” by the utterly meaning-
less phrase “settling machine,” and ikfonfan-

wachs^ literally “ ihine-wax ** (a bitumen derived
from lignite), he calls “Montana wax** I “Trans-
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|X>rt band ” may be an exact transliteration of the
German origini, but an English engineer would
employ the usual phrase “conveyor-belt,” in the

same way that he would speak of the “flue ” of a
stove, and not, as the translator has done, of a
“ smoke-pij>e. ” Unless the reader of this un-
satisfactory translation himself knows German,
he would be hard put to it to discover that what
the translator calls the hard cast-iron “ covers” of

crushing roils are really chilled iron roll-shells. No
good purpose can be served by further extending
this list of blunders; enough has been said to

show that the reader must be on his guard
throughout the book, and will have to use his

ingenuity in order to arrive at the author’s real

meaning in many unintelligible passages.
Messrs. Griffin and Co. have earned for them-

selves a high reputation for their splendid series

of technological publications, -which have been
productive of the utmost benefit to our industries,

and it is a matter for grave regret that the present
volume should fall so far below the high standard
of excellence of these works. It is sincerely to be
hoped that if a translation of the second volume
of Prof. Franke’s book is in hand, they will take

care to have the proofs revised by someone
capable of doing justice to the original.

H. L.

PROBLEMS OF BEHAVIOUR.
{1) What is Instinct? Some Thoughts on Tele-

pathy and Subconsciousness in Animals. By
C. Bingham Newland. Pp. xv + 217. (Lon-
don : John Murray, 1916.) Price 65. net.

<(2) Studies in Animal Behavior. By Dr. S. J.

Holmes. Pp. 266. (Boston : Richard G.
Badger, 1916.) Price 2.50 dollars.

These two books deal with the same subject

—

animal behaviour; but they could scarcely

be more sharply contrasted, for the one is scien-

tific and the other is not.

(i) Mr. Newland, as sportsman and field

naturalist, has many interesting facts to submit

and personal observations to relate, which is all

to the good; but he has ventured on a line of

interpretation wheire Verification is impossible.

His study of adaptive behaviour has led him to

the conclusion that “ the marvellous precision and
fitness of these actions can only be attributed to

Omniscience rnanifesting in the creature.” In

spite of the abundant illustrations of “trial and
error ” procedure to be found among animals, he
tells us that “the creatures involved make no
tentative experiments, but the perception of how
and when to act comes to them subconsciously.”

But it is not exactly their own subconscious mind
that operates; it is a “subconscious principle

directly transmitted frcwn the * mainspring ’—^All-

Mind.” The life-principle (soul) of the insect

or other member of the animal vrorld is a centre

of subconsciousness, temporarily set apart, but

ever “in touch” with the All-Conscious, Hence
their infallibiiity ! Mr. Newland is altogether

too metaphysic^.
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(2) We breathe a different atmosphere in Dr.
Holmes’s careful study, which adheres to scien-

tific methods and verifiable formulae. The book
begins with an historical sketch which shows how
the pendulum has swung many times between the

extremes of generosity and parsimony, reading

1
the man into the beast and reducing the animal

! to an automatic machine. The second chapter

j

pictures the stages in the evolution of parental

I

care, which is regarded as an extension of repro-
* ductive processes and as the foundation of social

I

instincts. It is long, however, before it becomes
!
necessary to insist on the psychical aspect of

behaviour, w-hich, objectively considered, cannot
but be described as very efficient parental care.

The next three chapters deal -with tropisms,
which are prominent among lower, organisms, and
enter as components into the more complex

j activities of higher animals. While there are

j

many orientations that may be described as trop-

I

isms and regarded as inevitable reflex effects,

I
there are in other cases sundry complications

j

which suggest more than the involuntary reaction

of a “reflex machine.” There is apparent selec-

tion of random movements, and there are modifi-

cations of routine which are consequent on experi-

ence. An account is given of the widespread
phenomenon of the reversal of tropisms, and the
variety of causes by wffiich it is induced.

In regard to “ learning ” Dr. Holmes writes

:

“Given the power of forming associations be-

tween responses, the animal acquires new habits

of action by repeating those responses which
arouse instinctive acts of a congruous kind, and
by discontinuing those responses which arouse
instinctive acts of an incongruous kind.” “The
new things an animal learns to do are done be-

cause they have been assimilated to its instinctive

activities.” “The securing of any advantage
through the method of trial and error presupposes
congenital modes of response which are adapted
to secure the welfare of the individual.” Blunder-
ing into success would be of no service unless the

organism were capable of turning to ad-vantage

its fortunate trial movement. “In order to do
this the organism must be provided for the situa-

tion by its inherited endowment.” “It is inherit-

ance that affords the means by which inheritance

is improved.” We cannot do more than refer to
the author’s suggestive discussion of the way in

vrhich behaviour may help to mould form, of the
analcgy between behaviour and' development, of

the twofold origin of “feigning death,” of the

diverse modes of sex-recognition, and of the rdle

of sex in the evolution of mind. The last chapter

gives a charming account of a study of a bonnet
monkey’s mind.
The whole book is vividly interesting, and while

the author flies a number of kites, he is careful

to distinguish between fact and theory. He shows
true scientifk: caution in statii^ bis own -views,

and fair-mindedness in his criricism of those

-which he rejects- A distinctive feature of his

method is the combination of analytic and
genetic inquiry. J. A. T’.
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OJJR BOOKSHELF.
Studies in Insect Life, and Other Essays. By

Dr. A. E. Shipley. Pp. 1x4-338. (London:

T. Fisher Unwin, Ltd., 1917. j
Price 105. 6d. net.

It is Dr. Shiplej^'s gift to write scientific essays

artistically, using many-coloured lights from

reading and experience to illumine and humanise

hard grey facts. He has humour and a light

touch, and things are so interesting to himself

that they become interesting to us. Not that

we pretend to explain his style, which permits

of luminous, dignified discourse on lice and fleas,

as well as on fisheries and grouse. “Le style,*’

said Buffon, ‘*est comme le bonheur; il vient de
la douceur de TAme-”
The book, based on previously published

essays and lectures, has eleven chapters, dealing

with insects and war, honey-bees, humble-bees,
wasps, the depths of the sea, fisheries, Sir John
Murray, grouse-disease, zoology in the time of

Shakespeare, the revival of science in the seven-
teenth century, and hate. We have seen no more
successful rapidly drawn picture of a haunt of

life than is to be found in the chapter on “The
Romance of the Depths of the Sea.” Another
fine picture of i%|.very different kind is that of
Sir John Murray. It is very interesting to have

Shipley’s lively summary of his own investi-

gations on what is called “grouse-disease,” of
which, adapting Sydney Smith, he says : “ Little

stoppages, foc^ pressing in the wrong place, a
vext duodenum, and an ^itated blind-gut, and
there you have * grouse-disease. * ”

In the essay on hate an exposition is given,
after Cannon and others, of the part the secretion
of the supra-renal capsules plays in “the bodily
changes which occur in states of extreme pain,
fear, or rage, and sejrve to place * un enrag^ ’

in an eminently favourable state for vjreaking his
passion on his opponent.” It has been suggested
that the use of golden mice in connection with
emerods may have implied some awareness of the
correlation between rodents (wdth their fleas) and
bubonic plague; Dr. Shipley wonders -whether
the ancient Hebrews knew anything about the
potency of the supra-renal capsules, because they
were so very particular in their burnt offerings to
offer up “the fat upon the kidneys.” We have
but one 'fault to find with this entertaining
volume, that it comes to an end too soon.
The Tutorial Chemistry, Part iL, Metals and

Physical Chemistry. By Dn G. H. Bailey.
Edited by Dr. W. Briggs. Third edition.
Pp, vm-f46o. (London: W, B. Clive, Univer-
,sily Tutotiai Press, Ltd,, 1917,) Price 4;:. 6d.

The general character of this widely known text-
bc^ was described in the review of the first

es&tk>n which was published in Nature for
April 14, 189B (vol. lvii.„ p. 559}. In the present
issue the second half of the section of the book
dealing with physical chemistry has been com-
Ffetely recast by Mr. H. W. Bausoar. The whole
text has be^ rerisedj, and the pages concerned
with crystallography have been transferred to an
appendix.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
[The Editor does not hold himself responsible for

opinions expressed by his correspondents. Neither

can he undertake to return, or to correspond with

the writers of, rejected manuscripts intended for

this or any other part of Nature. No notice is

taken of anonymous communications.]

The Stability of Lead Isotopes from Thorium.

Since my recent letter on the subject of “thorium'^

lead (Nature, February 15, p. 469) I have had some
correspondence with Dr. Arthur Holmes, who, in

agreement with Boltwood, had previously Qpncluded

from geological evidence that lead could not be the

end product of thorium, because thorium minerals

often contain so little lead in comparison with what
is to be expected from their age. He pointed out that

the age of Ceylon thorite as determined from the

ratio of lead to thorium was curiously anomalous*
Taking, as preferable, Rutherford’s values for the

periods of uranium and thorium, 0*72 and 1*9 (

x

years) respectively (in the ratio of i to 2-6, instead of

3*2, the figure used in the previous letter), the pro-

portion of the thorite lead derived from the thorium
would be 95*5 per cent., and from the uranium 4*5 per
cent. The quantity of thorium lead per gram of

thorium would be 0*0062. The rate of growth would
be 4*72x10-^^ gram of lead per gram of thorium per

year, and the age of the mineral 13 1 million years*

A Ceylon pitchblende (U =72-88 per cent., Pb= 4-65 per'

cent.) has a ratio of lead to uranium of 0-064, giring
the age as 512 million years, and Dr. Holmes con-
siders that this is likely to be of the same geological

age as the thorite, and ’to be, of all the Ceylon results,

the most trustworthy for age measurements.
It must be remembered that there are two end'

products of thorium, both being isotopes of lead with
the same atomic weight. Thorium-C, an isotope of
bismuth, disintegrates dually, 35 per cent, of the atoms
expelling first an a and then a p ray, and 65 per cent*

first a p and then an a ray. More energy is evolved
in the latter mode than in the former, and although
the two isotopes have the same atomic mass and the
same chemical character, there may be a difference
in stability. From analogy with the uranium series,

where the same thing is true for radium-C, except that
all but a minute fraction of the atoms follow the
second mode, it is the 65 per cent, isotope of thorium
lead which should further disintegrate, for it is

analogous to radium-D, *

On the supposition that only the 35 per cent, isotope
is stable enough to accumulate, the age of the minera!
calculated from the data given would become 375
million years, in nearer agreement with the pitch-
blende. But the most interesting point is that if we
take the atomic weight of the lead isotope derived
from thorium as 206*0, and that from thorium as
2o8*o,^and calculate the atomic weight of thorite lead
on this basis, we get the same value, 207*74, which
I obtained from the density, and Honigschmid obtained
for the atomic w’-eight (207-77).
The question remains, What does the unstable isotope

change into? Clearly the rate of change must be
excessively slow to account for the apparently complete
decay of the radiation of thorium-C. A jS or an a
ray expelled would result in the production of bismuth
or mercury^ respectively, elements of which T could
find no trace in the lead group separated from 20 kilos
of mineral* But an a and a $ change would produce
thallium, which is present in the mineral in amounts
that sufficed for chemical as well as spectroscopic'
identification. On this view, theft, this particular Iea<f
should give a feeble specific a or ^ radiation, iri

tion, of course, to that produced by other lead isotope^
present Circumstances do permit me to test ^the
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point, but 1 understand Prof. Sretan Me.cr may be
|

making some examination of the radiations of tht:
'

material, and the results he obtains will therefore be
;

of ven,' great value in deciding this point.

Frederick Soddv.
;

Aberdeen, May 14.
;

i

Prof. Soddy having given me the privilege of read- i

:ng his letter in advance, I should like to take the
j

opportunity of directing attention to the geological age 1

of the thorium minerals of Ce3don, and to a few further
j

statistics bearing on the suggestion that only 35 per

cent, of thorium produces a stable isotope *of lead.

I am indebted to my friend, Mr, E. J. Wayland, late •

assistant mineral surve\"or of Ceylon, for the follow-
j

ing provisional classification (in order of age) of the !

older rocks of the island :— !

<6) Newer pegmatites and quarts reefs.
j

(51 Welipatanwila series of sediments. )

(4) Pyroxenites.

(3) Horpblende, zircon, and other pegmatites of the

Baiangoda series (source of thorite and thorianite).

Galle group, and crystalline limestones (?)

(2) Charnockite series (pyroxene granulites).

(i) Older rocks of the basal complex, including
gneisses, with monazite and zircon, pegmatitic secre-

tions, and dioritic intrusions.

This classification clears up much of the mystery
in which the thorium minerals of Ceylon have hitherto

been shrouded- It was thought at first that they be-

longed to two distinct periods (Nos. (i) and (3) in the

above list), and as the figures in the table given below
clearly indicate, the belief was curiously supported by
the Pb ’U ratios. Howe\er, it is now fairly estat)-

Hshed that thorite and thorianite do not occur in the
older rocks of the basal complex, and therefore the
higher lead-ratios are misleading for age measure-
ment. The only lead-ratios of any value for this pur-

pose are those of uraninite and drcon ^ the former
being of the same age as the thorium minerals, while
the latter belongs to the pre-Charnockite zirconiferous

rocks, and is therefore very much older.

In the following table I have recalculated the lead-

ratios on the assumption that 35 per cent, of thorium
gives lead as a stable end product ; or, in other words,
that, weight for weight, thorium produces in any given
time onh' one-seventh as much lead as uranium.

Mineral Pb per cent. U per cent. Th per cent, Pb/U Pb/(U-f©'14 Tb)

Thorianite 2-66 10*4 671 0'26 0*133

2-30 ii-i 60-3 0-21 0*1 17
2-10 9‘5 63-7 0*22 0*110

,, 2-36 114 695 0-21 0*110

2-42 12-8 694 0-19 0*102

2-76 21*0 44-1 0-23 0*100

Thorite 1-28 4*6
.

62-8 0-28 0*094
Thorianite 2.7S ‘ 230 SS-o 0-I2I 0090

.. 2-70 23-8 3S-9 0*114 0*085

1*87 13-1 '67-3 0-14 00S2
2'I6 24-S 54-9 0*087 0*066

.

.

2-38 278 51-7 0086 0*066

Thorite 0-78 3-5 59-2 0*22 0*065

0*36 1-62 54-4 0-22 0045

Az^erage — — — o-i8 o*oq

Uraninite +65 72-S8 7*7 0*064 0*063

Zircon 0092 056 O-OI O'164 0-164

(For references see Proc. Geol. Assoc., vd. xsvL,
p. 301, I9I5-)

The rec^hculated rati<^ approach that of uraiximte
much more closely than do the staple Fb/U ratios,

and thus they ,support Prof- Soddv’s suggestion better
than might have been expected freon analy^ of

thonum minerals.*
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I have elsewhere pointed out the unsuitability of

thorium minerals for age determination or correlation,

and this is particularly so in the case of minerals from
the Palaeozoic igneous rocks of Langesundfjord, Nor-
way'- Mr. Lawson and myself based our former con-
clusion that lead could not be the end product of

thorium largely on analyses of these minerals. How-
ever, I have now recalculated the ratios on the assump-
tion that thorium has one-seventh the lead-producing
power of uranium, and it is satisfactory to find that,

when thorium is less than five times a's abundant as
uranium, the ratios agree as closely on this calculation
as do the simple lead-ratios. .When thorium is more
than five times as abundant as uranium neither set

of ratios gives any approach to agreement, although
the minerals from anv one locality agree among them-
selves. (For the analyses referred to, see PhiL Mag.,
vol. xxviii., p. 832, 1914; and Proc. GeoL Assoc.,
vol. xxvi., p. 302, 19T5). Thus, having found from
experience that the pernicious and irregular behaviour
of thorium minerals is apt to be very’ misleading, I

must admit that their evidence is worthless in the
absence of atomic weight determinations.
An atomic weight determination bv Richards and

Lembert on lead from Ceylon thorianite ma\' be used
(in the same way as Prof. Soddv has used' his own
and Honigsehmid’s measurements) to test the question
of end product. The thorianite referred to contained
60 per cent. Th and 20 per cent. U, and therefore if

the whole of the thorium disintegrated into lead, the
atomic weight should be 2o7'52 ; whereas if only 35 per
cent, of the thorium form^ lead, then the atomic
weight should be 206-73. Remembering that the pre-
sence of original lead is implied by the high lead-ratios
of the above table, and that such exogenous lead
would raise slightly the latter figure, one finds with

1

pleasure that the atomic weight actually found was
206-82. Prof. Soddy ’s suggestion thus affords a happy
compromise as to the end products of thorium; there
is already accumulative evidence in its favour, and
as yet there is none against it. In particular it is satis-

factoiw to observe that if the suggestion should receive
decisive demonstration, then the estimates of geological
time already based on lead-ratios are not appreciably
affected. ' Arthur Houwks.

'

Imperial College of Science and Technology, S.W.7,
May 16.

THE SUSPENDED PUBLICATION OF THE
^^KEW BULLETIN.^'WE learn with astonishment that it appears to

have been decided to suspend the publica-

tion of the Kew Bulletin. We say appears/^
because it seems almost incredible to anyone with
a sense of proportion of the issues involved that

such an unfortunate step can really be seriously

contemplated. It is, however, announced that

the Controller of H.M. Stationery’' Office (the

publisher) has been instructed to form a priority

list of printed bookstand to defer the publication

of everything which is not essential, that it has
been ruled that the Kew Bulletin is not essential,

and that its publication has therefore been sus-
pended. It would be of interest to taow what
steps were taken to enable a considered judgment
to be arrived at as regards this useful publication,
and to what extent "^ose responsible for its dis-

continuance are competent to form a just opinion
on

,

the merits of what is mainly a tedinical

JoumaL
The objects served

, by the Kewi BtMetin since
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its inception in 1S87, partly as the result of a
suggestion made in the House of Commons, are

manifold and far-reaching. Not only does it

serve*as the official organ in which the results of

scientific activity at Kew are largely given to the

world; it also serves the very important function

of placing at the disposal of the economic and
scientific gardens in India and the Colonies the

latest facts in economic botany that may be of

importance to them.
It must be remembered that Kew is the central

institution of a great system of smaller institutes

established in every region of the Empire, and
that these institutes exist to further the material

prosperity of the countries in which they are

situated. The principal sources of wealth in

most of our foreign possessions consist for the

most part of vegetable products, and it is difficult

to overrate the importance of keeping the botani-

cal stations, remote as they mostly are from the
main channels of current scientific work, con-
tinually informed on relevant matters which from
time to time reach the great clearing-house at

Kew. It must be evident to everyone that any
action which tends to lower the efficiency of these
institutes of economic botany must operate in a
manner detrimental to the material interests of
the country or countries thus affected. It is

difficult to .b^Jieve that either the India Office or
the Colonial Office, which are both concerned
with the functions that/ only Kew is in a position
effectively to discharge, can have been consulted
in the matter, or, if they had been so consulted,
that they could have approved of a step so un-
sound alike on economic and financial grounds.

^
Furthermore, it should not be forgotten that

Kew receives a good deal from other countries
by way of exchange for the Bulletin, which it is

now proposed to suspend. We understand that
enemy countries, although their colonial interests
are as nothing compared with our own, have,
nevertheless, not seen fit to interfere with the
continued publication of their own corresponding
journals.

In fact, the same official lack of appreciation
of importance of scientific inquiry and research
which was a matter of common knowledge
amongst our competitors before the war still

continues to sap the foundations of our recognised
claims to our foreign possessions, which should
largely rest on ffie encouragement of their
material development on sound economic, and
therefore on scientific, lines.

It is earnestly to be hoped that the action
apparently taken may be reconsidered before we

ourselves, as a colonial Power, to be made
ridiculous, and as a business people to stand com-
mitted to the policy of penny wise and pound
foolish.

Unless we learn in time the lessons which this
war is enforcing on every side, namely, that the
way of prosperity in the future lies in promoting
smentific^ knowledge and in utilising the results
of scientific investigation, it will make but little
difference in the long run whether we win the war
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or not. For we should assuredly lose in the far
more serious conflict that is certain to follow it, a
conflict in which the claim for. superiority will be
inexorably decided against any nation which re-

fuses to take full advantage of that knowledge
which is power in a sense far more real than
ever before. J. B. F.

CONSERVATION OF WILD LIFE IN
CANADA.

I
N spite of the energy with which the Canadians

are devoting themselves to the prosecution
of the war and its successful conclusion, the neces-
sity of conserving our natural resources is not
being forgotten. Not the least important of these
resources is the wild life of the Dominion. The
economic value of the wild life to the country is

fully realised by the Canadian Government. On
this account it is taking steps to conserve, while it

is still able to do so, the wild life upon which many
of its economic interests depend. The necessity of

greater protection for the species of migratory
birds which are important to agriculture as insect
destroyers was mainly responsible for the conclu-
sion of the recent international treaty with the
United States for the protection of migratory
birds in Canada and the United States. This
treaty is undoubtedly the most important and far-
reaching measure ever taken in the history of bird
protection. The full text of the treaty and the
circumstances responsible for its consummatiorb
are given in an article by the present writer in
the Agricultural Gazette of Canada for December
last- In addition to the protection of insectivorous
birds, the treaty provides that no species of migra-
tory wild-fowl, such as ducks, geese, or shore-
birds (plovers, sandpipers, etc.), shall have a longer
open season than three and a half months, and
the open seasons are so restricted as to prevent
the killing of the birds in the breeding season.
Close seasons for periods of several years are
provided for certain species of birds the continued
existence of which has become seriously menaced.

In the north-west territories the fur-bearing
animals and such larger animals as the barren-
ground caribou and musk-ox constitute the only
available natural resources, and the existence of
the present and future populations of large por-
tions of that unorganised territory largely depends
on the presence of such wild life. Steps are there-
fore being taken to ensure the conservation of the
northern wild life by improved legislation. In
order that this problem may be carefully studied
with a view to the adoption of an adequate policy
for the protection and use of the wild-life resources
of the country, the Canadian Government has
recently appointed an inter-departmental Advisory
Board on Wild Life Protection, consisting of the
followii^ ;—^Mr. James White, Assistant to the
Chairman of the Commission of Conservation
(chairman); Mr. D. C. Scott, Deputy-Superin-
tendent of Indian Affairs ; Mr. J. B. Harkinv
Commissioner of Dominion Parks; Da^. R- M,
Anderson, in charge of mammals in the NatipnaJ
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Museum
; and the present writer, who is secretary

of the Board.
The Dominion and Provincial Governments

have been active in the establishment of animal
parks for the protection of game and non-game
mammals and birds, and many thousands of square
miles of territory have now been reserved as
animal ' refuges, where hunting is absolutely

prohibited.

The successful effort of the Canadian Govern-
ment in preventing the extermination of the

American bison, or buffalo, is noteworthy. The
original herd of 750 buffalo that the Government
purchased in the United States in 1907 and placed

in a special enclosed buffalo park of 168 square
miles at Wainwright, Alberta, has now increased to

more than 2400, and altogether above 3000 buffalo

are now under Government protection, including

the wild herd of about 500 head in the Peace River
region south-west of Great Slave Lake. With
the view of ascertaining the possibilities of the
buffalo in relation to agriculture, the Canadian
Department of Agriculture is now carrying on
experiments in crossing the buffalo with domestic
cattle, as the cross-bred animals, like the buffalo,

are so admirably suited to withstand the most
rigorous conditions of a northern environment and
produce excellent beef and superior robes.

A report published by the Commission of Con-
servation on the fishes, birds, and game of Canada
last year gives an excellent account of the manner
in which these problems are being dealt with in

Canada. Constituting as Canada does the last

stronghold of the big-game animals of the North
American continent, it is hoped and believed that

we shall be successful in preventing the reduction

to the point of extermination of the many forms
of wild life of interest and importance alike to

the settler, the sportsman, and the zoologist.

C. Gordon Hewitt.

PROF. JOSEPH RIBAN.

PROF. JOSEPH RIBAN, honorary professor

of the Faculty of Sciences of Paris, who
has just died at the ripe age of eighty, was one

of a type of French chemists which is fast dis-

appearing. Born at Montpellier, he was
originally destined for a career in medicine, but

under the influence of Balard, the discoverer of

bromine, he was led to interest himself in

problems connected with pharmacological

chemistry, and took up the stud}^ of the toxic

principle of redoul {Coriaria myrtifolia)^ which
he found to be a glucoside and named corian-

myrtine. His work on the physiolcgical,

chemical, and physical properties of the new
substance occupied him during the greater part

of 1864, and the results appeared in a couple of

memoirs which were published in the Jour^ de

Phormocie and in the Bulletins of the Chemical
Society of Paris. Although he continued to

follow medicine, Riban "v^as more and more
attracted to chemistry, and his nomination as

professor of Chemistry and technolc^ at the

Ecole Normale of Cluny eventuaBy settled his
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career. In 1869 joined his old master Balard
at Paris as preparatetir of his course at the
College de France.
The Franco-German War interrupted his

1 chemical studies, and during the siege of' Paris
I he

^

was a zealous collaborator of Alphonse

I

Guerin at the military hospital in the Rue des

I

Recollets. On the termination of hostilities he
was able to resume his chemical work, and a
number of papers appeared in rapid succession,
on the products of the condensation of valeric
aldehyde, and on aldehydes- condensed by the
elimination of water, known as aldanes, on the
terpenes and their chlorohydrates, on terebene,
and on camphene. Riban *s investigations in

\yhat is confessedly one of the most intricate and
difficult fields of organic chemistry attracted con-
siderable attention at the time of their publica-
tion. They gained for him his degree of doctor
of physical sciences, and eventually, in 1875, the
Jecker prize. The first samples of synthetic
camphor arising out of these researches were
show’n in the Exhibition of 1878.
Riban now became associated with Berthelot

at the College de France, and was transferred to
the Sorbonne, where he became assistant-profes-
sor of quantitative chemical analysis. He
practically abandoned inquiry in organic
chemistry, devoting himself more particularly to
general problems of applied chemistry, especially

to questions of hygiene. In addition to his work
as director of the analytical laboratories at the
Sorbonne, he lectured at the Ecole des Beaux-
Arts, and was named a member of the Conseil
d’Hygiene. These various public duties left

Riban little time for original research, but he
published a number of notes and minor com-
munications on compounds of phosphine and on
the decomposition of metallic formates and
acetates in presence of 'water, as well as some
papers relating to eudiometry and analytical

chemistry. He was an active contributor to the
“Encyclopedic Chimique ” and to the “feic-

tionnaire de Chimie,*’ and in 1899 published a
treatise on electrochemical analysis which
enjoyed a considerable reputation.

Riban became a vice-president of the French
Chemical Society in 18^, and a vice-president

of the Conseil d’Hygiene in 1899. a
careful, conscientious teacher, distinguished for

‘ the clarity and simplicity of his exposition, and
a painstaking and accurate experimentalist
whose work rests upon a solid and durable
foundation.

NOTES.
The valuable article on rhubarb which appears else-

where in the present issue was prepared for the Kew
Bulletin, the publication of which has been suspended,
on the ground of shortage of paper. When we see

the waste of paper used in Parliamentary Reports^
National Service propaganda, and bv Government de-
partments generally, and pla^ this by the side of the
amount required for the continued publication of such
a periodical as the Kew BuUetin—Imperial id its scope
and influence—^we begin to despair that our State
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oificials wiii ever possess true standards of value in

matters pertaining to science. The subject is dealt

with in an article on another page
;
and all we^ wish

to say here is that we are glad to accord the hospitality

of oiir columns to a contribution intended for th^ Keic
Bulletin, and that we earnestly hope action will he

taken to secure the continuance of a publication which
is more essential now than ever it was. So many
misleading statements have recently been made about
rhubarb that such an accurate account of the plant as

is given in the present article, if made widely known
to the public, should save much suffering and needless

loss of life.

We notice with much regret the announcement of

the death on May iS, at seventy-eight years of age,

of Sir Alexander R. Binnie, past president of the
Institution of Civil Engineers, and from 1S90 to 1903
chief engineer to the London County Council.

The late Lord Justice Stirling's herbarium, consist-

ing chiefly of about 6000 varieties of mosses and liver-

worts from many parts of the world, has been pre-

sented by Lady Stirling to the Tunbridge Wells
Natural History Society.

The Canadian Government has recently appointed

Dr. C. Gordon Hewitt to be consulting zoologist, in

addition to his duties as Dominion entomologist and
chief of the entomological branch of the Department
of Agriculture. The duties of the office wdll be to

advise in matters relating to the protection of birds

and mammals and the treatment of noxious species.

The death is announced, in his eighty-fifth year,

of Dr. Ephraim Cutter, a distingpjished American
microseopist and inventor of many surgical and
gynaecological instruments. He was a pioneer in

American laryngology, and had studied the morphology
of raw beef since 1S54. In 1894 he discovered the

tuberculosis cattle test. He was an expert in food
values, and was the author of more than 800 contribu-

tions to the literature of medical science.

An association having the title, Society of Indus-
trial Chemistry, has recently been formed" in France.
The honorary president of "the new society is Prof.
Haller, of the Institute, and its object is the develop-
ment of the chemical industry in France in order that
it nfey be given that prominence W’hich will be neces-
sary in the after-war struggle. Tl^e society comprises
manufacturers, engineers, and chemists. "The head-
quarters of the societv' are at 49 rue des Mathurins,
Paris.

The Franklin medal of the Franklin Insti-

tute, Philadelphia, has been awarded to Dr.
H. A, Lorentz, For Mem.R.S., president, Royal
Academy of Sciences, Amsterdam, and pro-
fessor of mathematicai physics. University of
Leyden. Tlie Franklin medal has also been awarded
to Admiral D. W. Taylor, Chief Constructor, Chief of
Bureau of Construction and Repair, United States
>«av3% The medals were presented on May 16, when
an address was given on “The Science of Naval Archi-
tecture ” by Admiral Taylor.

At, the annual meeting of the Royal Geographical
Society on Monday the medal _awardki to Mr. G. G.
Chisholm by the American Geographical Society was
pfres^ted to him by Mr. Page, the United States
Ambassador. The Royal medals and oflber awards
annoum^ in Nature of March 22 were presented by
1^1# Mr. DoiigJas AV. Freshfleld., The presL
mmt referred to woric being done by geographers in
d^erent part^ of the war area, and he r^nar^d :—

-
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“In a hero of the recent sea-fight against odds off*

Dover—a fight that recalls the glorious traditions of

the days of Queen Elizabeth

—

vee are proud to recog-

nise an Antarctic explorer,^ the second in command
of Capt. Scott's last expedition, Capt. Evans. It is

the same energy and spirit that lead men to face the
Antarctic blizzard or the foe that walks in darkness off

our own coasts.’* Sir Thomas H, Floldich has been
elected president of the society in succession to Mr.
Freshfield,

“We learn with deep regret that 2nd Lieut.

H. E. O. M. Dixon, Seaforth Highlanders, has died

of wounds in France. The son of the Rev. J. Murray
Dixon, of Smithland Rectory, Loughborough, he was
born in 1SS5. His ambitfon, which -showed itself

when he was quite 3’oung, was to excel as an artist,

and birds formed the favourite theme for his pencil.

Though he modelled his work largely on
^

that ot

Archibald Thorburn, for whom he entertained an
immense admiration, he showed promise of developing
a sMe of his own. He was especially keen on game-
birds, but wildfowl of all kinds fascinated hirn, and
he was never so happy as when tramping the hills of

Scotland after grouse and deer. His many friends

will read with pride the comments of his Colonel : “He
w*as a brave and cool leader of men.’* He fell on
April 9, when rallying his men for the attack on the
German second fine of trenches, shot down by
machine-gun fire, to die of his wounds on the follow-

ing day. By his death ornithology has lost a devoted
disciple, but his work and his memory will ever be
cherished among us.

The appointment is announced of a Civil Aerial

Transport Committee, to inquire into civil aerial cora^

munications after the war : the committee is constituted

as follows :—Lord Northdiffe (chairman), Major Baird
(deputy-chairman), the Duke of Atholl, Lord Montagu,
Lord Sydenham, Mr. Balfour Browne, Mr. A. E.
Berriman, Mr. G. B. Cockbum, Mr. G. Holt-Thomas..
Mr. Claude Johnson, Mr. Joynson-Hicks, Mr. F. W*
Lanchester, Lieut.-Col. M. " O’Gorman, Major-Gen-
Ruck, Mr, J. S. Siddelev, Mr. T. Sopwith, Mr. H. G.
Wells, Mr. H. White-Smith, Mr. W. Tyson Wilson,
Sir Laurence Guillemard, Col. J. W. Pringle, the Earl
of Drogheda, Mr. G. E. A. Grindle, Mr. G. E. P.
Murray, Sir Thomas Mackenzie, the Rt. Hon. W. P.
Schreiner, and Capt. V5wyan, Brig.-Gen. Brancker
will represent the R.F.C. " The Meteorological Office
has also been asked to name a representative, and one
or tw’o additional names will be announced later. Mr.
D. O. Malcolm will be the secretary of the committee,
and the offices will be at Winchester House, St. James’s
Square.

As already announced, the annual congress of the
South-Eastern Union of Scientific Societies is to be
held this year in London, in the lecture hall and
rooms of the Linnean Society, on June 6-9. Dr.
Williani Martin, formerly general secretary of the
union, is the president for the year, and wdll take for
the subject of his address on June 6 “ The Application
of Scientific Method,” Among the many interesting
items in the programme of the congress, the following
papers and addresses may be mentioned. On June 7
Dr. A. Smith Woodward, “Vertebrate Remains from
London Excavations.” and Mr. E, A, Martin, “Some
Skulls and Jaws of Ancient Man, and his Imple-
mentx.”_ On June 7, too, members of the congress
are invited to the Hooker lecture of the Linnean
Society by Prof. F. O. Bower. On June 8 Prof. E. W,
MacBride, “Are Acquired Characters Inherited?”;
Dr. .G. A. Boulenger, “Reptiles in Captivity”; and
Dr. B. Daydon Jackson ^ “Notable Trees and OM
Gardens of London,” On June 9 Dr. J. S. Haktoier
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“Abnormal Atmospheres and Means of Combating'
]

Them,'’ and Prof G. S. Boulger, at the Chelsea

Phvsic Garden, “ The Associations of the Garden widi
'

the History’ of Botany/’ During the meeting there

will be several visits 10 places of scientific interest.

All subscript'ons must be sent direct to the hon.
|

general secretary, Mr, H. Norman Gray, 334 Com-
mercial Road, London, E.i.

We regret to record the death of Mr. Benjamin
Hal! Blydi on May 13, in his sixu^-eighth year. An
account of nls career appears in Engineering for May
iS, from ^vhich we take the following particulars.

Mr. Blyth served his pupilage to civil engineering
with iNIessrs. B. and E. Blyth in Edinburgh, and in

1S71 became a member of the firm of Messrs, Blyth
and Cunningham. The work undertaken by this firm

grew very rapidly—between 1S71 and 1S77 Parlia-

mentary plans for work estimated to cost 6,000,000?.

passed through its hands.
^

Mr. Blyth joined the

Institution of .Civil Engineers in 1S77, became a 'mem-
ber of the council in 1900, and was elected president

in 1914. He was consulting engineer to the Cale-
donian, the North British, and the Great North of

Scotland Railways. He was responsible for the two
great stations, the Central in Glasgow and the Waver-
iey in Edinburgh, Mr. Blyth was also engaged in

dock enlargement and improvement at Grangemouth
and at Methil

;
both these docks are fully equipped

with the latest appliances for handling material. He
was called upon to advise the leading corporations in

Scotland, and was much in demand as an expert w’it-

ness, bothIn Scotland and at Westminster. He con-
tested East Lothian unsuccessfully three times. He
was chairman of the Edinburgh and District Tram-
w’ays Company, director of the National Bank of Scot-
land and of the Edinburgh Life Insurance Company,
and governor of the Merchiston Castle Schools and of

the Royal Hospital for Sick Children. He is survived
by an only daughter-

Botanical ^^cience has suffered a serious loss through
the death of Ruth Holden, an American botanist of

great promise. Miss Holden w^as born at Attle-

borough, Massachusetts, in 1890, and graduated M.A.
of Harvard in 1912. She took up palaeobotanical re-

search under Prof. Jeffrey, of Harvard, and in 1913
came to this country as a travelling Harvard fellow in

order todevote herself more particularly to the anatom-
ical investigatiori of Mesozoic Conifers. She became
a post-graduate student of Newmham College, and was
afterwards elected to a fellowship. Impelled by her
love of strenuous work and by her strong conviction
of the justice of the cause of the Allies, Miss Holden
temporarily relinquished her scientific career at the

Cambridge Botany School and threw herself with char-
acteristic energy into nursing. In December last she
went to Russia with the first of the Millicent Fawcett
medical units, and earned the "unstinted praise of the
administrator of the unit by her self-sacrificing work
in Petrograd, Kazan, Galicia, and in various parts of

Russia. After partially recovering from an attack of

typhoid fever, she died from meningitis at Moscow on
April 21. Miss Holden had published several papers
on palseobotany, both in America and England, and
shortly before her ‘departure for Russia she completed
an account of a new Cordaitalean genus from India.

She was an exceptionally keen and able investigator,

who endeared herself to all with whom she was asso-

ciated by her outspdeen candour, her sense of hunmur,
and her "wonderful power of overcoming difficulties,

both in the way of fulfilment of her plans of scientific

w<M-k and in sUrmoutiting obstacles which confronted
her in her endeavours to obtain emplpymeiit as an
American citizen with a British medtail unit..
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Mr. J. V. Dupre, whose death we regret to record,

had a distinguished scientific career, and did much
valuable work in connection with explosives. After

leaving Merchant Taylors School, he took the three

years' course in engineering at the City and Guilds
of London Technical College, South Kensington, and
gained the coliei.»'P diploma. Aftt:r leaving college he
w’orked for about a year in the laboratory of the late

Dr. A. Dupre, F.R.S., where he gained his
_

first

experience of explosive work, in which he evinced

the greatest interest. He then obtained an entrance

into Messrs. Vickers., Ltd., and went through their

shops at Erith, afterwards working for six years in

their drawing ofiice at Westminster. During the

whole of this lime he lived with his brothers, then

'chemical adviser.^ to thi^ Explosive--- DeprirtTuent uf

the Home Office, having succeeded their father in

this position, and thus kept in closest touch with
explosive* chemistry, practical and applied. He then

went to Canada," where he worked as chemical
assistant to Dr. Lynde, of the McGill University, at

St. Anne's. Soon" after the outbreak of war he
obtained an appointment in connection with the

Explosives Department of the Munitions Board,
Canada, and superintended the erection and W'orking

of a number of explosives factories in various parts

of Canada. In all this ‘work he show’ed such a grasp
of his subject that in October, iqi6, he was appointed

chief chemical adviser, and finally technical adviser

also, posts he filled wdth the greatest success. During
January of this year he had a serious breakdown
owing to overm^ork, and on convalescence was sent by
the board to Old Point, Comfort, Virginia, to re-

cuperate, but caught a chill on the journey, which
developed into rheumatic fever, and finally into pneu-
monia, which ended fatally on March 13.

Few men were so well known in pharmaceutical

circles, and few* so highly respected, as Mr, Petet Mac-
Ewan, "^^’ho died on May 16, in his sixty-first year, and
for the past eighteen years had held the responsible

post of editor of the Chemist and Druggist. Mr.
MacEwan received his pharmaceutical training in

Scotland, and evinced very early in
^

his career a, dis-

tinct inclination towards the scientific side of pbar-

mac%% When only twenty-six years of age he was
appointed secretary’ in Scotland of the Pharmaceutical
Society, and in that capacity found time and scope

for the development of his scientific tendencies and
ability for organisation. After a comparatively short

time he joined the editorial stoff of the Chemist and
Druggist in London, succeeding the latse Mr. A- C.
Wootton Jn 1899. He published numerous papers

dealing chiefly with the chemical aspect of phanna-
ceuticS. problems, and also devoted much attention to

pharmaoeutical politics- His judgment was keen and
accurate, and his criticisms of the prevailing policy

were frequently advanced with remarkable vigour.

There was scarcely a branch of pharmacy in which^ he
did not possess some special knowledge, and, being
one of the kindliest and most generous of men, an
appeal to him for assistance in any subject was seldom
made in vain. He was a constant attendant at phar-
maceutical meetings, and his contributions to the dis-

cussions almost invariably threw new light on the

subject under consideration. His health had been
for sewne time indifferent, but his death, which was due
to apoplexy, -was sudden. The funeral, which took
place on Saturday last at Marylebone Cemetery,
Finchley, was attended by many 'w’ell-kno'wn phar-
macists, including the president and registrar of the
Pharfnaceutical Society, and also by represaatatives
of other learned societies. By his "death pharmacy
has sustained a Histinct loss/ and his absence from
pharmaceutical gatherings will be painfully* felt
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We are indebted to the Lancet for the following

extracts from an obituar\’ notice of Prof, Landouzy,

whose death, on May 10, after a long illness, we
announced last lyeek. Louis T. J. Landouzy w^as

born at Rheims in 1845, the son and grandson of

medical men. Beginning his studies in the place of

his birth, he went to Paris in^ 1867 to complete them,

becoming hospital resident in 1870,
^

and steadily

ascending the professional ladder until his appointment

as physician to the Hospital Laennec in 1890. Three

years after this he accepted the chair of therapeutics

at the faculty of medicine in Paris, bringing with it

the membership of the Academy of Medicine. In 1907

he was chosen by the faculty to be its dean, and in

1912 he was elected a memtier of the Institute. His

most recent honour was the award of a gold medal

for his 'work on infectious diseases by the Ministry

of the Interior. Landouzy had long become one of

the familiar figures of contemporary medicine both in

France and abroad. Endowed with a great capacity

for work, associated with remarkable physical activity,

he accomplished a very large amount of scientific

work bearing on a vanety of important questions.

But it is in connection with tuberculosis that his name
will be ^st remembered. In the struggle against

tuberculosis as a social disease Landouzy v:3ls ever to

the front. He was dcleg^e to the several inter-

national congresses on tuberculosis, and at Washing-
ton in 1908 expressed the belief that the centenary of

Pasteur would witness the final extinction of tubercu-

losis. if he had lived to complete it, his last work
would have been devoted to the organisation of an
anti-tuberculosis campaign in the Army and to the

invaliding of the tuberculous soldier. He was present

in London at the last Tntematicwial Medical Congress
of 1913, when he read a mper on thermal treatment
and spoke as the official delesrate at the dinner given
bv Lord Beauchamp on behalf of the British Govern-
ment.

DtJRiNG the winter months,^ as Mr. Miller Christy
has stated in a recent paper* (Quart. Journ. Roy.
Meteor. Soc., vol. xlii., 1916, pp. 269, 275), the sound
of gun-firing in Flanders and France is rarely heard
in the south-east of England. The conditions are now
becoming favourable to audibility. According to a
correspondent of the Times (May 14), the air-weaves

resulting from the heavy bombardment of Zeebrugge
on the morning of May 12 were heard and felt to an
unusual degree at Dover, Deal, and other places on
the south-east coast, Dover lies eighty miles to the
west of Zeebrugge, and there w^as a light north-
easterly wind at the time. Y'et “residents in villages
several miles inland were a'wakened by the ncSse, the
houses on the higher ground especially feeling the
vibration.’* We have also received an interesting
letter from Dr. H. C. L. Morris, of Bognor, in which
he states that the sound of distant gun-firing was
heard at that place, while he was out of doors, from
II to 11.30 p.m. on May 13. He describes the sound
as “a continuous rapid vibratory percussion, coming
up from' the south-east. , . . The sounds varied in in-
tensity, and as near as I could judge a hundred
distinct j^orts were heard to the minute. There was
a very light land breeze from the north-west at the
time.** The sound-waves evidently came from a very
distapt s(mrce, possibly > from the neighbourhood of
Arras, which is 160 miles from Bognor.

On April 2, igi6, shortly after 2 p.m., a great
explosion occurred in a munition factory at Faver-
^lam. Sevepd^ references are made to this explosion
in the desgrip^ims of the East London explosion of
January 19. The observations are all from places to
the north jgf Faverahain^ Ttie*^ sound of the explosion
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w^as heard at Maldon (30 miles), Dunmow (45 miles),

and Little Bardfield, near Braintree (49 miles)—all
places in the silent zone of the East London explo-

sion; also at Diss (75 miles) and Norwich (92 miles).

The air-waves shook wdndows at Little Bardfield,

Felsham (60 miles) and Elmswell (64 miles) near
Bury St. Edmunds, and Newmarket (68 miles)—in the

silent zone of the East London explosion; also at

Ufford, near Woodbridge (60 miles), Diss, Wrening-
ham (88 miles) and Haddiscoe (89 miles) near Nor-
wich, Norwich, and near Aylsham (104 miles). There
is no evidence of a silent zone in this explosion, but
the number of observations summarised above is, of

course, too small either to prove or to - disprove its

existence.

It appears from the annual report of the Decimal
Association for 1916, which has just been received,

that considerable progress was made during the year
in the movement tor the decimalisation of the coinage
and weights and measures. Numerous representative

public bodies have passed resolutions in favour of the
proposals; as, for example, the executive council of

the County Councils Association, which has expressed
the view that it is desirable in the interests of educa-
tion, commerce, manufactures, and trade that the
decimal system of coinage and weights and measures
should be as speedily as possible brought into general
usein the United Kingdom, and that the system should
be introduced into the curricula of the various schools
as a necessary part of arithmetic. In this connection
it may be mentioned that the Incorporated Association
of Headmasters has also invited its members \o sup-
port the proposals, aiid that the Lancashire and
Cheshire division of that body has formed a committee
for the jjurpose of suggesting ways of 'discovering and
overcoming existing objections to the introduction of
the metric system. British consuls abroad have con-
tinually directed attention to the necessity of adopting
the metric system, and to the loss of orders and con-
tracts involved in the retention of our present weights
and

^
measures. The

^
recommendations of the

Dominions Royal Commission were very sympathetic
as regards the metric system of weights and measures
and decimal coinage. The Commission was of opinion
that the termination of the war would bring with it

an unequalled opportunity for securing this much-
needed reform, and that the Imperial and Colonial
Governments should^ then co-operate to establish
throughout the Empire uniform coinage based on
the decimal system and uniform weights and measures
based on the metric system.

The^ Philadelphia Museum has recently acquired a
collection of specimens of the arts and crafts of the
Bagobo, a people inhabiting the mountains of Man-
danao, betw’een the crest of the range which cul-
minates in the volcanic Mount Apo, the highest peak
in the Philippines, and the waters at the western side
of the head of the Gulf of Davao. This is described
by Mr. R. W, Hall in the Museum Journal, vol. vii..

No. 3, for September, 1916. In December, when
Orion appears in the sky, there is a magical ceremony
intended to promote the growth of rice, their staple
food. Though the fact has been questioned, there
seems little doubt that at this sowing rite a slave
victim was bound and his body hacked in pieces by
the celebrants. It' does not appear that, as in w
Khond rite described by Sir J. Frazer, the flesh was
actually buried in the fields. But this was possibly
part of the rite in its primitive form.

In the Indian Journal for Medical Research for
January {yoL iv.. No. 3) Capt. Kno'wles and Capt*

,
Cole pubUsh a study of the «itaincebic cysts of in^
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testinal amoebae of man. They point out that diver-

g-ent views exist as to (a) the differentiation of species

of intestinal amoebae, (&) the^ pathogenicity of the
different species, and (c) the differentiation of species

when encysted. They state their principal conclusions
as follows : Entamoeba letragena is usually regarded
as identical with E, histolytica^ and our results con-

firm this view. E. minuta is usually regarded as the
pre-cyst of E, histolytica, whereas we have found
minuta forms associated with both E. coli and E.
histolytica. Where the prevalent tj^pe of organism
was E, minuta it was commonly in association with
8-nucleate cysts, and resembled E. coli. We believe

that these “different species’’ are all one and the
same organism. The paper is illustrated wdth two
excellent coloured plates.

The method of measuring a small electric current,

as, for example, the ionisation current through a gas,
by the rate of leak of ’he charge on an electrometer
through a known high resistance, has proved so
convenient that many experimenters will welcome a
paper by Dr. W. F. G, Swann and Mr. S. J. Mauchly
on a method of constructing a high resistance of the
Bronson type, for wrhich Ohm’s law is applicable,

w’hich appears in the March number of Terrestrial

Magnetism and Atmospheric Electricity, A small

quantity of ionium, which was chosen as the most
suitable radio-active material, is placed in a shallow’’

depression in the upper face of a brass plate and
covered with sheets of mica and silver foil. The plate

rests on the bottom of the ionisation chamber, through

the top of which an insulated tube carrying a circular

electrode projects. Through this tube a rod passes

which carries a smaller plate, and the distances of

both plates above the ionium plate can be varied.

The metal surfaces within the chamber are all silver-

plated. When the upper plate is 4-6 cm. and the lower

I cm. above the ionium plate, the resistance of the

cell is constant up to a potential difference of 4 volts,

owing to the usual decrease of conductivity being

compensated by the action of the S rays from the

metal surfaces.

In the adoption of any scheme which runs counter to

habits and prejudices, and with w’-hich obvious advan-

tages and disadvantages are connected, as in the sub-

stitution of “Summer Time” for the normal and uni-

form method of time reckoning, many suggestions

will be made with the view of improving the

mechanism and diminishing the inconveniences. M.
Ddsortiaux, of Tulle, a retired French engineer, is

early in the field with a pamphlet, “La Rdforme
rationnelle de I’heure” (Gauthier, Villars), urging some
drastic proposals that seem calculated to make con-

fusion worse confounded. He objects to the abrupt

alteration of the clock-hands twice a year, involving

sudden interruptions of time-reckoning, and r^om-
mends a number of small alterations, the maximum
being seven minutes, which he thinks could be intro-

duced imperceptibly and without dislocation of our

habits, by arrangement witK the railways and other

public indicators of time. In each week of January
the clock is to be advanced five minutes. On two
days of each week in February, April, and May the

clock will he accelerated six minutes, and in March
seven minutes. In June there will be no alteration,

and in the second half of the year there will be re-

tardations of similar amount, to restore the dock time

to normal ocmdition in January. The alteration effected

by thesie small increments is far more considerable

than in the plan that has obtained legislative sanction.

Tbe accumulative effect at maximum is 3*57 hours,
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one object of the ingenious proposer being to make
the w’atch indicate approximately the same hour at

sunrise. This arrangement discloses one weakness of

the plan. It takes no account of latitude, and though
the author admits the necessity of agreement betw'een

countries that have conterminous borders, he does not
consider that the inhabitants on the Belgian border
w’ould be differently affected from those on the Italian.

Again, it is strange that one who clearly perceives the
annoyance caused by the sudden change of an hour,
with its tendency to disarrange transport services, can
suppose that a "long-suffering public would endure a
series of irritating interruptions twice a -week for

many months of the year. But having sanctioned a
tam^ring with the uniform record of time, many
utterly impracticable methods will be proposed with
the benevolent intention of reducing the inconvenience
to a minimum.

In the April issue of the Quarterly Review w^ill be
found a well-informed articleT>y Prof". W. J. Ashley on
German iron and steel treated' from the point of view
of its commercial as distinct from its technical develop-
ment. The syndication movement in Germany began
to achieve continuous and substantial success when in
1S92 the pig-iron producers came together, and in 1893
the Westphalian Coal Syndicate was formed. This
example was followed by various branches of the steel

trade. These combinations began with a mere price
agreement; then thev had to apportion the sale; and

I

afterv’ards they concentrated the marketing of their
commodity in 'a common selling organisation. Prof.
Ashley then traces the further development of these
“cartels” and their amalgamation into the “Stahl-
werksverband,” the great Steel Syndicate, which has
commanded the whole position ever since. In order
effectively to regulate price it limits each of the con-
stituent concerns to a prescribed quota of a defined
total output and concentrates all the sales in a central
office. The growing cost of plant makes it very diffi-

cult for new competitors to start up from outside. In
Germany the experts consider that no new steel works
can profitably be put down which have an output
capacity of less than 400,000 tons. Finalh% the system
of bounties payable to home manufacturers in respect
of their export trade is explained.

The formation of “ground ice,” or “anchor ice,” at
the bottom of running streams occurs sometimes in
this country, and forms the subject of an article in
Engineering for May ii, by Mr. J. MacAlister, assist-

ant engineer at the Greenock Waterworks. Ground
ice has been experienced at Greenock in the “Cut,” an
open aqueduct some five miles long and situated about
500 ft. above sea-level. The water has a velocity of
about 3 ft. per second, and ice sometimes forms at
the bottom, thereby raising the surface-level of the
water. Careful watching is required, as the slabs of
ice sometimes take up such positions during the process
of release as lead to overflow of the water. Despite
other theories. Mr. MacAlister is inclined to think that
the formation of ground ice in this channel, which
has a rough bottom, is due to the cooling of the whole
mass of water and the ice first forming in the com-
paratively still water encountered in the lee of stdnes,

etc. The process may be, and probably is, accetoated
by radiation, as the portions of the aqueduct where the
ice usually forms first are situated at comparatively
open spaces, and have low banks. Tow’ards the enS
of January this year, for the first time in the history

of some of the reservoirs, tiie formation of ground
ice was general throughout the Greenock Waterworks.
The auffior describes *the various measures token to

remove the consequent ice blockages.
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OVR ASTROXOMICAL COLUMN.
Two Eclipsing Variable Stars.—The eclipsing vari-

ables RV Ophiuchi and RZ Cassiopeise have recently

been investigated in great detail by R. S. Dugan
(Contrib. Princeton Observatorj’, No. 4). In RV
Ophiuchi, which is of spectra! type A, the brighter

star is found to emit five times as much light as the

other, though having only two-thirds the diameter of the

fainter component. During the total eclipse at primaty

minimum the star is 2*03 mag. fainter than at maxi-

mum, while the loss during the annular secondary

minimum amounts to o-ii mag. On the supposition

of equal masses, the densities of the brighter and
fainter components are respectively 0*24 and 0'o6. In

RZ Cassiopeise, which is also of spectral type A, the

eclipse at primary minimum is not total, only eight-

tenths of the smaller brighter component being

covered by the larger fainter component, the star then

being r'59 mag. fainter than at maximum. At
secondary minimum the loss of light is o*o6 mag.
The smaller star emits seven times as much light as

the larger, and its surface brightness is twelve times

as great. The distance between' the centres is three

and a half times the radius of the fainter star, and
probably between five and six times the radius of the

sun. Tfhe brighter component is from two and a half

to six times as dense as the fainter.

The new elements for the occurrence of eclipses in

the two stars are:—RV Ophiuchi, 1913, Feb. 9d.

iqh. 33-4nn.+3d, i6h. 29m. 27-75S- E— 2m. sin 0*22° B;
RZ Cassiopeiae, 1906, Mav 24d. loh. 6'om. + id. 4h.

4iTn. 9-6s. E 4- lom. sin (12^4*0*068° E).

Mr, Dugan points put that every eclipsing variable

whidi has been observed with sufficient care and per-

sistence shows a measurable secondary minimum, indi-

cating that the companion is always a luminous body.

New Zealand Tam Service.—Mr. C. E. Adams,
the Government Astronomer for New Zealand, has
recently issued particulars of the. new arrangements
-which "have been made for time-signals at the Hector
Observatory. Accurate time-signals are given by
three electric lights mounted vertically on the observa-
tory flagstaff; the lowest light is green, and is 30 ft.

above the ground; the middle light is red, and is

36 ft. above the ground; the highest is w^hite, and is

42 ft, above the ground. The green, red, and white
fights are switch^ on at fifty minutes, ten minutes,
and five minutes to the hour respectively, and the
signal is given by extinguishing all three at the exact
hour. The signal is given in this way at G.M.T.
2oh., 2ih., and 22h., corresponding to New Zealand
civil mean time iQh. 30m., 2oh. 30m,, and 2ih. 30m.
Arrangements have also been made for providing time-
signafi by telephone, telegraph, or -^^^ireless telegraph.

Stonthurst College Observatorv Report—The
results of the astronomical, meteorological, and mag-
mtical observations made at Stonyhurst Collie
servatey during 1916 have been issued in the usual
Icmn the Rev. Father Sidgreaves. The various
observadons are conveniently tabulated, and interest-
ing comf^irisons with previous records are given. The
solar sfi^ac© was observed on 215 days, and the
mean disc area of the spots, in units of i /5000th of
te visible ^lUrface, was found to be 4*52, as compared
with 4*51 for X915, 0*82 for 1914, and 0*04 for 1913*
Detailed drawings of faculae -were made on twenty-
nine days during the summer, and it is hoped that
thi^ may^ be of value for comparison with spectro-
helk^?raphic recortis in hydrogen and cakium light,
llae spef^Tum of o Ceti vrsts photographed at the
znaxiepa which cmxuit^ during the year. "IHie dursc-
tion of bright sunshine wm 205 hours short of the
yearly average.
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COXTIXUED AXD SPECIALISED EDUCA^
TION IX ENGLAND AND WALES.

'^HE Board of Education has taken advantage of
A the widespread interest in education awakened

by the events of the war to consider in what measure,
by a reconsideration and a revision of its regulations,
it can encourage a much fiiller development of
further education in its various forms, especially in
those which fall outside the sphere of the secondary
school and of the university

The Board has accordingly had under review the
facilities for further education which, since and prior

I
to the Education Act of 1902, including the results of
the Technical Instruction Act of 18S9, w.^hich was
almost entirely responsible for the establishment of
technical schools in the kingdom, have been provided
by the local authorities, and it has accordingly issued a
“ Draft of Proposed Revised Regulations ” upon which
sixggestions and criticism are invited. The draft em-
bodies the experience and results of what in large
measure is already to be found in successful operation,
especially in the vigorous industrial centres of the
North, where already in several of the large county
boroughs there exists in full and successful activity
the chief feature of the scheme set forth in appendix i.

of the draft, entitled “A Suggested Plan for Further
Education in a County Borough.”
The draft gives an admirable risumi, especially in

its four appendices, of the measures it is desirable to
adopt to meet the educational necessities of not only
the county boroughs, but also of other areas, such as
the smaller towns and the urban and rural areas, and
having regard to the different conditions, agricultural,
industrial, and commercial, which prevail, including
the provision of facilities “for disinterested studies
making for wise living and good citizenship.”
The draft foreshadows a more liberal policy on the

part of the Board in respect of the administrative
working of the measures for further education and of
larger subsidies from the taxes. It is high time that
the Board left a larger freedom in the hands of the
local authorities by the removal, as it would appear is
the intention of the Board, of many vexatious restric-
tions in their regulations, which entail a vast expendi-
ture of^ time, both locally and centrally, upon the
authorities out of all proportion to any advantage to
be gained.
The proposed grant per feocfeer-hour instead of per

student-hour^ is a most desirable reform, as is the sub-
stitution of inclusive and block grants in lieu of grant
per student or per subject, and of much simpler
methods of registration.

It is, moreover, a wise proposal that in the future
the local education authority is to have full responsi-
bility, as indeed the terms of the Act of 1902 require,
for the educational efficiency and the proper and effec-
tive administration of all the facilities for further edu-
cation -vvdthin its area, whether rate-aided or not, and
upon it is to devolve many matters of detail hitherto
undertaken by the Board. Provisions are made
-whereby neighbouring local education authorities are
encouraged to co-operate in certain educational
measures so as to avoid waste of money and effort.
The status and position of the larger and more ad-
vanced schools, as is now the case with a few, are to be
more fully recognised by the Board under the new title

of local colleges, and instead of being aided piecemeal
in respect of the different courses of work undertaken
by them, the colleges will be paid in regard of all
their work by a block grant, and be recognised as
“ the centre and crowning limit of the local system of
further education.’*^ The Board, it is of importance to
note, “ is fully satisfied that if any material advance
is to be made it is only equitable that an increased
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proportion of the cost, both of much old work and of

new developments, should fall upon the grants."’

The important changes set forth in the draft await,
,

however, in their main proposals the close of the war,
j

but having regard to th^ admitted fact that more than 1

two millions of the adolescent population between thir-

teen and eighteen years of age cease to avail them-

selves of all opportunities of further education, no

measures will be really '^•ffective for the future educa-

tion of the young people until all exemptions from

school up to at least fourteen years of age are removed

and prevision made for continued education within

working hours until eighteen years of age. It is to be

hoped, the Board desires, ,that the experienced ad-

ministrators of the various authorities and the teachers

will gi\T careful consideration to this important mani-

festo of the Board.

THE SUPPLY OF CEREALS.

The recently published “Statistical Notes on the

Cereals” "(No. 5, March, 1917) issued by the

International Institute of Agriculture must be regarded

in the existing situation as a compilation of more than

ordinary interest, representing as it does the most
precise "information obtainable as to the results of last

season"’s corn harvests throughout the world. Pre-

liminary estimates issued from time to time have

pointed" with lamentable uniformity to a serious short-

age of corn supplies as compared with recent years,

and the final record fulljr bears them out.
^

Interest

centres specially in the yield * of cereals available for

international trade, which excludes enemy countries,

territories invaded by the enemy, and countries

such as the uninvaded portions of Rumania and
European Russia, export from which is prevented

by the war. The total yield of wheat from

all other sources shows a decline of 27-7 per cent, as

compared with the excellent har\’est of 1915, and 16-9

per cent, as compared wdth the average of the %e
seasons 1911-15. The rye crop shows corresponding

deficiencies of 2*9 per cent, and per cent. ; barley,

9-9 per cent, and 4-1 per cent. ; oats, 6-9 per cent, and 3*2

percent. ;
and maize, 15-9 per cent, and i 3*i percent, re-

spectiveh’. Taking wheat and rye together as the staple

bread-corn crops, the total deficiency as compared with

1915-16 is 26*3 per cent., or 16-1 per cent, below the

five-year average, wrhilst the total of the three “ fodder-

corn ” crops shows corresponding deficiencies of 15-5

per cent, and 8*8 per cent, respectively. Now' that all

com has become bread-corn the grand total is of in-

terest, and this shows deficiencies of 19*6 per cent, and
11*4 per cent respectively.

In order to get a true picture of the balance between-

production and consumption it is necessary, however,

to bring further into the account the “carry-over”
from previous seasons’ crops, which fortunately in the

case of w^heat, oats, and maize w'as large. Even then,

how'ever, the available supplies fall short of estimated

normal consumption for every crop except oats. In

the case of w’heat the whole supply of crop and reserve

fails to meet normal consumptio"n by roughly 2 per

cent., w'hilst the total supplies of grmn of all kinds

show' a deficiency below consumption requirements of

fully 3 per cent " These deficiencies may appear to be
small, but it must be remembered that they involve

the entire consumption of the remainder left on hand
from the superb crop of 1915 and leave absolutely no
margin of insurance against a further unfavourable

crop in the current season. When we make allowance

further for the large quantities of com w’hich must
have been lost on the high seas, it must be admitted

that the case for a drastic reduction in cereal consump-
tion has been proved beyond challenge.
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TESTS FOR GLAXDERS IN ARMY HORSES.
TENDER the title “The Value of the Intra-dermo
^ Palp»:;bral Method of Malleinisation,” Major
Hobday has recorded in the Veterinary Journal for

December, 1926, his experience concerning the value

of the palpebral test for glanders in horses, as em-
ployed in the French Army by Vet.-Major Lamarque,
Prof. Douville, and M. Drouin. After a very exten-

sive application ot the test, he is very favouraDly

impresi»ed with it, claiming several advantages for it

as compared with the subcutaneous test carried out in

the region of the neck more widely resorted to in

this country.

The chief advantages claimed are especially not-

able where large numbers of horses have to be speedily

tested, and are summarised by Major Hobday as
follows

:
(i) The greater convenience of transport

(since the required dose is so much smaller)
; {2) the ease

and rapidity of administration; (3) the great advan-
tage of visibility (since swelling in the region of the

eyelids is so much more perceptible than swelling in

the subcutaneous region of the neck); (4) that the
reaction is more violent and more rapid, and no time
is w’asted by taking temperatures, w'hich is unneces-
sary*; and "(5) that the cost is less^ owing to the
smaller dose used.

For the test concentrated mallein is used, and two
minims are injected with antiseptic precautions “ intra-

dermally in the under-ey'elid, about the centre, but
slightly" inclined to the inner canthus.” The eyes are
inspected in about twenty-four hours, and again in

•about thirty-six or forty-eight hours, after injection.

A positive reaction consists of a discharge of mucus
|mm the inner canthus, and a characteristic swelling

one or both eyelids, closing up the orbit to a
greater or less degree, and being excessively tender.

The sw'eliing, which persists for three or four days,

extends dowmw'ards over the submaxillary region, and
there may be a cording of the lymphatics extending
to the submaxillary gland, which is swollen and
tender. This test for glanders is undoubtedly of great

value when large numbers of horips have to be speedily

inspected, but whether it will prove as efficient or
as generally trustw'orthy as the older subcutaneous
test, in which the local reaction is accompanied by a
thermal reaction which serves as a check, remains
to be proved.

RHUBARB.
“ TT is the interest of Mankind that all persons should

be caution’d of adventuring upon unknown herbs

and plants to their prejudice.” These w^ords, w’ritten

by John Ray more than two centuries ago, and quoted

by his distinguished conteraporar>', John Evelyn, in

his “Acetaria,” are seasonable styi, and, indeed, in

view of jthe recent “advent’ring” with^ regard to

rhubarb-leaves, have to-day a special significance and
interest. Were our famous countryman of Stuart

times living at this hour, it is quite conceivable that,

great experimentalist as he was, and endowed w’ith

more than the usual share of the “interest of Man-
kind,” he would have devoted himself with energy
and skill to the solution of some of the problems that

confront us now% and some pertinent remarks on the

question of utilising rhubarb-leaves as a vegetable

would have been likely to appear over his signature in

the columns of the daily new'spapers. Had he in

such circumstances recommended them, we can wril

imagine that his recommendation would have been
accompanied by a w'araing similar^ to that quoted
above, or mewre "cogent^ and printed in large clarendon
capitals or italics. •
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An appeal has been made to history to supply an

authority for consuming rhubarb-leaves now, and

some prominence has been given to the statement

which reposes in seme books of considerable authen-

ticit\' that they w*=“re used as a pot-herb in Queen
Elizabeth’s time. If they really were so used, and
e\en .with perfect safety,* and were then '‘considered

to be superior to spinach or beet,” it is poor comfort

to offer to those w'ho in 1917 are suffering the tortures

of poisoning arising as a consequence of eating them.

That numerous cases of more or less serious illness,

and at least one fatality, as reported within the last

few wrecks in the daily Press, have followed the

eating of rhubarb leaf-blades, is accepted/ as a fact

which should leave no doubt in one’s mind that they

form to many people an unwholesome and even a
dangerous food.

In inquiring into the use of rhubarb, mainly with
the view of getting evidence from the records of tlie

past as to the use of its leaves as a vegetable, and
what were the opinions held regarding such a practice

by those who have gone before, some notes which
here and there may contain fragments of interesting

and useful information have been accumulated, and
may be worth putting on record in a collected form.

It is not intended to go far into the botany of

rhubarb. The vexed question of the source, or

sources, of medicinal rhubarb has led to much con-
troversy. That does not concern us here. The
rhubarb used for culinary purposes to-day appears to

have originated from mewe than one species. Some
writers attribute its origin to Rheum Rhaponticum,
Linn., and there seems no reason to doubt that it

was this species that was first used in this country
for culinary purposes, as well as being the first

l^rown in England for its medicinal toot. Moreover,’
it ’was the first species introduced into cultivation

here, and from earlv times has been known as Eng-
lish rhubarb.^ Another species believed to be the
parent of culinary rhubarb is R, undulatum, Linn.,
introduced in 1734, while R, hyhridiim, Mum, which,
according to Alton, was introduced in 1763 by Dr.
John Hope,^ F.R.S., who had a garden at Upton,
West Hapi, is claimed by some authors as the original
source of the common garden rhubarb of to-day. All
three, and probably other species, are- involved in its

parentage. For many years it has been cultivated in
many varieties differing in size and colour of leaf-
stalks, flavour, and in degree of earliness.

Evelyn did not appear to know the rhubarb plant.
He does not allude to it in his “Acetaria.” Nor can
we get any evidence from other writers of his time
to support the reiterated statement that Rheum
Rhaponticum was introduced in 1573, and our inves-
tigations induce .is to say that whatever else flourished
in this country in Queen Elizabeth’s reign no species
of Rheum had any chance at all, for none was in the
^rdens of her day. Whatever delights and good
times the.^ Elizabethans had, they owed nothing to a
dish of stewed rhubarb or a rhubarb-tart, and what-
ever bad times—whatever pains they endured—could
not be laid to^ the charge of rhubarb-leaves in any
form. The delights arising from the formfer were re-
served for a much later, if not more fortunate, genera-
tion, ^d the tortures arising from the latter for our
more immediate forefathers in some degree, but chiefly
for ourselves.

We have suggested ihat the statement that rhubarb-
leaves were used as a pot-berb in Queen Elizabeth’s
time cannot he tmsted. It is apparently based on a
mist^e which ori^nated out of a confusion of terms.
John Getard describe and figured a certain plant in
the first edition (15^) of his famous “ Herball,” i^der
the name of Sippiiiapui^um saUunm^ Patience, or
Munfces (Monkes) Ruharbe, the last name “bicause
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as it should seeme some Monke or other have used
the roote heereof in steede of Rubarbe.” This, he
says; “is ah excellent holsome potherbe,” but “it is

not so pleasant to be eaten as either Beetes or Spin-
age.” There is no doubt whatever that this plant is

not a true rhubarb, but is^ a dock, and has been
rightly referred by careful writers to Rumex Paiientia,

Linn.,* Herb Patience, a native of Southern Europe and
the Orient. The name, “Monk’s rhubarb,” has also

obtained currency^ in many works, including Syme’s
edition of “English Botany,” for Rumex alpinus,

Linn., a dock with large, roundish, radical leaves,

found occasionally in this country, presumably as an
escape from cultivation. This plant was knoyvn to

Gerard, included it in his “Herball” under the
name of Hippolapathum rotundifolium (Bastarde
Rubarbe), and he cultivated it in his garden in Hol-
born. Both these docks were evidently in gardens of

the sixteenth centuiy, and possibly long before, and
were cultivated as pot-herbs, or the latter, according
to Gerard, as a medicinal plant. Medicinal rhubarb
was know’n to Gerard, but evidently only in the form
of the dried root, which he figures. No evidence has
been discovered to prove that any species of the true
rhubarb (Rheum) was. in cultivation in England
before early in the seventeenth century, when John
Parkinson,' some time (probably not many years) be-

fore 1629, obtained a plant of what is now* regarded
as Rheuyn Rhaponticum, Linn. This he cultivated,

and it is figured and described in the first edition of

his “Paradisus Terrestris,” 1629, under the name of
Rhaponticum verum seu potius Rhaharharum verum.
Of it he wTote:—“I have a kinde of round leafed
Dock growing in my Garden, which w^as sent me
from beyond Sea by a worthy gentleman, Jvir. Dr.
Matth. Lister, one of the Kings Physitians, with this

title, Rhaponticum verum, and first grew^ with me,
before it was ever seen or known elsewhere in Eng-
land.” After some reference to the character and
medicinal properties of the roots, he continued :

—“The
leaves have a fine acide taste. A syrrupe therefore
made with the juice ^nd sugar, cannot but be very
effectuall in dejected appetites, and hot fits of agues;
as also to helpe to open obstructions of the liver,

as divers have often tryed, and found availeable by
experience.”
By some curious blunder Monk’s rhubarb has also

been identified with Rheum Rhaponticum; hence in
many w’orks it is stated that this plant w’as introduced
in^ 1573, apparently on no better evidence than is sup-
plied by the fact that Tusser included the name
“rubarb” in his “Five Hundreth Points of Good
Husbandry” of that date. In the edition of 1672
this name, without any qualification whatever, occurs
in a list under tiie heading, “necessary herbs to growr
in the Garden of Physick, not rehearsed before.”
This “rubarb” is probably Rumex Patientia, or R,
alpinits—in “English Botany” it is represented as
the latter. It is practically certain that it -was not
Rheum Rhaponticum,

It will be noticed that Parkinson r^ers to the fine
acid taste of the leaves of the rhubarb which he culti-
vated. It is not clear whether he w^as alluding to the
leaf-blade or leaf-stalk, but apparently he viewed this
plant (^ly as medicinal, and it seems impossible to
determine the approximate date when rhubarb was
first used for culinary purposes as w’e use it to-day.
The practice of so using it was known to Philip
Miller in 1732, for in the sixth edition of his “Gar-
deners’ Dictionary” he wrote:—“This sort [Rheum
Rhap^ticum'] is frequently cultivated in the gardens,
and is call’d^ English Rhubarb, The roots of this
enter as an ingr^ent into several compound me^-
oines; and of late years, the footstalks of the leaves
have been used for making of tarts in the spring of
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the year, as these may be had before goosberries are

large enough for that purpose. These footstalks

must have their outer skin peel'd off, otherwise they

will be very string}* : when this is done, the pulpy
part will bake ver\* tender, and almost as clear as the

apricot; and having an agreeable acid flavour, is by
many persons esteimed for this purpose.”

Rheum Rhaponticum has been cultivated in the

neighbourhood of Banbury, mainly for the sake of its

root, since about the year 1777. \V. Bigg, writing

in 1S46 (Pharm, Journ., vol. vi., p. 75) on its cultiva-

tion there, said :
—

** Of the leaves, I believe no use

is now made, except the use common to all vegetable

offal—manuring. The leaf-stalks are now very parti-

ally sold for the table. In former years, the sale of

the leaf-stalks formed a part of the trade, but it can
scarcely be said to do so now. Wine has been occa-

sionally made of them, bht not to any important
extent. . . . The leaves were some years ago in de-

mand (I have reason to think) for the adulteration oi

tobacco, or the manufacture of cigars, but are not

at present.”

It is stated in Loudon^s Gardeners" Magazine, vuL

vii., 1831, p. 369, that poor people in the neighbour-

hood of Glasgow were in the habit of using rhubarb-
loaves as a remedy for, or for the relief of,

rheumatism. Heated leaves were applied to the parts

affected.

If there w*as anything like a general appreciation of

rhubarb as a substitute for fruit about the middle

of the eighteenth century it must have declined so

much in favour as to have been little used at the

beginning of the nineteenth, for it is recorded that

Mr. Joseph Myatt, of Deptford, about the year 1810,

sent his two sons to the Borough Market with five

bunches of rhubarb, and of these they succeeded in

selling only three. But he persevered in his efforts

to make a'market for the vegetable, raised improved
varieties, and before many years had elapsed rhubarb
as a culinary plant was established in public favour.

According to Loudon's Gardeners' Magazine, vol. iv.,

p 245, at the beginning of June, 1828, the demand
for rhubarb in the Newcastle-upon-Tyne market -was

so considerable that 100 sticks sold for 55. In 1831
(Zoc. cit., vol. vii., p. 682) the culture of tart-rhubarb

had increased so rapidly abou,t Edinburgh that one
grower for the market, w*ho a few' years before found
great difffcultv in selling fort}- or fifty dozens of

bunches of stalks in a morning, sold from three to

four hundred dozens of bunches. The common price

of tart-rhubarb in the Edinburgh market at thajt time
was 2d. a bunch of a dozen stalks, while in Glasgow*
the same quantity was sold fcK* 3d.

We are informed that Myatt obtained his first roots

from Isaac Oldafeer, gardener to Sir Joseph Banks,
and Oldaker had brought them from St. Petersburg,

having been gardener to the Emperor of Russia. They
represented a finer and earlier kind than those pre-

viously cultivated in English gardena
Several papers in the Transactions of the Horticul-

tural Society of London show' that in the second and
third decades of last century a great deal of attention

was paid to the forcing and blanching of riiubarb.

In 1824 Mr. James Smith, gardener at Hopetoun
House, was awarded the society’s silver medal for

devising a simple, effectual, and economical mode of

forcing the plant. It appears that the method of

blanching w^as discovered by accident in the Chelsea
Physic Garden in 1815 (Trans. Hort, Soc. Lond.,
vol. ii., p. 258).

It was long ago realised that the use of rhubarb
as food w'as attended with some risk to health. Lind-
ley (“Vegetable Kingdom,” 1846, p. 503) remarked
that oxalic acid is copiously formed in bom docks and
rhubarbs, and that the latter also contain an abund-
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j
ance of nitric and malic acids. While these give an

j

agreeable taste to the stalks of rhubarb when cooked,

i regarded them as bemg ill-suited to the^ digestion

\
of some persons. The “Fenny Cyclopaedia,” 1841,

;

warned persons subject to calculous complaints against

I

eating tarts made from rhubarb leaf-stalks, owing^ to

the presence of oxalic acid, and that “ the formation

j
of the oxalate of limL=‘, or mulberry calculus, may be
the consequence of indulgence.”
A note in the Gardeners' Chronicle, 1S46, p. 5, by

Alexander Forsyth, who was gardener to the Earl of

Shrewsbury at Alton Towers, Staffordshire, has been
recently referred to in newspapers as showing thai

rhubarb-leaves were in use about that time for culinaiy

5
purposes. Forsyth wrote:—“We have been in the

j

habit of eating’ the leaves of the rhubarb-plant for

I many years, and seeing that the fruit-stalks of this

j

vegetable w'ere counted as w*aste, I thought it very
! likely that they were the better part of the plant, and

j

1 now* find that the pouches of unopened flowers bear
• the same relation to the leaves of rhubarb that cauli-

flowers do to cabbage-leaves, and may be obtained in

great abundance, and that at a time L\pnl) when all

I kinds of vegetables are valuable.” He refers to using
i the young inflorescence, w'hich he called .Rhaflow'er,

j

” as a boiled vegetable, to be used like broccoli.” The
! meaning of his statement about eating the leaves of
rhubarb was not clear then, but in a subsequent note
{Gardeners" Chronicle, 1S47, p. 525) there is no doubt
at all that by leaves he meant the leaf-stalks, and not the
blades, for he wrote :

—
” I have no experience in the

eating of the leaves, and think them nauseous to the
taste and unpleasant^ to the smell, and it seldom
nappens that any article is good for food when ail

the three senses of sight, taste, and smell reject it;

it is not a good green colour. I tasted them boiled,

and they did not appear to me to have one redeeming
quality to keep them an instant from the dung-heap.”
In the latter note Forsyth again referred to eating
the cooked fiow*er-heads of rhubarb, and stated that he
and others had done so without experiencing any ill-

effects. But he directed attention to the fact that
during the season (spring, 1S47) there w*as a general
complaint against the eating of the stalks of rhubarb-
leaves, as violent relaxation had resulted. Another
correspondent to t^e Gardeners' Chronicle (1847,

P* 325) suggested that illness from eating rhubarb

—

apparently he meant the inflorescence—may have been
due to the variety, and stated that medical man
whom he knew' had a plant of rhubarb in his garden
w'hich was particularly early, and which, used m
tarts, invariably caused illness in those who ate it,

while other plants growing in the same bed, but w'hich
W'ere a little later, were quite wholesome. The same
effects had been observed for several, years, until at
length he destroyed the offending plant.

A reference to the Gardeners' Chronicle (1847,
pp. 283, 341, 357) will show the varying results of
eating the young inflorescence, producing no ill-effects

in some cases and serious illness in others ; and in the
same journal (1847, p, 283) a case is recorded of a
Chelsea w'oman who boiled rhubarb-leaves as a sub-
stitute for spinach, and all three of those w'ho ate of
the dish were attacked with sickness, one of them, a
boy, being also afflicted with swellings about the
mouth. An editcwdal comment on this runs as
follows !

—“We are not aware of any similar instances
of serious consequences following the use of rhubarb,
but it is by no means surprising that a plant W'hich

forms so much oxalic add should be- unsafe, and we
recommend the subject to serious chemical inquiry^

It is quite conceivable that the leaves should contain

some principle which the stalks are defident in, as
indeed is proved by the different manner in winch the

Juice of the leaf-stalks, and leaves is. affected by the
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same reagents; but until there shall have been time

for a careful inquiry’ into the organic products of these

two parrs we can ’only warn the public against em-

ploying for food any part of the rhubarb except that

which experience shows to be harmless.”

The Garden (1S72, vol. i., p. 197) contains an extract

from an American paper which shows that a w’oman

residing between Oneida and Durhamville, New York,

died from the effects of eating as greens the leaves of

rhubarb, or pie-plant as it is known in the United

States, her death taking place after three weeks of

suffering. “The leaves are poisonous, and should

never be eaten,” concludes the paper’s announcement

of the fatality.

Judging from published statements (Gardeners^

Chronicle, ser. 3, vol. xv., pp. 340, 333, 3S41 400),

there was a revival of interest in the question of

eating rhubarb-leaves in 1S99. One correspondent

wTOte (p. 384) :
—‘‘Rhubarb-spinach has been for many

years a favourite dish wdth us”; but the Secretary

of the Massachusetts Horticultural Society com-

municated the following warning (p. 400).
—“The

Gardeners* Chronicle for May 27 is at hand this

morning and the note on ‘ Rhubarb-leaves as a Vege-

table ’ prompts me to say to you that instances have

been knowm here ’where their use as * greens ’ has

caused fatal results owdng to the excess of oxalic

acid. A horticultural friend told me many years ago

that he had raised many seedlings, some of which (I

assume thdt the usual part was cooked in the usual

way) caused vomiting as certainly as ipecacuanha.”

A curious^ case is reported in the Pharmaceutical

Journal (1901, vol. ixvi., p. 639) as follows:—^“At an

inquest held at Ashstead on Friday, May 3, concerning

the death of John Lintott (thirty-nine), a scaffolder,

it was stated that on the previous Monday deceased

complained of violent pains and a doctor prescribed

for him, having found that he was suffering from a

gastric attack. After the doctor left the patient some
cooked rhubarb-’^eaves were given to him as medicine,

it being stated that the leaves were used as a vegetable

in parts of Hampshire. The man died next day, and
the doctor expressed the opinion that death was due to

excessive vomiting, causing exhaustion, produced by
eating rhubarb-leaves. The coroner expressed surprise

at hearing that stewed rhubarb-leaves were used as a

medicine or as a vegetable. A verdict "was returned

of ‘ Acci(total death, caused by eating rhubarb-

leaves.’”

In 1911, vol. IxxxvL, p. S, the same journal contains

the following, extracted from the British Medical

Journal of December 31, 1910:—“The author [Dr.

W. E. Burton] mentions two cases of rhubarb-

poisoning to ’w^bich he was called, the symptoms being
similar in each case, and refers to the "death from the

use of rhubarb wbich 'was the subject of a coroner’s

inquest at Catford some weeks anca. Rhubarb,
although rightly regarded as a wholesome food and
,an excellent substitute for fruit, does not agree with
everyone. It is possible that the presence of oxalates

in the urine and the severe intestinal irritation indicate

oxalk add as being one of the agents responsible for

the toxic action. Oxalic acid and oxalates, chrysophan,
chtysophanic acid, and phaoretin are all found in

rhhbanKTobt, and are of an irritating nature.”

In a discussion on rhubarb-wine {Gardeners*

Chromde, i3s3 , P- ^ observations of one 'writer

seem to have interest as a possible explana-
tion of the clause of the variable effects pr^uoed by
eating rhubarb:—^‘^Howe\^er good the wine made
from rimhath may fee, I take the Kberty of advidng
youir readers hot to drink it. It is well known that the
addhy of rhid^arfe^stsdks is owing to the presence
an acid sedt—tfefe of potash—a comMna-
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tion of the poison oxalic acid and the alkali potash.
This salt does not exist in sufficient quantity in the
rhubarb-stalks to produce its poisonous effects, and
the same may be said of the wine. But there is

another danger attending its use in the form of wine
which ought not to be overlooked. All hard water
contains lime, and when mixed with the juice of the
rhubarb-stalks the binoxalate of potash is decomposed
and an oxalate of lime is formed. Now this oxalate
of lime is the constituent principle of the mulberry
calculus, and there is a peculiar condition of the
human body known to medical men as the oxalic
diathesis, which depends upon the presence of this

oxalate of lime in the blood (I use the word blood for

obvious reasons). This oxalic diathesis has been proved
by Dr. Golding Bird to be much more common than
it was supposed before this gentleman brought the
microscope to assist him in his pathological researches.

Such being the case, it is obvious that any article of
common use 'which contains this oxalate of lime, or
even the oxalic acid or its salts, must be more or less

injurious to health, more particularly to those in whom
there exists a predisposition to assume the oxalic

diathesis. It must be borne in mind that oxalic acid
is formed in the human body by the decomposition of

sugar, urea, etc., and the diathesis is not uncommon
from this cause. If it is thus easily produced in-

directly, a fortiori it is still more likely to arise from
the direct means of rhubarb-wipe. Therefore I say
to your readers, ^eschew the doubtless very agreeable
beverage which has entered, through the medium of
your columns, into competition with genuine ‘ Sillery

mousseaux. ’ ”

The eminent physician and chemist, Dr, William
Prout, F.R.S. (1785-1850), regarded rhubarb as likely

to be a dangerous food owing to the large amount of

oxalic acid present in the leaf-stalks. Having analysed
wine made from the stalks, he considered it a most
pernicious drink, and that its frequent use was likely

to produce stone in the bladder. He expressed the

opinion that an Act of Parliament ought to be passed,

if necessary, to prevent the sale of so dangerous a
poison {Gardeners* Chronicle, 1853, p. 438).
There is possibly something in the suggestion that

the chemical composition of rhubarb varies to some
extent according to the variety and also according
to the soil on which it is grown. A writer in the

Gardeners* Chronicle (1853, p. 357) stated that the

amount of water present w’as less when the plants

were grown on poorer soil, while the acid principle

was more abundant.
Mr. Edward 'Solly, F.R.S. , published in the Trans-

actions of the Horticultural Society of London, ser. 2,

vol. iii., 1848, pp. 35-92, the results of his experiments
on the inorganic constituents of plants. Among the
numerous plants on which -he experimented were
several rhubarbs. In the case of each of these he
gives the respective amounts of water, organic matter,

and inorganic matter found both in leaves and leaf-

stalks. In every caste, as he shows by figures, there

•was considerably less water present in the leaves than
in the leaf-stalks, but in most cases almost double,

in a few^ more than double, the amount, always very

considerably more, of organic and - inorganic matter
was present in the former. It is therefore natural to

assume from the results of his investigations that

oxalic acid, or whatever is deleterious in the rhubarb-
plant, is present in greater proportions in the leaf-

blade than in the leaf-stalk.

It mav be left to the discretion of those who chance
to read this article to decide whether or not it is advis-

able to eat cooked rhubarbrleaves or rhubarb in any
form. For at least a century the consumption every
year of the leaLstalks as a substitute for fruit' has
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been enormous. It is well known lu be usually a
wholesome, and certainly a usefui, tood. Compared
with its extensive use, the cases of illness charprd
against it may be regarded as negligible. The in-

florescence has also been tried, bat evidently nor very

much, and with diverse results. The consumption
of the leaf-blades has apparently never been general

or considerable, by no means comparable with that of

the leaf-stalks, bat the banelul eitects of doing so are

relatively so marked that it may be said decisively that

rhubarb" leaf-blades cannot 'be recommended for

general use as a food. While experiments in such
matters are often necessar\\ and, if attended -with

caution, are desirable, carelessness in recommending
them or in putting them into practice may place one
in a less enviable position than those of \vhom it has
been said, “Happy from such conceal’d, if still do lie,

of roots and herbs the unwholsom luxury”; and the

injudicious experiment in eating insufficiently tested

articles of food may lead one to “discover their

malignity in dangerous and dreadful symptoms,”

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE.

Oxford.—^The eighth Halley lecture will be delivered

at the University Museum on Tuesday, June 12, at

5.30 p.m., by Prof. Arthur Schuster. The subject is

“ Terrestrial "Magnetism : Past, Present, and Future.”
On May 22 Congregation passed the preambles of

a series of statutes reconstituting the boards of elec-

tors to various professorships, and establishing a com-
mittee for advanced studies.

The annual report of the visitors of the Uni-
versity Observatory has been presented to Convo-
cation. In it the visitors express their sorrow at the

death of the late Prof. Esson, who acted as secretary

to the Visitors durinp* the uffiole forty-tw’o years of the

w^ork of the observ'atoiw- Several lectures to military

bodies have been given by the director (Prof. H. H.
Turner), including lectures' in France and in tha camps
on Salisbury Plain. Research has gone forw^ard in

spite of unavoidable drawbacks, and many papers
have been published by members of the staff and
others in the course of the year. These include valu-

able memoirs by Prof. Turner, Miss E. F. Bellamy,
Miss M. A. Blagg (on BaxendelP^ “Variable Stars”),

and Mr. R. J. Pocock.

Miss Bowen Colthurst has been appointed prin-

cipal of the College of Agriculture, Holmes Chapel,

Cheshire. The college is connected wdth the Univer-
sity of Manchester, and is fully equipped for thorough
training in practical and scientific agriculture.

An* influential deputation of London members of

Parliament and of the London County Council Educa-
tion Committee and officials w^aited upon Mr, Fisher
at the Board of Education on Tuesday to ask the

Board for an increased grant for education purposes
in London. In reply Mr, Fisher said he was prepared
to recoinmend to the Treasury that an increased grant
should be made. The grant w'ould probably amount
to something above i,ooo,oooL, but it w’ould" be given

on the distinct understanding that the money should
be used for education purposes only, and not for relief

of present rates.

The Elementary Education Sub-Committee of the
London County Council has had under consideration

tihe following resolution passed by the Central Con-
sultative Committee of Headmasters :

—
“ That the time

is now ripe for the compulsory introduction ,of the

metric system.” The sub-committee is of the opinion

that the time has now arrived when, in order to
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obviare the waste of time which is caused in the
schools by the present system of w^eights and measures,

' and to facilitate commercial transactions, his Majesty's
Government should be asked to make the metric

’ system compulsorr. The Education Committee of the

! council is in agreement with these views, and has
recommended :

—
“ That the council is of opinion that

the time has arrived for the compulsory introduction
of the metric system

; that a communication to this
efiect be conveyed to his Majesty's Government; and

.
that the council be recommended accordingly,”

' A BOOKLET describing the facilities for study pro-
! vided by the various departments of the Imperial

;

College of Science and Technology can be obtained

j

on
^
application to the secietary of" the college. The

I

guide was drawn up in the first instance specially for
i headmasters and science masters of schools and for col-

;
leges. It has been re-issued to provide persons anxious to

j

have information as to the industrial careers for young
,
men to which the Imperial College is specially direct-

f ing its attention. The number of posts of an indus-

j

trial character, in which high scientific education is

j

of great importance, is constantly increasing through-
1 out the Empire, and the Imperial College should after
I the war attract an ever-increasing number of students,

j

We have also received separate parts of the calendar

j

of the Imperial College, giving complete prospectuses

!
of the associated colleges of the Imperial College,
namely, the City' and Guilds (Engineering) College, the
Royal College of Science, and the Royal School of
Mines.

In August of last year the London County Council
resolved that, subject to the establishment at the Im-
perial College of Science and Technology of a depart-

ment of technical optics under a separate head; to the
Government grant to tne college being increased in.

respect of such department; and to certain other con-
ditions, the council’s grants to the college be in-

creased in respect to technical optics by an amount
proportionate to the increase in the Government grant
as 1:3; provided that the increase in the council’s

equipment grant shall not exceed 750Z., and that the
increase in the council’s maintenance grant shall not
exceed loooZ. a year. The governing body of the
Imperial College has now informed the council that
it has adopted the recommendation of its Technical
Optics Committee—which is also the Advisory Council
for technical optics—^that Mr. F. J. Cheshire be ap-
pwnted director of the department of technical optics

for a period of five years commencing June i, I9i7»

at a salary of loool. a year. The Education Com-
mittee of the council, at a meeting held yesterday,
recommended that this appointment be approved.

We have received from the office of the Field and
Queen, Breams Buildings, London, E.C.4, a copy of
the English edition of *'* British. Universities and the
War : a Record and its Meaning,” a little book com-
piled at the request of several correspondents in the
United States who expressed the wish to have some
]iermanent record of the response by the universities

of the United Kingdom to the country’s call for volun-
teers. The sixteen brief contributions by the vice-

chancellors, principals, and masters representative of
the various universities form an inspiring record of

noble endeavour on the part of our university men;
and to these unadorned statements of patriotic sacrifice

and accomplishment Mr. Fisher, the President of the
Board of Education, has contributed a gracefully

appropriate preface, “No line,”' says Mr. Fisher,

“can be drawn between student and teacher, between
young, and old. Many of the most brilliant teachers

in the country have given their lives on the hattle^ieid

;

i

manj^ a bright star in the firmament of smence has
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been prematurely eclipsed.’’ This generous esti-

mate of the part men of science have taken, in

the war is noteworthy. It has been a war of

chemists, of engineers/of physicists, of doctors. The
professor and lecturer, the research assistant, and the

research student have suddenly become poweriful assets

to the nation. Whatever university you may choose

to visit, you will find it to be the scene of delicate and
recon^te investigations, resulting here in a more
deadly explosive, there in a stronger Army boot, or

again in some improvement to the fast-advancing

technique of aerial navigation.” The brochure de-

serves to be widely read. Its price is is, net.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES,
London.

Royal Society, May 10.—S^r J. J. Thomson, presi-

dent, in the chair.—Sir Josej)h Larmor and N.
Yamaga ; Permanent periodicity in sun-spots. A dis-

cussion of the more sharply marked phases of the

curve of frequency of sun-spots, since 1750, led New-
comb, in 1901, to strong confirmation of the prevalent

view, previously verified by Wolf and by Wolfer, that

sun-spots are governed by some permanent periodic

agency of period determined very closely by him as
ii'i3±0’02 years, and more recent independent dis-

cussions, by Wolfer in 1902 and by Schuster tn 1906,

have led them to conclusions nearly identical. The
form of this periodic component is here extracted by
semi-graphical methods, such as are appropriate to a
permanent unbroken period, and also provide a
further check on the degree of validity of the result.

The periodic feature is found to be strongly and
•definitely present, provided the records for the two
isun-spot cy'des from about 1776 to 1798, which would
largely vitiate it, are rejected as untrustworthy, or
else are almost wholly assigned to some strong but
transient anomaly. The residue of the sun-spot curve,
when this periodic part is removed, seems to be acci-
dental and sporadic, showing no other permanent
periodicity of comparable period. The periodogram
analy^sis of Schuster had, in fact, already led him to
the result that the record is not homogeneously con-
stituted even in the wider sense appropriate to natural
radiation. The Fourier series here determined for
the periodic part is found to be composed of sines
only within the limits of attainable accuracy; thus
the graph of that part is made up of anti-symmetrical
undulations, a feature which mav form a clue to its

physical origin in the sun.—Prof. G. W. O. Howe

:

high-frequency resistance of multiple-stranded
Insulated wire. The conductors employed in radio-
telegraphy are frequently made up of a ’large number
of fine wires separately insulated and stranded or
plaited together in such a way that every wire occupies
m turn the same relative position in the multiple con-
ductor. In this wav the total current is forced to
distribute itself equally between all the wires, even at
high frequencies. The object of this is twofold, viz.
to make the inductance independent of frequency and
to reduce the resistance at high frequencies. 'It is

«iioym in this paper that the second object is rarelv
,

achieved because of the eddy currents induced in the
wires by the magnetic flux “within the conductor* It
Is shown also that the loss due to this cause is so great
that the effecti've resistance of the stranded conductor
is, in many cases, greater than that of the solid wire
which could be put in its place. In the first part of
the paper fomulse are deduced on the assumption that
the eddy currents in the fine wires do not aporeclabH-
affect the distribution of magnetic flux within them.
In the second uart this assumption is not made and
fmnulae arei, dedoPed which take into account the
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screening effect of the eddy currents. It is proved,
however, that the assumption is permissible in nearly
all the cases considered. A number of tables are
given showing the ratio of the high frequency to the
continuous current resistances of straight and coiled

conductors of different sizes made up of fine wires of

three alternative diameters. These formulae and
tables enable one to see at once if any advantage is

to be gained by using such a stranded conductor in

any given case, and, if so, the best number of wires
and space-factor to employ. The paper shows con-'

clusively, however, that the extended use of such con-
ductors in radio-telegraphy for the. purpose of reduc-
ing the resistance has no scientific justification.

Physical Society, April 27.—Prof. C. V. Boys, presi-

dent, in the chair.—Prof. J. A. Fleming : A note on the
derivation of the general equation for w^ave motion in

an elastic medium. The paper explains a simple
method of arriving at the general differential equation
for wave motion, viz.

\ /

where c is the velocity of propagation of the wave.
The method described may be epitomised by say-
ing that the differential equation is obtained by equat-
ing the product of strain-acceleration dr(pj'dt^ and
density to the static measure of the stress expressed
as the space variation of the product of the elasticity

and the strain slope which is the proper

measure of the stress at the point considered.—A.
Johnstone : The effect of stretching on the thermal con-
ductivity of wires. For all the wires used ^copper,
steel, nickel, aluminium, brass, zinc), stretching pro-
duced a slight increase in thermal conductivity. The
most satisfactory experiments showed an increase of
about 0-5 per cent for a tension of about 0-7 of the
elastic limit. After the tension “^vas withdrawn the
conductivity returned approximately to its original
value.—Prof. H. Chatley : Cohesion (third paper). The
objects of the paper are:— (a) To re-state and add
further evidence in favour of an electrical theory of
cohesion. (&) To provide tentative empirical formulae
for the expression of intermolecular forces. The
author defines cohesion as the net attraction (i.e.

balance of attraction over repulsion) l^etween molecules
“Which are relatively chemically saturated, at distances^
not greatly exceedipg“ the molecular diameters, and the
following formula is proposed for this attraction :

—

wnere G Is the Newtonian constant
of gravitation, m the molecular mass, d the molecular
interval (centre to centre), ard is the molecular
diameter.

Royal Astronomical Society, May ii. Major P. A.
MacMahon, president, in the chair.—Dr. J. L. E.
Dreyer: The origin of Ptolemy’s Catalogue of Stars.
Fov niore than a century it had been the prevailing
opinion that Ptolemy had borrowed all his star places
from the catalogue of Hipparchus, merely adding a
constant quantity to the longitudes to bring them up
to his^ own epuch. It was contended that this opinion
was ill-founded

; that the catalogue of Hipparchus
could not have contained more than 850 stars, so that
Ptolemy could not have borrowed from Hipparchus the
whole of his catalogue of 1025 stars. There appeared
no reason^ for disbelieving Ptolemy’s statement that
he had himself made extensive observations of the
fixed stars.—Dr. S. Chapman

; (i) Convection and diffu-
sion within ^ant stars. Prof; Eddington had shown
that in a giant star of low density the temperature
and pressure gradients towards the .centre must be
much less^ than formerly supposed, the influence of[

gravity being largely counteracted by radiation pres-,
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sure. An attempt ia, now made to determine the reia- ' Paris.
tive importance of convection and diffusion. Some of
the heaviest elements appeared at high levels, not only
in the sun, which is a dwarf star, but also in some
of the giant stars. It is probable that convection
extends to a considerable depth within the star, rais-

,

ing some of the heavier elements to the surface
‘

layer. [2} Thermal diffusion and the stars. It is
'

found that the thermal effect is far outweighed *

by pressure diffusion, which tends to produce stratifi-
j

cation into layers of increasingly heavy elements to- !

wards the centre. It is theretore probable' that the
'

presence of elements of widely different atomic
weights in the solar atmosphere is mainlv due to con- '

vection.—G. Newbegin ; Solar prominences, 1916.
Fewer observations than usual had been made, owino- !

to the bad weather in January and December. The
|

observations were plotted on a diagram, which was '

shown on the screen. A growth of activity all round
the limb was indicated; even the polar regions were
more filled up than in 1915, and the general bright- '

ness had increased. Dark absorption bands had been
'

observed on thirty occasions.

Royal Meteorological Society, May 16.—Major H. G. 1

Lyons, president, in the chair.—J.^E, Clark and H. B. '

Adames : Report on the phenologicai observations for i

The year as a whole "was rather warm, exces-
j

sively wet, deficient in sunshine, and phenologically !

disastrous. This arose mainly from the peculiar dis- !

tribution of w'etness and warmth. January was dry* '

in most parts, but February and March among the ’

wettest on record, the precipitation largely as snow. I

February was colder than January, March than 1

February, and in Ireland and England, S.W., April
!

than January'. Cold nights wdth frosts continued
well into July, the former half of which and June
were so disastrously cool that the mean was lower
than in May, with a minimum of sunshine. Many
days were cooler than many in January. The winter-
warmth developed abnormal premature growth,
seriously damaged by ^e early spring-winter. The
extreme wet of that time almost stopped farm and
garden work

; the oold nights later ruined much of the
fruit crop, and the cold summer greatly lessened the
quality of the harvest, being also largely responsible
for the serious failure of the potato crop, combined
with the most abnormal rainfall of the ripening-^ft
and lilting time in late October and November. The
tables largely reflect the above conditions, especially
in the earliness of the hazel (two weeks), bringing it

well into January (26th), perhaps for the first time;
also the long range in date of the hazel, anemone,
and blackthorn, averaging ninety-seven days com-
pared with forty-six days for the late spring and early
summer flowers, hawthorn, ox-eye, daisy, and dog-
rose. This long range is due to colder districts giving
dates after the cold spring break, and the earlier some
records preceding it. A very important aspect has so
far not tyeen worked out, namely, the areas of equal
date of appearance, which may be suitably denoted
as isophainal zones. In Great Britain the earliest,

before April 29, appears to include South-West Wales,
Cornwall, Devon, a tongue stretching up from Hants
to Worcestershire, East Sussex, Surrey, and Kent.
All the rest south of the Mersey and Humber, except a
large East Anglian area round the Wash, falls in the
zone between 120 and 130 (May 9). The third zone
to the 140 isophain covers the rest of England except
Northumberland and Scotland bordering on the Sol-

Tvay. Northwards, dates later than May 19 prevail.

In Ireland we get the 130 isophain from near Limerick
to west of Dublin, and so on tovrards Newry, that of

140 passing from Clew Bay to Belfast Lough^ with a
southward bend round Lough Neagh.
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Academy of Sciences, May 7.—M. d ’Arsonval in the

chair.—^J.
Boussinesq ; The orientation of the principal

pressures in the state of slip (by plane deformations)

of a hea\w sandy mass with a rectilinear upper profile.

—General Sebert *. Further observations concerning the

possible influence of violent cannonades on the fall of

rain. The Central Meteorological Bureau has con-

tinued to publish its bulletins throughout the war,,

but with a delaj’ of one week. Obsert^ers on the con-

nection between the weather and gun-fire should bear
this fact in mind if they make use of the bulletins.-—

L. Mangin : Chaetoceros criophihis, a characteristic

species of the Antarctic seas.—(i, A. Boulenger

;

Batrachians connected with the genus Euproctus : their

ethological and phylogenic relations.—M. Balland

:

Some experiments in bread-making in view of the

continuation of the war. A study of the effects of mix-^

ffng various proportions oi barley, maize, rice, and
other materials with wheaten flour for the preparation

of bread. In case of necessity up to m per cent, to-

15 per cent of barley, oats, "maize, rice, or manioc
may be added to wheat flour, barley being preferable.

—M. E. Fournier was elected a member of the section

of geography and navigation, in succession to the late

M. Guyou,—M. Petrovitch : Some remarkable numerical
expressions.—B. Jekhowsky ; The development in series-

of various algebraical expressions by means of Bessel ’s

functions of several variables.—M, Mcsnager : Solution

of the problem of the thick rectangular plate, sup-
ported at its edges, and loaded with a single weight
at its centre.—MM. Fayet and Schanmasse : Observa-
tions and provisional elements of the comet I9i7?>

(Schaumasse). The obser\^ations were made on April

25, 26, and 27. On April 25 the comet appeared to be
of 9*5 magnitude, showing a slight central condensa-
tion.—M. St. Procopiu : The concentration of electro-

lytes* in the neighbourhood of the electrodes.—Ed.
Chauvenet : The fluorides of zirconium and the zirconyl

fluorides.—R- M. Gabri6 : The commercial utilisation

of fumaroles and hot springs. Calculations on the
energy obtainable from steam jets issuing from the
soil and from hot water of geysers.—J. de Lapparent

:

A Foraminifer from the chalk of the Alps and
Pyrenees.—A. Pezard : Regression of the erectile

organs, resulting from post-puberal castration in the

Qallinaceae.—Marie Goldsmith : The acquisition of a
habit in the octopus.—E. Kayser ; Contribution to the
study of apiculate yeasts.—M. Cazin ; Total helio-

therapy' in the treatment of men -wounded in the w’ar-

An account of the results obtained by the sun treat-

ment of wounded. Very favourable results have been
obtained.—Ch. Lambert : A method of w'riting and
reading easily accessible to the blind, and specially use-
ful to blind persons who have lost the hands or fore-

arms.—^J.
Danysz ; Anti-luargol. Experiments are de-

scribed proving that a preliminary injection of luargof
provokes in the organism the foirnation of a precipi-

tating antibody.—H. Vincent : The infection of wounds
by the pyocyanic bacillus. Causes and treatment

Sydney.

Ltnnean Society of New South Wales, March 28.—^Dr.

H, G. Chapman, president, in the chair.—R, J.
Tillyard ; The morphology of the caudal gills of the

larvae of zygopterid dragon-flies Three mmn types of

gills, acoorcfing to the form of their cross-sections, are
recognised—(a) the sacooid gill-type, presented by the

Epallaginae and the Protoneurinae; (b) the Triquetro-'

quadrate type, occurring only in the Calopteryginae 7

and (c) the' lamellar type characteristic of the Lestidae

and most Agrionidae. There is also a reduced (non-

functional) type, of which the gills of Agfiott astelider

Perkins (Hawaii), furnish a good example. Onto-,
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genetic and phylogenetic questions will be discussed in

a later paper.—Dr. J. M. Petrie : The occurrence of

hydrocyanic acid in plants. Part iii. treats of five in-

digenous and seven cultivated cyanogenetic plants.

Detailed experiments w'ere made with a number of
Alocasias, and a description of the distribution of the

giucosides in the different parts of the plants is given.
—^Dr, J. M. Petrie • The chemical investigation of some
poisonous plants in the N.O. Solanaceae. Part iv., the

chemistry of the Duboisias. This important group of

endemic plants include*^ the pituri-tree of Central Aus-
tralia and the cork-tree of New South Wales. The
former is the only nicotine plant known other than the

Nicotianas; and the latter contains the atropine-group

of alkaloids, including the new nor-hyoscyamine. A
third species, resembling the cork-tree, w^as also found
to contain the same constituents. A complete historical

account is given of the numerous chemical researches

on the first two of these plants ; and the contradictory

evidence has been settled definitely by new experi-

mental data. The proximate composition of the plants

Is compared and the investigation of their alkaloids

described.
Petrograd.

Academy of Sciences, February i.—E. S. Fedorov ; A
new deso-iptive geometry.—N. Kulagin : The ovary of

the elephant.—^V. V. Zalenskii: The segmentation of

rile ovum of Scdpa hicaudata. First period.---E. Busch :

Ericaceae (Arctostaphylos, Arctous, Vaccinium, Cal-

luna) of Siberia and the Far East.—^A. M, Nikoliskil

:

Comber (Vipera) sachdlinensis, Czar., and its history.

—O. J. Vereifiiigin : The basins in the vicinity of Lake
Baikal—VI. N. Snitnikov : The reptiles of the province
of Seruir^je.—^N. M. Krylov : Application of

^
the

method of W. Ritz to a system of differential equations.

Historical and Philological Section, January 25.—^P. A. Falev : Account of an expedition in Trans-
caucasia and to Azerbeidzan in the summer of 1916.

—

N. Ja. Marr; (i) The Georgian epic, “The Hero in

the Panther’s Skin,^’ bv Sota of Rustav, and a new’
problem touching ancient Georgian culture. (2) A source
of new information concerning the history of the Cau-
casian peoples.—I Ju, Krai^kovskij : Description of the
collection of Korans brought by F. I. Uspenskij from
Trebizond.
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NE BOTANIC A L HANDBOOKS,
n} Algae. \'o}. i., Myxophyceue, Peridinieae,

BaciUarieae^ X'hlorophyccae, together leiih a
Brief Summary of the Occurrence and DisirP
hution of Fresh-ieaier Algae. By Prof. G. S.
West. (Cambridge Botanical Handbooks. I

Pp. viii-f475. (Cambridge: At the University
Press, 1916.) Price j-;s. net.

The Anthocyanin Pigments of Plants, Bv
Muriel Wheldale. Pp. x-r3rS. (Cambridge:
At the University Press, 1916.) Price 15s. net.

(f3) A TexUbook of Btdany for C'oUeges. Bv
Prof. \V. F. Ganong. Pp, xi — 401. (New
York : The Macmillan Co. ; London : Macmillan
and Co,, Ltd., 1916.) Price Ss. 6d. net.

(ij \ SPECIAL interest attaches to Prof.
G. S. West's volume on Algje, as it is

the first of a series of botanical handbooks which,
will be issued by the Cambridge L’niversity Press
under the editorship of Prof. A. C. Seward and
Mr. A. G. Tansley. Tlie series has been
designed to meet the need of books by specialists

on different groups of the vegetable kingdom, and
the present volume will be followed by others on
Lichens, Fungi, and Gnetales, by Miss Lorrain
Smith, Dr. Helen GwynneWaughan, and the late

Prof. W\ H. H. Pearson respectively. Except for

a faulty trimming of the pages (which, perhaps, is

confined to review copies), the get-up” of the
book is excellent. An elegant cover, a clear text
with numerous well-displayed figures, and a good
index give promise of a series which, in the
matter of production, should be admirable. The
series opens well with the present volume, w’hich

is a biological account of the Algae, both fresh-

water and marine, included in the IMyxophyceae (or

Cyanophyceae)^ Peridinieae, Bacillarieae (Diatoms),
and Chlorophyceae (green Algae). The greater
part of the work deals with the green Algae,

a group to the investigation of w’hich, especially

the fresh-water forms, the author has devoted
many years of thorough and painstaking
research, and ^ on the taxonomy of which he is

one of the first authorities. The general struc-

ture, cytology, life-history, and biology of the

various groups, of their subdivisions and more
important genera, are de.scribed in considerable
detail, and their classification and phylogeny dis-

cussed. Matters of controversy, such as the

presence of a nucleus in the Myxophyceae, or the

mechanism of the movement of the Oscillatoriese,

are treated at some length wdth an impartial

presentation of various opinions. .\s regards the
nuclear question, the author decides in favour of

its being an ‘incipient nucleus.” There is also

a valuable and expert discussion on the phylc^eny
and classification of the Chlorophyceae, and the

system a^dopted, which differs in detail from pre-

vious systems, is based on a critical review of the
large amount of recent work and the wide
experience of the author himself. The conclud-
ing chapter on the occurrence and distribution of
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! fresh-water Alga" forms an introduction to their

I

ecologiral study.

I
12) It is not usual to begin a notice of a book

i with a reference to the bibliography, and it is in

j

no sense disparaging to the value of the subject-

I matter of Miss \Vheldale's account of the

anthocyanin pigments of plants that we do so-

!
But the admirable classified bibliography of 645

j

items, occupying seventy-six pages, indicates the

j

wideness of the field and the variety of the points

j

of view from which the study of the colouring

matters in plants has been approached, from the

1
investigations of Xehemiah Grew\ towards the

end of the seventeenth century, to the present

day. It also supplies the motive for Miss Whel-
daie’s book, which is a critical account of the

\arious investigations which have been made
upon the anthocyanin pigments along botanical,

chemical, and genetical lines. The author is one

of a number of recent workers who have raised

the study of the colouring matters of plants from
an empirical chemical examination of their nature

and reactions, or somew’hat hypothetical con-

siderations of their biological meaning, to an

important position in the study of inheritance.

The development in plants of many and various

anthocyanin pigments affords an almost unlimited

supply of material for this study. “We have
now, on the one hand, satisfactory methods for

the isolation, analysis, and determination of the

constitutional formulae of these pigments. Or
the other hand, w'e have the Mendelian methods
for determining the laws of their inheritance. By
a combination of the two methods w’e are w*ithin

reasonable distance of being able to express some
of the phenomena of inheritance in terms of

chemical composition and structure. There c^n

be little doubt that exact information of this kind

w’ill be helpful for the true understanding of the

vital and inaportant subject of Heredity.”

Miss Wheldale 's work forms a text-book of an

interesting and fertile branch of botany. The
subject-matter is divided into two parts. Part i.

is a “General Account,” including an intro-

ductory chapter, or general sun-^ey, and chapters

on the morphological and histological distribution

of anthocyanins, their properties and reactions,

isolation and constitution, the physiological

conditions and factors influencing their formation,

the reactions involved in their formation, and
finally their biological and. physiological signifi-

cance. The second or special portion deals with

anthocyanins and genetics.

(3) Prof. Ganong’s published w^ork on the

teaching of botany is well known, and his apology
for the issue of another text-book of botany is

that his careful study of the psychology of the

student has indicated that such a one is neces-

sary. Introductory courses in botany are, he
says, largely adapted to- a preparation for .a pro-

fessional botanical career, whereas in the case of

nearly all college students it forms part of a
general education. Knowledge is valuable to

the specialist in the proportions of its objective

importance, but to the general student tn the pro^

portions of its bearing on the actions and thoughts

,
P’ ,
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of mankind.” His book may be described as an

attempt to present and interpret the humanly
important aspects of plant nature in the lig-ht of

our modern scientific knowledge, and the test of

its value will be found, “ not in whether my
colleagues consider it a well-proportioned com-
pendium of botanical fact, but in whether it leads

students to pursue the subject in an interested

and si>ontaneous spirit/’ Structure is treated

before function, because that is the more
practicable way, even though the reverse is more
logical.

The present volume is Part i. of the whole
work, and is entitled “ The Structures and
Functions of Plants.” Part ii., “The Kinds and
Relationships of Plants,” containing the descrip-
tion of the groups of plants and comprising about
125 pages, is delayed, but is expected to be ready
shortly. The subject-matter is divided into
chapters which deal successively with the various
organs, namely, leaves, stems, roots, flowers,
fruits, and seeds. A summary of the treatment
of the leaf will indicate the author’s plan. The
distinctive characteristics are first noted, the
green colour, flat form, and growth towards the

light”; their function consists in the exposure
of green tissue to light, under the action of which
the plant forms -its food out of water and mineral
matters drawn from the soil and a gas received
from the air. After a short account of general
structure an experimental account of photosyn-
thesis is given, which leads on to the study of the
cellular anatomy and the characteristics of
protoplasm and other cell-contents. Transpira-
tion is then considered, and next the adjustments
of

^

green tissues to light. Various forms of
foliage-leaves are described in association with
various habitats, and in the following section
the forms and functions of leaves other than
foliage, such as leaves for storage, the
insectivorous habit, climbing, bud-scales, and
stipules. A section on the nutrition of plants
wrhich lack chlorophyll includes, besides phanero-
gamic parasites and saprophytes, a reference to
the fungi. Sections on the autumnal and other
coloration of leaves, and their economics and
treatment in cultivation, are follow’-ed by a final
section on the uses of photosynthetic food, which
deals briefly wdth the various classes of sub-
stances found in the plant and their use to man.
It is evident f,rom this sketch that Prof. Ganong’s
treatment is somewhat unconventional. The text
makes easy reading, and is facilitated by a large
number of good figures; but there is .sometimes
a suggestion of scrappiness.

PHYSICAL CHEMISTR Y,

Text-hook of Thermochemistry and Thermo-
Emmies, By Prof. Otto Sackur, Trans-
lated and revised by Dr. G. E. Gibson. Pp.
^"h439. (London ; IVIacmillan and Co,, Ltd.,
^9^74 Price 125 . net.

A T the pre^t tiipe, when considerable atten-^ tK»n is feeing given to the industrial import-
and value of cfi^Ejiistry , it is very necessary tom :?483, ,iroL.

emphasise the factors which not alone place
chemical technology on a scientific basis, but are
absolutely essential for real industrial progress.
That much has been accomplished by more or
less empirical methods is undoubted, and in cer-
tain cases, as a matter of fact, “ theory^ ” lags
considerably behind “practice.” This, however,
is not an argument for relegating theoretical prin-
ciples to the background. Empiricism, which is

unavoidable when an industry is in an un-
developed state, is ultimately the greatest bar to
further progress. IModern synthetic chemistry,'
in its widest sense, includes much more than the
purely descriptive. The success of a chemical
operation rests not only on whether the process
can be carried out at all, but also on the careful
elucidation of the best conditions under which to
carry it out. The discovery of these conditions does
not, or, rather, should not, be merely a matter of
trial and error. The rational control of a process
is determined by considerations of a wide and
general nature applicable to processes of the most
varied kind. To take an illustration. The prob-
lems of rapidity of w^orking, of yield and effi-

ciency, are intimately bound up with such general
considerations as reaction-speed and its depend-
ence upon concentration, temperature, pressure,
and the catalytic effects of the surroundings, with
the question of the equilibrium state as defined
by the equilibrium constant, and the variation of
this quantity with temperature and pressure.
Problems

^

such as these represent some of
the technical

^

applications of the principles of
physical chemistr\^^ To go no 'further, it is evi-
dent that the technical chemist must be acquainted
with

^

the principles of chemical kinetics and
chemical thermodynamics, especially the latter.

In these circumstances a good text-book of
chemical thermodynamics, such as the late Prof.
Sackur’s “Thermochemistry and Thermo-
dynamics,” is an asset not alone for chemical
science, but equally so for chemical technology.
The book itself is an exceedingly lucid exposition
of the principles of thermodynamics, specially
adapted for the needs of the chemist. In addi-
tion to covering the ground which we now regard
as classical, it introduces us to those newer ideas
which mark some of the more recent advances in
physical chemistry’. The problem of chemical
affinity’, which, is all-important for chemical opera-
tions, is particularly well done. One is impressed
by the essential unity of purpose underlying the
most diverse considerations and fields of investiga-
tion.

^

In the old days it wokuld scarcely have been
conceived that properties so very “ physical ” as
specific heats and vapour pressures, for example,
were «ver likely to play any important part tn
determining the direction and extent of chemical
change, but in the light of Nernst’s heat theorem
and the recent work on the quantum theory we
are able to appreciate the truly chemical import-
ance of these and other physical properties.
The experimental material with which ProL

Sackur illustrates the conclusions arrived at is

ample and well chosen. Certain subjects, such as
liquid mixtures and fractional distillation, thk
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thermodynamic significance of the mass-action !

equilibrium constant, Helmholtz's method of cal-
j

culating the E.M.F. of a cell, the meaning of
j

thermodynamic probability in relation to entropy,
i

tlie laws of radiation, and many other problems,
|

by no means simple in themselves, are here i

treated in an exceptionally clear and con\incing 1

manner. Prof. Sackur's book, regarded as a ;

whole, is a demonstration of the truth of the
|

words with which the introduction commences : i

Everyone will admit that a thorough understand-
j

ing of physical chemistry, and of the success of I

its applications in science and in technology, can !

only be obtained on the basis of thermodynamics.”
j

It only remains to add that Dr. Gibson's trans- 1

lation is thoroughly satisfactory.
j

W. C. McC. Lewis.
I

OUF BOOKSHELF. !

The Borderlands of Science. By Dr. A. T.
Schofield- Pp. . viii-r255- (London; Cassell

and Co., Ltd., 1917.) Price 65. net.

Dr. Schofield tells us in the preface that his

object in writing this book is ‘Ho present to the

reader an entirely new outlook on the subject

with which it deals. The word ‘ borderland
*

has hitherto been practically confined to a study
of psychic phenomena; but here the meaning is

so extended as to cover all that is obscure and
unproved in any science.” The world of con-
crete and abstract things is pictured as a huge
disc, in the centre of which is God, “the first

’great cause (though Himself uncaused), dwelling

in perfect light ” (p. 3); and round the edge of

the disc stand “the scientists” in a crowded
circle studying the disc by feelers which each
mind possesses and “by the light of their own
reasoning powers ” (p. 4). There are patches of

the disc only half illuminated by either the

human light or the Divine light, and these

patches form the “twilight ” regions—the border-

lands of science (p. 6) ; and also there are

patches “which we should know and need to

know, but which science now clearly sees cannot
be penetrated by its lights ” (p. 7). “The goal

of all human knowle<%e ... is in touch with
the Light itself, although to scientists at the

circumference, who use only their own lights, it
;

may appear to be impenetrable darkness ” (p. 4).

The Central Unity is also the God of revelation

(p. 40) ;
“ as we leave the clear though limited

light of science we become conscious of a vague
premonition or prescience of the spirit world

(p; 63), and “there are some few districts of

thought which are illumed neither by science nor
by religion ” (p. 62).

One would like to know how Dr. Schofield

knows all this about the Central Unity. There
seem to be some sensible and tolerant views on
the borderlands of psychical science, and it is

mostly the fundamental parts that seem self-

contradictory. But there are also somewhat con-

tradictory statements about the functions of

sdence and philosophy (p. 10. and p. 12) and
what makes up “mathematics” (p- 240 and
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p. 246J. We read on pp. 33-34: “According to

Myers, Socrates originated the idea of material

sciences ; but Swedenborg first attempted to

introduce a science of the unseen, and his most
illustrious follower in this particular direction has

been Sir William Crookes.” <f>

The Pruning-ManiiaL Being the Eighteenth

Edition, Revised and Reset, of the Pruning-

Book, which was first Published in 1898. By
L, H. Bailey. Pp, xiii-^407, (New York:
The Macmillan Co. ; London ; Alacmillan and
Co., Ltd., 1916.) Price Ss. 6d. net.

This book deals with an important side of the

care of fruit trees. The author considers that

“the habit of growth, mode of flowering and
friiit-bearing, and response to manipulation” may
be grouped under the heading of pruning, and
this wide view of the subject gives a special value

and interest to the book.

In the earlier chapters the descriptions of the

growth and branching of the more important

fruit trees are remarkably clear, and should prove

useful not only to fruit-growers, but also to

teachers of botany and Nature-study. The
later chapters deal with the general principles

of pruning, and give directions for the treatment

of the various fruit trees and ornamental shrubs

grown in America. Prof. Bailey lays great

stress on the necessity for the continuous good
care of orchards as regards both pruning and

’

tillage.

An interesting chapter on the care of street

trees may be mentioned; instructions are given

for the repairing and preservation of old trees

which, on account of their position or association,

may be specially valuable.

This manual is intended by the author to bring

together the results of long experience-in pruning

“as handed down from gardener to- gardener,

fruit-grower to fruit-grower, and as recorded in

many books.” As early as the latter half of the

sixteenth century the subject was dealt with^ by

Heresbach in “ Foure Bookes of Husbandrie ”

(1586), and also by Mascall (1575)- The
numerous references in this book, however, are

chiefly to works published in the last twenty

years, and especially to the reports of the valuable

experimental trials which have been carried out

at Woburn, at Wildpark (Germany), and in Utah;

California, and Missouri. It is unfortunate that

the author Has not added a short bibliography,

as the references are scattered in the text or in

footnotes, and in one or tw’o cases no date is

gwen. H. A, .

The Aviator and the Weather Bureau. By Dr.

Ford A. Carpenter. Secpnd edition, Pp. 54.

(San Diego: Chamber of Commerce, 1917-)

This small book gives a brief history of American
aviation as it is associated with southern Cali-

fornia, and contains a considerable number of

interesting illustrations- It points out the

advantaee of the dimate of California for avia-

tion studies, and gives in chap, iii. an ac^hnt
of an ascent made by the author over the city of

San Diego*
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
[The Editor does not hold himself responsible for

opinions expressed by his correspondents^ Neither
j

can he undertake to return, or to correspond with

the writers of, rejected manuscripts intended for

this or any other part of Nature. No notice is

taken of anonymous communications*]

Plated Teeth of Sheep.

Twice in recent yearb I have had brought to me b\

different people, as* great curiosities, teeth of sheep or

lambs, some of which were partly covered with a

bright yellow metallic-looking film, which was thought

to be gold One of the persons referred to, as a foreign

meat pur\’eyor, had had a large experience with car-

cases of sheep, but had not observed the peculiarity

before; and none of the farmers whom I questioned

about the matter had ever seen or heard of it. But
whether it is actually so rare a phenomenon as the

above remarks suggest is doubtful, for the Rev. John
Morton, in “The Natural History of Northampton-
shire,” published in 1712, p. 50, says :

—

“ Whether it be owing to some accidental uncommon
Property in the Soil, that th^ Teeth of certain Sheep,

and Cows, are tinged with a Golden, or rather Brazen
Colour; whereof thev have had instances in Stafford-

shire, as also here in this County, and of which I

have now by me a pretty remarkable Sample that I

met with at Oxenden ;
or whether it be owing to the

feeding of Cattel upon yellow-flower’d Plants or to

some other Cause, 1 shall not now stay to examine.”
Actually, of course, the yellow film referred to con-

sists of iron pyrites^ and seems to require for its

formation the concomitants of ferruginous matter,

sulphates, and anaerdbic bacterial action. Bacteria in

the decomposing organic matter on or around the

teeth may be supposed to reduce the sulphates with
evolution of sulphuretted hydrogen, which latter

reacts on the available iron to form, the iron pyrites,

FeSs, a well-known chemical reaction commonly occur-

ring in .Nature under anaerobic conditions. It is con-
sequently

.
reasonable to suppose that the particular

sheep, etc., exhibiting the characteristic spoken of,

that of plated teeth, had been drinking water charged
both with iron and sulphates.

Now most chalybeate waters are bog waters, where
humic acids have first dissolved the iron, and then
on oxidation deposited it in the form of the hydrated

|

peroxide of iron, when sulphates may or may not have
been present. But some chalybeate* waters (including
some bog waters), besides depositing iron, yield abund-
ance of sulphates of iron, or calcium, or’ both; then
obviously the original source of the iron was iron
pjyites, probably marcasite. It would appear that
this latter class of water w^ould especially lead to the
plating of the teeth of animals using it.

I ^ould be rather glad to know of any instances
where the result referred to could be actually traced
direct to it^ cause, Breby Thompson.
67 Victoria Road, Northampton, May 19.

J. E. B. Mayor and Todhunter.

The review of Dr. MacFarlane’s “Lectures on Ten
British Mathematicans ” in Nature of May 17 closes
with a quotation about Todhunter.
The words cited are attributed to Prof, Mayor, but

a note of interrogation seems to imply some uncer-
tainty as to which of the two brothers Mayor it was
who wrote them. The quotation is from the late
professor pf Latin, John E. B. Major,
On the death of Todhunter Mayor wrote an “In

Memodam” notke of his old friend. It appeared in
three consecutiv'e numbers of the Cambridge Remew
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for 1884. The first instalment appeared in the number-
tor March 5. The quotation in Nature is from the

number for March 19, p. 262, col. i.

Todhunter was not only a mathematician, but also a
linguist. “ Besides most European languages (includ-

ing Russian, ot which he learnt enough to master a
mathematical treatise), he had studied Hebrew, .^abic,.

Persian, and Sanskrit. He was a sound Latin and
Greek scholar” (loc, cii., p. 229).

Unlike his great master, Oe Morgan, who is t^iid

to have been a skilful performer on both the organ and
the tin whistle, Todhunter backed the musical faculty.
“ He used to say he knew two tunes

;
one was * God

save the Queen,’ the other wasn’t. The former he
recognised bv the people standing up” (p. 261, foot-

note),
’ Edmund Symes Payne.

27 Constitution Hill, Clifton, May 21.

THE REMOULDING OF NATIONAL
ADMINISTRATIVE INSTITUTIONS.

I
N the recently issued, third annual report (1916)

of the Carnegie United Kingdom Trust, and’

fifteenth annual report (1915-16) of the Carnegie

Trust for the Universities of Sco-tland, there is

evidence of the deeply adverse influence which
the heavy hand of war has exerted in directions,

usually the most remote from strife and rancour.

The width of the influence is very evident, too,,

for these reports deal with subjects so diverse as
higher education, scientific and literary research,

music, church organs, libraries, etc. In the case

of the former trust it is remarked that, “while
the past year may confidently be said to have
seen progress made with the work of the trusty

the war and its reactions on the ordinary activi-

ties of the country have necessarily hampered any
rapid development of schemes which are not

directly concerned with its prosecution. A
philanthropic trust is peculiarly subject to the

difficulties of the moment, especially when its

efforts must be entirely devoted towards the

amelioration of normal conditions.” In the case

of the latter trust it is remarked that “the opera-

tions of the trust under the Research Scheme still

continue to be considerably affected by the

European war.” Fellows and scholars of the

trust “have been engaged on military duty,” and
some “are among the fallen.” “The influence

of the war ... is seen in the diminished number
of candidates for fellowships and scholarships,

and still more in the fact that of those elected

one half either did not avail themselves of the

awards or resigned in the course of the session

to engage in other work. It is also seen in the

altered character of the research work of the

beneficiaries, which, except in one or two case.s,

instead of following the usual lines, was directed

to the solution of definite problems arising out of

the war.”
One can remember readily the time when ap-

plications were received by the universities from
America, but never from the United Kingdom,
for honours graduates to direct the labours ofr

e.g., cotton manufacturers or gardening firms.

That the war has made this old condition an im-

possibility for the future became forcefully clear

in the recent report of the Advisory Council of
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the Committee of the Privy Council for Scientific

iind Industrial Research. The report of the Uni-
versities Trust exhibits the effective response of
the universities to recent calls. The report of
the Council makes very evident the need, long"

recognised by scientific men, of change—drastic
change—in the methods of industry, and the need
for collaboration in endeavour. It makes also
very evident the need for the theorist to direct

,and expedite the labours of the practical man;
and, more satisfactory still, it shows that the
practical man is now recognising it widely under
the stress of war.
The future age is to be the age of specialisa-

tion and co-ordination. An interesting example
of co-ordination appears in the reports of the
.Advisory Council and the United Kingdom Trust.
The former body gave grants to the Stoke School
of PcJttery in order to aid ‘‘a threatened indus-

try.” The latter acquired the unique Solon
Ceramic Library and presented it to the Stoke
School in the hope that it might *'help to

strengthen the high standard of a national

industry.”

The specialisation and the co-ordination are to

be directed towards the placing of national efforts

im the fittest bases and in touch with the fittest

methods. It is largely isolation and the lack of

specialised scientific control in commercial and
industrial endeavours that have led to the critical

conditions upon w’hich the w^ar has focussed atten-

tion. The Committee of the Privy Council has
already done much towards the removal of some
of these conditions, and has proceeded tentatively

to the inauguration of means to remedy widely

the lack of co-ordination and the neglect of spe-

cialised control. The constitution of the ma-
chinery of the committee for the effective attain-

ment of its national aims is very ideal. The
committee itself includes the heads of the various

governmental departments concerned, and its

Advisory Council and very large Standing Com-
mittees are formed of working scientific and tech-

nical experts, w^hose decisions must obviously be

determinative.

But there exist many pre-war administrations—^boards, trusts, etc.—on a smaller scale, and
many post-war administrations will arise also on
a smaller scale, yet, nevertheless, dealing with

matters of importance to the nation. In the case

of the former there must be revision, in the case

of the latter there must be supervision, in order

that the fittest constitution may be framed and
followed. In matters of business the framing
should be moulded on business lines, and not, for

example, on legal lines, though a slight admix-
ture of legal opinion might be desirable. In

matters of education the administrators should

mainly be trained educationists, and not, for

example, business men, though a slight propor-

tion of these might be of advantage when the

adiijinistraticm deals also with its own funds. In

a mixed body it is not infrequently found that

the best business member is one w^ho never had
-a special business training; nevertheless, there

are certain aspects of business which can be
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safely guided only by a trained specialist. On
the other hand, it must also l^e recognised that

I
the lines of success in a trading firm or a manu-
facturing firm are fundamentally different from
those in an educational institution. Trade and
ordinary business are of the nature of a war with
tendencies, which may be, and often are, success-
fully combated, towards selfishness and hardness.
And this tendency might easily develop into a
national curse. In not very remote history
subordinate body, composed mainly of business
men, intending to be well-intentioned, but misled
by a mischief-maker and to some extent under
the influence of the heritage of old feuds, worked
behind the back of a superior body and almost
involved both bodies in an utterly ruinous litiga-

tion. In that process they attacked, also behind
his back and without his knowledge, a man w’hose
life, in connection with the matter regarding
which they attacked him, could easily challenge
that of any one of them; for it had, in that very
matter, been one of absolute innocence. Such a

I performance could scarcely be imagined in the

case of a body of jurists, whose training begets
sensitiveness to justice ; or of a body .of scientific

men, whose training begets sensitiveness to accu-
racy and truth

; or even of a body of literary men
or artistic men, whose training confirms the sense

of beauty.

In every case the scientific test of fitness must
be applied. In pure business, the business man;
in pure technics, the technical man; in technical

science, the practical man and the man of science

equally, or the latter preponderantly in cases of

doubt; in education, the trained educationist,

must have the determinative voice. So also in

other matters. It is no less an important point

that the specialists must be men actively engaged
in the work which is their specialty. Under no
other conditions can the fullest efficiency be
attained. Nor can it be attained with certainty^

unless these men are in the majority as regards
either numbers or, at least, the weight effectively

attached to their views.

When proved by these tests, of the three ad-

ministrations here specially considered, only that

of the Committee of the Privy Council seems to

be of quite the fittest type. Although there is full

internal evidence in the reports of the Carnegie
Trusts that great weight is attached to expert

advice, possibility should be changed into visible

certainty. Nevertheless, one ought not to take
cognisance of this condition w'ithout at the same
time acknowledging, with full appreciation, the

height of the aims of these trusts and the great-

ness of the results to which they have attained.

W. Pbddie.

ANTISEPTICS, AND THE TREATMENT OF
INFECTED WOUNDS.

From the beginning of the war the Medical
Research Committee has paid special atten-

tion to the important subject of antiseptics in the

treatment of wounds. The part taken by Sir

Almroth Wright and the bacteriological depart-
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merit of the committee is well known. At the

same time the committee has supported inde-

pendent inquiries in other directions, which fall

under two main heads. The first group com-
prises the studies of the properties of hypochlor-

ites and their derivatives- At Edinburgh Profs.

Ritchie and Lorrain Smith produced and investi-

gated the solution now widely known and used as
“ Eusol,” in which the prefix is not Greek, as

might be sup|X)sed, but stands for Edinburgh
Unh^ersity. Simultaneously, Dr. Dakin, w^orking

in collaboration with Prof. Cohen, of the Uni-
versity of Leeds, and Dr. Carrel, in France,

brought forward the now well-knowm “ Dakin ''

hypochlorite solution, used widely for the French
Army, for ;the British Army in France, and in

America. Later, Dr. Dakin, working for the

committee in its biochemical department, inves-

tigated the properties of paratoluene sulphochlor-

amide, prepared earlier for him in Prof. Cohen's
laboratory by a modification of Chattaway’s
original process. This antiseptic has already ob-

tained wide use in England and France, under Dr.

Dakin’s name, “chloramine-T,” and in America
under the name “ chlorazene. ” Being non-toxic

and less unpleasant than hypochlorite solutions

close to the -nose, it has been specially useful in

mouth and jaw cases, and from its property of

ready adsorption" by textiles, it. provides anti-

septic gauzes of far higher potency than those

previously available.

The second group of inquiries supported by the

committee has been concerned wfith benzene de-

rivatives, and chiefly those already* known to the

synthetic dye industry. At a very early stage in

the w'ar, Surgeon-General Cheatle, with Drs.
Fildes and Rajchman, investigated for the com-
mittee a series of compounds, of which they
brought forward malachite green as having high
value in the treatment of infected wounds. More
recently, Dr. Carl Browning, working in the

Bland-Sutton Institute of the iVIiddlesex Hospital,

who had previously worked with brilliant green
and other synthetic dyes as weapons in the tech-

nique of bacteriological discrimination, has ex-

amined for the committee other synthetic dyes.

Much interest has been taken in his statement of

the antiseptic properties of what he proposes to

call flavine.” This is an acridin derivative pre-
viously prepared and actually patented in Ger-
many, to which Ehrlich gave the name “trypa-
fiavin,” on account of its trypanocidal properties.

Owing to the war, supplies of this substance
w’ere unobtainable, but Dr. Barger, in the bio-

chemical department of the ^Medical Research
Committee, prepared trypaflavin ” for the pur-
poses of Dr. Browning’s investigation, with the
results already published. This, now called ** fla-

vine,” Dr. Browning found to have, in addition to
high bactericidal potency, the very remarkable,
and at present wholly unexplained, property of
gairfcmg* instead of losing, in potency in the pre-
sence of/^rum, and it has the further valuable
pit^rty of appearing to leaA’e undamaged the
actfvitks of ph^igpcytes in dilutions which still

halve high bactenddsal power.
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The committee has arranged for the manufac-
ture of “ flavine ” upon a commercial scale for
Government purposes, and as the new supplies
become available it is hoped that complete
clinical trials may be made of its value in the
treatment of wounds. The pi'eliminary reports
already received from surgeons, based upon the
first results of the laboratory manufacture, are
most encouraging.

HOME-^GROWN SUGAR.

The aiinouncemept in the Times of April 19
that the Treasury has sanctioned a grant of

125,000?. by way of loan from the Development
Fund towards the purchase of an estate for the

purposes of sugar-beet growing and sugar manu-
facture marks an advance of the highest

importance towards the establishment in this

country of this * valuable industry.

For many years an active propaganda directed

towards this end has been carried on, and much
valuable preliminary investigation has been com-
pleted. Numerous experiments in different parts

of the country have shown conclusively that over

wide areas sugar-beet crops fully equal in yield

and quality to those of the Continent can be

growm, and the ground has been effectively

cleared for putting the possibilities of the industry

to practical test.

For several reasons, however, previous efforts

to establish the industry have met with but scant

success. On one hand the uncertainty as to

national policy in relation to the once vexed ques-

tion of sugar bounties has been a potent inhibiting

factor, whilst on the other the necessary establish-

ment of sugar-beet growing areas round the

factory to give an assured supply of beets has
also presented the greatest difficulties.

Repeated efforts to obtain State assistance

have encountered the obstacle that such assist-

ance could be given only to enterprises from
which the element of private profit was entirely

eliminated. At long last, however,
,

the efforts

appear to be within sight of fruition, and’ with

the more clearly realised need for the establish-

ment of the industry and the closer consideration

given to the solution of the difficulties involved,

a scheme has been devised which Lord Selborne’s

committee in its interim report felt able to

endorse as well thought out and sound.
This enterprise for which Treasury support has

been obtained is to be carried out by the British

Sugar-Beet Growers’ Society, Ltd., an organisa-

tion not trading -for profit, and created specifically

for the purposes of the scheme, with Capt.

Beviile Stanier, M.P,, as chairman, and an

influential and representative committee, with

expert advisory assistance. Through the vice-

chairman, Mr. E. Jardine, M.P., an estate of

5600 acres has been acquired at Kelham, near

Newark, where it is proposed to grow a large

area of sugar-beet and to erect a factory for its

manufacture into sugar. The estate is very

favourably situated for both rail and canal
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transijort, and would appear to be well adapted
in every way for the purpose.
The enterprise, when fully developed, is

estimated to cost 500,000!., but, for obvious
reasons, only a very limited development is pos-
sible at present. ^^"ith the large acreage at its

disposal, some of the difficulties which have beset
earlier enterprises are obviously greatly reduced.
The scheme also presents other features which
inspire confidence in its ultimate success, and the
progress of this important national experiment
will be watched on all sides with the greatest
interest. C. C.

SIR A. R. BINNIE.

A GREAT engineer, Sir Alexander Richard-
son Binnie, born in London in 1839, died

on May 18 at the age of seventy-eight. He
joined the Institution of Givil Engineers in 1865,
and in 1905 became its

,
president. He was a

member of the Institution of Mechanical
Engineers,’ the Geological Society, and other
societies, and contributed to their Transactions
several valuable papers. Always interested in

historical studies, he sketched in an address to
the Institution of Civil Engineers the progress of
science and engineering during the, eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries.

Sir Alexander served a pupilage to Mr. T. W.
Flanagan and John F. La Trobe Bateman, and
was at first engaged on railway construction in

Wales. After a short period of practice in

London he went in 1868 to India, and as execu-
tive engineer in the Department of Public Works
was engaged in coal exploration, on railway
and in carrying out schemes of water-supply.
His most important work in India, was the con-
struction of a reservoir for the supply of the

city of Nagpur. In 1875, when in England on
furlough, he was consulted by the Bradford Cor-
poration with regard to difficulties which had
arisen in the water-supply of that city. He
became the water engineer of Bradford, a posi-

tion he retained for fifteen years. From 1890
to 1901 he was the chief engineer to the London
County Council, and greatly assisted in the re-

forming activities of that time. He completed the

sew^age works at Barking and Crossness,
and directed the construction of the Blackwall
Tunnel, the Barking Road Bridge, and the High-
gate Archway. In 1897 he was knighted.
During this period he studied a scheme for the

supply of water to London from North Wales.
He surv’-eyed a watershed in the valleys of the
Wye and Usk capable of discharginp* 415 million

gallons daily after allowing for losses. The
water was to be brought to Lcmdon by two con-
duits, 150 to 170 miles in length. The scheme
was very carefully worked out, but its cost -was

deemed prohibitive, and London was content
with a supply from less pure 3001106*5 nearer at

hand.
When in India Sir Alexander investigated

questions of rainfall, evaT>oration, apd fiow^ off
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the ground, as to which for tropical countries
there was not much information at that time.
He was specially interested in tracing a connec-
tion between sun-spot periods and the fluctua-
tions of rainfall.

Sir Alexander had great kindliness and
courtesy and was greatly respected by all who
knew him. He was an excellent witness before
Parliamentary Committees and in the law courts,
where his great knowledge, clear statement of
his case, and obvious honesty gave weight to his
evidence.

NOTES.
The memory of the late Prof, Raphael Meldola is

cherished with affection by workers in many scientific
fields. It is to be hoped that a worthy memorial will
eventually be established as a national tribute to his
work and influence, but it is thought that the present
is not an appropriate time for a "public appeal with
this object in view. Moved, however, by a desire to
preserv'e a permanent impression of his features, some of
Meldola 's friends are arranging to present his portrait
to the Royal Society and to the Institute of Chemistry,
and subscriptions varying from halt a guinea to ten
pounds have already been contributed by those who
have heard of this intention. There are doubtless
others who will welcome the opportunity of taking
part in this modest expression of esteem, 'for Meldola
was known to students of widely different branches of
science, and it is feared that some of them may have
been overlooked ivhen the invitation to subscribe to
the memorial was sent out. We are glad to assist in
repairing any such inadvertent omission by directing
attention to the Meldola Portrait Fund, for which an
account has been opened at Messrs. Barclay and Co.'s
Bank, O.xford, Banbury Road Branch. " In these
columns it is unnecessary to dwell upon Meldola's
scientific achievements, the breadth of his intellectual
svmpathy, or the patriotic zeal with which he wwe
himself out in his country’s service—his friends knew
these qualities fully, and it is they who wish to show
apjjreciation of them by the presentation of his por-
trait to the two societies mentioned, both of w’hich
will gladly w’elcome this memorial of him. Mr. Solo-
mon J. Solomon, R.A., has consented to paint the
portraits, and has entered into the scheme in a most
generous spirit. Contributions for the fund should
be sent to Prof. E. B. Poulton, Wykeham House,
Oxford.

Dr. J0RGEN Brunxhorst, Norwegian Minister in
Rome, who died in that cit\’ on May 20, was in his
early days a botanist. Born' at Bergen on August 10,

1862, he was assistant to the professor of botanv at
Tubingen, and took the degree of Ph.D. at He'idel-
b^g in 1885. He studied chiefly the physiology and
diseases of roots, and published several pap^ers <hi those
subjects from 1884 to 18S8. Appointed conserv'ator of
Bergen Museum in 3886, he soon took pan in com-
munal life by publishing a practical book on the
diseases of the economic plants of Norway (1887).
The age of D. C. Danielssen threw^ much administra-
tive work on Brunchorst, who wias first the museum’s
secretary^ and succeeded to the post of director in
1901. It was he who took the lead in all public lec-
tures to students and to the public, the editing of the
popular periodical Kaiuren, the planning of the
Botanic Garden, and the establishment of the Bio^
logical Station, Further than this» he strongly sup-
ported^ co-0]^ration with the other northern nations
and with this country in the fisheries investigation of
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the North Sea, He was delef^ate to the Fishery Con-
j^ress at Dieppe, and to the second conference on the

International Catalogue of Scientific Literature held in

London in 189S, Virile and straightforward
^

in

manner, of keen intelligence and wide sympathies,

Brunchorst will be much regretted by those friends in

this countr}’ from whom he has been taken at an age
so unexpectedly early.

Engineer Rear-Admiral G. G. Goodwin, C.B., has
been appointed Engineer-in-Chief of H.M. FleeL with
the rank of Engineer Vice-Admiral, in succession to

Engineer Vice-Admiral Sir Henry J. Oram, K.C.B.,
F.R.S.

Dr, C- D. W’alcott, secretary of the Smithsonian
Institution, has been elected president of the L’.S.

National Academy of Sciences, in succession to Prof.

W. H. Welch, of the Johns Hopkins University; and
Dr. A. A. Michelson, of the University of Chicago,
has been elected to succeed him as secretary of the
academy.

The annual meeting of the Institution of Gas
Engineers is to be held on Tuesday, June 5, at the
Institution of Civil Engineers, when reports wall be
presented of the research committees on, respectively,
Refractory Materials, Gas Lighting, Heating and
Ventilation, and Life of Gas Meters. Lord Moulton,
F.R.S.

, has been nominated for election as president
of the institution for the year 1917-18.

At the monthly general meeting of the , Zoological
Society of London, held on May 16, his Grace the
Duke of Bedford in the chair, it was announced that,
In comparison with the corresponding period in 1916,
there was a decrease in the number of visitors of

75 »353 * a decrease in the receipts of 1756L The
additions to the society* 's collections during the month
amounted to 130, of which special mention may be
made of a female chimpanzee from West Africa, two
pandas (Aeliirus fulgens) from Nepal, and a Demidoff’s
galago (Hejnigalago demidojfi) from Ashanti.

While \ve are glad to know that it has been decided
to establish a National War Museum, we are not a
little alarmed at the many impracticable and sometimes
fatuous suggestions as ‘to the nature of the objects
w'hich should find a place there. We do not, for
example, consider that ornaments made of chew’ed
bread, even though they were made by prisoners of
w’ar in internment camps, are worthy of a permanent
place in such a collection. As w’ell '"might w’e add a
lump of mud from the wheel of a limber in Flanders

!

The wTiter of a long article on this theme in the
Museums Journal for May expresses a hope that the
Tow'er of London may be used as the repository of
this collection, and there are even people w^ho seem
to agree with him. But if a tithe of the things he
proposes to admit are collected, an annexe several
times the size of the Towner will have to be provided.
By all means let us have this museum, but let

a little judgment be exercised in its fonnation.

It is announced from New York by the Exchange
Telegraph Co, that the members of the Crocker Land
Exp^ition are safe at Etah. The expedition sailed for
the Arctic in July, 1913, under the auspices of the
American Museum of Natural History of New York, to
explore the land supposed to lie north-west of the line
of islands stretching from Grant Land to Prince
Patrick Land, Ttvo years later, however, Mr, Donald
B. Macmillan, the lejider, sent a message w’hich, after
recording several misadventures which the expedition
had encountered, announcetl that Crocker Land did not
exist. He nnd his companions have since remained in
the Arctic, UiiStpoing uncharted coa.st lines «and carrvfing
on other scientific work* “ \
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The fifteenth annual session of the South Africam
Association for th<‘ Advancement of ScienCe will be
held at Stellenbosch, from Monday, July 2, to Satur-
day, July 7, inclusive, under the presidency of Prof.

J- Orr, "The sectional committees and their presidents

will be as follows :—.\ : Astronomy, Mathematics,
Physics, ^Meteorology, Geodesy, Surveying, Engineer-
ing, Architecture, and Irrigation, Prof. \V. N. Rose-
veare; B; Chemistry, Geology, Metallurgy, Minera-
logy, and Geography, Prof. M. M. Rindl; C: Bac-
teriology, Botany, Zoology, Agriculture, F'orestry,

Physiology, Hygiene, and Sanitary Science, J. Burtt-
Da’vv; D : Education, History, Mental Science, Poli-

tical Economy, General Sociology, and Statistics, Rev,
Prof. N. J. Briimmcr; E : Anthropology, Ethnology,
Nativ{‘ Education, Philok)gy, and Native Sociojogy,

Rev. N. Roberts. Tht‘ local secretary is Prof. B. van
der Riet, Victoria College, Stellenbosch.

There lately passed away a notable public servant in

the person of Mr. Alexander (Fibson, late Senior Chief
Cartographer at the Admiralt}'. The public hears
much of some of its prominent officials, but is un-
aware of the existence of mriny highly technical ser-

vices that are silently rendered to the State, without
public recognition, and sometimes without much
official encouragement. Mr. Gibson was, however, well
known in that circle of scientific interests concerned
with geographical and cartographical work, and had
been a distinguished occupant of the official position
referred to, from which he retired in 1914, after forty

years’ service at the Admiralty. When the war com-
menced he was recalled to continue bis services, and
was at work until a few days before his death. M’
Gibson’s long and continuous service at the Admiralty
had made him an unequalled authority upon the charts
of the coasts and waters of the world, both British
and foreign, and with his great capabilities for critical

examination and research he contributed many impor-
tant records of high value to the work of "accurate
chart construction.

Dr. George Sarton will be known to many readers
of Nature as the editor of the excellent quarterly, Isis,

W’hich was published near Ghent until the war stopped
publication. Dr. Sarton is at present lecturing at
Harvard University, and is continuing with his usual
vigour his important work in organising the history
and use of science in civilisation. In Science for
March 23 last he published a very interesting proposal
for an American Institute for the history of science and
civilisation, which appeals “to those interested in
placing before American students advantages not only
greater than are now’ offered in this country (America),
but greater than those offered abroad.” “Science,”
says Dr. Sarton, “is the strongest force that makes
for the unity of our civilisation, and it is also essen-
tially a cumulative process, and hence no history of
civilisation can be tolerably true and coraplete in
which the development of science is not given a con-
siderable place.” Particularly interesting among the
activities of the proposed institute is that of publishing
two journals, one of a popular nature, and the other
of the highest scientific character. The scientific
journal might be a series of editions of important
scientific manuscripts, or a journal of the type of Isis,

which should record the world’s work on the subject.
It may be added that perhaps this scheme might fit in
with the admirable suggestion made by Prof. Rignano
in Nature of Tanuarv 23 last of a quadruple scientific
“ Entente.’’ Now* America has jointed the Entente,
our scientific future is certainly rosier. Dr. Barton’s
note concludes with^ an imposing list of American men
of science who are in sympathy with his project.

At the May meeting of the Society of Glass Tech-
nology- Prof. Herbert Jackson gave a short account
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of the valuable work accomplished in glass research
uince 1914 at the instigation of the Institute of Chem-
istry and the Ministry of Munitions. One outcome of
this work has been the placing of at least fifty new
batch formulae at the disposal of glas^ manufacturers,
to experiment with, to adopt, and to improve.
Amongst the most important formulae available may
be mentioned batches for resistant and ordinary* chem-
ical ware; soft glass for Uimp work; combustion tub-
ing; various types of glasses for X-ray work; opal
glasses; thermometer glasses; and optical glasses.

To show the widespread nature (vf the researches
already carried out upon glass, he said, the effect of
almost every known element has been tried, and many
glasses with interesting properties are now available

both for present and post-war use. By fostering re-

search in many directions and by the admission of

science in its most advanced form into their industry
glass manufacturers have ensured the progress of the
industry in the future. The enthusiasm of the manu-
facturer is reflected in the founding of the Society of

Gl£\ss Technology, and the interests of the whole glass
industry are being well served by the glass technology
department of the University of Sheffield, and by the
numerous representative committees set up by the
Ministr}^ of Munitions. The glass industry, in fact, is

41 striking example of the co-ordination of the
manufacturer and man of science at its best. The
next meeting of the Society of Gla^s Technology will

be in June, at the University of Sheffield, when a joint

discussion on refractory nuiterials has been arranged
with the Faraday Society.

In the May issue of Man Mr. E. W. P. Chinnery
describes the use among the coast tribes of Papua
of the conch shell and wooden trumpet as a mode of

signalling. This is usually performed by males, but

women sometimes use these instruments, and in the

Kikori River delta women beat a kind of tattoo with

sticks on the sides of their canoes to announce the killing

of men and pigs, while the males sound calls on the

conch shell. This account is supplemented by a note

contributed by Dr. A. C. Haddon, with a good biblio-

graphy, in which lie describes the distribution^ of

similar wooden trumpets in Netherlands New Guinea

and on the Sepik River.

In the Transactions of the Glasgow Archaeological

Society, N.S. (vol. vii., part i.). Sir P. 1 . Hamilton

Grierson discusses the question of fosterage, not as a

chronicle of phenomena, but as a process of evolution.

By fosterage he means the rearing of *1 child, under-

taken at the request of its parents by someone who is

neither its father nor its mother, for a limited time,

with the result that a bond is created between the

foster-child and its foster-parent and foster-brethren,

and, in many instances at any rate, between the natural

fath<^ and the foster-father. Dealing with the question

in detail from this point of view, he arrives at the

conclusion that if we would make fosterage yield the

secret of its origin, we must study it in connection

with other forms of artificial relationship-^-the milk-

bond, the bond of the blood-brothers, the bond
^
of

adoption, the bond of gossiprede, and the bond existing

between teacher and scholar; and such a study will

be found to illuminate not only the questions involved

in this inquiry, but other vexed problems of early

family relationships.

In a panphlet published for the Polish Information

Committee, Mr. \V. Kalkowski has endeavoured to

show what the natural features of Poland are which

give it its individuality (“Poland as a Geographical

Entity.” London : Geo". Allen and Unwin, Ltd., 6d.

netX Despite considerable compression and a rather

ponderous style, the author has succeeded in giving
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a very able and useful survey of the characteristics of
Polish geography, and hiis proved his contention that
the outstanding feature is the “ transitionality ” of
Poland. It is a country in which western and eastern
Europe mingle, and the reciprocal action of these
influences gives a colour to its life. Whether or not
that characteri.stic is one which fits Poland to stand
as a separate nation might be open to argument,
Mr. Nalkowski foresees this criticism, which he
answers by pointing out that original Poland has
clear frontiers to north and south, and in the basin
of the Vistula has a nucleus around which the country
centres. The latter contention, to a certain extent, is

true, but the transitionality of Poland results not from
her northern and southern frcmtier.>, but from her
eastern and western ones, which the author admits
are weak. These indefensibU* frontiers have sub-
jected Poland to heavy blows and ceaseless struggles
in the past. The future of a regenerated Poland will

show* wrhether open frontiers favouring human inter-

course stand a country in better stead than physical
barriers crossed w*ith difficulty. The pamphlet is a
useful contribution of geography to a problem in

w’orld-politics and throws much light on the subject.

The annual report for 1015 of the Technological
Museums, Sydney, New South Wales, well indicates the
way in which our Colonies are using the collections in

their great museums. We learn, for example, that
“it is clear to most people now that the prosperity
and safety of the Empire w’ill in a la-'ge measure
depend upon the manner in which scientific research
and discovery are encouraged in the future. If w*e

are to succeed, no initial outlay should be spared, as
it does not take long, once a discover)* has been made
into a going concern, for the initial outlay to be
easily covered. This is w*ell illustrated in one of the
museum researches alone—i.e. on the pines of Aus-
tralia—as the' commercial advantage?) to the State
will more than repay a hundredfold the cost of the
whole of the researches carried out he^e. Conse-
quently, I view* W'ith great interest the proposal of the
Prime Minister to establish a Bureau of Scientific

Research—a scheme w*hich, if carried out on proper
lines, will no doubt result in an effective achievement
worthy of .Australia.” The present report deals with
the technological work of tht‘ Technical Education
Branch of the Department of Public Instruction,*and
the document is illustrated by reproductions of photo-
graphs of the “Australian Essential Oil Cases” and
the “ Museum Essential Oil Still.” Mr. R, T. Baker
is the curator.

The life-history of bacteria is. dealt with by Mr.
Edward Hort in a paper in the British Medical Journal
<May 5, p. 570. The current view is that bac-

teria reproduce by simple binary fission and occa-

sionally also by endospore formation. Mr. Hort main-
tains that a relatively wmplicsited lile-cycle takes

place in the enteric group of bacilli which he has
studied. Superficial, median, and terminal minute buds
are formed by gemmation from the parent, and these

buds may undergo segmentation. The buds vary in

size from about o'l fi to several /«, and the smallest

forms may be filterable. Some of the aberrant forms

in cultures may be mutations or developmental stages,

and not involution forms as they are usually regarded.

In order to demonstrate the various stages a some-

what acid broth was used as culture medium, and the

film.s were treated bv Benian's Congo-rtMl absorption

method for microscopical examination.

Mr. N. L. Bowen ^dds an important paper to Hs
previous study of nepfietine, and has prepar^

^

the

potassium representative^ of this mineral artificially

{Amer, Jourttn Science, vol. xltii., p. 115, This
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artificial kaliophilite is occasionally accompanied by

leucite. An orthorhombic form of KAlSiO^ has also

arisen during the experiments. Readers of this paper

may like to note Dr. A. Scott’s references to artificial

nepheline and carnegieite prepared by him (Trans.

G^l. Soc. Glasgow, vol. xvi., p. 41, 1916).

Mr. E. T. Wherry (American Mineralogist, vol. i.,

P» 37? ^91^) shows that crystals of glauberite,

NaaCa(SOj)2, were deposited during the drying of

ftuviatile b^s of Triassic age in eastern Pennsylvania,

in ^lace of those of rock-salt th^at are familiar in

many areas. The author attributes this occurrence to

the composition of the local waters; it seems possible

that glauberite. which has a low solubility, represents

a stage antecedent to that of the deposition of ^’psum,
and that the continued trickle of waters seaward
carried off the sodium chloride and many other salts.

A PROCESS is described in the Scientific American
for April 421 for coating the end portions of wooden
propeller blades for aeroplanes, etc., -with a thin layer

of copper, by which they are strengthened, given a
better cutting edge and surface, and protected from
brush, etc., on landing. The details of the process are
interesting. First, the wood is rendered impervious
by saturating with a wax varnish, which is then coated
with^ a thick linseed-oil varnish- Then a shellac
varnish is applied and allowed to dry. A thin deposit
of silver sulphide is produced by "treatment with a
silver nitrate solution made with alcohol and water,
the surface being then exposed to sulphuretted
hydrogen gas. Copper is electrolytically deposited on
this film.

The Ordnance Survey has published, at the price of
3s., a geological map of Dublin on the scale of 6 in.
to X mile. The topographic basis is identical with
sheet iB of the Ordnance Survey map of the cdunty
of Dublin. The map embraces the city, Phoenix
Park, and a large outlying residential district. The
superfidal deposits, boulder clay, glacial gravels, river
gravels, alluvium, and materials on the area in-taken
from the sea, together with the few patches of under-
lying limestone- rock which rise to the surface, are
indicated by separate colours. The alterations, due
partly to human, partly to marine agency, in the coast-
Hne at the west end of Dublin Bay are well shown by
the insmion, in red dotted lines, of the coast as repre-
sented in a map by Bernard de Gomme, published in
1673. We believe this is the first urban district for
which a cheap colour-printed map has been published
on the six-inch scale. This excellent example might
well be followed in the case of each of our larger town
areas. Such maps, particularly if they were accom-
pni^ by a short, clear, explanatory pamphlet, would
be invaluable for educational purposes, and copies
s^ld be hung in every urban school. They would
also be of verv great use to architects, survevQrs, and
engxn^rs, and to all who are concerned with house-
sites or town planning.

An effort is being made by the American National
Adinsory Committee for Aeronautics to promote the
s^dy ^ the atmosphere over the United States anc
the adjacent seas, and hav-e a set of accurate chartsm^e for the benefit of aviators. We wish the com-
mittee every success in the endeavour, but there is 2
proverb “as uncertain as the wind,” and it is diffi*
cailt to how so uncertain an element as the wine

w accurately charted.’No doubt the Weather Bureau has a lar^ amouni
of inflation as to the strength and direction of th(
prevailing ‘winds, and in America, as in Europe th<wind at a lew thousand feet height will in genera
agree more or less with the isobaric charts, but i
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knowledge of the prevailing wind will not much in-

crease the safety of an aviator who has to fly at a
definite time and place. It ivS a correct and definite

forecast rather than a chart that he requires, and
it has been, as a matter of course, the chief object

of the U.S. Weather Bureau to be able to give such
forecasts for many years past. Extending the forecast

to some 5000 ft. altitude is a comparatively easy
matter when the surface conditions can be accurately

foretold.

Some interesting results of a spectroscopic investi-

gation of sources of ultra-violet radiation for thera-

peutic purposes are given by C. A. Schunck in the

Journal of the Rontgen Society for April. Among
the sources examined were electrodes of pure metallic

tungsten, ‘molybdenum, and iron; carbon rods im-
pregnated by boiling in solutions of sodium tungstate,

uranium nitrate, and ammonium molybdenate; cored
carbons filled with uranium oxide or wolfram; and
the Simpson electrodes, which are said to consist of

wolfram. The most intense source of ultra-violet

radiations was found to be the electric arc with
metallic tungsten electrodes, the spectrum being so
full of lines as to be almost continuous to the limit
of the spectrograph employed, at A 2130. The Simpson
arc gives a very similar spectrum, but the unsteadi-
ness of this source is a disadvantage. The impreg-
nated carbons give much more intense radiation in
the spark than in the arc, a mixture of uranium
nitrate and afnmonium molybdate being the richest
in ultra-violet radiations of any spark source. Ob-
servations of the effects of the various sources appear
to show that the radiations of greatest therapeutic
value lie between A 3000 and A 1850, and further spec-
troscopic observations to ascertain which part of this
region has the greatest efficiency are in progress. The
paper is illustrated by an excellent series of photo-
graphs of spectra.

In part 5 of vol. v. of the Science Reports of the
University of Sendai, japan, Prof. K. Honda and
Mr. J. Okubo apply the theory of ferro- and para-
magnetism, published three years ago by Prof. Honda,
to the effect of temperature on the magnetism of
ferro-magnetic substances, and find a close agreement
between their deductions from the theory and the
experimental f.acts. According to Prof. Honda’s
theory, the molecules of a ferro-magnetic substance
are nearly spherical, and the impacts of the molecules
on each other due to their thermal motions have only
a small effect in rotating the molecules, while the
effect of their mutual magnetic action on each other
IS considerable. The molecule of a para-magnetic
substance has, on the contrary, a more or less elong-
ated form, and thermal motions have in consequence
a great effect on the molecular rotations. The effect
of the rotations in the case of the ferro-magnetic
material is worked out in detail for weak external
fields m the pre^nt paper, and it is shown that the
niagnetisation will diminish as the rotation increases,
at first slowly, then faster, and that at a given angle the
magnetisation will disappear. The effect of tempera-
ure on^ the permeability of ferro-magnetic substances

investigated, and the curves connecting perme-
ability ^ith 'the angle of rotation are shown to be
ot^ the type found by Hopkinson for the relation be-
tween permeability and temperature in weak fields.

d’Encouragement
pour 1 Industrie Nationale for March-April M Paul
Janet gives some interesting details of the founda-

of the Laboratoire Central d’Elec-
tncite at Pans winch is administered by the Soci^t6
Internationale des Electriciens under an arrangement
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with the State. The work of the institution is divided
|

broadly into (i) tests and standardisation work for the
|

public, (2) researches. The tests, etc., cover the check-
i

ing of all kinds of electrical instruments. Among
these may be mentioned the testsL. undertaken for the 1

Marine Ministry on new types of storage battery for i

use in submarines, and standard tests on electric lamps
used in the Navy. Investigations have been made for

the War Ministry on meters, etc., used in gunpowder
factories, also check tests on standard meters used by
the Army in its own specification tests. The labora-

tory undertakes for the Ministry of Public Instruction

and Fine Arts, the verification of lightning arrester

installations on public buildings. On the research

side may be mentioned the important researches pub-
lished by M. Ch. David on the various grades of

carbons used for dynamo brushes; M. Jouaust’s re-

searches on the magnetic properties of iron, its mag-
netic viscosity, and its permeability at high frequencies

;

and MM. Laporte and de la Gorce’s researches on the
dielectric strength of insulating materials under con-
tinuous and alternating tensions and at varying fre-

quencies. In 1914 the laboratory had in hand re-

searches (which will be continued) on the Violle plati-

num light standard. MM. Broca and Laporte have
undertaken experiments on the action on the human
eye of various artificial sources of light, while Dr.
Weiss and M. David have studied the mechanism of

death from high-tension alternating currents. The
Laboratoire Central represented France at the inter-

national experimental work carried out at Washington
in iQio, as the result of the International Conference
on Electrical Units and Standards held in London in

1908, and has published papers on the subject,

Mr. a. Chaston Chapman’s lecture on “Some Main
Lines of Advance in the Domain of Modern Analytical

Chemistry,” delivered before the Chemical Society in

March, has been reproduced in the Journal (vol. iii.,

pp. 203-20). Attention is directed to the increasing
use of physico-chemical methods, the spectroscope and
polarimeter being now supplemented by the refracto-

meter, the electrometer, and a wide range of electro-

chemical apparatus. In the same way the use of de-

rivatives of hydrazine as qualitative and quantitative

reagents in organic chemistry has been extended by
using phlcMTOglucinol to precipitate furfural in estimat-

ing pentoses and pentosans, of digitonin to estimate
cholesterol, and of picric and picrolonic acids in identi-

fying such bases as arginine, histidine; lysine, and
guanidine. Organic compounds have also been intro-

duced as reagents in inorganic chemistry, notably in

the colorimetric estimation of nitrates and nitrites.

Actual precipitation occurs, however, when benzidine

hydrochloride is used to precipitate sulphates, of

“nitron” to precipitate nitrates, the latter reagent
furnishing for the first time a method for the gravi-

metric estimation of nitric acid. The separation of

nickel from cobalt by means of dimethylglyoxime is

characteristic of a considerable group of separations

which can now be effected with remarkable ease and
efficiency by making use of complex organic com-
pounds. Biological processes, such as the selective

fermentation of sugars by different species of yeasts,

and the use of the “ precipitin ” reaction to distinguish

between albumins from differeiit sources, have also

proved of great value in the analysis of food^uffs.
In conclusion, the lecturer urges tl^e desirability^ of

providing in this country professorships of analytical

chemistry, similar to those which exist already on the

Continent and in America,

MsssiiS- J. Wheldok ano COm 3S Great Queen
Street, W.C.z, have just issued a catalc^ue (New
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Series, No. 79,
“ Bi>oks and Papers on Microscopical

Science in all its Branches") which should be of in-

terest to many of our readers. It is conveniently
arranged under the headings :—Bacteriology*, Para-
sitology, etc.. Diatoms, Entomostraca, Foraminifera,
Fresh-water Algae and Desmids, Infusoria, Micro-
Entomology, Micro-Fungi, Petrography, Crystallo-
graphy, etc.. Protozoa, Rotifera, Zoophytes, Biology,
Histology, PhysioloiTX’. and General Works on the
Microscope. Many of the works catalogued, being
published in enemy countries, are difficult to obtain
at the present time. The list is to be had upon
written application.

The following work^ are in preparation for appear-
ance in the ^‘‘Cttmbridge Public Health Series” (Cam-
bridge University Press ):

—“Ticks :ts C'arriers of
Disease,” Prof. G. H, F. Xuttall; “Serum
Diagnoses,” Dr. C. Browning; "The Purification of
Water in Sedimentation, Filtration, and Precipita-
tion,” Dr. A. C. Houston; "The Purification of Water
by Ozone and Chlorine; and Domestic Filters,” Prof.
G. Sims Woodhead; “The Principles and Practice of
the Dilution Method of Sewage Disposal,” Dr. W. E.
Adeney; “Disinfection,” Dr.’C. W. Ponder; “Hous-
ing in Relation to Public Health,” Dr. C. J. Cole-
man; "School Hygiene,’* Dr. E. T, Roberts; “Soils,
Subsoils, and Climate in Relation to Health,” G.
Walker; "Meat Inspection,” Dr. W, J. Howarth and
T. D. Young; ** Vital Statistics,” R. Dudfield and
G, U. Yule; and “Foods, Sound and Unsound,” Dr.
H. C. Haslam.

OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN.
Comet 1917b fScHAUM.tssE).—From observ^ations of

this comet made on April 28, April 29, and May 4, the
following elements and ephemeris for Greenwich mid-
night have been calculated by J. Braae and J. Fischer-
Petersen :

—

T=r9i7 May 18*2946 G.M.T.

9°37''25h9i7
z = i 58= 42'*87j

log ^===9*88304

19*7
b.

R.A.
m. s.

DecJ. Log r Log A

May 31 ... 8
... 8

25 32 + 3^ 50*2 9-7109
June I 35 H 36 2.7 9*9101 9-7375

2 ... 8 43 12 33 50-2 9-7636

3 ... 8 49 52 31 50*8 9-78«9

4 ‘ ... 8 55 29 3^5 3*4 9-8133

5 ... 9 0 16 + 28 26*7 9*9255 9-8369

Fireballs in June.—Mr, Denning writes :—The
twilight prevailing during the nights of the month of

June is not favourable for meteoric work, but fireballs

are often numerous and easily seen. During the first

week of June many large meteors have appeared from a
radiant in Scorpio* at about 252°- 22°, and they have
had unduly long flights and slow motions. There are
other striking radiants m Ophiuchus and Antinous.
This year a special effort will be made by observers
near the end of the month, with the object of ascer-

taining 'whether there is any repetition of the rich

shower which occurred on June 28, 1916, and was
presumably connected wdth the periodical comet of

Pons-Winnecke. On that date the rich cluster of

meteors through which the earth passed must have
been more than 600 millions of miles from the
cometary nucleus, so that the meteors are distributed

along a very considerable section of the orbit, if

indeed they do not form a complete elliptical *jtream.
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Kodaikanal Observatory REPORr.—Mr. Ever^hed’s

report on the work of the Kodaikanal and Madras

Observatories during 1916 refers to several points of

interest besides observations of a routine character.

Solar observations were made on 342 da5’s, and

spectroheliograms in K light were obtained on 329

days. With the grating spectroheliograph photo-

graphs of the sun in H® light were obtained on 258

days, and it \\*as found that the number of absorption

markings due to dense prominences on the disc had

increased largely. It is interesting to note that visual

spectroscopic observations were continued^ with refer-

ence to such phenomena as metallic prominences and
displacements of the hydrogen lines, which are not

readily photographed, and to furnish a check on the

position angles determined from photographs. The

SOUTH GEORGIA.

The island of South Georgia offers especially in-
structive evidence -as to the geological history of

the South Atlantic. Though one of the most isolated

of the islands there, its structure is continental, and
its geographical relations led Suess to the conclusion
that it is a member of an island festoon which in-

cluded the Falklands, Shag Rocks, Sandwich Islands,,

South Orkneys, South Shetlands, and Grahamland^
and projected as a .prolongation of the Andes into the
South Atlantic, as the West Indies project into the
tropical Atlantic.

South Georgia offers the best opportunities of decid-

ing between Suess ’s theory and the alternative view
that South Georgia and the Falklands are parts of an

Fig. I.—[Moraine Flat, glacier, small loch and stream, Cumterland Bay. From the Trans. Roy. Soc. Edinburgh.

Spectrum of Venus was photographed with very high
dispersion, and it is expected that besides yielding a
fak* value of the solar parallax, these plates will give
valuable infomiation as to the wave-lengths of solar
lines on the side of the sun which is turned 90° or
more from the direction of the earth. Mr. Evershed
remained at Srinagar, Kashmir, until November i.

He reports that while the results obtained during the
summer of 1916 confirmed his original estimates of the
general excellence of , -the climate for solar work, the
conditions during the months November to April inclu-
sive did not appear to differ materially from those found
in other localities ; that is, the definition was generally
good in the morning and evening, and poor near midda}',
Jn the ©ummer months good definition throughout the
day was rule, and superlative definition was of
quiteJrequte bccurrenoe.
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ancient South Atlantic land. Much new information
as to the geology and geography of South Georgia
was collected by Mr. D. Ferguson during a visit

there made owing to the generosity of Mr. Theodore
Salvesen, of Leith. Mr. Ferguson’s results have been
published in the Transactions of the Royal Society of
Edinburgh (vol. I., part 4, Nos. 23-25/ pp, 797-836,
plates 81-94), and will be also issued in the Papers of

the Geological Department of Glasgow LTniversity. Mr.
Ferguson’s account of the stratigraphical geology is

illustrated by numerous excellent photographs, a geo-
logical map, and sections. This report is followed
by papers based on Mr. Fergiuson’s collections dealing
with the petrology by Mr. G. W. Tyrrell, and with
the physical geography and palaeontology. South
Georgia is a long and narrow mountainous ridge^
which rises to a height of more than 8000 ft. Its
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central range, the Allarclyce Mountains, is capped by
perpetual snowfields, which feed numerous icefields and
glaciers, some of which enter the sea, while others
almost reach it, as is shown by Mr. Ferguson’s photo-
graph of Cumberland Bay (Fig. i). Numerous
spurs project north-westward from the central range
and the coast is indented by an elaborate series of
fiords and fiards. Mr, Ferguson claims that the
scenery is the grandest and most picturesque in the
Antarctic Islands of the South Atlantic. He compares it

with that of north-western Scotland, and his beautiful
photographs illustrate some of the resemblances be-
tween them. These arms of the sea form magnificent
harbours, which are used by the South Atlantic whal-
ing fleet. One of the chief centres, Leith Harbour,
is shown in Fig. 2.

zoic, but
^
that is an unsafe guide. The palaeonto-

logiral evidence is difficult of interpretation, for tlie
fossils are badly preserved.
The first fossil was obtained in an erratic block at

Moraine Fiord in Cumberland Bav by the Swedish.
Expedition under Dr. Otto Nordenskjold

; it is a
lamellibranch which has fxjen identified as a Mesozoic
Posidonomya. Dr. Kbnig, of the German Antarctic
Expedition under Lieut. Filchner, found an ammonite
in the middle part of the Cumberland Bav series;
Prof. Pompeckj says that it may be an Acanthoceras,
and, if so, is Cretaceous. Some cherts, which were
collected by Mr. Ferguson at Cape Pariadin, the south
point

^

at the extreme north-west end of the island,
contain radiolaria. They have lx?en examined by Dr.
Hinde, who regards their age a'^ probaldy between

Fig. 2-—Leith Harbour, Stromness Bay, Whale Oil and Guano Worfe$, South Georgia Co., Ltd. From the Trans. Ray. Soc. Edinburgh.

The island is mainly composed of sedimentar}-

rocks, which have been* much folded and faulted. ' At
the south-eastern end of the isktnd is an area of

igneous rocks, amongst which ]\Ir. Tyrrell has identi-

fied granite-porphyry, alaskite, quartz-trachue, dnd
felsite, and a sill of "diabjLse occurs beside Cumberland
Bay. Mr. Ferguson’s field of work lay cktefly among
the sedimentary rocks, which include phyllites, slates,

mudstones, graywackes, cherts, and trachytic niffs.

Their composition is throughout generally similar,

though the lowest rocks are the most altered and dis-

turb^. Mr. Ferguson classifies the rocks into two
divisions, a lower, or Cape George, series, and an
upper, or Cumberland Bay, series. They are together
more than 6000 ft. in thickness. The evidence as to

the age of these rocks is conflicting. Their litho-

logica! character at first suggests ttiat they are Palaeo-
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the Triassic and the Cretaceous; but theic evidence
is inconclusive, and Dr. Hinde remark's that this view
might be modified by further knowledge iff these

radiolaria.

The Middle Cumberland Bay series therefore ap-

pears to be Mesozoic; but the fossils obtained from
the Lower Cumberland Bay series in the promontory
between Leith Harbour and Nansen Harbr^ur, near
the middle of the north-eastern coast, appear much
older. The fossils are so crushed that their identifi-

cation is only piit forward tentatively. One of them
appears to be a tabulate coral resembling Omphyma.
It is associated with some fucoids which resentble

Buthotrephis sttcntlens from the Trenton Limestone
of New' York, and with some branched fossils referred

to C«nm«arocIama, which occur with Buthotn^phis in the
Trenton Limestone of Illinois. The fossils have been
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€xai"nin0d by £)r. Bassl^r and. L-lrich, of tti6

National Museum, Washington, who regard tliem as

nearest to Camarocladia. A fragment that may be

part of a graptolite was also found, but it is too small

for confident identification. The evidence at present

available suggests that the lower part of the Cumber-

land Bav series is Silurian or Ordovician, while tlie

middle and upper parts of the series are Mesozoic.

The difficulty in this conclusion is that Mr. Ferguson

recognised no stratigrapiiical break at the top of the

Lower Cumberland Bay series ; there may be a hidden

disconformity which would be easily overlooked, as

the rocks above and below that horizon consist of

material derived from the same source.

The material collected by Mr. Ferguson is against

rather than in favour of the view that South Georgia

belongs to an Andean loop, for the igneous rocks that

have been determined are of the alkaline or Atlantic,

and not of the Pacific, type, and the sedimentary’ rocks

are more allied to those of the eastern United States

than to those of the Andes.

It is to be hoped that the island will soon be further

examined to settle the problems which have been

raised bv IVIr. Ferguson’s useful work. Mr. Wordie,

the geologist with Sir Ernest Shackleton’s expedition,

made an extensive collection of the igneous rocks from

the south-eastern end of the island, bot it
_
was un-

fortunately lost bv the wreck of the Endurance, His

field observations 'will, however, doubtless throw much
further light on the general geology of South Georgia.

J. W. Gregory.

SOURCES OF NITROGEN COMPOUNDS,

I
K the Scientific American for April 21 Prof. T. H.

Norton contributes a valuable article under the head-

ing, “American Sources of Nitrogen.” Prof. Norton
' has given special attention to this important question,

and the Department' of Commerce published in 1912

an exhaustive report by him on “The Utilisation of

Atmospheric Nitrogen.” In 1916 Congress appro-

priated the large sum of twenty million dollars for

the purpose of constructing and organising Govern-
ment works for the production of nitrogen compounds
avaiiaSle for military requirements and for general
t*conomic purposes.

After outlining the wide application of nitrogen
compounds for agricultural purposes, emphasising the

importance of ammonia and jts compounds in industry,

and nitric acid for the production of explosives and
dyestuffs, the sources of combined nitrogen are con-
sidered, the principal being (i) Chile saltpetre; (2)

ammonia; obtained as a by-product from the carbon-
isation of coal and lignites, and from Mond type gas
lants working on coal, peat, etc.

; from cyanamide

y fixation of atmospheric nitrogen by calcium
carbide; synthetically from hydrogen and atmospheric
nitrogen by the Haber method; {3) nitric acid; from
saltpetre, by the fixation of atmospheric nitrogen by
the ekctric-arc process, and by the <)xidation of
ammonia by the Ostwald catalytic process. It is

shown that Chile saltpetre is subject to "wide fluctua-
tions in price, being dependent on current demands,
rates of frdght, etc. The export duty of ti dollars

ton levied by’ the Chilean Government is a heavy
addition to cost. T^e economics of the various alter-
native methods outlined above are carefully considered
in detail,

Cyanamide made at Niagara Falls, on an annual
rate for electric power of 12 “dollars per horse-pow’er
year (Kp.y.), is estimated to cost 2874 dollars per
short ton;- 4-12 tons of 20 per cent, cyanamide will
yield one tc*n pf anhvdrous ammonia"; the cost of
manufacture wil! he 30*80 dollars, so that the total cost

,
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of one short ton of anhydrous ammonia by this pro-

cess is estimated to be 149*21 dollars. By the Haber
method (syntheticallv from its elements) it is estimated

that the cost should be reduced to 64 dollap per ton,

but the method involves technical supervision of a

high grade.
Turning to the cost of nitric acid, prior to the war

the cost in New York for acid obtained from Chile

saltpetre is given as 144-5 dollars per short ton (100 per

cent HNOj, the cost in Hamburg being equivalent

to 96*32 dollars. By the Norwegian, o'r Birkeland and
Eyde, process, with electric power at 12 dollars per

h.p.y., the pure acid would cost 56-17 dollars. It is

claimed that the new American Rankin arc process

gives a yield 33 per cent, greater than the Norwegian
process per unit of el^tric power, and Prof. Norton
estimates that the cost of nitric acid might be reduced to

41*47 dollars- With reference to the Ostwald catalytic

process, from information based upon statements of

results in a Belgian plant he concludes that pure
nitric acid, from ammonia obtained by the cyanamide
process, would involve a cost of production of 63*68

dollars per short ton. In general this is the cost of

nitric acid (too per cent) when anhydrous ammonia
costs 150 dollars per ton.

' RESEARCH INSTITUTIONS IN THE
UNITED STATES

A

Federal Department of Agriculture,

\^HEN the department was first organised, and for
^ • a number of years thereafter, its work was con-
fined largely to matters directly affecting agriculture.

Later, the Weather Bureau and the Forest Service
were transferred to the department, and more recent
legislation has charged the department with the
enforcement of a number of regulatory laws, including
those relating to meat inspection, animal and plant
quarantine, foods and drugs, game and migratory-
birds, seed adulteration, insecticides and fungicides,
and vaccines and viruses. The income of the depart-
ment increased from i6,oool., in 1863, to 727,0001., in

1889. In 1915 the expenditure was 5,330,0001. There
are now about 15,000 employees in "the departioent.
Of that number 3000 are employed at Washington,
and 12,000 elsewhere. Nearly 2000 persons are
engaged in scientific investigations and research, 1400
in demonstration and extension work, and 700 in

administrative and supervising work.

Agricultural Colleges and Experiment Stations,

The grants to agricultural colleges under the Acts

.

of- 1890 and 1908 are now fixed at io,oool. to each of
the forty-eight States, and to Porto Rico and Hawaii,

I and aid sixty-nine institutions. The total value of the

I

property held by these agricultural colleges is approxi-

I

mately 32,000,000!., and their annual revenue
7,000,000!,, of which about 700,000!. (10 per cent.) is

derived from Federal grants under the above Acts,
3,600,000!. (52 per cent.) from State appropriations,
and 2,700,000!. (38 per cent.) from tuition fees, en-
dowments, and miscellaneous sources.

Statistics show that approximately 53 per cent, of
the graduates of the agricultural colleges return to

the farm, and that 95 per cent, devote themselves to
agriculture in some form, including college and
station work. Of those not graduating, practically
all return to the land.
The Hatch Act, 1887, provided that in order to aid

in acquiring and diffusing among the people of the
1 From a Memorandum on the Organisation of Scientific Research

Institutions in the United States of America by Mr, Gerald Lighrfoot,
Issued by the Advisory Council of Science and Industry, Commonwealth 01
Australia, *
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United States information on subjects connected with
agriculture, and to promote scientific investigation and
experiment respecting the principles and applications

of agricultural science, there should be established

experiment stations under the direction of the col-

leges organised under the Morrill Acts. A sum of

8000?. per annum was granted to each State for the

purpose of conducting researches and experiments. In

1906 the Adams Act was passed, and an additional

sum of loooh, increasing in five years to 3000/. per

annum, was granted to each State for that purpose.

Not more than 5 per cent, of the annual grants can

be used for the purposes of land or buildings.

There are fifty-two stations which receive grants

under the two Acts, the total amount granted being

285,000!. The annual revenue of these station^ from

other sources is 748,000!., including 515,000!. from the

State Governments, making a total revenue of

1,033,0001.
, . . ,

A national system of agricultural extension work
was provided by Congress by the passing of the co-

operative Agricultural Extension Act of IQ14, com-

monly known as the Smith-Lever Act. This Act pro-

vided' that each State receiving the benefits of the*

Morrill, Hatch, and Adams Acts should ' inauguratt

agricultural extension work in co-operation with the

Federal Department of Agriculture.

For that purpose a sum of 2000!. per annum ’was

granted to each State (a total of 96,000/. per annum),

and in addition a sum beginning at 120,000!., and

increasing over a period of seven years to^ 820,000/.

per annum, is allotted annually to the respective States

by the Secretary of Agriculture in the proportion which

the rural population of each State -bears to the total

rural population of aU the States. But no payment of

these additional appropriations can be made until the

State or local authorities have appropriated an equal

.sum for the maintenance of co-operative agricultural

extension work.
All the States have agreed to co-operate under the

provisions of the Smith-Lever Act, and formal agree-

ments between the presidents of the State agricultural

colleges and the Department of Agriculture have been

signed defining the duties and functions of the tw’o

parties. In the fiscal year 1915-16 a sum of 216,000!,

was allotted to the States under the Smith-Lever Act, In

addition, direct appropriations amounting to 240,000!.

were made bv Congress for extension work. The
total Federal contribution thus amounts to 456,000!.

This is supplemented by 530,000!. from the States.

This sum includes 120.000!, to offset the t^q\iivalent

allotment bv the Federal Government under the Exten-

sion Act. 'The total from Federal and State sources

is, therefore, approximately i.000,000/.

The Forest Service of the Department of Agiicnliitre,

The Forest Service has charge of the administration

and protection of the national forests, and also prtv

motes the practice of forestr>^ generally^ through

investigations and the diffusion of information. The

national forests are administered^ in seven main dis-

tricts, each with its central office in charge of
^
a

district forester. The annual expenditure for adminis-

tration and protection is about g^o^oool--, the expendi-

ture on permanent improvements 120,000/., and thtt

total receipts 490,000!. ... 1 r

In the year 1915 the investigational^ work of the

Forest Sendee was brought under one direction by the

establishment of the branch of research. During

previous vears the various investigations were corre-

lated by means of investigative committees, but the

establishment of a separate branch was deemed

advisable to make such correlation more complete,

and at the same time to segregate investigational
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work in accordance with the p<jlicy CNtabli^hed for
the whole department.
The activities, transferred to the new branch were :

—

(i) Sylvicultural investigations> conducted at eight
forest experimental stations to determine the be.st

methods of forest management to u.se in handling the

national forests.

(ii) The Forest Products Laboratory e>tablished at

Madison at a cost of approximately 50,000/., with an
annual appropriation which has been increased for the

year 1916-17 by 15,000/., making a total of 42,000!. a

year. The technical sections of this laboratory are

(a) timber physics, {hi timber tests of mechanical
proi^erties, (c) wood prehervatlon, (d) derived products,
(c) pulp and paper, and //) pathology. It ib stated

that the results obtained at this laboratory arc of great
industrial value,

(iii) Economic studies of the lumber and other wood-
using industries.

{iv) Fire protection studie.^, and
(v) Statistical investigations.

The Reclamation Service {Irrigatiofi).

This service vv’as organised in 1902 as a branch of

the Department of tiie Interior, to carry into effect the

provisions of the Reclamation Act of that year.

The Reclamation Act, 1902, provided that all money
received from the sale of public lands in sixteen of the

western States (except 5 per cent, of the proceeds of

sales, already set aside fur educational purposes)

should be reserved as an official fund to bo known as
the ** Reclamation Fund,” and to be used for the con-

struction and maintenance of irrigation works in the

States specified. The Secretary of the Interior was
empowered to locate and construct irrigation w;orks,

and to reserve from sale lands required for public

purposes. The acreage of the allotments must be
Such as in the opinion of the Secretary may be reason-

ably required for the support of a family, and the

charges ov'er a period of ten years must be sufficient

to return to th'^ reclamation fund the proportionate

cost of construction. In this way a ‘‘revolving ” fund,

which now amounts to about 18,000,000!., has been

accumulated.
The B^i^eau of Standards.

The total number of employees in the bureau is

about 400, of which 300 are scientific and technical

men. The_ junior scientific men are ordinarily uni-

versity graduates, whe^ begin on a salary" of from

200!. to 250!. a year. Laboratory assistants and
associate physicists’ and chemists receive from 400!.

to 600!. a year, and physicists and chemists from

600!. to Soo!. It is stated' that these salaries are too

small. The bureau is frequently losing able men
whose place can only be filled by^those who are inex-

perienced. In 1915 the Eastman Kodak Company took

six men from the bureau, and the General Electric

Company took three. Some men, however, prefer

to remain in the bureau even wHen offered large

increases in siilar\' from outside. It should be observed

that the lo>s of men in this way is -a defect onlv from

the immediate point of view of the bureau. From the

broader industrial aspect it^ is a distinct advantage

to have a Government institution which trains men
in research work to go out and take pt>sitions as

experts in industrial enterprises.

The laboratory grounds cover an area of ^sixteen

acres near Washington, D.C. Experience has shown
that the efficiency of the work of the bureau is greatly

increased by the k>cation of the^ laboratories in
^
a

section free from the ordinary disturbances of citv

life. The cost of the land and buildings is approxt^

mately 200,000!., and of the equipment about 85,000!.

llie annual ex|>enditure is about 125,000!.
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The Bureau of Mines.

"I'lie Bureau of Mines was established as a separate

foranch of the Department of the Interior in 1910.

Its aims are : {a) to bring about greater effidenc}’

.and the prevention of waste in the extraction, prepara-

tion, and utilisation of mineral products, and (b) to

secure the safety and health of workers in the mining
industries.

In its work the bureau seeks the co-operation of all

interested persons, and welcomes the assistahce and
.advice of workmen’s organisations, of technical

- societies, and of State officials and State Governments.
It maintains an experiment station and mine at Pitts-

. burgh, where research work is carried on, and where
investigations are made as to mining explosions,

: miners’ lamps, and mining equipment, and the effici-

.ency of mine rescue apparatus.
The bureau has given special attention to investi-

gating the causes and methods ot prevention of coal-
' mine explosions, and to safeguarding the lives of coal

miners. In addition, coal and other mineral fuels

•belonging to or for the use of the Government of
the United States have been analysed and tested with
the view of increasing efficiency in their utilisation.

Investigations have been updcrtaken with the view of

increasing the efficiency and preventing waste in the
metal-mining and miscellaneous mineral industries,

and a considerable amount of research and experi-

mental work in regard to metallurgical problems has
been carried out. The expenditure of the bureau is

r about i2o,oooL per annum.

The Public Health Service.

The Public Health Service now consists of 450
: medical officers and fifty pharmacists, in addition to

^
professors, technical assistants, and other officers. The
total staff numbers about 2000, w'hile the annual ex-

penditure is now about 6oo,oool. In the United States

public health matters within the limits of any one -

.‘State are reserved to the States themselves, but the
Federal Public Health Service has a broad field of

.activities, inasmuch as it is responsible for preventing
the importation of disease and the spread of disease

Trom State to State, and for assisting the States in

the solution of various public health problems.
Through the| Public Health Service, the Federal

i Government co-operates with the health authorities
* of the States individually and collectively

;
collects

- current information of the prevalence and geographic
* distribution of disease ; is responsible for the adminis-
tration of the inter-gtate quarantine laws and regula-
tions for the prevention of the spread of disease from
‘State to State; suppresses epidemics; carries on re-

search work in matters pertaining to the public

health; maintains the national quarantine for the jMre-

vention of the importation of disease from abroad;
* perfonns the medical examination of emigrants

;

regulates the manufacture and sale of vaccines,

serums, anti-toxins, and analogous products in inter-

state traffic; and furnishes medical care and treatment*
to various branches of the Government ser\dce and to

the seamen of the merchant marine.
The Division of Scientific Research controls all

matters relating to investigations of contagious and
infectious diseases, and matters pertaining to the

public health wffierever made. In the field it is repre-

sented by the Hj^gienic Laborator}-, with its four
branches

—

(a) the Plague Laboratory in San Fran-
cisco, (fo) the Leprosy Investigation Station in Hawaii,
(c) the Pellagra Investigation Station at Savannah,

(d) the Station at Wilmington for the investiga-

tion of the paraitites of man—and by officers enga^d
To investigations of typhoid fever,/ ROcky Mountain
*, spotted fever, and! other diseases.
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The Smithsonian Institution, Washington.

This institution was founded in 1846 under the
terms of a private bequest, by which a sum of approxi-
mately ioo,ooof. was donated to found “an establish-
lishment for the increase and diffusion of knowledge
among men."’
With a view to the increase of knowledge, the

institute aids investigators by making grants for
research and exploration, supplying books, apparatus,
laboratory accommodation, etc. It occasionally pro-
vides for lectures, wffich are published. It has initiated
numerous scientific projects, some of which have been
turned over to the Government, and resulted in the
creation of independent Government bureaux. It

advises the Government in many matters of scientific
importance, especially in those that have an inter-
national aspect. It co-operates with national .scientific

bodies, such as the National Academy of Sciences,
the American Association for the Advancement of
Science, the American Historical Association, etc.

The parent institute has the administrative charge
of several branches which grew out of its early activi-
ties,

^
and are supported by (Congressional appro-

priations. These are the National Museum, including
the National Gallery' of Art, the International Ex-
change Service, the Bureau of American Ethnology,
the National Zoological Park, the Astrophysical
Observatory, the Langley Aerodynamical Laboratory,
and the United States Regional Bureau for the Inter-
national Catalogue of Scientific Literature.

State Institutions.

Universities.

A large amount of research work is carried on in
the universities and other higher educational institu-
tions in the United States in respect both to pure
science and to industrial problems. A great part of
the research work conducted in these institutions is
of a purely scientific nature, and is on the same
general^ lines

^

as that carried out in English and
Australian universities. In the “State” universities
in America there is, however, a greater tendency for
the research work to be more directly associated with
the industrial needs and progress of the oommunity.
These State universities were established from the
revenue derived from land grants, and are maintained
partly by means of these grants and partly by means
of special taxes on rateable property. In so far as
the agricultural and engineering experiment stations
are concerned, research work has already been linked
up with industry, and proposals have recently been
made for the establishment of a National University
at Washington, which would serve to organise the
work of existing universities on lines more closely
related to industrial interests.

Experiment Stations,

Agricultural Experiment Stations.—^Reference has
already been made to the agricultural experiment
stations established under the Hatch and Adams Acts,
and to the relations between the Federal and State
authorities with respect to these stations. The re-
search work of the stations covers the whole field of
scientific agriculture.

Engineering Experiment Stations, — Experiment
stations have been established at several of the uni-
versities in the United States. These stations have
special staffs of officers who are free from ordinary
instructional work. Their most important activities
are generally in relation to engineering problems, but
several of them are also engaged partly in investiga-
tional work connected with mining and other special
industries. The engineering experiment station at
the Iniversity of Illinois may be taken as typical of
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the best orgtinised and must hig’hly developed of the^*

stations.

The Illinois experiment station was organised in

1903 for the purpose of conducting investigations oi

importance to professional engineers and to the manu-
facturing, railway, mining, and building interests of

the State. One important factor which led to the

establishment of the station was the success which
had attended the agricultural exix-riment station at

the same university. It was thought that its estab-

lishment was justified in view of the need for scientific

research and the application of science to industry.

The cost of maintenance of the Illinois station is

about io,oooZ. a y^ar.

Privately Endowed Institutions.

The Carnegie Insiitniion, Washington.

The Carnegie Institution of Washington was
founded by Andrew Carnegie in 1902, when he gave

10 a boarti of trustees an endowment of registered

bonds of the value of 2,ooo,oooZ. ;
to this fund he

added later the sum of 2,400,000!. ;
so that the present

endowment of the institution is 4,400,000!., yielding

an annual interest of 220,000!.

The articles of incorporation of the institution

declare in general “ that the objects of the corpora-

tion shall be to encourage, in the broadest and most

liberal manner, investigation, research, and discover}*,

and the application of knowledge to the improvement

of mankind,’’ Three principal agencies to forward

these objects have been developed, (a) The first of

these involves the formation of departments of research

within the institution itself, to attack larger problems

requiring the collaboration of several investigators,

special equipment, and continuous effort. (h) The
second provides means whereby individuals may under-

take and carry to completion investigations not less

important, but requiring less collaboration and less

special equipment, (c) The third agency, namelv, a

division devoted to editing and printing books, aims

at the publication of the results of research coming

from the first two agencies, and, to a limited extent,

also for valuable works not likely to be published

under other auspices.

* The Mellon Insiituic.

The Mellon Institute of Industrial Research and

School of Specific Industries is a privately endowed

institution, and is unique in its CM-ganisation. It was
established with a twofold object, viz. (a) to solve

problems submitted to it by those engaged in industry,

and (b} to train young men successfully to prosecute

research work. Thejnstituto is worked on a system

known as the “Industrial Fellowship System.”

According to this system, an individual or a company

having a probkm requiring Molution may become^ the

donor of a fellowship by contributing to the institute

a definite sum of monev, for a pc^riod of not less than

one war. This money is used to pay the salary* cf

the inan or men select^ to carry out the investigation

de^i^ed, and the institute furnishes such facilities as

are necest»arv for the conduct of the work. The

results obtained belong exclusively to the donor of

the fellowship.
,

The system was inaugurated in iqit, in the Depart-

ment of Industrial Research of the L niversity of Pitts-

burgh, and the working of the scheme began in a tem-

poratv" building erect€‘d at a cost of alx>ut 2000!. In

iqi:; the present institution was established on a per-

manent basis bv a private endowment of about

100,000!. While 'the institute is an integral part of

the Universitv of Pittsburgh and works in close con-

nection with “the University, it possesses an endow-
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meni uf it^ own and under its own manag<mcni.
The present annual expenditure for salaries and maiii-

t»‘nance is mure than 3<j,tx>o!.

The Rockc teller lustiUife, -Veu’ York.

The scheme uf urganisaiion uf thi.*;. institute is ut

special interest, as it is regarded by many as ideal fo’*

a scientific in.stitution established fur a spt cific field

of research. The work of the institute began in 1901,

when Mr. J. D. Rockefeller promised the sum ot

40,000/. per annum for ten years for the purpose ui

“medical resi*arch with special reference to the pre-

vention and treatment of disease." The endowments
were greatly increased in ensuing years, and by 1907

reached a total of 700,000!. for land, buildings, and
equipment, and a fund of 2,100,000!. for maintenance.

In addition, 200,000!. has been given for the equip-

ment and endowment of a department of animal

patholog}’, ioo,oooZ. for a |)ension fund, besides other

sums for specific investigations.

The experience of the institute in regard to research

w*ork is that the best method is to map out a field in

which the more pressing problems arise; then to obtain

the best man available in each branch, and to allow

him to associate with himself assistants and collabora-

tors and attack the problems in such ways as he may
think fit. .\11 that is necessary in the way of super-

vision is that some broad policy should be agreed

upon, i.e. as to the general lines of the work and the

most important ])roblems, the solution of which is

considered feasible in view of the existing state of

scientific knowledge. Having decided these broad

lines of policv, it is best to allow the i>ersons selected

for the re.seafch to work the problems out in any way
and at such times as they like. It is quite probable,

for example, that in attacking some ont*^ problem

discoveries may be made which will lead directly to

the solution of some other allied problem. In the

Rockefeller Institute the greatest freedom is allowed to

the members in charge of the various laboratories.

They know what it is desired to accomplish, but

whether to pursue any particular line, or to continue

in that line, is left to their discretion. Two things

are considered essential' in research work, viz. :

(a) To secure the best men available to undertake

- the research work, and to allow these men
to choose their own associates.

(b) To give the men appointed the greatest freedom'

in the prosecution of their researches.

Public pressure is frequently brought to bear upon

the Rockefeller Institute to solve particular problems,

but the question as to which problems are to be

investigated must depend very* largely on the state ana

progress of knowledge in the particular branch of

science involvetl. For example, the institute has often

been asked to investigate “hay-fever,” but it has re-

fused, as it sees at present no likelihood of sohing"

the problem.
In regard to the separation of research from instruc-

tional work the experience is that the best teachers

arc undoubtedlv those who <lo research work, but it*

does not by an’v means follow that the best resenrch

men are those who also do instructional work. The

question is largely one of temperament.

Industrial L^u^oratories.

A large amount of research work having a direct

industrial obiective is done bv private firms in the

United 5?tates of America. Many large industnm

concerns have established their own laboratories and

staffs for research work, and in this respect consider-

able developments have taken place during the past

ten years. It is stated by Mr. .\. P. M. Fleming, of
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the British W’estin^^houise Company, Ltd. (who visited *

the United States in the year 1915 tor the purpose of

inquiring* into the org-anisation ot industrial research),

that there are probably more than htty industrial

concerns which have established research laboratories,
on an extensive scale, and that many ot these labora-
tories expend from 20,000/. to 60,000/. a year on
research work.
The Eastman Kodak Company.—The laboratories

of this company at Rochester, N.Y., are maintained
at an annual cost of about 20,000/., and are general!}
considered to be among the finest in the country.
The Mulfurd Company.—This company, founded in

1^4 at Philadelphia, affords an e.xcellent illustration •

of^ what can be accorhplished by the adoption of
scientific research and the application of science to

industry. The company now ha^ a capital of 400,000/.,
it employs 1400 persons on wages, and its scientific

staff comprises about sixty graduate chemists, pharma-
cists, bacteriologists, and physicians. The compam
manufactures drugs, and specialises in the production
of serums, anti-toxins, and vaccines.

The American Rolling Mill Company.—^This com-
pany, \yhich has a number of factories, is a large
producer of sheet iron and stefel. The laboratories
coniprise works laboratories in which routine testing
and the elimination of manufacturing troubles are
dealt with, and a separate research laboratory’, estab-
lished in 1910 at a cost of 10,000/.

The betroit Edison Company.—^This company main-
tains a small research laboratory, partly for the
purpose of investigating troubles incident to the
smooth working of the technical side of the enterprise,
and partly for investigating the utilisation of electrical

, energy for special purposes.
The National Electric Lamp Association.—^l"his

association comprises about tw’enty electric lamp
factories in different parts of the States. The research
laboratories, at which there are about 200 employees,
comprise fifteen separate laboratories, in addition to
a model lamp factory, in which the results of laboratory
investigations are tested and developed on a manu-
facturing scale. Another laboratory is maintained for
testing and standardising the products of the factories.
There is also a separate department which specialises
in the development of automatic tools for lamp
making. The scientific and technical members of the
staff <'tre -drawn almost entirely from the universities.

The Pennsylvania Railway Ccmipany.—^'Phis com-
pany has an extensive research laboratory with a staff
of more than 300. The investigations are connected
mainly with materials utilised in railway work, and
elaborate chernPcal, ^^hysical, and electrical equipment
is provided. There is also a laboratory^ on a workshop
scale used for the development of results obtained in
the research laboratories.

The National Cash Register Company.—^The re-
mrch laboratory of this company at the vcorks at
Dayton, Ohio, is equipped for chemical, physical, and
microscopic investigations. The staff of the'laboratoiy'
nunibers fifteen, about two-thirds of whom are uni-
versity, or technological college graduates. But little

work of a purely scientific nature is undertaken, the
investigations lk*ing directed mainly to the elimination
of manufacturing troubles and improvements in the
materials used.

Oeneral Electric Company.—This companv
organised^ a department of chemical and phv.sical
research in with an initial capital expenditure
of a^ut 30001., and an annual expenditure of 600/.
The investigations undertaken were connected directly
with the field of electric engineering. At the present
time

,

the capital expenditure on the laboratory exceeds
JO€>,ooofw, while the annual expenditure is about
50^000/. The staff ccanprises about 200 men.
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UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE.

London.—An offer from the Rhodes Trustees to

subscribe 50/. a year for three years for the provision
of secretarial assistance for the Standing Committee
of the Imperial Studies Committee has been accepted
by the Senate with thanks.

The thanks of the Senate have been accorded to the
Socit^ty of Antiquaries for the renewal for a further
jx‘riod of five years of the Franks studentship founded
by them in memory of Sir A. Wollaston Franks,
K.C.B., for the promotion of the study of the archaeo-

logy of the British Isles in its comparative aspects.

The follow’mg doctorates have been conferred :

—

D.Sc. in Psychology ; Mr. E. N. McQueen, an in-

ternal student, of University College, for a thesis

entitled “The Distribution of Attention”; D.Sc. in

Botany : Miss Lilian J. Clarke, an external student,

for a thesis dealing with various experiments in botany
gardens, and other papers

;
Mr. R. C. Knight, an ex-

ternal student, for a thesis entitled “The Interrelations

of Stomatal Aperture, Leaf Water-content, and Trans-
spiration Rate,” and other papers; and Mr. S. G.
Paine, an external student, for a thesis entitled “The
Permeability of the Neash Cell,” and other papers.

As was explained in these columns at the time, the
Board of Education in July, 1914, proposed in Circu-
lar 849 to institute two annual examinations, a low'er

and a higher, for grant-earning » secondary schools,

to be conducted by university examining bodies in

close co-operation with the Board of Education. In
January, 1916, the Board announced that the pro-
posals must be considered * to be in abeyance, as the
necessary financial aid was not forthcoming. The
Board of Education now announces in Circular 996 the
formation of a Secondary Schools’ Examinations
Council, the main function" of which, we learn from
,the Times, will be the co-ordination of the numerous
examinations to w’hich secondary schools at present
submit their pupils. The new council is to consist of
eighteen persons, appointed by the universities and
other bodies, including four by the Teachers’ Registra- ,

tion Council.

The Appointments Board of the University of Lon-
don has issued a pamphlet describing its aims and
work. Founded eight years ago, it has had, its own
secretar}’ for the last six years, and has dealt with
2500 students and graduates, for many of whom it has
found posts. While a large proportion of the posts
filled have been in the teaching profession, the board
is endeavouring to induce a greater number of gradu-
ates to enter business houses, and, on the other hand,
is pointing out to employers the advantages of having
well-educated men and \vomen on their staffs. The
present pamphlet gives no hint to intending clients as
to the directions in which business openings are most
likely to be found, but in a recent report of the
board to the Senate of the University it was stated
that a great demand exists at the present time for
men and w’omen wi^h a scientific training in engineer-
ing, physics, or chemistry, and th^t this demand would
probably continue after the w'ar. The supply of such
men and women is altogether too inadequate, and it

seems to be the dutv of our universities to increase the
supply as soon as possible. If the experience of the
Appointments Boards of ^ the other universities is in
apy wav like that of the London board, the fact is of
r^reat interest to the parents of future university
students, and should not remain buried in the rninutes
of university bodies, but should be. made known to
the public w’ithout delay.
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We have received from Mr. Gilbert H. Richardson,
of The Gables, Elswick Road, Newcastle-on-Tyne,
a “Declaration concerning^ the Need for Standardising
Auxiliary. International Language/* which he invites

the readers of Nature to sign. The declaration states

that there is need for an international language, that
there should be only one such language, and that at

the close of the war a permanent International Com-
mission should be appointed and financially supported
by the Governments of the Powers for the purpose
of settling all questions relating to the grammar,
vocabularv’, orthography, and pronunciation of the
auxiliary international language. At the present time
there are two such languages, “Esperanto/’ founded
by the late Dr. Zamenhoff, and “ Ido,” -which v.as

proposed in 1901 as a simplification of Esperanto.
It is now proposed that there should be a commission
to examine both these languages, with power to

impose its decisions upon those who wish to employ an
international language. Should the commission
decide in favour of either Esperanto or Ido,
the report would promote the use of the language
recommended. In the event, however, of yet a third
language being drawn up by the commission, it is

doubtful whether Esperantists and Idists would be
prepared to adopt this new tongue. The verdict of
the commission would depend largely upon its com-
position. We suppose that the French, Italian, and
Spanish members would vote for Ido, while
members of the Slav nationalities would sup-
port Esperanto. The terminations “aj,*’ and
“uj,” constantly occurring in Esperanto, are dis-
concerting to English readers, who will certainly
prefer the general appearance of Ido, which, w’hen
printed, looks remarkably like Italian. The circum-
flex accents over certain consonants, which make
Esperanto difficult to print, are discarded in Ido. On
the whole, we think that of the tw’o languages Ido
would be the more easily acquired by an Englishman.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES,
London.

aeoldgkal Society, May 16.—Dr. Alfred Marker,
president, in the chair.—^T. Sheppard : British / geo-
logical maps as a record of the^ advance of ge6log>*.

Geological changes were often indicated on old topo-
graphical maps; const'quently, old plans and charts
were of use in connection with geological inquiries.

Some, maps, dating from Elizabethan times, show^ that
in the Humber area great changes have taken place;
large tracts of land have been denuded, and many
towns and villages have disappeared ; and large
stretches of reclaimed land marked places where water
once stood. Writers of 1595 were familiar with litho-

logical differences in various parts of the country*.

Strachey (1719) and Packe {1743) produced some re-

markable geological sections and plans. The first

systematic series of maps, illustrating the geological

features of the counties, was issued in the reports of

the old Board of Agriculture, and dated from 1793
1822, One of the earliest attempts to prepare geo-
logical maps w’as by Prof, Jameson, who read a paper
in 1805 “On Colouring Geognostical Maps'*
(Wernerian Nat. Hist, Soc,, vol. i., published 1811).

The first strictly geological map w*as apparently that

made by W. Smith in 1799, showing the geological

structure of the Bath district. The first geological

map of England and Wales was a small one, also bt
Smith, and it w*as presented to the socieri' when the
first Wollaston medal was awarded to Smith in 1831.

The society’s collection includes geological maps of

Scotland and Ireland, some of great value and his-

,
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torical inn-rest. .\s examples of priwitely publisheJ

mapb, those by Sanders of the Bristol Coalfield, Jor-

dan's London district, and Elias Hall's Lancashire
area were described,

I

Manchester.

j

Literarj and Philosophical Societv, May N.—Mr. \\\

I Thomson, president, in the chair.— R. F. Gwyther

:

I The* specification of stress. Part v. The formal solu-

j

fion of the statical stress equations, and a theory of

' displacement as consequent on stress. The first por-

i lion of this paper is intended lo show how the stress

j

equations, given in part iv. and ])art iv. continued, are

I

capable of simple general solution. Particular inte-

I

grals are supposed to be dealt wdth separately, and

[
attempt has been, made to treat of any specific

problem. The aim has been to establish a basis for

a theory of dealing with stress and displacement by
continual steps <.if appro.Kimatiun, developed in the

second part of the paper. In the second part the

theory and method proposed are described.—Dr. E.

Newber}' : Recent work bn overvoltage. The over-

voltages, ctithodic and anodic, of a number of elec-

trodes have been mta^ured in acid, in alkali, and in

certain solutions of metallic salts under varying ccmdi-

j
tiuns of rime and current density. Element.s in the

same group of the peritxlic system show the same
cathodic (hydrogen) cvervoltage. Overvoltage is due
to the high solution potentials of compounds of the

electrode material with the discharged ion, or with a

product of the discharged ion. These compounds
(hydrides, higher o.Kides, etc.} form solid solutions in

the electrode substance, and are usually stable only

under the influence of high pressures or high tem-
peratures. Metal overvoltages (during deposition or

dissolution of the metal) are due to the presence of the

same compounds which produce gas overvoltages, and
are in most cases very low compared w’ith gas over-

voltages. Iron, nickel, and cobalt are exceptions to

this rule. Changes of overvoltage are produced (c)

by changes of constitution of the above compounds,
and ( h) by changes of concentration, of the solid solu-

tions formed. Passivin* is due to the insolubility and
good electrical conductivity of the above compounds,
w*hich form a protective coating over the attackable

metal surface
Paris.

Academy of Sciences, May 14.—M. A. d'Arsonval in

the chair.

—

J. Boussinesq ; Solutions of the problem of

thrust, resembling that of Rankine and Maurice L^vy

for sand, and sustaining w’alls of rectilinear profile.

—H. L^ Chatelier and F. Bogitcli : The refractory pro-

perties of clay. From a study of the melting points, it

would be concluded that refractor)* clav bricks ought

to ser\'e for the construction of industrial furnaces in

steel works. This is not found to be the case in prac-

tice, silica bricks being exclusively employed. It is

shown that the gradual softening of the clay bricks

and loss of resistance to pressure are the causes

of this difference, and experiments on the altera-

tion of shape by pressure at increasing temperatures

are given. The’ results are in general agreement wdth

the work of Mellor and Moore.—H. Douvilli : The
geologv of the country" to the west of the Pyrenees

chain.—L. Mangiii ; Arctic forms erroneou.sly described

under the name of Chaetciceros criophilus. The Arctic

form belongs to a quite different secies, and is allied

with C. periivianus

^

with which it has often been

confused.—E. Arks ; The absolute value of entropy,and

energ%%—

:

The summation of ultra-

spherical series,—M. Pdtrovitcli ; Arithmetical theorems

on Cauchy’s Integra!,—J. GoiBaiiiite : Observations of

comets made with the coMdd equatorial at the Observa-

tory of Lyons. Observations of Wolf’s Pcmiet
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on April 2b, 27, 28, and May 2, and of Schaumasst*\s
cdmet on April 27, 28, and May 2.—MM. Garvin and
Portevin : Experimental study of the cooling of various
metals by water. A description of experiments on the
determination of the coolint^ curves of metals and
alloys suddenly immersed in cold water.

—

J. de Lap-
parent : The breccias of the* Cretacean age in the
neighbourhood of Hendaye.— L. Bordas ; Some points
on the anatomy i>f Tortrix viridana.—E. Sollaud : The
post-cephalic appendages of the Branchiopods and
their morphological signification.—A. Pronin and R.
Grigoire : The action of metallic tin and oxide of tin

in staphylococcus infections. Tin can be absorbed by
the digestive apparatus from metallic tin and from
oxide of tin without poisonous effects- The thera-
peutic value in experimental staphylococcus infections
was proved.—R. Wurtz and R. Van Malleghem : Grave
.attacks in the so-called benign tertiary fever.
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BOOKS ON CHEMISTRY,
(i) Elementary Qualitative Analysis: A Lahora^

tory Guide. By ProL B. Dales and Dr. O. L.

Barnebey. Fp. vii -1-205. (New York: John
Wiley and Sons, Inc. ; London : Chapman and l

Hall, Ltd., 1916.) Price 5s. 6d. net. .

{2) Laboratory Manual of General Chemistry, vsiih I

Exercises in the Preparation of Inorganic S«b- *

stances. By A. B. Lamb. Pp. vi4-i66. (Cam-
bridge, Mass. : Har\^ard University Press, 1

1916.) Price 1.43 dollars.

(3) A Text-book of Organic^ Chemistry for i

Students of Medicine and Biology^ By Prof.

E. V. McCollum. Pp. xui-f426. (New
York : The Macmillan Co. ;

London : Macmil- .

Ian and Co., Ltd., 1916.) Price los. net. !

(i) A LTHOUGH the value of instruction in
j

qualitative analysis is far more de-

pendent upon the teacher than upon the text-

books provided for the students’ guidance, much
useful assistance is to be gained from the latter

if they are based upon a sound method of experi-

ment and observation. From this point of view

the “ Laboratory Guide to Elementary Qualitative

Analysis ” by Prof. Dales and Dr. Barnebey

merits the attention of teachers in this country*

The book is des^ned for the use of Students^ who
have done a year’s work in general chemistry.

The principles of qualitative analysis as based

upon the theory of electrolytic dissociation are

dealt wkh in an introductory
^
chapter, which

should prove helpful to students in bringing their

experimental work into line with their training in

general chemistry. An outstanding feature of

the details qualitative analysis is that the re-

actions of the several groups of bases and acids

are studied comparatively with each of the re-

fi^ents employed, instead of by the more usu^
method in which the tests for each base or acid

are dealt with separatdy- This method of treat-

ment has distinct advantages, espedaHy as a

training in the methods of observation. The
group-tables for bases are similar to those usually

em|doyed, but the scheme for the detection of

acids is soonewhat new and is based^ upon tte

predpttation of the silver salts in distinctly acid

and m neutral or slightly acid solutkm respeo-

tivdy- The mstructions are clear, concise ex-

planatory statements add considerably to their

value, and the purpose of qualitative analysis as

a basis for the further practical study of da^istry

is very satisfactorily explained.

(2) The object of Prof. Iamb’s ‘‘Laboratory

Manual of General Chemistry ” is to widen the

iKHTXon of study of first-year university students

who have had a previous training in chemistry

at a secondary school, and at the same time to

stimulate their further interest in important

generalisaticms of the sdence by means of expra-

ments of a less familiar kind than those*^ with

which they have been previoudy acquamt^
With these aims in view a number of quantitative

experiments are described requiring varying de-
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grees of previous knowledge and experimental
skill, together with a series of semi-quantitative

experiments in the more elementary portions of

physical chemistry. The directions for each ex-

periment comprise suggested reading from some
standard text-book, a discussion of the general
principles involved in the experiment, directions

for the actual manipulation, tests and questions.

Appended to each of the instructions is a blank
sheet for laboratory notes; these are to serve as
the basis for a full and connected account of the

work done, which is afterw^ards to be written up-

Such attempts to combine instruction in theory

with details of experiment and series of questions

in a laboratory text-book are seldom satisfactory

in actual practice. They are apt to stereotype

the teaching, to take too little account of the in-

dividual difficulties of students, and to absolve

the teacher of his real responsibilities. The selec-

tion of the experiments and preparations is tor

the most part sufficiently wide to provide a useful

curriculum, but the descriptive headings and disr-

cussions are in many cases considerably more
advanced than the actual laboratory experiments.

Also, a number of the exercises, su^ as the

determination of the electrical conductivity of a
’solution, the preparation of hydrazine sulphate and
of chloropentamine cobaltic chloride, are much
beyond the knowledge and manipulative capacity

of an average first-year student in this country.

(3) The importance of organic chemistry to

students of medicine and biology fully justifies the

publication of an additional text-book if it serves

their special requirements satisfactorily and stimu-

lates their interest in the subject. 'Dbese objects

are very successfully achieved by Prof. McCe^-
lum’s book. The subject-matter is presented in

a clear and attractive form, the sequence of the

compounds described is chosen w’ith care and
with an advantageous departure from tiie usual

order, and suitable prominence is driven to the

methods of preparation, properties, and syn-

thetical relations of substax^ccs of tacdc^^ical and
physiological importance. Details m regard to

laboratory and technical pcoc^ses are infep^tioo-

ally restricted. WhBst tMs is not aecesssarily dis-

advantageous, the danger of introducing “ paper

chemistry ” is not altogether avoided, as in the

scheme of oxidation oi alcohol to oxalic acid |pu

201), in which the stages of oxidation represented

are not in accord with experimental methods.

Theoretical studies such as stereochemistiy’ are

developed as individual compounds come under

consideration, a method of treatment whieji should

a^^al to the interest of students, although it

necessitates a considerable use of cross-references.

The prOTimence given to Net’s views on divalent

carbon is somewhat out of proportion to the space

allotted to other and more fully established views

on the structure of oiganic compounds- Refer-

ences to recent work are very suitably introduced,

and the more special chapters included in the

book, such as those on* fats and waxes, the

ureides, the pyrinridiiies, pyrazines, and purins,

and the carbofeydrati^, are well adapt^ to &dr
purpose. ' Ah4 K*

- Q
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THEOPHRASTUS.
Theophrastus : Enquiry into Plants, and Minor
Works on Odours and Weather Signs. With
an English translation by Sir Arthur Hort,

Bart, (Loeb Classical Library.) In 2 vols.

VoL i., pp. xxviii + 475; vol. ii., pp. ix + 499.

(London; W. Heinemann; New York: G. P.

Putnam’s Sons, 1916.) Price 5s. net each vol.

English botanists are under a great debt of

obligation to Sir Arthur Hort for this

edition of some of the principal works of

Theophrastus, and they are also greatly indebted

to Sir William Thiselton-Dyer for his labours in

the difficult task of identifying the various plants

named by the Greek botanist. Death alone pre-

vents our adding another name to whom thanks

are due, for the enterprise owes its origin to the

suggestion of the late venerable Canon
Ellacombe, who took the greatest interest in the

preparation of the work. It is to be hoped that

hereafter the other writings of Theophrastus will

follow in a similar edition.

The primary classification of plants by
Theophrastus is into four divisions, namely,
trees, shrubs, under-shrubs, and herbs. There
are other cat^ories under which he gathers his

species—^some of a very artificial character, such
as pot-herbs and coronary flowers. There are

also glimpses here and there of his recognition

of natural groups, and he is conscious that the

grasses are closely related to one another. He
knows the leguminous plants as a group, to

which he frequently refers, and, what is remark-
able, he is acquainted with the fact that a crop
of Such plants enriches the land. He recognises
the conifers as a group and mentions them under
that name.
The book contains a large amount of informa-

tion, often of a vague and discursive and hear-
say character, as to the localities where trees and
plants grow, and the different effects of climate
and situation. Theophrastus is often content
to rest upon the reports of others, and many
statements are introduced by such phrases as
“They s^,” or “The men of Mount Ida say,”
or “The men of Macedonia say.” One is

inclined to think that he listened to reports from
his numerous students and accepted them with
little or no investigation.

The account of the collection of myrrh arid

frankincense and the other Arabian gums is very
curious.

Inddentally the work throws considerable light
on the traditional lore of the Attic gardeners,
who were probably a pretty numerous class.
They seem to have grown a large variety of pot-
herbs, as well as flowers. The work also throws
a curious light on the arts of carpentry and
joinery, on the conversion of reeds into pipes,
and on the development of the knowledge of
drOgs and the art of poisoning as well as of the
^ministralion of antidotes^
'According tor Theophrastus, the (hruggist is

HOt‘ far rctnovW from' the poisoner :

—
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Thrasjas of Mantineia had discovered, as he said,

a poison which ptoduoes an easy and painless end*
he used the juices of hemlock, poppy, and other such
herbs, so compounded as to make a dose of con-

veniently small size, weighing only somewhat less

than a quarter of an ounce. Fpr the effects of this

compound there is absolutely no cure, and it will keep
any length of time without losing its virtue at all.

He used to gather his hemlock, not just anywhere,
but at Susa [probably a place in Arcadia] or some
other cold and shady spot; and so, too, with the other

ingredients; he also used to compound many other""

poisons, using many ingredients. . . . Now these things

seem to have been ascertained better in recent than in

former times. And many things go to show that the

method of using the various drugs makes a differ-

ence; thus the people of^ Ceos formerly did not use
hemlock in the way described, but just shredded it up
for use, as did other people ;

but now not one of them
would think of shredding it, but they first strip off the

outside and take off the husk, since this is what
causes the difficulty, as it is not easily assimilated;

then they bruise it in the mortar, and, after putting

it through a fine sieve, sprinkle it on water and so

drink it; and their death is made swift and easy.

(Vol. ii., IX. XVI. 9.)

In dealing with the sea-plants, there seems to

be a suggestion of correspondence with plants

on the land. This is implied by the names “ sea-

fir,” “sea-oak,” “sea-vine,” and “sea-palm,”"

and a “kind like dog’s-tooth grass.” There is a

distinction between the sea-plants found near
the shore and those of deeper waters, and these

again are distinguished from plants which grow
in rivers and marshes and lakes.

In conclusion, we can heartily recommend the

book to all who are interested in the history of

botany, or in the details of Greek life Ifiree

hundred years b.c. E. F.

OUR BOOKSHELF.
Rivers as Sources of Water-Supply. By Dr.

A. C. Houston. Pp. vi + 96. (London: John
Bale, Sons, and Danielsson, Ltd., 1917*)
Price 5^. net.

A “counsel of perfection ” is for every com-
munity to ^obtain its water-supply from a source
which, like" Caesar’s wife, should be “above suspi-

cion. ” But many communities have to depend upon
a supply which falls short of this high standard.

This is more particularly the case with reference

to the London water-supply, which is drawn
mainly from the rivers Thames and Lea; and it

is with this supply that Dr. Houston deals in the

book under review. The observations and
experiments he records ’appear to establish the
fact that considerably polluted river-water can be
purified, on a large scale, to- a satisfactory

standard of safety- This finding is of prime
importance, for, as the writer sets out, rivers are
likely to be used to an increasing extent as sources
of water-supply, seeing that othet available

sources of supply are limited, and that there is a
considerable economy in the selection of river-

i^ater.

The subject-matter ^of the? first three chapters
. T * * i

*'
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of this work formed three lectures which were 1

recently delivered at the Ro>al Institute of Public
j

Health, and the fourth chapter is upon the subject *

of sterilisation. This term is restricted in its
i

application to the destruction of microbes causing i

epidemic water-borne disease; and the methods
set out embrace the “excess lime ’’ treatment

{which is Dr. Houston's own suggestion) and the

“chlorination of water.

Some persons may consider that Dr. Houston
takes too sanguine a view with regard to the

safety of rivers as sources of water-supply. There
can be no doubt, how^ever, that the large amount
of experimental work he has undertaken, notabl}

that which illustrates the prime value of storage

as a means of reducing the risk of water-borne
disease, justifies his sanguine view^s. After all,

where London has succeeded other towms can
also succeed, always provided that in these other
towns the same careful w^orking is maintained
by a well-trained personnel as is the case with
London, and that a similar constant and scientific

control of the state of the water is maintained.
The danger is that these provisions may not
always be made.

The American Indians North of Mexico, By
W. H. Miner. Pp. x+169. (Cambridge: At
the L'^niversity Press, 1917.) Price 3s. net.

The literature connected with the North American
Indians is so extensive that a readable summary
of it in a popular form was much needed for the
use of European anthropolc^ists commencing
the study. In America, particularly among the
descendants of the hardy frontier men, the ques-
tion is attracting increased attention- This want
is well supplied in this book. The advanced
student will depend not only on the classical

works of Bancroft, Schoolcraft, and Catlin, but
also on the monographs published by the Bureau
of American Ethnology and other societies which
have been summarised, with the addition of much
new matter, by Mr. F/ W. Hodge in his excel-

lent “Handbook of American Indians North of
Mexico.” The questions connected with the
origin of these tribes still form the subject of
controversy. The writer remarks that the
general consensus of opinion during the last cen-
tury is to the effect that, “ with the exception of the
Eskimo, the natives of America are wholly of one
race and descendants from early emigrants from
north-eastern Asia, and especially of Mongolian
stock.” But the movements of these people
within the American continent have as yet not
been definitely settled. The importance of
linguistics for the settlement of these problems
is fully recognised. The book, after a summary
account of the environment, discusses the
sociology of the tribes, and gives details of some
members of the Plains Indians and those of the
south-west. The culture of the Pueblos forms the
subject of an interestii^ chapter. There is a
good bibliography, and the book may be com-
mended as a satisfactory popular introduction to
the study of a remarkable people.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
[The Editor does not hold himself responsible^ far

opinions expressed by his correspondents. Neither
can he undertake to return, or to correspond •with

the writers of, rejected manuscripts intended for
this or any other part of Nature. No notice is

taken of anonymous communications,]

The Origin of Flint.

Mai I abk you to publish the following notes bn
the origin of fimt? I understand that a discussion of
the subject has been initiated by those interested in

the chemical and phvsical aspects of geology, and
think that the facts cited below may be of interest at
this moment.

I understand by the term “ the origin of flint ” an
account or reasonable explanation of the formation of
the nodules of black flint which occur so abundantly
in stratified layers in the Upper Chalk of this country.
Some seventy years ago the view was put for-

ward by the well-known naturalist Bowerbank—^who
was a special student of the sponges—that the flint

nodules of the chalk were formed in situ in the depths
of the sea by the silidfication of sponges which already
contained abundant siliceous spicules, and were, as it

were, solidified by attracting to themselves additional
silica from the sea-water. Silicification of wood—as in
the case of some wooden piers erected in shallow seas—^was known. The segregation of silica by the
attraction for it of organic matter was a recognised
fact. Similar segregation and formation of “concre-
tions ” of other chemical substances by other attractive

nuclei was recognised. Thus lumps or small masses
of clay were shown to have the power of attracting
phosphate of lime, and so to jgive rise to those
“phosphatic” nodules found at the base of the Red
^nd Coralline Crag, and also at the base of the Cam-
bridge Greensand, and in other positions w^here the
'>ones cf animals were accumulated and furnished
phosphate of lime, which was first dissolved by the sea-

water and then removed from it and held by the day
nodules.

From time to time other views were put forward
as to the formation of the flint-nodules of the chalk
after the deposit of the chalk yet whilst it was still

beneath the sea and permeated by sea-water. It was
held that the organic remains deposited in strata in

the chalk sea-bottom exercised an attractive influence

on the silica dissolved in sea-water, and so led to the
replacement of the organic remains by solid silica.

Later it became fairly certain that, as is the case w^th
the Atlantic ooze, the chalk deposit contained <H-igin-

ally about 10 per cent, of colloid silica in the form of

spicules and skeletons of minute organisms, and it was
held that this silica was dissolved by the permeating
sea-water (whilst the chalk was still beneath the sea),

and was then separated and deposited in the caviti-^^

occupied by sponges and other organic remains in

stratified layers in the chalk.

It is difficult enoflgh to find a parallel for this sup-
posed deposit when ihe solid, fairly (though not com-
pletely) Homogeneous character of the black chalk
flint is borne in mind. It is remarkable that the flint

deposited in these cavities shows little or no trace of

onion-like concentric layering, such as characterisies

the agates formed in geodes of igneous rock. We also

are met with a striking fact, namely, that the black
flint is apparently micro^rystalline in structure, and
that its ^haviour when “weathered” is such as to

lead to the inference that, although homogeneous to

the unaided eye, it yet consists of niinute particles of

quartz (that is to s&j, crystalline silica of the same
nature as rock-crystal) cemented by coUoid
which latter dissolves to a certain cs^tent in ,altea!5ne
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water containing CO3 in solution, and thus gives rise

to the white crust of “decomposed” flint which forms
the outer “cortex” of all chalk flints.

(i) A fact of capital importance, which must affect

an^r theory as to the origin of flint, is that

in many localities where a chalk escarpment
can be studied it is found that extensive
fissures traverse the stratified layers of chalk and
flint nodules at a sharp angle, and are filled with a con-

tinuous sheet of black, tabular flint. Such fissures may
be seen in the cliffs at Rottingdean, near Brighton,
often cutting through a thickness of 40 ft. or 50 ft. of

the stratified chalk obliquely to the plane of the strata,

and from these fissures sheets of flint 3 ft. square and
i in. to I in. in thickness can be readily removed.
The size of these sheets of flint in situ is apparently
limited merely by the vertical height and inward ex-
tension of the fissure. The occurrence of these
deep and extensive fissures—^mere cracks in so

far as their width is concerned—^filled with
a continuous deposit of black flint, makes it

certmu that the flint was deposited after the Assur-
ing of the chalk, and therefore, almost certainly, after
the elevation of the chalk, and probably through the
operation of fresh-water of atmospheric origin pene-
tratihg the porous mass of chalk after its elevation.

It is improbable that the nodules of flint in the chalk
have an ori^n different from that of the “tabular”
flint of the fissures. I am not able myself to bring
forward any parallel case of the filling of extensive
cavities and fissures in a sedimerttaiy rock by a dense
chmxical deposit. The formation of “septaria” in

clay IS a parallel on a ver^r small scale. The student
of mineral veins and deposits may perhaps be able to
throw some light on the matter-

{2) A fiirther fact of importance to any theory of
the origin of flint is that the black colour of flint

—

yellowish- or greenish-brown in thin splinters—is prob-
ably due to carbon, though no explanation has been
offered of the uniform association of this element with
flint. The existence in the Upper Chalk of oblong
cylindrical nodules of perfectly colourless transparent
quartz, occasionally showing blue or orange-brown
patches or “floating clouds” scattered in the clear
colourless silica» is also well known. A fine collection
of these has be^ bequeathed to the Woodwardian
Museum, Cambridge, by the Rev. Marmaduke Lang-
dale. They are deposit^ in cavities once occupied by
peculiar sponges (Choanites and Ventriculites). But
why they are free from carbon—^if carbon is the cause
of the black colour of black flint—is not explained.

In the spring of 1916 a combustion analysis of black
flint was made in the laboratory of the Royal Institu-
tion at my request, under Sir James Dewar’s direction.
The result pointed to the presence of minute quantities
oi carbon in Ae flint. But a very remarkable result
was also <^tained which it is necessary to re-examine
by employing black flint from various localities in
such combustions. A deflnite quantity of arsenic was
deposited in the combustion tube in the form of the
well-known arsenical imrror. Care was taken to
ch^ this startling result by exclusion of the possi-
bili^ of mcideuiul impurity in the material used. But
I have not been able myself to pursue the matter
further, and mention it now under all reserve, in the
Impe that some expert chemist will inquire into

subject* I am afraid that Sir James Dewar, to
whose kindness I owe this initial examination of the
chemicaj constituents of black flint, will not be able^ necessary time to it
t may add that another matter inquired into at my

‘

Was as to the amount of removable water
In^imnnat chalk ffint as quarried, and the per-'^ weight of water, whi<k carefully i

OTied wxk flint can adbSscwh, and the rata at which'
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the water is absorbed; further, the variation in these
amounts caused by variation of temperature, and the
question as to whether a sudden raising or lowering of
temperature causes the fracture of wet flint more
readily than of dry flint. Experiments were also made
as to the form of fracture caused by thermal changes
in flint, with the view of determining whether the
conchoidal fracture can be produced in flint by thermal
change alone, without the previous creation ot struc-
tural strain by a blow. Although 1 am not able to
report the results of these experiments, I wish to
bring the desirability of a thorough chemical and
physical examination of black flint to the notice ot

others who may have facilities for carrying through
such an examination which I do not possess. I trust
that some such fortunate experimentalist will take up
the chemical and physical investigation of flint, with-
out delay, as a serious task. It will take perhaps years
to complete, but will yield results of the highest value
to geology and to other branches of science.

The occurrence of arsenic in chalk flints may be due
to its presence in minute quantities in sponges, the
peculiar smell of which in the living state is suggestive
of the presence of an organic compound similar to the
strongly odorous gas known as diethylarsine.

May 25. E. Ray Lankester.

Plated Teeth of Sheep.

The subject of Mr. Beeby Thompson’s letter

(Nature, May 31, p. 264) has been noted
in various parts of Great Britain. Writing in

1684, Andrew Symson, minister of Kirkinner,
refcords In his “ Large Description of Gallon
way” that “in this parish [Glasserton] there is a hill

called the Fell of Barullion, and I nave been told,

but I give not much faith to it, that the sheep that
feed there have commonly yellow teeth, as if they were
guilded.” ^

In this matter the worthy minister was unduly
sceptical. The Fell of Barhullion is on my property,
and jaws of sheep fed thereon have been brought to
me with the teeth thickly plated with iron p3rrites.

The rock of the district is I.ower Silurian
;
in the softer

parts (Moffat Shales) large nodules of iron pyrites

are found. As there is wet peaty soil on parts of the
fell there is no lack of humic acid.

Herbert Maxwell.
Monreith, June 2.

The Stability of Lead Isotopes from Thorium.

Prof. Soddy’s view (Nature, May 24, p. 244) in-

volves the disappearance from the 20 kilos of ^horite
(with which he worked)^ of some 150 grams of unstable
lead and its conversion into forobably) thallium. There
should be present in the thorite thallium to the
amount of about 0012 gram per gram of thorium.
Such a quantity should be easily measurable. If

found to be present, support would be given to Prof.
Soddy’s suggestion. We are told that the thallium
was’^ present in amounts “ that sufficed for chemical as
well as spectroscopic identification.”

There is some difficulty in understanding how two-
thirds the ionisation of a ray, additional to the sevesi

a rays which go to generate the thorium halo,
can have left no trace upon the halo. Biit

range imy have been such as to render this pos-
sible. It is improbable, however, that a further

Orfs-y transffxmation of thallium can have occurred
wi'^out affecting the ionisktion curve to an extent
which would he <ktectabte when the halo is Oosmpaiei
with the ourve as determined from the seven toown
rays*

* *
^ J- Jolt,

Trinity Coll^, DubSn? May 29*
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ANALYSIS OF THE MECHANISM OF
SPEECH.

The impetus which recent events have given to

the study of spoken languages has brought
with it a renewed interest in the scientific analysis

of the mechanism of speech. He who wishes to

learn how to speak a foreign language must
necessarily devote much of his time to the acquisi-

tion of the pronunciation, and he will most easily

learn to become proficient at this difficult art if

he can ascertain precisely what he has to do with
his speech-organs in order to speak correctly. The
need for accurate information about speech move-
ments has led to the development of that branch

Fig. I,—AMare> tambour. MM, tae membrane; S, the style

of sdence knowm as experimental phonetics—^the

branch of science which has for its object the
accurate analysis of speech by mechanical means.
Among the numerous instruments which have

been devised for sf>ecch analysis there is one of
particular importance, known as the phonetic
kymograph, and it is the object of this article to
give a brief description of the nature and use of
Siis apparatus*

The phonetic kymograph is essentially an appli-

cation of the Marey tambour to linguistic pur-
poses. The principle of this tambour is well
known, and it is not necessary to describe it in
detaiL It will be sufficient to recall that it is a

tube is fitted (A) a mouthpiece (into which the
observer speaks), or (B) a nasal olive (which fits

into one nostril), or (C) a larynx capsule
fw hich is pressed firmly against the outside of the
larjnx). These appliances are shown in Fig. 2.

The complete apparatus is shown in Fig. 3,
which is an illustration of a small portable kymo-
graph. The diagrams in this article were made
on the large kymograph in the laboratory of ex-

Fig. 3
—A small portable kymograph

perimental phonetics at University College, Lon-
don; the cylinder of this machine has a circum-
ference of one metre and a maximum surface

speed of 70 cm. per second.

The most useful single tracings that can be
made on the phonetic kymograph are those which
result from speaking into the mouthpiece. More
detailed information may, however, often be ob-
tained by taking nose and mouth tracings, or

mouth and larynx tracings simultaneously, or by
taking tracings of all three kinds at the same time.

Fig. 9.—A, mou^pMce , B, nasal ciire , C, larynx capsnleu

mechanism by which vibrating air is communicated
to an elastic membrane, and the vibraticms of

this membrane are in turn communicated to a
very light needle or style (Fig. i). The vibra-

tions of the style are generally recorded on a
revolving drum covered with smoked paper or

some similar contrivance. Tambours may be of

various sizes and materials. A very useful type

is one in which the membrane is made of perished

rubber, and measures 3 cm. in diameter.

Air vibrations set up by speech may be commu-
nicated to the tambour in three prindpal ways:
(i) fitsn the mouth, (2) from the nose, (3) from
Urn outside of the larynx. A rubber tube is

attached to the tambour, and at the end of this
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The accocnpanying illustrations sbow the nature
of kymographic tracings and the deductions whidi
can be made from them. Fig. 4 shows a mouth-
tradng of the English word potaioJ^ The hori-

zontal parts of the line show places where no
air issues from the mouth, i.e. the “stops of the
consonants p, t, and t. The three steep rises in

the line mark the plosions ctf these consonants.
The small waves are caused by the air set in

vibration by the vocal chords when “voice” is

produced; in this diagram they represent the

vowels- The regular wavy line figuring in this

and other illustrations is a time-measurer showing
hundredths of a second.

Various features of pronundation may be

I Ttie tettmpifappwbg Sw tkis 9sd other is 4. trafe-

scripdbo of the iiiroooocaatiqa (IiatematioDa} Ftiozietlc
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Studied from such a tracing as this. Such are

:

(i) the extent of “ aspiration ” of the plosive con-

sonants (shown by the distances between the ver-

Fio, s»—Mouth-tcacmg* of ivw?, iea i, 6^ai bid^ bin. bit^ showing lengths of vowels and final

consonants.

ticai lines i and 2, 4 and 5, 7 an4 8); (2) the

lengfths of the vowels (shown by the distances

between the vertical lines 2 and 3, 5 and 6, 8 and
9). The variations in the

pitch of the voice may also

be calculated to any degree

of accuracy by measuring
the voice vibrations in suc-

cessive small intervals.

Fig, 5 illustrates the

variations in length which
English vowels undergo
under certain conditions.

The first four tracings show
variations in the length of

the English sound of ee as

exhibited in the words bee, heart, heat, and
the remaining thre^ tradngs show similar varia-

tions in the length of the so-called “short 2” in

the words htd, hin, hit. It will be seen that the

hid is just about the same length as the so-called

“long” vowel in heat, (Ignorance of the fact

that the vowels in words like heat, late, are much
shorter than those in head, laid,

is the cause of noticeable mis-
pronunciation on the part of
many foreigners.)

Fig. 6 shows (A) a mouth-
tracing of the word play said by
the writer, (B) a mouth-tracing
of the same word said by a
Flemish-speaking Belgian with a
bad accent. It will be noticed

that the Belgian mispronounced
the I by making it completely
voiced; in normal English this I

is partially devocalised, i.e, the

vibration of the vocal chords does
not begin until an appreciable

time after the explosion of the p.

Fig. 7 is a record of good
morning (as said on parting), in

which tracings of the nose,

mouth, larynx, and a time-

measurer have been taken simul-

taneously. The points at which
the various sounds begin and
end are clearly seen from the

nose and mouth tracings. (This

is where kymographic tracings have an advantage
over enlargements of talking-machine records.)

The distances between the vertical lines show the

Fto, 7-—Simoitaaeoasf nose, mouth, and larynx tracings <^igo&d mmnmng (as sa d on parting)

voweJs in bean and heat differ from that in head
in somewliat the same manner as the vowels in

him and Hi dMer from that in hid. It will also

be obsi^rmi that the so^oalled “short” vowel in
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Fig. 6.—a, mouth txacing of as said by the writer , B, mouth-tracing of the same word
mispronounced by a Flemish-speaking Belgian

lengths of the various sounds. From the nose-
tracings we may gather information as to the
extent to which nasal consonants exert a nasal-
ising influence on neighbouring vowels. The

larynx-tracing shows vibration-

waves throughout, since every
sound is voiced; this would be
the most convenient curve to

use for the purpose of calculat-

ing pitch.

Fig. 8 shows mouth-tracings
of the English huckle and the
French houcle. Two import-
ant differences will be noticed
in regard to the consonants:
(A) &e English I is voiced,

whereas the French I is not; (B) in the French
word the fe-sound is held on abotit twice as

long as it is in the English word. The
smallness of the voice-waves in the French
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-word is due to the fact that the record is of a

lady’s voice*

The above short account of the phonetic kymo-
§^raph will give some idea of the scope of the

apparatus. It will be seen that the instrument is

I F ic. 8.—A, mouth-tracing of English buckle (male voice) ; B, mouth-tracing- 01 French boucle
(female voice).

and the sciences which are prescribed in the

course of study are to be taught with definite

reference to horticulture.

If, therefore, a student follows this course at

a horticultural, college, there is but little, danger
that general science,* botany
and.chemistry and entomology,
will divert unduly the student’s

interest ' from horticulture:

The Bachelor of ^ S'cie.nce • in

Horticulture w^ould thus
,
be

.
possessed- of a fair knowledge

,

* of science, and would also

be a proficient practical horti-

^ culturist, able to dig and
trenchy plant and' prune, 'bud
and graft at best as well as

the averse gardener- If this

dng'o. Fr«ch taucU
ID fact, to the ^SC,

both science and horticulture

chiefly useful (ij for detecting the presence or

absence of voice, (2) for detecting the presence or

absence of nasality, (3) for measuring the lengths

of sounds, and (4) for calculating the pitch of the

voice- Daniel Jones.

A UNIVERSITY DEGREE IN
HORTICULTURE,

The University of London has, at the sug-
gestion of the council of the Royal Horti-

cultural . Society, established a B.Sc. degree in

Horticulture. Syllabuses for internal and
external students have been drafted, and the

University has under consideration the recogni-

tion of the Royal Horticultural Society’s school

and research station at Wisley as a school of the

University.

There can be no question that, if university

degrees are to be given in technical subjects,

the case for a degree in horticulture is a good
one ; for horticulture connotes not only an
industry and an art, but also an applied science.

First of all, however, it is a craft, and, like all

crafts, it
.
depends for its successful pursuit on

the exercise of practical skill. Therefore, an
academic recognition of proficiency which does
not carry with it a sure indication of craftsman-
ship is not only useless* but also pernicious.

ITie proposed degree in horticulture, df the
spirit of the regulations which govern it is

observed, makes adequate provision for the Re-
quirement of technical expertness. A candidate
for the internal degree, besides matriculating and
passing the Intermediate Science Examination,
must pass the Preliminary Examination for the
National Diploma in Hoi^culture before he pro-
c^ds to the Final Examination. This examina-
tion, established by the Royal Horticultural
Society with the approval of the Board of Agri-
culture, Is an adequate dementary test of prac-
tical knowledge and ability. Furthermore,
during .the final course candidates are required to
p^ect their knowledge of practical horticulture,
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will gain- For at present
there ds a deep gulf fixed between the -science

and practice of horticulture. The well-trained

man of science, say the Part IL- Tripos man,
has become too specialised in habits of , .work,

too much a victim of the laboratory habit, to be
willing to spend a year or so working with his

hands on the land.

For these reasons it may be hoped that the

establishment of a degree in horticulture will be
of no less benefit to potential botanists and agri-

. cultural chemists than to professional horticul-

turists. In the case of botany, at all events, it

may reasonably be asserted that much of the

botanical ritual observed in our university

laboratories is outworn; and although we are pot
confusing botanists with gardeners, we are con-
fident that, if* botanical students were to spend
half as many hours working in the garden as
they now spend with microscopes and micro-
tomes, they would become better botanists.

From yet another point of view the degree in

horticulture is to be welcomed. Tropical horti-

culture is in many cases more akin to horticulture

than to the agriculture practised in this country.
The Empire has great need of men to -aid in'

developing its resources. The old .class of

administrator—^the man who could administer

anything about which he knew nothing—^has beep
found out. The war has weighed him in the
balances and proved him wanting- The new
class of administrator must, foe a new kind of

practical man—“ a hewter, not a heaver, of

things.” By providing a- course of training in

the practice and ,^ience ' of horticuittire, the
University of London has made a contribution

towards meeting the need* for this new class of

practical men. . .

‘

.

This will only be the case, ' however, if the
University insists upon satisfactory practical

training for all candidates for degrees in horri^

culture, and not from internal students only.

Unfortunately, the/ regulations for the extenuti
degree in horticultilpe provide for hi

practical horticulture^ nor, to be faiif, does It
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provide for training in anything else. This

omission can satisfy only those who believe ^at
ability to pass an examination is sufficient

evidence of training. External students are

required to pass an examination in practical hor-

ticulture. The test lasts one day only, whereas

not fewer than two dajs, and preferably three,

should be spent by the student in demonstrating

his skill in practical horticulture. Unless the

examination is so arranged as to secure that

every recipient of the degree has a sound know-
ledge of practical horticulture, the establishment

of a degree in this subject will do more harm than

good.

CONTINUATIVE EDUCATION IN
FRANCE.

England is not the only Allied country that

is thinking of putting its educational house

in order, even before the end of the war. Our
good neighbour France is engaged on a similar

project Thanks to the kindness of M. Maurice

Roger, one of the leading specialists on tech- I

nicS education in France, the present writer is
j

able to give a brief account of the French pro-
|

posals, which, in the light of Mr. Fisher’s some-
what tantalising treatment of the subject, cannot
fail greatly to interest the English public.

The Bill 'before the French Chamber is

essentially a consolidating measure, while at the

same time it introduces the principle of compul-
sion> the attempt at voluntary continuative educa-
tion having failed to produce adequate results.

Hitherto commercial and technical education
have formed the subject of one law, agricultural

of another, and physical training of a third. All

three laws have passed one or other of the two
Chambers. The new proposals will co-ordinate

the three laws in one in order that the education
of the future student may be similarly co-

ordinated.

The aim of the education will be alike economic
and civic, and the physical education will, in the
case of the male student, lead up to military

training. The unskilled, as well as the skilled,

employee must attend these schools, which are
not to be schools ^for workmen, but schools
where workmen, especially the unskilled, may
increase their economic prciductivity. It is signi-

ficant to note that, in spite of the centralising

traditions of French education, the classes are
to be organised in accordance with local or
ri^icmal needs, under the guidance of local com-
mittees for each commune. When the com-
mune is a large town like Paris or Marseilles,
the unit chosen seems very suitable, but in the i

case of the small village it is certainly not large
Such committees are to be composed

of town and district councillors, doctors, offidal

members, representatives of chambers of com-
mence and $gricultural societies (very strong and
influential bi^ies in certmn parts of France), and
dekgates from associations of employers and
trade-mtions and various other important local
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societies. Above them will be a county council

committee, and at the top a central committee to

exercise a general oversight and control. Two
stages of study are mapped 'out; the first is up

I

to seventeen for boys and sixteen for girls.

‘ Curiously enough, the recent English Depart-
mental Committee on Juvenile Education in

relation to Employment after the War also

recommended two stages, but the first in the ^

English proposals extends only to sixteen years

of age. In this first period in the French scheme
the obligatory subjects are French, history and
geography, physical exercises, science applied to

agriculture, industry, commerce, and navigation,

or domestic economy, comprising practical work
in each case. A minimum of fifty hours is

assigned to general education, 150 to profes-

I

sional, and 100 to physical, the last being

allotted to Sunday. This makes '^00 hours, as

against 320 suggested by the English committee,
which proposes a minimum of onlv about fifty

hours a week for physical exercises.

The second stage is from seventeen to twenty
years of age for young men and sixteen to

eighteen for girls, compared with sixteen to

eighteen for English students- French, con-

ferences on history, geography, civics, common
law, and political economy are assigned a minimum
of 100 hours, and the same amount is to be de-

voted to gymnastics and the preparation for mili-

tary service. For girls the place of the latter is

taken by manual work, hygiene, and some notions

of medicine and child-rearing.

Existing technical, commercial, and higher
elementary school buildings are to be utilised so

far as possible for giving continuative education.
The more technical subjects will be taught by pro-

fessional teachers, but elementary-school teachers
will be largely used for the more general parts

of the course. To enable them to give the extra

•time out of school, the ordinary day-school hours
will be shortened by half an hour, and the sum-
mer holidays increased to two months. If more
than 200 teaching hours of continuative education
are required of them they are to receive extra
pay. It is very significant to note that private

schools will be allowed, under certain conditions,
to provide continuative education.

Cloudesley Brereton.

NOTES.
The list of honours conferred on the occasion of the

celebration of the King’s birthday on June 3 includes
t^ following names of men known in scientific

circles :

—

Baronets

:

Sir Thomas Elliott, Deputy-Master
and Comptroller of the Mint (retiring); Sir Robert
Hadfield, F.R.S., past-president of the Iron and Steel
Institute and of the Faraday Society; Mr. James Knott,
formerly president of the Institute of Marine Engineers

;

Sir Philip
^
Magnus, representative in Parliament

for the University of Ix^ndon . since 1906; the Right
Hon* T. W. Russell, Vice-President of the Department
of Agriculture and Technical Instruction for Ireland;
Dr. Frederick Taylor, president of the Royal College

^

of Physicians. Knights: Prof. W. J. pro-
fessor and dean of the fadolty of cqmjiimrce at Birming-
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ham University
; Mr. Graham Balfour, secretary to the

Staffordshire Education Committee ; Mr. F. H.
Barker, for h;s work in the development and adop-
tion of the Parsons steam turbine throughout the prin-

cipal countries of Europe; Prof. T. Kennedy Dalziel,

professor of surgery, Anderson's College, "Glasgow;
Dr. T. Gregory Foster, the provost of University

College, London; Dr. R T. Glazebrook, F.R.S.,
director of the National Physical Laboratory since

1899; Mr. Robert Jones, lecturer on orthopaedic sur-

gery’, Liverpool University, and inspector of military

orthopaedics, A.M,C. ; Mr. William Peck, director of

the City Observatory, Caiton Hi!!, Edinburgh; Prof.

E. C. Stirling, professor of physiology in the Univer-
sity, of Adelaide; Mr. H. F. Waterhouse, dean and
lecturer on anatomy at Charing Cross Medical School.

Dr H. F. Heath, secretary of the Depart-
ment of Scientific and Industrial Research. K.C.M.G. :

Dr. R. A. Falconer, president of the University of

Toronto. C.M.G, ; Mr. R. C. Allen, Director of Sur-
veys and Land Officer, Uganda Protectorate; Mr. T.
Hood, Director of the Maiical and Sanitary Service,

Nigeria; Mr. F. E. Kanthack, Director of Irrigation,

Union of South Africa. CJ.E.

:

Lt.-Col. D. \y.
Sutherland, principal, and professor of medicine, Medi-
cal College and School, Lahore, Punjab; Mr. Taw’
Sein Ko, superintendent, Archseological Survey,
Burma. Kahar4-Hind Medal: Capt. R. H. Bott,

professor of surgery, Medical College, Lahore, Punjab.

We regret to announce the death, on June 2, of Dr.
W^. H, Besant, F.R.S., fellow of St. John’s College,

Cambridge, in his eighty-ninth year.

We notice with regret the announcement of the

death on May 29, at seventy-five years of age, of

Sir William D. Niven, K.C.B., F.R.S., late director

of studies, Royal Naval College, Greenwich.

According to the Elecitician it is proposed to change
the name of the Canadian Society of Engineers to

the Canadian Institution of Engineers, and to enlarge
the scope of the society by the admission of electrical,

chemical, mining, and mechanical engineers.

Mr. Stephen Paget is collecting notes for a book on
the life and 'work of the late Sir Victor Horsley, and
he asks friends, colleagues, and patients of Horsley
to send him any letters which may be used for the
purposes of the book. Great care will be taken to

return all letters, which should be sent to Mr. Paget
at 21 Ladbroke Square, W.ii,

Mr. J. Ramsbottom, of the Department of Botany,
British Museum, has been appointed protozoologist to

the medical staff at Salonika. The trustees of the
museum have accepted Miss Lorrain Smith’s offer to

act as temporary assistant in charge of the fungi dur-
ing Mr. Ramsbottom ’s absence and to deal with in-

quiries relating to this group of plants. Miss Lortain
Smith has been associated with the, department for

many years, especially in connection with the revision

and completion of Crombie’s “Monograph of British
Lichens,” the second volume of which (by Miss Smith)
ajjpeared in 1911; the second edition of vol i., which
will bring the whole W’ork up to date, is now' almost
complete.

A paragraph has appeared generally in the daily

Press^ relating to a new* and wonderful explosive of
American origin **so povrerful that five, grains, its

inventor claims, would blow the. largest building in

the world to pieces.” One must conclpde that the
acddent which led to the discovery yielded only minute
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j

quantities, or the United States might have been dis-

1 integrated! Sensational statements of this descrip-

j

tion may appeal to the public imagination, but it must
;

be remembered that some of the most highty explosive

j

substances are inapplicable by reason of the difficulties
I and risks of manufacture, of their sensitiveness, and
i of our inability to control the explosion. If the new
1
“Terrorall” is even one-thousandth as powerful as

} stated it by no means follows that it will prove of,

I ser\’ice in the vrar.

At the aniversary meeting of the Linnean Society
on May 24 the following were elected officers and
council for the ensuing year;

—

President: Sir David
Prain. Treasurer : Horace W. Moncktgn. Secretaries:
Dr. B. Daydon Jackson, 1^ S. Goodrich, and Dr.
A. B. Rendle. Council (in addition to these officers)

:

Mrs. Agnes Arber; E. G. Baker; Prof. W. Bateson;
E. T. Browne; R. H. Burne; Sir Frank Crisp, Bart.;
A. D. Cotton; J. Groves; Miss G. Lister; Gerald
Loder; Prof. G. E. Nicholls; Prof. H. G, Plimmer;
Dr. D. H. Scott; Dr. A. E. Shipley; and Lt.-Col.

J. H. T. Walsh. The president handed to Mr. T. G.
White, secretary of the Agent-General for New South
Wales, the Crisp award and medal to be forwarded to

Dr. Robin John Tlllyard, of Sydney University; and
presented to Mr. H. B, Guppy the Linnean gold medal
avrarded to him for his sendees to biolog5^

In a recent note (Nature, May 24, p. 250)
we directed attention to the renewed audibility

in the south-eastern counties of the gun-firing

on the Western front. We have received

another account from Dr. H. S. Allen,
^

who,
from the pO'Xh on the south side of Cressington

Church, Surrey, heard very distant gun-firing
^

at

11.30 a.m. on May 28. “The church is two miles

south of Surbiton,
’ and stands on^ a slight eminence

from which an uninterrupted view of the North
Downs is obtained. There were light, variable breezes

from the south-east. The reports followed one another

at irre^Iar intervals, but ffie average time between
successive reports 'was about three seconds.” Accord-

ing to Sir Douglas Haig’s report, there vras “con-

siderable artillery activity on both sides during the

day south of the" Scarpe "and in the Ypres sector.”

By direction of the War Cabinet, Dr. Addison, the

Minister of Munitions, has made arcangempts for the

appointment of an interdepartmental committee to pre-

pare a scheme for the establishment in London of an
Imperial Mineral Resourcjes Bureau ;—(a) To collect

information in regard to the mineral resources and
metal req[uirements of the Empire, and (b) to advise

what action, if any, may appear desirable to enable

such resources to be developed and made available to

meet requirements. The members of the committee

I

are as follows :—Sir James Stevenson, Bt. (chairman),

I Mr. C. L. Budd, Sir A. Duckham, Prof. W. R. Dun-

;

Stan, Mr. C. W. Fielding, Mr. J. F. N. Green, Rt.

Hon. Lord Islington, Mr. L. J. Kershaw, Sir T. Mac-
kenzie, Hon. Sir G. H. Perley, Mr. W. S. Robinson,

and Rt. Hon. W. P. Schreiner. The secretary to the

I
committee is Mr. Oswald C. Allen, and all communi-
cations on the subject

,

should be addressed to him at

the Ministry of Munitions, Whitehall Place, S.W.i.

Under the title, “Rhubarb and Red Tape,” the

British Medical Journal for June 2 makes the foliovr-

ing remarks upon the suspension of the Kew BnJle-

tin:—“Our contemporary. Nature, published on May
24 an interesting and rimely article on rhubarb, in-

tended by its author for the Kew Bulletin, the pub^

liention of which the Government in its wisdom haS
decided to suspend. The olficial explanation gjven >
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for this paltrv piece of economy is that ‘ it has been

ruled that the Kew Bulletin is not essential, and its

publication has therefore been suspended ’ owing to

the shortage of paper. The small amount of paper

needed to secure the continued publication of so useful

a periodical, which serves as a link between scientific

and economic botany, could well be spared by a trifling

reduction in the waste of paper in a single Govern-

ment department. Lop-sid^ actions of this sort bring

our Government into contempt, and indicate a narrow-

ness of outlook threatening the future of the country.”

Sir Ernest Shackleton has return^ to this country

after lecturing in Australia and America on his return

from Ihe Antarctic. In a brief interview he gave to

Reuter’s Agency Sir Ernest said that much scientific

work had been done despite the disaster to the expedi-

tion and the failure of the plan to cross Antarctica.

He confirms the opinion held by all who know the

Weddell Sea that it is the worst sea in the world for ice

congestion and pressure. The most interesting state-

ment he made, however, was with regard to Morrell

Land, or New South Greenland, which is supposed to

project northward from Antarctica into the Weddell
Sea. Since Morrell, in 1823, sighted part of the coast-

line of this land no voyager has definitely seen it, but,

on the othejr hand, no one has been able to sail over

its supposed position, while circumstantial evidence is

strongly in its favour. Sir Ernest claims to have
smled over and so proved its non-existence. It would
be most interesting to have further details, with lati-

tude and longitudes, so that this probleni can be
definitely cleared up. Morrell may have been a little

wrong in his longitudes, but it will be surprising if no
land exists in the western part of the Wedd-ell Sea.

The letter on “ Plated Teeth of Sheep,” published in

Nature of May 31, has brought us a copy of a paper
“On So-called Gold-coated Teeth in Sheep,” by Prof.
A. Liversidge, fcHmierly professor of chemistry,
University of Sydney, read before the Royal Society
of New South Wales on June 7, 1905. Prof. Liver-
sidge received the lower half of a sheep’s jawbone,
the teeth of which were more or less completely en-
crusted with a yellow, metalHoIooking substance, but
more like iron pyrites (marcasite) or brass than gold.
He found that the incrustation readily came off in

scales when even lightly scratched with the point of
a penknife. The surface of the tooth under the scale

was found to be black, but apparently not decayed
; the

thickness of the deposit was apparently less than
I mm. The scale partly dissolved in dilute acid. The
residue consisted of filmy wganic matter, still possess-
ing a metallic sheen, although white in colour instead
of yellow. When heated on platinum foil the scale
blackened, partly fused, and left a white residue solu-
ble in dilute hydrochloric or nitric acid. The residue
contained phosphoric acid, and apparently consisted
mainly of calcium phosphate. Under the microscope
the scale was seen to be translucent and of a pale
brownish colour, and under a 4-in. objective it was
stoi to be made of thin layers, but with no recog-
nisable organic structure. Prof. Liversidge concluded
that “the metallic lustre is due to the way in which
the light is -reflected from the surfaces of the super-
imposed films. The incrustation on the teeth is ap-
parently a deposit of tartar, and perhaps partly due
to superfidal decay of the tooth.”

Thp Royal Academy of Sciences and Letters of Den-
mark; has announced the subjects on which it invites
m^oirs, with a view to the award of, its me^ls and
prizes. * The subject in history, for which the prize is

the academy^s gold mtdaL is the origin and devd<^
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meat of alchemy among the Greeks, based on the'

examination of Greek literature. In astronomy the

society’s gold medal will be awarded to the approved

memoir on the distances of stars of spectral class N
(Secchi’s Type IV.), their distribution in space, and the

determination of their velocities. For the academy’s

gold medal in physics the subject is an experimental

research on the transparency and electrical conductivity

of thin metallic films, special importance being attached

to the determination 0/ the thickness of such films.

The prize of 800 crowns arising out of the Classen

legacy is offered for the approved memoir on the light

thrown on the habitats and the immigration into

Denmark of weeds, especially those of cultivated areas,

by palaeontology and history, and by the study of the

various means and routes of the migration of these

plants. In all these cases rnemoirs must be ' sent in

'by October 31, iqi8. The prize of 800 crowns derived

from the Thott legacy is to be awarded in connection

with a subject announced in 1914, namely, a descrip-

tion based on existing literature, as well as on per-

sonal research work, of the facts^ which ought to be
taken into account in drying seeds, special attention
being given to the kinds of direct interest to Danish
agriculture. These memoirs are to be sent in by
October 31 next. The essays may be written in any
one of seven specified languages, including English,
and are to be sent to Prof. H. G. Zeuthen, secretary
of the Academy.

A STATUE of the eminent chemist, Prof. Marcelin
Berthelot, sometime professor at the Paris School of
Phannacy, was unveiled in Paris on May 21. We
reprint from the* Chemist and, Druggist the following
interesting account of the ceremony given by its Paris
correspondent:—“The Sorbonne, as the home of the
faculty of sciences and the heart of the Latin Quarter,
was appropriately chosen for the function, which
marked the close of the Exhibition of * School and
War,’ organised by the French Teaching League.
The great amphitheatre was filled to suffocation, and
on the platform were the representatives of official and
intellectual France—M. Raymond Poincar6 and his
Ministers of State, the Paris Municipal Council, and
the teaching staff of the University. The speakers
were the head of the College of France (to which
Berthelot was attached), the Prefect of the Seine, the
President of the Municipal Council, the Director of the
French Academy, the Vice-President of the Italian
Senate, and others. There was a wjar-time note in
many of the speeches. M. Armand Gautier, the
chosen orator of the Academy of Sciences, told how
during the 1870-7 1 siege of Paris he met Berthelot
returning from a visit to the outposts, where he had
accompanied a French general. The savant had
shown the soldier how the defence of the city could
be improved; the general had hesitated for fear of
reprisals, nbt wishing to provoke the enemy to bom-
bard Paris. Shortly after, the Latin Quarter was
shelled, and the College of France and the Museum were
damaged. M. Painlev^, Minister of War, referred to

the same epoch. Not only did Berthelot show how
chemical substances could be synthesised, but ‘ he
dared to apply scientific methods to these explosives, the
violence and terrible rapidity of which seemed to defy
all control, but of which the artilleryman must under-
stand the laws the better to regulate and subjugate.’
It was * his long and obstinate research * into the
problems of waves of explosion which led up to-M.
Vieille’s discovery of smokeless powder. ’

speeches terminated, the oflScial cortege proceeded to
the statue hard by—the work of M. Ren4 de Saint-
Marceaux. When this was unveiled Paris school
chijdreh and , the Cadet . Corps-^some thousands*
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young people in all—marched past the monument of
the savant and patriot.”

The importance of ethnobotany, a new field of re-
search which, if investigated systematically, will vield
results of great value both to the ethnologist and the
botanist, is now fully recognised, particularly in
America. The questions with which the ethno-
l^tanist deals are : the primitive ideas and concep-
tions of plant life; the effects of a given plant en-
vironment on the lives, customs, religion, thoughts,
and everyday practical affairs of the people studied;
the use of plants for economic, magical, or cere-
monial purposes; how far their knowledge of plant
life extends; the study of plant names as a branch of
the local folklore. The methods and results to be
gained from this field of investigation are fully ex-
plained in Bulletin No. 55 of the American Bureau of
Ethnology, entitled “Ethnobotany of the Tewa In-
dians,” by Messrs. W, W. Robbins and J. P. Harring-
ton and Miss Barbara Freire-Marreco, which supplies
a useful introduction to this new field of research.

The Journal of the Academy of Natural Sciences of
Philadelphia, second series, vol. xvi., part iii., is devoted
to a report, printed in a style which few societies in
this country can rival, compiled by Mr. C. B. Moore,
on some aboriginal sites on Green River, Kentucky,
and on the Ohio and Mississippi. Some of these
implements supplied curious objects made of deer’s
antlers, hooked at one end, and having a cavity in die
other, in which fragments of asphalt were found,
apparently intended to fix something introduced into
the^ cavity. There is some doubt as to the object for
which these articles were intended. Possibly the
hooked implements were used as netting needles, while
others of a different form were “sizers,” used for
spacing the meshes of the nets. The cavity may have
held some decorative object. The full collection of
photographs appended to this report will doubtless soon
lead to a final settlement of the use of these imple-
ments.

Abstracts of Bacteriology is the title of a new
publication issued bi-monthly under the editorial direc-

tion of the Society of American Bacteriologists, the
first number appearing in February. The purpose is,

as the name implies, to review current literature on
bacteriology in all its various branches, and a journal
of this kind will be very welcome now that German
periodicals of a similar character are difficult to ob-
tain and are tabooed by many. A list of periodicals
to be reviewed is given, and comprises some 650 titles.

We predict a cordial reception for this new aid to
bacteriological research. The British publisher is the
Cambridge University Press, Fetter Lane, London,
E.C.4.

We have received a copy of the May issue of the
Veterinary Review (vol. i., No. '

2), a new
,
periodical devoted to veterinary science and prac-
tice. It contains a review of the present state

of knowledge of specific polyarthritis, an infec-

tive disease of the joints attacking foals. The
remainder of the issue is devoted to abstracts of pub-
lications, which seem to be well chosen and will be
very useful, and to notes on books and a bibliography
of veterinary publications (thirty-four pages). The
Veterinary Review, which is edited by Dr. Charnock
Bradley, is published quarterly by Messrs. W. Green
and Son, Edinburgh, at an annual subscription of

ro^'. 6d.

Though much has been written on the fur-seal of

the Pribilof Islands, Prof. G. H. Parker, iii the Scien^
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tific Monthly for May, has contrived, in a most admir-

able summary of the life-history of this animal, to add
many new and important facts. Not only from the com-
mercial, but also from the zoologist’s point of^view, it

is fortunate that the largest existing herd oCfur-seals

is that v-hich breeds on the Pribilof Islands, for these

now belong to the United States, which came into

possession of the islands with the purchase of Alaska
from Russia in 1867. When in 1910 the lease to the

North American Commercial Company expired, the

Government abandoned the leasing s\stem and took

over the management of the herd to avert, if possible,

the steady decline in its numbers. This decline

was due, not to the regular killing on land, but

to pelagic sealing resulting in the slaughter of from
6o to So per cent, of females, the pups of which, as a
consequence, were left to starve. To save the herd
pelagic sealing was forbidden, and later all killing on
the islands was banned, except of such animals as were
needed to furnish food for the natives until the end of

the 1917 season. This, Prof. Parker considers, was a

mistake, since it has encouraged the undue increase

of “ bachelors,” which disturb the harems of the breeding

bulls. These “ bachelors,” he contends, should be thinned

by taking toll of three-year-old males, the skins being
then at their prime. The average life of the fur-seal^

api^ars to be from twelve to fourteen years- But
while the bulls do not begin to breed until they are six

or seven years old, the females are sexually active for

almost twice that period. Hence the advisability of

reducing the number of “bachelors.”

The “Book^of the Madras Exhibition, 1915-16,”

contains a report of a lecture by Mr. Jas. Hornell

dealing, among other things, with the question of

pearl culture in Indian seas. The author believes that

a great natural pearl fishery must always be a rare

and fortuitous occurrence. There will always be series

of bad seasons, and now and then a successful one.

The natural factors which produce these good and bad
seasons are so powerful that man’s interference seems
to be unavailing, and further expenditure of money
is regarded as useless. There are, however, very en-

couraging results with respect to the artificial culture

of true pearls, and the production of induced pearls

is already a growing industry in Japan. Small
spherules of mother-of-pearl are carefully inserted be-

tween the mantle lobe and shell of the mother mollusc,

and after a period of about two years a marketable
pearl has been formed. This is, at best, only a three-

quarter pearl, and the imperfect side must be completed

by cementing on a convex flake of mother-of-pearl.*

Therefore the gem cannot be used as a unit for

stringing, but it can be utilised wherever there is

intricate mounting of some kind, Mr. Hornell refers

to a process of his own whereby true pearls, abso-

lutely flawless and spiierical, can be produced. So far

he has obtained pearls of microscopic size only, but

this is due to the limited time of growth in the con-

ditions of his experiments, Indian w-aters, he points

out, are more suitable for such processes than Japanese
waters, for in the former there is no winter pause of

growth. ^

In the Journal of Agricidtural Research (vol. vii..

No. 7) A. C. Baker and W. F. Turner give a full

account of the rosy apple aphis (A. malifoliae or A,
sorhi^ in which some new facts of importance may be
found. The authors confirm previous statements that

plantain is the alternate host of the insect. Anath^
common British aphid, Macrosifhum granarmm^ is

described, with exceltot figures, by W. J- PMIlips in

No. n of the same volume. This latter number con*
tains also * an account of Syntomasph ,

a
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chalcid which, instead of adopting a parasitic mode
of larval life, lays eggs in apple-seeds, ' within which

the grubs feed. N. E. Mclndoo discusses in No, 3 of

the same volume the effects of nicotine as an insecti-

cide. He finds that the spray solutions neither p^s
into the air-tubes nor penetrate the cuticle and skin,

but the fumes traverse the air-tubes and are dis-

tributed to the tissues, killing insects by paralysis, due

to structural changes in the nerve-cells.

At a meeting of the American Institute of Electrical

Engineers in November last Prof. J. B. Whitehead,

of Johns Hopkins University, gave an account of a

new form of voltmeter he has developed for measur-

ing potential differences up to 150 kilovolts. The com-

|dete paper appears in che April Journal of the Frank-

En Institute. The instrument depends on the con-

stancy of the electric field at which the ^orona dis-

charge is formed between a wire and a cylinder along

the axis of which the wire is placed. In that reading

to 100 kilovolts the wire is of nickel-plated tool steel

0-6 cni. diameter and about 150 cm. long. It is sur-
l

rounded by a perforated cylindrical electrode 30^ cm.
|

diameter and 90 cm. long. Both wire and cylinder
j

are enclosed in a cylindrical vessel in which the pres-

sure of the air can be varied from 40 to 140 cm. of

mercury. The potential at w^hich the corona forms

at the surface of the wire appears to be independent

of the frequericy when alternating cuh*ents are used,

and to be uninfluenced by the presence of moisture

in the air. It is a function of the radii of the wire

and outer electrode, and of the pressure and tem-

pmture of the air. The formation of the corona is

detected either by an electroscope or a galvanometer
connected to the outer electrode, or bv a telephone

with its transmitter inside and its receiver outside

the containing vessel.

The estimation of toluene in crude petroleum was
the subject of a paper read before the Institution of

Petroleum Technologists on May 15 by Mr. S. E.
Bowrey. It is pointed out that, whilst the process

of cracking increases- the percentage of aromatics in

the oil, there is a serious loss of oil by carbonisation.

The experiments were therefore limited to the crude
<nl. After carefully examining the method of frac-

tionation and of extraction by sulphonation and nitra-

tion, aE of which possess serious disadvantages, Mr.
Bofwrey eventually adopted the method of extraction by
Iqdd sulphur dioxide at low temperatures as afford-

ing the most satisfactory results. The process is car-

ried out in the following manner:—^The crude oil is

first distilled and the distillate collected up to 150°.

The latter is then freed from unsaturated hj^dro-

carbons by shaking with ^ per cent, sulphuric acid,

and afterwards with alkafi and water. The purified

Sfwrit is then extracted with successive quantities of
l^id sulphur dioxide at —35®, and the combined
eaftract carefully fractionated with a special form of
fiactionating apparatus. In this way a series of frac-

tions IS obtained from which the percentage of
benzene, toluene/ and xylene can be estimated, and
the ouantities are further controlled by a specific

graltify determination. Each of the steps described
fiasjb^n carefully tested by the use of artificially pre-
pared mixtures of light petroleum and the three
aromatic hydrocarbons, ana the results, considering
the difficulties of the problem, appear to be very satis-

factory,

A SHORT paper by Prof. K. C. Browning, of
Colombo, on “The Detection of Traces of Mercury
Salts for Toxological Purposes” (Joum. Chem. Soc.^
imL cpd-, p. 236) describes a process whereby the detec-
tion of this element can be carried to a point com-
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parable with that reached in the case of arsenic. The
method consists in depositing the mercury on a

cathode of gold foil, and then vaporising it in a
vacuum tube, where its presence is detected spectro-

scopically. Under these conditions one part of mer-

curic chloride in 1000 million parts of solution can be

detected. Attempts to concentrate liquids containing

minute traces of mercury are usually futile, on account

of the volatility of the metal and its compounds; in

such cases it is better to use a large volume of well-

stirred liquid and rely exclusively upon electrolysis for

concentration.

In the issue of the Engineer for May 18 there is an
interesting account of the very important hydro-

electric poiver supply undertaking for Bombay known
as the Tat^ power scheme, by which Energy is sup-

plied to Bombay over a distance of some forty-three

miles. The source of the power is three artificial

lakes, or reservoirs, in the Western Ghauts, known
respectively as Lake Lonawla (986 acres). Lake Wal-
whan (1535 acres), and Lake Shirawta (3174 acres).

They stand in order of elevation, commencing with
the lowest, which exceeds 2000 ft. above sea-level,

and they are capable jointly of storing sixty thousand
million gallons of water. The district in which the
“ lakes are situated is remarkable for its heavy
rainfall. During monsoons the precipitation is extra-

ordinary, as much as 546 in. (45I ft.) having fallen in

the catchment area during a single monsoon, of which
quantity 440 in. (36! ft.) fell within thirty-one conse-

cutive days. The “'lakes ” have been formed by the

construction of dams, which, though not of remark-
able height, are certainly of unusual length. The
shortest is 1900 ft, long, and the longest no fewer
than 8000 ft.—^just above miles. All the dams are
built of masonry, with coursed faces and rubble heart-

ing. The Shirawta and Walwhan Lakes are con-

nected by a tunnel in hard trap-rock, 5000 ft. in length.

The waterways are designed for a water capacity of

120,000 h.p., with a maximum velocity of about 5 ft

per second. Sufficient capacity is provided in the fore-

bay to keep eight turbines, each of 11,000 b.h.p.,

working at full load for hours. The length of pipe
line from the forebay to the power-house is 13,000 ft.,

and the difference in level is 1725 ft. Tlie plant was
formally put into service in April, 1915*

Engineering for May 18 contains an illustrated

account of a new 15,000-kw. three-phase turbo-alter-
nator recently erecred at the Chelsea power station
of the Metropolitan District Railway. It is of interest

to note that only ten years ago builders were con-
sidered greatly daring in constructing turbo-generators
of 5000-kw. capacitv at 1000 revolutions per minutje.
Improvements in generator details have been respon-
sible for this notable advance. In view of possible
changes in the boiler plant at Chelsea, the new
machine was specified to be capable of working with
steam at 200 Ib. per sq. in, (gauge) and 600^ F., but
to run its trials at 185 lb. per sq. in. (gauge) and
500° F., giving a superheat of 125° F- only. These
test conditions give a steam consumption of about
7 per cent, more than if the tests had been carried
out at the higher pressure and temperature. The re-

sults under these test conditions, with a vacuum of
i 0'75 in. absolute back pressure, are as follows :

—

Percentage of econom-
ical output 50 75 go 100 120

Steam consumption, in

lb. per kw.-hour ... 12*9 12-2 11*95 11-8 12*3

The makers are Messrs. C. A. Parsons and Co., Ltd.,
of Newcastle; Messrs, Merz and McLellan have acted
/as consulting engineers, and have conducted the tests.
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OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN.
Parallax of Barnard’s “Runaway” Stir.—In the

Journal of the British Astronomical Association for

April, it is stated that Prof. Schlesinger, of Allegheny,
has found a parallax of 0*52'', and a proper motion in

R.A. of “0*73^ for the “runaway” star discovered
by Prof. Barnard (^^ature, vol. xcviii., p. 196). Dr.
S. A. Mitcheirs value for the parallax is 0*47^, and
that found at Yerkes Observatory by Dr. Lee is 0*55'^-

The true value is evidently very close to half a second.
The star thus appears to come second to a Centauri
in point of distance, but is the nearest known star

which is visible in our latitud s.

Distribl*tion of Stars of Type O-—^The important
investigations of Prof. Charlier on the distribution

and motions of stars of type B (Nature, vol. xcviii.,

p. 1 16) have been extended to stars of type O by W.
Gyllenberg (Arkiv for Maiematik, vol. xi., No. 28).

The general principle of the method is that if the
temperature^ and radius be supposed constant for a
given class of stars, the distance of each individual
star is given by f=R.io**‘-’*‘, where m is the apparent
magnitude, and R is the distance corresponding to

.apparent magnitude zero. In general, K is deter-
mined from the proper motions and radial velocities,

but alternative methods have been employed by Dr.
Gyllenberg for stars of type O (Wolf-Rayet stars).

The extension in space and the velocity distribution
show a close relation to the B stars, as would be
expected if the two classes are contiguous in the
spectral^ sequence. The absolute magnitude of the
O stars is — 27S, this being the magnitude at a distance
of I siriometer (=10® astronomical u'nits). This result
is in close agreement with Charlier ’s value — 2-45 to'
—4*78 for the successive sub-classes of the B stars.
The O stars, however, show a much larger extension
than^ those of type B in the galactic plane.. The
density of O stars in the neighbourhood of the sun is
0-0000176 per cubic siriometer.
A similar investigation for A stars has been made

by K. G. Malmquist, and for F stars by C. F, Lun-
dahh

The Minimum Radiation Visually Perceptible.

—

The recent results of Ives with regard to the least
quantity of radiant energy capable of producing the
sensation of light (Nature, vol. xcviii., p. 216) have
been further investigated by Prof. H. N. Russell
(Astrophysical Journal, vol. xlv., p, 60). As before,
the metre-candle is taken to be of stellar magnittide
— 14*18, while a source emitting light of wave-length
0*55 and appearing like a star of the 6th mag-
nitude, is regarded as radiating energy at the rate of
1 *

35 ^ ^0“’ «rgs per sec. per sq. cm. The modified fac-
tors are those referring to the diameter of the pupil
of the eye, and to the stellar magnitude of the faintest
visible object. Steavenson’s estimate of 8*5 mm. is

adopted for the former, and the limiting magnitude
is now taken to be 8*5, from observations made’ by
H. D, Curtis and the author. Since a star of mag-
nitude 8*5 gives only one-tenth as much light as one
of the 6th magnitude, it follows that the amount of
energy which would enter the eye from a light source
of maximum efficiency, and of magnitude 8*5, is

X 10“*x 0*57x0*10, or 7*7 xio-^* ergs per sec.
This is regarded as the best available approximatitm
to the true minimum visibile. According to this esti-
mate, the minimum peroeptible radiation corresponds
to the recepticm by the eye of about 200 elementary
quanta of radiaticwi per second, or of one erg m
forty years.
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IVHALEBONE WHALES OF NEW
ENGLAND.^

\ ITH a record of many previous American
' ^ authors who had studied the v/halebone
whales cf the eastern shores of the United States,

it was no easy task for Mr. G. M. Allen to produ^
an3’thing novel in this monograph. Yet the systematic
manner in wliich he has ladled the -whole subject,

from synonymy to enemies and parasites, renders
the memoir both interesting and instructive, especially

in connection with the habits, appearances in "life, dis-

position, food, breeding, commercial value, parasites,
and capture.^ Some general questions are also dealt
with, such as the notion of Ryder, the late able inves-
tigator of the fishes, tliat the tail-flukes of whales
probably represent degenerate hind feet, not the whole
limb, as Gray and some earlier authors held ;

whereas
Owen, Huxley, Flower, Parker, and Claus were of
opinion that the whole hind limb was (externally)

suppressed or atrophied, and that flukes and dorsal fin

had been secondarily added. The author’s country-
man, Gill, also thought that the flukes were derived
from the greatly hypertrophied integument of the
hind limbs, analogous to the hind limbs of the eared
seal, whilst the osseous elements hax’e been atrophied,
basing this supposition on the fact that the dorsal and
ventral vessels are distinct,'' and that the crus, when
present, is in the line of the flukes.

On the shores of New England (that' is, from the
Bay of Fundy to Rhode Island, or thereabout) six well-
known forms occur, viz. the Atlantic right whale
(Euhalaena glacialis, Bonnaterre), the common ror-

qual (Balaenoptera physalusj L.), the “sei,*’ pollack, or
Rudolphi’s whale (B. borealis, Lesson), the great blue
-whale, or Sibbald’s rorqual (B. musculus, L.), the
little rorqual, or piked whale (B, acutorosirata, Lacd-
pdde), and, lastly, the humpback whale (Megaptera
nodosa, Bonnaterre).
The author takes each species in succession, and

deals with it systematically, structurally, and under
the other heads already not^. Thus, unSer the Atlan-
tic right whale, which probably sweeps from pole to
pole, the vestigial femur, with its ligamentous rod
(tibia?), and the occasional double-headed first rib are
noted. It is lively vrhen harpooned, rolling over and
over so as to wind the line round its body, and, it

may be, upsetting the boat and injuring its crew, or
in its active movements striking the boat with its

“bonnet” (a process at the tip of the snout). Its
numbers have diminidied ance the early settlers

peopled the^ shores (1620), though they were numer-
ous in 1700, when twenty-nine were killed in one day.
Now they ere scarce. Its migrations northward and
southward, its food (chiefly Thysanoessa and C^Eanus),
and its breeding are deecribed. In clearing up ihe
synonyms of the next ^>edes, the oosmopolitaii oo<ch-

mon rorqual, the authca- has done good service; and
he appears to ^ee with Kiikenthal that it is fihe third
finger which is absent in the manus, and not
thumb, itince two branches of the median nerve go to
the space between the second and third' digits. The
only trace of a hind limb is a p^lla on each side of
the anus in the fcetus. In addition to -the movements
recorded, this finner, in a calm and glassy sea, when
reconnoitring, will quietly push its head nearly h<Mi-
zontafly out of the water and examine, for instance,
a boat with Its occupants, and then slip underneath

1 “The Whalebone TVT«iIe$ of New Ensrknd.” By G. M, Allen.
Memoirii of the Boston Soci**ty of' Natuta! History, vol. viii., Ko. a,

pfp, iOT-3-?*, iS plates and Tfatioas testt-figiixe^ (Boston, September, 1916.)
® The American records of stranded as well as captured whales are credit

able S£> feur as they go ; bnt the rpcently institnted system of nottjfi^tloa by
the British Gowmtnent, acting through the stiff of th® British Musewm^ &
more trnstwcicithy.
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almost without a ripple. A fishery for these whales
began in i8io, and in 18S7 a single ship captured

about fifty in a year. The fishery continues still, the

whole carcass being utilised, the flesh for feeding

cattle, and part of it amd the bones forming manure.
Rudolphi’s rorqual, again, is rare, and Its oil con-

tains less stearine than in other whales. The baleen,

however, is the finest of the series, and many of the

blades are pure white. Sibbald’s rorqual is likewise

rare, and goes under the name of the “ sulphur-bottom
whale,” though there is no ground for such a term
from its actual coloration. Its fingers are indicated ex-

ternally in the flipper, even in the foetus, and the
skull has a broader rostrum, agreeing in this respect

with the small finner. Little is known of the

age of such huge whales, yet the occurrence in the
Antarctic seas of giant forms, approaching 90 ft. in

length, of a spedes apparently identical with this

would appear to support the view of long life. The
small finner or little piked whale is not uncommon,
but the author, in mentioning the plicae of the throat,

does not allude to their forking. He found this whale
occasionally “breaching”—that is, leaping clear of

the water—and that no “ spout *’ was visible, thus in

both features differing from the British representatives.

Its food on the shores of the United States is chiefly

capelin and herrings. Scammon described another
closely allied species, viz. Bdaenoptera Davidsoni,
which the author rightly ignores. It refers only to

the foregoing. In his account of the last species, the
humpback whale, he gives a careful description of the

coloration of the flip^s (called “fins” throughout
the memoir), the ui^er surface being chiefly white,

but that the extent may vary with age, that of the
Scotch example harpooned in the Tay in 1884, and
de^ibed by Struthers, being entirely white. These
huge organs (about 12 ft, long and 9 in. thick in a
40-ft. whale) are supposed by the author to be used
for swimming, but in the example from the Tay th^
were used for sounding, esped^ly when efforts were
made to drive it on the beadi. This form has a rudL
mentaiy femur. The vigour and tenadty of this

'^hale and its frequent leaps during its gambols are
remarkable- On the whole, the external characters,

and evMi the internal and external parasites of these
American Cetaceans, conform to the conditions found
In our own waters, a result to be anticipated in 'forms
possessing a range so extensive.

The memoir is illustrated by sixteen excellent litho-

graphic plates and several text-figures, efforts being
made even to show the fimbriae on the edge of the
powerful flukes of the humpback whale, but the small
outline in this and other cases falls much short of the
condition in Nature. Various tables of measurements
and records of captures are also interpolated in the text.

The Boston Sodety of Natural History and the pains-
taking author are to be congratulated on this mono-
gn^h, which places in the hands of the public a
sucdnct yet compreh^sive account of each form occur-
ring in tiie waters of New England.

W. C. M.

COMMERCIAL AERONAUTICS.
^HE lecture delivered on Mny 30 at the Central
I- Hall, Westininster, by Mr. Holt Thomas, on
“ Commercial Aviation,” should awaken a consider-
able amount of interest in the commercial possibilities

of aircraft after the war. The lecture Was in effect

a prelude to the meeting of the Civil Aerial Transport
Cbmmittee, of which Lord Northcliffe is chairman,
which has recently been mentioned m these columns.
’The serious cpnsickration of commercial aeronautiqs
will involve a great deal of scientific work, since the
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machines which will be necessary for commercial trans-
port will differ in many ways from the types which
have been developed to meet the demands of war.
Speed will still be an important factor, though not of
such paramount importance as in the military aero-
plane. Mr. Holt Thomas pointed out that an aerial

mail to Paris could be worked profitably at a charge
of one halfpenny per ounce, the time of transit being
about three hours, and this one instance is sufficient

to show the great advantages which aerial transport
could confer upon modern commerce. The influence
of winds would necessarily render such a mail service

more erratic than those now in operation, but the
greatly increased speed would more than compensate
for this, especially in the case of journeys which now
involve both land and sea transport. The question of
passenger conveyance is much more complicated than
the establishment of aerial mails, as it will be neces-
sary to design machines to give a reasonable amount
of comfort to the passengers, especially on the longer
journeys. Such difficulties of design are by no means
insuperable, and it is practically certain that passenger
services will be established in the near future, especially

.to places not easily served by railway. As Mr. Holt
Thomas remarked, the aeroplane could be .used to

develop outlying places until they grew sufficiently

large ,to warrant the construction of a railway line.

The aerial mail will probably come first, owing to the
obvious benefits such a rapid service would bring, and
to the fact that it would not involve any radical

changes in the design of the necessary machines.
Mr. Louis Coatalen, the well-known designer of the

Sunbeam Company, delivered an intere§ting lecture on
“Aircraft and Motor-car Engine Design” on May 16
before the • Aeronautical Society. He commenced by
pointing out the wide differences between the aero-
plane engine and the type of engine previously de-
veloped for motor-cars. The chief desiderata in the
aeroplane engine are lightness and the ability to work
continuously at maximum power, and these considera-
tions scarcely affect the design of the car engine at all.

The engines designed for racing cars are much more
nearly analogous to the aircraft type, and the lecturer
remarked that the experience gained on such racing
engines was of great value in the early days of aero-
nautics. The extent to which design had progressed
was illustrated by the fact that in two years the
weight of aeroplane engines had been reduced from
4'3 to 2-6 lb. per horse-power, and that without sacrific-

ing trustworthiness. The questioh of valve design
received a good deal of attention, the lecturer stating
that in his opinion the best arrangement was to use two
inlet and two exhaust valves, and to place the sparking-
plug in .the centre of the -cylinder head. Coming from
such an experienced and "successful designer as Mr.
Coatalen, the paper is full of valuable information, and
should be read bv all who are interested in light petrol

motors, whether for aviation or for other purposes.

THE PAST WINTER.
'l^ITH the publication of the Monthly Weather

Report of the Meteorological Office for April

observations are now complete for the five months
December, 1916, to April, 1917, which embrace the
abnormally cold and wintry period experienced gener-
ally over the British Islands. Temperature results

are given in great detail in the reports, and the data
afford a most thorough examination of the excep-
tional character of the^ weather.
Cold conditions set in towards the close of Novein-

ber and continued until nearly the close of April-

The report for December shows a deficiency of teitt:

perature everywhere in the British Islands, except at
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most places in the north of Scotland, w here the
average excess was about 0*5° F. At Bath the defici-

ency amounted to 5^ January had a deficiency over
the whole of the United Kingdom, the defect* being
greatest in the midland, southern, and western parts

of England and in Ireland, exceeding 5° in a few
places. February had a slight excess of temperature
in the Shetlands, Orkneys, and Hebrides; elsewhere
it was deficient, the deficiency exceeding 7° at Here-
ford, and being more than 5° at many places in

different parts of England and at a few places in the south
of Ireland. March had a deficiency of temperature
over the entire area of the British Islands, exceeding
5® at some places in the midland and eastern districts

of England. April was everywhere cold, the deficiency

of temperature exceeding 5° in many parts, and
amounting to 6-6° at Aspatria, in Cumberland.
London is represented by eight stations, including

Greenwich and Kew Observatories- The mean tem-
perature, the arithmetical mean of the maximum
and minimum readings, from the eight stations for the

five months December, 1916, to April, 1917, i^ 38-0°,

which is 3*6° below the average for the whole period.

The highest of the several means for London was
39*3° at South Kensington, the observing station of

the Meteorological Office, and the lowest Hampstead,
35*9°. The mean of the minimum, or night, readings
at Hampstead was below the freezing point in each
of the months from December to March, and in April

the mean minimum was 33°. At Greenwich the mean
of the maximum for the five months was 43*3°, the
mean of the minimum 32-3®, and the mean was 37*8°,

which is 3'S° below the normal. The means for

January and February were both 35*3°, and April, with
a mean of 42*7°, had a deficiency of 4*5®, the greatest
deficiency from the normal in any of the five months.
The mean temperature for the five months was 0-2°

higher than for ihe corresponding period from Decem-
ber, 1890, to April, 1891, and it was o-i® lower than
for December, 1878, to April, 1879, ^^^ct low^est

mean since 1841, and 0*2° lower than from December,
1844, to April, 1845.

Taking six representative stations in the midlands,
for the five months the mean temperature was 36-8°,

and the difference from the normal was minus 3-9®.

At Brighton the mean temperature was 38*6°, a de-
ficiency of 3*9° from the average. In Dublin the
mean temperature for the five months was 40-0®, and
the deficiency 3*5® ; at J^sey 4o*7°» and deficiency 4-2'^.

Three representative stations for Scotland give the
mean temperature 37-9^, and the mean deficiency from
the average was 2*3°.

Meteorological inforrfiatipn from western and
northern Europe shows that 'other parts were similarly

affected with prolonged cold.

Dr. Mill, of the British Rainfall Organisation, in a
letter to the Times of June 4, directs attention to the

month which has just closed as being the warmest May
at Camden Square, London, since the establishment
of observations in 1S58- He gives the mean tempera-
ture on a Glaisher stand as 59-1° F., or 5*10 above the
average, whilst April was just 5° below its average.
At Camden Square, May, 1868, had a mean tempfera-

ture 5S'9°, a trifle cooler than the recent May, and
it W’as followed by a very hot summer. Dr. Mill
quotes several warmer Mays acccMrding to the old

London records, and mentions that only in 1809 did

an extremely warm May follow, as this year, an
extremely cold April. At South Kensington, the ob-

serving station of the Meteorological Office* the mean
temperature in a Stevenson screen for May was
59*6®. The Greenwich observations give 58*8® in 1841

a^ ^848 as the previous highest May temperatures,
firom maximum and minimum readings, jsSnce 1841%
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and in 1S93 the mean was 58-4°. In 1908 at Green-
wich the mean temperature for April was 44-3°, wrhich

is 4^ below the average, whilst that for May vras 56*7<^,

or 3^ above the average. The following summer was
by no means fine or hot.*^ Chas. Harding.

THE COOLIDGE X-RAF TUBE,
'T'HE Coolidge X-ray tube has been on its trial in

this country during the last two years, and it

may be said wi;h some confidence that it has gone
a very long way towards justifying the claims which
have been made concerning it. Whether the tube be
judged from the laboratory or from the clinical point

of view, it marks a new era in the history of

X-ray tube. There is now to the hand of the experi-

menter or of the radiologist a source which provides

him w’ith a beam of X-rays which can be varied in the

course of a few seconds, as regards both quality and
output, over a very wide range; such radiation, more-
over, may be repeated with certainty.

The work of Sir E. Rutherfotd and his colleagues,,

•which w*as directed to find the shortest wave-length of

the radiation emitted by the Coolidge tube, disclosed

the fact that a limit w^as set to the penetrating pow'er

of this radiation when the potential difference between
the terminals of the tube was about ^150,000 volts.

The Coolidge tube can be run at a higher working
voltage than the ordinary X-ray tube owdng to the

absence of any measurable quantity of gas within the

former, and the range of radiation emitted by it ex-

tends rather further into the region of the shorter

wave-lengths than is obtained with the older type of

tube.

There is a considerable clinical use of such very
penetrating rays, which are rather more penetrating
than the y rays from radium-B, but less so than those

emitted by radium-C. The difficulty of protecting

those who apply such radiation is considerable, but
the necessity for so doing is no less urgent than it is

apparent, and we are glad to see that prominence is

given to this question in a descriptive leaflet of the
Coolidge tube, dated October 31, 1916, issued by the
British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd.
This memorandum contains a description of the

tube, its mode of construction, and the methods which
are now generally employed in its manipulation, both
for radiographic and for radio-therapeutic work.
Considering the ease with which the Coolidge tube

may be manipulated, and the short time which is re-

quired by anyone conversant wdth X-ray matters to
acquire the necessary’ technique, it must be inferred

that the only hindrance to its more general adoption
in this counfaw is the high cost of the tube.

The Coolidge tube may perhaps' be looked upon as
the most successful practical application w’hich has yet

been made of the classical work of Prof. O. W-
Richardson on thermionic currents. We trust that the
British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd,, which states that
it is the owner of the English patents of this tube, will

be instrumental in putting the Coolidge X-ray tube
within the reach of a wider public than exists to-day.

THE ROYAL OBSERVATORY,
GREENWICH.

The report of the Astronomer Royal to the Board of
Visitors of the Royal Observator3% Greenwich,

was presented at the annual visitation of the Observa-
tory on June i. A few of the matters dealt with in the
report are here summarised.
The catalogue of stars down to 9-om. on the B.D.

scale between the limits of 24® and 32° of nbrth de-

clination has been completed by the determination of
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the proper motions of about 12,000 stars. These have

been obtained by comparison of the Greenwich posi-

tions with those given in the catalo^es of the Astro-

nomische Gesellschaft and the earlier catalogues of

Bessel and Lalande. For the latter catalogues

systematic corrections were determined for each

separate night’s observations.

A determination of the mean parallax of stars of

different magnitudes has been made from these proper

motions and published in the Monthly Notices of the

Royal Astronomical Society. The results confirm very

closely the formula given by Kapteyn. It is hoped to

communicate to the society a short discussion of the

proper motions with reference to star streaming. The
publication of these summaries of results by the Royal
Astronomical Society is specially valuable"' because of

the delay in the printing and publication of the cata-

logue itself.

During the year 222 photographs were taken with

,the Cookson floating zenith-telescope, 216 for latitude
*groups and six for scale determination The ineasure-

ment of the photographs to the end of 1916 is com-
pleted, and the results for the variation of latitude for

rgi6 were communicated to the Royal Astronomical

Society, and published in the Monthly Notices for

March, 1917.

Throughout the year the 28-in. refractor was at the

disposition of M. Jonckheere.
^
Fifty-nine new close

double stars were detected, making 259 since October,

1914. Up to November 22, 1916, the obsen^ations

mainly consisted of the measurement and verification

of stars discovered to be double since 1905, the date

to which Mr. Burnham’s catalogue extends. Since

November 22 the programme of work has comprised
(i) the measurement of stars from Burnham’s General

Catalogue which had been previously observed at the

Lille Observatory, and (2) the re-measurement^ of

double stars in vol. Ixi. of the Royal Astronomical
Society’s Memoirs. Altogether 604 double stars have
been measured during the year. Of these stars

—

213 have a separation under 2'’.

1 56 „ „ between 2" and 3".

132 „ „ 3' »
^2 ,, „ ,, 4 5 •

4t „ greater than
s''.

The catalogue of double stars discovered since 1905
has bem published by the Royal Astronomical Society

in vol. Ixi. of the Memoirs,
,With the Thompson equatorial, in accordance with

tile programme of previous years for the determination
of stellar parallax, a first exposure has been made on
eighty-six plates, and a second one on 154 plates. At
the request of Dr. de Sitter the series of photographs
commenced at the Cape Observatory for the deter-

mination of the constants of the four Galilean satellites

of Jupiter has been continued at Greenwich.
Wth the astrographic equatorial during the year

109 plates have b^n taken on thirty-five nights for

the determination of proper motion by comparison with
earlier plates. Of these nine have been rejected

;

eighty-five plates, of which fifty-two have two fields

on tiiem, nave two short exposures, usually of 4m.
and 2m.; fourteen have a single exposure of 12m.;
one is for focus of the instrument.
The plates with short exposures are being compared

in the duplex micrometer^ but only for the stars con-
tained in the Bonn Durchmustemng, The plates with
longer exposures are being compared with earlier

dates—Usually chart plates—by Mr. Innes at
Johaime^urg, usinga blink microscope. With the duplex
rcicttBneler 177 paii^ of plates have been measured
during the year. From the results obtsuned all proper
motion greater than ro' a century and many smaller
qnes are bdng determined. Simuttaneoasly the proper
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motions of the brighter stars are being determined by
comparison with earlier meridian observations.

In the year ended May 10 1917, photographs of the
sun were obtained on 208 days. Photographs have
been received from the Royal Observatory, Cape of
Good Hope, and supplementary photographs have
been received through the Solar Physics Committee,
from Dehra Ddn, India, in both cases to the close of
the year 1916. Two days in 1916 still remain un-
represented, viz. June 19 and September 29.
From 1910 to 1916 inclusive there are only
two other days unrepresented in the ‘combined
series of photographs for measurement, one in 1911
and one* in 1913
The mean daily spotted area of the sun continued

to increase during the past twelve months, and there
is no indication as yet that the maximum has been
reached.

The mean values of the magnetic elements for 1916
and five previous years are as follows :

—

Year Declination \V, Horizontal
force (C G S )

Dip
« / //

1911 I's 33'o 0*18549 66 52 6 (3-in. needles)

1912 24’3 0 18548 5 ^ 4^ ,}

1913 15-2 0*18534 50 27

1914 15 6-3 0*18518
1

49 27
51 13 (inductor)

1915 14 56-5
,

0 18508 51 50 »
1916 46-9

'
0*18494 52 45

It will be noticed that the annual diminution of
declination increased considerably about 1910, its

average value from 1900 to 1910 being 4•9^ The hori-

zontal force, which had been increasing since measure-
ments at Greenwich were begun in 1846, reached a
maximum about 1910, and is now diminishing. The
dip, which has been diminishing since measurements
were begun in 1843, appears also to have recently

reached a turning point. There were no days of great
magnetic disturbance in 1916, but three were classified

as of lesser disturbance.

The principal features of interest in the meteoro-
logical conditions at Greenwich during the year ended
April 30, 1917, are (i) The continued cold weather
from December to April—the latter month had a mean
temperature 1° lower than any other April since 1841;
and (ii) the general deficiency of sunshine.

The scientific work of the observatory has necessarily

been somewhat curtailed, but it has been found pos-

sible to keep up all observations of the sun, moon, and
planets; sun-spots; latitude; magn^ic and meteoro-
logical registers—observations which would otherwise
have been permanently lost.

One special piece of work to which a good deal of

attention was devoted this year was the preparation of

magnetic charts. In 1912 it was arranged that the

compilation of the Admiralty charts of magnetic varia-

tion, hitherto undertaken by the Compass Department,
should be transferred to the Royal Observatory. A
card catalogue of magnetic dedination data from all

|)arts of the world was formed. From this and pub-

lished data of various surveys the charts for 1917 have
been prepared during the past year. They are now in

course of publication by the Hydrographic Office.

EESEASCHES ON KALA-AZAR.^

I
HAVE chosen the subject of twenty years^ research

on kala-azat* for the main portion of my addre^
to-night, both because of the great importance of this

(fisease in a large area of India, and also of the

ignorance of the general public regarding it.^ Most
people have fairly definite wieas about malaria and

1 From tiwj a<Jctre*» ^eliv^red to the A$ttatic Sometf of Bengjal

on ^ebrtiaty 8 by Sir LeonmxE Rqgersv F.R.$.
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cholera, but few have any regarding- the far more
deadly and insidious kala-azar, which, on account
of its extremely high mortality and the painfully
lingering nature of the disease, is without doubt the
most terrible scourge occurring in India. It is now
more than twenty years since I was fortunate enough,
-when with less than three years’ service, to be selected
to carry out the second investigation of the Assam epi-
demic of kala-azar, and it has never ceased from that
ttae to occupy my thoughts, although my opportuni-
ties for continuing my researchies on. it have sometimes
been more limited than I should have liked. For-
tunately, I have been able to discover how to prevent
the spread of the disease, and also independently to
find a cure for it. The time, therefore, seems to be
ripe for giving a brief popular summary of the pro-
gress which has been made in our knowledge of kala-
azar through the researches of the last twenty years,
which has resulted in a very great degree of success
as regards both the prevention and the cure of the
disease, although some links in the chain of infection
still remain to be forged.

In the first place, I wish -to remove a misconception
which I find is commonly prevalent among the public,
namely, that kala-azar and black-water fever are the
same disease, or at least intimately related. It is true
that some years ago a high medical authority did
make such a suggestion on theoretical grounds^ but I
do not think any medical man now holds that view.
As a matter of fact, it would be difficult to imagine
two more widely different conditions than the lingering
kala-azar and the short, sharp, black-water fever com-
plication of malaria, which ends in death or recovery
within a ve^ few days. That black-water fever is

but a complication of malaria is a view with which
I am in agreement. But the differentiation of kala-
azar from chronic malaria was not possible before the
discovery of a distinct parasite in the former in 1903,
and up to quite recently it remained very difficult on
purely clinical grounds in many cases. It is, therefore,
not surprising that the two were for k>ng confused even
by research workers, including myself in my report
of 1897 on the Assam epidemic, and a little later by
such a great authority on malaria as Sir Ronald Ross,
who proved malaria to be mosquito-borne.

It is generally known that kala-azar spread
through Assam for a number of years, causing a
great mortality; but it is difficult to convey to those
who have not seen its effects anything like an adequate
idea of tte terrible nature of the affiiction. At the
time of iaj investigation in 1896^7 the disease
was at its height in -the Nowgong district, the

'

population of which in the decade 1891-1901
actually showed a decrease of 31-5 per cent.,
against an increase of 9 to 16 per cent, in
the more easterly unaffected districts- Large areas
of land fell out of cultivation, and even at the
h^dquarters town of Nowgong land absolutely lost
its value, being^ quite un^eable. When the tea-
gardens became infected in this district, and accurate
figures were available, it was found that the mortality
in several hundred carefully treated cases varied from
90 to 96 per cent
,But I must pass on to show you some photographs

of cases taken during my investigation. The first

group was taken in the Nowgong dispensary, and the
second in liiat at Mangaldai. Both show the great
emaciation contrasting with the tumid abdom^is due
to great enlargement of toe spleen, and often also of
toe liver, wtoile the skin beciines darker and more
muddy, which, according to seme, gave rise to the
term kala-azar or black fever. Now rt will no doubt
occur to xnany of you that you have prtecisety
similar eases in malarious areas round Calcutta, and
you will ask. How do you differentiate between kala-
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azar and chronic malaria? That, indeed, was the
problem which confronted me in Assam, with the
added difficulty that the disease was spreading and
causing an awful mortality such as malaria was not
known to do in Lower Bengal, and that the people
themselves had no doubt that the disease was an
infectious one, though malaria was not believed to be so
at the time of my investigation, which, of course, was
several years before the mosquito-borne theory of
malaria was established. In fact, there were at that
time two rival theories regarding kala-azar : one that
the disease was malarial, and therefore could not be
infectious; and the other that ""it was infectious, and
therefore could not be malaria, so must be some
undescribed disease. I early set to work to find out
if kala-azar was infectious. I found that the disease
always began in a village through an infected person
coming to reside there, the next to be attacked being
those living in the same house as the infected
visitor- This naturally led me to suspect that the
disease was not malarial, yet I frequently found
malarial parasites in the blood (it was not* then
known that in malarious parts many apparently healthy
persons harboured malarial organisnfs in their blood),
and, search as I would, I could find no differentiating
point from malaria. I therefore visited Sylhet, to the
south of the Khasia- Hills, where kala-azar was then
unknown, and there found cases of malarial cachexia
which in every respect, including investigations of the
blood changes,* resembled kala-azar of the Brahma-
putra Valley, except that they were much more chronic
and sometimes lasted as many years as epidemic kala-
azar did months. With the boldness of com-
parative youth I therefore declared the spreading
kala-azar of Assam to be an epidemic infectious form
of malaria, corresponding in spme respects with th,e

well-known Mauritius malarial epidemic of 1877. We
shall see presently that I was partly wrong and partly
right in coming to this conclusion.
However, I was not content with merely theoretical

considerations, but strove for practical results from my
inquiries. I therefore sought for more accurate
data on the tea-gardens, which had become
badly infected in the Nowgong district, and on
which I investigated many cases with the help of
my friend. Dr. Dodds Price, who has a unique experi-
ence^ of kala-azar and has rendered me the greatest
possible assistance throughout a number of years. I
ascertained that on one of his gardens so many deaths
had occurred from kala-azar that two hundred new
coolies had to be imported at one time. He had
already independently recognised the infectiousness of
the disease before I went to Assam, and had arranged
for septate coolie lines to be built to prevent as many
as possible of the new coolies going into toe infected
houses of the old lines. Only one hundr^ and fifty

could be accommodated in the new lines, so fifty bad
to go into the old ones. On learning tbns, I at once
set to work to ascertain the results of this important
measure, and we found that in toe course of two years
no single case of kala-azar had occurred in the new-
lines (and toe same was true eighteen years later),'

while no fewer than 16 per cent, of the new coolies
living in the old infected fines were alreadv dead of toe
disease, although the two sites -were only alx)Ut two
hundred yards apart. Tills experience led me to urge
moving out all toe healthy people from the infected
lines into new ones, taking none from infected houses,
segregating the remaining infected families, and
destroykig the old houses. The results were so mo
cessful , toat the plan was repeated by Dr. Pride
on other gardens, and 1913, during a visit to Asssap
in toe P^a vacatim^, we worked' out the results of
dghteen years^ eacperience. TWs may hdefiyM
marised by sayipg flia| toe dread disease had hem
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completely stamped out of ten coolies’ lines, in one
of which three-fifths of the whole population had the

disease in their households, while the new lines had
afterwards remained free from the disease in every

case, namely, from twelve to eighteen years in five

of them, and for shorter periods in the others, no
recurrence having ever taken place where Dr. Price

had been able to get his orders carried out hy the

garden managers to prevent any infected person
being allowed to live in the new lines. That this

success was not due t> the decline of the disease in

the Nowgong district was ^ clear from the fact that

on two gardens where he could not get the managers
to adopt my measures the disease was still present at

the time of my 1913 -visit, having persisted on
them for twenty years. ’ When it is stated that

the population of the new kala-azar-free lines in

1913 amounted to 6727 souls, and that the deaths
from kala-azar alone in ihe old lines before removal
had amounted to 1393, or no fewer than 207 per mille,

more than one-fifth; that the loss would have con-
tinued indefinitely, as shown by the fact that the
disease remained present for twenty years on two
gardens where the plans were not adopted; and that
coolies cost about Rs.200 a head to recruit by the
time they reached Assam, the saving to the tea
industry in this one district alone must have amounted
to, lakhs of rupees. I am glad to be able to say that
the industry has shown its gratitude in a very prac-
tical way by promising Rs.20,000 a year for five years
for investigations in connection, with the School of
Tropical Mecfidne
The more difficult question remained as to whether

anything could be done to check the spread of the
disease up the Brahmaputra Valley. On turning once
more to the map, vou will see that the only traffic

eastward is along the narrow strip between the
hills and the Brahmaputra River, which also has com-
paratively few inhabitants. I found it to be free
from kala-azar in 1897, so recommended that steps
should be taken to stop infected people from passing
up into the Golaghat subdivision of the Sibsagar dis-

trict, and that if any villages became infected in
Golaghat the segregation measures should at once
be carried out and the healthy people moved to a
new site. This was actually done later T^th success,
and as the epidemic has abated in Nowgong, although
i^oradiiC cases remain, there is good reason to hope
that the niain danger has been averted and the
eastern part of the vallev saved from devastation little,

if at all, less disastrous than the war itself. A recent
,

investigation by Major McCombie Young, Sanitary
Commissioner, Assam, has shown that the disease
remains in a sporadic form in }ust those parts of
Assam which I found to be infected with the epidemic
twenty years ago—an important point I shall return
to presently, ifefore leaving this part of the. subject
let me ^emphasise the fact that all the above prac-
tically important prophylactic measures were worked
out as -a result of my epidemiological studies before
we had any accurate Knowledge of the true nature and
causation of the disease, so that, however wrong my
thecMies proved to be, I have the satisfaction of know-
ing that my earfiest important investigation in India

to much saving of life and suffering, w^hich has
^Iw^ys been a grater satisfaction to me even than

making of purely scientific discoveries without
much practical value. - .

^
In the meanwhile, my theory that kala-azar was an

.epidemic malaria, altliough supported by the high
authority of Sir Ronald Ross, was criticised by others, •

and,Dr. B^tley, on the ,strmgth of what ultimately
pi:t)wed to he. eironeous .blood tests made at Kasauli,
di^lared the disease to lie an ejademic of Malta fever,

»
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but at the same time brought forward some strong
arguments against the disease being malarial. While
opinions were thus divided in India, researches on
two other continents led to a solution of the difficult

problem—so closely is scientific thought all over the
world united by medical literature at the present day.
In the late Dr. Dutton,* the most brilliant

'worker yet produced by the Liverpool School of
Tropical * Medicine, discovered a trypanosome in

the blood of a patient suffering from a fevcr, which
was later proved by Sir David Bruoe to be the early
stage of the deadly sleeping sickness. Sir William
Leishman then recorded having found some ‘minute
bodies in the spleen of a soldier who died in England
of a fever contracted in Dum Dum, and suggest^
that they were degenerate trypanosomes. Lt.-Col.
C. Donovan, of the Madras Medical College,
immediately announced* that he had independently
found the same bodies some months before, and added
the important fact that they could be obtained by
spleen puncture during life, thus disproving ' iJeish-

man’s theory that they were degenerate trypano-
somes. Donovan also suggested that the so-called

malarial cadiexia and kala-azar might also be due to

this parasite. Leishman and Donovan were there-

fore the joint discoverers of the parasite of kala-azar
which is called after them, and I am glad to say that
-the Asiatic Society has been the first to recognise the
importance of Donovan’s work by electing him to our
fellowship last year, although it is but a small recogni-

tion foi such an important discovery. The way was
now cleared for more rapid advance, and Dr. Bentley
and myself independently found the same parasite in

epidemic kala-azar in Assam, and .1 also found it

in cases in the * north-west of the Dinajpur district,

where the disease had been known as kala-dukh.
Thanks to the kindness of the physicians of the
Medical College Hospital in 1904-i;, and especially

to Surgeon-General Harris, I was able to investigate
scores of cases of what had hitherto been always
regarded as malarial cachexia, with the result of
showing that a large proportion of them were kala-
azar.

These observations , established the important fact'

that a sporadic form of kala-azar is widely prevalent
in Lower Bengal, and I found it to be exactly similar

to the cases I hadforinerly studied in Sylhet. * Themys-
! tery of the nature of kala-azar was thus cleared up,
the destructive Brahmaputra Valley wave having been
an epidemic form of the disease which is epidemic in

Lower. Bengal and Sylhet; so that, although I 'was
wrong in regarding it as malarial, I was correct in

saying it was an epidemic variety of the disease I had
found in Sylhet, which had always been regarded as
malarial cachexia, but which we now know to be
sporadic kala-azar. As special skill and laboratory
facilities are required for demonstrating the parasite

of kala-azar, while the treatment of kala-azar is

different from that of chronic malaria, it still remained
a matter of great practical importance to solve the
century-old problem of finding a simple clinical dif-

ferentiation between kala-azar and malarial cachexia.
Only in January I recorded the results of three years*

investigation of this problem in the Medical College
Hospital, thanks to facilities kindly afforded me bv
my medical colleagues, which has, I believe, result^
in a simple and practical solution of this difficulty,

and will enable the' curative treatment I shall come
to presently being successfully used by the

'

general
practitioner, even in places remote from laboratories.

The discovery of the parasite of kala-azar in 1903
placed me in a position to study it with the view of

ascertaining its life-historv, and so to obtain a due to

tl^e mode of ‘infection. In the following year I* TVas
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fortunate enough to succeed in cultivating this proto-

zoal parasite in test-tubes under certain conditions

and in watching tjie minute spleen form develop into

a long flagellate organism resembling one of the stages

of a trypanosome, but which further study show^ed to

belong to the closely allied herpetomonas. This
discovery gave the required clue to the nature

and probable life-history of the parasite, as similar

organisms are found naturally in the digestive canals

of certain flies, indicating that the infection is probably

insect-borne. I spent the next year in studying the

conditions favourable to the growth of the parasite

in cultures, and for reasons into which I have not time
to go I came to the conclusion that the homely bed-

bug is the carrier of the disease. The fact which had
by this time been established by Dr. I^dds Price,

that two to four hundred yards is a sufficient distance

to reniove healthy lines from infected ones, is sufficient

to exclude a flying insect such as a mosquito. At
this time Major Patton, of the Bacteriological

Departftient, was placed on special duty to work
at the subject in Madras. After some tw^o

years* work he obtained a development of the

parasite up to the flagellate stage in the digestive

canal of bed-bugs fed on kala-azar patients with the

parasites in their blood. Lt.-Col. Cornwall has
recently confirmed these experiments, and although
the final proof of communicating the disease by means
of infected bed-bugs has not yet been furnished (ex-

periments on human beings, such as were carried out
in the case of malaria, not being justifiable in the
deadly kala-azar), still the evidence incriminating these
insects is sufficiently weighty to make it desirable to
wage war upon them wherever the disease is present.
Coco-nut oil applied to the runs of the bugs on walls,
and to the buttons of mattresses, etc., where they
often hide, is a useful measure for this purpose. As
these insects can live for months without food, the
way in which the infection clings to houses is well
explained on my theory that they are the carriers of the
disease.

Lastly, I come to the most important discovery re-
garding kakfc-azar, namely, that of a trustworthy cure
of this formerly very deadly disease. Antimony prepara-
tions have proved to be of value in trypanosomiasis,
and nearly two and a half years ago I decided to try
intravenous injections of tartar emetic in kala-azar.
Unfortunately, just at that moment 1 had no clinical

facilities for testing my idea, and for six months I

earned about sterile capsules of tartar emetic without
being able to use them, a disability which will end
when the Carmichael Hospital for tropical diseases
is opened. Eventually I obtained the facilities I re-
quired, and soon saw reason to believe that the drug
was proving effective. Imagine my disappointment
when I read that two Italian doctors had recorded
successes in the treatment of tihe African form of kala-
azar with the very drug I was using in Calcutta,
although the fact that I had independently discov^ed
the treatment will save some of the cr^it for the
Indian Medical Service. At any rate, I am now in the
happy position of being able to say that, thanks to
the kind help of Capt. H. N. Hume and Lt.-CoL
0*KineaIy, no fewer than twenty-five consecutive
cases of kala-azar, including three children, have
been

^
successfully treated in the European Genera!

Hospital by this method, and the most deadly disease
of India, if not of the world, has now been largely
conquered, as regards both prevention and cure, per-
haps more completely ffian any other highly lethal
disease known, as a (Erect re^t of the researches
of the last twenty years.

In conclusion I cannot resist, tfus 0!>pof^ity of
pointing the moral, namely, that no greats benefit
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I can arise than from successful medical research, and

j
that no better use can be made of wealth than in

j

endowing such research for the benefit of the present

j

and all future generations. Bengal, and I "would

j

add Bihar, have already nobly responded to my appeal
for endowments for the Calcutta School of Tropical
Medicine, and vrhen the terrible war is over w-e

hope to have at least nine research workers in the
new laboratories, instead of one poor man with routine
professorial duties dev^oting such time as he can
snatch to medical research.

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE.

Cambridge.—Dr. A. E. Shipley, F.R.S., master of

Christ’s College, has been elected Vice-Chancellor for

the next academical year.

Oxford.—

A

decree passed by Convocation on June 5,

provides for the suspension of the Romanes lectureship

until October 9, 1917, the moneys consequently un-
disposed of to be transferred to the Emergency Relief

Fund of the University.

On the same day statutes passed Congregation em-
powering the board of the faculty of medicine to recog-

nise certain examinations in natural science, and provid-

ing for the further promotion of higher stu(fies in the

University, with special reference to the proposed new
degree of Doctor of Philosophy. The statutes respect-

ing boards of electors to professorships were amended
in some particulars.

Mr. T. R. Glover, fellow of St. John’s College, Cam-
bridge, has been appointed Wilde lecturer in natural

and comparative religion for three years from October

10, 1917.

Prof. Emile Boutroux, Membre de I’lnstitut de
France et de I’Acad^mie Fran9aise, has been appointed

Herbert Spencer lecturer for 1917.

Two (x>urses of free public lectures have just been
commenced at the School of Oriental Studies, London
Institution,

,
Finsbury Circus, E.C.2. One course, on

“Religion in India and China,” is being delivered by

Dr. T. W. Rhys Davids, and the remaining lectures

will be given on Tuesdays, June 12, 19, and 26; the

otiier course, on “The Way to Buddhahood,” by Prof*

de la Vallde Poussin, is being delivered on Thursdays,

June 7, 14, 21, and 28. The lectures begin at 5.30

in each case.

The President of the Board of Education has ap-

pointed a Departmental Committee to inquire into the

principles which should determine the construction

of scales of salary for teachers in elementary schools,

due regard being had to locality, duties, qualifications,

sex, and other considerations ,
consistent with the

organisation of the teaching service throughout the

country, on a system conducive to the efficiency of

national Vacation. The committee will be at liberty

to illustrate any system of scales which it recom-

mends by such specific sums pi money as it thinks

fit; but it is not asked to consider the question

of the amounts by which existing scales of salaiy^

should be improved in particular areas, or the sources

from which the amounts required for that purpose

should be provided. The members of the committee

are:—Sir H*. L. Stephen (chairman). Miss M. M.
Allan, Mr. J. W. Alsop, Dr._H. B. Brackenbury, Miss

r. Clefi^iotn, Mr. C. W. Crook, Mr. W. R. Davies,

C.B*,'Mis$ I. A. Dickson. Mr. A. J. Flavdl,,

Mr. Mellish; Mr. H. Person, Mr. A. R. Hekies,
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Mr. W. Pullinger, Mr. F, Roscoe, Mr. T. H. J. Under-
down, Miss Hermione Unwin, the Rev. D. H. Wil-

liams, with Mr. A. H. Wood as secretary, to whom
all communications should be addressed at the office

of the Board of Education. Mr. Fisher intends also

to deal with teachers in secondary, technical, and
other schools by a further reference to a second com-
mittee connected with this committee in respect of

both constitution and functions.

An illustrated brochure entitled “Women on the

Land ” has been issued in which' a description of the

training of ’women and girls for agricultural and
market-garden work at “ Cratgendowie,” Broughton,
near Preston, is given. Under the Lancashire com-
mittee a month’s training was provided for, but Mrs.
Ritchings, who has undertaken the work of training

the girls on her own estate, has wisely continued the
course of instruction for a second month. The num-
ber of students taken at one time is about twelve,

and probably it is possible to give much more thorough
instruction in the use of tools with a small number
of students than with the unduly large numbers which
are sometimes crowded for a month into training
centres. Although none of the women students at
“ Craigendowie “ had had previous experience ot agri-

cultural work of any kind, the results seem to have
very successful, and the women have been drafted out
to situations in Lancashire and Cheshire. The reports
§p?v<en by various trainin^f centres and the accounts
received from farmers, which have been published from
time to time in tlie Journal ^ of Ihe Board of Agru
culture, show clearly that women are capable of doing
'valuable work on the land, provided that the farmers
will g^ve them a fair trial and a certain amount of
preliminary instruction of a clear and practical kind.
With the care of dairy cows and other stock women
seem to have been particularly sucbessfuL though they
have carried out satisfactorily almost every type of
agricultural work. In view of the necessity for in-

creased cultivation, the demand for women’s work on
the land will rapidly increase during this year, and
it is of the greatest importance tfiat it should be
satisfactorily met. Training schools have fortunately
been established in many counties, and if women can
be assured of suitable accommodation and adequate
wages, large numbers will doubtless take up an
empfoyment which has been re-discovered as healthy,
interesting, and absolutely essential to the welfare of
the nation.
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PSYCHOLOGICAL MEDICINE. !

Manual of Psychiatry, By Dr. J. Rogues de
Fursac and Dr. A, J. Rosanoff. Fourth edi-

tion. Pp- xi-f522, (New York: John Wiley
and Sons, Inc. ; London : Chapman and Hall,

Ltd., 1916.) Price los, 6d. net.

WAR has always been the most potent cause
of mental and physical suffering among a

people; apart from the many direct injuries such

as wounds, sickness, and fever which are inflicted

upon the fighting forces. In war, military neces-

sities must precede any consideration for the civil

population, which experiences “ stress and strain,”

two factors that contribute, more than any other

to the causation of insanity. For this reason we
should expect a greater incidence of insanity dur-

ing war than in peace-time
;
yet, although this war

has lasted nearly three years, and much pain,

great sorrow, and almost unendurable grief have
been borne, there has. been less registered in-

sanity than occurred before the war, and on
January i, 1916, there were 3278 fewer cases than

the year before. The causes for this diminished

incidence are many. In the first place, ,it is a
fact of experience that one great emotion is less

frequently the cause of insanity than are the many
sm^l, but continuing, marginal, sub-conscious

|

worries, 'which are always just within the limits of

consciousness. It is also common knowledge
that the working classes as‘ a whole have been
better off financially than in peace-time : the

enormous demands of the world-war have created

work on a colossal scale; the great industries of

the country have been transformed into factories

for the output of munitions and into \vorkshops

for the production of material for military require-

ments, and every responsible civilian capable of

useful work has Had his or her attention fixed, his

or her interests maintained, and his or her domes-
tic anxieties relieved. In spite of. the greatly en-

hanced cost of living, difficulties connected with

ways and means have even been less felt than in

normal times, so that this diminution may be only

temporary and due to social and economic condi-

tions.

Other reasons for the diminished incidence of

insanity are, first, the fact that the Liquor
Traffic Control Board, exercising its powers
under the Defence of the Realm Act, has cur-

tailed the opportunities for drink—as alcohol

accounts for 20 per cent, of all insanity among
men, and 10 per cent, among women—^and

secondly, and probably the main reason,

insanity occurring among the five millions

of our troops is now unrecorded. This latter

fact is of the utmost importance, because in all

previous wars the soldier disabled through a

mental illness 'was certified tinder the Lunacy Act,

roistered, and removed for treatment into the

asylum in which he had a territorial settlement,

whilst in the present war no insane soldier has
been certified to be insane until he was deemed
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to be incurable. When insane, he is now de-

tained under ^Military Law and maintained in a
“military hospital,” the latter in many instances
a county asylum taken over by the War Office

exclusively for the treatment of the soldier. This
procedure has been adopted in order to avoid the
possible stigma of having suffered from an attack
of insanity should the soldier recover and desire
to re-enter civil life. In giving sanction to this

policy the Director-General of the Army Medical
Department has acted wisely and considerately
towards the insane soldier, and up to the present
the experiment has worked satisfactorily, and it

is because of this separate management of the
mentally disabled soldier that a review of a text-

book upon insanity is both appropriate and oppor-
tune.

This text-book by Dr. de Fursac is well known
in this country, and its popularity is confirmed by
the fact that this is its fourth edition

;
but it is in

the main an American revision, and out of more
than 350 references to authors in the text-book
not above a dozen refer to English contributors.
As in most American works upon mental diseases,

the classification of insanity comes from Germany

;

the scheme is confused ; it classifies insanity partly

upon the basis of factors of causation, e.g.

alcoholic insanity, syphilitic insanity, thyrogenic
insanity, and partly upon the form of the
mental disorder^ so that a case may be in more
than one group at the same time, and the groups
are, therefore, not mutually exclusive. More-
over, the terms “ manic-depressive insanity ” and
“ dementia precox ” find a prominent place. - They
refer, of course, to the varieties “alternating in-

sanity” and “primary dementia” of our English
classification. In regard to the technicalities of

certification—a matter of vital importance to the
family physician and to the general practitioner

—

the text-book is useless. It refers to “commitr
ment ” as the equivalent of certification, and upon
this point of procedure it affords no guide accord-
ing to English, Scottish, or Irish law. Neverthe-
less, the work is a helpful and instructive manual
to the student of psychiatry.

Under aetiology, a section is introduced
upon the Mendeliain theory, ‘ which is not
yet perfect enough to deal with the com-
plex mental characters of human bemgs. In

the mental constitution of human beings it is

certain that “the segregation of unit-characters”

does not occur, because the mind of each person
is a hybrid blend, and the blended conditions ap-

pear in succeeding generations* The so-called

law of dominance is quite an irregular phenome-
non in Mendelism, as we know from the crossing

of the “Chinese” 'with the “star” variety of

primula, the cross between these two types being
intermediate in form and easily distinguishable

from either of the pure types, the characteristics

having become blended. In human beings
mental characteristics are complex states and
segregated units. There is no “purity*^ in t3hie

reprpcluctive cells with regard to these Aaracfc^s,
Le. the hybrid condition that results as a Hepd
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is not represented in a single reproductive cell,

for the organism is always a double structure.

On the other hand, we know that certain physical

characters are definitely inherited upon Mendelian

lines; for instance, colour in plants and animals,

certain hair and feather characters, leaf forms,

the presence or absence of horns in cattle, the

shape of potato-tubers, are thus inherited ; as are

also brachy-dactyly, nyctalopia, and other condi-

tions in man.
Although certain abnormal characters m

individuals may be conveniently described

as dominant or recessive, this is far from
being a full explanation of neuropathic inherit-

ance. The “coupling” and “repulsion” known
to exist between different factors, the explanation

of “sex-limited ” diseases, and even the causation

of sex itself, fail to be explained upon evidence
which is founded upon Mendelian lines alone. In

regard to Mendelism we think there is too much
stress laid in the text-book upon the statement
that ^‘actual findings in mental disorders are

,alongside of theoretical exjpectations.” As yet we
know too little to be able to state that Mendel’s
law applies to all characters of all living organ-
isms. Mental disorders in themselves are too
vague as vrell as too subtle and complicated to
be classified into definite heritable unit-characters.

All we' can say is that we must not expect simple
Mendelian results from the study of insane in-

heritance, which is a product of many factors,

each of which may possibly be independently
heritable, but all of which have certain definite

effects that must necessarily Interfere with the
practical application of Mendelism. The irregu-

lar dominance of some abnormal mental states

shows that there is no definite segregation of

mental characters.

The references to cerebral syphilis in the
manual are the only long quotations from any
English authority, and these do not point out
that mental symptoms, such as cerebral irritation,

restlessness, excitement, anxiety, and depression,
occur in no fewer than 8o per cent, of all cases
of syphilis, and mostly during the secondary
stage! It is agreed by English authorities that
these mental symptoms occur within six 'months
from the date of primary infection. The author
is too optimistic about the Wassermann reaction
remaining negative after one or two injections of
salvarsan. Exceptionally this may be so, but the
present treatment of syphilis extends to more than
one hundred days, and consists in the intravenous
or intramuscular injection of salvarsan, neo-salvar-
san, gallyl, luargol, or kharsivan, combined with
mercury; and cerebral syphilis receives identical

treatment. No reference is made to the numerous
experiments made with salvarsamsed serum, and
we share the author’s doubt as to the permanent
arr^t of general paralysis or of locomotor ataxia.
The Binet-Simon tests of mental deficiency are

Introduced and, occupy about twenty pages, but it

would have been more helpful if the author had
ad<kid fuller comments upon their interpretation
and practical utility. No mention is made of the
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Montessori method of treating mental deficiency,,

for this would have been appropriate in a work
purporting to cover all inherent mental weakness.
A useful sub-section is given to the technique of

the Wassermann reaction, but, although the
haemolytic system is used to explain the bacterio-

l3rtic, the description needs simplifying for the
•general practitioner, in spite of the fact that this

reaction is in essence only a quantitative chemical
test for the presence of “complement.’* Psycho-
analysis finds a short place in the text-book

; it is

described as a “time-robbing task,” and the
author shows a dignified reserve in its discussion,

merely indicating briefly the methods employed to

carry it out. Figures of the dead neuron (Betz

cells) are introduced from the drawings of Adolf
Meyer, but no reference is made to the altogether

different structure of the living neuron. On the

whole, the manual is a trustworthy text-book for

the psychiatric clinic, and the new edition brings

the work fairly up to date, although there is no
mention of “shell-shock” or the mental effects

of the war. Probably the recent development in

American politics will soon remedy this defect.

Robert Armstrong-Jones.

PHILOSOPHY AND PARADOX.
(1) FermaPs Last Theorem. By M. Cashmore.

Pp. 63. (London : G. Bell and Sons, Ltd.,

’1916.) Price 2S. net.

(2) The Elements of Non’^EucUdean Plane Geo-
metry and Trigonometry. By Prof. H. S.

Carslaw. Pp. xii-hi79. (London: Longmans,
Green and Co., 1916.) Price 55. net.

{3) The Algebraic Theory of Modular Systems.

By E. S. Macaulay. Pp. xiv 4-112. (London;
At the Cambridge University Press, 1916.)

Price 4^. 6d. net.

(i) 'T''HE’ main fallacy of Mr. Cashmore’s
L paradoxical tract is this :

—
“ Let f, <f>

be

polynomials in x, and X a constant different from
zero; then, if f, have a common factor («r— a),

x=a may be regarded as a solution of //^=X*
Conversely^ if f/<j>z=:X has a root ce, then (jc — a)

must be a common factor of / and ^.” (See p. 18.)

(2) By this time it is fairly well known among
mathematicians that ordinary geometry is a sort

of border-line between two equally consistent

theories, in each of which Euclid’s axiom of

parallels is false. In one of these the sum of

the angles of a “rectilinear” triangle exceeds

two “ right ” angles ; in the other it falls short of

it, and may even converge to zero. If “ similar
”

triangles are defined by parallelism of sides, we
have the sums of their angles differing accordii^
to a fixed law; and, similarly, if we define them
by proportion of sides (generally according to a
different law). These non-Euclidean geometries
apply to three-dimensional space as well as to

plane, and the question for teachers' is to make
them intelligible to the student by intuitional

methods. As regards the case when the sum of

the angles of a triangle is less than two rig^t

angles, nothing can be better ihzn to take is
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straight lines ’’ circles which cut a fixed ordinary
|

sphere orthogonally, and to regard all points out- ^

side this sphere either as non-existent or as '

‘‘ images ’’ of accessible points within the sphere.
'

The plane version of this is given bv Prof.
'

Carslaw (pp. 153-75) in the clearest manner con-
|

ceivable; but he does not seem (in this book) to ,

have considered the analogous theory in solido.

There is no satisfactory" theory of three-dimen-

sional non-Euclidean geometry, from an intui-

tional point of view, unless it gives us a clear

three-dimensional image in our ordinary space,

assuming, of course, that our powers of “intui-

tion are confined to ordinary space.

One of the great merits of Prof. Carslaw 's book
is that he gives a good account of the history of

the subject. In a certain sense Saccheri is the

great pioneer, and as much justice seems to be

done to him as the scope of the work permits.

The next is presumably Gauss, but, as usual, he
lost his claim by delay in publication.

It should be noticed that theories of parallels

and theories of distance are, or mav be made,
essentially distinct. Thus, if we define parallel

lines as those which cut the fundamental sphere

orthogonally in the same point, they may or may
not be continually at the same distance from
each other, according as "we define the measure
of the distance of tw"o parallel lines.

Altogether, we think Prof. Carslaw’s book is

one of the best introductions to the subject that

we have seen. He ought to have given a refer-

ence to Mr. Somerville’s bibliography.

(3) Let Fj, Fg, , . . be n assigned poly-

nomials in m variables; then [F^, F^, . . . F»]

is defined to be the set of polynomials
X-jF

j Hh XgFg4“ ... *4 X^Fn, where Xj,

. . . Xft are arbitrary polynomials in the same
variables. We also speak of [Fj, F2, - . - FJ
as a “modulus” or “module,” this term being
due to Kronecker, who first emphasised the im-
portance of algebraical moduli. The importance
of arithmetical moduli, in the wider sense, was
discovered by Dedekind, and the whole theory of

algebraic integers in a given field may be reduced
to that of moduli contained in that field* The
algebraic theory is analogous, but much more
difficult, and Dr. Macaulay has done a real service

to mathematics by his original and critical tract.

Even men such as Kronecker and Lasker seem
to have made mistakes (in detail) in this peculiarly

difficult field of research.

The originality and conscientiousness of this

tract are so great that the reader must forgive

the author for occasional obscurities. For in-

stance, the “ array ” on p. 7 is fundamental, but
we fear that many readers may fail to see

precisely what it means, and the “reverse*’ nota-

tion (p. 4) for Fj, Fg is not justified by any remark
in the text.

The main result, illustrated by well-chosen ex-

amples, is that whereas, in the arithmefical

theory, a modulus is uniquely expressible as a
product of prime moduli, and all moduli are,

to speak, homogeneous in the sense that numbers
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of the natural scale are homogeneous, the same
is not true of algebraic moduli in general,^ and

we have to introduce technical epithets to distin-

guish one kind of modulus from another. In fact,

it seems clear that the problem of classifying

algebraic moduli according to their essential pro-

perties is at least as complicated as the corre-

sponding problem in group-theory; and if^ we
attend to the arithmetical nature of the coefficients

(c,g, if, instead of taking them as umbrae, we

i
take them as integers in a given finite field), addi-

' tional difficulties present themselves. We hope

that Dr. Macaulay will continue his researches ;

“

: meanwhile this tract ought to be welcomed as

{

one of the most valuable in the series to which

.

I
it belongs.

1

—
;

SOME ASPECTS OF TEXTILE
MANUFACTURE.

< Dxeing in Germany and America, with Notes
^

on

I

Colour Production. By S. H. Higgins,

Second edition, rewritten and enlarged. Pp.

viii+143. (Manchester: At the University

Press; London: Longmans, Green, and Co.,

1Q16.) Price $s. net.

The first edition of this book was reviewed in

Nature for November 7, 1907. Since the

completion of h's work as a Travelling Scholar

under the Gartside Foundation scheme, the

author has gained much practical experi^ce in

dye and bleach works, the results of which are

embodied in the new volume. This has
^
added

considerably to its value,
^

particularly in the

sections deling with mercerisation and bleachi^.

In a new chapter the German and English

methods of manufacturing flannelettes are con-

trasted. This is of interest as raising the general

question of the relative efficiency of the British

and German methods of textile manufacture.

Generalisation on such a topic is, of course, open

to many pitfalls, and an adequate discussion of

the matter would be impossible in this review;

but, broadly speaking, the British textile in-

dustry has developed along the lines of

specialisation of processes, whilst the ^rman
specialises in products. This contrast is seen

very acutely in the worsted industry, in which

it is quite usual here for at least^ five distinct

firms to be concerned in the production of a piece

of cloth—^the comber, the spinner, the weaver, the

dyer and finisher, and the merchant. Each of

these carries out its section of the work with the

maximum amount of skill and at the minimum cost,

but there is an obvious, and very real, danger

that the various processes are not suffidently co-

ordinated. On the other hand, the usual German
practice is to carry out alt processes in one works
and under one general control, when it is much
easier to correlate the various stages of manufac-

ture and subordinate each process to the final

result desired. The ultimate aim should be to

combine the advantage^ of both systems*

The author of the t^k has also add^ a new
chapter on “Instruction in Dyeing,” and gives it
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as his opinion, after inspecting the dyeing schools

in Germany, Austria, and the United States, that

they are not to be compared, as regards equip-

ment or efficiency, with the schools at Manches-

ter, Bradford, and Leeds. This is true enough,

but is not generally recognised.

With regard to trade research, it is pointed out

that the amount actually carried on must not be

gauged by publications in technical journals. The
most valuable results obtained are, of course,

used by individual firms, and it is only gradually

that they become known and find a place in the

literature. This is no argument against the

many schemes of research initiated by industries

as a whole. It is often stated that information

which is the common property of an industry is

of no special value to an individual firm
;
but this

is a fallacy, as it is in applying new information

in particular directions that individual enterprise,

skill, or, special facilities have full scope.

The new ^ition of the book has been largely

rewritten throughout, with great advantage. The
concluding section deals with the future prospects

of the ' dye-manufacturing industries in Britain,

France, and the United States. W. M. G.

\0UR BOOKSHELF.
An Introduction ic 'd, Biology, and Other Papers,
By A* D. Darbishire, Pp. xviii+ aqi. (Lon^
don: Cassell and Co., Ltd., 1917.) Price

ys. 6d, net. • \
Since the advent of natural selection the
mechanistic interpretation of Nature has on the
whole steadily gained ground among biologists.

The trend has been more and more towards the
translation of vital phenomena in terms of
physics and chemistry. Much of modern investi-

gation, such . as the discovery of artificial

parthenogenesis or the establishing of the
Mendelian principles ' among the phenomena of
heredity, has undoubtedly strengthened the
mechanistic position. Yet to all action succeeds
reaction. To-day there is an evident tendency
in many quarters to cast on one side the
mechanistic interpreter and seek , out other
prophets. The note sounded thirty years ago by
the acute and critical intellect of Samuel Butler
is finding echoes among biological workers.
Such a one was the author of this book, llie
“Introduction to a Biology was designed, we
are told, to direct -attention to the failure of
modem interpretative biology and to suggest
the direction in which an understanding of life

may be^ sought. Unhappily the work is but a
fragment -cut, short by the author^s premature
death.

The principal theme is that the intelligence of
man is of utilitarian origin, developing gradually
^ acquired more and more control
over his material surroundings. Hence the cir-

cumstances of its development have led to man’s
^
welcoming a m^hanistic theory of the organism
and a materialistic theory of evolutioia to, the
effect of other points

,
of view. The irtfiuence

of Bergson is clearly marked not only in the
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thesis, but in the generous use of entertaining

analogy.
The essay, however unconvincing, is brightly

written, for the author had a style of candid

freshness and a gift of investing even trivial

things with humorous interest. The charm of

his personality is well brought out in the brief

biographical sketch by his sister, upon whom fell

the labour of piecing together what he left

behind. It should be added that the greater part

of the book consists of Darbishire ’s papers re-

printed from various sources.

The Secretion of the Urine, By Prof. A. R.

Cushny. (“Monographs on Physiology,”) Pp.

xi+ 241. (London: Longmans, Green, and
Co., 1917.) . Price 9s. net.

In this extremely valuable monograph Prof.

Cushny gives an admirable account of the kidney,

and discusses the various views held as to its

functions.^ Many other matters, such as the

action of "drugs upon it and the changes that

occur in disease, are included, and the biblio^,

graphy appended is of a most complete kmd.
The centre of interest in the book, however, is

the presentation of the author’s own views on
the theory of kidney activity. The main theories;

discussed are naturally those associated with the

historic names of Bowman and Ludwig. Bow-^.

man^s view, with modifications introduced by
Heidenhain and others, is at the present time the-

one most favoured by the majority of physiolo-'

gists; Prof, Cushny ’s view, which he terms

t

the “ihodern view,” is a modified Ludwig
hypothesis : secretion (a pure filtration) occurs?

at the glomerulus, and this fluid is converted
into more concentrated urine by reabsorptioa

which takes place in the tubules.

The author criticises the Bowman-Heiden-
hain theory that secretion of urea, etc., occurs
in the tubules, partly because he interprets

j

Heidenhain ’s celebrated pigment experiments io'

a new way, but mainly because it is vitalistic.

His own theory reduces the “kidney to a

machine,” instead of postulating for it tte

capacity of a trained analytical chemist. It is'

I a little difficult to follow the author here, for in

some pages the reabsorption which he supposes
to occur is spoken of as being indiscriminate and
mechanical, while in other places he speaks of

I

the kidney-cells as rejecting the urea instead of

reabsorbing- it, and in one place at least (p. 44)

j

he says that reabsorption depends on the ^ital

I

activity of the epithelium, and in so doing drops '

into an expression which is anathema to him aS
a rule. It really does not matter what word we
employ—secretory, selective, or vital

;
but by

whichever name we call it, selective action is;

undoubted in the case of other secretions, and in

the kidnev, whether the substances pass through
its cells in one direction or the other,

^
the cdk

do exercise discrimination. Prof. * Cushny
argues that discrimination implies intelligencer
he might just as urge that the amoeba is

intelligent because it rejects non-nutritious
particles.

, ^
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
[The Editor does not hold himself responsible for

opinions expressed by his correspondents, Xeither

can he undertake to return, or to correspond ^jeiih

the writers of, rejected manuscripts intended for

this or any other part of Nature. No notice is

taken of anonymous commimications,]

A Letter of Ch. Darwin in Argentina.

On the occasion of the first national meeting of the
Sociedad Argentina de Ciencias Naturales, held to-

wards the end of last year in the city of Tucuman,
Senor Juan W. Gez presented the archive of Dr.
F. J- Muniz, together with a biographical narrative.
To that archive belongs the subjoined letter from Dar-
win which I have transcribed. That letter, as can be
seen, has not been included in the “ Life and Letters
of Ch- Darwin,” but a Spanish version of it was pub-
lished by the first biographer and editor of the papers
of Dr. Muniz—Don Domingo F. Sarmiento,^ ex-
President of this Republic (1868-74).

I would first, in a few words, say something con-
cerning the man himself, who is probably little known
to the English public. Dr. Francisco Javier Muniz
is considered to be the first Argentine naturalist. He
was born in San Isidro in the year 1795. In 1821 he
had already graduated in medicine, and was located
for four years in Cannen-d:e-Patagones as* a military
doctor, at a time when those regions were still in-
habit^ by Indians. From that period dated his in-
clination and fondness for natural sciences. From the
year 1825 he resided in the province of Buenos Aires,
where he rendered medical services, eventually coming
to be professor, and later dean, of the faculty of medi-
cine of the city of Buenos Aires. At the age of seventy
years he continued to serve in his professional capacity
as military physician, through the long wkr which
Argentina,

^
together w'ith Brazil and Uruguay,

waged against the tyrant Lopez, of Paraguay. In
1871, when the terrible epidemic of yellow fever
scourged the city of Buenos Aires, he wished even at
his advanced age to lend his professional services, but
himself succumbed a victim to the disease on Octo-
ber 8 of the same year, at seventy-six years of age.
TJie dty of Buenos Aires has raised a monument to
his memory.
The scientific works carried out by Muniz treated

of medicine and natural sciences, as may be seen by
Darwin’s letter. He w'-as the first one in the Argen-
tine to devote effort to collecting and studying the
remains of the fossil mammals, which havfe since
made famous the Pampa regions. As a physician he
knew anatomy well, but his attainments in compara-
tive osteology were less solid, because of the lack of
wwks of study, which were exceedingly difficult to
cjbtain at that time in this country.

Dr. Muniz discovered numerous fossil mammals,
and described some of them. Among these was the
great fossil tiger of the Pampas, which he called Felis
bonairensis (see La Gaceta MercantU, Buenos
Aires, October 9, 1845). being familiar with the
usages ' of nomenclature, he thought the suggestion of
some friends acceptable, and that he should call the
fossil^ Muni-felis, but he only used this name once in
the title, while in the description he simply calls it

Felk hona^’rensis, this being a less objectionable de-
nomination. Notwithstanding, had the species been
really new, his name should have continued, but it
tum^ out to be, not a Mach?erodus, as Darwin sug-
gested, but a Smilodon, distinct from the S. neogaeus,

J* “life 4nd Writ'ng* of Col Francisco Jav'cr MuSw," p. a8o fSpanisiiy
<B&enos Aires, iBBs-)
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Lund, and which should bear the name 5 . bonaerensis,
Muniz, Amegh. With reference to the purpose de-

clared fay Darwin of having Dr. Muniz’s description

1
translated and published (a description which was very
prolix and detailed), it would seem that this was never
carried out.

The reports on tlie nata cow (a type of short-faced,
wide-nostriled cow), to which Darwin refers, are those
which are mentioned in his “Journal of Researches”
(p. 146, second edition, 1845); series of ques-
tions to which Muniz replied, and a copy of .which I

now find in the above-mentioned archive, contains
many other details of interest which Darsvdn did not
utilise, and Sarmiento did not publish save in very
fragmentary' form. These data have therefore un-
doubted interest, now that, as one may say, the
peculiar hafa cow belongs to history.

The collection of fossil bones from the Pampa of
which Darwin speaks from references by Ovren is

probably that which Muniz gave to General Rosas in

1842, and Rosas gave to some French personage who
resided in Buenos Aires, who in his turn presented it

to the Paris Museum.
In conclusion, I may say that the projected sale of

the rest of his collections, of which Muniz spoke to

Darwin, had not, as some might think, any commer-
cial end in view. Muniz proposed by this sale to

obtain some resources for the sole purpose of being
thus able to prosecute his explorations in the search
for fossils, as appears from copies of letters preserved
in his archive. The last specimens of his collection
were presented bv him to the Museum of Buenos Aires.

Subjoined is the text of Darwin’s letter.

M. Doello-Jurado.

j

Museo Nacional. Buenos Aires, April, 1917.

Down, Farnborough, Kent,
February 26, 1847.

Dr. F» J. Muniz, Buenos Aires,
Respected Sir,

Your letter of August 30, with the papers which
you were so g^ood as to send me, reached me only
a short time since, owing to the protracted illness and
absence from London of Mr. Morris, through whom
they were sent. I have lately heard from Mr, Morris
that you wish to dispose of your fossil remains on
some pecuniary arrangement, * which 1 did not fully

understand from your own letter to me. I have given
Mr. Morris my opinion on this head, so will not here
repeat it; but will only say that I conceive the only
feasible plan would be to send your fossils here to
some agent to dispose of them. ”No society will pur-
chase anything of the kind without having them in-
spected, and most societies oirfy receive presents. Your
specimen of the Muni-felis must be a noble one; I

suspect it will turn out to be a Machairodus, of which
there are some fragments in the British Museum from
the Pampas. I will endeavour to get your paper trans-
lated and inserted in some scientific periodical. Your
account of the earthquake in the Pampas has surprised
me; I never heard of one in any part further east of
the Cordillera than at Cordoba. If you will inform
me whether you read^ English I shall be happy to send
you a copy (if you will point out some channel) of my
“Geological Observations on South America,” lately
published; I do not think it worth sending them with-
out knowing whether you read English, which I fear
is not probable. Your pamphlet on the scarlet fever*

I will, present to the Royal College of Surgeons.
I cannot adequately say how much I admire your

continued zeal, situate as you are without means' of'

pursuing^ your scienfific studies and without people to*

sympathise A\Tth you, for the advancement of natuml
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history; I trust that the pleasure of your pursuits

affords you some reward for your exertions. Some
time since you were so kind as to send me through

Mr. E. Lumb some most curious, and_ to me most

vcduable, information regarding the Niata oxen. I

should be deeply obliged by any further facts about

any of the domestic animals of La Plata ;
on the origin

of any “ breed *’ of poultry* pigs, dogs, cattle, etc. I

should be much interested by a brief description of the

habits and appearance of the pigs, dogs, etc., which

have run wild, and especially on the habits of these

wild breeds, when their young are caught and reared.

Will a puppy of one of the run-wild dogs, if brought
up carefully, be as tame as a common dog? Any
information on all such points would be of real service

to me ;
and my address, should you find time to write

to me, will always be that at the head of this letter.

I most sincerely wish you all success in your admirable
labours, and if at any time I can be of any service, I

shall be happy to be so; but I am sorry to say I am
not connected with any mercantile establishment and
cannot recommend agents, etc., etc.

With much respect, I beg to remain, Sir,

Your obliged and obedient servant,

Charles Darwin.

P.S.—I omitted to state that Prof. Owen has heard
that a collection of bones from Buenos Aires some
time since arrived at Paris.

Plated Teeth of Sheep.

Plating of the teeth of sheep with “gold” can
scarcely have been a common phenomenon, in Scot-
land at any rate, for in the few cases mentioned by
the older writers it is’ recorded as something of a
marvel.

In 1536 Hector Boece, Bishop of Aberdeen, thus
described the sheep of Doundore (Bellenden’s trans-
lation) :—^“ In Gareoth [Garioch, a district of central
Aberdeenshire] is ane hill namit Doundore, that is

to say, the Goldin Montane. The scheip that gangis
on this rnontane ar yallo; thair teeth are hewit like
gold; thair fksche reid, as it wer littit with safron;
thair woll is on the same maner.” This locality
remained for a couple of hundred years the typical Scot-
tish locality, if one may so call it, for golden-toothed
sheep, for it is mentioned by many writers, whose
accounts vary mainly in the spelling of the hill-name—^Dundore, Dunedere, Dinnedure, etc. It is the
prominent conical, ruin-capped hill, still known as
Dunnideer, near the railway station of Insch, in
central Aberdeenshire.

Martin, in his “Description of the Western Islands
of Scotland” (1703), almost suggests that the colour-
ing^ of the teeth in the Outer Hebrides is due to
native gold in the soil :

—
“ The Natives affirm that

Gold Dust has been found at Griminis on the Western
Coast of the Isle of North Uisi, and at Copveaul in
Harries; in which, as in other parts of the Isles, the
teeth of the Sheep which feed there are died yellow.”

these cases it is likely that iron in fair quantity
was present in solution in the bogs and streams, for
Duniildeer is formed of a cap of coarsely grained
syeuitte lying upon the basic intrusive mass of the
district, which possesses a moderate ferro-magnesian

v^hile the peat-bogs characteristic of the Outer
Hebrides rest upon Lewesian gneiss, the ferruginous
tendency of which in the area is indicated by the
presence of patches of hornblende and garnet. In^ Aberdeenshire area,^ iron pyrites, also, is dissem-
inated throughout the intrusive mass in microscopic

^ ^ James Ritchie.
Edinburgh, Tune 7.
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The Organisation of Scientific Literature.

In the current number (June, 1917) of Scientia

(pp. 530-32) there is a somewhat full account of dis-

cussions that took place at the meeting of the Italian

Society for the Advancement of Sciences at Milan in

April last, which are of great interest to us, particu-

larly at the present time. Prof. Gino Loria spoke
about national and international collaboration in pub-
lications on science and culture, and Prof. Eugenio
Rignano spoke on projected scientific periodicals of

the Entente. The praiseworthy scheme of Prof.

Rignano was fully described by him in a
letter printed in Nature of January 25 of

this year, and I may also refer here to an article by
myself on the organisation of scientific literature -in

Science Progress for last April. It is necessary that

the nations of the Entente should take immediate
steps to make themselves less dependent on Germany
for the results of organisation of scientific and philo-

sophical literature, if for no other reason than that

Germany’s powers of production are very much
lessened at present, and probably will be even more
so in future. Science is, of course, not an affair

merely of particular nations or groups of nations; all

nations should ’combine to make the work of advance
in science rather easier by organising its literary aids.

It seems that we, in particular of all nations, ought
not to remain content with the position into which we
have fallen in this possibly humble organising duty of

science. I may remark that I have been in corre-

spondence with the Government with respect to plans

for Government action in this direction, and that,

though some outcome of the correspondence does not
seem impossible, it is to be feared that the curse of

delay will act as a clog on the wheels of progress.

One would have thought that by now the evils of

inefficiency, slackness, and neglect of science had been
sufficiently forced upon us. In France, Italy, and
America there have been public expressions of a wish
to help in^ this need for the organisation of the litera-

ture of scientific research.

Philip E. B. Jourdain. ^

The Bourne, Basingbourne Road,
Fleet, Hants, June 2.

The Origin of Flint.

Sir E. Ray Lankester (Nature, June 7, p. 283)
attributes the black colour of flint to carbon, but has
he considered whether ferrosoferric oxide may be the
cause of the colour?

I have recently observed a similar, almost black
colour in specimens of hydrated, colloidal sodium sili-

cate, which contained small quantities of oxide of
iron, originally in the ferrous state, but partly
oxidised.

It has been pointed out by Hofmann and Resen-
scheck {Anncden, 1905, vol. cocxlii., p. 364) that depth
of colour in various chemical compounds is connected
with the presence within the same molecule of atoms
of an element exercising two different valencies. The
deep colours of sulphur sesquioxide and uranouranic
oxide are examples of this phenomenon, and especially
the deep blue colour of ferric ferrocyanide. The dark
colour of hydrated, ferrosoferric oxide is well seen when
white, ferrous hydroxide, precipitated by alkali from
ferrous sulohate solution, undergoes atmospheric oxida-
tion, or when a mixed solution of ferrous and ferric
salts is similarly precipifated. The greenish-black
colour, which cannot possibly be due to a mixture of
white,

^
ferrous hydroxide and reddish-brown, ferric

hydroxide, is to be attributed to a compound of ffie

two hydrated oxides. R. M. Caven.
University College, Nottingham, June ii.
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THE SOCIETY OF CHEMICAL INDUSTRY
AND THE PROGRESS OF THE CHEMICAL
ARTS.

The Society of Chemical Industry has done
wisely in following the example of the

Chemical Society in initiating the compilation and

issue of annual reports on the progress of the

various sections of applied chemistry' dealt with in

its journal. Its action is most opportune, for

there can be no question that such a publication,

if well and judiciously carried out, will have a
profound effect on the development of that branch
of technology which it is the special function of

the society to foster. Valuable as the present

volume undoubtedly is, we venture to think it fur-

nishes only a partial indication of what such a
work, if loyally supported, is destined to become.
It would not be fair to its projectors to infer its

ultimate character from the issue before us. It is

confessedly incomplete, and covers only a portion

of the sections of the classification followed in the

society’s journal. This has, no doubt, arisen

froih the circumstance that many of those best

qualified to report on the missing sections have,

owing to the special conditions of the time, been
wholly engaged upon more pressing occupations.

Indeed, this circumstance has probably reacted

upon the production of the work generally, and is

a sufficient explanation of its somewhat belated

appearance. It was a bold venture to carry out
such an undertaking in circumstances so unpro-
pitious, and the editor and the Publication Com-
mittee-are to be congratulated on the measure of

success that has attended their ejBForts under such
untoward conditions.

^

In addition to the missing reports on fibres,

dyeing, metallurgy, electro-chemistry, and sugar,
to which the preface refers, and to that on explo-

sives, which for obvious reasons it is undesirable
to indude at the present time, no action has been
taken in respect to agricultural chemistry, the
chemistry of foods, and analysis, ostensibly

on the ground that these subjects are dealt

with ' in the annual reports issued by the
Chemical Society. This appears to us no
valid reason for their future exclusion. ' As
these sections are part of the fortnightly

issue of the society’s journal, they presumably
meet a want, and are acceptable to a more or less

considerable fraction of its readers. If so, these

readers are equally entitled, and may fairly look
forward, to the annual summaries of progress and
development in these sections as well as in the
others. Moreover, it must not be forgotten
that the compilers and readers of each of the two
annual reports look at the subjects from somewhat
different points of view. One set is primarily
concerned with abstract and theoretical principles,

the other with practical application. Of course,
it is not possible to draw any hard-and-fast line

between them, as each is intimately related to the
other. But as the angle of view is certainly dif-

ferent, there is surely room for both, and it would
unquestionably tend to efficiency and comprehen-
siveness if the council of the society deddes that
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in future its annual reports of progress should

include every department of applied chemistry

with which its journal is concerned.
The present volume is made up of reports on

fifteen out of the twenty-three sections of the

classification adopted in the society’s journal, and
thirteen contributors, together with the editor,

Mr. Burton, have been engaged in its production.

Each author is well qualified to treat of the sec-

tion which has been entrusted to him. Thus
Prof. Cobb, the Livesey professor of fuel and gas
industries of Leeds University, deals with

“Fuel and Heating” and with “Mineral Oils”;
Mr. E. V. Evans, the chief chemist of the South
Metropolitan Gas Company, reports on “ Gas

:

Destructive Distillation: Tar Products”; Prof.

Gilbert Morgan writes on “ Colouring Matters and
Dyes ”

;
Dr. Auden, of the United Alkali Com-

pany, on “Acids, Alkalis, Salt, etc.”; Mr. Audley
on “Glass and Ceramics” and “Building
Materials ”

;
Mr. Warburton, who was associated

with the late Dr. Lewkowitsch, on “Oils, Fats,

and Waxes”; Dr. Morrell, of Messrs. Mander
Bros., on “Paints, Pigments, Varnishes, and
Resins”; Dr. Stevens on “India-rubber”; Mr.
Joseph T. Wood, of Messrs. Turner Bros., Ltd.,

on “Leather and Glue”; Mr. Arthur Ling, the

chairman of the London section of the society and
the editor of the Journal of the Institute of Brew-
ing, reports on the “Fermentation Industries”;
Mr. O’Shaughnessy on “Water Purification and
Sanitation ”

; Dr. Pym^, director of the Well-
come Research Laboratories, on “ Fine Chemicals, *

Medicinal Substances, and Essential Oils ” ; and
Mr. B, V. Storr, of the Ilford Company, on
“Photographic Materials and Processes.” Such
names, with such connections, are well calculated

to inspire confidence in the judgment, knowledge,
and critical ability with which the reports have
been compiled.

Of course, it would be impossible in the space
1 at our disposal to enter into any detailed analysis
' of these several communications, or to show at

I

any length in what respects they fulfil, or fail in,

I their purpose of being “the abstracts and brief

chronicles of the time.” As is to be expected,

much of the subject-matter is too technical to be
of general interest. But in certain of their

aspects these reports are highly significant, and
the story they tell is of national importance. As
might have been anticipated, the authors have
not been able, however much they might have
wished, to get away from the war^ That
stupendous event is profoundly influencing the

position of chemical industry in this country, and
anyone who deals with its present condition and
prospective development cannot possibly ignore
that fact if he rightly interprets his duty as a
chronicler.

It is therefore of interest to ascertain tvhat, in

the Judgment of experts, has been the effect of

the war on the several branches of applied

chemistry in this country, and how far that ^ect
is likely to result in a general and permanent
improvement in their character. It may be
thought too soon to pronounce any defeffte
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opinion on this matter, and this may have led

certain of the contributors to hesitate in giving

it. Others, however, have been able to read

more clearly the signs and portents of the times,

and, on the whole, their testimony is reassuring

and full of hope. There can be no doubt what-

ever that the general body of chemical manufac-

turers in this country, as well as of the manu-
facturers dependent on chemical industry, have

had a rude awakening. The war has completely

upset commercial conditions, and many genera-

tions must come and go and a long period of

peace ensue before pre-war relations are resumed.

Public sentiment will force this country to depend

more and more upon its own efforts, and to

develop to a far greater extent its own internal

resources. There is a general recognition that

at the base of this problem is our educational

system, and we see the evidence of this fact in

the appointment of a professed educationist as

director of a new policy. It is being realised that

science and the methods of science must enter

more largely ‘ into the curriculum of
^

our

secondary schools, and that colleges of science

must be multiplied and strengthened. It is now
everywhere perceived that the future of all

industries depends upon science and upon the

application of scientific principles. The bread
that has been cast upon the waters is now being
found after many days.

Many proofs of this fact are to be met with
in the volume before us, accompanied, we regret

to add, with certain disquieting features. There
are those who aim at ends which are not those of

their country, and too many new activities are

secret. Perhaps in the circumstances this is

unavoidable
;
but, as the example of our enemies

has shown us, tlaose industries flourish best and
develop most rapidly where their leaders co-

operate for their common good, even though they
may themselves combine contra mundum.

Progress in applied chemistry may be measured
by different standards. From an economic point
of view it may be estimated by the wealth it brings
to a community. ’This aspect of the matter finds

practically no mention in the compilation before
us. It is probably difficult to get together the
requisite information, but if the< Society of
Chemical Industry could be induced to add a
statistical department to its staff and pub-
lish the results of its labours each year as a
sUf^lement to these annual reports, we should
obtain a real and valuable measure of the pro-
gress of the chemical arts in this country. As it

is, the present work is too obviously based upon
the pattena of the annual reports published by the
Chemical Society, and is too exclusively ^ a
catalogue raisonni of the yearly output of the
literature of applied chemistry. We would by no
means undervalue the worth of such a compila-
tion, but we venture to believe a fuller measure of
its usefulness might be secured by a further
extension of its scope.
These observations are offered in no spirit of

carping criticism. We welcome with sincere
pleasure the advent of an enterprise which is
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bound to have a far-reaching influence on the

development of chemical industry in all English-

speaking countries. Its inception at the present

juncture is most timely, and we heartily wish it

success. Thanks to the energy, skill, and
perspicacity with which it is conducted, the

journal of the society has become its most valuable

asset. We are confident that these annual
reports are destined to be a nO' less valuable

feature of its work, provided that those who con-

trol its affairs are determined to rise to the full

extent of their opportunity.

THE RADIATION OF THE STARS.

S INCE the publication of Homer Lane^s paper
“On the Theoretical Temperature of the

Sun in 1870, many writers have discussed the

internal state of a star, considered as a globe of

gas in equilibrium under its own gravitation.

Recent observational work gives encouragement
to these investigations, for it is now known that

numerous stars are in a truly gaseous condition

with mean densities similar to that of our atmo-
sphere. To such stars the results for a perfect gas
may fairly be applied, whereas stars, such as the

sun, with densities greater than water must
necessarily deviate widely from the theoretical

conditions. The stars which are in a perfectly

gaseous state correspond to the giants ” on
H. N. Russell’s theory, ^ or to the stars of rising

temperature on Lockyer’s principle of classifica-

tion; the denser “dwarfs ’’ are outside the scope
of this discussion. The two series coalesce for

spectral type B, which marks the highest tempera-
ture attained.

The internal temperatures which have been
calculated are so far beyond practical experience
that we may well hesitate to apply the familiar

laws of physics to such conditions. But in so far

as the investigation can be based on the second
law of thermodynamics, the conservation of
momentum, or laws which are directly deduced
from these, there can, be little doubt of the
validity of the treatment. We cannot altogether
avoid assumptions of a speculative or approxi-
mate character, and no doubt some of the results

described in this article are open to serious
criticism on that account; but to a considerable
extent the discussion can be ‘made to rest on laws
which are held to be of universal application.

Moreover, natural phenomena usually become
simpler at high temperatures

;
gases become more

“perfect”; the absorption of X-rays follows
simpler laws than the absorption of light; the
heat-energy comes to be located in greater pro-
portion in the ether, so that the precise nature
of the material atoms is less important.
Most investigators have assumed that the stars

are in convective equilibrium.^ In that case, when
1 Nature, voI. xciii., pp. aa7, *52, and s8r.

^

‘•2 There are strong reasons for believing that the interior of a star must be
in_ radiative equilibrium, not convective equilibrium. The internal dis-
tnbutiou of temperature^ and density is, however, of the same character in
either case ; if the coefficient of absorption is independent of the tempera-
ture, then the distribution corresponding to radiative equilibrium Is the
same as that of material for which yssJi in convective equilibrium. See*
Monthly Noitces^ vol. Ixxvii., p. 16,
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the mass and mean density are given, and also
the molecular weight and ratio of specific heats (y)
of the material, we can find at once the tempera-
ture at any internal point. Let us take a star of
mass times that of the sun and of mean density
o’oo2 gm./cm.S; for illustration, the average
molecular weight will be taken as 54 (e.g, iron
vapour dissociated into atoms at the high tem-
perature). For y we shall take

-J-,
but any pos-

sible change in y makes comparatively little

difference in the results, so far as we require them.
For this star the calculated temperature at the
centre is 150,000,000°; half-way from the ,centre
to the boundary it is 42,000,000°. But the tem-
perature of which we have some observational
knowledge is not given immediately by these
calculations; according to observation, the “effec-
tive temperature ” of a star of this density would
probably be about 6500°. This term does not
refer to the temperature at any particular point,
but measures the total outflow of heat per unit
surface. Now-, the outflow of heat evidently de-
pends on two. conditions—^the temperature gra-
dient (more strictly the gradient of T^), and the
transparency of the material; therefore, the tem-
perature-distribution being calculated as already
explained, we can deduce the transparency neces-
sary to give the observed effective temperature of
6500°. The result is startling. We find the
material must be so absorbent that a thickness of
one-hundredth of a millimetre (at atmospheric
dtosity) would be almost perfectly opaque. There
is litde doubt that such opacity is impossible.
Conversely, if we adopt any reasonable absorp-
tion coeflicient, the effective temperature would
have to be above 100,000°, which is decisively

contradicted by observation.
A way out of this discrepancy is found if we

take into account the effect of the pressure of

radiation. Fortunately, this effect can be calcu-

lated rigorously without introducing any addi-
tional assumption or hypothesis. Suppose that a
beam of radiation carrying energy E falls on a
sheet of material which absorbs feE and transmits
(i - fe)E. It is known from the theory of electro-

magnetic waves that radiant energy E carries a
forward-momentum E/c, where c is the velocity

of light; similarly, the emergent beam carries

momentum (i - fe)E/c. The difference feE/c can-
not be lost, and must evidently remain in the

absorbing material. The material th.us gains

momentum, or, in other words, experiences a •

pressure. The amount of the pressure kE/c in-*

yolves the coefficient of absorption k, of which
we have no immediate observational knowledge;
but it is the same coefficient which has already

entered into the calculations of the opacity of the

material, so that the introduction of radiation-

pressure into the theory brings in no additional

unknowns or arbitrary quantities.

The * radiation-pressure is thus proportional to

and to the approximately known outflow of

energy. The preposterous value of k already

found would, if adopted, lead to a pressure far

exceeding gravity, so that the star would be
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blown to pieces. But the radiation-pressure
modifies the internal distribution of pressure and
temperature; it supports some of the weight of
the outer layers of the star, and consequently a
lower temperature will suffice to maintain the
given density. The smaller temperature-
gradient causes less tendency to outflow of heat,
and there is accordingly no need for so high an
opacity to oppose it. By calculation we find that
for a star of mass 1*5 times the sun, and mole-
cular weight 54, radiation-pressure will counter-
balance ig/aoths of gravity; somewhat un-
expectedly, this fraction depends neither on the
density of the star (so long as it is a perfect gas)
nor on the effective temperature, but it alters a
little with the mass of the star. The pressures
and temperatures are then reduced throughout in

the ratio 1/20; for the star already considered,
the corrected value of the central temperature is

7,000,000°. Assuming an effective temperature
of 6500°, we can now calculate the new value
of k; it amounts to 30 C.G.S. units, Le.

1/30 gm. per sq. cm. section will reduce
the radiation passing through it in the ratio i/e.

It is of considerable interest to note that this is

of the same order of magnitude as the absorption
of X-rays by solid material ; for at the high tem-
peratures here concerned the radiation would be
of very short wave-length and of the nature of

soft X-rays.
The approximate balance between radiation-

pressure and gravity leads to an important rela-

tion between stellar temperatures and densities.

It is easy to put this relation in a more rigorous
form

; but it will suffice here to express the condi-

tion as radiation-pressure= gravity. If T is the

effective temperature of the star, and g the value
of gravity at^ the surface, the outflow of radiation

(per unit area) varies as T*, and the condition is

We shall assume that k is the same for all stars.

Now g depends on the mass and mean density in

the ratio M Hence

T oc

The range of mass in different stars is trifling

compared with the great range of density. Thus
the leading result is that the effective temperature

of a giant star is proportional to the sixth-^oot of

the density^ To test thisj we take the densities,

given by Russell* for the different types, and,

assuming that stars of the solar type (G^) have the

sun’s effective temperature (6000°), we calculate

by the sixth-root law the temperatures of the
‘ types.

Type
A

Benaty
(©=x)

A
Effective

temperature

10,800°

G irVo'
... 6,000°

K ... 4,250°

M ... 2,950“

The calculated numbers in the last column agree

almost exactly with the temperatures usually

» Lpc. citt pp. 282-83.
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assigned to these types, and it is clear that if

Russell’s densities are correct the sixth-root law
must be close to the truth.

If CL is the radius of a star the total radiation

will be proportional to which varies as

gc^, ue, as M. The total radiation thus depends
only on the mass, and not on the density or stage
of evolution* The absolute luminosity is a fairly

good measure of the total radiation for the range
of temperature here considered, though, of course,
the visibility of the radiation changes a little with
the temperature. We shall thus have the total

radiation constant as we pass through the series

of spectral types, and the luminosity roughly con-
stant (with deviations amounting to about iJ mag-
nitudes). This is just the feature which Russell
has pointed out in the luminosities of the giant
stars; they are practically the same whatever the
type of spectrum.^

^

It may be remarked that this theory avoids a
difficulty noticed by J. Perry®, that when y is

less than J, the heat within the contracting star
as greater than the energy set free by contraction,
leaving less than nothing for radiation into space

;

the difficulty - is even more serious than Perry
considered, for he did not make any allowance for
the enormous store of ethereal energy necessary
for equilibrium with matter at high temperatures.
But we have seen that by taking account of radia-
tion-pressure the interior temperature is much
reduced; less infernal heat is therefore needed;
and there is, in fact, an ample balance of energy
left for dissipation even when y is considerably
below

I'.

With a molecular weight smaller than 54 the
importance of radiation-pressure is reduced; for
example,^ with molecular weight 18 radiation-
pressure is 6/7 of gravity, instead of 19/20. But
it still plays a predominant part until we come
down to molecular weight 2. Reasons have been
urged in favour of a low average molecular
weight—^perhaps as low as 2. It is probable that
the atoms are highly ionised by the radiation of
short wave-length within the star; and if most
of the electrons outside the nucleus are split off
from each atom we shall actually have an average
weight for the ultimate independent particles
nearly equal to 2, whatever the material (exclud-
ing hydrogen). Radiation-pressure is then less
than half gravity

; but the two principal laws,
which' seem to be verified by observation, are
arrived at as before. Moreover, the order of
magnitude of h is scarcely altered; it is now 5
instead of 30 C.G.S. units. Nor is the internal
temperature much changed. Jn fact, the effect
of ionising the atoms is that fhe pressure of the
superincumbent layers is supported by a mixture
of cathode rays and X-rays, instead of by X-rays
^one; our doubt as to the proportions in which
these occur and as to which will predominate is
no senous hindrance, because the main results
are nearly the same in apy case.

A. S. Eddington.

4
5

p, as*, Figs, i, ;

N ATtm®, voi lx,, p. 35CX
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DR. W. H. BESANT, F.R.S.

The death of William Henry Besant on
June 2, in his eighty-ninth year, will be

mourned, in all sincerity, by a far greater num-
ber than he would have anticipated, supposing
that he ever wasted a thought on the subject.
Among these will be a legion of his old pupils,
who had the opportunity of learning to know
him 'in a peculiarly intimate way. Until 1880
or so Besant and Routh had almost a monopoly,
for many years, in coaching pupils for the
Mathematical Tripos. Besant ’s method was
rather odd, but very effective with the right sort
of man. At the cost of immense labour he had
written out, with his own hand, a set of “book-
work and rider ” papers covering the whole
range of the examination. The pupil, on each
of his three weekly visits, found one of these
papers awaiting him in the outside room, and
proceeded to answer it as well as he could on
the backs of old examination scripts. If he
had not brought a pen of his own, he had to
search among a lot of ancient quills until he
could find one that was not hopelessly spoiled.
Presently, Mr. X would be politely summoned
to an inner parlour, where his last exercise would
be returned to him corrected and annotated, and
if he had failed to answer any question he would
be either shown a solution or given a hint how
to proceed.

Of course, it was not every pupil that was
taken separately like this; some of them were
taken in small batches (not exceeding five or
six), but the general method was the same. It
should be added that once every week each pupil
took away with him a printed problem paper to
be done at leisure in his own rooms. The
results were marked, and the list was available
for inspection.

As a member of St. John’s College staff
Besant used to give “lectures” of a sort; but
(unlike Routh)^ he eschewed formal lectures on
bookwork. His solutions of problems were
always original and elegant, and he had the great
advantage (for a coach) of being equally good
in geometry,

^

analysis, and dynamics.
Besides being one of 'the par nohile fratrum

of coaches, Besant was a busy and trusted
‘

examiner, and in this connection it may be
recorded that he^ used to say that ten minutes
of oral examination were worth any amount of
•written ditto,

Besant was too much engrossed by his
proper work to add much to mathematical litera-
ture. His text-books on conics, dynamics,
hydrostatics, and hydrodynamics deserved their
popularity, and are still worth consulting, though
their point of view is now rather antiquated. His
one thoroughly original printed work, the tract
on roulettes and glissettes (first edition, 1869;
second edition, enlarged, 1890), shows all his
qualifications at their best. Besant had really
stodied Newton, and had an exceptional power
of estimating different orders of infinitesimals

» from a figure. His invention of the term
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^‘glissette” is a reminder to those who knew him
1

that he preferred the works of the great French
|

mathematicians to all others, and would rather
;

read a good text-book in French than one in
j

Engfish.
I

It used to be a commonplace among Cam- •

bridge undergraduates that Besant was the
j

handsomest Senior Wrangler that ever was. 1

Anyhow, he was a very handsome man; so far
1

as his head and face were concerned, he
j

resembled the photographs of Russell Lowell.

The left eye arid eyebrow were damaged by a

mountaineering accident. Above all, his

manners were perfect—or as near perfection as

human manners can be (curiously enough, his

gyp Scott, when I knew them both, was the

most gentlemanly gyp in college); no one who
had much to do with Besant could help trying

to' be polite.

Besant was Senior in 1850 (four years before

Routh), F.R.S. in 1871, and Sc.D. (Cant.) when
that degree was first instituted. He and Routh
were the first two to receive it, and he really

enjoyed the distinction, though he used to pre-

tend that he accepted it only to please his

womenfolk, ^ and had to take a cab to the

Senate House, lest ribald boys should jeer at his

salmon and geranium gown. G. B. M.

NOTES.

We notice with much regret the announcement of

the death on June 9 of Prof. T. McRenny Hughes,
F.R.S., Woodwardian professor of geology in the

University of Cambridge, at eighty-five years of age.

In the list of birthday honours last week we ought
to have included the names of Lieut.-Col. A, W.
Crossley, F.R.S., and Licut.-Col. E. F. Harrison, two
chemists who hav<* n'ct'ived the distinction of C.M.G.
in recognition of valuable services in connection with

the war.

Sir William D. Niven, whose death was announced
in last week’s Nature, was born at Peterhead in

1842. After attending the Grammar Schoo* there, he

entered King’s Cullege, Aberdeen, and graduated in

1861, obtaining the Simpson prize in mathematics. He
afterwards entered the University of Cambridge, where
he graduated in 1866 Elected to a fellowship in

Trinity College, he for some years acted as assistant

tutor. For a time he held an appointment at the

Royal Mijitary Academy, Woolwich, but he was back
again in Cambridge by 1873. In 1883 he succeeded

Dr. Hirst as Director of Studies at the Royal Naval
College, Greenwich, a post which he held until his

retirement in 1903, when he was created

having been made C.B in 1897. He was elected a
fellow of the Royal Society in 1882, and served for

several years on the council of the society, and for a
period of two years was vice-president,^ He was presi-

dent of the London Mathematical Society in 1908 and

1909. Sir William was
,

the author of numerous papers

in mathematics and mathematical physics. He was
virtually Clerk Maxwell’s literary executor, and pre-

pared and edited his collected works. His services as

Director of Naval Education won the high regard of

the Service and the attachment .of the chiefs of its

scientific branches. In recognition of his work, a

I Perltaps, like the Antiquary, be sa’d “ wemankind "
; I forget
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group of scientific friends presented him with his por-

trait in 1911, and it is presen’ed in the collection of

the Unii^ersity of Aberdeen.

The death is announced, on June ii, at eighty-six

years of age, of Sir W. C. Macdonald, the Chancellor

and President of McGill University, and a generous
benefactor to education and science in Canada. A list

of his chief donations given in the Times of June 12 is

here summarised. The gifts to McGill University

included a fully equipped engineering building, which
cost more than 70,000?., besides endowment; a physics

building, costing 6o,oool. ; a building for the depart,

ments of chemistry, mining, and architecture, costing

ioo,oooZ.
;
3o>oooZ. to endow the faculty of law ; i8,oooL

for two ebairs of physics; at least 42,000!. for the en-

dowment of engineering; io,oooZ. for a pension fund,

and other endowments ; also a large area of land close

to McGill, and bought for 200,000!. for the University.

To promote rural education, Sir William Macdonald
established four “consolidated schools,” one each in

Ontario, New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, and Prince
Edward Island, all equipped for manual training,

household science, and nature-study in practical gar-
dening, as vrell as for the more conventional subjects,

spending about 36,000!. on this experiment; and the

sequel was the establishment of the Macdonald College
at St. Ann’s for teachers, farmers, and farmers’ wives
at a cost of about 600,000!. When the college was
complete the founder presented it to McGill, along
with 400,000!. as endowment.

The interim and final reports of the Halakite inquiry

have been issued by H.M. Stationeiy Office (Cd. 8446,
price id.). The general ‘findings of Mr. Justice Shear-
man, with whom Prof. W. J. Pope sat as assessor,

have been widely read but particular interest attaches

to Prof, Pope’s" report. The original specification

refers to an explosive having as a basis an admixture
of lead nitrate with glycerine, and prescribes hydro-
carbons,. nitro-compounds, such as collodion or nitro-

benzene, and barium and potassium chlorates and
nitrates as possible constituents. It is stated that

under the working conditions employed the glycerine

reacts with the metallic nitrates to form a nitro-

compound. Such a claim “is untrue, and the specifi-

cation is the production of charlatans who seek to con-

ceal the worthless nature of their invention by the use
of a scientific terminology.” The earlier samples sub-

mitted did consist largely of metallic nitrates, the pro-

portions of which varied considerably, but the nitro-

compounds were found to be short lengths of Mark 1 .

cordite. Indeed, all samples presented to the court

contained manufactured cordite as the common in-

gredient. Halakite was recommended its pro-

prietors for use as a smokeless powder for propellent

purposes and as a bursting charge for shells. The
report points out that explosives of such composition

are so sensitive to shock that they cannot be used as
high explosive for shell with any reasonable degree of

safety, whilst the considerable proportion of metallic

'nitrates renders them unsuitable for propellent pur-

poses because of low explosive power and dense smoke.
A later sample submitted to the French Government
in April, 1916, proved to consist of about 98 per cent,

of Mark I. cordite, the balance being mainly lead

chrpmate Prof. Pope says that the clumsy nature of

the fraud was obvious "to the British and French
authorities concerned The whole case is an illus-

tration of the stupidity of otherwise astute business

men accepting statements of self-styled “inventors,”

and failing to avail themselves of the advice of^ an
independent expert chemist, which action certainly

would have saved large sums of money and the waste

of much ,valuable public, time, as well as avoided a

depressing public inquiry.
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A JOINT meeting of the Society of Glass Technology
with the Faraday Society will he held at the Applied

Science Department, the University, Sheffield, on
Wednesday, June 20, at 3,30 p.m., when a discussion

w’ill take place on “The Choice of Refractory Materials

for Use in the Glass Industry.” The discussion will

be opened by Prof. W* G. Fearnsides, with a paper on
“ Supplies of Refractory Materials for Use in the Glass

Industry.”

The council of the Royal Society of Edinburgh has

made the following awards of prizes :—(i) The Mak-
dougalkBrisbane prize to Dr. R. A. Houstoun, for his

series of papers on “The Absorption of Light by In-

organic Salts,” published in the Proceedings of the

society
; (2) the Gunning Victoria prize to Sir Thomas

Muir, for his series of memoirs upon “ The Theory and
History of Determinants and Allied Forms,” pui)lished

in the Transactions and Proceedings of the society-

l^tween the years 1872 and 1915.

The second annual meeting of the Geological

Physics Society was held at the rooms of the Geo-

logical Society on May 25, with the president, Prof.

Benjamin Moore, in the chair. The following were
elected members of the council :—Prof. B. Moore
(president), Dr. G. Abbott, Dr. V. Elsden, Dr. Dawson
Williams, Messrs. G. W. Bulman, C. H. Grinling,

W, F. Gwinnell, E. Haviland, W. H. Richardson,

E. K. Robinson, and A. C- Young. Mr. H. Dayey
was appointed hon. secretary pro tern. A discussion

on “T^e Origin of Flints” was opened by the presi-

dent

The battle of Messines opened on June 7 at 3.10 a.m,

with the simultaneous explosion of nineteen large

mines along a front ten miles in length. The total

amount of explosives fired is estimate at about 450
t<ms, and one of the largest craters was^ after'wards

found to be about one hundred yards in diameter and
seventy feet in depth. Several people in and

^
near

London, including the Prime Minister, are said to

have heard the sound, and a small movement recorded

by a seismograph at Shide may have been a result of

the explosion. The distance of London from Mes-
sines is about 145 miles, and that of Shide about 185

miles.

Dr. F. O’B. Ellison sends us a description of a
curious meteorological phenomenon observed by him
on June i at about 5.45 p.m. G.M.T., on leaving St.

Mary’s Hospital Medical School. He writes;
—

^“The
western sky was covered with a sheet of cirrus of a
somewhat patchy^ appearance. The sun was shining
through it strongly, about 20° above the horizon.

There was no halo round the sun. About 20° from
the zenith, and with its centre apparently at the zenith,

was*what appeared exactly like a very bright rainbow,
in length a quarter of a circle, with the red on its

convex border towards the sun. It was brightest when
I first saw it, and ^adually faded^ having disappeared
in about fifteen minutes. The bow was of uniform
brilliance, with no ‘ mock sun ’ upon it, and was of

sufficiently striking aspect to attract the attention of

some railwaymen working near.”

A TELEGRAM from the President of the Republic of
Salvador to the Legation in London announces that
an earthquake produced by the San Salvador volcano
has destroyed a great part of various places in the
Department of La Libertad and some in the Depart-
ment of San Salvador. The capital has suffered con-
siderably.^ It is estimated that there were forty killed
and TOO injured in Armenia and Quezaltepeque, but
none at San Salvador. The telegram does not give
the date of the disaster, but it was known on June 7
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that the volcano of San Salvador was in eruption. The
city of San Salvador was founded in 1528, close to the
great volcano of the same name. In less than four
centuries it has been ruined eleven times by earth-
quakes, four times in the last century, namely, in 1806,

1815, 1854, and 1873. This recurrpce of disastrous
earthquakes in the same limited region seems to point
to their volcanic origin, for great tectonic earthquakes
are subject to constant focal migrations.

The death is announced, in his seventy-seventh year,
of Dr. Arnold Hague, who had been one of the
geologists of the U.S. Survey since 1879. He had
previously been connected with Clarence King’s ex-
ploration of the 40th parallelj and with the official

survey of the Cordilleras of North America from the
Great Plains to the Sierra Nevada. In 1877-78 he
w-as Government geologist of Guatemala, and travelled

extensively over that country, especially in the mining
and volcanic districts. In 1878 he was engaged by
the Chinese Government to examine the gold, silver,

and lead mines in northern China. He was best
known by his work in the Yellowstonb District, and
most notably by his investigations of the geysers in

connection with the extinct volcanoes. He was a
member 6f the commission appointed by the National
Academy of Sciences at the request of the U.S.
Government in 1896 to prepare a plan of the national
forest reserves. He received honorary doctorates from
Aberdeen and Columbia Universities, was a vic^presi-
dent of several international geological congresses,
and in 1910 was' president of the Geological Society of

America.

Lieut. Alan Gordon Harper, whose death is an-
nounced at twenty-eight years of age, was educated at

Dulwich and at Magdalen College, Oxford, of which
he was a demy. In 1912 he took the honours school in

botany, and afterwards the diploma in rural economy.
For work on the effects on the timber of defoliation

by the caterpillar of the large larch sawfly, Namatus
Erichsoni, he secured the degree of B.Sc. A pre-
liminary report on this research was made to the
British Association at Dundee in 1912, the full work
being published in the Annals of Botany in 1913. After
acting for a year as assistant in the Botanical Depart-
ment of the University College of North Wales, Laeut.
Harper returned to Oxford as demonstrator in the
School of Rural Economy, where he carried out a
research on the structure of timber as influenced by
pressure stimuli (Quarterly Journal of Forestry, July,

1914). He also worked on the protomorphic shqots of
Pinus, publishing a paper in the same journal in April,

1914. The acceptance of the post of deputy professor of
botany in the Presidency College of Madras gave him
the attractive opportunity of first-hand acquaintance
with Indian vegetation. At the outbreak of war he
secured a commission in the R.F.A., and on June i

of this year he met an instantaneous
,

death on the
Western front.

That Italy realises the necessity of founding scien-

tific laboratories is evident from a paragraph in a
recent number of UEconomista d'lialia. So far as
can be gathered, the scheme would appear to have
been inaugurated by the “National Scientific and
Technical Committee,” which was formed last year
in Milan. At a recent meeting of the industrial sec-

tion of this committee (on which -the leading Italian

manufacturers are represented) it was stated that the
desire of the committee was to “ raise scientific labora-
tories to the level of similar institutions abroad.”
Signor Ruffini has already promised one million lire

(40,000!.), together with an annual donation, and the
warm support of the Government and of leading manu-
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facturers is assured. The selection and training of
the staffs are to be left to the committee already men-
tioned. The laboratories will apparently be estab-
lished at the technical colleges, and will be devoted
especially to physical and chemical research. The
need for such laboratories is pressing, the committee
being firmly convinced that “their efficiency wdll also
depend on the rapidity with which the plan Is put into
execution,, as Italy has every need to have available
as soon after the war as possible all the scientific,

technical, and industrial resources she can muster
with the view of increasing production in the most
favourable economic conditions and of improving the
quality of her products.” The scheme for the creation
of the laboratories has formed the subject of a special
memorandum, which is not reproduced in the journal
mentioned above.

In Memoir No. ^91 of the Canadian Department of
Mines Mr. E. W. Hawkes publishes an exhaustive
monograph on the Labrador Eskimo. The author had
already lived three years among the trib^ in Alaska,
and his previous knowledge of the race was useful,

because the ethnological divisions of' the Eskimo are
geographical rather than cultural. The most interest-

ing point in the inquiry is the proof that these were
the people known as the Skraelings mentioned in the
Saga of Eric the Red, who describes how the Vikings
“saw a great number of skin canoes, and staves
were brandished from their boats with a noise like

flails, and they were revolved in the same direction

in which the sun moves.” This is obviously an
attempt of the Norse singer to describe the Eskimo
kayaks or skin boats. The noise of the double-bladed
paddles might well be likened to that of flails. Else-
where the bard speaks of the Skraeling boats
approaching from the south, when “all their staves

waved in a direction contrary to that of the sun.”
This is explained by the fact that in the former case
the boats were coming from the north, in the second
from the south, when the apparent motion of the
paddles would necessarily be reversed. The mono-
graph is a valuable addition to the accounts of the
Eskimo by E. W. Nelson in the eighteenth annual
report of the Bureau of American Ethnology, and by
F. Boas in the sixth annual report in the same series.

The April number of the Journal of the Royal Micro-
scopical Society (No. 237) contains an article by Drs.
Drew and Griffin on the parasitology of pyorrhoea
alveolaris. At least six species of spirochaetes, to-

gether with numbers of bacteria, were detected. Two
species of amoebse also seem invariably to be present,

and their life-cycles were worked out. The authors
suggest that mechanical injury seems to play an im-
portant part in initiating the condition; once the in-

jury has occurred, the spirochaetes probably play the

chief part in the disease, causing tissue destruction

and the formation of pockets, which then become
infected by bacteria. The paper is illustrated with
four plates. Two interesting letters written in 1877
by Prof. Abbe to the English microscopist, John
Ware Stephenson, relating to the design and produc-
tion of the first homogeneous immersion microscope
objectives, are communicated by Mr. Cheshire to this

number.

In the Psychological Review (vol. xxiv., No. 3} Mr.
Daniel Starch gives the results of his experiments on
the similarity of brothers and sisters in mental traits*

He wished to find out to what extent children of the

same parents are alike in mental characteristics, and
to determine whether the similarity, if any,^ was
greater in those mental traits which are ^directly

affected by training in school work than it is in those
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traits which are not so directly affected. He therefore
chose tests of both types, e,g. speed and comprehen-
sion of reading ability, size of vocabulary, speed and
quality of hand-writing, and ability in spelling for one
group, and tests of perception, memory, and motor
capacity for the other. He found that the resemblance
of such children is approximately as great in mental
traits as in physical, as found by Prof. Karl Pearson,
and that the resemblance vras greater in those tests

which were less affected by school work. The article

seems to corroborate the view that the mental make-
up of human beings is as much a matter of heredity as
their physical make-up, and that environment plays a
relatively small part in producing the resemblance of
closely related individuals.

An important memoir on the baboons of Celebes,
by Dr. J. Buttikofer, forms part i. of vol. hi. of
Zoologische Mededeelingen. Of these animals the
author recognises eight species, which he relegates to-

the genus Cynopithecus, dividing them into two groups,
mainly on cranial characters. Specific characters are
based on the general coloration and the shape and
coloration of the gluteal callosities. The very complete
survey of the literature of this theme, and the numer-
ous coloured plates and text-figures, make this a most
welcome contribution.

Mr. Eric B. Dunlop, in British Birds for May,,
records some remarkable instances of polygamy among
rooks. In one case he describes two females sharing
one nest, incubating side by side in perfect harmony.
Both sitting birds xvere fed in turn by one male, who
was w^elcomed on his approach with food by much
wing-shaking, after the fashion of young birds. Later,
when the young appeared, this dutiful husband fed

both his wives and the youngsters. The writer re-

cords two other cases of a like kind. But in these
each female had a separate nest. In the same issue
Mr. H. F. Witherby gives a further instalment of his
valuable notes on moulting. He deals now with the
flycatchers and the warblers, giving a very complete
history, probably the most complete yet written, of
this very interesting* and important phase in their life-

history, which has hitherto been strangely neglected.
As might be supposed, a number of new facts are
now placed on record.

Prof. C. Chilton has examined some terrestrial

Isopoda from the shore of the Chilka Lake, and his

report upon them appears in the Memoirs of the
Indian Museum (vol. v.). The name Isopoda, implying
resemblance throughout the sevenfold series of legs,

suited many, though far from all, of the groups to

which Latreille applied it a century ago. It fits the

terrestrial and semi-terrestrial, or “maritime,” genera.
Belonging to the latter set is a species described in

1828, the Ligia exotica, Roux, which, in its vast dis-

tribution, has not neglected Lake Chilka. “ On
Barkula 1 . it is enormously abundant. Though indi-

viduals may be found running on ,the shore at all

times of the day and night, even on rocks heated by
th^e midday sun, the species is most active in the morn-
ing and evening. It may then be seen in great

droves, numbering sometimes hundreds of individuals,

all of which move in the same direction.” Though
usually avoiding water, whether fresh or brackish, a
drove meeting a pool will not hesitate to swim across

it- Of this species Prof. Chilton says :
—

“ Though it

is so common and has been known for many years, it

has received only scanty attention at the hands
^
of

those who have recorded it, most observers having
merely mentioned its occurrence without adding to

previous descriptions.” No such reproach will be likely

to assail the detailed account and illustrations which



Prof. Chilton now supplies. Only one small oversight

may be noted. While the text duly explains that

in the young the seventh peraeon-segment bears no
appendages, such appendages are nevertheless displayed

in the adjoining figure.

Bulletin No. 4 of the Department of Chemistry,

South Australia, contains an interesting account of

the marine fibre industry of Spencer’s and St. Vin-

cent’s Gulfs, near Adelaide.
^
The fibre is derived from

Posidonia australis^ a marine plant of the family

Naiadaceae, to which our familiar pond-weeds (Pota-

mogeton) belong. The fibre consists of the remains
of the plant which have been accumulating for

centuries, and have become naturally retted through
the decay of the soft parts. It’ is estimated that the

workable deposits cover some 240 square mile$, and
at a yield of 6 lb. of fibre per cubic yard, and an
average depth of deposit of 7 ft., this means a yield

of 19,200 tons of air-dried fibre per square mile.

Attention was first directed to the possibilities of an
industry in the fibre in 1902, and now three large
companies are at work. The fibre is useful for insu-
lating pu;q?oses, the manufacture of bedding, etc.

The paper gives an illustrated account of the methods
employed for raising the material from the sea, and
general details as to the methods of cleaning and
preparing the fibre for the market.

Attention is very properly directed in the AgricuU
tural News of March 10 to the remarkable progress
made in recent years in the agricultural departments
of the ^Windward and Leeward Islands, which pro-
gress,^ it should be pointed out, is largely due to the
fostering care and advice of the Imperial Department
of Agriculture under the Commissioner, Sir Francis
Watts. Starting from small botanic stations, each
island has now a well-organised agricultural depart-
ment,^ and the various islands are devoting their
energies to the economic products most suitable for
their particular conditions. Tlje cotton industry in
St. Vincent, Montserrat, St. Kitts, and Nevis; the
onion-growing activity in Antigua, Montserrat, and
the Virgin Islands; limes in Dominica, Grenada, and
St. Lucia, are all thriving industries. Mention .should
also be made of the land settlement and peasant in-
structiori work^ of the departments in St. Vincent and
St. Lucia, which has been attended with great suc-
cess. Further, in Dominica, in addition to its beau-
tiful botanic garden, there is an excellent system of
agricultural education in operation, and the science
of horticulture is maintained at a very high level
in the island.

We learn from La Gdographie (vol. xxxi., No. 4) that
a small S'wedish expedition has left for Juan Fernan-
dez and the Galapagos Islands. The expedition, which
IS for botanical and zoological work, is under the
leadership of Dr. Carl Skottsberg, who was a member
of the S’wedish Antarctic Expedition of 1901-3. Dr. ,

Skottsberg in igoy-S led an expedition to .Patagonia,
*

the Falkland Islands, South Georgia, and Juan Fer-
nandez. The last scientific expedition to the Gala-
pagos Islands was that of the California Academy of
Sciences in 1903-6, when Mr. Alban Stewart made a
thorough botanical exploration of the group and a
'great deal of zoological work was done.

The want of coal which is seriously affecting Nor-
way has already made her turn to the valuable Spits-
bergen deposits. According to La Giographie (vol.
xxxi.. No, 4) Bear Island, another unclaimed Arctic
land, is now attracting her attention. During last
summer a party of Norwegian miners was at work
on a coal-seam there^which has been known for many
years, arid several wintered on the island in the hope
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of having a cargo ready for shipment to Norway this

summer. Previous reports on the coal of Bear Island
have not indicated very extensive deposits, but the

• great drawback to mining is the absence of safe
anchorage. The Norwegian syndicate appears to con-
sider the construction of port. A meteorological
observatory and wireless station are als^ proposed. A
further discovery of coal in Spitsbergen ' is reported by
a Russian expedition. According to. the BoUetino oi

the Royal Italian Geographical Society (vol. vi.,

Nos. 4-5), the highest seam is near the surface and
extends over an area of 450 square kilometres. It is

estimated that this coalfield could produce 200,000 tons
a year.

In our issue of May 17 we quoted, without com-
ment, from the National Geographic Magazine, pub-
lished by the National Geographic Society of Wash-
ington, a forecast' that, assuming that there 'is no
immigration, and that the United States will grow
as fast during the three centuries ahead of us as
Europe grew from 1812 to 1912, the population' will

amount to nearly 500,000,000 in 2217, or approximately
i66 to the square mile. A correspondent writing
under the name of “A London Statistician” questions
the accuracy of this estimate, mainly on the ground
that in certain States the former rate of increase has
not been maintained among the American-born popu-
lation. This fact has been admitted and explained by
General Walker (5ee Encyclopaedia Britannica,”
eleventh edition, xxvii., 635) on the grounds of a rise

in the standard of living, the multiplication of arti-

ficial necessities, the extension of a paid domestic ser-

vice, and the introduction of women into factory labour.
Our correspondent shows good reasons for confirming
these views, and, in any case, a forecast of this kind
is liable to modification by recent events—the probable
loss of life in war, a change in the conditions of pro-
duction and domestic life, and the amount of emigra-
tion from European countries—resulting from the
world-wide conflict which is now in progress.

The papers, verbal discussion, and written com-
munications contributed to the symposium on refrac-
tory materials held at the Faraday Society on Novem-
ber 8, 1516, have now been reprinted from the Trans-
actions in a brochure of 189 pages, A brief account
of the meeting was published in these columns on
December 7, 1916. The principal additions to the
symposium are the following (i) A note on the com-
position of clay and on silica bricks, by Prof, H. Le
Chatelier, containing some striking photomicrographs
of quartzite and cristobalite

; (2) two short papers by
Prof. H. B. Cronshaw, one on “The Deterioration of
Refractory Materials in the Iron and Steel Industries,”
the other * on “ The Standardisation ‘of Refractory
Materials used in the Iron and Steel Industries ”

;
and

(3) a paper by Mr. R. B. Sosman, of the Geophysical
Laboratory, Washington, on the common refractory
oxides. The Faraday Society is to be especially con-
gratulated ^on having obtained Mr. Sosman ’s contri-
bution, which gives considerable information about the
results of experimental inquiry obtained in the Geo-
ohysical Laboratory. It deals with the common rock-
forming oxide^silica, alumina, lime, magnesia, and
the oxides of iron. The last-named offer a research
problem quite different in character from that of the
other oxides by reason of the fact that their composi-
tions and properties at high temperatures“ depend upon
the pressure of the oxygen in contact with them.
Ferric oxide, Fe-Og, begins to dissociate as the tem-
perature. rises into oxygen and a solid solution con-
taining ferrous iron. At a given temperature the
initial dissociation pressure is high, but it drop?
rapidly as the percentage of FeO in the solid increases,
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passing through a range in which the pressure falls •

rather slowly with change of composition, and finally'

falling rapidly to the dissociation pressure of

which is very low. This in turn dissociates into

oxygen and a mixture of oxides the character of

which has not yet been determined. The properties

of FeO are still practically unknown.

In the March-April number of the Bulletin de la

SocieU d'Encouragement pour Vlndustne Rationale
Prof. Ch. Fdry gives some particulars of the work
of the optical laboratory of the Ecole de Physique et

de Chimie Industrielles at Pads. The present labora-

tory has been available for students for four years,
;

Before and since its erection many important re-
I

searches have been carried out, and, more particu-

larly, the experihients undertaken so successfully of

recent years by Prof. Fdry on optical pyrometry. Prof.

Fdry is probably the most competent authority on
this subject, and his methods may be said to be of

almost universal application in works practice.

Among other recent investigations may be mentioned
the following :—Research on the calorific emission of

the sun
;
note on the solar constant and apparent tem-

perature of the sun; researches on radiation; an ab-

sorption spectrophotometer; an electric chronometer; a

new thermo-electric calorimeter
;
the principle of a new

method of measuring the velocity of light ; and the chemi-

cal theory of lead-plate accumulators. The laboratory

was the birthplace of the Grassot fluxmeter and the

now world-famed Mdker burner. This list shows that

the laboratory has been keenly alive to industrial and
scientific research, as well as to instruction. Special

dark-rooms are provided in the laboratory for photo-

metric and other optical experiments, while a balcony

allows of experiments being conducted in the open
air. Further rooms are provided for work on the

optical bench, for the metallography of steel and
alloys, and' for chemical experiments. Special rooms
are provided in the basement, built on masonry foun-

dations, for work where absence of vibration is re-

quired. All rooms are carefully heated, lighted, and
ventilated. The new electrochemical and physical

laboratories and that devoted to the investigation of

dyes, the mineralogical collections, the central library,

and the lecture-rooms, are all built on modern prin-

ciples, and directed, like the optics laboratory, with
due regard to modern teaching and research require-

ments.

Messrs. A. and C. Black, Ltd., announce for

immediate publication “An Introduction to the Physio-

logy an<i Psychology of Sex,” by Dr. S. Herbert.

The work will direct attention to the important facts

respecting sex, mating, and reproduction, from the

physiological and psychological points of view. •

OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN.
Comet 1917& (Schaumasse).—The following con-

tinuation of the ephemeris for Greenwich
^

midnight
given in Nature of May 31 has been received from
Copenhagen :

—

19^7 R.A. Decl. Log r Log A Mag.

June 15

17

h. m. s.

9 25 28
28 2

-MS 24*8

17 12*3 9-9829 0-0550 10*6

21 32 8 IS 12*5 0*0033 0*1071 10*9

25 35 20 13 367 0*0238 0*1528 11*3

29 37 59 12 I7-S 0*0442 0-1925 11*6

July 3 40 17 II 10-3 0-0642 0*2276 11*8^

7 42 21 10 11*9 0*0837 0*2587 I2*l'

The Spectrum of Comet 1917a (Mellish).—^Prof.

Frost reports that the spectrum of Mellish’s comet, as

observed at the Yerkes Observatory on March 21,
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showed a close resemblance to that of Morehouse's
comet (Journ. R.A.S. Canada, vol. xi., p. 196). The
cyanogen band 3883 and the blue carbon band, with
its red edge at 4741, were strong, and there were
other bands at 3914, 4017, and 5075. It may be re-
marked that the band 3914 was probably the negative
band of nitrogen at that wave-length, while 4017 and
5075 would appear to be two ot the bands of the
low-pressure spectrum of carbon monoxide, these being
especially characteristic of the tails of comets.

Effective Te.mperatures of Stars.—The values of
stellar

^
temperatures derived by Rosenberg from

comparisons of the intensity at different wave-lengths
in photographic spectra have been discussed by Dr.
Wilsing (Astrono^nische Nachrichten, No. 48S1). A
new reduction of Rosenberg’s observations has brought
the results for stars of early type into much closer
accordance with the Potsdam values, as will appear
from the examples included in the following table :—

-

Kosenberg
^

aAndromedse ... 1.^22 33,000 13,500 8,800
a Pegasi La 2 27,500 12,200 13,600
yGeminorum ... La 2 16,000 10,000 11,800
aAquilae 3 10,500 7,700 7,700
V Bootis Il.t? 5)500

, 4,700 5,200
y Cygni

I
Il.tz 5>ioo ^4^0 6,000

€ Bootis Il.a-III.a 5,300 4,500 4,200
a Bootis Il.a-III.a 3,100 2,800 3,600
^ Andromeda ... II./z-IILa 2,650 2,400 3,000
a Orionis 1 1 1.a 2,200 2,000 3,000

Scheiner and Wilsing ’s values were based upon
visual observations with a spectrophotometer.

THE FELLOWSHIP OF THE ROYAL
SOCIETY.

TN the annual report of the council of the Royal
Society, adopted at a special general meeting in

November last, certain changes in one of the statutes
relating to the election of fellows were submitted.
These changes were put forward after detailed de-
liberation by the council, and were based upon a report
prepared by a committee appointed' to consider the
subject. Statute XI I , of the society provides for the
special election of persons who “either have rendered
conspicuous service to the cause of science, or are
such that their election would be of signal benefit to

the society, provided that not more than two persons
shall be so recommended in any one calendar year,

and if two persons be elected in any one year there
shall be no election in the following year.”

^
By the new statute proposed by the council and

aiiopted at the special meeting on November 2, 1916,

the council could recommend to the society for elec-

tion “(A) Privy* Councillors whoseelection would assist

the society; (B) men distinguished in the scientific or
educational service of the State, or by their services

to science and its applications, provided that (i) the
number of fellows in Class A shall not exceed twenty-
five at any time, including the fellows elected as Privy
Councillors under the statutes in force before 190^ ; (2)

the number of fellows in Class B shall not exceed
twenty-five at any time, not more than five being
elected in any one year.” As in the original statute,

any person so recommended for election had to receive

the votes of two-thirds of the members of council

present, and the number of votes in his favour had to

be not fewer than eleven.

In February last a memorial signed by a large

number of fellows of the society was presented to the

council asking that steps should be taken to consult
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the general body of fellows as to the introduction of

the amended statute, and not to proceed with any

recommendation for election under it before thorough

reconsideration of the whole question. Fear was ex-

pressed that the amended statute might result in the

election under (A) of *‘a politician, not at all neces-

sarily of high distinction, w^ho may be engaged in

particular legislative or other public activity, on the

ground only that his election would assist the work of

the society,’* and under (B) of generous donors to the

society or other scientific institutions, and the chief

permanent officials of all departments of State con-

cerned with scientific matters.

At the request of the memorialists, a special general

meeting was held on June 7 to reconsider the amended
statute, and the following resolution, moved by Sir

David Bruce and seconded by Sir E: Ray Lankester,

was carried after a long discussion :— That this meet-

ing is of opinion that the council will serve the best

interests of the society by restoring Statute XII. to the

form it had before the change made in it by the council*

on November 2, 1916, and by postponing further con-

sideration of the statute relating to the election of

fellows until after the termination of the war.”

The action of the council in endeavouring to provide

for the election of a few fellows on a broader basis

than at present exists is thus practically undone. It

was thought bv some fellows that opposition to the

new statute might have been met by a resolution to

suspend elections under it during the war, and to

leave any question of rescinding it until after the war

;

but the meeting decided to refer back tp the council

the whole question of amendment. A new council is,

however, now in office, -and the considerations which
led to the recommendation of the amended statute

will have to be gone over again in detail for the

. benefit of the new members when the resolution comes
before the council.

TJJE AmUAI. SYMBOL OF THE EGYPTIAN
DEITY, SET.

M g. DARESSY has been writing ^ concerning the
• dong-disputed question as to the identity of one

of the animals which the old Egyptians selected as

the symbol of their malevolent deity, Set, or Seth,

Among creatures suggested as intended by the

Egyptian artists have been the jackal, hare, oryx, and
okapi, but all these assignments have been abandoned.
Two years ago Dr. Schweinfurth decided upon the

orycterc^e, or anteater, the Erdferkel of the Sudan and
Aardvaark of the Boers, because of the almost abso-
lute resemblance of its head and snout to the Set
quadrupeds.
The long legs and tail shown in Egyptian drawings,

the tail often depicted vertically ereot, and with
double tufted end, render this attribution diflficult, so
M. Daressy has reviewed the question from the
archaeological side, summarising important Egyptian
writings, and citing the delineations of the Set animal
by their draughtsmen. From the literary side he illus-

trates the question from myth and stories of Set, of
whom the creature was the crest, totem, and symbolic
hieroglyph.

In the myths, when Set, with his name changed to
Souti, became ally, instead of foe, of Horus, he was
deemed lord of Upper Egypt, as Hprus was of Lower
Egypt and the Delta. This suggests that Set may
have been a rujer of Upper Egypt, who warred witk
Osiris, King of Lower Egypt, and later also with
Horus. ,

Although, the myths speak of Set as god of evil,
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darkness, and the sterile deserts, the fact of his in

,some cases being said to have been reconciled to

Horus, though he haJ assassinated Horus ’s father,

Osiris, caused Set to be semi-deified, and a few shrines

for his worship have been found as Souti. At Edfu
he was a crocodile, though never worshipped under
that type, crocodile deities such as Sobk and Pne-
pheros being different concepts. Set took other evil

animal forms, such as the boar and swine, creatures
abhorred in many religions, M. Daressy argues
that the Set animal is really a creation of the imagina-
tion, the object of the design being to depict a
creature so constructed as to be impotent to destroy
Horus. If this was so, it is futile to search for the
creature in either the existing or -fossil fauna of Africa.

Set Pharaonic
crest.

M. Daressy thinks the design embodies all the most
opposite characters to those of a boar. If so, the
animal is merely a fantastic design to symbolise the
evil aspect of the deity.

But once in Egyptian history a Pharaoh, instead of
using the falcon, which was their solar Horus dynastic
crest, for his totem, in the Second or Third Dynasty
employed for his honour the Set animal. This king
was probably ruler of^ Upper Egypt solely, but his
successor, to assure his subjects that he was under
the tutelary protection of all Egypt’s deities, used the
double crests of the Set animal and Horus falcon,
and the Set one was never used again for a royal
symbol. It is very improbable this would have been
done if the Set figure was
a sort of serio-comic in-

vention.
It should be borne in

mind that the ancient
Egyptian animal - gods
were (unless Set is an ex-
c e p t i o n) real existing
creatures. The Sphinx
was not a god, or even
totem of any particular
deity. In the tombs at
Beni Hassan various fan-
tastic animals are depicted
as denizens of the desert,

and real ones also. The
Set creature is there
placed between a real and
an imaginary one. An
interesting fact is that Head of Set in Spink collection,

the greater the anti-
quity of the figure, the less abnormal are its

features from those of a dog, or jackal, or some
allied^ species. Thus on some of the Serekh figures
containing the name of the early dynasty Pharaoh,
Perabsen, the

^
Set quadruped is identical with old

Egyptian drawings of jackals, which were sa'cred to
Anubis excepting for its long erect tail, which has not
the forked ending introduced later.

This Pharaoh only bore the Upper Egypt crovrn,
the creature, if a real one, may not have existed in
Lower Egypt, and Set himself, a$ noted, seems «to

have ruled in Upper Egypt only.
t

It is just possible that remains of a member of the
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Canidse family now extinct may be found that will

explain the anomaly.
Unfortunately, the prehensile lips and snout, so

well indicated by the unique and very ancient bronze
head which Messrs. Spink, of St. James’s, have
kindly permitted us to publish, would not be indi-

cated by any of the bones.

It may be that the animal was very scarce, and that

after its association with the detested deity it was
exterminated by the Horus - following, orthodox
Egyptians. Joseph Offord.

TECHNICAL OPTICS.

The establishment of a Department of Technical
Optics at the Imperial College of Science and

Technology, and the appointment of Mr. F. J.

Cheshire as the director of the department, were
announced in Nature of May 24 (p. 257). The report

of the Board of Education for the year 1915-16 just

issued (Cd. 8594, price 6d.) includes the tollowing
reference to this subject :

—

After many years of discussion the establishment of

a Department of Technical Optics is at last assured,

and the Board desires in this connection to express

its appreciation of the action of the London County
Council, to whom the realisation of the scheme is

largely due. The scheme involves the co-operation of

the Imperial College of Science and Technology at

South Kensington and the Northampton Polytechnic

Institute in Clerkenwell. The more elementary in-

struction will be given at the Northampton Polytechnic

Institute; the advanced full-time courses, and most
|

of the research work, will be centred at the Imperial !

College, The work in technical optics at both insti-

tutions will be- under the control of a director, who
wiirbe a professor of the Imperial College, and will

be given the position of honorary head of a depart-

ment in the Northampton Institute.

The governors of the Imperial College have ap-

pointed a Technical Optics Committee to manage
under them the work for which they are responsible;

and the London County Council has appointed the

same committee to advise it as to the work to

be done at the Northampton Institute. The Right
Hon. A. H. D. Acland, who is chairman of the Execu-
tive Committee of the Imperial College and a member
of the Committee of His Majesty’s Privy Council on
Scientific and Industrial Research, has consented to

act as chairman of the Technical Optics Committee.
This committee will contain representatives of the

Admiralty, the War Office, and the Ministry of Muni-,

tions, and. also of employers and workers in the trade.

At the outset the annual cost of maintaining the

new scheme is estimated to be not less than 5000Z.,

while 5500Z. is needed for alterations and equipment.

Of these’ surds the' London County Council is pre-

pared to find 20061. a year (including loool. for the

work at the Imperial College, and an increase of not

more than loool. in its maintenance grant to the

Northampton Institute), together with 750Z. towards

the necessary equipment at South Kensington and

2500Z. for alterations and new equipment at Clerken-

well. The Board of Education will make' an addi-

tional annual grant of 2000Z. m the Imperial College

as from April i, 1917, and a capital grant of ^1500!, for

eqmpment. while the extended provision for technical

optics at the Northampton Institute will be taken into

account in fixing the amount of the Board’s block

grant to that institution under the Regulations for

Technical Schools. The Department of Scientific and

Industrial Research is prepared to make a grant of

loooZ. a year for five years to* the Imperial College
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and an equipment grant of 750Z, in respect of the

research work which will be undertaken by the new
Institute of Technical Optics.

Mr. Frederic J. Cheshire has been appointed head of

the new department at the Imperial College for a

period of five years, with the title Director of Technical

Optics and Professor ot Technical Optics at the Im-
perial College. Mr. Cheshire’s long experience and
great ability in optical matters practically^ ensure^ a

successful beginning. He has been associated with

optical instruments for many years at the^ Patent

Office, and since the formation of the Ministry of

Munitions has been Deputy Director-General of the

Ministrv and Technical Director of the Optical De-

partment of the Ministry'. He is the present president

of the Optical Societ}?-.
’
It is expected that, subject to

the conclusion of certain arrangements with the

Treasury, Mr. Cheshire will accept the directorship,

and it is anticipated that the organisation of 'the -de-

partment will be rapidly completed, and that training

wfill begin at an earlv date.

THE CONFIGURATIONS OF
ASTRONOMICAL MASSES AND THE

FIGURE OF THE EARTHA

A STUDY of the forms which can be assumed by

masses of actual compressible matter under their

own gravitation is of O'bvious importance for cosmo-

gony and astronomy. A theorem of fundamental im-

portance is thatTor a given mass, acted on by given

forces and rotating at a given speed, there is only one

equilibrium arrangement of the internal strata when*

the boundary is fixed. Thus possible figures of equili-

brium can be classified by their boundaries; the inte-

rior matter will arrange itself.

A simple application is to the figure of the earth.

Regarding the earth’s surface as roughly spherical,

the internal layers of equal density must be concentric

spheres. The view that the internal strata may “ be,

or in some past age may have been, excentric, is

found to be illuso^, and an attempted explanation of

the major inequalities of the earth’s surface in terms

of this idea fails.

A more complex application is to the figures of com-

pressible masses, such as gases, in rotation. It is

found that a shrinking compressible mass will, in

general, assume in turn figures which may be described

as pseudo-spheroids and pseudo-ellipsoids, these being

derived by continuous distortion from the spheroids

arid ellipsoids which form the only stable fibres of

equilibrium for incompressible masses. The pseudo-

spheroids are more lens-shaped than a spheroid, and

the pseudo-ellipsoids are more spindle-shaped than

an ellipsoid. A sharp periphery may develop on the

pseudo-spheroid or a sharp point on the ps*“udo-ellip-

soid, in which case streams of matter are ejected

through centrifugal force outbalancing gravity.

Considering in detail the figures appropriate to the

la-w p=Kpys it is found that a sharp periphery will

develop on the pseudo-spheroids before the series of

pseudo-eltipsoids is reached, if (approximately).

Thus a mass of ideal gas for which 7<i| never

attain the pseudo-elliosoidal form and so can never

divide into two detached masses. But as the density

of an aptual gas increases with shrinkage, the ideal

laws are departed from. The value y-3 is reached,

perhaps, at a density of J to i, roughly that of a

B-type star. So far, then, a giant” star can lose

matter equatorially, but cannot (fivide by fission. The
3 Ab?!n»cttpf the BaVerian T>etnre delivered before the Royal Society ,oo

May 17 by Mr. J. H. Jeans, F.R.S-
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latter process can only begin at about ^tyf)e B. This

agrees exactly with Campbeirs discussion of spectro-

scopic binaries.

In an actual star internal ionisation and pressure of

radiation must be considered, so that a star of suffi-

cient mass can break up before B-type iS reached,

and there can be “giant” double stars.

The results obtain^ fit in \ven with observation and
suggest a simple view of stellar cosmogony.

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE.

Birmingham.—Mr. G. H. Holcroft has presented to

the University a valuable collection of fossils and recent

shells which belonged to the late Sir Charles Holcroft.

Dr, J. W. Russell has been elected joint professor

of medicine, to succeed Prof. Saundb}^ whose resigna-

tion takes effect on September 30 next. The council

has resolved to recommend the court of governors at

its next meeting to confer the title of “ Emeritus Pro-

fessor” on Prof. Saundby, “in recognition of his con-

spicuous*- services to the University and his eminence

in the general field of medicine.”

Messrs. A. W. Nuthall and J. T. Hewetson have

been reappointed honorary curators of the Pathological

Museum, in the sections of surgery and gynaecology

respectively, for -a term of three years from October

next.

Oxford.—On June 12 the honorary degree of D.Sc.

was conferred on Prof. Arthur Schuster, who after-

wards delivered the Halley lecture. In presenting

Prof, Schuster, the Public Orator (Mr. A. D. Godley)

spoke
.
of his eminence in various departments ot

physical research, deploring the inadequacy of the

Latin language for dealing with the technical details

of the professor’s work in the subjects of electricity

and magnetism. He alluded also to Prof. Schuster’s

services as secretary of the Royal Society, and to the

value of his labours to the nation at large.

The Gilchrist Studentship for Women, of the Univer-
sity of London, has been awarded to Miss B. J-

Schlumberger, an internal student, of University Col-

lege.

Prof. J. G. Adami’s course of Croonian lectures at

the Royal College of Physicians of London begins
to-day, and will be continued on June ig, 21, and 26,

at 5 o’clock. The subject of the course is “ Adaptation
and Disease.”

A FUND of the value of 2000Z., to be known as the
Osier Testimonial Fund, has been raised by the medi-
cal and chirurgical faculty of Maryland; the income
will be devoted to the purchase of books for the library

6f the facultv and for the upkeep of the Sir William
Osier Hall.

The Prime Minister has informed Mr. Fisher that
the urgent demand for further acxiommodation for war
staff which must be housed in the immediate vicinity

of *the War Office and Admiralty necessitates the re-

moval of the offices of the Board of Education. The
new quarters of the Board are to be at the Victoria and
Albert Museum, South Kensington. A sufficient num-
ber' of rooms in Whitehall will, however, be retained
for the use of the President, Parliamentary Secretary,
and Permanent Secretary of the Board and for confer-
ences, deputations, and interviews.

Dr. T. Brailsford Robertson, professor of bio-

chemistry and pharmacology in the University of Cali-
fornia, has given to the regents of the University of

California bis patents for the growth-controlling sub-
stance tethelin, isolated by him from the anterior lobe
of the pituitary body and used to accelerate repair in
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slowly healing wounds. The proceeds which may
accrue from the sale or lease of these patents are to

constitute a fund which will be entitled “The Univer-

sity of California Foundation for International Medical

Research,” and will be expended in the furtherance of

medical research, preferably research in the physiology,

chemistry, and pathology of growth.

We have received a letter from the Rev. A. J.

Ashley, hon. secretary of the Church Esperantist

League, in reference to the paragraph which appeared

in this cobimn in our issue of May 31. Mr.

Ashley writes

“

Ido stands now about where

Esperanto stood in the eighties of last century;

it has no literature worth mentioning, while

many of the finest works of every great litera-

ture can now be obtained in Esperanto.” Mr. Ash-

ley is of opinion that Esperanto, having thousands of

societies . and being used daily by tens of thousands

of people, is continually spreading, and that such

popular acceptance should be a preliminary condi-

tion of any Government support. As regards the

teaching of a universal language in schools, Mr.

Ashley says that in the Patricroft Council School in

Eccles Esperanto is being taught as. a regular school

subject with great success. An account of this ex-

periment will be found in the June-July^ issue of

the Esperanto Monthly, which may be obtained from

the secretary of the B.E.A., 17 Hart Street, London,

W.C.i.

The new chemical laboratories at University Col-

lege, London, Imve been planned and designed so as

to meet the requirements of modern chemical teaching

and research, including provision for physical chem-

istry, in which branch immediate and rapid progress is

urgent. The funds for these laboratories have been

raised by a committee, of which H.R.H. Prince Arthur

of Connaught is the president, and Capt. the Hon.
Rupert Guinness the chairman and treasurer,

^

The
total cost of the site, building, and equipment
will be i2o,oooL One hundred thousand pounds

has already been raised, leaving 2o,oool.^ still

to be found. In order to facilitate the imme-
diate provision: of this 20,000!., Sir Ralph C.

Forster, Bt., who has already subscribed generously

to the cost of these laboratories, has promised' 5000!.

on condition that the remaining 15,000!. is raised

speedily. Upwards of 700!. has already been raised

towards the 15,000!. required. Those who are anxious

to see chemical science in London adequately equipped
are invited to assist in completing the sum needed.

An appeal has been issued by a sub-committee formed
by Lord Glenconner and Capt. the Hon. Rupert Guin-
ness for this purpose. Further particulars may be

obtained at the college. Subscriptions should be ad-

dressed to Lord Glenconner at the college.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES.
London.

Royal Society, May 24.—Sir J. J. Thomson, president,

in the chair.—Prof. A. Bendy and Prof. J. W.
Nicholson : The influence of vibrations upon the form
of certain sponge-spicules. It has been suggested recently

by one of the authors that the positions of the whorls
which appear on certain siliceous spicules in the genus
Latrunculia may be determined by vibrations to which
the spicule^is subjected at a certain stage of its develop-

ment, corresponding, in fact, with the nodal points of a

vibrating rod. The object of the present comnymica-
tion Is to describe a similar case in a closely allied,

but hitherto undescribed, genus, and to subject it to*

mathematical analysis with the, view of testing this,

vibratory theory. The problem was to determine the
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degree of coincidence between the actual positions of
the whorls on

^

the spicule and the positions which
would be occupied by the nodes in a vibrating free-free
rod of shape similar to that of the shaft of the spicule
at the moment when the nodes are beginning to
develop {i,e, at the critical stage). The general
problem is that of the nodes in a rod composed of two
equal portions, -each formed by the rotation of the
curve y x between = o and ,vr=Z about its axis, and
the positions of the nodes are expressed as functions
of the index n by the interpolation formula. All the
spicules examined correspond very closely with this
law of shape for values of n between | and i. Details
of ten cases at or near the critical stage are given in
the paper, and the conclusion is arrived at that the
positions of the whorls, although subject to slight indi-
vidual variations due to various disturbing factors,
agree so accurately with the theoretical positions of the
nc^es as to leave little doubt as to the influence of
transverse vibrations in determining them. An
efficient cause of such vibrations may be found in the
water currents which circulate with considerable force
through the canal system of the sponge.-^Prof. J. W.
Nicholson: The lateral vibrations of bars of variable
section. The paper contains a discussion of the lateral
vibrations of a bar composed of two equal halves and
free at each end. Each half consists of a portion of the
solid generated by the revolution of the curve
about its axis, and the fundamental frequencies and
positions of the corresponding nodes are investigated
for various values of n between o and i.

Physical Society, May 25.—Mr. W. R. Cooper, vice-
president, in the chair.—C. C.‘ Paterson,

J. W. T.
Walsh, and W. F. Higgins : An investigation of radium
luminous compound. The pa^er contains the results
of measurements made on various samples of radium
luminous compound during the last two years. Deter-
minations of the brightness of the compound in powder
forni and when made up into paint, and also after the
application of the paint to instrument dials, were
carried out ; and^ curves are given showing the rates
of decay of luminosity. The radium contents of the
compounds were determined by comparison of their
7-ray activities with^ that of a preparation of pure
radium bromide, which is periodically compared with
the British radium standard. The various precautions
which have to be observed and the corrections which
have to be applied in making the various determina-
tions are explained, and the considerations which
should govern the proportion of radium employed for

practical purposes are discussed.—F. J. W. Whipple

;

The resistance to the motion of a lamina, cylinder, or
sphere in a rarefied gas. The investigation is carried
out on the assumptions that the free-paths of the
particles of the gas are long compared with the dimen-
sions of the moving body, and that the motion, relative

to the body, of the particles which rebound from it

depends only on its temperature. It is shown that if

V, w be the components of velocity perpendicular to the
surface of a lamina nnd parallel thereto, the corfe-

sponding components of the resistance are*

where V is the standard (root-mean-square) speed of

the gas-particles and p is the gas-pressure. The re-

sistance to the motion of a cylinder or a sphere is

found to differ very slightly from the resistance to a
lamina occupying the central section. The formulae
are applicable to the problem of the damping of the
oscillations of a system suspended in a rarefied gas.

—

Prof. C. H. Lees: The effect of stretching on the
thermal conductivity of wires.
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Paris.

Academy of Sciences, May 21.—M. A. d’Arsonval in

the chair.—G. A. Bouleiiger ; Batrachians belonging to

the genus Euproctus, their ethological and phylogenic
relations.—M. P. A. Dangeard was elected a member
in the section of botany in the place of the late

R. Zeiller.*—P Fatou : Rational substitutions.—L.
Decombe : The influence of temperature on electro-

capillary phenomena. An application of the second
law. of thermodynamics to electrocapillary phenomena,
utilising the numerical results obtained by W. A,
Vining and by M, Gouy.—M. and Mme. A. Laborde:

Remarks on a note of MM. Debierne and Regaud on
the use of the radium emanation condensed in sealed
tubes. For clinical work MM. Debierne and Regaud
have proposed to express the energy given out in terms
of the quantity of emanation destroyed during the
application. The authors suggest that the mean quan-
tity of emanation present in the sealed tube during the
time of application gives an equally exact measure of

comparison between the two methods of utilising the

energy of radium. Actual cases are w'orked out

according to both modes of expression.—MM. Massol

and Faucon ; The absorption of the ultra-violet radia-

tions by the iodine deri’^atives of methane. Details of

the absorption bands produced by tetraiodomethane,
iodoform, methylene iodide, and methyl iodide.—Ed.
Chauvenet : The zirconyl bromides The only definite

compounds isolated were ZrBr4.ZrOBr2.8Il20 and
Zr0Br2.3.5H20.—A Valeur : An anomaly in the solu-

bility of sparteine. An aqueous solution of sparteine

becomes turbid when the temperature is slightly raised,

and this effect is still more marked in dilute solutions

of sodium darbonate. In the latter case the relation

between the concentrations in sparteine and the tem-

perature of turbidity formation has been determined,

and between certain limits of concentration the curve

expressing the results is a straight line. A method for

determining this alkaloid can be based on these experi-

ments.—J. Bougault : Acidylsemicarbazides and acidyl-

semicarbazic acids. The ’author attributes the con-

stitution, CeH,.CO.NH.NH.CO.NH2, to the product

obtained by the action of sodium carbonate and iodine

on the semicarbazone of phenylglyoxylic acid, whilst

for the isomer produced by the action of benzoic

anhvdride upon semicarbazide chlorobydrate the for-

mula aH,.C(OH):N.NH.CO.NH2 is suggested as

most probable.—G. Mouret : The existence of a zone of

crushed rocks, about 200 kilometres long, in the

western region of Central French massif.—Ph. Gian-

geaud : The elements of the relief of the volcanic massif

of the Monts-Dore.—L. Ballif : The determination of

the density of air as a function of the tiltitude. The
method is’ based on the measurement of the rate of

ascent of a free balloon, which need not be recovered.

The heights are estimated by simultaneous observa-

tions by two observers on the ground.—C. Sanvageau :

A new type of alternation of generations in the brown

algae (Dictyosiphon foeniculaceus).—^Em. Bourqnelot,

M. Bridel, and A. Anbry ; The Crystallisation and pro-

perties of a jS-monoglucoside of glycerol obtained by

biochemical synthesis. The synthesis of this glucoside

has been described in an earlier paper (1915)- By
solution in absolute alcohol, and partially precipitating

with ether and then allowing to stand at a temperature

below 6° C. for twenty-one months, the substance has

been obtained in the crystalline state. Details^are given

of its rotatory power and chemical and biochemical

hydrolysis. This is the first glucoside of glycerol to be

obtained in a crystallised state.—M. Lievre : SterecK

radioscopy. The apparatus described has been used

with success in the Army Medical Service.

—

Amar :

The origin and pi;ophylaxy of heat stroke. Heat stroke
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is regarded as an intoxication caused by fatigue and

favoured by bad oxygenation of the blood.—R.

DaUnxier ; Chemical vaccination of arsenical reactions.

May 29,—M. A. d’Arsonval in the chair.

—

H. Donvill^ : The Orbitoids of Trinity Island.

—J. Bergonxe
: The advantages from the hygienic,

economic, and social points of view of a

change in the number, time, and importance of meals.

It is argued that the main meal .of the day should be

taken at 7-30 a.m., and a second and smaller meal
at 6 p.m. The advantages of such a reduction of

meals are set out.—S. Lefschetz : The multiple inte-

grals of algebraic varieties.—N. Kryloff : Generalisa-

tions of the method of Walter Ritz.— K. de F6riet

:

The formation of integral equations admitting hyper-

spherical functions as fundamental solutions.—F.

Schrader ; A map of the massdf of Gavarnie and of

Mont-Perdu.—G. Sizes : The intervals in Hindu and
Arabian music.—Ed. Chanvenet; The combinations of

zirconium with sulphuric acid. Twelve compounds of

zirconium with sulphuric acid have been described;

the author has only obtained evidence of six of these.

—G. Bourguignon : Normal chronaxy of the muscles of

the lower limb in man. Functional and radicular

classification by chronaxy.—CH. Dh6rfe and G. Vegezzi

:

Heliconibin. This red pigment^ is found in the bile

of the snail. Details of the changes in the absorption

spectrum under the influence of various chemical re-
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as a respiratory pigment.—H. Vincent and G. Stodel
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gangrene and on the recrudescence of this infection.

B, ferfringens may be injected into healthv tissue
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reappear as the result of a contusion.
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representation.—^W. Sierpinski : Some problems which
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cooling on the transformation temperature and struc-

ture of carbon steels.—G. Amand : Some
,

Micro-
thyriaceae.—M. Amar : Remarks on meal times. A
destructive criticism of ihe proposals of M. Bergonid
(see above), the main i>oint of which is that food
IS not necessarily utilised immediately after it has been
eaten. Two main meals at noon and 8 p.m. are re-

garded as justified from the point of view of experi-

mental hvgiene and the laws of human energetics.—L.
^Camtia: The time necessary for the appearance of the
anti-virulent property of serum is a function of the
quantit}’- of vaccine inoculated.
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HISTORY AND MANUFACTURE OF i

EXPLOSIVES,
j

Explosives. By Arthur JMarshall. Second
j

edition, Vol. i., History and Manufacture, i

Pp. XV + 407. (London: J. and A. Churchill,

1917.) Price 2 vols. 3Z, 3s. net.

SELDOM has a book on a technical subject
been so fortunate in catching- the flood-tide

of demand as the first edition of this treatise on
explosives. The general excellence of the work,
combined with the enormous development in the
production of explosives, accounts for the issue
of a second edition within two years of its first

appearance. As Mr. Marshall points out in his

preface, “the war has not caused the introduc-
tion of any very novel explosives, despite sensa-'

tional statements of some journalists.”

Although by far the best book written and the
most comprehensive in the language, the first

edition suffered from some important deficiencies,

notably in the small amount of space devoted to
nitro-aromatic explosives, and, in the section on
materials,, to the production of nitric acid and
nitrates from the atmosphere, and synthetically.

Mr. Marshall makes some apology in his new
preface, as follows: “Picric acid, trinitrotoluol,

and other nitro-aromatic compounds were
formerly merely by-products of the dye industry,

and consequently their manufacture seemed only
to call for a brief notice in a work on explosives.”

It is difficult to reconcile this with the information
in the text that picric acid was adopted by the
Germans in 1888 for filling shell, and about the

same time by England. It was used by us for

the first time in war at the battle of Omdurman.
Or, again, in the case of trinitrotoluol, which we
read was adopted by the Germans in 1902 for

shell filling, and by Italy in 1907 and by Russia
shortly afterwards.
With reference to nitric acid, we find it stated

that “before: the war nitric acid made from the

air could hardly anywhere compete with that

manufactured from sodium nitrate, but the

blockade of Germany has altered all this.” Cer-

tainly before the war Germany had not neglected

to obtain extensive interests in processes for the

production of nitrates and to develop processes

for the synthetic manufacture, so as to be in a

position of independence of foreign supplies when
the foreseen, or planned, developments should

arise. On the question of cost, according to

such a high authority as Prof. Thomas H.
Norton, nitric acid by the Birkeland and Eyde
process of fixation of atmospheric nitrogen was
but little more than half the cost of the acid from
Chile saltpetre at 1914 prices, and by the

OstwMd process, from ammonia obtained from
cyanamide in the first place, even less than half.

However, in the new* edition, the nitro-

aromatic explosives are now comprehensively
dealt with and form a v-aluable section of - the
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work. The first chapter of the Section deals with

the by-products of coal distillation., including out-

lines of benzol and toluol recovery, and the two
succeeding chapters with the nitro-derivatives of

aromatic hydrocarbons and other nitro-aromatic

bodies.

This increased matter, together with -an outline

of the various processes for the direct production
of nitrates and nitric acid, a section on colloids,

and other minor additions, have made it neces-

sary to issue the treatise in two volumes. The
first of these deals with the production of military

explosives and the principal explosives of the

chlorate, perchlorate', and ammonium nitrate *

classes, most of the explosives of the latter

classes constituting those of special importance
in mining.
One of the most important matters in con-

nection with aromatic hydrocarbons, and
especially their nitro-derivatives, is that of toxic

effect. Mr. Marshall devotes little more than a

page to this ; an inadequate space, and, in addition,

the information is by no means up to date, the
principal references being to a report of a French
Commission (1912) and the curative measures
adopted in Germany, quoted from a work by
Escales and a journal of 1908. Workers in this

country have unfortunately experienced the toxic

effects of some of the nitro-products, and deaths
from trinitrotoluene poisoning have been recorded
in the public Press. Excellent preventive

measures are now enforced by regulation, and
this section would have been of greater value

I

had some detailed reference to these measures
been included. We do not find any reference

even to the beneficial results from milk as a

beverage. Of course Mr. Marshall is engaged
so far from this country that it is not easy for

him to keep informed on many of these current

problems.

In the section on smokeless powders there is

considerable extension of the information relating

to French powders. One is particularly struck

with the systematic nomenclature employed.

Instability of the simple nitro-cellulose powders
has often been marked. In France the process

of “radoubage,” which consisted in soaking old

powders of impaired stability in a mixture of

ethyl and amyl alcohols, was given up after the

lina disaster, and “remalaxage,” where the

powder was reworked with ether-alcohol contain-

ing amyl alcohol, introduced, but this also has

been abolished for some years. It is recognised

that diphenylamine has great advantages as a
stabiliser over amyl alcohol, the primary function

of such addition being the absorption of oxides

of nitrogen, which catalytically accelerate decom-
position when once formed.

This second edition is dedicated to Mr. Lloyd

George, and an excellent portrait of the Prime
Minister appears as a frontispiece. Everyone
realises under what a debt of gratitude the

country is to Mr. Lloyd George, and in no office

more so than as Minister of Munitions, but really

one ‘cannot see that the value of a manual on a

S
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technical subject is enhanced by the inclusion of

a portrait of one only connected politically as^ an

organiser with the industry. If any technical

book is good, a portrait of a celebrity will not

help its usefulness or sale; if bad, no one will

want it because of the frontispiece. Technical

literature might well be exempt from such

embellishments.

" THOUGHT-SUBJECTS/'

(1) The Supervision of Arithmetic. By W. A.

Jessup and L, D. Coifman. Pp. vii + 225. (New
York : The Macmillan Co, ;

London ; Mac-
millan and Co., Ltd., 1916.) Price 55. net,

(2) Second-Year Mathematics for Secondary
Schools. By Ernst R. Breslich. Second edi-

tion. Pp. XX + 348. (Chicago, 111. : University

of Chicago Press; Cambridge: At the Uni-
versity Press, 1916.) Price 45. net.

(3) Elementary Dynamics of the Particle and
Rigid Body. By Prof. R; J. A. Barnard. Pp.
vi+ 374. (London: Macmillan and Co., Ltd.,

1916.) Price 6s.

(i) A CONSIDERABLE amount of elaborate

investigation has gone to the making of

“The Supervision of Arithmetic.” It might very
well have been analysed and the results presented

in a small pamphlet. It is not clear why the
book has been imported into this country. It can
be of no earthly interest or value to the English
teacher to know in detail a mass of information
such ds “the distribution of cities according to

per cent, time, exclusive of recesses and opening
exercises, devoted to arithmetic.” The tables

appear to be the kind of thing to which in Ameri-
can educational courses a diploma is awarded.
If this be the case, it seems that pretentious

theses for a master’s degree may be compiled
without any real thinking being done.
We are likewise at a loss to conjecture for

whose benefit the tables are compiled, seeing that
elaborate explanations are attached to so many
that carry on the face of them their meaning. It

is not always easy to see the object of some of
the investigations—e.g. what is the point in a
table showing the order of teaching the multipli-

cation taWe in cities according to their popula-
tion? No doubt we are stupid and old-fashioned,
but we feel a pricking in our thumbs when we see
certain tables which to the mind of the compilers
seein to decide “whether the books are arithme-
tics or something else.” It is only fair to add
that they have a haunting suspicion that their

task may seem “foolish,” Be that as it may,
they reach a limit (? superior or inferior) when
they -present ,us with tables showing from five

dem^tary arithmetics the words that begin with
“s” and with “w,^’ respectively (they say, “be-
^hining with 5 and 'zw ”), and when they tell us
that 94 proper names are used 342 times, “Ella-
and Kate 6 times each, Helen 8, Henry 9, Carl
12, Fred and James 16 each, Frank 24, Mary 27,
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and John 40. There are in the same pages 224
words beginning with c, and these words are used
a total of 1403 times.” To the being of dim and
bounded faculties this seems table-making gone
astray. It makes us tired.

Though there is much that is interesting and
much that is useful, the ideals do not always
seem to us to be wholesome. “Translated into

words, the table means that in June the graduate
of a grammar school [whatever that^ may mean]
should be able to work correctly in eight minutes
twelve examples like that under Test i. [adding

nine rows of three figures] , in four minutes,

twelve examples like Test ii. [subtracting two
rows of ten figures],” in six minutes twelve

sums like 4179x36, in eight minutes twelve sums
like 61,707 -r 67, and so on. If the aim is to turn

out cheap calculators for business men, We can
understand how this will appeal to the commercial
instinct, but what a cast-iron ideal for the

“graduate of a grammar school,” and at what a
cost will it be reached

!

All this apparatus of statistical stuff appears to

be for the benefit of arithmetic “supervisors.”"

Quis custodiet custodes? Already the note of

revolt has been sounded. We observe that in the

last number of UEnseignement mathdmatique
Prof. D. E. Smith delivers his soul on this point r

“Unfortunately, our courses on education are so
often concerned with measurements of pupils^

accomplishment, with statistical curves, and with

ephemeral theories based upon limited observa-

tions, that teachers of such thought-subjects as
mathematics are generally suspicious of their

value.” We are not in the least surprised.

{2) “The material as arranged in this course
opens to the student a broader, richer, more
useful, and therefore more alluring field of ideas,

and lays a more stable foundation for future

work, than does any separate treatment. A
great saving of the students’ time is effected by
developing arithmetic, algebra,, geometry, and
trigonometry side by side.” The first of these
statements Contains a large claim, but we can
say without hesitation that Mr. Breslich’s volume
is deserving of careful consideration by the

teacher of elementary mathematics as a part of
general culture. It is conceived on sound lines,

and if there are many minor points that invite

criticism

—

Quot homines, tot sententiae—^the one
fact emerges that at the end of a second year the
student who has mastered these pages will be
in possession of a very satisfactory body of
mathematical equipment, and will be fully aware-
of its practical value in everyday life. His
thoughts will be able to play freely, up to a certain

point, in three dimensions
;
he will have acquired

something more than a vague idea of the nature-

of a proof; he will have the feeling that he has
assisted in the building up of something definite,

and full *of meaning, with the aid of tools in the
use of which he will see every reason of interest

and utility for endeavouring to become more
expert: His interest in the great mathematicians
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of all ages will have been aroused; he will^ no
doubt, have drawn from the portraits in the book
very vivid and characteristic conclusions as to

the personal appearance of men like Klein,

Fermat, and Gauss
;
and, being a lucky American

boy, his interest will have carried him yet further

to the biographies in the school library. If this

is indeed his gain, it is no small acquisition. In i

most cases it is to be hoped that he will have *

learned to dispense with the irritating “Why?”
which peppers the pages with the doubtful

stimulus of a confession of weakness.

(3) Prof, Barnard *s volume is very straight-

forward and is clearly written. The difficulties

-of beginners are not unknown to him, and in the

selection and construction of examples he claims

to have borne in mind the advantage of extensive

numerical applications and the necessity of con-

stant appeal to fundamental principles. From
the outset he brings in the use of limits “as the

only satisfactory way of defining such quantities

as velocity and acceleration.” The advantages of

vector analysis are very much in the (Australian)

air at the moment, so we have a chapter on the

“merest beginnings” of the elements, which is

to be regarded as giving “an alternative method

of dealing with questions connected with parallelo-

gram laws.” The value of what may be called a

merely incidental reference to the use of a power-

ful tool may be questioned. “O the little more

and how much it is I
” The direct treatment^ of

simple harmonic motion as rectilinear motion

under a given law of force is justified by the

statement that “it has the advantage that the

student is not led to imagine that some special

circle has to be thought of in connection with the

motion, as is so commonly the case in the com-

mon method.” About one-fifth of the book is

devoted to rigid dynamics. Altogether it is a

very interesting endeavour to smooth the path of

the beginner who is to continue his study of the

subject when provided with the additional weapon

afforded by the calculus. W. J. G.

OVR BOOKSHELF.

The Advanced Atlas of Physical and Political

Geography. A New Series of Maps Specially

Designed for Schools, Colleges, and Private

Students. By Dr. J. G. Bartholomew. Pp.

96+ 31. (London: Oxford University Press,

1917.) Price Bs. 6d. net.

Ax last a British firm has supplied the atlas for

which colleges and universities have been asking

for years. For anything between school work'

and a general reference atlas it used to be neces-

sary to go to Germany. The firm of Bartholomew

has now produced something far better than a

German atlas, and at a price that would be low

even in peace-time. Both in its plan and in its

execution the atlas is excellent and is deserving

of all praise, as the best atlas of its kind that has

been published. There are ninety-six plates of
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maps, each plate in. by in., and a full

index of names. Most plates contain plans and inset

maps, and all are printed in colours. Every country

is shown by an orographical map, which contains

also political frontiers, railways, and a consider-

able number of names. A few countries have

separate political maps in addition. All the oro-

graphical maps are layer-coloured in brown and

green. There are, in addition, vegetation, rain-

fall, temperature, and population maps for each

continent. The fineness of the workmanship and

the excellence of the colour-printing are note-

worthy and maintain the high reputation of the

Edinburgh Geographical Institute. The geological

map of Europe and the orographical maps of

Ireland and of France with Belgium are three

specially fine examples of cartography. Among
other features of this atlas it should be noted that

the projections of all the chief maps are given,

and that there are two plates illustrating projec-

tions. The countries of Europe are shown on

scales varying from 1:1,700,000 to 1:5,000,000,

except Russia, which is on a somewhat small

scale. It is an atlas that wdll do much to promote

I

the very necessary extension of geographical

teaching which must be the immediate concern

of this country. R. N. R. B.

Food and Fitness: or Diet in Relation to Health.

By James Long. Pp. ix+ 208. (London:

Chapman and Hall, Ltd., 19^7*) Price 55.

net.

This book possesses a topical interest at the

present time, inasmuch as it deals particularly

with vegetable foods, griving details of ^eir

energy-values and cost at pre-war prices.

Although the author states that he is not a

vegetarian, the purport of. the book is an ad-

vocacy of vegetarian principles in diet. It is

remarked that the knowledge displayed by owners

of stock regarding the proper feeding of their

animals is much more profound than that which

applies to themselves, which is very true. An
excellent chapter deals with the most economical

foodstuffs, and the cereals and pulses easily take

the first place.. The author pleads with justice

for an increase in vegetable foods and a decrease

in animal ones as age advances and for economy,

and the qualities and characters of the principal

vegetables and fruits are described, together with

suggestions on serving and cooking them.

A chapter on the selection of foods, including

animal foods, gives many valuable hints, and

another gives records of weights of food before

and after cooking. Finally, some useful sugges-

tions are given on sleep and how to attain it, and

tables of energy-values of the principal food-

stuffs per penny cost complete the volume.

While the author’s advocacy occasionally leads

him to make statements which are not entirely

correct, the book as a whole contains a great deal

of sound and useful information, and the caterer

and housewife who wish to economise will glean

from it many valuable suggestions.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
[The Editor does not hold himself responsible for

opinions expressed by his correspondents* Neither

can he undertake to return, or to correspond with

the writers of, rejected manuscripts intended for

this or any other part of Nature. No notice is

taken of anonymous communications.]

The Ongin of Flint.

The interesting letter of Sir E. Ray Lankester in

Nature of June 7 induces me to offer a brief account

of certain experiments I have been making on this

subject.

My interest in the origin of flint was aroused by
the many fantastically shaped flints like gnarled roots

that one comes across when walking over the Downs,
These are of many curious shapes, but an interesting

point is that when complete there is often one spot

which looks like the gutter of a mould.
This suggests that the silica might have trickled

through an opening in the chalk held up in colloidal

solution by carbonic acid, and then the carbonic acid,

combining with the calcium carbonate of the chalk,

formed soluble calcium bicarbo'nate, thus at the same
time enlarging the cavity and producing the conditions

for the deposit of the silica, which is no longer held
up by the carbonic acid, and is precipitated by the
crystalloidal calcium bicarbonate now gone into solu-

tion. This view is, moreover, supported by the tabular
flints referred to by Sir E. Ray Lankester.

If a very dilute solution of sodium silicate be pre-

pared by diluting ordinary waterglass with about 200
times its volume of water, this may be saturated with
Carbon dioxide without any precipitation, and the solu-

tion can be dialysed, so yielding a colloidal solution of

silicic acid in carbonic acid.

When a piece of chalk is dipped in this solution

nothing happens immediately, but aifter twenty-four
hours a silicic gel appears on the chalk ; in the absence
of chalk the silicic acid solution keeps for some weeks
before passing from its metastable solution over into
a gel.

An attempt was then made to simulate natural flint

formation by percolating colloidal silicic acid charged
with carbonic acid through chalk.
The chalk used was obtained from the South Downs

near Jevington. A cubical block was sawn out
about 3 in. in the side, a hole was drilled

about i in. in width and 2 in. in depth, and then a
little chalk was scooped away to leave a shallow pit

surrounding the hole. Several times daily this was
filled up with the dilute silicic acid solution during a
period of more than three months, until there was a
solid core of silica in the place of the fanner hole in

the chalk. At first the percolation is rapid, but after

about a week becomes slower. The silicic acid jelly

first formed is very porous, and takes up water readily.

Even when a silicic jelly has hardened until it is as
hard as and more brittle than glass, it will go on taking
up a remarkable amount of dilute silicic acid into its

pores, and giving off air-bubbles with a singing noise-

At the end of the experiment the bulk of the chalk
was sawn away, and the part containing the deposited
silica placed in dilute hydrochloric acid until nearly
all the chalk had been removed, leaving just a thin

layer at places to show contrast in colour; there re-

mained a cast of the tube and pit at the top resembling
in shape a small toadstool with a concave depress^
top.

This was insoluble in acid, dark brown in colour,
and semi-transluoent. It looked like a flint, especiallv

wlien wet, when it showed up dark brown and semi-
transparent against the small amount chalk that
ha.d been left The only: thing lacking was the ex-
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treme hardness of flint, for although harder than the

chalk and glassy, it crushed under pressure more
readily than flint. It still absorbed water, as do

i
flints, and if there were many years of time to spare,

it seemed as if it minrht be possible by such a process

to arrive at ti:;ue flinty hardness.

The process was tedious, and for some reason which
I cannot at present understand did not always suc-

ceed; an attempt to feed the growth with a wick of

cotton threads failed because of an interesting silicifi.

cation on the fibres which stopped the flow.

Benjamin Moore.

Sir E. Ray Lankester ’s difficulties as to the origin

of flint (Nature, vol. xeix., p. 283) would be largely

removed if it were more generally recognised that the
vast majority of flints in all formations, excluding {he

occasional examples deposited along Assures, are
chemical replacements of the limestones in which they
occur. Microscopic observation of thin sections has,

of course, furnished the most powerful confirmation of

this view. The difficulties as to the cause of such
replacement are similar in the case of all “concre-
tions ” where the original rock-substance has been
removed and new material has been substituted. We
now know that even iron pyrites may thus replace sili-

cates or quartz, and that massive crystalline ores need
not represent the infilling of cavities.

May I refer to some views which would dissociate

flints from any special abundance of siliceous sponges
along the horizons at which they occur (“The Rhyth-
mic Deposition of Flint,“ Geological Magazine, 1917,

p. 64)? The traces of sponges found in flint seem
due to the fact that the deposition of the flint has
preserved them, while they have been dissolved away
from other zones. The paper above referred to may
be regarded as a supplement to the general discussion

of work on flints ih my “Rocks and their Origins”

(1Q12), pp. 38-42. Grenville A J. Cole.

June 18.

With reference to Sir E. Ray Lankester ’s in-

teresting notes on “The Origin of Flint” in Nature
of June 7, it is worthy of remark that the structure of

black flints, referred to as consisting of minute crystals

of silica embedded in colloid silica, may indicate the

formation of such flints from the gradual crystallisa-

tion of silicic acid gels. Many cases of the produc-

tion of micro-crystals in artificial inorganic and organic

gels are known ; indeed, these usually break up even-

tually with the development of such micro- or macro-
crvstals. The very slow crystallisation of gelatinous

silica appears to be due largely to its small diffusion

constant and insolubility. S. C. Bradford.
The Science Museum, South Kensington,

London, S.W-, June 14.

Electric Discharge from Scythe.
On the afternoon of June 4 I was mowing a heavy

crop of grass with the scythe when I noticed a sharp
crack occurring during the cutting strokes. The noise

did not occur at every stroke, but was sometimes heard
•three times during a stroke. The noise exactly re-

sembled a high-tension discharge, and I can think of

I

no explanation other than that the blade became
charged, due to the friction on the very dry grass.

It would be interesting to repeat the experiment in the

dark, but I fear the grass would not be sufficiently

dry. I may add that I am quite satisfied that the

noise did not arise from the snapping of dry stems or

from the scythe hitting stones, etc.

I should be interested to hear if anv of your readers

have had a similar experience. J. R- Pannell.
Twickenham, Middlesex.
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THE RAMSAY MEMORIAL FUND. I
this will in no degree impede support. It is very

T he executive committee of the projected

memorial to the late Sir William Ramsay
has now issued an appeal to the public for the

sum of loOjOOoL to carry out its objects. The
intentions of the committee are described briefly

in the subjoined letter, which we trust will be
gfiven earnest consideraiion and be made widely

known among people in the position to give the

financial support necessary to establish the

memorial on a sound basis. The organisation of

the movement for a memorial to Sir William
Ramsay was described in an article in Nature
of May 10. The final form to be taken by the

memorial will depend upon the fund obtained,

but the main objects are the institution of Ram-
say Research Fellowships and the establishment

of a Ramsay Memorial Laboratory of Engineering
Chemistry at University College, London. The
sum already subscribed by Sir William Ramsay’s
friends, and through their private efforts,

amounts to more than 14,000!. This includes

the generous gift of 5000Z. from Messrs. Brunner,

Mond, Ltd.
;

loooZ. each from Lord Glenconner,

Sir Hugh Bell, Sir Ralph C. Forster, Sir Robert
Hadfield, Mr. Robert Mond, and Mr. J. B.

Noble; and 500Z. each from the president of the

British Science Guild (Sir William Mather), Mr.
Charles Hawksley, and Miss Lilias Noble.

The projected memorial has been conceived

on a scale and in a form not unworthy of the

great name it is designed to perpetuate, and it

is to be hoped that the scheme will be carried

speedily to completion by the good will and
generosity of a very large public.

The appeal that is made has three features

which deserve remark. In the first place it is

perhaps the first crucial test put upon the public

which will show how far the public opinion of

this country, after the stimulus of things revealed

by the war, has come to appreciate the worth of

those who lead in the advance of science. In

the second place it asks for the endowment of

the study of science in special relation to its

industrial application by the institution of some-
thing new in kind. Everyone admits the supreme
importance for industry of a close association

between chemistry and engineering- Discussion

as to the possibility of a new type of university

product in the form of chemical engineers or

engineer-chemists has recently been eager, and
no advocate has been more persuasive than Prof.

Donnan, Sir William Ramsay’s successor at

University College, London. However opinion

may differ on some aspects of the question, all

will agree that there is much that may be done
in the direction desired, and it will be entirely

consonant with Sir William Ramsay’s interest

and his enterprise that first-rate provision should

be made for this new experimental development
of chemical education.

Lastly, the appeal, made to the whole country,

asks for something that is to exist in substance

only in one place. It is greatly to be hoped that
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I necessary that it should be realised m connec-

j

tion with the highest education that there must
1 be some localisation of special branches, and this

is eminently a case of the kind. The particular

centre of localisation must be determined by the

circumstances of the case. Centralisation in

London is not likely to be carried beyond a cer-

tain point, but in the present instance it can
scarcely be considered as otherwise than
appropriate, if only from the consideration
that the longest and greatest labours of Sir

William Ramsay’s splendid career were during
the tenure of his professorship at University
College.

The scientific world may be confidently

expected to give its utmost support to the
memorial not only by subscribing to the fund, but
also by bringing the scheme before all who are

I

interested in the promotion of national develop-
ment through science. We trust that the appeal
for funds will meet with a ready and generous
response from a large public.

A COMMITTEE has been formed with the object of

raising a suitable memorial to the late Prof. Sir
William^ Ramsay, K.C.B,, F.R.S., by collecting a
substantial fund to be utilised for the purpose of pro-
moting chemical teaching and research.

The committee, after prolonged, and careful con-
sideration, has resolved to aim at raising a sum of
loOjOooZ., and to devote that sum to two principal
objects, viz. :

—

(1) The provision of Ramsay research fellowships,
tenable wherever the necessary equipment may be
found.

(2) The establishment of a Ramsay Memorial
Laboratory^ of Engineering Chemistry in connection
w-ith University College, London.
We should Ixesitate to ask for so large a sum of

money in such exceptionally difficult times, were it not
that die objects specified are objects of real and urgent
national importance. The war has demonstrated in

a manner previously unrealised the supreme import-
ance of scientific, and in particular chemical, research
to the national life, both in the conduct of the
war and in the pursuits of industry and manu-
facture.

The late Sir William Ramsay was himself ,engaged
up to within a comparatively short time of his death
5n various important problems concerned with the
bearing of chemistry upon the war, and no one
realised more completely than he the potentialities of

the plans which have since been formulated by this

committee as a memorial to him.
It is important that the fund should be raised

speedily, so that the plans for the laboratory of

engineering chemistry and the scheme for the award
of fellowships may be prepared before the end of the
war, and so that both schemes may begin to operate

with as little delay as possible after the return of

peace.

Accordingly, we desire, through the columns of your
paper, to appeal to friends and admirers of the late

Sir William Ramsay, to old students, and to all persons
who are interested in chemistry and its application^ to

industry and manufacture, to contribute to this great
national and international memorial to the late Sir

William Ramsay, and to send their subscriptions to
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the hon. treasurers of the Ramsay Memorial Fund at

University College, London, W.C.i,
H. H» Asquith. President.

D, Lloyd George. \

Gainford. 1

Rayleigh.
Reay. ' Vice-Presidents.

Rosebery.
H. A. L. Fisher.*

J. J. Thomson.

Hugh Bell,

Glenconner.
June 16.

J

r Chairman of the Execu-

\ tive Committee.
Treasurer,

THE CATERPILLAR ATTACK ON FRUIT
TREES.

A GOOD deal has been heard recently about
the caterpillar plague on fruit trees. There

has. undoubtedly been an abnormal attack in

many parts of the country, and much damagfe
has been done., In some parts of Kent, Sussex,

Herefordshire, and Worcestershire orchards have
been denuded of their foliage, and many more
partially damaged. In many instances not only

has this yearns promising crop gone, but the

trees have had a serious setback for next season.

Apples and cherries have suffered most, but in

a few districts plums have been badly invaded;

currants also have suffered. In some districts

visited much of the fruit was only slightly

affected
;
some orchards well cared for, not at all

;

whilst others were as bare as in midwinter, and
a fresh set of leaves was already appearing.

Most of the harm has been done by the Winter
Moth (Cheimatobia brumata). In company with
it has been a fair sprinkling of the Mottled
Umber (Hybernia defoliaria) larvae. Another
“ Looper ” larva has done much harm in parts

of Herefordshire, the Pale Brindle Beauty
{Pkigalia pilosaria), and also in Kent and at one
locality in Sussex; it is usually worst in planta-

tions near oakwbods. Comparatively few March
Moth {Anisopteryx aescularia) have occurred. All

those mentioned have either apterous or nearly

apterous females, and are incapable of flight. A
few are, however, carried by the males in copula.

From several locdities in Kent and Sussex num-
bers of Clouded Drab Moth [Taeniocampa in-

stabUis) have been received; this insect appears
to be becoming more harmful to fruit in the south

of England.
The main damage done has clearly been due

to the insects mentioned, by far the greater part

by the Winter Moth, the Pale Brindle Beauty
having been very harmful in a few localities only.

These caterpillars have now done most of their

work, but the fruit-grower is still being harassed
to some extent by the Lackey Moth (CK5xio-

campa neustria) and the Little Ermine {Hypono-
meuia padeUa), How far these attacks wiU de-

velop it is imposrfble to say.

The amount of loss has been due very largely

to the serious Ia<& of labour. Many plantations

have been improperly cultivated or, from lack
of labour; not cultivated at all. It has too often

b^n quite impossible to spray the trees, and even
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last year there were not sufficient men on many
farms effectually to grease-band them. For
Winter Moth and its allies two methods of treat-

ment meet with /complete success, if properly

carried out, which can only be with the necessary

supply of skilled labour. The first is grease-

banding; the second, spraying with arsenate of.

lead, where the former cannot be done, as on
bush trees or where such pests as the Clouded
Drab Moth occur. If grease-banding on stan-

dards and half-standards is to be of any use, the

bands must remain sticky from October to .April,

and the bands must be complete, not, as the

writer has seen this year, with many breaks in

them. If arsenate of lead spraying is done, then,

it must be carried out at the proper time and
thoroughly. Many growers have sprayed wffien

they found the blossom trusses going and the

leaves fast disappearing. This is too late, for

the damage is done, the caterpillar working most
rapidly towards the close of its life. Apples

should be sprayed as soon as the buds are well

open, and may have to be sprayed again when the

blossom trusses begin to expand. One good spray-

ing as soon as the young “ Looper larvae are seen

will save the crop, whilst to spray when all the

damage is done is waste of time and money.

Most of the loss this season to apples and other

fruit could, and doubtless would, have been

saved had proper provision been made for

the necessary skilled labour.

One other point is worth mentioning, namely,

that during the winter in many districts there was
,

a great mortality amongst sparrows. The
sparrow, especially when nesting, devours Winter
Moth larvae and undoubtedly helps to keep them in

check, which, however, will not make up for its*

many evil habits. Fred. V. Theobald.

PROF. T. MCKENNY HUGHES, F.R.S.

npHOMAS McKENNY HUGHES, ' Wood-
-L wardian professor of geology in the Univer-

sity of Cambridge, died at Cambridge on June 9,

in his eighty-fifth year.

Hughes was born at Aberystwyth, and was the

son of the Rev. Joshua Hughes (afterwards

Bishop of St. Asaph), and grandson of Sir

Thomas McKenny, Bart., who took a prominent
part in promoting Catholic emancipation in Ire-

land. His brother is Bishop of Llandaff. On
leaving school, he entered Trinity College, Cam-
bridge, where he graduated in 1857, proceeding

to the H.A. degree ten years later. When an
undergraduate he attended the geological lectures

of his predecessor in the Woodwardian chair.

Prof. Sedgwick. In i860 he was appointed secre-

tary to the British Consul at Rome, and during
part of that and the following year was left in-

charge as Acting Consul ; but before the year 1861

closed he definitely gave up diplomacy for geo-

logy, and joined H.M. Geological Survey. He
was a member of the Survey until 1873, when
he was elected to the Woodwardian professorship.

From that date until his dea:th his time and ener^
were devoted to the cause of the Cambridge
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School of Geolog^^ with a success which is fully

proved by the high position which ' that school
now occupies.

Hughes’s life-work may be conveniently re-

garded under two heads ; his original work in

geology and archseology, and his labours in con-
nection with the Cambridge School. The greater
part of his geological researches was carried out
during his period of service on the Geological
Survey and the earlier part of that of his occu-
pancy of the Woodwardian chair. The duties of

his professorship became heavier as time went on,

and the output of geological papers naturally

diminished, though it by no means ceased. Dur-
ing this time he found a pleasant relaxation from
official work in archaeological study, and enriched
many archaeological journals with contributions of

considerable interest and value, many of which
dealt with the antiquities of the Cambridge dis-

trict.

His most important geological writings were
concerned with some of the earliest and the latest

deposits. He took a prominent part in the estab-

lishment of the pre-Cambrian age of certain rocks
of North and South Wales, and wrote much of

value concerning the Lower Palaeozoic rocks of the

Principality and of the borders of Lakeland. He
was greatly attracted by the many vexed ques-
tions connected with the Glacial and post-Glacial

deposits, especially those bearing upon the

problem oT the antiquity of man : here, also, he
added much to our knowledge.
The value of Hughes’s work was gracefully

recognised by Sir Archibald Geikie when, as
president of the Geological Society, he presented

Hughes with the Lyell medal in 1891 :
—“You

have not confined yourself . . . to the rocks of

any one system or period, but have ranged freely

from Archsean gneiss to raised beach, hovering for

a moment here and resting a little there, generally
critical, almost always suggestive, and with that

happy faculty of enthusiasm which, reacting on
younger minds, ‘ allures to older worlds, and
leads the way. ’ ”

Turning now to Hughes’s work in connection
with the Cambridge School of Geology, one was
struck by his many qualities making for success.

In addition to his scientific attainments, he pos-
sessed an acute, instinct for judging character,

unbounded energy, and an exceptional degree of

enthusiasm, which he retained to the end. Not
the least of his qualities were those social ones
which, causing him to be a favourite among all

ranks, were peculiarly valuable when dealing with
those with whom he was brought into contact in

fiis official capacity. He exercised a wise control

over his department. Using much judgment in the
selection of his subordinates, he ever afterwards

allowed them a freedom of action which not only
ensured a smoothness in the working of the

machinery, but also greatly increased its efficiency.

Much of the teaching was left to the lecturers

and demonstrators, but his o(wn courses were
very attractive and highly appreciated. • His
qualities as a teacher stood out most prominently
when conducting field excursions, whether around
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Cambridge or in other parts of the country- Few
gatherings were more delightful than those at his

long excursions, and the amount of knowledge
acquired b}^ his pupils was great, for Hughes was
at his very best on these occasions.

Hughes was very successful in inducing people

to take up the study of geology, and was respon-
sible for the addition of many to the ranks of

that body which is now becoming all too limited—^that of the amateur geologists. To all students

alike he was accessible and ever ready with help

in the museum and at his home. Here he was
greatly aided by his accomplished wife, who died

last year. She was the daughter of the Rev-
G. F. Weston, Hon. Canon of Carlisle, and was
an able geologist and naturalist.

Owing partly to Hughes’s own exertions, partly

to his persuasive manner, he left the collections

in the Sedgwick Museum, already valuable at the
time of his election to the professorship, much
enriched by his labours. Especially noteworthy
is the collection of building stones, marbles, etc.,

brought together by IMr. John Watson, M.A.,
through the professor’s influence, for he was fully

aware of the importance which economic geology
must assume in university study. Not only did he
add largely to the collections, but, after many
delays, he had the satisfaction of seeing them
housed in the magnificent Sedgwick Museum,
which, largely owing to his unwearied efforts,

was completed and finally opened by King Edward
VII, in 1904. Another task which partly fell to
him was the writing of the life of his predecessor
in office. This was finished in 1891, when “The
Life and Letters of the Reverend Adam
Sedgwick,” by John Willis Clark and Thomas
McKenny Hughes, appeared.
For want of space, full notice cannot be taken

of his many activities unconnected or only in-

directly connected with geology, but mention must
be made of his interest in agriculture. He took
an active part in the proceedings of the Cambridge
and Isle of Ely Chamber of Agriculture, of which

f he was a past-president.

Some of the positions which Hughes occupied
and the honours he received have already been
mentioned. In addition, he was a professorial

fallow of Clare College, F.R.S., and honorary
member of many British and foreign learned

societies. He was also a Chevalier of the order

SS. Maurice et Lazarus (Italy).

It is interesting to note diat Hughes and his

predecessor occupied the Woodwardian chair for

ninety-nine years.

He leaves three sons, all of whom are serving
in the Army, J. E. Mark.

NOTES.
A MEMORUL tablet, including a medallion portrait

of the late Sir William Ramsay, K.C.B., F.R.S., is

to be er^ted in the University of Glasgow, of which
he was a graduate and teacher. The University Court
has arranged that the memorial, which is designed by
Sir John J. Burnet, shall be placed in a conspicuous
position at the entrance to the.Bute Hall.
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In order to promote the further development of the
dye-maliing industry in the United Kingdom, the
President of the Board of Trade has decided to estab-*

lish a special temporary department of the Board of

Trade to deal with matters relating to the encourage-
ment, organisation, and, so far as necessary, the regu-
lation of that industry. The department will be under
the direction of Sir Evan Jones, Bart., who has placed
his services at the disposal of the President, and will

have the official title of Commissioner for Dyes. The
Commissioner will act in close consultation with the
various dye-making and dye-using interests concerned.
Any communications on "the subject should be ad-
dressed to ;—Commissioner for Dyes, Board of Trade,

7 Whitehall Gardens, London, S.W.i.

W^E learn from the Scientific Monthly that the Coun-
cil of National Defence and the U.S. National Re-
search Council have sent six American men of science
to England and France to study problems arising out
of the war. Members of the party and the subjects
in which they will specialise are :—Dr. J. S. Ames,
Johns Hopkins University, aeronautical conditions;
Dr. R. P. Strong, Harvard University, and Dr. L. R.
Williams, assistant health commissioner of New York
State, health and sanitation; G. A. Hulett, Princeton
University, chemistry of explosives; Dr. H. F. Reid,
Johns Hopkins University, scientific map-making and
photography from aeroplanes

;
and Dr. G. R. Burgess,

of the Federal Bureau of Standards, metals suitable

^
for guns and rigid dirigibles.

As a result of a long series of experiments an im-
portant use for horse-chestnuts has been found in con-
nection with the war, one of the principal results of
which wifi be the liberation of a large quantity of
maize hitherto used for another purpose. An appeal
has been issued by the Food (War) Committee of the
Royal Society for the systematic collection of horse-
chestnut seeds during the forthcoming season. It is
estimated that every ton of chestnuts collected will be
equivalent to half a ton of maize, so that the careful
collection of all the available supplies becomes a matter
of vital importance. Any quantity up to 17,000 tons
of chestnuts per vreek can be used. An organisation
for the collection and transport of this hitherto waste
product is being perfected, details of which will be
announced later. The work of collecting is one in
which many people can render service, as the trees
are so universally grpwn, and gathering the nuts is a
matter of no difficulty* Owing to the fine weather
during the blc^soming time, t]^re is every prospect
this year of a heavy crop of chestnuts.

Thb^ President of the Board of Agriculture and
Flshmea has appointed an Advisory Committee to
conssider and report upon technical questions of pouitty
management and feeding, both in general and in
detail, and on general questions of the organis.ation
of the poultiy industry, with the view of securing
that the readjustment of the industry to war conditions
shall be made in the most approved manner. The
committee is constituted as follows Mr. T. WU
T^vey (chairman). National Utility Poultry . Society

;

Mr. Gerald Martin, Ministry of Food ; Mr. P". A. Fran-
cis, Board, of Agriculture for Scotland; Mr. Wilfred
Buckley, Agricultural Organisation Society

; Mr. Tom
Barron, National Utility Poultry Society; Mr. W, G.

Duck Club
;
Mr. Tom Newman, Scien-

hfic Poultry Breeders’ Society; Mr. C. Longbottom,
Norffiem Utilitv Poultry Society; Mr. F. M. Young-

|

J-P-T Framfingham and Eastern Counties Egg
and Fwitnr Co-operative Society; and Mr. G. Tyr-
wnitt Drake, Poultry Club; also a representative,
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when required, of the Poultry Research Society. The
secretary is Mr. J. R. Jackson, Board of Agriculture
and Fisheries, 4 Whitehall Place, S.W.i.

The Edison medal of the American Institution of
Electrical Engineers has been awarded to Mr. Nikola
Tesla, for early original work in polyphase and high-
frequency electric currents.

According to notices in the French Press, the
Societe des Mines de la Loire has just started the first

of two electric furnaces of 500 kilowatts for the manu-
facture of synthetic pig-iron, utilising current from its
own generating station.

Applications are invited for the Dr. Jessie Mac-
gregor prize for medical science of the Royal College
of Physicians, Edinburgh. The prize is of the value
of about 75Z., and is awarded triennially for the best
record of original w'ork in the science of medicine.
Candidates for the prize must send their applications
before July 23 next.

With reference to a paragraph which appeared in
Nature of June 14 (p. 312), the (Italian) General
Council of Limited Liability Companies has considered
the proposal of the Scientifico-Technical Committee as
regards contributions by manufacturers tow^ards the
scheme for improving science laboratories in Italy.
The manufacturers present *at the meeting decid^
unanimously on an annual grant of 25,000 lire for the
object mentioned.

Dr. H, R. Mill records, in the Times of June 19,
that the thunderstorm between 5 and 7 p.m. (summer
time) on Saturday, June 16, was, if measured by rain,
fall, one of the most severe ever experienced in Lon^
dcm. More than 2 in, fell over an area measuring ten
miles from Barnes to Finsbury Park and four miles
from^ Hyde Park to Willesden Green. At two points
within this area more than 3 in. was reportecf-—viz.
3-20 in. at Campden Hill, Kensington, and 3*37 in. at
Barrow Hill, north of Regent’s Park. Such falls in
a short period have only been exceeded in the London
area, so far as Dr. Mill has been able to ascertain, by
3-42 in. at Blackheath on July 23, 1903, and by 3*90 in.
at Hampstead on April 10, 1878, On June 23, 1878,
Mr. Symons recorded at Camden Square a fall of
3-28 in. in about an hour and a half

; on Saturday last
the recording gauge showed that 2*86 in. fell in two
hours, and no heavier rain has been recorded at Cam-
den Square in the thirty-nine intervening years.

The Geological Survey of Ireland has suffered a
further loss in the death of Lieut. Horas T. Kennedy,
who was killed on June 6 during the great operations
south of Ypres. Lieut. Kennedy was born in London
in 1889, of Irish parentage. After securing a
senior scholarship at Trinitv College, Cambridge, and
taking a first class in the Natural Science Tripos, he
gained, by open competition, the post of Geologist on
tbe Geological Survey of Ireland in 1913. ^His work
lay in the re-examination of the Leinster coalfield, in
view of industrial developm^ts in that district. He
was also about to undertake the revision of certain
Silurian strata in western Ireland, where he would
undoubtedly have shown his powers of original re-
search

; but he obtained a commission in the North
Staffordshire Regiment when war broke out, and was
transferred^ later to the Royal Scots Fusiliers During
a short period of leave in the autumn of 1916, he mar-
ried the second daughter of the Yery Rev, C. T, Oven-
den,

^
Dean of St.^ Patrick’s, Dublin. His scientific

frairiing led to bis being attached to the Royal
Engineers at the close of that y^ar. He was keenly
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looking forward to a return to work in his own coun-
try at the conclusion of the war, and the loss of his
helpful comradeship is deeply felt by his colleagues on
the Survey staff.

The death occurred at Leeds, on June 7, at fifty-

nine years of age, of Mr. Samuel Margerison, a well-
known Yorkshire botanist and authority on afforesta-

tion.- Mr. Margerison did valuable work as a member
of the Yorkshire Botanical Survey Committee of the
Yorkshire Naturalists’ Union, and being an enthu-
siastic and skilful gardenerj he was for some time a
prominent and active member of the North of England
Horticultural Society. As an expert in afforestation,

his advice and help were frequently sought by various
local authorities, and he had given expert assistance to

the Leeds Corporation Waterworks Committee in its

scheme for the afforestation of the Washburn Valleys
near Otiey. At the Bradford meeting of the British
Association in 1901 he read an interesting paper on
British sylviculture, in which he pointed out the great
importance of maintaining an adequate supply of
native timbers. He directed attention especially to the
fact that although the natural conditions in this country
are not less favourable, the comparison of the results

of Continental sylviculture with ours shows that our
management is generallv inferior, and our forests

much less productive. He emphasised strongly the
need, in this country, of a sound and effective training
in scientific forestry, with adequate practical and scien-

tific equipment, worthy of the subject and of its im.
portance as a national industry.

Botanists will learn with deep regret of the death
on May 29 of Dr. Sarah M. Baker at the early age
of twenty-nine. Dr. Baker was a student of Univer-
sity College, London, from 1905. She graduated in

science (chemistry and botany) in 1909, and proceeded
to the D.Sc. in 1913. For five years she had* held the
position of Quain student in the department of botany,
and was shortly to have been appointed to a new
lectureship specially created for her. The investiga-
tions which she completed in a relatively short period
of activity tend to erpiphasise the loss which science has
sustained. Her paper entitled Quantitative Experi-
ments on the Effect of Formaldehyde, on Living
Plants” (1913) shows her mastery of biochemical tech-
nique, and may serve as a model of What such an
investigation should be. It was in oonnectiou with
this work that Dr. Baker devi^sed the very ingenious
automatic waterer whereby the culture-plants could be
raised from seed and grown on for long periods without
.interference of any kind with the progress of the
experiment. This contribution ' was followed by re-

searches on osmotic phenomena, with especial refer-

ence to the mechanism of entry and transport of water
in plants. Dr* Baker was 1^ to the assumption of
both hydro- and aero-permeable regions in roots, the

former admitting the nutrient salts, the latter vapour
which underwent condensation. Her preliminary paper
“On^the Liquid Pressure Theory of the Circulation qf

Sap in Plants,” as was to be expected, met with a
good deal of criticism. The full paper dealing with
this work was only recently completed and will, it

may be hoped, be published shortly. In addition to

these, there was a series of four papers on the ecology
and biology of brown seaweeds, based on field Inves-

tigations carried out at her father’s country cottage
at Mersea Island, at Btakeney Point, and elsewhere.
The drawings which illustrate some of these are fine

examples of line work,, deserving of the highest praise.

It was characteristic of Dr. Baker to throw herself

ardently into whatsoever she undertook. Thus for

the purpose of 'a nublic lecture recently delivered on
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vegetable dyes, she worked through the whole chemical
basis of the subject, and was not content until she had
discovered a number of new dyei by the employment
of mordants not previously us^. At the time of her
death she was investigating critically the bread-making
value of a number of substitutes "for wheaten flour.

Dr. Baker had many interests outside her scientific

work, and it is possible that the cumulative draft cai

her energies may have hastened her death. Her loss

will be felt as a personal bereavement by all her col-

leagues and pupils.

Under the title of “Thirty Years’ Work of the
Geographical Society” Dr. J. Scott Keltic gives, in the
Geographical Journal for May, a charming sketch of
the earlier “stalwarts.” scholars, and explorers who
have during that period contributed to the advance of
geographical science. He dealt in detail with the
most important developments during the last thirty

years, and he pointed out the progress made by the
society. The membership has increased from 3370 to

more than 5000; its income from 8600Z. to 13,0001.;
and its library from 20,000 volumes to about 66,000. The
want of accommodation for its members and collec-

tions has been met by the removal of the headquarters
from Savile Row to Lowther Lodge. -On the whole
this instructive review marks a steady advance in the
popularity and influence of this great society, on which
the council and its officers deserve warm congratula-
tions.

In Folk-lore, vol. xxviii., No. i, for March last Dr.
R. R. Marett, who has done admirable work in guiding
the Folk-lore Society during the inevitable difficulties

resulting from the war, devoted his presidential address
to a review of two pioneers of the society’s work who
have recently passed away—Sir E. Tylor and Sir L.
Gomme. He pointed out that these two scholars,

working on somewhat different lines, aimed at the
same object, and that their w’ork was -in a true sense
complementary. He contrasted the two phases of

thought, the ethnological and evolutionary schools,

which now occupy the field. He showed that the
problem of culture-contact .in its varied forms is now
of primary importance, particularly in its bearing on
the origin of the folk-tale. He suggests an eirenicon
between the “ diffusionist ” and the ‘^casualist”
schools, the one advocating the origin of tales from
a single centre, the other fixing its ' attention on sur-

vivals in custom, belief, and ritual which appear as
incidents in the stories.

Miss Maud D. Haviland contributes to British

Birds for June some valuable notes on the breeding
habits of the dotterel {Eudromias morinellus) on the
Yenisei, where she found it nesting both in swampy
ground, such as a snipe might choose, and in

more typical places, where the ground is dry and
stony. Her notes on the simulation of injury made by
the brooding birds to draw off intruders from the
neighbourhood of the nest are borne out by those of

other observers, but we believe her observations on the
protective character of the plumage of this species

are new. In the same issue Lieut. D, H. Meares
records the field-notes of his brother, the late Capt.
C. S. Meares, on the nesting Jiabits of this bird in

Scotland. While these notes confirm those of Miss
Haviland, they supplement them by describing the
character of the lining of the nest.

Though we are assured that “ after the war ” scien-

tific research is to receive substantial aid from , the

State, there is reason to fear that this aid will be
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given with quaUfications. In other words, the promise
is extended only to investigations calculated to further

the ends of commerce. Students of what is commonly
known as *‘pure science” will not only not participate

in the grants that are to be made, but they may be
called upon to subsist upon even smaller doles than
were allotted to them m the pre-war days. Our ad-
ministrators seem incapable of appreciating the fact

that “applied science” has its roots in “pure science,’*

so that if these be starved the tree will of necessity

be stunted. This much is ’^ell brought out by Principal

Charnock Bradley in a presidential address delivered

in 1915, and printed in the Proceedings of the Royal
Physical Society, part ii., voL xx., which might be
read with profit bv all concerned in allocating the
grants which have been promised.

We are glad to see that in spite of the strenuous
times through which they are passing, our Russian
Allies still manage to maintain their keen interest jn

pure science and to continue the publication of those
journals which were recently founded with the view of

making Russian investigators independent of German
channels of publication. Some months ago we noticed

!

the appearance of the first number of the Revue
|

Zoologique Russe. - The first volume (for 1916) is now
|

complete, and the second (i9i7)«already begun. The
contributions range over a great variety of subjects,

including systematic zoology, protozoology, cytology,

embryology, and experimental zoology, and there is a
comprehensive bibliography of current Russian zoo-
Ic^cal literature, which affords a striking testimony
to the activity ^f Russian workers. Apparently there
is no paper shortage in Russia, and the attitude of the
authorities towards scientific publication during the
war would appear to be very different from what it is

in this country. The majority of the memoirs pub-
lished in the Revue Zoologique Russe are naturally

written in the Russian language, but there are a few
in French or English, and the Russian papers have
French or English summaries. The review should
therefore appeal to zoologists in many parts of the
world, especial’y as it contains numerous articles of
general biological interest. Amongst the latter we
may direct attention to a thoughtful paper by Eug.
Schultz, written in French, on the application of ex-
perimental psychology to the phenoniena of morpho-
genesis. The review is well printed and illustrated,

and we hope that the enterprise of the publishers will

be reward^ by a wide circulation.

The sixth half-yearly review of the world’s produc-
tion,' distribution, and consumption of fertilisers

issued by the International Institute of Agri-
culture in March last is an interesting com-
mentary on the influence of the war upon
this important group of industries in the past
year. Mineral phosphates, of which the production in

t9i3 amounted to roughly 6 million tons, and in 1915
to 3J million tons, fell still further to 2-8 million tons.

The decrease as compared with 1915 was due entirely

to a great drop in the American production, which for

the first time fell far below that of North Africa. The
production of superphosphate showed an even more
mariced decline -on account of the difficulties of obtain-'

ing supplies of sulphuric acid. The production and
export of nitrate of soda reached the high-water mark
of three millioa tons. TIion data for sulphate of
anmonia are naturally incomplete, being limited to
Allied and neutral countries. The British production
showed a slight increase over that of the previous
year, whilst the production of the United States was

largest on record, being practically 50 per cent,
than in* ttse or^ous year,

Na 24^6, TOL.

In the report of the Board of Agriculture and
Fisheries on the agricultural output of Great Britain
(Cd. 6277), made in connection with the Census of
Production Act, 1906, the output per person perman-
ently employed in agriculture was ascertained to be
90I., counting the farmer in, or 129Z, if the occupiers
were excluded, A general confirmation of this figure,

making due allowance for the rise in prices of agri-

cultural produce since 1906, has been arrived at by Mr.
C. S. Orwin, director of the Institute for Research
in Agricultural Economics of the University of Oxford,
in an analysis of the accounts kept at the institute in

1914-15 of six farms of varied type in widely different

parts of the country. The results are summarised in
the May issue of the Journal of the Board of AgricuU
ture, and show an average net output per man (occu-

piers excluded) of 169Z. The proportions of the net
output assignable to farmer, labour, and landlord
worked out at 47*9, 29-9, and 22-2 per cent, respec-

tively, the variation from farm to farm being surpris-

ingly small. The proportions of net output falling to

the farmer and landlord are subject to considerable
deductions before the net returns can be arrived at,

and a recalculation of the figures with the view of
assessing the latter indicated the average share of each
interest on all the holdings to be 40-7 per cent, to the
farmer, 39-5 per cent, to labour, and 19-8 per cent, to

the landlord.

In a paper read before the Carpenters’ Company in
London on April 4, published in pamphlet form , by
the Oxford University Press, Prof. W. Somerville
gives an account of forestry in Britain during the last

thirty years. Progress, except in increased facilities

for education, has been very meagre. “There has
been practically no afforestation of fresh land, and
what little has taken place has been more than can-
celled by the curtailment of the area of previously

existing woodlands.” Prof. Somerville, believing that

national afforestation is essentially a subject for direct

action by the State, advocates “the creation of a
strong central authority with power to survey and
schedule all land that is more suitable for afforestation

than for other purposes Experience in the past has
unfortunately shown that the Government is apt to

seize on any excuse for delaying action, and the
country must see to it that directly the survey has
revealed a single area afforestation shall proceed.”
In some cases the capital required for the work would
be provided by the Government in the form of a loan.

It is not to be expected, however, that private action
will do much to clothe with trees the wide stretches of
poor pastoral land that constitute the bulk

,
of our

afforestable area, and purchase outright by the State
would seem in this case to be the only practical pro-
cedure, or, as an alternative, the owner might be
given the option of granting a perpetxial lease to the
Government, receiving an annuity as rent. While
most of the land would probably be obtainable
by mutual agreement, the State must be provided
with compulsory powers to be used where necessary.

The fossil fishes in the United States National
Museum, Washington, have lately been arranged by
Dr. C. R. Eastman, who publishes notes on some of
the specimens in a new part of the Proceedings of
that museum (vol. HI., pp. 235-304, plates 1-23).
American geologists appear now to be satisfied that
the fragmentary fish-remains discovered by Dr, C, D.
Walcott^ near Canon City, Colorado, are really of
Ordovician age, as originally claimed by him; and
equally old fragments are now recorded both from the
Bighorn Mountains of Montana and the Black Hills of
South Dakota- Most of the specimens are too much
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broken for exact determination, and Dr. Eastman has
not attempted any new study of them

; but he describes
a small dermal plate of Astraspis, which he compares
with the median dorsal shield of the European
Devonian Psammosteus. Among Lower Carboni-
ferous remains from Missouri he identifies an interest-

ing new form of the supposed Chiniasroid head-spine,
Harpacanthus. Triassic fishes are 'well represented
in the collection, and parts of the trunk apparently of

a new species of Lepidotus are described from Utah.
The Jurassic and Cretaceous fishes are scarcely noticed,

but there are several brief descriptions of American
Tertiary fishes illustrated by well-reproduced photo-
graphs.

A COMMUNICATION has reached us from Messrs. Bell-

ingham and Stanley, Ltd., in which attention is

directed to an interesting point in connection 'with the

design of the Zeiss Abbe refractometer. It has been
observed recently by users of the instrument that,

owing to want of illumination, measurements cannot
be made for liquids having a refractive index greater

than 1*52. It is plainly stated in the Zeiss catalogue

that the Abbe refractometer may be used for the

measurement of refractive indices from 1-30 to 1*7,

and that the liquid to be examined is enclosed between
two prisms of flint glass. Im the instrument as actually

constructed it appears that a crown glass prism of low*

refractive index (Nd=i-52) has been substituted for

the dense flint prism (No =1*75) used at first as the^

lower or illuminatinp- prism. The contact surface of

this prism is left unpolished, so as to scatter the light

entering the liquid film. The process of wiping the

surface to remove the liquid which has been examined
results in the removal of the thin sharp walls left by
the abrasive, and the surface approximates to a
polished face. When this is the case very little light

can fall on the contact surface of the liquid and the

upper prism at angles greater than the critical angle
unless the lower prism has a refractive index greater

than that of the liquid under test; for it is only -when

this condition is satisfied that light entering the liquid-

is bent away from the normal. Several such instru-

ments have been rendered serviceable for the measure-
ment of liquids of refractive index as high as 1*70 by
replacing the crown illuminating prism by a suitable

dense flint prism In using the refractometer for

solid and plastic bodies it would be more convenient

if the prism box were designed to open away from the

operator.

Engineering for June 8 contains an illustrated

account of the reconstruction of the Union Pacific rail-

road bridge at Omaha- The new bridge consists of

four through Pratt-riveted chord spans, 246 ft. tong,

one through riveted span 130 ft, long, and two through
Pratt-riveted spans 120 ft. long, four deck-plate girders

67 ft, long, and two deck-plate girders 50 ft. long, for

two tracks. The total length of the bridge is 1722 ft.,

excluding approaches; the total weight of the new
bridge is about 11,250,000 Ib., as against 5,500,000 lb.

in the old bridge replaced. The new bridge^ rests on
the original piers, and, in order to interfere with traffic

as little as possible, the following method of recon-

struction was adopted. The original piers were ex-

tended on the up- and down-stream sides by temporary
timber piers. The new spans were erected complete on
the temporary down-stream”^ piers. The bridge was
closed for traffic shortly after ii a.m. on December 23,

1916, and by twelve o^:lock the old spans had been
rolled on to the temporary up-stream piers. The new
spans were then rolled into position on the piers, this

work being completed by 4 p.m. Track crews Ihen

dosed up'tixe trades, and signalmen bonded the Joints
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SO that automatic signals were restored to operation
immediately. Traffic over the bridge was restored at

9.39 p.m. The design and construction of the new
bridge have been handled under the direction of Mr.
E. E. Adams, consulting engineer of the Union Pacific
system.

^
The valuable scientific work carried out by Austra-

lian men of science is conspicuously shown in the
thirty-ninth volume of the Transactions of the Royal
Society of South Australia (1915). More than 800
pages, illustrated by seventy plates, are occupied by
papers in various departments of science. Most of the
shorter papers deal with zoology or botany, but geology
and astronomy are also represented. Among the
longer papers are notes on the “ Fishes of the South
Australian Government Trawling Cruise, 1914,” by
E. R.^ Waite and A, R. McCulloch

; an account of the
“Natives of Mailu, Papua,” by Dr. B. Malinowski;
and “ Scientific Notes on an Expedition into the North-
western Regions of South Australia,” by members of
the expedition. The report of the society also records
its activities in the popularising of scientific studies by
lectures, exhibitions, and excursions, in the discovery
of new animals and plants, and in the preservation of

Australian fauna and flora. The committee and mem-
bers of the society may be congratulated on their fine

record.

A TREATISE on “ Gyrostatics and Rotational Motion
by Prof. Andrew Gray is in the press, and will be
published by Messrs. Macmillan and Co., Ltd., as
soon as present circumstances permit. The work aims
at giving a complete account of tops and gyrostats,
gyrostatic action in machinery, and gyrostatic appli-

ances. The general theory is fully dealt with, but an
attempt has also been “made to* treat all the more
important special problerns by direct reference to first

principles in each case. Mathematical difficulties are
not avoided, but the relative importance of physical

ideas has been kept in view and enforced by careful

descriptions of the latest practical gyrostatic inven-
tions, so far as the public service permits.

Messrs. O, Doin et Fils, of Paris, have begun the
publication of a series of handy volumes entitled “ Bib-
lioth^que de Biologic G4n4rale,” under the editorship

of. Prof. M. Caullerv. Up to the present two works
have been issued, but volumes have been arranged for

dealing respectively with Les Ph6nom^nes vitaux; La
Cellule (Morphologic et Physiologie), Prof. M. Henne-
guy; Les Formes larvaires et les Metamorphoses,
Prof. C. Pdrez; La Reproduction asexude^ La Re-
generation et la Greffe, E. Bordage

;
La' Sexualite et la

Parthenogenese ; Les Correlations organiques et Pln-
dividualite, E. Guyenot

;
L’Irritabilite et les Tropismes

;

Les Mutations materielles dans les etres vivants

(aliment et milieux nutritifs) ; Les Mutations energiques
dans les Itres vivants (luminosite, chaleur, eiectricite,

etc.) ; La Biologic des Pigments, Prof. J. Cotte

;

Ethnologic et Organisation; Commensalisme, Sym-
biose, Parasitisme; Les Milieux biologiques marins,
P. M- de Beauchamp; La Biologic des eaux douces;
Les principaux facias biologiques terrestres; La Con-
currence vitale ; L^Herddite ; La Variation ; L’Hybrida-
tion; L’Espece; L’Adaptation ; La Phylogenie; and
Les Theories evolutionnistes.

The Rede lecture, on “Science and Industry: the

Place of Cambridge In any Scheme for their Combina-
tion,^* which was delivered on June 9 by Sir R. T.
Glazebrook, and is abridged elsewhere in this issue, is

to be published immediately by the Cambridge Univer-
sity Press.
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OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN.
Comet 1916& (Wolf).

—

^The following- continued
ephemeris of this comet, which is now very faint, is

given by Dr. Kobold ;

—

1917 R.A.
h. m. s.

Decl. Log r Log A Mag.

June 22

24
22 32 14

36 6
+23 5i'.9

24 3*5

0*2273 0*0751 10*2

26
28

39 S3
43 35

24 13*5

24 22-0

0*2282 0*0677 10*2

30
July 2

47 11

SO 42
24 28-8

24 34-0

0*2295 0*0604 10*2

4 54 7 +24 37*6 0*2312 0*0531 10*1

The ephemeris is for Greenwich midnight.

Solar Prominekces in Relation to Sun-spots.

—

It has hitherto been generally supposed that solar pro-

minences are inevitably, or usually, found in close,

connection -with sun-spots and flocculi, but an ex-
tended investigation w-hich has been made by Dr.
O- J. Lee appears to show that there are no substan-
tial grounds for this supposition (Astrophysical Journal,
vol. xlv., p. 206). His conclusions are based on the
photographs taken with the spectroheliograph of the
Yerkes Observatory between March, 1904, and January
of the present year, thus covering more than a spot
cycle. Only 5*8 per cent, of 4068 prominence.s of all

sizes, which were observed- between +45^ and —45° of

solar latftude, were found in the immediate vicinity of

spots, and in the same region only 8 per cent, of the
prominences were associated with flocculi in -which no
spot was observed. On the other hand, 81 per cent,

of the seventy-eight filaments observed near the solar
limb showed a connection with prominences. A con-
siderable number of the large eruptive prominences
occurred either in unmarked regions of the solar sur-
face, or where the surface was roughened. Intensely
bright places in areas of flocculi, when traced to the
limb, usually showed as jets, and rarely as promin-
ences of any size.

The^ Eclipsing Variable SS Camelopardalis.

—

Some interesting results with regard to this variable
have been derived by R. J. McDiarmid from a series

of nearly 11,000 obsenrations made at Princeton be-
tween March, 1913, and December, 1915 {Astrophysical
Journal, voL xlv., p. 50). The period is 4d. igh. 47m.
&4S., and the visual and photographic magnitudes of
the system are respectively 10*15 and 9*9. The depth
of primary eclipse is 0*57 mag., and that of the second-
ary 0*15 mag. The primary eclipse lasts twenty-one
hours, and is total for seven hours,

,
while the second-

ary is annular and of the same duration. The discus-
sion of the observations indicates that the system con-
sists of a large red star of low surface brightness and
a smaller white star of a little more than one-third
the diameter of the other. The surface brightness of
the whitet; star is five times that of the larger star
visually, and twelve times photographically, so that
the smaller star is visually the fainter and photo-
graphically the brighter of the pair. The density of
the large red star is about 1/200, and that of the
smaller white star about 1/12 that of the sun. The
ccm^ibined spectrum is recorded as F?, and it is con-
sidered tiot improbable that the small star is of type
A, while the larger is of type G or redder.

Hin0*s Variable Nebula.—The variable nebula
N-G.C. 155^ has been photographed hy Mr. Pease on
seven occasions rince December, X911, with the 60-in,
reflector at Mount Wilson (Astrophysical Journal, vol:
xiv., ,p. 89). The most prominent feature is a fan-
^pea nebulbsitv, having its apex 25' south-west of
the irregular vanable star T Tauri. Two knots near
the apex, each with a streamer running southward*

,
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are the brightest parts of the nebula. The sides of the
fan include an angle of 70°, and are about one minute
of arc in length. A curved stream of faint nebulous
matter lies to the west of the star, and midway between
this and the star is a knot which varies in size and
brightness. There is also evidence of very faint ex-
tended

_

nebulosity filling the whole starless region in
the neighbourhood of the variable star. The photo-
graphs show distinct changes in the form and intend
sity of the nebula, but the available data are not suffi-
cient to establish a relation to the variability of the
star. Mr. Adams finds that the spectrum of T Tauri
is of type Md, with additional bright lines, and that
the parallax is of the order 0*05" to o*io"; the bright
lines extend beyond the dark lines of the spectrum
and would thus appear to be due to the surrounding
nebulosity. ^

TJIE NATIONAL PHYSICAL
LABORATORY.

'T'HE annual meeting of the General Board of the
National Physical Laboratory was held at the

laboratory^ on June 19. The president of the Royal
Society, Sir J. J. Thomson, is chairman of the board
and Lord Rayleigh chairman of the Executive ComI
mittee.

During the past year the laboratory has been closely
engaged, with a largely augmented staff, of whom
more than one hundred are women, on a variety of
researches and ipvestigations arising out of the war
and has dealt with a greatly increased volume of test
work for Government departments. The outstanding
feature of the year has been the growth of the gauge-
testing work. Nearly the whole of the gauges re-
quired for the inspection of munitions are now
examined at the National Physical Laboratory, the
number averaging about 10,000 weekly. By arrange-
ment with the Ministry of Munitions a n^w building
has recently been erected to accommodate th^ work,
the space otherwise available having become quite in-
sufficient for the purpose. There has been a great
increase alsd in the number of optical and electrical
instruments tested for the Admiralty

; a new branch
of work is the testing of luminous dials for instru-
ments of various kinds.
The investigations carried out have been, in the

rnain, of a confidential character, and no details are
given in the report. It has only been possible to
make progress with a very few of the researches
undertaken prior to the war, and these are almost
entirely closely connected with war problems. Aero-
nautics research^ has continued to be' of great import-
ance. The William Froude National Tank has carried
out much work for the Admiralty, and has been visited
by members of the Board of Admiralty—including Mr.
Balfour when First Lord—^who have expressed much
appreciation of the results attained. In the metallurgy
department researches on light alloys and on optical
glass have been continued, while a number of special
problems have been dealt with. Various investiga-
tions have been in progress in the engineering depart-
ment;' hardness tests, methods of impact-tesVmg, the
fatigue resistance of materials under combined bend-
ing and twisting stresses, the transmission of heat
from surfaces to fluids flowing over them—as in the
flow of air over an aeroplane '^gine—are among the
questions examined. The observations on the rate of
growth of cracks in the buildings of the Tower of
London have been continued. No serious disturbances
haye been detected.
The laboratCMy is at present under the control of a

Gaieral Board and an Executive Committee appointed
by the RoyaP Society and the great technical institu-
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tions, and the researches are assisted by a grant from
the Treasury. The income during- the past year was
above 70,000^, an increase of nearly 20,000!. over

that of the preceding year. The major part of this

total is received in payments for work done, and this

involves a serious financial liability. Much attention

has been given i-ecently to the question of the future

of the laboratory, and in particular to its relations

with the Department of Scientific and Industrial Re-
search, and a scheme will no doubt be arranged
whereby close relations with the department will be
established.

FEAT AND ITS USES.

CONSIDERABLE interest attaches to a recent

article ip La Nature on Peat,” in view of the

increasing attention being paid to the use of this sub-

stance to replace coal in countries in which the latter

is absent or difficult to obtain. The author of the

article, M. Reni4, discusses concisely the distribution

of peat-beds in the various countries, the treatment

(drying and pressing) of peat and its uses. He does

not pretend that it can compete successfully with coal,

except where freights for the transport of the latter are

excessive. The best solution, he suggests, is to transform

it on the spot into energy, and to recuperate the by-

products. The drying and mechanical treatment must
be carefully carried out so as to render the fuel as

homogeneous as possible. The pressing operation in-

creases the specific gravity of dried peat from 0*7 to

1-03. The cost of treating is not high. Ekenberg has

shown that peat heated for a short time at a tempera-

ture above 150° C. loses its gelatinous consistency,

and thus allows ,
of its being dried by compression.

The final product is usually converted into briquettes

without the addition of a “binder.”

Peat in the agglomerate form has not, however,
proved satisfactory in practical use, and to get over

the difficulty the use of peat in powdered form has

been proposed, a factory having been opened at Back
(Sweden) to carry out a process invent^ by Ekelund,
which is kept secret. Special grates have to be used

for burning pow’dered peat, and in steam-raising in

boilers large grate areas and closely spaced bars,

together with modification of the furnace draught, are

necessary.

In connection with the use of peat for steam-raising,

the following quantities of steam are raised from
1 kilo of the following :—Compressed peat, 4-3 kg.

;

“half”-coke, 6*6 kg.; coal, ^4 kg. Peat can ^
carburised for the extraction of coke and volatile

products, a Ziegler continuous-type furnace being

generally used in Germany and Russia- Peat coke

can be used for metallurgical purposes, and the

“half-coked” peat for steam-raising. Particulars of

the process are given in the article. It is also posable
to extract ammonia water and tara, the latter giving,

on distillation, light and heavy oils and phenol. The
yield of methyl alcohol is about 3*7 kg, from a ton of

peat, and 3 kg, ammonia sulphate and 9 kg. of acetate

of lime.
Peat is successfully used in Sweden, in combination

with a gas-producer, for working engines of the

waste-gas ” type. From one ton of peat 2000 to

3000 cubic metres of feas, giving from 1200 to 1400

calories per cubic metre, are obtained.
^
As author

points out, special care is needed in purification.

Peat is advantageously used as a litter, owing to its

deodcMrising properties, while during the war ffie, Ger-

mans have employed it extensiv^y as a substitute for

absorbent cotton for bandages. Its antiseptic proper-

ties are kitown. E. S. Hodgson,
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SCIENCE AND INDUSTRYA
T7OR the past three years war and the consequences
•b of war have dominated our thoughts and com-
pelled our actions. May we not hope now that the
time^ is coming when we shall reap the fruits of the
heroic efforts of those who have died that England
might live? How can we best learn the lessons of

this terrible time and turn the experience we have
gained to the future welfare of our country? The
question is much too wide and far-reaching to be dealt
with in a single lecture, and it is beyond my powers
to attempt to handle it in a general manner. I wish
to deal only with one aspect.
We realised at a very early date that science was

to be an important factor in success, and while against
the heroism of our men all that the science of our foes
could do proved unavailing, it was clear that bravery
and self-sacrifice without the aid which science could
bring would fail to give us victo^J^^ Let me remind
you of some few of the methods in which scientific

investigation has aided our cause; they are so obvious
as to need little more than a passing reference.
Take flving, for example. Every part of a modern

aeroplane is the product of a highly specialised science.
In the machine itself, to combine strength with light-
ness, to select the right material for each part, ,to

design the wings so that they may bear the greatest
weight and offer the lea^t resistance to the motion, to
give the body ample strength to withstand the shocks
of alighting, and yet not weight the machine
unduly—all these points and many others have
been the subject of long and difficult scientific exam-
ination.

At the National Physical Laboratory there are five

wind channels continually in use to test on models all

the various factors on which the aerodynamic efficiency

of a machine depends. Two of these channels are

7 ft. in diameter and nearly So ft. in length; in one
' wind speeds up to sixty miles an hour can be obtained.
The model is attached to a specially designed balance,
or dynamometer, and the forces it experiences in

various positions relative to the wind are measured;
from these data the behaviour of the machine in flight

is determined. Here Mr. Bairstow and his colleagues
have worked out the practical ccmditions of stability

of motion and determined by many ingenious devices

the constants which occur in the theory. That theory
was first given in a general form by Bryan, the theory

of the disturbed motion of a body moving in three

dimensions, under gravity, the thrust of the propeller,

and the resistance of the air. The quadratic which
gives the energy in terms of the six co-ordinates and
velocities corresponding to the six degrees of freedom
of the body contains twenty-one constants. Conditions

of symmetry reduce these in number ; the air channel
experiments afford the means for determining their

values, and thus prefficting the properties of the

machine. The work at Teddington would have proved

of little value without the corresponding full-scale

experiments brilliantly carried out at Farnborough by
two Cambridge men, E. H. Busk and Keith Lucas,

who gave their lives for the cause, and now continued

by two other Cambridge men, Farren and George
Paget Thomson. The name of Busk is, I trust, to be

commemorated in Cambridge by a scholarship founded

in his memory by friends who admired his powers and
loved the man.
But it is not only in the structure of the aeroplane

that science has done its part. The engine brought

problems of the highest complexity, which are being

1 Fr«in tilie Ke<Je 3>cttnm, (JelimHcd at Cambridge cm June 9 by Sir

Richard GlazebrooJe, C.B,, F.R.S.
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solved by patient application and earnest endeavour.

Large powers ^are needed; the various parts move at

great speed, hence strength is essential, but the^weight
must be kept down; at the same time endurance is

necessary; risk of untimely failure must be reduced
and the pilot made as secure as possible. Here the

metallurgist has been at work, producing alloys little

heavier than aluminium, yet comparable in strength

with steel, and suitable for many new demands, and
in this field Dr. Rosenhain, of the National Physical

Laboratory, has arrived at many important results.

Or consider the instruments the pilql: needs to deter-

mine his height, his speed, or the direction in w'hich he
is moving to enable him to drop his bomb at the right

moment, or to sight his gun on his enemy as the
two planes come within range. Cambridge, as repre-

sented by Horace Darwin and Keith Lucas, has done
yeoman service in these various fields, vrhile in all our
many discussions on theory v;e have profited by the
great knowledge and the clear' thinking of our Chan-
cellor—Lord Rayleigh, president of the Advisory Com-
mittee for Aeronautics.
Again, turning to another subject, consider the

science involved in the manufacture of a big gun and
its ammunition, or in the calculation of the trajectory

of its projectile. Many gun problems are not new;
artillerists had long realised the importance of experi-

ment and calculation, the manufacturer to test his steel

and determine the safe stresses to which it could be
subject, the gunner to measure the resistance to the
motion of the shell to plot its trajectory, determine its

time of flight for various ranges, set his fuse, and
design his sights so that his shooting might be accurate.

But the long-range gunnery of our modern ships and the
high-angle fire required for anti-aircraft work, have
each introduced new difficulties, and in solving these
Cambridge men, such as Littlewood, Hill, Richmiond.
Herman, Gallop, and Fowler, have been well to the
fore, while for anti-aircraft vrork the Bennett height-
finder in one of its many forms is in general use in

the Allied Armies.
One striking feature has been the development of

methods of accurate workmanship. With some few
exceptions all the gauges for munitions pass through
the National Physical Laboratory. About 400,000 have
been dealt with in the last eighteen or twenty months.
At first we were in despair. The limits of accuracy
which the inspection department fixed were extremely
narrow—^in some cases only three ten-thousandths of

an inch. Rejections were very numerous; 'to supply
the requirements appeared impossible, but now gauges
are examined at the rate of about 10,000 a week, and
some 80 per cent, pass as a matter of course- Some
firms get practically ak their gauges through. Careful
scientific examination of the causes of error, improved
methods of manufacture, and a firmer grasp of the
essentials have produced this change; the standard of
manufacture has been gradually improved, and results

at first thought unattainable have been realised.

^Physics and engineering would afford many othet
instances, such as improvements in means of signal-
ling, wireless telegraphy, sound-ranging, and weather
pr^icficm.
Chemistry and the biological sciences have ccxitri-

brtted more than their full share, and though I cannot
claim tospeak with first-hand knowledge of the achieve-
ments of medical science, I must mention some facts
for which I am indebted to the kindness of Surg.-
Gen. Sir Alfred Keogh and CoL Webb, .,who
informs me that the annual admission ratio for aH
causes other than wounds in action in Francois approxi-
mately 42S per 1000. In the following campaigns the
wrespdndJug rarios were:

—
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Egypt, 1882 ... 2276
Nile, 1884-5 557
Dongola, 1896 892
Nile, 1898 - 955
South Africa ... 843
China, 1900-1 - 933

In France the annual admission ratio

For typhoid fever is ... .. 0*9 per 1000.

And for the whole typhoid

group of diseases 2*4 ,, 1000.

In South Africa the annual admission ratio

For enteric fever was 130 per 1000.

And for enteric fever ^lii$ other

continued fevers 204 ,, 1000.

The figures speak eloquently of the triumphs of

medicine, and the wonderful results achieved by the

devotion of doctors and nurses.

1 The war has brought home to us, in a way that

only an event of its magnitude can do, the dependence
‘Of the modern world on science and the advancement of

natural knowledge
;
the need, then, is that when peace

comes we should use this great power to the full to

repair the ravages of war.
A distinction is often drawn nowadays between pure

science and industrial science. I saw somewhere re-

cently a protest against the use of the latter^ term.

Science is one, and industrial science—so-called—is
the application of the discoveries of pure science to

the problems of industry. Huxley wrote long ago:

—

"‘What people call applied science is nothing but
the application of pure science to particular

problems.” It is essential that we should rememW
this, and strive here in the first place for the advance-
ment of pure science

Scientific investigations we may divide into two
classes : those in pure science which are directed solely

to the advancement of. natural knowledge, the dis-

I

covery of Nature’s laws, and those which have for

j

their aim the application of these discoveries to the

I
processes of our everyday life in art, or commerce, or

I

manufacture. There is no need to lay stress in this

j

room on the paramount importance of the first class.

I

The Cavendish professor, speaking recently in Lon-

!

don, said truly: “The discoveries in applied science

[
may produce a reformation

;
those in pure science lead

' to revolutions.”

The Rontgen rays, as Sir J. J. Thomson recently

pointed out, were studied first as one means whereby
we might hope- to learn something of the nature of

electricity. They are now the surgeon’s trusted guide,

telling him how to direct his knife and restore his patient

to health and strength. Pasteur’s work commenced
in an inquiry into the crystallographic differences of

certain chemical substances, leading him to the result

that certain kinds of chemical fermentation are due
to the action of living organisms which are not born
spontaneously in the fermenting material, but are

derived from infection. Lister seized on this and
’ appHed it to medicine and surgery. The medical

statistics of the war will show, when they can be
prepared,

_
something of what the world owes,

measured in lives saved for future work, to these two
discoveries: the amount of pain the sufferers have
been spared is immeasurable.
Lord Moulton, in his preface to “ Science and ^the

Nation,” refers with special pleasure to Dr. Rosenhain’s
essay on modern metallurgy. The foundation of this

work rests on Sorby’s application of the methods of

petrographic research to investigate the properties of

meteorites, and on the study of the thermo-electric

properdes of metals due to Seebedc, Pelder, and
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William Thomson. Petrographers had been in the

habit of examining the structure of rocks by cutting

the sections thin enough to be transparent, and
examining them under the microscope. Sorby in i8bi

found it was not possible to examine metals thua, and
developed the art of polishing the surface and etching

it with suitable chemicals, thus bringing out the

internal structure. Its application to engineering
problems passed unnoticed until the method was in-

dependently revived by Osmond in France, and Mar-
tens in Germany. Seebeck discovered that when in a
circuit of two metals a difference of temperature exists

between the junctions, an electric current is produced
in the circuit. The strength of this current is a
measure of the difference in temperature, and this

discovery was applied many years later by Le Chatelier

to construct a thermocouple for the measurement of

temperature in metallurgical processes. Applying
these two instruments of research, metallurgists have
now a clear idea of the structure of the more impor-

tant metals and alloys used in industry, and of the

manner in which the properties which fit them for

their various uses are related to that structure. The
intensive study of pure science, the determined effort

to hand on still brightly burning the lamp lighted

for us by those whq have e^one, is perhaps the best

contribution which Cambridge now can make to our
national welfare.

The great discovery is usuallv small in its begin-

nings ;
it does not at first strike the imagination.

The seeds, from which the revolution is to come lie

hidden in the ground, and the tiny sprout which first

appears seems but of small importance. Few- besides

some students in the universities realised the wide-

reaching scope of Maxwell’s theory of the electp-

magnetic field, when it was first published
;
few, again,

picture, when ’they read of the early experiments of

Hertz and Lodge, the future marvels of wireless tele-

graphy, even in the short years that have passed since

Lodge delivered his Royal Institution lecture. The
successful applications of science to industry attract a
wider notice and gain a fuller recognition. It is given

to but few men to. carry through the revolution that

their own discoveries have produced. James Watt and
Kelvin were such men. Pasteur and Lister saw, in

some degree, the fruit of their labours. Faraday, on
the other hand, died at Hampton Court in the^ receipt

of a Civil List pension. The work of making the

.discoveries 'of science available to promote the pros-

perity and advancement of a nation appeals to others than

the great discoverers, and is usually best left in other

hands. Let me explain what I mean, even at the risk

of some repetition, for ' I have recently spoken and
written more than once on this subject, and, indeed,

the applications of science to industry have been the

work of the National Physical Laboratory since the

twentieth century began.
Speaking at the opening of the laboratory in 1902,

his Majesty—^then Prince of Wales—^said :
—“The ob-

ject of the scheme is, I understand, to bring scientific

knowledge to bear practically upon our everyday in-

dustrial and commercial life, to break down the barrier

between theory and practice, to effect a union between
science and commence,” and these words still express

our aims.
Various writers have pointed out recently that in this

process three distinct stages are generally required.

We need
(1) The work of the man of science in his laboratory,

(2) The investigations which go on in a laboratory

of industrial research, developing new processes or
introducing new products.

^ (3) The, works laboratory proper, controlling the

quality of raw materials, or of finished products.
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I have spoken already of the work of the
student of science in his university or college.

Before dealing vrith the laboratory of industrial re-

search, let me devote a few ^ ords to the works labora-
tory proper.

It is necessary, as I have said elsewhere, to main-
tain the standard of the output, to secure that the
proper grade of material is supplied to the works, to
check the instruments in use, and to test the product
in its various stages of manufacture. The days are
gone by when successful manufacture could be carried
on entirely by rule of thumb, trusting to the skill of
some trained workman for the success of each delicate

operation, when the hereditary instinct passed down
from father to son was sufficient to produce each year
practically the same results. New processes come
which appear likely to improve production or to reduce
its cost; the works laboratory’ serves to test these.^

New products are suggested, which may or may not
have the advantages claimed for them ; this can be in-

vestigated in the works laboratory, and all these inves-
tigations and tests must go on in the works themselves
under the eyes of men familiar with the process of
manufacture in its every stage.

^
A distinguished Trinity man, Mr. Michael Long-

ridge, when recently, addressing, as president, the In-
stitution of Mechanical Engineers, traced the -pro-

cess by which during the latter half of last century
England became the leading industrial nation, and con-
cluded thus :

—

“And as the mechanical engineer was responsible
in no small measure for the transformation, so he
must be held responsible for the maintenance and
efficiency of the workshop on which the feeding of the
people and the defence of the people against their

enemies now depend. He became, and he remains, a
trustee of the British Empire. How did he discharge
the trust? By humbly seeking knowledge to turn
the gifts of Nature to the use of man? By invoking
the aid of science to develop the discoveries of the
men who had prepared the i^ad to his success? By
caring for the welfare of the thousands who were
spending their waking hours in his factories? By
giving them a fair share of 'the profits of his business?
I think we have the grace to-day to answer ‘No,’ 1

think we are williner to confess that our heads were
turned by elation at our ' prosperity, that we were
obsessed by admiration of our own achievements ; too
confident of the sufficiency of our limited knowledge;
too contemptuous of the few who tried to throw the
light of science on our path; too eager for wealth,
and the social influence^ it could buy in the new state of

society; too careless of the needs and aspirations of
the * hands ’ who helped to make the rapid accumula-
tion of large fortunes possible. And what has been
the consequence? For every lapse from the ideal—and
there is' an ideal even of industrial polity—^Nemesis
Adrasteia, sooner or later, exacts retribution.”

The lesson has now been learnt with more or less

completeness, and now each modern engineering
works possesses its own laboratory and utilises the
teaching of science at each stage of its pro-
cesses. Cambridge can supply the men who will do
this work.
But there is another need. The step between the

university laboratory and the works laboratory is a
lo-ng one. Discoveries do not leave the^man of science

in a form which can be at once assimilated by the
engineer, the shipbuilder, or the manufacturer. Some
means are needed to make them available to such men
to secure the advantages which come from the gtowth
of knowledge bv which alone they may keep in the
forefront of their trade. The problem has recently

been discussed in A paper by Dr/ Mees published by
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the Department of Scientific and Industrial Research,

and by Dr. Rosenhain in a lecture, delivered at Glas-

gow, on “The National Physical Laboratory: its

Work and Aims.” For the industrial research

laboratory the plant, etc,, must be so planned that it

is possible to carry out the necessary operations on a
scale comparable with that required in works, and,
moreover, the man w^ho carries through the investiga-

tion must be not only acquainted with the latest scien-

tific advances in his subject, but must know what is

possible in works, and must mould his solution of the
problem to harmonise with these possibilities. The
undertaking is often more complex than that of

the pure man of science. It is one w^hich needs a
special laboratory, a special equipment.
As examples of such a laboratory, both of which

happen to be at works, I may instance the research
laboratory of the Badische Anilin- & Soda-Fabrik, in

which the commercial production of synthetic indigo i

was worked out, or the laboratory of the General Elec-

tric Co. of America at Schenectady, where in numerous
instances the discoveries of modern electrical theory

have been turned to practical use. The Coolidge tube,

the most powerful source of X-rays which we possess,

is one product of this laboratory. Such also are some
branches of the Bureau of Standards at Washington,
the Materialpriifungsamt at Gross-Lichterfelde, near
Berlin, and, in some aspects of its work, the National
Physical Laboratory and the research institutions tor

glass, pottery, fuel, etc., which are coming into exist-

ence as part of the work of the Department of Scien-

tific and Industrial Research.
Thus, the task of an institution like the National

Physical Laboratory differs from that of either a uni-

versity or technical college laboratory or a works
labcK^tory. In the first place, it is not educational;
every member of the staff is, it is true, learning con-
tinually, yet he is not there to be taught, but to be
asked questions and to find the answers. Its functions
are primarily to encourage and initiate the applications

of science to the problems of industry. It is, in the words
of the Order in Council, an institution for the
scientific study of problems affecting particular indus-
tries and trades. The staff devote themselves solely

to this work; their whole time and energy are given
to it. They have no educational duties; they are
free from the responsibilities of the classroom and the
burden of students’ exercises. The senior members
of the staff joined avowedly with the purpose of apply-
ing science to industij : they are prepared to make it

their life-wwk. The juniors retain their posts for some
time ; thus all acquire a store of experience of the
highest value, with a unique knowledge of the tech-
nical aspects of industry which it is difficult to gain
in any other way. The laboratory has, I trust,

acquired the confidence of the technical industrial
World, problems are brought before the staff with
the knowledge that they will be handled in a confiden-
tial manner by men trained to deal with them. In*
such an institution it is possible to specialise as to both
staff and equipment in a manner which can scarcely be
done in a.laboratory attached to an educational insti-

tution. The whole staff ‘ are engaged in applying
sciaMse to industry; equipment is provided for this pur-’

fwse onlyw The needs of the student and the educa-
tional value of the apparatus have not to be considered.

I would not advocate that work such as 1 have
outlined MiouM, as a rule, find a place in a -university
labcTOtory, but a university has its own task in con-
nection with these laboratories, which, believe me, are
anecesfity if scidioe is to be freely applied to indiKtry.
The ufiiversities and technical schools must provideand
train the not in the application of sciehce, but
in methods of liivesligaliQst, in the knowledgeof scicn-
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tific truths, in the power of observation, the capacity

to interpret the observations they make, and the experi-

mental results they obtain, and, above all, in the desire

to discover the truth and apply the consequences* fear-

lessly to their daily work.
Nor is this all. No doubt the number of men en-

gaged in the application of science to industry must
increase, but if we are to reap the full advantages
science can give, steps must be taken to ensure a
wider appreciation of the value of her gifts, the great-
ness of her powers.
Some knowledge of the meaning of ordinary scien-

tific terms, of the usual everyday processes of Nature—^both chemical and biological—of the cause of the
simple -natural phenomena, and of the general scope
and methods of scientific inquiry should be the posses-

sion of each undergraduate before he leaves Cambridge
to take up his life-work elsewhere. “It is essential,”

as Prof. Keeble writes in his contribution to

“Science and the Nation,” “that our statesmen
and administrators, our teachers and our poets, know
something of the work and method and beauty of
science.” But how is this to be secured? Mr. Wells,
in a recent review of the volume, is severely critical

because the authors have. not answered this question;
the criticism is undeserved, it seems to me, because the
authors did not set out with this object. “The time
seemed propitious,” says the editor, Dr. Seward, “ for

emphasising a particular aspect of the general question
of the interdependence of many phases of national
prosperity and a just appreciation of the value of pure
science.” Still, the question needs an answer. We
look forward with some eagerness to the report of the
committee, of which Sir J. J. Thomson is chairman,
which is dealing with the place of science in education.
Meanwhile, it may not be out of place to hazard

some few remarks. I will quote again from the presi-

dent of the^ Institution of Mechanical Engineers, who,
after pointing out that the education of an engineer
must be vari^ to suit the capacities of different minds,
writes thus :

—

“And my complaint. It is against the, obstinacy of

our two most fairtous universities in retaining Greek as a

compulsory subject in their examinations. This reacts

upon our public schools, and is a serious handicap on
those who, intending to deal with the concrete rather
than the abstract in their future lives, yet wish to find

their levels in the sociariife and moral discipline of

these two universities. The English public-school boy
can generally be relied on to face difficulties, lead men,
and keep his hands clean in business. Engineering
cannot afford to lose him to satisfy those who rule
Oxford and Cambridge in this matter.”
To insist on the retention of Greek in the Previous

Examination is to close Cambridge to many of those
who would profit most by its lessons, who would carry
the rich benefits three years’ residence here can give
to places where at present they never penetrat;B, and
who themselves, in not a few instances, would add to
the lustre and the glory of our university.
The study of Greek is not really advanced by its

compulsory character. Lord Bryce, in a recent article

addressed in the fifst instance to a classical audience,
writes, after a reference to the very few who retain
a competent knowledge of Latin and Greek beyond an
early s^e :

—“ Let us frankly admit the facts. Let us
recognise that the despotism of a purely grammatical
study of the ancient languages needed to be over-
thrown,” and he continues:—^“What is the chief aim
of education? How should the mental training fitted

to produce the canacities which go to make an educated
man begin? Fxr^ of all bv teaching him how to
observe and by making him enjoy the power of observa-
tion. The at|?ention ol the child should from' the
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earliest years be directed to external Nature. His ob-
servation should be alert and it should be exact. Along
with this he should know how to use language, to
know the precise difterence between the meanings of
various words apparently similar to be able to convey
accurately what he wishes to say.”
Then, after distinguishing between the world of

Nature and that of^ man, he discusses how the time
available for education is to be divided between these
two spheres, urging the need for plenty of knowledge
of both to produce a capable and highly finished mind.
“No man,” he says, “in our day can ’be deemed edu-
cated who has not some knowledge of the relation of
the sciences to one another and a just conception of
the methods by which they respectively advance.” He
presses strongly the importance of literary studies
because of the service they render to us for practical
life, for mental stimulus and training, and for enjoy-
ment, and as an introduction to his views on the claims
of the classics, he writes :

—“A word must be said on
the practical aspect of the matter as it affects the
curricula of schools and universities. I do not contend
that the study of the ancients is to be imposed on all,

or even on the bulk, of those who remain at school
until eighteen or on most of those who enter a univer-
sity. It is generally admitted that at the universities
the present system cannot be maintained—we shall
effect a saving if we drop the study of the ancient
languages in the case of those who, after a trial, show
no aptitude for them. For the schools, the problem
is how to discover among the boys and girls those who
have the kind of gift which makes it worth while to

take them out of the mass and give them due facilities

for pursuing their studies at the higher secondary
schools, so that they may proceed thence to the univer-
sities and further prosecute th.em there. Many of you,
as leaders, know better than I how this problem may
be solved; solved it must be, if the whole community
is not to lose the benefit of our system of gradedl
schools.”

And in this connection let me quote a few words
from a recent letter in Nature by Mr. M. D. Hill, an
Eton master of twenty years’ experience. He writes :

—

“The boys who are best at classics are also best at
science. . . . Every intelligent boy must be given equal
opportunities in science and languages in the widest
sense of the word until he is old enough to show vrhich

line of study he can most profitably follow.”
Here is a problem which the university must attack

at once. I have already pointed out what seems to me
the first step towards its solution, Cambridge must
open her doors wide to every son of our great Empire
who can show that he will reap benefits from studying
within her walls any branch of knowledge for which
she offers opportunities; this step should be taken
without delay. Lord Bryce has indicated, I think, the
lines for our future development. Let me briefly out-
line how they appear to me to run. The university

must remain the home of ancient learning, but the
course pursued to secure this end must hot be such
as to demand that Latin and Greek should remain the

principal part of the school tasks of all bovs. It must
train men to be leaders in all walks of life, and not
least in industrial pursuits, and this not by undertaking
the technical training of the men who go out hence
into the world, but by laying a broad foundation of

the scientific principles and laws on which technical

knowledge, be it of theology, medicine^ or law, or of

the more modem branches of applied science, must rest.

And lastly, but most important of all, it must produce
the leaders in every* branch of science.

For the highest work of all, be it literary or scien-

tific, the course is fairly simple. Men in whom are
implanted the thirst for new knowledge, the power of
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discovery, the keen logical insight to follow the right

path and avoid the wrong, will come to the front helped
by the traditions of the past, the enthusiasm and devo-

tion of the teachers, the generosity of our founders and
benefactors. Funds, it is true, will be needed, and must
be supplied. A man whose researches may produce a
beneficial revolution, whose discoveries may prove of

untold benefit to mankind, should not depend for a
scanty livelihood on the proceeds derived from his

yearly cycle of tutorial lectures. Means must be found
to increase the endowments of the university for pure
research, and funds so expended will in time produce
a full harvest.

Let me, however, endeavour to say something as to

the steps to be taken to give science its due place in

the education of every man. Have we attacked this

question in the right "manner? and by “we” I mean
teachers of science generally.

It is nearly fortv years since the present Chancellor
asked Sir Napier Shaw and myself to help in his work
at the Cavendish Laboratory.’ Practical physics as a
branch of study for undergraduates generally was
almost non-existent. Maxwell had inspired a few of

the leading mathematicians with the desire to work at

the laboratory, but the organised classes were small

and their organisation was incomplete. Elsewhere
Carey Foster had classes at University College, Balfour
Stew-'art at Manchester; Kohlrausch’s book had been
published and translated into English some few years
previously. Shaw had worked in Berlin under Helm-
holtz. We commenced the endeavour to systematise the
teaching, to devise experiments to illustrate and
“prove” fundamental laws and principles, to teach

students the reality of many things of which they

read in books, and show them that effects do follow

their causes in the manner there described.

Laboratory notebooks were written. In due course

(in 1885) Glazebrook and Shaw’s “Practical Physics”
appeared, and, I am glad to say, after more than thirty

jr4ars of life, is vigorous still. It has been followed by
many similar books, and has, I trust and believe, done
much useful and important work. A man who is to

develop into a phvsicist must have an intimate know-
ledge of the existing methods of physical investigation.

Measurement is so important a factor in many branches

of knowledge that an acquaintance with^ the funda-

mental methods of measurement, and skill in using

instruments and apparatus, are of the highest value

for large classes of men.
But for the great majority the mental food thus

offered affords but little nourishment. The teaching

of practical physics on these lines fits in with our
examination system. Problems can be set and ques-^

tions asked admitting of definite and precise answers

the., value of which an examiner can easily assess in

marks. A sum in arithmetic is classed as a physical

problem because the term “specific beat,” or “elec-

trical resistance.” is used in stating the qu^tion.

“Our examination system,” says Principal Griffiths,

“has endeavoured (but, thank Heaven! unsuccessfully)

to kill the soul of - science in the risinsf generation.

There is, however, a stirring among the dry-bones, and
we are awakening to the fact that science must be
taught as if we believed in it for its qwn sake, that

we must teach it" as a disciple preaches his religion,

and that we must refuse to be bound bv the fetters

in which tradition has entangled us. If we are to

succeed, we must make science a living reality to our

pupils, and cease to regard it merely as a convenient

machinery for the manufacture of conundrums.” We
do not really so regard it, any of us teachers, but our
methods of teaching and examinations tend to produce

this impression- It is clear, I think, that a
plan which is excellent for men who intend
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to specialise in science is not the one best
suited to give to all

—
“ some knowledge of the relation

of the sciences to one another and a just conception
of the means by which they advance.” For the limited
class an exact knowledge of the elements is essential.

If this exact knowledge is required from all, the
majority find the process dull; they get no further
than the elements, and when the dreaded examination
is over they forget even these, and have no further
interest in the subject Natural science, like Latin and
Greek, disappears from their lives.

And so, if this be at all the correct view, an impor-
tant task for the university is to develop > a new method
for the .ordinal teaching of science, not merely to
require that science should be taught, but to discuss
and determine how this can best be done, and then
to train and send out into the vrorld men capable of
doing it. The method will not lend itself easily to
“the process of controlling education bv exiTmination
with a limited time,” and if a test of the pupil’s
knowledge is required, some other plan for this pur-
pose must be devised.

One of the consequences of the war will be a greater
appreciation of the value of science. Let us in Cam-
bridge be ready to take advantage of this and help to
strengthen our country by raising up a generation
which realises to some extent what science has done,
arid how real progress in nearly every walk of life is

inseparably bound up with the advancement of natural
knowledge, which in the past the university has done
so much to promote.*

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE.

Cambridge.—^Mr. F. H. Jackson, of Peterhouse,
has been approved for the degree of Doctor of Science.

London.—The Senate has resolved to institute for
external students a B.Sc. degree dealing with the
administration and management of urban and rural
lands and estates, and a scheme with the necessary
syllabuses and regulations is in course of preparation.

Oxford.—Mr. J. J, Manley, the curator of the
Daubeny Laboratory, has been elected to a fellowship
at Magdalen Collie, Oxford, for the prosecution of
special researches in physics and chemistry. Mr. Man-
ley’s talents as a teacher of practical chemistry have
long been recognised by several generations of pupils,
a list of some 500 of whom has been recently printed.
Among them we note the names of Prof. Soddy and of
many well-known younger science teachers. Mr.
Manley is vridely known for his interesting observa-
tions on the anomalous behaviour of delicate balances
and bv his ingenious devices for increasing accuracy
in weighings. A re-investigation of Landolt’s work*
on the apparent change of weight during chemical
reaction was the subject of a more recent paper in

the PkUosophicdl Transactions, and he has lately suc-
ceeded in constructing platinum resistance thfermo-
meters of a sensitiveness greatly in advance of any
that had previously been made. Magdalen College and
Mr. Manley^ are equally to be congratulated on this
election, which promises to be of considerable service
to the ciause of physical and chemical research.
On June 19 the annual report of the delegates of

the museum was presented to Convocation. The re-

port directs attention to the fact that the members of
the staff and other workers in the museum departments
on war service have been further increased. The death
In action of Mr. Geoffrey Smith, demonstrator in
Zoology, is recorded; and details are, given of the
handifig oyer ol a large part of the museum buildings
for use of the Royal Flying Corps, Separate re-
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ports from the various scientific departments are
added, • all of them giving evidence of much activity

in spite of the present adverse conditions. The report

of the curator of the Pitt-Rivers Museum includes an
especially long list of valuable donations.

At the same meeting of Convocation, decrees were
passed allowing, under certain conditions, that candi-

dates in the science ^ind other honour schools should
be examined in part only of their subjects, §nd em-
powering the examiners to award distinction to those

.who have attained a high standard therein. This pro.

vision will apply solely to those whose regular course
of study has been interrupted by war service.

The extremely valuable collections of Arachnida,
containing more than 1000 types, with the library, note-

books, drawings, and papers in connection therewith,

bequeathed by the late Rev. O. Pickard-Cambridge,
were gratefully accepted, and ordered to be deposited

in the University Museum, and placed in the charge
of the Hopfe' professor of zoology, Prof, E. B. Poulton,

The Maharaja of Benares has founded a gold medal,
to be known as the “Lady Chelmsford Medal.” for

award annually to the best student of the Lady Hard-
inge Medical College for Women, Delhi,

Two “British Dyes” open research scholarships,

each of the yearly value of about 60Z., are offered in

connection with the Huddersfield Technical College,

They are tenable for one year, with the possibility of

renewal. Applications must reach the secretary of the

college by, at latest, July 6.

Two scholarships in naval architecture, each of the

value of 90Z., have been founded by Col. Smith Park,

C.B., of Glasgow, for students of the University.

The scholars are required to have remained at a
secondary school until they have obtained the higher

grade leaving certificate, which admits to the Univer-

sity courses for graduation in a''ts or science.

The debate in the House of Lords on Tuesday,
June 12, dealing with the future policy of the Board
of Education so far as it has been foreshadowed in

the speeches of Mr. Fisher, was chiefly notable for

the views expressed in protest ag’ainst a too early or

undue specialisation in the schools, whilst demanding
that science should find its due place in the scheme of

education, especially in the great public schools, as a
subject of vital importance for the effective training of

the citizen, so as to enable him to take a sound view
of the questions which arise in modern life. The
events of the war, intimate and contingent, have made
it plainly clear ^that training in the facts of ^science

and the inculcation of the scientific habit of mind are

essential to the national well-being. The purpose of

the schools is, as Lord Haldane well put it, not to

make of their pupils Latin or Greek scholars, or men
of science, but to make them men, and to develop their

humanity in the best and broadest sense. In short,

their business is so to train their pupils as to give

them a liberal outlook in preparation for such special-,

ised teaching in the classics or in the various branches
of science, pure or, applied, or in other departments
of knowledge, as the universities can offer, or as the

various professions may require. In no other way
can the public schools ensure the generous training

^

of all their pupils, and especially of those who aspire

to take a prominent partTn public affairs, or shake
themselves free of the incubus of conflicting external

examinations.
^
Indeed, not until the older universities

cease to retain compulsory , Greek as an essential

feature in the, examination for their most valuable

scholarships will it be possible for the public schools

to give to science its rightful place ip their curriculum.
It is -now seen to be essential fh?tt in the treatment of
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most great questions of national policy the principles
and facts of science must be accorded their due place.
It is^ satisfactory to note that the Government does
not intend, in measures having for their object the
reform and development of educational policy and
methods, to disturb the basis of the Act of 1902 in
respect of denominational education,

^

The forty-third annual conference of the Associa-
tion of Headmistresses was held in London on June 8
and 9* Miss Escott, the president, referred in her
address to necessary reforms of the educational system
and to the subjects which should be included in educa-
tional schemes for girls. “ Science in girls’ schools,”
she said, “ought to be greatly developed as part of a
liberal education and with special reference to life
around them. It would be in the interest of both
science and mathematics if the science teacher had a
good knowledge, of mathematics, and the mathe-
matical teacher a working knowledge of chemistry
and physics. In the beginning of general elementary
science it would be very helpful for one teacher to
take both the science and mathematics in a form,
and it is scarcely necessary to say that in advanced
work the mathematical teacher should have a' know-
ledge of physics.” Among the resolutions passed was
one in favour of the metric system, and another wel-
coming the formation of the Seconda'ry-School
Examinations Council. An educational programme
put forward by the Executive Committee, and‘adopted
by the meeting, included the following recommenda-
tions:—(i) The complete co-ordination of all forms
of education

; (2) improvement of the teaching of boys
and girls in the upper standards of elementarv schools

:

(3) better provisions for the intellectual, moral, and
physical discipline of young persons during the period
of adolescence; (4) maintenance allowances for more
promising pupils

; (5) better salaries and better pros-
pects^ for teachers; (6) a reduction in the number of
examinations which mav be taken in schools. “The
association further hopes that the leaving age for all
pupils in elementary schools without exemption will
be fixed for ^the present not earlier than the last day
of the term in which a punil reaches the age of four.

leaving age may be raised
to fifteen within the next few years; that the con-
tinued education of young persons who have left school
and are below the age of eighteen years may occupy
not fewer than twenty hours of the davtime in each
week and may be largely of a general rather than
a technical character. That this conference is of
opinion -with regard to university education that
there should be a common standard of entrance,
accej^ed by all the universities of the British Empire,
and Greek should not be a compulsory subject,”

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES.
London.

Geological Society, June 6.—Dr. Alfred Harker, presi.
dent, in the chair.—Dr. E. J. Garwood and Edith
Goodyear The geology of the Old Radnor district,
with special reference to an algal development in the
Woolhope Limestone. The district comprises an inlier
of Archaean grits and Woolhope Limestone forming
an elongated dome bounded by Wenlock Shale. It
was regarded by Murchison and the Geological Survey
as consisting of Mayhill Sandstone succeeded con-
formably by Woolhope Limestone, and they attributed
the unfossiliferous character of the sandstone and thfe
abnormal facies of the limestone to alteration by
igneous intrusions. Dr. Callaway, in 1900, first sug-
gested that the so-called “Mayhill Sandstone” was of
Archaean age, and recorded an unconformity at the
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base of the limestone. The authors confirm Dr. Calla-
way’s views, and give evidence for correlating these
Archaean rocks with Prof. Lapworth’s “Bayston
Group” of the Longmyndian. The unconformable rela-

tion of the limestone to the Archaean is established in
several portions of the district, while a study of the
Irilobite and brachiopod fauna of the limestone and
included shale confirms the Wenlock age of the de-
posit. The most interesting fact brought out by a
study of the limestone is the important part played in

its ^formation by the calcareous alga Solenopora (of

which a new species is described), the deposit consti-
tuting by far the most striking development of algal
limestone yet recorded from British rocks,—S. S.
Buckman : Correlation of Jurassic chronology. This
paper owes its inception to certain discoveries made by
the^ officers of the Scottish Geological Survey during
their investigations of the Jurassic deposits of the
Isles of Raasay and Skye. The ammonites and
brachiopods were sent to the author for examination,
and the sequence of faunas which they disclosed neces-
sarily led to comparison with results obtained in other
areas. The paper is chiefly concerned with the Liassic

ages hitherto known as Domerian, Charmouthian, and
Sinemurian. In all of them there is proposed a con-
siderable increase of the number of faunal horizons
indicative of consecutive time-intervals, or hemerse.
One of the most interesting discoveries which have
resulted, partly from the great thickness of Scottish

strata investigated and collected from, partly from
comparisons with, other areas, is^ that the so-called

“armatww zone” of the English midlands and that of

the Radstock district, of Yorkshire, and of the Scottish

Isles are not isochronous, but are separated bv a

time-interval which corresponds with a thickness of

some 300 ft. of deposit in the Scottish area.

Royal Astronomical Society, June 8.—Major P. A.

MacMahon, president, in the chair.—^A. S. Eddington

;

Further notes on the radiative equilibrium of the stars.

In the author’s previous paper the calculations had l^en
made on the assumption of an average molecular weight

of 54 for the material of a star—representing the hypo-

thesis that the ultimate particles are atoms. He was
now convinced that under the high temperatures in

quekion an extreme state of disintegration is more
probable, and in the calculations in the present paper

the average molecular weight is taken as 2.—Rev,

T. E. R. Phillips: Micrometrical measures of double

stars. Special attention was - directed to the^ rapid

motion of Bootis, in which the angle diminishes

about a degree in six vreeks, while the distance has

shown little change during the last few^ years. He
had also specially noted the star 70 Ophiuchi, which
shows a small progressive diminution both in angle

and distance, while the latter should be increasing.

He suggested that in this case there may be evidence

of a systeihatic error due to the changing slant of the

line joining the two stars as observed before and after

opposition.—Mrs. E. W. Maunder : Sun-spots in high
southern latitudes. These spots were found on the

Cape photographs. Some of them were in more than
60° S. latitude, but they are mostly evanescent; they

are also small, and it was often uncertain whether
they were real sun-spots, or only “pores,” which are

found on all parts of the solar “surface. But in one
case the marking had all the characteristics of a true

sun-spot, and on the whole the evidence showed that

markings of the order of sun-spots can persist in very

high latitudes.—^R. A. Sampson : Notes on the southern

magnitude distribution, with special reference to the

Perth astrographic zone. . In a recent paper Mr. Seares

had contended that the galactic condensation of small

stars, arrived at by Chapman and Melotte from a study
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of the Franklin-Adams charts, was erroneous, and that

the older estimate of Mr. Cooke was nearer the truth.

The author concluded that the galactic condensation

obtained by Chapman and Melotte does not in the

least represent the actual distribution in the Perth
7one, —32°. In one section of a recent paper Dr.
Halm had dealt with the corrections to the scale of

the Cape Photographic Durchmusterung, and Prof.

Sampson’s paper concluded with a discussion of Dr.
Halm’s methods and results.

Edinburgh.

l^oyal Societyj May 7.—^Dr. J. Horne, president, in

the chair.—Prof. L. Becker ; The arithmetical mean and
the “middle” value of certain meteorological observa-

tions. This was a discussion of a large number of tem-
perature observations in Glasgow, in which it was shown
that the “ middle ” value did not agree with the arith-

metical -mean.—Dr. D. Ellis : Phycomycetous fungi from
the Lower Coal Measures. Three organisms had been
found which could be placed in the Phycomycetes. The
first was identical with the organism found by Renault
In the French Carboniferous rocks, and named by him
Falaeomycites gracUis, But there was evidence that the
genus was the same as Peronosporites, and it was pro-

posed to re-name the organism Peronosporites gracilis.

The second was identified as Peronosporites anti-

quarius, previously discovered by earlier investigators.

The new material obtained from the I^ancashire rocks,

taken along with the rock sections in the British

Museum, enabled Dr. Ellis to sketch the probable life-

history of this fungus. The third organism was new,
and was named Saprolegnites haciUoides, A full

account was given of the characteristic structure of
this fungus.—Dr. J. Tait ;

* Experiments and observa-
tions on Crustacea. Parts iv. and v. In part iv. the
author dealt with the structure of Glyptonotus, a large
Antarctic isopod taken by the Scotia Expedition under
Dr. W. S. Bruce, The exceptional size of the animal
made it possible to settle certain disputed problems
relating to isopod anatomy. The paper also brought
-out a number of relations between structure conforma-
tion and functional use. In part v. it was experi-
mentally shown that the joints in the tail of a lobster

or other similar crustacean are so arranged as to
obviate change of internal volume during the flapping
of the tail.

Calcutta.

Asiatic Society of Bengal, May 2.—Dr. A. Oka

:

Zoolo^cal results of a tour in the Far East. Hiru-
dinea. Fourteen species of leeches are represented in
the collection made by Dr. Annandale in Japan, China,
and Siam. Of these, three are described as new*.
Two of the mew species are forms of general interest
and have been made the types of new genera. One,'
which was obtained from considerable .depths in Lake
Biwa, belongs to the family Glossisiphonidae, and is

remarkable for the curious processes on its proboscis,
while the other, which was collected in a small stream
on the Peak at Hong-Kong, belongs to the family
Hirudinidae, and is distinguished by the unique char-
acter that the furrows separating the somites are
deeper and more conspicuous than those separating the
an^nli.—^Dr. N. Annandale : Weighing apparatus from
the Shan

,

States. The collection describe was made
in February and March. 1917, in the markets of vil-

lages round the Inl6 Lake, in the southern Shan
States, ^The weighing apparatus used in these
markets is remarkably <Bverse in construction and at
the same time generally primitive in character. The

types to which most simnie weighing apparatus
©bnfbrm^ ar^ all represent^! viz. the scales, the st^-
yard, and the bismer*, or weightless beam. '
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RAILWAYS. I

Electric Traction: A Treatise on the Application
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I
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plates. (London: Whittaker and Co., 1917.)
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I
N electric traction the questions that have to

be discussed may be broadly classified under

two headings—technical and financial. The
author touches on the latter class incidentally,

and then only because it is impossible to

leave financial considerations out of account

altogether. In the former class he has not

included descriptions of generating stations and
transmission lines. Even with these restrictions,

however, it is only by the severest compression
that he has managed in a single volume to give

the necessary descriptions of the line, the rolling

stock, the appliances and apparatus used in elec-

tric traction, and to touch on most of the tech-

nical and theoretical considerations involved.

We congratulate the author on having succeeded

in writing a treatise which engineers and
advanced students will find most useful. He is

evidently well read in the literature of the sub-

ject, most of which is published in the Proceed-

ings of various engineering societies and technical

journals, both in this country and abroad, and is

therefore inaccessible to many.
Tn Britain railway electrification is mainly con-

fined to large cities and their immediate neigh-

bourhood. In most cases this traffic has been
stimulated by the necessity of competing with

tramcars and motor-omnibuses. Unless the

railway companies are content to give up a large

fraction of the suburban traffic, they must adopt
the expedient of, electrifying their lines. This
expedient, although costly, has proved success-

ful, and many people wonder why the English
railways do not at once set about electrifying

their main lines. They say that electrification is

bound to come, and point out that morally it is

wicked to go on burning coal extravagantly in

locomotives, seeing that our coal resources will

certainly not last for ever. It will be well, there-

fore, to point out some of the reasons which are

making engineers hesitate.

On suburban lines the stations are close

together and the trains are continually starting

and stopping. Under these conditions an
electric train, owing to its higher schedule speed,

can carry a larger number of passengers in a
given time than a steam train having equal seat-

ing, accommodation. The number of signal and
train movements required for an electric train

entering and leaving a terminus is only one-
quarter of the number required for a steam train,

and for this reason a much larger traffic can be
handled by the electric trains before the traffic in

the station gets congested.
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For main-line railways the problem is more

difficult. The efficiency of a modern steam loco-

motive is very high, and when it has to haul a

fast passenger train over a long distance^ on a

level track it is working at its very " highest

efficiency. The cost of the electric locomotive

that could replace it is very heavy, and when we
take into account the interest on the great initial

expense of electrifying the line, the saving

effected, if any, is very small. If, however^ there

are heavy gradients on the line or long 'tunnels,

electric traction may prove much the more
economical. On a steep gradient the potential

energy^ of an electric train can be converted into

electrical energy and pumped back into the

On the Giovi-Genoa line of the Italian State Rail-

ways, for instance, the energy recuperated on the

down grade is from 60 to 80 per cent, of the

energy consumption by the same train on the* up
journey. The results of tests on a train equipped

with motors connected for ‘‘regenerative con-

trol’* on the Metropolitan Railway in Paris show
a saving of 20 per cent, of the energy consump-

tion. In addition, the adoption of regenerative

control effects appreciable economies in the

maintenance costs of the brake shoes, wheel

tyres, and rails. The saving in the rails is an

especially important item.

Unfortunately, there are several different elec-

trical systems for railways, of which the most

important are the direct-current, the three-

phase alternating-current, and the single-

phase alternating-current systems. There are

numerous able advocates of each of these

systems, and they can instance in support of their

contentions commercially sucpessful electric rail-

ways. It is of vital importance to the future of

a railvray that it should choose the right system

of electrification at the start, for the advantages

of interchange of traffic between railways are

obvious. In the interests of the puntry there is

a pressing need for standardising an electric

traction system as soon as possible, and^ so we
hope that the usual costly period of waiting for

the survival of the fittest will be brief. For this

reason we welcome books of this type, which will

enable railway engineers to appreciate the rela-

tive advantages and disadvantages of the various

systems and so help them to come to a dedsion.

The author starts with a short and accurate

introduction to the mechanics of train movement.

It is an excellent example of one of the practical

uses of the theory of dynamics taught in all our

schools. We next come to chapters discussing

in an instructive way various kinds of direct- and
alternating-current motors. The modern methods

of testing and controlling them are given. Half-

way through the book we come to chapters

describing tifie rolling stock for tramways and

railways, electric locomotives, and tra<i and
overhead construction for tramways and railways.

The last two " chapters are on feeding and dis-

tributing systems and on substation converting

machinery respectively. In addition, numerous
examination questions are set, the answers .being

,
,

’
'

!
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given to the numerical ones, and references to

the text in the case of the descriptive ones. We
have satisfactorily checked some of the calcula-

tions, and the book is laudably free from mis-

prints. There is little original matter in the

work, but the author shows good judgment and

no little knowledg’e in his selection and treatment

of the various branches of this important subject.

We are sorry that the author was compelled

by considerations of space to devote little more
than half a pag[e to the important subject of light-

ning* arresters. He divides them (p. 279) into (i)

the aluminium cell arrester, (2) the spark-gap
arrester, and (3) the non-arcing arrester. We
usually divide them into (i) the electrolytic, {2)

the intermittent, and (3) the continuous types of

arrester. Engineers are probably familiar with

the devices mentioned, but the non-technical

reader will have to look up the references given
at the bottom of the page. The numerous
references form a useful feature of the book.

A. Russell.

COTTON CULTIVATION IN THE UNITED
STATES.

Field Crop^ for the Cotton-Belt. By Prof. J. O.
Morgan. Pp. xxvi + 456. (New York ; The.
Macmillan Co.; London: Macmillan and Co.,
Ltd., 7917.) Price 7s. 6d. net.

'E ** Rural Text-book Series” has furnished
the agricultural students of the United States

of America with several very useful volumes. Prof.

Oscar Morgan's contribution now before us
worthily upholds the reputation of the series,

and is likely to be accepted as having a value
considerably beyond the sphere of usefulness very
possibly contemplated for it by its author.
Coming from an expert resident in Texas (the

most important of the cotton-producing States),

the book will be appreciated* by cotton-growers
throughout the world. In that light it is perhaps
unfortunate that so much elementary science was
thought necessary. The first principles of the
physiology and chemistry of plant life might have
been left to the lower school text-Book. A glos-
sary of terms would have got over any difficulty

presumed to exist and might, at the same time,
have been made

,

useful to the general reader not
fa(miliar with American agricultural terms and
exfk'essions. For example, it is somewhat amus-
ing to find the expression “Irish potato”;
tobacco a stimulant; buckwheat a cereal; the
“cotton square”; the “Corn-Belt”; the 'silking

of com, etc.

Setting these minor considerations on one side,

there’ are numerous features of the work of great
merit. It is a considered and practical exempli-
fication of the actual conditions and experience of
cotton production of the 'States, framed primarily
for use in schools and colleges.

Limitations of space will not permit of a
detail^ analysts, but it may suffice if we indicate
ofle comparative aspect, namely, between them 2487, YOL. 99]

States and India, as illustrative of the numerous
practical bearings of the book. Prof. Morgan
describes very fully ten of the associated crops in

the Cotton-Belt. The first and most important

is corn, or, as in Europe it is more generally

called, Indian-corn {Zea Mays). This, it would
seem, occupies 38 per cent, of the belt, while

cotton takes 39 per cent. ;
then follow (but far

behind in point of area) oats, 37; wheat, 3*5;

kafir and milo, 1*4; pea-niit, 0*9; rice, 0*8;

sugar-cane, o'6; while sweet sorghum, rye and
barley show stjll smaller percentages. Practi-

cally all the cotton, sugar-cane, rice and ‘pea-nuts

grown in the United States come from the

Cotton-Belt.

It may now be useful tO’ exhibit a parallel

assortment of the crops associated with cotton in

India. Indian-corn, sugar-cane, rice, pea-nuts

are not recognised as important crops in, and the

Indian supplies of these are not drawn from, the

cotton-producing districts. Oats and rye (except

on the hills) can scarcely be said to be grown in

.

India. ‘ Barley and wheat only occasionally

accompany cotton, the former, as a rule, being

mainly produced outside the cotton districts. On
the other hand, Sorghum (juar), Pennisetum

(bajra), Cajanus (pigeon-pea)
1,

Sessamum {til

seed), Linum (linseed), and "Hibiscus canndbimis

(Deccan hemp) are very closely associated with

the Indian cotton.

The Indian crops associated with cotton might

.be described as a slightly more tropical set than

the American, and they denote at the same time

differences in soil, climate, seasons of growth,

tillage, manuring, and stock—differences that col-

lectively account very possibly for the lower grade

of the staple in India as compared with that of the

Unitfed States, And perhaps the most vital

aspect of these differences is the fact that the

Indian cotton associates can scarcely be spoken

of as rotated with it.

The, Indian rotation, such as it is, is usually

within the year, not after the. lapse of one or more
years. That is to say, two crops are taken off

the same field every twelve months, one being

cotton and the other the alternate crop. Inter-

planting is also largely followed, more especially

with pigeon-pea (Cajanus), .or with juar

(sorghum, but only rarely the sweet sorghum),
the balance in the soil being thereby to some
extent preserved. Thus, while in India, cotton

is often grown year after year on the same field,

our author tells us that in the States a three- or

four-year rotation is universally accepted as

essential. Thus: ,1, cotton; 2, corn; 3, oats and
W’heat; and 4, cow-peas.
A study of the book leaves the conviction of its

practical utility so deeply impressed that one^ is

constrained to recommend improvement of exist-

ing supplies (especially Indian) on the lines set

forth by our aunior as a more rational procedure
than the discovery of new areas of production.

The book may be commended to all persons

interested In cotton or the associated crops of

cotton.
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GENERAL CHEMISTRW
General Chemistry for Colleges, By Prof.

A. Smith. Pp. X 4-662. Second edition.
(London: G. Bell and Sons, Ltd., 1916.)
Price 6s, 6d. net

^HE second edition of Prof. Smith's
-A- ‘‘General Chemistry for Colleges” has

been entirely rewritten. It now covers nearly 700
pages, and might easily be mistaken for a new
edition of the author’s well-known ‘'General
Inorganic

^

Chemistry.” Regarded from this
point of view, the book is excellent : a very care-
ful scrutiny would be needed to discover any-
thing of real value or importance that has been
sacrificed in the smaller as compared with the
larger book, and the student has good reason to
be pleased with a condensation which, after
eliminating more than a hundred pages of text,
has left him with a book that still covers
everything that was essential in the original
syllabus.

As the title implies, the book is primarily one
for first-year college students, and not for
schools. A clever schoolboy could, of course,
master its contents; but so many “advanced”
subjects are referred to, in an abbreviated forth,
that he would lose much of the benefit of the
change of atmosphere which should take place on
passing from school to college. The introduc-
tion is, however, so much superior in its method
of treatment ‘to that of the larger volume that
the reader is left with a desire to see it expanded
and used as part of a simple introductorv text-
book.
The author is a whole-hearted ionist and makes

the fullest possible use of the theory of electro-
lytic dissociation. In a footnote on p. 217 he
promises that “the objection that separate atoms
of sodium could not remain free in water will be
disposed of later”; but it is doubtful whether
the ghosts of the separate sodium atoms can be
finally laid to rest by the somewhat unconvincing
incantation on pp. 234-35, '^^hich does not differ

essentially from that used ten years ago in the
larger book. This was based, then as now, upon
the original recommendation of Ostwald that the
ghost should be laid by an incessant chanting of
the blessed word “allotropy.” The objection is,

however, a real one, and is not met by the mere
assertion that “metallic sodium and ionic sodium
are, simply, different substances,” or the implica-
tion that sodium and chlorine ions become or re-
main separate in aqueous solutions in virtue of the
fact that the atoms are provided with equal and
opposite electrical charges. The more active
part now assigned to the solvent will, no doubt,
make it easier in future editions to meet the
objections put forward by the student, or occa-
sionally by the conscience of the teacher.

‘

The whole volume bears the impress of the
wide range of knowledge and the g-ift of clear
exposition which belong to the author, and it v^fill

be widely used and read both by teachers and by
students of chemistry,
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a 6 A’ BOOKSHELF.
DideroFs^ Early Philosophical Works. Translated
and edited by Margaret Jourdain. Pp. V4-246.
(Chicago and London : The Open Court
Publishing Co., 1916.} Price 45. 6d, net.

All who are interested in the movement of

thought which found its expression in the great
French Encyclopedic will welcome this transla-

tion of some of Diderot’s minor philosophical
writings. It can scarcely be said that they show
much profundity or definiteness of purpose.
They were rather “works of occasion ”—short
pieces thrown off at short notice—mainly with the
purpose of filling the author’s purse when money,
as happened so often, was running short with
him. Nevertheless, they give us a pleasing
insight into Diderot’s eager and inquiring spirit,

and his impatience with the religious bigotry
which was the deadly foe of all free and honest
inquiry. The main philosophical point treated in

the volume is the relation between mental
development and sensuous endowment, a point on
which some diversity of opinion is still main-
tained. His conclusion is that “the state of our
organs and our senses has a great influence upon
our metaphysics and our morality ’

’
; and he

shoves in some detail in what directions
this influence is exerted. To most modern
psychologists Diderot’s principle will seem so
manifestly true as scarcely to admit of discussion.
Nevertheless, the principle has been called into

question recently by the New Realists, who
argue that the human mind is in immediate con-
tact with objective truth- For the confutation of
such views Diderot’s acute observations upon a
blind man and a deaf-mute of his acquaintance
are not without value at the present time.

Elementary Physics for Engineers : An Ele-
mentary Text Book for First Year Students
taking an Engineering Course in a Technical
Institution, By J. Paley Yorke., Pp. viii+ 165,
(Cambridge : At the University Press, 1916,)
Price 45. net-

The ground covered by this text-book comprises
the fundamental properties of solids, liquids, and
gases; force, work, and energy; and the ele-

mentary principles of heat, including a chapter
on the mechanical equivalent of heat and the
fundamentals of the heat engine. The author
in his preface states that he has “attempted to
present some essential facts of elementary physics
as briefly and straightforwardly as possible, with-
out any pedantry or insistence on details of no
practical importance.” While the book contains
nothing novel, the matter is readable and the
statements are clear and concise- Formulae and
mathematical equations have been avoided to a

large extent. Ihere is little in the text to make
it peculiarly applicable to engineering students,
and compared with some introductory books of
physics which have appeared in recent years, the
treatment is somewhat sparse. A few chapters
are provided with numerical exercises,- but no
answers are appended. The book is expensive
considering the amount of matter it contains.T. M. L.
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Chinese and Persian Giraffe Paintings.

In Nature of February i8 and July 29, 1915, and
in the American Museum Journal for last year; figures

were published of ancient Egyptian and also of late

fifteenth-centurj*' representations of the giraffe. To
this series of olden-time drawings may now be added
one from Chinese sources, dating probably from the
early Ming period, a reproduction of which is shown
in the accompanying illustration.

The original is a large unsigned painting in dull

colours on silk, executed with considerable firmness
of style and finish, ^ the trappings and figures of the
attendants receiving especial attention. The general

Early Chinese picture of a giraffe.

style of the painting and the state of preservation of
the^ fabric and colouring would seem to indicate ah
antiquity of at least three or four hundred years. In
the opinion of the owner, Mr. A. W- Bahr, a dealer
in Chinese works of art in New York, the painting: is

still older.
^

^

Through the kindness of Miss Greene, in charge of
the private library of Mr. J. P. Morgan in this city,
the writer has had the privilege of examining a num-
ber of old manuscripts containing: animal paintings,
^mong theni being one which is probabty the earliest
taown English bestiary. Another is an extremely in-
teresting Fer®an bestiary of the thirteenth century,
which has been briefly^ noticed by M. Claude Anet in
the BnrMn^on Magasiine for 1913 (voL xxiii.. No. 24).
A,mimg Qie admirably drawn coloured figures of this

Per^an MS. is one of the giraffe, w^hich is strikingly
like -the Chinese j>airiting already referred to. It
mi^t almost said that one has served as a moddt
dr ^nera! design lor the other, and undoubtedly the
Persian is th^ anci^titi The inference appears

that pictures of the giraffe and
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other Western animals were introduced into Persia

through trade routes so early as the thirteenth century,

and thence found their way into China, where they

were copied by native artists.
^
C. R. Eastman.

American Museum of Natural History, New York.

The Nature of Renal Activity.

May I be permitted to explain what seems to me
to be a misunderstanding of Prof. Cushny’s position

contained in the review of his monograph in Nature
of June 14?
No physiologist at the present time can hold that

the kidney is a ‘‘mere machine,” if by that it is meant
that such simple physical and chemical forces as those

of diffusion and osmosis are sufficient to give a com-
plete solution of its activity. The fact that the fluid

w’hich leaves the kidney kas a much higher osmotic
pressure than that of the blood from which the fluid

WMS formed shews at once that work has been done
by the cells of the organ. In our present ignorance
we say that this is by means of the “vital” activities

of the protoplasmic mechanism, which transforms
chemical energy derived from oxidation of food mate-
rial into osmotic energy. In using the word, “ vital,

most of us have no intention of begging the question

as to whether or not these activities involve more than
forces present in the non-living world, acting in a
special complex system, however much we may feel

that further investigations will show that there is no
necessity for the assumption of a form of energy pecu-

liar to living beings.

Where Prof. Cushny’s position, as I understand it,

is an advance lies in the simplification which it intro-

duces into many aspects of the problem. To py,t it

very briefly, it *is this :—In the glomerulus, fluid is

filtered from the blood by means of the arterial pres-

sure. This fluid consists of all the constituents of

the blood minus the colloids, the latter, of course,

including the blood corpuscles. It contains all that the

final urine contains, but in very dilute solution. So far,

this is the view put forward by Prof. Starling, but the

further development diverges from tiiat given by Prof.

Starling. There are two possible ways in which this

dilute glomerular filtrate might be made more concen-
trated—one by removal of water, the other by^ the

addition of solutes contributed by the secretory activity

of the cells of the tubules.

Now Prof. Cushny, after a careful examination of

the evidence that has been brought forward in support
of the second view, comes to the conclusion that none
of this wnthstands criticism, so that the first method
must be the one accepted. But, while previous theories

regarded reabsorption of water and that of certain-

of the solutes as separate processes, the new point of

view is that the fluid reabsorbed has the composition
and concentration of the diffusible substances con-
tained in the blood, with the omission of certain excre-

tory products, such as urea. As Prof. Cushny puts it,

“Locke’s fluid” is reabsorbed. Naturally, some
reason has yet to be found why urea fails to be
absorbed, while sodium chloride, glucose, and amino-
acids are, but the whole of the phenomena met with
can be satisfactorily explained on this “modern view.’*

For example, sulphates are foreign to the blood, and
are not reabsorbed. Whatever is present in blood in

true solution is present in the glomerular filtrate, but
only the constituents of Locke’s fluid {plus amino-
acids) are reabsorbed and in. the concentration present
in that solution. Doubtless we shall be able in the
future to say why the cells behave in tiiis way. The
process may be called “selective discrimination v* If

any comfort is obtained from doing so, hut so maV
the behaviour of parchment paper

,

towards gelatin and
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salts. The point is, as Prof. Cushny shows, that the

tubule cells aln^ays absorb a fluid of the composition
|

referred to, whatever may be the needs of the body at

the time. They have no power of choice.

The new view must be welcome to those who -wish

for simplification. It w’ill probably not appeal to those

who hold that this is 1:10 advantage to a theory, at all

events in bioIog\’, W. M. Bayliss.

University College, London, June 16.

The expression “mere machine is Prof. Cushny’s,

not mine. One is glad to learn from Prof. Bayliss

that this is not to be interpreted too literally. We all

look forward to the time when the expression “vital

energy” can be expunged from our vocabulary, but

whether the “ modern theory ” helps us to the realisa-

tion of this ideal renewed research alone can show.
That Prof. Cushnv’s theory is^ in the direction of

simplification is a matter of opinion.

The Reviewer.

The Origin of Flint.

Sir E. Ray Lankester (N.^ture, June 7) does not

say what form of carbon he refers to as the colouring

matter of black flints. If it be carbon, why is the

coloration not extended to the w’hite cortex? The
blackest flint nodules I have seen occur in a chalk-pit

near Faversham, but the apparently black silica be-

comes white when powdered, showing it to be merely
an optical effect. I believe that Judd was the first to

point this out, more than thirty years ago. I refer to

the flints obtained direct from the chalk and not to

'those “which, having become dissociated from the
parent mass, have been afterguards subjected to the

influence of various solutions.

The white zone on the exterior of a flint does not

necessarily indicate decomposition. In flints taken
direct from the chalk it is due to the fact that the rock
contiguous to the nodule has not been wholly silicified.

Sometimes nodules in the chalk are white throughout,
being formed entirely of soft, crypto-cry’stalline silica,

the spaces between the quartz not being filled with
colloid silica. I have found these near Corfe. There
is no evidence of decomposition, and I regard them as
representing an early stage in the forming of a flint

nodule.
Some decomposed flint pebbles found at Southboume-

on-Sea, described by me in Nature at the time (May i,

1890), are very sirdilar in appearance, but these results

are due to deformation,
. Manv facts seem to prove that flint has been formed
since the chalk became indurated and elevated. The
naturally repaired fractured flints found near faults,

etc., and the remarkable compound flints which^ I

recently exhibited at the meeting of the Geol. Physics
Society, are instances. In some of the latter speci-

mens mere are as many as four thick deposits of flint

surrounding the original nodule, and as there appears

to be little, if any, molecular continuity between the

layers, the growth of the compound nodule must have
been arrested from time to time during its develop-

ment in the solid chalk. Cecil Carus-Wilson.

The suggestion of Dr. R. M. Caven (p- 306), that

the black colour of flint is due to ferrosoferric oxide, is

suppcMted by the fact that flints which have been for

some time in contact with gas-Hme (as when a mixture
of these materials is ' used for road-metal) become
stained of a -cfeep blue colour, which has bem sho'^
by analysis to be due to ferric ferrocyanide*. A dis-
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cussion on this subject appeared in Nature in 1904
(vol. Ixxi., pp. S3, 126, 176). F. J. Allen.
Cambridge, June 24.

A Note on Chaffinches and Ouokoos.

One day recently I went to look at a chaffinch's

nest which I had known of for some time. I had just

begun to climb up the hawthorn-tree in vrhich the

nest was placed when I heard the “pink, pink” of an
alarmed chaffinch, and immediately about five cock
chaffinches and more than half a dozen hens and
young ones appeared from what seemed to me nowhere.
These chaffinches flew all round the tree in a most
agitated manner, and one cock actually got on top of

my head and pulled my hair vigorously, W'hile a hen,

which appeared with the other chaffinches, and I think
was the mate of my assailant, flew on to the nest and
pecked at me every time I tried to touch it. Their
attack induced me to get down ; and not until I was
more than fifty paces from the tree did the other

chaffinches go away.
Not very loner after this I was in the garden when

I saw two cuckoos which were flying very low, and
I could clearlv perceive that one of them was carrying

an egg in its beak, while the other was crying
“cuckoo, cuckoo-.” I know that there has been much
dispute as to whether cuckoos do or do not carry their

eggs ; but in this instance I can personally testify that

a cuckoo was carrying what was obviously an egg.
Honor M. M. Perrycoste.

Higher Shute Cottage, Polperro, Cornwall,

June 14.

Jupiter’s Satellites and the Velocity of Light.

I should be grateful to any readers of Nature who
can find time to send me two postcards, one via

Siberia and the other via U.S. America, telling me
what is the most trustworthy interval of time between
the eclipses of Jupiter’s first satellite (sidereal revolu-

tion id. i8h. 28m.) when the earth and that planet are

in conjunction and in opposition. Watson, on p. 503
of “A Text-book of Physics,” fourth edition, gives

T—T^= I992 sec., and Everett, on p. 82 of “C.G.S.
System of Units,” gives as the best determination of

the mean distance of the earth from the sun
1-49465(10)^® cm. If these figures are to be trusted,

Romer’s method of determining the velocity of light

ranks second to none, as it yields the figure 3-0012(10)^®

cm. per sec.
^

A. W. Warrington.
Chengtu Fu, W. China, March 3.

Arcs of HsSos.

The phenomenon described by Dr. Ellison (Nature,
June 14, p. 312) is clearly the upper contact arc of the

46° halo, and is not very uncommon, even in the

absence of the halo itself.

The Meteorological Office “Observer’s Handbook”
states ;

—

“ The arcs of upper contact appear with their convex
sides turned towards the sun. . . . The colour effects

are often brilliant, red being turned towards the sun,

i.e. on the convex edge of the halo. The coloration of

the arc of upper contact of the halo of 46° is frequently

exceeffingly brilliant.”

Meteorological memories are proverbially short, and
town-dlwellers mass many optical phenomena too

common in the country to excite comment.
Walter W. Bryant.

Royal Observatory, Greenwich, June 26.
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HORSE-BREEDING AND HORSE-RACING.

The history of the English racehorse is a

chequered one. During the Wars of the

Roses many studs were dispersed, but owing to

the re-importation of horses from the Continent

during the reign of Henry VI 11 . the thoroughbred

breed was re-established. Later, owing to the im-

portation of numerous Oriental and other alien

stallions and mares, the English breed of race-

horses w^as for years in the melting-pot. In 1649 the

Royal Tutbury Stud was handed over to Parlia-

ment, but a few years later Cromwell, though him-
self an owner of racehorses, found it necessar}^
** for political reasons ” to stop racing. History has

been repeating itself. A valuable stud has

recently been handed over to the Government, and
racing has once again been virtually suspended.

Further, some people not unduly biased by the

objectionable features of race-meetings are asking,
“ Is ^-acing necessary to maintain the pre-eminence

of the English racehorse? ” w’^hile others, including

Sir H. H. Johnston, want to know “whether the

type of horse that is evolved from horse-racing

is of any use nowadays ?
”

It is well to bear in mind that the racehorse
industry is a large and important one, and that the

large sums recei\"ed for horses exported help to

pay for the raw material required for our cotton

and other factories. But there is a more cogent
reason ‘than the economic one for preserving the
racehorse. Unless we intend to retire once more
to the fooPs paradise we found so comfortable up
to August, 1914, it is essential that we not only
preserve the thoroughbred, but also, by more
scientific breeding, add greatly to its value for

military and other purposes. Light as well as
heavy horses have played an important part in the
present war, and, notwithstanding thechanical
traction, they may play a still more important part
in future wars. Horses for military purposes should
have the vigour, staying power, and tenacity of
mules combined with the cross-country instincts of
hunters. Such horses can be obtained only by
cross-breeding. It would be difficult to create and
maintain a breed of hunters, and still more diffi-

cult to create breeds of the old pack-horse type suit-

able for military purposes. This being the case,

it wdll continue to be impossible to provide Army
horses without the help of the thoroughbred. The
modern English racehorse is said to be “more
remarkable for speed than stamina ”

;
nevertheless,

crosses having a large infusion of thoroughbred
blood have often as much staying power, intel-

ligence, and courage as Arabs.
Hitherto, while Continental Powers have been

'Spending annually large sums in bleeding, or pro-
viding facilities for breeding, military horses, our
Army Remount

,
Department has looked to

thoroughbred and other breeders to provide tlaem
with all the different types of sei^dce horses
required, has, in fact, trusted to meet the demands
qf the Army by misfits obtained at a price which
scarcely paid for their upbringing.

realise the national importance of
maintaining the English and Irish racehofses have

HO. ?487 ,

some difficulty in realising that racehorse breeding
implies racing. They admit that it is impossible
to create and maintain herds of “ looo-gallon
cows ” without keeping milk records, and that

unless records are kept it is impossible to have
strains of “200-egg hens,*' but they fail to appre-
ciate the importance of haying continuous records
giving the performance of racehorses. It is im-
possible by looking at or handling a cow to say
whether or not her offspring will prove as good
milkers as her pedigree suggests, for everything'

depends on the contents of the germ-cells, and the

only way to obtain information about the com-
position of the germ-cells is to test the milking
powers of the offspring. When a thoroughbred
stallion has a distinguished racing record there is

a probability that he will prove a successful sire,

but the only sure ^ test is the performance of his

offspring. As thoroughbreds are an unstable
blend of several distinct types they rarely breed
true, hence breeders in selecting stallions should

be guided mainly by the racing records of their off-

spring. Sometimes indifferent performers acquire

great distinction at the stud.
.

“ Stockwell

is said to have achieved at the stud “the most
brilliant success of any sire of all time,” and he is

often referred to as the Emperor of Stallions.

The sire of “Stockwell ” (“The Baron ”) was the

son of the very unattractive, fiddle-headed mare
“ Echidna,” who wasmever saddled ;

“ Stockwell’s
”

dam (“Pocahontas”) was a bad roarer and an

indifferent performer on the Turf and deficient in

quality, yet “Pocahontas,” through “Stockwell,”

“Rataplan,” “King Tom,” and others who in-

herited her immense vitality, did much to increase

the stamina of the modern English racehorse. But
for the racing test the value of the “ Pocahontas ”

and “Echidna^’ blood would never have been

realised.

The necessity of testing the speed, endurance,
etc., of possible sires was first realised about the

beginning of the seventeenth century, but the im-

portance of directing more 'attention to the per-

formance of the offspring than to that of either sire

or dam is not yet sufficiently recognised. During a
considerable part of last century the practice of

considering almost exclusively tlEie records of the

sire did little harm, because (as Osborne points out

in his “Horse-breeders* Handbook”) in former
times one out of every three horses bred could win
a race, but since the ’eighties it is doubtful i^ more
than one in twenty of the horses bred has won a
race. That a change has taken place since it became
the fashion to have large sales of yearlings is sup-
ported by Sir Walter Gilbey, who, in 1898, pointed
out that twenty-two yearlings, sold in 1895
46,200 guineas, only won three races in 1897 worth
1080Z., and that twenty-two, sold for 34,850 guineas
as yearlings in 1894, had failed, when their racing
career was nearly over, to earn one-half of what
they originally cost. Obviously, if only about 5 per
cent, of the racehorses bred have the speed and
endurance ^required to win a race, it is important
that facilities should be provided for systematically
testing young horses as soon as their training is

sufficiently advanced* Breeding racehorses with^
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out applying racing tests is bound to lead to ;

deterioration. For this reason the continuance i

of such racing as may be required to test the
I

value of the stallions and mares now at stud is I

essential. J, C. Ewart. !

THE DESTRUCTION OF HOUSE^
SPARROWS.

The question whether or not a particular

species of wild bird is injurious or beneficial

is one that is difficult to answer, but it is mani-
festly unfair to complicate the matter further by
raising issues that are foreign to the subject, or

by the publication of random statements which
are not substantiated by actual facts.

Recently in the Times a correspondent recorded
“ a plague of caterpillars such as are taken by the

sparrows to feed their young,” and deplores the

action of the Board of Agriculture in issuing an
Order for the destruction of the house-sparrow.

Unfortunately, the correspondent does not men-
tion the species to which this caterpillar belongs

;

presumably it is the larva of the Winter Moth
(Cheimatohia hrumata, L.), upon which the house-

sparrow feeds its young during the nestling

period, but only to a limited extent. For years

past we have had plagues of caterpillars when
house-sparrows were free to breed and multiply,

and careful inquiry has shown that such outbreaks

are almost universally due to the omission of

grease-banding of the fruit trees, or, in the case

of other species, to the absence of the spraying

machine. Owing to the present scarcity of

labour, either of these reasons may account for

the plague of caterpillars, so that the demand
for the immediate reversal of the orders given ”

by the Board of Agriculture is unjustifiable. In

view of the above and similar statements now
appearing in the )Press, it may be well once more
to state the economic position of the house-spar-

row as related to agriculture and horticulture.

First, the writer would like to state that he

is in full agreement with the action of the Board
of Agriculture, believing from long experience and
close study of the food and feeding habits of the

house-sparrow that, as a result of its recom-
mendation, great benefit will accrue to both the

agriculturist and the horticulturist.

Gurney, who investigated the food of this

species in 1885, stated that “ fully 75 per cent, of

an adult sparrow’s food during its life is corn of

some kind. In young sparrows not more than

40 per cent, is corn, while about 40 per cent, con-

sists of caterpillars and 10 per cent, of small

beetles. This is up to the age of sixteen days.’’

This statement was founded upon an examina-

tion of 694 dissections. In 1910 the writer com-
menced to work upon this species, and by June,

1914, had examined 404 adults and 329 nestlings,

obtained from fruit-growdng, agricultural, and

suburban districts. Since then the work has been
contfeued, so that up to the present time upwards
of 750 adults and 470 nestlings have been in-

vestigated, and the results clearly show ;

—

(i) That the house-sparrow is far too plentiful,
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and in agricultural and suburban districts it still

requires very drastic reduction.

(ii) That, to a less extent, perhaps, it requires re-
ducing in number in fruit-growing districts, and
were this carefully carried out annually, after the
nesting period, the good done during that season
might probably compensate for the harm occa-
sioned during the remainder of the year.

(iii) That in agricultural districts the food of 75
per cent, of the Sparrows consists of corn.

(iv) That, apart from the nesting season, the
house-sparrow does far more harm than good;
indeed, its depredations on cereal crops alone
entail a most serious loss to the farmer and the
country in general.
As a result of the numbers of house-sparrows

that are now, very wisely, being destroyed, we
shall, in all probability, see a marked increase
in the number of truly insectivorous birds, which
are invaluable to the fruit-grower.

As to the continuance of the present Order,
all must depend upon the number of birds
destroyed in fruit-growing districts; but there is

little fear, -in the writer’s opinion, of their exter-

mination in ^ricultural or suburban districts,

and there the Order might be wisely continued.
From the above recorded observations and those

previously published, no unprejudiced mind will

doubt the wisdom of a drastic reduction of this

species. Enthusiasts and humanitarians may
continue to write upon the value of this bird to

the farmer, etc.
;
but the futility of such state-

ments must be apparent to the most casual
observer, unless they are supported by tirust-

^wthy and carefully obtained facts as to the pre-

cise nature and quantity of the food, while such

investigations as have been conducted entirely

fail to support the popular view that the insects

destroyed during the nesting season compensate
for the wide destruction occasioned by the species

generally during the remainder of the year.

There is a very general, but entirely mistaken,

opinion that the house-sparrow feeds largely upon
insects. During the nesting season the food fed

to* the young birds, and in all probability most
of that taken by the parents, consists mainly of

insects, worms, and slugs; but during the re-

mainder of the year it is mainly grain of some
kind.

No thinking individual wishes or advocates the

destruction of truly beneficial species of ^lid

birds ;
on the contrary, every encouragement

should be offered them, provided that they are

not permitted to increase to such an extent that

a change in their feeding habits is forced upon
them by reason of their numbers.
Whilst the majority of sjjecies of wild birds are

undoubtedly beneficial, no increase in their num-
bers will ever lead to the extermination of

^

any
of our common orchard pests. That they aid in

the control of such pests is perfectly true, but

so long as artificial conditions prevail

—

i.e. the

association in a given area of a large number of

trees of a particular species—so long will it be

necessary to spray, grease-band, and carry out

clean cultivation. If the house-sparrow is the
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potent factor that some writers claim, then with

the countless hordes that have devastated the

country 'during* the past ten or fifteen years there

should be scarcely a caterpillar left; but, as I

stated in 1913, this bird “has been allowed to

increase to such an extent that it has become one

of the worst pests we have,
’

^ and “ at present the

attitude of all farmers must be one of extermina-

tion.*^ Finally, I think we may leave the reputa-

tion of the Board of Agriculture to take care of

itself, for it is a gross exaggeration, unsupported

by facts, to say that “it is clear to every naturalist

and observer that a great mistake has been made. ”

Walter E. Collinge.

THE FVBU.CAT101̂ OF THE .^^KEW
BULLETIN

WE are glad to see that the order suspending
the publication of theKew Bulletin, to which

reference was made in Nature of May 24, is likely

to be withdrawn. Replying to a question asked by
Mr. Peto in the House of Commons on June 18,

Sir R. Winfrey said: “The Kew Bulletin was
suspended by the Stationery Office in consulta-

tion with the Board of Agriculture and Fisheries.

The whole matter is, however, at present under re-

consideration, and I hope it will be found possible

to arrange for the continuation of the publication.”

After the appearance of the article in Nature
deploring the action of the Controller of H.M.
Stationery Office in suspending the publication of

the Kew Bulletin, the subject was taken up by the

Times, which, in an article entitled “False
Economy,** also regretted the Controller’s deci-

sion. The British Science Guild took prompt steps

to direct attention to the matter
;
and in the House

of Commons on June ii Sir William Phipson
Beale, a member of the Executive Committee,
asked the Secretary to the Treasury

on whose advice the decision of the Controller of

H.M. Stationery Office was taken to suspend the

printing and publication of the Kew Bulletin; whether
his attention was called to the importance of that pub-
lication for the spread of valuable information through-
out the Empire relating to plant culture and the supply

-of fibre, timber, and plant products; if he can give

the names of any experts concerned in the scientific

-and commercial development of Colonial industries

connected with plant culture who were consulted in the
matter ; whether the editor was consulted ; and whether
any estimate was made of the consumption of paper
involved in the continuance of the Kew Bulletin as
compared with the consumption of paper for dramatic,
sporting, pictorial, and other fashionable papers which
have no practical value for the development of the
resources of the Empire either during or after the
war.

The reply given by Mr. Stanley Baldwin was as
follows :

—

In reply to the first part of the hon, member’s
questions it i$ understood that the Secretary of the
Board of Agriculture and the chairman of ^e
Select Committee on Publications were consulted by
the Controller of the Stationery Office prior to the
^spensjon of the BuUetin; and that the ControII^’s
decision was acquiesced in by the Director of the Royal
Botanic Gardes, The editor of the paper was, I am
informed, consulted bv the Controller before any
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action was taken. The answer to the second part of
the question is in the affirmative, and that to the third

part in the negative. The consumption of paper for

dramatic, sporting, pictorial, and other fashionable
papers is not within the jurisdiction of the Controller

of the Stationery Office.

It will be noticed that this reply does not cover
the points raised by Sir William Beale, and we
believe that Mr. Baldwin was not in the possession
of the full facts when he suggested that suspension
was decided upon after consultation with suitable

advisers and with the consent of the Director of

the Royal Botanic Gardens, who is the editor

of the Bulletin, We are confident that everyone
who is competent to pass a judgment upon the

case would express the opinion that the discon-

tinuance of the Kew Bulletin upon the ground that
it was “not essential ’* could not be justified for

a moment. The subjoined memorandum, signed
by members of the Executive Committee of the

British Science Guild and sent to the Secretary of
the Treasury on June 9, affords in itself sufficient

reason for the continuance of the publication of

the Bulletin, which Sir R. Winfrey hopes will be
possible. If that end is attained,' the Guild is to

be congratulated upon the part it has played in

bringing about the abrogation of an unfortunate
and ill-considered decision.

The British Science Guild learns with much astonish-

ment that the Controller, H.M. Stationery Office, has
decided that the Kew Bulletin of Miscellaneous In-

formation is not essential, and has therefore suspended
its publication until more normal times are reached.
The Guild is strongly of opinion that such action

should not have been taken without referring the

question of the^ value of the Bulletin to competent
scientific authorities; and it protests against the sus-

pension of publication at a time when every effort

should be made to promote the development of the

plant resources* of the Empire. The part which Kew
has played in the collection and distribution of cin-

chona, india-rubber, an-d many other plant products,
including timbers, should have preserved the Bulletin

from any restriction on account of the great benefits

it has been the means of conferring, not only > upon
the Empire, ,but also upon humanity at large.
The Kew Bulletin was first issued in January, 1887,

in response to the demand for the prompt publication
for general use of any information likely to be of
service to those engaged in science, cultivation, or
commerce connected with the plant and agricultural re-

sources of the Overseas Dominions. The prefatory
note to the first number says :

—

“It is hoped that while these notes will serve the
purpose of an expeditious mo^e of communication to
the numerous correspondents of Kew in distant parts
of the Empire, they may also be of service to members
of the general public interested in planting or agricul-
tural business in India and the Colonies.”
The Bulletin was started at the desire of Parlia-

*

n^nt, upon the recommendation of the First Commis-
sioner of H.M. Works and Public Buildings (Mr.
Plunket). It has been the vehicle for the publication
of a vast amount of information of various kinds,
sonie on purely scientific, but mostly on economic,
subjects. The^ “miscellaneous information” supplied
by the Btdletin has ever ’been .welcome to botanists
and to those concerned lyith the utilisation otf vegetable
products; and it has provided a valuable record of
Kew work in all its vaiying aspects.
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The Bulletin is sent out to all botanic and agricul-
|

tural departments in correspondence with Kew, and
much of its contents is usually reprinted in local

journals. It affords the best evidence of the man}’
activities of the Royal Gardens, in advising upon the
possible development of the natural resources of our
Colonies and Dependencies. Almost every issue con-
tains a number of plain statements of attempts made

|

to introduce new and commercially profitable plants in i

suitable districts, of improved methods of cultivation,

and of w’ork that men trained at Kew are doing in

the various parts of the world to which they have
gone from the Royal Gardens. By suspending the
publication of the Bulletin

j

the link connecting Kew
w’idi the whole of the botanic stations of the Empire
is broken, and the means of communicating informa-
tion to them all is removed at a time when the in-

formation afforded is no less valuable than in pre-war
periods.

Without knowledge of the functions fulfilled by the

Bulletin, and an intimate acquaintance with what it

has accomplished in providing information not access-

ible in any other form in regard to the capabilities of

the various parts of the Empire for the cultivation of

plants of economic importance, no Government official

is capable of deciding jusdj whether the ^Bulletin is

an essential publication or not. The British Science

Guild urges, therefore, in the interests of Imperial

development, that the decision be submitted to a com-
petent tribunal, which will take into consideration, not

only the shortage of paper, but also the value of what
is printed upon it. It is confident that the result of

such an inquiry would be a judgment in favour of the

continued publication of the Bulletin,

Sydenham (President, British Science Guild).

Norman Lockyer (Chairman of Committees).

Boverton Redwood (Deputy-Chairman, Execu-
tive Committee).

Hugh Bell (X^ice-Chalrmin of Committees).

John Cockburn,
XvEBURY (Hon. Treasurer).

Alex. Pedler (Hon. Secretary)

W. H. Cowan
R. A. Gregory
A, LrVERSIDGE
W. A. J. O^Meara
F. Mollwo Perkin
John Perry
Ronald Ross

C, SWINTON
^AR 4H ( D. Shaw
CARMirHAEL ThOMAS
R. Mullineux Walmsley
Howard S. Willson
J- S. Young

(Other members of the
Executive Committee).

PROF, KR, BIRKELAND,

WE regret to learn from the Morning^ Post that

Prof. Kr. Birkeland, of Christiania, died in

Tokyo on June i8. He was one of the few specu-

lative p^hysicists of the dav the value of whose

work would be generally admitted in commercial

circles. He was the co-inventor with Mr. Sam
Eyde of the Birkeland-Eyde

^

direct process

for the manufacture of calcium nitrate by the ex-

traction of nitrogen from the atmosphere. In the

Journal of the Royal Society of Arts, May, 1912,

, Mr. E. Kilburn Scott records how, starting with

^ 25-h.p. experimental plant in 1903, the company
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controlling the Birkeland-Eyde patents had
200,000 h.p. at work in 1912,, and was likely to

add a further 300,000 h.p. before the end of 1916.
This was by no means the only successful patent
in which Prof. Birkeland was interested.

As a theorist Prof. Birkeland was extra-
ordinarily bold in his speculations. He had
theories on the internal constitution of the sun and
the nature of sunspots, on the sun as a magnet and
as a source of electricity, on the origin of the
planets and their satellites, on the nature of various
celestial phenomena, especially the zodiacal light,

on the production of aurora and magnetic storms,
and on the past geological history of the earth.

The wealth acquired by his practical gifts enabled
Prof. Birkeland to experiment and arrange for

solar and magnetic observations on a large scale.

He made many striking experiments "with an artifi-

cially magnetised terella in a high vacuum, direct-

ing towards it electrical discharges, intended to

represent the discharge of corpuscles from the sun.

In some of his experiments the vacuum chamber
had a capacity of 70 litres, and the supply of elec-

trical energy required a 6-h.p. engine. He
obtained phenomena clbsely resembling various

forms of aurora, which he believed to represent

the conditions under which magnetic storms ap-

pear on the earth.

, Prof. Birkeland was largely responsible for the

institution of special magnetic observatories in

Arctic regions in 1900, in 1902-3, and again dur-

ing the last few years. His two large volumes in

English, ‘^The Norwegian Aurora Polaris Expedi-

tion, 1902-3,” besides much speculation as to the

causes of magnetic storms, contain much impor-

tant information as to the simultaneous progress

of magnetic disturbance at different parts of the

earth. Since 1910 he had lived a good deal abroad

for observational' purposes, and numerous com-
munications to the Comptes rendus of the Frenda

Academy of Sciences describe his various conclu-

sions and speculations. In one dated July,, 19141

expressed his intention of devoting the next three

years to the study of the zodiacal light in Natal, at

Helwan, and in \Jganda, and he was working in

Egypt in 1913 and 1916. Presumably the con-

tinuation of his quest had taken him to the Far

East. At the time of his death Prof. Birkeland

was only about fifty years of age ; but when last in

England, in 1913, he had aged considerably in

appearance and become very deaf. He was, how-

ever, as animated as ever when discussing his

theories, Chree.

NOTES.
On June 20 Lord Montagu of Beaulieu gave an

interesting lecture before the Aeronautical Society of

Great Britain on the world’s air routes and their regu-

lation, He pointed oul; how favourably placed the

British Empire was in this matter, inasmuch as its

many possessions were so scattered about the globe

that suitable landing and halting places could be pro-

vided without the necessity of asking for concessions

from other nations. Lord Montagu based his calcu-

lations upon an assumed speed of 126 miles an hour,
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and showed that with two five-hour periods per day

the journey to India could be accomplished in four

days. Under the stage which aeroplanes have now
reached, the carriage of mails and passengers to

India seems quite a feasible proposition
; ^

the

meteorological conditions along the tracks that might
be followed, except at the Btitish end in the winter,

are quite good. Crossing the Atlantic is^ another

.matter, especially from Europe to America ; the

shortest track, from Ireland to Newfoundland, is in

the winter a region of gales, mostly from some wes-

terly point, and if the more favourable weather that

prevails further south is sought, the distance is about
doubled. Lord Montagues suggestion is that certain

levels should be assigned to certain types of traffic, but
it has been estimated that at any given time one-half of

the earth is covered with clouds, and a pilot above a
sheet of clouds cannot keep his course, as there is

nothing to tell him the strength- and direction of the

air drift to which he is exposed. It follows therefore

that a pilot aiming at a -definite place must low
enough to see the earth at frequent intervals; in or

above a cloud sheet he would have no horiscon and
could not rely on astronomical . observations for his

position. Thus the traffic to which the highest levels

'were assigned would be at a great disadvantage.

The Executive Committee of the Conjoint Board of
Scientific Societies presented its report on the work of

the last feix months at the fourth meeting of the Board,
held at the Royal Society on June 13, Sir Joseph J.
Thomson in the chair. The report indicates that a
number of important questions of scientific and indus-
trial importance has occupied the attention of the
Board. Various bodies are at present interested in the
formation of a census of the mineral resources of the
Enapire. It was agreed to enter into communication
with these bodies and to make suggestions with a
view to the publication of information in a form
useful to the general community. Interim reports
were received and approved on the necessity for an
anthropological survey of the British people, on the
best methods for carrying on the International Cata-
logue of Scientific Literature, and on an inquiry into
the desirability or otherwise of the adoption of the
metric system throughout the British Isles. The
sub-committee on National Instruction in’ Technical
Optics reported that a scheme approved by the Board
of Education had now come into operation (see
Nature of May 24 and June 14). A sub-committee,
having considered special cases of magnetic disturb-
ances revealed by a magnetic survey of the British
Isles, and their possible connection with the occur-
rence of iron ores, recommended a detailed investiga-
tion of two test areas, in order to ascertain how far,

under conditions of the British iron ores, the
magnetic survey was likely to prove of economic
^ue. Arrangements for carrying out the investiga-

are in .progress. An agricultural sub-oommittee,
with the Earl of Portsmouth as chairman, reported
that it is at present devoting itself mainly to engineer-
ing questions. It is engaged in collecting informa-
tion with regard to the transport of raw materials to
farms and agricultural products from them, to the
power required for this purpose, and for seasonal
cm^tibns pn the land, with the ww of comparing
the relative advantages and costs of steam or internal-
combustion engines and electrically operated machines.
A sub-cornmittee was appointed to report on what is

^at present being done to ascertain . the amount and
distnbutipn of, water power in the British Empire.
A complete report of the first year*s work of the
Botol win be pubHs)bed in due course- ^
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We notice with regret the announcement of the
death on June 19 of Dr. Robert Bell, F.R.S., formerly
chief geologist of the Geological Survey of Canada.

The King has been pleased to award the Edward
Medal of the First Class to -the representatives of Mr.
Andrea Angel and Mr. George Wenborne, who lost

their lives in endeavouring to save ithe lives of others on
the occasion of a fire which broke out at the Silver-

town Chemical Works on January 19 last.

In order to celebrate the centenary of the birth of

Henry D. Thoreau, the Humanitarian League (53
Chancery Lane, W.C.2) -has arranged a meeting to

be held in the Caxton Hall, Westminster, on the even-

ing of July 12. The chair will be taken at 8 p.m, by
Sir John L. Otter, J.P., and short addresses will be
given by various speakers. Admirers of Thoreau’s
writings are invited to be present.

In a recent issue (June '14, p. 312) we directed atten-

tion to a report that the Prime Minister and others were
awakened by the sound of the explosions at Massines
on June 7. The evidence in favour of the sound
having been heard in and near London is, however,
insufficient,

* and information since received from
Flanders throws doubt on the statement. An officer of

the Royal Engineers, who was only a mile from the

largest mine when it was fired, describes the noise

as “ not so very great ”
;
while another, who was a£

a distance of eight miles, saw the flash, waited for the

noise, and heard only a slight “phit.” A contrary

wind might, of course, have tilted the sound-waves
over the latter observer, but the wind seems to have
come from the direction of the front, for the air at

the time on the west side was" charged with lachryma-
tory gases. Moreover, a well-prepared explosion is

seldom noisy.

The governors of the West of Scotland Agricultural

College have recently issued, in the form of a bulletin

(No, 81), a sumpiary by Principal W. G. R. Paterson
of certain schemes for the training and employment,
particularly in rural occupations, of discharged dis-

abled sailors and soldiers. The three schemes dealt

with were selected from eight submitted in response
to an offer of prizes placed at the disposal of the

governors through the generosity of an anonymous
donor. Each scheme is outlined and critically dis-

cussed by Mr. Paterson, who contributes also a com-
prehensive memorandum drafted independently for the

consideration of the governors of the college. It is

not possible within the compass of a short note to

indicate adequately even the essential features of the

different schemes, and it must suffice to commend their

suggestiveness as to the useful part that may be played

in the solution of the problem bv the regeneration of

our villages, the establishing of colonies of small-

holders, the setting up of isolated holdings, and the

revival of a number of subsidiary rural industries, as

well as the development of new industries.

Ld Nature (No. 2279, June 2, 1917) devotes, a
special article to the question of the method of choos-
ing an employ^. It is a plea for a more ^ientific

treatment of the problem of adjusting the work to

the worker, so that the right person is put to the
work for which he is naturally adapted, and also that
the work itself should be analysed, with the object of
disooverine* what particular qualities, both mental and
physical, it will demand, and, having discovered these,
to train the worker- along "those Tines. The writer
quotes with approval the attempts made In America
in the direction of scientific managerrient of labour.
He describes, various tests, such • as tests of manual
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dexterity, of comprehension, of judgment, etc., which
he suggests might be * advantageously used by em-
ployers of labour when selecting workmen. It is,

however, necessary to issue a warning to those enthu-
siasts w’ho are tempted to accept “tests” uncritically,

viz. that one is not entitled to assume that, because a
person does well in any given test, he will necessarily

be willing to do well In work demanding that same
quality for an employer. That he can do It is not
equivalent to that he will do it. Again, it is necessary

to be on one’s guard against believing in some one
test as a test of a particular capacity. It is possible

to have, e,g,, an excellent memory in a given line of

interest, and a very weak one in some other direction,

l^e article is interesting and timely, but much yet

remains to be done by trained scientific workers before

the method of tests can be generally applied.

We have received a copy of a pamphlet published

by the justice to the Mountain Committee in Tacoma,
Washington, and containing the appeal submitted to

the United States Geographic Board urging that the

mountain now officially known as Mount Rainier
should in future be called Mount Tacoma. The re-

quest is supported by the House of Representatives of

the State of Washington, the Federation of North-
West American Indians, and public opinion generally

in Seattle and Tacoma. The mountain, which lies

about fifty miles east of Puget Sound, in the Cascade
range, was discovered in 1792 by Vancouver, and
named by him after Rear-Admiral Rainier, R.N.
Rainier had certainly no connection with that coast,

but the arguments adduced against the use of his

name for the mountain do not seem to us to be very
convincing. On the other hand, a great deal is to

be said for the use of the name Tacoma, which is

the modern version of the old Indian name, and the
one by which the mountain is generally known in the
district. And, after all, the local residents must be
the arbiters in the matter, and no decision of the
United States Geographic Board can alter local usage.
The committee has gone to a great deal of trouble
in collecting evidence as to written and oral usage,
and has made out a good case for the use of Tacoma
in preference to Rainier.

We have received the report of the bacteriologist

(Mr. Ward Giltner) of the Agricultural Experiment
Station, East Lansing, Mich., U.S.A., for the year
ending June 30, 1916. Much research has been car-

ried out on contagious abortion of the cow. Attempts
have been made to render animals insusceptible
to infection with this disease, which is caused by
Bacillus abortus, by vaccination with living and dead
cultures, but with little success. Details are also

given of the routine work carried out at the station.

The number of cases of paralysis following gunshot
* injury of nerves in the present war has given promin-
ence to the subject of electrical testing of nerve and
muscle, and the value to be attached to results of such
testing for diagnosis and prognosis. The methods of

testing commonly applied are by means of condenser
discharges or by the faradic or the galvanic current,

but it is doubtful if the reactions of the muscles in-

duced thereby give information of the state of the

nerve supplying them when once reaction of degenera-
tion has developed. In a paper in the Archives of
Radiology and Electrotherapy for May (No. 202) Dr.
Adrian has applied to the human subject a method
that was employed bv Keith Lucas at Cambfidge. A
galvanic Current of known and variable strength and
duration is used. Dr. Adrian makes use of a time-
constant known as the chronaxie. It is remarkably
constant for muscle with undamaged nerve, and has a
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short duration; for denerv^ated muscle it is very much
longer. The method promises to be a useful one.

The Geographical Journal for May (vol. xlix.. No. 5)

includes a singularly interesting paper by Mrs.
Scoresby Routledge describing the results of the expedi-

tion to Easter Island under the leadership of her hus-
band and herself. We probably now possess all the in-

formation w'hich local investigation can secure about
the strange buildings and statues which have so long
been a problem for anthropologists. The reading of

this suggestive paper at a recent meeting of the Royal
Geographical Society was followed by a discussion in

vrhich Sir Hercules Read, Sir H. Howorth, and
Messrs,, T, A. Joyce, A. P, Maudslay, Basil Thomson,
and Henry Balfour took part. A most interesting

suggestion was made by Mr. Joyce that on the basis of

skull measurements the earlier Easter Island natives

displayed Melanesian affinities. Mr. Balfour added
that for affinities with their culture vre must look
rather to the West than to the East, the New World
influence being practically ruled out. In his opinion

the statues appear to show a relation to Melanesian
art. This is the latest phase of this long-protracted

controversy, and though the results are still to some
extent uncertain, the problem has now decidedly ad-
vanced towards a definite solution.

The Proceedings of the , Yorkshire Geological
Society, new series, vol. xix., part iii., March, 1917
(Hull : A. Brown and Sons, Ltd.

;
price 75. 6d. net) is

devoted to a paper by Mr. T. Sheppard, entitled

“William Smith: His Maps and Memoirs.” No seri-

ous student of geology can fail to be interested in the

life of William Smith, whose stupendous labours laid

a sure foundation for the science of stratigraphy.

Several memoirs of his life and work are in existence,

and Mr. Sheppard has now said what may .be presumed
will be the last word on this subject. The papec is

naturally concerned with Smith’s work in Yorkshire
as lecturer and geological explorer, but much space is

given to full details of the publication of his maps,
sections, and memoirs, and this information will be of

great value to librarians and others. Reference is also

made to the efforts of earlier, writers to understand and
explain geological features, and in this connection the
ideas of George Owen, Martin Lister, John Strachey,
John Woodward, Nicolas Desmarest, Christopher
Packe, John Michel, John Whitehurst, John Smeaton,
Prof. Jamieson, and James Parkinson have been briefly

smnmarised. The paper is illustrated by numerous
plates and figures in the text, and concludes with a
bibliography,

Messrs. Ricard and Barral have recently communi-
cated to the Socidt4 Mddico-Chirurgicale Militaire de
la XIV® Rdgion a very simple method of ascertaining
rapidly and easily whether water has been poisoned.
It consists in placing a few fish—^blay, gudgeon, etc.

—

in a jar filled with the water to be tested. Two drops
of nicotine per litre kill the fish in less than a minute;
two drops of conicine paralyse them in six minutes
and kill them in eight; one decigram of solanine
kills in one and a half hours, the same quantity of
cocaine in one hour, and the same quantity of stovaine
in ten minutes. One milligram of aconite kills in

three and a half hours; twenty drops of aniline in

one and three-quarter hours ; seven milligrams of digit-

alin only take effect in four hours. Veratrine does not
appear to have any effect; one decigram of potassium
cyanide kills the fish in two minutes; two decigrams
of corrosive sublimate in ten to twelve minutes; two
grams of lead acetate in five hours; five grams of
zinc sulphate in two hours; two grams of copper
sulphate in forty-five minutes; and thirty-five oenti-
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grams of picric acid in five hours. On the other hand,

the .fish do not appear to be inconvenienced by
morphine, cantharidine, atropine, pilocarpine, hyoscy-

amine, scopofamine, or arsenical salts. Water in

which fish die in less than four hours should therefore

be considered as dangerous.

The Journal of the East Africa and. Uganda Natural

History Society (vol. vi,. No. ii) contains a number of

extremely interesting papers. Not the least of these

is that by Mr. R. L. Harsher on the desiccation of

Africa. Reviewing the records on thw theme of

pioneers like Livingstone, Harris, and Selous, the

author adds much valuable matter of his own, cover-

ing a vast extent of country from Tanganyika south-

ward and westward. That the diminution of the chain

of the great lakes and the river systems feeding them
is proceeding at a most disconcerting rate there can

be no question, but the author makes no suggestion

as to the causes to which this shrinkage is due.

Natural history notes from British East Africa, by
Mr. A. Loveridge, afford one a yivM insight into the

wealth and variety of the fauna of this part of Africa,

for the habits and haunts of many of the smaller

creatures unnoticed by the big-game hunter are viva-

ciously described.

Owing to the war the completion of the reports on
the collections of zoological and botanical specimens
obtained by the ill-fated British Antarctic (Terra Nova)
Expedition, igio, has been seriously delayed. Some
of them we have already noticed in these columns.
The trustees of the British Museum have now issued Dr.

W. T. Caiman’s report on the Crustacea, and two
reports on, the marine and fresh-water Algae, and these

sustain the high standard of their predecessors. Four
very diverse groups of Crustacea are represented in

this collection, and of these two only, belonging re-

spectively to the Cumacea and the Phvllocardia, were
taken in Antarctic waters. Two species of Cumacea
new to science were taken off the extreme north of

New Zealand, and one new species of Stomatopod was
taken off the Brazilian coast. Of these Dr. Caiman
gives admirable descriptions and some very beautiful

figures. The marine Algae have been worked out bv Mr.
and Mrs. Antony Gepp, and the Melobesieae by Mme.
Paul Lemoine. Onlv two species of marine Algae were
taken in Antarctic waters, and these are not new. The
only specimens of Melobesieae collected proved, on
examination, to represent two species new to science:

one of these was taken off New Zealand, the other off

Trinidad. Very beautiful figures of both are given.
All the fresh-water Algae collected were Antarctic.
They were entrusted to Prof. F. E. Fritsch for inves-

tigation, and proved to contain two new soecies. From
the material collected Prof. Fritsch has been enabl'=‘d

to describe the cell-division of Pleurococcus antarcticus,
which was hitherto unknown.

The annual report for 1916 of the Horticulture
Branch of the Board of Agriculture and Fisheries con-
tains, amongst other matters of interest, a summary
of the work accomplished in connection with the in-

vestigation and control of various plant diseases and
insect pests. Of the notifiable diseases a distinct im-
•provement is recorded in the case of American goose-
Wry mildew, but a much less satisfactory position
vdth regard to wart disease of potatoes. The latter
disease has not only spread throughout areas known
previously ' to be infected, but has also made a
sporadie appearance in several new places. Glamor-
gan, South Lancashire, and Durham are mentioned
as are^ in which the disease is very prevalent. It is

gratifying to note, however, that in areas previously
notified as infected very satisfactory results have been
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obtained by the action of^ the Board in securing the
use of resistant varieties. It is reported th^
the long and elaborate inquiry into the para-
sitism of the large larch sawffy has been con-
cluded, but the results have not yet been tabulated.

With reference to plant diseases not caused by
scheduled pests> special mention is made of the “capsid
bug” disease of apples and apple mildew, both of

which have been the subject of investigation by the

officers of the branch. An interesting summary is also

given of the present position with regard to Isle of

Wight bee disease, the supervision of which is included

among the duties of the branch. The report this year

is .not issued separately, but appears in the form of an
article in the Journal of the Board of Agriculture for

May.

Memoir 92 of the Canadian Geological Survey, by
Mr. J. A. Dresser,, indicates the excellent^ prospects of

water-power in the Lake St. John district, north of

the city of Quebec, and includes an opportune review,

by Prof. A. Stansfield, of the smelting of iron-ores rich

in titanium. This article, with its references to recent

work, will be of service in mineral development els©,

where,* and possibly in Ireland.

The Bulletin of the Hawaiian Volcano Observatory
for January, 1917, is of more than usual interest from
its record of experiments with Seeger cones enclosed

in iron pipes some 40 ft. long, which were thrust into

grottoes of glowing lava. It is shown that in a dis-

tance of 26 ft. the * temperature may vary from
850° C. to 1150° C., and there is some indication that

the incandescent upper layers of the lava, emitting

gases, may be of higher temperature than the more
viscous mass below.

Mr. J. C. H. Mingaye describes several meteorites

in the Records of the Geological Survey of New South
Wales, vol. ix., part iii., 1916. The Government
printer may be congratulated on the beautiful coloured

plate showing the various types of olivine in the palla-

site of Molong. Mr. Mingaye ’s detailed analyses of

two australites (obsidianites) in the same part serve to

emphasise the difference between these bodies and
ordinary meteorites.

Prof. C. Schuchert, in discussing the correlation of

strata on the basis of palseogeography (Bull. GeoL
Soc. America, vol. xxvii., p. 491, 1916), provides an
interesting series of maps showing the prevalent
conditions in the west of North America during suc-

cessive Mesozoic periods, and a still more vmuable
conception of the relations of land and water in early

Permian time, in the form of a map of the world, on
which the areas are marked where evidences of Permo-
Carboniferous glaciation have been found. Teachers
of geology may like to enlarge this map into a
diagram. The author supports the theory of the per-

manence of oceanic and continental areas, which seems
to many geologists to be. based partly on our ignor-
ance of what underlies the oceans, and partly on the
definition of oceanic water.

In the Transactions of the Royal Society of South
Africa (vol. vL, part i.) Mr, S. H. Haughton, assis-

tant director, ’ South African Museum, ,
describes

ancient human remains found during the excavation
of a drain at Kolonies Plaats^ Boskop, i*n the Potchef-
stri^m district of the Transvaal, in 1913. The re-

mains found consist of a large portion of a calvaria,

the horizontal p^rt of the left ramus of the mandible,
the major portion of a temporal bone, and some frag-

mentary limb-bones. The distinctive feature of the
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skull is that at the level of the posterior part of the

parietal there is a decided flattening, which continues

on to the superior part of the occipital bone. The
occipital projects strongly, and has a thick ridge bi-

furcating downwards, The flattening of the skull is
|

not paralleled by any skull in the South African
[

Museum, although, according to Mr. Boule, it has
been seen on some negro skulls and also upon a
Namaqua skull now in the Paris Museum. The paper

gives a full account, with photographs, of this inter-

esting specimen. Prof. G. Elliot Smith thus sums up
the question :

“ Whatever the date of the Boskop
.remains may be, the evidence now in our possession

suggests that this early inhabitant of the Transvaal
represents the type of the immediate ancestors of the

men of the Upper Palaeolithic (or, as I prefer to call it,

the Neanthropic) age, possibly somewhat modified in

the course of his southern migration. It probably

represents the earliest (not necessarily in actual age)

known phase of Homo sapiens ,in the course of his

transformation from a condition analogous to that

of Neanderthal man to that of Cro-Magnon.”

Two very important palaeontological papers by Mr.
R. Bullen Newton have recently been published. The
first, “ On the Conchological Features of the Lenham
Sandstones of Kent and their Stratigraphical Import-
ance,” forms the subject of his presidential address to

the Conchological Society of Great Britain and Ireland

(Journ. Conch. Soc., vol. xv., pp. 56-149, four plates).

The work on these puzzling deposits begun by Prest-

wich, Wood, Lyell, and other noted geologists, was
well advanc^ by the late Mr. Clement Reid (Nature,
vol. xxxiv., 1886, pp. 341--43, and in his “Pliocene
Deposits of Britain,” Mem. .Geol. Surv., 1890), who
regarded the beds as of Coralline Crag age, and
equivalent to the Diestian of Belgium. Mr, Newton
has now very carefully gone over Mr. Reid’s material

in the Museum of Practical Geology with the Graham
j

Wallas and other collections in the British Museum
(Natural History), and here discusses most fully each
fossil species and its occurrence in time and space,

illustrating * photographically all the more important

forms. The conclusions he comes to will certainly

surprise our older geologists, for he terminates the

Pliocene with the Crag, and refers to the Upper
Miocene, in descending order, (a) the Coralline Crag;
(b) the Diestian of Belgium; (c) St. Erth beds; (d)

Lenham Sandstones; (e) Anversian of Belgium; and

(/) the Upper Miocene of Germany; whilst he refers

the “ Box Stones ” to the Middle Miocene.^ These
important and seemingly well-based conclusions de-

serve a wider notoriety than the pages in which they

appear are likely to obtain for them. The^ second

paper describes an interesting mass of ** Fossiliferous

Limestone from the North Sea" (Quart. Journ. Geol.

Soc., vol. Ixxii., 1917, pp. 7-22, one plate). After a

painstaking investigation of its fossil contents, Mr.
Newton decides that it represents a submarine expo-

sure of beds belonging to the lower portion of the

Coralline Crag. The accompanying plate is worthy
of attention, since the process adopted is the best yet

employed in this country for depicting shells.

Science for May 18 coutalns an address by Prof.

R. D. Carmichael on the provision made by mathe-
matics for the needs of science. While very properly

defending the study of mathematics for its own sake,

he points out that many of its inost interesting

problems have been suggested bv natural phenomena,
while, conversely, this debt has been amply repaid by
tl^ application of mathematics to astronomy, physics,

'and chemistry, not to mention other sciences. Prof.

Carmichael is one of a group who are now working
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at a new development of the theory of difference

equations, and he expresses a hope that this may have
some direct application to theoretical physics. * As he
sa\'s, our latest physical hypotheses seem to be tending
towards an atomic, discrete, or statistical form, so
that differential equations are not always the most
appropriate tools to be employed. Not impossibly we
ma\' have a Boscovitchian interlude, after which a
deeper insight may bring us back to a flux-theory
again. In any case, it is satisfactory to find that
mathematics is still growing with remarkable vigour,
and providing new methods of attacking a new set

of problems.

A RECENT technological publication (No. 82) of the
Bureau of Standards, Washington, describes an ex-
perimental investigation recently made of the causes
of failure of a number of articles, particularly bolts, of

wrought brass of the type 60 copper, 40 zinc, with
special reference to tlie presence of initial stress. The
work was taken up in connection with tests, made
for the New York Board of W’ater Supply, of failed

brass bolts which had been in service in the construc-
tion of the new Catskill Aqueduct, which is to supply
water to the city from the watersheds of the Catskill
Mountains. In view of the fact that most of the
equipment and materials used in this construction
would be subjected to the corroding action of both
water and the atmosphere, a substitute was sought
for steel, which would ordinarily be used, and it was
considered possible to find a brass which would have
mechanical properties comparable with those of steel

and yet be practically incorrodible. As such a sub-
stitute the so-called manganese bronze was chosen.
In the course of the investigation the physical proper-
ties, micro-structure, and initial stress distribution

have been studied in failed and sound materials, not.

only from the Catskill Aqueduct construction, but also-

from the filtration plant of the city of Minneapolis,
the Navy Department, and the Panama Canal, and
in new material from a nu|nber of manufacturers.
Failure has occurred (i) as a result of faulty practice

in foi-ging bolt-heads, flanging plates, etc,; (2) as a
result of the presence of initial stress; and (3) as a
result of service overstress due to drawing up bolts

too tightiv. This investigation shows that an average
initial stress of 5000 Ib./sq. in. (350 kg. /cm.*) is to

be regarded as a safe limit for rods and bolts of this

type of material under ordinary service conditions, in

which the service load itself is not greater than from
5000 to 10,000 Ib./sq. in. Experiments have also been
made to ascertain under what conditions of annealing
initial stresses could best be removed, and have shown
that temperatures of from 300® to 400® C. are sufficient

to reduce in from one to seven hours the initial

stresses to a safe value.

Messrs. Ross, Ltd., have purchased from the Con-
troller appointed by the Board of Trade the Zeiss
Optical Works at Mill Hill, including all machinery
and tools therein; also their business premises at 13
and 14 Great Castle Street, W.i., including the stock-

in7trade, etc.

OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN.
Orbit of Comet 1915a (Melush).—^The orbit of this

comet, which was discovered by Mellish on February

10, 1915, and afterwards became a naked-eye object,

has been investigated by L. Rosenbaum {AsU laktt
Stbckholms Ohs., vol. x.. No. 5). The comet
traversed a heliocentric arc of 205® during the eleven

months of its visibility. .After taking account of per-
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turbations, the following hyperbolic elements were de^

rived :

—

Oscillation 1915 February lo-o.

T=i9I5 July 17*18869 ±0*00159 Bei'lin M.T.
. a>=247‘"46' S-6"±3*4 i"

^1= 72° 16' 24*i"±3 66"

f = 54° 2f 22'l"± 5'Il"

^ = I *005338 ±0*000006
e = I *000235 ± 0*00006

1

The residual errors are probably to be attributed
to the division of the nucleus into itwo parts, which
was observed about two months before perihelion
passage, and before it can be considered certain that
the true orbit was hyperbolic it will be necessary to
discuss separately the observations before and after
the change in the nucleus.

The Solar Physics Observatory.—^The activities of
the Solar Physics Observatory, Cambridge, appear to
have been seriously curtailed through the absence of
members of the staff on war service. From the fourth
annual report, recently issued by the director, we
gather that apart from some unfruitful attempts to
photograph the spectrum of Venus with high dis-
persion, no observations other than those made with
the spectroheliograph were undertaken. The sun’s
disc was phbtographed in calcium light on 117 days,
and prominences at the Jimb on 104 days. These pro-
vide records for sixteen out of the thirty-seven days
for which^ there were gaps in the Kodaikanal series,
and the combined results account for 345 days during
the year 1916. . Laboratory experiments on the spectra
of carbon and its compounds were continued, and fur-
ther investigations of atmospheric electricity were car-
ried on by Mr. C. T. R. Wilson.

The Spectra of Nebul.®,—Some interesting results
which have recently been obtained at the Lick Observa-
tory with a new quartz spectrograph are described by
Dr, W. H. Wright in Lick Observatory Bulletin
No. 291. The optical parts are two 60° quartz prisms
of the Cornu type, with lenses of about ii in. focal
length and 2 in. effective ’ aperture. The instrument
can be used either with or without slit, the collimator
in the latter case being replaced bv a concave lens of
equivalent focal length, and the whole instrument so
adjusted with respect to the mirror of the Crossley
reflector that parallel light falls on the prisms. It has
been veiy successfully employed as a slitless spectro-
graph in a study of the distribution in planetary
nebulae of the various radiations which make, up their
spectra, an image of the nebula being produced by
each line of the spectrum. The monochromatic,
images thus obtained have been found to exhibit a ^

great variety of forms for the same object. If there
•he a nucleus, it is usually represented by a streak of
continuous spectrum threading the centres, giving the
appearance of beads on a string. A number of strong
nebular lines which have previously escaped notice
have been detected .in these photographs, among them

33^3* 3342» and 3444 A. Another interesting
fact brought to light is that most of the planetary
nebulae show a faint continuous spectrum which be-

abruptly at about 3652 A, near the termination of
me hydrogen series, and extends with great unifonmity
far into the ultra-violet. A similar appearance has
been noted in the spectra of solar prominences, and
a corresponding absorption effect has been observed in
me spectra of such stars as Vega and Sirius. There
•ts reason^ to suppose that the continuous spectrum in
question is associated with the Balmer hydrogen series,
and that its production is in some way involved in the
mech^cs of series radiation. Furtiaer laboratory
invesligaticMis in this connection are suggested.
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ANNUAL CONGRESS OF THE SOUTH
EASTERN UNION OF SCIENTIFIC

SOCIETIES,
^HE union held its annual congress at the LinneanL Society’s rooms in Burlington House on June
6-9, which was well attended by delegates from all
parts of the union’s area. This was the flrst occasion
of its meeting in central London, and was an undoubted
success. The address by the president, Dr. W, Mar.
tin, dealt with “Science and the Industries,” and
traced the lines on which, by halting steps, the Govern-
ment had in the past encouraged the study of .science"
It called on the nation to insist that its leaders shall
give due recognition to the truth that the country’s
future is bound up with giving the fullest encourage-
ment to workers in all branches of science, and urged
the union to take its place as an organisation of value
and power in the strenuous times before the country
when the war is over.

^

Amid the upheavals to which industries have been
subjected during the beating of ploughshares and
pruning-hooks into implements of war, it may be that
the country has already proceeded apace towards
greater triumphs. Old machinery has been scrapped,
antiquated custom flung away, and resources have
been adapted to the stern demands of a people under
arms. With new measures, new men have arisen.
Unity, organisation, co-ordination, and precision are
the weapons with which without misgiving the future
may

^

be faced. May not fitly anticipate
the time when from the ashes of an otiose past
and an age of neglect a rejuvenated nation will have
arisen among whom lethargy and indifference shall
be as aliens? At such a time we shall regard the
period before the shock of war was upon us as the
ultimate remnant of the Dark Ages, and shall fail to
understand that mental attitude' which considered
science a luxury and its application to the industriesm need of advocacy.
Dr. A. Smith Woodward, in addition to lecturing

on the mammalian remains which have from lime to
toe been found in superficial deposits of London,
showed members the human remains which were dug
up at Piltdown by the late Mr. Dawson and himself,
including the recently found fragments which have
proved the existence of at least one other human
being of the Piltdown race. This was followed by an
address by Mr. E. A. Martin, giving a general sum-
mary of what is known of the early types of man and
their implements. Prof. MacBride raised a burning
question in his paper, “Are Acquired Characters In-
herited?” and dealt to' some extent with the experi-
ments of Kammerer on newts and salamanders, claim-mg that as a result the question asked in the title of
his paper could be answered in the affirmative. In
the discussion it was pointed out by Dr. Boulenger
that some doubt had been thrown upon Kammerer’s.
work.
A paper was read by Dr. J. S. Haldane on “Ab-

normal Atmospheres arid_ the Means of Combating
^ visit to Messrs. Siebe, Gorman
Westminster, under Bis guidance.

Here William Walker, the diver who a few years ago
.so successfully laid foundations under peat and water
for tne^ then threatened Winchester Cathedral, gave
an exhibition of the diver’s work under water, in the
great tank on the premises, where many a modern,
diver has been initiated into the art. A number of the
guests,

^
in Dr.* Haldane’s company, were then ’in>

mured in a chamber while the pressure was raised
to nearly two atmospheres, while another p^rty
entered a second chamber in which the pressure was
reduced to nearly half an atmosphere.
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On June S a party of seventy persons enjoyed a visit

to a large munitions factory in the East of, London,
employing 2700 men and 800 women, where the manu-
facture of shells proceeds with a possible output of

16,000 a week. Here the whole of the making of a

shell was seen, except the filling, from the time that

the steel billet is put into the furnace to the time when
it is passed into the hands of those who test them to

detect faults in completed shells. The accuracy ob-

served in the making is so fine that those cast out are

but a small fraction of one per cent. Another party

accompanied Prof. G. S. Boulger to the Chelsea

Physic Garden, and listened to a paper read by the

guide, whilst Dr. Boulenger entertained a large num-
ber at the 'Zoological Gardens with a paper on “ Rep-
tiles in Captivity,” followed by a perambulation of the

gardens. Variety was afforded by a paper on
“Tokens of London,” by Mr. W, Dale, and a lecture

by Dr. Daydon Jackson, the secretary of the Linnean
Society, on “ Famous Trees and Gardens of London.”
At the delegates* final meeting Sir Daniel Morris,

K.C.M.G., was chosen to be president for 1918-19,

but the place of meeting has not yet been decid^
upon.

THE FUTURE OF THE X-RAY INDUSTRY.

The future of the British X-ray industry will de-

pend upon the ability of the British manufac-
turers to hold their own against those of other coun-

tries. The world’s markets will be captured by that

country which can combine the largest capital with
the greatest initiative and fertility of invention.

British manufacturers in other directions in the past

have been able to hold their own; there is no reason

why the British X-ray industry, if sufficiently capital-

ised and guided by the best skfll in the country, should

not be able to do the same in open competition with
other countries.

American manufacturers have already advanced to

the stage of amalgamation and pooling of interests.

The capital invested amounts to a considerable sum

—

250,000/., or thereabouts. This means active propa-

ganda in the future and severe competition in all

markets. On the Continent the industry has been
fostered by several large electrical firms, which by virtue

of their resources and capital have been able to initiate

research and perfect the technical details of the appa-
ratus.

In England up to the present such methods have
been conspicuous by their absence ; the trade has been
in the hands of a number of small firms, the combined
capital of which would form only, a fraction of that

invested in the American amalgamation. It would
appear, then, that if British firms are to hold their

own and command a share in the world’s markets, a
determined effort must be made now to reorganise the

industry. Co-operation is urgently needed; financial

aid must be forthcoming either in the form of a
Government subsidy or by private endeavour. Another
important step would be the formation of an advisory

committee consisting of physicists, medical men, and
technical experts. The duties of this committee would
be to advise on new apparatus and the best methods
to employ for its production. Such a committee might
also act in an advisory capacity to hospitals • and
medical men on technical and other points.

We welcome the announcement of the formation of

a section of the British Electrical and Allied Manu-
facturers’ Association as a step towards this end.

“Already the section has been able to co-operate with
the Government in research work connected with the
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improvement of essential instruments, and it is hoped
that this will only be a preliminary, to wider investi-

gations.” The field is a wide and an ever-increasing
one, and well worthy of the consideration of financiers
as a profitable investment for capital.

The keynote to success is efficiency, and none but
the very best technical apparatus can’ hope to hold its

own in the world’s markets. Initiative in the organ-
isation of the industry and the production of new types
of apparatus would be the first step towards the re-

'

covery of a place in the world’s markets. Publicity
is another step towards that end

;
this must be secured

by collaboration with the radiologists, who by attract-
ing workers from' all parts of the world would direct
their attention to the apparatus used in the clinics and
teaching centres throughout the country. Side by
side would arise an active British School of Radiology
and a large industry devoted to the perfecting of the
apparatus used in the various departments of its

activity.

THE ARGENTINE SOCIETY OF NATURAL
SCIENCES.

HE Argentine Society of Natural Sciences, founded
on the plan of the ’British Association and kin-

dred societies, held its first general meeting in

Tucuman at the end of last November, and at the
same time celebrated the centenary of the foundation
of the Argentine Republic. The society began its

activities five years ago by the publication of an ex-
<^llent small j'ournal, Physis^ which we have several
times noticed; and it intends in future to hold a
biennial congress, by which the aims and progress
of science may be made more widely known to the

;

people. Its founders realise that hitherto scientific

studies in the Argentine Republic have been prose-
cuted chiefly by foreign travellers and by foreigners
temporarily resident in the country; and they hope,
by a more systematic organisation of university
teaching, and by rousing the federal and provincial

Governments to a more sympathetic attitude towaras
scientific research, to follow up this pioneer work at
home. We appreciate their ambition, and wish the
society all success.

The congress in Tucuman was welcomed by the
Governor of the Province in an appropriate speech,
and its scientific session was opened by the address
of the president, Dr. Angel Gallardo, director of the

National Museum, Buenos Aires. Dr. Gallardo, as
a distinguished biologist, referred to the studies to

which he has devoted his life, and explained in a
popular manner the fundamental importance of bio-

logical research to modern man, especially in such an
environment as that of tropical and sub-tropical South
America. He briefly reviewed the methods to be
followed, and incidentally alluded to the manner in

which Darwin’s work on the pampas aided him in

propounding his theory of evolution. He also men-
tioned with natural pride the important researches of

the late 'Dr. Florentine Ameghino on the* fossil mam-
mals of Argentina, which made known a new world
of life and led to speculations of great interest.

The technical wprk of the congress was arranged
under eight sections ; I. Geology, geography, and geo-
physics, presided over by Dr. E. Hermitte, who spoke
of the economic applications of geology; II. Palaeon-

tology, with Dr. Carlos Ameghino as president;

III. Botany, presided over by Dr. C. M. Hicken, who
referred to some features in the flora of Tucuman;
IV. Zoology, with Dr. E.' L. Holmberg as president;

V. Anthropology, ethnology, and archaeology, with
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Dr. J, B. Ambrosetti as president; VI. Physics and
chemistry, under the presidency of Dr. E. H. Ducloux,

who discussed the chemistry of chlorophyll ;
V 1 1 . Applied

science, presided over by Dr. T. Amadeo, who urged
the importance of a well-organised national institute

for agricultural research; and VIII. Teaching and
history of natural science, presided over by“ Prof. V.

Mercanti, w»ho discussed the teaching in the national

colleges and normal schools. Papers were numerous,
especially in reference to Tucuman, and among the

evening lectures was a valuable discourse by Dr.

Hermitte on the petroleum worked at Combdoro
Rivadavia.
The next congress is to be held at Mendoza,^ and

it is hoped meanwhile to establish in all the provincial

capitals institutes or societies to work in association

^with the Argentine society.

EDUCATIONAL RECONSTRUCTION.

The appreciation of the urgent need for an imme-
diate improvement and extension of the s-upply

of educational facilities for all sections of the popula-

tion is common alike to administrators of education

and to teachers of all grades. During recent months
special meetings of associations of educational workers
of many types have been held, at which reports and
resolutions have been adopted, which sunimarise the

experience gained in various localities and in all kinds
of educational institutions.

One of the latest competent authbrities to issue a
report on educational reform is the Association of Educa-
tion Committees. Since June of last year the executive

committee of this association has been considering im.-

portant educational questions, with the object of contri-

buting help to our administrators in the task of educa-
tional reconstruction to which they are committed.
It is impossible here to enumerate all the recommenda-
tions included in the comprehensive report recently

issued by the association, but attention is directed to

the importance attached in the report to the necessity

for an adequate provision of instruction in science.

The general tenor of the replies to a question on the
subject from education committees throughout the
country is that in the elementary schools the rudiments
only of science can with advantage be taught, between
the ages of twelve and fourteen, and that it is not
desirable to extend the range of the science teaching
given in these schools much, if any, further than at
present. In secondary schools, however, there is a
large majority in favour of an increase of science
teaching. With this view the executive committee con-
curs, but thinks that the science teaching to be given
in elementary schools should be made general, and
should proceed upon much more definite and systematic
lines than it does now. In many schools science is the
last subject considered in framing the time-table, and
any kind of equipment, or none at all, is often cc»n-

sidered adequate, while the training of teachers, other
than specialists, for giving good lessons in science is

often very defective. The committee desires to record
its emphatic opinion that it is essential in the be^
interpts of the nation that much more attention should
be given to the teaching of physical science in every
tyge of sdiool. It should be made impossible for any
c®d to leave school without having had a full oppor-
tunily of learning at least the basic principles of
science. In elementary schools the teaching can only
be elementarY, but, even so, it must be adequate. In
secofitey schools science should be the basis of tbe
te^ng on the “modem side,’» and that side should
be df equal standing with any other. * Tlie mistaken
view which puts science in antagonism to the older
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features of a liberal education should be vigorously
combated.
So far as continuation classes are concerned, the

report reveals some diversity of opinion. Of
the one hundred and^ twO' ^ucation committees
which replied to the question on the desirability of com-
pelling children, who have left school to attend classes
for further education, only twelve were opposed to the
introduction of compulsion. Of the remainder, a few
would carry on the further education only to the age
of sixteen or seventeen, while sixty-five were in favour
of compulsion up to eighteen. On the important point
whether such education should be given in "the day-
time, or in the evening as now, only eight committees
out of one hundred and six were in favour of a con-
tinuance of entire evening teaching, though some
others thought that a part of it might be given in the
evening.
The Association of Directors and Secretaries for

Education, which includes the chief administrative
officers for counties and county boroughs throughout
England and Wales, has issued a series of resolutions
dealing with important educational questions requir-
ing legislative or administrative action. Among the
resolutions of particular interest are the following ;

In the interests of the State no child or young person
should be debarred by lack of iheans from the highest
education of which it is capable. . The upper limit of
compulsory full-time attendance at the elementary
school should be raised universally to fourteen years.
The power of local education authorities, to supply or
aid the supply of education other than elementary, as
provided by the Education Act, 1902, should remain
unimpaired. It should be the duty of local education
authorities to make adequate provision of such forms
of higher education as are needed for their areas.
The limitation of the amount which may raised
by rate under the Education Act, 1902, section 2 (i),
should be removed. It is desirable in the interests of
educational efficiency as well as of economy that the
Board of Education should resume its statutory
powers with_ regard to agricultural education and
should provide itself with the necessary expert
staff. A system of compulsory day continuation
schools should be established, with a minimum of eight
hours ^ instruction per week, or at least 320 hours per
year, between the ages of fourteen and eighteen years,
the instruction to be given between the hours of
8 a.m, and 6 p.m. An obligation should be-laid (i)
on all^ employers to allow full time for instruction,
including time for travelling, without deduction of
wages; (2) on parents and pupils as to attendance;

(3) local education authorities to make the
necessary provision. The total hours of labour and of
school attendance during the continuation-school period
should not exceed forty-eight per week. The posses-
sion of an appmv^ certificate testif3ting to the com-
pletion of a satisfactory course in a secondary school
ending not earlier than sixteen years of age should
entitle the holder to exemption from compulsory con-
tinuation-school attendance between sixteen and
eighteen years of age. Adequate provision of scholar-
ships from elementary schools to secondary and tech-

from secondary schools to places
of higher education of univ^sity rank, should, be an
integral part^ of each authority’s scheme.
The Association of Technical Institutions also has

drawn up a programme of educational reform, with
special reference to technical instruction, which should
assist the Board of Education in its important task of
extending and completing ohr system of national
education.
A special Committee was appointed by the associa-

tion consisting of the council and sixl reoresentatives
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of institutions outside the council. This committee

has formulated a series of resolutions, which are now
issued with the general approval of the members of

the association, and among them the following may
be noted :

—

That the Government be asked to prevent any child

leaving school before the end of the term in which

the child attains its fourteenth birthday; that the

State should make adequate grants for the mainten-

ance of free scholars proceeding from primary schools

to secondary and junior technical schools; that there

shall be instituted compulsory attendance at continua-

tion classes up to the age of eighteen years, such

attendance to be made in the daytime, and the period

of instruction to be not less than eight hours per

week, such hours to be within the normal hours of

employment; that the conditions for admission to

universities should be reconsidered and rendered more
uniform as between different universities, and less

uniform as between different faculties and different

honours schools in the same university, and that in

the interest of candidates of mature age and of other

candidates approaching the university otherwise than

through the normal avenue of the secondary school,

university entrance tests should be distinguished from
secondary-school examinations ; that it is desirable that

there should be a large increase in the number of

scholarships with adequate maintenance grants to

enable candidates to proceed to day technical colleges;

that teachers in technical departments of universities

and technical colleges be encouraged to undertake re-

search on behalf of, and in co-operation with, manu-
facturing firms: that in view of the national import-

ance of technical education the State should bear a

much larger proportion of its cost than is now the

case; that Government grants in aid of technical re-

search should be largely increase^
;
that it is essential

that the chief officials of the Technological Branch of

the Board of Education should have had a scientific

training ; and that the examinations of the Civil Service

and for other Government appointments, when not

directly on the subjects of the service, should include

such science subjects and syllabuses, and should be

so marked as will sriye the student with a scientific

training an equal chance with a student who has had
a literary training.

^—
UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL

INTELLIGENCE.
LoNDON.—The Senate has elected Sir Cooper Perry,

physician at, and superintendent of, Guy’s Hospital,

to the office of Vice-Chancellor for the year 1917-18,

in succession to Sir Alfred Pearce Gould.

The thanks of the Senate have been accorded to the

Right Hon. Lord Reay, K.T., for the gift of a portion

of his library to the University for the University

College libraries, and to Mr. George Hare for the gift

of 5oI. to found a zoology prize at King’s College, in

memory of his son, a medical student, who was killed

at the battle of Gaza.
The following doctorates have been conferred :

—

D.Sc. in PfiysMogy, Mr. S. W. Patterson, an internal

student, of University College, for a thesis entitled

“The Action of Caiibon Dioxide and Adrenalin on the

Heart”; D.Sc. (Economics), Mr. J. E. Holloway, an
internal student, of the London School of Economics,
for a thesis entitled “ The .Prelude' to the Great Trek ”

;

DSc. in Zoology, Mr. Cyril, Crossland, an external

student, for a thesis entitled “ Desert and Water Gar-
dens of the Red Sea,” and other papers.

Oxford,—

S

ir Napier Shaw, Director of the Meteoro-
logical Office, has (been appointed Halley lecturer for

1918.
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The School of Geography has published its arrange-

ments for the ensuing Michaelmas term. These in-

clude lectures, tutorial instruction, and field work.

Among the subjects announced are:
—“Maps: their

Construction and InterjSretatibn ”
;
“The Alps and

Northern Italy,” Mr. Beckit; “The British Isles,’*

Miss MacMunn; “Eastern Australia and New
Zealand,” Mr. Spicer; “Geology,” Prof. Sollas; and
“ Historical Geography of Great Britain,” Mr. Grant

Robertson.
A list of lectures and other courses of instruction for „

the forthcoming term has also been issued by 'the De-
partment of Anthropology. In physical anthropology

lectures will be given by Prof. Thomson and by Mis.s

Czaplicka, the latter on ethnology.
^
The geographical

distribution of man will be dealt with by Mr. Beckit.

Mr. H. Balfour, Prof. Sollas, and Mr. Griffith will

lecture respectively on prehistoric archaeology, on stages

of human culture, and on ancient Egypt.
^

Various

topics of sodal anthropology will be taken in hand by

Dr. Marett, Sir P. Vinogradoff, Prof. Macdonell, Mr.
V. A. Smith, and Mr. Blunt. Prof. Wright will lec-

ture on philology, and Prof. J. A. Smith on primitive

language in its relation to thought.

Mr. T. H. Bickerton has been appointed lecturer

on ophthalmology in the University of Liverpc^l in

succession to Mr. E. A. Browne, who has resigned

the position.

The title of Emeritus professor has been conferred

.upon Col. de Burgh Birch, until lately professor of

physiology and histology, and dean of the faculty of

medicine, in the University of Leeds.

The proceedings at the annual general meeting

(March 29) of the Council of Education, Witwaters-

rand, published in a report just received from Johan-

nesburg, show that we were right in our article of

August 10 last year when we said that apparent

grievances and jealousies would end in a unanimous

effort to establish a real university for Witwaters-

rand. We wish we could hope that the present en-

trance examination for the* diploma of the School of

Mines might be regarded as sufficient for matricula-

tion in the new university, at all events for under-

graduates proceeding to science degrees.

Among the many problems connected with engineer-

ing upon which experience gained during the^ war
has shed fresh light is that ’of the workshop training

of apprentices. An article which appears in Engineer-

ing for June 22, by Mr. Neil J. Maclean, gives an
interesting account of the system .which has been in

operatio'n for twelve years at the works of Messrs. Barr

and Stroud, Ltd., Glasgow. The author lays down six

axioms which should 'be borne in mind in instituting

any apprenticeship system, (i) The apprentice must
be always busy, thus necessitating the time and atten-

tion of a skilled man. (2) The apprentice must be

alv^ys learning ; he must be taught to do a certain

thing properly, and must then be moved on to a

different kind of work. (3) Engineering is an exact

science, and the apprentice must develop the scientific

mind ;
to bbtain the desired result, the training must

involve an intimate mingling pf practical and theo-

retical work, of shop experience and study, of things

seen and done, things noted and written down. (4)

The apprentice’s course of training must not be deter-

mined by the shop foreman or manager responsible

for output; in our opinion, the author touches a fruit-

ful source, of grievance here. A lad does well at a

certain job', and the foreman keeps him at It in oriier

to maintain output, regardless of the loss of experience

to the apprentice and the ultimate loss to the firmJ
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f5) There cannot be too many highly trained appren-
tices. (6) Special training must be given to those

apprentices who show marked ability. The article is

very interesting to all concerned in the training of

apprentices, and throws light on one reason for the

success of the well-knownJirm mentioned.

Prof. Ignazio Galli has an article, Sulla questione
della lingua internazionale,” in a recent number of

the Ath della Pontificia Accadernia Romana dei Nuovi
‘Linceu Among arguments in favour of a common
international language he lays stress on its conveni-
ence at scientific congresses. Those who attend such
meetings must have noticed that when each member
uses his own language the discussion often shows
that a speaker has 'imperfectly understood much that
has been said in a language foreign to him. As
regards the choice of • the international language,
Prof. Galli finds that Volapiik is too complicated and
difficult to pronounce. Esperanto is easy to pro-
nounce, since it gives to each letter of the alphabet
only one sound. Prof. Galli thinks that the belief

that Esperanto would become a universal language is

steadily losing ground, and that this is due to its too
artificial simplicitv, which renders this language
meagre and^ rather vague. We are told that Ido has
a more^ rational selection of words than Esperanto,
while Simple, a language invented by Mario Ferranti,
has about 5800 words, which are formed from roots
common to Latin, Italian, French, and English.
Finding none of these artificial languages to be suffi-

ciently flexible to express all the ideas of modern
science and philosophy, Prof. Galli strongly urges that
instead of wasting energy in the creation of a new
language, Latin should be adopted as a common
language for international intercourse. He proposes
that Latin should be taught in ^schools, not as a dead,
but as a living, language. Men of all nations would
then converse freelv when they met, as the learned
could in the days of Roger Bacon. In connection with
Prof. Gajli’s sur^^’estion, it is worth while to mention
that Latin and Greek are both taught as living lan-
guages at the Perse School, Cambridge, with verv
successful results. A letter on “ Latin as a Universal
Language,” by the late Sir Lauder Brunton, appeared
in Nature of February 10, 1916 (vol. xevi., p. 649).

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES,
London.

Royal Society, June 14.—Sir J. J. Thomson, presi-
dent, in the chair.—Prof. T. H. Havelock : Some cases
of w'ave motion due to a submerged obstacle. In .this

paj^er Prof. Lamb’s solution for a submerged circular
cylinder is carried a stag^e 'further in the approxima-
tion, and the wave resistance is calculated directly
from the resultant fluid pressure on the cylinder.
Similar methods are then applied to a three-dimen-
sional problem, the waves produced by a submerged
sphere.—^Prof. L. V. King : The propagation of sound
in tlw free atmosphere and the acoustic efficiency of
fog-signal machinery.—H. J. Shannon, F. F. Renwick,
and B. V. Storr ; The behaviour of scattering media
in fully diffused light. The paper deals wdth the
relaflonships between the rejectance (proportion' of in-
cident light rejected), the obstruction (ratio ot incident
light to transmitted light), light capacity (ratio of
accepted light to transmitted light) when a sheet of
(Effusing medium is illuminated on one side by diffuse
lightt and also the relative obstruction, and relative
density, when, as in various instruments, the source
of' light is a first sheet of diffusing mbdium in contact
wfth’ the sheet beinp examined. The experimental
part of the paper discusses the method of using the
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theoretical equations obtained for determining the con-
stants of a specimen of diffusing medium, certain
requirements of the instrument used, and precautions
to be taken- Examples are given showing the close
agreement between observed and calculated values up
to seven thicknesses of opal for both air and oil con-
tact.—^J- W. T. Walsh : The theory of decay in radio-
active luminous compounds. The theory of destruc-
tion of “active centres” put forward by Rutherford
to account for the decay of luminosity of radio-active
luminous compounds leads to a simple exponential
relation in the special case of a compound of constant
activity. It has been found for radium zinc sulphide
compounds that this relation expresses the observed
results to a sufficient accuracy over short periods of
less than 200 days, but that it fails to do so over
longer periods, such as 500 days, the rate of decay
of luminosity becoming gradually slower and slower,
so that the brightness tends to a limiting value which
is not zero. The paper is an attempt to find a
luminosity time relation which will allow of the pre-
diction of the ultimate behaviour of compounds of
varying composition, and it assumes the operation of
some factor acting in a direction opposite to that of
the destruction of the active centres.

Physical Society, June 8.—Prof. C. V. Boys, president,

in the chair.—T. Parnell : An alternating-current
bridge method of comparing two fixed inductances at
commercial frequencies. The paper describes a method
of avoiding the troublesome double adjustment re-

quired in Maxwell’s method of comparing inductances.
A current detector, the deflections of which depend on
the component of the current in quadrature with the
E.M.F., is employed, which makes it possible to
arrange that the condition for no deflection depends
chiefly on either the inductances or the resistances. In
series with the^ bridge is placed either a non-inductive
resistance or a capacity. In the first case the balance
depends chiefly on the inductances, and in the second
case on the resistances. A‘ few alternate repetitions
of the two adjustments suffice to balance the bridge,
both for resistances and inductances. As detector a
sensitive moving-coil galvanometer in conjunction with
a commutator, or a Sumpner electrodynamometer, may
be employed; the latter .proved more satisfactory.

—

Balth. Van der Pol, jun. : The wave-lengths and radia-
tion of loaded antennae. The paper consists of a
mathematical treatment of the subject, the following
being some of the conclusions arrived at :—The radia-
tion resistance of a loaded antenna, and also the
radiation from the antenna, are dependent not only on
the wave-length, but also on the current values at the
top^ and bottom. The radiation cannot, therefore, be
written

'

2f=ATH^fX^, where A is constant and T is the
R.M.S. current at the base, as is done in most text-

books-. Riidenberg’s formula for flat-top or umbrella
antennae is valid only for very long wave-lengths, with
a capacity at the top of the antenna very large com-
pared with that of the vertical part, and Austin’s table
of radiation resistances up to ratios of Z/A= o*4 is based
on- an unjustifiable extrapolation of Riidenberg’s re-

sults. The paper also treats of the directions in which
the energy is most strongly radiated under different
conditions.—^Dr. A. GriflBlths : A method of preventing
sparking at ‘a rapid make-and-^break, which incident-
ally produces colloidal platinum. The apparatus ex-
hibited was described in the Philosophical Magazine
for^ March, 189c;, p. 2^2, The xievice consists ,

of a
series of electrolytic cells placed as a shunt across the
spark-gap. The electrodes consist of platinum, and the
ele<:troIyte of- strone sulphuric acid. The cells polarise,
and. on making the gap an E.M.F. is introduced
opposed to the E.M.F. of the battery, so that the
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current rapidly diminishes, decomposing the liquid and
doing chemical work. The author made the following

statements :—(i) The platinum cathodes disintegrate

and a colloidal solution of platinum is formed. (2)

The cathode on the negative side of ithe spark-gap
generally disintegrates to the greatest extent

; the next

cath<^e" disintegrates less, and so on, the least dis-

integration occurring in the cell at the positive side

of the spark-gap. (3) The cathodes develop, to the

naked eye, an appearance as if they were covered

with platinum black. Certain plates examined under
the microscope seemed covered with numerous craters.

(4) The production of gas does not appear to be the

same in each of the electrolytic cells in series ; some-
times no gas at all appears to be evolved from the

most negative cathode. (5) The rate of disintegration

of a cathode appears to be small when the cathode is

first placed in the sulphuric acid, and appears to in-

crease to a maximum in course of itime. (6) One
specimen of platinum appears to behave differently

from another.

Hoyal Meteorological Society, June 20.—Major H, G.
Lyons, president, in the chair.—C. E. P. Brooks ; The
reaction of temperature observations to mean of
twenty-four hours, and the elucidation of the diurnal
variation in the continent of Africa. Mean tempera-
tures obtained from various combinations of observa-
tions should be reduced to true mean or mean of
twenty.four hours to make them comparajble. This
is generally done by interpolation, }3ut interpolation is

not possible in Africa,
^

An alternative method is given
by representing the diurnal variation of temperature
by means of the first two terms of a Fourier series

—

T/i=ao+£ij sin (H+A,)+a2 sin (2H+Aa). • This gives
six variables, and can be found if we have three
observations a day and two of the constants, and
da can be calculated from mean maximum minus mean
minimum,* and the reduction of various combinations
of hours to true mean is discussed on these principles,

and the connection of ‘the various constants with
physical factors is also discussed.—F. J. W, Whipple

:

Autographic records of the air-wave from the East
London explosion, January 19, 1917. The records
which were made use of in this investigation were of
two kinds, those from ordinary barographs and those
from the recorders used for indicating the pressure in

gas mains. The gas engineer measures the difference
between the pressure in his mains and the pressure
of (the air so that bis instruments show sudden changes
in air-pressure, as well as the barographs, and on a
much more open scale. As a large number of records
were available in the neighbourhood of London, it

was possible to map in some detail the intensity of the
air-wave from the East London explosion. A measur-
able disturbance was shown as far to the north-west
as Enfield, and as far south as Whyteleafe, but the
range to the north-east was very restricted.—R. C.
Mossman : Some aspe'cts of the cold period, December.
1916, to April, 1917. In tlie course of his remarks the
author said that the mean temperature of the British
Isles during the period under notice, taking the mean of
the tweh^e divisions used in the Monthly Weather Re-
ports of the Meteorological Ofifice, was i*q® C. below
the normal, the extremes ranging from —2*8® C.'at Bel-
voir Castle, in Leicestershire, and — 2-7° at Newquay, to
— 0*5° at Castle Bay, in the Hebrides. The cold, ex-
cept in December, was general over Western Europe,
the mean temperature of Sweden being 1*9°, of Holland
2*7°, and of Norway 1-5® below the average,
whilst as far south as Gibraltar the mean
was 1*1® under the average. It was shown
that when the eastern (portions of the BriH'?h
Isles had a mean temperature below the noimal in
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each month from December to April, an event that had
only occurred on five occasions in the last century and
a half, there was then a pronounced tendency for the

depression of temperature to continue without inter-

ruption until the end of the year. The only exception
occurred in 1808, when a warm period covering the

four months, May to August, was sandwiched between
two cold spells. The frequent absence of historic

frosts during long periods of uniform cold over the

British Isles was also referred to.

Edinburgh.

Royal Society, May 21.—Dr. J. Horne, president, in

the chair.—Capt. Miller and Dr. H. Rainy ; Observa-
tions on the blood in gas poisoning. From a study of

fifty cases, they found that in all cases of any degree
of severity there was a change in the relative propor-

tions of the different kinds of white-blood corpuscle,

the lymphocytes being proportionately much increased.

'

This increase in any marked case is sufficiently strik-

ing to be of some importance when the medical officer

is in doubt as to the trustworthiness to be placed upon
the statements of men complaining of being gassed.

The change is one which develops early, probably

within a month of the gassing, and continues for a

long time. It appears to be independent of the kind

of gas, and is showm by patients exhibiting many
varieties of symptoms. It is not clear what the change
is due to ; but it is probable that chronic inflammatory

change in respiratory and gastric mucous membranes
is‘ at least a factor.—H. M. Steven : The Chermes of

spruce and larch and their relation to forestry. For

the development of the Chermes group of aphids two
hosts are normally required and a period of two years.

The one host is a species of spruce, and the other may
be a species of larch, pine, or silver fir. A description

was given of the biology of the species of the genera

Chermes and Cnaphalodes, which occur on larch and
spruce, and it was shown that there were separate and

independent cycles on spruce only. The cumulative

damage done* on larch is frequently very severe. Ex-

periments on the fumigation of coniferous nursery

stock were now being carried out, and it was hoped

to ensure that trees planted out on an area would be

free from infection, and thus the further spread of the

Chermes would be checked.—F, L. Hitchcock : The
square root of a linear vector function. The purpose

of this paper was to examine and classify the various

cases in which a solution could be obtained of the

functional equation first studied by Tait, namely,

where is a given linear vector function and

f is to be found.
Paris,

Academy of Sciences, June ii.—M. A. d’Arsonval in

the chair.—A. Carnot : Ammonio-cobaltic molybdate,

tungstate, and vanadate. The estimation and separa-

tion of cobalt.—C. E. Guillaume : Changes in the ex-

pansion of the alloys of iron and nickel under the

action of various thermal and mechanical treatments.

An account of the changes in the expansion of invar

by varying thermal and mechanical treatment has

been published already. The present paper gives re-

sults obtaineji'with other nickel-iron alloys, containing

from 27-5 to 69 per cent, of nick€l.--G. Charpy and M.
Godchot; The conditions of formation of coke. The
quality of the coke in these experiments was defined

by the .resistance to compression, expressed in kilo-

grams per square cm., and exact details are given of

the method of preparing the test cylinders. The influ-

ence of temperature of coking on the stren^h of ,the

ooke was very marked.—M. Leclainche was elected a

member of the section of rural economy in succession

to the late M, A. Ch'auveau.—G. Julia : Indeterminate
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conjugated biquadratic forms with integral coefficients.

—J. Renaud : Points of identification, in times of fog,

of the great French ports on the Atls^ntic Ocean.—P.

Chevenard : A self-recording differential dilatometer.

Two test pieces, one of a standard chrome nickel

alloy (“ hcuros ”) of known coefficient of expansion, are

arranged to move an optical lever, the magnification

being about 300. Curves are given for a ferro-nickel

(59*2 per cent, nickel), electrolytic iron, and forged

nickel.—J, Repelin and L. Joleaiid : Limits of the marine
Aquitanian in the Provengal region.—H. Jumelle : The
palm-trees producing vegetable ' horsehair of Mada-
gascar.—L. Bordas

: The function of some Ichneu-
monides as auxiliaries in forestry. Two species of

Pimplinoe—Rhyssa and Ephialtes—assist in the defence
of forests against the attacks of Sirex and Callidium.

The Ichneumons deposit their eggs in the larvae of Sirex
and other pests, and in consequence are of great ser-

vice in the preservation of forest trees.—^J.
Pavillard

:

Some new or slightly known Protozoa of the Mediter-
ranean plankton.

Cape Town.
Royal Society of South Africa, April 18.—Dr. L-

P^ringuey, president, in the chair.—Sir Thoipas
Muir : Note on the expansion of the product of two
oblong arrays. The form taken iby Binet and Cauchy’s
well-known exj^nsion of the year 1812 is that of a
sum of products of pairs of determinants; the form
of the expansion now given is that of an aggregate
of single determinants. The relation between the two
is explained and a historical remark added.—^J. S. v. d.
lingen : Notes on radiation of crystals. *(i) Radiation
patterns of the transformation of magnesium hydroxide
to magnesium oxide. The patterns show that the
reflecting planes of the ciystal are disturbed when
water is driven off. The “spots” become drawn
out into radial lines, and these radial lines reflect

the intensity of the X-ray spectrum. (2) Dia-
mond tests by radiation patterns. The following
stones were examined:—“Made,” “spotted” stone,
“spotted rejection” stone, and an “inferior browm
block ” with a spot in it. The patterns show that a
“ spot ” in a stone causes a discontinuity in the inten-
sity of individual spots of the patterns, and that a
fracture of the lattice causes a discontinuity of the
spots so that they now represent irregular markings on
the plate. An ideal diamond’s pattern shows a uniform
intensity in all the spots. (3') Bultfontein apophyllite,
fi) ideal, and (ii) showing a cleavage crack along a
cleavage plane. The flaw causes the spots of the
“ flawed ” crystal to present a nebujar appearance,
whereas the ideal stone shows a uniform distribution
of intensity in the ellipEtic spots. This represents a
case of discontinuity in 'the lattice normal to the inci-
dent rays, (4) Serpentine, malachite, and pseudo-
rnorph quartz. Serpentine shows a regular ^‘radial
line” pattern symmetrical to a line parallel to the
threads the ciwstal. This indicates that serpentine
is not triclinic unless every specimen examined was a
*®l?win.” Malachite shows -three “lines” parallel to
the threads and some minor radial lines normal to the
former deviatinar slightly from the normal. Crocido-
Ute : A long exposure show's that it is niicrocrystalline
and that the elementary units have a tendency to
favour a direction para’ll^ to the thread. (5) A
fi^qi^e-plate of iodine showed, after, an exposure of
about ^an hour, a diffraction phenomenon similar to
that ^described by Prof. Latrib, of Buenos Aires. In
this 'eas^ the plate shows diagonal lines of zero in-—S. SchSuland : A summary of the distribution
of the genera of South African flowering plants (with
sw^al ref^nce to the flora of the Uitenhage and Port

divisions). This is to a lafge extent based
on publxsSied data,, checked and enlarged, howi’ever, by
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the author’s personal knowledge. It was compiled in
connection with a study of the flora of Uitenhage and
Port Elizabeth, but it is hoped that it may be welcome
to other botanists w’ho desire to have readily available

a summary showing the general trend of distribution

of South African genera.—Prof. G. Elliot Smith
: Note

upon the endocranial cast obtained from the ancient
calvaria found at Boskop, Transvaal (see p, 353).
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7HE CLASSICAL SYSTEM OF EDUCATION.

Highly Education and the War. By Prof. John
Burnet. Pp. x + 238. (London : Macmillan
and Co., Ltd., 1917.) Price 45. 6d. net.

PROF. BURNETTS book is entitled “Higher
Education and the War.’’ He states that

most of his criticisms were published in 1913 and
“are not, therefore, unduly influenced by the

war.” That they have been somewhat influenced

thereby is thus admitted
;

this is the chief way
the war comes in, for the work is mainly an
appreciative account of the German system of

higher education.

As such it will be useful if only to show those

people who are ignorant of the fact—and they

are legion, as the letters from clergymen and
others which so frequently appear in the news-
papers indicate—that this system is more
completely based on the “ humanities ” than
that of any other country—^was, in fact,

until the end of the nineteenth century
practically confined to them. Until the present

century no one in Germany could enter . a
university, or become a member of the Civil

Service, or embrace any of the learned profes-

sions without a passing-out or maturity certificate

from one of the “ Gymnasien. ” The curriculum in

these is almost purely classical, for of the nine
years spent in these schools all have to be devoted
to the acquisition of Latin and six to that of

Greek, other subjects being allowed to play a very
subsidiary part in the scheme of education,
whilst science teaching is practically nil. This
is an ideal “humanistic” education, carried out
with all the disciplinary thoroughness of the Ger-
man. All the governing classes of Germany of

the present day were reared upon it—with the
results which we are now experiencing. Prof.

Burnet seriously suggests that we should adhere
to such a plan of education for this country; and
there are many people who agree with him. Did
not the Times critic describe his book as “so
good that it is difficult to review,” and discover

“nothing to find fault with ” in it?

Prof. Burnet’s work is an obvious attempt to

counteract the “Neglect of Science” agitation.

Yet he is constrained to admit that very few of
the greatest scientific discoveries have been made
by Germans (he might almost have said, none);
what thev have done is to organise scientific

work. He states that for ourselves “what is

wanted is really a better education for the leaders
of commerce and industry, so that they may gain
a rather wider outlook than they have at present.”
And for this wider outlook Prof. Burnet offers

this German system. He tells us that the Prus-
sians understand these things better than we do

;

that they organised their educational system to

train an dlite to do the highest work of the
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nation. “ We have been furnished with such

an elite by the public schools and by Oxford and

Cambridge,” which “do much of the best educa-

tional work that is done in this country to-day,

and we should be careful not to meddle rashly

with institutions which are more and more*

becoming the envy and admiration of Europe and

America.”
Since the beginning of the present century some

modification has been introduced into the German
system, admission to the universities and the rest

being possible through schools other than the

Gymnasien proper. But although these devote

less time to Latin than the Gymnasien, and still

less to Greek, the education of the boys is

almost entirely confined to languages and

literature, so that it remains emphatically literary

in character. And it may be added that these

alternative schools, perhaps because they are new,

are looked down upon by the higher social classes

in Germany, so that the purely classical

Gymnasien are yet by far the most frequented by

those who desire to enter the universities, the

Civil Service, and the learned professions. The
whole German system, in fact, even with the

modification alluded to, is based upon the idea

—

which Prof. Burnet strongly upholds—that the

mind can be trained only by the study of

languages and literature—^preferably those of

extinct races—as distinct from the modern Eng-

lish and American view that the intelligence can

be developed as well, if not better, by the study of

natural science, and that it is inexpedient to put

all boys and girls through the self-same educa-

tional mill irrespective of their innate tendencies,

and regardless of the fact that the particular mill

which the humanists advocate is neither more nor

less than abhorrent to the majority of healthy-

minded children. Indeed, like most other

humanists, Prof. Burnet holds that an education

based upon the acquisition of knowledge which

is of no value in after life is more useful than

one based on knowledge which is of permanent

value, and regards the sarcastic definition of edu-

cation as “the sum of all we have forgotten ” as

a not altogether unjust appreciation of what edu-

cation really should be. He considers- that “ the

right of children to be treated as human beings,”

which in his view is to have their school training

based entirely upon “humanistic” studies, is

now seriously threatened by those who hold that

the future of education may, and must, be

strengthened by the introduction of a basis of

natural science.

Prof. Burnetts contentions are not without such

discrepancies as are inseparable from the pursuit of

a weak line of argument. For while he contends

that the Latin rather than the English grammar
ought to be taught first, “when the memory is

strong and the reasoning powers undeveloped.

Children love to learn things by heart, whether they

understand them or not. . . . On the other hand,

they resent, and quite rightly, all appeals to their

reasoning powers,” he states, a little further on,

XT
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that “the Humanist ideal of education . • •

that the pupils should above all be led to feel

the meaning and worth of what they are^ study-

ing.” This, one would have thought, is veiy^

much the ideal of those who advocate the intro-

duction of the study of natural science into

general education. Incidentally, one wonders to

what kind of children Prof. Burnet alludes in

the sentence above quoted, for the experience of

most people surely is that an intelligent child

wants to know the how and the why of every-

thing !

Prof. Burnet’s conclusions are that all boys

(and gitls?) should be educated on strictly classi-

cal lines until the age of seventeen, and that dur-

ing the next three years the “humanistic”

character of the education should be continued

by compelling philosophy to hold the central place

in the scheme. The rest of the organisation of

their education would then present no difficulty to

Prof. Burnet, but if the student continues with

the “humanities,” he ought to have a smattering

(“know something”) of science; if he goes in

for science, he ought to continue with the

“humanities.” Prof. Burnet admits that at

present students who are to proceed with the

“humanities ” show little desire to add a know-

ledge of science to their attainments, and certainly

most students who have adopted science show

no desire at all to continue with the “humani-

ties ”
! At the end of the three years of philosophy,

^lus the “humanities,” science, he would give

an Arts degree, which must be a preliminary to

all other degrees and would ** mark the commence-
ment of university work proper”; this degree

would, in fact, be the equivalent of the German
school leaving certificate. Even the study of

Medicine is not to be commenced until the Arts

degree is attained—a crude reversion to the old,

abandoned Oxford system.

Prof. Burnet admits that his scheme for

students of medicine is not in accordance with

professional opinion in this country, and contrasts

this with the expressed opinion of German medi-

cal faculties in favour of their own system.

“There can,” he says, “be no doubt, I suppose,

that the average qualifications of medical men in

Germany are much higher than in this country,

and the most natural explanation of this seems to

'be that they are better educated and more mature
when they begin the study of Medicine.” From
extensive personal knowledge of medical men in

both countries I may venture to differ entirely

from Prof. Burnet as to the correctness of his

supposition—^the reverse being, in my opinion,

true—^but I would be diffident in ascribing this

to differences in scholastic training, * seeing how
much better organised is the teaching in our
medical schools as compared with that in Ger-
man universities. The superiority of the latter

institutions has hitherto lain in the opportunities
afforded in them for research—but that is another
stor3%

E. A. Schafer.

APPLIED CHEMISTRY IN THE UNITED
STATES.

Annual Chemical Directory of the U7iited States^

Edited by B. F. Lovelace. Pp. 305. (Baltimore,.

U.S.A. : Williams and Wilkins Co.) Price

5 dollars.

book, although primarily intended for

-L circulation in the United States, has many
features of interest deserving the attention of

those who are concerned in the production of

similar works in this country. It is a trade

directory on a very broad gauge, and appeals to.

every section that is interested,* even remotely,

in chemical science and the chemical arts

—

industrial organisations of various kinds,,

scientific societies, colleges, professional analysts,

consultants, chemical engineers, patent agents,

manufacturers of chemical plant, etc. In view

of the rapidly extending trade relations of

America with the rest of the world, and especially

with Europe, it affords a considerable amount of

useful information on chemical matters in Con-

tinental countries. So far as we have been able

to judge, it has been carefully compiled,

although, as might have been anticipated in a

work of this magnitude, a few omissions and

occasional press errors are to be met with. Cer-

tain of the agricultural colleges and stations in

this country are omitted from a list which pro-

fesses to be comprehensive. No mention is

made of several important schools of chemistry

in Great Britain, and' the list of technical colleges

is incomplete. The list of officers of some of our

scientific societies is also out of date. There are

a few mistakes in the spelling of proper names^

e.g. Brulington House for Burlington House,

Wil for Will, etc.
;

but, considering the large

amount of material to be dealt with, the number
of such errors is remarkably small.

A valuable addition to the work is an annual

review of progress in applied chemistry in the

States during the year preceding publication,

i
This for 1916 presents many features of interest.

As might be expected, the war has had a profound

influence on the course of development of the

chemical arts in America, and there has been a

great extension of chemical industry in that

country. In 1914 the United States, like Great

Britain, suddenly realised that it had grown to

be largely dependent on Germany for hundreds

of things of a chemical nature that were necessary

'for its daily comfort and convenience. This

domestic demand, as well as the effort to meet
the enormous foreign demand for munitions, etc.,

greatly stimulated all chemical industries in that

country. The older concerns largely increased'

and improved their output, and in many cases

branched out into new lines, and a number of

new companies were organised and are now
firmly established. So great is the demand for

chemists that factories are offering attractive

salaries to young men who have scarcely com-
pleted their academic training. This revival is,

of course, reacting upon the colleges and schools
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of chemistry throughout the country, and cannot
fail to exercise an influence upon the progress of

chemical research. Industries that have now
been undertaken by American manufacturers can-

not be permanently maintained unless continually

fostered by research.

The Government has not been unmindful of

its opportunity. Considerable “appropriations’’

have been made in support of the dye-stuff

industry, the recovery of potash salts, the extrac-

tion of radium from carnotite ores, etc. A
National Research Council has been founded, con-
sisting of leading American investigators, and
representatives of the defensive forces, the
various scientific bureaux of the State, educa-
tional institutions, and the research departments
.of industrial and manufacturing establishments.

The Chemistry Committee of the council has
•evidently been carefully organised, and contains

within its body, as well as in its numerous sub-

committees, dealing with practically every
branch of applied chemistry, almost every repre-

sentative man in the States. An immediate
result is seen in the extraordinary development
of the synthetic colour industry, a great variety

of dye-stuffs hitherto made only in Germany
being now manufactured in the States. It is not
too much to say that America is now independent
of German production. This extension has, of

course, reacted on the coal-tar products industry

and on the manufacture of “intermediates,”
acids, alkalies, ammonia, and a great variety of

chemical substances. It has influenced, indeed,

almost every branch of applied science and has
affected the manufacture of all kinds of appli-

ances, both for research and for technical pro-

cesses. American instrument makers are now
turning out ammeters, voltmeters and watt-
meters, thermometers, scientific and industrial,

pyrometers, glass-ware, silica apparatus, porce-

lain goods, etc., of a kind in no wise inferior, and
In some cases actually much superior, to the best

German and Austrian production.
This widespread activity has, it need scarcely

be said, greatly stimulated the innate inventive

.genius of the American, and last year saw several

novelties on the market of interest to chemists
and physicists. Among them is rJiotanium, an
alloy of rare metals, having a specific gravity

about half that of platinum, and capable of

replacing that metal in the manufacture of

crucibles, dishes, etc. Another new alloy is

<ariadium, which is said to be specially suitable

as resistance material in electric furnace wind-
ings, contact and spark points, and other

electrical uses. Clehrium, another alloy, is said

to be unacted upon by nitric, sulphuric, or

acetic acid, and to be readily machined. New
uses have also been found for alundum and
hakelite.

Altogether the record of progress during 1916
is most satisfactory. We have reason to know
that its rate is being maintained, and we shall

look forward, therefore, with interest to the

appearance of the second volume of what is

undoubtedly a most useful compilation.
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MEDICINE AND SURGERY,
(1) Les Dysenteries

j Le Cholera Asiatique, Le
Typhus Exanthematique, Par H. Vincent et

L. Muratet. Pp. 184. (Paris : Masson et

Cie, 1917.) Price 4 francs.

(2) Le Traitement des Plates Infectees, Par
A. Carrel et G. Dehelly. Pp. 177. (Paris

:

Masson et Cie, 1917.) Price 4 francs.

'^HESE two volumes belong to a series

planned to »deal with the medicine and sur-

gery of war. War medicine and surgery differ

considerably from civil practice, so that there is

room for such a series.

(1) In this volume dysentery, cholera, and
typhus fever are considered, not altogether a
logical mixture, though all three diseases are of

considerable importance under war conditions.

Each disease is dealt with under two divisions,

the clinical features and the epidemiology and
prophylaxis. Under the former the symptoms,
diagnosis, and treatment are discussed, not at

any length, but on the whole sufficient for the
busy practitioner.

The two principal forms of dysentery, the bacil-

lary and the amoebic, are described, and the causal
agents and their principal characters detailed.

Under cholera the methods for the detection

of the vibrio in the stools are described.

Prophylaxis in each case is well done, and these

sections are perhaps the best in the book. Vac-
cination for the prevention of dysentery and of

cholera is dealt with at some length, but no men-
tion is made of Castellani’s mixed vaccines.

Under typhus fever considerable space is devoted
to* ‘the louse and methods for dealing with it.

The weakest sections are those in which treat-

ment is discussed. For bacillary dysentery
practically no mention is made of the saline

treatment, and for the amoebic variety the

ipecacuanha treatment is very imperfectly

described, and no reference is made to emetine-

bismuth iodide. Similarly for cholera, while

Rogers’s hypertonic salt treatment is, mentioned,
the details given respecting it are too scanty to

be of much value.

(2) Some months ago a system of treatment of

septic wounds was described by Dr. Carrel. It

consists, in brief, in the irrigation of the wounds
every two hours with a hypochlorite antiseptic

solution (Dakin’s), tubes being inserted into the

w^ound and retained there so that the irrigation

may be carried out without disturbing the wound
or patient. Considerable success is claimed for

this method of treatment, and in this volume Drs.

Carrel and Dehelly give full particulars how it is

applied. Reproductions of photographs clearly

illustrate the methods of arranging the irrigation

tubes, so that every part of the wound shall be
subjected to the irrigating fluid, and charts show
the alterations in the microbic flora and the rate

of healing of the wounds .during the course of the

treatment.

For those who have to deal with the wounded
in the present war we strongly recommend a

perusal of this book. R. T. H.
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OUR BOOKSHELF.
Horses. By Roger Pocock. With an Introduc-

tion by Prof. J. Cossor Ewart. Pp. x + 252.

(London: John Murray, 1917O

This is an entertaining little volume, written by

one who has spent much of his life among horses

as a ranchman; and from the ranchman’s point

of view he surveys horsemanship the world over.

As a standard of comparison this is useful

enough, but, unfortunately, it has distorted his

judgment. Hence he is led to assure us that

‘‘the pleasure horse and his equipment are so

highly specialised for running and jumping that

they have ceased to possess the slightest value

for civil and military working horsemanship.’*

Yet, as a matter of fact, a large proportion of

British cavalry has been horsed during the

present war by animals taken from the hunting-

field. The best bred of these animals, indeed,

are generally considered to make the finest

cavalry chargers in the world. The author has

some pertinent criticisms on our saddles and mode
of riding, and on our treatment of horses in

and out of the stable, which will ' at least repay

careful consideration from those immediately

concerned.
Of his own feats in the saddle he has much to

say, and some of these indeed savour of the won-
derful- They are, at any rate, eminently read-

able. Less entertaining are his sneers at the

“scientist,” whom he regards as “an
amateurish, unpractical sort of person, who
cannot either ride or cook ”—these being the
only accomplishments for which he has any
regard. His confidence in his powers of obser-
vation, and his knowledge of the lie of the land,

even in unexplored country, are so absolute that
he has no use for either the compass or maps !

In a chapter on the origin of the horse—^which

he owes to the “scientist”—he assures us that
“the bald skin of the pig is boldly painted in

splashes of pink and brown to imitate the lights

and shadows of forest undergrowth. The forest

ancestors of the horse were bald and painted in

the same way. . . Pink pigs may be seen
in our farmyards in plenty, but we know of no
wild race similarly coloured, and there is no
reason for supposing that the forest ancestors of
the horse were “bald.”

If the author had adopted a less superior atti-

tude his book would have been even more
readable than it is.

Bacon's New Series of Physical Wall Atlases :

British Isles. Scale 1:1,187,000 (18*7 miles
to an inch). (London; G. W. Bacon and Co.,
Ltd.) Price 265.

The seven maps in this series vary a great deal
in value. The orographical map, with layers in
two colours and showing also trunk railways and
Roman roads, the geological map, and the rain-
fall map are all clear and useful. The isotherm
map would be improved by the omission of the
mean annual isotherm, which is not only confus-
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ing when on the same map as the January and
July ones, but of little or no value in geo-
graphical teaching. The map showing vegeta-
tion and pi'oductions is not a success. The large

letters to indicate the location of various
industries are crowded and somewhat arbitrarily

selected. Thus Aberdeen is given no granite

industry, while Ballater is; Leeds has no indica-

tion of its leather factories, or Elgin of its dis-

tilling and brewing. The West Riding coalfield

extends much further east than shown. In the

population map the many colours employed give
a bad impression and make a confused map.
The last map, that of communications, might
well have been omitted. It shows some of the
lines of the various railway companies all dif-

ferentiated from one another. There seems to

be little object in teaching the ownership of each
line, but the great objection tO' the map is the

want of any indication of relief. Without this

there is no sense in teaching lines of communi-
cation. Moreover, the orographical map does
all that is required in this matter.

All the maps have the same names printed in

ground colour for the use of the teachers. It is

useful to have the series all on the same scale,

but we are at a loss to understand why this par-

ticular scale should have been selected. It does
not facilitate comparison with maps on other

scales.

Meteorologio du Bresil. By C. M. Delgado de
Carvalho. Pp. xix 4-527, (London: John
Bale, Sons, and Danielsson, Ltd., 1917.) Price

2$$, net.

The publication of this work is very welcome,
not only to meteorologists, but also to those
having interests in this progressive Republic. Few
except those who have had occasion to deal with
South American meteorological observations can
appreciate the onerous nature of the task which
the author set himself in the preparation of this

comprehensive climatology of his native country.

In most cases the difficulties have been successfully

surmounted, with the result that v/e have put be-

fore us in a very readable and instructive form a

series of pictures showing not only the diverse char-

acter of the climates of Brazil, but also the inter-

connection that exists between climatic conditions
and migration, immigration, and public health.

The work opens with a summary of the broad
climatic features, and of the local and general

conditions affectinsr them. An interesting section

deals with the “action centres ” of the atmosphere,
and of the genesis of the tropical rains. Nearly
two-thirds of the book are devoted to an analysis

of climatological data, this section including no
fewer than thirty-four separate studies of local

climate, the stations selected ranging from Para,

near the equator, to Pelotus, in lat. 32° S. In some
areas, such as the State of San Paulo, 'where

stations are numerous, much additional information
is given, especially regarding the diurnal range of

the climatic elements. The unique position which
Brazil occupies for a study of various meteoro-
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logical problems of the first importance is pointed

out by Sir Napier Shaw in the preface, and we
trust that the wished-for extension of stations into

wide areas not yet represented in the Rcseau
Mondial will materialise before long.

The work concludes with an excellent biblio-

graphy of the 160 memoirs consulted by the

author. There are numerous illustrations, includ-

ing plates showing the seasonal isotherms, and
isopleths for four typical stations. This book will

remain a standard work of reference on Brazilian

meteorology for many years to come. R. C. M.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
[The Editor does not hold himself responsible for

opinions expressed by His correspondents. Neither

can he undertake to return, or to correspofid with

the writers of, rejected manuscripts intended for

this or any other part of Nature. No notice is

taken of anonymous communications.

\

The Radiation of the Stars,

The law T CO given by Prof. Eddington in

Nature of June 14 is so neat that one feels reluctance

to cast any doubt on it, but since it is notoriously
difficult to destroy a scientific error which has once
obtained a fair start, I feel that whatever is to be
said against the law ought to be said now.
The law is derived from Prof. Eddington’s supposed

equation, radiation-pressure= gravity. It must first

be noticed that the two sides of this equation are of

different physical dimensions (ML-^T*-^ and LT-®
respectively), so that neither the arguments on which
the equation is based nor the laws derived from it can
carry much conviction. If pu and pn denote gas-
pressure and radiation-pressure, the true equation of

equilibrium is

g being gravity, and when p,i is neglected in com-
parison with pR, £ does not become equal to /«, but to

fi dr'

It is true that in his original paper on this subject

{M.N.j November, 1916) Prof. Eddington obtains a

relation of the form pn^zRg, where R is a constant,

but this equation is not based on the physical concep-
tions put forward in the article in Nature. The out-

ward flow* of radiation from a star of radius r and
effective temperature T is, of course, 47rr2xcrT^ Where
does the energy of this radiation come from ?

^

Prof.

Eddington assumes that it is a transformation of

radio-active energy, initially emitted at a uniform
rate per unit mass throughout the whole star. The
star is assumed to be in a steady state, so that the rate

of generation of energy, 47rMe, is equal to the rate of

emission 47rr®o-T‘*, whence <rT‘*= M€/r^.
This equation is of the form pn^^Rg, and on

eliminating r by means of the relation M=^-7rpr^, we
find that TooMiVpi (Prof. Eddington’s complicated
analysis, boiled down to its essentials, comes merely
to this.) But it now appears that the supposed law
is not, as might be thought from a casual reading of

the article in Nature, a deduction from already

known laws of Nature; it is a transformation of the
very special assumptions that all stellar matter is

equally and uniformly radio-active, and that this
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radio-activity is the origin of all the energy radiated
from a star.

The^ s^ond supposed law, that the total emission
of radiation from a star depends only on its mass, is

a still more thinly veiled repetition of the same
assumptions. The radiation is assumed tobe4n'M€, and
6 is assumed to be a universal constant. When these
assumptions have been made, it is scarcely w’orth
announcing as a new law that the radiation depends
only on M.

I venture to think that few’ physicists will be ready

I

to accept these assumptions
; in any case it is impor-

I

tant that they should be clearly stated. It may be
remarked that if the assumptions are true for giant
stars they might be expected to be equally true for
dwarf; they lead, however, to the laws given by Prof.
Eddington, such as that of absolute brightness de-
pending only on mass, which are palpably untrue for

dwarf stars. J. ’H. Jeans.
London, June 16.

Mr. Jeans’s criticism of the dimensions of my
equation, “ radiation-pressure= gravity,” is clearly

;
only a verbal matter. It may be preferable to expand
the sentence so as to read, force on material due to

radiation-pressure= force on material due to gravity,”

But statements that radiation-pressure is times
gravity have been commonly made in connection with

i the theory > of the repulsion of comets’ tails, and I

I

thought the reader would have no difficulty in inter-

i

preting my statement in the same sense.

The rest of Mr. Jeans’s letter is based on a mis-
conception. He states that I assume e (the rate of

liberation of energy per unit mass) to be a universal

constant; that is not the case, and consequently his

account of the mode in which my principal results

arise is erroneous. My results are not “a trans-

i
formation of the very special assumptions that all

j

stellar matter is equally and uniformly radio-

,

active. ...”
! I should be glad to take the opportunity of correct-

ing a misprint in the article
: p. 309, col. 2, 1. i8 from

' bottom, for M pi read MV^- A. S. EDDINGTON.
' Cambridge, June 19.

j

Protection from Glare.

Efficient protection of the eyes, from glare is a

I subject of considerable importance at the present time,

!

but unfortunately a great deal of misconception has

, arisen in regard to it. Most glare protectors are

I

designed for conditions of unusually strong illumina-

I

tion; generally speaking, for daylight. Many indus-

i trial operations also demand the use of light filters.

I

We will deal first with the problem of protection in

' sunlight.

! A great deal of experimental work has been done

I

recently on the physiological effects of ultra-violet

I

radiation in the eye, a quartz-mercury lamp being

i used as a source, which is especially rich in its emis-

1 sion of the shorter wave-lengths. The_ results, un-

I
questionable and undoubted, are that with long-con-

I

tinned exposure serious harm may result from the

absorption of these shorter waves by the refracting

media of the eye, but with low intensities of radiation

regular exposures produce no permanent effect. Turn-

ing now to the effects of daylight on the eyes, we
recognise that few cases occur in which ^e symptoms
point directly to the influence of ultra-violet light as

distinct from the effects of ordinary strong illumination

;

but the problem of nerve strain arising from glare

is ever present.

Quite low intensities of light will produce glare
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when the eye is unaciapted. The light from a gas

lamp, blinding to an eye accustomed to darkness,

appears fed(ble when viewed in full sunlight
;
yet its

intensity of ultra-violet radiation is unchanged. Snow
blindness may be caused on duh days, presumably

owing to the inability of the upper part of the retina

to adapt itself to the unaccustomed light from the

ground. Dr. E. K. Martin^ could detect no absorp-

tion by the refracting media of the eye in the yisible
|

spectrum, but he found that in the ultra-violet absorp-

tion begins at about 0-38 /x, and becomes complete for

0*35 and shorter wave-lengths. As the solar spec-

trum stops short at 0*29 /x (owing to the absorption

of the atmosphere), we see that there is a short region

from 0*35 /X to 0-29 /X, which may be absorbed and pro-

duce some physiological action. Therefore in cases

where considerable sunlight or skylight must enter

the eye, it is a good precaution to use a filter which

will stop these ultra-violet rays, but at the same time

it must be remembered that the main symptoms
known as glare are not due to ultra-violet light at all,

but simply to an illumination too intense for an un-

adapted retina.

To the normal eye the maximum luminosity in the

solar spectrum lies in the region near the yehow. A
great many filters now being supplied for anti-glare

purposes are of a yellowish colour. They transmit

80 per cent, or so of the red, yellow, and green, and
absorb the violet and ultra-violet fairly completely.

It would seem at first sight as if such, filters were
very desirable to eliminate possibly harmful rays, and
to reduce slightly the brightness' of transmitted light.

On using the screen, however, the apparent brightness

of most objects seems to be increas^. and glare is as

evident as before. The phenomenon of adaptation is.

not yet fully understood, but we may refer in this

connection to the work of Broca and Sulzer,® who
found, in measuring the growth of visual sensation

with time, and using various colours, that in every

case there is an overshooting of sensation beyond its

final value. With blue light the maximum sensation

is at least five times, and with white light twice, the
final value. If, then, the removal of the shorter wave-
lengths interferes with adaptation, the apparent in-

crease of brightness when using a yellow filter is

explained. Obviously as an anti-glare glass the
screen is worse than useless. This does not app^y to

the greenish glasses which actually reduce the appar-
ent luminosity. In passing, it may be noted that a
coloured filter of this nature is often useful for increas-
ing contrast, eliminating blue light from haze, and
increasing visual acuity. * Amber ' and ‘ red ’ filters

are sometimes used. These generally absorb the
green and blue parts of the spectrum, transmission
again beginning in the violet. If fairly deep in colour
they effectually stop glare, and may be exceedingly
useful for special contrast work.

Neutral-tinted glasses have a comparatively uniform
transmission over the whole spectrum. The use of
such filters in practice immediately reduces any glare,
and a proper balance of adaptation is established. Ir

is curious to note in this connection that many of these
neutral-tinted glasses, when about i mrii. thick,
transmit the ultra-violet from 0-39 /x to 0-32 /x almost
as w’ell as ordinary glass. They have often a slight
increase of transmission in the green, and in the
extreme red and infra-red they again show little ab-
sorption beyond that expected from glass of equivalent
thickness. Light transmitted by a bundle of such
glasses is found to consist of the extreme red, a little

green, and the extreme violet
; the sky, viewed through

the bundle, appears of a deep purple colour.
I Proc. Roy. Soc., B., Ixxxv., p. 319.
® C»mpU rend,^ cxxxvii., 1903.
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Intense infra-red radiation also seems to produce
well-marked effects on the eyes when exposure is

regular and long-continued, but here again the amount
ordinarily received by an eye exposed to daylight
appears to be incapable of causing^ harm. It is un-
certain how much (if any) of the discomfort of glare
from the ground experienced in bright sunshine is due
to the action of these rays. A‘ correspondent of Sir

W. Crookes describes the effect pi'oduced by spectacles

of a glass containinp- ferrous iron, and absorbing the
infra-red, as producing a marked cooling effect on
the vision. This sensation may, of course, be merely
the result of the relief from glare which the blue-

green tint of the glass would secure. Manifestlv^
however, in circumstances where it may be necessary
to look directly at or near the sun, an efficient filter

is desirable to reduce intensity in all parts of the

spectrum.
Some glasses show marked absorption in the infra-

red in the neighbourhood of i/x, notably those contain-

ing ferrous iron, cupric oxide, or ferric iron and cobalt

together; these are blue to blue-green in colour. In-

teresting substitutes are metallic films on glass, suit-

ably protected, which, for the most trying conditions,

should make ideal glare glasses. As most of the

radiation would be reflected, the glasses would lend

to keep cool.

The problems arising in industrial work are rela-

tively simple. For dealing with arc lamps, and
sources extremely rich in ultra-violet light, dark green
or brown-green glasses will be most suitable. For
welding operations efficient protection from ultra-

violet, visible light, and infra-red is important, as in

this case it is necessary to watch the source of light

intently. It is important also to select a filter which
will not greatly distort the colour of the emitted light,

as temperatures are judged in this way. A fairly dark
neutral glass of good thickness will generally answer
all practical purposes, but a highly efficient protector

could be made by depositing a silver film of suitable

thickness on a plate of heavy lead glass. This would
be, as previously suggested, very effective in reflecting

the heat rays, but the film would have to be protected.

A gold film can be made to transmit green light

wffiile reflecting almost all other radiations. Spec-

tacles of this nature could be used with great advan-
tage if it were necessary to work close to molten
metal, or in many other circumstances.

It is hoped that this short summary of the subject

may be of use to those dealing with problems in this

connection. An extended series of tests on certain

filters has been made by the present writer, and the

results are now in course of publication in the Proceed-
ings of the Optical Society. Filters for various pur-

poses can thus be chosen, but their rri;Ost important
test w'ill be their efficiency in actual use.

L. C, Martix.

Electric Discharge from Scythe.

In reference to Mr. PannelPs oibservations recorded
in Nature of June 21 (p. 324), Mr. William Wilson
more than a hundred years ago discovered that when
dry wood is chipned with a knife the chips and knife

become oppositely electrified.

There is no need of darkness to test the pheno-
menon in the case of drv grass cutting with the scythe.

An ordinary gold-leaf electroscope held in the. mower’s
hand, and having a wire attachment with the metal
of the scythe, would scarcely fail to give indications

if the electrification is actually sufficient to produce
disruptive discharges. Charles E. Benham.

Colchester, June 23.
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THE FUTURE OF EDUCATION.

SIR NAPIER SHAW has done good service

to the cause of education by the timely

publication of his trenchant “Open Letter” and
other essays,^ and although the brochure is a

small one, its intrinsic value is not to be

measured by the exiguity of its pages. The
author writes with first-hand knowledge, gained

partly in earlier years at Cambridge, and partly

in the course of his experience as head of the

Meteorological Office. In the latter capacity he
is naturally brought into contact not only with

newly finished products of the university mill who
are seeking employment, but with men of affairs

to whom the science of common life ought to be

as generally familiar as, actually, it is not.

Thoughtful persons who happen to be conver-

sant with the anomalies and anachronisms so

obvious in the educational systems of this country

will find themselves, although not perhaps in com-
plete agreement, at any rate in sympathy with

much that is so admirably set forth in this little

volume. Of course, some effective shots are

fired at the universities in which compulsory
classics are still sO' strongly entrenched. The
defenders of a position rapidly becoming hope-
less might perhaps have been expected long ago
to have recognised the common sense of the

shrewd old poet who laughed at their prototypes

in his own days :

—

. . . nisi quae terris semota suisque
Temporibus defuncta videt, fastidit et odit.

Perhaps in their hearts they may have done so,

but custom and vested interests have always
proved serious obstacles in the way of progress.

Things are changing now, but whilst we want to

destroy the loaded dice which have enabled the

classical side of the great schools unfairly to win
a wholly undue proportion of the ablest boys, we
do not desire to see the aggrandisement of the

modern side effected by the establishment of

countervailing malpractices of a similar kind.

As soon, however, as we attempt to arrive at

any conclusion as to what part science is to play
in the education of the future, we encounter a dis-

tracting diversity of opinion. The war has
brought many things home to us, and few things
more forcibly than a recognition of the immense
importance of science to the national safety. But
on what lines are we going to move in the future?
Sir Napier has pungent things to say about much
of the stuff that passes for science in too many
of our schools and colleges. He makes a strong
appeal, based on utilitarian as well as on educa-
tional grounds, for the more adequate recognition
of the “observational sciences.’’ Those who
have had to do with ordinary boys and girls are
likely to agree with him in the main, and, as a
matter of fact, beginnings have been already
made in more than one of our great schools. The
results have shown how well suited for young
people a properly devised course of education on
these lines can be made.

Lack of Science in Modern Education, with Some Hints' of What
Might Be.’* By Sir Napier Shaw. Pp. 40. (London: Lamley and Co.,
1916.) Pncei5-.net.
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A deplorable ignorance of tlie common, though
fundamental, facts of Nature is by no means so

rare as it ought to be amongst those who have
acquired their knowledge of science in the labora-

tory. Perhaps this need not excite surprise, for

even in high quarters we find curricula in science

recommended which, although admirably adapted
to enable a boy to win a scholarship under the

existing defective methods of selection, are

assuredly not calculated to stimulate his interest

in the big experimental laboratory of Nature.
A distinguished professor has urged, in a re-

cently published book, that the ideal school

curriculum in science should begin with mathe-
matics, to be followed by physics, chemistry, and
mechanics, “and that wholly subordinate import-
ance should be attached to the biological sciences,

because [szc] the elementary stages of these latter

subjects, necessarily largely descriptive, are in-

susceptible to broad treatment as illustrative of

scientific reasoning and method.” Perhaps it

would not be easy to find a more complete lack

of appreciation of the psychology of the ordinary

boy and girl, or a more profound misapprehen-
sion of the relative values of the various branches
of natural knowledge in earlier school education

compressed into fewer words. A moderate
amount of the physical sciences (particularly such
parts as do not demand a broad treatment illus-

trative of scientific reasoning and method) is

certainly desirable. What is, however, most
needed for the average boy or girl is a training

in accurate observation and elementary analysis

of natural phenomena, not the formal science

of the laboratory—that should come later

—

but in the field, on the hillside, in the cloud, and
in the river. The good teacher will see to it that-

scientific reasoning will inevitably develop in the*

minds of the children. They will, and practice

shows they do, become interested in common
branches of natural knowledge, the very existence

of which escapes so many grown-up people who
were not shown how to observe these things when
they themselves were young.
There is just as much danger of falling into a

groove in the teaching of science as in that of

other subjects, and it behoves all who have the

interests of higher as well as school education
at heart to keep a sharp eye on the specialist

fiend. Mathematics is not the only gateway to

science, any more than Greek grammar is the only

avenue to the best literature. It takes all sorts

of people to make a world, and it needs an
acquaintance, elementary perhaps, but certainly

not superficial, with all sorts of subjects to make
an educated man or woman. It is the business of

education to stimulate the development of all sides

of the healthy mentality of boys and girls (whilst

not neglecting their own natural bias) before the

imperious needs of specialising in order to equip
them for particular paths of life impose limita-

tions on the area covered by instruction.

Properly considered, if the foundations have been
well and truly laid, and on a broad basis, it would
seem that specialised instruction may be justly

likened to the rising edifice, and it should form
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the natural and proper continuation of earlier

work. But for young people, whether they are

going* to be scholars or scientific investigators,

men of affairs or ordinary citizens, what is pre-

eminently needed is an education on broad lines,

not a sham education, warped by early specialisa-

tion, whether in the direction of physical science

or in that of the dead languages.
Of course, it is easy to say these things, but,

as Sir -Napier Shaw reminds us in an effective

piece of criticism, we are up against many diffi-

culties, amongst which there loom largely the
systems of examinations and all that these
imply. Like Frankenstein’s monster, they have
developed unexpected powers of strangulation,
and, as with some forms of arbitrary legislation,

have strengthened the very abuses they were
designed to destroy. Are, then, examinations
bad in themselves, or are the evil results, of which
so much is everywhere heard, incidental rather
than essential? Some sort of test of ability and
efficiency will always have to be imposed, and it

seems to be a fact that those to whom examina-
tions are anathema have hitherto failed to present
a workable substitute.

We may admit that many of the evils alleged
to flow from the examination system are real, and
especially the desiccating influence it has too often
exerted on the training of those selected as pay-
able candidates to be forced for competition for
scholarships and other still more valuable prizes
of life. But the root of the mischief is not
altogether simple; it ramifies in more than one
direction. In the first place, the system itself

naturally tends to become stereotyped. Instead
of providing .a suitable test of the progress of
those who have extended their studies in varied
lines, it is apt to unify direction and stifle initia-

tive. It is so much more easy to arrange
examinations for one type of curriculum, and that
by 110 means necessarily the best. So examina-
tion becomes a department of administration,
where hard cases make bad law

;
and by a natural

process of development the examination tends to
become, in fact, the final cause” of education
itself—a complete reversal of its true position.

But to attack a thing because abuses have
grown up around it is not necessarily sound prac-
tice, and it certainly is not good logic. It is true
that the attempts hitherto made to check the evil
effects of the system have not been very success-
ful. This is due partly to the complex multiplicity
of the examinations themselves, partly to a de-
fective conception of the function to be discharged,
but partly also to insufficiently recognised defects
in the examiners.
The call for a reduction in the number of the

various tests for entrance to the universities and
for professional courses is urgent. We hope to
see some practical scheme put forward by the
Committee on Science appointed bv the late
Government

^

some months ago, 'The chief
d^ideratum is a sufficiently elastic system which,
while not throttling the individuality of the school
and the teacher, will ensure that those who pass
the test do possess attainments enough to qualify
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them to enter on the next stage of their academic
or professional career. The growing practice of
accepting examinations “in lieu” has already
paved the way for the introduction of a more
comprehensive scheme in which the principle
might be embodied on a large scale.

It is not so easy to And remedies for defects
arising from the personality of the examiner, nor
is it perhaps likely that all would even admit the
existence of these defects, much less the need for
remedies. But that we are here face to face with
a real difficulty must, in fact, be perfectly well
known to all whO' have had wide ^experience in
these matters. Some of the evils, partly per-
sonal, partly dependent on administration, are
more glaring than others. For example, in
scholarship examinations it often happens that
the successful candidate is selected without under
going any oral test at all. Sometimes this is

entirely the fault of those responsible for the
general arrangements; sometimes the examiner
avoids any real contact with the examinees. While
such a practice may be defended in the case of a
pass test, it ought never to be allowed when
evidence of genuine ability constitutes the princi-
pal criterion for deciding between the competitors.
A good examiner will easily appraise the value of
written work^ in the course of a conversational
oral examination. If he cannot, or if he only suc-
ceeds in scaring a candidate, he is not fit to dis-

charge the duties of an examiner, however
eminent he may be in other directions. Thus it

would appear that it is with the system and with
the examiner that the quarrel of the reformer really
lies, rather than with examination per se, Don
Quixote^ is not the only man who has wasted
energy in tilting at windmills owing, let us say,
to a lack of sense of proportion and of clear
vision.

Amongst the expedients devised for obviating
the deficiencies of badly conducted examinations,
that of inspection has perhaps turned out to be
the best. But the personal qualities and quali-
fications of the inspectorate are even more im-
portant here than they are in the examiner. A
bad official can do immense harm, whilst, on the
other hand, a capable one is of great value, inas-
much as the inspector exerts so powerful an in-
fluence for good or evil on the teaching.

But, whatever their faults, the inspectorate and
the examination systems have a great mass of
good results to be placed to their credit, and they
do tend to weed out at least some types of in-
competent teachers,

^

Everyone who has had
experience of schools is perfectly well aware of the
real reason why the pupils at one centre are almost
uniformly bad, while in another they appear to
be almost as uniformly good. The difference,
clearly, is not inherent in the children. Further-
more, it is quite intelligible, from their own point
of view, why more than a thousand private and
preparatory schools continue to refuse all inspec-
tion

:
^

the curious thing is that such unregulated
experiment^ on the minds of children should be
tolerated at all by the public of a country which
claims to be enlightened. Perhaps it is because
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the sheer business aspect of the matter has been
hithertO' insufficiently apprehended.

Many people will probably hesitate to follow the

author in his proposals for an Educational

Authority, and especially in the suggestion that it

should be a committee formed, not by the Board
of Education, but within the Privy Council. It

would be interesting to observe the attitude of

the Nonconformists if the Archbishops were alone

to represent the educational policy for theologians

;

and, indeed, even in science the President of the

Royal Society would probably find it beyond even
his powers to represent so vast a series of subjects.

What seems to be really wanted is perhaps
not so very remote, after all; from the essential

elements of the proposed scheme. The general
lines of educational policy will have to be laid

down by people who are in contact with both
education and affairs, and the means for giving
effect to such policy will have to- be provided.

The carrying out of the policy, when the general
plan is settled, will have to be left to the teachers,

who ought not to- be hampered in working out the
details according to individual predilection. No
doubt, a considerable overhauling of vested
interests will be called for, abuses will have to be
checked, and care will have to be taken that a
proper balance is preserved between educational
efficiency and the tendency towards early and
excessive specialisation, whether at the school or
at the university.

The danger of undue specialisation is a real

one, especially among a people which, like our-
selves, prides itself on being practical. It must
not be forgotten that it is, and will continue to
be, the business of schools, as well as of the univer-
sities, to train citizens as well as specialists, and
that, while some will become specialists, all ought
to be good citizens. Intelligent citizenship im-
plies an intelligent outlook on the conditions that

make for, and are involved in, our national and
corporate life, and it becomes the more urgent to

consider carefully, among the wide range of sub-
jects, what things are, and what things are not, of

immediate value in securing the satisfaction of
this paramount need. In our great schools it is

a matter of common complaint that too much time
has been devoted in the past, with astonishingly

small apparent result, to a very limited section of
the “humanities,” too little—sometimes none at all

—to the great organised mass of knowledge com-
monly called science. And yet it is to the advance
of science that we owe not only almost all our
material progress, but nearly all our modern out-
look on life and on the great problems that life

holds for each one of us. J. B. Farmer.

THE WORK OF THE MINISTRY OF
MUNITIONS,

Little more than tw’o years ago a small party

of men met together at 6 Whitehall Gar-
dens, under the chairmanship of the present Prime
Minister, to form a Munitions Department. In

the words of Dr. Addison, the present

Minister of Munitions, speaking in the House
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of Commons on June 28 : “There was to be one
aim and one aim only—to obtain the goods and
make ^delivery of them to- the Army.” The story,

if it is ever told, of the creation of an organisation
which is responsible to-day for the employment of

two million persons, and for keeping the products
of their exertions up tO' a level which continually
rises, will certainly be astonishing, possibly one
of the most wonderful in the history of this coun-
try, for the IMinistry^ presents, perhaps, the most
remarkable aggregation of men and women of

diverse qualifications and attainments that has
ever been got together in this country or in the
world. Men from every branch of commerce and
industry are serving, men of science, lawyers,
literary men, travellers, soldiers and sailors, many
of them as volunteers. The story, when
told, will be one of improvisations connected with
many disappointments, manifold and unexpected
difficulties, and endless expedients, resulting in the

creation of 'an organisation which, assuming, or

having forced upon it, first this function and then
that, became at last as prodigious in its propor-
tions as in its output of munitions, and now con-
stitutes an imperishable monument to British

genius and resource.

On June 28, however, Dr. Addison reviewed the

work of the various departments of the Ministry
in plain and moderate language. He dealt with

those which are concerned with the production of

completed ammunition and the gun^..which use it,

then with those which require the use either of

steam or of internal-combusion engines, those

which deal with the provision and working up of

minerals and metals, certain common services,

the trench warfare and other specialised depart-

ments, and those of labour and finance. A brief

reference will be made to one or two of the most
important activities of these departments.

Before the war this country was entirely depend-

ent on Germany for its supplies of potash. This

substance is required in both the agricultural and

the glass industries. With r^ard to this Dr,

Addison states : “Thanks to the ingenuity of Mr.
Kenneth Chance and other gentlemen working
with him, a process has been discovered whereby
great quantities of potash may be obtained, and

the development of the scheme is now in operation

with the assistance of the Ministry. We shall be

able to provide every ounce of potash that the

glass trade requires, as well as very largely to

meet the needs of agriculture.”

Previous to the outbreak of war the output of

steel in this country was about seven million tons

per annum, and had remained almost stationary

for some years. The output to-day is at the rate

of nearly ten million tons, and a scheme is being

w-orked out by which it is hoped to raise the pro-

duction to twelve million tons by the end of iqiS.

The production of sulphuric acid has undergone

great developments both in private works and in

Government factories. A section of the Explosives

Supply Department has been set up for the pro-

vision of all the artificial manures that are re-

quired, and the Ministry contemplates supplying

at least a million tons of superphosphate, half a
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million tons of basic slag, and a quarter of a

million tons of ammonium sulphate. The capacity

for the production of high explosive was in March,

1917, more than four times that of March, 1916,

and twenty-eight times that ot March, 1915.

-DR. ROBERT BELL, F.R.S.

Dr. ROBERT BELL, who died at Ottawa on
June 19, was one of the pioneers in the

geographical and geological exploration of

Canada. Born at Toronto' on June 3, 1841, he
studied natural science and medicine at McGill

and Edinburgh Universities, and graduated both

as M.D. and as D.Sc at the former university.

In 1857 he joined the Geological Survey of

Canada, of which he became assistant director and
eventually acting director shortly before his re-

tirement. In the early part of his career he was
also for a short time (1863-68) professor of

chemistry and geology in Queen ^s University,

Kingston, Ont.
Dr. Bell’s most important work was the ex-

ploration and mapping of both sides of Hudson
Bay and the Straits, and of the rivers entering

Hudson Bay from the south. He also conducted
the first surveys of Great Slave Lake, Lake Nipi-

gon, and several other inland waters. As a
geologist he paid special attention to the oldest

rocks of the Laurentian and Huronian periods, but
also made valuable contributions to our know-
ledge of the Pleistocene glacial deposits of Canada.
As a naturalist he was a keen and skilled ob-
server in many directions, but was especially

interested in matters concerning forestry. As a
medical man his services were at the disposal of

several expeditions. Most of his reports were
published officially by the Canadian Geological
Survey and bear witness to the thoroughness of
his researches

;
while many papers on more

general questions were contributed by him to
various societies and journals.

Dr. Bell was one of the original fellows of the
Royal Society of Canada, and was elected a fellow
of the Royal Society of London in 1897. He
received the honorary degree of Sc.D. from the
University of Cambridge, and in 1906 he was
awarded the Patron’s medal by the Royal Geo-
graphical Society. In 1906 he also received the
Cullum gold medal from the American Geo-
graphical Society.

NOTES.
The Times correspondent reports the discovery of

the skeleton of a mammoth, in association with flint

implements, in the neighbourhood of Bapaume, within
the lines of the British Army in France. We under-
stand that the British Commander-in-Chief has com-
municated the fact to the French Government, and
that steps have been taken to preserve the specimen
until the line of battle is sufficiently far removed to
allow of careful excavations being made. The deposit
in which the skeleton occurs has already yielded frag-
mentary remains of the mammoth.
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In reply to a question about the suspension of the
I publication of the Kew Bidlciin, asked by Sir W.
I

Byles in the House of Commons on June 26, Mr!
' Prothero said that the matter was now being recon-
sidered by the Publications Commiltce at the request
of the Board of Agriculture.^ He hoped it might prove
possible to resume publication.

We regret to see the announcement of the death at

Brussels," in his fifty-third year, of Prof. H. Van
Laer, professor of chemistry at Mons, and president of

the Chemical Society of Belgium.

News has just reached this country of the death on
June 2, at Pusa, Bihar, of Prof. J. H. Barnes, Agri-

cultural Chemist to the Government of India, and late

principal of the Government College of x\griculture,

Lyallpur, Punjab
;
and also of Prof. E. G. Hill, prin-

cipal of Muir College, University of Allahabad.

Lieut. J. B. Jones, whose death in action on May
31, at twenty-six years of age, is announced, was
educated at the University College olp Wales, Aberyst-

wyth, and was a B.Sc. in chemistry, ph^^siics, mathe-
matics, and geologv

;
he was student-assistant in

geology at the above college, and had assisted in the

Geological and Soil Survey of West Wales.

Announcement is made in the Times that the^

Government has been reluctantly forced to the con-*

elusion that it will be impossible to pass a Bill estab-

lishing a Ministry of Health during the present ses-

sion of Parliament. It is possible that the measure
may be introduced in the House of Lords, and certain

[

steps taken which will facilitate its progress next

I session.

The list of pensions granted during the year ended
March 31 last, and payable under the provisions of the

Civil List Act, 1910, includes the following :—Mrs.

Charlton ^astian, in consideration of the services to

science of her late husband, Dr. Charlton Bastian, and
of her straitened circumstances, tool.

;

Mrs. Minchin,
in consideration of the scientific work of her late hus-
band, Prof: E. A. Minchinj and of her straitened cir-

cumstances, 75Z.
;
Mrs. Albert Gunther, in considera-

tion of the scientific work of her late husband, Dr.
Albert Gunther, and of his distinguished services to

the British Museum as keeper of zoology, 70Z. ;
and

Mrs. Roland Trimen, in consideration of the eminent
services of her late husband to biological science, and
of her straitened circumstances, 75Z.

By the death of Sir George Birdwood, on June 28,
at the age of eighty-four, the Anglo-Indian services
have^ lost a notable personality. He joined the Indian
Medical Service in 1854, after taking part in the
expedition to the Persian Gulf, he was appointed to a
professorship in the Grant Medical College at Bom-
bay,^ which was destined to be the scene of his Indian
official life. He cultivated friendly relations with all

classes of natives, and contributed to the Times of
India. Finally, after serving as Sheriff of Bombay,
his health broke down, and he left India in 1868, never
to return. His administrative ability and fine taste in
Indian art secured him a post at the India Office,
where he was occupied in organising several exhibi-
tions in which Oriental arts and crafts took a pro-
minent place. For these services he was rewarded
with a knighthood and the order of K.C.I.E. His
scientific reputation rests on his work on the flora of
Bonibay, and his researches into the varieties of Bos-
wellia and other sources of Oriental gums and resins.
He left few contributions to literature of permanent
value, but he was a clever journalist, able to discuss
many subjects with -wit and vivacity, though his views
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on history, linguistics, and ethnology were often lack-

ing in the learning of the true scholar. So^me of his

less ephemeral work was published about two years

ago, under the title of “ Sva ” Myself ”). His ser-

vices to the Empire in promoting kindly relations be-

tween the European and the natives of India are his

best monument.

The eleventh annual report of the British Science

Guild, together with the account of the proceedings

at the annual meeting on April 30, has now been
published in booklet form. In addition to particulars

of the work of the Guild during the past year, the

report contains a summary of progress in regard to

the promotion of scientific and industrial research,

and a series of appendices refers, among other matters,

to “The Metric System and the Textile Industries,”

“Endowment of Education and Research,” and
“National Instruction in Technical Optics.” The
report of the eleventh annual meeting of the Guild
includes the addresses b}^ Lord Sydenham on
national reconstruction, the Rt, Hon. H. A. L.
Fisher on science in education and industry, and
Mr. H. G. Wells on science in the curricula of our
schools and universities. Lord Sydenham makes
a number of stimulating suggestions in regard to the

reform of education and the development of the mate-
rial resources of the Empire with the view of solving

the many crucial problems that may be expected to

arise after the war
;
Mr. Fisher points out that educa-

tion in scientific knowledge and method need not he
divorced from the study of ’‘humanistic” subjects;

while Mr. Wells pleads for the removal of the barriers

set up against the latter studies by insistence on the

acquirement of such knowledge solely through the

medium of the Greek and Latin languages. The
booklet is obtainable from the offices of the Guild, 199
Piccadilly, W.i, at the price of t^.

Notwithstanding the great loss of life caused by
the explosion at Ashton-under-Lyne on June 13, the

area over which the sound was heard was remarkaibly
small. All the recorded observations lie within a con-
tinuous area, extending chiefly in the north-north-west
direction to the village of Church, near Accrington,

distant twenty-one miles from Ashton. In the opposite

direction, the sound-area is not well defined, but the
boundary probably passes about six miles from the

source of sound. There is no evidence of the observa-

tion of multiple reports, the sound at all places more
than a few miles from Ashton being a single boom.
The shaking of windows immediately after the report

points to the existence of long-period air-waves travel-

ling with a velocity slightly less than that of the

sound-waves. Though the number of British explo-

sions which have been investigated is small, it is worth
noticing that those with double sound-areas occurred

during the winter months (namely, Spithead minute-
guns on February i, 1901 : Hayle explosion on January

5, 1904; and East London explosion on January 19,

IQ 17), and those with single sound-areas during the

summer months (namely, Spithead reviews on July 17,

1S87, and June 26, 1897; St. Helens explosion on
May 12, 1897, and Ashton-under-Lyne explosion on
June 13, 1917). In Japan, according to Prof. Omori,
nine out of eleven recent Asama-yama explosions with
double sound-areas occurred in the^ winter, while ten

out of eleven explosions with single sound-areas

occurred in the summer months.

In the Revue Scientifique for June 9 Prof. Jean
Massart advocates the formation of^ “ Une Or-
ganisation Scientifique Jnteralli^e,” in order to

facilitate the exchange of books, students, and
men of science amongst the Allied countries,
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for the publication of resumes of scientific

work, and for the establishment of scientific

institutes. For some years international scientific ex-
changes have arranged the dispatch of scientific pub-
lications from one country to its neighbours post free.

It is suggested that this system should be extended so
as to permit the free transport of all scientific publica-
tions which have no commercial character. Many
countries provide travelling scholarships for students
who have completed a course of study, but if the
annual programmes of work in all universities were
equalised it would be possible for a student to take
part of his degree course in one country and another
part in an Allied country. Prof. Massart also advo-
cates the exchange not only of professors (an example
which America has set), but also of librarians, keepers
of museums, astronomers, doctors and surgeons of
large hospitals, etc Finally, the creation of purely
scientific institutes by the co-ordinate action of the
Allies is recommended. These research institutes

should be independent of teaching, d'hd would be
attached to neither schools nor museums. For many
sciences the precise situation of the research centre
would be immaterial. For such sciences as botany,
zoology, meteorology, etc., separate institutes would
be required in each of the large climatic and geograph-
ical zones of the earth. Thus for biology there might
be an Arctic Institute in the north of Russia, equatorial
institutes in Ceylon, the Congo, and Brazil, and so on.
The strengthening of commercial, industrial, and poli-

tical relations between the Allies is being urged upon
us

;
as the author says, it is not less important to ex-

change “ideas and men.”

Sir Henry Trueman Wood will retire in September
next from the post of secretary of the Royal Society
of Arts, which he has held since 1879, having pre-

viously been editor of the Journal and assistant secre-

tary. He will be succeeded by Mr. G. K. Menzies,
who has been assistant secretary of the society since

1908. The council has decided to institute an annual
lecture dealing with the application of science to in-

dustry in order to commemorate Sir Henry Wood’s
long association with the society. The Albert medal
of the society for the current year has been awarded to

Orville Wright, “in recognition of the value of the

contributions of Wilbur and Orville Wright to the

solution of the protblem of mechanical flight.” Re-
ferring to this award, the report of the council says :

—

“ In 1896 the Wrights began to experiment with gliding

machines, continuing the work of Lilienthal and
Pilcher, which had been cut short by their deaths.

Having obtained considerable success with ‘ gliders
*

—for Orville Wright on one occasion succeeded in

making a soaring flight of ten minutes—in 1903 they

fitted an engine and propeller to their machine, and
wdth this apparatus they were able to make short

flights. Inasmuch as this was the first apparatus in

wjfiich a man was carried in the air by mechanical
power, though Langley and others had previously

made small mechanical flying machines, it may fairly

be considered the first aeroplane in the present accepta-

tion of the word. The machine was patented in 1907.

The validity of the patent has never been confirmed
by any legal decision, but practically the British

Government admitted its validity by a payment to the

inventors in 1914 of 15,000!. After the initial difficul-

ties had been overcome by the patient labours of the

Wrights, the machine developed rapidly. It may be
true that in the present aeroplane not much is left of

the machine described in the 1907 patent, but the

changes, apart from the improvements in the engine
on which the modern aeroplane mainly depends for

its success, have all been legitimate developments of
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the ideas of the original inventors, and in no wa}’

detract from their credit. It remains, therefore, cer-

tain that, whatever value may attach to the contribu-

tions of others, the largest share in the honour of

having invented the aeroplane must always he given

to the two brothers, Wilbur and Orville \\Vight.’^

Mr. E. Sidney Hartland, president of the Bristol

and Gloucestershire Archaeological Society, devoted
his annual address, published in vol. xxxix. of the

society’s Transactions, to a discussion of the legend
of St. Kenelm, the boy-saint, whose shrine at the

ancient Abbey of Wlnchcombe, in a beautiful little

dale at the foot of the Cotswold Hills, was a famous
place of pilgrimage until the Reformation. To-day
not one stone upon another of this great religious

building remains. The abbey was founded about the

end of the first decade of the ninth century by Ken-
wulf, king of the Mercians and father of the

honoured saint, vrhose remains were probably interred

there. But, as is the case with many elaborate

legends of this kind, the story of his life fails to stand

the detailed historical criticism which Mr. Hartland
has devoted to it. The paper, which is very interest-

ing, may be regarded as a studv of the value, for his-

torical purposes, of local tradition, and will be valu-

able both to the antiquary and to the student of folk-

lore.

Much progress has been made during the last

century in the scientific treatment of the geography of
Ptolemy. But the standard edition by C, Mueller,
continued by C. Th. Fischer, is still incomplete, and
the condition of the MSS. offers an opportunity for

much useful work. In a paper contributed to vol.

xxxvii., part i., of the Journal of Hellenic Studies for

1917, Mr. L.^ O. T. Tudeer examines the maps at-

tached to various MSS., especially that known as the
“Codex Constantinopolitanus Chartaceus,” which has
been assigned to the fourteenth or fifteenth century.
At first^ sight the maps of this MS. give a pleasing
impression, but more careful examination discloses
various difficulties and discrepancies which it is not
easy to explain. Ehher a copyist has -first copied the
maps without writing down the names from his
authority, and after finishing his work has added
names from the text, not from his model, or else the
maps did not originallv belong to the text, but some
draughtsman afterwards traced them, and he has not
always been careful to avoid faults and inconsisten-
cies. Mr. Tudeer’s careful examination of the MS.
material should prove to be of value in clearing up the
many difficulties of this great early contribution to
scientific geography.

In the Scientific Monthly for June, 1917, vol. iv.,

No. 6, Dr. Jonathan Wright contributes an article
entitled “ Demonology and Bacteriology in Medicine.”
He begins with a survey of the beliefs of various
savage races, which consider that all, or most, kinds
of disease are due to the action of demons or male-
volent spirits. This account would be more useful to
the student if the writer had not adopted the careless
method of quoting his authorities without precise
references. He remarks that w-e may venture to
assert that primitive men w^ere right in supposing that
“some external agent, demon or bacterium, '‘intro-
duced from without, is the cause of most disease.
Indeed, in pointing out tlie conception of a conflict
of the evil spirits of disease with the good spirits
that defend the body w^ithin, we are perhqps within
hailing distance of the time w^hen Hippocrates defined
disease as a conflict between opposing forces waged
in the bodies of men and animals. It persists as the
best definition of disease modern science can give,
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but the concept d«d not originate with Metchnikof!
nor even with Hippocrates. For, of the people of the
Lower Niger, to whom neither Socratic nor Hippo-
cratic wisdom seems to have penetrated, it is said that
‘every medicine to be of any use must have within it

a spiritual essence to defeat the operations of the
aggressive invader.’'”

An admirable survey of the American wrarblers and
their value to the agriculturist appears in the
National Geographic Magazine (vol. xxxi., No. 4).
The author, Mr. Henry Henshaw, described some
thirty-six species of these birds, giving details of their
nesting habits, distribution, and migration. His

I
essay is supplemented by thirty-two exquisitely
coloured figures, drawn by Louis Fuertes, the finest

bird artist America has yet produced. His work,
indeed, compares favourably with that of the best
European artists—and they are very limited in num-
ber.

The great snowstorm which crossed Ireland from
N.E. to S.W. during January of this year seems to

have exterminated a number of resident species of

birds throughout the area covered by the storm. A
long account of the havoc wrought is given in the
Irish Naturalist for June by Mr. C. B. Moffat. The
thrush was the first to succumb, then the blackbird,
stone-chat, golden-crested wren, long-tailed titmouse,
grey wagtail, and meadow’-pipit. Scarcely any
ineadow-pipits survived, and the number of summer
visitants to the islands seems to be far below the

average.
^

This will mean that very few young will be

Veared this year, since the meadow-pipit is the favourite
dupe of the cuckoo, which will in consequence mono-
polise most of the nests of this bird to the exclusion of

the rightful occupants.

Prof. G. H. F. Nuttall, The Museums, Cambridge,
is engaged in

^

an investigation on human lice, and
desires to obtain specimens and accurate information
concerning these parasitc^s from diffc'rent parts of the

world. The specimens should be killed and well pre-

served in 70 per cent, alcohol; about fifty adults,

besides larvas, if obtainaible, arc desired from each
I locality. Head-lice and body-lice should be kept apart.

I
They should be accompanied by brief notes regarding

I

their prevalence on the races or inhabitants of the

j

region whence they are sent. Whore specimens are

j

not procurable, any written communication on the sub-

j

jeot will be welcomed by Prof. Nuttall, and references

I

to the mention of lice in w^orks of travel may prove

I

useful. Communications may be written in any

I

European language, according to the convenience of

j

the correspondent.

I

An urgent plea for the establishment of a chair of
' economic ornithology at one of our universities is

I
made bv Mr. W. Berry in the Scottish Naturalist for

I

June. By way of illustrating his arguments he gives

^

anatyses of the crop contents of a number of sparrows,

j

wood-pigeons, and pheasants. While admitting, as

^

all must, that the house-sparrow sadly needs thinning,
he re-directs attention to the fact that these birds do

1 assist in keeping down insect pests. Black game and
pheasants are recommended, he remarks, by the

i Board^ of Agriculture for wholesale destruction, with-
out distinction of district or topography. Yet an
analysis of the crop contents of 183 pheasants made
in^ 1893 disclosed the remains of more than 100,000
injurious beetles and other insects, larvae, ard slugs,
while the total number of husks and fragments of
corn of any kind was thirty-seven. In another case
the crop^ contents of a single cock pheasant froni
Argyllshire yielded no fewer than 2286 specimens of

Bibio, and 508 of the heather beetle, which plays so
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prominent a part in the spread of grouse disease,

besides tubers of the lesser celandine and ifragments of

leaves of many species of nocuous weeds.

Mr. R. J* Tillyard, of the University of Sydney, has

sent us a communication regarding the systematic posi-

tion of Dunstania, a genus of Triassic insects, founded

on a wing described by him in Publication 253 of the

Queensland Geological Survey, which has attracted

much interest among entomologists in these countries

(see, e.g,, Nature of September 28, 1916, p. 75). Mr.
Tillyard referred the wing provisionally to a moth,

but” some of our homeland students have advocated

that its affinities are with the Homoptera, or with the

Psvchodid Diptera, especially with the New Zealand
genus Exsul. Close study of further material has
now convinced Mr.. Tillyard that Dunstania is a

dipteron with affinities to Exsul, though he would not

place the two genera in the same family, and regards

them, not as Psychodids, but as primitive Muscoids.
“If, then, I am right in my opinion,” he says, “we
have to face the remarkable possibility of the existence

of muscold t5T^s in Australia in the Trias. This -would

place the origin of the Diptera much further back in

geologic time than has hitherto been deemed at all

possible.” In concluding his letter, Mr. Tillyard men-
tions the exceedingly interesting fact that he has
“ quite recently discovered two well-preserved Panorpid
wings in the Permo-Carboniferous Coal Measures of

Newcastle, New South Wales.” The existence of

Holometabolous insects in Palaeozoic times may there-

fore be taken as established.

An interesting paper on “ Herb-growing in the

British Empire : its Past, Present, and Future,” is

published in the Journal of the Royal Society of Arts

(No. 3363, vol. Ixv.), being a paper read by Mr. J. C.

Shenstone on May 2. It is pointed out that the culti-

vated herbs have always driven the wild products from
the market, and it is asserted, no doubt truly, that

there is a considerable future for such an industry

generally throughout the Empire. Ginger-growing in

Jamaica” and the clove industry in Zanzibar are both
examples of successful enterprises, and it is suggested
that gum-yielding acacias and gum Tragacanth,
among other things, should be subjected to cultivation.

We learn from the Botanical Gazette for May that

the Botanical Station at Cinchona, in the Blue Moun-
tains of Jamaica, has now been leased to the Smith-
sonian Institution on behalf cf fourteen American
botanists and botanical institutions that have contri-

buted the rental. It wdll be remembered that an
article on the Cinchona Gardens and Stations was pub-
lished in Nature of June 17, 1915, when an agree-

ment was come to between the Jamaican Government
and a committee of the British Association for the

annual tenancy of the Cinchona Bungalow as a labora-

tory’ for botanical research in the tropics. Unfor-
tunately the -war has prevented the laboratory being
used, as was hoped, by British botanists, but no doubt
American botanists will not be slow to recognise the

stimulus of such a station for botanical work. The
station has already been in American hands, as it w’'as

held under lease by the New York Botanical Garden
from 1903-13.

A TIMELY article on “ Grassland and Ploughed
Land,” by Mr. R. 'G. Stapledon, adviser in agricul-

tural botany, University College, Aberystwyth,^ is pub-
lished as a supplement (No. 17) to the May issue of

the Journal of the Board of Agriculture. The
national need for a great increase in the home produc-
tion of corn and potatoes renders inevitable the break-
ing-up of very large areas of grassland, and throws
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a correspondingly heavier burden upon such_ grass as
remains,_ if our stocks of cattle and sheep are not to

suffer a serious reduction. In his lucid summary Mr.
Stapledon indicates the directions in which grassland
can be improved and what is its real significance in

a rational system of agriculture designed to secure a
maximum production of food. The various types of

grassland are characterised, and the appropriate lines

of improvement of each t3'pe are indicated. Guidance
is furnished as to the characteristics of the more desir-

able grasses and clovers, and suitable mixtures for

different conditions are given.

Mr. Martin H. F. Sutton has carried out a careful

series of experiments with “ Humogen ” in compari-
son with other fertilisers, and the results are pub-
lished as a special bulletin (No. 8) by Messrs Sutton
and Sons, Reading. The first series of experiments
was carried out on dwarf French beans, potatoes,
and red clover, and the suppty of “Humogen,” or
bacterised peat, was obtained from Manchester, where
it was beipg manufactured for Prof. Bottomley. Tlr-

exoeriments proved failures, the plants treated with
“Humogen^” having a stunted and scorched appear-
ance, while those with other fertilisers or fa^rmyard
manure grew vigorously. As some toxic or inhibiting
factor seemed to be present in the Manchester
“Humogen,” a fresh and larger series of trials was
made later in the year with “ Humogen ” prepared
at Prof. Bottomley ’s laboratory at Greenford, and
with Manchester “Humogen” supposed to be recti-

fied. The results with the latter were as unsatis-

factory as in the first series of experiments, but the
Greenford “ Humogen ” gave far better results, and
were second only in merit to those dressed with a
complete fertiliser. The bulletin is illustrated with
an excellent series of photographs.

We learn from the Geographical Review (vol. iii.,

No. 5) that a strong movement is under way in the
United States to develop a survey of the air over
North .America and adjoining w’aters. The objects

are to observe and chart the irregularities of air

currents, to establish aerological stations for observers,
not only at the earth’s surface, but also' aloft to

10,000 ft. or more, and thereby to safeguard aircraft

and the lives of aviators. The National Advisory
Committee for Aeronautics is fostering the movement,
and has the support of the Aero Club of America.
The hope is expressed that this surv^ey may in time
be put on the same footing as the Hydrographic Sur-
vey, the Coast and Geodetic Survey, and the Geological
Survc\’.

A WAR map of Palestine at the low price of 6d.

has been published by Messrs. W. and A. K. John-
ston. The map is in black and white, except for an
outline of colour round the chief districts. Relief is

showm by hachures, and is fairly successful as regards
a general impression, but does' not admit of anatysis

of any small area. There is an abundance of names
without overcrowding, but some are difficult to read
across the hachures. A list of the chief Arabic terms
occurring in geographical names is added. The chief

criticism of the map must be as regards the scale, for

wffiile the map itself has the extraordinary scale of

1
: 714,649 (11*279 miles to an inch), the inset of Low^er

Eg\^pt has the scale of i : 2,800,000. These are

serious blemishes, inasmuch as they prevent ready
comparison.

An interesting presidential address by Prof. W. H.
Hobbs to the Michigan Academy^ of Science in March
last on “The Making of Scientific Theories” is

printed in Science for May ii. The object of this

address is to show that “scientific theories, as the\»-
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are constructed even to-day, with the aid o-f all modern
equipment and inheritance, may contain fatal elements

of weakness, though 'they be promulgated by scientific

men of the highest rank and attainments.*’ Men of

science are, ot course, subject to the limitations of

prejudice, undue reverence lor authority, and so on,

and also they and their critics often fail to distin-

guish clearly" between legitimate theory within those

fields where views ma}'' be rigidly tested and audacious

conjecture. Prof. Hobbs then reviews by means of

examples the position of science from the earliest times

down to the memorable defeat of Bishop Wilberforce

by Huxley in i860. In the fifth century we read, w’hat

sounds like a pessimistic prophecy, that “with the

invasions of the barbarian Huns and the Germanic
tribes there ensued the eclipse of civilisation.^ . .

In this sketch the attempts at the control of scientific

theory by the Church were shown gradually to decline,

although in this respect the Church was quite power-

ful even fairly lately. Prof. Hobbs then selects some
examples from geology in order “ to discuss what may
perhaps be call& the psychology of theories and the

conditions which determine their acceptance”: the

effect of certain features of Mallet’s theory of earth-

quakes in removing seismology from the field of

geology for the period of nearly half a century, and
giving it over to the elasticians

;
the mistaken deduc-

tions from the aerothermic and geothermic gradients;

Ferrel’s mistaken deduction of whirls about the geo-

graphic poles, and so on.

At a time w^hen the supolv of our food is controlled

by men who probably know little of the science of

nutrition, and nothing at all of physiological chem-
istry, the appearance (in the Revue Scientijique for

June g) of an article by Prof. E. Gley, entitled “Le
Besoin d’Aliments Sp^ciaux,” is particularly oppor-
tune. Probably the vast majority of people in this

country think that if there is a shortage of any par-
ticular article of food it can, in all cases, be replaced
by another without detriment to the health of the con-
sumer. As Prof. Gley points out, however, of the four
principal form's of nutritive material, mineral salts,

carbohydrates, fats, and proteins, mineral salts will

not replace, and cannot be replaced by, any. of the
others. Carbohydrates and fats, which supply energy,
are to a certain extent interchangeable, .but neither of
them is a substitute for proteins, which in their turn
will not replace cither carbohydrates or fats. Further,
vegetable proteins will not replace animal proteins.

It has been showm bv the researches of various workers
that neither animals nor man will maintain their
nitrogen balance or their body weight when their

protein food consists of the zein of maize or of the
globulin of lupins. Other proteins, e.g. the gliadin
of wheat and the hordeine of barley, whilst sufficient

to maintain bodily equilibrium, will not promote
growth. These two phenomena have been proved to
be^ due, the first to the absence of tryptophane from
zein and globulin, the second to the absence of lysin

from gliadin and hordeine. In order to maintain the
nitrogen balance and to promote growth the protein
nutriment of man must contain trvptophane and lysin.

It Js because meat contains all the necessary amino-
acids, and contains them in suitable proportion, that
it is so valuable as a food. For the efficient working
of the digestive system cellulose is an indispensable
constituent of food. Rabbits fed on rations containing
no cellulose die of intestinal obstruction. The green
vegetables ordinarily eaten with meat are valuable
“as supplying the necessary cellulose. Prof. Gley advo-
cates the consumption of dried fruits for the same
reason. These have the advantages over green
vegetables that they contain more cellulose and can
be obtained independently of the season.
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Dr. J. S. H.aldane submitted a paper to the recent
meeting of the Institution of Mining Engineers upon
“The Spontaneous Firing of Coal,” in which he
summarised the results of the researches carried on
during the last four years at the Doncaster Coal
Owners’ Research Laboratory. Even apart from their

purely technical importance, some of the results ob-

tained form a valuable contribution to our knowledge
of the physico-chemisti-y of_ coal. Thus it has been
shown tha"t coal, even in thin slices, is highly imper-
vious to the passage of gas, so that changes of atmo-
spheric pressure can have no appreciable influence on
the evolution of gas by solid coal. On the other

hand, it is found that coal has an extraordinarily high
solvent power for gases, the ordinary atmospheric
gases being far more soluble in coal than in water,

and, further, the rate of solution of these gases foU

lows Henry’s law, just as though they were in solution

in a liquid. In the case of oxygen some of the gas
is thus dissolved or adsorbed, while some enters into

chemical combination with certain of the constituents

of the coal. The rationale of the oxidation of coal

has been investigated, and the part played by pyrites

in such oxidation has been determined, but more
research is needed in order to settle the exact nature

of the substances most readily attacked by oxygen
and of the products of such oxiciation.

The growing interest in special acid-resisting alloys

and the many uses found for them has stimulated both

the search for efficient materials of this nature and
the study of the causes underlying their inertness.

The alloys developed by Prof. S. W. Parr for use

in calorimeter construction have shown this quality

of high resistance to corrosion to a marked degree.

The almost perfect insolubility of these alloys in nitric

and other acids seems to be conditioned upon a proper
mixture of chromium, copper, and nickel, together
with smaller quantities of such added metals as tung-
sten and molybdenum. These additions have so

marked an effect in improving both the acid-resisting

and casting qualities of the alloys that it has seemed
desirable to study their effects more systematically in

order that they may be used to the best advantage.
This study has been undertaken by McFarland and
Harder, and the results of their preliminary investiga-
tion have been published in Bulletin No-. 93, University
of Illinois. The complexity of the mixtures used has
rnade the problem difficult, and has shown the neces-
sity for first obtaining a more complete knowledge of

the ternary alloys of chromium, copper, and nickel,

and also of the three binary systems underlying them.
It is quite obvious from this preliminary study that
much more work requires to be done to establish the
copper-chromium and nickel-chromium equilibria on a
satisfactory basis.

Engineering for June 29 contains an illustrated

account of the new Cunard liner Aurania, which has
just been put on the North Atlantic service. This
vessel has extensive second- and third-class passenger
accommodation, and has also large cargo holds. The
dimensions are 538 ft. 6 in. long, 65 ft. 4 in. beam,
and 46 ft. 6 in. depth.

^

The gross tonnage is 13,936,
and with geared turbines of approximately 7200
shaft-horse-power she will have a sea speed of four-
teen knots when displacing 21,405 tons. The calcu-
lated coal consumption is only about four tons per
hour,^ hence the propelling expense will be very favour-
able in view of the large earning power indicated by
the passenger and cargo capacity. The vessel has
been constructed under the Convention regulations by
Messrs. Swan, Hunter, and “Wigham Richardson, and
the machinery bv the Wallsend Ship\V-ay and Engineer-
ing Company.
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The Board of Agriculture and Fisheries announces

the publication of a second edition of vol, iv. of the

special reports on the mineral resources of Great

Britain, which have been prepared by the director of

the Geological Survey in response ^ numerous in-

quiries that have arisen through the conditions brought

about by the war* In the main it is a reprint of

the first’ edition, wherein the properties, sources, and
uses of fluorspar, and details of all workings in

Britain, active and inactive, are given.

OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN.
Comet igiSb (Wolf),

—

The following ephemeris for

Greenwich midnight is given by Messrs. Crawford and
Alter in Lick Observatory Bulletin No. 295. It is

based upon revised elements, calculated from observa-

tions made by Barnard on 1916 April 24, 1916 Decem-
ber 31, and 1917 April 21 :

—

1917 R.A. Decl. Log A Bright-
h. m. s. 0 / /i ness

Julv 6 22 57 3 24 40 7 0-0496
8 23 0 15 40 13 0-0461 2-48

10 3 21 38 31 0-0426
12 6 19 34 58 0-0391 2*53

14 9 II 29 32 0-0357
16 II 55 22 10 0-0324 2*57
18 14 32 12 50 0-0291
20 17 I 24 I 30 0-0259 2 61
22 19 23 23 48 8 0-0228

24 21 37 32 43 0-0198 2-64

26 23 43 23 15 13 0-0168
28 25 41 22 55 39 0-0140 2-67

*
30 27 31 33 59 0-0114

Aug. I 23 29 14 22 10 13 o*oo88 2-68

The unit of brightness is that on April 21, 1917,
when the comet was observed by Barnard to be not
brighter than 12th magnitude. It is quite improbable
that the comet will become visible to the naked eye^ as
was at one time anticipated.

Comet 1917a (Mellish).—Prof. E. Slromgren sends
us the following communication from Copenhagen
Observatory Prof. S. S. Hough, director of the
Cape Observatory, writes :—The discovery of a new
naked-eye comet by Warren was announced to us by
telephone on April 15. From observations made in
this observatory on April 18, 20, and 22 the following
elements of the orbit have been derived :

—

T = 1917 April 10*8043
to =124° 32*6''!

Elements : = 85° 42*9 -For equinox of date
2 - 32° 6*i'J

^ =0*1975

“The comet is 1917a (Mellish).”

Comet 1917b (Schaumasse).—^Tihe following con-
tinued ephemeris for this comet, by Messrs. Fayet and
Schaumasse, is based upon elements calculated from
observations made at the Nice Observatory :

—

1917 R..A.

h. m. s.

Decl. Log A Log r Bright
ness

July 4 9 40 50 + 10 SS 0-2357 0*0691 0-3
8 42 51 9 S9 0-2659 0-0885 0-2

12 44 46 9 8 0-2929 0-1073 0?
16 46 35 8 22 0*3171 0*1255 O-I
20 48 21 7 40 0-3389 0-1431 O-I

24 SO 3 7 0 0-3583 o-i6oi O-I
28 9 SI 4S + 6 23 0-3762 0-1765 O-I

The ephemeris is for Greenwich midnight (Journ.
des OhservateuYs, No. 1$). The comet is now rapidly
receding from the earth.
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Rotation in Planetary Nebulae.—In continuationi

of their previous investigations (Nature, vol. xcvii.,

p. 26S), Prof. W. W. Campbell and Mr. W. H. xMoore

have announced that the planetary nebula N.G.C. 7662
shows rotational effects very definitely in its spectrum,,

and that the bright nebular lines are doubled in the

parts corresponding to the central region of the nebula.

The most satisfactory interpretation is considered to

be that the lines are widened by the differential radial

velocities in the central part ,o'f the nebula, and that

an outer stratum of absorbing nebulQsit}% with a
slower rotation, is responsible for an absorption line

lying nearly centrally along each bright line (Popiilor

Astronorny, vol. xxv., p. 313). The nebula^ N.G.C.
7026, the general outline of which is a relatively flat

ellipse, is also rotating rapidly and the evidence is

fairly conclusive that there is an outer equatorial zone

of absorbing matter. A further example of high

angular speed of rotation has been found in the

nebula Jonckheere 320.

THE USE OF ZIRCONIA AS A
REFRACTORY MATERIAL.

The Transactions of the Ceramic Socie^, vol. xvi,,.

part i., contain an interesting article by Mr.

J. A. Audley on the above title. This substance, ZrOa,.

occurs somewhat widely distributed, chiefly in the

form of the mineral zircon, in which it is combined
with silica. A more abundant source has recently been

found in the mineral Baddeleyite, which contains from
about 80 to 94, and even 98, per cent, of zirconia. This
mineral was discovered in 1892 almost simultaneously

by Hussak in southern^ Brazil and by L. Fletcher in.

deylon, the former deposit being much the more ex-

tensive and valuable. It also occurs in North America,

Australia, and the Ural Mountains. Zirconia is also-

a by-product of monazite sands. Baddeleyite has a

hardness of 6*5 and a specific gravity of 4-4 to 6. It

is insoluble in acids, except hydrofluoric acid, but is-

easily attacked by fused potassium hydrogen sulphate.

The melting point of raw zirconia is in the neigh-

bourhood of 2000° C., that of the purified material

being considerably higher. It can be both melted and'

volatilised in the electric furnace. It is a “neutral”
substance of the same type as alumina and is said to-

have a high resistance to the fluxing action of both
acid and basic slags. Its heat conductivity is remark-
ably low, and its coefficient of expansion on heating is

nearly as low as that of quartz glass, both of which
are very valuable properties. It resists the action of

fused cyanides and alkalies.

Dr. J. A. Harker was one of the first in this country
to direct attention to the valuable properties of zir-

conia, but the matter has only recently been taken up>

for investigation, and much more attention has been
paid to it abroad, particularly in Germany, where
numerous patents have been taken out. It was
applied to the manufacture of muffles, retorts, and
tubes by Pyfahl in 1904, and two years later by the
Heraeus Company for crucibles in which quarrz was
to be fused. The suggestion has also been made to
replace thoria or yttria as an inner coating for the
iridium tube in the Heraeus iridium furnace.
As a lining for electric arc furnaces thenatural product

is good enough, its high melting point, low thermal con-
ductivity, and small coefficient of expansion making it

particularly suitable for this purpose. Now that it is

obtainable at comparatively reasonable prices, it can
be used for the manufacture of refractory bricks. The

I

market price in Germany before the war varied from
31Z. per metric ton for the crude mineral to 50Z. for
the 98 per cent, variety. It has been found that a
zirconi’a-Iined hearth of an open-hearth steel-making
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furnace at Remscheid was still in good condition after

four months’ continuous working at high tempera-

tures, Calculations based on the same tests showed
in actual maintenance costs a saving of more than

50 per cent, in favour of zirconia as compared
with the refractory lining ordinarily used. Ferro-

zirconium, containing up to 35 per cent, zirconium,

obtained by reducing a mixture of the oxides with
aluminium, has been prepared and used as the basis

of introduction of the metal into steel for armour-
plates, armour-piercing projectiles, and bullet-proof

steel.

Zirconia also finds application as an addition to

melted quartz to prepare “siloxide glass,” a product
resembling quartz opaque glass, but harder, less

fragile, more resistant to mechanical stresses and basic

oxides (excepting alkalies), and less easily devitrified

than quartz glass.

Recently Ruff and Lauschke have investigated the
refractoriness and other properties of zirconia, alone,

and mixed with certain other oxides.

HYDRO-GEOLOGY IN THE UNITED
STATES,^

r^IPPING intO' a bundle oif recently issued reports of^ the United States Geological Survey, all exhibit-

ing evidence of the scrupulous care and unwearied
industry of those responsible for the collection of data
relating to the water-bearing capadties of the several

regions under observation, we exti-act from a consider-

able mass of information one or two items which
seem to possess some general, as well as local, in-

terest.

(1) The topography of certain parts of Arkansas and
the adjoining States is characterised by numerous low,
circular mounds, from 20 to 100 ft. in diameter, and
from I to 4 ft. in height. It is stated that in certain
districts they are present in astonishing numbers, many
fields being completely covered with them. They
occur indiscriminately among the unconsolidated clays,

loams, marls, sands, and gravels in the lowlands,
on the uplands of Cretaceous and Tertiary age, and
on the slopes of Palaeozoic hills. The materials of

which they are composed are in some cases slightly

coarser and lighter in colour than the surrounding
soils, while in other cases the com,ponents are essen-
tially similar in structure, composition, and colour.
No satisfactory explanation has yet been put forward
to account for these conformations. Springs and gas-
vents, coastal dunes and ant-hills, wind action and
human agency, have all been suggested as originating
or contributory’’ causes; but no single theory fits in
convincingly with all 'the co-nditions and fact’s. They
remain a standing nuzzle to observers.

(2) The broad desert valleys of New Mexico, com-
post of gravel, sand, and clay, are designated “bol-
sons.” Rising up at intervals from the level uniformity
of their surfaces are narrow, rocky ridges, ranging
in lemgth from tNo to twenty miles, and in height
from a few hundred to nearly 2500 ft." It is probable
that all these ranges have an underground connection,
forming in reality a single range. " They represent a
thick succession of sedimentary rocks of all ages, from
Cambrian to Recent, overlying pre-Cambrian granite,
which outcrops in some of the ridges. In places the

T
Geology and Ground Waters of North-Eastern Arkansas.

L. W, Stephenson, A. F. Crider, and R. B. Dole.
Underground Water of Luna County, New Mexico,"

Joy j\. H. Darton.

Hartford, Stamford, Salisbury, Willimantic,
Gopneaicut." By H. E. Gregory and A. J. Ellis.

(4) Ground Water m San Joaquin Valley, California." By W. C.
Mendenhall, R- B. Dole, and H. Stables.
(Publishe^byUnhed States Geological Survey, Washington Government

By
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depth' of the bolson depo'sits runs to consideraiblv more
than 1000 ft.

(3) The chief water-bearing formations of Connec
ticuit are the unconsolidated materials of Glacial
origin which overlie the bedrock. There are two type'—the unstratified and the stratified, the former a
heterogeneous mixture of dcfDris deposited directly bv
ice, and the latter the same ingredients, but reassortecl
and deposited by water. The Glacial drift is only thin
and the surface of the underlying rock rugged," This
results largely in the localisation of much of the rain-
fall (amounting to 4^ in. per annum), causlncf sup"
plies, at times, to be deficient through periods of
several weeks, or even months.

(4) One of the difficulties confronting settlers in the
San Joaquin Valley, CaliXormia, is the adverse influ
ence on plant culture of the alkali salts in the soif
If the alkali content be in any degree excessive*
growth is retarded, and possiiblv arrested altogether’
The farmer has to control the accumulation of soluble
salts near the surface of his land, if he is to obtain
satisfactory results. A common practice is to flood
the area with water, which dissolves the alkali salts
and carries them down below the zone of influence on
delicate rootlets; but this method is onlv partially
effective, unless measures are taken to prevent surfaci
evaporation by means of the shade afforded bv treesand the cover of stands of grass or grain. B. C

SCIENCE AND INDUSTRY.
^HE important and impressive review of the rise

.
progress of the organic chemical industry

issued by Messrs. Levinstein, Ltd., of Blackley, near
Manchester, and of Ellesmere Port, which appeared as
a sup-plement to the HunchtBstcT GudtdicLfi of T^ne *^0

marks a welcome development of industrial enterprise!
Even the most indifferent and ill-informed reader
cannot but be made aware, as a result of its perusal,
of the importance of the highest facilities for scientific
education and training, when in so striking a fashion
he IS compelled to realise the fruits of it in the enor-
mous industrial advance of Germany in all that per-
tains to the organic chemical industries, whether it
takes the form of artificial dyestuffs, synthetic organic
procmets, or that of chemico-therapeutics. The advent
of the war quickly laid bare our serious deficiencies,
not to say our utter poverty, in all three departments
or chemical manufacture.

In the course of the articles, which have been written
by men erninent in their respective fields of chemical
science and its applications, the distinction is made
absolutely clear as between industries the development
of which has mainly been the result of the adoption of
steam power and of mechanical appliances, and those
depending upon fundamental researches of a physical
and chernical character, such as are, to use the phrase
ot one of the writers, “built up from the depths,” and
require, therefore, not merely the energetic business
organiser and “scientific management,” with a view to
output, but the highly trained scientific man capable of
appreciating the discoveries of pure science and apt in
their application to human needs. In this valuable
review of the progress of the many departments of a
vital industry ^the key, indeed, to the successful prose-
cution of many allied and dependent industries—it is
clearly revealed how remiss the nation has been in a
true appreciation of what constitutes the firm founda-
tion of industrial pre-eminence. The fault has lain not
so muon, as some of the writers seem to indicate, with
the colleges and universities as with the - indus-
tries

^
concerned, which have hitherto offered small

salaries and poor prospects to the carefully trained and
competent science student

; indeed, have looked upon
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the chemist as a nec-essaiy evil, to be avoided if pos.

sible.

One of the most important articles is that by Dr.
Levinstein, ina'smuch as he carefully points out the

respective spheres of the university and the works in

the effective training of the future industrial chemist.

Once those concerned with the successful administration

of our industries realise the necessity for encouraging

by a liberal payment the work of the efficiently trained

chemist there will be no lack in the supply of suitable

men. That the nation contains such men has been
shown by the fact that the demands of this devastating

war for "the supply of high explosives have been met
with an energy and an efficiency which have surprised

our chief enemy.

THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION.
Stanford Meeting of the Pacific Division.

T he second annual meeting ol the Pacific Division
of the American Association for the Advance-

ment of Science was held at Leland Stanford junior
University on April 5-7. In all a series ot twenty-two
&e&bions was provided, at which more than 130 papers
were presented. At a general session on the evening
of April 5 an address was given by Dr. J. C. Branner,
retiring president of the Pacific Division, upon “ Some
of the Scientific Problems and Duties at Our Doors,”
and on the evening of April 6 Dr. F, J. E. Wood-
bridge, professor of philosophy at Columbia Univer-
sitv, presented an address upon History and Evolu-
tion.”

One of the principal features of this meeting was a
symposium arranged under the direction of Dr. D. T.
MacDougal, director of the Desert Laboratory, Car-
negie Institution of Washington, Tucson, Arizona,
upon “Co-ordination and Co-operation in Research
and in Applications of Science,” at which the following
addresses were given :

—
“ Science and an Organised

Civilisation,” W. E. Ritter; “The National Research
Council as an Agency of Co-operation,” A. A. Noyes;
“ Plans for Co-operation in Research among the Scien-
tific Societies of the Pacific Coast,” J. C. Merriam;
and The Application of Science,” W. F. Durand. Ab-
stracts of the two written reports of the symposium are
subjoined.

The ideals expressed in this symposium were given
action in the formation of a Pacific Coast Research
Conference, composed of the Pacific Coast Research
Committee (which is a sub-committee of the Com-
mittee of One Hundred on Research of the American
Association), and of representatives of societies

affiliated with the Pacific Division. The purpose
prompting the organisation of this conference is fur-

ther expressed in the following resolution :
—

“ Whereas
it is the opinion of this conference that the important
scientific problems before men of science to-day are'

those problems relating to preparation for war, which
require scientific research, therefore be it resolved that
this conference, representing the scientific interests of

the Pacific Division of the American Association for

the Advancement of Science, offers to the State Council
of Defence already formed in California, and to such
other similar State or national organisations as may
be organised, the full support and assistance of this

conference in so far as it may be desired for the direc-

tion of research upon problems arising out of a con-
dition of preparation for war.”

Science and an Organised Civilisation.'^

The importance of science in Western civilisation

is abundantly recognised. The dependence upon it of

agriculture, manufacture, commerce, hygiene, medi-
1 By William E. Ritter, Director, Scripps Institution for Biological

Research, La Jolla, California.
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cine, war, etc,, gives it an enormous and secure place
in all modern societj”. Questions of its becoming still

more serviceable in these ways no longer concern the
fact and general principles ot its usefulness, but only
matters of its financial support, its special agencies

,

and methods, and its further _specialisation and organ-

I

isation. My commission is to speak about science

j

not so much as an element in civilisation as an inter-

I
preter of, and a general contributor to, the very

I
essence of civilisation itself. The propositions sup-

j

ported are :

—

(i) That in a catastrophic time like the present,

,

when the social and political conventions and prac-

I
tices and ideas by which civilisation is guided under

' normal conditions are largely shattered, men are
' thrown back on the basic principles of their natures
to a degree not approximated at other times.

; (2) That such conditions are exactly those for science
i to take cognisance of, and to bring its methods and

j

accumulations of knowledge to bear upon, to the end

j

of making the new regime which shall supervene more
I
in accord with the basic principles of man's nature
than were those of the old regime.

(3) That the scientific men of the Americas, par-
ticularly of the United States, are specially well cir-

cumstanced to take a leading part in such a move-
ment from the fact that their Governments and special

institutions are avowedly (as through the Declaration
of Independence, the organic law, and the Monroe
Doctrine of the United States) based more on the

fundamental nature of man than on political and
social tradition.

(4) That in view of this it is the duty of American
men of science to exert themselves to the utmost to

secure due recognition and participation of science in

the gigantic problems_of national and international

readjustment by which the world w’ill soon be con-

fronted.

The Application of Science.^

There are two fundamental motives determining
interest in science

:
(i) a desire to know the universe,

its constitution, phenomena, and laws of evolution

;

and (2) a desire that the facts disclosed may be applied

to the service of humanity.
The broadest significance of a fact of science is

only reached when it is applied to some useful end.

Without such application its significance is limited

to its intellectual or aesthetic appeal. With such appli-

cation it takes its place as one of the factors in the

life of humanity.
Not all facts of science are equally susceptible of

useful application. Some possibly may have no such

application. It is impossible to foresee the future,

however, and it is not unreasonable to assume that, in

a large "way, all facts of science contain the potential

of some useful application at some stage in the

evolution of humanity on the earth.

The problem of the application of the facts of science

is that of bridging the gap between the observed fact

and the correlated demand presented by the needs of

civilisation. This problem divides under two types.

(1) Given a fact of science, what are its applications?

(2) Given a need of civilisa'tion, what is the foundation

in science for meeting the need?
The factors most likely to be of significance in deal-

ing with the first problem are (i) imagination or

vision; (2) wide acquaintance with the needs of

humanity as expressed in terms of their scientific

elements’ For the second typical problem there are

required likewise (i) imagination or vision, and (2)

wide acquaintance with the facts of science likely to

bear upon the specific problem in hand.

2 By Prof- W. F, Durand, professor of mechanical engineering, Sfanfortl

Univerity, California.
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In detail the field is too vast for compass .by any one

human mind. The situation is, moreover, becoming’

more and more aggravated by the rapidly growing
accumulation of the facts of science. There is specific

need for the development of a new branch of science,

the science of the use of science. Some of the factors

of such a science or scientific method are presumably
(i) the development of a great clearing-house of

scientific facts and human needs, with improvement
in methods of classifying and storing away such facts

in the record; (2) the development of a special type

of mind keen to detect correspondence between the

needs of humanity and the facts of science; (3) the

organisation of a corps of workers under the guidance
of such trained and developed minds, and whose pur-
pose shall be the working out of the correspondences
noted above.

In any exhaustive or complete sense the field seems
too vast to be compassed by human effort. Both the
accumulated store of science and the pressing needs
presented by our modern complex civilisation have far

outrun the seeming compass of any method we can
imagine w’-hereby such correspondences might be deter-

mined in a definite and assured manner. Because the
field is too vast for compass in an exhaustive or com-
plete planner, however, it does not follow that no
effort whatever should be made. On the contrary, it

seems clear that something should be done towards
the development of a more orderly method for the
establishment of correspondence between the needs
of humanity and the facts of science, and we should
look forward to this effort as one of the distinctive
marks of progress in the twentieth century—the be-
ginning, at least, of the development of a science of
the use of science.

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE.

London.—The Education Committee of the London
County Council has approved a grant of 26,140!. per
annum to the University for the three years 1917-20.
This is an increase of 1460!. over the grant for ^916-17.
Increased grants are given to the Evening School of
History at Llniversity College, 140Z.

; to Italian, 6ooZ.

;

to Slavonic languages, 500L
;
and to phonetics at Uni-

versity College, 220Z. It is proposed to establish a
professorship in Italian, and the Senate is asked to
prepare a scheme for the teaching of this language. A
chair in Russian is also to be established, and the work
will be concentrated at King’s College. The other
grants remain unaltered as to amount or, purpose, in-
cluding the block grant of io,oooZ. in accordance with
the Technical Education Board scheme. Importance
is attached bv the Senate to the development of
phonetics, and it is pointed out that a large phonetic
laboratory was fitted out on a lavish scale a few years
ago in connection with the Colonial Institute at Ham-
burg. The higher sub-committee states that, “having
regard to the increasing importance of a knowledge
of modern European languages to those engaged in
commerce, and also to the large number of languages
spoken in the Brifish Empire, it appears that the
provision for the teaching of phonetics in England
cannot be regarded as adequate.” An increased grant
of 220Z. for the teaching of phonetics is accordingly
sanctioned. The maintenance grant of 300Z. per
annum is to be continued to Bedford College for the
next three years.

The somewhat novel fexperiment of using a private
garden for educational purposes has of recent years
been tried at “Westfield,” Reading, by Dr. J. B-
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Hurr}-, and has excitcsd considerable interest amongst
the teachers and older school children, as well as

amongst residents of that town. A number of plots

have been laid out in which are grown a variety of

plants used in industry and commerce. Series A in-

cludes plants used in medicine, c.g, eucalyptus, bella-

donna, aconite, stramonium, gentian, liquorice, podo-

phyllin, asafoctida, valerian, henbane, castor oil, cin-

chona, and the opium poppy. Series B includes plants

used for food, c.g. maize, millet, sugar, rice, bananas,

arrowroot, ginger, chicory, pepper, olive, and carda-

moms. Series C includes plants used for clothing and

textiles, such as flax, hemp, cotton, jute, Phormmm
tenax, and ramie nettle. Scries D includes plants

that yield dyes, such as woacl, indigO', madder, dyer’s

weed, turmeric, anaito, and alkanet. In the adjacent

conservatories are exhibited more delicate economic

plants, such as lea, coffee, soya beans, monkey-nuts,

guava, chick pea, cinnamon, and camphor. Adjoining

the conservatories is a small museum in which are

collected various products made from the above-men-

tioned plants, every article being accom]janicd by a

descriptive label, .so'^that the living plant can be studied

in conjunction with the economic products derived from

it. Every summer the garden, conservatories, and

museum are thrown open free on several half-holidays

to visitors and the older school children of the borough,

who in large numbers avail themselves of the privilege

of seeing some of the important plants used in indus-

try. A printed catalogue is supplied to -every visitor,

and from time to time demonstrations of the more

interesting exhibits are given by Dr. Hurry and his

assistants.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES.
London.

Royal Society, June 21.—Sir J. J. Thomson, presi-

dent, in the chair.—Sir Napier Shaw: Revolving fluid

in -the atmosphere. It is generally assumSd, as

appears particularly from a recent paper by Lord

Rayleigh with reference to a former paper by Dr. ].

x^itken, that the mo-tion of air in cyclones and anti-

cyclones may be classed as the motion of revolving

fluid, symmetrical about -a vertical axis. Rcas-ons are

given to show that this assumption with regard to

cyclones and anticyclones of m-iddle latitudes is

erroneous; that circular isobars on the map do not

indicate revolving fluid, and, vice versa, that travel-

ling revolving fluid would not be indicated by a system

of circular isobars. The next point for consideration

is how a mass of revolving fluid travelling with a

speed of translation of the same order as the speed of

rotation, and of sufficient size, woul-d be represented

on a map. Diagrams are drawn showing the dis-

tribution of velocity in four cases for different ratios

of the velocity of translation to the velocity of rota-

tion, and assuming that systems -of velocities could

be fitted to pressure lines o-f the same shape, it is

inferred that cases of travelling revolving fluid would
be indicated bv isobars similar to those which are

classed meteorologically as belonging to small second-

aries, or distortions of the isobars, generally on thp

southern side of the great cyclonic systems. Condi-
tions are next considered which must exist if a column
of rotating fluid is maintained and transported within

a current represented by the isobars of a great cyclonic

depression. The conditions arrived at are briefly :

—

(r) That the velocitv of translation must be the velo-

city corresponding with the separation -of the isobars

of the main depression unaffected bv the presence of

the revolving mass. (2) The column must probably
extend throughout the tropos-phere, otherwise it could

not be “capped.” (3) The** velocity of the current
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transporting the revolving fluid must be the same at

all heights. This condition is shown to 'be satisfied

if the line of lapse of temperature with height in the

atmosphere corresponds with an adiabatic line, and
this is known to be approximately the case m a
cvclonic depression where convection has been
ubiquitous and vigorous.—Prof. A. Fowler and Hon.
R. J.

Strutt : Absorption bands of atmospheric 02one

in the spectra of sun and stars. In this paper it is

shown that a series of narrow bands in the ultra-violet

absorption spectrum of ozone appears in the spectra

of the sun and stars near the extreme end of the
photographic spectrum. The atmospheric origin of

these bands is proved by the increase in their intensity

in the solar spectrum as the sun’s altitude is

diminished. The observations are considered strongly

to confirm the view of Hartley that ozone is the con-
stituent of the atmosphere which limits the spectra

of celestial bodies in the ultra-violet.

Mineralogical Society, June 19.—Mr. W. Barlow, presi-

dent, in the chair.—Dr. G. F. H. Smith : The problem
of sartorite. The examination of crystals kindly sup-
plied .for the purpose by Dr. C. O. Trechmann and
Mr. R. H. Solly showed that the faces fafl into zones
which are only partially congruent. Just as in the
case of calaverite, earlier investigated by the author,
there appear to be simultaneously in certain of the
crystals five distinct lattices. The vertical spacing and
the relative positions of the vertical planes remain un-
changed, but in passing from the central lattice to the

two lying on either side there is a distinct shear which
varies in direction, though apparently not in amount,
from crystal to crystal.—Dr. A. Scott : Note on a curi-

ous case of devitrification. The glass of an old bottle

found in river sand about 4 ft. below the surface in

Leven Shipyard, Dumbarton, has become almost com-
pletely cr3^stallised.^ The crystals, which have a com-
position corresponding nearly to 2Ca0.Na20.5Si0a, are
accompanied by some dark-coloured microlites. A
piece of a glass which by accident had been allowed
to cool slowly showed the same crystals and microlites,

and, in addition, a few small needles with high refrac-

tion and large birefringence.—Dr. G, T. Prior : The
meteorites of Simondiuni, Eagle Station, and Amana.
The results of analyses showed that the Amana
stone belonged to the cronstadt, with some
approach to the baroti type; that Eagle Station is an
exception to other pallasiites in containing iron
richer in nickel, and olivine correspondingly richer
in ferrous oxide; and that Simondium was closer to
the grahamites than to the howardites, since, like other
grahamites, it contained nickeliferous iron and olivine

in chemical composition similar to those of the palla-

sites, but with pyroxene and anorthic felspar similar
to those of the howardites and eucrites.

Royal Microscopical Society, June 20.—Mr. E. Heron-
Alien, president, in the chair.—F. M. Duncan : A note on
the fertilisation and deposition of ova in Portiinas depti-

raior. The author had recently been able to observe
the repeated deposition of fertile ova by a female crab
after one copulation. The first batch of ova were de-
posited attached to each other in the typical manner.
In later depositions the ova were separated from each
other, and rested on the floor of the tank like grains of

sand. Every care was taken to preclude the possibility

of free spermatozoa being present in the water of the
tank containing the female crab. This rarely observed
phenomenon had been confirmed by Dr, H. C. William-
aon and Mr. H. J. Waddington.—E. Heron-Allen and
A. Earland : Nouria rugosa, a new Foraminifer from
the Shetland-Faroe Channel. This representative of
a Lituoline genus hitherto recorded only by the same
authors from tropical and Australian seas constructs
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a polythalamous shell of minute siliceous spicules of
curved oxea type, derived from some sponge w^hich, so
far, has not been identified, and is isomorphous in

structure with the perforate species, Polymorphina
angusta, Egger, and P. lanceolata, Reuss.

Victoria.

Royal Society, April 12.—Mr, W. A. Hartnell,
treasurer, in the chair.—R. T. Patton : Timber produc-
tion and growth curves in the mountain ash (Euca-
lyptus regnans) Measurements and calculations have
been made on a large series of cut timber at Powell-
town, and the general conclusion regarding the annual
development of wood in this species of Eucalypt is that

it reaches its maximum at fifty years, and that the

most profitable time for cutting is between the sixtieth

and seventieth years. These appear to be the first

investigations of the kind made on Australian timber.

—Prof. E. W. Skeats : Coral-reef and dolomite
problems in relation to the formation of atolls.

Washington, D.C.

National Academy of Sciences, April 15 (Proceedings.

No. 4, vol. iii.).—R. A. Millikan : A re-determination

of the value of the electron and of related constants.

The values for the charge on the electron, the Avo-
gadro constant, etc., are given, with estimates of the

accuracy of the result.—J. A. Harris, A. F. Blakeslee,

and D. E. Warner : Body pigmentation and egg pro-

duction in the fowl. A strong negative correlation

exists between the October ear-lobe pigmentation and
the egg production of the year.—^A. J. Goldfarb : Vari-

ability of germ-cells of sea-urchins. The varying be-

haviour of the eggs in the experiments of Loeb,
Lillie, Wasteneys, and others was apparently due^ in

large part to variation in the physiological condition

of the eggs they used.—G. Harrison : Transplantation

of limlbs. The experiments confirm previous ones,

showing that the limb bud is a self-differentiating

body; they also show that the laterality of the fpre-

limb may ibe affected by its new surroundings,—I.

Langmuir : The shapes of group molecules forming
the surfaces of liquids. Cross-sections and lengths

are calculated for a variety of molecules. Various
theoretical conditions are developed.—F. J. Alway and
G. R. McDole : The importance of the water con-

tained in the deeper portions of the subsoil. The
moisture of the deeper subsoil will be able to move
upward only so slowly and through such a short dis-

tance in a single season that it will be at most of no
practical benefit to annual crops.—^W. N. Berg : The
transformation of pseudoglobulin into euglobulin.

The loss of pseudoglobulin in the heated sera corre-

sponds almost quantitatively with the gain of euglo-

bulin in the same sera.—H. E. Jordan : A case of

normal embryonic atresia of the oesophagus. A de-

scription of the phenomenon for turtles.—H. 5hap!ey :

Studies of magnitudes in star clusters. V., Further

evidence of the absence of scattering of light in space.

—

H. E. Jordan : The history of the primordial germ-

cells in the loggerhead turtle embryo.—H. Shapley

:

Studies of magnitudes in star clusters. VI., The rela-

tion of blue stars and variables to galactic planes.

The stellar distribution in the so-called globular clus-

ters has an underlying elliptical symmetry; therefore

not only certain nebulae, our solar svstem, and the

whole galactic system, but even the globular clusters

have the oblateness that is general and fundamental

in the dynamics of stellar groups.—L. Spier : Zuni

chronolo^. It has been found possible to establish

a chronological scale with apolications to American

culture history.—E. W. Berry : The age of the Bolivian

Andes. There is definite evidence that parts of the
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high plateau' and of the eastern Cordillera stood at

sea-level in the late Tertiaiy.^—W. H. Bucher ; Large
current-ripples as indicators of pala!0geograph3^ A
study of the Cincinnati anticline.—E, C. MacDowell

:

The bearing of selection experiments with Drosophila
upon the frequency of germinal changes.^ A study of

extra bristles indicates that they are primarily occa-

sioned by one germinal unit, and that no change of Bibliography Oif British Ornithology from the

evolutionary or practical significance has occurred Earliest Times to the End of iqia. By W. H. Mullensvolutionary or practical

during fifty generations.—S. Taher : Pressure pheno-
mena accompanying the growth of crystals. Many
phenomena connected with the metamorphism of

rocks, the growth of concretions, and the formation
of mineral deposits are difficult to explain under any
other hypothesis than that growing crystals have
made room for themselves by exerting pressure on the
surrounding material.—T. "B. Johnson and A. A.
Ticknor : A new method of transforming esters of
c£-amino-acids into their corresponding isothiocyanates.—^W. G. Foye: The geology of the Fiji Islands. It

cannot be said that the modern reefs of Fiji fully

support Darwin’s theory.—D. F. Jones: Dominance
of linked factors as a means of accounting for
heterosis.—E. F. Smith : Chemically induced crown-
galls. Small tum:yurs have been produced by the
application of various chemicals.—G. D. Birkhoff

:

Dynamical systems with 'tv.*o degrees of freedom.
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ACIDS AND THE WAR.
The Manufacture of Sulphuric Acid and Alkali,

with the Collateral Branches • A Theoretical

and Practical Treatise, By .Dr. G. Lunge.
Fourth edition. Supplement to vol. i., Sulphuric

and Nitric Acid. Pp. xii -1-347. (London:
Gurney and Jackson, 1917.) Price i^s. net.

The veteran professor emeritus of the Federal
Technical University of Zurich would seem

to be devoting his well-earned leisure almost
exclusively to the emendation of those monu-
mental treatises on

.

chemical technology with

which his name is sO' honourably associated.

Scarcely four years have elapsed since he brought
out the fourth edition of his ’well-known work on
^*The Manufacture of Sulphuric Acid and
Alkali/’ and it has now become necessaiy to

issue a supplementary volume dealing more par-

ticularly with sulphuric and nitric acids.

The crisis through which the world is now
passing has led to an extraordinary extension in

the manufacture of these substances. Here, as

in other matters, necessity has been the mother
of invention. Some old processes, it is true,

have been resuscitated, but far more new and
original ones have been devised. Some of these

are only vaguely known, as, for obvious reasons,

few details have been allowed to transpire. It

is, of course, too soon to speak with confidence

concerning their ultimate fate. The times are

so utterly abnormal that all ordinary economic
considerations are thrown aside. Sulphuric and
nitric acids musth^ had ;

they are absolutely neces-

sary to the national existence of all the

belligerents, and if the usual sources of supply

are not available or are insufficient, other or addi-

tional means must be found. To the nations

which have more or less ready access to the sea

the conditions are not so strenuous as they

undoubtedly are to the Central Powers, and it is

in the latter case that the new developments
referred to have been most marked. Many out-

side sources of sulphur, pyrites, and nitrates were
quickly cut off from Germany and Austria, and
there is no doubt that at one period in the history

of the war they were threatened with collapse

owing to a shortage of these materials. The
inventive genius of their chemists, however,
would appear to have surmounted this crisis, and
the world has been informed on high authority

that Germany, and presumably also Austria, are

no longer under any apprehension that the supply
of their munitions is in jeopardy from this cause.

As regards these matters, it is scarcely to be
expected that Dr. Lunge is able to afford much
information. We shall have to wait for the con-
clusion of hostilities to learn what permanent
changes have been effected in this branch of

manufacturing chemistry in Central Europe.
But, so far as can be foreseen, they will probably
not be very profound, at least as regards prin-

ciples, The stress of competition will tend, as
hitherto, to approximate methods to a standard
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and practically uniform type. In this respect

history will repeat itself. Under the pressure of

nece.ssity many processes have had to be
adopted in war-time which arej promptly
abandoned when peace is resumed and the world’s
markets are once more available. At the same
time experience gained under such conditions is

bound to have a profound influence on the

development of chemical technology. The war
has had a tremendous hustling ” effect upon
chemical manufactures of all kinds and in all

countries in which this industry has any import-
ance. All the portents go to show that the
Germans are becoming nervously apprehensive
that their pre-eminence in certain directions is

now seriously assailed. There was a time when,
for example, in the matter of synthetic dyestuffs,

they treated the rest ’ of the world with con-
temptuous indifference. The annual reports of

such a powerful combination ‘^s the Badische
Company are now couched in very different terms
from those which prevailed prior to 1914. They
no longer have an uncontrolled command of over-
sea markets, and they realise that fact.

Dr. Lunge’s new volume is, as its title states,

strictly supplementary. It corrects any errors

which may have been detected in the last edition,

and adds such new matter as may have been
published in the ordinary technical journals since

1912-13, or which may have been communicated
to the author from private sources. It consists

practically of a series of notes, each of which
starts with the number of the page in the main
work to which the note refers, or to which it

may be regarded as an appendix. In general
arrangement, therefore, it follows strictly the

plan of the larger work. Dr. Lunge is evidently

a most assiduous reader of the literature of

chemical technology, and nothing relating to

those branches of manufacture with which he
has been more immediately concerned seems to

escape his notice. His study is a veritable

clearing-house in regard to such subjects, and
Tvhat he fails to note is probably scarcely worth
noting. Indeed, if he errs at all, it is, perhaps,

that his chronicle is too full
;

he occasionally

notices, with a meticulous care, things which have
no abiding place in technology, and which even the

most receptive of practical men would willingly

let die. Still, if it is a fault, it is an error in

the right direction, which all who appreciate his

zealous and long-continued services in the cause of

chemical technology will gladly condone. T.

I

THE HEAT TREATMENT OF STEEL IN
PRACTICE.

Steel and its Heat Treatment. By Denison K.
Bullens. Second impression, with additions.

Pp. vii + 441. (New York: J. "Wiley and Sons,

Inc. ; London : Chapman and Hall, Ltd., 1916.)

Price 17s. 6d. net,

The heat treatment of steels is an art of recent

growth. Twenty years ago it could scarcely

be said to exist. Such as it was, it usually con-

sisted in “ heating to a red heat ’
’ for annealing,

X
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or perhaps the instructions called for “harden at

a bright red and temper to a straw colour.’’ It

was an art guarded with much secrecy and con-

fined chiefly to makers of tools. Pyrometers,

structural changes, and a knowledge of the

thermal equilibrium diagram of the steel in ques-

tion were not even thought of. To-day it may
be said without exaggeration that modern
engineering practice at its best would be impos-
sible were it not based largely upon an art which

g, requires for its performance scientific knowledge,
skill, and judgment of a very high order. With
the exception of steels very low in carbon, there

is scarcely one—certainly no alloy steel—^which

does not require a precisely defined heat treat-

ment, depending upon the purpose to which it is

to be put, if the best value is to be got out of

it. Of this the steels used in the automobile
industry furnish a conspicuous illustration. The
frame, the front and rear axles, the steering parts,

springs, crank-shafts, and gears, all have a more
or less severe duty to perform and require steels

possessing particular qualities of strength, tough-
ness, resilience, endurance, shock resistance, and
good wearing properties, which are obtained by
suitable heat treatment.
Mr. Bullens has written a xtxy serviceable book

on the above subject, of which the first edition
was quickly exhausted. The second edition,
which w’e have before us, is a reprint of the first,

wdth an appendix on the heat treatment of modern
high-speed tool steels. The opening chapters
deal with the testing and structure of steels, and
the operations of annealing, hardening, temper-
ing, and toughening. Then follow two on case-
carburising and case-hardening, which are
exceeding^' good. The author has evidently
studied Giolitti’s researches with great profit to
himself and turned the knowledge gained to prac-
tical account. An interesting illustration of cast-
iron “growth ” is furnished by his statement that
this is an unsuitable material for case-carburising
boxes, whereas malleable iron, soft steel, and
wrought iron can all be used. The next two
chapters, on the generation and application of
heat, are also* very valuable, and show the
author’s practical acquaintance with furnace
design, construction, and operation.
The remainder of the book deals with the parti-

cular heat treatments in vogue for carbon and
alloy steels. Among the latter, nickel, chromium,
and nickel-chromium steels occupy an important
place. Indeed, nickel steels were the pioneers
among the alloy steels. Nickel was originally
added merely to give increased strength and
toughness over that obtained in ordinary rolled
structural steel. When heat treatments were also
applied they were found to enhance the valuable
qualities of the alloys to such an extent that they
soon came to hold, and still maintain, the premier
position in alloy-steel metallurgy. The conclud-
ing chapters deal with vanadium, manganese,
and silicon steels, and various types of tool steel.

^
The book is one to be warmly commended; it

IS well written and, on the whole, very accurate in
Its statements. H. C. H. C.
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SCHOOL AND PERSONAL HYGIENE.

(1) Crowley's Hygiene of School Life. Bv
Dr. C. W. Hutt. Pp. XV + 428. (London;
Methuen and Co., Ltd.) Price 3.V. 6d. net,"

(2) Sylicibiis of Personal Hygiene for Colleges.

By Prof. E. C. Howe. Third revision!

Pp. 207. (Wellesley, Mass, : The Author.)

(i) CROWLEY having accepted an
appointment in the Medical Department

of the Board of Education, the preparation of a
second edition of his “Hygiene of School Life”
has devolved upon. Dr. Hutt, who has altered,'

extended, and rewritten where necessary much
of the original work. Dr. Hutt has had the task

of selecting from a vast amount of material to

be found in official reports
;
this he has performed

with good judgment, and his conclusions are

sound and convincing.

The position taken in the book is that of the

administrator who is limited by the various enact-

ments dealing with the medical and hygienic

problems concerned with education, and such

subjects, therefore, as over-pressure, the curri-

culum, and the physiology of writing and of read-

ing have, perforce, to be omitted. The contents

include, in^ order, the physical condition of the

child, classification and groups of school children,

the infant and infants’ schools, medical treatment

of school children, the provision of school meals,

baths, games and exercises, open-air education,

the school and infectious diseases, and the school

building. The book is illustrated with same
plates and a number of diagrams and plans, and
the price is exceedingly moderate.
From the point of view of the administrator

who has to deal with things as they are, we do

not think that the student of school hygiene can

select a better guide than this second edition of

Crowley’s Hygiene of School Life,”

(2) Prof. Eugene Howe, of Wellesley College,

Mass., gives in this book a syllabus of a course
of personal hygiene suitable for the students of

a^ general educational institution. The course is

divided into thirty lectures. An abstract of each
lecture is given, and the right-hand pages are

left blank for notes by the student. At the end
of the book a bibliography is added, under the

various subjects dealt with, of works and papers
suitable for further study. The subjects seem to

be well chosen and the treatment of them satis-

factor}\ While presumably intended for Prof.
Howe’s own students, those who may have to

give courses of lectures in personal hygiene to
lay audiences will find this book a suggestive and
useful guide. .

OUR BOOKSHELF.
The Elementary Principles of Wireless Telegraphy.

By R* D. Bangay. Part ii. Second edition.
Pp. viii-f24i. (London: The Wireless Press,
Ltd., 1917.) Price 2s.

The aim of this work is to explain the theory and
practice of wireless telegraph}^ to persons who do
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liot possess much knowledge of the theory of

electricity. There is no attempt to give purely

electrical explanations of the principles involved;

instead, the author has made free use of a few
well-chosen mechanical analogies, which are

worked out in considerable detail.

The discussion of these mechanical vibration

problems, with the help of torque-time and
velocity-time curves, is a most attractive feature,

of the greatest interest to students of physics and
engineering.

Part ii. deals mainly with transmitting

apparatus and develops the theories of the dynamo,
transformer, coupled circuits, spark transmitters,

and oscillation valves.

The treatment of these, though necessarily

brief, is on the whole remarkably clear and
accurate, and is illustrated by a large number
of diagrams.
The section, about fifty pages, devoted to oscil-

lation valves is very good indeed. These sensitive

contrivances have almost revolutionised the art of

wireless telegraphy during the past few years.

Unfortunately, there is very little quantitative

information given about them
; a few more num-

bers would have been most welcome.
Scarcity of numerical illustrations is perhaps the

chief defect of the book; the size of a piece of

apparatus and the numerical values of its con-
stants are rarely given. But this is not very
serious, and we can warmly recommend the

work as a trustworthy and stimulating intro-

duction to the more elaborate treatises on radio-

telegraphy.

and Lahomtory Studies of Crops: An Ele-

mentary Manual for Students of Agriculture.

By Prof. A. G. McCall. Pp. viii-f 133. (New
York

:
John Wiley and Sons, Inc. ; London

:

Chapman and Hall, Ltd., 1916.) Price 3s. 6d.

net.

The object of this little book is to provide students
of school age with practical exercises in the study
of plant life. It is, as it were, a twentieth-century
edition of the book of Common Things ” which
bored the children of earlier generations. Unlike
those forbidding compendiums, it seeks to lead
children to a study of Nature through the avenue
of experiment, and hence possesses a marked
superiority over its early prototypes. Neverthe-
less, it has the fundamental defect of all those
books which seek to evade the disciplinary grind
which is the only passport into the world of

science. Thus the student is supposed to learn
how plants grow by marking corn roots with
thread or waterproof ink, and he is advised to
draw an entirely erroneous conclusion, namely,
that sunlight is necessary for plant growth from
an experiment in growing plants in the dark.
Having performed the experiment, he is told about
carbohydrates and is told about photosynthesis,
on which things and phenomena the experiment
throws but little and faint light.

If “ agronomists ” think that a knowledge of
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the elements of plant physiology is useful to the
budding agriculturist, it would be best to let him
follow a simple but systematic course in that sub-
ject, and not to restrict him to a few odds and
ends of experiments which serve for little else than
occasions for providing “ morals ’’—conclusions
which may or may not follow from the experiments
and statistics which, though valuable enough in

themselves, have no legitimate relation with the

experiment to which they purport to refer. For
example (Exercise 9), the child digs up 5 lb.

of clover or corn, and, having determined that,

when exposed to the sun, it loses a considerable
part of its weight, is informed that a field of oats

uses 522 lb. of water for each pound of dry matter
produced.
We fear that this attempt to get the child “rich

quick ” is doomed to failure, and we do not believe

that even the American child will make much of a
success of his garden by studying Exercise 50,

on “Planning the Home Garden,” pp. 122-24, or

even by purchasing the apparatus required for

the exercise—to wit, a 50-ft. tape and some plain

drawing-paper. F. K.

Dairy Farming. By Prof. C. H. Eckles and
Prof. G. F. Warren. Pp. xv-h309. (New
York : The Macmillan Co.

;
London : M&cmillan

and Co., Ltd., 1916.) Price 55. net.

As was to be expected, the chapters dealing with

the breeds of cattle, their selection, improvement,

management, feeding, etc., have been written by

Prof. Eckles, and follow the lines of his own
book on that subject. He has also contributed

a chapter on the common ailn^ents of cattle, and
one on milk and its products. Prof. Warren*s
contribution deals with the why and wherefore

of dairying and dairy farming, and a great deal

of information is given on matters which are

not, as a rule, gone into very exhaustively by

the average teacher in this country. Neverthe-

less, such information is of the greatest possible

benefit in developing the mind of the future

farmer and giving him an outlook which will carry

him above rule-of-thumb methods.

This book is intended for teaching purposes,

and there are questions and problems at the end

of each chapter, also a list of books in some cases

which may be read with advantage.

The modern farmer will find much that will

interest him in this book, particularly in view

of the changing conditions in our country at the

present time, and there seems to be every reason

why the value of the dairy cow as an economical

producer of human food should be strongly

pointed out to those already engaged in farm-

ing, as well as to those who are prospective

farmers.

It is, however, chiefly as an aid to the teacher

that this book is to be strongly recommended,

and whilst the examples refer to American con-

ditions, it ought to be possible to get similar

data for British farms and utilise the information

to the same ends.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
[The Editor does not hold himself responsible for

opinions expressed by his correspondents* Neither

can he undertake to return, or to correspond with

the writers of, rejected manuscripts intended for

this or any other part of Nature. No notice is

taken of anonymous communications.}

Synchronous Signalling.

The following Board of Trade notice to mariners,

recently issued, is one of exceptional interest and im-
portance; for, thanks to American initiative, we find

here for the first time a practical application of the

principles of synchronous signalling.

“New York Harbour Approaches.—Fire Island
L/F. Radio Dist. Determining Apparatus Installed.—^The attention of all ships nav. the approaches
to New York Harb. is invited to the recent installa-

tion on Fire Island L/V. of a combined radio and sub-
merged sound sig. transmitter which determines the
receiving ship’s distance from the L/V. (Call letters

NLS.; station, 40° 28' 40" N., 73^ii'26'^ W.)
“This apparatus will be in operation during fog,

mist, rain, or falling snow. The range of this appa-
ratus is limited to the receiving range of the sub-
marine bell receiving equipment employed on ship-
board, and in all practical cases this is within six or
seven miles. The submarine bell strikes six strokes,

pause, then eight strokes once every 38 sec. Begin-
ning shortly after the first stroke of the ‘6’ sub-
marine character, about 4 sec., the ship emits a series

of radio sigs. In order to determine the dist. of a
ship from the L/V. it is necessary to count each of
these radio dots until the first stroke of the six sub-
marine sigs, is received. The number of dots thus
determined gives the dist. in half sea miles from the
L/V. Example :—(a) Eleven radio dots are received
before the first stroke of the bell; the dist. is 11/2, or

miles, (h) Four radio dots are received, the first

submarine bell sig. appearing midway between the
fourth and fifth radio sig. ; the total number of radio
sigs. received is 4J, and the dist. is 4§ divided by 2,
or 2i miles. The most convenient method of receiv-
ing^ these sigs. is to have one receiver connected to
radio and the other receiver connected to submarine
bell detector, thereby connecting one ear to radio
sigs. and the other to submarine sigs. These sigs.
will also be furnished in clear weather when ‘

re-

quested to do so by radio. It is requested that all

passing vessels equipped with submarine sig. receiv-
ing apparatus familiarise themselves with this appara-
tus and report success obtained to the Hydrographic
Office. Wave length used is 600 metres. Watches
are stood as follows :—(i) Continuously during thick
weather. (2) During clear weather, first 15 min. of
eveiy hour from 8 a.m. to 9.15 p.m. Although this
station has proved accurate on test, the apparatus is

in an exper. stage, and too much reliance should not
be placed on it until its worth has been proved under
service conditions.”

It will be understood that the particular mode of
applying synchronous signals herein described enables
the mariner to dispense with the use of stop-watch or
chronometer. The ordering of the faster-travelling
signals is such as to supply the place of a timepiece.
If a wireless and submarine signal be started together,
the latter lags 1*2 sec. for each mile travelled, or for
each half mile the lag is o-6 sec. Hence if the instan-
taneous signal is repeated every o-6 sec., the first

of these being emitted 0-6 sec. after the first sub-
marine signal, the mariner at half mile distance from
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the shore station gets both initial signals together.

At one sea mile he gets the first submarine signal

along with the second radio dot
;
at one and a half sea

miles the third radio dot coincides with the first sub-

marine bell stroke. Hence the rule : Divide by 2 to

find the distance in sea miles. If the mariner is

closer than half a mile the submarine signal comes
in first. It is, perhaps, open to question if this is

better than the arrangement of starting the signals

at the same instant. In the latter case the mariner
counts up the radio dots until the submarine signal is

heard, subtracts i, and divides by 2. In this ordering
he always hears the radio signal first.

It is to be hoped that this will be a successful inau-

guration of a reform in maritime signalling. Our
signalling stations are not nearly so valuable as they
would be if synchronous signalling was made more
general. In many cases the more important appa-
ratus required is already installed. It must be borne
in mind that both light-flash, and aerial sound signals

of abrupt character may be used in synchronous
signalling.

The application, of synchronous signalling to avoid-
ing collision at sea is perfectly simple, and the step

now taken should lead to its careful consideration and
trial. In this case a vessel, A, when overtaken by
thick weather, emits synchronous signals, say, every
two minutes. This would be automatically effected by
a clock-work 1 contact maker. (The radio signals might
consist of eight or ten consecutive dots spaced o*6 sec.

apart.) Another ship, B, hearing these, not only

learns of the presence of A, but also gets her distance
at once. B is also signalling, so that like information
reaches A. Each ship now signals her course and
speed. This is a familiar operation between ship
station and shore station or between one ship station

and another, and takes only a few seconds. The
navigating officers on A and B then read on an instru-

ment of simple construction (i) the rate at which the

ships will be nearing one another, and (2) the mutual
bearings of the two ships—if collision is threatened.

And now after two minutes each officer, on receiving

the second synchronous signal of the other ship, is

able to say whether danger threatens him or not. For
if this second signal tells him that the ships have
approached each other by a certain distance during the

two minutes (a distance read directly on the “ Collision

Predictor ”) there is danger of collision. If the distance

covered is less than this (it cannot be greater), there

is safety. The third s3mchronous signal may be used

to confirm the result.

By this method, if the danger of permitting ships to

sail in open waters unprovided with the requisite

equipment (both instrumental and personal) be avoided

by proper and stringent regulations, high speeds in

open ocean could with safety be maintained in any
weather. J. Joly.

Trinity College, Dublin.

Calculating Machines.

May I make an appeal through your columns to

any men of science who have calculating machines
of any kind not in active use to communicate with
me? My laboratory has at present very heavy com-
puting work of an urgent character in hand for a
Government department. This keeps nine machines
running almost incessantly, and when any machine
gets out of order it is, in existing circumstances,
almost impossible to get it rapidly and effectively

repaired. Quite fancy prices are now being asked
often for completely worn^ut machines. If any one
of the readers of Nature has a machine in reason-
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able condition, which is not in use, and is willing
to part with it for work of national importance at
a reasonable price, I should be glad to hear from
him the particulars as to type, condition, and price
desired. When the war is over machines will return
to their normal price—indeed, will probably be at
reduced prices, for the war has taught many persons
their value, and the market will be wider than it has
hitherto been, so that foreign monopolies arc certain
to be broken down. Karl Pearson.
Department of Applied Statistics, University

College, University o-f London, July 5.

The Hippocampus in Ancient Art.

Reproductions of early^ figures of the common
Mediterranean species of Hippocampus have been pub-
lished by Prof. Raymond (Dsburn in the Zoological
Bulletin for March, 1915, and also by the present
writer in the annual report of the Smithsonian Insti-

tution for the same year.

It is remarked in the latter of these articles that no
mention is found in Aristotle of this striking form of

fish-life, and the term “ Hippocampus*’ was used by the

poets of classical antiquity as the name of a sea
monster, half-horse and half-fish, on which sea divini-

ties rode. Nevertheless, the design of the seahorse
occurs not infrequently in the plastic arts of Hellenistic

civilisation, both in Greece and in Italy. The seahorse
is figured occasionally also among the island gems, as

stat^ by Fiirtwangler, who figures one of them
(Antike Gemmen, vol. i., pi. v.).

Figures of animals, including fishes, represented in

ancient Grecian
vase paintings have
been made the
subject of special

study by a young
French artist,

Morin-Jean,^ and a
compatriot of his,

P. H. Boussac, has
written interesting

articles on fish de-

signs inscribed in

ancient Egyptian
monuments.®

Only one instance is known where the Hippocampus
is depicted in ancient works of art from the Nile valley.

The design referred to forms part of a decorative
painting in the interior of a mummy-case dating from
the Twenty-sixth Dynasty (700-500 b.c.), now preserved

' in .the City Museum of Gloucester. A brief description
of it is given in vol. ii. of the “ Historical Studies

”

published by the British School of Archaeology in

Egypt, and this is accompanied by a photograph of the
original, which we have copied in the annex^ figure.

Certain of the details are thus indicated in the de-
scription just referred to:—“The greater part of the
Hippocampus is outlined in black on the white ground
of the coffin; the cars, the eyes, the nostril, and the
mane [i.e. conventionalised dorsal fin] are indicated in

black
;
round the jaw is a wide black band edged with

yellow ; the muzzle is yellow with black dots ; the wide
horizontal stripes on die neck are alternately blue and
red edged with black. . . . The date of the coffin

accords well with the period of the archaic Athenian
pediments.” C. R. Eastman.
American Museum of Natural History,

New York.
1 “ Le dessin des animaux en Gr6ce, d’aprfes les vases peints." Pp. 26a,

illustrated. (Paris, 1911.)

“IjCS poissons sur les monuments pharaoniques,” Le Na-ivraliaie^ vols.

ztcxxi. and xxxii. (1909-1:0).

J)
Fi<;.

^ ^ irao
Vi—

I

rH

—Hippocampus, from an Egyptian
mummy-case, c. 500 ii.c.
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THE HUNDRED-INCH REFLECTOR OF
THE MOUNT WILSON OBSERVATORY.

TDY the courtesy of Prof. Hale we are able to
reproduce the accompanying interesting

photographs relating to- the giant reflector of the
Mt. Wilson Observatory, which is now rapidly
approaching completion.
The history of this great telescope dates from

1906, when Mr. John D. Hooker, of Los Angeles,
presented the sum of 45,000 dollars to the Carnegie
Institution for the purchase of a glass disc and
to meet other expenses incident to the construction
of a loo-in. mirror for a reflecting telescope of

50 ft. focal length. In making this gift, Mr.
Hooker was well aware that the construction of

such an instrument was to be regarded as an
experiment, but in view of the great possibilities

in astrophysical research which a large reflector

seemed to offer, the experiment was considered

to be well worth making. 'No insuperable diffi-

culty was anticipated in the casting of a suitable

disc by the French Plate Glass Company, of St.

Gobain, and there was every reason for confidence

in Mr, Ritchey’s ability to grind and figure the

mirror to the highest pitch of perfection. Expe-
rience already gained with the 60-in. telescope also

gave confidence that the mounting of the larger

instrument could be successfully accomplished.

Although’ no financial provision was made for

the mounting and housing of the proposed tele-

scope, Mr. Hooker’s gift was accepted, in the

confident belief that in due course a donor would
be forthcoming.

An order for the disc was accordingly placed in

the autumn of 1906, and the building in which the

grinding, figuring, and testing of the mirror were
to be carried on was erected during the following

winter. In 1908 Prof. Hale reported that a disc

had been successfully cast, but in the following

year it was stated that on its arrival in California

the disc exhibited many defects, and had been im-

mediately rejected. The makers generously ex-

pressed their willingness to bear the loss and to

make a further attempt. A large furnace and melt-

ing-pot capable of holding twenty tons of material

were constructed^ and improved methods of anneal-

ing were introduced. Early in 1910 another large

disc was successfully cast, but owing to defects in

the mould, strains were set up during annealing,

and the disc was broken.

In view of this disappointment it was resolved

to make a trial of the disc which had previously

been laid aside, and grinding was commenced in

the autumn of 1910. Meanwhile, further attempts

to cast a disc free from flaws and bubbles were
made, but again, owing to difficulties of anneal-

ing, a second disc was fractured in the oven. In

the course of these trials, however, a flawless disc

of the necessary diameter was produced, but its

thickness was only 8 in., and this was not con-

sidered adequate to prevent deformation, unless a
very perfect system of supports could be devised.

Mr. Hooker, unfortunately, did not live to -wit-

ness any progress beyond this stage, having died

on May 24, 1911.
^
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In his report for the year 1912 Prof. Hale had
the pleasure of announcing a great additional gift

[

FiCw I.—Lowest section of loo-in. telescope tube, ready for transportation to Mt. Wilson.

to the Carnegie Institution by Mr. Carnegie,
accompanied by the hope that adequate provision
would be made for the completion of the loo-in. tele-

scope. Plans for the mounting and for the observa-
tory were accordingly prepared in elaborate detail,

and work on the mirror was energetically con-
tinued. In addition, a 60-in. plane mirror, to be
used in testing the loo-in. at its principal focus,

was put in hand. Pending the trials of the

mirror, however, actual construction work w^as

not commenced until 1913. The smaller parts of

the mounting, including the driving clock, were
undertaken in the workshops of the observatory,

and the larger by the Fore River Shipyards at

Quincy, Mass. The dome, 100 ft. in diameter,
was undertaken by the Morava Construction
Works in Chicago.
Not the least of the difficulties to be faced was

that of transporting materials and heavy instru-

mental parts to the summit of the mountain, which
is about 6000 ft. above sea-level. For about
half the distance of nine miles from Pasadena it

became necessary to widen the bed of the mountain
road from 3 ft. to 8 ft., and special motor
trucks, with excess water capacity to guard
against overheating the engines on the steep
mountain grades, had to be provided. As an
instance of the extensive demands on the trans-

portation service, more than 650 tons of steel for

the dome, some of the pieces being 24 ft. long,
with a maximum weight of 4^ tons, were conveyed
to the summit during the spring and summer of

1915. At a later stage, parts of the telescope
weighing more than nine tons were safely trans-
ported. Fig. I shows a section of the telescope
tube in course of transit.

All difficulties, however, appear to have been
NO. 2489, VOL. 99]

successively overcome, and with the aid of Prof.'

Haleys annual reports a general description of the

instrument can now be given.
.

First, with re^rd to the great
mirror itself. 1 ne work of chang-
ing the spherical surface into a
paraboloid occupied about a year,

and for many months tests were
made daily, both at the centre of

curvature and' at the principal

focus. In general, the tests at

the centre of curvature were
found to be most useful in deter-

mining the total amount of para-

bolisation, and under the best

conditions of air in the testing

room it was possible to determine

the radius of curvature of a

zone within one-thousandth of

an inch. The tests made at the

focus, with the aid of the 60-in.

flat, were invaluable for detect-

ing and correcting slight zonal

.errors. of surface, and by a com-
bination of the two tests a higher
degree of accuracy of surface w’-as

secured than would have been pos-

sible with either test alone. The
parabolising was almost entirely

performed by mechanical means, the final figuring

by hand tools occupying less than twenty hours.

Fig. 2.— Partially erected mounting of loo-in. telescope, December, iqt6.
(The cutting of the teeth of the large worm gear has since been completed.)

j

After the final figuring, the Hartmann test was
' applied photographically, in order to check the
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visual observations, and to provide a permanent
record of the surface. The largest deviation of
the observed from the theoretical focal length for
any of the zones, except a small useless portion
at the centre, was 0*14 mm., or about one part
in 92,000.
The clear aperture of the mirror is nearly

loi in., and its focal length 42 ft. 3-^ in.
; the thick-

ness at the edge is 12;* in. The depth of the curve
is about in., and to some it may come as a sur-

prise to learn that at the centre, where the dif-

ference is greatest, the depth of the finished para-
boloid differs from that of the nearest spherical sur-

face, which was that first given to the mirror, by
only one-thousandth of an inch. The weight of

the finished glass is a little more than four tons.

Although the area of the

surface to be silvered was

tion method first introduced by Dr. Common, and
afterwards adopted for the 60-in. reflector at
]\lt. Wilson. Large circular floats, concentric
with the polar axis, are provided for this purpose,
one at the top and another at the bottom of the
polar axis. As will be seen in Fig. 2, in the^case
of the lower float, each of these revolves in a
near!}' semicircular trough, and the intervening*
space will be filled with mercury. The driving
clock is described as a highly perfected piece of
mechanism. It required more than half a ton of
bronze castings, and nearly i-J tons of iron cast-
ings. It is provided with a driving weight of two
tons.

The pier which supports the telescope measures
20 ft. by 45 ft. at the ground level, and is

8013 sq* in., this operation was
accomplished without difficulty.

About 150 gal. of distilled

w*ater and 32 oz. of silver .

nitrate were used in the entire

process
; 35 gal. of distilled

•water were required to fill the

concavity, and to this 9 gal. of

dilute silver solution and 9 gal. *

of dilute reducing solution were
j

added. Deposition was com-
plete in fifteen minutes.

Two convex mirrors have
been prepared for use -with the

large mirror. One is 28} in.

in diameter and more than

in. thick ; it has a radius of

curvature of 28 ft. loj in.,’ and
in Cassegrain combination will

give an equivalent focal length

of about 150 ft. The seepnd

convex mirror, to be used
alternatively, is 25 in. in dia-

meter, with a radius of curva-

ture of about 22 ft. Ti in., giv-

ing an equivalent focal length

of 251 ft. when in combination
with the large mirror. We
believe that arrangements have
also been made for observa- no. 3.-Completed d

tions at the principal focus.

Few details of the mounting have been given

in Prof. Hale’s reports, but from the photograph
reproduced in Fig. 2 it would seem that the “ Eng-
lish equatorial ” construction has been adopted.

In this arrangement, the polar axis takes the form
of a long rectangle, turning on an axis parallel to

the longer sides, and the telescope tube is pivoted

so as to turn on an axis parallel to the shorter

sides. These two movements correspond respec-

tively with motions of the telescope in Right Ascen-

sion and declination. The illustration shows the

polar axis, with one of the sections of the tube in

position. The tube is in four such sections, and

“has a diameter of 1 1 ft. The greater part of the pres-

-sure on the bearings, due to the immense weight

of the moving parts, will be relieved by the flota-
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Fio. 3.—Completed dome for the'ioo-in. telesLOpe, from the summit of the 150 fi. tower telescope.

been given 33 ft. in height. The top consists of a circular

le photograph concrete floor ii in. thick and 54 ft. in

hat the “ Eng- diameter, being supported on the east and west
been adopted. sides by massive reinforced-concrete brackets ex-

:akes the form tending outwards from the pier, A metal wall

Lxis parallel to about 8 ft. high reaches from the edge of this

ube is pivoted floor to the level of the main steel floor of the

to the shorter building, and the joint between the two may be
:spond respec- made air-tight by means of a water seal if found
1 Right Ascen- desirable. The pier itself is a remarkable struc-

ion shows the ture. It is hollow in construction, with three heavily

of the tube in reinforced floors at different elevations. The first,

sections, 'and at a distance of 16 ft. from the ground, is in-

art of the pres- tended for a large water tank, to- form a reservoir

imense weight for a water circulation system enveloping the

d by the flota- 'loo-in. mirror for the maintenance of constant
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temperature. At a height of 25 ft. is the floor

which supports the driving clock and other parts

of the mechanism, and on this floor also is a room
designed for silvering the large mirror. Near the

centre of the pier there is an opening,^ 14 ft. in

diameter, which accommodates an electric elevator

for handling the mirror.

On the south side of the pier is an extension,

with a slope equal to the latitude, designed to

carry large spectrographs when the instrument is

Fic. 4.'--The 150-ft. tower telescope, taken from the summit of
the 6o>ft. tower telescope.

used in coudd form. . It is large enough to permit
the use of a concave grating of 21 ft. radius, or
a plane-graling sj^ctrograph of 30 ft. focal
length, the light being received through an aper-
ture in the lower portion of the polar axis.
The foundations for the building consist of forty

concrete piers, each 6 ft. square at the base and
6 ft, high, arranged in two concentric rings.
The sides consist of a steel framework, with an
inner covering of sheet metal. The dome (Fig. 3)
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is 100 ft. in diameter, and is double-sheathed for

protection of the telescope against great changes
of temperature. An unusual permanent feature

of the dome is a ten-ton travelling crane, which

has also been utilised in the work of erection. The
movements of the dome and telescope involve the

use of no fewer than thirty-five electric motors,

and the wiring proved to be a task of very con-

siderable difficulty.

This brief account may suffice to give some
!
conception of the immense amount of technical

skill and foresight which has ])ecn called for in

the design, construction, and housing of the new
telescope. That the enterprise may be rewarded

by a rich, harvest of new discoveries will be the

earnest hope of all who arc interested in the

progress of science.

Fig. 4 is from a rccqnt photograph of the 150-ft.

tower telescope of the Mt. Wilson observatory.

In this instrument a beam of sunlight is reflected

in a vertical direction by a caflostat situated within

the dome, and an image of the sun is formed at

the base of the tower by an object glass near the

summit. The special advantage of this arrange-

ment arises from the fact that the greater part of

the optical path is removed from the disturbing

atmospheric conditions which are usually present

at the ground level. The 7S-ft. spectrograph, and
other appliances used with the telescope, are con-

tained in a deep pit beneath the tower, and
constant temperature is easily maintained under
these ' conditions. An important feature of the

construction of the tower is that there is an inner

framework which supports the optical parts, and

.
an outer casing designed to protect ihc inner tower
from disturbances by wind.

MATERNAL AND CHILD WELFARE.^

The two handsome volumes before us, pub-

lished under the auspices of the Carnegie
United Kingdom Trust, are the most recent proof

of the rapidly increasing attention and importance
attaching to the subject of maternity and child

welfare. The need for attention to the conditions

of birth and the rearing of children has impressed
itself upon the public in large measure in. conse-
quence of two considerations, the steady and
persistent fall in the national birth-rate and the

terrible loss of the most virile part of our popu-
lation in the present great world-war.
The first volume, by Dr. Hope, the well-known

medical officer of health of Liverpool, gives a
general outline of the subject. In fifty-six pages
he sketches the chief causes of maternal and!

infant mortality, the facts as to its national and
local incidence, and the various organisations for

the care of mothers and infants. Ante-natal care
is considered, and the importance of further atten-
tion to the prevention of still-births is emphasised.
The care of mothers during the lying-in period
and after it, and the general subject of infant

1 Report on the Physical Welfare of Jvlothers and Children. England!
and Wales. Vol. L, pp. xvi+434. By Dr. E. W. Hope. Vol. ii., pp..
viii-fipo. By Dr. Janet M. Campbell, (The Carnegie United Kingdom-
Trust, 1917.)
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welfare centres, are discussed, as are also the evil

results of the artificial feeding* of infants, and the
need for g*reater care of illegitimate infants.

There follow a series of beautifully executed
statistical diagrams and illustrations of sanitary
interest, which make this volume an admirably
instructive picture-book. An abstract of legisla-

tion bearing on maternal and child welfare
follows, and the remainder of the volume, from
p. 1 13 to p. 427, is occupied by statistical sum-
maries of maternal and child mortality in various
towns in England and Wales, followed by com-
ments and recommendations by the local medical
officer of health, some of which are most useful.

The second volume is contributed by Dr. Janet
Campbell, and deals with three subjects : mid-
wives and midwifery, voluntary work for infant

welfare, and play centres and playgrounds. The
first of these sections contains an interesting

sketch of the history of midwifery, and of the
practice of midwifery at the present time in this

and other countries. There follow useful sug-
gestions for raising the standard of midwifery
in England and Wales, under which heading are

considered the questions of improved training,

improved status, and improved financial position.

The subject of midwifery practice in rural areas

is specially discussed, and there is a short sketch

of the important subject of maternity homes.
There will be general agreement with the state-

ment that, “even apart from real poverty, the

accommodation in many reasonably clean and
well-kept working-class homes is wholly

inadequate for a well-conducted labour and
lying-in.’’ The parts dealing with voluntary

work and play centres have much interest for

those engaged in this important branch of child-

welfare work, but need not be summarised here.

This volume, like the one contributed by Dr.

Hope, is lavishly illustrated by photographs,

showing in this case the activities of baby wel-

comes, sewing classes, baby hospitals, infant

nurseries, schools for mothers, etc.

A prefatory note is introduced on behalf of the

Carnegie Trustees, in which, while expressing

their appreciation of the importance of the sub-

jects dealt with in the reports, they state that

they dO' not commit themselves to the acceptance

of the lines of policy or of the recommendations
which have been submitted for their reconsidera-

tion. This was a necessary reservation,

especially in view of the fact that it is under-

stood that the Carnegie Trustees have under con-

sideration the possible allocation of large sums
of money to this or other objects of social im-

portance. It may be hoped that they will dis-

cover means for utilising their resources to aid

in the saving of maternal and infantile life and

in the avoidance of unnecessary suffering of both

mothers and infants, while stimulating local

authorities to increase their present efforts to this

end.

Dr. Hope, in his introductory remarks, points

out three pressing necesaties for which there is

as yet no adequate provision, or prospect of

making it. These are:

—
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1) The provision of maternity homes,
2) The establishment of welfare centres for pre-

matemity and infancy and the need for greater care
of illegitimate infants.

(3) Improvement in education in the various branches
of file science of public health, and the encouragement
of further research into the circumstances adversely
affecting infancy and motherhood.

In a prefatory note contributed by Sir Arthur
Newsholme, the principal medical officer qf the
Local Government Board, the first of these points
is particularly emphasised. He points out that,

although much improvement has occurred, it

still remains true that on an average in England
and Wales there occur week by week sixty-

seven deaths of mothers as the result of pregnancy
and parturition, and that a very large proportion
of these are avoidable, as shown by the fact that
in some areas the death-rate in connection with
child-bearing is two, or even three, times as high
as in others. The same is true of child mor-
tality. In some towns the death-rate among
infants under a month old is two or three times
as high as in others; and the chief burden of
these reports is said in this prefatory note to be

the immediate need for further national effort to reduce
sickness and mortality among child-bearing ;nothers
and the closely related mortality among infants before
birth and in the first month after live-birth.

This article may be closed by the quotation of

a further sentence from the prefatory note by the
medical officer of the Local Government Board :

—

Maternity homes are urgently needed, and I know
of no social work" so likely as the provision of such'
maternity, homes to give immediate results in saving
maternal and child life, in diminishing chronic in-

validism of mothers, and in enhancing the national
welfare.

We hope that these reports’ will have a wide
circulation and will reach a wuder public than
the official reports on the same subject which
have already been issued.

NOTES.
The Treasury has informed the British Science

Guild that the issue of the Kew Bulktm is to be
continued subject to the omission of certain classes

of information. The announcement was made in the
House of Commons on July 4, when Sir William
Beale, a member of the executive committee of the

Guild, asked the Secretary to the Treasury “whether
the question of continuing the printing and publish-

ing of the Kew Bulletin had been reconsider^; and
whether he can now give an assurance that this pub-
lication, or at least that part of it which is devoted
to the spread of useful knowledge of plant culture

and plant products throughout the Empire, will

shortly be resumed?” Mr. Stanley Baldwin’s reply
was : “I am informed that the question of the sus-

pension of the issue of the Kew Bulletin was con-
sidered by the Select Committee on Publication and
Debates Reports last week, and that it was decided
to recommend that the Bulletin should be continued,
but with due regard to economy. Subject to ^e
omission, therefore, of certain classes of information
which, though doubtless of scientific interest, can, it

is thought, be postponed without detriment to the
welfare of the State, the publication of the Bulletin

will be resumed.” In reply to a question asked by
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Viscount Bryce In the Hou^e of Lords on July lo, the

Duke of Marl'boroug’h said that the editor would be

entitled to consider what was essential and what could

properly be omitted from the Bulhtin,

In view of the cancellation of the annual meeting’

of the British Associarion, it has been necessary to

make special arrangements for carrying on the

Association’s current work. Meetings of the organis-

ing committees of the various sections, the delegates

of corresponding societies, the committee of recom-

men<fations, and the general committee have there-

fore been held. It has been decided to continue Sir

Arthur Evans in the presidency for another year,

while the Hon. Sir C. A. Parsons, who would have

presided over this year’s meeting, will do so at the

meeting which it is hoped will take place as arranged

at Cardiff next year. The meeting this year would
have been at Bournemouth, and that borough has

repeated its invitation, which has been accepted, for

1919. Grants amounting to 286Z. w’ere made in aid

of such researches as were regarded as essential to

carry on, having regard to present conditions. The
new members of the council of the Association are

Dr. E. F. Armstrong, Mr. J. H. Jeans, Prof. A.

Keith. Prof. W. H. Perkin, and Mr. W. Whitaker.

Le Temj}s of June 29 contains a full report of the

discourse delivered by M. Alfred Capus on his election

to the French Academy in the place vacant by the

death of Henri Poincar^. The election of a man of

letters to fill the place of a man of science might
strike some people as strange, but M. Capus remarks
that in France knowledge has never b^n reserved

for some few “mandarins ” any more than it has
required an obscure language and esoteric formulae,

and recalled the example of Descartes. In fact, since

the seventeenth century the education of the French
middle .class has always kept up both the scientific

and the literary tendency. It is the custom for such a

discourse to be devoted to the work and life of the

particular predecessor, and so Poincare’s works, and
particularly his books, “La Science et I’Hypothese ”

and “La Valeur de la Science,” are described wdth a
light touch that, owing perhaps to its being a national

characteristic, is not unlike the touch of Poincare
himself when he was dealing with subjects with
which he was not veiy^ well acquainted.

It was reported in the Daily Chronicle of June 20
that the Duchess of Somerset had stated that “as a
result of gunfire sixty kinds of migratory birds had
ceased to visit Britain,” This report was so definite

apd remarkable that we communicated wiih her
Grace, who informs us that what she stated was
that her 'gardeners had said that this year there was
only one bird for every sixty which were here last year,
‘‘ from the effects of cold w’^eather, etc.” As . many
general statements have been made recently referring

to the alleged absence of migratory birds in conse-
quence of heavy gunfire and a prolonged winter, we
communicated with Dr. W. Eagle Clarke,' keeper
of the Natural History Department of the Royal
Scottish Museum,- Edinburgh, and a leading authority

upon bird migration. Dr, Clarke says : “Not a
single species of regular migratory bird has been
ab^nt from Britain since the war broke out. ‘ I am
familiar with the whole of the data, ' from all parts

of Scotland, relating to our seasonal bird-visitors for

the past twenty-five years, and am able to state that

this summer all our regular spring migrants are
with us in their usual abundance. I have no informa-
tion relating to the effect of gunfire on bird migration
other than that so far as pur islands are concerned
it has had no influence whatever on the comings
and goings of our feathered visitors.”
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When a bomb is dropped from a moving aeroplane

the point at which it strikes the -<’'arth depends
primarily on its altitude above and speed with respect

to the earth’s surface, and to a smaller extent on the

speed of the wind and the mass and surface of the

bomb. In order to allow the aviator to drop his

bomb on a given object, the most recent German
aeroplanes are provided with an instrument made by
Goerz which consists of a telescope kept vertical by
means of a bubble of air in the eyepiece. By means
of a movable prism below the objective the observer

can adjust his instrument so that he sees through it

objects at a given angle ahead or in the rear. The
instrument is generally used when the aeroplane is

moving against the wind. From the aneroid reading
of the height of the aeroplane and the time taken to

get vertically over an object seen previously 22-5°

ahead, the speed of the .aeroplane is known. The
speed of the engine gives the speed of the aeroplane
through the air, so that the speed of the air is known,
and for a given bomb the angle at which the line of
sight of the instrument must be set ahead in order
that a bomb released when the object is seen in the
telescope may strike that object is also known. Varia-
tions of direction of flight of the aeroplane and of

strength and direction of the wind cause errors which
are to some extent eliminated by further devices which
will be found described in La Nature for June 19.

An interesting article appears in the curr<‘nt number
of the Fortnightly Review under the title “ The Civil

Aerial Transport Committee : A Milestone in the His-
tory of Flight.” The question of the use of aircraft

for commercial purposes, and especially for mail ser-

vices, is treated in a very clear and practical manner.
The autl^rs of the article—Mr. C. Grahame-White and
Mr. Hafry Harper—consider that our present know-
ledge of aeronautics is sufficient to enable a machine
carrying one ton of mails at 100 miles per hour lo be
built with ease. It is pointed out that the weather
would have less effect on an aerial mail than is some-
times supposed, as a heavy machine is loss susceptible

to gusts than the (‘arlier light and under-powerod
aeroplanes. A machine travelling at 200 niiles i)er

hour is pictured as a future possibility, but this is C(‘r-

tainly out of the question with present-day engines.
Future research will doubtless produce lighter petrol

motors, but it remains to be seen whether Mr. Grahame-
White’s suggested gas turbine, with a weight of half
a pound per horse-power, will -ever become *^a practical
proposition If such an engine were ever produced,
the future of commercial avi^ition would indeed be
bright with promise. The question of landing grounds
is discussed at some length, and it is pointed out that
the establishment of an aerial mail must be preceded
by the setting out of a series of -good landing* grounds
at short intervals along the route. This can,' of course,
be easily dorie, and the provision of suitable ground
signs by day and night to enable the aviators to locate
themselves should offer no difficulties of practical
solution. Much stress is laid on the necessity of spend-
ing considerable sums on scientific research to eluci-

date any technical questions that may arise, in order
that the establishment of a commercial air service may
be attended with as few accidents and as little loss
of life as possible. •

The committee appointed by the Institute of
Bankers to consider the question of the adoption of
a decimal coinage and the metric system of weights
and measures has issued its report. As regards
weights and measures, the committee is of opinion
that the existing system in this country is an obstacle
.in the way of die extension of our’ foreign tra'de,

especially of our export trade, and as a first step
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towards the introduction of the metric system it

recommends the adoption of a decimal coinage. Re-
taining the pound sterling as the unit of value, the
committee proposes to divide this into a thousand
parts, called “mils.” The goM coinage would then
consist of a sovereign of looo mils and a half-sovereign
of 500 mils, while the silver coinage would comprise
pieces of 200, 100, 50, and 25 mils, of precisely the
same values as existing coins. The crown and half-

crown would drop out, and the bronze coinage would
include pieces of 4, 2, and i mils. The withdrawal
of the threepenny-piece is also recommended, this

being replaced by a lo-mil piece having a scalloped
edge, and made of nickel or some other similar metal
or alloy. The committee is confident that as regards
the gold and silver coinage the transition would not
present any serious difficulties. The changes in the
values of the bronze coins might, it is thought, cause
some disturbance in the small everyday monetary
transactions, but this would be slight, as the proposed
pieces would be only about 4 per cent, less in value
than the present bronze coins. Although the com-
mittee does not advise tnat the change should be
made until some time after the declaration of peace, it

strongly urges that the necessary legislative steps

should be taken without delay.

Prof. C. Baskerville, professor of chemistry in

the College of the City of New York, New York
City, has been appointed by the Ramsay Memorial
Committee, on the suggestion of the American Am-
bassador, representative and corresponding member
of the committee in the United States of America.
Prof, -Baskerville will take the necessary steps for

forming a committee in the United States and for

receiving subscriptions to the fund from AJlaericans.

Americans wishing to subscribe to the Ramsay
Memorial Fund can send their subscriptions either

to Prof. C. Baskerville or to the Rt. Hon. Lord
- Glenconner, honorary treasurer of the Ramsay
Memorial Fund, University College, London, W.C.x.

During the past two years a number of cases of

anthrax infection due to "the use of infected shaving
brushes has been recorded (nineteen cases among
civilians and forty-six among soldiers). The matter
has been investigated by Dr, Coutts and others, and
a report on the subject has just been issued by the Local
Government Board (New Series, No. 112). The anthrax
infection assumed the external form, or malignant
pustule. The first case was detected by Dr. Elworthy,
pathologist to the West London Hospital, who proved
the presence of virulent anthrax spores in the shaving
brush used by the oatient, and also in other unused
brushes of the same pattern purchased at the shop
from which the original brush was obtained. Another
case of anthrax occurring about the same time was
also traced to the use of an infected shaving brush

purchased from a different shop. On tracing the

origin of the brushes, it was found that they all caine

from one wholesale dealer, and were manufactured in

a single factory. Inquiries^ made on behalf of the

Board showed that the hair used in makipg these

brushes consisted in great part of Chinese horsehair,

and had not been disinfected before use. The remain-

ing unmanufactured hair was found to be largely

infected with anthrax spores. The hair in question

had been invoiced as “goaUs hair,” which does not

come under the Home Office Regulations (dealing with

disinfection of Chinese horsehair), and hence had not

been disinfected. In three further cases shaving

brushes infected with anthrax were traced to manu-
facturers other than the one concerned in the first

cases. In addition, four further cases were traced to

brushes of foreign manufacture—Canada, New York,
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and Japan. The Board has under consideration wffiat

administrative action is required to secure that hair
used in the manufacture of shaving brushes in this

country is satisfactorily sterilised before the brushes
are manufactured.

Mr. C. W. Hobson (St. James's Square, Man-
chester) has forwarded to us a pamphlet containing a
scheme whereby the public conscience might be aroused
to the significance of the loss of infant lives and
means of prevention made widely known. The
education of the mother in infant welfare will take a
primary place in any scheme of prevention, but how
this is to be effected is a difficult problem. The sug-
gestion is that use should be made of the public Press,
and that matter dealing with the care of the infant
should he inserted in the advertisement columns as
persistently and frequently as that directing attention
to the merits of a particular soap or infants’ food.

In this way, it is claimed, it would meet the eye of

the. young mother whenever she takes up a newspaper.

Largely owing to the example of the late Prof.

Skeat, the old unscientific treatment of local place-

names has been superseded by more accurate methods,
People ignorant of Anglo-Saxon and of the laws
of philology had no hesitation in theorising on English
place-names in a way which would not have been
tolerated by classical scholars in the case of Greece or
Rome. Mr. St. Clair Baddeley, who has already pub-
lished an excellent manual of the place-names of

Gloucestershire, has now extended his survey to those
of Herefordshire -in a paper published in vol. xxxix.
of the Transactions of the Bristol and Gloucestershire
Archaeological Society. He points out that Hereford-
shire place-names present a particularly difficult

problem, the county comprising lands wffiich were
once the battlefield between Goidel and Brython, be-
tween Roman, Silurian, and Brython, and finally

between Mercian, West Saxon, and Welsh. All these

races have left their traces in the local nomenclature,
and the task of disentangling these varied ,elements

has been increased by the intervention of the folk

etymologist, of whose work curious examples are

given. The bulk of the paper is devoted to an elabor-

ate glossary, which will interest the historian as well

as the philologist.

Students of the history of natural science may read
with interest and profit Prof. R. L. Moodie’s article

on “The Sources of * Anatomical Literature” in the
American Naturalist for April (vol. li., No. 604). The
author reckons 736 anatomists of eminence, among
whom 78 were Italian, 95 British and Irish, 36 Amer-
ican, 127 French, and 240 German.

In the Journal of Genetics (vol, vi.. No. 3) Miss
Edith R. Saunders continues her studies of Double-
ness ’ in Flowers,” dealing with the genera Mecon-
opsis, Althasa, and Dianthus. Double flowers are

“mostly female, owing to complete petalody of the

androecium ”
; these, fertilised with pollen from incom-

pletely double flowers, give double offspring. “The
relation of single 'to double is evidently that of domin-
ant to recessive, being thus the reverse of that which
obtains in the carnation.”

The Journal of the Washington Academy of

Sciences (vol, viii.. No. 7) contains • a sum-
mary of Dr. L. O. Howard’s presidential

address on “The Carriage of Disease^ by
Insects.” It is now known that 226 different disease

organisms are carried by insects to man or animals,

2S2 species of insect-camers being concerned. Dr.
Howard regards the transmission of pellagra by
.Simulium as definitely disproved, and considers it un-

likely that infantile paralysis is an insect-borne disease.
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The life-history of Diapus furtivus, a platypod beetle

that bores in the sal tree in northern India, as de-

scribed by Mr. C. F. C, Beeson (Indian Forest Re-
cords, vol, vi., part i) is of much interest from the
ecological, as well as from the economic, point of
view. The female beetle constructs the galleries in

the timber wherein the insects breed, and transports
and cultivates the fungus (“ambrosia’*) which forms
the principal food of the larvae. The male takes no
share in this w’ork, but he is useful as a scavenger, as
he collects particles of wood fibre and excrement,
pushes them backwards to the end of the entrance
tunnel, and expels them with a sharp jerk that entails

considerable muscular effort.

That noxious weeds are spread by birds is well
known. But a new method of dispersal is described
by Mr. Charles Barnard in the Emti for April, where
he reviews the devastation caused among the birds
of Queensland by the terrible drought of 1902. Many
species escaped extermination by migrating to the
coast. Among these was the bustard or “plain tur-

key” (Eupodotis australis). In the skin, and even
embedded in the flesh, of a specimen killed in its

place of refuge the author found numbers of the
“spears ” of the dreaded “ spear-grass.” Hundreds of
birds, he remarks, must thus have been infected, and
these, sooner or later, will find their way back to

the Western plains to scatter this scourge over the
sheep oountr5^

The skeleton of an adult female piked whale
{Balaenoptera acutorostraia) stranded at Crail in

1913 is carefully described by Prof. M’Intosh in

the Journal of Zoological Research for May. Some
interesting changes in the form of the skull during
post-natal development are brought out by comparison
between this specimen and the skull of a’ youn^ male
of about 9 ft. in length. Perhaps the most noteworthy
feature in this description is the fact that a curious
“sesamoid” bone was found “in a tendon over the
third and fourth cervicals,” measuring about 3I in.

long. So far, we believe, this is the first time that
such a structure has been described. We venture to

think that still further value w'ould have been added to
this memoir if the total length of the animal had been
given, and if a comparison therewith had been made
between this skeleton and that of Rudolphi’s rorqual.

Apropos of the construction of fleets of wooden
ships in the United States, designed to defeat the Ger-
pfian submarine menace, Mr. H, F. Weiss, in a June
issue of the Scientific American, gives a brief summary
of the main facts in regard to the life-histories of the
wood-^boring “ship-worms ” and “wood-lice.” By
far the most destructive of these is the worm-like
teredo. The rate at which wood exposed to its

attacks is destroyed is remarkable. Sound pitch-pine
piling, he remarks, driven in certain harbours on the
Texas coast, were destroyed in twenty-nine days. The
author utters a word of warning against the use of
creosoted wood as a deterrent against its ravages,
for this in -no wise confers protection, while it may
render cargoes of food-stuffs uneatable owing to the
fumes from the wood. Copper sheathing and copper
paint are the only possible agents to defeat such
ravages. Compared with tlie teredo, the damage done
by the “piddock” is negligible. Of the “wood-lice,”
the species known as the “gribble ” is almost as much
to be feared as the teredo, but it works more slowly.

The West Indian Bulletin (vol. xvi., No. 2, 1917)
contains several papers of importance, one of particu-
lar interest being by Sir Francis Watts on “The Re-
^very of Sugar at Gunthorpes Factory, Antigua, dur-
ing the Years 1905-16.” The contents of sucrose and
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fibre per hundred parts of cane are given for each
year, and the tables show an unusually large amount
of fibre, which has tended to increase in recent years,
while the sucrose content has steadily fallen from
15*3 in 1905 to 12*5 in 1916, No adequate explanation
is forthcoming, since dry seasons do not appear to
affect the proportions in any way. When it is realised

that a difference of one per cent, in sucrose content,
such as between 13-5 and 14-5, would mean an increase
in output of about 1000 tons from a factory making
14,000 tons of sugar, equal to a gain of loooZ. on each
1000 tons of factory output, it will be recognised that
there is a considerable field open for careful scientific

research on both chemical and botanical lines.

In the American Journal of Science for April (vol.

xliii., p. 322) Mr. G. P. Merrill records further ob-
servations on the occurrence of calcium phosphate in

meteorites, and places the crystals under francolite.

Unlike normal apatite in igneous rocks, they crystal-
lise out in the later stages of consolidation; but the
author points out that this may be due to unknown
meteoritic conditions.

Mr. S. Taber’s experiments on growing crystals,
and his conclusion that growth against external pres-
sure takes place only in contact with a supersaturated
solution, were referred to in Nature, vol. xcvii.,

p. 470. Mr. E. T. Long {Amer. Journ, Sci:, vol. xliii.,

p. 289) has now allowed hot brine prepared from table
salt to cool while running through a rubber finger-
stall, with a small perforation at its narrow end, and
finds that the crystals not only expand the rubber, but
even produce punctures. The crystals ceased to grow
when the supersaturated solution was removed from
their surface.

To Bulletins et Mimoires de la Sociite d^Anihro-
pologic de Paris, No. 5, for 1915, the publication of
which has been inevitably delayed by the present war,
Capt. G. G- E. Mauger contributes an interesting
paper under the title of “Quelques considerations sur
les jeux en Chine et leur developpement synchronique
avec celui de 1 ’empire chinois.” This will be of special
value to those engaged in the study of the origin of

chess and other games, such as draughts, and those in

which dice are used.

A GLOSSARY of names in the Austrian coastlands of
the Adriatic (Prontuario del nomi locali della Venezia
GiuUo) has just been published by the Royal Italian
Geographical Society (vol. xv., part ii., Memoire). It

follows at an interval of a few months the glossary of
the Adige region previously noted in Nature. This
glossary contains all the names, arranged in alpha-
betical order, on the Austrian map of the coastlands
on a scale of i

: 75,000. After each is given the
Italian equivalent, and in many cases the Slav form.
The Italian Geographical Society is to be congratu-
lated on its useful nublication and on its sanguine
anticipation of the return of these lands to Italy.

The statistics of Italian earthquakes during the
twenty years 1891-1910 are examined by Dr. A, Cava-
sino in a recent paper (Boll. Soc. Sismol. Ital.,

vol. XX., for 1916, pp. 9-31). The total number of
earthquakes recorded is 5922, giving an average annual
number of 296. The Calabrian earthquake of 1905 was
followed by a train of 396 after-shocks, the Messina
earthquake of 1908 by 1227. It is generally supposed
that the greater frequency of earthquakes at night is

apparent and due to the quiet of the midnight hours.
Dr.^ Cavasino shows that this is not the case for
Italian earthquakes by considering only shocks of such
intensity that they could not escape notice at any hour
of the day. Of these, 865 occurred during the twelve
night hours, and 638 during the day hours.
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An interesting addition to the history of the inven-
tion of the achromatic telescope is made by Mr. R. B.
Prosser in an article in the June number of Notes and
Queries. Although in 1758 John Dollond was awarded
the Copley medal of the Royal Society for the invention
of the achromatic telescope, and is still called the
inventor of the instrument in the 1912 edition of the
Records of the Royal Society, it has been known for
some time that the crown-flint objective had been in-
vented previously by Chester Moor Hall, a barrister, of
Essex, and the relative positions of Dollond and Hall
are set forth by Miss A. M. Clerke in her biographies
of the two in the “Dictionary of National Biography,”
and by Mr. H. D. Taylor in his article on the telescope
in the “Encyclopaedia Britannica.” The new facts
brought forward by Mr. Prosser are contained in a
petition of 1764, from thirty-five opticians of London
and Westminster, praying for the revocation of the
patent granted to John Dollond for achromatic lenses,
on the ground that such lenses were made by George
Bast, ^optician, of Fleet Ditch, to the specification of
Hall in 1733, they were on sale by Ayscough,
optician, in Ludgate Hill, and that Robert Raw%
optician, of Coldbath Fields, told Dollond of them in

1755* This petition was apparently unsuccessful, for
in 1766, after the death of John Dollond, his son Peter
obtained a verdict against James Champneys, optician,

of Cornhill, for infringement of his father’s patent,

and was awarded 204Z. damages, the judge, Lord
Camden, holding that Hall had not adequately ““pub-
lished” his invention.

A JOINT meeting of the Faraday Society and the

Society of Glass lechnology was held in the Depart-
ment of Applied Science at the University of Sheffield

on June 20, under the chairmanship of Mr- W, F.

Wood. The Vice-Chancellor of the University, Dr. W.
Ripper, opened the proceedings with a few words of

welcome. The first paper was contributed by Prof.

Fearnsides on “The Resources of Refractory Mate-
rials Available for Glass Manufacture,” Refractories

are to ibo found in different geological formations, but
it is noteworthy that many ot the most used substances

are in the vicinity of Coal Measures. The occurrence

and relative importance of various ganister and fire-

clay beds were discussed, and their positions indicated

on a large-scale map. The resources of refractories in

the West Riding of Yorkshire received particular men-
tion, special emphasis being laid on the silica from
Meltham, near Huddersfield, ganister from the neigh-

bourhood of Sheffield, and fireclay from the Halifax
district. Mr. Davidson, of the Glass Technology De-
partment of the University of Sheffield, follow^ with
a paper on analyses of clays and their plasticity. He
also dealt with the contraction due to drying and
firing. Most clays contract between 5 and 6 per cent,

in drying. Firing was done at 1000° C., when a linear

contraction of from 0*3 to i per cent, was noted, and
afterwards at 1450° C., when the contraction varied

from 873 to II per cent, in the majority of cases. Dr.

Rosenhain spoke on the desiderata of a good refrac-

tory, and Dr. Boswell on the need of further investiga-

tion of the behaviour of pot clays, in which he hoped
the glass manufacturers would take part. Mr. Spiers,

the secretary of the Faraday Society, appealed to glass

manufacturers to make known their difficulties regard-

ing refractories. • The main object^ of the Faraday
Society was to concentrate on these difficulties, and up
to the present considerable success had been achieved.

A CONCRETE dam of considerable magnitude—^the

loftiest, in fact, in the world—^has recently been con-

structed near Boise, Idaho, U.S.A. Engineering of

June 29 gives the following particulars of the work.

The dam, which is known as the Arrowrock Dam, is
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34SJ ft, high (98 ft. higher than the celebrated Flat-
iron Building in New York City), 140 ft. thick at the
bottom, and 1100 ft. long at the crest. It cost

5,000,000 dollars to construct, and forms part of a
scheme involving an outlay of 12,000,000 dollars. In
the execution of the 'work, 683,000 cu. yds. of spoil
were removed, and 610,000 cu. yds. of concrete de-
posited, with 1,350,000 lb. of steel reinforcement and
iSoo tons of structural steel. The object of the dam
is to provide a store of w^ater for irrigation purposes
to serve an area of some 240,000 acres. The reservoirs
will accommodate 240,000 acre-feet, and will be fed
from the surplus flow of the Boise River, in the late

winter and the early spring, wffien the river is in

torrent. An interesting feature of the work is the
means provided for dealing with 3,000,000,000 cu. ft.

of merchantable timber, located in the basin of the
river above the dam, for which the river forms the
only practicable exit. A cable lift is installed for

handling the logs and depositing them on a concrete
deck at the top of the dam, whence they are trans-
ferred by spiked rolls to a chain, which conveys them
to a gravity shoot, where they slide down into the
river below. It is stated that the dam has already
amply justified its existence by saving the crops on
100,000 acres, and that this economy alone would be
almost sufficient to defra}*" the total cost of the work.

In a paper on “ Some Compounds of Boron, Oxygen,
and Hydrogen” (published by Messrs. H. K. Lewis
and Co.) Dr. Travers, with Messrs. N. M. Gupta and
R- C. Ray, describes a series of compounds prepared
by the action of water and of ammonia on magnesium
boride, BsMgfl. These compounds, examined mainly in

aqueous solution, include a dioxide, B3O2, an oxide,

BtOs, and a sub-oxide, possibly B^O, as well as a series

of borohydrates, analogous with the carbo-

hydrates.

OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN.
The Nebulae and Stellar Evolution.—^A full re-

port of Prof. W. W. CampbelFs address as retiring

president of the American Association for the Ad-
vancement,of Science is given in Science (vol. xlv.,

No. 1169). The subject chosen vras “The Nebulae,”

and, besides giving an interesting account of the

development of our knowledge of these objects, with

an abundance of fine iflustratioixs, Prof, Campbell
clearly stated his views as to the place of the nebulae

in the cosmical scheme. As to the spiral nebulae.

Prof. Campbell considers the hypothesis that they

are independent stellar systems, or “external uni-

verses,” to be in best harmony with the known facts.

As regards the gaseous nebulae, while a strong case

can be made out for the evolution of planetary nebulae

into stars, it cannot safely be concluded that all stars

have been developed from nebulae of this class; their

comparative scarcity and their relatively high veloci-

ties are decidedly against such a conclusion. A^ much
stronger case can be made out for the hypothesis that

the stars in general have evolved^ from irregular nebulae,

which have spectra identical with those of the planet-

aries. .These nebulae are closely related spectro-

scopically to the bright-line stars, and these again to

the early class B stars, and from thence the sequence

can be traced through the Sirian and solar types to

the red stars. This is regarded by Prof. Campb^n
as the most probable course of stellar evolution.

Facts as to the distribution of nebulae and of the

different classes of stars seem to him to be opposed

to the view that so-me of the red stars may be at an

early stage of evolution.
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The Temperature of Space.

—

In a communication
to the Astrophysical Journal, vol. xlv., p. 269, ProL
Fabry arrives at the interesting conclusion that while

the idea of temperature at a point in free space has
no meaning in itself, the temperature of a testing

body may vary enormously according to its absorp-

tive properties. A testing body having a black sur-

face is of no special theoretical interest, but a body
with selective absorption may attain a temperature
much lower or much higher than that of a black

body, according to the wave-length^ of its absorption

band. If the body be very absorbent for long wave-
lengths, and only" slightly so for short wave-lengths,
it will radiate like a black body, but will absorb
scarcely anything, and its temperature of equilibrium

will be very low. On the other hand, if the body
strongly absorbs the short wave-lengths, and has zero

absorptive power (and consequently zero emissive

power) for long wave-lengths, its temperature^ will

continue to rise until it becomes capable of emitting

the corresponding short wave-lengths. At the earth’s

distance from the sun, a body with a single absorp-

tion band at 0-4 jx would reach a temperature of about
1980°—nearly the melting point of platinum—^by

simple exposure to the rays of the sun
;
while a black

body under the same conditions would only reach
280°. Prof. Fabry considers it not impossible that

some action of this kind may be effective in main-
taining gaseous masses in space at a high tempera-
ture, and he suggests that the luminosity of the tails

of comets may be a purely thermal radiation due to

the very high "temperature produced by a slight selec-

tive absorption exerted upon the solar rays.

Radial Velocities of Five Cepheid Variables.

—

Investigations of the radial velocities of the southern
Cepheid variables, S Muscae, R Tri. Aust., S Tri.

Aust, S Norniae, and RV Scorpii, have been made
by G. F. Paddock (Lick Obs. Bulletin, N*o. 294).

Variations in the apparent radial velocity were found
in each case, the amplitudes being 33, 33, 28, 24, and
32 km. respectively. It is conclud^ that these
Cepheid variables possess the distinguishing charac-
teristics found in others^ of their class, namely, con-
siderable eccentricity; similar order of amplitude of

velocity, 20 to 40 km. for the majority; greatest
negative velocity occurring a few tenths of a day
later than maximum light; and close correspondence
between times of maximum velocity and minimum
Hght.

THE AUSTRALIAN WATER PROBLEMA
great island-continent of Australia admittedly

possesses a wonderful store of natural wealth
which only needs exploitation to render the country
one of the richest and most productive of British
territories; and yet development proceeds but slowly.
The agricultural and pastoral industries, for example,
have barely taken root; out of a possible 200,000,000
acres only 12,500,000 are producing wheat at the
present time. The population, too, is the scantiest of
any of the civilised countries of the world, being only
1*7 to the square mile. The reason for this back-
wardness perhaps is not far to seek. Notwithstanding
its remarkable endowments, the country is beset by
a very serious disability. Vast tracts of it are desert
waste, and, with the exception of the coast-line, the
whole is more or less afflicted by visitations of
drought.
So vital a defect calls for energetic measures, and
1 “ Water Supply in the Interior of Western Au'?tralia.” By P- V

O’Bnen,. “
’Hitt Cootgardie Water Supply, Western Australia.” By P, V.

p Bnen and I. Parr. Papers read before the Institution of Civil Engineers,
London, on April 3.

,
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much has already been done to promote artificial

irrigation wherever practicable. Fortunately, the arid

tracts are not without compensating featu-rcs. Various
basins have been traced where water can be obtained

by sinking artesian wells. In the year 1915, accord-

ing to the report of the Royal Dominions Commission,
there were no fewer than 3470 of such borings, rang-
ing in depth down to 5000 ft. From some ot them
the outflow was remarkable.* One case is cited of

a daily flow of no less than 4,500,000 gallons.

The two papers before us deal with the practical

steps taken to obtain supplies in Western Australia,

and, more particularly, in that portion of it which
centres in the mining district of Coolgardie and Kal-
goorlie. “Speaking generally,” says Mr. O’Brien,
“the country north of S. lat. contains fresh water
at fairly shallow depths, while south of that latitude

the water is salt.” Towns and industries to the north
of the line are supplied with water from groups of

wells spaced 10 to 20 chains apart, round a central

pumping-station. In the southern section water fit

for human consumption can be obtained only by con-
servation of the rainfall before infiltration. The
underground water contains sodium chloride and
other salts, in proportions from i oz. to 12 oz. to the

gallon, and is, accordingly, suitable only for ore-

washing and similar purposes.

The fresh-water wells range in depth from 50 ft. to

120 ft., and cost from 4^- depth.
A considerable number fiave been constructed by the

Water Supply Department, at intervals of ten to fifteen

miles along the roads which have been cleared for

several thousand miles through the mining district,

j

The surface of the country is undulating, ranging in

j

altitude from 1200 ft. to 1500 ft. Its formation is

mostly red sandy loam and granitic sand, overlying
laterite and conglomerate.
Conservation of rain-water is effected with the aid

of storage-tanks, and when these are appropriately
situated in the scattered outcrops of solid granite
(some of 300 acres in extent) as much as 95 per cent,

i of the first inch of rain has been conserved, and from
' rains quickly following, loo per cent. In other catch-
' ment areas, when the surface is clay loam, con-
glomerate, etc., the natural “water-courses are utilised

so far as possible for collection, the beds being recti

-

' fied wherever necessary to eliminate scour. In order
that the w^ater may quickly reach the leading drains,

t a network of plough furrows is often driven in the
adjacent land.

Tanks vary in capacity from 1,000,000 to 3,000,000
gallons. They may be simple excavations, or pits, in

I

watertight ground; in other cases they arc formed
:

with clay puddle embankments and beds, or are lined
' with concrete or asphalt. The concrete tanks did
not prove a success, as when no rain fell for a con-

!

siderable period serious cracking developed in the

j

concrete, in spite of a roofing of corrugated iron.
The asphalt tanks, constructed under conditions de-

' scribed in the paper, have satisfactorily fulfilled all

! requirements. There are a few instances of iron

j

tanks of 10,000 to 20,000 gallons capacity.

I
The towns of Coolgardie and Kalgoorlie differ from

I

other populous centres in that their water-supply is

j

obtained from a joint source in the Darling Range,
j

at a mean distance of 340 miles. The Helena reser-

I

voir is fed from a catchment area of 569 square miles,
I and the water so obtained is pumped thi'ough a* pipe-
: line of 30-in. diameter steel piping to its destination.
The catchment area lies in hilly country, rarely, how-
ever, exceeding an elevation of 1100 ft., and much
intersected by narrow and steep-sided valleys. The
surface is heavily timbered and cumbered with under-
growth. The soil is an ironstone gravel overlying
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decomposed granite : solid granite is reached at a
depth of 20 ft. These features, together with a light

intermittent rainfall, help to account for the small
yield of the reservoir, ranging as it does from a few
hundred million to a little more than 20,000,000,000
gallons i>er annum—not more than about 7^ per cent,

of the rainfall. The consumption of water in the dis-

tricts supplied has increased from an average of

600,000 gallons per day in 1903 to about 2,000,000
gallons per day at the present time.

The success of the measures in course of adoption

for the treatment of this grave difficulty of water-

supply in Australia will be followed with interest, not

merely by engineers and geologists, but by all who
have at heart the development of the Empire, and its

widespread capabilities for usefulness to mankind.
Brysson Cunningham.

THE REPORT OF THE BOARD OF
EDUCATION, 1915-16.

The report of the Board of Education for the year

1915-16 is a document to which, in the present

stateof public expectation, more than usual interest will

be attached. It is naturally concerned in large measure

with the work and proiblems ot elementary education,

upon which by far the larger proportion of the public

funds are, by the very circumstances of the case, ex-

pended, But it is now fairly generally admitted that

we cannot have a sound solution of the problems of

education, or raise an educational edifice worthy of

the name, or secure the right type of educated elec-

torate, or place education upon its highest plane, un-

less we make much more adequate provision for the

training of the great mass of the people.

A grave responsibility now rests upon the nation,

in view of the devastating effects of the war, to pro-

vide with the utmost fullness possible for all its

children the means of physical, mental, and moral

health, and especially to secure ample educational

opportunities for the worthy, no matter of what class.

The claims of the war during the year under review

upon the schools, upon the teaching staffs, even upon

the pupils themselves in response to industrial and

agricultural demands, have increased in intensity and

with unfortunate results, since many school buildings

have been closed either for the billeting of troops or

for use as hospitals; the male teaching staffs have

been seriously depleted; the classes have necessanly

been enlarged, to the grave disadvantage of the

pupils
;
and in many other ways the work of education

has been impeded. There has been a serious decrease

compared with 1915 of nearly 26,000 pupils of twelve

years of age and upwards in the public elementary

schools, due to the large number who have passed

into employment.
The question of the supply of male teachers has

become grave, even apart from the exigencies of the

\var, due in large measure to the inadequate salaries

paid and to the poor prospects offered. In the year

1916, on August I, the number of boy entrants to the

teaching profession in England and Wales was 1063,

of girls 5228, or a total of 6291; but the real annual

demand for entrants, even under normal conditions, is

9000, including men and wornen. Unless this grave

deficiency can be met by satisfactory measures there

can be neither any increase in the length of the school

life nor reduction in the sixe of classes, and it win,

moreover, gravely imperil the level of efficiency in the

schools reached befor^fe the war. The number of men
students in the training colleges has fallen from 4242

to about 1500, and nearly 4000 men have joined the

Army direct from them. It is now proposed, in order

to increase the supply of candidates, to modify the
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requirements of the bursar system in the direction of

the pupil-teacher methods of former days.

The work of the secondary schools, like that of the

elementary schools, has suffered much by reason of

the war. The number of schools now recognised as

efficient by the Board is 1178, educating some 231,000
pupils, a vast advance upon days prior to 1902. Of this

number about 9000 were displaced in 1916 by military

or hospital occupation of school premises, and other pro-

vision far less adequate was made for them. The male
staff of the secondary schools has also suffered much.
Upw’ards of 2600 men have joined the Services since

the beginning of the w^ar up to October 31," 1916.

Praiseworthy efforts have been made by tjie local

education authorities and by the teachers of all grades
to meet the untoward circumstances of the time, but,

as may be expected with but partial success.

The attendance of students attached to technical

schools, schools of art, and other schools and classes

for further education has fallen considerably. Many
of the schools have been engaged in munition work
and in the training of munition w’orkers. There was
a serious diminution in 1916 in the evening and
part-time schools, the number having fallen from 5413
to 3909, as compared w’lth 1915. Much praise is given

in the report to the initiative, adaptability, and public

spirit of the universities and technical colleges in

meeting so successfully the demands set up by the

war.
The universities and colleges have continued to make

-contributions of the highest value to the national

cause in the prosecution of abstruse and laborious

researches into technical matters bearing upon the

war, and especiajly in the enlightenment and informa-

tion of public opinion. All this has been done with-

out in the least ceasing to provide for the needs of

those able to pursue the ordinary courses of study.

The Government has been able materially to aid in

this development bv financial assistance of a special

nature. It is noted in the report with much satisfac-

tion that greatly increased interest has been displayed by

almost all sections of the Press and of the public in the

possibilities and problems of the universities, than

which there can scarcely be a more hopeful sign. “It

is being realised,” to quote the words of the report,

“more clearlv day bv day how much the welfare and

progress of the nation depend upon a h^hly equipped,

accessible, and well-organised system of university

education. . , . The war has brought the professor and

the manufacturer together, with results which neither

is likely to forget.” It has apparently taken a devas-

tating war to bring about this consummation. Many
important benefactions made to universities and col-

leges during iqi6 in aid of their respective spheres

of work are noted in the report.

THE CARNEGIE INSTITUTION AND
SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH,

From the iqi6 Year Book of the Carnegie Insti-

tution of Washington we learn that the follow-

ing grants have been authorised by the Board of

Trustees for the current year

Administration 10,000

Publication* 12,000

Division of Publications 2,100

Departments of Research ... ••• 126,670

Minor Grants ... •••

Index Medicus 2,400

Insurance Fund S^ooo

Reserve Fund ' ... ••• •••

£327,

S

30
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Among the salient events in the work of the insti-

tution during the year under review the following facts

referred to in the president’s report ma}^ be mentioned.
The loo-in. reflecting telescope at the Solar Observa-
tory of the institution is nearly completed, and the
observatory now possesses an unrivalled equipment
for nearly all branches of stellar work, except that of

positional astronomy, to which the institution is con-
tributing substantial aid through its Department of

Meridian Astrometry,
During the year the non-magnetic ship, Carnegie,

has added an unexpectedly large mileage to her record.

Leaving Lyttelton, New Zealand, on December 6, 1915,

she sailed round the 'world between parallels of 50° and
60*^ south latitude, a voyage o'f only 118 days, during
which complete observations of the magnetic elements
were made on every day except one. Sailing again
from Lyttelton on May 17, 1916, she arrived at San
Francisco on September 21 following.

The various editions of Ptolemy’s '‘Almagest” have
been collated and a new edition was issued by the
institution during the year.

“ This edition is a result of the joint researches of the
late Dr. C. H. F. Peters and Mr. *E. B. Knobel. In
addition to the profound historical importance of this
early work, a great and permanent merit of this latest
edition lies in the data it affords for fixation of the
relative precision of the ancient determinations of
stellar positions. Our admiration for the Alexandrian
school of astronomers need not be diminished, how-
ever, by the^ fact that the precision now attained in
such determinations is incomparably superior to that
attainable by the pioneers in this science twenty
centuries ago.”

“•During the past four years Dr. Frederic E.
Clements, professor of botany in the University of
Minnesota, has been attached to the department of
botanical research as a research associate, and has
extended the field studies and elaborated the induc-
tions on which he had been at work previously for
many years. The results of his investigations are
embodied in a remarkable book entitled ‘ Plant Suc-
cession : An Analysis of the Development of Vegeta-
tion.’ This work extends the concepts of Darwin and
vieus the successive plant-complexes 'which invade any
region as so many organic units, each enacting

X
^ definitely than is enacted the

' rdle of an individual plant or other organism. This
work of Prof. Clements brings the relativelv new
science of ^ology and palaeo-ecology prominently for-
ward. It IS instructive by reason of the analogies it
suggests, especially to the student of contemporary
events, between the struggle for existence of the lower
secies and the struggle for existence of the highest
species in the biological world.”

^

The public estimation of the value of research in
of assisting the development of

grap^S rt f-
references have been made in precedingK that

realisation of the world it

eff^ve
science are the most

consr^™“^
and^for the mi^gatio^^of

consequences of the inexorable ‘ laws of Nature ’which

maae likewise to the contemporary rise and oroprecicof other rese^ch establishments and to the ffidS

j ,
These manifestations of nooular an
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of research. This has been greatly intensified and
accelerated by the European war, the sinister aspects
of which appear to be relieved in some degree by the
prospects of an awakened realisation of the availability
of better methods than those of warfare for settling
international disputes, of better methods than those
now commonly applied in the government of States,
and of better methods in education, in sanitation, in
industry, and in biological economy generally. The Eu-
ropean war has emphasised to a degree not hitherto
attained in the world’s history the perils of ignorance, of
government by assumed divine right, and of that sort
of diplomacy which shades off by insensible degrees
into duplicity; and it has emphasised equally dearly
the necessity for rational investigation of, and progres-
sive reforms in, all national affairs.

“ How the details of this evolution, in which the in-
stitution must participate, will work themselves out is
impossible to predict except in general terms. It may
be safely inferred, however, from the history of, similar-
developments, that this one will proceed much more
slowly and with much more difficulty than many
enthusiastic optimists anticipate. Evolution is, in
general, a secular process, and goes on with a leisurely
disregard .of individuals. It may be safely inferred
also that many of the numerous fallacies which have
beset the institution during the brief interval of its
existence will recur again and again in the rise of
similar organisations, while fallacies of a more trouble-
some type are likely to beset the introduction of the
n^thods and the results of research in governmental
affairs. It is^ in the latter affairs that the most stub-
born opposition to progress is usually met, since
there exist, as a rule, in such affairs no adequately

J'elations of reciprocity between those best
qualified to suggest and to formulate improvements
and those who control the machinery for their appli-
cations.

^
Such improvements can be secured only byov^coming a stolid adherence to precedent as well

rational conservatism.
Ihus it happens in governmental affairs that themost incongruous ideas often co-cxist, as is well shown

of the most advanced
principles of sanitation m certain European countries

dominated^ by medieval theories of thefunctions of a State- To cite another illustration

facf anomalous
Government exacts no

h[^hlv^ for the direction of itshighly technical affairs except in a single branch of

glaring national deficiency it is notorious that the fiatof an executive can make an astronomer, a geodlsist

in fte'anfak
^ are unloiown

We hear much also in these days of the * mobilisation of genius’ in the interests ofnationll p^edl
fnr tbp""

and industrial competition ^f not

national*competifon peaceful inter-

in^ational^Mflict.-^
danger of extinction in
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trustees have had to contend are set out towards the

end of the president’s report in the following words :

—

“All experience teaches that effective research de-

pends on painstaking labour, arduously, patiently, and
persistently applied; while all science teaches that

research is effective only in those regions wherein
something like demonstration can bj attained. It

investigations cannot be well done they are of little

worth; if nothing can be proved they are of still less

worth, or at best only of negative value. But
!

obvious as these truisms are when stated by them-
selves, they have been contradicted daily in the plexus

of events which make up what our successors will call

the history, recorded and unrecorded, of the institu-

tion. Thus it has been suggested not infrequently

that promising researches be suspended in order that

equally or less promising researches might be taken

up; and it has happened that proposals to abolish

departments of research have been seriously advanced
before these departments have had time to prove their

rights to existence. It is not infrequently suggested,
likewise, by otherwise irreproachable correspondents,

that the experts of the laboratories and observatories of

the institution be set at work under the direction of

amateurs, or, in some cases, of those even who have
not reached that earliest stage of capacity in science.

“It goes without saying that all such untoward
influences should have little effect on the rise and
progress of a research establishment; but he would be
an incompetent administrator who failed to recognise
the existence and the dangers of these influences.

Most men are still opportunists
; many contemn prin-

ciples and theories of procedure; while the character-

istic defect of deliberative bodies, strikingly illustrated

by legislative assemblies, is lack of deliberation.

Moreover, what any organisation, altruistic or other-
wise, may accomplish at any epoch, or during any
period, will depend very largely on the status of con-
temporary public opinion. No organisation may be
rationally expected to rise much above the level of the
ideals of those who support and direct it. The law
of averages and the ‘law of conservation of ignor-
ance ’ applv in the business of research no less rigor-

ously than in other affairs of human endeavour. The
on,ly difference is that in research, from the nature of

the case, we are held to stricter accountability; it is

incumbent on us to be alive to the ideals and the
theories which lead to regress as well as alive to the
ideals and the theories which lead to progress.
“Although popular opinion continues to look upon

the institution as an establishment of unlimited means,
and hence of unlimited capacities, it is an easily ascer-
tained fact that such advances as have been attained
are due chiefly to concentration of effort in a few
fields of investigation, the number of these being
necessarily limited by the finiteness of income. Of
the agencies which have contributed most to these
advances the departments of research must be given
first rank when quality and quantity of results accom-
plished are taken in account. These departments have
supplied also a much-needed verification of the axiom
hitherto admitted in all domains- of activity except

those of research, namely, that if any good work
is required the best way to get it done is to commit
it to competent men not otherwise preoccupied. They
have verified, likewise, the equally obvious frufh that

large and difficult undertakings demand foresight and
oversight, prolonged effort, and a corresponding con-

tinuity of support. The idea that discoveries and ad-

vances are of meteoric origin and that they are due
chiefly to abnormal minds has been rudely shattered

by the remorseless experience of the institution.

“Along with these considerations special mention
should be made of another of vital importance to the
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departments of research. This is their complete auto-

nomy within the limits of their annual appropriations.

Allusion is made to this matter here partly for the
purpose of correcting public misapprehension concern-
ing the relations of these departments to the institu-

tion as a whole, and partly for the purpose of stating
formally the theory of administration follow^ed by the
institution during the past tw’elve years. Such a
degree of freedom accorded to the departments of re-

search is not only necessary by reason of the extent
and the complexity of the affairs of the institution, but it

should be regarded as a fundamental principle of
sound administration. No one can follow the details

of all these varied affairs. A division of labours is

indispensable, and to the greatest extent practicable
the director of a department of research should be
encouraged to be the autocrat of his departmental
destinj". But in so far as departments are granted
liberty of action it is an equally fundamental prin-
ciple of administration that they should assume corre-
sponding responsiblhties. Autonomous freedom and
reciprocal accountability are then, in brief, the essen-
tials of the theory under w’hich the departments of
research have evolved.”

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE.

Birmingham.—Prof. Peter Thompson has been
appointed Ingleby lecturer for the year 1918.

The council has approved of a recommendation of

the Senate that no degree congregation be held this

year, and has requested the Vice-Chancellor to sign

a special warrant conferring degrees in absentia.

The examination pass list just issued contains the

name of Prof. J. H. Barnes, principal of the Agri-

cultural College, Lyallpur, and agricultural chemist
to the Punjab Department of Agriculture, who has
been awarded the degree of D.Sc. for a thesis on
“The Insects Attacking Stored Wheat in the Pun-
jab and the Methods of Combating Them, including
a Chapter on the Chemistry of Respiration.” By a
sad coincidence the death of Prof. Barnes, from
enteric, has just been announced.
A donation of loool. to the funds of the University

has been received from Mr. F. W. V. Mitchell.

One chapter of the new Regulations for Secondary
Schools [Cd. 8541] deals with the provision for ad-

vanced courses of instruction for pupils between the

ages of sixteen and eighteen years of age, and with
the financial aid which the Board is prepared to give

towards the establishment of such courses. The
regulations state that such courses are to be organised

in three groups—science and mathematics, classics,

and modern studies—and that schools recognised by
the Board as fitted by staff, numbers, equipment, and
so on, to undertake such work are eligible for grants

up to 400Z. for each course to defray the additional

expenditure incurred. The introduction to the regula-

tions indicates that the Board of Education contem-

plates that in large schools alone will it be possible

to arrange advanced courses in each of the three

groups, that in the majority of aided schools a.n

advanced course in one subject only will be possible,

while in some smaller schools it may not be possible

to provide any such advanced teaching. Education

authorities are recommended to arrange that each

of the three groups shall be provided for in some
school in their respective areas, and^ co-operatiojfi

between Xhe education authorities of adjoining areas is

to be encouraged. Though difficulties in administration

are bound to arise in connection with the inaugura-
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tion of the new departure, this attempt to prolong the
stay of pupils at secondary schools, and to raise the
standard of attainment in such schools, will be wel-
comed by all who appreciate the growing need for

a large supply of well^quipped students for our
universities in the years immediately following the

declaration of peace.

The question of improving the facilities for the

medical -education of women was referred to by Sir

Gregory’’ Foster, provost of University College, Lon-
don, at the assembly of the faculties on July 5. He
said ;

“ Arrangements have now been completed which
will make it possible, "when certain structural altera-

tions, to be carried out during the long vacation,
have been done, to provide accommodation for wornen
students in the department of anatomy. By taking
this step, all the departments of the faculty of medical
sciences, like those in the faculties of arts, laws, and
science, w'ill be open to women on the same terms
as men. The question of providing and extending
clinical facilities for women students is still to be
dealt with. Its solution is fraught with many diffi-

culties, not the least of which is the absence of many
of the senior members of the staffs of the medical
schools on the business of war. In the meantime, an
arrangement has been arrived at between this college
and University College Hospital Medical School
under which the teaching of pharmacy is available
for women on the same terms as men.” The provost
also remarked in his address : “It is to be hoped
that the Government Reconstruction

^
Committee,

which, among other duties, is to undertake the
general supervision and review’ of the changes that
.may be required in our national system of education,
wdli not overlook the university problem in London.
It is, we venture to think, perhaps the most impor-
tant of the profblems relating to higher education,
and it should be speedily solved in the interests, not
only of this countr\% but of the Empire as a whole.
It is generally admitted that the machinery of
government of the University is not w'hat it should
be. Machinery of government is not everything, but
it is difficult to promote and maintain the true' spirit

of university life with our present university con-
stitution.”

Mr. Fisher, President of the Board of Education,
distributed the prizes at University College, London,
on July 5, and in his S|^ech referred to the great loss
of young men of genius and talent caused by the
war. Both in France and in this country, he said,
the casualty lists have been filled with names which,
but for the fatal accidents of war, w^ould certainly
have been made illustrious for splendid service to the
great cause of life. It is impossible to estimate the
extent to which the world will be impoverished in
quality by the disappearance of so much youthful
genius and talent. Referring to the plans in con-
templation for the development of scientific teaching
at University College, Mr. Fisher emphasised one
feature of university progress which will not, he
hopes, be confined to London. It is probable that
universities, being faced by enlarged responsibilities
involving increased expenditure, will be compelled to
resort in increasing measure to assistance from public
funds. The Universities of Oxford and Cambridge
may preser\’e that full measure of education which
has been not the least among the causes of their
influence and progress, but the new^er universities,
with their meagre endowments, are exposed to the
double control of the local authority and the State.
Of these two forms of supervision, neither of them
free from danger, the latter is greatly to be -preferred
as likely to be inspired by some comprehensive prin-
ciple of academic policy. Mr. Fisher thinks that the
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universities would exercise a greater influence in the

life of the country if they could bring themselves to

co-operate more closely with one another, and in par-

ticular he would like to see a system under which it

would be possible for selected students in any one
university to spend a term or two of their university

residence under some distinguished teacher of their

own special subject in another university.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES.
London.

Challenger Society, June 27.—Dr. E. J. Allen in

the chair.—Dr, G. H. Fowler ; A statistical method
of analysis of tidal stream observations. By plotting

on a diagram of 360° the exact direction of the tidal

stream at every, hour during a complete lunation, the

profound effect of prolonged wrind and other extrinsic

causes became obvious. Hence in order to obtain

a normal (probable) result, abnormal observations

must be neglected. This is most safely done by
arranging all observ-ations at each hour under their

proper directions, plotting them into^ curves of fre-

quency, and rejecting those observations which are

then seen to be due to premature or belated turns

of the stream, etc. As the available observations

w’ere not numerous enough for other methods, they

w’ere grouped under sixteen points of the compass
--for example, all observations between N. 12 W. and
N. 33 W. w’cre grouped as N-N.W. For each hour
after H.W. Dover, the value of each compass-point
in degrees of a circle was then multiplied by the

number of selected occurrences; the sum of the pro-

ducts divided by the sum of the factors then gave
the probable direction of the stream at that hour.

Velocities w^ere then simply -meaned; and from the

data thus obtained ellipses were constructed which
showed the direction and velocltv of the stream at

each hour after H.W. Dover for twelve hours,—C.

Tate Regan : The distribution of the Clupeinje. The
anadromous habit of the fisho.s of the ^ shad group
leads to localisation and the evolution of genera and
species with a restricted distribution; in the strictly

marine herrings, sardines, etc., with pelagic larvae,

the maioritv of the ircnera and species are more
widely distributed.

Edinhurgh.

Royal Society, June 4.—Dr. J. Horne, president, in

the chair.—Prof, Jehu and Dr. R. Campbell : The
Highland border rocks in the Aberfoyle district. These
rocks were arranged in two divisions : (a) the lower
series of cherts, shales, and spilitic lavas, wnth igneous
intrusions and bands of highlv metamorphosed rocks

;

(h) the upper, or Margie, series of errits, shales, and
limestone, with a basement breccia. The upper series is

unconformable on the low’cr. The fossils obtained
from the chertv beds include radiolaria, graptolites,

hingeless brachlopods, and phyllocarid crustaceans, and
fix the horizon of the low’er series as Upper Cambrian
or the passage beds into the Ordovician. The upper,

or Margie, series is placed higher up in the Ordo-
vician, confirmatory evidence being afforded by the

remains of crinoids and other organisms found in the

bedded limestone. The igneous rocks, both lavaform
and intrusive, including their metamorphosed repre-

sentatives, show’ affinities indicating derivation from a
common magma. The schists of igneous origin have
resulted from dynamic metamorphism along a belt of

intense shearing, and the altered sedinfients. are due
to dvnamic superposed on contact metamorphism. The
Hlirhland border rocks w’ere show’n to be affected bv
crush lines running with the strike of the rocks. A
line or lines of dislocation separated them from the
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Leny grits to the north-west.—^Mary G. Haseman

;

Knots with census ol amphicheirals with twelve
crossings.

_

This discussion followed the lines lain

down by Tait in his papers on knots. There were new
theoretical developments facilitating the study of knots
of higher orders. There were found to be’ sixty-one
amphicheiral knots of twelve crossings. Tait’ had
already gi\'en the amphicheirals ot lower order,
namely, one four-fold, one six-fold, five eight-fold,
and thirteen ten-foid.

June 18.—Dr. J. Horne, president, in the chair.—
Prof. G. Kerr : Note upon an observation on insects
and light. This was a description of the manner in

which a number of Homoptcrous insects alighted on
the page of an open book in the neighbourhood of an
artificial light, each insect rapidly adjusting itself

so that its two eyes were equally e’xposed to the light.

As each insect was picked off its position was marked
by^ a short pencil stroke in the direction of its long
axis. Had the insects been flying during this orienta-
tion they would have flown straight towards the light.

This record, which had been made twenty-one years
ago in South America, had only recentfy been re-

covered. It was a simple illustration of the way in
which heliotropism is produced in animals of bilateral
symmetry, the tendenev being for the eyes to get into
positions of equal stimulation, so that tlie direction of
motion is towards the source of light.—Discussion on
the simplification of the calendar. In opening this dis-

cussion _Mr. A. Philip suggested modifications which
would divide the year into four three-monthly quarters
of ninety-one days, and yet would in no way Interfere

with the position of Easter and the rules by which it

was determined. There would thus be complete his-

torical continuity with the Gregdrian calendar. The
suggestion was to take one day from August and add
it to the following February. By subsequent exclu-
sion, say, of May 31 from the succession of weekdays,
and the addition of another similar day in leap-years,

a perpetual calendar would be at once obtained. If,

further, the almanac voar began on March i, only
one Dominical letter would be required for each year,

whether ordinary or leap-year.

DUBLiN.
Royal Irish Academy, June ii,—-Sir F. W. Moore,

vice-president, in the chair.—Mrs. L. Porter; The
attachment organs of the common corlicolous Rama-
linae. The lichens investigated differ in their mode of

attachment to bark from that of others previously
described, notably by the German school of licheno-
logists. The thallus consists of cortex, gonidial layer,

and medulla; the cortex is composed of longitudinally
arranged hyphse. Differentiation of inner and outer
cortex, and pseudoparenchymatic appearance of the
former, depend chiefly upon the reagents used. Attach-
ment organs are strands of hyphae continuous with the
cortical tissue, penetrating the periderm and branching
in all directions. From these branches, or from the

superficial mycelial layer, or from both, new plants

arise. The strands may penetrate the living tissues

even so far as the wood.—Miss J. Stephens; Report on
the sponges collected by the dredging expeditions of

the Royal Irish Academy and the Royal Dublin Society

off the coast of Ireland. The paper gives a short

account of the sponges obtained many years ago by
the early dredging expeditions off the west coast of

Ireland. The most interesting of these sponges are

growing in small, thin encrustations on coral {Lopho^
helia j)rolifera). Two species are described as new;
one of them belongs to the subgenus Paresperella, of

the genus Mycale, and is the first representative of

this subgenus to be recorded from the Atlantic Ocean.
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June 25.—Sir F. \V. Moore, vice-president, in the
chair.—R. F. Scharff, H. J. Seymour, and E. T. Newton ;

The exploration of Castlepook Cave, Co. Cork (being
the third report from the committee appointed to ex-
plore Irish caves). The authors described the results

of the exploration of the very extensive chambers and
passages of this cave, which is situated within a
few miles of Doneraile, Co. Cork. The cave con-
tained vast quantities of reindeer remains, two species
of lemming, Arctic fox, as well as adult and young
mammoths, bears, wolves, Irish elk, and the cave
hyaena. The bird bones seem to have been mostly
introduced by fox burrows and pitfalls in recent times.

The authors express the opinion that the cave is prob-
ably of pre-Glacial origin. After an older set of

animal remains liud been deposited in pre-Glacial

times, the cave remained practically sealed up until

comparatively recent times, w’hen another, much more
modern, fauna found its way into the cave.

^
It is

conclusively shown that the cave hysena and reindeer

were contemporaneous in Ireland, and that the mam-
moth, Irish elk, and hear flourished at the same
time.

Royal Dublin Society, June 26.—Dr. G. H. Pethy-

bridge in the chair.—Miss A. L. Massy : The gymnb-
somatous Pteropocla of the coasts of Ireland. Twelve
species are enumerated, taken off the west, south, and
east coasts of Ireland. Six species, of which illustra-

tions were given, arc described as new, and belong to

the genera Pneumodermopsis, SpongeobranchsEa,

Clionopsis, and Cephalobrachia (one each), and Thli-

ptodon (two). Four species belonging to the genera

Pneumodermopsis (two), Cephalobrachia, and Notq-

branchasa have not previously been recorded from the

British and Irish area.—Prof. T. Johnson
; ^

Pterido-

sperms from the Upper Devonian beds at Kiltorcan,

Co. Kilkenny.—Prof. A. F. Dixon ; Note on the frag-

ment of the lower iaw from Piltdiown, Sussex.

Inasmuch as our knowledge of the facial portion

of the skull of Piltdown man is derived from

a studv of the very remarkable fragment found

of the’ lower jaw, it becomes of
^

extreme in-

terest to inquire if its ape-like peculiarities have not

been over-emphasised in the various proposed recon-

structions ox the entire skull. The author believes that

it is possible to reconstruct the lower jaw on more
distinctly human lines than has been proposed hitherto.

From a comparison with the ijiandihle of a Melanesian

islander and other specimens from lowrer existing races,

it does not seem necessary to assume that in the Pilt-

down man there was (i) complete absence of chin

(mental eminence)
; (2) a more parallel arrangement of

the pre-molar teeth than in many recent races; (3)

enormous development of the incisor teeth
;
or (4) a

square-shaped front to the alveolar part of the jaw.

Further, it is not necessary to assume so great a

degree of prognathism as is shewn in the various

reconstructions of the skull that have been published.

A reconstruction proposed by the author showed that

it was possible that the alveolar part of the Piltdown

jaw formed a curve similar to that found in many^

primitive existing races, and that the mental region

may have been as much developed as in them o'r in

the'Neanderthal race. No comparison with recent man
or ape can detract from the extreme interest^ of the

lower-jaw fragment from Piltdown, but it is

doubtful if the remarkable features which it exhibits

are sufficient to support the claim that Piltdown man
belons^ed to a e-enus different from modern man, or

that he may not have represented an early race of

Homo sapiens ifrom which modern man has been

derived.
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Washington, D.C.

National Academy of Sciences, Proceedings No. 5,

vol. iii. (May 15).

—

h.. A. Michelson : The laws of

elastico-viscous flow. A number of empirical for-,

mulae are given.—F. G Keyes : A new equation of

continuity. A comparison of a modification of* van
der Waals’s equation with experimental results ex-

tended over wide ranges, showing satisfactory agree-

ment between the equation and experiment.—E. W.
Berry : The classification of vascular plants.—^.
Bams : Displacement interferometry in connection
with U-tubes.—T. W. Richards and N. F. . Hall :

Attempt to separate the isotopic forms of lead by
fractional crystallisation One may infer that the

molal solubilities of the nitrates are probably essen-

tially identical, and that isotopes are really insepar-

able by any such process as crystallisation.—G. N.
Collins ; Hybrids of Zea iunicaia and Z. ramosa.—
E. P. Felt : Distribution of gall midges. A discussion

of the existing distribution and of hypotheses con-
cerning the way in which it may have been brought
about.—^R. Pearl : Fertility and age in the domestic
fowl. There is a steady and progressive decline in

fertility after the first breeding season.—^W. A.
Noyes: A kinetic hypothesis to explain the function
of electrons in the chemical combination of atoms.

—

C. Barus : Transverse displacement interferometry.

—C. O. Johns and D. B. Jones : The proteins of the
peanut, Arachis hypogaea. Peanut meal contains
a high percentage of lysine, and could well be used
to supplement a diet of corn and wheat.—^A. V.
Kidder : A design-sequence from. New Mexico. It

has been possible to identify five successive steps in the

modification of a design.—J, B. Ferguson : The equili-

brium betw^een carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, sul-

phur dioxide, and free sulphur.—E. B. Hart, E. V.
McCoHnm, H. Steenbock, and G. C. Humphrey : Physio-
logical effect on growth and reproduction of rations

balanced , from restricted sources. Studies pointing
to the necessity of the accumulation of further in-

formation on the physiological behaviour of feeding-
stuffs.—^J.

Loeb and j. H. Northrop : What determines
the duration of life in metazoa? Drosophila has a
temperature-coefficient for the duration of life of the
order of magnitude of that of the chemical reaction.
Since we know that the duration of the larval stage
is determined bv a specific hormone, we must con-
sider the possibility tlxat the duration of life is also
primarily determined bv the formation of a hormone
in the body.—R. J. Anderson and G. Lusk : The inter-

relation between diet and body condition and the
energy production during mechanical w-ork in the
dog. The accomplishment of a given amount of
mechanical work is always at the expense of a given
amount of energy, and the amount of energy required
for the mechanical work is independent of the
physical condition of the subject and of the quantity
of carbohydrate present in the gastrointestinal tract.

Petrograd.
Academy of Sciences, February 15.—P, P. Susliinski| :

fi) The geological structure and minerals of Mount
Serlovaja, in Transbaikalia. (2) The geological struc-
ture of some new deposits of wolframite in Trans-
baikalia.—M. M. Prigovorskij : Fireproof clays in Cen-
tral Russia.—V. C. Dorogostaiskij : A short 'account of
the labours of the Baikal Expedition of the Academy
of Sciences in 1916. March i.—L M. Vinogradov : A
new method of obtaining asymptotic expressions.

—

y. V. Zalenski] ; The segmentation of the egg of Snipa
hicaudata (second period).—^V. and E. Martino ; Mate-
rials for the classification and geographical distribu-
tion of the mammals of the Kirgise Steppe. Part iii.

March 15.—M. A. Rykafeev, N. V. Rose, R. G. Abels,
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Ja. S. Bezikcvii, and E. Ju. Gelin ; The magnetic sur-
vey of the Government of Podolsk in 1913.—^V. A.
StekloY : The approximation of functions by means of

CebySev’s polynomials and on quadratures.—N. I,

Andrusov
:

(i) The ecology of Adacna plicata, Eichw.
(2) Post-Tertiary marine deposits of Sinope (Asia
Minor).
Historico-Philological Section, February 22.-^

N. M. Mogilianskij : The bicentenary of the Anthropo-
logical Section of the Peter the Great Museum of
Anthropology and Ethnography.—I. A. Orbeli : Arme-
nian rock inscriptions. March 8.—^E. D. Polivanov

:

The accentuation of Japanese 'bisyllabic adjectives.

March 22.—B. Ja. Vladimircov and Prince E. A,
Dzavachov ; An anonymous Georgian historian on the
Mongolian language,—^Th. E. UapenskiJ : The Tre-
bizond MS. in the Public Library.
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ACRO:slEGA.LY AND THE EXTINCTION OF i

SPECIES. I

Theorie de la Contre-evoliition, on Degenerescence '

par VHeredite pathologique. Par le Dr. Rene
i

Larger. Pp. xiv + 405. (Paris: Felix Alcan, !

1917.) Price 7 francs.
|

I
N 1885, when Dr. Pierre Marie, who has just

i

succeeded the late Prof. Dejerine in the chair of I

clinical neurology in the University of Paris, was
the youthful director of the laboratory attached
to La Salp^tri^re, he was impressed by the simi-

larity of the condition and symptoms presented
by two women who had entered the great nerve
hospital as patients. In both women a disastrous
change had been wrought in their physical appear-
ance and well-being; in the course of a year or
two their faces had become big and ugly, so that
even their relatives and friends failed to recognise
them; their hands and feet grew in size and
changed in shape, although the normal period for

growth was long past. Dr. Marie perceived that

the morbid state presented by these two women
was identical, and that it was a diseased condition
which, up to that time, had passed unrecognised.
He published an account of his two patients,^

giving the name “acromegaly"' to the condition,

because of the enlargement of the extreme parts of

the body—the hands, feet, and face.

The original description was no sooner published
than cases began to be reported by clinicians from
every part of the world. Hundreds of cases are
now on record. Very soon it was recognised that

nearly all giants, besides suffering from a general-
ised overgrowth, were also the subjects of this

peculiar, or acromegalic, kind of growth. As a

result of thirty-two years of observation and ex-

periment it may be regarded as now certain that

gigantism, acromegaly, and a number of other con-
ditions are directly related to a disordered state

of the pituitary gland—an organ so minute that it

forms only TTtrtroTT of an adult human body.
In his theory of “ contre-dvolution " Dr. Rene

Larger has developed the idea that gigantism
and acromegaly may attack not an individual here

and there as amongst mankind, but may break out

in a whole species or genus, so that all the in-

dividuals become affected, at first with a moderate
degree of acromegaly, but finally with an un-

restrained pitch of gigantism, in which condition

the whole race or family finally perishes. He is of

opinion that his theory explains many facts which
now seem obscure to those who are studying living

and extinct forms of animal life. He selects his

examples from the great dinosaurians, the livin^r

and extinct great birds, and whales, elephants, and
anthropoids, as mammalian representatives.

Although we are willing to admit that Dr.

Larger is the first to apply in a systematic manner
certain medical concepts to problems concerning
the evolution and extinction of animal forms, and
that he has rendered a service to biologists in doing

1 Revue de Af^deeine vol. vi., p. 297.
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SO, we do not think that either his confreres in

France or his colleagues abroad will agree that he
has done justice to the present state of our know-
ledge regarding the growth of the human body.
Dr. Larger regards the enlarged or disordered
state of the pituitary gland, which is invariably
found in the subjects of gigantism and of acro-
megaly, as merely one of many manifestations of

the disease,whereas the prevailing and best-founded
opinion is that a direct and causal connection exists

between the disorder of the pituitary gland and the

disturbance of growth. The pituitary is, how-
ever, only one element in a series of growth-
controlling glands. In the mechanism of growth
and of adaptation of the body to its surroundings
the genital glands, the adrenal gland, the
thyroid, the pancreatic, and the pituitary glands,
and many minor bodies, take a part; between
them they determine the shape given to the body,
and the form given apparently depends on the

dominance of one or more of the members of this

growth-controlling endocrine mechanism.
When in his Croonian lectures of 1905 Prof.

Starling gave the name of “ hormones "

" to the
“ chemical messengers sent out by one organ of

the body to control the action or growth of any
other organ or part of the body, he and Prof.

Bayliss had a very clear appreciation of the im-

portant part hormones were to play in all biological

investigation and speculation. They realised that

they were dealing with the most primitive

mechanism for co-ordinating the functions and
systems of a composite animal body—one which
must have ante-dated the appearance of ’ a nerve-

system, and could serve to link the tissues of the

body to the germ plasm of the unborn seed. We can-

not say that zoologists have showm any undue haste

in applying and testing the theory of hormones.
In 1908 Mr. J. T. Cunningham (Proc. Zool. Soc.,

p, 434) applied the theory of hormones to explain

inheritance; in his presidential address to the

Section of Zoology of the British Associa-

tion at Sheffield in 1910 Prof. C. C. Bourne
clearly recognised the rdle of hormones in the

evolution of new forms; in recent writings by
Prof. A. Dendy and by Prof. E. W. MacBride
it can be seen that they, too, have grasped the

importance of hormones to zoologists. It is this

wider concept of hormones that we should prefer

to see applied to the problems which Dr. Larger

has dealt with in his theory of “contre-dvolution,”

but, even if we cannot get the whole loaf, we must
be thankful to him for a piece of real bread.

A. Keith.

ELECTROTECHNICAL BOOKS.

(1) The Range of Electric Searchlight Projectors.

By Jean Rey. Translated by J. H. Johnson.
Pp.’ xiv+i5;2. (London: Constable and Co.,

Ltd., 1917.) Price 125. 6d. net.

(2) The Calculation and Measurement of

Inductance and Capacity. By W. H. Nottage.

Pp. 137. (London : The Wireless Press, Ltd.)

Price 2s. 6d.

(3) Electric and Magnetic Measurements. By
Y
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Charles Marquis Smith. Pp. xii + 373* (New

York : The Macmillan Co. ;
London : Macmillan

and Co., Ltd., 1917.) Price los. 6d. net.

(4) A Laboratory Course of Practical Electricity

for Vocational Schools and Shop Classes* By

M. J. Archbold. Pp. ix + 211+exp. 98. (New

York ; The Macmillan Co. ;
London : Macmillan

,

and Co., Ltd., 1916.) Price 5s. net.

(5) Electrical Measurements and Testing : Direct-

and Alternating-Current* By Chester L.

Dawes. Unpagfed. (New York
: John Wiley

and Sons, Inc.) Price 3s. net.

(6) Electrical Laboratory Course for Junior

Students* By Prof. Magnus Maclean. Pp.

120. (London : Blackie and Son^ Ltd., 1916.)

Price 2S. net.

(i) qINCE the outbreak of the war there has

been an urgent demand by our air^ naval,

and military forces for information relating to

the range of searchlight projectors. We there-

fore welcome this translation of M. Jean Key’s

work- It is an open secret that during the course

of the war very great improvements have been

made in the manufacture of the carbons for pro-

jector lamps, and that they give a flux of light

for a given power consumption from three to five

times as great as that obtained from the old

carbons.

The first electric searchlight was made by
Louis Sautter in 1867. lamps the

carbons were arranged so that their axes were
inclined at an angle. The efficiency was high,

but the regulation of the carbons was a difficult

and delicate operation. They are now always
arranged with the carbons horizontal. In the

first chapter the author gives an account of the

experiments he carried out in the laboratory of

the Sautter-Harle works in 1902. He proved
that for small arcs taking from 10 to 50
amperes the efficiency—that is, the ratio of the

luminous flux to the electric power—increases

with the current, but above 50 amperes the

efficiency diminishes as the current increases. For
instance, with a current of 250 amperes the
efficiency is 13 per cent, less than with a current
of 50 amperes. He also proved experimentally
that the diameter of the crater was proportional
to the square root of the product of the diameter
of the positive carbon and the current. In
chap. ii. formulae are given for the illumination
obtained with a specified reflector. From
these it appears that, neglecting absorption, the
illumination at a given distance is proportional
to the square of the focal length of the reflector,

and is inversely proportional to the square of the
diameter of the crater. The efficiency of electric

searchlights is next considered, the losses due to
‘the front glass, the shadow losses due to the
lamp, and the losses due to the flashing shutters
being taken into account.

Blondel’s law for the range of a searchlight is

fully explained, and values are given for the co-
efficient of atmospheric transparency. When the
humidity of the air is great the coefficient is per-
ceptibly reduced, and when the air contains
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particles of dust the coefficient is very appreciably

diminished. In the last chapter the difficult

problem of the influence of visual acuity on the

range is discussed, and references are given to.

Blonder s work.
Numerous interesting phenomena are men-

tioned. For example, when convoys, pioneers

making trenches, aviators, etc., are caught by

the beam of a searchlight at a great distance they

generally Imagine that they must be visible to the

enemy and so take cover. It is pointed out that

in many cases the enemy would be quite unable

to see them. The work will prove of great value

to engineer officers. We have noticed one or two^

misprints in some of the mathematical equations,

but the corrections are obvious.

(2) A knowledge of easy methods of measuring
and of rapid methods of calculating with high

accuracy the inductance of currents and the
capacity of conductors is of great value in radio-

telegraphy. On these subjects, therefore, a great

deal of experimental ingenuity and mathematical
labour have recently been expended. Mr.
Nottage begins by giving formulae for inductance

and capacity, and he illustrates their use by
numerous numerical examples. He then
describes experimental methods of measuring
these quantities, and finally gives brief descrip-’

tions of the appliances now used in making these

measurements. Extensive use has been made of

papers which have recently been read to the

London Physical Society and to the Institution

of Electrical Engineers.

As the author is writing for the benefit of

physicists and engineers, the mathematical proofs
of the formulae, which are as a rule long and
tedious, have been omitted. The publication of

a formula without proof, however, has its draw-
backs. The user of a formula obtained in this,

way is at the mercy of misprints. As the limita-

tions of the formulae also, are not given in all

cases, he may easily fall into error. In chap, ii.,

formula (ii), p. 41, we notice that in the formula
for the joint capacity of two spheres -3863 has

i

been printed instead of 1-3863. The limitations

I

of the formula for the inductance of a rectangle
are not stated. Rayleigh’s formula for the-

inductance of a concentric main, which is perhaps
the most important of them all, has been left out
altogether.

On p. 47 a formula (18) is given for the average
potential of a single straight wire. We are quite
unable to make sense of the formula. It is stated
to be only approximate, but then the “accurate-
expression ” (19) is also given; and finally, we
are told that for all practical purposes the dif-

ference between the two formulae is negligible.
Doubtless also to the same degree of accuracy the
approximate formula for the capacity of a wire
deduced from that of a prolate spheroid by mak-
ing the equatorial axis very long will agree with
either. Unfortunately, the exact solution is not
known. We therefore have to pass over the next
fourteen pages, as we cannot understand them.
Heaviside has shown how to calculate the
capacity and inductance of horizontal antennae
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(“Electrical Papers,’’ vol. i., p. 42 and p, loi, or
Russell, “Alternating^ Currents,” vol. i., p. 199).
The collection of methods of measuring

inductance and capacity given in chaps, iii. and
iv. will be found useful. The discussion in chap,

vi. of Duddell, Campbell, and Drysdale vibration

galvanometers is good so far as it goes, but the

reader would be grateful for more information.

The author seems to- have written the booh rather

hurriedly. The wireless electrician and the
physicist, however, will find it useful.

(3) Prof. Smith’s book consists partly of lec-

tures and partly of laboratory exercises on electric

and magnetic measurements. The arrangement
of the subject is good, and the lengthy definitions

and explanations of units will be helpful to

students. The definitions of self and mutual
inductance are very properly given in terms of

the linkages of flux and current, but the author I

has not made it quite clear what a linkage is. I

In order to explain what is meant by a linkage,

it is necessary to show how the linkages of the
magnetic flux inside the wire itself with fractional

parts of the current can be calculated. As an
elementary knowledge of the calculus is pre-

supposed, this can easily be done.
The definitions of electrostatic capacity are not

quite happy. No clear distinction is made
between the capacity of a conductor and the
capacity between two conductors. For example,
the author says that a condenser is ‘‘a device by
means of which the capacity of an isolated con-
ductor can be very greatly increased

’
’ by the

presence near it of another charged conductor.
Unless, however, the conductors have equal and
opposite charges, the equations given later do
not apply. The book is clearly printed and the

methods are up to date.

(4) These leaflets form a laboratory course lor

boys and apprentices . in vocational schools and
shop classes. Gaps are left in the printing of the

leaflet where the boy has to write down what he
has observed, and spaces are provided for a
sketch of the apparatus used and for a graph of

his results. Rough sketches are given in the

appendix of the apparatus used, and these will be
a great help to beginners. Numerous easy
examples are given. The leaflets are excellently

adapted for the class of student for whom they
have been written. The Brown and Sharp Wire
Table and the “circular mil ” are much in

evidence. The “circular mil ” .is a quaint unit,

being the area of a circle i mil (o*ooi of an inch)

in diameter. We hope that it will soon become
obsolete.

(5) Mr. Chester Dawes is instructor in electri-

cal engineering at Harvard University. This
“loose-leaf” laboratory manual is intended to be.

used in conjunction with Timbie’s “Electrical

Measurements” and Karapetoff’s “Elementary
Electrical Testing,” The leaflets are thoroughly
practical, and the arrangement of the experiments

.

is excellent. After
'

*doing. for instance, the

experiment on “conduit-wiring,” the student

would have acquired excellent ideas about the

best methods of installing electric-light wires in
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conduits. He would also know how to make
joints in cables and how to test their insulation

resistance. Given an elaborate electrical labora-
tory, this manual is admirably adapted to train

students to become really useful electricians in the

minimum possible time. Some of the questions
asked on the leaflets will give them plenty of food
for thought.

(6)

This book gives a w^ell-arranged series of

experiments suitable for a junior course in an
electrical engineering laboratory. They are all

thoroughly utilitarian and will be a great help to

the student when he goes to an electrical w’orks
or a powder station. Prof. Maclean asks the
student to obtain the “efficiency ” of an arc lamp
in watts per mean hemispherical candle-power.
He very properly puts the w^ord “efficiency”
between quotation marks. The efficiency is really

the mean hemispherical candle-power per watt,
and it is high time that this definition w’ere

adopted by engineers. We are doubtful whether
the use of Rousseau’s diagram to measure the
mean hemispherical candle-power of arc lamps is

justified, considering how uncertain some of the

measurements are owing to the continual fluctua-

tion in the intensity and the colour of the light.

One of the simpler methods of approximating to

the mean hemispherical candle-power would be
more suitable. A. Russell.

OVR BOOKSHELF.
Lessons in Pharmaceuticah Latin and Prescript

tion Writing and Interpretation. By Hugh C.

Muldoon. Pp. vii.+ 173. (New York
: John

Wiley and Sons, Inc. ; London : Chapman and
Hall, Ltd., 1916.) Price 6^. net.

For the past quarter of a century the Latin used
by medical practitioners in writing their prescrip-

tions has become more and more simple, and the

use of the vernacular has correspondingly

increased. Nevertheless, so many prescriptions

are still written in that language that the

pharmacist must be sufficiently well acquainted

with it to interpret them correctly. The author

assumes no knowledge of Latin on the part of

the student and endeavours to teach him what
is essentiaP in the limited time at his dis-

posal. To accomplish this, much of the con-

jugation of the verbs and of the declension of the

nouns, and so on, has been omitted, and the

student’s attention concentrated on those parts

which are of constant recurrence.

The work is divided into twenty-five chapters.

From the commencement the exercises are based
on such words and expressions as occur in

prescriptions, passing from the simplest to the

more complex. While it is not, and does not

profess to be, a complete Latin grammar of phar-

macy, it certainly embodies a rational method of

teaching a student the Latin essential to his

calling without burdening his memory with a
host of conjugations and tenses with which he
will never meet. The necessary rules are clearly

and concisely stated. Though written for Ameri-
can students, it can equally well be used by British,

and undoubtedlj deserves to meet with success.
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British Insects and How to Know Them, By

Harold Bastin. Pp. ix+129. .(London:

Methuen and Co., Ltd., 19 ^7 *) Price is. 6d,

net.

The inquiry often made by beginners for a small

book- giving trustworthy, if elementary, informa-

tion about the common insects of our countryside

may be safely answered by a recommendation of

this handy little volume. After a short introduc-

tory chapter on the general characters of the

Insecta and some of the varieties in life-history

to be observed among them, the author takes a

survey of the orders in ascending series, describing

the leading structural features, the transforma-

tions, and the habits of the principal families as

illustrated by their commoner and more con-

spicuous genera and species. The book contains

a relatively large amount of information on sys-

tematic entomology, but Mr. Bastin has so much

of interest to tell about the mode of life of many

of the creatures which he mentions that the effect

is far from that of the dry, catalogue-like summary

which might easily have been the result^ of an

attempt to survey the whole class of insects in little

more than a hundred pages. The book is illus-

trated with twelve photographic plates, on each

of which five or six figures are printed with admir-

able definition and softness. The frenulum and

retinaculum of a hawk-moth *s wings on plate ix.

may be mentioned as treated with special success.
^ G. H. C.

FrBsh-wateT Wonders and How to Identify

‘ Them. By J. H. Crabtree. Pp. 64.

(London: C. H. Kelly.) Price is. ^d. net.

The author of this little volume is an enthusiast

on pond-life, and he seeks to introduce others to

what has been to himself a world of wonder and

beauty. He deals with diatoms, desmids,

confervae, Volvox, water-weeds of many kinds,

amoebse, infusorians, Hydra, rotifers, Bryozoa,

Annelids and some other worms, bivalves, water-

snails, water-fleas, crayfish, insect-larvae, and

amphibians. There are thirty photographic

illustrations, many of which will be useful to

beginners in identification.

It is a simple, unambitious book, but the

author’s standard of accuracy should have been

higher. The amoeba does not “flit about”; the

young “ volvoces ” do not occupy “ the parent

cell ”
;
the bell-animalcule does not feed on smaller

“hydrozoa”; nematodes are not Annelids, nor
“ segmented like the river-worm ”

;
a Cercaria is

neither an Annelid nor a Planarian, as is alleged;

the fresh-water mussel does not feed ravenously

on water-spiders; the antennae of Daphnia are

not fringed with cilia, nor are the swimmerets of

the crayfish. Whatever one may say at the fish-

monger’s, it seems a pity in a book to call the

crayfish a fish, especially after calling it a crusta-

cean. And why should one compare a tadpole
with a “fish without wings ”? We are amazed at

the easy-going way in which the author has
tolerated numerous inaccuracies. It is not the
way of science.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
[The Editor does not hold himself responsible for

opinions expressed by his correspondents. Neither

can he undertake to return, or to correspond with

the writers of, rejected manuscripts intended for

this or any other part of Nature. No notice is

taken of anonymous communications.

\

Radiation-Pressure, Astrophysical Retardation, and
Relatiifity.

The conclusion was reached by the late Prof. Poynt-

ing (Phil. Trans., 1903) that the radiation from a
material body in space gives rise to a small retarding

force, which acts cumulatively as a brake on its move-

ment through the aether ;
and the consequence was

deduced, the significance of which has not yet been

exhausted, that the sun’s radiation, acting in concert

with its graidtation, operates to keep the solar system

swept clear of fine cosmical dust. The system may
travel through nebulous clouds, but no such clouds

can permanently belong to it.

A view seems to be prevalent that this con-

clusion contradicts electromagnetic theory, because for

an isolated radiator like a star this force of retardation

is specified as proportional to its velocity through the

aether, and this is said to violate the principle of

relativity (see, for example, the Observatory, July, 1917,

p. 275, on “Radiation-Pressure and the Solar Rota-

tion ”)- The evolution of mathematical theories is now
carrying the modes of formulation of that principle far

away from the simple considerations on which it

originally reposed; but it can fairly be said that none

of -the original enunciations seek to apply the prin-

ciple that all motions are relative to systems that are

not self-contained. If a body is losing its energy by

radiation, it must surely stand in relation to the bodies

or to the medium to which it transfers that energy,

even though it be a star remote from all other bodies.

Any kind of relativity that supersedes this considera-

tion would seem to stand in self-contradiction.

As a'matter of fact, however, Prof. Poynting’s prin-

ciple has nothing to do with the refined second-order

negative results which were the source of the very

interesting modern development x-egai'ding relativity.

His effect is proportional to the first power of the

velocity of the system
;

it is thus a direct consequence

of the original Maxwellian theory, now universally

accepted; to traverse it would appear to^ knock oyer

the whole fabric of modern mathematical physics.

How to reconcile it with special views on relativity is

another matter.

The argument on this point may be found set forth

in Proc. International Mathematical Congress,
^

Cam-
bridge, 1912 (vol. i., p. 213, “On the Dynamics of

Radiation”), or in the forthcoming collected edition of

Prof. Poynting’s papers. It appears from it that the

effect of the solar radiation incident on a particle of

dust, in orbital motion round the sun, is simply to

reduce the factor of its gravitation, while the effect

of its own radiation again of the radiant energy
which has been absorbed by it from the sun is to

retard in a frictional manner its motion through the

aether. There can be no question in general of this

retardation being exactly annulled or compensated by
diminution of the inertia of the particle due to loss

of its energy
; in the present case the particle, in ’fact,

absorbs j'ust as much energy as it radiates. The
principle and its cosmical results seem to stand firm on
established laws, and a priori views as to relativity

must adapt themselves to it. ‘Any attempt in that

direction will have to take account of the inertia of

free travelling radiation. Joseph Larmor.
Cambridge, July 14.
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Oceanic Tidal Friction.

Ix equation (2b) of a paper in the current number
of the Proceedings of the Royal Society (93 A, pp. 348-

59) Mr. R. O. Street has given an expression tor

the rate of dissipation of energy in the oceanic tides

which is tprobably the best yet obtained
; it is propor-

tional to the square root of the viscosity and to the
square of the surface velocity. In view, however,
of the uncertainty of many of the data involved, which
he carefully states, some^ further discussion of the
subsequent numerical application seems desirable. At
the end of the paper it is shown that a periodic surface
velocity with a maximum of 2 ft. per second all over
the ocean, with a viscosity of 1-4X10-^ ft.^/sec., would
account for a retardation of the earth’s rotation of

amount 4' of arc per century per century. Now it is

easy to find from equations (ii) on p. 303 of Lamb’s
** Hydrodynamics ” that the surface velocity in mid-
ocean for a tide of height 2 ft. is only of order 0-04 ft.

per second ; on the other hand, the eftective viscosity is

very much increased on account of turbulence. The
available data on this question are scanty, but the
writer has shown elsewhere {Monthly Notices of
jR.A.S., vol. Ixxvi., 1916, p. 512) that the effective

viscosity in the ocean is probably of order 4 cm.-/sec.=

4*4 X io“^'ft.2/sec Thus Street’s retardation must be
multiplied by (o-02)-(3oo)i, giving 0*02' per century per
century, which is inappreciable. No great part of the

observed lunar acceleration can therefore be attributed

to tidal friction in mid-ocean. The dissipation in

shallow regions near the coast may be greater, as fhe
velocity is greater there, but in view of the limited

area concerned the total is unlikely to be important.

As the retardation of the earth’s rotation that is re-

quired to account for the lunar acceleration is about
io'-4 per century per century (ibid,, vol. Ixxvii.

; 1917,

p, 453), Street’s result on the whole confirms those of

the earlier investigators, who regarded oceanic tidal

friction as very small in amount, and were disposed

to refer all the dissipation, if any, to the bodily tides.

Harold Jeffreys.
St. John’s College, Cambridge. %

Gravitation and Thermodynamics.

Attention has been given in Nature to various de-

ductions from the results of Dr. P. E. Shaw’s ex-

periments on “The Newtonian Constant of Gravita-

tion as affected by Temperature” (Phil. Trans., A,

544, 1916). So far as the present writer is aware,
attention has not been directed to the suggestive re-

marks of the late Prof. G. F. Fitzgerald, to be found
in .his Helmholtz memorial lecture (Transactions

Chemical Society, 1896, pp. 889-95). In the course

of ‘ his' reference to Helmholtz’s contribution to the

theory of vortex motion, Fitzgerald remarks :
—

“ It is

difficult to weigh hot' bodies accurately, and, in con-

sequence, there does not seem to be any conclusive

proof that the weight of a body does not change with
its temperature. If it does not do so by a measurable
amount, the simple vortex ring theory of matter can
hardly.be true.” J. S. G. Thomas.

709 Old Kent Road, S.E.T5, July 4.

The First New Woon in the Year 1 B.G.

In making some computations last March about the

occurrence of new moon, an error of statement was
discovered in the ninth edition of the “Encyclopaedia
Britannica” under “Calendar,” vol. iv., p. 594, and
repeated in the eleventh edition, vol. iv., p. 993; it'

is also given in Barlow and Bryan’s “ Mathematical
Astronomy,”' p. 215. The erroneous statement is that

new moon occurred on January i In i b.c. New
moon in January,’ i b.c., occurred on January 25,
iT2h. 26m. Jerusalem Mean Civil Time,
Dominion Observatory, Ottawa.. Otto Klotz.
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PHOTOGRAPHS OF AURORA.
\ TTEMPTS to measure the height of aurora

were made prior to the end of the
eighteenth century, and have been repeated at

intervals since that date. The most direct

method is obviously to determine the parallax as
given by synchronous observations at two
stations a sufficient distance apart. In the case
of the earlier attempts to apply this method, it

was * only by the merest accident that observa-
tions would have been taken simultaneously, and
even in that event it "was improbable that the
same point would have been selected for observa-
tion. Thus it was impossible to feel any great
confidence in the older results, though, as a
matter of fact, some of them were probably not
far wrong. After the invention of the telephone,
it became possible for two observers a sufficient

distance apart to make simultaneous, observations
with theodolites, but some uncertainty necessarily

prevailed as to the identity of the points selected

for observation. Observations made in this way
at Godthaab, in Greenland, with a 5-8-kilometre
base, discussed by Prof. Paulsen thirty years ago,
gave for the lower edge of aurora heights vary-
ing from 0*6 to 67*8 km., the average being only
some 20 km. At Godthaab, however, the
parallax was too small to measure in some 20
per cent, of the cases.

Towards the end of last century several people
succeeded occasionally in attempts to photograph
aurora, and in 1909 Prof. Carl Stormer, of

Christiania, devised a satisfactorily successful

method of securing photpgraphs with only a few
seconds* exposure, and in 1910 he and his assist-

ants secured a good many pairs of photographs
from two stations 5 km. apart, near Bossekop,
in the north of Norway.

In 1913 Prof- Stormer took a much larger num-
ber of photographs, employing a longer base,

observations being made at Bossekop and Store
Korsnes, 27!“ km. apart. His photographs in-

clude known stars as well as the aurora. An
auxiliary photograph of the face of a watch gives
the exact time, and thus the position of the star.

A series of corresponding points can usually be
recognised in the two photographs, and the
geographical position as well as the height of the

aurora—^whether an arc, a band, a curtain, or
a ray—can be calculated. .The accompanying
figures are reproductions of two pairs of photo-
graphs obtained by Prof. Stormer and his

assistant in 1913-
Prof. Stormer has recently discussed in

Terrestrial Magnetism a number of the measure-
ments made on the photographs which he took
in 1913. The majority oj his calculated heights
refer to the lower edge of the aurora, partly, no
doubt, because it is usually the best defined, and
partly because it possesses especial interest in

connection with the theory which he supports,

viz. that aurora arises from electrical corpuscles

discharged from the sun. On this theory, the
lower the visible limit of aurora, the more penetra-
ting the discharge. Out of about 2500 height
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measurements, based on the photographs taken

in 1913, only twenty-one fifave an altitude under

90 km*,‘ and only sixteen an altitude above

220 km., the highest being 323 km. Nearly 70

the fact that in 1910 he observed heights under

50 km. on several occasions. Moreover, unless

this proves to be the case, 'or auroras attain

much lower levels in Greenland than in Norway,
we must suppose Prof. Paulsen’s

estimates to have been seriously

at fault. The frequent asso-

ciation of aurora with magnetic
disturbance gives an additional

interest to Prof. Stormer’s work.
It is of obvious importance to-

have exact information as to

the changes in progress in

aurora during the large move-
ments frequently shown on
magnetograms during magnetic
storms.

C. Chree.

THE DYE PROBLEM AMONG
THE ENTENTE POWERS.

The synthetic dye problem
as it presents itself to

the French chemist was admir-

ably stated by Prof. Auger
in an address delivered on

„ , /..N tr /, r.N February ii to the Societe
Fig. I.—Aurora borealis, photog^raphed simultaneously from Bossekop (right) and Store Korsnes (lelt)

A 1 Tr»i\rArQif4 ,4- P^ric
on March ir, 1913, iih. 36111. G.M.T. Altitude of the lowest parts 93-99 km. The star w Deneb. dCS AmiS 06 1 UniverSlte 06 JrariS.

For more than forty centuries the

per cent, of the heights ranged between 96 and art of the dyer was restricted by the narrow choice

120 km. Prof. Stbrmer claims that, as regards of available colouring matters. Tlie ancients were

frcQuencv of occurrence, the results show two acquainted with only ten dyeing principles,

distinct maxima, one between loi and 103 km., namely, Tyrian purple, madder, archil, weld,

the other between 105 and 108 km. Persian berries, anatto, woad, indigo, catechu, and

Fig. 2.—Aurora borealis, photographed siojultaneou'ily from Bos^ekop (right) and Store Korsnes Heft) on March 30, 1913, gh. aom. G.M.T.
Altitude of left border about lao km. The stars of Lyra in the background.

The year 1913 was one of sunspot minimum,
and Prof. Stormer seems disposed to associate
sunspot minimum with low j>enetrating power in

auroral rays, and so great height in the lower
edge of aurora. This seems necessary to explain
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the tannins, the last two applied either alone or with
iron mordants. This short list represents a very
restricted range of colours, dyeing in various
shades of red, yellow, orange, blue, brown, and
black. Green dyes were unknown to the dyers
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antiquity, who were forced to utilise mixtures of
blue and yellow. The choice of medieval dyers
was even narrower, for Tyrian purple became
obsolete with the lapse of time, owing- to the cost
of production. But with the great geographical
discoveries of the sixteenth century four new
natural colouring matters were added to the list,

^lamely, cochineal, logwood, quercitron, and fustic,

and the use of indigo, which had fallen into
abeyance, was revived.

The birth and development of modern chemistry
added in the period 1790 to 1853 six more dyes
and pigments : picric acid, chrome yellow, chrome
•green, Prussian blue, artificial ultramarine, and
murexide. The period of intensive colour produc-
tion began with Perkin's synthesis of mauve, since

when many thousand dyes have been produced, of
which about 3000 have at one time or another been
utilised by dyers. The capture of this industry

by German industrialists placed at the disposal of
their military chiefs a new form of offensive,

namely, war with poisons. The asphyxiating
gases, chlorine and phosgene, and the lachryma-
tory liquid, benzyl bromide, were prepared in large
•quantities for the colour industry, and were ready
to hand for a more nefarious use.

The tragic story of the red trousers adopted
“for the French Army constitutes one of

the world-war's most cruel ironies. This
colour was originally selected in order to

encourage the cultivation of French madder, which
colour principle was, however, entirely superseded
by artificial alizarin in 1876. Nevertheless, the

French War Office disbursed annually vast sums
in the purchase of the latter dye from the
Badische Anilin- 8z Soda-Fabrik, an astute Ger-
man firm, which very obligingly established a
special shade of alizarin red to suit the require-

ments of their French clients. With the outbreak
•of war* the lives of thousj^nds of France's incom-
parable soldiery were sacrificed to demonstrate
that this excellent red, worn to support a dead
‘industry, was an admirable target for the enemy.

•This sombre episode is typical of the methods
of peaceful penetration by means of which German
industrialists endeavoured, only too successfully,

for forty years before the war to acquire that

chemical predominance which was to pave the way
for military victory over their short-sighted rivals.

The secret of this German success was to con-
centrate on essentials. Germany was alone at first

’in recognising what should be the correct relation-

ship between theory and application, and between
•science and industry. Its Government assigned
no limits to the endowment of universities and to

the enrolment and encouragement of professors.

The latter gained glory and profit fromiany of their

discoveries receiving, technical applications. Ger-

man manufacturers prided themselves on possess-

ing research laboratories rivalling, and often

excelling, those of the universities. Sure of

ultimate success, they no longer imposed on their

research chemists the crippling task of obtaining

immediately profitable results. Conscious that the

‘field of inquiry is illimitable, they did not demand
of their pioneers and prospectors payable dis-
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coveries to order. As the result of this far-sighted
policy, carried intO' practice by patient and system-
atically co-ordinated workers, German industrialists
ultimately were enabled to make discoveries which
rendered them masters not only of the colour
industry, but also of all other industries depending
on chemical synthesis, such as the manufacture of
pharmaceutical and photographic products and the
production of artificial perfumes. In this way the
large German firms acquired a systematically-
recorded mass of detailed practical experience
which is far more valuable to them than their

financial resources. It is true that the principles
underlying the production of dyes and other fine

chemicals may be gleaned from a perusal of patent
specifications and other scientific publications

;
yet

these disclosures are more apparent than real, for
it is certain that very few, if any, of these pro-
cesses, if carried out as described, could meet the
competition which existed before the war. Large
staffs of experienced technical chemists are
required to put these syntheses into effective opera-
tion.

In the meantime, non-German chemical manu-
facturers and chemical users had fallen to a
position of subordinance. The part played by
the former was the collection of German inter-

mediate products and the conversion of these sub-
stances into dyes, a comparatively simple and
inexpert task compared with the highly skilled

processes by which these intermediates were manu-
factured. The German manufacturers were very
liberal * towards their subordinates, and even
encouraged the development of foreign factories of

this type, realising that in these dependent enter-*

prises they had very useful allies, which, by
obscuring the ultimate origin of the dyes and other

chemical products, neutralised national prejudice

and flattered local patriotism by a spurious show
of manufacturing activity.

One of these subservient French factories was
at the outbreak of war devoted to the production

of synthetic indigo from intermediates sent from
Germany. This factory has since been requisi-

tioned by the French Government, and with the

aid of a committee formed to deal with chemical

and pharmaceutical products is now organised to

manufacture synthetic indigo for the new military

uniforms.
It is satisfactory to note that a similar success

has attended British efforts to cope with this im-

portant colour. The Rhenish firm of Meister,

Lucius, & Bruning had installed at Ellesmere Port

a factory in which only the last stage of their

indigo synthesis was practised, in order that the

firm might comply with the requirements of the

English Patent Laws. Last year this factory was
acquired by the Manchester firm of Messrs. Levin-

stein, Ltd., which at present is carrying out the

indigo synthesis in all its stages on a larger scale

than was the case when the works were still in

German hands.

The steps taken in France to cope with the dye
famine and other problems of chemical synthesis

arising from the war are singularly comparable
with those made in England. In both countries
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the Government has intervened to form State-aided

companies, and British Dyes, Ltd., has its French

analogue in the “Societe Nationale des Mati^res

Colorantes et Produits Chimiques.” Meanwhile,

private enterprise has played a very important

part. The last surviving independent French dye

factory at Saint-Denis has greatly increased its

capital and organised its resources in order to deal

intensively with dye production as soon as the

claims of the explosives departments have abated.

In Lancashire, Messrs. Levinstein, who have

achieved noteworthy success as dye-makers, now
form the nucleus of a group of co-ordingited firms

working amicably in the production of dyes and

other synthetic products. These firms^ which

include the Ellesmere Port indigo factory and

Messrs. Claus, of Clayton, near Manchester, have

working arrangements with other industrial under-

takings not only in Great Britain, but also so

far afield as Italy and America. This combina-

tion of the Lancashire colour firms and^ their

associates is at present a most hopeful sign of

renaissance for the chemical industries of the

Entente Powers. G. T. Morgan.

FRANCE AND NATIONAL SCIENTIFIC
RESEARCH APPLIED TO INDUSTRY.

The French Socidtd d'Encouragement pour

ITndustrie Nationale, always to the fore in

matters of vital moment to industry, has recently

been dealing with the question of scientific in-

vestigation as applied to manufacture.
^

The
“Economic Arts’* Sub-Committee in particular

is greatly interested in the co-ordination and co-

operation of the various research and test labora-

tories in the country with the view of bringing

science and industry into more direct contact

after the war. In No. i (1917) of the society’s

Bulletin General Sebert has an article on the

various establishments of the kind. Many of the

Government departments in France have their

own special laboratories, e.g. the various research

laboratories of the French War Office and the

JMunitions Inventions Committee. A number of

the scientific societies also have their own estab-

lishments, e.g. that founded by the Society of

Electrical Engineers in 1886. Many tests are

made there for different Government departments,

and a number of important researches in elec-

tricity have been undertaken. Then there is the

laboratory created by the French Photographic
Society, which has done good work for the photo-

graphic profession and trade, and, more recently,

for the kinematograph trade. By a decree passed
in iQoo it was decided to widen the scope of the

mechanical laborator}'- founded in 1854 by
General Morin, the result being the foundation
of the Laboratoire d’essais at the Conservatoire
national des arts et mdtiers. To this institution

many technical societies have made grants. It is

divided into five sections, viz. physics, metals,

materials of construction, mechanics, and
chemistry. Here certain primary and secondary
standards are kept. This laboratory has done
good work in the carrying out of routine testing
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of all kinds, but its operations are evidently cir-

cumscribed through lack of funds. The
laboratory had to close at the beginning of the

war, though it has since been reopened at the

instance of the Munitions Inventions Committee

for the carrying out of experiments relating to

war problems.

Useful as such establishments are, however,

there is a strongly felt desire to establish in

France a National Laboratory on the scale of our

own National Physical Laboratory, the Bureau

of Standards (U.S.A.), and the Reichsanstalt at

Charlottenburg.
M. Armand Gautier, of the Institute, recently

expressed at the Academy of Sciences his per-

sonal ideas regarding the creation of a central

laboratory of the kind, and an epitome of his con-

tribution "is printed in the Bulletin of the Socidt6

d’Encouragement already referred to. He sug-

gests fhe formation of a council consisting of

manufacturers of the first rank, scholars who are

specialists in particular branches of science, and

a small number of Ministers of State or members
of the National Council. This council would

draw up a list of the questions to be dealt with

and appoint the most eminent men to carry out

the investigations. The council would also

approach the manufacturers, etc., whO' would be

most likely to benefit from the researches, and

the latter would do the rest by the provision of

annual grants for the execution of the work.

The State would have no responsibility, direction,

or supervisory powers, but would provide the

funds necessary for the establishment and equip-

ment of the institution. Each manufacturer
would undertake to assist according to the extent

of his business, but the share of each would be

fixed as low as possible. M. Gautier thinks that

there would be no difficulty in inducing manu-
facturers to lend their support, as it is they who
would most directly profit from the results of the

researches. E, S. Hodgson.

NOTES.
A CORRESPONDENT in Petrograd gives us a rather

gloomy account of the difficulties of carrying on scien-

tific work or publications under the present conditions,

in Russia. He says :
—

“ It is, in fact, now almost
impossible to print here scientific works having small

circulations, as the prices demanded by the composi-
tors, printers, papermakers, and other workers con-
nected with the production of hooks are 200-300 per
cent, higher than they were in February, immediately
before the Revolution. The results are beginning to

be felt .already—factories arc being closed and the

number of unemployed getting larger every day.

Scientific work and teaching arc at present almost
impossible, as many of the institutes and universities

are ‘ requisitioned ’ by irresponsible revolutionary
organisations and troops ;

thus the Polytechnic
Institute has been occupied since March 5 by about
2500 soldiers, and as the sanitary arrangements were
never intended for such a number of people, having
no ideas of sanitation, living and sleeping in the
lecture- and drawing-halls, the shameful state of the
institute may he imagined. AU efforts to eject these
unwelcome guests and those of other organisations

1
have proved abortive, as the * Provisional Government

’’
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has no power to do it. Almost all courses of lectures
i

are thus interrupted, and it is possible to conduct onlv
|

some laborator}’ exercises and examinations. The
students themselves take a large part in the different
revolutionary organisations, and also make demands
to have the direction and control of all the affairs

of universities and institutes. The future of our seats
of learning seems precarious indeed, as there are no
visible signs of order succeeding the general anarchy,
which, as of course you know from the daily papers,
reigns everywhere supreme.”

It was suggested in Nature of May 24 (p. 250) that
the atmospheric conditions in this season of the year
would probably favour observations on the transmis-
sion to this country of the sound of firing from the
Western front. Tbis anticipation has been realised,

for on several occasions during the past six weeks the
reports of continuous distant firing have been noticed
in the London district. Dr. H. S. Allen, who previ-
ously recorded hearing the sounds from Chessington,
informs us that sounds of bombardment were noticed
by several observers at New Malden on June 3, 4,
and 5. More recently he has heard the characteristic
sounds on several occasions from Graffham Common,
in West Sussex. The common lies between Petworth
and Midhurst, on the north side of the South Downs.
The reports are usually most distinct in the evening,
and were heard very clearly on the still evenings of

June 21 and 22. The German bombardment on the
Nieuport front on July 10 accounts for the specially

distinct reports heard from 5 p.m. on that date. The
Evening Standard of July ii states that between
Horsham and West Grinstead the terrific gunfire in

Flanders was heard more distinctly on the previous
day than at any time during the war. The reports

can be recognised readily by the frequency of their

occurrence, the usual interval between successive

reports being only a few seconds, and by the peculiar

character of the concussion, which may be said to be
felt rather than heard. According to a correspondent

of the Manchester Guardian (July 12), persons on the

higher ground to the north of London heard “the
strange, heavy sound, that was like the muffled slam-
ming of colossal doors.” Further evidence with re-

gard to the sound of the Messines mines is given in

the first German account of the battle (quoted in the

Times for July 14). The most marked feature of the

explosion, according to an observer one kilometre from
the northernmost mine, was the movement of the

ground. The blow was accompanied “by a terrible

crash, not so very loud, but so powerful and of such

a kind as has never been heard after the explosion of

the heaviest enemy shell or mine torpedo.”

Owing to conditions resulting from the existing

war, the International Exchange Service of the Smith-
sonian Institution, of Washington, is temporarily dis-

continued to almost all the countries of Europe and
to India.

At a meeting of the council of the Ray Society held

on July 12, Dr. B, Daydon Jackson, vice-president, in

the chair, the resignation as treasurer of Dr. DuCane
Godman on account of ill-health was announced. The
thanks of the council for his services during the past

fourteen years were accorded to him, and Dr. S. F.

Harmer was elected treasurer in his place.

Dr. J. Scott Keltie has retired from the editorship

of the Geographical Journal, a position which he re-

•tained jointly with Mr. A. R. Hinks since his retire-

ment from the secretaryship of the Royal Geograph-
ical Society two years ago. The Journal was founded
in its present shape in 1893, a year after Dr. Keltie

became assistant secretary and editor. On his retire-
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ment, after thirty-two years in the service of the
society, Dr, Keltie has been elected a member of the
council and awarded the society’s Victoria medal for

geographical research.

The death is announced, at the age of sevent)"-

eight, of Dr. J, M. Crafts. A graduate of the Law-
rence Scientific School at Harvard, he studied
chemistry afterwards at Freiberg, Heidelberg*, and
Paris. For many years he occupied a chair of chemis-
try in Cornell University, and from 1S98 to 1900 he
w^as president of the " Massachusetts Institute of
Technology. Since the latter date he had been en-
gaged in chemical research in Boston. In 1885 Dr.
Crafts was awarded the Jecker prize by the Paris
Academy of Sciences, and was made a chevalier of
the Legion of Honour. He had published researches
upon organic silicium compounds, arsenic, ethers,

studies in thermometry, catalytic reactions in con-
centrated solutions, etc.

Prof. E. G. Hill, principal of Muir College, Uni-
versity of Allahabad, died on June 28 at Naini Tal,
India, at the age of forty-five. He was the son of the
Rev. George Hill, D.O., of Nottingham, and was
educated at Leeds, and later at Magdalen College,
Oxford, whence he entered in 1S95 the Indian Educa-
tional Service as professor of chemistry at Muir Col-
lege. Shortly afterwards he became a fellow of Alla-

- habad University, and the dean of the science faculty,

and in 1913 was appointed principal of his college. He
contributed a number of original papers on a variety

of chemical subjects to the Transactions of the Chem-
ical Society between the years 1903 and 1907. Among
these may be mentioned :—^Analysis of reh (natural

alkaline salts)
;
hydrolysis of ammonia salts by water

;

the -coloured constituents of Butea frondosa; and a
new colouring matter from Nyclanthes arbor tristis.

He also acted as meteorologist to the United Provinces
Government.

Ornithologists will learn with a mixture of regret

and pride of the death of Mr. Eric B. Dunlop, who
was killed in action on May iq. Born and bred in the

Lake District—he was the eldest son of Mr. A. B.
Dunlop, J.P., of Windermere—his innate love of birds

found an exceptionally fine field for development, and
he made the most of his opportunities, especially in

regard to disappearing species, like the common buz-
zard, peregrine falcon, and raven. On the outbreak of

war he was engaged upon a study of the nesting
habits of birds in northern Manitoba, and coupled these

investigations with a no less careful study of the fur-

bearing mammals of Canada in regard to their

seasonal changes and variation. In 1915 he decided

to suspend his work and take his place in the fighting

line, and accordingly enlisted in the 78th Canadian
Grenadiers. But on his arrival in England he trans-

ferred to the Border Regiment, and was in France
barely a month before he fell. We who are left have
lost a comrade whom we could ill spare.

It will be remembered that in Nature for January 25
of this year Prof. Eugenio Rignano had a letter on
a -suggested “quadruple scientific Entente.” The
French original of this letter also appeared in the

Revue ginirale des Sciences for January 30, and has
given rise to a good deal of discussion. In the Revue
for June 15 Prof. E. Gley fully agrees with Prof.

Rignano about the malady of the German hegemony of

scientific literature, but advances some criticisms on the

proposed means of dealing with this evil. Prof. Gley’s

examples are naturally taken from the literature of that

branch of science—{physiology—-with which he is most
familiar; and he points out that the general tendency

of nations is to make the publication of scientific work
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more and more national. The attempt, chiefly apparent,

it seems—at least so far as physiology is concerned—in

Germany, to publish the work of scientific men_ of

other nations in their own languages is, according

to him, a danger of monopoly hidden under the cloak

of apparent internationalisation. Further, we niust

allow for a sextuple Entente, to include the United

States and Japan; and it seems that this would in-

crease the difficulty of making the projected journals

suffice for their task. Ententist organisation is cer-

tainly .desirable, especially for year-books of analysis of

published work, but Prof. Gley brings forward certain

difficulties in the matter, which are, however, it would
seem, not insurmountable. An Ententist organisation

of detailed “handbooks” of science, something like the

best German books, seems to Prof. Gley much more
possible. A second part of the article is devoted to

the development of laboratories in Germany, which
has played a great part in Germany’s scientific hege-

mony, and to the lessons that France might learn in

this respect. In the Revue for April 15 M. Ch. Marie
suggested the path to be followed in the organisation

of scientific records and other publications by the

countries of the Entente*.

The Archives of Radiology and Electrotherapy for

June (vol. xxii.. No. i) contains an article by Mr.
H. C. Gage on simplified X-ray methods. The neces-

sity in the present war of coping swiftly with a maxi-
mum of cases at a minimum of expense has led to the

evolution of new ideas and the modification of old

methods. The localisation of foreign bodies and the

radiography of the limbs for fractures are dealt with
at length. Attention is directed to the use of rapid

bromide paper, with wliich it is possible to make good
radiographs if an intensification screen be employed
for the deeper parts. By its use economy is effected

and weight for transport reduced.

The Indian Journal of Medical Research for April

(vol. iv.. No. 4) contains a number of valuable papers
dealing with a variety of subjects—bacteriological

studies of cholera-like microbes, vitality of the tubercle

bacillus outside the body, rdle of the blood in ovulation

in mosquitoes, a substitute for “nutrose” (pea-nut

flour, ninety-four parts; casein, five parts; sodium
carbonate, one part), etc, Lieut. Mackenzie Wallis,
R.A.M.C., describes a new test for chlorine in drink-

ing water.
_
This consists of an acid solution of benzi-

dine or tolidine, which yield a yellow colour with so
little as 0-005 chlorine per million of water, and
do not react with chlorides. The same author has also

investigated the ability of chloramine-T to sterilise

water for drinking purposes. One drop of a saturated
aqueous solution of chloramine-T (about a 15 per
cent, solution) will sterilise two litres of water, con-
taining an excess of organic matter, in thirty minutes.
Water so treated has no unpleasant taste or smell, as is

the case w'hen bleaching powder and other hypo-
chlorites are used.

Mr-. J. Arthur Hutton gives an account of the in-

vestigations (which he has now carried on for many
years) into the life-history of the salmon in the Salmon
and Trout Magazine for April, The method of “scale-
reading” is that mainly employed, and the results
apply particularly to the River Wye, but there is also
a general discussion of the Billingsgate Market statis-

tics, and a strongly urged plea for the general im-
provement of the system of collecting salmon statistics

throughout .the United Kingdom.

The ^Madras Fisheries Bulletin, No. ii, consists of
a description of the edible molluscs found on the shores
of the Presidency. Mr. Jas. Hornell, the writer,
gives good accounts of the occurrence and natural
histoiy of each of the princinal species, and adds a
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figure for each of the more important animals.

Except in the case of the poorer classes of coast

dwellers, shell-fish are either despised or neglected as
articles of food in India—that is, in comparison with
the littoral fishing industries of Britain, France, and
Japan, for instance. But it also appears to be the

case that the larger and more valuable edible molluscs

of other parts of the world are cither very small or

absent on Indian shores, and the suggestion is made
that the indigenous supplies should be supplemented by
the introduction and cultivation of more valuable

species. The report is written from this point of view.

A BRIEF but felicitous series of notes on the breed-

ing habits of the merlin appears in British Birds for

July by Mr. E. R. Paton. These cover the whole
period, from the first appearance of the merlin on an
Ayrshire moo-r to the disappearance of the young, three

in number. The male seems to have taken no part
in incubation until near the time of hatching. Both
parents took part in feeding the young, but while
the female kept to the moor, the male hunted largely

for food in a neighbouring wood.
^
Though the nest

was in the middle of a grouse-drive, yet no young
game-.bird was ever killed by either of the parent birds.

Incubation lasted thirty days, and did not commence
until the full clutch of three eggs was laid. The
young were apparently able to fly by the end of July—that is to say, when about one month old.

Mr. W. H. T. Tams, in the July issue of the Enfo-
mologists* Magazine, directs attention to the fact that
while the noctuid moth, Euplexia lucipara, taken in
the British Isles differs but little, in external ap-
pearance, from specimens taken in Canada, yet in the
structure of the genitalia of the males the differences
are of a very striking character. Being now on active
service with the Canadian Army Corps, Mr. Tams
remarks that he is, for the present, quite unable to
carry his investigations further into this subject, and
hence aippeals to entomologists who may have oppor-
tunities for work of this description to make a careful
study of specimens of this species drawn from widely
different^ areas of its range, which is considerable,
since it is found all over Europe and Asia, as well as
in North America. Such an inquiry, he contends,
would afford valuable data as to the relation between
these structural differences in the genitalia and the
geographical distribution of the individuals.

To the American Naturalist for April (vol. li.,

No. 604) Dr. P. Hadley contributes a valuable paper
on the flagellate genus Trichomonas, usually a harm-
less parasite in the intestine of various animal hosts.
Dr. Hadley states that these organisms multiply ex-
ceedingly in^ the intestines of diarrhoeic turkeys, pene^
trate the epithelium, and, invading- the tissues of the
host, become intracellular parasites living in the
manner of sporozoa and playing a pathogenic rdle
associated with the disease known as “blackhead.”
The author does not state definitely if he considers
that the protozoal parasites hitherto recognised as the
cause of “blackhead,” and regarded as Eimeria
avium, are in reality stages in the life-history of
Trichomonas. The questions raised are of mucji in-
terest, and call for further elucidation.

That legislation enacted to secure the exter^uination
of “vermin” in response to popular clamour is ever
dangerous we have always held. Australia is now
learning this to her sorrow. For thirty years com-
pulsory poisoning laws have been in force, and the
Scientific Australian for March, which has just reached'
us, now complains that, as a result of these laws,
the carrion hawks, crows, and native carnivora have
been well-nigh wiped out. As a consequence, decaying
bodies are left to be demolished by blow-flies, which'
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"have now increased to such an appalling extent as to

threaten the sheep on the runs with destruction, the
animals becoming “fly-blown” and infested with the

larvae of this troublesome and dangerous insect. Simi-

larly, the Victorian Naturalist for April relates that,

for the last month or two, wheat buyers have been at

their wits’ end to protect the immense wheat stacks

at country stations, especially in the Wimmera dis-

trict, from mice, which have increased to an incredible

extent. Most of the stacks have now been enclosed by
sheets of galvanised iron, openings in which are left to

correspond with kerosene tins, sunk in the ground, and
partly filled with water. It is no uncommon occur-

rence to capture 10,000 mice in this way in a single

night. At Minyip, recently, the catch for two nights

weighed rather more than a ton. Australia would do
well to follow the lead of Canada and the United
States and appoint a Bureau of Economic Ornitho-

logy, which might also be charged with the task of

inquiry into the^^status and usefulness, or otherwise, of

such of the native carnivora as have escaped the un-
fortunate and ill-considered legislation which has

brought about sudh disastrous results.

Of the many varieties of rice grown in India, some
of the most interesting are the deep-water paddies

grown in Orissa. Unlike other paddies, these deep-

water forms, of which eight are known to be culti-

vated, can endure complete submergence for seven

to ten days without sustaining any material damage.
As the water rises the plants keep growing, main-
taining their heads above water, and plants io-*i5 ft.

long have been measured, yielding at the same time a

bumper harvest. The value of these paddies is that

land which would otherwise be unutilised, since at

crop seasons it is always under water, is found to be

admirably suited to them, and a good return has been

realised, owing to the introduction of these deep-

water forms, from land which formerlv was valueless.

The account of the deep-water paddy of Orissa is

given in the Journal of the Department of Agriculture,

Bihar and Orissa, vol iv., p. 66, by Mr. E. L. Rout,

Inspector of Agriculture, Cuttack,

The Times Trade Supplement for July contains some
interesting statistics as to the production of potash

salts and products in the United States in 1916. The
total production represented 8830 tons of potash, of

which 5750 tons were obtained from mineral sources

and 3080 tons from organic sources. Of the former,

3850 tons were obtained from natural salts or brines,

and 1900 tons from alunite and silicate rocks, includ-

ing recoveries from furnace-flue dusts. Of the potash

from organic sources mo tons were obtained from

kelp, 220 tons from pearl ash, and 1750 tons from
miscellaneous industrial wastes. Canadian felspar,

which has long been imported for use in pottery manu-
facture, is now imported by American manufacturers

of fertilisers for use as potash manure. Portland

cement works in Ontario are also producing potash as

a by-product from the felspar used in making the

cement. It is claimed that more than 80 per cent, of

the potash of the felspar is recovered, and at a cost

less than the freight charges paid on imported German
potash before the war.

Two articles on the TSIear East in the July number
of the Geographical Journal (vol. 1 ., No. i) are of

special interest at the present time. The first, by Dr-

E. W. G. Masterman, is on Palestine. Dr, Master-

man, who knows Palestine well, and is secretary of

the Palestine Exploration Fund, has no exaggerated

views on the value of the country as a field' for

colonisation, and believes that the^ first needs of Pales-

tine must be afforestation, irrigation, and the restora-

tion of the terraces on the mountain-sides. Side^ by

side with these efforts, he insists on an organised
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attack on the causes of the prevalent diseases—malaria,

ophthalmia, dysentery, tuberculosis,, and others. So
far as present conditions go there is little room for

increased population, and Dr. Masterman foresees no
immediate opening for settlers on an extended scale

after the war. The second paper is a long one, by Mr.
H. C. Woods, on the Bagdad Railway and its tribu-

taries. This paper deals also with the other railway
lines and projects in Asia Minor, and with those in

Syria so far as they act as feeders to the Bagdad line.

In the Proceedings of the Cotteswold Naturalists’
Field Club for 1916, p. 129, Mr. C. T. Gardiner gives
a detailed study of the Silurian inlier on the east of
the South Welsh coalfield between Usk and Pontypool.
Dr. F, R. Cowper Reed describes and figures some
new species from the area. The Wenlock Shales, it

is urged, have a greater extension than appears on
the Geological Survey map, while the Ludlow area is

correspondingly reduced. A newly discovered outlier

of Old Red Sandstone is indicated.

The seventeenth report of the committee of the British
Association on Photographs of Geological Interest ap-
peared in 1910, and is now supplemented by the
eighteenth report (1916), drawn up under the care of
Prof. W. W. Watts and Prof. S. H. Reynolds. A
large part of the interval has been unsuited for photo-
graphic work, especially along our coast-line, but valu-
able additions have been made from special localities,

such as the series by Prof. Reynolds from the Carlx^n-
iferous section in Burrington Combe, Somerset, fol-

lowing on his great Avon gorge series, and Mr. God-
frey Bingley’s extensive studies of the Magnesian
Limestone of Sunderland. Geologists desiring prints

or lantern-slides from the negatives named in the lists

now published are asked to communicate with the
individual photographers, whose names and addresses
are conveniently given.

The study of earthquakes in California is in the

hands of the Weather Bureau in that State, assisted by
observers at twelve first-class stations and by 314
“climatological observers.” The results for the year
1916 are contained in an interesting paper by Mr. A- H.
Palmer, contributed to the Seismological Society of

America (Bulletin, vol. vii., 1917, pp. 1-17). The total

number of earthquakes recorded during the year is

sixty-six, which exceeds the ' num'ber felt throughout
the rest of the United States. None of them attained

a destructive intensity, and two-thirds were so slight

that they were felt at one station only. They occurred

more frequently near the coast than in the interior,

the region of greatest frequency being' that about
Monterey Bay. At San Francisco there was only one
very slight shock. A peculiar feature of these earth-

quakes is the comparative absence of the earthquake-
sound, which is mentioned in only one-fifth of the

records. The earthquakes are attributed generally to

movements along the well-known faults which traverse

the State in a south-easterly direction, but the evidence

is too scanty to enable the author to assign an earth-

quake to any particular fault. The State of California

is one of the most interesting seismic regions, and it

is to -be hoped that the Weather Bureau will not re-

main content until the network of stations is greatly

expanded, especially in the Owens Valley, the Impe-

rial Valley, Humboldt County, and in the districts

surrounding San Francisco and Monterey Bay.

Science for June i contains an interesting

address by Prof. G. A. Miller on the functipn of

mathematics in scientific research. It is^ rather dis-

cursive, but contains many striking epigrams; for

instance, “ I would' be inclined to say that modesty

is the attitude of mind which has contributed most

powerfully to mathematical progress”; “Unless we
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become like children in faith and fancy, we should

not expect to add much that is fundamentally new to

the kingdom of mathematics*’; “Science is^ not

primarily a grazing country’; large tracts are suitable

for agriculture and mining,*’ and so on. One very

remarkable discovery is referred to, namely, that the

Maya people of Central America had a positional

system of notation w’ith various different signs for

zero. Wihile recognising a;he value of scientific

organisation and the promotion of research, Prof.

Miller gives the timely warning that “the greatest

danger of research to-day is /that its popularity tends

to research hypocrisy.” "We may perhaps add to this

that a good training in mathematics is one of the

best preventives of h\’pocrisy and intellectual dis-

honesty of every kind. Finally, we may note that, in

the speaker’s opinion, mathematics is so far abreast

of the time as to be ready to discuss the problems
arising from our new views about the constitution ot

the physical world. This is good hearing, because
Prof. Miller knows as well as any man alive the

difference between analysis which deals with con-

tinuous /Variables and that 'which is concerned with
discrete sets of elements.

A LECTURE on “Chemistry in Industry” was de-

livered at the Royal College of Science for Ireland, Dub-
lin, on Tuesday, July lo, by Prof. Gilbert T. Morgan,
'who is now conducting a summer course in “Wool
Dyes and Dyeing” under the auspices of the De-
partment of Agriculture and Technical Instruction for

Ireland. The relation between chemistry and the
food-.producing industries shows how essential it is

to follow up every clue discovered in the laboratory in
the hope that ultimately the discovery may prove to

be of practical value. " Chemistry is also " intimately
concerned in the production of cement, glass, and
ceramic ware. Its services in the production of muni-
tions of war are even more obvious. A remarkable
characteristic of chemical industries is the tendency
for the enterprises to become merged together, so that
the 'waste products of one section become the raw
material of another manufacture. It is only by en-
couraging this association of related industries’ that
chemical manufacture can be conducted efficiently.

Manufacturers of high explosives utilise their plant
in^ the production’ of fine chemicals. Dye-producers
drift into dhe manufacture of synthetic drugs and
photographic chemicals.

Dr, James Moir, in a paper read before the Royal
Society of South Africa on “Colour and Chemical
Constitution,” describes the colour changes produced
by substitution in some fifty derivatives of phenol-
phthalein and fluorescein. The most striking novelty
in the paper is the discovery that 'when these sub-
stances are dissolved in concentrated sulphuric acid
they give a coloration which is five times as intense as
in alkali, and is produced by a band of lower wave-
length,

^
the frequency being half as -fast again in

sulphuric acid after allowing for a constant load due
to combination of sulphuric acid with the oxygen of
the dye. As, however, fluorescein in alkali and phenol-
phthalein in sulphuric acid give identical absorption
bands, it is suggested that there is in each case a
linking up of the phenolic rings, thus ;

—

SO-/ >c< yco
^O.Qh/ ^CeH/
Phenolphthalein in H2SO4.

HOv

0< >C.C|iH4.CO.OK
Nr vf

0/ ‘ "

Fluorescein in notash.
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The Journal of the Society ol Engineers for May
contains an account, by Lord Headley, of the gooos
clearing house system and machinery. It is now some
eight or nine 3^ears since Mr. Gattie and Mr. Seamen
introduced to public notice Ihe^ extremely ingenious
system of electro-magnetic machinery for dealing with
heavy goods, and practical demonstrations have been
given with full-sized machinery at the works of the

New Transport Co., at Battersea. It is estimated

that 97 per cent, of the life of railway wagons is

spent standing still in sidings or shunting yards, and
that 0.5 per cent, only is spent in running loaded. It

is claimed that the goods clearing system would enable

80 per cent, of these 'wv’agons to be dispensed with.

Official estimates of the surplus profits of the propos^
London goods clearing house on its first year of work-
ing give a profit of 9,295,948!. on a capital outlay of

14,000,000!. It would appear that there are serious

abuses due to railway .mismanagement, and it is

claimed that the new system would abate or do away
with these. In brief, the system proposed is to collect

all goods by motor lorries and to deliver them at one
building instead of at many scattered stations. On
arrival, the body of^ the lorry containing the goods is

hoisted off by electric cranes, another body is dropped
into place, and the lorry sets off immediately on another
journey. The goods are sorted inside the house,

according to their destination, by means of rnachinery,

consisting of endless chains of trucks electrically con-

trolled in such a way that goods may be picked up or

deposited in any portion of the house. The control

is effected from a central switch-board, and when the

'proper key is depressed the goods on the truck con-

trolled are moved along and transferred to other trucks
leading to other bays on the same floor, or up escala-

tors to other floors ^ The goods are carried on trays,

and the trucks are fitted with roller magnets which
automatically transfer the trays at the proper instant.

There is little doubt that such a system would go far

to relieve the congestion in many London streets, and
would dispense with a large amount—if not all—of the

shunting operations at railway goods stations.

It is announced that the “Dictionary of National
Biography” has been presented to the ’University of

Oxford by the family of the late Mr. George M.
Smith, and will in future be published by the Oxford
University Press. .

OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN,
The Relativity Theory and the Motion of Mer-

cury’s Perihelion.—The circumstance that especially

attracted the attention of mathematicians to Einstein’s

new theory of relativity was the fact that it accounted
for the whole excess of motion (43'' per century) of the

perihelion of Mercury over that indicated by planetary
theory. Dr. L. Silberstein, in a paper entitled “The
Motion of the Perihelion of Mercury deduced from the
Classical Theory of Relativity” {Monthly Notices,
R.A.S., April, 1917), points out that it is not necessary
for a relarivity theory to explain the whole excess of
Mercury’s perihelion; part of it can reasonably be
ascribed to the stratum of matter composing the
zodiacal light. He himself prefers the older, simpler
relativity theory, which he asserts to be unobjection-
able in its foundations, and to accord well with ob-
servation in the field of physics. He notes that it

would not indicate the bending of a ray of light in a
gravitational field, as Einstein’s does. It is hopod
that this critical experiment may be ‘made at the
total solar eclipse of May, 1919.

In the classical relativity theory, as in Newtonian
mechanics, the rate of increase of momentum mv is
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equal to the force N. But the inertia coefficient m
is not a constant, but a function of velocity, “pre-
cisely as the familiar transversal mass of an electron.”
He proceeds to investigate a formula that will

account for the whole of Alercury’s excess. Putting
/S=: velocity of planet/velocity of light, and
2,(2. H-h/3-, then if M,„ be rest-masses of sun and
planet, Assuming for the law of force

equivalent, where n
is an arbitrary constant, he shows that the value 6
for n gives the centennial excess 43" for Mercury and
8-6" for Venus. ^‘Why n is just 6 I do not know.
But as little do we know why the exponent of r is

Anomalous Dispersion.—

B

y the use of the electric

furnace Dr. S. King has found it possible to inves-
tigate the anomalous dispersion of the more refractorv
elements, under conditions which can be kept well
controlled (Astrophysical Journal, vol. xlv., p. 254).
The amount of anomalous dispersion shown by a line
is proportional to its intensity in absorption, provided
the vapour absorbing the line in question has the
requisite non-uniform distribution equivalent to a
prism. Lines which show a strong anomalous dis-
persion at a low temperature frequently show refrac-
tion in the opposite direction when the temperature is

raised, thus indicating that the vapour prism absorb-
ing such lines has been inverted. When two elements
with different melting points are mixed, the direct and
inverted effects may occur simultaneously, and a simi-
lar result has bee*n

^
found in the case of a single

element for lines which require different temperatures
for their production. Thus the blue line of calcium,
A 4227, may show the inverted effect, while at the same
time the H and K lines show anomalous dispersion
of the regular type. Each element thus has the capa-
city td give its own anomalous dispersion independently
of other vapours which may be present, and a similar
relation holds for particles of the same element emit-
ting lines of different character. No evidence was
found for mutual repulsion of close lines, one of which
is in a condition to show large anomalous dispersion,
and it would anooar that the theoretical effect is too
small to be detected bv laboratorv methods now avail-
able.

The Variable Star ii Herculis.—The conclusion
that u Herculis is a variable of the ^ Lyrae type has
been verified by W. Dziewulski, from observations
made with a 4-in. comet-seeker at the Cracow Observa-
tory {Astronomische Nachrichten, No. 4887). The ob-
servations indicate no correction to Hertzsprung’s
period of 2*051027^ days. At principal and secondary
minima the magnitudes are 5-51 and 5-17 respectively,
while at the two maxima the magnitude is 5*01. The
light-curve is slightly unsymmetrical.

THE FUTURE OF THE DISABLED.
problem of ithe disabled sailor and soldier is

^ one of great magnitude. Fortunately, it is only
a small minority of the sick and wounded that is

doomed to total disablernent and to become the help-
less subjects of their neighbours' loving care for the
rest of their lives. For the majority hope and antici-

pation remain in varying degree—hope of restora-
tion, more or less complete, of the maimed body, and
anticipation of a life of some amount of independence
and usefulness in the future. The latter is to be
sought in a course of adequate treatment and train-
ing which is now receiving careful attention.
The disabled are frequently under the mistaken ap-

prehension that if they again become industrially
efficient the pensions awarded to them as disabled
men will be taken away or diminished. This idea is
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quite devoid of foundation
;
the pension, once awarded,

can never be withdrawn or reduced.
Those who wish to help the disabled man can often

best aid him by enabling him to obtain a clear idea
of the various openings that lie before him. The
organisation now in being for training the disabled
man, for opening to him a satisfactory place in life,

and incidentally for carrying his cure a stage further,

is not yet complete, but for some time past it has
been far more effective than is commonly known, and
it is steadily growing.

In a new periodical entitled Recalled to Life,^ the
first number of which was issued in June, the problem
of the disabled is, and will be, considered in all its

aspects
.Among the contents there is a memorandum pre-

pared by Sir xAlfred Keogh, Director-General, xArmy
Medical Service, on the treatment of the disabled.
Col. Sir Robert Jones discusses orthopaedic surgery in
its relation to war. With regard to treatment, it is

important to note that when surgery, massage, exer-
cises, electrical treatment, and other curative measures
have 'Carried the cure so' far as it will go, manual
training will frequently carry it a stage further, and
when the patient finds that he is really capable of
doing some useful and remunerative work he acquires
a new zest for- life.

The after-care of the blind is provided for at St.
Dunstan’s under the guidance of Sir Arthur Pearson.
In the education of the blind two cardinal factors have
to be appreciated. First of all, those who have lost
their sight must be taught to be blind, and, having
realised their state, they must be re-educated and
trained. The principal occupations and industries
taught at St. Dunstan's are the reading of Braille^
typewriting, cobbling, mat-making, basket-making,
and joinery. The men acquire these industries in a
quarter the time that is generally supposed to be
necessary to teach a blind^ man a trade. The ex-
planation of this speedy training is to be sought,
first, in the employment

^
of blind teachers, and,

secondly, in the adoption of short working
hours (9.30 to 12 and 2.30 to 4.30). The
whole outlook of a man becomes different when he
finds himself in the hands of a teacher who labours
under the same disability as himself. Working unde#*
the handicap of blindness imposes a mental strain very
much greater than might be imagined, and the short-
ness of the working day, paradoxical as at first it may
seem, is one of the principal reasons for the remark-
able speed with which handicrafts are acquired at St.
Dunstan's. The subject of pensions is dealt with verv
fully in another article by Capt. Basil Williams, 'and
other important ^Dapers and reports appear in this
journal, which is illustrated by many plates showing
disabled men practising the ' handicrafts they have
learnt. Finally, a tabulated list is given of training
classes for the disabled.

^
We commend Recalled to Life to the serious atten-

tion of all those who are aiding in the great work of
succouring the disabled and of helping them to become
again useful members of the State.

REFRACTORIES USED IN THE IRON AND
STEEL INDUSTRY.

A LTHOUGH the Faraday Society held a general
discussion on refractories so recently as Novem-

ber last, prominence was given to this matter
in so far as it affects the requirements of
the iron and steel industry at the May meet-
ing of the Iron and Steel Institute. The sub-
ject was very ably introduced by Mr. Cosmo

T I : Lord Charnwood. Assistant Editor : Everard Cotes. (London
J John Bale, Sons, and Dantelsson, Ltd.) Price 3a'. net.
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Johns, the furnace manager of Vickers, Ltd., and
took the form of a compact statement of the properties

of the refractories in general use and the urgent need
lor systematic research work along certain lines.

In any given metallurgical process the ideal refrac-

tory must be infusible and non-volatile; its volume
must not vary during the temperature fluctuations

that occur; it must be chemically inert; it must have
sufficient structural strength and be a non-conductor
of heat. No such substance is known. Whether any
such Inaterial can be prepared only the future will

show. Up to the present the retractories actually

used are simply the best approximations to the above
ideal, which have been reached almost entirely by
experience gained by empirical trials spread over a
century or more. As Mr, Johns observes:—‘‘The
methods emploved to-day represent the survival of the

fittest by the searching test of commercial success,

but it by no means follows that they represent the
best obtainable”; and, further:

—“The art has been
so long in front of the science of the refractory indus-
try that the most urgent need at the present is for an
expression in terms of scientific precision of the most
successful practice in manufacturing the refractory
product and of the physico-chemical changes which
take place when they are used.”
As regards the materials available, leaving aside

carbon and its compounds with silicon, which have
only a limited application, they are chiefly the oxides,
silica, alumina, lime, magnesia, and chromium oxide,
or compounds of these with oxides of iron, sodium and
potassium, and traces of other substances, regarded
as impurities, some of which may act as catalysts.

The raw materials for coke-oven bricks, blast-furnace
bricks, and casting ladle nozzles are the fireclays,

most of wffiich were obtained from home sources before
the war. Again, quartzite, the raw material of silica

bricks, used in acid open-hearth furnace construction,
is entirely derived from home supplies. On the other
hand, magnesite, the raw^ material of basic refrac-
tories used in basic open-hearth and electric furnace
construction, is nearly all imported, either in
the raw. or

^

calcined state. Chromite, the raw
material of bricks used where a neutral refractory is

required, which will not have a reducing action such
as the carbon refractories exert, has also to be obtained
from abroad. The materials available are therefore
strictly^ limited, and they never occur in a state of
purity in Nature. Their manufacture into finished re-
fractories involves a succession of processes which vary
according to the purpose for which they are intended,
and the final product is always a mineral aggregate,
often of great complexity. In consequence of this
the refractory does not possess a melting point, but
rather a softening range spread over a considerable
temperature interval, which results finally in the mate-
rial failing to perform its functions. It is essential
that any refractory should be “burnt” at a tempera-
ture somewhat higher than it will be called upon to
endure in practice

; otherwise serious difficulties arising
from volume changes, especially shrinkages, will be
encountered.
Tex^re and porosity determine very largely the

suitability or otherwise of refractories for particular
purposes. The relative size of the grains, and the extent
of the surface exposed by the more resistant constitu-
ents to the others used as a bond or matrix, are most
important factors in contributing to the ability of the
material to perform useful service. Another point of
importance is the influence of mass in promoting or
retarding inversions. Some inversions occur almost
instantaneously once the critical temperature has been

but with others marked hysteresis occurs,
ir'orosity must always occur when the refractory is
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composed of more than one constituent, and where
their chief volume changes are dissimilar, or occur at
different temperatures. Littlc^ is known of the effect

of porosity on properties, but it is obvious that it per-

mits the deposition ol extraneous material in the inte-

rior of the bricks and renders them permeable to

gases.

Both tenacity and compressive strength are impor-
tant properties of retractories at high temperatures.
Abrasion is caused by the movement of solid substances
while in contact witti their heated surfaces

; erosion is

due to the passage of dust-laden gases at high veloci-

ties. Almost nothing is known as to the conditions
which may be expected to retard abrasion and erosion,

and in what way they are related to the mechanical
properties of the matetials. There is accordingly
urgent need for ihe accurate determination of tenacity
and compressive strength, over wide ranges of tem-
perature, of the chief refractories under both oxidising
and reducing conditions. Not less important is the
property of resistance to corrosion caused either by
slags or gases. The effects of acid slags on basic

refractories, and of basic slags on acid refractories, are
well known. Less familiar, except to experts, are the
instances of gas corrosion of the silica bricks in the
gas ports and uptakes of open-hearth furnaces due
to the alternating passage of oxidising and reducing
gases with the resulting formation of fusible silicates.

It is satisfactory to be able to record that the
Geological Survey is preparing a memoir of the
mineral resources of this country, and is dealing
specially with refractories. Mr. Johns points out that
the concentration and purification of these, their
proximate and ultimate analysis, their mineralogical
description, and their thermal analysis are all matters
requiring scientific investigation. Pioneer work has
already been carried out under Dr. Mellor at the
Pottery Laboratory, Sloke-on-Trent. Researches are
also in contemplation, or have been initiated, at
Various universities and technical institution.s in the
country. H. C. H. C.

THE COMPLEXITY OF THE CHEMICAL
ELEMENTSA

^HE elements of the chemist are now known to be
-*• complex in three different senses. In the first

sense the complexity is one that concerns the general
nature of matter, and therefore of all the elements in
common^ to a greater or less degree. It follows from
the relations between matter and electricity which have
developed gradually during the past century as the
result of experiments made and theories born within
the four walls of this institution. Associated initially
with the names of Davy and Faraday, they have onlv
in these days come to full fruition as the result of the
very brilliant elucidation of the real nature of electricity
by your distinguished professor of physics, Sir Joseph
Thomson. Such an advance, developing slowly and
fitfully with long intervals of apparent stagnation,
n^ds to be reviewed from generation to generation,
disentangled from the undergrowth that obscures it,
and Its clear conclusions driven home. This’ com-

ol the chemical^ elements is a consequence of
the condition that neither free electricity nor free
rnatter can be studied alone, except in very special
phenomena.

^
Our experimental knowledge of matter

in quantity is necessarily confined to the complex of
matter ^d^ electricity, which constitutes the material
world. This applies even to the “free” elements of
the chemist, which in reality are no more free then
than they are m their compounds. The difference is

™ May .8. by
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merely that whereas in the latter the elements are

combined with other elements, in the so-called free

state they are combined with electricity. I shall touch

but briefly on this first aspect, as in principle it is now
fairly well understood. But its consistent and de-

tailed application to the study of chemical character

is still lacking.

The second sense in which the elements, or some of

them at least, are known now to be complex has, in

sharp contrast to the first, developed suddenly and
startlingly from the recognition in radio-active

changes of different radio^elements, non-separable by
chemical means, now called isotopes. The natural
corollary of this is that the chemical element represents

rather a type of element, the members of the type
being only chemically alike. Alike they are in most
of those properties which were studied prior to the last

decade of last century, and probably due, as we now
think, to the outer shells of the atom—so alike that all

the criteria hitherto relied upon by the chemist as
being the most infallible and searching would declare

them to be identical.
^
The apparent identity goes even

deeper into the region reached by X-ray spectrum
analysis, which fails to distinguish between them.
The difference is found only in that innermost region
of all, the nucleus of the atom, of which radio-active

phenomena first made us aware.
But, though these phenomena pointed the way, and

easily showed to be different what the chemist and
spectroscopist would have decided to be identical, they
did more. They showed that although the finer and
newer criteria relied upon by the chemist in his

analysis of matter must of necessity fail in these
cases, being ultimately electrical in character, yet the

difference should be obvious in that most studied and
distinctive characteristic of all—the criterion by which
Dalton first distinguished the different kinds of atoms
—the atomic weight. Those who have devoted them-
selves to the exact determination of these weights have
now confirmed the difference in two separate cases,

which, in the absence of what perhaps they might
regard as “preconceived notions,” they were unable
to discover for themselves. This is the experimental
development to which I wish more especially to direct

your attention It indicates that the chemical analysis
of matter is, even within its own province, superficial

rather than ultimate, and that there are indefinitely

more distinct elements than the ninety-two possible
types of element accommodated by the present periodic
system.
The third sense in which the elements are known

to be complex is that w’hich, in the form of philo-
sophical speculations, has come down to us from the
ancients, which inspired the labours of the alchemists
of the Middle Ages, and, in the form of Prout’s
hypothesis, has reappeared in scientific chemistry. It

is the sense that denies to Nature the right to be
complex, and from the earliest times, faith outstripping
knowledge, has underlain the belief that all the elements
must be built up of the same primordial stuff. The
facts of radio-active phenomena have shown that all

the radio-elements are indeed made up out of lead and
helium, and this has definitely removed the question
from the region of pure speculation. We know that
helium is certainly a material constituent of the
elements in the Proutian sense, and it would be harm-
less, if probably fruitless, to anticipate the day of
fuller knowledge by atom building and unbuilding on
paper. Apart altogether from this, however, the exist-
ence of isotopes, the generalisation concerning the
periodic law that has arisen from the study of
radio-active change on one hand and the spectra of
X-rays on the other, and experiments on the scatter-
ing of a particles by matter do give us for the first

time a definite conception as to what constitutes the
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difference between one element and another. We can
say how gold would result from lead or mercury, even
though the control of the processes necessary to effect

the change still eludes us. The nuclear atom proposed
by Sir Ernest Rutherford, even though, admittedly, it

is only a general and incomplete beginning to a com-
plete theory of atomic structure, enormously simplifies

the correlation of a large number of diverse facts.

This and what survives of the old electronic theory of
matter, in so far as it attempted to explain the periodic
law, will therefore be briefly referred to in conclusion.

Hhe Free Element a Compound of Matter and
Electricity,

^
Although Davy and Faraday were the contempora-

ries of Dalton, it must be remembered that it took
chemists fifty years to put the atomic theory on a
definite and unassailable basis, so that neither of these
investigators had the benefit of the very clear view we
hold to-day. Davy was the originator of the first electro-

chemical theory of chemical combination, and Fara-
day’s dictum, “The forces of chemical affinity and elec-

tricity are one and the same,” it is safe to say, inspires
all the modern attempts to reduce chemical character
to a science in the sense of something that can be
measured quantitatively, as well as expressed qualita-
tively. Faraday’s work on the laws of electrolysis and
the discovery that followed from it when the atomic
theory came to be fully developed, that all monovalent
atoms or radicles carry the same charge, that divalent
atoms carry twice this charge, and so on, can be re-

garded to-day as a simple extension of the law of

multiple proportions from compounds between matter
and matter to compounds between matter and elec-

tricity. Long before the electric charge had been
isolated, or the properties of electricity divorced from
matter discovered, the same law of multiple proper-
tions which led, without any possibility of escape, to
an atomic theory of matter led, as Helmholtz pointed
out

^

in his well-known Faraday lecture to the Chemical
Society in this theatre in i88 i, to an atomic theory of

electricity.

The work of Hittorf on the migration of ions, the
bold and upsetting conclusion of Arrhenius that in
solution many of the compounds hitherto regarded as
most stable exist dissociated into ions, the realisation
that most of the reactions that take place instantaneously
and are utilised for the identification of elements in

chemical analysis are reactions of ions rather than of
the element in question, made very familiar to chem-
ists the eno.rmous difference between the properties of
the elements in the charged and in the electrically
neutral state.

^
More slowly appreciated and not yet perhaps suffi-

ciently emphasised was the unparalleled intensity of
these charges in comparison with anything that, elec-
trical science can show, which can be expressed tritely

by the statement that the charge on a milligram of
hydrogen ions would raise the potential of the world
to 100,000 volts. Or, if we consider another aspect,

‘ and calculate how many free hydrogen ions you could
force into a bottle without bursting it, provided, of
course, that you could do so without discharging the
ions, you would find that were the bottle of the
strongest steel—the breech of a gun, for example—it

would burst, by reason of the mutual repulsion of the
charges, before as much was put in as would, in the
form of hydrogen gas, show the spectrum of the
element in a vacuum tube.

Then came the fundamental advances in our know-
ledge of the nature of elojitricity, its isolation as the
electron, or atom of negative electricity, the great
extension of the conception of ions to explain the
conduction of electricity through gases, the theoretical
reasoning, due in part to Heaviside, that the electron
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must possess inertia inversely proportional to the

diameter of the sphere on which^ it is concentrated by

reason of the electromag'netic principles discovered by

Faraday, leading" to the all-embracing[ monism that ail

mass may be of electromagnetic origin.

This put the coping-stone to the conclusion that the

elements as we apprehend them in ordinary matter are

always compounds. In the “free” state they are com-

pounds of the element in multiple atomic proportions

with the electron. The ions, which are the real chem-

ically uncombined atoms of matter, can no more exist

free in quantity than can the electrons.

The compound may be individual as between the

atom and the electron, or it may be statistical, affect-

ing the total number merely of the opposite charges,

and the element presumably will be an insulator or

conductor of electricity accordingly. Analogously, with

compounds, the former condition applies to unionised

compound's, such as are met with in the domain of

organic chemistry, or ionised, as in the important

classes of inorganic compounds, the acids, bases, and
salts. Just as the chemist has long regarded the

union of hydrogen and chlorine as preceded by the

decomposition of the hydrogen and chlorine molecule,

so he should now further regard the union itself as a

decomposition of the hydrogen atom into the positive

ion and the negative electron and a combination of

the latter with the chlorine atom.
One of the barriers to the proper understanding and

quantitative development of chemical character from
this basis is perhaps the conventional idea derived from
electrostatics that opposite electric charges neutralise

one another. In atomic electricity or chemistry,

though the equality of the opposite charges is a neces-

sary condition of existence, there is no such thing

as neutralisation or the electrically neutral state.

Every atom being the seat of distinct opposite charges,

intensely localised, the state of electric neutrality can
apply only to a remote point outside it, remote^ in

comparison with its own diameter. We are getting
back to the conception of Berzelius with some possi-

bility of understanding it, that the atom of hydrogen,
for example, may be strongly electro-positive and that
of chlorine strongly electro-negative, with regard to

one another, and yet each may be electrically neutral
in the molar sense. Some day it may be possible to

map the electric field surrounding each of the ninety-
two possible types of atom over distances comparable
with the atomic diameter. Then the study of chemical
character would become a science in Kelvin’s sense,
of something that could be reduced to a number. But
the mathematical conceptions and methods of attack
used in electrostatics for macroscopic distances are ill-

suited for the purposes of chemistry, which will have
to develop methods of its own.
We have to face an apparent paradox that the greater

the affinity that binds together the material and elec-

trical constituents of the atom, the less is its combin-
ing power in the chemical sense. In other words, the
chemical affinity is in inverse ratio to the affinity of
matter for electrons. The helium atom offers a very
simple and instructive case. Helium is non-valent and
in the zero family,^ possessing absolutely no power of
chemical combination that cap be detected. Yet we
know the atom possesses two electrons, for in radio-
active^ change it is expelled without them as the
a-iparticle. The discharge of electricity through it and
positive-ray analysis show that the electrons, or cer-
tainly one of them, are detachable by electric agencies,
although not by chemical agencies. One would expect
helium to act as a^ diad, forming helides analogous to
oxides. ^

Prof. Armstrong for long advocated the view that
these inert gases really are endowed with such strong
chemical affinities that they are compounds that have
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never been decomposed. They certainly have such
strong affinities for electrons that the atom, the com-
plex of the + ion and electrons, cannot be decomposed
chemically. Yet in this case, where the affinity of the

matter for the electron is at a maximum, the chemical
combining power is absent.

These gases seem to furnish the nearest standard

we have to electric neutrality in the atomic sense. The
negative charge of the electrons exactly satisfies the

positive charge of the matter, and the atomic complex
is chemically, because electrically, neutral. In the case

of the electro-positive elements, hydrogen and the

alkali metals, one electron more than satisfies the posi.

tive charge on the ion, and so long as the equality of

opposite charges is not altered the electron tries

to get away. In the case of the electro-negative

elements, such as the halogens, the negative charge,

though equal presumably to the positive, is not sufficient

to neutralise the atom. Hence these groups show
strong mutual affinity, one having more and the other

less negative electricity than would make the system
atomically neutral like helium. The electron explains

well the merely numerical aspect of valency. But
chemical combining power itself seems to require the

idea that equal and opposite charges in the atomic
sense are only exactly equivalent in the case of the

inert gases. None of these ideas are now new, but
their consistent application to the study of chemical
compounds seems curiously to hang fire, as though
something were still lacking.

It is so difficult for the chemist consistently to realise

that chemical affinity is due to a dissociating as well

as to a combining tendency, and is a differential effect.

There is only one affinity, probably, and it is the same
as that between oppositely charged spheres. But,
atomic charges being enormous, and the distances over
which they operate in chemical phenomena being
minute, this affinity is colossal, even in comparison
with chemical standards. What the chemist recog-
nises as affinity is due to relatively slight differ-

ences between the magnitude of the universal tendency
of the electron to combine with matter in the case of

the different atoms.
^

Over all is the necessary condi-
tion that the opposite charges should be equivalent,
but this being satisfied, the individual atoms display
the tendencies inherent in their structure, some to lose,

others to gain electrons, in order, as we believe from
Sir Joseph Thomson's teaching, to accommodate the
number of electrons in the outermost ring to some
definite number. Chemical affinity needs that some
shall lose as well as others gain. Chemical union is

always preceded by a dissociation. The tendency to
combine, only, is specific to any particular atom, but
the energy and driving power of combination are due
to the universal attraction of the + for the - charge,
of matter for the electron.

The Electrical Theory of Matter^
Another barrier that undoubtedly exists to the better

appreciation of the modern point of view, even among
those ‘ most willing to learn, is the confusion that
exists between the^ earlier and the present attempt
to explain the relation between matter and electricity.
We know negative electricity apart from matter as the
electron. We know positive electricity apart from the
electron, the hydrogen ion, and the radiant helium
atona, or a-particle of radio-active change, for example,
and it is matter in the free, or electrically uncombined,
condition. Indeed, if you want to find matter free
and uncombined, the simple elementary particle of
matter in the sense of complexity being discussed, you
will go, paradoxically, to what the chemist terms a
compound rather than to that which he terms the free
element. If this compound is ionised completely it

1 constitutes the nearest approach to matter in the free
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State, Thus all acids owe their common acidic quality

to really free hydrogen, the hydrogen ion, a particle

more different from the hydrogen atom than the atom
is from the hydrogen molecule. Positive elec-

tricity is thus emphatically not the mere absence
of electricity, and any electrical theory of matter
purporting to explain matter in terms of elec-

tricity does so by the palpable sophistry of calling

two fundamentally different things by the same name.
The dualism remains, whether you speak of matter
and electricity, or of positive and negative electricity,

and the chemist would do well to stick to his concep-
tion of matter until the physicist has got a new name
for positive electricity which will not confuse it with
the only kind of electricity that can exist apart from
matter.
On the other hand, the theory of the electromagnetic

origin of mass or inertia is a true monism. It tries

to explain consistently two things—the inertia of the

electron and the inertia of matter—^by the same cause.

The inertia of the former being accounted for by the
well-known electromagnetic principles of Faraday, by
the assumption that the charge on the electron is con-
centrated into a sphere of appropriate radius, the
tw’O thousand-fold greater inertia of the hydrogen ion,

for example, can be accounted for by shrinking the
sphere to one two-thousandth of the electronic radius.

But the electrical dualism rernains completely un-
explained. Call the electron E and the hydrogen ion

H. The facts are that two E’s repel one another with
the same force and according to the same law as two
H’s repel each other, or as an H attracts an iS. These
very remarkable properties of H and E are not ex-

plained by the explanation of the inertia. Are E and
H made up of the same stuff or of two different stuffs ?

We do not know, and certainly have no good reason to

assume that matter minus its electrons is made of the

same thing as the electron. We have still to reckon
with two different things.

The Chemical Elements not necessarily Homogeneous,

I pass now to the second and most novel sense in

which the elements, or some of them at least, are

complex. In their discovery of new radio-active

elements M. and Mme, Curie used radio-activity as a
method of chemical analysis precisely as Bunsen and
Kirchhoff, and later Sir William Crookes, used spec-

trum analysis to discover caesium and rubidium, and
thallium. The new method yielded at once, from
uranium minerals, three new radio-elements—radium,

polonium, and actinium. According to the theory of

Sir Ernest Rutherford and myself, these elements are

intermediate members in a long sequence of changes
of the parent element uranium. In a mineral the various

members of the series must co-exist in equilibrium,

provided none succeed in escaping from the mineral,

in quantities inversely proportional to their respective

rates of change, or directly proportional to their

periods of average life. Radium changes sufficiently

slowly to accumulate in small but ponderable quantity

in a uranium mineral, and so it was shown to be a
new member of the alkaline-earth family of elements,

with atomic weight 226*0, occupying a vacant place in

the periodic table. Polonium changes 4500 times more
rapidly, and can only exist to the extent of a few
hundredths of a milligram in a ton of uranium mineral.

Actinium also, though its life period is still unknown,
and very possibly is quite long, is scarce for another
reason : that it is not in the main line of disintegra-

tion, but in a branch series which claims only a few
per cent, of the uranium atoms disintegrating. In
spite of this, polonium and actinium have just as much
right to be considered new elements probably as radium
has. Polonium has great resemblances in chemical
character both to bismuth and tellurium, but was
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separated from the first by Mme. Curie, and from the
second by Marckwald. In the position it occupies as
the last member of the sulphur group, bisrnuth-and
tellurium are its neighbours in the periodic table.

Actinium resembles the rare-earth elements, and most
closely lanthanum, but an enrichment of the proportion
of actinium from lanthanum has been effected by
Giesel. The smallness of the quantities alone prevents
their complete separation in the form of pure com-
pounds, as was done for radium.
The three gaseous members, the emanations of

radium, actinium, and thorium, were put in their
proper place in the periodic table almost as soon as
radium was, for, being chemically inert gases, their
characterisation was simple. They are the last mem-
bers of the argon family, and the fact that there are
three of about the same atomic weight was probably
the first indication, although not clearly appreciated,
that more than one chemical element could occupy
the same place in the periodic table.

The extension of the three disintegration series

proceeded apace, new members were being continually
added, but no other new radio-element—new, that is,

in possessing a new chemical character—w^as dis-

covered. The four longest lived to be added, radio-
lead, or radium-D, as it is now more precisely termed,
and ionium in the uranium series, and mesothorium-I
and radiothorium in the thorium series, could not be
separated from other constituents always present in
the minerals—radium-D from lead, ionium and radio-
thorium from thorium, and mesothorium-I from
radium. An appreciable proportion of the radio-
activity of a uranium mineral is due to radium-D and
its products, and its separation would have been a
valuable technical achievement, but though many
attempts have been made, this has never been accom-
plished, and, w’e know now, probably never wdll be.

Seven years ago it was the general opinion in the
then cornparatively undeveloped knowledge of the
chemistry of the radio-elements that there was nothing
especially remarkable in this. The chemist is familiar

with many pairs or groups of elements the separation
,of which is laborious and difficult, and the radio-

chemist had not then fully appreciated the power of
radio-active analysis in detecting a very slight change
in the proportions of two elements, one or both of

which were radio-active. The case is not at all like

that of the rare-earth group of elements, for example,
in which the equivalent or atomic weight is used as a
guide to the progress of the separation. Jdere, the
total difference in the equivalent of the completely

separated elements is only a very small percentage of

the equivalent, and the separation must already have
proceeded a long -way before it can be ascertained.

Human nature plays its part in scientific advances,

and the chemist is human like the rest. My own
views on the matter developed with some speed, when,
in 1910, I came across a new case of this phenomenon.
Trying to find out the chemical character of meso-
thorium-I, which had been kept secret for technical

reasons, I found it to have precisely the same chemical
character as radium, a discovery which was made in

the same year by Marckwald, and actually first pub-
lished by him. I delayed mv publication some months
to complete a very careful fractional crystallisation of

the barium-radiuni-mesothorium-I chloride separated

from thorianite. Although a great number of frac-

tionations were performed, and the radium was en-

riched, with regard to the barium, several hundred
times, the ratio between the radium and meso-
thorium-I was, within the very small margin of error

possible in careful radio-active measurements, not

affected by the process.. I felt justified in concluding
from this case, and its analogy with several other

similar cases then known, that radium and meso-
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thorium-I were non-separable by chemical processes,

and had a chemical character not merely like, but

identical. It followed that some of the common
elements might similarly be mixtures of chemically

identical elements. In the cases cited the non-separable

pairs differ in atomic weight from two to four units.

Hence the lack of any regular numerical relationships

between the atomic weights would, on this view, fol-

low’ naturally (Trans. Chem, Soc., 1911, vol. xcix.,

p. 72), This idea was elaborated in the Chemical
Society’s Annual Report on Radio-activity for 1910,

in the concluding section summing up the position at

that time. This was, I think, the beginning of the

conception of different elements, identical chemically,

which later came to be termed '‘isotopes,” though it

is sometimes attributed to K. Fajans, whose valuable
contributions to radio-activity had not at that date
commenced, and whose first contribution to this sub-

ject did not appear until 1913.
In the six or seven years that have elapsed the view

has received complete vindication. Really three dis-

tinct lines of advance converged to a common conclu-

sion, and, so far as is possible, these may be dis-

entangled. First there has been the exact chemical
characterisation from the new point of view of every
one of the members of the three disintegration series

with lives over one minute. Secondly came the
sweeping generalisations in the interpretation of the
periodic law’. Lastly there has been the first begin-
nings of our experimental knowledge of atomic struc-

ture, which got beyond the electronic constituents and
at the material atom itself.

In pursuance of the first, Alexander Fleck, at my
request, commenced a careful systematic study of the
chemical character of all the radio-elements known,
of which our knowledge was lacking or imperfect, to

see which were, and which were not, separable from
known chemical elements. Seldom can the results of

so much long and laborious chemical work be ex-
pressed in so few words. Every one that it was pos-
sible to examine was found to be chemically identical

either with some common element or with another of
the new radio-elements. Of the more important char-
acterisations, mesothorium-I I was found to be non-
separable from actinium, radium-A from polonium,
the three B-members and radium-D from lead, the
three C-members and radium-E from bismuth, acti-

riium-D and thorium-D from thallium. These results
naturally took some time to complete, and became
known fairly widely to others working in the subiect
before they were published, through A. S. Russell, an
old student, who was then carrying on his investiga-
tions in radio-activity in Manchester. Their interpre-
tation constitutes the second line of advance.

Before that is considered, it may first be said that
every case of chemical non-separability put forward
has stood the test of time, and all the many skilled
workers who have pitted their chemical skill against
Nature in this quest have merely confirmed it. The
evidence at the present day is too numerous and
detailed to recount. It comes from sources, such as
in the technical extraction of mesothorium from’
monazite, where one process, is repeated a nearly end-
less number of times; from trials of a very great
variety of methods, as, for example, in the investiga-
tions on radium-D and lead by Paneth and von
Hevesy; it is drawn from totally new methods, as in
the beautiful proof by the same authors of the electro-
chemical identity of these two isotopes; it is at the
basis of the use of radio-active elements as indicators
for studying the properties of a common element iso-
topic with them, at concentrations too feeble to be other-
wise de^t with; and from large numbers of isolated
observations, as 'well as prolonged systematic re-
searches. One of the finest examples of the latter kind
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of work, the Austrian researches on ionium, will be
dealt with later. The most recent, which appeared
last April, is by T. W, Richards and N. F. Hall,

who subjected lead from Australian carnotite, contain-

ing theretore radium-D, to more than a thousand

fractional crystallisations in the form of chloride with-

out appreciably altering the atomic weight or the /3

activity. So that it may be safely slated that no one

who has ever really tested this conclusion now doubts

it, and, after all, they alone have a right to an
opinion.

This statement of the non-separability by chemical

methods of pairs or groups of elements suffers per-

haps from being in a negative form. It looks too

much like a mere negative result, a failure, but in

reality it is one of the most sweeping positive general-

isations that could be made. Ionium, we say, is non-

separable from thorium, but every chemist knows
thorium is readily separated from every other known
element. Hence one now kno'vv'^s every detail of the

chemistry of the vast majority of these new radio-

elements by proxy, even when their life is to be

measured in minutes or seconds, as conyjletely as if

they were obtainable, like thorium is, by the ton. The
difference it makes can only be appreciated by those

who have lived through earlier days, when, in some
cases, dealing with the separation of radio-constituents

from complex minerals, after every chemical separa-

tion one took the separated parts to the electroscope

to find out where the desired constituent was.
As the evidence accumulated that we had to deal

here with something new and fundamental, the ques-

tion naturally arose whether the spectrum of isotopes

would be the same. The spectrum is known, like the

chemical character, to be an electronic rather than

mass phenomenon, and it was to be expected that the

identity should extend to the spectrum. The question

has been tested very thoroughly, by A. S. Russell and
R. Rossi in this country, and by the Austrian workers
at the Radium Institiit of Vienna, for ionium and
thorium, and by numerous workers for the different iso-

topes of lead. No certain difference has been found,

and it may be concluded that the spectra of ijsotopes

are identical. This identity probably extends to the

X-ray spectra, Rutherford and Andrade having shown
that the spectrum of the y-rays of radium-B is iden-

tical with the X-ray spectrum of its isotope lead,

(To he continued.)

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE.

The Merthyr Education Committee has accepted
with thanks an offer from Mr. H. Seymour Berry to

equip a technical mining and engineering institute at

a cost of loyoool.y in commemoration of the part his

late father, ex-Alderman J. M. Berry, had taken in the
public life of the town.

The trustees of the Beit Fellowships for Scientific

Research, which were founded and endowed four years
ago by Mr. Otto Beit in order to promote the advance-
ment of science by means of research, have recently
elected Mr. Leslie Hartshorn to a fellowship. Mr.
Hartshorn will carry out his research in the Imperial
College at South Kensington.

A CONFERENCE On new ideals in education is to be
held at Bedford College, Regent’s Park, London, on
August 14-21. The inaugural address will be de-
livered by the President of the Board of Education',
Mr. > H. A. L.

_

Fisher, on August 15 at 10 a.m.
Among the subjects and speakers we notice the . fol-

lo'wing ; On August 15, Mr Frank Roscoe, on the
mind’ of youth

;
on August 16, Prof, Bompas' Smith,

on problems of the urban continuation school; on
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August 17, Mr. R. G. Hatton, on the problem of the
rural continuation school; and on August i8, Mr.
W. G. W.^ Mitchell, on some new ideals in geometry
teaching, and Miss Dewdney, on self-instruction in
elementary arithmetic. The committee invites
teachers

^

conducting experiments in education to
communicate with the secretary, 24 Royal Avenue,
Chelsea, S.W.3.

At the meeting of the London County Council
Education Committee on July ii the applications of
the governing bodies of the London polytechnics for
grants from the Council were considered. The com-
mittee decided to recommend that grants for the year
1917-18 only be made, as it was felt that in the cir-
cumstances of the present times it is impossible to
forecast the position three years ahead. Eventually
the following block grants for 1917-18 were de-
cided upon ; Battersea Polytechnic, 11,133^.; Birkbeck
College, 7100Z.

;
Borough Polytechnic, 9100Z.

; City of
London College, 4040I.

; Northampton Polytechnic,
4400Z.

; Northern Polytechnic, 9650Z.
; Regent Street

Polytechnic, 14,300!.; Sir John Cass Technical In-
stitute, 4000Z.

; South-Western Polytechnic, 7300Z.;
Woolwich Polytechnic, 9700Z. A special grant of
1567^. was made to the governing body of Battersea
Polytechnic for the establishment of a superannua-
tion fund for the teachers in the secondary school.
We have recently noticed with satisfaction the signs

of an improved tem'per on the part of professed
“humanists” with respect to the position to be
accorded to natural and experimental science as an
element in general education. The attention of our
readers has been directed within the last few months
to articles by writers so important as Mr. A. C.
Benson and Lord Bryce, Now we have another even
more sympathetic utterance from the Master of Balliol
College, Oxford, who contributes to the English
Review an expression of his views on “Natural
Science in Education,” beginning with the following
words; “If there is one lesson more than another
which the war is going to teach us, it will he the
lesson as to the future place of natural science in our
education.” This is fairly obvious, and from one
point of view almost a commonplace, for the majority
of the public look to science merely for the sake of its

practical application. It is not so much the invention
of new flying machines or the discovery of new explo-
sives that the world requires, but more exact knowledge
in every direction. Science purifies common observa-
tion and teaches the nature and use of evidence.
By science we learn something of the rules of the
universe, and their control of the conditions under
which human life exists. These rules cannot be
ignored, and, as the writer remarks, “how powerless
against them is even the best Parliamentary debat-
ing.” Then there is the further and deeper influence
which can only be justly expressed! by the tenn
“ spiritual ”—that effect of mingled awe and exultation
which is produced when science opens out some pro-
found^ vista of^ the universe. All the methods to be
used in education require good teachers, and therein
lies one of the difficulties of the time immediately
ahead of us. The author touches on many of the
questions concerning which debate is still going on,
such as, for example, the already generally overloaded
curriculum. While it is comforting to reflect that the
best classical teachers admit that there has been a
^eat deal of wasted drill in grammar and composi-
tion, it is the ignorance and apathy of the public
which are to blame in having so long accepted without
stronger remonstrance the purely bookish character
of the system under which our boys and girls have
been brought up. •
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SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES.
London.

Royal Society, June 28,—Sir J. J. Thomson, president,
in the chair.—Sir Robert Hadfield, Ch. Cheneveau, and
Ch. Geneau : A contribution to the study of the magnetic
properties of manganese and of some special man-
ganese steels.

^

(i) The research has had for its object
the investigation of the mass-susceptibility of man-
ganese metal, and of certain of its alloys with iron and
other metals. The work was carried out on a Curie-
Chdneveau magnetic balance. (2) Manganese itself,

w'hen free from occluded gases, is para-magnetic, its

value of X being -j-ii-o x io~®±2 per cent. This corre-
sponds on Weiss’s theory to a number of magnetons
equal to 6. The removal of occluded gases is essen-
tial, as the ferro-magnetic properties of certain speci-
mens of manganese are shown to be due to the presence
of hydrogen. (3) The manganese alloys investigated,
with one exception, are all para-magnetic, x varying
from i7-oxiq~“ to 259*0x10”*^. The exception men-
tioned is a silico-manganese steel containing 6 per cent,
of silicon, which is distinctly ferro-magnetic. (4) An
endeavour is also made to correlate the values of the
mass-susceptibility with the composition of the alloys.

In this connection it has been shown that the quantity
of manganese within the limits investigated has very
little influence upon the susceptibility, whilst increase
of carbon tends to decrease it. In general it is con-
cluded that in these special steels the susceptibility

decreases as the carbon-manganese ratio increases.

(^) The carbon-manganese ratio being constant, addi-
tion of chromium, nickel, or tungsten raises the sus-

ceptibility. (6J The addition of copper to a manganese-
nickel steel also raises the susceptibility—^this notwith-
standing the diamagnetism of copper.

—

"W, R.
Bousfield : Note on the specific heat of water. Reply-
ing to criticisms by Callendar (Bakerian Lecture, Phil.

Trans., A, 212, p. i, 1912) on the methods for inves-

tigating the specific heat of winter described in a
former paper (W. R, Bousfield and W. Eric Bousfield,

Phil. Trans., A, 21 1, p. 199, 19 ii), it is pointed out
that the observations of Callendar do not substantially

affect the question as to which figures are more correct in

the lower range of temperature from 0^ to 40° or 50° C.
Callendar and Barnes differ from other observers in

placing the minimum value for the specific heat of

water in the neighbourhood of 40° C., w^hilst other ob-
servers put it at about 25° C.—^W. R. Bousfield and
C. Elspeth Bousfield ; The specific heat of aqueous
solutions with special reference to sodium and potass-

ium chlorides. The specific heats of solutions of NaCl
and KCl ranging from saturated solutions to quarter-

normal solutions at mean temperatures of 7®, 20°, and
33° C. have been determined by the method^ and appa-
ratus used for the determination of the specific heat of

water and described in a former paper (Phil. Trans.,
A, 21 1, p, 199, 1911). The corresponding densities have
also been determine. The relation of the specific heat
of the solution to the specific contraction of the water
is studied, and it is shown that the specific heat of a
series of solutions of different concentrations may be
reckoned on the hypothesis that the specific heat of

the solute is constant, whilst the mean specific heat
lowering of the water is proportional to the specific

contraction of the water. The temperature variations

of the specific heats of the solutions are also contpared
with the temperature variations of the specific heat of

water. The minimum value on the temperature-
specific heat curve, which occurs at about 25^ C. in the

case of water, disappears altogether in solutions of

half-normal to normal strength. This curve for the
most concentrated solutions becomes a straight line.—
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Sir George Greenhill : The Rankine trochoidal wave.
The Rankine trochoidal wave (Phil. Trans.,

^
1863),

either as rollers or as a starting wave, can be divided up
by vertical planes perpendicular to the wave crest into

compartments, and the compartments sheared along
each other. The investigation is made of the extra

field of force in addition to gravity when the shear is

made continuous and the planes removed in order

that the continuity of pressure should be preserved in

the interior of the water, and for the new wave motion
to persist. Also when the planes stand over to the
vertical and the circular orbits in the roller are in

parallel planes. A geometrical investigation is added
of the molecular rotation in the interior of the Rankine
wave.—Dr. P. E. Shaw: The tribo-electric series,

(i) The tribo-electric series, in which solid materials
are arranged in order according to the charge they
acquire when rubbed together, is trustworthy with
due precautions. (2) Most solids are found to alter
their place in the series if heated above a certain
temperature which is specific for each material. This
temperature is called the critical temperature. The
surface in its new condition is termed abnormal. (3)
The series may be divided into an upper Group A
and a lower Group B. It is found that these groups
have tendencies contrary to one another as the sur-
faces of the materials are rendered (a) matte, or (&)
abnormal, or (c) pressed, or (d) flexed. If under any
of these agencies Group A becomes more + forming,
Group B becomes more — forming, and -oice nersa,

(4) Anomalous effects are observed when liquid mer-
cury is used as one of the materials, its behaviour
being quite unlike that of solid surfaces. (5) As to
theory, it is suggested that the pt evalent idea that
the electric double-layer existing at the surface of
solids has the — layer outermost in all cases is incor-
rect. Normally the materials in Group A would have
— outermost, those in Group B having + outermost.
Orientation of surface

^
atoms would give rise to

changes in the disposition of the two electric layers
and so account for observed effects. (6) Tribo-elec-
tricit}' undoulbtedly affords a means, of extraordinary
delicacy, of discriminating between materials appar-
ently alike. Two instances are seen in the group of
furs and the group of woods.—J. J. Nolan: The nature
of the ions produced by the spraying of water. Part i.

gives an account of the determination of the mobili-
ties of the very mobile ions produced by the spraying
of water. Groups of ions are found, positive and
negative, some of very high mobility. In part ii. the
less mobile ions described in a previous paper are
discussed. Treating the ions as minute spheres of
water, it is shown that their sizes as deduced from
an empirical modification of Stokes’s law would agree
with the sizes calculated from the ordinary theoretical
mobility formulae. Certain evidence, however, tends
to show that the larger of these ions are not simple
spheres of water, but that they consist of loose group-

of various numbers of some smaller water-
globules. In part iii. it is shown that the very mobile
ions^ can be accounted for by supposing that they
consist of aggregates of various numbers of water-
moleimles, the numbers of molecules in the various
10ns being related to one another in a regular wav.
Some of these ions have the same mobility as ions
produced in air by X-rays, etc. It is suggested that
the ordinary gaseous ion consists of a group of water-
molecules, the size of the group depending* on the
degree of moisture of the gas.—Prof. J. C. McLennan :

1 he absorption spectra and the ionisation potentials of
calcium, strontium, and barium.—J. Small : Geo-
^ogisrn and the Weber-Fechner law,—Prof. W*. B.Bottemley

;
pie isolation from peat of certain nucleic

acid derivatives.
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AFTER THE WAR,
The War and the Nation: A Study in Constructive

Politics, By W. C. D. Whetham. Pp, viii + 312.
(London

: John Murray, 1917.) Price 6s, net.

i
N a very readable and interesting little book
of about three hundred pages Mr. Dampier

Whetham has made a contribution of consider-

able value to the literature called forth by the

present worl-d-sbaking war. With clear in-

sight and breadth of information he deals with

the new conditions of life which have been created

for the Empire, the nation, and the citizen by the

gigantic Teuton conspiracy to grasp world-empire

for the Hohenzollern dynasty and the crowd of

adventurers and militarists by whom it is sup-

ported. The defeat of this nefarious project has

cost and will still cost the great liberty-loving

democracies of the world incalculable sacrifices

in life and treasure. All that is most precious in

human life is, however, at stake, and hence the

work of crushing Prussian militarism must be
done now, and done so effectively that it will never
raise its brutal dragon-head again.

The main topic of Mr. Whetham ’s book is the

consideration of the steps which will have to be
taken to make good the inevitable losses, and to

support that load of national debt which will have
been incurred. The book is divided into six

chapters, respectively entitled Laisseis-fair

e

or con-

structive politics; The land and they that dwell

thereon
;
The organisation of British industry and

commerce; Coal and railways; The war and the

race ; Finance and taxation. It will be seen that

the topics handled lie as much within the realm of

political economy as within that of scientific or

technical work, and much has already been said or

written by scientific men and industrial leaders on
some of the matters discussed.

One of the most important questions is the

serious loss to the nation of young, highly trained,

capable, and promising men who have given their

lives for the salvation of their country. Mr.
Whetham remarks that one point in favour of

conscription for military service is that a certain

equality of sacrifice is thereby demanded from
the whole nation. In the case of voluntary ser-

vice it is the most public-spirited, high-minded,
vigorous, and able men who proffer first and take
the greatest risks, and give in consequence life or

limbs. Hence such voluntary service tends to

deplete the ranks of those of the nation who have
most leading power or initiative, and tends to the

survival of the physically w^eak, timid, or reluctant.

Be that as it may, we have to face the fact that

.

there has been an appalling loss of young men of

great abilities, whose training and talents are now
lost to the world and whose place must be taken
by still younger or older m^n. The immediate
consequence of this is that much more scientific

care must be taken to preserve child life and pro-
mote physical vigour, and to combat diseases,

especially of the contagious types, affecting child-
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ren, which is a matter chiefly for scientific re-
search.

Again, Mr. Whetham touches on the utterly un-
scientific administration of direct taxation. By
taxing the joint income of husband and wife, by
insufficient allowance for families, by death duties
on the careful savings of income, and in

other ways, the State penalises marriage, thrift,

and reproduction. Furthermore, we have to
bring about with expedition the reforms in educa-
tion for which scientific students of the subject
have been clamouring for years, and get rid of
antiquated methods in infant, board, secondary,
and public schools. Happily, we have now a
President of the Board of Education who means
business, and is not a pwDlitician.

The second key fact is the stupendous increase
in the National Debt. Mr. Whetham shows that
we shall be lucky if we end the war with not
more than 5,000,000,000!. sterling of debt and
500,000,000!. for our annual Budget. How is this

to be obtained and liquefied ? The answer is : Solely
by more work, more intelligent work, and greater
economy and saving of all lands. This leads Mr.
Whetham at once to discuss the coal question,
which has already attracted great attention. The
world's coal supply is large, but not unlimited. It

is estimated at seven to nine billion tons. The
available British share is 189,000 million tons,

according to the estimates of the International
Geological Congress held in 1913, and Prof.
H. S. Jevons thinks that in fifty years the
price of British coal will be rising distinctly

relatively to other commodities. Hence we
can afford no waste. The consumption of
raw coal in household grates ought soon
to be interdicted, as well as open coke ovens, which
waste the by-products. Mr. Whetham discusses

the question of the nationalisation of coal mines, as
well as that of railways, chiefly from the point of

view of economy of management and working.
An important section of the book is chap, fii.,

on the organisation of British commerce and in-

dustry and its relation to scientific research. There
can be no question that we shall not be able to

return again to the old laisses-faire methods and to

small disconnected businesses rivalling each other

and all being defeated by German organised trade

and science. The war has done more to kill these

antiquated methods than a century of talk would
have accomplished. The chief cloud on the horizon

is, how’^ever, the relation ct capital and labour. An
extensive adoption of profit-sharing or co-partner-

ship in some form or other seems the only solution.

Labour must have its living wage and capital its in-

terest, which will remain for decades now at 5 to 6
per cent. After that must come an equitable divi-

sion of the profits between all concerned. Labour
must, however, be brought to see that there are

four factors concerned in production, viz. labour,

capital, scientific invention or initiative, and busi-

ness management, and that without the two latter

the two former are helpless.

Altogether Mr. Whetham *s book is a suggestive

and verv thoughtful contribution to the chief topic

of the day, and it ought to be in the hands of those

Z
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statesmen and publicists who will have to draft

workable schemes before very long to meet the

demands and conditions -of the strenuous life which i

lies before us all, even in those brighter days to

come when the world will have shaken off the
|

incubus of Prussianism with its accursed doctrine

of brute force and bloodshed for the sake of German
supremacy and Kidtur. J. A. Fleming.

AMERICAN SYLVICULTURE.
Seeding and Flantmg: A Manual tor the Guidance

of Forestry Students, Foresters, Nurserymen,
Forest Oieners, and Farmers. By J. W.
Tourney. Pp. xxxvi 4-455, (New York: John
Wiley and Sons, Inc. ; London ; Chapman and
Hall, Ltd., 1916.) Price i6s, 6d. net.

IS is the best text-book on a forestry* subject

which has yet appeared in America. The
author, now director of the Forest School in

Yale University, was formerly in the L'^.S. Forest

Service, where he was chiefly employed in the

supervision of the nurseries and plantations in the

national forests. He made also a study and
personal inspection of the methods of nursery

MTork and artificial regeneration of forests in

Europe. This book purports by its title to deal

with the operations of sowing and planting trees,

but is wider in its scope, being a manual on
afforestation in general. It is clearly written, and
is distinguished by its discussion of fundamental
principles, as well as by its comprehensive treat-

ment of the details of nursery and planting prac-

tice. The usefulness of the book is enhanced by
|

its remarkably good iliustrations and diagrams.
!

Though primarily intended for American forester^, 1

it will be found equally useful in this country. I

The introduction gives an account of the pre-
i

sent condition of the forests in the Ignited States,
;

their economic importance, and the need for arti- i

ficial regeneration. The original forest land of

the United States, before the onslaught of

European settlers, approximated to 850,000,0^
acres in area. This vast heritage has gradually
been reduced by fire, felling for timber, and clear-

'

ing for farms to 550,000,000 acres. Of this,

about 240,000,000 acres, comprising the most
valuable tracts of timber, are owned by large com-'
panics. Some 200,000,000 acres are scattered
over the whole country in countless small holdings,
called wood-lots. These often resemble in size

and quality the woodlands on private estates in

England, and like them might be much benefited
by better management and improved sylviculture.

The publicly owned forests contain more than
100,000,000 acres of saleable timber, the greater
part of which is in the West and in the national
forests.

The national forests are 162 in number, with an
extent of 163,000,000 acres; but this is not all

timber land, as it includes much grazing and tree-
less tracts* The national forests were set aside
out of the public lands which had not as yet been
alienated to settlers. The rescue of so much of
the ot^nal forest from the perils of private owner-
ship is quite recent, and is perhaps the greatestm 2491, VOL, 99]

feat of American statesmanship since the abolition
of slavery. The first effective step was taken in

1891, when an Act was passed which gave the
President the right to create “forest reserves,’^

now styled “national forests,” by proclamation.
Since then this magnificent public domain has been
created, mainly through the efforts of Gifford

Pinchot, who became head of the Forest Service

in 1898, and whose views w*ere carried out on a
grand scale by virile Presidents like Cleveland and
Roosevelt.

The body of the work is divided into two parts.

Part i. deals with general methods of reproduc-
tion, w*ith the choice of species in artificial re-

generation, and with the principles which deter-

mine the spacing of plants and the density of

woods. Part ii. gives a detailed account of the

qualify, production, collection, and testing of

seeds ;
the protection and preliminary treatment of

1 nursery and planting areas
;
the management and

I

cultivation of the forest nursery
; and the establish-

;
ment of woods by direct sowing and by planting.

' Mr. Tourney’s main note is economy; and he

quotes (p. 425) the cost of planting in Pennsyl-

. vania, w*here 4,329,321 trees w^ere planted by the

;

State Forester in 1915, at the rate of 8.61 dollars,

,
or iZ. 165., per acre for stock and labour. With
this may be compared an example of the cost of

planting in England. The Manchester Corpora-

tion, paying labourers at 255. a week, planted

97 acres in 1910 at Thirlmere, at an average' cost,

for stock and labour, of 4Z. 165. 6d. per acre (see

Trans. R. Scott. Arboricult. Soc., xxvi., p. 42).

The comparatively low cost for effective planting

in the former case is due in part to wdder spacing

and consequent few*er plants, and to the use of

smaller seedlings
;
but there still remains some

balance to be put to the credit of greater efficiency

of labour in Pennsylvania and better planting

methods.

MANUALS OF CHEMISTRY.
(i) Chetnistry for Beginners and for Use in

Primary and Public Schools. By C. T.

Kingzett. Pp. vi+io6. (London: Baillifere,

,

• Tindall, and Cox, 1917.) Price 2s. 6d. net.

i {2) A Short System of Qualitative Analysis for

I

Students of Inorganic Chemistry. By Dr. R. M.
!

Caven. Pp. viii+162. (London: Blackie and
' Son, Ltd', 1917.) Price 25.

(1) \/[R. KINGZETT’S little book is for
-L beginners. He points out quite rightly

that our “future commercial prosperity ” depends
, upon the greater cultivation of science, and that

we ought to “give all our boys the earliest oppor-

tunity of acquiring an elemental knowdedge of

> such subjects.” That science should form an
essential part of everyone’s education, as did

1 formerly the three R’s, is now generally

! admitted. The difficulty is as to the best method
of instruction at the various stages of a child's

development. The present writer must confess
that, however excellent the matter and arrange-
ment of this small volume may be, it is scarcely a
book for the young scientific tyro. In the first
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olace, it Is doubtful whether systematic chemistry,

entirely divorced from elementary physics, is a

useful" introduction. It is further open to ques-

tion whether the notion of atomic weights,

chemical equation^, and valency can be assimi-

lated at this stage: yet these subjects are dis-

cussed within the first twenty pages. Finally,

we submit that it is unnecessary and undesirable

for a beginner to be introduced to more than a

small fraction of the whole gamut of the elements

and some of their chief compounds, even though

they may find some application in the arts and

manufactures. No doubt the book is intended to

be associated with laboratory practice or some

form of experimental demonstration, for there is

not a single illustration representing chemical

apparatus. For so small a volume, which is not

much larsrer in dimen.sions than the ‘‘People's

Books,” the price of 2s. 6d. seems excessive.

(2) The chief novelty in Dr. Caven^s little book

on qualitative analysis is the arrangement.

Instead of presenting the reactions for the

individual metals in their group order, as is

usually done, the author directs the student first

to the study of the individual reagents, so that

the basis of group classification may become

evident at the outset. Thus the action of heat

and other dry tests are taken first, and are fol-

lowed by the action of solvents and, finally, by

that of the group reagents. This forms Part i.,

while Part ii. is devoted to the usual description

of reactions for the metals and acids, taken in

group order. Part iii. contains a short summary
of the process of analysis.

The author considers that this arrangement has

proved more satisfactory in actual oractice than

the older scheme, and, moreover, regards it as

more scientific. No doubt the first claim is well

founded on its alleged success
;
the second merely

turns on a choice between the inductive and the

deductive method, but who shall say w'hich is the

more scientific? J. B. C.

OUR BOOKSHELF.
The Statesman's Year-Book, Statistical and His-

torical Annual of the States of the World for

the Year 1917. Edited by Dr. J. Scott Keltic,

assisted by Dr. M. Epstein. Fifty-fourth annual

publication. Revised after official returns.

Pp, xliv + 1504+ plates 4. (London : Macmillan
and Co., Ltd., 1917-) Price 125:. 6d. net.

The new edition of this valuable year-book has

been slightly reduced in size without lessening its

usefulness. Considerable difficulties have had to

be faced in the revision of the statistics of bel-

ligerent, and especially enemy, countries, but

these have been overcome in many cases. The
value of the book is enhanced by the figures in

most countries being given for at least the last

pre-war year in addition to later years, where the

latter w’ere available. There are four maps, show-
ing respectively : States engaged in the^ war up
to May 10, 1917; Arabia, with political divisions;

the railways of South America
;
and the canals and

inland waterways of the United Kingdom. The
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additions and ci-^rrcctions contain material received

too late to be embodied in the work, and include a

section on Arabia. Accurate information about
Ru^'sian railways is difficult enough to obtain in

peace time, and the editors have been wise to give

a list of lines “ being built, approved for construc-

tion, or projected without further discrimination.

The Amur line, how'ever, is now built, and we
believe has been in use for a year or more. Among
other useful matter in the introductory tables are

the figures for the world production of various

, metals, sugar, and grain. The list of the chief

events of the war is brought up to May, 1917, and
1 a further list of the chief books on the war is

added.

i Microscopic Anahsis of Cattle-Foods, By T. N.
’ Morris. Pp. viii 74 — figs. 54. (Cambridge:

At the L’niversity Press, 1917.) Price 2S. net.

It is curious that whereas the chemical analysis

of cattle-foods has given rise to a considerable

array of text-books, the equally, or often more, im-
portant microscopic analysis has hitherto been
neglected by the English writer apart from its

treatment in the pages of Winton’s standard

treatise on vegetable foods in general.

The latter has been judiciously drawn upon in

the compilation of the present work, which is put
forward as “a brief guide in the recognition of

the common legitimate constituents of cattle-

foods,” and makes no claim to be exhaustive.

Within its few pages it gives an admirable sum-
mary of information on methods of examination
and the chief histological characters of the com-
mon cereals, pulses, oil-seeds, cruciferous seeds,

and nuts. The information is clear, concise, and
accurate, and the accompanying diagrams are in

many cases excellent. Very few of the common
impurities of cattle-foods are omitted, the chief

exceptions one notes being coffee husks, dari,

gram, and sesame. A note might also have been
included on the castor bean, which has frequently

played a sinister part as an ingredient of oil-cakes,

and in alleged non-toxic form is now seeking a

I

place as a legitimate cattle feeding-stuff. No
reference is made to animal matters, such as meat
and fish refuse, which are now coming into in-

creasing use on the farm. The book should prove
very useful to the agricultural student, and within

its limits also to the agricultural analyst.

Science and Industry: The Place of Cambridge
in any Scheme for their Combination. By Sir

Richard T. Glazebrook. Pp. 51. (Cambridge :

At the L'^niversity Press, 1917-) Price is. 6d.

net.

Readers will be glad that the Rede lecture for

this year, delivered by Sir Richard Glazebrook on
June 9, is now available in book form. We
were able to publish the greater part of the lecture

in our issue for June 21 (vol. xcix., p. 333), and it

will suffice here to say that we hope the essay will

be widely studied, dealing as it does with matters

of the highest importance which must be handled
boldly if the future welfare of the nation is to be
assured.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
[The Editor does not hold himself responsible for

opinions expressed by his correspondents • ISt either

can he undertake to return, or to correspond •with

the •writers of, rejected manuscripts intended for

this or any other part of Nature. No notice is

taken of anonymous communications.]

VisibHity of Interference Fringes and the DouWe Slit.

The writer has found the following simple arrange-

ment well adapted for the study of the visibility of

fringes arising from a double slit and a source ” slit

of variable width. A double slit, ruled without any
special care on a piece of old photographic negative,

was placed on the table of a spectrometer after the

usual adjustments had been made. With this arrange-

ment and a sodium flame (Meeker burner) as the

source of light, no difficulty was experienced in ebser^’-

ing the disappearance and reappearance of the fringes,

with gradually decreasing visibility, some seven times.

In the experiment as ordinarily performed (V.

Mann’s “Manual of Advanced Optics,” p. 2y) the

source slit is at such a distance from the double slit as

to render the experiment impracticable, or at least very

inconvenient, in many laboratories. Ordinarily, too, a

strong source of light is used, whereas the above
arrangement permits the use of a monochromatic
source. It provides, further, a very simple experiment
by means of w^hich the student beginning the study of

advanced optics may obtain ccwicrete ideas on the

somewhat difficult subject of visibility. With a little

practice, estimates of the visibility at successive stages

may be made, and the corresponding visibility curve

plotted.

To make quantitative measurements, a graduated
wheel was attached to the slit of an ordinary Wilson
spectrometer, and afterwrards calibrated by the aid of

a travelling microscope. By this means the width of

the slit corresponding to tbe places of disappearance
of the fringe,s or to^any stage of visibility could be
read off directly, and in a short time a complete set

of measurements taken. The following readings wdll

give an idea of the quantitative value of the experi-

ment ;

—

Width of double slh

Focal length of lens of collimator

Mean value of increase in slit width
fre'' for successive orders of zero
visibility

From which X=^-*= 0*000582 nim.

=0*903
= 166 .,

=0*107 V

The quantity -w is accurate to about i per cent. A
more accurately calibrated spectrometer slit than was
at the disposal of the w riter w*ould permit doubtless of
greater accuracy in tne measurements.

J. K. Robertsok.
Queen's University, Kingston, Canada.

Relatioiiis between tlie Spectra of X»Rays.

Kossel has found the following relations betw'een
the frequencies of the X-ray spectra :

—

ka ~ Ka ..... (A)
2^Ia ~ Lry Lffl, . , , , . (B)

As the result of recent measurements, it is kno*wn
iffiat all these series consist of many more lines.
Aecording to T Mabraer the relation (A) of Kossel
must take ^ form

= Kj^i — Ktun (i)

Adopting the values for the wave-length given by
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M. Siegbahn (Jalirb. d. Radioakt. u, Elektr.)^ we
have, moreover, instead of (B),

’

^Is = Lyj - L;34
(2 ;

M-yi = L-yo — ,'2

,

I will here also remark that the following relations
hold very exactly through all the elements :

—

h<x2 “ ^^2 ^ “ ^71 1 y ,
1,

= LjSj Lyo + JkJ
* *

where A is a constant.

In order to account for these relations, especially

(4), Bohr’s theoretical formula should be modifiM as
follows :

—

+ fiir

N being the atomic number, and certain in-

tegers, It should be supposed that N— Ci and N—C*
represent the numbers of electric quanta contained
in the “effective” nucleus charge. The curve in
Moseley’s diagram shows further that and /is are
not absolute constants, but vary gradually from
element to element. JuN Ishiwara,

Phj'sical Institute, Sendai, Japan, April, 1917.

METEOROLOGY AND AVIATION.

A RECENT lecture by Lord Montagu of

Beaulieu to the Aeronautical Society has
directed attention to the possibility after the war
of conveying mails and passengers, and perhaps
goods,, from place to place by aeroplanes, la

suitable weather such transit should present no
difficulty save that of expense, provided that land-

ing places can be found in such positions that the

stages may not be too long, but it is obvious that

the weather is, and must remain, a very important
factor for many years to come.

Since the foundation of the IMeteorological

Office under Admiral Fitzroy a large part of its

business has been the issuing of storm w^arnings

at certain selected coast stations for the benefit of

shipping; and there is no doubt that such fram-
ings during the fifty years or so in which they

have been issued have been of ‘great use, and
indeed are so still. But the gradual displacement
of sails by steam and the increase of size, with the

greater trustworthiness of the engines, have ren-

dered vessels far less dependent upon the weather
than they were in Admiral Fitzroy ’s time, and in

these days it is seldom that any regular passenger
boat fails to make its passage, though it may be
more or less delayed by bad weather. The case

is likely to be different with aeroplanes if they are

to take the place of mail steamers, and a heavy
responsibility will be thrown upon the Meteoro-
logical Office or upon w^hatever body undertakes
to issue forecasts for their guidance.
The kinds of weather inimical to aviation are too

much wind, low cloud, and fog, and of these fog
Is perhaps the worst, as it is also in the case of

shipping. The ways in which -wind affects an
aeroplane are various. There is the difficulty of

starting and landing, but the days on which this

is serious are not numerous, even in a windy
country like England. But still there are days
when landing is unsafe, and it is the misfortune
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with an aeroplane that it must in some way or
[

sheet, but it may on occasion easily descend to

Other come to the earth as soon as its stock of 2000 ft.

petrol is exhausted. It cannot, like a ship out-

side a port with a dangerous bar, wait until con-

ditions are more favourable; it must come down,
whatever the risk. Once in the air, a steady vvind

has no effect upon the flying of an aeroplane,

although it has a great effect upon the direction of

the course. So much misapprehension exists on
this point that it cannot be put too clearly. First,

however, it must be stated frankly that a per-

fectly steady wind does not exist in practice, but
the ordinary wind becomes more and more steady

as the height increases, and in so far as the drift

of an aeroplane is concerned it has the same effect

as a steady wind of the same mean velocity.

The pilot, therefore, if the earth is hidden from
him by a sheet of clouds, is absolutely and entirely

ignorant of the strength and direction of the wind
in which he is flying; it is just the same to him
if it be a dead calm or if it be blowing at the rate

of a hundred miles an hour from the east or from
the west; he is, indeed, as unconscious of the

motion which he is sharing with the air as he

is of his daily revolution at a rate in these latitudes

of some 600 miles an hour round the axis of the

Wind, therefore, though when it is steady and
in a favourable direction it may be of assistance
for a journey in its own direction, will in general
be a hindrance to aerial navigation, and when
combined with low clouds may become an insuper-

able hindrance. In cases where its velocity and
direction can be accurately foretold, the difficulty

about allowing for the drift can be overcome, but
such precise forecast is not yet practicable.

A gusty wind introduces difficulties of its own;
the so-called holes in the air, of which one heard
so much in the early days of aviation, were due
to gustiness, but greater stability and speed in the
machine are eliminating these difficulties.

Clouds introduce a difficulty of their own, apart
from the point that has been already considered.
It would seem at first sight as though a man would

,

retain his sense of the vertical direction in any

1

circumstances, but this is not so. Were a man
I

placed inside a hollow vessel that was falling

freely without air resistance, he would be entirely

without sense of weight or direction, and the
pilot of an aeroplane in an extensive mass of cloud

I

is in much the same position. He cannot see any
earth. But the effect upon the drift of his machine
may be very considerable, and as he does not know
w’hat it is he cannot allow for it. The sailor

is also concerned with the drift of his vessel, but

he has in general a fairly good knowledge of how
much it is; the currents due to the tide can be
predicted, and the leeway due to wind can be esti-

mated, but it is not so with the airman. More-
over, the rate of drift of a vessel is mostly small

in comparison with her motion through the water,

but in exceptional instances the velocity of the

wind may equal the velocity' of the aeroplane.

Thus Glasgow lies very close to a point 400
miles due north of Plymouth, and an aero-

plane leaving Plymouth and flying due north at

eighty miles an hour would find itself close to Glas-

gow in five hfours* time. Should, however, a

strong west wind be blowing of which the pilot

did not know, and also clouds so that he could not

see the earth, he would, if steering by compass,

find himself in five hours’ time over the North

Sea, and quite possibly much nearer to the Danish
than to the English coast. In the present state

of our knowledge he could obtain information

at starting of the general direction and strength

of the wind, but not in such detail that he could

hit off Glasgow within 100 or 200 miles. If he
j

could see the ground he could ascertain that he
|

was not travelling in the way his machine was
|

pointing, and would thus become aware of his
|

drift, but if he could see the ground he could steer
;

by the known landmarks. There "would be few

landmarks over the sea, but the appearance of the

surface should give him information as to the

strength ot the wind, and also of its direction.

Hence it seems likely that in countries like Eng-
land, where clouds prevail, long-distance flight,

if it is to be carried on at regular times day after

day, will have to be at low elevations. About
3000 ft* is the usual height of the winter cloud
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definite object, and apart from sight his sense of

direction depends upon the reaction between him
and the seat he is sitting on. So long as the
motion is uniform this reaction is vertical, but any
acceleration of the machine alters the direction and
intensity of the reaction, and so confuses the sense
of level. The same effect is produced upon a

spirit-le\"el or similar instrument, and so confusing
is the effect that it is said the machine may
almost be upside down without the pilot knowing
it. It would seem as though a gyroscope might
to some extent meet the difficulty. One result of

this uncertainty of level is that astronomical obser*

vations for the determination of latitude and longi-

tude are not possible unless the horizon can be

I

seen, and thus the amount of the error produced
by want of knowledge of the drift cannot be

known.
Fog is to all intents and purposes simply a cloud

touching the earth. Landing places for aviators

have naturally been put in low, sheltered positions,

partly because a shelter from wind is required,

but probably chiefly because more or less of a dead

level is necessary, and such flat places are more
likely to be found at low altitudes. Such positions

are especially liable to fog. The danger of a fog

lies in its concealing the landing place and hiding

from the pilot until the last moment his distance

from the ground.
Thus it appears that the demand of the airman

on the meteorologist is that he shall be able to

forecast wind and fog, and, to a less extent,

clouds, on the route the airman is proposing to

follow. It has long been the business of the

Meteorological Office to forecast wind, an3 a cer-

j

tain amount of precision has been attained. Dur-

ing last winter Major Taylor investigated

the possibility of forecasting fog, and gave the

results in lectures to the Royal Meteorological

and Aeronautical Societies. His work constitutes
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a considerable advance in the investigation of

this difficult subject. If we express the wind in

terms of its two components, W. to E. and S. to

X., the probable error of a forecast for each com-
ponent is perhaps about ten miles an hour, and

there is not much prospect of improving this;

the estimate is for England and the Continent, but

further south the conditions are much better.

I do not wish to emphasise the difficulties which
lie in the way of regular air services, but they are

there, and the first step towards overcoming them
is to admit their existence. W. H. Dines.

NORTH-EAST SIBERIAA

This is a charming book of travel on a very
interesting but seldom visited countr}*—^the

far north-east of Siberia. One has to travel for

changed since. The post reaches this miserable
hamlet only once every four months- For three

or four months, before the Kolyma breaks its ice

at the end of May, and fishing can be resumed in

June, the population lives in a state of semi-

starvation. “ By the end of March all the store

of fish is consumed, and the inhabitants begin

to eat the food usually given to dogs, such as fish-

bones, entrails, and half-decayed fish.” The last

three or four months, before a fresh supply of

provisions is brought by the boats coming from
the south, most of the inhabitants have no salt

and no flour, and are compelled to eat the fish

raw, because cooked fish without salt seems to

be most unpalatable. Under these conditions the

physical and mental deterioration of the popula-

tion is, of course, unavoidable.

In this spot the author remained four years,

Chukchees. Fiom ** In Far North-Ea^t Sil>eria.’

a month from Verkhoyansk, "‘the pole of cold,”
situated on the Upper Yana River, to reach
Sredne-Kolymsk, "‘the queen of the country,
consisting of tiventy or thirty little flat-roofed log-
huts scattered about on the left bank of the
Kolyma,” In this “town” the author was in-

terned, by the Ministry of the Interior, in com-
pany with a dozen comrade students involved in

“political disorders/’ and he stayed there four
years.

That was thirty years ago; hut nothing has
i By I. W. ^kl0vsfcy BtMeo ").

t. Z. Sfeklovsky. Pp. ^14-264. (London :HacnMkn and Cbu, L«d.* Bdwj 84^, 6ci. net.
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and he devotes interesting pages to a good-natured
description of how the little community of
student-exiles constructed for themselves un-
burned-brick stoves (instead of the usual Yakute
open hearth in the midst of the hut), and made
their own provisions of fish and frozen cream for
the winter, as well as candles from reindeer-fat
for the long arctic night

; all this work being done
“amidst interminable metaphysical discussions.”
These pages have all the freshness of youth.
Towards the end of his internment at Sredne-

Kolymsk the author obtained permission to make
a journey to Nijne-Kolymsk, at the mouth of the
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Kolyma, and he was thus enabled to obtain a

glimpse of the shores of the Arctic Ocean.
He accomplished the 500-mile journey in twelve

days, in a frail open boat, made of very thin

wooden planks sewn together with tw’isted

willow-strands, the holes being plugged with
moss and the cracks filled with the gum of the

larch. Having reached Xijne-Kolymsk at the

time of the fishing, he stayed there part of the

summer and the winter, so that he could visit

the lonely spot of Sukharnoye, as also some
Chukchee encampments.
The pages given to the description of the

Yukaghirs and the Yakutes settled along the

lower course of the Kolyma, especially to the
Chukchees, as also the legend about the dis-

appearance of the small tribe of the Kangenici,
will be read with deep interest and sympathy.
All the little scenes sketched by the author bear
the stamp of truthfulness and artistic feeling.

P. Kropotkin.

WAR BREAD.

The public has been led to feel some anxiety
concerning the effects of the present war

bread upon national health and efficiency. Sug-
gestion plays an inevitable part in such a connec-
tion. Certain untoward symptoms in individuals,

for which some other tangible cause is not imme-
diately evident, are liable just now to be ascribed

on the slenderest evidence to the bread eaten.

Once the belief in a deleterious influence has arisen,

it is easy to understand how widely it may spread
by suggestion. In the opinion of those best

qualified to know, there would seem to be little

basis for any such condemnation of the bread.

It rests, nevertheless, with the Food Controller

to obtain the best possible evidence concerning
the facts, and we are glad to know that Lord
Rhondda and the Wheat Commissioners have
empowered a committee of the Royal Society to

make a full and thorough investigation. This
committee comprises some eminent medical con-

sultants, as well as the physiologists who have
been serving on the main Food Committee of

the society. Its task is to decide whether the

higher extraction of the grain can in itself be held

responsible for any disturbance of health, and
whether the admixture of other cereals with the

wheat has produced a less digestible loaf, owing,

for instance, to the associated difficulties in milling

and baking.
Among other matters w^hich are also engaging

the attention of the committee is a greater ten-

dency to “ rope ” in the bread, alleged to be due
to the higher extraction of the grain. The habits

of Bacillus mesentericus

,

which, in its various

strains, is responsible for ropy bread, are already

well known to bacteriologists, and, empirically at

least, to all the better informed among practical

bakers. There is no reason to doubt that with
the increased knowledge now being acquired any
outbreaks of rope will in the future be easily con-
trolled. That the presence in the loaf of cereals

other than wheat can be directly harmful is most
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i unlikely. A favourable effect should indeed be
seen in a somewhat improved balance in the

protein supplied. Maize, it is true, is said to be
badly tolerated by certain individuals, though such
cases must be rare. It is also stated that the

starch of maize is not fully gelatinised when
it is cooked in admixture with wheat under con-
ditions ‘Suitable for the production of an all-wheat

,
loaf.

! These and other points will doubtless receive the

attention of the investigating committee. Its most

I

important task, however, will be to decide, by

I

a thorough sifting of the evidence, the more
;

general queslioxn as to whether the war bread is,

‘ as a matter of fact, producing any ill effects at
' all upon the public health. The public 'will be
i glad to know that the Food Controller is in posses-

i
sion of the facts.

Meanwhile, since it is of the utmost importance
. to the nation that a full supply of bread shall be

i
maintained, while the amount of wheat available

is not sufficient for the purpose, we are glad to

observe that the medical Press is urging the pro-

fession to see that the privilege of obtaining hieh-
grade wheat flour for cases supposed to have
suffered from the war bread is at any rate not
abused.

NOTES.
Mr. Alan A. Campbell Swinton has been elected

chairman of the council of the Royal Society of Arts
for the ensuing year.

The Asiatic Society of Bengal has awarded the Bar-
clay memorial medall to CoL H. H. Godwin-Austen,
for his work in biology. The medal is awarded every
two years to the individual who during that period has
made the most meritorious contribution to biology
with special reference to India.

Dr. J. B. Cleland has been elected president of the
Royal Societ}" of New South Wales. After graduating
in medicine. Dr. Cleland visited China and Japan,
and later proceeded to this country, where he remained
for several years, being for part of the time cancer
research scholar at London Hospital. On returning
to Australia, he was appointed Government pathologist
and bacteriologist in Western Australia. In 1908 he
became principal assistant microbiologist to the newly
instituted Bureau of Microbiology in Sydney, and in

1913, on the amalgamation of the bureau with the
Department of Public Health, he was appointed prin-

cipal microbiolc^st He has also been associated
with the experimental w’ork of the Department of

Agriculture.

Referring to Dr. Collinge’s recent article on '*The
Destruction of House-sparrows*’ (N^iture, June 28,

p. 347), Dr. W. A. Hollis writes to say that the assump-
tion that the corn found in the stomachs of the adult
birds has been taken from the fields is, he believes,

an erroneous one, and that in nine cases out of ten
it is obtained from horse-droppings, as the house-
sparrow rarely, if ever, goes far afield. At first sight

this might appear so, but Dr. Hollis has overlooked
the fact that the material upon Tvhich Dr. Collinge
bases his argument was purposely obtained from
agricultural districts, and in his account of the
stomach contents of those birds obtained from
suburban districts it is stated that the wheat was ob-

tained “most likely from horse-droppings.” The
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house-sparrow is, unfortunately, very far from scarce
j

in agricultural districts, and at present inmense
flocks from the towns and villages are ad(^ng to

j

its number, the majority of which will remain until

well into September.

We regret to see the announcement of the death

on July 22, at sixty-one years of age, of Mr. Alfred

Mosely, whose work for industrial and educa-

tionaf efficiency is widely knowm In the year 1903

Mr. Mosely organised an Educational
_

Commis-
sion of leading representatives of science and
education, including such men as Profs. Arm-
strong, Ayrton, and Ripper, to visit the United

States. The twenty-six separate reports pub-

lished in 1904 in the volume on this Educational

Commission covered the whole field of education, from
the kindergarten to post-graduate university work,
and they provided the public wdth a very valuable

statement by competent observers of the provision

made for progressive education in America. In 1907
Mr. Mosely sent several hundred English school

teachers to America to study the educational methods
adopted in the United States and Canada, and himself

about the same time made prolonged tours in those

countries, during one of which he arranged for a
return visit of 1000 school teachers to this country
in 1908-^. Mr. Mosely was the author of a number
of pamphlets and reports on industrial and educa-
tional matters and economics.

According to a paragraph in UEconomisia Italia

of July 13, the Italian Royal Geological Commission
has just presented the report of its work to the

Government. The Commission recommends that

immediate steps be taken to enable the Reale Ufficio

Geologico to accelerate tne preparation and publication
of the geological map of Italy, wffiich is a vital neces-

sity' in view of a recrudesc^ce of activity being
manifested in mineral prospecting and hydro-electric
developments. Recommendations have also been
made for the publication of the results of artesian
well and mineral sun^eys which have been carried out
in the country, since much importance is attached at
present to a knowledge of the hydrological and geo-
logical data. It is also considered desirable that the
collection of

^
samples of Italian fossil-fuels at the

Royal Geological Museum should be made as complete
as possible, and that the authorities should proceed i

at once to publish the sheets (now completed) of the
|

geological map which concern the mountainous re-
I

gions, in view of the attention now being paid to the
|

more extensive utilisation of Italy’s water resources
for powwr-raising. '

|

The Indian^ Forester for May contains an article
]

on the organisation of the Chinese Forest Service, 1

which came into existence in January', 1916, as a
i

subordinate branch of the Ministry of Agriculture and i

Commerce at Peking. The heads of the service, !

styled “co-directors,” are Mr. Forsythe Sherfesee, for i

six years employed in, and lately dir^tor of, the Philip, i

pine Forestry' Bureau, and Mr, Ngan Han, who studied
j

forestry in Cornell and Michigan Universities several
years ago. There are other Chinese in the service,
who have received a technical training in the United
States, and an expert from Kew% Mr. W, Purdom,
acts as botanist, and is chief of one of the six divisions
into wMcb the service is organised. In this article
an ambitious programme of afforestation, education,
propaganda, etc,, is sketched out, but no details are

of w'ork that has been actually accom-
IHished. The amount of funds available is not men-

and no information is given as to how the
forests are to be brought under Govemm«it
or of how hnd is to be ac^imred for afforesta-m 2491, VOL. 99]

tion. In the course of two or three years w'e mav
learn in w'hat directions forestry can be developed in
China.

In his presidential address to the conference of dele-

gates of the British Association, held at Burlington
House on July 5, Mr. John Hopkinson dealt with the
work and aims' of the corresponding societies. Mr.
Hopkinson first suggested, nearly forty years ago,
that delegates from the different societies should hold
an annual conference at the British Association meet-
ings, and it must have been some satisfaction to him
to preside over what is now an important annual event
for many of the representatives of the scientific socie-

ties in this country. He gave a review of the work
of the British Association as affecting the correspond-

ing societies, dealing in turn with the various sec-

tions of the association. His address was so varied

in its scope that each member of his audience must
have felt that some of it at least had particular refer-

ence to his or her special study. It w'as not the

address of a specialist, but on general lines, as might
have been expected from a naturalist w'ho has been
so long the secretary^ of an important provincial society.

Among the subjects dealt with were meteorology,
geological photographs, bird protection, Desmids and
Diatoms, maps, free trade, Kent’s Cavern, the teach-

ing of Greek, museums, and forestry. Mr. Hopkin-
son concluded that the chief aim of all of us should be

To make the world within his reach,

Somewhat ihe t etier ior his being,

And gladder lor hi» human speech.

Prof. J. H. Barnes, whose death was announced
in Nature of July 5, was educated at Five Ways
Grammar School and the Birmingham University.

After obtaining his degree, he spent some time in

research work under Prof. Frankland, and in 1906
was appointed agricultural chemist to the Punjab and
in charge of the Lyallpur College, one of the new
agricultural colleges' of India, of which two years

later he was appointed principal, and which post he
held until a few months before his death, when he
w^as appointed chief chemist at the Pusa Institute to

the Government of India. He was responsible for a
considerable amount of agricultural research work,
some of which is destined to make a great addition to

the resources of the country-, notably in the cul-

tivation of the sugar-cane and wheat-growing. Dur-
ing the last few' years he had been responsible for the

experiments dealing with the reclamation of the alkali

barren lands, which he had show’n by his experi-

ments to produce even record crops of wheat for India,

and may revolutionise agriculture in certain of these

districts. At the same time, he instituted a series of

experiments showing the means of preventing various
insect pests which are the great drawback to the
methods of storing w'heat. "For his work on the
Indigo Commission he w^as accorded the thanks of the
Government of India. All this was carried out under
great personal disabilities, for early in his official life

he w’as attacked by malarial fever, from which
periodically he suffered severely, especially during
the last year or so of his life, which w'as eventually
cut off by an attack of enteric fever on June 2. He
was

_
greatly loved and respected by all, especially

by his Indian students, w'ho at the tinie of his leaving
the Lyallpur College collected funds to institute a
scholarship at the college as a permanent memorial
of his senrice there.

With Dr. C. O. Trechmann, who died on June 29,
at his residence. Hudworth Tow'er, Castle Eden,
passed away one of the small band of private collectors
of minerals and one of the still smaller brotherhood
of crystaHographers in this country. He was bom
at Hartlepool, co. Durham, in 1S51. His father, who
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was a Dane by birth, settled in the north of England
in 1S43, and five years later, in 184S, founded the

Portland cement works now known as Otto Trech-

mann, Ltd., at West Hartlepool, which are among
the oldest works of the kind in the kingdom. Dr.
Trechmann studied chemistry under Bunsen, and ob-

tained his doctorate of philosophy at Heidelberg. On
returning home he entered his father’s business, and
it was largely to his energy and ability that the

development and prosperity of the works were due;

on the conversion of the business into a limited

liability company, he became chairman and managing
director, a position he held until his death. While
at Heidelberg he became interested in minerals, and
started the formation of the collection which consti-

tuted the principal hobby of his life. Being a crystallo-

grapher, he had a keen eye for a w€ll-cr\’stalUsed

specimen, and at his death the collection had grown
to a considerable size and comprised specimens of

much scientific value. At one period he was attracted

by the minerals occurring in the famous quarry just

off the valley of the Binn, and one of the sulphar-

senites of silver found there was named trechmannite

after him by its discoverer, Mr. R. H. Solly. He
bequeathed some of the best specimens in his collec-

tion to the British Museum. Despite the calls of busi-

ness, he contrived to find time to engage in crystallo-

graphical r;€search, and published many papers,

several of them dealing with the minerals found at

Binn; his work was characterised by careful observa-

tion and skilful draughtsmanship. In later years he
turned to entomology as a recreation, paying especial

attention to exotic Rhopalocera and to Diptera, of

which he made a local collection of considerable scien-

tific value,

Mr. Henry Balfour discusses, in the July issue of

Man, certain primitive forms of agricultural imple-

ments from the Naga Hills, Assam. A remarkable
form used by the Serna, Lhota, and some eastern
Nagas consists of a slip of bamboo, with a sharp
edge, twisted into a shape like a necktie, which is

us^ for eradicating weeds from crops. This has the

disadvantage of being very perishable and, becoming
supplanted by iron^bladed hoes, shows signs of obso-
lescence. But it is noteworthy that the original type
of the bamboo weeder has been reproduced in iron.

Thus, as the final result, we have four types : first, the

bamboo “necktie” hoe; secondly, the copy of it in

iron; thirdly, a two-tanged, blade, hafted to two
wooden rods, forming prolongations of the tangs, the
ends of which are crossed, and so retain the “neck-
tie” shape of the prototype; and, lastly, the same type
oi blade, hafted to a Y-shaped handle cut from a
single piece, in which the single grip replaces the
awkward X-shaped handle, the result being an emin-
ently serviceable tool. The series is an admirable
instance of clearly marked stages in the evolution of
agricultural implements.

Prof. Funders Petrie notices a series of photo-
graphs from Abu Simbel depicting various racial types
in Ancient Egypt (part ii., 1917). One of the most
interesting represents a man with a long retreating
forehead running up to a peak to the back of the
head, with rolls of flesh on the back of the neck below
the occiput. The same form of head is characteristic
of the Armenians of to-day, though accompanied by a
larger nose, and the Egyptian example seems' to
belong to a nation east of Asia Minor, somewhere
about the head-waters^ of the Euphrates, Another,
classed as North Arabian, has traces of an earring,
which is an Assyrian characteristic, and this man may
come from a region not greatly geographically
separated from that of the first example. The Hittite
type is marked by the thickness of hair ending in a
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i

cur! below the shoulder. Another specimen, wearing a

;
long cap with a sort of hanging tassel. Is shown by
the analogy’ of a type represented on the gates of

. Balawat to be that of a Phoenician boatman. Thus,

,

of the ten examples, two seem to come from Armenia
cr its neighbourhood, and the others belong roughly
to North and South Galilee,

The expedition which Dr, Hamilton Rice led to

,
the Amazon returned to New York this spring-

;
From the Geographical Revieu' for June (vol, ii:.,

;
Xo. 6) we learn that after an ascent of the Amazon

1
to Iquitos, the expedition returned to Manaos to

, undertake the ascent of the Rio Xegro, which was
i
to be the principal work of the expedition. In a

j

river steamer the expedition reached Santa Isabel,

I

and thence in a steam launch successfully traversed

1
the difficult stretch of river to Sao Gabriel. Further

* progress proved to be impossible on account of low
;
water. An attempt was made to ascend the Pada-

j

uiry, a left tributary of the Rio Negro, but an im-

;

mense sandbank blocked the way. The expedition

I

then descended to Manaos, and Dr. Rice decided to

I return to the United States on account of the war
' news and other circumstances.

In the Geographical Revie^^ for June there are
'two articles which deal in a most instructive way
with the Eastern theatre of -war in Europe. The first

is by Prof, de Martonne on the Carpathians. Atten-
tion is paid particularly to the physical features con-
trolling human movements, and the article gh^es a
clear presentment of the complicated relief of the

region. There is a good coloured relief map, besides

several diagrams. The second article, by Mr.
D. W. Johnson, on the conquest of Rumania, de-

scribes the geographical features of the counliy',

especially in relation to the campaign of 1916. The
author shows how geographical conditions favoured
a Rumanian invasion of Bulgaria through the Dob-
rudja, but political considerations overruled this plan

and embarked Rumania on an invasion of the

Transylvanian plain, a project which materially

assisted the success of the German plan for the con-

quest of Rumania.

In a paper published in the Scottish Geographical
Magazine for June (vol. xxxiii.) entitled “ The Weddell
Sea : An Historical Retrospect,” Dr. W. S. Bruce has
been at great pains to clear up the fog of obscurity

wffiich hitherto has enveloped the early history of ex-

ploration in that part of the Antarctic. With
^
the

exception of Mr. E. S. Balch’s work on early American
explorers, this paper is almost the first scholarly con-

tribution to the history of the Antarctic, and, in view
of the uncertainty that has prevailed regarding ques-
tions of priority in the Graham Land region and the
trustworthiness' of early accounts, this work was much
needed. By persistence in following up clues Dr.
Bruce has unearthed much previously overlooked mate-
rial and several original log-books. The earliest ex-
plorers of the Weddell Sea were William Smith and
Capt. Ed. Bransfield, R.N., in the brig Williams, early

in 1820, subsequent to Smith’s discovery- of the South
Shetlands in 1819. On this voyage they -were the first

to sight the mainland of the Antarctic continent, which
Bransfield named Trinity Land. This point is of great
interest, because it was previously held that the claim
of the American sealer, N. B. Palmer, in 1821, has
priority. As regards the discovery of the group know’n
as the South Orkneys, Dr. Bruce recalls that priority

belongs to Powell, who sighted them in December,
1821, and that Weddell six days later named them
South Orkneys, Pow^ell had regarded them merely as
an extension of the South Shetlands, but they appear

, as Povrell Group on the chart of 1S22. Dr. Bruce,
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however, recognises the undesirableness of changing

the name of South Orkneys, which has now become

established by long usage. Further interesting matter

in this paper is an examination of the evidence of

MorelL Ross, the Scotia^ and others of land in the

western part of the Weddell Sea. A critical examina-

tion of all this matter by a man who is familiar with

polar conditions from personal experience sheds a new
light on the question, and is most important in view

of the forthcoming publication of Sir E. H. Shackle-

ton’s results. Filially, the full bibliography accom-
panying the paper should be noted.

The Ministry of Trade of the Australian Common-
wealth publishes “Further Investigations into the

Etiology of Worm Nests in Cattle due to Onchocerca
Gihsoni/' by Dr?. J. B. Cleland, S. Dodd, and E. W.
Ft-rguson. 'Experiments have been tri^ as to the

transmission of the larval wmrms by biting flies. As
regards Siomoxys calcitrans the results are negative,

but the authors consider that certain Tabanidae may
possibly act as carriers.

immediate vicinity of the dams, this disfigurement may
be amply atoned for by the creation of large lakes
capable of vastly increasing the supply of food-fishes.

Mr. A. D. Ferguson, of the California Fish and Game
Commission, in California Fish and Game, vol. hi.,

No. 2, tells how this has been done in the case of

' impounding dams in the Sierra Nevada mountains.

I

The building of the Crane Valley dam created the

I

Bass Lake, a sheet of water six miles long, half a
' mile wide, and loo ft. deep. This water is now teem-
i ing with trout and black bass, artificially introduced,

I affording a fishing resort for hundreds of people,

i

Huntingdon Lake, in Fresno county, was similarly

1 created by a dam 120 ft. high, impounding 150,000

;
acres of water. This has been stocked with rainbow

; and Loch Leven trout, and is the resort of thousands

j

of people from all parts of the State. The primary
I purpose of the dam was to serve as a generating
! station for the Pacific Light and Power Corporation.
* In this way purely commercial ventures have been
! made to add both to the natural beauties of the country

and to its productiveness.

In collaboration with Messrs, Harrison G. Dyar and
i

F, Knai, Dr. Howard has completed the great mono-
graph on the “ Mosquitoes of North and Central

America and the West Indies ’’ (voL iv., Carnegie
Institution, Washington, 1917). The volume now
issued contains the second part of the systematic

description of genera and species, with appendix and
index, and extends to more than 500 pages. Each
genus and species is treated with an exhaustive
synonymy, a full description of the imago and of any
larv’^al stages knowm, and in most cases with valuable

bionomic details.

Prof. Ulric Dahlgren, of Princeton University,
contributes a further instalment of his valuable series

of essays on the “Production of Light by Animals”
to the Journal of the Franklin Institute for July. In
the present contribution he gives an able summary of

what is known in regard to the production of phos-
phorescent light among the Tunicates and the fishes.

In thus summarising the extensive and w'idely scat-
tered literature on this theme Prof. Dahlgren has
performed a very useful piece of w^ork.

The plant ecology of the Drakensberg Range forms

the subject of a beautifully illustrated paper by Prof.

J. W. BeTvs, in vol. iii., part in., of the Annals of the

Natal Museum. In the opening pages the geological

structure of the range is briefly described, and dia-

gram sections of the horizontally placed beds are

given. The striking feature of the range is the

great mass of basalt and amygdaloidal lava which
forms the main portion of the escarpment and produces

the magnificent scenery of the Mont-aux-Sources.
The vegetation of the higher parts of the Mont-aux-
Sources has long been knowm to be peculiar, and
it is a matter for regret that Prof. Bews does not give

an account of it in greater detail. He distinguishes

ten types of vegetation and gives lists of the plants

characteristic for each. A number of the plants

appear to be unidentified, which, considering the work
recently done on South African botany, both at Kew
and at the Cape, need not have been the case. On
the mountain-tops the vegetation shows remarkable
adaptations to dry conditions, the soil occurring only

in depressions, the rest of the surface remaining bare
rock.

Dr. G. a. Boulenger contributes to the Annals of
the South African Museum (vol. xii., part vi.) a long
memoir on the genus Nucras, which, he conviiicingly
show’s,^ must be regarded as the most primitive of the
Lacertidse. He bases his conclusions partly on geo-
logical evidence and partly on a study of its geograph-
ical distribution and coloration. The latter aspect of
this subject forms the material for tw'o plates, w^hich
will well repay careful study. In the same issue he
also describes a new South African lizard of the genus
Eremias.

The second of the series of reports which are to
appear on the Australian Antarctic Expedition,
1911-14. has just been published. This is devoted to
the Mollusca, forming part i. of vol. iv. The author,
Mr. C. Hedley, analyses the results of dredgings at
tw’elve stations on the coast of Adelie Land and of
collections at Macquarrie Island. About one-third of
the Mollusca prove to extend to Kerguelen, and some
range round the Pole to the Falklands, More than
125 species are enumerated, of which forty-one are new
to science. Two new genera are also described. Nine
excellent plates add greatly to the value of this verv
able report,

Wbm the construction of great dams across natural
streams for the purpose of-diverting* or storing, their
waters must ineyitahk disfigure the landscape in them 2491, YOU. 99]

Prof. R. B. Young (Trans. Geol. Soc. South Africa,

vol xix., p. 61) usefully develops F. Hinden^s test for

calcite in the presence of dolomite. After attacking
the calcite on a thin section of rock with the solution
of ferric chloride, thoroughly washing, and drying, a
stream of sulphuretted hydrogen is turned on for a
second or so, which blackens the calcite cry^stals.

Mr. F. S. Spiers, secretary of the Faraday Society,
wrrites as follows :

—
“ Will you permit me to correct a

misapprehension w’hich may arise out of a report in
Nature of July 12 fp, 393) on a joint meeting of the
Society of Glass Technology with the Faraday Society
which took place last month at Sheffield, to discuss
the choice of refractory materials for use in the glass
industry? In referring to an appeal which was made
to glass-makers to make knowm their difficulties re-

garding refractories it was stated that the main
object of the^ Faradav Society was to concentrate on
these difficulties. This reference should have been, not
to the Faraday Society, but to the Conference on
Refractories Research, wiich has been constituted from
all the interests concerned^ with refractory materials
for the purpose of considering hovr best to co-ordinate
and promote further the study of this subject.”

At the outbreak of war there was in this country a
serlims shortage of refractory material and of acid-
proof apparatus such as is used in chemical works;
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it had been largely stoneware imported from Germany.
J

Fused silica ware has to some extent been ,able to

make good the deficiency, and has helped to equip
numerous factories erected in connection with the

supply of explosives, especially as regards apparatus

for the concentration of sulphuric acid and the con-
densation of nitric acid. Dr, F. Bottomley gives de-

tails of plants fitted with fused silica conderxsers,

evaporators, etc., for these two acids, in the Journal
of the Society of Chemical Industry for June 15, and
also outlines the progress which has been made in the

1

production of fused silica apparatus generally. Sixteen

years ago small articles of silica were made by labo-

riously fusing quartz a few grains at a time in the

oxyhydrogen blow^pipe flame; at the present day the

weight of fused material which can be "worked exceeds
aoo^ib. The temperature required is between iSoo^

and 2000^ C. In the plastic condition the silica is very
ductile, and can be drawn out like glass in lengths
of 90 to 100 ft.

Technologic Papers Nos. 83 and 84 of the U.S.
Bureau of Standards represent continuations of Merica
and Woodward’s work on the “ Failure of Brass **

(No. 82). In the former an account is given of the

kudy of the effect of tensfle stress on tEe electrolytic

solution potential of brass to various solutions, the

results indicating an increase of E.M.F. of about o*i

millivolt per 10,000 Ib./sq. in! of stress. An explana-
|

tion is given, based upon this effect, of the decreased
{

ductility and strength exhibited by brass, \vrhere

corrod^ while under tensile stress, and describes the

gro^^th of fissures in brass under such conditions.

In the latter the results are recorded of an investiga-

tion of the initial stresses produced by the burning-in,

without pre-heating, of constrained parts of castings of

manganese bronze. Results have shown that, in

general, tensile stresses will be produced within the

burned-in area equal in value to the true elastic limit

of the material. The conclusion is drawn that bum-
ing-in of such material should not he practised without
thorough pre-heating or subsequent annealing of the

whole casting.

The Biochemical Journal for May contains a paper
by Mr. H. E, Annett describing the isolation of

raffinose from the seed of the jute plant {Corchortis

capsularis). The sugar was identified by its content
of water of crystallisation, specific rotatory power,
and the change of the latter when the sugar was
acted upon with emulsin, invertase, and melibiase.

Further, the sugar does not give an osazone, but
from the products of its hydrolysis with invertase,

glucosazone and galactosazone "were isolated. The
sugar was isolated by extracting the finely ground
jute seed, which had previously been exhaust^ with
ether and petrol, with alcohol/ and precipitating the
alcoholic extract with ether. The particular sample
of seed examined contained 2-25 per cent, of raffinose.

Of the chemical changes induced in amino-acids by
bacterial action, the most common and the one that
has been most studied is simple decarboxylation. It

is by this process that putrescin© and cadaverine are
formed^ in the putrefaction of ornithine and lysine
respectively. The deaminisation {i.e, loss of
ammonia) of amino-acids by bacteria is usually ac-
companied by reduction, e.g, in the production of
^-hydroxjrphenyl-propionic acid from tyrosine. Mr.
H. Raistridc, however, in the Biochemical Journal
for May, describes the formation of an unsaturated
carboxylic acid by the action of bacteria on histidine-
This author avoided any possible secondary re-
actions by arranging that the histidine was the only
organic substance present in the medium on which
the bacteria were cultivated. WTien B. coli com-
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munis, B, typhosus, B, paratyphosus A, B, paraty-
phosus B, B, enteriiidis, Gaertner, or B. dysen--
teriae, Flexner, is grown on a medium consisting of
Ringer's solution -r histidine t i-iminazolyl-a-amino-
propionic acid}, from 5 to 60 per cent, of urocanic
acid (,3-imina2c:yxacr}T:c acid; is formed, the largest
proportion with B. paraiyph^.sus A. and the smallest
with jB. typhosiii,. The acid was identified by analysis,
melting point,

^

and preparation of the picrate and
nitrate. This is the first instance on record of the
bacteriological conversion ot an aniino-acid into an
unsaturated acid.

Mr. John Ml'rr.\y's list of announcements for the
coming autumn contains several works which should be
of interest to readers of Nature, e.g. “The Life and

^

Letters of Sir J. D. Hooker, O.M., G.C.S.L.” by
Leonard Huxley, two vo!s.; *‘The Life of Sir Clements
Markham, K.C.B., F.R.S.,’ by Admiral Sir A. H.
Markham; “The Life of Sir Colin C. Scott Moncrieff,”
edited by Miss M. A. Hollings; “Rustic Sounds and
other Studies in Literature and Natural History,” by
Sir Francis Darwin; “Volcanic Studies in Many
Lands,” by the late Dr. Tempest Anderson; second
series,^ “ Cotton and other Vegetable Fibres,” by Dr. E.
Goulding ^Imperial Institute Handbooks), and a new
and revised edition of “The Book of the Rothamsted
Experiments,” edited by Dr. E. J. Russell.

Messrs. J. Wheldon and Co., 38 Great Queen
Street, Kingsway, have just issu^ a catalogue
(New Series, No. 80)^ of books and papers on chem-
istry, pure and^ applied, mineralogy, mining, and
geology. The list contains many w^orks published in
enemy countries and therefore difficult to obtain new
at the present time; also the modern library of Mr.
Andrea Angel, who lost his life in the East End
explosion in January last. The catalogue will be sent
free upon application.

OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN.
Meteors on July 19.—^Though meteors were singu-

larly rare in the two hours before midnight on July 19
they were rather abundant and brilliant after mid-
night. At i2h. 12m. G.M.T. one of magnitude i shot
rapidly from 339°+72'> to and left a bright
streak’. Its radiant was probably betw’een a and j8

Persei. At i2h, i8m. a meteor exceeding magnitude i

passed from 320° 4- 35^ to 317*^-1-27°, and was directed
from Cepheus. At I2h. 37m. a very fine meteor with
an extraordinarily long course of 89° travelled slowly
from 328°-}- 11° to 238'^+ 10°, and left a bright streafe

in its walce. At i3h. 35m. a blue, flashing meteor
shot rapidly down across the star Pegasi, and was
directed from a shower near aCygni or at 16° -448°. At
i3h, 50m. a tolerably bright meteor, leaving a streak,
crossed the cluster in Perseus from a radiant at
40°+ 20°, and at I4h. 15m. a bright Perseid, leaving
a streak, shot from 326J°-fi7Jo to 316° 4-6°. Dupli-
cate observations of any of these interesting objects, if

sent to Mr. W. F. Denning (44 Egerton Road, Bris-
tol) w^ould enable their heights, etc., to be computed,

Annu.ario of the Rio de Janeiro Observatory,

—

The thirty-third issue of this useful publication has re-

cently been received. It contains numerous ephemerides
and other astronomical data, together with an excellent
collection of tables for the reduction of astronomical
observations. A section is devoted to terrestrial

physics, with special reference to the magnetic elements
and

^
the intensity of gravity, and another includes

details of meteorological observations made at twenty-
five stations in Brazil. Tide-tables for seven Brazilian
ports, calculated with the aid of the Kelvin tide-

predictor, are also included in the volume.
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Solar Promixenxes,—^An important memoir on solar

prominences has been published by Mr.^ and Airs.

Evershed (Memoirs Kodaikanal Obs., vol. i*, part ii.).

The total number of prominences observed and photo-

graphed at the sun's limb at Kenley and Kodaikanal

during the years 2S90 to 1914 was about 71,000, and in

recent years the denser prominences have also been

photographed as absorption markings on the sun’s

disc. This wealth of observational material is dis-

cussed from many points of view. It results, among
other conclusions, tl^t there are four belts, two in each

hemisphere, which are specially prolific in prominences.

The low-latitude belts are coincident with the sun-

spot zones, and in these the prominences v^ary in num-
ber wnth the spots, although direct association of spots

and prominences is comparatively rare. In the

high-latitude belts the prominences are most
frequent between spot minimum and spot maxi-

mum ; they reach the pole about spot maxi-
mum, and" die out there, to form again in

latitude ±50°. Magnetic storms appear to be more
closely related to spots than to prominences, but it is

possible that an overlying prominence is a necessary

condition for a spot to produce a magnetic storm.

Large high prominences are roughly divisible into

four classes, namely, broad massive prominences,
tapering forms, diffused forms, and prominences in

rows. Prominences associated with spots take the

form of jets, rockets, or arches. The prevailing rocket

type suggests the action of an intermittent explosive

force in spots, which only partially neutralises gravity,

while in the large masses gravity appears to be com-
pletely neutralised by the upward force. The density

of prominences is probably very' low, and it is sug-

gested that the luminosity' may be due to the internal

energy of the atoms, possibly derived mainly by
absorption of the intense solar’ radiation. Numerous
photographs of prominences are reproduced.

FUEL EESEAECH.

At the request of the Board of Trade and other

Government departments, the Fuel Research
Board has undertaken an investigation on the most
suitable composition and quality of gas, and the

minimum pressure at which it should be supplied,

having regard to the desirability for economy in the use
of coal, the adequate recovery of by-products, and the
purposes for which coal is now' used. The Research
Board wall also act in an advisory capacity'. With the
great extension of the use of gas for pow’er and heat-
ing, and the possibility of using efficiently for illu-

minadng purposes, by means of the incandescent mantle,
gas of much. lower illuminating value than formerly,
more importance now' attaches to calorific value than
to candle-pow'er. Practice has necessarily conformed
to the altered conditions, for gas engineers have gone
a good w'ay in solving the problems involved in
making the best use of coal in their industry, in the
recovery of by'-products, on w’hich success so much
depends, together with supplying a gas satisfactory’
for the wide and varied requirements. The industry'
has indeed l^en exceptional in the valuable researcb
work done, its enterprise being showm in the estab-
lishment of the Livesey Laboratory at Leeds.

Possibly the Research Board wdll find little scope
for improvement in the general production of coal-
gas, although no one would claim that finality has
been reached, but some important problems remain for
investigation, notably the production of low-tempera-
tiure coke and the utilisatioo of the oils and very rich
gas product^,. The gas engineer has hitherto not
r^prded this quesidbn in an unprejudiced manner,
wriMlst the advoioates have generally been over-opfim-
istk, so that 0ide|S€«ident inv^tigation is really wanted.
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There is also a wide field for investigating how coke-
oven gas may be more extensively employed to supple-

ment the output of suitably situated gasw'orks, and
the more extended use of water-gas.

The Fuel Research Board, with the sanction of the
Committee of the Privy Council for Scientific and
Industrial Research, has appointed a committee of

inquiry into the utilisation of Irish peat deposits. The
terms of reference to the committee are as follows

*'To inquire into and to consider the experience already

gained in Ireland in respect of the winning, prepara-

tion, and use of peat for fuel and for other purposes,

and to suggest what means shall be taken to ascertain

the conditions under which, in the most favourably

situated localities, it can be profitably won, prepared,

and used, having regard to the economic conditions of

Ireland; and to report to the Fuel Research Board
Though the inquiries of the committee will ulti-

mately lead up to the consideration of peat as a source

of energy in central power stations, there are sound
reasons why this aspect of the problem should be

postponed to a later stage. On one hand, the Fuel

Research Board is already organising an extensive

inquiry’ into the problems of fuel economy in connec-

tion with power production, and the results of this

inquiry' w'ill supply the fundamental data and informa-

tion which will be required when the time comes for

the .consideration of any wide scheme of development
in Ireland. On the other hand, any schemes of de-

velopment must be based on a more exact knowledge
than is at present available regarding the selection

of the more favourably situated bogs and the possi-

bilities of w’inning and transporting partially dried peat

to centres at which it may be converted into market-
able products. It is obvious, therefore, that the in-

quiries of the committee are likely to be most fruitful

if they are concentrated on the fundamental problems,

for until these are settled no satisfactory progress

can be made.
The^ following- appointments have been made to the

committee ;—Sir John Purser Griffith (chairman),
Prof. Hugh Ryan, Prof. Sydney Young, Mr. George
Fletcher,^ and Prof. Pierce Purcell (secretary). All

communications should be addressed to the Secretary,

The Peat Inquiry Committee, University College,

Dublin.

GLASS TECHNOLOGY.
^HE newly formed Society of Glass Technology is

’ to be w^armly congratulated on the first number
of its Journal, -which has just appeared. The volume
contains five original papers and a considerable num-
ber of abstracts dealing with glass and allied subjects.

These abstracts, in which an endeavour is made to

summarise the literature of the subject—including that

appearing on the Continent so far back as the begin-
ning of 1915—form a most valuable feature, particu-

,

larly as the difficult work of abstracting has been well

done. If, at a later stage, the society could under-
! take to carry the abstracts back—if possible for a

j

period of ten years—^they would earn the gratitude of

! all concerned with glass. There is, of course, always

j

the difficulty in such abstracts of discriminating lai-

: tween the wheat and the chaff, so as to avoid bur^n-

j

ing the pages with abstracts of valueless material;

{
such discrimination, however, demands a degree of

I

intimate familiarity wdth the subject in both its indus-

I

trial and scientific aspects which is scarcely obtainable

i
in the case of glass, since this has only recently begun

i to receive in this country the attention which it de*

j
serves* It is, further, a little doubtful whether the

}
editor of this Journal has been wise in including ab-

‘ stracts on purely optical subjects, since these are mare
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faliy dealt with by a special society (the Optica! J

Soclet>’)» and overlapping is most undesirable in

matters of publication.
^

1

The original papers attain a ver\' creditable standard
|

for so young a society and so new a subject. Prof,
i

Boswell’s work on British glass sands is already widely
known and appreciated, since it has already been more

j

or less completely published elsewhere. "Mr. C. J. j

Peddle describes trials of British sands as substitutes *,

for some of foreign origin, and his results are ex-

tremely hopeful, provide that careful treatment in

regard to grading and washing is applied to the

British materials. Mr. F. Twyman deals wdth the :

annealing of glass, and describes a method of testing
j

the glass for strain and for its disappearance by means
i

of a special form of polarimeter; the modification

ascribed to Mr. F. E, Lamplough, however, is not

novel, as the writer saw it in use more than
fourteen years ago. Nor does Mr, Tu-yman make it

quite clear that his reasoning is not applicable to any
but thin glass vessels, such as the beakers he refers to.

In such thin glassware all that is required is uniform
cooling from the “annealing temperature’* of Mr.
Twyman; in thicker e^lass, however, such uniformity

as between exterior and interior portions can be ob-

tained only by verv slow cooling.

Apart from detailed criticism of particular paints, the

whole volume clearly shows the vitality of the new
society and the need for the co-ordinated study of glass

and glass manufacture from the scientific point of

view. It is to be hoped that all branches of the

British glass industry, which has received a rejuvenat-

ing impulse from the war, will support the new
society and thus facilitate the co-operation of science

in an’ industry that should be essentially scientific.

PLANKTON RESEARCH AT PLYMOUTH.

The May number of the Journal of the Marine
Biological Association is devoted to an interesting

account of the investigations of the plankton of the sea

outside Plymouth Breakwater, made during tlie year

September’ 1915, to September, 1916. The main sys-

tematic research has been conducted by Miss Lebour,
,

while Dr. Allen describes post-larv’al stages of fishes,
\

and Mr. Matthews gives an account of the variation :

in the quantity of phosphoric acid present in the sea-

water. Miss Lebour used Lohmann’s method of cen-

trifuging small volumes of sea-water (50 c.c.), and
then actually counting the organisms so obtained.

Her results are in general agreement with those of

Lohmann (at Kiel) and Herdman and Scott (at Port
Erin). There are well-marked seasons of abundance
of microplanklonic organisms, diatoms occurring in

greatest quantity some time in the spring or early

summer, and then again in the autumn, while Peri-

diniales attain their maximum of seasonal abundance a
little later than the diatoms. The Peridiniales have
been very thoroughly investigated, and Miss Lebour
describes eight species which are new to. science and
twenty-one species which have not hitherto been re-

corded from British seas. She also gives some records

of the occurrence of larval Trematodes, free-swimming
in the sea, and descriptions of the Helminth parasites of

Sagitta. These worms have been noticed many times,

and some of them are very familiar to planktolqgists,

but no sound identifications have been made prior to

the research now under notice. Sagitta is a host for

larval forms of Derogenes varicus an<f Pharyngora
hacillaris^ both well-known fish Trematodes, A larval

Ascaris also occurs, and two larval Cestodes, the species

of 'Which are not identifiable.

Mr. Matthews gives detailed accounts of his methods
of determining the exceedingly small quantities of
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phosphoric acid which occur in sea-water, at the most
about 0'o6 mg. of PnO* per litre. There is a well-

marked maximum at nearly the end of the year (in the
darkest days). The variations are dependent upon the
metabolism of marine plants, and the minimum quan-
tity of phosphoric acid occurs in April and May—that
is, at about the time when holophytic plants are taking
most food substance from the sea-water. The larger
algae seem to be the principal factors for the cur\'e of
variation in quantity of phosphoric acid not being the
reverse of that for variation in abundance of diatoms,
as was at first expected. J. J.

CORRECTION FOR ATMOSPHERIC RE-
FRACTION IN GEODETIC OPERATIONSA
n^HE memoir before us is concerned with
^ the correction for refraction in geodetic

operations between distant stations, especially
those differing considerably in altitude. The
author

^

quotes Helmert’s’ elaborate formula,
.
which gives the correction as a function of gravit}’,

j

atmospheric pressure, coefficient of expansion of air,

tension of aqueous vapour, temperature, and vertical

temperature gradient. The values deduced from the
formula ar^ compared with those obtained by observ'a..

tion over several bases in Italy and the Alps, The
results are grouped both by months and by hours of
the day; they show in a clear manner that there are
both diurnal and annual variations in the refraction
coefficient, which appear to be mainly due to the
changes in the vertical temperature gradient. The
following table shows the results of two series, the

j

coefficients in the first column being deduced from
the formula, and in the second by experiment. The
third^ column gives the observed vertical temperature
gradient.

Coefficient of refraction at I>tmination of

Months
noon temperature for

room, altitude
From From in degrees

Jan., Dlc.
formula experiment Centigrade

0-175 — 0-44
Feb., Nov. 0-170 o-iSi 0-55

Mar., Oct, 0-158 o-i6S 0-68

Apr., Sept. 0-154 0-159 0*74
May, Aug, 0-145 0-154 0-79

June, July 0-144 0-153 0-79

The results of several measures of altitudes over
long bases in Italy (length 23 km., difference of alti-

tude 900 m.) show a range of somewhat over a metre,
and indicate that better results are obtained by using
the meteorological data of the lower station only than
by combining those of both stations. The memoir
closes with a table arranged to facilitate the applica-

tion of the corr^tion for temperature to measured alti-

tudes in surveying. A. C. D. Cromme:ux,

THE COMPLEXITY OF THE CHEMICAL
ELEMENTS.^

II.

The Periodic Law and Radio-active Change,

The second line of advance interprets the periodic

law. It began in 1911 with the observation that the

product of an a-ray change always occupied a place in

the periodic table two places removed from the parent

in the direction of diminishing mass, and that in

subsequent changes where a rays are not expelled, the

product frequently reverts in ’chemical character to

1 “ Sulla Determinazione del Coeffidentedi RifrazioneTerreatre in Base ad
Elcmenti Meteororlogjici."" By yincenzo Retna. (Rcina : R, Accademia dei

Lined, per. v,, vol. xiL, Fasc. ii., 1916.) ,
2 Discourse delivered at the Royal Institution on Friday, May j 8, by

Prof, Frederlclc Soddy, F.R.S, Continued from p, 418.
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that of the parent, though its atomic weight is reduced

four units by the loss of the a particle, making the

passage across the table curiously alternating. Thus
the product of radium (Group II.J by an a-ra\ change
is the emanation in the zero group, ol ionium

(Group IV,) radium, and so on, w'hile in the thorium

series thorium TGroup IV.) produces by an a-raj change
mesothorium-l (Group IL), which in subsequent

changes in which no a ra>s are expelled yields radio-

thorium, back in Group IV. again ('* Chemistry of the

Radio-Ekmentj»/“ p. 29, first edition, 191 1|. Nothing

at that time could be said about d-ray changes. The
products were for the most part very^ short-lived and im-

perfectly characterised chtmically, and several lacunae

still existed in the series, masking the simplicity of the

process. But early in 1913 the whole scheme became
clear, and was pointed out first by A. S. Russell, in

a slightly imperfect form, independently by K. Fajans

from electrochemical evidence, and by myself in full

knowledge of Fleck results, still for the most part

unpublished, all within the same month of February.

It was found that, making the assumption that

uranium-X was in reality two successive products

giving ^ rays, a prediction Fajans and Gohring proved

to be correct within a month, and a slight alteration

in the order at the beginning of the uranium series,

every a-ray change produced a shift of place as de-

scribed, and every j8-ray change a shift of one place

in the opposite direction. Further, and most signifi-

cantly, when the successive members of the three dis-

integration series were put in the places in the table

dictated by these tw^o rules, it was found that all the

elements occupying the same place were those which
had been found to be non-separable by chemical pro-

cesses from one another, and from the element already
occupying that place, if it was occupied, before the
discovery of radio-actVity. For this reason the term
isotope was coined to express an element chemically
non-separabk from the other, the term signifying “the
same place.”

So arranged, the three series extended from uranium
to thallium, and the ultimate product of each series

fell into the place occupied by the element lead. The
ultimate products of thorium should, because six a
particles are expelled in the process, have an atomic
weight twenty-four units less than the parent, or about
ao8. The, main ultimate product of uranium, since
eight ft particles are expell^ in this case, should have
the^ atomic weight 206. Tb^ atomic weight of
ordinary lead is 207-2, which inade it appear very likely

that ordinary lead was a mixture of the two isotopes,
derived from uranium and thorium. The prediction
follows that lead, separated from a thorium mineral,
should have an atomic weight about a unit higher,
and that separated from uranium imnerals about a
unit lower, than the atomic 'weight of common lead,
and in each case this has now been satisfactorily estab-
lished.

The Atomic Woighf of JjeaA from Radioactive
MmerdLs,

It should be said that Bentwood and also Holmes
had, from geologpeaj eridence, both decided definitely
against its being pcssihle that lead was a product of
thorium, because thorhim minesrals contain too little lead,
la proportion to the thorium, to accord with thdr geo-
Igpw ages; wlweas the condu^on that lead was
the ^utlznate product of the uranium series had been
dioroi^ly established by gMogica! evidence, and has
been the meaus, in the hands of skilful Investigators,

with a degree of pre^
Ikes^le. Fortunately I was not de-«« ^ hkmmms, fdr H heks as if both^ jte explanaii^ of this pora-^ later. In pdmt of

toi* SJJQ,,'.

fact, there are exceedingly few thorium minerals
that do not contain uranium, and since the
rate of change of uranium is about 2-6 times
that of thorium, onj part of uranium is equal as a lead

• producer to 2-6 parts of thorium. Thus Ceylon

I

thorianite, one of the richest of thorium minerals, con-
taining 60 to 70 per cent, of ThOj, may contain 10
to 20, and even 30, per cent, of UgOg, and the lead from
it may be expected to consist of very similar quantities
of the two isotopes, to be, in fact, very similar to
ordinary lead. I know of only one mineral which is

suitable for this test. It was discovered at the same
time as thorianite, and from the same locality, Ceylon
thorite, a hydrated silicate containing some 57 per cent,
of thorium and i per cent, of uranium only. In the
original analysis no lead was recorded, but found it

contained 0*4 per cent., which, if it were derived from
uranium only, would indicate a very hoary ancestry,
comparable, indeed, with the period of average life of
uranium itself. On the other hand, if all the lead (i)

is of radio-active origin, (2) is stable, and (3) is derived
from both constituents as the generalisation being dis-

cussed indicated, this 0-4 per cent, of lead should con-
sist 95-5 per cent, of the thorium isotope and 4-5 per
cent of the uranium isotope. Thorite thus offered an
extremely favourable case for examination.

In preliminary experiments in conjunction w'ith H.
Hyman, in which only a gram or less of the lead was
available, the atomic weight was found relatively to
ordinary lead to be perceptibly higher, and the differ-

ence, rather less than h per cent., was of the expected
order.

I was so fortunate as to secure a lot of 30 kilos of
this unique mineral, which was first carefully sorted
piece by piece from admixed thorianite and doubtful
specimens. From the 20 kilos of first-grade thorite
the lead was separated, purified, reduced to metal, and
cast in vacuo into a cylinder, and its density deter-
mined, together with that of a cylinder of common
lead similarly purified and prepared. Sir Ernest
Rutherford’s theory of atomic structure, to be dealt
with in the latter part of this discourse, and the whole
of our knowledge as to w’hat isotopes were, made it

appe^ probable that their atomic volumes, like their
chemical character and spectra, should be identied,
and therefore^ that their density should be proportional
to their atomic w’^eight. The thorite lead proved to be
0-26 per cent, denser than the common lead. Taking
the figure 207*2 for the atomic weight of common lead,
the calculated atomic weight of the specimen should be
207*74.

The tv.’o specimens of lead were fractionally distilled
in vacuOj and a comparison of the atomic weights of
the tw’o middle fractions made by a development of one
of Stas’s methods. The lead was converted into nitrate
in a quartz vessel, and then into chloride by a current

chloride, in which it was heated at gradu-
ally increasing temperature to constant weight. Only
single determinations have been done, and thev gave
the values 207*20 for ordinary lead, and 207*^4 for
the thorite lead,

^
figures that are in the ratio of

iw to 100-24. This therefore favoured the conclusion
that the atomic volume of isotopes is constant
At the request of Mr. Lawson, interned in Austria,

and continuing his researches at the Radium Institut

j t ‘ ^Stefan Meyer, the first fraction of the
distill^ thonte lead was sent him, so that the work
wuld be checked. He reports that Prof. Honigschmid
has ^rned through an atomic weight determination
by Sliver method, obtaining the value 207*77 ±0*014
as the mean of eight determinations. Hence the con-
clusion that the atomic weight of lead derived from

IS higher than that of common lead has been
put beyond reasonable doubt.

Fracticalty simultaneously with the first aimouace-
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ment of these results for thorium lead, a series of
;

investigations was published on the atomic weight of !

lead from uranium minerals by T, W. Richards and
;

collaborators at Hansard, Maurice Curie in Paris, and
;

Hbnigschmid and collaborators in Vienna, which ,

show that the atomic weight is lower than that of
j

ordinary lead. The lowest result hitherto ob- :

tained i's 206-046, by Honigschmid and !Mlle. Horovitz,
j

for the lead from" the very pure crystallised pitch- !

blende from Morogoro (German East Africa), whilst '

Richards and Wadsworth obtained 206*085 for a care-
;

fully selected specimen of Norwegian cleveite.

Numerous other results have been obtained, as, for

example, 206*405 for lead from Joachimsthal pitch-

blende, 206-82 for lead from Ceylon thorianite, 207-08 '

for lead from monazite, the two latter being mixed
;

uranium and thorium minerals. But the essential pro-

portion between the two elements has not, unfortunately,

been determined. Richards and Wadsworth have also

examined the density of their uranium lead, and in

every case they have been able to confirm the conclu-

sion" that the "atomic volume of isotopes 'is constant,

the uranium lead being as much lighter as its atomic
weight is smaller than common lead. Many careful

investigations of the spectra of these varieties of lead

show that the spectrum is absolutely the same so

far as can be seen.

Thorium and Ionium,

A second quite independent case of a difference in

atomic weight between isotopes has been established.

It concerns the isotopes thorium and ionium, and it is

connected in an important w’ay wdth the researches

of which, on tw’o previous occasions, I have given

an account here, the researches on the growth of

radium from uranium w’hich have been in progress

now for fourteen years. It is the inter\^ention of

ionium wdth its very long period of life w^hich has
made the experimental proof of the production of

radium from uranium such a long piece of work.
Previously only negative results were available. One
could only say from the smallness of the exjjected

growth of radium that the period of average life of

ionium must be at least 100,000 years, forty times
longer than that of radium, and, therefore, that there

must be at least forty times as much ionium by
weight as radium in uranium minerals, or at least

13-6 grams per 1000 kilos of uranium. Since then
further measurements carried out by Miss Hitchins
last ye^ have shown definitely for the first time a
clear growth of radium from uranium in the largest

preparation, containing 3 kilos of uranium, and this

grow'th, as theory requires, is proceeding according to

the square of the time. In three years it amounted to

2x10-^' grams of radium, and in six years to just four
times this quantity. From this - result it was con-
cluded that previous estimate of 100,000 years for

the period of ionium, though still of the nature of a
minimum rather than a maximum, was very near to

the actual period.

Joachimsthal pitchblende, the Austrian source of
radium, contains only an infinitesimal proportion of
thorium. An ionium' preparation, separated by Auer
von Welsbach from 30 tons of this mineral, siince no
thorium was added during the process, was an ex-
tremely concentrated ionium preparation. The atomic
weight of ionium-calculated by adding to the atomic
weight of its product, radium, four for the a particle

expSOted in the change—is 230* whereas that of
thorium, its isotope, is sK^tly '&hove 232: The ques-
tion was whether riie ionium-thorium preparation
would contain enough ionium to ^w>w the difference,
Honig^hmid and Hoftmtx hai?^ made a speda!
examinati(Hi of the point, first re-detetmining as accu-
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rately as possible the atomic weight of thorium, and
then that of the thorium-ionium preparation from
pitchblende. They found 232*12 for the atomic weight
of thorium, and by the same method 231*51 for that

of the ionium-thorium, A very careful and complete
examination or the spectra of the two materials

showed for both absolutely the same spectrum and a

complete absence of impurities.

If the atomic weight of ionium is 230, the ionium-
thorium preparation must, from its atomic weight,
contain 30 per cent, of ionium and 70 per cent, of

thorium by weight. Prof. Meyer has made a com-
parison of the number of a particles given per second
by this preparation with that given by pure radium,
and found it to be in the ratio of i to 200. If 30 per
cent, is ionium, the activity of pure ionium vrould be
one-sixtieth of that of pure radium, and its period some
sixty times greater, or 150,000 years. This confirms
in a very satisfactory manner our direct estimate of

100,000 years as a minimum, and incidentally raises

rather an interesting question.

My direct estimate involves directly the period of

uranium itself, and if the value accepted for this is

too high, that for the ionium will be correspondingly
too low. Now, on 'Slay ii Prof. Joly was bringing
before you, I believe, some of his excee^ngly in-

teresting -work on pleochroic halos, from which he ha&
grounds for the conclusion that the accepted period of

uranium may be too long.
But since I obtained, for the period of ionium, a-

minimum value two-thirds of that estimated by Me\'er
from the atomic weight, it is difficult to believe that

the accepted period of uranium can have been over-

estimated by more than 50 per cent, of the real period.

The matter could be pushed to a further conclusion ‘if

it were found possible to estimate the percentage of
thorium in the thorium-ionium preparation, a piece of

work that ought not to be beyond the resources of

radio-chemical analysis. This would then constitute-

a check on the period of uranium as well as on that

of ionium. Such a direct check would be of consider-

able importance in the determination of geological'

ages.
The period of ionium enables us to calcu-^

late the ratio betw^pen the weights of ionium
and uranium in pitcM)lende as 17*4 to 10*,

and the doctrine of the non-separability of

isotopes leads directly to the ratio between the thorium
and uranium in the mineral as 41-7 to 10®. This
quantity of thorium is unfortunately too small for

direct estimation. Otherwise it would be possible to-

devise a very strict test of the degree of non-separ-
ability. As it is, the vrork is sufficiently convincing.
Thirty tons of a mineral containing a majority of the
known elements in detectable amount, in the hands of
one whose researches in the most difficult field of
chemical separaticm are world-renowned, yield a pre-
paration of the order of one-millionth of the weight
of the mineral, which cannot be distinguished from
pure thorium in its chemical character. Anyone could
tell in the dark that it was not pure thorium, for its

a activity is 30,000 times greater than that of thorium.
This is then submitted to that particular series of
purifications designed to give the purest possible
thorium for an atomic weight determination, and it

emerges without any separation of the ionium, but
with a spectrum identical with that of a control speci-

men of thorium
^
similarly purified. The complete

absence of impurities in the spectrum shows that the
chemical work has been very effectively done, and the
atomic weight show? lhat it must contain 30 per cent,

by weight of the isotope ioniim, a result which agrees
with its a activity and the now known period of the.*

latter.
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Determinadon of Atomic Weights,

The results enumerated thus prove that the atomic

^'eight can no longer be regarded as a natural con-

stant, or the chemically pure element as a homo-

geneous type of matter. The latter may be, and

doubtless often is, a mixture of isotopes varying in

atomic weight over a small number of units, and the

former then has no exact physical significance, being

a mean value in which the proportions of the mixture

as well as the separate atomic weights are both un-

known. New ideals emerge and old ones are resusci-

tated by this development. There may be, after all, a

very simple numerical relation between the true atomic

weights. The view that seems most probably true at

present is that while hydrogen and helium rnay be the

ultimate constituents of matter in the Proutian sense,

and the atomic weights therefore approximate mul-

tiples of that of hydrogen, small deviations, such as

exist between the atomic weights of these two con-

stituent elements themselves, may be due to the

manner in which the atom is constituted, in accordance

with the principle of mutual electromagnetic mass,

developed by Silberstein and others. The electro-

magnetic mass of two charges in juxtaposition would
not be the exact sum of the masses when the charges

are separated. The atomic weight of hydrogen is

1*0078 in terms of that of helium as 3-99, and that the

latter is not exactly four times the former may be

the expression of this effect. Harkins and Wilson
have recently gone into the question with some
thoroughness, and the conclusion of most interest in

the present connection which appears to emerge^ is in

favour of regarding most of the effect to occur in the

formation of helium from hydrogen, and very little

in subsequent aggregations "of the helium. In the

region of the radio-elements, where we have abundant
examples of the expulsion of helium atoms as a par-

ticks, it seems as if we could almost safely neglect
this effect altogether. Thus radium has the atomic
weight almost exactly 226, and the ultimate product
almost exactly 206, showing that in five a- and four

j
5-ray changes the mean effect is nil, and the atomic
weights are, moreover, integers in terms of oxygen
as 16, or helium 4. It is true that the atomic weights
of both thorium and uranium are between o*i and 0*2

greater than exact integers, but it is difficult to be
sure that this difference is real.

When, among the light elements, we come across
a clear case of large departure from an integral value,
such as magnesium, 24*32, and chlorine, 35-46, vre

may reasonably suspect the elements to be a mixture
of isotopes.

_
if this is true for chlorine, it suggests a

most undesirable feature in the*modem practice of
determining atomic weights.^ More and more the one
method has come to be relied upon, the preparation
of the chloride of the element and the comparison
of its weight with that of the silver necessary to com-
bine wdth the chlorine, and with the weight of the
silver chloride formed.
Almost the only practical method, and that a very

laborious and imperfect one, which may be expected
to resolve a mixture of isotopes is by long-continued
fractional ^seous diffusion, vrhich is" likely to be the
more effective the lower the atomic weight. Assume,
for example, that chlorine were a mixture of isotopes of

rate atomic freights 34 and 36, or 35 and 36.

34 isotope would diffuse some 3 per cent, faster
than the 36, and the 35 some 1-5 per cent, faster.
The determination of the atomic weight of chlorine

in terms of that of silver has reached now such a
pitcti of ti^Bnement that it should he able to detect a
difference In fracrions of the atomic weight
Of chlonne, if chlorine or hydbogen chloride * were
systematically subiected to diffusion. It is extremely
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desirable that such a test of the homogeneity of this

gas should be made in this way.
Clearly a change must come in this class of work.

It is not of much use starting with stuff out of a
bottle labelled “purissimum,” or ‘"garantirt,” and
determining to the highest possible degree of accuracy
the atomic weight of an element of unknown origin.

The great pioneers in the subject, like Berzelius, were
masters of the whole domain of inorganic chemistry,
and knew the sources of the elements in Nature first

hand. Their successors must revert to their practice

and go direct to Nature for their materials, must
select them carefully with due regard to
what geology teaches as to their age and his-

tory, and, before carrying out a single determination^
they must analyse their actual raw materials cont
pletely, and know exactly what it is they are dealbg
with. Much of the w-ork on the atomic weight of

lead from mixed minerals is useless from failure

to do this. Workers must rely more on the agree-
ment, or disagreement, of a great variety of results

by methods and for materials as different as
possible than on the result of a single method
pushed to the limit of refinement for an element pro-

visionally purified by a dealer from quite unknown
materials. The preconceived notion that the result
must necessarily agree if the work is well done must
be replaced by a system of co-operation between the

workers of the world checking each other’s results for

the same material. A year ago anyone bold enough
to publish atomic w^eight determinations which were
not up to the modern standards of agreement among
themselves would have been regarded as having mis;-

taken his vocation. If these wdder ideals are pursu^,
all the labour that has been lavished in this field, and
which now seems to have been so largely wasted, matf
possibly bear fruit, and where the newer methods fa3,

far beyond the narrow belt of elements which it h
possible to watch changing, the atomic weight worker
may be able to pick up the threads of the great story.

No doubt it is writ in full in the natural records pre-

served by rock and mineral, and the evidence of the
atomic .weights may be able to carry to a triumphant
collusion the course of elementary evolution, of

which as yet only an isolated chapter has been de-

ciphered.

The Structure of the Atom,
The third line of recent advance which does mudi

to explain the meaning of isotopes and the periodic
law starts from Sir Ernest Rutherford’s nuclear theory
of the atom, which is an attempt to determine the
nature of atomic structure, which again is the neces-
sary preliminary to the understanding of the third
aspect in which the elements are, or may be, complex.
That uranium and thorium are built up of different
isotopes of lead, helium, and electrons is now an ex-
perimental fact, since they have been proved to change
into these constituents. But the questions how they
are^ built up, and what^ is the nature of the non-
radio-active elements, which do not undergo changes,
remain unsolved-

Prof. Bragg showed in 1905 that the a particles
can traverse the atoms of matter in tfieir path almost
as though they were not there. So far as he could
tell—and the statement is still true of the vast majority
of a particles colliding with the atoms of matter—the
a particle ploughs its way straight through, pursuing

Poetically rectilinear course, losing slightly in
kinetic energy at each encounter with an atom until
its velocity is reduced to the point at which it can no
longer be detected. From that time the a partick
became, as it were, a messenger that could penetrate

atom, ^averse regions which hitherto had been
botted and barred from human curiosity, and on re-
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emerging could be questioned, as it was questioned
effectively by Rutherford, with regard to what w’as

inside. Sir J. J. Thomson, using the electron as the
messenger, had obtained valuable information as to

the number of electrons in the atom, but the massive
material a particle alone can disclose the material
atom. It was found that thoug^h the vast majority of

a particles re-emerge from their encounters with, the
atoms practically in the same direction as they started,

suffering only slight hither and thither scattering due
to their collisions wdth the electrons in the atom, a
minute proportion of them suffer very large and abrupt
changes of direction. Some are swung round, emerg-
ing in the opposite to their original direction. The
vast majority, that get through all but undeflected,

have met nothing in their passage save electrons,

Sooo times lighter than themselves. The few that are
violently swung out of their course must have been
in collision wdth an exceedingly massive nucleus in

the atom, occupying only an insignificant fraction of
its total volume. The atomic volume is the total

volume swept out by systems of electrons in orbits of
revolution round the nucleus, and beyond these rings
or shells guarding the nucleus it is ordinarily impossible
to penetrate. The nucleus is regarded by" Rutherford
as carrying a single concentrated positive charge,
equal and opposite to that of the sum of the electrons.
Chemical phenomena deal almost certainly with the

outermost system of detachable or valency electrons
alone, the loss or gain of which conditions chemical
combining power. Light spectra originate probably
in the same region, though possibly more systems of

electrons than the outermost may contribute, while
the X-rays and y rays seem to take their rise in a
deep-seated ring or shell around the nucleus. But
mass phenomena, all but an insignificant fraction,

originate in the nucleus.
In the original electrical theory of matter the

whole mass of the atom was attributed to electrons,
of which there would have been required nearly 2000
times the atomic weight in terms of hydrogen as
unity. With the more definite determination of this
number and the realisation that there w’ere only about
half as many as the number representing the atomic
weight, it was clear that all but an insignificant frac-
tion of the mass of the atom was accounted for. In
the nuclear hypothesis this mass is concentrated in the
exceedingly minute nucleus. The electromagnetic
theory of inertia accounts for the greater mass \i the
positive charges that make up the nucleus are very
much more concentrated than the negative charges
which constitute the separate electrons. The experi-
ments on scattering clearly indicated the existence of
such a concentrated central positive charge, or nucleus.
The mathematical consideration of the results of

a-ray scattering, obtained for a large number of
different elements, and for different velocities of a ray,
gave further evidence that the number of electrons,
and therefore the ^ charge on the nucleus, is about
half the number representing the atomic weight. But
van der Broek, reviving an isolated suggestion from
a former paper full of suggestions on the periodic
law, whicn were, I think, in every other respect at
fault, pointed out that closer agreement with the theory
would be obtained if the number of electrons in the
atom, or the nuclear charge, was the number of the
place the element occupied in the periodic table. Ihis
is now called the atomic number, that of hydrogen
being taken as i, helium 2, lithium 3, and so
on to the end of the table, uranium 92, as we now
know. For the light elements it is practically half
the atomic weight, for the heavy elements rather less
than half.

I pointed out that this accorded well with the la>v of
radio-active change that had been established to hold
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I

over the last thirteen places in the periodic table.

This law might be expressed as follows :—The expul-
:
sion of the a particle carrying two positive charges

I

lowers the atomic number by two, while the expul-

j

sion of the 3 particle, carrying a single negative

I

charge, increases it by one. In ignorance of van der

I

Broek’s original suggestion, I had, in representing
1 fhe generalisation, shown the last thirteen places as
differing unit by unit in the number of electrons
in the atom.
Then followed Moseley’s all-embracing advance,

showing how from the wave-lengths of the X-rays,
characteristic of the elements, this conception ex-
plained the whole periodic table. The square roots
of the frequency of the characteristic X-rays are pro-
portional to the atomic numbers. The total number
of elements existing between uranium and hydrogen
could thus be determined, and it was found to be ninety-
two, only five of the places being vacant. The ** excep-
tions” to the periodic law, such as argon and potass-
ium, nickel and cobalt, tellurium and iodine, in which
an element with higher atomic weight precedes in-

stead of succeeding one with lower, were confirmed by
the determination of the atomic numbers in every
case. From now on, this number, vrhich represents
the -f charge on the nucleus rather than the atomic
weight, becomes the natural constant which deter-

mines chemical character, light, and X-ray spectra,

and, in fact, all the properties of matter except those
that depend directly on the nucleus—^mass and weight
on one hand, and radio-active properties on the other.

What, then, were the isotopes on this scheme?
Obviously they were elements with the same atomic
number, ""the same net charge on the nucleus, but
with a differently constituted nucleus. Take the very
ordinary sequence in the disintegration series, one
a and two j8 rays being successively expelled in any
order. Two + and two — charges have been ex-

pelled, the net charge of the nucleus remains the
same, the chemical character and spectrum the same
as those of the first parent, but the mass is reduced
four units because a helium atom, or rather nucleus, has
been expelled as an a particle. The mass depends on
the gross number of -t- charges in the nucleus, chem-
ical properties on the difference between the gross
numbers of -i- and ~ charges. But the radio-active

properties depend not only on the gross number of

charges, but on the constitution of the nucleus. We
can have isotopes wdth identity of atomic weight, as
well as of chemical character, which are different in

their stability and mode of breaking up. Hence we
can infer that this finer degree of isotopy may also

exist among the stable elements, in which case it

would be completely beyond our present means to

detect. But when transmutation becomes possible

such a difference -would be at once revealed.

The case is not one entirely of academic interest,

because it is probable that the reconciliation of the
conflicting views of the geologists and chemists vrho

concluded that lead was not the ultimate product of

thorium, and those who by atomic weight determina-
tions on the lead have shown that it is, depends
probably on this point.

As has long been knowrn, thorium-C, an isotope of

bismuth, disintegrates dually. For 35 per cent, of

the atoms disintegrating, an a ray is expelled, fol-

lowed by a /S ray. For the remaining 65 per cent,

the J5 ray is first expelled, and is follow^ed by the a ray.

The tW70 products are both isotopes of lead, and
both have the same atomic weight, but they are not
the same. More energy is expelled in the changes
of the 65 per cent, fraction than in those of the

35 per cent. Unless they are both completely stable

a difference of period of change is to be anticipated.

The same thing is true for radium-C, though here all
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but a very minute proportion of the atoms disintegrat-

ing follow the mode follo\ved by the 65 per cent,

in the case of :horium-C. The product in this case,

radium-D, which, of course, is also an isotope of lead,
j

with atomic weight 210, is not permanently stable,

though it has a tairly long period, twenty-four years.

The other product is not known to change further,

but then, even if it did, it is in such small quantity

that it is doubtful whether the change would have

been detected. Bur, so far as is known, it forms a
stable isotope of lead of atomic weight 210, formed

in the proportion of only 0-03 per cent, of the whole.

Now the atomic weight evidence merely shows that

one of the two isotopes of lead formed from thorium

is stable enough to accumulate over geological epochs,

and it does not necessarily follow that both are. Dr.

Arthur Holmes has pointed out to me that the

analysis i gave of the Ceylon thorite leads to a curi-

ously anomalous value for the age of the mineral.

The" quantity of thorium lead per gram of thorium
is 0*0002, and this, divided by the rate at w'hich the

lead is being produced, 4-72xio“^^ grams of lead per

gram of thorium per year, gives the age as 13 1 million

years. Bur a Ceylon pitchblende, wuth uranium
72-SS per cent., and lead 4*65 per cent., and ratio of

lead to uranium as o-ooa, rives the age as 512 million

years. Dr. Holmes regards the two minerals as
likely to be of the same age, and the pitchblende to

be, of all the Ceylon results, the one most trustworthy
for age measurement.

If we suppose that, as in the case of radium-D,
the 65 per cent, isotope of lead derived from thorium
is not stable, and that ‘miy the 35 per cent, isotope

accumulates, the age of the mineral would be 375
million years, which the geologists are likely to con-
sider niuch nearer the truth. But the "most in-

teresting point is that, if we take the atomic weight
of the lead isotope derived from uranium as 206*0,

and that derived from thorium as 208*0, and calculate

the atomic weight of the lead in Ceylon thorite,

assuming it to consist entirely of uranium lead and
of only the 35 per cent, isotope from thorium, we get
the value 207*74, which is exactly what I found from
the density, and what Prof. Hdnigschmid determined
(207*771 (compare Nature, May 24, p. 244).
The question remains : If this is what occurs, what

does this unstable lead change into? If an a particle

were expelled mercury would result, or if a ^ particle

bismuth, two elements of which I could find no trace
in the lead group separated from the w’hole 20 kilos of
mineral. But if an o and a j8 particle were both
expelled, the product would be thallium, which is

present in amount small, but sufficient for chemical
as well as spectroscopic characterisation. If the pro-
cess of disintegration does proceed as suggested, it

should be possible to trace it, for this particular le^
sjKJuld give a feeble specific a or jS radiation, in addi-
tion, of course, to that due to other lead isotopes.

;

So far it has not been possible to test this. In the
meantime, the explanation offered is put forward pro-
visionally as beinfr consistent with all the known
evidence".

Looking for a moment, in conclusion, at the broader
aspects of the new ideas of atomic structure, it seems
that though a sound basis for further development
has been roughed out, almost all the detail remains
to be supplied. We have got to know the nucleus,

beyond the fa^t that it is constituted, in heavy
of nude! of heliutn and electrons, nothing

is known
; ^

whilst, as regards the separate
shells or rings of electrons which neutralise
its change and are supposed to surround it like
the shells of aji omon, we really know nothing yet at

The original explanation, in terms of the elec-m 2491, rut. 99]

tron, of the periodicity of properties dispiavt-i

by the elements still remains all that has been ’at-
tempted, We may suppose that as we pass through
the successive elements in the table one more electron
is added to the outermost ring for each unit increase
in the charge on the nucleus, or atomic number, and
that when a certain number, 8 in the early part of the
table, and iS in the later, has been added, a complete
new^ shell or ring forms, which no longer participates

‘ directly in the chemical activities of the atom. Thanks
I

however, to ^Moseley’s w’ork, this, now, is not suffi-

1
ciently precise. For we know the exact number of

I

the elements and the various atomic numbers at
; which the remarkable changes, in the nature of the
i periodicity displayed, occur. Any real knowledge in

j

this field will account not only for the two short
initial periods, but also for the curious double periodi-

city later on, in which the abrupt changes of pro-
I peilies in the neighbourhood of the zero family alter-

; nate -with the gradual changes in the neighbourhood
i of the eighth groups. The extraordinary exception to

i
the principle of the whole scheme presented by the

I

rare-earth elements remains a complete enigma," none

j

the less impressive because, beyond them in the table,

I

the normal course is again resumed and continues to

j

the end. This latter, highly significant, feature of the

!
periodic table is on^ of the definite conclusions follow-

1 ing from the chemical characterisations of the

I
numerous radio-elements.

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE.

London.—Mr. C. O. Blagden has .been appointed
as from September i next to the new University

readership in Malay, tenable at the School of Oriental

Studies.

The cordial thanks of the Senate have been voted

to Sir Ratan Tata for a further donation of 1400L a
year for five years in continuation of his previous

benefaction for the promotion of the study of the •

principles and methods of preventing and relieving

ddfetitution and poverty. This will be expended on
behalf of the Ratan Tata Department of Social Science
and Administration in the London School of

Economics, which will be controlled by a joint com-
mittee appointeil partly by the Senate and partly by
the school.

The following doctorates in science have been con-

i

ferred :

—

D,Sc. in Botany, Miss F. A. Mockeridge,
an internal student, of King’s College, for a thesis

entitled “Some Effects of Organic Growth-promoting
Substances (Auximones) on the Soil Organisms con-
cerned in the Nitrogen Cycle.” D.Sc. in Geology

t

Mr. Arthur Holmes, an internal student, of the Impe-
rial College (Royal College of Science), for a thesis

entitled ‘'Contributions to the Geolo^ of Mozam-
bique.” DSc. in Mathematics, Mr, G. Jj. Watson, an
internal student, of University College, for a thesis

entitled “Various Methods of Approximation, with
Special Reference to Bessel Functions and Gamma
Functions.” D.Sc. in Physics, Mr. W. Wilson, an
internal student, of King’s College, for a thesis en-

titled “The Complete Photo-electric Emission and the
Emission of Electrons from Hot Bodies.” D.5c.

in Zoology, Miss K, M. Parker, an internal
student, of L’niversity College, for a thesis

entitled “The Development of the Hypophysis Cerebri,
the Pre-oral Gut, and Related Structures in the Marsu-
pialia.” D.Sc. (Economics), Miss Kate Hotblack, an
internal student, of the London School of Economics,
for a thesis entitled “ Chatham’s Colonial Policy.”

Grants have been made out of the Dixon fund for
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th- vear 1917-1S as follows :—25/,, Mr. Xilratan Dhar,

f:*:' research on temperature coefficients of chemical

reactions; 50Z., Mr. H. R. Nettleton, for researches on
the measurement of the Thomson effect in w'ires; 20Z.,

br. D. Ellis, towards the cost of publication of a
b'jtlv on “Iron Bacteria’'; looZ., Mr. Birbal Sahni,
rj. t'oable him to carry out botanical investigations at

Cambridge.
Regulations have been adopted for the degree of

B.Sc. in horticulture for external students.

The appointment is announced of Mr, G. Gerald
Stoney to he professor of mechanical engineering in

the >Ianche5ter School of Technology. Mr. Stoney
has had a seat on the Board of Inventions and Re-
search under Lord Fisher, and on the Engineering
Committee of the Advisor}* Council for Scientific and
industrial Research. Prospectuses of the universin*
courses in the School of Technology for the session

1917-18 are now available, and provide full particulars

of the work expected from students proceeding to the
degrees of Bachelor of Technical Science and~ blaster
of Technical Science.

The report of the conference convened by the
Workers’ Educational Association, held on May '3 last

in the Central Hall, Westminster, has juk been
published. The findings of the conference are the
more impressive since they represent the conclusions
of a widely representatme body of delegates, number-
ing between 700 and 800, not only from labour organ-
isations and co-operative societies, but from educa-
tional associations, teachers* organisations, local
authorities, and the universities. The resolutions call

for the establishment of small and easily accessible
nursery schools for the due care and nurture of young
children from tw^o years of age until six

; the abolition
of all exemptions from school attendance up to four-
teen ;

the raising of the school age up to fifteen within
five years, and to sixteen within three further years;
the provision of maintenance allowance over the age
of fourteen, and the abolition of all child labour for
wages during compulsory full-time attendance; the
immediate reduction of the size of classes to forty
pupils, and ultimately to thirty; the establishment of
adequate medical inspection and treatment of all

scholars and improvement in school meals; better
facilities for games, swimming, and open-air teaching,
together with means of conveyance where children
reside more than a mile from school. The policy of
the conference was declared to be the establishment
of a broad highway so as to ensure the highest
facilities of education to all capable ‘scholars. To
this end it is proposed to limit the hours of labour
for all voung persons under eighteen years of age to
twenty-five hours per week, and to establish com-
pulsory part-time education for such persons of not
fewer than twenty hours per week, and that such
education shall be directed to the full development of
the bodies, minds, and characters of the pupils.
Further, it is demanded that free, full-time secondary
education shall be provided, together wiffi an
adequate supply of scholarships to enable scholars of
ability to enter a university. In order to secure the
necessar}’- supply of good teachers of both sexes, it

is claimed that adequate salaries shall be paid and
pensions provided with equal pay for equal service.
Each local education authority is to be required to
submit a complete scheme for its area to the Board
of Education, 75 per cent, of the total cost of which
shall be met from the National Exchequer, and where
the conditions are inadequately fulfilled there shall
be a reduced percentage,
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SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES,
x'aris.

Acndem} of Sciences, June iS.—M. A. d'Arsonval in

the chair.— Boussinesq ; The limiting equili-

brium of a sar.ay mass under given condi-
tions.—C. Guichard ; Surfaces such that the La-
place equation of the network formed by the
lines ot cun'ciiure is integrable.— A, iRighi

:

The ionisation of the X-rays in a magnetic field.

Earlier work by the author on the influence exerted by
the magnetic field on the phenomena ox discharge pointed
to the existence of a new action of the field on gases
tending to increase their ionisation. This effect, to

which the name magneto-ionisation is given, may be
explained on the assumption that the eiectromaghetic
force acting upon a satellite electron in the atom causes
a variation in the energy necessary to separate the
electron from the atom. In’ the present paper a direct ex-
perimental proof of this effect is given.—R, Bourgeois
was elected a member of the section of geography
and navigation in succession to the late M. Hatt, ani
E. Solvay a correspondant for the section of chemistry
in the place of the late Sir Henry Roscoe.—G. D.
Birkhoff : A generalisation of Taylor's series.—H.
Duport : The law of universal attraction.—Ed.
Chauvenet : The^ zirconyl sulphates. The six combina-
tions of zirconia and sulphuric acid described in a
previous paper are considered from the points of view
of modes of formation and probable composition. All

are represented as zirconyl salts containing the group
ZrO.—J. Bouganlt : The action of iodine on alkalies.

A study of the oxidising powers of iodine in presence
of caustic soda, sodium carbonate, and sodium bi-

carbonate.—M. Guerbet : The condensation, under the
action of potash, of cyclohexanol vrith fsopropyl
alcohol. The synthesis of cyclohexyhsopropyl alcohol.

—M. Sauger : The time of fall of a stone to ’the centre
of the earth. The problem is considered, taking into
account the variation of the density of the globe with
the depth. The time found is 19m. 15s.

; on the
assumption of a density equal to the mean density the
time found is 79s. greater.—L. Daniel ; The preserva-
tion of our oaks. The spread of the fungus causing
the Blanc dit Chine is shown to be connected with the
method of lopping the trees. The usual practice is a
drastic lopping every seven years. This destroys the
normal moisture equilibrium of the tree

; the absorptive
apparatus remains intact, but the reduction in the leaf

surface causes the retention of an excess of moisture
in the tissues, a condition favourable to the spread of
the fungus. It has been proved that trees just lopped
are more easily attacked than those lopped the preced-
ing year ; the latter are more easily attacked than those
trees lopped several years earlier. A modified system
of lopping is proposed, but it is pointed out that State

action will probably be necessary, since the interests of

the farmers and owners are opposed, and it is not
likely that the cultivators will willingly change their

oresent system of working.—Mme. Marie Phisalix

:

The parotid poison gland of the Colubridje.—^\V.

Kopaczewski : Researches on the serum of Muracna
helena. The serum of this species is very toxic. A
dose of 0-05 c.c. is fatal to a guinea-pig, an amount
corresponding to 4-19 mgr. of dry substance. 0-4 c.c.

of serum killed a rabbit in four minutes, and 1-5 c.c.

killed a dog (5 kilograms) in seventy minutes.—^A.

Krempf ; A new endoglobular hematozoa in man
(Haemogregarina hominis). The organism was
isolated from the hypertrophied spleen of a Chinese
from the neighbourhood of Tientsin. Only one^ case

is described, but it would appear that the disease

caused by this organism is common in some parts of

China.
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June 25.—M. A. d’Arsonval in the chair.-—A.

Lacroix ; The transformation of some basic eruptive

rocks into amphibolites.—G. Bigourdan ; The observa-

tions attributed to Prince Louis of \ alois
;
and on the

astronomer, Jacques Valois. The observations

buted to Prince Emmanuel of \alois (159^ 1663)

were really due to Jacques Valois (or de Valois),

whose life is only known through his correspondence.

—L. Maquenne and E. Deraoassy : The influence of

water and mineral matter on the germination of peas.

The presence of traces of mineral matter derived from

glass favours the germination of seeds, and if it is

required to study the process of germination in dis-

tilled water, it is necessary to use a quartz condenser

in making the distilled water and to store the

water in quartz or platinum vessels. Com-
parative experiments, germinating peas in quartz

and glass vessels, always gave a better develop-

ment of roots in the glass than in the quartz vessels.

The magnitude of the effects observed was unexpected,

and it is pointed out that in botanical and physio-

logical experiments attention must always be paid to

the possible intervention of soluble products derived

from the glass.—A. Gautier : An artificial soil, nearly

free from all mineral or organic material, suitable for

the study of plant cultures and for the examination of

the influence of various chemical manures. The
medium proposed is powdered charcoal {braise de

boulanger) first heated to redness, then boiled with
hydrochloric acid, and extracted with distilled water.

This may advantageously replace glass powder, cotton,

or sand media tor botanical cultures. It has been
-especially useful in studying the effects of traces of

fluorides on vegetation.—E. Ari^s : The specific heats
of fluids maintained in the saturated state.—G. Julia

:

Binary indeterminate conjugated forms remaining in-

variant by a group of linear substitutions.— Sier-

pinski; An extension of the notion of the density of

ensembles.—E. Jablonski : Contribution to the study of

the most general case of shock in a system of material
points submitted to Newton’s law.-^E. Belot : Some
principles applicable to comparative planetography.

—

P. Th, Dufonr : Experimental researches on the terres-
trial tetrahedron and the distribution of land and sea.
Globules of liquid paraffin wax are immersed in methyl
alcohol of the same density as the paraffin,
aiKi carried to a temperature slightly above the
melting point of the wax. On allowing to cool
slowdy, the liquid globule remains perfectly spherical.
If the bath is kept in motion, so as to pro-
duce a regular solidification, symmetrical tetra-
hedral globules are obtained, with convex faces
and rounded points. The effect of variations in
the density of the earth’s crust on the form assumed by
slow cooling is discussed in connection with these
experiments.—^A. Leduc : The expansion of argon and
neon.

_
Internal pressure in the monatomic gases. The

coefficient of expansion of argon between 5-47° C. and
29-07® C. is 0-003664; of neon between 1195'^ C. and
31-87® C., 0*003660, wdth a possible error of 2 in the
last figure.— Chevenard ; An anomaly of cementite
in carbon steels, annealed, tempered, or half-tempered.—

^J.
Bougault: A new method of estimating aldehydic

sugars. The method is based on the oxidation to the
corresponding acid by iodine and sodium carbonate,
the iodine used being determined. A small correction
is required on account of a secondary reaction.—^Ph.
Gtaageaud : The ancient glaciers of the Monts-Dore
volcanic raassif.--L. Moreau : Radiological researches
on the angle of inclination of the human heart. The
angle of inclination of the normal human heart is
us^lly given in the treatises on anatomy as between
55 ^

and^ 60®. One hundred subjects examined by a
radiological method gave a figure which, in 74 per
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cent, of the cases examined, was between 65° and 78®.—L. G. Seurat : The evolution of Maiipasina Weissi,-^
H. Valine and L. Bazy : The active vaccination of man
against tetanus. The liquid injected consisted of a
tetanotoxin neutralised with a solution of iodine in

potassium iodide. Vaccinated rabbits resisted the effect

of a quantity of toxin sufficient to kill 2000 kilograms
of living substance. The vaccination treatment is

more especially proposed to combat latent tetanus.
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AMERICAN AND ANTARCTIC GEOLOGY.

(1) Geology: Physical and Historical, By Prof.

H. F. Cleland. Pp. 718. (New York: American
Book Company.) Price 3.50 dollars.

(2) British Antarctic Expedition, 1907-9. Under
the Command of Sir E. H, Shackleton, C.V.O,
Reports on the Scientific Investigations.
Geology: Vol. ii., Contributions to the Palaeon^
tology and Petrology of South Victoria Land.
By W. N. Benson and others. Pp. vii-h27o+
plates 38. (London : W. Heinemann, 1916.)
Price 3 guineas net.

(i) TDROF. CLELxA.ND’S volume is an attempt
to provide a summary of physical and

historical geology which shall be both interesting
to read and serviceable as a students' text-book.
It has many excellent features; it includes a
well-selected collection of 587 illustrations and,
as the result of the author’s wide reading, many
interesting facts which are' new to general text-
books.

^

Its most valuable contribution is in

the sections on vertebrate palaeontology, which
summarise the evolution of most orders of
mammals instead of referring only to a few. The
account of American stratigraphy and palseogeo-
graphy should be useful to British readers, and
the convenient lists of folios of the United States
Geological Survey which illustrate various physio-
graphic forms should increase the educational use
of those most instructive maps.
The main defect of the book is that the author,

perhaps owing to haste, has not always fully
digested the information collected, so that minor
errors and inconsistencies are numerous, and space
is sometimes devoted to obsolete theories of which
current views are also given. Among the mis-
takes of fact are that the Zambezi flows through
a deep gorge above the Falls ; that Australia has
no native grasses, and that its indigenous fauna
belongs to the early Tertiary

; that the sea-urchins
experienced little change in Palseozoic times (com-
pare Bothriocidaris and Melonites !) ; that Tham-
nastrea prolifera ranged throughout the Mesozoic

;

and that eskers are not usually more than a mile
long. In a future edition the author might alter
the statement regarding Spirula (p. 531) and
abandon his inference from the steam-cloud of
Stromboli (p. 339).
The student will pounce on many statements

which he will be quicker to compare than to
reconcile; thus, the Permian is sometimes a sub-
division of the Carboniferous, and at others an
independent system. Lava, on p. 398, is wisely
restricted to rocks which issue from the earth,”
yet the intrusive sheet which forms the Palisades
of the Hudson are called lava, and some mud vol-
canoes are attributed to the action of lava at
some depth below the surface. Hanging valleys
are said to be prcwf of glacial action on p. 163.
although elsfewhbVfe in the book glaciers are said
to have slight powers of erosion on smooth rock
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surfaces, and hanging valleys are described which
are due to non-glacial agencies. The author gives
two comparative diagrams of a group of ridges and
valleys, one with spurless walls and faceted ends,
the other with serrated crests; yet the former
is included as an illustration of stream erosion and
the latter as mainly due to ice action. The short
chapters on rocks and minerals are below the
standard of the rest of the book, and students are
unlikely to derive correct impressions from the
statements that hornblende has slender flat

crystals,” that syenite is granite without quartz,
and that diorite and gabbro consist respectively
of hornblende and pyroxene with “felspar of any
kind.”

The effort to simplify palaeontology is respon-
sible for the division of the Palaeozoic corals into
the chain corals, cup corals, and honeycomb corals—^which are undefined popular terms that do not
form satisfactory classificatory subdivisions.
The references to authorities indicate that the

work is based unduly on text-books and semi-
popular works rather than on original authorities.

Thus, in the accounts of the vertebrates, Hutchin-
son’s “ Extinct Monsters” is repeatedly referred to,

while in the summary of the evolution of the
elephants no direct reference is made to Dr.
Andrews, whose results are quoted second-hand.
Some pages are devoted to early man, but there
is no mention of Eoanthropus.
Though Prof. Cleland ’s text-book will be useful,

it is not up to- the usual high standard of American
geological literature.

(2) The second volume of the Geological
Reports on Sir Ernest Shackleton^s Antarctic
Expedition of 1907-9 is a magnificent volume pre-
pared through funds raised in part by a lecture tour
by Prof, (now Major) Edgeworth David. He has
been unable, owing to his important services

on the Western front, to edit the volume, a work
undertaken by Sir Douglas Mawson. Prof. David
has contributed a preface, in which he explains
why he considers that the ice-barrier tongues from
the Antarctic glaciers are afloat and do not rest

on esker-like embankments built of their moraines
and subglacial gravels.

The volume consists of a chapter on ice struc-

tures by Sir Douglas Mawson and of thirteen tech-

nical studies on the geological collections brought
back by the expedition. Sir Douglas Mawson ’s

ice studies were made on the ice of the lakes, of the
sea, and of the stalactites in the ice caves; his

work shows how the ice structures vary with the
conditions which determine the elimination and
distribution of the brine, and they throw further
light on the conversion of n6Y& into glacier ice.

Mr. Chapman contributes a series of reports on
the foraminifera and ostracods in mud from the
floor of tlje Ross Sea and from various raised
marine deposits on the adjacent coasts. Mr.
Hedley describes the mollusca from the same
marine beds, and remarks that their preservation
shows that “their geological age is of the
slightest.” Mr. Chapman establishes some new
species, and reports the presence of some Arctic
species, especially Saccammina sphaerica, which

A A
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would give some support to Murray’s theory of

bipolarity had not the evidence against it by the

rest of the Antarctic fauna been overwhelming.

He also furnishes further evidence that some aren-

aceous foraminifera select the material for their

shells, since Reophax spiculifera rejects sand

grains and uses only sponge spicules, which it

builds up into funnel-shaped chambers,
^

Mr.

Chapman’s most interesting Antarctic fossil is a

Cambrian calcareous alga, which he has referred

to Bornemann’s genus Epiphyton from Sardinia

as a new species, E, fasciculatum.

The rest of the volume consists of a series of

petrologic reports by Messrs. Jensen, AJlan Thom-
son, Benson, Walkom, Woolnough, Skeats, and

Cotton, Sir Douglas Mawson, and Miss Cohen.

Dr. Jensen describes some samples of Antarctic

soil on which, though due to mechanical disinte-

gration rather than to chemical decay, plants w^ere

found to grow when kept adequately warm. Dr.

Jensen also contributes a chapter on the interest-

ing alkaline rocks of Mount Erebus, and discusses

the classification of the kenytes and their relations

to the trachydolerites- Dr. Allan Thomson has
carefully investigated some inclusions in the

trachytes and kenytes, and founded for one series a
new rock type^ microtinite, so called as they are

aggregates of plagioclase felspars. He discusses

the terminology of included rock fragments, and
adopts Lacroix’s terms “ homoeogenous ” and
“enallogenous ” as the best yet proposed.
The volume has an excellent index to both

volumes. Mr. Dun’s promised bibliography of

Antarctic geology has been postponed, but its early
publication would be a great boon, as the subject
has now a very scattered literature.

RADIO-MECHANICS,
Radio-dynamics: The Wireless Control of Tor-

pedoes and Other Mechanisms, By B. F.
Miessner. Pp. v + 206, (London : Crosby
Lockwood and Son, 1917.) Price 9s. net.

'^HIS little volume deals with a subject of con-
siderable interest at the present time, viz.

the control of torpedoes or other vessels of war by
means of electromagnetic waves. The author has,
however, unnecessarily increased the bulk of his
book by the introduction of a good deal of irrele-

vant matter, and by space given to elementary
facts connected with wireless telegraphy which
might quite well have been taken as familiar to
any reader likely to be interested in it. Moreover,
he has rather overestimated the importance of the
early work of some American investigators, such
as Dolbear and Tesla, and done insufificient justice

to that of European workers, such as Marconi,
Fleming, Lodge, Muirhead, E. Wilson, and
others. Too much space is given to the descrip-
tion of methods of communication, such as those
of earth conduction, ultra-violet light, and infra-
red rays, which have never become practically
useful.

,

The proper discussion of apparatus for the con-
' of meGhanism at a distance by means of
electromagnetic waves does not b^n until chap.
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xi., p. 78, of the book, and even then the treat-

ment is of a rather sketchy character. The essen-

tial principles involved are quite easy to under-

stand. A torpedo or other vessel to be directed

must have on it some source of motive power

such as storage cells, compressed air, or a petrol

motor. This power drives the screw propeller and

moves the vessel. Also the same source of power

is used to put the helm to port or starboard or

straight. We have then to set in motion some
motor or gearing which starts or stops the driving

power, or engages or changes the mechanism for

steering. The boat is, therefore, provided with

a mast carrying an aerial wire or antenna, by

means of which electromagnetic waves sent out

from a shore station are absorbed. The feeble

electric currents thus set up in the aerial wire are

utilised to set in motion a sensitive relay, and this

in turn has to control the power which steers or

propels the boat.

The first difficulty is the nature of the radiation

detector which is connected to the antenna. In

the early days of wireless telegraphy this was

always some form of coherer, generally the

metallic-filings coherer of Branly as modified by

Marconi or Lodge. This detector is, however,

rather uncertain in action an3 requires the addition

of an automatic tapper to bring it back to the

sensitive state after it has received and responded

to a signal. Hence of late years it has been

entirely ousted as a wave detector by more certain

appliances, such as Marconi’s magnetic detector,

the Fleming vacuum valve, or some form of

crystal detector. These modern detectors operate

with or control such small alternating currents that

they cannot with certainty set in action any electro-

magnetic relay capable of being used on board a

small vessel at sea.

The first difficulty, therefore, in connection with

the mechanism of radio-directed vessels is the

selection of a suitable wave detector and of a

relay. The author found that a form of Lodge-

Muirhead self-acting coherer, called the steel-

wheel coherer, was a useful one, and he con-

structed a suitable relay by modifying a type of

movable-coil galvanometer. Even when such

arrangements are perfected so that the sending
out of electromagnetic waves which impinge on

the torpedo aerial can be made to steer it by setting

in action^some mechanism 'which throws over the

rudder tb one side or the other, there still remains
the difficulty of rendering the radio-receiver

immune to vagrant electric waves or to intentional

attempts to mis-steer the boat on the part of an
enemy.
The reader will find in chap. xiv. an account of

the work done in attempts to- develop a radio-

steered torpedo at the laboratory of Mr. John
Hays Hammond, jun. In chaps, xv. and xvi. the

difficulties connected with control and interference

are discussed.

Although small vessels have been controlled in

this manner by electromagnetic waves up to a dis-

tance of ten miles or rather more, the practical

problem of certain control cannot be said to have
been solved. The present book deals, therefore,.
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with an experimental stage of the subject, which
may, however, have considerable possibilities of

actual utility in warfare.

In any future edition of his book the author
would be well advised to cut out all unessential

matter. He is not a safe guide on points of

history or priority in relation to radio-telegraphic

invention. His statement on p. 32 as to “later

improvements ” is absurdly inaccurate. On
pp. 105 and 106 he misspells the name of Prof. E.

Branly, the inventor of the metallic-filings coherer.

On p. 173 he gives exclusive credit for the vacuum
valve detector to Lee de Forest, apparently in

entire ignorance that the Court of Appeals in the

United States has confirmed Judge Mayer’s deci-

sion that the de Forest audion is an infringement

of the Fleming oscillation valve. He is also

seemingly unaware that the so-called Dolbear
system of wireless telegraphy was never operative.

In spite of the fact that there is a free use of

photographs of apparatus which are insufficiently

described in the text, the reader who is desirous

of learning what can be done in the radio-control

of torpedoes will find a good deal of suggestive
research described in this little book. J. A. F.

THE ACTION OF ENZYMES.
The Method of Enzyme Action. By Dr. J.

Beatty. With Introduction by Prof. E. H.
Starling. Pp. ix-l-143. (London; J. and A.

Churchill, 1917.) Price 55.

TWO-THIRDS of this book is devoted to an
excellently clear and concise account of the

facts and theories to be found in the books named
in the preface, so far as they are connected with

the action of enzymes. What is new, and the

chief object of the book, is the suggestion of a

hypothesis of enzyme action. The details can
be adequately grasped only from the full descrip-

tion, It is based on two assumptions
:

(i) the

possibility of “combination ” between molecules,

and (2) the loosening of internal bonds in one or

both of the combining molecules as a result of

this union. It is held that the action of all enzymes
can be reduced to the combination with H and
OH radicles derived from water. These radicles

are “activated” by the po\yer possessed by an
enzyme of “attracting” one or the other. This
is a general or unspecific property, but each
enzyme has also a specific power of adsorbing
some particular substrate. The author will, no
doubt, admit that considerable further explana-
tion is required as to the means by which the

activation is effected, and criticism is difficult

until more is known of the nature of the atom
itself and of the way in which it is united to other
atoms.
The hypothesis deserves to be kept in mind as

more knowledge is gained of the action and the

nature of enzymes. At present it is not easy to

imagine ways of putting it to experimental test.

Indeed, it must not be forgotten that the funda-
mental assumptions are not universally accepted.
The present writer is inclined to think that the
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use of the word “combination,” although very
common, in speaking of the union between mole-

cules and even of adsorption, is apt to lead to an
obscuring of the great, salient facts of true chemi-
cal union. There are, as it seems, various stages

of “combination,” leading from adsorption,

through molecular compounds, to cases where the

change of properties is of the most striking kind.

It is somewhat unfortunate that the new
hypothesis appears to involve the explanation of

all catalytic action by the formation of inter-

mediate compounds. This has been shown
actually to take place in one case alone of

heterogeneous catalysis, and since the compounds
are only supposed to exist momentarily, it seems
somewhat hopeless to expect a proof or disproof

of their existence. The possibility of represent-

ing a reaction by a chemical equation does ^not

necessarily show that it takes place in that way.
The division of catalysts into inorganic and
enzymes would be better replaced by that into

homogeneous and heterogeneous, the latter to

include enzymes. There are more differetices

between catalysis in homogeneous and heteroge-

neous systems than between inorganic heteroge-

neous catalysts and enzymes. In fact, more
knowledge of the mechanism of heterogeneous
catalysis is greatly to be desired. In future

developments of his hypothesis the author might
also find it of advantage to consider it more fully

in the lighf of the doctrines of energetics.

W. M. B.

OUR BOOKSHELF.
Clinical Bacteriology and Haematology for

Practitioners. By Dr. W. D’Este Emery.
Fifth edition. Pp. xiii + plates xi + pp. 310.

(London: H. K. Lewis and Co., Ltd., 1917.)
Price 95. net.

A NEW edition of Emery’s “Clinical Bacteriology

and Haematology ” is always welcome, for it is

a most useful book for the practitioner and
for laboratory work. The general plan has been
maintained in this fifth edition, but the text has
been revised, some new matter added, and some
more illustrations have been inserted.

In the section dealing with syphilis the

McIntosh and Fildes method of performing the

Wassermann reaction has been inserted in addi-

tion to the author’s own method, and we think

the author has been well advised to do this.

The Dreyer method of performing the agglu-
tination test for typhoid fever is also described

in full as well as earlier methods.
Cerebrospinal fever and the recognition of the

meningococcus are dealt with more fully than
previously, and the examination of carriers is

described. Even now this section is none too
long, and might be extended with advantage.
We doubt if it is wise ever to rely on ordinary
agar as a culture medium for this organism, as

is suggested.
Malaria is described very briefly, and no men-

tion is made that the crescents of sub-tertian

fever are free in the blood-plasma and are not
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intra-corpuscular. We are surprised also to find

no reference to amoebic dysentery ;
with many

cases now coming" from abroad the practitioner is

quite likely to meet with this disease. While

pointing out these few slight blemishes, we can

cordially recommend this book as on the whole a

simple and reliable guide to clinical bacteriology

and pathology.

So'H Conditions and Plant Growth. By Dr. E. J.

Russell. Third edition. Pp. viii + 243. (Lon-

don Longmans, Green, and Co., 1917.) Price

6s. 6d. net.

This book is, as the title implies, concerned "with

the relationship between soil and plant. After

an introductory historical account of the subject

the author describes the constitution of the soil

and the various factors of plant growth. In the

de\^elopment of these topics and of the question of

the relation of the plant to its soil environment,

the reader is kept constantly in touch with the

best original work at home and abroad.

The author has made numerous additions in his

third edition, and has considerably expanded those

portions treating of the biological conditions in

soils. He has also added a chapter on the

colloidal properties of the soil, in which he brings

the reader abreast of the recent researches and
disputes of Continental workers, as well as the

latest Rothamsted work on the interaction of

dilute acids and soil colloids.

It is superfluous to say that the book is well

written. There is an ample bibliography, which
should be invaluable to the investigator in any
branch of the subject.

The study of the relationship between soil and
plant is exceedingly complex. Progress can only
be made by studying the soil in every aspect of
importance to the plant. It is a pity that so much
labour should have been expended during past
years in haphazard manurial trials, designed to
instruct the farmer, but yielding generally
a scanty harvest of accurate information. Soil

investigators owe a debt to Dr. Russell and his
predecessors at Rothamsted for enlarging the
study of the soil into a respectable field of scientific

activity. G. W. Robinson.

Lezioni di AntTopologia. By Prof. Fabio Frassetto.
Vol. hi. Pp. xiii-h422. (Bologna: Mareggiani,
1917.) Price 20 lire.

In the thirteen lectures contained in this volume
Prof. Frassetto covers that part of his course
which is devoted to the limbs—^their evolution,
development, and morphology. In his lectures
dealing with the methods which are to be applied
to the measurement of bones and to the exact
estimate of their anthropological characters he
has introduced much that is new and valuable.
All through these lectures is reflected that spirit of
mutual understanding which has existed between
the anatomists of Italy and England since Harvey’s
tithe. There is no better summary of the contri-
butions which British anatomists have made to
physical anthropology than is to be found in these
clearly written and excellent lectures by Prof.
Frassetto. ‘ A. K.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.

[The Editor does not hold himself responsible for

opinions expressed by his correspondents. Neither

can he undertake to return, or to correspond with

the writers of, rejected manuscripts intended for

this or any other part of Nature. No notice h

taken of anonymous communications,]

The Radiation of the Stars.

I AM sorry that the only reply I can make to Prof,

Eddington’s remarks in Nature of July 5 is that his

amended equation seems to me neither to be true nor

to lead to his supposed laws. But perhaps I may be

permitted to offer a few remarks on the general

problem.
Suggested sources of stellar energy fall into two

broad classes—gravitational and electrical, the latter

including chemical and radio-active sources. Of the

former the Helmholtz contraction is by far the most

powerful source of energy; the contraction of our sun

from a state of infinite rarity would provide energy

for about 20,000,000 years of radiation at the present

rate.

An upper limit to the capacity of electrical sources

can be calculated in a way 1 have not seen elsewhere.

Our sun’s mass is 2x10^® grm., its radiation about

4 X 10®^ ergs per second. Thus to radiate for 20,000,000

years (or, say, yxio^’^ sec.) at its present rate, each

gram of matter must provide on the average 14 x lo^*

ergs of energy. A gram of matter contains 3 x
negative electrons, so that the average electron must
provide 4-7xi0’’® ergs of energy, corresponding to a

fall through a potential difference of 10 electrostatic

units, or 3000 volts. This is the energy of falling

from infinity to a distance of only 4*7Xio"~^® cm. from

a nucleus loe, and so is probably much greater than

any energy actually available from changes of elec-

trical structure; it is, of course, enormously greater

than any known ionisation potentials.

It accordingly looks as though the Helmholtz con-

traction will provide much more energy than any
other source, and we must apparently adjust our

views to the time-scale set by the contraction theory.

If this is accepted, it will be obvious that the calcu-

lation of stellar temperatures and emissions of energy
cannot be a steady-state problem at all. I do not see

how, in any case whatsoever, any new knowledge can

be gained from calculations which assume the star to

be in a steady state, for the calculated 1 ate of emission
can come to nothing but the previously assumed rate

of generation of energy inside the star. For pro-

gress to be made, this big and difficult problem must,
I think, be attacked on dynamical, and not on statical,

lines.

July 7 *

I HOPE I may state my grounds for disbelief in

Prof. Eddington
’1

results more clearly. The results

are^ readily combined in the one result that the total

emission depends only on M, and varies as M. Prof.
Eddington claims to obtain this result in two ways.
In his original paper he assumes {M.N., vol. Ixxvii.,

p. 20) a rate of generation 4n'Me, and after much
calculation obtains a result which, on introducing the
omitted constants, reduces (I.c. p. 29, equations (29)
and (25)) to exactly 47rMe, proving my point. Again,
in^ Nature of June 14, Prof. Eddington clain^s to 0^
tain a result which I do not understand, but which is

necessarily contradictory to the foregoing, since the
emission cannot now involve e at all. He apparently
says:—“Tell me the mass of a star and I will tell

you its output of radiation without knowing the rate
at which energy is being generated in its interior; I
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can do this by assuming* the star to be in a steady

state.” This I cannot believe to be possible.

Prof. Eddington now says that the star “ must settle

into a state of density and temperature which would
produce an outv/ard flow at the required rate.” Per-

haps; but surely Prof. Eddington’s original conten-

tion was that the rate of outward flow could not iDe

affected by density and temperature, but depended only

on the mass, J. H. Jeans.
London, July 13.

I AM in general agreement with Mr. Jeans’s re-

marks on the difficulty of obtaining a source of stellar

energy more powerful than the Helmholtz contraction.

It may be added that there is a conceivable source,

which was, I believe, once suggested by Mr. Jeans
himself, viz. a gradual annihilation ot matter by
positive and negative electrons occasionally neutralis-

ing one another. This would provide an almost in-

exhaustible store of energy, but there is the grave
objection that it affords no reason why the dense
dwarf stars should liberate so much less energy than
rarefied stars of the same mass. One would have
expected compression to be favourable to the process

of cancelling of electrons. The search for an additional

store of energy is not at all encouraging; but, on
the other hand, there are important arguments against
the short time-scale—notably Prof. Strutt’s evidence
of the age of terrestrial rocks, and the time needed
for the tidal evolution of the earth-moon system.
I have not felt myself able to combat the arguments
on one side any more than on the other; accord-

ingly, in the paper criticised by Mr. Jeans, the ques-

tion was left entirely open. In the one place where
it was necessary to consider the source of stellar

energy, I attempted to show that my formula fairly

represented both the radio-activity and the contraction

hypotheses—having regard to the necessarily approxi-
mate character of the investigation.

The opinions in the last paragraph of Mr. Jeans’s
letter seem much too sweeping. It is desirable to

criticise them, because his disbelief in my results is

presumably a corollary to his rejection of the possi-

bility of obtaining information from consideration of

a stationary or quasi-stationaij state. If energy were
generated at a fixed rate within the star, the radiation

would no doubt have to take place at the same rate;

but to bring this about the star must settle into a
state of density and temperature which would produce
an outward flow of energy at the required rate. We
have thus a triangular equation—generation of

energy= theoretical emission (depending on the trans-

parency and temperature-distribution)= observed emis-

sion (given by the effective temperature). Mr. Jeans
assumes that the imposed rate of generation must
necessarily be involved in any results that are derived.

But we can dispense altogether with the first mem-
ber, and obtain “new knowledge” from the equation
which remains.

July II.

I AM afraid we can scarcely trespass on your space

to enter on the detailed discussion which seems neces-

sary in order to arrive at an understanding. In a
paper about to appear in the June Monthly Notices
I have rearranged mv analysis in what is, I believe,

a more lucid form. If Mr. Jeans finds the result still

unsatisfactory, I hope he will renew the attack in

another place.

With regard to his final point, I may give a word
of explanation. It is true that I find that the total

radiation of a giant star depends only on the mass—^to

my order of approximation. If a different rate of genera-
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tion of energy, fixed and independent of the density,
were imposed, the star could not settle permanently
in the giant state. If ihe supply were too small the
star w’ould contract, though more slowly than on the
Helmholtz theory, and ultimately attain equilibrium
in the dwarf state. The case of too large supply
scarcely needs to be considered, since it involves an
evolution in the reverse direction from that generally
accepted.

_

This may, perhaps, be regarded as addi-
tional evidence of the difficulty of obtaining a long
time-scale by assuming an unrecognised source of
energy. A. S. Eddington.
Cambridge, July 17.

FORESTS AND RAINFALL.
'^HERE are several questions regarding the

mutual relations of natural phenomena that

appear at first sight so simple that the obvious
answers may be received for generations as too
clear to require reconsideration. One of these is

the influence of forests on rainfall. It seems so
natural that if a large area of bare ground is

planted with trees which grow into a forest the

moisture of the district will be increased by in-

creasing rainfall, diminishing run-off, and, in hot
countries, falling temperature, that one scarcely

stops to inquire on what evidence the belief is

based. Everyone must remember the vivid picture

drawn in Marsh’s “Man and Nature ” of the deso-
lation wrought in Palestine and other Mediter-
ranean lands by desiccation consequent on the

destruction of forests and abandonment of cultiva-

tion. But in that work, as in most of the writ-

ings on this and cognate questions, the motto of

the discussion might be post hoCj ergo propter hoc.

The problem has been attacked by innumerable
writers in Europe and America, and we do .not

profess to have the mass of heterogeneous litera-

ture at our finger-ends. We do, however, retain

a general impression of unsatisfactoriness in the

methods and results, and the impression is re-

newed by the latest contribution to the subject,

the Indian Forest Bulletin, No, 33. This consists

of a “Note on an Inquiry by the Government of

India into the Relation between Forests and Atmo-
spheric and Soil Moisture in India,” prepared by
Mr. M. Hill, Chief Commissioner of Forests of

the Central Provinces. Mr. Hill has presented

an admirable prdcis of what must be a large mass
of official documents, and he appends two excel-

lent memoranda by Dr. Gilbert Walker, the

Director-General of Observatories in India. That
the good work of Mr. Hill should leave an unsatis-

factory impression is not his fault, but his mis-

fortune in having to deal with official reports in-

stead of plain scientific data. The history of the

investigation as set out in the bulletin is briefly

this :

—

In 1906 Lord Morley, then Secretary of State

for India, sent to the Viceroy a note from Dr.

J. Nisbet, formerly of the Indian Forest Service,

pointing out that “the relation of forests towards

the mitigation of the severity of famines” bad
never been adequately considered. Sir William

Schlich forwarded with Dr. Nisb.et!s letter his
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opinion that an investigation of 'the influence of

forests on rainfall would be very difficult and un-

likely to lead to any definite result. Nevertheless,

the Government of India sent out to all the local

Governments a request that the subject should be

inquired into and all available information col-

lected. In due time the local Governments sent

in reports on their own provinces, and these are

tersely summarised by Mr. Hill with an admir-
able neutrality, which nevertheless fails to conceal

the fact that the reports differed widely in quality.

The general result is stated officially as ^follows :

—

“After a careful examination of the replies re-

ceived from local Governments, as summarised
above, and after consultation with the Director-

General of Observatories, the conclusions arrived
at by the Government of India were briefly that
the influence of forest on rainfall was probably
small, but that the denudation of the soil, owing
to the destruction of forests, might, as far as
India is concerned, be looked upon as an estab-
lished fact; while as regards the effect of forest
preservation on rainfall and the underground
water supply, the papers forwarded did not pro-
vide sufficient information to justify any change
in the principles on which the forest policy of the
Government has hitherto been based. It was re-
marked that these principles were founded mainly
on considerations of a directly economic character,
connected with the conservation of the grazing
i^sources and forest produce of the country, and
that the climatological considerations did not in
any way affect these well-established principles.”
The Government of India forthwith sent a second

series of questions to the local Governments with
the view of ascertaining whether experiments might
not be instituted in order to obtain fresh data.
These dealt with the local differences within and
without forest areas in rainfall, soil water level,
and height and duration of floods. The local
Governments duly prepared and sent in reports,
which were considered by the Government of India
in consultation with the Board of Scientific Advice,
and the final decision, expressed in five para-
graphs, may be summarised thus:—(i) Meteoro-
l<^ical stations in specially selected positions in-
side and outside forest areas would probably yield
valuable results, and “if it be found possible to
initiate inquiries of this nature further action would
be taken.” (2) Observations on soil water level
need riot be initiated, as the data would be of little
value in showing forest influence. (3) Satisfactory
experiments on floods could not easily be under-
taken, but, the belief that forests are beneficial in
this respect is confident and almost universal.

(4) No material change in the forest area of any
province seemed to be contemplated, but if such
ch^ges should be made the Government of India
desired that local Governments should make efforts
to^ ascertain the effect of such changes on average
rainfall. (5) The system of shifting cultivation, by
whi^ large areas of forest are annually destroyed
in Native States and elsewhere, should be dis-
couraged.
To our mind the method adopted could produce
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no better result than it sippears to have done,
a scientific problem such as was set forth, the only
function of the State seems to us to be to decide
that such an inquiry shall be carried out at the
public expense, and that every facility for obtain-
ing data shall be given by all the departments of

all the Governments concerned, local and central.

It should then be handed over to a competent
man of science set free from all other duties and
supplied with necessary assistants. His report
when complete would be authoritative and epoch-
making, if not final, and incidentally his own
reputation would be made or marred by his hand-
ling of the facts. The total expense would probably
be no greater, and the labour of many public
servants would not be diverted from the work for
which they were trained.

Dr. Gilbert Walker's contributions on the rela-

tion of forests and rainfall are given as appendices,
but are deprived of most of their scientific value
by the omission of the tables and diagrams to

which constant reference is made. These, of
course, have been published in the memoirs of the
Indian Meteorological Department. Dr. Walker
fully grasps the difficulty of the inquiry. He shows
that in India, as elsewhere, the annual rainfall

has a tendency to run in spells of excessive and
deficient years, and that if this fact is neglected
totally false conclusions as to the influence of

forest grow^th or destruction could easily be arrived
at. He lays stress also on the short period avail-

able for comparisons on account of the very un-
trustworthy nature of the Indian rainfall statistics

m the earlier years of the work of the Meteoro-
logical Department.

Dr. Walker considers that, as Blanford pointed
out in 1887, **the only satisfactory evidence
would be that obtained by comparing the rainfall
of a district when well supplied with forests with
that of the same district wben the trees were very
few.” * In our opinion the ^^^omparison should npt
be that of a district A at the time t with the same
district at the time t'; but to compare the relation
of district A to a contiguous district B at the time
t with the relation of A to B at time t', where A
is a district that has undergone a great change as
regards forest covering, while B has remained un-
changed. The reason for this indirect comparison
is, of course, to eliminate the effect of the two
periods falling in what Prof. H. H. Turner calls
different climatic chapters. Another method would
be to determine the relation of the isohyetal lines
to the confi^ration of the land on wooded and
treeless districts of similar character. As pointed
out in the report on the rainfall in the Geological
Survey’s “Water Supply Memoirs of Hampshire,”
the district of the New Forest shows a consider-
ably higher general rainfall than its elevation
above sea-level appears to suggest. . The subject
is both fascinating and important, and the time
will no doubt come when increase of accurate
observations will ^nable the vague belief in the
beneficial influence' of forests on^ climate to be sup-
ported or corrected by definite meteorological
evidence. Hugh Robert Mill.
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INDIAN SALTPETRE.^

The brochure before us, issued by the Agri-

cultural Research Institute, Pusa, is the

work of the Imperial Agricultural Bacteriologist,

and is an interesting and valuable account of an

Fig. z.—A nuniah's factory. From Bulletin No. 68, Agricultural Research Institute, Pusa,

important village industry, which, as is well

known, has long been carried on in various dis-

tricts of India where the factors determining the

formation of potassium nitrate, as a soil con-

stituent, are sufficiently

favourable. These factors, as

summarised by the author, are :

—

(i) Nitrifiahle organic matter

, in suitable proportion in the

soil.

^2) Lime,
* (3) Water, not only’ in suffi-

cient amount for nitrification, but

also distributed in the soil in such

a way as not to interfere with

aeration, and to provide for con-

tinual capillary rise to the sur-

face.

{4) Soil of such a texture as to

allow of Continuous upward
movement of water from the sub-

soil to the surface.

(5) Climate ensuring a provi-

sion of adequate moisture and
temperature during part of the

year and comj^te, or nearly

complete, absence of rainfall,

coupled with low humidity during

a sufficiently long period to en-

sure the capillary rise of subsoil

water consequent on rapid surface

tion.

The methods employed by^the nuniah, as the
1 “ Saltpetre : Its Origin nnd Extraction in India.’* By C. M. Hutchinson.

Bulletin No. 68 of the Agricultural Research Institute, Pusa. (Calcutta:
Government Printing-Office, 19x7.)
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operator is termed, for extracting saltpetre from
the surface layer, or calcareous portions, of the
alluvium have been frequently, although not
always accurately, described. Mr. Hutchinson
has studied these methods in detail, and his obser-

vations throw considerable light

upon a procedure which shows
little variation throughout India
and is based upon the accumu-
lated experience of generations of

predecessors.

The supply of saltpetre is

almost entirely obtained from the
soil in the immediate neighbour-
hood of human habitations, or of

abandoned village sites where
nitrogenous organic refuse, con-

sisting largely of excrementitious

matters of men and animals, has
accumulated.
The surface-soil, or chhilua,

scraped to the depth of a quarter

of an inch, is mixed with an equal

quantity of residual earth from
previous extractions, known as

bhinjuaj and is placed by treading

into a circular filter-bed, or

kutliia, consisting of a mud wait

and floor plastered with clay, and
having a bottom layer of bamboos

Water is poured over the earth and,

percolating through the loosely compacted soil, is
,

collected in an earthen vessel. The first runnings,

or miirhan, contain most of the nitrate, mixed, of

and straw.

Fig. 2.—Treading the earth into the kuthia for extraction. Prom Bulletin No. 68, Agricultural

Research Institute, Pusa.

evapora- course, with a greater or less quantity of common
salt. The solution is concentrated to the crystal-

lising point by boiling in ap^. open pan over a fire

of dead bamboo leaves, the ^shes of which, being
rich in potash, are added to the extracted earth, or
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bhinjua, to be mixed afterwards with fresh chhilua.

The mmiah seldom or never attempts to separate

the mixed salts, as this is forbidden to him by the

Salt Department. The crude product is sold,

usually through a middleman, to the refiner, who
works under Government supervision.

The restrictions of the Indian Salt Department,
according to Mr. Hutchinson, undoubtedly hamper
the operations 'of the mmiah, who has no induce-

ment to improve his methods so as to turn out a

better article. The whole process as at present
carried on is essentially wasteful and uneconomical,
and might be greatly improved in the absence of

official interference. The conditions for the most
economical production of saltpetre are well under-
stood by the nuniah, and it is to be regretted that

he should not be encouraged to make full use of
his knowledge and experience.

The Bulletin is an important contribution to an
interesting process of manufacture based primarily
upon bacteriological agencies. It forms an ex-
cellent example of a purely empirical method
which has been elaborated by the accumulated
experience of centuries, but the rationale of which*
has only been made clear by modern biological
science. In view of the growing scarcity of

„ nitrates and of their increasing importance in the
arts, especially in agriculture, it is to be hoped
that the Indian Government will neglect no oppor-
tunity of conserving and extending an industry
wffiich is peculiarly well adapted to Indian condi-
tions. T. E. Thorpe.

THE PROMOTION OF TECHNICAL
OPTICS.

'"PHE long-delayed steps which—as announced
in Nature of May 24 (p. 257) and June 14

(p- 3^7)—have been taken by the Government and
the London County Council in concert for estab-
lishing the study of optics and of the manufac-
ture of optical appliances upon a proper footing
in this country, have given great satisfaction to
all who are in a position to appreciate the
importance of that measure. That the turning
of this new leaf should be among the earliest
consequences of the war is a fact both of in-
trinsic importance and of good augury. The
importance of properly organised manufactures
of optical glass and of optical instruments has
been manifest, and has been pressed upon the
Government with great weight of expert
authority by the British Science Guild and other
bodies for many years past. But in the days
before the war, when the optimist was accounted
the best as well as' the pleasantest of counsellors,
It was impossible to secure the attention of our
rulers for so modest a proposal as the establish-
ment upon an adequate scale of a school of prac-
tical optics. -

It is with something more than a sigh of relief
that we find ourselves after three years ofwar abte to record this sound decision of the
British (^vernment. For, indeed, the matter for
coi^tulation is that there is a British Govern-
merit still m a position to act. The thought of
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what range-finders mean to the British Navy
and of how narrowly we escaped being dependent
upon the enemy for our supply of these essential
instruments, is almost enough to make one
shudder even under the wing of a Royal Navy
that has swept the sea. It chanced by the hap-
piest of happy accidents that the range-finder
which finds the range for our own and all the
other navies was of British invention, also' that the
inventor took the trouble to establish its manu-
facture in this country as a private enterprise
and, by consequence, that when the war
commenced we were in the best possible
position to provide both Army and Navy with
these important instruments. The Army can,
indeed, use alternatives, but the Navy is shut
up to the range-finder. Had that been a Ger-
man monopoly the battle of Jutland might quite
conceivably have been the end of British sea-
power. Considerations such as these lead us to

place on record the sense of immense relief with
which we note the new attitude of the Govern-
ment towards one of the things that matter.
The task before the new department is a large

one, and it is beset with many difficulties. That
task is chiefly educational, but it is by no means
only the education of the student of optics that
is here in question. Parliament, and the greater
public to which Parliament is responsible, stand
in need of education also. The facts just now
alluded to concerning the supply of range-finders
afford one illustration, and a very striking one,
of this necessity. A necessity of a totally dif-

ferent kind is exhibited by the conditions govern-
ing the supply of optical glass. This, as is

perfectly well known, has been for many years
past, in large measure, a monopoly of one Jena
glass manufacturer. That arrangement was in

a certain sense a good and convenient one. The
Jena glasses were excellent in quality—no one
could

^

reasonably expect to better them.
Specialising in this line, the Jena house was
able to produce them in great variety, and did,
in fact, list and stock many varieties of optical
glass for which the market demand was incon-
siderably small.

^
Competitive manufacture under these condi-

tions could only be wasteful manufacture, and
the British glass-makers took what ’ was, from
the commercial point of view, the sound position
that it was not worth while to spoil a market
for a rival which they had no chance of exploiting
for their own advantage. Indeed, when it is

recognised that the whole world’s trade in optical
glass would not yield a profit that any successful
stockbroker would think considerable, it is easy
to understand the reluctance of business men to
embark upon a troublesome business with no
better prospect than that of largely destroying
this modest prosperity and then joining in a
scramble for the residue.
How, then, are Parliament and the British nation

to be made aware of the technical importance of
an industry which is commercially of so small
account? That is one of the problems with
which the new department i$ faced.
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There is another problem of no less conse-

quence growing" out of the same conditions,

which will, with equal insistence, demand the

attention of Prof. F. G. Cheshire and his col-

leagues. We have referred to the multiplicity

of the varieties of optical glass to which the

manufacturers of optical instruments are accus-

tomed. This is, on the face of it, a great point

in their favour; but when more narrowly con-

sidered it will be found to handicap them
appreciably. Let the matter be considered from

this point of view. A manufacturer develops by
trial and error a very successful optical instru-

ment

—

2l field-glass, for example. He uses a

particular combination of optical glasses in its

construction. His whole ^design is built upon
the special properties in respect of refraction and
dispersion of these particular glasses. So long

as he can procure a supply of them upon the

open market he does not need to modify any
feature of his manufacture. It is a question of

repetition merely, and he closely guards the

secret of his success. But the time may come
when the particular variety of optical glass upon
which he relies is no longer available, or not
available in the required quantities. What can
he do then? Speaking in general terms, he can
then do nothing. The practical optician cannot
tell him how to substitute staple glasses for the

special varieties which he has been accustomed
to employ, and hence he insistently demands
the accustomed supplies. Thus the lavish

variety of optical glasses available to the manu-
facturing industry has actually tended to restrict

growth of output and to reduce adaptability.

Here is one of the practical questions await-

ing solution by means of laboratory research. If

the optical glass industry is to be well estab-

lished in this country, it must be an industry
which will satisfy the requirements of the manu-
facturing trade; if it is to be established with a
minimum of effort, those requirements must be
reduced to the narrowest limits which can' suf-

fice. To work out the principle of equivalence
between varieties in the combination of glasses,

and so to concentrate the glass-maker’s labour,

so far as practically possible, upon the produc-
tion of a few staple varieties, will be a very im-
portant object of practically applied research.

These instances may serve to illustrate some
of the less generally recognised fields for the

activity of the new department. We have not

adverted to the more obviously important
objects of training teachers, instructing work-
men, educating experts, and advising manufac-
turers. These may be left to speak for them-
selves, since the limits of our space preclude any
adequate exposition of them in the present article.

With one word of congratulation we may close,

and that upon the choice of a director for the

new undertaking. Prof. Cheshire brings to his

task a mind not only well stored with the

technical knowledge of ,his subject, but also

instructed by a wide experience of its practical

side. We have every confidence that in his

hands the machinery of the new department at the
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I
Imperial College of Science and Technology will

1 be directed to practically important ends, and
while reserving our congratulation of him per-

sonally, upon the sound principle which forbids

premature compliments to the warrior who is

girding on his armour, we congratulate the
1 authorities who, by their choice of him for the

important post which he is about to fill, have
shown how large practical considerations, such
as those to which we have here adverted, bulk
in their view. That, at least, is as it should be.

j

THE AEROPLANE BOMBER'S PROBLEM,
problem which the bomber on board an

aeroplane has to solve is more difiicult than
the corresponding problem of the bomber on board
an airship, since the aeroplane must move with
respect to the air to support itself, while the air-

ship may be brought to rest over the object to

be bombed. The bomb on release has a horizontal

1
speed equal to that of the aeroplane, and if the

j

air were at rest and offered no resistance to the

! motion of the bomb through it, the path of the
bomb would be a parabola with its axis vertical

and its vertex at the point of release. The re-

sistance of the air prolongs the time of fall of
the bomb to an extent which depends on its size

and weight, and may be 50 per cent, if the over-
all density of the bomb is small. Any horizontal
motion of the air causes a drift of the bomb down
the wind which depends on the speeds of the
various layers of air through’ which it passes dur-
ing its fall, and on the resistance the air offers to
the sideways motion of the bomb through it.

The dynamical equations which express the
above facts have not yet been rigidly solved, but
they are so closely related to the equations for high-
angle fire in gunnery that the approximate
methods of Col. Siacci or of Capt. Ingalls,

j

or the recently published graphical method of

I

Prof. Dalby, are all applicable, when the weight,

i
altitude, and initial horizontal speed of the bomb,

I

the mean speed and direction of the wind, and the
! resistances to downward and sideways motion of

the bomb through the air are known. The alti-

tude is shown on the aneroid of the aeroplane.
The speeds of the aeroplane with respect to the

I
ground and of the wind at the aeroplane are found

1
by passing over an object with and against the

I
wind respectively, and noting how long it takes
the aeroplane to pass from the vertically over-
head position to one, say, 10® or 20® up or down
the wind fr<;?m it. From the speed of the wind
at the aeroplane thus found ^n estimate of the
mean speed of the wind in the layers of air through
which the bomb has to pass must be made, and
this estimate can only be a rough one. With
these data the bomber consults tables or curves
previously prepared for the bombs to be used,
vrhich give him the bearing from the machine of

the spot at which a bomb released at the moment
should fall if the conditions remain unchanged.
Thus the bombing aeroplane requires to be
equipped with apparatus for measuring horizontal

and vertical angles and times.
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The description in La Nature for June i6 of the

equipment of one of the larg’e German bombing*

aeroplanes made by the Gotha Wagonenfabrik

and captured by the French in February shows

that at that date these planes were only intended

to drop bombs when moving with or against the

wind, and ~not athwart it. The bomber sits in

front of the pilot and is provided with a tele-

scope about a metre long with a small magnifica-

tion and a wide field of view. It is fixed in

gimbals near his feet, and can be kept vertical

by him with the help of a circular level, an image

of the air-bubble of which is projected into the

eyepiece. Below the objective an achromatic

prism is placed with its refracting edge perpen-

dicular to the axis of the telescope. By means
of a graduated disc close to the eyepiece the

prism can be rotated about a line perpen-

dicular to the axis of the telescope, so that the

line of sight of the telescope continues beneath

the prism at any required angle up to about 30°

with the axis of the telescope.

A stop-watch with its dial close to the eyepiece

enables the preliminary speed observations to be
readily made. The prism can then be clamped at

the proper angle for the conditions found, and on
looking down the telescope the bomber sees at

each instant in the middle of the image
of the air bubble and in the centre of

his field of ^ view the spot on which a
bomb released at that instant would drop. If

the aeroplane is moving directly towards a point

in the air from which a given object can be
bombed, the image of that object will move to-

wards the centre of the field along a fore-and-aft
line in the field. If the aeroplane is not moving
directly towards the object, the observer has to

rotate the telescope about a vertical axis to bring
the object into the fore-and-aft line. The rotation

of the instrument is recorded on a dial before the
pilot, who alters the direction of flight until the
observer can bring the telescope back to its normal
position and the dial in front of the pilot shows
no error of direction.

The instrument is made by the firm of Goerz,
and there is no difiSculty in modifying it so that
the restriction of its use to flights with or against
the wind no longer holds. Whether this

has been found advisable may be doubted, in view
of the uncertainty which always exists as to the
character of the air movements between the aero-
plane and the ground. C. H. Lees.

NOTES.
With reference to the paragraph which appeared in

a recent issue of Nature regarding the Soci6t4 de
Chimie Industrielle, further particulars as to the scope
of the new society appeared in UEcho dii Commerce
for July 20.^ The object of the societ)^ will be to pro-
mote, the science of chemistry as applied to industry.
Local provincial branches will be formed which, while
being self-governing, will keep in touch with the parent
sodety at Paris.

^
The society will institute res^rch

work with the view of assisting manufacturers and
agricultui^ts. An institute and library are in contem-
plation :^hich will qontain a complete collection of
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French and foreign periodicals devoted to industrial

chemistry, and the society hopes to arrange for meet-
ings, exhibitions, etc., to stimulate activity. A review
—the first number of which is expected to be pub-
lished shortly—will keep manufacturers posted in the

latest developments at home and abroad, describe in-

ventions and processes, and, generally, fill a want
that has been long felt in France. The first council

of the society contains many names prominent in the

scientific and industrial world.

For some days the firing in Flanders has been un-
usually heavy, 'culminating in the Allied attack on
Tuesday, July 31. On Saturday last, July 28, ac-

cording to a message from Amsterdam, the

thunder of the guns reached a greater pitch of

intensity than ever experienced previously. A similar

remark is made by ^he Dover correspondent of

the Times (July 30). The firing heard in that town
was almost continuous throughout the night of July

28-29, and was particularly heavy about midnight and
just before daybreak. A correspondent of the Daily

Telegraph states that, on the afternoon of July 25,

“while yet the hum of the London traffic was
dominant, the sullen boom of the guns in Flanders was
heard in many districts in South London. As the

evening advanced the sound became a low growl, un-

mistalcable, and practically continuous.” The sound
of the heavy firing on Tuesday was also heard dis-

tinctly in London.

The current Quarterly Review^ contains an article by
,

Dr. C. Davison on his investigation of the sound-waves
of the East London explosion of January 19 last.

As stated in Nature for February i (p, 438), ffie

sound-area consists of two detached portions,^ The
inner sound-area is distorted in two main directions.

Towards the east-south-east it reaches Canterbury,

48 miles, and to the north-west Wellingborough,

66J miles; but to the north-east and south the

boundary is only 19 or 20 miles from the source.

The outer sound-area reaches from near Notting-

ham, across the south of Lincolnshire and Norfolk,

to, and no doubt beyond, the east coast of the latter

county. The most distant place at which the sound
was certainly heard is Stow, near Lincoln, 128 miles.

The width of the silent zone 'varies from 28 miles at'

the western and higher end to 48 miles at the eastern

end. Speaking generally, the inner sound-area was
one of single reports and the outer area one of mul-
tiple reports—two, three, and sometimes four reports

being^ heard in quick succession. The existence of

inaudible air-waves was manifested by the shaking
of windows and the disturbance of pheasants, and
the arrival of these waves was not, as a rule, coin-

cident with that of the sound-waves. Within 15 or

20 miles of the source the air-waves passed after

the sound was heard, at greater distances usually
before. The air-waves were not, however, confined
to the sound-areas,^ for their effects were noticed at

sixteen places within the silent zone, nine of them
being in the narrow western portion. The sound
was heard at Ipswich, which lies a few miles from
the northern boundary of the silent zone, and possibly
also at Uipipingham and Lil ford, near the western end.
It is inferred that both the inaudible air-waves and
the sound-waves crossed the silent zone at moderate
heights above the ground, but that the air-waves fol-

lowed a lower path than the sound-waves.

Eari.y in July Mr. Erik Andersson, of Uppsala,
again led to Spitsbergen a geological expedition, which
included Messrs. Adam Reuterskiold, Sven Yd6n, and
Karl Samuelsson. The main object was to continue
the investigation of the Trias and to collect saurians
and fishes. The occurrence of phosphorite at Cape
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Thordsen was to be investigated, as well as the ex-

tent of the coal beds at Pyramid Hill and Biinsowland.

Investigations in the Devonian rocks are to be con-

tinued and their vertebrate fossils collected. A large

expedition of miners and mining engineers also left

Sweden about midsummer to exploit the Coal Measures
of Spitsbergen, and was accompanied by Dr. Anteus
as geologist.

The Committee of the Privy Council for Scientific

and Industrial Research, on the recommendation of

the Advisory Council and at the request of the Home
Office, has sanctioned the appointment of a committee
with the following terms of reference:

—“To inquire

into the types of breathing apparatus used in coal

mines, and by experiment to determine the advantages,

limitations, and defects of the several types of appa-

ratus, what improvements in them are possible,

whether it is advisable that the types used in mines
should be standardised, and to collect evidence bear-

ing on these points.” The members of the committee
are :—Mr. W. Walker, Acting Chief Inspector of

Mines under the Home Office (chairman). Dr. J. S.

Haldane, and Dr. H. Briggs. Mr. A. Richardson has
been appointed secretary to the committee, and Dr. H,
Briggs has been constituted director of the inquiry.

At the representative meeting of the British Medical
Association held on July 26, the council reported that

the only possible method of placing the health adminis-
tration of the country on a sound basis was by the

creation of a Ministry of Health. The recommenda-
tions of the council were as follows :—That a Ministry

of Health should be created to take over from
existing Government Departments such duties as are

concerned with the health of the community, and to

deal with those duties only; that the administrative

functions of the Ministry should be carried out by a
Board presided over by a Minister of Cabinet rank;
that the country be divided into suitable administrative

areas under local administrative health centres consist-

ing of representatives (a) of the rating authorities; (&)

of the education authorities; (c) of the persons con-

tributing to a scheme of health insurance (including

employers of labour); (d) the medical profession; (fi)

public hospitals
; (/) dentists

; {g) pharmacists ; and {h)

nurses
;
that the principal medical officers of each centre

should be two, of equal status, one representing the
clinical side (chief clinical officer) and the other the

preventive side of medicine (medical officer of health);

that for each area, hospitals, clinics, or treatment

centres should be recognised or established at which
persons entitled to treatment under the public scheme
should be able to obtain institutional, consultative, ' or

specialist services on the recommendation of their

medical attendant. The meeting approved of the ap-

pointment of a Ministry of Health by a large majority.

News of the American Crocker Land expedition is

published in Science for June 29 from information
supplied iby Dr. H. J. Hunt, surgeon of the expedi-

tion, who arrived in New York on June 20 from
Greenland via Copenhagen. The exp^ition was at
Etah in northern Greenland when Dr. Hunt left it

last December- He reports that it had enough
provisions to last until about August i this 5^ear, after

which it must depend upon walrus and caribou.

However, -the relief steamer Danmark was at North
Star Bay, a sledge journey of about 150 miles from
Etah, so there should be no fear of the expedition
starving. The Danmark, when Dr. Hunt left her,

was frozen in and short of coal, but had ample stores.

She will .probably get free from the ice this summer,
but in order to ensure the safety of the explorers, the
Neptune has been chartered and sent north under
Capt. R, A. Bartlett. Dr. Hunt, in his journey to
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the Danish settlements of Greenland, had to sledge

1400 miles between December 18, 1916, and April 16

of this year. Part of the way he was accompanied
by the Danish explorer, Knud Rasmussen. Eskimo
were with him throughout the journey. The expedi-
tion, which is under the leadership of Mr. D. B.
Macmillan, reports a considerable amount of work,
especially geological. Seismological O'bservations have
been taken at Etah.

The Trematode, Schistosoma (Bilharzia) mansoni,
occurs frequently in man in Venezuela; adult speci-

mens of this parasite were found by Dr. Risquez (1916)
during post-mortem examinations in- the School of
Medicine at Caracas in 20 per cent, of the cases.
Drs. Iturbe and Gonzdlez have recently published,
from the laboratory of the former, an account (8 pp.,
two plates) of experiments made with the view of find-

ing the intermediate host of this parasite in the neigh-
bourhood of Caracas. The four common fresh-water
“snails” of that area are two species of Planorbis,
an Ampullaria, and a Pliysa, and the first three can be
infected experimentally by adding to the water in

which they are living the ciliated larvae, oi? miracidia,

of S. mansoni, but it is evident that Planorbis giiadelu^

pensis is the only species which naturally serves as the

intermediate host of S. mansoni. The development
of the miracidium in this Planorbis, and the formation
of rediae (described as having a widely open mouth
and a rudimentary gut) and cercariae, are in accord
with the account by Miyairi and Suzuki of the corre-

sponding stages of S. japonicum. The cercariae of S.

mansoni, after escaping from the infected Planorbis,

can live in water for at least twenty-four hours. Ex-
periments on white rats and on young rabbits ’and
dogs showed that they acquire the parasite by the

entry of cercariae by the mouth or through the skin,

though the actual penetration of the skin by the

cercariae was not observed. Naturally infected Plan-
orbis guadelupensis were found in six of the seven

localities examined near Caracas, and of 400 specimens
from one of the canals 120 proved to be infected.

Two interesting and timely contributions^ on ex-

perimental work at the South-Eastern Agricultural

College, Wye, furnish the main features of the June
issue of the Journal of the Board of Agriculture, Prof,

E. S. Salmon summarises the results of several years*

experiments in potato-spraying with Bordeaux and
Burgundy mixtures at the college in an article which,
by the results quoted and the accompanying photo-

graphs, is calculated to remove the last doubt as to

the economic soundness of the practice. In each of the

five years the sprayed crops produced, not only an
increase in the yield of tubers ranging from one ton

to five tons per acre above the yield of the unsprayed
crops, but the proportion of “ ware ”

- and of sound
tubers wasi also markedly superior. The results

further indicate that spraying is only effective when
applied (before the appearance of the “blight,” and
that the benefits of an early spraying can be sub-
stantially increased by a second graying. Wet spray-

ing proved superior to dry spraying in the one com-
parison made.

Dr. j. Vargas Eyre and Mr. S. T. Parkinson con-
tribute to the June issue of the Journal of the Board
of Agriculture a report on an inquiry carried out at

Wye into the possibility of conserving surplus plums
bjr drying. The investigations cover ^the preliminary

treatment of the fruit to facilitate drying, the relative

merits and efficiency of hot-air and vacuum drying,
and the final treatment of the dried product to render
it more attractive, The (best results and most speedy

drying were obtained with the vacuum machine and
at a temperature of to 80® C. The most effective
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preliminary treatment was to expose the plums to the

vapour of chloroform, whereby the rate oi drying was
appreciably reduced and a somewhat superior product

obtained.
* A substantial improvement in the quality

of the product was obtained by heating the dried

plums an a limited quantity of steam in a closed vessel

for a few hours. Further articles of interest in the

same issue of the Journal are an account, by Mr.

G. P. Berry, of studies of pollination problems carried

on in cherry orchards in Kent, and a summary by

Miss W. Brenchiey of observations made at Rotham-
sted on the viability of buried weed seeds.

Mr. S. Hibino, in vol. xxxix. of the Journal of_ the

College of Science, Tokio, has made some observations

on the effect of ‘‘ringing’* the stem of Cornus con-

tromrsa. In these experiments either the cortex alone,

or the cortex together with the outer
^

layer

of wood, was removed. One of the effects of ringing

is to cause a development of anthocyan in the leaves,

not only above, but also below, the seat of injur^^

Tfee leaves also, especially if the wood is injured,

gradually lose their colour and fall earlier than normal

ones. The water content of the leaves of a “ ring^ ”

tree gradually decreases, the uppermost leaves being

the first to be affected. The leaves above the position

of ringing contain more starch and show a much
greater diastase activity and a larger content of re-

ducing sugar, also an excess of oxydase and peroxy-

dase. The buds of ringed trees unfold their leaves

much later the next spring than do those of normal
trees ;

on the other hand, the ringed plants flower

'earlier aiwi more freely than normal ones, and produce

a bigger crop of fruit. Immediately below the seat

of injury there is a marked development of adventi-

tious shoots.

In the July issue of Man Sir^ D. Prain endeavours
to decide the geographical diffusion of kaya and^ betel.

The former, an infusion of Piper rnethysticum, is said

by Drake del Castillo to occur spontaneously and as
a cultivated plant in the Society and Marquesas
Islands. But it has to be kept in mind that such a

plant may be spontaneous without being necessarily

native, and we have no record save that of Drake as

to its having been found in a wild state. It is not wild

in the Sandwich Islands, and it seems to be only a
cultivated plant in Fiji, while it is said not to be
known in those islands which are inhabited by
Papuans. The case of betel {Piper betel) is not so

uncertain. It clearly came to India from the Malay
Peninsula, but it is doubtful if it is a true native of

Java. It is said to be wild in Celebes and pi'obably

in the Moluccas—an interesting point, because these

islands lie east of the “Wallace Line,” and from the

botanical point of view all east of the “ Wallace Line ”

is Papuasia, though it is more usual to consider

Celebes and the Moluccas as integral portions of

Malaysia. The result of the inquiry is that betel is of

Papuasian origin, and that its use spread thence west-
ward to Malaya proper, and from there to India;
while kava is of extra-Papuasian origin, though where
that origin is to be sought is far from certain. All

that can Ibe said with safety is that the probabilities

point to Polynesia.

^
In the Meteorological Office Circular, No. 13, atten-

tion is directed to the official substitution of the names
Richmond” and “ Cahirciveen ” for Kew and Valen-

cia Observatories respectively- The auxiliary sunshine
station wMdh has been called Richmcmd in the
Monthly Weather Report will be known as Richmond
HiiL It is ol interest to note that Valencia Observa-
tory was OTginally on Valencia Island, but was moved
to Cahirciveen in 1891.
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The Jahrhiich des Norwegischen Meteorologischen
Instituts for 1916 has been published. This useful
volume coni'ains detailed observations at the observa-

tories of Christiania and Aas, a summary of the year’s,

observations at twelve stations,^ and
_

the yearly and
monthly means of all the stations in Norway.
addition there is an appendix giving the detailed pres-

sure, temperature, and other readings at Green Har.
hour, Spitsbergen (lat. 78° 2' N., long. 14° 14' E,)^

from September, 1915, to June, 1916,

Recent monthly and annual results of magnetical,
meteorological, and seismological observations, made
at the Royal Alfred Observatory, Mauritius, under
the directorship of A. Walter, give valuable data for

the several elements of specified branches of work.
Observations are brought into line with the change
of units now generally adopted in this and other
European countries, except that for meteorological
results the temperatures are given in degrees Centi-
grade, and to obtain temperatures in Absolute scale

273^ have to be added. This method of giving tem-
perature results has much in its favour, and little

exception can be found provided that the method
adopted is always clearly stated. The magnetical and
meteorological observations in the monthly results

are given for each hour, and the range in the various
elements affords material of value for the inquirer.

A table of monthly rainfall is given for about 150
stations in the island. As 1915 closes the eighth
quinquennial period of observations, the annual report
gives the monthly and yearly normals of the meteoro-
logical elements for forty years. Moderq units are
employed. Attention is directed to a marked
periodicity with an interval of about eighteen and a
quarter years between successive maxima in certain

elements, and a more detailed discussion of Ih^ forty

years’ records is promised. More information on
methods employed would enhance the value of results

and would prevent possible misunderstanding; for

instance, the table of results for forty years bears no
evidence that the atmospheric pressure observations
are uncorrected for height above sea-level, 181 ft.,

or that all other corrections have been applied, but
the system generally adopted can be culled from parts
of the monthly publications.

Ax/the meeting of the conference of delegates of the

Corresponding Societies of the British Association held
in London on July 5 Mr. T. Sheppard was asked
to open a discussion on the metric system, as showing
the need for some such scheme in the interests of the

advancement of science.
^

Mr. Sheppard gave an
account of the various specimens of money scales and
weights in use from early Greek and Roman to Vic-
torian times. By far the finest collection of these
money scales in the country, consisting of more than
200 varieties of boxes, now in the Hull Museum, was
brought together by Mr. Sheppard, with the help of

Mr. J. F. Musham, of Selby. The lecturer dealt with
the absurdities of the system of weights and measures,
illustrated, as regards money weights, by a series of
specimens from the Hull collection. A long discus-
sion ensued, which was continued on the following
day. Mr. Sheppard’s paper will be printed in extenso
in the annual report of the British Association.

The Canadian Department of Mines has issued the
annual report on the mineral production of Canada
for the year igi/;, and it is satisfactory to note that,
in spite of the adverse conditions necessarily created
by the war, the mineral industry is in a flourishing
condition. Although the value of. the production has
not reached the high record of 1913, it nevertheless
shows an increase of 6-4 per cent, over that of 1914,
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this increase beings-', however, by no means
unifornl all round. There have been considerable de-

creases in the production of such building materials

as clay, lime, sand, etc., whilst the quantities of all

the metals produced, with the sole exception of silver,

show marked increases; the increase in the output

of pig-iron produced from Canadian ores amounts to

nearly 63 per cent., and in the output of copper to

33 <^ent. Of non-metallic minerals, coal is still

by far the most important, its value being returned

as 23*42 per cent, of the total -value of all Canadian
mineral products; the output, practically 135 million

(short) tons, shows a trifling falling off from the out-

put in 1914; this decrease appears to be entirely due
to shortage of labour. In this connection, attention

may be directed to Bulletin No. 14, recently issued

by 'the department, on “The Coalfields and Coal In-

dustry of Eastern Canada,” which gives an excellent

account—historical, geological, technical, and econ-

omic—of the coalfields of the maritime provinces.

The important part that these coalfields are playing
in the industrial development of Canada is well

brought out in this useful monograph,

, In the Christiania Forhand, 1907, Prof. C. Stormer
gave a theoretical discussion of the motion of an
electron round a centre of force from which a mag-
netic and also an electrostatic field originated, a
problem which has also been treated by Principal

Hicks in the Proc. Royal Soc. (vol. xci., A). In a

publication recently received, “ Sur un Probleme relatif

au mouvement des Corpuscules^ Electriques dans
Pespace cosrnique” (Christiania : Videnskabssel Rabets
Skrifter, 1917), Prof. Stormer gives a series of numerical
calculations of orbits about a magneto-electric centre.

Obviously orbits of given energy must be confined to

surfaces -of revolution about the magnetic axis. Dia-
grams "and photographs of these surfaces are given
in profusion, the latter being obtained by photograph-
ing the rapid rotation of a whitened wire bent to the
shape of the generating curve. The title of the
memoir is somewhat misleading, for it is purely
mathematical, and there is no discussion of the bear-

ing of the results obtained upon the problem of the
motion of electrons in cosmic space.

The paper on dielectric losses in insulating mate-
rials read before the American Institute of Electrical

Engineers in March by Mr. C. E. Skinner, of the
research department of the Westinghouse Company,
is published in full in the June number of the Journal
of the Franklin Institute. The material is tested

either in sheets or when built into the transformer
or alternator in which it is used. It is subjected to

an alternating voltage up to 50 kilovolts at a fre-

quency of 25 to 60. The power absorbed by the in-

sulator is measured by the quadrant electrometer watt-
meter method, the difference of potential between the
needle and quadrants of the electrometer depending
on the voltage applied to the specimen, while the
difference of potential between the .pairs of quadrants
is proportional to the current taken by the specimen.
The curves for the various materials given in the
paper show that the power absorbed by the dielectric

is equal to tlie product of a constant into the nth
power of the voltage applied. The value of n is not
given, but from the curves it appears for a given

^ material to be nearly independent of the temperature
and of the frequency of the alternations, while the
constant depends on both these quantities.

A PAPER on “The Action of Chemical and Physical
Agents on some Types of Scientific Glassware,” by

J. D. Cauwood, S. English, and W. E. S. Turner,
was read at the meeting of the Society of Glass Tech-
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nology held in Manchester on July 25. Soon after the
outbreak of war, chiefly owing to the insistent de-

mands of the Sheffield steel w^orks’ chemists, steps

were taken to promote the manufacture of high-grade
chemical ware in this country. How well the glass

manufacturers have risen to the occasion is shown by
the results given in the paper, for it appears that
glasses have been produced as good as, if not better, in

some respects, than, the best German glasses. The
method employed in the research had been to subject

Jena glass, five new British resistance glasses, and a
few chemical glasses made in Allied and neutral coun-
tries to a series of fourteen definite tests. In every
test applied the British glasses compared most favour-
ably with Jena glass, in some of the tests even sur-
passing it.

Prof. J.^ Sebelien, of the Norwegian Agricultural
High School of Aas, has recently {Tidsskr, for Keyni,
Farmad og Terapi, Nos. 5-8, 1917) published the re-

sults of a comparative examination of chemical glass
and porcelain ware and of filter paper from various
sources. It would appear that owing to the war the
former German monopoly is also threatened in neutral
laboratories. The Swedish glass of the Limmared
works compares favourably with Jena glass as regards
resistance to chemical reagents, particularly to potass-
ium hydroxide, which dissolves considerable quantities
of silica and of boric acid from Jena glass. The
laboratory porcelain of the Royal Porcelain Works at

Worcester was found to be quite as good as that of

the Berlin factory; both these are superior to the
Haldenwanger and the Bayeux products. The author
confirms the findings of the National Physical Labora-
tory with regard to the Worcester porcelain, which is

slightly less resistant to heat changes than that manu-
factured in Berlin, and slightly more resistant to

chemical reagents. Munktell’s Swedish filter paper
vras found superior to others tried as regards low ash
content and uniformity, some of the German kinds
showing considerable variations. The Whatman
papers compare favourably with the German makes,
the excellence of which is by no means so exclusive
as the makers would suggest. With respect to chem-
icals, Norway appears to have been almost absolutely
dependent on imports from Germany, but some sub-
stances are now being manufacture. The author
points out that the war has taught Great Britain to

free herself from Germany in the matter of pure
laboratory reagents, and expects that after the w^ar

these will be obtainable in his country at the same
prices as the German products.

Engineering for July 27 contains an account, with
drawings, of the wooden ships which are being built

in the United States in order to compensate for the
•war losses in the mercantile marine without making
great demands on steel, which is _required in ever-

increasing quantities for war munitions. The specifi-

cations for the ships illustrated were prepared by Mr.
Theodore Ferris, the naval architect of the IJnited

States Government Shipping Board. The vessels are
of the single-deck type, 281 ft. 6 in. long, 46 ft. beam,
and 26 ft. moulded depth. The total estimated dead-
weight is 3500 (long) tons; the sea speed, loaded, will

be 10 knots, and two 3-in. guns will be carried. Four
caulked watertight wooden bulkheads extend to the
upper deck, forming two cargo holds and the machinery
space. The propelling machinery may consist of one
triple-expansion engine, or twin-screw reciprocating

engines, or geared turbines, subject to the approval of
the owners. The timber used in the construction of
the vessels may be either dense southern yellow pine
or Douglas fir, with stern-post, rudder-post, etc., of
white oak^ Wood knees will be of hackmatack or oak.
Joiner sheathing and decks will he of cypress.
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Messrs. W. Heffer akd Sons, Ltd., Cambridge,

have published a useful catalogue (No. i66) of scientific

books, periodicals, and publications of scientific

societies, which will be sent upon written application.

It is conveniently classified under the headings of agri-

cultur© and husbandry * horses and horsemanship \

botany; chemistry; geology, mineralogy, and palae-

ontology; zoology, biology, and Nature-study; physi^

logy, anatomy, and medicine (sub-section, dentistry)

;

mathematics, physics, and engineering; and astronomy.

It includes a selection from the library of Dr. L. C-

Miall, and works on
.

conchology and malacology,

mainly from the library of the late Prof. H. M.
Gwatkin.

Sotheran’s “Price Current of Literature” (H.

Sotheran and Co., 140 Strand, W.C.2), No. 769, has

just appeared under the appropriate title of “ The His-

tory of Civilisation,” seeing that it deals with works on

anthropology, folk-lore, archaeology, and sociology. It

is a valuable catalogue, classified under the headings

of general works, early and primitive man, and the

dawn of civilisation—(a) Oriental and (&) Occidental—

and contains particulars of the library of the late Sir

Laurence Gomme.

A NEW and revised edition of vol. i. of Dr. G.

McCall Theal’s “ History and Ethnography of Africa

South of the Zambesi” is announced for immediate

publication by Messrs. George Allen and Unwin, Ltd.

The work covers the period from the settlement of

the Portuguese at Sofala in September,^ 1505, to the

conquest of Cape Colony by the British in September,

1795 -

A CATALOGUE (No, 376) of books on architecture,

art, archaeology, etc., has just been issued by Mr. F.

Edwgrrds, 83 High Street, Marylebone, W.i.

OVR ASTROnOMlCAL COLUMN.
Comet 1916& (Wolf).—^The following is a con-

tinuation of Messrs. Crawfurd and Alter ’s ephemeris,

of this comet for Greenwich midnight, as given in

Lick Obs. Bulletin, No. 295 :

—

1917 R.A.
h. m. 5.

Decl.

« j //

Log A Bright-
ntss

Aug. I 23 29 14 + 22 10 13 o-oo88 2*68

3 30 48 21 44 21 0*0065
2*685 32 15 21 16 23 0*0043

7 33 33 20 46 20 0*0023

2*679 34 44 20 14 14 0*0005

II 33 48 iq 40 6 9-9989

13 36 44 19 4 0 9.9976 2*65

^5 37 32 18 25 s8 9.9965
2*6i17 38 14 17 46 5 9

-

99S7
19 38 49 17 4 26 9-9953
21 39 18 16 21 8 9-9931 2*55

23 39 41 15 36 17 9-9953
2*4825 39 38 14 50 2 9-9959

27 40 10 14 2 31 9*9968

29 40 18 13 13 55 9-9981 2*39

31 40 22 12 24 23 9*9998

The unit of brightness is that on April 21. An
ephemeris by Dr. Kobold (Ast. Nach., No. 4892) gives
the magnitude of the comet during early August as
10^0. The comet will be in opposition on Septem-
ber 17.

VIABLE Proper Motion of S Cassiopei^e.—^An in-
vestigation of the Pulkowa observations of the zenith
star 8 Cassiopeiae has been made by L. Cburvoisier
in relation to Guthnick^s discovery that this star is
an eclipsing variable having a period of about 2-1

years (AsL Nach.,^ 4^9 ,
It results from the dis-

cussion that there is a variation in the proper motion
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arising from the binary character of the star, and
that the amplitude in declination of the two-yearly

oscillation amounts to 0*04'' ±o*oi". The correction

to the assumed value for the aberration constant

•20*47^, is +o*oi", and the deduced parallax of the

star is +o-ii".

The Needs of Astronomy.—The Astronomy Com-
mittee of the National Research Council of the United

States has issued an interesting report on the most
pressing needs of astronomy. The best immediate use

of a fund for astronomical research is considered to be

the provision of increased facilities for observations in

the southern hemisphere, and the erection of large

reflectors in both hemispheres for the extension of

nearly every research to very faint stars. The pro-

vision of more assistants to aid in carrying on exten-

sive routine observations would also secure a relatively

great increase in the output of existing institutions.

The t^^enty examples of work of a more or less routine

character which are specified include determinations of

the positions of all
^

stars of ninth magnitude and
brighter, proper motions of all stars down to mag.
nitude 7-5, and parallaxes of all stars down to mag-
nitude 6 and of specially selected fainter stars. Photo-

metric observations of all stars to ninth magnitude,
determinations of the radial velocities of all stars of

magnitude 6 and brighter, and the more systematic

observation of double and variable stars also form part

of the suggested programme. One important outcome
of such routine work would be the publication of a
catalogue of all stars down to magnitude 6-5, giving

for each the approximate position, proper motion,
radial velocity, magnitude, spectrum, colour index, etc.,

which, it is suggested, should be brought up to date

every three years. The possible services that astro-

nomers can render in the war are under consideration.

THE TRANSLITERATION OF RUSSIAN.
'^HE transliteration of Oriental and other characters
-*• into Roman script naturally varies with the

genius of the language into which the transliteration

is made. The diversity of the resulting metamorphoses
is bewildering, and any attempt to evolve cosmos ouc

of this chaos should be welcome. As regards Russian
names, with which we are immediately concerned,
such an attempt has been made, for bibliographical
purposes, by the Russians themselves, under the aus-

pices of no less an authority than the Academy of

Sciences of Petrograd.
To give some idea of the importance of this system

of transliteration, the use of which has not yet ex-

tended beyond scientific circles, a brief relation of the

circumstances which led to its inception may not be
out of place. The beginning of this century witnessed
the birth of a great scientific bibliography, published
by the Royal Society of London under the title of “The
International Catalogue of Scientific Literature." It

is, in effect, a continuation of the Royal Society’s

“Catalogue of Scientific Papers,” which is now in

course of completion up to the dose of last century.

It is carried on, as its name implies, by international
oo-operation, and it is supported by almost the whole
of the civilised world. One of its distinctive features

being that it records the work of scientific investi-

gators in their original language, the alphabetical
arrangement of authors’ names necessitated the adop-
tion of a system of transliteration for each language
which does not employ Roman script. The Petrograd
Academy of Sciences thereupon applied itself to the

problem of Russian names, and referred the matter
to a^ special committee consisting of H. G. Zaleman
(chairman), F. E. Kors, E. 1 . Lamanskij, N, A. Men-
§utkin, and A. A. Sachmatov. The result of its
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deliberations was the elaboration of a system of which

the underlying principle can be explained in a very

few words. It is based, on the phonetic value of the

Bohemian alphabet. Bohemian being a Slav language

which employs Roman script, the materials for a con-

sistent and intelligible scheme of transliteration lie

ready to hand. This alphabet with its diacritic signs

enables us in most cases to represent one Russian

letter by one Roman letter, and this in itself con-

stitutes "an improvement on the systems previously in

vogue, notably on the Continent of Europe, most of

which are vitiated by imperfect phonetic apprehension.

The following is a summary of the report of the

committee :

—

“ The basis of the transcription is the phonetic value

of Roman letters in the Bohemian alphabet :

—

a 6 B r Jt i? k .i m ii o it p c t y
a b v g d n s /, j k I m n o p r s t It f
X It "I in m LI 9 G

ch c c s fc y e e f i

n, 10, at the beginning of a syllable, and consequently

also after 'l, l, which are omitted, are written ja, ju, but,

after consonants with which they form one syllable, la, lu.

In like manner e and Ii after l, B are written je, je, but

after consonants simply e, e. At the beginning of proper

names the simple e should be used, eg. Egorov, not

Jegorov. After l, i should be replaced by ji.

“ The letter b is not transcribed, but l at the end of a

word and before consonants is written i, eg, ,T;aTL = dati,

ItOHL — koni, doJiLiiiofi = bolisoj. The accented e pro-

nounced jo is represented, as in Russian, by e, but in the

case of proper names the diaeresis should not be used

unless the author himself uses it, eg* TepHHmeBTb =
Cernysev, EBiuiiH'B = Evsin, Bepe3inrL= Berezin.’’

To attempt by any system of spelling to reproduce

the well-nigh infinite inflexions of the human voice

is to attempt the impossible, but there is one im-

portant point in the above scheme which, whether by
inadvertence or design, seems to have been passed

over. No mention is made of the genitive termina-

tion 10, where r invariably has the sound of v.

Jl^odparo were better transcribed Dobravo than Dobrago.

It may be objected that such a system is not suited

to English-speaking countries, that the introduction

of the Bohemian alphabet further complicates matters.

The reply is that it was devised, not with special refer-

ence to English or for the purposes of teaching, but

primarily to meet the needs of international biblio-

graphy. It should be mentioned that it has been

adopt^ by the Royal Society in its “Catalogue of

Scientific Papers ” and by “ Minerva : Jahrbuch der

gelehrten Welt,” published at Strassburg, and that it is

obligatory for all work in connection with the Inter-

national Catalogue of Scientific Literature. It seems
opportune at the present moment to direct^ attention

to the existence of a system of transliteration which

it is hoped will in time supersede all others for biblio-

graphical purposes, and which bears the imprimatur
of the Russian authorities, who earnestly desire its

extended adoption. ‘ Edward Foord.

SCIENCE IN EDUCATION AND
ADMINISTRATION,

The subjoined Memorandum has been approved by
the Senate of the University of London and trans-

mitted to the Treasury, the Board of Education, the

Civil Service Commission, the Committee on Science
in the Educational System of Great Britain appointed
by the Government, and the Royal Society :

—
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1. Primary and secondary education should be

directed towards making active and useful citizens,

and should include the development of mind and
character ,and instruction in the fundamental
branches of knowledge.

Literary, linguistic, mathematical, and scientific

studies should be regarded as fundamental branches
of knowledge, and each pupil should receive some
instruction in all these branches. In the case of
pupils who pursue their education beyond the age of
sixteen, these subjects should as a rule be continued,
and public and secondary schools should not under-
take specialised training in professional subjects.

Opportunities for learning Latin and Greek should
be given in one or more schools in every educational
area.

While it is not desirable that it should be com-
pulsory on all pupils, some form of artistic and
manual training is to be regarded as of very high
importance.

2. The teaching of natural science (including
physics and chemistry) should be compulsoi-y in all

secondary schools, both boys’ and girls’ schools,
3. All secondary schools retaining pupils beyond

the age of sixteen should be capable of providing in-

struction in the science subjects of the entrance ex-
aminations of the universities up to the standard
required for these examinations.

4. Special technical day schools, in accordance with
local needs, should be established in all industrial
centres for boys and girls between thirteen and sixteen
years of age who wish to enter the technical (including
engineering, chemical, and artistic) industries at the
age of sixteen.

5. In order to secure for science teaching the posi-
tion to which it is entitled, and which for the benefit
of die nation it ought to occupy, the schemes under
w’hich the great public schools are administered
should in each case contain provisions to the effect :

—

(a) That the governing body shall include a sub-
stantial number of representatives of the learned and
scientific societies, and

(b) That members of the governing body shall not
(

hold office for life.

Without such provisions, it is probable that men
distinguished by mathematical or scientific attain-
ments will continue to be at a disadvantage in apply-
ing for appointment to headmasterships of public
schools.

Greek should not be a compulsory subject for en-
trance scholarships to these schools; and adequate
facilities (including equipment) for learning science
should be available for, and accessible to, all their
pupils.

^

6. The number of branches in which a first univer-
sity degree can be taken should not be unduly multi-
plied, but students who have taken a firsii degree in
science should be encouraged by the institution of
higher [M.Sc,] degrees, especially in technical
branches, to specialise in particular branches of
science, or in their applications to industry. The
preparation for such degrees should include some train-
ing in the methods of research.

7. The present arrangement for the selection of
first division clerks in the Civil Service should be
modified so that on every occasion an adequate pro-
portion of those appointed must have had mathe-
matical or scientific training.

8. In all selections for the higher administrative
posts for the Government Departments the work of
which is of a scientific or technical character the
official^ selected ought to have received such a scienti-

fic training as will fit him to understand tibe charac-
ter of the work for the organisation of which he will
be responsible.
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RADIO-ACTIVE HALOS.^

This discourse is concerned with certain very minute
objects of the rocks—so minute as to be visible

only with the .aid of the microscope—known to

petrologists by the cumbersome name of “pleochroic

halos.*’ Although we shall be occupied mainly in con-

sidering quite recent additions to our knowledge of

halos, yet, in view of the fact that many of this audi-

ence will probably hear of them now for the first time,

it is necessary to begin with some elementary remarks.

The halos of the rocks have been known since the

application of the microscope to rock study; but until

recently their origin* and nature were quite unknown.
Nor could it have been otherwise, for they find their

explanation in the facts of radio-active science only

—

a science the origin of which dates back but little

before the beginning of the present century. The
student of the rocks in past times seems to have re-

garded these objects with but little more than passing
interest. Had he paid more attention to them a case

replete with extraordinary mystery could have been
made out, and one which at the time must have re-

mained absolutely inexplicable. The lack of attention

to the detail displayed by halos, and the failure of the

earlier observers to notice the mathematical regularity

of their dimensions, well illustrate how advance in

one domain of science may influence our recognition

of facts in another.

The most familiar type of halo consists simply of a
darkened (border surrounding some minute mineral par-

ticle within the rock. The formation of the coloured
border indicates some alteration in the medium in

which it is formed, and this alteration is evidently

conditioned by the presence of the central mineral.

If the latter is very small and about equally developed
in all directions, halo takes on the form of a sphere
having at its centre the mineral which has originated
it. In a section of the medium containing the halo
this sphere appears as a coloured disc; but as we find

the same appearance, no matter in what direction we
section the halo, its spherical form is 'beyond doubt.

Certain facts respecting the formation of halos have
for long been available. Only quite a few substances
can originate a halo. Of tliese the minerals zircon
and ortlute are the commonest, and the first much
more so than the second. Again, only in certain media
surrounding such minerals can a halo.be developed.
Of such media the several varieties of brown mica
are the most abundant and the most valuable. It

would appear that all media sensitive to the forma-
tion of halos contain iron as a constituent.

While these facts have long been available, the next
I have to mention is a recently discovered one. All
those minerals which give rise to halos are found,
when examined in large crystals, to contain radio-
active substances.

Now, such substances, we well know, are continu-
ally radiating. They give out various sorts of rays.
This leads us_to suspect that the halo may, in fact, be

f
CTierated in some way by these radiations.
here are three sorts of radiations—the a, P, and y

rays. The last two cannot .possibly be responsible.
They are^ far too penetrating to account for these
microscopic effects. The a rays can alone be con-
cerned.

Before pursuing further our inquiry in this direction,
let us examine the nature of the halo itself. It is not
merely a stain or kxigment of colouring matter in the
medium. If we apply optical examination with polar-
ised li^t to a halo in brown mica we find that the
peculiar optacaJ properties of the mica, which are, of

F
^ lostuution on Friday. May xt, by
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course, referable to the orderly arrangement prevailing
among its molecules, exist within the halo just as
elsewhere. In fact, we might say .they are accen-
tuated. The remarkable absorption of the ray polarised
in the plane of cleavage of the mica is more complete
in the halo. We occasionally see a halo which ex-
tends across the edges of two distinct flakes of mica.
If the light is polarised and the plane of polarisation

is in .the plane of cleavage of one of the flakes, and
is inclined to the cleavage of the other flake, that part
of the halo which is contained in the first crystal of

mica is intensely black. In the other crystal of mica
the halo is much lighter in colour. Plainly the effect

upon the mica, however exerted, has been such as to

increase the absorption of a ray vibrating in the plane
of cleavage. The crystallographic structure has not
been disturbed. If iron is not a constituent of the
medium no visible effect is produced.

Of the last statement we sometimes find very beau-
tiful evidence in the case of halos which originate

from a nucleus located outside the sensitive medium,
but within a certain distance of it. Fig. i will ex-

plain. The originating crystal is in quartz, a sub-

stance which never contains halos. There is no iron

in its constitution. But the halo-forming influence ex-

tends to a neighbouring crystal of mica. This influ-

ence, which develops an outlying part of the halo-

sphere in the mica, must have traversed the quartz.

It has left no
record therein.

If the halo was
something o f

the nature of a
stain diffused

outwards from
the central sub-
stance—as some
,of the earlier

observers main-
tained—the ab-

sence of the
colouring mate-
rial from the
quartz is not Fio. i.—Nucleus of halo located outside a sensitive

easily ex- medium,

plained. But if

the halo is—as we have hinted—due to radiations pro-

ceeding from the zircon—radiations which only affect

certain unstable atoms—the appearance at once finds

simple explanation. The quartz is not sensitive to the
rays; the mica is.

But the primary evidence for the radio-active origin
of tshe halo is to be found in its dimensions. The fully

developed halo has been found in .two sizes. One of
these shows a radial dimension of 0*0333 mm.; the
other scales,^ radially, 0-0408 mm. There are two
primary radio-active elements, as everyone knows

—

uranium and thorium.
^
If the central or originating

substance contains uranium it will of necessity contain
all the eight a-ray-emitting substances which" the
uranium-radium series embraces. Similarly, if the
central substance contains thorium, there are seven
05-ray-producing substances which must be present.
Now each of these various radiating substances emits
a rays which possess a certain specific velocity of
emission, and, consequently, a specific power of pene-
tration. The most

^
penetrating ray of the uranium

series is that of radium-C. In air this ray will travel
6*94 cm. before it comes to rest. The most penetrating
ray of the thorium series is that of thorium-Cj. This
will penetrate S-60 cm. before coming tjo rest. A very
few rays travel further, but this does not affect the
matter. Now Bragg has shown how we may calcu-
late the range in any medium if we know its chemical
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composition and its density. W-e can, accordingly,

calculate what the range of these extreme rays should

be in mica. When we do so we get exactly the dimen-
sions of the two sorts of halo. We shall presently

see that even this evidence is but a part of the case

for the radio-active origin of the halo.

Uranium halos—that is^ to say, those in which
uranium is the parent radio-active mineral contained

in the central zircon—are common. Such are not
generally capable of accurate measurement. But in

clear, flawless mica, viewed on the plane of cleavage,

halos of extraordinary delicacy and sharpness of out-

line are sometimes met with. Again, the halo is often

completely blackened up. Such halos may be described

as “over-exposed.” As in the case of different expo-

sures in photography, we find every gradation in the

amount of detail according to the amount of action

which has taken place.

We must remember that the causes which have
given rise to halo are highly complex. We may
represent the v^eral rays concerned as generating a
number of concentric spheres of ionisation, the radii

of which are in correct relative proportion to the pene-
tration of the several rays.

Fig. 2.—The eight ionisation curves forming the uranium halo.

But this fails to represent the full complexity of the
conditions. Each ray behaves in a very remarkable
way. To enter into this matter here is impossible.
We must be content to recall that the effects of the
a ray in ionising the medium in which it travels varies
along its path. It appears certain that its influence on
the mica, or in whatever mineral it generates the
halo, depends upon its power of ionising the atoms
with which it comes into effective contact. Now .the

number of ions created along its path remains at first

fairly constant, but rapidly increases towards the close
of its career, just -before its effects become naught.

well-known curve shows the manner in which
the ionising effects in air of a single a -particle vary
along its course. This curve applies to all rays, how-
ever short the range

;
we must simply curtail the length

of the earlier part of the curve when the range is

short.

Now, if we assume that the distribution of effects of
the ray along its course in the mica are much che same
as they are in a gas, we see that along any radius of
the halo-sphere we must admit the effects of eight
rays, eadb ray penetrating a distance depending on its

initial velocity and acting upon the mica in the manner
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Fig. 3.—Integral curve of ionisation for uranium

halo.

represented by the Bragg curve of ionisation. Fig. 2

shows you this state of affairs. We assume that by
adding the ordinates at any point we can find the
integral or total i-onisation due to all eight rays so
far as they produce an effect at that point. The curve
of total ionisation

follows (Fig. 3).

But even this

curve does not re-

present the entire

conditions. It may
be said to repre-

sent the effects

along a radius of

the sphere which
has been traversed

by all the eight

rays. But the
radii of the sphere
are, of course,

diverging from the

centre. The net

effects which gene-
rate the halo must
therefore g r 0 w
weaker outwards.
W'hen we make
the requisite allow-

a n c e for this,

nearly all the de-

tail of the last

curve disappears,

and we are given as the theoretical structure of the halo

a steadily diminishing density outwards until we reach

such a distance from the centre that RaCi or ThCi

—

as the case may be—^begins to exert its separate effects.

These effects then

appear as a pen-

umbra-like border
surrounding

^

the
inner darkening. I

now show you, for

the case of the

uranium halo, this

final curve of de-

velopment (Fig. 4).

Halos exhibiting a
character in fair

conformity with
the curve are not
uncommon.

But, as I have
said above, less ex-

posed halos show
considerable detail.

We find, in fact,

that separate and
individual rings
are developed in

the growing halo.

Plainly this should
not be if the de-

velopment was in

accordance* with
the last c.urve.
Under favourable

conditions such re-

calcitrant halos are

met with. It is

quite evident that

they are out of
curve. The growth
darkening outwards
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—^The integral curve modified by

spreading of the rays.

agreement with the theoretical

'has not been one of uniform
with the final addition of

the penumbra due to RaCj. And, most coiitra<iictory

of all, we see that the effects of RaCi show themselves
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while the inner rings are still in an early stage of
development.
But if now we return to the first curve of develop-

ment—that one which takes no account of the spread-
ing of the rays—we

^

find a scheme of development
which closely coincides with the actual details as oh-
served in the process of halo-growth.

First, we have a solitary ring:, or shell, of ionisation
surrounding the nucleus. In its earlier stages it is not
easy to photograph. It plainly corresponds with the
first conspicuous maximum of the ionisation curve
(Fig. 3). This I call the first ring. The rays from
Ux and Uo are chiefly responsible for it. This first

ring, accentuated and darkened within, is often found
in a succeeding stage of development along with the
earliest impression of the outermost ring of all, that
due to RaCi. Next, outside the first ring, appears a
very delicate and seldom-found ring, which I name
the second ring. It corresponds, apparently, with the
first notable excrescence on the downward slope of
the curve. By the time this ring has developed, the
inner region of the halo has considerably blackened
up. Nor have I found this second ring without the
presence of a third ring surrounding it, and evidently
referable to the next excrescence on the curve. At
this stage, too, we find that RaCx has still further
registered its effects.

The stage which succeeds shows the inner detail out

jj
to the third ring
obliterated in the
accumulating ion-
isation. There is

now, therefore, a
central pupil sur-
rounded by the
third ring and out-
side all the border
due to RaCi* A
yet more odvanced
stage finds the
third ring also
swallowed up in
the inner darken-'
ing. This is the
stage which in it-

r
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3
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Fig. 5.—Integral curve for emanation halo

showing position of lirst ring.

self is deceptive as
to the true course of development of the halo.
The successive features of the developing uranium

halo have been indicated above the curve of integral
ionisation. The features numbered i, 2, and 3 are
the first, second, and third rings; 4 shows the limiting
position of the radius of the pupil w^hen all is blackened
up wdthin

; 5 is the ring due to RaC^.
An interesting modification of the uranium halo is

found in the mica^ of County Carlow. The a rays of
Ui and U3, of ionium and of radium, have apparently
played no part in its genesis. The parent substance
responsible for the halo is the short-lived emanation
of radium. This element, and those derived from it,

alone take part in its formation. Consequently, only
four out of the eight a-ray-expelling substances are
concerned in its architecture. As these include the
furthest reaching ray—that of RaC^—the outside
dimension of the halo is the same as that of the com-
plete uranium halo.

When w’e plot the integral ionisation curve of this
halo we get an initiating ring of appreciably larger
radius than is associated with the beginning of the
uranium halo (Fig. 5). And it is by this larger initiat-
ing ring

_
that the new halo is identified. In later

stages it is difficult to differentiate it from the uranium
halo.

The mode of origin of the emanation halo is interest-
ing. All through the mica in which these halos are
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found there is evidence that radio-active solutions or

gases were at one time transported along minute
channels or cracks.^ These channels are bordered with
radio-active darkening, showing just such an appear-

ance as Rutherford got in the walls of a capillary tube

containing condensed emanation of radium. Again,

the darkening around the^ conduit in the mica may
often possess the radial dimension of the first ring.

Along such conduits we find every now and again

a refracting particle which acts as the nucleus of an
emanation halo. Apparently the particle has served to

condense the emanation or to absorb it, and thus

becomes the centre of radiation for a rays given out

by substances which are derived from the emanation

by further disintegration. Consequently, emanation

halos are found developed along such cracks or con-

duits, often presenting the appearance of beads upon

a string.
(To he continued.)

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE.

Prof. H. Roger has been elected to succeed the

late Prof. Landouzy as dean of the Paris Faculty of

Medicine.

A CHAIR of tropical pathology has been established

in the University of Lima, Peru, and Dr. J. Arce

has been appointed professor.

By the will of the late Sir Charles Holcroft a be-

quest of 5000L is made to the University of Birming-

ham, to establish a Charles Holcroft Research Fund.

The Museums’ Association proposes to hold a con-

ference at a town in the midland counties in October

next to discuss, among other subjects, local war
museums and the Board of Education and museums.
Mr. Fisher, President of the Board of Education, has

pointed out the necessity for promoting the advance-

ment and application of art to industry in a more
direct and extensive manner after the war, when indus-

trial development will demand all po.ssible aid. This

is work that equally concerns many museums. The
reorganisation of education, both elementary and

secondary, foreshadowed by Mr. Fisher, also calls for

the active co-operation of museums, and is the oppor-

tunity for closer co-ordination of their work with the

schools. Both subjects to be considered concern
museum committees, as well as curators, and members
of museum committees are, therefore, specially invited

to attend the proposed conference.

Following the lead of other educational bodies, the

Association of Assistant-masters in Secondary Schools
has issued a statement of the educational policy of

its members. The aim of education, it is said, should
be to secure the healthy, physical, mental, and moral
development of the child, so that he will take his place

in the community as an efficient citizen. The national
system of education should provide, the policy urges,
for the compulsory full-time education of every child

up to the age of sixteen years at least. Continued
secondary education, from the age of sixteen to

eighteen, should be preparatory to university education
or to business or professional life. No child who has
showm_ capacity to profit by a course of secondary
education should be refused admission to the schools,
even if the child has to be fed and clothed at the
public expense to enable him to attend. No boy should
be admitted to a university under the age of eighteen.
Science should be included in the curriculum of pupils
under fourteen years of age, and it is laid down that
every candidate taking the first school examination
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at about sixteen years of age must have completed an

approved course in science. These are a few only of

the demands of the assistant-masters, but they will

serve to show how far behind the ideals of this bcxiy

of schoolmasters is the present system of education

in this country.

Two courses of twelve lectures each on “The Dc-

sic^ning and Computing of Telescope Systems ” will be

dSivered at the Imperial College of Science, South

Kensington, by Prof A. E. Conrady, during this

month and next, commencing on August 13. The lec-

tures will be given in connection with the newly

formed department of technical optics at the college,

under the direction of Prof. F. J. Cheshire. The im-

portance of optical designing and computing, together

with evidence of i^ neglect in the past by English

opticians, has been one great lesson of the war. Seri-

ous delays in the production of optical munitions have

arisen from the inability of manufacturers to obtain

the necessary constructional data for the sj^slems re-

quired. Many manufacturers are still under the im-

pression that satisfactory designs cannot be obtained

without the making up of a succession of samples in

the workshop, in each one of which an attempt is made
to correct the errors found by the testing of the sample
which immediately preceded it. Experience has shown,
however, that the necessary constructional data, such
as curves, diameters, thicknesses, and separations for

given glasses, can be obtained by calculation alone, and
that so satisfactorily that a manufacturer is justified

in putting in hand an order for a large number of

systems without the making up and testing of a single

sample. In first-class designing the trial-and-error

work is done on paper only, whereas by the older and
less efficient methods the theoretical’ trial-and-error

work of the computer must be checked and tested

from time to time by practical trial-and-error work on
a number of workshop constructions. The manufac-
turer of the future who is not in a position to enlist

as required the services of a competent designer—^that

is, one capable of producing satisfactory designs by
pen-and-paper work only—will, th'ercfore, be at a great
disadvantage as compared with competitors who have
such assistance available. The courses of lectures at

the Imperial College have been decided upon for the
immediate purpose of assisting manufacturers in the
production of optical munitions of war, but at the same
time they will give to those manufacturers anjpppor-
tunity of furthering the lechnical education of such of

their employees as are,, or will be, responsible Jot the
scientific direction of their work in matters of optical

design, and thus ensure, so far as possible, favour-
able conditions for entering into that keen commercial
struggle which must inevitably follpw the attainment
of peace. The lectures will appeal also to those who,
having the necessary mathematical knowledge, are
anxious to learn the theory and practice of optical
designing. Intending students should apply to the
Director, Technical Optics Department, Imperial Col-
lege, South Kensincfton, London, S.W.7.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES,
London.

Geological Society, June 20.—Dr. Alfred Harker,
president, in the chair.—Dr. A. Holmes : The Pre-
Cambrian and associated rocks of the district of
Mozambique. Beyond the coastal and volcanic beds
of Mozambique (described in a previous contribution,
Abs. Proc, Geol. Soc., 1916, No. 994, p. 72) the
country assumes the form of a gently undulating
plateau, gradually rising towards the west and diversi-

fied by innumerable inselberg peaks and abruptly
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rising clusters of hills. The dominant rock through-
out is a grey biotite-gneiss. Interfoliated with this

are occasional lenticular masses of hornblende-gneiss
and amphibolite, and within these smaller bands of

crystalline limestone are sometimes preserved. Schists—^referable to arenaceous sediments—^are found only
near the coast, where they are intePbanded with
gneisses; and, as the latter are mainly of igneous
origin, they are thought to ibe intrusive into, and
therefore younger than, the schists. The succession of

rocks in eight of the better-known districts is described,

and a general classification based on the details is

given. The correlations of certain groups of rocks
with the Lower and Middle Pre-Cambrian of other
regions are based on the determination of lead-

uranium ratios of zircons derived from the gneisses

and granulitic granites respectively, the zircons having
been obtained by crushing and panning the rocks in

the field. The gneisses give a ratio of 0-21, comparable
with a ratio of 0*24 obtained for Canadian zircons of
Laurentian age. The granulkic granites give ratios

of 0*14 to o*J7, comparable with those of radio-active

minerals of late Archaean—that is, late Middle Pre-

Cambrian—age in Scandinavia (Moss 0-12 to 0-15,

Arendal o*i6 to o*i8, and Ytterby 0-15 to 0-17), Canada
(Villeneuve, Quebec, 0*17), and India (Singar 0*14).

The rocks are described in detail, with tables giving
the quantitative mineral composition and the specific

gravities and radium contents.—L. Richardson : The
inferior oolite and contiguous deposits of the Creiw-

keme district (Somerset). A detailed description is

given of the inferior oolite of the Crewkerne district.

Edinburgh.

Royal Society, July 9.—Dr. J. Horne, president, in

the chair.—Prof. A. Robinson : The origin, rupture, and
closure of ovarian follicles. In the ferrets and pole-

cats there are two distinct growth periods : (i) a period

of relatively slow growth extending over several weeks

;

(2) a period of rapid growth lasting from twenty to

forty-eight hours. During the first period the cavity

of the follicle forms, and is filled as it forms, with a
viscid tenacious “primary” fluid, which gradually be-

comes membranous at its periphery, where it is inti-

mately connected with the follicular epithelium. Dur-
ing the second period a much less viscid “secondary’^
fluid is quickly formed amidst the epithelium of the

ovarian cumulus, which is simultaneously disintegrated

and dispersed. Thereafter the secondary fluid forces

its way, between the membranous periphery of the

primary fluid and the follicular epithelium, to the apex
of the follicle. Under increasing pressure the follicle

ruptures, and the ovum, with its corona of follicular

epithelium, the disintegrated cumulus epithelium, the

whole of the secondary fluid, and part of the primary
fluid are evacuated and pass into the oviduct. The
remainder of the primary fluid fills the remnant of the

cavity of the follicle and plugs the orifice through
which the contents escaped. So soon as the orifice is

plugged distension of the follicle recornmences, and
fluid again accumulates in its interior. Simultaneously

the orifice contracts, the plug shrinks, and in from
thirty to forty-eight hours the orifice is completely

closed, and the follicle again fully distended. The
formation of the secondary fluid depends upon in-

semination. The follicular epithelium becomes vascu-

larised before the rupture takes place, but there is no
effusion of blood when this occurs.—Prof. D. Waterston :

Development of the heart in man . Reconstructions of the

hearts of embryos at different stages of development

were exhibited and their indications discussed. They
showed clearly the profound changes which take place

in the structure of the heart, changes which occur as

the heart is carrying on its functions. Another point

dealt with was the mechanism of the subdivision of the
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heart into its various chambers and the formation of

the valves of the heart.—Prof. E. T. Whittaker : Com-
pound determinants, A general method of reducing

compound determinants to simple determinants.—Prof.

\V. H. Metzier : Vanishing aggregates. This paper gave

a generalisation of a theorem due to Sir Thomas Muir.

—

Dr. J. M. Thompson: A further contribution to our

knowledge of Platyzoma microphyllum, R. Br.
^

An
analysis was given of the spore numbers in the various

sporangial types, and it was shown that the small and
large sporangia and spores already described for Platy-

zoma are well-defined generic features. The typical

spore number for a small sporangium is 32, while that

for a large sporangium is 16. The facts available,

though insufficient
*

to show the true nature of
^
the

various spore types, strengthen rather than weaken a
belief in the heterosporous nature of Platyzoma. The
plant is then probably an up-grade fern in which
segregation of the microsporangia and megasporangia
is not yet complete, and in which the megaspores do
not declare their female character uhtil they are shed.

Should, how’ever, the sporangial development and spore
germination prove the plant to be homosporous,

^

its

anomalous structure and unique position among living

Pteridophytes will be accentuated.

Paris.

Academy of Sciences, July 2.—M. A. d’Arsonval in the
chair.—^J.

Boussinesq : The limiting equilibrium of a
sandy mass.—^A. Gautier and P. Clausmann : A new
method of destruction of tissues for the estimation of
arsenic and other mineral matter. The method in

current use requires large quantities of nitric and
sulphuric acids of a high degree of purity; the new
method now proposed is free ’from this disadvantage.
By drying and heating to 300° C. the material to be
examined is brought into a condition in w^hich it can
be powdered, and this is mixed with 2 to 3 per cent,
of its weight of quicklime and a little water added.
The mixture is burnt off in the muffle at a low red-
heat. The ash is powdered, taken up with water, and
a few drops of sulphuric acid added, filtered and evapo-
rated until fumes of acid are given off. After dilution
this can be transferred to the Marsh apparatus and
the arsenic estimated in the usual manner. The whole
examination can be carried through in a clay, as
against three days’ work by the older method. The
results of tests proving the accuracy of the process
are given.—G. Gouy : The effects of molecular shock
on the spectra of gases.—M. Akimoff : Fourier-Bessel
transcendentals with several variables.—Ed. Chauvenet

:

The acid sulphate of zirconyl.—F. Dienert and F.
Waudenlmlke : The estimation of free chlorine in solu-
tions of hypochlorites- The addition of a large excess
of ammonium salt to the hypochlorite solution, fol-
lowed by potassium iodide, prevents the formation of
iodate and allow’s the direct estimation of chlorine in
alkaline solution by arsenious acid.—(The late) A.
Codtain : A new manner of understanding the de-
formation of the earth’s crust.—R. Dubois: Remarks
on the recent researches of M. Newton Harvev on
biophotogenesis.—Mme. Marie Phisalix and F. Cains:
The poisonous properties of the parotidian secretion
in species of snakes belonging to the Boideae and the
Uropeltideae.—-W. Kopaczewski : Researches on the
serum of Muraena Helena. The physiological action
of the serum.

^
The normal serum possesses very

marked haemolytic properties
; these are lost after heat-

to ^5^°' C. for fifteen minutes. Ilie bacteriolytic
properties are not so marked. The serum was devoid

Sf
^^^^^tinating or precipitating properties.—’F:

Mesml and E. I^onbauil: The sensibilitv of the chim-.
panzee to human paludism.—H. ,

Stassano

:

stenlisation of liquids in thin layers by heat.
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CHARTS AND PROJECTIONS,
Charts : Their Use and Meaning.

,
By Dr.

G. Herbert Fowler. Pp. iv -f 47 + charts viii.

(London
: J. D, Potter, 1916,) Price 4^.

D r. fowler states in his preface that

whilst the use and meaning of maps have
often been described, no book appears to have
been written describing charts, but anyone who
can read a map can readily read a chart also, for

charts are merely maps of harbours and coast and
ocean areas. At any rate, it scarcely appears
necessary to describe parallels of latitude and
meridians of longitude, or to give a long descrip-

tion in chap. iii. of conventional signs which are
graphically depicted on a sheet published by the
Admiralty, namely. Sheet X. ii., price 2s,

Charts published by the Admiralty are designed
for navigational purposes, and may generally

be classed under three headings: (i) charts for

ocean voyages out of sight of land; (2) charts
for navigating along a coast; and (3) charts
or plans for entering harbours or taking vessels

through narrow channels. The general charts

are mostly on the Mercatorial projection, whilst

the plans of harbours, etc., are on the'gnomonic
projection.

The idea of the Mercatorial projection is that

if the earth be enclosed in a cylinder of a diameter
equal to the earth’s diameter, and all lines from
the earth’s centre be produced until they reach
the cylinder, this will give a representation of

the earth where all the parallels of latitude are

equal in area, but their distance from the equator
will be equal to the tangent, and the scale on that

parallel equal to the secant of the latitude. This
has certain advantages for navigational purposes,

as all the meridians are parallel and the route taken
by a vessel is shown as a straight line; but the

.disadvantage is that the route thus shown is not the

. shortest distance that can be followed by a vessel

in sailing across the ocean; and although in the

days of sailing vessels, when the progress was
^ow, this was not of much consequence, in these

days, when vessels may steam 500 miles or more
in the day, special lines have to be drawn to show
the route to be followed, and the course by com-
pass has to be constantly changed.
Although it is impossible to show on a flat sur-

face a large area of a sphere or spheroid with
perfect accuracy, a considerable area may be so
shown by the gnomonic projection. The idea of

the gnomonic projection is to place a flat board or
surface against the sphere touching at its centre
the central spot of the area to be shown, 'the board
being at right-angles to a line drawn from the
centre of the sphere to this central spot, Le.

tangential to the sphere’s surface. Now on a
sheet of paper 8 ft. square, which is as large as
can be conveniently used for plotting charts, if

a scale of i in. to the nautical mile be adopted, an
area of 7000 square miles pan be shown, when
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the error of the longest distance that can be
measured on the chart would not exceed 2/100 of
an inch—that is, about 100 ft. This error is

practically of no consequence for navigational pur-

poses.

On the gnomonic projection, if the chart be
graduated, all the meridians are inclined and the

parallels are curved, and it may be considered as
a correct representation. The Mercatorial projec-

tion is greatly distorted.

Dr. Fowler gives representations of some charts,

and in the preface to his book recommends the

reader to study first his last chapter on the use of

instruments, and it is certainly true that without
a knowledge of mathematical instruments it is

useless to study this work
;
but to readers un-

acquainted with the use of mathematical instru-

ments it is better to study some good work which
treats of the subject, such as that compiled by
Mr. J. F. Heather, rather than the account given

by Dr. Fowler.
Dr. Fowler’s explanation of the reason why,

owing to the flattening of the earth at the poles,

the miles of latitude increase in length from the

equator to the pole is not because a sector of 10°

with a large radius is greater than a sector of

the same number of degrees with a small radius

—this is true whether the globe is a sphere or

spheroid—^the real reason being that with a

spheroid the radii which enclose a sector are of

unequal length, the one nearest the pole being

shorter than the one nearest the equator. Thus
if the radius nearest the pole be, say, 5 miles

shorter than the one nearest the equator and the

length of the arc 60 minutes, we have practically

a right-angle triangle with a base of 60 miles and
a perpendicular of

5;
miles to find the hypotenuse.

The representations of the Admiralty charts

given by Dr. Fowler require to be cut out of the

book and spread separately on a drawing board,

or flat table, before they can be utilised. Chart L

is not on the Mercatorial projection, as stated on

p. 6, but on a gnomonic projection, though the

difference on a chart of the scale of 4 in. to the

nautical mile between the two projections is in-

appreciable for such a small area. '
^

Dr. Fowler gives directions as to how to

graduate chart iv., on which there is neither scale

nor position, but states on pp. 7 and 3, though

not very clearly, that the natural scale of the chart

,

is 1/12,100 and the position of the Longships

lighthouse lat. 50^ 4' 4*1'' N., long. 5° 44’ 43*9'^ W.
By the natural scale he shows that by referring

to Carrington’s tables he finds the chart scale to

be almost exactly 6 in. to the nautical mile, and

then draws a line 6 in. long and divides it^into

tenths, etc.
,
and having done this gets a longitude

scale by a graphic method instead of taking out

the scale of longitude from Carrington’s tables,

whence he got his latitude scale. He does

not appear to be aware of the great value of the

sector in dividing lines or taking off proportional

distances from it. The directions on p. 8 wpuM
be muoh shorter if the Sector was, under-

stood and 'used.

B B
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It would greatly facilitate the work of a student

if a reference were given in the margin to the

chart, which should be consulted in all cases where

directions are given for plotting courses or bear-

ings, etc.

On ehart vi. the isobar between 28*78 and 29*09

should be 28*94, 28*24.

Dr. Fowler omits to notice the great advantage

of the **knot.” It ^combines a measure of a time

with a measure of distance—one knot signifying

one nautical mile per hour, ten knots ten nautical

miles per hour.

MENTAL ASPECT OF SOUND.
The Psychology of Sound, By Dr. H. Watt.

Pp. vii*f24i. (Cambridge: At the University

Press, 1917.) Price lo^. 6d. net.

This volume is written by a psychologist of

repute, who is a lecturer on psychology in

the University of Glasgow. * It is one of the

most important presentations of the sense of hear-

ing since the time of Helmholtz. It is ^rue that

Dr. Watt discusses hearing more from the psycho-

logical than from the physiological point of view

;

he is less interested in the physiological mechanism

than in the mental experiences associated with

hearing. Still, the author is familiar with

physiological theories regarding hearing and the

cochlea. In the eighth chapter he gives an ex-

cellent critical account of all the physiological

theories from Helmholtz onwards, and discards

"them more or less in favour of a theory of his

own, which he thinks reconciles psychological and
physiological data better than any other.

His theory, briefly stated, is that the basilar

membrane does not act as a resonance apparatus,

but when a sound wave enters the cochlea from
the stapes there are variations of pressure at

points o'f the basilar membrane—positive and
n^ative pressures—^positive when the pressure is

increased by the stapes, negative when the pres-

sure is diminished and backward ; and the nega-

tive pressure “dissipates itself in all directions.”

It is not easy to understand the illustrative dia-

gram on p. 164. There remains the doubt whether
an accurate analysis can be made of motions in

a space of such small dimensions as the scdla inter-

media. Nor is it easy to see what is gained over

the resonance theory by the resolution .of motions
into positive and negative pressures.

Limits of space forbid giving a detailed account
of many of the author’s views. Pitch is primarih
a variation of Quality, or it includes that within

it- Physiologists have used the term “quality
”

with a different meaning, and they prefer a
“ quantitative classification ” of pitch. Pitch, in

our view» depends on the number of pressures on
the auditory mechanism, or the duration of each
pressure, and this fits in with a theory of re-

sonance. Again, the word “mass,” as applied to

tones, is liable to lead to confusion. “Bi-tonal
mass” is a term difficult to understand ; the mean-
ing of tone or Mending ol tones is clearer if we
IJiSnk of fusion of two or more waves to form
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one. There is an important chapter on the

Analysis ol tonal sequences, and interesting ex-

planations are given of experiences on this sub-

ject. The author discusses melody and the

formation ol scales. “ Intensity is not, as is often

supposed, the direct basis oi auditory localisa-

tions, but only the indirect basis. It is required to

provide a means whereby the predominance of

one order over others may be attained.” There

must be a predominant order. This is difficult to

understand. Surely it is easier to regard intensity

as the result of greater or less stimulation? The

author gives an admirable summary of his con-

clusions. His most important point is that the

cochlea has few of the characters of an analytic

apparatus, and thus much of the resonance theory

is discounted.

This is undoubtedly a book on psychology, but

it will indirectly be of much service to the physio-

logist. The physiologist has to explain how the

ear works, and he confines himself to the

mechanism. The psychologist adds to this,

mainly by introspective methods, an attempt to

explain the experiences associated with hearing,

and the feelings that arise from these. Psychology

and physiology are distinct departments of

science, and each must be investigated by its own

methods. The danger is to allow one province

to encroach on the other. One has to remember

also that when we listen to a tone, or a com-

bination of tones, as in music, we haves to do

not only with the cochlea, but with neural pro-

cesses in the brain and elsewhei’e. The psycholo*

gist may be able to frame theories that will explain

these experiences, but neither he nor the physiolo-

gist can tell us much of the neural phenomena.

We do not accuse Dr. Watt of mysticism. He is

too learned a psychologist to fall into this error.

An extensive bibliography, enumerating no fewer

than 159 separate works, shows how he has drunk

deeply at the well-springs of both psychology and

physiology. Not a little in this book will awaken

reflection. Tfiere is an excellent index.

J. G. M.

OUR BOOKSHELF.
Cotton Spinning. By W. Scott Taggart. Vol. iik

Fourth edition. Pp. xxviii + 462. (London:

Macmillan and Co., Ltd., 1916.) Price los.

net.

Mr. Scott Taggart's treatise has become a stan-

dard book of reference on cotton spinning, and

deservedly so
;
the illustrations are excellent, the

descriptions of the various pieces of mechanism
arc clear and adequate, and the scheme of the

work is based upon the regular sequence of the

movements dealt with.

Vol, iii. is devoted to mule and ring spin-

ning, to winding, doubling, reeling, gassings

bundling, mill planning, and humidity.
^

It alsS^

contains a chapter on “Useful Information.” !«

most cases attention has been given to the

tive importance of the several sections into whids

I the treatise is divided, but more care might, wifi
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advantage, have been given tO' this aspect of the

subject. For example, four times as much space

is devoted to reeling, and nearly as much to
bundling, as to gassing. This is not commen-
surate with the relative importance of the opera-
tions.

It is when the author turns his attention from
machinery to the material tO' be treated and after

its treatment that lack of clearness, loose state-

ments, over-statements, and errors are found. The
matter on p. 17 relating to the diameter of yarns
may be cited as an example of these defects. Mr.
Taggart’s book, as a whole, is so good that it is

unfortunate that those parts which deal with cotton

and its behaviour during and after spinning have
not been revised.

How to Know the Ferns- By S. L. Bastin. Pp.
viii + 136. (London: Methuen and Co., Ltd.,

1917.) Price IS, 6d. net.

This book contains descriptions of the British

ferns and their allies, prefaced by an account of

ferns in general and an outline of their classifica-

tion. The chapter on life-histories is well up to
date, as is also that on fossil ferns, a group
usually ignored in books of this kind. The species

are described without unnecessary technicalities

and on a uniform plan
;
first comes an explanation

of the name, then a general account of the struc-

ture of the plant, followed by an indication of its

habitat and, in most cases, hints on its cultivation.

These descriptions, written in narrative form, give
a good account of the general appearance and
distinctive characters of the various species, but
their use would have been greatly increased by
adding a short key to genera to the synopsis of
families on pp. 8—12, The last two chapters
deal with collecting, preserving, and cultivating
ferns.

Amongst the fern-allies there is a description
of Assolla caroliniana, an American water plant,

which has been naturalised and has spread with
great rapidity during recent years in this country,
but no reference is made to A, filicidoides, which is

also naturalised in Britain.

There are thirty-three illustrations taken from
photographs, which have not been reproduced
very successfully. This book is a trustworthy and
up-to-date addition to the many popular accounts
of British ferns. C, H. W.
Chemistry in the Service of Man, By Prof. Alex.

Findlay. Second edition. Pp. xvi + 272. (Lon-
don; Longmans, Green, and Co., 1917-) Price
65. net.

We are glad that Prof, Findlay’s enlightening
account of the facts and ideas of chemical science
of to-day has reached a public large enough to

require a second edition within about a year of its

original publication. 'Hie work was described
in our issue of August 31, 1916, as “a distinct

and valuable addition io the popular literature of
science ”

; and the encomium then passed upon
it has been fully Justified. A new chapter has
been added on, ‘* Fermentation and Enzyme Action,”
but otherwise the volume remains unchanged.
Not many workshop chemistry can be followed
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\yith interest by lay readers, but this is one of the
first rank, and it should long continue to perform
the useful service of stimulating attention to

chemical science for its own sake as well as for
the value of its achievements to man.

CHEMISTRY AND THE WAR,
A RECENT issue of Science (June 15) contains

an address by Prof. J. R. Withrow,
delivered at the Columbus meeting of the Ohio
Academy of Science, on “The Relation of War
to Chemistry in America,” which has certain
features of interest for us at the present Juncture.
To begin wdth, it is a scathing indictment of

the mentality of a people that can condone and
even applaud the damnable conduct of their

armies and Government at home and in the hap-
less countries for a time at their mercy. The
nation seems to have become the willing, or at

least the easily manipulated, pawn in the hands
of unscrupulous statesmen.

We have not forgotten that it was a chemist—Ost-
wald—in the early days of the war, when he was acting
as a spokesman for Germany to men of science
throughout the world, who was quoted, when Germany
was in the flush of her initial victories over Belgium,
as saying the world had outgrown the idea of freedom
for little or weak peoples.

The Kiiltur that can lead men of great mental
endowments and catholicity of thought into such
a .mental position stands self-condemned. It

aifronts every instinct of charity and fair-dealing

and stinks' in the nostrils of right-minded men.
The greater part of the address, however, is

concerned with a question of more immediate prac-

tical importance to chemists, namely, the influence

of the war upon the progress and development of

their special branch of science. Of course, it

need scarcely be said that this world-wide cata-

clysm, affecting directly the most powerful and
most highlv developed of nations, has profoundly
modified the course and trend of chemical pro-

gress. But it would-be untrue to affirm that it

has stagnated or declined as a consequence of

war.
“ Since,” says Prof. Withrow, war requires brains,

science is of course utilised, and since the demand is

inexorable, science must produce, and when science

and engineering are producing, they grow.”

It is stated that it requires three men in the

shops to 'maintain .one man in the Army and seven
men for one in the Navy.*

It is evident therefore that it is the applied por-

tions of science that are most used, and hence that

grow most under war^s influence. It is common ex-

perience, however, that the stretching into new
domains and the striving for new goals by applied

science enrich the feeding-ground of unapplied science,

and uncover fertile fields for the patient and quiet

research which follows.

But there can be no doubt that, whatever the

future may have in store for us, in the mean-
time progress in pure chemistry all the world
over has been greatly retarded, and in proof of,

this Prof.v Withrow points , to the serious and
progressive decline in the number of Chemical



Abstracts published b} the American Chemical
j

Society since the beginning oi the war. It is
j

claimed for this publication that, as the organ ol
|

a. society of some 9000 members, it has for \earb

covered the field of chemistry more thoroughly
,

than any foreign journal of the kind. It reviews 1

some 600 journals from all parts of the world, and
|

is therefore a sure index of the world *s chemical

activity. The effect of the war on current

chemical literature is plainly evident from the

following figures —
Total number of abstracts published [patents

included).

In 1913 25,971

In 1914 24,338 ,

In 1915 1^49
In 1916 15^7^4

Certain foreign chemical journals have ceased

to be published since the war started, although

the number is not large. Most of the French and
German journals are published less frequently

than in normal times, t'wo or more numbers being

contained within one cover. No important Eng-
^ lish, Italian, or Russian chemical journal has

ceased publication. Eight German, thirty-one

French, and seven Belgian periodicals more or
less connected with applied chemistry no longer

appear. Owing to the increased cost of paper,

wages, etc., the cost of production of such as

continue to be printed has greatly increased. In
America, however, to judge from the cost of
Chemical Ahstraeis, the increase has not exceeded

10 per cent. But this was before the entrance
of the United States into the war.
As regards applied chemistry war has had two

mutually antagonistic effects—one retarding, the

other developing and benefiting. In the outset
the war struck at all the main factors of success
in chemical industry, and many branches in the
United States, such as petroleum refining, turpen-
tine and other wood products, were hard hit.

Important markets were suddenly lost, and the
importation of certain essential products ceased.

Capital of course, at once discouraged, and
stagnation inevitably set in. That the great
German combines foresaw this result was evident
from the manner in which, prior to the outbreaK,

they orgeni^d Amrfican branches of their colour
V^orks, eliminating American employees to conceal
the market and its peculiarities, and placing all their
butsiness in the hands of “American citizens” of Ger-
man name. Then when the U.S. Bureau of Foreign
and Domestic Commerce attempted last September
to publish the amounts of each dye consumed in that
counlp^r they vigorously protested" that their rights as
American mizens were being infringed by encourag-

competition. The uncovering of this octopus to
gaze should be set down to the war’s credit.

t long been a familiar animal to many industriar

The tentacles of the ‘‘ familiar animal stretch, as
isi weB hwwn, even to this side of the Atlantic,

have struck deep into our industries. We
inay hope, in spite of Chancellor Michaelis, it is
in a fsut way to he exorcised.

MiicS Profw Withrow address is concerned
HO. 2493, 99]

with the eftorls which America has made, and is

making, to free hersell Irom the toils of the

octopus, and he utters w'ords of warning against

the feverish and unintelligent haste with which

she has thrown herself into the struggle. Re
gives a number of instances in which in-

experienced capital has been led to squander
“

millions of dollars on the unsuccessful plants and
futile schemes ol ignorant or unscrupulous*

chemical engineers. It is a “hustling” time b
a country of ‘‘hustle”—^with, as we are told,

“disastrous results to capital and grave loss of

confidence in chemical research,” At the same
time there has been much real progress. “The
evils mentioned are largely growing pains.” The
progress in industrial chemistry and chemical

engineering in America during the last three years

has been wonderful.

“All this progress,” says Prof, Withrow, “is in

spite of the war. War,” he holds, “ could force us

to do nothing we did not possess capacity for before.

. . . Industrial chemical tendencies during the war
have been governed bv unusual demands for chemicals

from abroad in addition to war drains, healthy home
requirements, ne\v demands from industries formerly

supplied from abroad or forced to use new material

by scarcity or high prices, together with speculation,

raising prices to unusual levels.^ This resulted in ex-

pansion of existing plants, rapid installation of new
ones, hasty perfecting of new processes already slowly

maturing, and the seizing of opportunities to profit

by high prices through ereotion of small plants for the

production of special chemical materials and through
the development of processes hitherto existing as possi-

bilities only in the minds of chemists.”

As was to be expected, this extraordinary

activity has reacted upon the developments of

chemical engineering and upon the manufacture
of chemical appliances and manufacturing plant,

and it is asserted thqt Ihe progress in these de-

partments has been as great during the past three

years as^has been accomplished in many previous

decades.

It is gratifying to learn that this country is fully

awake to the necessity of studying the after-war

conditions of our,chemical industries, as shown by
Dr. Addison's reply to a deputation of the Associa-
tion of British Chemical Manufacturers which
recently waited upon him, in which the Minister

of Reconstruction suggested the formation of an
advisory committee which should co-operate with

him in considering the. problems which had been
created by the large number of new factors arising

out of the war. He thought that if we did not

succeed in placing some British industries on a

much firmer and more scientific foundation thp
they, were before the war, it would be veiy di^
creditable to us all as a nation. This is un-

doubtedly a step in the right direction. But
Heaven helps thost who help themselves. How-
ever benevolent may be the intentions of a Govern-
ment department, success will only be assured by
the intelligent initiative and firm co-operation of

the manufacturers themselves. T^o attempt to

shape their policy at the bidding of a bureaucracy
would almost certainly end in disaster.

T. E. Thorpk.
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SCIENCE AND INDUSTRY.'

This is the first of a series of papers which

the Department of Scientific and Industrial

Research proposes to publish, and it is a report

suited to carr} on research in pure science, are

not as a rule in touch with industry, and the

amount of research required for industrial pro-
gress is beyond their resources. Hence it may

be conceded that “ the

research facilities

created to such an
extent during the past

two years are as yet

quite disproportionate

to the magnitude of

British industry.

This is true without
the limitation to two

Fig t —Laboratory car, Pennsylvania Railroad Company

years.

What is most strik-

ing about the condition

of research in the

United States is the

large amount of monfey

devoted to it* Th=6re

are a number of

manufacturing cijir-

porations the annual

expenditure of which

on research rangjes

from lojoool. *to

ioo,oooL, and th^re

is a tendency for each

large industrial fi^m

to establish its o^n
research laboratory.

Fig 2 —Heat treatment laboratory, Pennsylvania Railroad Company.

of remarkable value

and interest at the

present time. It

describes the pro-

gress made in the

United States,

chiefly in recent

years, in the crea-

tion of institutions

concerned in indus-

trial research, and
is illustrated by
eighty-five excellent

photographs of

buildings and the

interior of labora-^

tories.

It is pointed out
that in this country
the chief facilities

for research are in

the technical
schools and univer-
sities, thougli the
railways, steel-
works, and
some other in-

dustries have real-

ised the need
of laboratories and have provided them. But
the staffs of colleges and universities, though well

1 “ todnstrial Rh<t«aiirch m this Unithd States of Ametica.” By A JP- M,
Fleimng:. (Piiblishedr for the Pepartmoot of Smmtific aaU Industrial

Reiiearch by H,H. Staliopety Office.) Pnce ts, net.
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Thus the Eastman Kodak Company estab-

lished a laboratoty which cost 30,000!., jmd

though its annual cost is about the same, mis

is only o-y per cent, of the annual parofits. The
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General Electric Compan} expends annualK on

research 8o,oooZ to ioo,oooL, and has a labora-

tory staff numbering 150 The Penns} hama
Railroad Company erected laboratories at a cost

of 6o,oooZ. for buildings and equipment, and a

locomotive testing plant at a cost of 40,000?. The
annual maintenance cost is about 100,000?. The
laboratory cost is onl} about 06 per cent of

the \aiue of the materials tested. Besides these

private institutions there is the Bureau of Stan-

dards, on^ which the Federal Government spent

270,000?. for buildings and equipment, and to

uhich it gives a subvention of 120,000? a }ear.

The Carnegie Institution of Washington, for

encouraging investigation, research, and dis-

cover}, has an endowment of 4,500,000?

[August 9, 1917

York. This is controlled by the bond-holders of
the Association of Edison Illuminating Companies
It has a floor area of 30,000 sq. ft. and a staif

numbering 125. Its primary object is lamp testing
and about twenty million are tested annuall}. But
It has also provision foi chemical and fuel testing
and photomicrographic work.
With regard to the universities and colleges Mr.

Fleming says:—“A careful consideration of the
conditions in the six States having the greatest
manufacturing output fails to show, other than in

isolated instances, very close co-ordination be-
tween universitv research and the manufacturing
interests But although m the report the work
of universities is, we think, rather less adequately
described than that of industrial companies, still

< With regard to the very extensive laboratories
of the General Electric Company at Schenectady,

it is stated that it is “generally acknowledged
that the research laboratory has been an unques-
tionable financial success, not only because it has
solved regularly the industrial problems of the
latgie organisation with which it is connected, but
also because it has produced discoveries which the
company can turn to advantage- . . . Further,
the research department is able to pronounce
authoritatively, for the benefit of capitalists, on
the probabiliti^ of success of new projects involv-
ing oonrideratioiis of a scientific character.**
An exam^ Of commercial research laboratories

is thfif Electrfeiial Testing Laborator}" at Newm 2493^ 99I

there is evidence that it has been of great service,

especially to the engineering industry. For in-

stance, Michigan
^

University has at Ann Arbor
a tank for testing ship resistance, and its

researches have been an important factor in the

development of the special freight boats used on
the great lakes. The Illinois University has a
laboratory for investigations on a full-size loco-

motive engine.
A very interesting development in the United

States is the creation of research fellowships bv
industries requiring special investigations. Thus^y
at the Worcester Polytechnic, Mass., four men
are selected annually from the graduate class,tp
pursue fesearch worfe for an engineering firm^
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During two years, half the time is devoted to

research and- half to preparation for a professional

degree. At the end of the period these students

enter the research department of the firm.

The Mellon Institute of Industrial Research,

attached to ,the University of Pittsburg, was
erected by Mellon Brothers, bankers, to provide

manufacturers with the use of a well-equipped

laboratory and trained staff at less cost than

the establishment of a works laboratory. Any
manufacturer requiring a subject investigated can
ehdow a fellowship for one or more years, paying
from looL to 400Z. and also the cost of any
special apparatus. The building cost 50,000!.,

and the equipment i6,oooZ. A staff of seven men
•of high attainments supervises the researches. The
diredtor of the institute selects the fellows, usually

men with a doctor’s degree. Seventy-five fellows

have been appointed in five years. The total

amount' spent in salaries and maintenance is

30,000!, a year.

A National Research Council has recently been
appointed by the Academy of Sciences, at the

request of President Wilson, to co-ordinate the

scientific research work of the country.

The report, of which this is a very brief ac-

count, is extremely comprehensive, and should be
read by all interested in the industrial progress of

this country. The author draws some general

cohclusions, and suggests the establishment of an
Imperial Industrial Research Laboratory, say, in

the Midlands, controlled by a board largely com^
posed of manufacturers.

RAINFALL AND GUNFIRE.

M ANGOT, the eminent director of the French
• Meteorological Service,

,

has made a valu-

able and authoritative contribution, published in

the Journal of the French Academy of Agriculture

for May, to the literature of a well-worn con-

troversy. The alleged connection between rainfall

and gunfire, in favour of which so many champions
sprang up during the wet periods of i9i4Li‘6, has

recently lost favour as a subject for argument,

owing, no doubt, to the coincidence of the spring

drought of .1917 with the Allied offensive on the

Western front; but so^short is the public memory,
especially for negative evidence, that the incidence

of 3 in. of rain during a recent summer afternoon

in North-West Lopdon has prpved sufficient to

disinter the bone of contention. The niental atti-

tude of the public towards a theory of this

nature is of great psychological interest : there is

little doubt that, should we experience this summer
a repetition of the weather of July, 1888, when
snow fell in London, followed by a recur-

rence of that of August, 1911, when the

thermometer touched 100® F. at Greenwich, both

phenomena would generally be attributed to the

war.

Accordingly M. AngoUs paper reaches us at an

opportune moment. After dealing briefly' with the

historical aspect of the question, and alluding to

the work of M. Le Maout—who,? not content with

having* establiished a oonnectiqn between ^the bom- ^
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bardments of the Crimean War and the rainfall of
India, the United States, Nicaragua, and Barbados,
went on to ascribe the diurnal variation of the
barometer to the striking of public clocks and the
ringing of church-bells—M. Angot proceeds to
consider the physical changes which could be
effected by the discharge of artillery, and could
at the same time be held responsible for the causa-
tion, increase, or acceleration of rainfall.

^

The first proposition is that a succession of
violent explosions might result in the displacement
of masses of cold air at certain heights, which, com-
ing under the influence of the upper winds and
encountering layers of warmer, saturated air,

could give rise to precipitation which would not
otherwise have occurred : in this connection the
author points out that in order to obtain a rainfall

of so small an order i mm. (0*04 in.),, even if

one were to take two equal masses of saturated
air, the one at a temperature of 0° C., the other
at 20° C. (an extreme case, of course), it would
be necessary to effect a rapid and thorough inter-

mingling of the two throughout a layer of air 6850
metres in thickness. In M. Angot *s opinion, the

mixing of layers of air may be the cause of cloud-

formation or of slight drizzle at the earth’s surface,

but can never be responsible for considerable pre-

cipitation. "

In the case of the second proposition—^that

water-vapour resulting from chemical .reaction of

the explosives might take effect—it is asserted that

in order to produce the same amount of rainfall

(i mm.) as in the previous proposition the employ-

ment of no fewer than 21,750 tons of melinite per

square mile' would be * necessitated—that, in4eed,

only on the supposition that all the hydrogen in

the explosive became water-vapour which con-

densed immediately in its entirety and, -so to

speak, on the spot.
‘

'

; ;

.

In the third and last instance, the posribility of

electrical action taring brought into play is; con-

sidered in some detail. We know that super-

saturated air (z..e. air which contains more water-

vapour than it normally should be able to, hold for

the existing temperature) is a physical possibility,

in the absence of dust-particles or other matter

which may form nuclei for condensation. The
necessary nxedium may be supplied by the action

of ozone, of ultra-violet rays, by nny cause, in

fact, which can set up ionisation of the atmo-

sphere; under this last category may be classed

the detonation of high explosives, inasmuch as‘

highly ionised gases result therefrom. T^e lower

regions of the atmosphere, however, which alone

are the seat of explosive activity on a large sc^le,

glways harbour large numbers of both ions and

dust-particles, and cannot, therefore, be subject to

supersaturation; while it has yfet to be shown that

the addition of quantities of ions or of dust-

particles to a stratum of atmosphere nearly, but

not quite, saturated can bring about premature con-

densation. Assuming for the moment the possi-

bility of such a hypothesis, we must consider that

no outpouring of ions or dust-particles

can do more than aecelerate a precipitation

which would be necessitated sooner or later
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by the progressive cooling
.
of the air, since the

mass of water that results from the cooling of,

say^ a kilogram of saturated air from 15° C. to

o® C. is constant (rather more than 5 gr,),

whether or not supersaturation may have existed

at the inception of the temperature-reduction.

Having thus pronounced upon the theories which

have been advanced to account for the alleged

connection, M. Angot goes on to consider whether
in reality anything has occurred that needs

accounting for—^whether the rainfall since the out-

break of hostilities 'has been less inclined to observe

the rules by which we endeavour to forecast its

occurrence than before. Careful comparison
between the daily weather-maps and the observed

rainfall figures has convinced him that it is not.

He points out, very rightly, that we have been
passing through a series of wet years since 1909

—

a period that bailees the run of dry years 1898-

1904 (1903 and 1911 were both exceptions to their

groups and may be said to balance one another)

—

and that excess of rain in 1915 and 1916 might
reasonably have been expected; that 1909 was
wetter (in France) than 1915, 1910 than 1916;
furthermore, that during December, 1915, an un-
precedentedly wet month, relative calm prevailed

over the whole front, and that in the second
ten-day period of the very wet February of

1916 considerably more rain fell (40 mm.
as^ against 28 mm.) than in the last

t?en-day period, which witnessed the develop-
ment of the giant German bid* for Verdun.
Similar conclusions will be reached if frequency of
rain instead of amount be considered : 1910 had
more rain-days than 1916; 1912 and 1913 both
more than 1915, when the number in France was
eleven below the average. The author has found
nothing exceptional in the local distribution of
rainfall

:
proximity to the firing-zone has not

resulted in relatively greater totals or frequencies,
while the great spring offensive of 1917 fs^iled to
interrupt the long spell of brilliant weather which
accompanied it.

An examination was made some months ago at

the British Meteorological Office into the local
distribution of rainfall over England during the
first twenty-two months of the war, the results of
which afford corroborative evidence for M. Angot’s
last-mentioned point. It was found that the
greatest excess of rain over the normal figure was
one of 59 per cent, on the South Yorkshire coast;
that three areas in Lincolnshire and on the Norfolk
and Suffolk coasts respectively had rather moire
than 40 per cent, excess

;
but that round the North

Foreland there was a slight deficit. No trace
whatever of a distribution having reference to a
centre* over northern France was discoverable.
M.Angot concludes with the reflection that it may

be with rainfall and gunfire as it is with weather
changes and the phases df the moon, that “ sous
la suggestion d’une crby’ance instinctive on est
conduit ‘ fnvplontairement k ne remarquer que les
CdintScifences favorables et k s^affermir ainsi de plus
en pli^s dans cette croyance.^' For those, indeed,
who ^are Gpgnisant of the relationship between the
weather and' modern warfare it is not difficult to
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see the possibility of the connection, but it is a
connection in which the amount^ of gunfire varies

inversely as the amount of rain that is falling

rather than one which makes the rainfall in any
way dependent upon the gunfire.

E. L. Hawke.

NOTES.
M. Paul Otlet, .who is director of the International

Institute of Bibliography at Brussels, has published a

long and interesting memoir in the May-June number
of the Bulletin de la SocUU d'Encouragemenl pour

VIndustrie Nalionale on the question of the establish-

ment, in Paris, of a Central Information and Records

Office for Industry. There are already in existence a

certain number of enterprises of the kind, such as the

Mois Scientifique et Industticl in I^Vancc, the Engineer^

ing Index in England, and the Repertorium der tedu
nischen Wissenschaften in Germany, but their scope is

limited. According to M. Otlet, the scheme should assume

a.n international character, and ils functions should be

the collection, classification, and dissemination of all

information available, both hVench and foreign, which

will tend to' facilitate and develop industry. A mere
catalogue of works on particular subjects is not alone

sufficient; a bibliography should be included in the

scheme, so as to afford more^ detailed information on

any' desired subject. Books of, all kinds, pamphlets,

catalogues, descriptions of processes, journals, standard

reference books of all countries, plans of machinery

and plant, where available, a complete set of patent

specifications, prospectuses of educaiiotial establish-

ments, etc.—all would be collected and classified in

accordance with a plan definitely laid down before-

hand. Extensive card 01 similar indexes would be

compiled for reference, and a complete catalogue on
the decimal system, together with a bibliography, would

be published at definite intervals. All those works would
be available for free consultation by inlerestod parties.

Authors and publishers would bo iiwitecl to co-operate

in order to ensure the success of the enterprist*. Exist-

ing publications, c.g. the International Catalogue of

Scientific Literature,' woubl be used as the nucleus of

the work. It is to what th(^ author calls the .science

of “documentation” that the Germans owe to a great

extent the place they have attained in the industrial

and military world, although they have often employed
unscrupulous means to reach their end. lie suggests
that every industrial concern should have its own- in-

formation and records department, which should be
planned oh , the same lines as the national establish-

ment, with which it should keep in touch. In connec-
tion with the question of patents, it was suggested at

the Conference of Allies held at Paris last year that

an international patent ofiice be formed after the war,
to save the time and expense now required for taking
out patents in various countries. An undertaking of
this nature would greatly increase the necessity for a
more elaborate—^practically an international—Record
and Information Office \o enable all questions of

priority and infringement to be dealt with efficiently.

Every phase’* of an important subject is reviewed in

this memoir of thirty pages.

With a view to the just apportionment of pensions
due to soldiers for injuries received in the present
war, ^the French Government has established at
Paris, at the instigation' of Dr. Camus, a well-known
mflitaty surgeon, a special centre for determining
sdentifically the extent of incapacitation. This, estab-
lishment will serve' both as a research laboratory and
for the additional treatment of those who have already
undergone the usual hospital treatment, Here special
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measurements are carried out with instruments
designed by Dr. Camus, these measurements
having reference to (i) the anatomical condition, and
(2) the physiological function of the injured part. The
special instruments include those for measuring the
movements of the joints, a special dynamo^ergograph
for studying small movements, a device for recording
vaso-motor disturbances, and an apparatus for record-
ing trembling. The methods of this laboratory permit
of replacing the long descriptions of specialists by
documents of a more complete and scientific nature,
*.e. photographs, numerical tables, curves, etc., which
can only be interpreted in one sense. The insurance
companies are interesting themselves in this new
method of determining bodily efficiency, and hope to
employ it in all cases of disputes arising out of com-
pensation awards for accidents.’ The writer of the
article in La Nature for July 28 (from which this note
is derived) hopes that this system of evaluation will
prevent exaggerated claims and make for equity of
treatment as regards the pension to be paid to the
partially disabled.

It is staled in the Scientific American that Dr. G.
Muller has boon appointed director of the astrophysical
observatory at Potsdam, in succession to the late Prof.
K. Schwarzschild.

Tim Baly medal of the Royal College of Physicians
of London has he(‘n awarded to Prof. W. M. Bayliss,
and th(^ Bissot-Hhwkilis memorial medal to Sir A.
Newsholme.

The Edward Longstreth medals of the Franklin
Institute have been awarded to Prof. A. E. Kennelly
and Messrs. F. H. Achard and A. S. Dana, for their
joint pfiper on “Experimental Researches on the Skin
Effect in Steel Rails/’

Accoiivim to a telegram from Wellington, New
Zealand, a violent earthquake has occurred in the
southern portion of North Island, causing .great
damage. The* Wairarapa district suffered most. The
earthquake is described as the worst since the up-
heaval in llu' fifties.

^Wk learn from Physia that: Dr. G. R. Wieland, of
Yale Univin'sity, IkS.A,, ha.s spent the last season in
colleeiiag fossil plants in the Argentine Republic. Be
has paid spi^cial atUmtion to the RhaHic formations of
Mentloica an<l the Lias of Neuquen.

The Rodajfeller Foundation, with the co-operation
of the Philippine Government, is sending a hospital
ship to the Moros and allied tribes of the Sulu Archi-
pelago, It is intended that the ship shall cruise for
five years among the many islands in the southern
Philippine group, the Rockefeller Foundation having
learned that many of the Moros are suffering from
skin diseases, malaria, hookworm, dysentery, and
other diseases.

A spECiAti series of preparations has just been placed
on exhibition at the Jiorniman Museum, Forest Hill,
S.E., to illustrate the stages in the life-histories of
numerous insects which damage the food plants grown
in gardens and allotments. St)ecimens and models
showing the damage done are also exhibited, and
means of combating the pests indicated. Visitors
to the museum may obtain there copies of the leaflets

of the Board of Agriculture dealing with the insects*

shown.

Exceptionally heavy rains occurred over the east
and south-east of England during the closing days of
July and on the opening days of August, For the four
days from July 30 to August 2 inclusive the rains were
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heavier, in many parts of London than for any simiiar
period for the last twenty-five years. At South Ken-

fhe recording station of the Meteorological
Oince, the measurement for the four days was 3*28 in.,
which is 70 per cent, of the average London fall for
July, and August combined. According to the weather
reports from the health resorts the rainfall at Southend
was 3*44 in., which is 89 per cent, of the average fall for
July and August, and at Margate 3-48 in., being 84 per
cent, of the average for the two months. At Hastings
the rainfall measured 3-16 in., at Eastbourne 2-60 in.,
and at Bournemouth 2*00 in. In the northern and
western parts of England the rainfall was slight, and
in the midlands it was by no means heavy. The subse-
quent rains in the south-east of England have been
frequent, but not heavy. During the period of the
heavy rains the temperature was verv low for ihe
time of year, and on several days the niiddav tempera-
ture remained below^ 60°. The disturbances which
occasioned the rains in England also caused very wet
weather in Flanders and other parts of north-western
Europe.

l-N Science Progress for July Prof. Flinders Petrie
contributes a valuable paper on History in Tools.”
He points out that while there are many books on
offence and defence, arms and armour, there is none
that traces the^ history of our mechanical aids.
Thousands of writers have described the sculptures of
the Parthenon, but not one has described the means
used in performing that work. It is a mystery to us how
fluted columns with an entasis could he produced, true
to a hundredth of an inch, in the diameters between
the deep groovings. He goes on to describe the
evolution of tools from the age of Stone to that of
Iron, and he sums up the discussion in the following
words :

—
“ Thus the spread of forms throughout tm

ancient world illustrates the movements of trade and
of warfare, while the isolation of various types at the

.

same time shows how efficient and self-supporting the

.

ancient civilisations were in most requirements. The
history of tools has yet to be studied by a far more
-complete collection of material, above all of specimens
exactly dated from scientific excavations. It will cer-
tainly be, in the future, an important aid in tracing
the growth and decay of civilisations, the natural his-
tory of man.”

The report of the Somerset Archaeological Society is,

in spite of difficulties caused by the war, which have
impeded the excavations at Glastonbury, a record of
steady progress. The great work of the year is the
completion of the report of excavation of the Lake
Village at Glastonbury, on which Dr. A. Bulleid and
Mn St. George Gray are to be congratulated. The
society has wisely organised an advisory committee on
church restorations in the county, which will, it may
be hoped, secure the f?rotection of ancient ecclesiastical

buildings, and prevent .any proposed lestorations which
threaten to destroy their ardiaeological value.

In the July Quarterly Review there is a clearly
; written and shrewd article on the problem of de-
generacy by Dr. A. F. Tredgold. He defines de-
generacy as a retrograde condition of the individual
resulting from a pathological variation of the germ-
cell,*’ and suggests that the word “ decadency might
be used to denote the somatic modification arising
from a defective environment. Any usage which will

;

keep two distinct conditions from being confused with
one another will be a gain in thought and action.
:To prevent hereditary retrogressive variations being
continued and diffused is the problem of restrictive or
negative eugenics, but can we not discover how they
arise? (i) Some investigators—e.g. Dr. C. B. Daven*-
port—believe that feeble-mindedness means a perpetua-
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tion of a distantly ancestral or Simian condition. But

feeble-mindedness as we know it does not look like

a stage in an evolution that went on 1 Mosckoff is

more explicit. He traces all degeneracy and much else

to the persistently assertive influence of a Pithec-

anthropus strain, which unfoitunately got mixed up

long ago with that of “white diluvial man,” who seems

to have been a sort of Apollo. (2) Another so-called

theory is that retrogressive variations are fresh “spon-

taneous ” sports, bad shots on the part of the change-

ful germ-plasm. But there are few who are inclined

to rest satisfied with the word “spontaneous,” which

is only a confession of ignorance. (3) So the third

view is that retrogressive variations arise as variations

conditioned by a disturbing, depressing, or deteriorat-

ing immediate environment,^ such as toxic conditions

of the parent, which may induce senescence or en-

feeblement in the germ-cells. The author inight have

referred with effect to the striking experiments of

Werber, which show how toxic agents, like butyric

acid and acetone, produce no end * of monstrosities

in the developing fish-embryo. Perhaps, as Werber
suggests, parental metabolic toxaemia higher up in the

scale may account for degeneracy in the offspring.

Dr. Tredgold directs attention to the fact that the

chief expression of degeneracy occurs in the most
elaborate, and phylogenetiqally the most recent, part of

the organism—namely, the higher parts of the brain.

From his own experience, he notes that all the off-

spring^ of two markedly degenerate persons are always
defective, and that those resulting from the union of a
pronounced degenerate with a healthy individual tend

to be, not some normal and some abnormal, but all

abnormal.

yL. In the Revue Scientifique for July 14^21 M. Andr4
f Godard directs attention to the iniportant services. jreit-

dered by birds to* agriculture. The depredations of

insects on cultivated crops, both at home and abroad,

he points out, are so serious that it is well that we
should realise their extent and the good that is done
by truly insectivorous species of wild birds. The
opinions of many authorities are quoted, and figures

given in support of their various statements, which
show that enormous numbers of insects, insect lairvas,

and eggs are annually destroyed by birds, which, if

permitted to live, would make profitable cultivation im-
possible. M. Godard is of opinion that although many
species may appear to be injurious, they are really

beneficial when the nature and quantity of their food
are carefully considered. He seems to regard the situa-

tion as one in which we. must be content to put up
with a small amount of damage by birds or absolute
disaster due to injurious insects. Whilst fully agree-
ing with all the author claims for the truly insec-

tivorous species, we must differ from him in regard-
ing the damage done as small, and bearing in mind
that the truly injurious species are comparatively few
in number, we think that agriculture will best benefit

by the elicitation of a thorough and detailed knowledge
of their feeding habits 'and the nature of their food
throughout the whole of the year, and the enactment
of wise measures for the destruction of such species

as are known to be too plentiful. We believe that in

France, as in Great Britain, many of the insectivorous

species of wild birds have suffered owing to* the un-
restricted, increase of the commoner and injurious
species, and the situation is one that will not improve
by neglect or by the shutting of one’s eyes to the
aptual . facts.

The Scottish Naturalist for July-August is entirely

devoted to the report on Scottish orniSiology in 1916
by the Misses Leonora Rintoul and Evelyn Baxter.
TTiis in every way maintains the high standard of
their t^o^ of former years. One of the most strik-
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ing of the many good things they record concerns the

herring-gull, nesting on the cliffs at North Uist and
the Skerries. After building their nests, which they

seem to have done in normal numbers, very few of

them laid eggs, and fewer still hatched out young, not

more than a dozen being brought off where there used

to be scores. So far no explanation of this state of

affairs is forthcoming, though it was believed, in the

case of the North Uist birds, that this failure was
due to the plague of rats which infests the cliffs there,

but.it is clear, they remark, that this explanation

fails. The presence of rats in such conspicuous num-
bers on cliffs facing the sea is in itself a noteworthy

fact, and should be kept under observation. “ One of

our correspondents,” they write, “records about twenty

pairs of red-necked phalaropes.’\ But the precise

breeding-place of this bird is rightly withheld. Anbther
note concerns the spotted flycatcher, eight or nine of

which were watched catching flies over a big pool in

the Malzie Burn, Corsemalzie, where one of them was
seen to alight several times on the still water.

Mr. N. Hollister, superintendent of the National
Zoological Park, Washington, in the Proceedings of

the United States National Museum, vol. liii. (June), re*

cords some valuable notes on the effects of environment
and habit on captive lions, which will bo read with
interest, not only by those desirous of obtaining data
of this kind, but also by such as arc responsible for

the selection of specimens for museums. The author
shows clearly enough that captivity produces very
marked changes, both in the coloration ‘and length
of the pelage and in the skeleton, particularly

in the skull, where the regions affected are chiefly

the areas of origin for the muscles concerned with
the seizing of the prey and with certain of the masti-
catory muscles. Further, the brain capacity in captive
lions is much less than in wild specimens.

y The April issue Otf the Agricultural Journal oj India
(vol. xii., part ii.) contains two notes from different

sources on materials said to be now used in Germany
as substitutes for jute, and their probable significance
as future competitors with Indian jute. Waste paper
and cellulose are dismissed as unlikely to be more than
war-time substitutes, but a more serious view is taken
of the .possitbilities of the two plants, Kpilohium hirsiu
turn (hairy willow benb) and lypha (recdmaco), which
are said to be now utilised for fibre by the Germans*
The opinion is expressed that the former is unlikely,
for some time at any rate, to prove a serious com-
petitor, owing to the necessity for prolonged cultural
improvement of the plant before good fibre-producing
strains can be evolved. Typha fibre, according to a
quotation from the Chicago Daily News of October i,

1916, would apppr to be a more formidable com-
petitor. It is claimed in Germany that this material,
“if it meets with expectations,” will make Germany
independent of the importation of cotton, jute, and
wool, and the further assertion is made that Germany

^

so early as next year will make enough of the material
to equal all the supplies usually imported, largely from
America and Egypt. Capital for the exploitation and
manufacture of this material has been subscribed by

,

“the greatest spinners, merchants, and bankers of
Germany,” and attention is being directed first to the
development of the coarser grades of material.

The June issue of Tropical Life contains a review
by Mr. H, C. Brill, of the Bureau of Science, Manila,
of the outlook foii- the alcohol industry in the Philii)-

pines and the tropics generally. Three of the cheajjeSt
sources of alcohol occur in the tropical countries,
namely, sugar-cane molasses, “tuiba” from the dipa
palm, and possibly from the coconut palm, and starch
from the starch plants, such as cassava and arrowroot.
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The two former sources arc already utilised to a con-
siderable extent, the second largely predominating. In
1914 the islands produced about 12,000,000 proof litres

of alcohol, of which more than 95 per cent, was made
from the sap (tuba) of the nipa and of the coco palms.
The molasses fermentatioxi industry has suffered much
from faulty methods, but considerable improvement is

being effected through the activities of the Bureau of
Science. The nipa palm offers a cheap source for the
production of alcohol, each fruiting stalk yielding
normally 30 to 50 litres of sap during a season, equiva-
lent to an output per hectare of fully 30,000 litres of
juice with an average sugar-content of 15 per cent.
The utilisation of starch plants still awaits develop-
ment. It is estimated that an average acre ot cassava
would yield more than three times as much starch
as an average acre of maize, whilst, in addition, the
cassava contains 4 to 6 per cent, of fermentable sugars.
Arrowroot yields xS to 22 per cent, of starch, and is

no more difficult to handle than potatoes. It is pre-
dicted that when thcvse sources are developed the
tropical countries will secure a practical monopoly of
the alcohol industry.

The thickness of a covering of peat is often cited

as giving some clue to the age of the surface on which
it grew. Mr. S. R. Capps’s recent remarks (“The
Chisana-Whito River District, Alaska,” Bull. 630,
United Stales Geological Survey, p, 72) are thus of
general interest. He points out that a seedling spruce
sends out its first radial roots on the mossy soil,, and,
in a high latitude, follows these by others at higher
levels, as the moss thickens and the food-supply from
below is cut olT through the rising of the level of
ground frost. Hence, under such conditions, “the
vertical ,

distance between the lowest horizontal roots
of a living tree and the surface of the ground repre-

sents tlxe thickness of the peaty accumulation during
the lifetinu^ of Uie irec.” Mr. F. V. Coville has in-

formed Mr. ‘Capps that trees of very slow growth may
fail during unfavourable years to form distinct annual
rings, and that the estimate of the ago of the peat-

layer by ih(} age of the lr<‘es must take this into con-
sideration.

Mr. W. G, Fove. in a paper on “The Lau Islands of

the Fiji Grouip” {Amcr. Journ* Sci., vol. xliii., p, 343,

1917J,
concludes that there is here positive evidence of

subsidence, an<l very good evidence of the development
of atolls and barrier reefs during such subsidence.

He regaxds, however, a general deijression of the

Pacific area as unlikely, owing to the irregular occur-

rence of uplifted and subsided blocks.

Mk. J. CocGiN Brown continues his description of
“ The Geology of the Province of Yxinnan in Western
China” in the Records of the Geological Survey of

India, vol. xlvii., p. 205. The Silurian fossils col-

lected have been determined by Mr. F. R. Cowper
Reed, of Cambridge. The .paper, with its foundation
of hard travel, and its geographical observations

interspersed with details of stratigraphy, reminds one
of those of the pioneers of the last century, and the

illustrations show what fine adventure awaits the sur-

veyor on the borderlands of the British Empire.

The Riviera or Ligurian earthquake of February 23,

1887, was one of the first earthquakes instrumentally

recorded beyond the limits of the disturbed area. In

the early estimates of the velocity there was con-

siderable discordance, and a new estimate has there-

fore been made by Messrs. Agamennbne and
.

Cava-
sino (Rend, della R. Acad, aei Linceif vol. jfxvL,

PP* 167-71). Taking the position of the epi-

centre as about 20 km. south of P. Maurizio, and
using the twenty-eight best estimates 'in which the
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initial epoch is given, they *find the mean velocity to

^ 2*54 km. per second, and the time at the epicentre
6h. 2im. 9s. a.m.

Prof. OmorFs fifth memoir on the recent erup-
tions of the Asama-yama (Bull. Imp. Earthq. Inv.
Com., vol. vii., No, 2, pp. 217-326) contains a list of
the earthquakes and earth-tremors registered at
Yuno-taira during ’ the six warmer months (May to
October) of each year from 1913 to 1916, This seismo-
logical station is situated on the west-south-west
slope of the volcano, at a distance of 2*3 km. from
the centre of the crater. As in his earlier memoirs,
Prof. Omori divides the volcanic earthquakes into two
types—the A-type, not directly accompanied by out-
bursts, and

^

the B-tyipe, caused by eruptions. The
former consist of

^

quick vibrations and are usually
of very short duration, the latter of slow gentle move-
ments and of comparatively long duration. The
tables show, as Prof, Omori remarks, that the former
earthquakes have increas^ in frequency from 34 in

1913 to 22^ in 1916, while the latter have declined
from 7126 in 1013 (all but 25 corresponding to very
small outbursts) to none in 1915 and 2 in 1916.
Since May 5, 1914, there has been no strong outburst
of the Asama-yama.

A NEW acid sodium phosphate is described by Dr.
J. H. Smith in a recent number of the Journal of the
Society of Chemical Industry (vol. xxxvi.,' No. 8). The
formula attributed to it is Na^PeOir, or 6Na30,9Pj0s.
It is notable as having a very energetic corrosive
action upon glass, porcelain, nickel, and even platinum
and silica. The author describes also a method* for
the^ titration of mixed phosphates by employing two
indicators, methyl-orange and phenolphthalein, at
55® C.,^ and shows that by this means it is possible to
dptermine readily the proportions of the three sodium
salts of orthophosphoric acid when present together
in a mixture. •

Some lines of possible research, with a view to the
better utilisation of by-products from the coking of
cOal, are outlined by Mr. G. E. Foxwell in a recent
numberof the Journal of the Society of Chemical Indus-
try (vol. xxxvi,, No. lo). Recovery of sulphur from the
pyrites of the coal, so that, together with the ammonia
given off in coking, it could be obtained as ammonium
sulphate is one of the problems to which a solution ,

is required. Where the chlorine content of the coal is

sufficiently high, it also may be recovered with the
ammonia in the form of ammonium chloride, and in

a few cases this is, in fact, already done. Improved
methods for the recovery of naphthalene and benzol are
required, as also for the utilisation of the surplus gas
from the coke ovens. ^ This gas, the author calculates,

is equivalent to more than a million tons of coal per
annum, and in a great number of cases is got rid of •

by being allowed to burn away.
^
It might possibly be

used as a source of certain chemicals—c.g. chlorinated

hydrocarbons—or utilised in gas-engines to generate
electricity for distribution, oi; the gas itself might be
distributed' in mains to neighbouring towns.

In the issue of La Nature for July 14, M. Le Chate-
lier gives a brief survey of the progress of high tem-
perature measurements. He points out the -main*

causes of error that are likely to arise in using the
thermo-electric ty^ of instrunaent, though, as he
remarks, troubled have been largely eliminated by the

use of improved types Of galvanometer of the moving
coil pattern. Great care is required' in the. gradua-
tion of the instrumehts, and frequent regraduation is

necessary. One of the great advantages of the

thermo-electric pyrometer is that it lends itself readily
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to photographic recording, A spot of light from a
slit or hole is allowed to fall oh to the mirror of a
mirror-galvanometer, whence it is reflected on to a
sensitised plate. This method is frequently used
nowadays in investigating the critical points of steel.

The writer mentions ithe recording apparatus thought
out iby M. Saladin, which permits of tracing all kinds
of curves on a photographic plate by using two
mirrors both capable of rotation about a vertical^ axis

and operated by two galvanometers. A fixed mirror,

inclined 45° to the horizontal, is placed between the

two moving mirrors. The ray of light reflected by
the first mirror is thus given a horizontal movement,
which becomes vertical after reflection by the fixed

mirror at 45®. It is then reflected on to the second
mirror, which imparts to it a second and final hori-

zontal displacement. Finally, the combination of

these two perpendicular movements traces a curve on
a stationary photographic plate. It is thus possible

'

to plot directly curves of electric resistance, of dila-

tation, and. of'E.M.F. in terms of temperature.

In view of the importance of internal waterways
and of the many questions which revolve round the
development of the hydraulic resources of their country,

the National Association of Navigation Congresses in

Italy has inaugurated the publication of a small period-

ical of eight pages, known as Navigazione Interna,

to deal with matters of interest in that connection as
they arise. The first issue, for May, 1917, lies before

us and contains an account of the work of the Hydr(>
technical Institute at Stra, associated with the Uni-
versity of Padua and the Hydrographic Deipartment
at Venice, describing in particular the experimental
tank 200 metres (656 ft.) long, with a bottom width
of 3'7o metres (12 ft.), a top width of io7< metres

feSi ft.), and a mean depth of 3*50 metres (nj ft).

The tank is constructed in cement concrete, with light

metal reinforcement, and is fitted with a moving plat-

form and the appropriate mechanical equipment. The
institute undertakes experimental work in connection
with all hydraulic problems, including those in regard
to the resistance offered to the movement of solid

bodies in water. Another interesting article in the
journal deals with a Swiss project of a navigational
connection between Lake Maggiore and the River Po.
We welcome the advent of this latest recruit to the
service of hydrological science.

Evidence of the difficulty of destroying reinforced-
concrete buildings is given in an article on concrete
in war in the Times Engineering Supplement for July
27. Steel cupolas have been blown to fragments by
high-explosive shells, while similar structures in re-

inforced concrete have survived the ordeal with com-
paratively little injury. Many of the reinforced con-
crete buildings plentifully scattered over Northern
France have been used by the Germans as well as by
ourselves, and have shown remarkable capacity for I

withstanding artillery fire. One case quoted is of an
elevated reservoir measuring about So ft. long, 40 ft.

wide^ and 12 ft. deep, supported on a framework ol
thin columns more than 40 ft. high, with horizontal
bracings. The flat* roof at a height of 55 ft. was used
by the Germans as a ready-made observation post.
This reservoir, built in June, 1911, of Hennebique
ferro-concrete, was destroyed so far as possible when
the Germans eyacuated the town in March last, having
successfully withstood our bombardment, which de-
stijoyed all surrounding^ buildings. The columns were
broken by explosives, allowing the reservoir proper to
fell to ground, where it remained intact save for a
few craiito and holes cut in the comers, where explo-'

had been inserted with the object of trying to
damage the walls.
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huR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN.
Discovery of a New Star.—According to the

Times of August 6, the discovery of a new star b\

Mr. Ritchey on July 19 has been announced by Prof.
Pickering, The star is very faint, being ol: the 14th
magnitude, but it may be of special interest because of
its situation in the nebula N.G.C. 6946. This is a
large faint nebula in Cygnus, its position being R.A.
2oh. 33m. 17s., deck -}'59° 51k

Stellar Motions and Absolute Magnitudes.—The
relationship of stellar motions to absolute mag-
nitudes has been .further investigated, as re-

gards 1300 stars of types F, G, K, and
M, by W. S. Adams and G. Stromberg {Astro^
physical Journal, vol. xlv., p. 293). Parallaxes deter-

mined by the spectroscopic method were available for

about 700 of the stars used, and these were supple-
mented by others derived with the aid of a new
formula connecting mean parallax with proper motion.
From the parallaxes and apparent magnitudes, the
absolute magnitudes are easily calculated, being de-
fined as apparent magnitudes reduced to the distance
corresponding to a parallax of o-i'k The stars being
divided into groups defined by certain limits of
parallax, it is first shown that among stars at the same
distance from the sun there is an increase of fadial
velocity with decrease in absolute brightness, and that
there is little evidence of any variation in radial velo-
city depending upon distance from the sun. For the
spectral types considered, the increase in velocity is

1-5 km. for a decrease in brightness of one magnitude.
It is shown that this effect cannot be ascribed either to
distance from the sun, to the law of frequency-distri-
bution of the velocities, or to^ the effect of stream
motion. The same conclusion is reached with regard
to the cross linear motions of the stars, and it appears
to hold in the mean for apparent as wcill as for abso-
lute brightness The stars of types K an<l M have
mean velocities about i-o to 1-5 km. higher than the
F and G stars of the same absolute magnitude.

Union Observatory, Johanni{isburg.—Circular No.
37 of the Union Observatory includes mea.surcs of
ninety-eight double stars and the results recently ob-
tained by the blink microscope in connection with
proper motions and new variable stars. On twefity-
three pairs of plates taken at the Melbourne Observa-
tory, at intervals averaging about twenty years, 104
proper motions were found and measured, twenty-
three of the stars having a centennial proper motion
of 20" or more; fifty-six of these stars have a motion
nearly parallel to the galactic plane and towards the
solar ant-apei. Proper motions amounting to only
0-04'^ or 0 06" a year were easily and certamly deter-
mined. A disagreement with the results from astro-
graphic measurements in the case of three pairs of
plates taken at the Cape Observatory has led to an
interesting correspondence with Prof, Kapteyn. The
general impression obtained by Mr. Innes from his
Work with the blink microscope is that practically all
stars, nebul^, and clusters in any one region are at
the same distance from us, and that with very few
exceptions they are all relatively fixed. In Circular
No. 38 Mr. Innes announces an important undertaking
in the form of a photographic map of the southern
sky, from the Franklin-Adams star plates. Each
chart will be ruled "with hour circles and parallels^
and will cover a little more than 39 square degrees,
the scale being 36 mm. to i°. The region to be
covered will require 556 charts. An excellent speci-
men chart accompanies the circular, and others will
be issued as opportunity offers.
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THE EXAMINATIONS FOR CLASS I OF
THE CIVIL SERVICE.

I
N November last a Treasury committee was ap-
pointed to consider and report upon the scheme of

examination for Class L of the Civil Service, The
committee consisted of JVI,r. Stanley Loathes, C.B.,
First Civil Service Commissioner (chairman); Sir
Alfred liwin^, K.C.B., Vice-Chancellor of the Univer-
sity of Edinburgh; Sir Henry Alexander Miers, Vice-
Chancellor of the 'University of Manchester; Mr.
H. A. L. Fisher, Vice-Chancellor of the University of
Sheffield; Prof. W. G, S. Adams, Gladstone professor
of political theory and institutions in the University
of Oxford; and Mr. D. B. Mair, M.A., director of
examinations to the Civil Service Commissioners, to
be secretary to the committee.

Mr. Fisher resigned his membership of the com-
mittee on his appointment as President of the Boai-d
of Education, and Dr. W. H. Hadow, principal of
Armstrong College, Newcastle, and Vice-Chancellor
of Durham University, was appointed in his stead.
The committee tos instructed “to consider and, re-

port upon the existing sclieme of examination for
Class 1 . of the Home Civil Service;
“To submit for the consideration of the Lords Com-

missioners of his Majesty’s Treasury a revised scheme
such as they may judge to bo best adapted for the
selection of the type of officer required for that class

of the Civil Service, and at the same time niogt advan-
tageous to the higher education of this country;
'“And in framing such a scheme, to take into account,

sp far as possible, the various other purposes which
the scheme in question has hitherto served, and to

consult the India Office, the Foreign Office, and the
Colonial Office as to their requirements, in so far as
they differ from those of the Home Civil Service.”

The report of the committee, dated June 20, 1917,
has now h(u*n published (CM. S657), and the outstand-
ing points of the new scheme proposed for the exam-
itiations of the future are printed below. We hope
next week to deal with the report as a whole.

^

SonifiMF, PuOrOSKT> by TIIR COMMITTKK,

'Phis scheme should be establishe<l on a basis of

equality of sttulies; tiuit is, of the chief studies which
are pursued by students at the university up to the

conclusion of an honours course. Wo propose to place

on an equal footing the main schools of; Classical

languages, history, and literature; modern languages,

with history and literature; history; mathematics; and
the natural sciences. The classical subjects will be

valued at 800 marks; history and mathematics at the

same; candidates in natural science taking one main
subject up -to the higher level and two subsidiary sub-

jects on the lower leve} can' obtain the same totals;

while two modern languages studied as comprehen-
sively. as the classics will be worth the same. It is

possible, however, that for some time candidates able

to take full advantage of this last opportunity may be

few. We proi)oso that the candidate coming from any

one of these schools shall be encouraged—it might
almost be said constniincd by the force of competition

—to offer one or two other additional subjects esti-

mated by us as the equivalent of one-fourth part of his

whole main subject. This addition, valued at 200

marks, may be made up in many ways, and we do

not propose to limit in any way the free choice of

candidates. There is also a great range of university

studies—political, legal, economic, and philosophical—

which have not been as yet, so far as we know, con-

solidated into one honours school, though the courses

offered by the London School* of Economics may cover

the most part of them. We have greatly increased

the individual and : cohective weight of these studies,
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but we do not consider it desirable that candidates for
the Civil Service should study exclusively either poli-
tics, law, economics, or philosophy; however, for
students whose chief interest lies in two or more of
these subjects we offer a varied field of selection which
is fully equivalent to that appertaining to any of the
schools mentioned above.
While grouping subjects as above, and expecting

that on the whole the main choice of candidates will
be in one or other of the groups, we retain for subjects
of university study the old freedom of selection. What- •

ever limits we imposed upon the choice of candidates,
we should still be confronted by the difficulty of equat-
ing disparate subjects; e.g. language including litera-

ture and history, mathematics, history, natural sciences*
That difficulty has to be solved as best it may by the Civil
Service Commissioners and their permanent and occa-
sional staff. It will be no greater under our proposed
scheme than it is under the existing scheme. More-
over, we think it would be difficult to make up a list

of subjects under our proposed scheme which would
not secure a useful university education, either nar-
rower or wider.
But we do not consider it necessary to confine our

tests to Ihe results of university study alone. The
young men who will be examined by the Civil Seivice
Commissioners will have spent not only three or four
years at the university, but ten or more years at
school; and the best of them will have had abundant
leisure in which to educate themselves and pick up
knowledge and accomplishments useful to them in the
work of life. Much that they have learnt at school
they will quite rightly have forgotten, but that know-
ledge should have served its purpose; and we do not
propose to examine our candidates in school subjects.

But we consider that a sound and systematic education
should show certain results at university-leaving age;
and that candidates who, while devoting themselves
to their individual studies, have neverth^ess retained
an alert and acquisitive mind and have kept their eyes
open to the most important facts in the world aiound
them, should have seized and retained a certain amount
of knowledge—scientific, economic, and political. We
consider it also highly desirable that all Civil Servants
should have a good worldng knowledge—that is, a
reading and translating knowledge—of at least one
modern foreign language, preferably two.
On this basis we have constructed a separate sec-

tion that all candidates must take. We consider that
all well-educated young men should be able to use the

English language skilfully and accurately and to grasp
its meaning readily and correctly. This accomplish-
ment is specially valuable for Civil Servants, but any

I

form of education that has not developed it has failed

in a principal part of its purpose. We therefore pro-

pose in the fitst place that all candidates should write

an essay. To construct an essay and work out therein

a line of thought with suitable words, logical order,,

and just proportions is a severe criterion of ability.,

But it is found by experience that an excellent candi-

date may on any one occasion fail to do justice to his

powers. We therefore propose that candidates should;

have in other papers opportunities of manifesting lil^e

powers of arrangement and effective expression. One
of these papers should be a test in English (Section A,
subject 2), the nature of which, may be^t be under-
stood by reference to the specimen paper supplied.

Further, we propose a paper in modern subjects,

social, political, and economic. A specimen paper is

supplied. It may be found that many—perhaps most
—^young men of our country are undxily ignorant of,‘

such matters. But the existence of this test should

encourage many to turn their attention to these sub->

jects and accumulate in their leisure much useful* in-

formation It should be noted throughout this Sec-
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tion A that no candidate will be disqualified for failure

in any part, or in the whole of the section, though,
since we allow 500 marks for the written part of the

section, there is much advantage to be gained or lost

thereby in the whole competition.

We have received from the Government Committee
on Science in the Educational System of Great Britain

ihe following resolution :

—

“The committee has had under its consideration

certain proposals for remodelling the Competitive Ex-
amination for admission to Class 1 . of the Civil- Ser-

vice at home .and in India or in the Colonies. It is

unanimous in thinking that it is indispensable that

a course in science extending over several years shall

have formed a serious part of every canclidate’s pre-

vious education. It is, however, " not prepared to

trespass on the province of the committee which is

dealing in detail with this examination. It feels

strongly that if the men with high scientific qualifica-

tions who will undoubtedly be needed in the Service

to a greater or less extent are to be secured at a com-
paratively early age by this examination, then candi-
dates otifering science only (without mathematics)
should in future be placed on complete equality with
other candidate,s, and that this is not the case at pre-

sent. But it recognises that there may be advantages
in obtaining also by other methods scientific advisers

for the Service at a greater age and with practical

professional education.”
With the trend of this resolution we find ourselves

in general agreement; and we desire to make it clear

that by placing science, as we have endeavoured to

do, on a complete equality with other subjects of a
university course, we do not expect to make it pos-
sible for certain departments to dispense with scientific

advisers selected in maturer age and possessed of prac-
tical experience and of knowledge of a kind that may
Have to be obtained elsewhere than at a university.

And in some departments specialists in one or another
branch of science will doubtless be selected by tests of
a less general kind than that with which we are con-
cerned. The young men selected under our scheme
partly for their knowledge of natural science, unless
they happen to be employed in a scientific brancK of
the department in which they are working, may have
no opportunity of exercising their scientific acquire-
tnents and- their knowledge may pass out of date.

They should, however, not lose a just estimate of
scientific knowledge, and they should know when and
where it may with advantage be sought.*

We must, however, make one reservation to the terms
of this resolution. The “indispensable” requirement
of a school course in science must apply rather to the
future than to the present. We cannot now correct
the defective education of the past or rule out from
our competition for some years to come all those useful
candidates who may not satisfy this demand of the
Science Contmittee. Perhaps later it may be possible
to require of all candidates some form of school certi-

ficate which may be evidence of suitable training in
this and some other subjects not tested by the examina-
tion.

However, we think we may even now go so far
as this. We can give a substantial advantage in the
competition to those candidates who by whatever
means have obtained and retained a sound knowledge
of some of the, principles, methods, and applications
of science, and are able to give a lucid and intelligent
account of their knowledge. [SjDecimen questions are
supplied.} It is hoped that the inclusion of this sub-
jpet in me scheme will encourage all candidates to
make themselves acquainted with the general prin-
dples of ^ci^ce* This paper will also be a test of
oroerly, elective, and exact expression.
FmaUy> we propose to allot 100 marks for a trans-
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lation paper from some modern foreign language.
We intend this paper to be a serious test of capacity
to understand and translate accurately passages from
the foreign language. We do not proposcj to 'limit the
scope; verse may be set as well as prose; but nothing
that is antiquated should appear; the .candidate should
be able to master any passage thtit is likely to occur
in books of ordinary dilTicuky

^

written in the living

tongue
;
passages dealing with history and politics may

be set, but not any technical matter. This should he
not only a test of specific knowledge, but also a test

of capacity to use the English language with skill and
accuracy. The languages mentioned in our list are
those which . appeared to us most likely annn)ng
European languages to afford information "useful to

students or to Civil Servants, or to both. We include
Latin as an option for those candidates who take two
modern languages because Latin is commonly imposed
at school upon those pupils who take modern lan-
guages,, and \vc do not wash to lay any unnet'cssarv
burden on the modern language, candidates. In any
case, for candidates who have mastered two languages,
classical or modern, there should be no hardship ami
much advantage in acquiring a thir<I.

Since it is of high importancii that ('ivil Servants
should have ready use of two modern languages, we
include among our recommchdations that any candi-
date who wishes to offer a second modern language
on the same terms as in Section A should be jx^rniitted
to do so beyond the limit of the subjects prescriliecl in
Section A and those permitted in Section B. To ac-
quire a mode£n language for reading and translation
purposes should not be a difficult task for an}' well-
educated man; it can be done iti leisure time with a
little assistance. But some adequate motive is needed
to induce the effort; an effort which should be made
by students of history, natural sciences politics,
economics, and, indeed, of almost all the subjects in
our schedule, but, in fact, is not always made. We
trust that in course of lime all our candidate's will be
prepared to offer two modern languages itp to a useful
standard, but we do not at present propose 10 make
two compulsory. We .hold out an advantages to (hose
who offer two, but success will be possible with only
one, and in some cases perhaps without any.
Viva Voce Examination.* The Royal OoinmisvSion

expressed a cautious inclination lowTirds a viva voce
examination, but made no definite recomm<mdatton.
The Consultative Committee in its report savs that
there should hoi^ix'viva vocc examination. On this
point, as on almost every point of our report, we are
unanimous. We believe that qualities may bo sbowm
in a viva voce examination which cannot be tested by
a written examination, and that those qualities should
be useful to public servants. It is sometimes urged
that a candidate—otherwise well qualified—may be pre-
vented by nervousness from doing himself justice viva
vocc.^ We are not sure that such lack of nervous con-
trol is not in itself a serious defect, nor that the pre-
sence of mind and nervous equipoise which enable a
candidate to marshal all his resources in such ' condi-
tions is not a valuable quality. Further, there are un-
doubtedly some candidates who can never do th^m^
selves justice in written cxaniinations, just as there
are^ others who, under the excifement of written com-
petition, do better than on ordinary occasions. We do
not consider that it is desirable to 'forgo the viva voce
test for the advantage of a few weak vessels. We
consider that the viva voce can be made a test of the
Cc'andidate’s alertness, intelligence, and intellectual out-
look,, and as such is better than any other. The
voce examination has been proved by experience to
redress^ in certain cases the results of written Examina-
tion. The examination should, of eburse, be skilfully
conducted by carefully selected examiners accustomed
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to handle young men and to put them at their ease.

We consider that the if/x'a yocc examination should not
be in matters of academic study, but in matters of
general interest, on which every young man should
hav(‘ sbnudhing io say. We think that the marks
assigned under this heading should be a valuable cor-

n^ctive to the results of th(i written papers, and should
not infrequently help a useful man to success or save
the State from a bad bargain,

Ijmit.s of Aof.

—

Wh) propose' no change in the limits

of age, which are at present not less than twenty-two
nor more than twenty-four on August i in the year in

which the competition is held. Under existing practice

the examination begins on August i or on August 2

if the Tst is a Sunday. We consider this time of year
convenient for university candidates.

SciiKMB OF Examination Proposed by the Committee.
Section A.

To ba taken by all Candidates,
Marks

1, b-ssay 100
2. Imglish 100

j. Qu(*stions on contemporary subjects,

social, economic, and political ... 100

4. Questions on general principles,

imdhods, and applications of science 100

5. Translation from one of the following
languages not taken in Section B,
viz, French, German, Spanish,
Italian, Portuguese, Dutch, Nor-
wegian, Swedish, Danish, Russian;
Latin being also an option for those
who take two modern languages in B 100

6. A viva voce examination 300

Total for Section A
,
,,, 800 .

This section is intended to tost the candidates’ know-
ledge of the English language and their capacity for

its skilful use, their accurate command of knowledge
which they should have acquired in the course of a
systematic education and self-education, and should
have retained to assist them in their future work, and
their equipment in one foreign language at least for

worl^ing i)urpo.ses. "I'ho languages selected are those

most likely to alTord information useful to public ser-

vants. As circumstances change others should be
added at the discretion of the Civil Service Commis-
sioneirs.

The viva vocc should be a test, by means of ques-

tions and conversation on matters of general interest,

of the candidate’s alertness, intelligence, and intellec-

tual outlook, his personal qualities of mind and mental
equipment.

I.t is not intended that any candidate should be dis-

qualified for failure in any of the parts of this section

or in the section as a whole, but that the section

should count substantially in the competition.

Section B.

Optional Subjects,

Candidates to be allowed to take up subjects in this

section up to a total of 1000 marks.

Languages with History and Literature,

Marks

7. Latin,’ ti^anslation, and prose or verse

composition ...
^

200

8. Roman history and Latin literature ... 200

9. Greek, translation, and prose or verse

composition 200

10.

Greek history and literature 200
• II. French, translation, free cornposition,

set composition, an4 conversation ... 200

la* iFrertch history and literature .... ... 200

MO. 3493, VOL, 99]

Marks
13. German, translation, free composition,

set composition, and conversation ... 200
14. German history and literature 200
15. Spanish’^ or Italian,^ translation, free

composition, set composition, and con-
versation 200

16. Spanish^ or Italian ^ history and litera-

ture 200
17- Russian,^ translation, free composition,

set composition, and conversation ... 200
18. Russian ^ history and literature ... 200

'

The history and literature subject associated with
each of these languages {y-iS) can only be taken by
candidates who also offer themselves for examination
in the relevant language in Section B.

19. English literature, 1350-1700 200
20. English literature, 1660-1914 200

History.

21. English history to 1660, social, eco-
nomic, political, constitutional ... 200

22. British history, 1660-1914, social, eco-
nomic, political, constitutional ... 200

23. European histoiy, 1494-1763 200
24. European history, 1763-1914 200

Economics j Politics, Law, and Philosophy.

25. General economics 200
26. Economic history 100
27. Public e.:onomics, including public

finance 100
28. Political theory .,5.. ... , 100
29. Political organisation ... 100

30. The Constitutional Law of the United
Kingdom and of the British Empire,
and the law of English local govern-
ment ... 100

31. English private law • 200
32. Roman law lOO

33. Public international law and inter-

national relations 100

34. Moral philosophy loo

35. Metaphysical philosophy too

36. Logic 100

37. Psychology ... loo

Mathematics and Science,

38. Mathematics, lower 400
39. Mathematics, higher 400
40. Astronomy 200

41. Statistics 100

42. Chemistry, lower 200

43. Chemistry, higher 200

44. Physics, "lower 200

45. Physics, ‘higher 200

46. Botany, lower 200

47. Botany, higher 200

48. Geology, lower 200

49. Geology, higher 200

50. Physiology, lower 200

51. Physiology, higher 20a
52. Zoology, lower 200

53. Zoology, higher 200

54. Engineering
r

... ^oo

55. Geography .. ^00
56. Physical anthropology, prehistoric

archaeology, and technology 100

57. Social anthropology 100

58. Agriculture 200

59. Experimental psychology ... 100

1 Papers on these languages should onlybeprepared on evidence presented
one year in advance and satisfactory to the Civil Service Commissioner^; that

at least one candidate will present himselfwho is likely to be fit for examina-
Idbn on a standard e<],ulvalent to those in French and uerman.
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A candidate desiring to offer any of the subjects

42-54 or 59 must produce evidence satisfactory^ to the

Commissioners of laboratory training in an institu-

tion of university rank. For (40) astronomy, (41) statis-

tics, (55) geography, (56) physical anthropology, etc.,

and (58) agriculture, other equivalent training will be
required. There will be no laboratory test as a part

of the examination.

Extra Numerum.

Candidates may take, in addition to the abpve, one
of the translation papers of Section A in a language
not already taken by them in that section, not more
than one of the Scandinavian languages, nor more
than one of the three, Spanish, Italian, Portuguese,

being offered by the same candidate; for this 100

marks will be awarded, not included in the 800 of Sec-

tion A or the 1000 of Section B.

RADIO-ACTIVE HALOS.^
IL

WE shall now see that the thorium halo follows

faithfully the same laws of development as the

uranium halo, whatever we may assume as to the

nature of these laws.

By plotting the seven a-ray curves of ionisation

which must contribute to the formation of a halo in the

medium surrounding a .particle containing the parent
element thorium, and then, as before, adding up the
drdmates, we get for the tbtal ionisation responsible

for the thorium halo the next curve (Fig. 6).

{ ,
Note that the

single conspicuous
maximum d i s-

played by the cor-

responding curve
for the uranium
halo is now re-

placed by two
maxima, the one
which is nearer
the centre being a
little the lower.
Beyond these two
maxima the curve
descends steeply

with two excre-
scences before the
minimum of
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Fig. 6.—Integral carve for thorium halo.

isafion is reached. Then the curve reascends to the
low maximum due to ThCi.
Now, the first beginning of the thorium halo shows

two rings, and the radial dimensions of these' rings
are in good agreement with the positions of the two
inaxima of the curve. The inner ring has not been
found alone. Next we find the space within and
around these rings growing darker, accompanied by
the early appearance of the outer ring due to ThCx, just
as in the case of the uranium halo we observe the
early appearance of the ring due to RaCx- The next
stage, so far certainly observed, shows the loss of the
internal features, the resulting halo e^biting much
the same appearance as the uranium halo in the final
stage of development.
Above the ionisation curve fdr the thorium halo I

have marked the several features of the halo. The
agreement of the observed v ith the theoretical features
is emi closer than in the case of the uranium halo.
When we consider the successive steps in the genesis

of the radio-active halo, which I have now laid before
yqut we can <M:ly come to the conclusion that some

* NQ. 2493, 99}
'

cause exists which tends to accentuate the effects
going on in the outer regions of the halo. Could
we assign a cause for the strengthening of the outer
effects of ionisation, or, what comes to the same
thing, for the weakening of the inner effects, every
feature of the halo becomes explained by the curve of
integral ionisation—that is, by the curve which simply
sums the effects of the several Bragg curves. We

I

would then find an explanation of the appearance of
successive rings and of the appearance of tlie effects
•of the extreme or limiting ray at such an early stage
of development.

If w,e assume that the process which results in the
formation of a halo under the influence of the a ray
is essentially similar in nature to that which is re-
sponsible for the photographic image under the stimu-
lus of light, the desired explanation of the weakening
of the inner features is forthcoming. For the
phenomenon of reversal or of solarisation, well known
to photographers, would assuredly lead to the weaken-
ing of the inner parts ^ of the Image. The repetition
of stimuli at or near the same spot is necessarily more
marked in the inner than in the outer parts of the halo,
and the ionisation accumulating in the region
traversed by the external limiting a rays is to a large
extent exempt from the effects of repetition.

Now there are features in common between the
halo image and the photographic image. Both are
brought about by ionisation in a sensitive medium.
There is so much indirect evidence 'for this view that
we can scarcely doubt its truth. The salts of iron in
many forms have been found to be -pliotographically
sensitive. In the photochemistry of chlorophyll they
appear to play a 'fundamental part in Nature. Again,

* we may interpret the fact that the halo may be obliter-
ated by heat, as proof of instability. Finally, the
photographic plate is affected by the a ray in a manner
not readily distinguished from that due to light.
Halos have been found which show all the appear-

ance of reversal. In them wo find the penumbra re-
placed by a 'band which is darker than the regiofi
lying within. Normal halos in its neigli^rhood, by
contrast, well show the peculiar change’ which affects
the reversed halo. It is the negative of a halo. What
is this appearance due to, if not to reversal ? The effect
must arise from very intense ionisation. The reversal
has cleared^ the inner pupil more or less, but the repe-
tition of stimuli has not be»en sufficient to affect the
penumbra in the same manner. If these views are
correct we may claim to know something of the
nature of the phenomena which lead to the building
up of the halo.

.
We may regard the radio-active

nucleus as emitting, for countless ages, radiations
which slowly act, according to the laws affecting the
latent photographic image, upon the surrounding
medium. We mast suppose the electric charge upon
the a ray to affect the stability of the sensitive mineral,
ionising the constituent atomic systems, and, finally,
producing stresses and, possibly, displacements, which
are revealed in the increased colour absorption.

Hitherto I have more especially dwelt upon the
points of agreement between the observed and the
theoretical halo. I venture to think that the agree-
ment sets beyond any doubt not only the radio-active
origin, but also the general mode of development of
halos. I shall now refer to some details in which
the observed halo is not in perfect agreement with the
curve of ionisation.

^
In the case of the thorium halo 'the measured dimen-

sions of the halo are in very perfect accord with the
ionisation curve. The agreement seems generally* as
perfect as we could expect. There is, TKowever, a very
small appearance of misfit in the location of the first
ring. The estimates I have made of the radius of
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this first ring have consistently shown a small deficit.

Small as it is, -wo should not ig-noro it. For there is

some reason to suspect that our knowledge of the

range of the a ray of thorium -itself, which is largely

rcsponsrblo for the position of the first maximum upon
tho curve, is incomplete. The -facts appear to snow
that the accepttid range of the ray from thorium is

too large. The -evidence for this is both interesting

and important.
Rutherford long ago pointed out that there appeared

to exist a connection ibetwcon the range of an a ray

and the duration of life of the element from which it

originates. The speed of the a particle seemed to ibe

greater the shorter the period of transformation,

Geiger and Nutall re-investigated the accepted ranges

of the a rays of the radio-active elements, and estab-

lished Rutherford’s inference. Plotting the logarithms

of the range and of the period of transformation

against each other, they ascertained that for each

family of elements there is -a straight line along which
the points found for the several a rays lie, and—in

nearly every case—lie with astonishing accuracy.

There is only -one notable discrepancy. That excep-

tion is in th(i -case of tlib range of the a ray from
thorium itself. It is a few per cent, too great accord-

ing to the observations. It is also, admittedly, the

most difficult to measure with accuracy.

Translated into the distances obtaining in the halo,

the few per cent, are almost beyond the limits of accu-

racy which may be fairly claimed. But the evidence

for the slight misfit is based on many observations and

may ibe significant.

In the case of the uranium halo there is also- a dis-

crepancy between tho curve and the observations as

regards tho position o-f the first ring; but the mag-
nitude of the discrepancy is more considerable than

the misfit referred to above in the case of the thorium

halo. And here we have no- reason to throw the blame

on any error in the accepted value of the ranges of

the rays of U, and Ih- The curve of ionisation due

to the ‘a ray.s of the.se chemically inseparable elements

has been investigated by Geiger and Nutall. The
results obtained a-re explained on the assumption that

Ui has a range of cm. and Ua a range of 2-9

in air. And these determinations accurately fit the

logarithmic curve. 1'lie position of the maximum on

the halo-ionivsation curve is mainly determined by these

results.

Careful imcasurements of the first
^

ring of the

uranium halo reveal this small but definite discordan^

foctw(vm the radius of the ring and the position of the

maximum of the curve. It will be seen that the sec-

tion of the ring—the feature numbered i in Fig. 3—
does not He accurately above the centre of the maxi-

mum, The ring has a radius which is distinctly too

great. 1'hat the ring essentially corresponds with the

first great maximum of the curve seems beyond

We find no other record of this maximum. Th^e
seems no apparent escape from the conclpsion that the

ring which is so largely due to the rays from Ui ana

U., has iHjen formed by rays of greater rangvs than the

average range of the rays now emitted by these

elements. '

. , . .1.

Tho granite in which this^ halo-rmg has- been

measured is vc^ry ancient, certainly not younger than

the Devonian period. Similar rings, but not so sharp

and easily measured, have been found in the

iferous granite of Cornwall. In younger granites I

have not succeeded in finding them. It would be

important to measure this ring in the

granites, supposing they have been formed m these

rocks. Such measurements would make qui^ clear

whether or not the abnormal dimension of this first

ring is rcially due to the former existence of a longer

NO. 2493, voi. 99] ’
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average range of the rays responsible. If the misfit

of the first ring proves to be inexplicable in any

deficiency of our knowledge of the ranges of the

uranium isotopes, and especially if we are able
,
to

get evidence that it is confined to the more ancient

rocks, then it will be difiicult -to escape rhe direct

conclusion that, however brought about, there was a
former greater range of the a ray of the parent

element of -the uranium family.

There is a certain temptation to accept such a con-

clusion, 'for there is a strange^ contradiction in
^

the

evidence advanced for the duration of geological time.

The conclusion that the halo reveals a former greater

range for the a ray from Uj carries with It the former

more rapid decay of that element. All the difficulties

and contradictions respecting the age vanish if this

indeed occurred. It will only require a few words to

state the present position of the matter.

From measurements of the rates of denu-dative pro-

cesses at the earth’s surface, and of the quantities

accumulated, the evidence is, with wonderful consist-

ency, in favour of a period of about 100 millions of

years having elapsed since those processes came into

existence. By making
^

certain assumptions some

150 millions of years might be claimed, and even,

not inconceivabhs somewhat more. What other

evidence have we? The only major limit which

astronomy appears to give us would be in favour of

an age -even less than 100 millions of years. I refer

to the duration of solar heat. It is quite certain that

the earth was bathed in abuijdant sunshine even in

Cambrian times ; but solar heat of the present intensity

cannot be accounted for on any known source of

supply for 100 millions of years. From lunar theory

we -do not seem able to get a major limit. We rm^t

remember that we are not discussing the age of the

earth, as an astronomical unit. The geological age is

the period of denudation only. Well, then, a genera-

tion ago very brilliant work was done by Kelvin

on the period since the solidification of the surface

rocks. But the thermal data involved became invali-

dated in the light of Strutt’s discovery that heat-

producing radio-active ' elements exist all over the

earth’s crust.
, , , . % j

But if radio-active science m -this way has closer

one avenue of approach to the age problem, it tes

opened up another. Rutherford pointed out that the

accumulation of radio-active products of decay in

ancient rocks and minerals should afford a .measure

of the age in much the same manner as, from the

amount of sand which has fallen through, we compute

time by the hour-glass. In this connection Strutt s work,

on the amount of helium accumulated in m^erial^r

various geological ages will -ever be memorable. The

amount of accumulated lead, however, possesses, in

some respects, less liability to error.. The measure-

ment of the ratio of the quantity of ted to the quan-

tity of parent radio-active element in the case ot,

uranium has occupied the attention of several investi-

gators. The conclusion as regards the accumulation

of lead in uranium-bearinpr minerals seems to

although not without conflicting evidence—that the

earth’s geological age is not less than some 1500

millions of years.
./.i-..

Now, wRUe we must admit the possibility of con-

siderable variations in the rate of denudation over the

.past, yet the statement that the rivws ate now pouring

some ten times as much dissolved niatter into, and

transmitting some ten times as mudi sediment to,

the ocean as they did in past tunes
_

is, I '•b

quite inadmissible. All efforts to explain so extra-

ordinary an increase—^whether we s^tx^ it to be tem-

porary or permanent—have so far failro.
*

But the uranium series of radio-achve elements 1*
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not the only one available in the application of Ruther-

ford’s method of computing -the age. There is quite

as good evidence that the thorium series ends in an

isotope of lead as there is for the same conclusion

respecting the uranium series. ^

Now» in dealing with the atomic weight of the, lead

found in Ceylon thorite, Prof. Soddy recently carried

out,^ on a large scale, a very careful chemical analysis

of this mineral, and determined the quantity of lead pre-

sent. When we calculate, on the basis of his results,

the age of the mineral, we get about 140 millions of

years. The rocks to which this determination applies

are very ancient—certainly pre-Camibrian. The result

is, therefore, in good agreement with the conclusion

derived from denudation. Is this a mere coincidence?

.Before this recent result it was known that the

indications of thorium-derived lead were opposed to

those of uranium-derived lead, and those who upheld

the longer age urered that the lead derived from
thorium must be unstable, and must turn into some-

thing else over geological time. But the view that

thorium lead is not permanent is one beset with diffi-

culties.

From this we see that the uranium and the thorium

families of elements give, at the present time, con-

tradictory evidence respecting the age of the earth.

The latter apparently agrees in a remarkable manner
with the indications of the surface changes of the

globe; the fhrmer does not. And now the measure-

ments of the uranium halo admit of the interpretation

that they indicate the failure of uranium-derived lead

as a true indicator of geological time. For if the

range of Uj was, indeed, in remote times longer than

it now is, then we must suppose that its rate of decay

was at that period faster than it is -tjo-day. Or we may
suppose that, however derived, in remote times rela-

tively short-lived uranium isotopes existed which have
died out during geological time. I am far from con-

tending that ' this view is free from difficulties. On
the other hand, our ignorance of the mode of origin

of radio-activity and of its possibilities is very consider-

able.

If we have to admit that the evidence of the halo on
the age problem is not yet complete, we can refer to

a still more imi:x>rtant matter upon which the testi-

mony of the halo admits of no uncertainty. Until the

radio-active origin of halos was ascertained it was
impossible to pronounce on how far, in remote periods

of earth-histoi^, radio-activity might have affected the

chemical elements. Thus it would have <been a quite

allowable speculation to suppose many of the elements
to have been derived as end-products of radio-active

families the activity of which has only comparatively
recently become extinct. The halo enables ,a very

general answer to be given to such speculations, A
-substance such as broiwn mica—^and this is one of the
most widely diffused of rock minerals—-is sensitive to

a radiation, and integrates its effects with the same
certainty as the photosensitive plate integrates the
effects of light. A nfiineral containing a minute trace

of a radio-active^ substance beams, throughout the
ages of geological time, upon the medium in

which it is contained. If the medium is sensitive the
accumulated effects in general persist for our inspec-

tion^ and in the halo we are, in consequence, able to

identify the presence of quantities of radio-active .sub-

stances of almost inconceivable minuteness. Imagine
that 'Stellar magnitude which would be recorded upon

,

a »t^otographic plate exposed uninterruptedly for scores

of mmions, of years!,

, ,
,
We’ see from this that the unaffected plate' of raic'a

is evidien^^f for the absence of even the ' feeblest a
radialjio^ from surrounding or included elements/ just
as the blaiilk photosensitive pilate is proof of the

; ; >0.^H93,;VQ1.- 99].

absence of luminous influence. No definite halo-pro-

ducing effects have been observed other than those

which may be referred to the known radio-active

elements. ...
Thus we find that the study of the conditions which

call the halo into existence affords a criterion for

determining the absence of any general elemental

evolution during the period of geological lime. When
geological time began any earli,er evolutionary process

must have already come to an end, with the sole

exceptions of the known families of radio-active sub-

stances. This result, which is a priori by no means

evident, is of importance to our views on the physical

history of the earth. Only from the minute hiero-

glyphics we have been considering could such informa-

tion have been derived.

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE.

Oxford. The Rhodes trustees have decided to make

a grant of loooZ. towards the fund which is being

raised for the endowment of a permanent professor-

ship of forestry in the University, and the trustees of

the University Endowment Fund are allowing the

payment of 250L per annum, which they have hitherto

made towards the payment of an assistant professor,

to be carried this year to the professorship of forestry

fund.

A CHAIR of zoology has been established in the

University of Manitoba, Winnipeg, and applications

for the filling of it are invited.

The following bequests have been made to American

educational* institutions by Col, O. H. Payne:

—

2oo,oooL each to Yale University and the New York
Public Library; ioo,oooL each to the Cornell Univer-

sity Medical College and Phillips Academy, Andover,

Mass.; 40,000!. each to Hamilton Collcg(!, Clinton,

N.Y., and the University of Virginia.

The Ellen Richards research prize, value 200!., is

offered by the Naples Table Association for Promoting
Laboratory Research by Women for the best thesis

wi'itten by an American woman (‘inbodying new^ ob-

servations and new conclusions hased^ on independent

laboratory research in biology (including psychology),

chemistry, or physics. The competing essays must be
received before • February 25 next. Applicatioij forms
are obtainable from Mrs. A. W. Mead, S23 Wayland
Avenue, Providence, R.L, U.S.A.

Lord Haldane presided at a meeting of University

Extension students at Oxford on August 6, and de-

livered an address in which he urged that in educa-

tion, as in most other things, unless we have a devolu-

tion of powers to those who are able and willing to do
the work in the various localities, we shall not make
very much progress. He suggested the inauguration
of from seven to ten educational provinces in Great
Britain. The general object should be to break down
the gulf between elementary and post-elementary edu-
cation. They should be unified into one great organic,

whole of national education, and the univerrities should
exert a permeating influence in every province—no
province without a university at one extreme, and re-

presentatives of the local education authority at the
other. I The best men in the locality' should be' co-opted
on the provincial councils, and the teachers, secondary
and elementary, should also have an important place
on them. The Board of Education shduld give^ae^
much latitude as possible to the provincial authorities.

If we can get rid' 6f the network of rigid regulations,
we shall have got a 'great deal done. ^
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One of the most important chanj^a‘s which the war
has brought about in our educational institutions has
been the nipid conversion of the cn^jineering labora-
tories of our universities, colleges, and schools into
training cemtres for munition-makers or into munition
works. Thi) number of those trained who are now
doing work of national importance must be very large.
According to a report of the Education Committee of
the London County Council the institutions under its
control train 3000 per annum, while the output of
gauges from the institutions employed in their manu-
facture exceeds 30,000 per annum. Between one and two
hundred woodwork instructors in the employ of the
council have become pfoticient in metalwork, and the re-
markable results which have been obtained by sending
men and women without any previous experience of
metalworking through a five or six weeks’ training
have taught the committee the desirability of devoting
much more attention to instruction in workshop pro-
cesses and production in educational institutions after
the war. Ilitherlo such training has been left to the
factories, but recent oxpciioncc has shown tlTat it

ought to form a more intimate part of the work of the
technical schools. It is of importance to ascertain to
what extent the exf)orience of authorities in other parts
of the country agrees with that of London,

We have received from Delhi a copy of the report
of a conference held in January last of the directors
of, public instruction for the various provinces of India
(see Nature, March 8, p. 38). The conference was
opened by the Viceroy, Lord Chelmsford, who, in
the (‘ourse of his inaugural address, urged! the direc-
tors in their work of developing technical education
in India not^ to overlook the claims of agricultural
and commercial education. He said the great advance
made hy^ sdenthic agriculture during the last half
century^ justilies us in pressing forward with a policy
of agricultural txlutMtion in India, and though the
directors would not claim to speak as experts on the
agricultural side, their educational experience quali-
fies (h(‘m to give useful hints with regard to an
advanef* along^ this road. Again, on the commercial
side of <‘cluealion, he expressed .surprise to find how
little has been done in spite of India’s large and grow-
ing ('onrmerce, ^(k)inpared with a technical institu-
tion, a commexT.iul school is a relatively ch'^ap
institution, and one would think that there was a
great opening in the big towns of India for good
commercial schools. In technical training in its

narrow(‘r sense ho said sight must not be lost of
workshop practice in outside works. Laboratory
training, however good, is no real substitute for the
discipline of the workshop. The directors discussed,
among other subjects, the teaching of science in the
secondary schools of India, It appears that in the
higher classes of Madras schools elementary science
is obligatory. In Bombay science is compulsory in

Government hig-h schools, and the University de-
mands a study of science from iriatriculation candi-
dates, though it conducts no examination in science
at this stage. In the- provinces which come under
the Calcutta matriculation the position of science
teaching isS not satisfactory. In Bengal there is

practically no science teaching whatever in schools
for Indian pupils. One of the optional subjects for
the matriculation examination is elementary
mechanics, but very few candidates offer this sub-
ject.

^
Geography is also an optional subject for matri-

culation. Otherwise, no provision whatever is made
in the Calcutta University matriculation for the
teaching of science. Looking to the peculiar difficul-

ties which underlie the educational problem in Bengal,
it was thought practical science should be made obliga-

tory and be. inctuded in the school-leaving certificate.
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The Association of Headmasters, which, it will be
remembered, is concerned with secondary education,
has^ adopted and circulated an “educational policy”
which may be taken to embody the considered opinion
of the headmasters of the secondary schools in this
country as to what are desirable educational changes
to meet the conditions which will follow the declara-
tion of peace. Their policy insists, among other
points, that elementary education should be considered
as a preliminary^ or oreparatory stage. It is not yet
possible to require that no one shall be allowed
to leave school in otxier to earn money before
the age of eighteen

;
but it is possible to provide that

no child’s education shall wholly cease on its leaving
the elementary^ school, and that up to the age of
eighteen education shall never be wholly subordinated
to the ability to earn wages. There must be a con-
siderable -increase (i) in the number of secondary
schools—t.e. schools which provide some form of
whole-time general education as distinct from technfeal
training up to the age of eighteen, and (2) in facilities

for part-time education. The chief ne^s in respect
of secondary education enumerated by the policy are :

—

(a) More extensive and more varied provision for

children capable of profiting by a definite course of
education up to the age of eighteen, (b) The encour-
agement and assistance of a much larger number of

children to take full advantage of such provision.

This involves the lengthening of school life by means
of (i) the provision of adequate scholarships and main-
tenance allowances; (2) the requirement that all pupils

who enter a secondary school shall continue in attend-

ance at some such school until the age of sixteen,

(c) As in the case of elementary schools, the expendi-
ture of much more money in attracting competent
persons into the teaching profession. With reference

to the curriculum it is stated that one’ of the most
serious dangers to secondary education lies iti the over,

crowding of the time-table
^
through the conflicting

demands of an ever-increasing number of subjects.

In framing curricula the first consideration should be
to guard against this overcrowding, and to ensure that

sufficient time is available for the adequate treatment

of the subjects which are taught, No^ boy 'should be

allowed to specialise until he has attained a safisfac-

tory standard of general education. This standard

should be fhat which a boy of ordinary ability may
be expected to reach at the age of sixteen. The sub-

jects of a general education should include as a rule

Scripture, English, hisiory, geography, mathematics,

science, and ordinarily two languages other than the

pupil’s own—in most cases these should be French

and Latin.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES,
Paris.

Academy of Sciences, July 9.—M. Ed, Perrier in the

chair.-^L. Maquenne and *E. Demoussy : The influence

of mineral matter on the germination of peas.^ Peas

have been germinated in sand moistened with distilled

water containing varying known amounts of metallic

salts and the length of the roots measured after six

days’ germination. Twelve metals were used in these

experiments, details^being given of the results obtained

with each one. Calcium would appear to be the only

element which, in the absence of any other, is capable

of producing normal germination, and the amounts

required are extraordinarily small. The growth of the

stem will be the object of further researches.—E.

Atifes : The sign of the specific heat
^
of saturated

vapour in the neighbourhood of the critical state’.—A.

Thybaut : Tautochrone curves.—G. L. le Cocq : All

known systems of hyperstatic suspension bridges are
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derivatives of isostalic suspension bridges,
^

and the

latter are only particular cases of one single and

unique system which includes all.—M, Siegbahn :

Hi^-frequency spectra. Some of the work recently

published by MM. R. Ledoux-Lebarcl and A. Dauvillier

has been anticipated by the author and E. Friman
\FhiU Mag,, July, 1916).—?. Chevenard ; The mechan-

ism of the tempering of carbon steels. The results of

the experiments described completely* confirm the con-

clusions* recently published by MM. Portevin and
Garvin.—A. Portevin : The manganese steels. The
steels were submitted to very slow cooling, seventy-live

hours in cooling from 1300® to 100° C. The results,

given in detad, differ considerably from the effect of

a normal annealing (three to five hours from '1000° C.).

—E. Urbain : A method of determining molecular

weights. The .method is based on determinations of

the boiling point of a mixture of the liquid the mole-

cular weight of which is to be measured with a non-

miscible liquid, such as water, and the composition

of the distillate. Examples are given of the measure-

ment of the molecular weights by this n'vethod of

benzene, carbon tetrachloride, and limoncne.—Mile.

Y. Dehome : The presence of the genus Stromato-

porella in the Senonian in the neighbourhood of Mar-
tigues (Bouches-du-Rh6ne).-r“L. Bordas : The egg de-

position of Rhynchites conicus and the anatomy of its

larva. This parasite has caused great damage to

apple, pear, cherry, and peach trees in Rennes and its
!

neij^bourhood.—A. Compton : Cerebrospinal meningitis
|

and meteorology

July 16.—M. Camille Jordar^ in the chair.—A.

Lacroix : The felspathic ortho-amphibolites and ortho-

pyroxenites of Madagascar.—G. Bigourdan ; A gardener-

astronomer of the. seventeenth century, Elz^ar F^ronce :

Calignon de Pevrins and the reciprocation of the

penmilum.—G, Gouy : Interferences with large differ-

ences of path.—G. A. Bouleager : The evolution of the

poison apparatus of snakes. Remarks on a recent

communication of Mme. Marie- Phisalix.—J. Priwaloff ;

The convergence of conjugated trigonometrical series,

—E. yessiot : The canonical equations and develop-

ments in series of celestial mechanics.—M. ArasUr:

The development in a continued fraction of a quadratic

irrational.—V; M, Hegly Flow over a weir in a free

sheet with lateral contraction.—MM. Laizet and
Guillaume : Occultations. observed during the total

eclipse of the moon of July 4, 1917, at <he Lyons
Observatory.—St. Procopiu : Induction apparatus for

detecting projectiles in wounds. A modification of the

Hughes induction balance in which a galvanometer
replaces the telephone. The deviations of the galvano-
meter vary with the distance of the projectile from
the surface.—^A. Colani : Study of the system water,
uranyl oxalate, podium oxalate.—^A. Pictet, O. Kaiser,

‘ and A. Labauch^re ; The alcohols and bases of vacuum
tar. Six alcohols and six bases were isolated. The
'aioohbl of lowest boiling point was proved to be i>-methyl-
tfycZohexanol (hexahydro-/>-cresol). The other alcohols

. were not identified, but belong to , the hydroaromatic
series. It is probable that these alcohols exist in the
coal, since the benzene extract contains these alcohols
in, practically the’ same proportions as the vacuum tar.

— SaiUard

:

The action of acids on the rotatory
powef- of saccharose and invert-sugar in the presence
of soluble salts.—rF. X. Skupienski : Sexuality in the
Mypmycetes group of fungi.-:-Mme..M. Pbisalix : The
subjective value of the evolution of the poison appa-
ratus of^ snakes" and the physiological action of the
pbisqns 'in systematic classification.^—MM. I^nier and
YanaMi The bacteriological study of the natural’ co-
agulation of the latex' of Eevea hrasiliensis ,

—

aud B. : The histological mechanism
of. ^niilatiou of .wsouap^s in man.
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AVIATION AND AIR-POWER.

(1) Air-Power: Naval, Military, Commercial: By
C. Grahame-White and H. Harper. Pp. viu-i-

262. (London : Chapman and Hall, Ltd., 1917.)
Px'icc 7^'. 6d, net.

(2) The Aviation Pocket-book for 1917 ; A Com-
pendium of Modem Practice and a Collection

of Useful Notes, Formulae, Rules, Tables, and
Data Relating to Aeronautics. By R. B.
Matthews. Fifth edition. Pp. xix + 300.
(London : Crosby Lockwood and Son, 1917.)
Price 45. 6A net.

(3) The Properties of Aerofoils and Aerodynamic
Bodies : A T'ext-book for Aeronautical Engineers,
Draughtsmen, and Students. By A. W. Judge.
Pp. x + 298. (London: Whittaker and Co.,

1917.) Price 155. net.

(i) “ A IR-POWER is a non-technical survey of
the position of aviation and its future,

both in the military and civil senses. The book
raises political as well as technical issues, and in

the preface says that dominion of the air must
mean ultimately the doxninion of the world.

Naturally enough, wc find that Britain is to lead

the world, but on the whole the book depends for

its subject-matter on the ideas and propositions

now well known in aeronautical technical circles,

and the dominion looked for appears to be in the

arti» of p(‘rirc‘. rather than in those of war.

The book adds oikj more to the number of well-

deserved tributes to the prowess of the British

pilot during the war, and voices a fairly generally

held opinion that natural aptitude for flying is a

great and cliaracteristic ass(‘.t: of the nation. It
|

should not ho. forgotlcai Ihat thc war provides an

outlet for sporting instincts which will be absent

from the mon^ humdrum work of the civil pilot,

and the genius of the Germans for the organisa-

tion of huniclrum labour should not be lost sight

of in our efforts to avoid the suppression of indi-

viduality. The authors point out that in the pre-

sent war the Germans reaped an initial advantage

from the use of large numbers of mediocre aero-

.

planes, the organisation of the Allies for obtaining

air supremacy being said to have been ineffective

until the summer of 19x6.

In future wars the authors foresee huge raiding

expeditions by aeroplanes, the airship
^

being

heavily discounted by reason of its vulnerability to

. attack. On the other hand, aeroplanes arc rela-

tively safe from land-fire, although the proportion

of machines brought down in this way is steadily

increasing. During raids each bombing squadpn

is to be escorted by’ faster machines of a fighting

class, whilst for long expeditions means will have

to be discovered of keeping formation, the ten-

dency being for units to separate and lose contact,

thus rendering themselves more liable to attack

from the opposing aircraft.

As a result of these bombing tactics we are

to be driven underground Arsenals, ^ Govern-
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ment buildings, and factories of national import-

ance are all to hide their diminished heads.
It is to be hoped that the aeroplane .will not be

such a terrible weapon of offence as is portrayed
by the writers of “Air-Power.” Fortunately, the

discussion of the technical details of the future

aeroplane gives hope for a reasonably lengthy

period in which to adjust ourselves to the new
world that is to be.

The future aeroplane is to travel at 200, 250, or

even 300 miles an hour, and to accomplish this

with safety the area of the wings is to* be variable

to a great extent between high speed and cruising

speed. They are to haye petrol turbines instead

of the present reciprocating engines; many of

them may be used in one aeroplane, which will

probably be a multiplane. There is to be a Trans-

atlantic service doing the journey in forty-eight

hours, and air travel is to be the ideal form of

touring, because there will be no dust and no
petrol fumes, apparently not ever! from the tur-

bines. With such a machine it is surprisii^ to .

find that the authors are doubtful of their pilots,

and say that careless pilots must’ not on any

account be allowed to take charge of machines, or

the public might get timid.

The programme outlined is scarcely ever out-

side the bounds of possibility, but views on avia-

tion will have changed, greatly long before the

programme is 'completed. If the authors do not

: convey their full enthusiasm to their readers, it is

hoped that they are helping to make known* the

growing conviction that aeronautics is going to

take a not unimportant place in the future history

of the nation.

(2) Engineering pocket-books, no matter what

the branch dealt with, must contain a certain

amount of common matter, and in the case of the

aviation pocket-book the formulae for the strength

of struts and beams and the permissible loading of

ball-bearings are instances of this common ground-

ing. The specialised part of pocket-books comes

from the standard text-books of the branch, and

In aviation these books are still in the early stages

of development. The formulae and tables of the

pocket-book are correspondingly meagre.

,

The aerodynamical information with which the

book opens is correct enough, so far as it goes,

but one may doubt its assistance to designers,

who have much more recent and ^mplete informa-

tion at their disposal. On the subject of stability

the book is very weak, and the brief note on

lateral stability is valueless.

The author has given the method and formulae

used in the design offices when ‘ devising pro-

pellers, and as these are of a standard type the

pocket-book will form a source of handy reference.

It Is probable that in the near future the theory

will be extended, but not superseded. Engines are

described mainly by the reproduction of the reports

of trials, but some of the notes on tuning and

engine faults are taken from the older subject of

motoring, and should provide valuable assistance

to those concerned in the use of aeronautical

engines.

• c c
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There are many other interesting* features . in

the pocket-book, amongst which may be mentioned

the tables of meteorological data, a description of

compass errors and their elimination, scouting and

signalling, a glossary of aeronautical terms, and a

bibliography of aeronautics. The pocket-book

makes a good beginning at collecting the skeleton

tables and formulae of the aeronautical industry,

and may be expected to grow and keep pace with

the text-books of the day.

(3) This book, one of a series of four contem-
plated by the author, consists of a collection of

papers from various sources, of which the most
prominent are the aerodynamical laboratories at

the National Physical Laboratory and at Auteuil.

The collection is uncritical, and in some cases the

author is out of his depth. This is the case in the

discussion of dynamical similarity, and more
generally on all the theoretical topics dealt with in

the book.
Aeronautics is still sO' new that work only three

or four years old may need modification in the

light of more recent experience before it can be
used safely, in a general scheme which includes

|

this later work. • It is the absence of these modifi-
I

cations which renders the book very little better

than the original papers, and only so far as it

leads to a wider distribution of knowledge has it

any value.

The author limits the scope of his book to that

part of aerodynamics which refers specifically to

the performance of an aeroplane, and leaves to

a separate volume the aerodynamical data which
are concerned in the discussion of stability and
control. It is clear that the author is handicapped
by the restrictions which war places on publica-
tion, and considerable revision and addition may
be expected at the end of hostilities.

.
THE GLASTONBVRY LAKE VILLAGE.

The Glastonbury Lake Village: A Full Description

of the Excavations and the Relics Discovered,
1892—1907. By A. Bulleid and H. St. George
Gray. Vol. ii. Pp. xxxv-xl + 353-724+ plates
lix-ci. (Glastonbury Antiquarian Society, 1917.)
Price, 2 vols., 3Z. 3^. net.

,

'^HIS volume completes the record bf one of
the most important excavations which h^ve

recently been carried out in this country. It falls

into two parts : first, a descriptive catalogue of
the objects discovered in the course of the excava-
tion, prepared by a competent archaeologist, Mr.
St. George Gray, who was trained in the new
school of archaeological work under General Pitt

Rivers, the pioneer in scientific processes of ex-
cavation; secondly, articles on plants, wild and
cultivated, by Mr. Clement Reid

; on the remains
of birds, by Mr. C. W. Andrews; and an im-
f)ortant series of papers by Prof. Boyd Dawkins
on wild and domesticated animals, the inhabitants
of the village, the range of the' Iberic race in the
prehisforic Iron age, and the place of that race in
British ethnology.
The catalogue prepared by Mr. St. George Gray

is a good piece of ethnographical work, each ^
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specimen being carefully described with a lavish

display of illustrations. Indeed, it is more than

a mere catalogue ;
it might be better described as

a handbook for the arch<a;ok)gist, because he not

only describes the specimens with which he is

dealing, but compares each article with similar

objects found elsewhere, and gives careful^ refer-

ences to a large number of papers in scientific

journals. It might be worth considering whether

this part of the book might be reprinted in a

cheaper form for the use of field workers.

In order to complete the survey of this interest-

ing site it may be hoped that the chance of re-

covering the village burial-ground will not be

overlooked. In its absence some important ques-

tions must remain unanswered.
^

In Britain during

the prehistoric Iron age inhumation and cremation

were both recognised methods for the disposal of

the dead. This was probably the case in Glaston-

bury, and though a good deal of pottery has been
recovered, it is as yet impossible to say how
much of it may have been used for funerary pur-

poses.

The valuable series of papers contributed by
Prof. Boyd Dawkins enables us to understand the

physical types of the people, their connection with

other races, and in some measure, with the help

of the articles found on the site, to reconstruct

their local culture. From the sporadic distribu-

tion of the human bones, as well as their general

isolation, he believes that we must suppose that a
general massacre of the inhabitants occurred, and
this conclusion is amply supported by marks of

violence found on some of the skulls. Like their

neighbours, they seem to have been subject to

Belgic tribes which at the time of the Roman con-
quest had become the dominant power in southern
Britain. The Lake-village was probably stormed
and sacked by some Belgic tribesmen when they
too'k possession of Somerset some time between
Caesar’s invasion and the Claudian conquest. As
M. Salomon Reinach has shown in the case of
some of the Celts of Gaul, these Belgm were
possibly headdmnters, and a weak settlement like

this would be likely to provoke attabk. In other
places, like Wookey Hole and Worlebury, some
survivors, returned ' and reoccupied their houses.
But at Glastonbury the whole population may
have been wiped out or enslaved, and the site has
remained uninhabited down to the present day.
Possibly they were too weak to make effective
resistance. The scarcity of weapons, even among
people^ occupied in pastoral and industrial pur-
suits, is striking; out of 107 objects of iron, only
seven could be classed in this category. At the
same time, though sporadic fires used to occur,
there seems to have been no general conflagration.
As regards the racial affinities of the inhabitants,

they were members of the Iberic stock, the oldest
element as yet traced in the existing European
peoples. They were closely connected with their
neighbours, the Silures, and probably they lost
their Iberic tongue when they passed unde,f the
rule of the Goidels, and learned, in the Btonze
age, to speak Gaelic. This Gaelic tongue ‘was
in its turn rej)laced by the Brythonic—^Welsh,
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Cornish, Breton—when the Brythons ruled th^
land in the prehistoric Iron age. Neither the
Belgic nor the Roman conquest left any physical
marks on this isolated community, hidden away
in the marshes.
The best way of und(Tslanding their mode of

life is by a comparison with that of the inhabitants
of other similar settlcm<mls. The Worlebury
folk, their neighbours, were in the same stage of
culture as the Lake-villagers : practised the same
arts—spinning, weaving, pottery-making; grew
the same wheat, barley, and beans

;
had the same

domestic animals, and lived in the same sort of
huts, with this difference, that at Worlebury the
huts were sunk in the ground, instead of being
supported by artificial foundations in a marsh,
and they were protected from attack by massive
stone walls, instead of palisades.

We liave said enough to indicate the value of

this elaborate survey of an interesting, isolated

prehistoric community, bn which the Glastonbury
Antiquarian Soci(‘ty and the editors, Dr. A. ’Bulleid

and Mr. St. George Grav, are to be congratulated.

MECHANICS. AND METALLURGY.
(1) Guida Pmtica del Mcccanico Moderno, By
Arturo Massenz. (Manuali Hoepli.) Pp.
xxiv -1-351. (Milano: Ulrico Hoepli, 1917.)
Price 4.50 lire.

(2) Tempera e Cementadono doll* Acciaio. By
Mario Levi-Malvano'. (Manuali Hoepli.) Pp.
XU-1-26X. (Milano: Ulrico Hoepli, 1917.)
Price 4 lire.

(i) '"PHH preseht volume forms one of the excel-
A lent .series of which Messrs. Hoepli have

now publi.shod some 600, dealing with the arts

and sciencc‘S. This work is intended chiefly for

foremen and for students of technical and in-

dustrial schools who arc about to start their works
career. Brief descriptions arc given of the

various small t6ols and appliances met with in a

modern shop, with particulars of the operations

for which tliey arc intended. The text and
illustration.s arc suggestive rather than fully

explanatory, though a scries of .exercises accom-
panies each chapter, thus permitting the student

to follow what he reads. Simple mathematics
are introduced where necessary to elucidate any
particular point. The heat treatment which
metals necessarily undergo in the course of work-
ing is explained. The book concludes with an
exposition of the different systems of screw-

threads and of the uses of the various machine-
tools.

(2) This volume attempts to give in a small

compass a comprehensive account of the harden-

ing of steel for industrial purposes. It is a

thoroughly up-to-date little^ manual, being

entirely rewritten from an earlier work published

by the same firm.
' Tfie first part of the work is

devoted to theoretical metallurgy—^the constitu-

tion of iron, the iron-carbon system, effects of

heat treatment and mechanical treatment on the

structure of steels, etq.—and mentions the work
that has been done on the subject by the leading
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European metallurgists during the last twelve
years or so. In the practical part the various
operations of hardening and cementation are
described, together with the furnaces used, while
the methods of temperature measurement—Seger
cone, Fery thermocouple and pyrometer, etc.

—

are touched on. As an introduction to some
larger work on the subject this handbook can be
warmly recommended to readers who have
attained to some fluency in Italian. The book
is well illustrated and printed, and in a form
convenient for the pocket. E. S. H.

OUR BOOKSHELF.
Experimental Building Science. By J. Leask
Manson. Pp. viiH-2io. (Cambridge: At the
University Press, 1917.) Price 6s. net.

This book is an indication of the more intimate
relations

,
which are growing up between pure

science and industry, and provides a course of
simple experimental work which should be within
the reach of students destined to become respon-
sible for the manifold operations comprised under
the term building construction.” The author
explains the fundamental laws of physics and
chemistry, and draws upon building materials and
the everyday devices employed in buildings for
his illustrations of these laws. The underlying
principles, as he points out, are necessarily devoid
of any novelty, but the practical illustrations are
numerous and well chosen. Starting with an
explanation of density and of water and air pres-

sure exemplified by reference to water supply and
drainage problems, the structure of materials is

next shortly dealt with, and then the application of

force, which section includes some useful spring
balance experiments. The physical section con-
cludes with some account of heat, and the last

third of the book is devoted to elementary chemis-
try. The diagrammatic figures are very fully

“written up,” which should help the student.

Partly a text-book, partly a laboratory manual
also supplied with test questions, the book is cap-

able of a wide application, and should prove useful

to the enlightened student of building who realises

that if he is to maintain his position in later life

he must at least know something of the funda-

mental laws .of natural science as applied to his

work.

Treatise on Hydraulics.
' By M. Merriman.

Tenth edition, revised with the assistance of

T. Merriman. Pp. x-^565. '(New York: John
Wiley and Sons, Inc.

;
London : Chapman and

Hall, Ltd., 1916.) Price iSs. 6d. net.

Since the first publication of this book in 1889

there have been many notable advances in

hydraulics. The eighth edition was entirely re-

written, the ninth (1911) reset, and the present

edition contains supplementary sections vrhich

bring' the volume up to. date. General' principles

are treated in the first three chapters ; the flow

through orifices, over weirs, thirough tubes, pipes,*

and conduits, together with the flow of rivers,
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are dealt with in chaps, v. to x. The work done

on vanes, and water-wheels and turbines lake up

the following three cliapters, and -the book closes

with chapters on naval hydromechanics, pumps

and pumping. The space devoted to the flow of

water is large by comparison, and includes, in

addition to the usual subjects, the flow through

fire-hose and in fountains. Biel’s formula for the

flow in pipes and channels is discussed, and results

calculated from it are compared with those given

by Kutter’s formula. The treatment of this section

is adequate and good.

The book contains many illustrations, mostly

outline diagrams, and while these illustrate very

well the principles discussed, the inclusion of a

larger number of working drawings would have

been better. This remark applies particularly

to the sections dealing respectively with turbines

and pumps
;
the latter has no working drawings

whatever, and both sections could bear consider-

able expansion. Hydraulic machinery is dismissed

in three and a half pages, with four inadequate

sketches, regarded from the point of view of the

student who desires to know how the appliances

are actually constructed.

Throughout the entire volume there are copious

references to articles in periodicals, other books,

transactions of societies, ’ etc.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
[The Editor does not hold himself responsible for

opinions expressed by his correspondents . Neither

can he undertake to return, or^to correspond with

the Writers of, rejected manuscripts intended for

this or any other part of Nature. No notice is

taken of anonymous communications,
'I

A Plea for the Fuller Utilisation of Goal.

The 'suggestion in your article of July 26 on the

Fuel Research Board of **the employment of coke-

oven gas to supplement the output of suitably situated

gas works, and the more extended use of water-gas,”

is timely, and it certainly does not err on the side

of excess.

As pointed out in a paper which I read before

Section G of the British Association in 1906^ “if

all the foundry coke which is used in this country

were made in by-product recovery ovens, the resulting

yield of gas* would be more than 160,000,000,000

cub. ft. per annum, or more than is used in one year

in the whole of the United Kingdom y

;

and, as

regards the distance to which the gas might be con-

veyed, it is scarcely an exaggeration to say that the

economic limit of supply is the coast-line of Great
Britain.

The possibility of conveying gas over long distances

is scarcely realised in this country, although in

the United States gas has for many years past been
piped at high pressures over hundreds of miles.

The need for a cheap supply of power is beginning

^
to make itself felt. Not unnaturally we turn to

"
electricity ; but over long distances gas is a very
formidable competitor.
The question of fertilisers is also attracting atten-

tion. ' For years past we have been Spending some-
thing like 15,000,0001. per annum on importing nitrate
of -soda from Chile, and wasting an equivalent
amoiant of* nitrogen by our primitive methods of
using coal.

We are banning, too, to realise the importance
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of the great coal-tar industry which we have allowed

to slip into German hands.

In every direction we are confronted by problems

which depend for their soliitit)n on a fuller utilisa-

tion of our great national asset.

fhc burning of coal in its raw slat<‘ was long ago

denounced by the late Sir William Siemens as “a
barbarou$ practice”; but habit is strong, and our

business men ‘have been too ))usy making money to

give much thought to economy in i)ower production.

Recent events havci violently jolted us out_ of our

ancient grooves, and there is now disposition to-

consider novel proposals on their merits.

I showed in a paper read before the Society of

Arts in March, 1906, that coal-gas made at the pit’s

mouth could bo delivered in London at a price at

which it would oust coal from the home and from

many industrial processes. My proposals may be-

briefly summarised as follows ;

—

(1)

’The whole of the coke-oven gas now wasted

would be utilised, and a part of the additional -gas

required generated from small coal al the pit’s mouth
by the ordinary metliod of carbonisation, but with-

out regard to illuminating power.

(2) The waste heat from the retorts would be-

utilised to raise steam for compressing the gas;

(3) The exhaust steam would be used to generate

water-gas.

(4) The gas would be t>ipod to wherever required,,

and delivered under sufficient pressure to charge the

storage cylinders of motor vehicles.

(5) Chemical works would be established near the

collieries to deal with the ammonia, tar, etc.

In this way practically the whole of the available

heat of the coal would be turned to account, instead

of wasting some 90 per cent, of it, as is done in

generating electricity by steam-|powc‘r ; and the

residuals, ilhe whole of which wasUid when coal|

is burnt under a boiler, would ho. turned to good'

account.

The question bristles with points of seientifie in-

terest, but I have already trespassed long (Miougb

on your .space and on the patience of y(mr nsaders.

ARTUim j. Mauttk.
University Hall, Carlyle Square,

Chelsea, SrW.3.

Devitrification of Quartz Class.

In an article by Aucllcy, publishcul in the Tranbactions-

of the Ceramic Society, vol. xvi., part i., p, 124, it is*

stated that the addition of zirconia to quartz

gives a product resembling quartz opaque glass, but
in many respects superior to quartz glass, and less-

easily devitrifled.

The statement is repeated in the article on the uses
of zirconia in the issue of Nature of July 5, and had
previously found its way into much of the lilerature

dealing with quartz glass. The alleged superiority of
quartz glasses containing zirconium or titanium oxides

is due to some expCM'inaMils carried out by Thomas in

the laboratory of Borchers at Aachen, and* pul)Ush<*d in

the Chemiker Zcitiing in 19T2. Thcs(i experiments-
were shown by me (Chcvi, ZeiL, p. 589), and
independently by others, to bo uutrnsKvorthV, quartz
glasses containing zirconium and titanium oxic*U‘s being,
in fact, more liable to devil rifnat ion than quartz glass
prepared from pure silica. The purer the quartz glass
is the less is its tendency to devitrify after prolonged
exposure to heat. Quartz glass manufacturers in this
country are well aware of this, and endeavour to pro-
duce a material as free as possible from all inripurities.

A. C. Michi% '

The Wallsend Laboratories,
Wallsend-on-Tyne, August 7.
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TBE liFAlSWN OF THE CJVFL SERVICE
EXAMINATIONS.

''PlIK appoinled by the Lords Com-
-L missioners ol* li.J\L Treasury to consider and

report upon the scheme of examination for Class L
of the -Civil Service has reported under date

June 20, 1917 |C(l. 8657]. It gives, in the

iirst phu'C, an histcjrical summary showing* the
variations in the scheme tirst adopted when the
principle oi open competition came into effect

in May, 1855. With its apolog^ia for the pre-
dominance given to <'lassics we need not concern
ourselves in vi(‘vv of the aniet\dments it proposes.
The revised sclumne which it outlines provides

for examination in two sets of the subjects. First,

a compulsory set, inc'luding an essay, and papers on
English, contianporary (juestions, general .scien-

tific principUiS and mellu^ds, and translation from
one modta*n language (or from Latin, if desired by
modern language sludents); to -each of these 100
marks is assign(‘<l, '['lua’c; is also a compulsory
vkhl voce examination to test alertness and intelli-

gence; to this 300 marks are assigned. All this

seems very n^asonahle.

The s(^cond set of subjects is optional; candi-

dates may offer (a) languages; {h) history; (c)

economics, law, etc,
;
(d) malliematics and science;

and (e) an additional translation paper in a
modern language.
For the first time the modern languages arc

pljiced on a jiar with T.atin and Greek, 200 marks
being assigned foa translation, etc., and 200 for

the history and literature of the couxifry in each
case.

Mathemath's g(‘ls its proper place; 800 marks
are assigned to the subject— -400 for lowex and
higlier mathemati<\s r(\spec'tively. Science also

is similarly inhaled, the marks, c.g., for physics
being equal to thOvSc olilaiuabk^. for Latin, vij^. 400.
Knginetu'ing is, for tlie first time, Ixrought within
the scope of tluj examination and may also earn
400 marks. Anothtx important new subject is

statistics, which is valued at 100 marks.
C.nndidates offerini** science subjects arc very

lightly requir<‘d to produce evidence that they
have received laboratory training in an institution

of university i:ank
;
but there ip, of course, to be

no laboratory test in the examination itself.

On the whole the scheme may be regarded as
quite satisfactory; it provides opportunities for

men trained elficiently on varied lines to gain
across to the important pOvSts to which these

examinations ultimately lead; and it will now be
the fault of the provincial universities if thc'ir

alunud are not found among those who serve the

State in this way. And after the scheme has been
in operation for some years there should be in the

higher ranks a fair proportion of men who have
had a good scientific training, while the remainder
will not suffer from that complete ignorance of

scientific principles and methods which charac-

terises most of our existing mandarins.
Of course, the new scheme will no-t alter the

deplorable system by which service in those depart-

ments of the public service not open to public
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competition arc chosen so very largely from the
ranks of classical scholars! It may still be pos-
sible, e,g,, for an authority on medieval English
literature to be primarily responsible for technical
education and for there to- be no representative
of scientific knowledge, training, and education
among the highest officials of the Board of Educa-
tion or among the chief administrators of the
funds devoted to scientific and industrial research.

In an appendix to the report specimen papers
are set forth. The one in general science (for

all candidates) is interesting and on the right lines

;

it asks for just that amount of general scientific

knowledge likely to benefit all public servants
;
and

a wide choice is to be allowed. Quality in the
answers is to *be sufficient, and accuracy of state-
ment and clearness of expression arc to be essen-
tials.

The Compulsory paper on social, political, and
•economic subjects is also on the j'ight lines

; it re-

quires a candidate to have some clear ideas as to
the. way wc are governed and as to the questions
underlying the proper conduct and development
of our trade and commerce.
The age limits for candidates remain as at

present—twenty-two to twenty-four. This will pre-

judice candidates from the provincial universities;

but if it helps to lead to a later age of entry and to

make the requirement of a four years’ course for

an honours degree more general, "it will have done
useful work. The provincial universities would dc
well to c'ombinc to fix their minimum age of entry at

eighteen, with a standard of educational efficiency

equal to that required from present candidates
for the intermediate examination for the initial

degrees.

The committee has done valuable work,, and
we may Ixx sure that the experience and advice

of the two fellows of the Royal Society who were
members of it—Sir Alfred Ewing and Sir Henry
Miers—have contributed in - no small degree to

the wise decisions which have been taken.

J. WlCRTHEIMER.

THE NEW EDUCATION BILL.

M r. fisher introduced the long-expected

Education Bill in the House of Commons
on August 10, and it was read a first time. The
reforms which the Bill outlines have long been

overdue, but they have been delayed by the

exigencies of our system of government, with

the importance it has attached to the claims of

the different political parties, which have year

after year placed at the head of the Board of

Education Ministers with no knowledge of the

educational needs of the country, little apprecia-

tion of the intimate connection between educa-

tional efficiency and industrial and mercantile

supremacy, and chiefly concerned with securinp;-

advantages for the party to which they owed their

position. But in Mr. Fisher we have a Minister

of Education who is an educationist conversant

with every grade of our educational system and

dominated by the idea that “education is one of
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the good things of life, which should be more

widely shared than has hitherto been the

case amongst the children and young persons

of the country —tO’ quote his own words. If

his Bill eventually becomes an Act embodying the

reforms he described in his introductory speech, it

will mark a turning-point in English education

and will place the nation firmly on the road lead-

ing eventually to real educational efficiency.

But the Bill is at its best only an instalment

of what is wanted and what must be secured if

our educational system is tO’ be complete. As
|

Mr. Fisher explained in his speech, the Bill does

pot affect the government of the universities, or

of those institutions of secondary, technical, and

other higher forms of education which are not main-

tained or aided by local education authorities. It

does not deal with the scholarship system, the

training colleges, or libraries, and the establishment

of a satisfactory pensions scheme for teachers in

secondary, technical, and other schools at present

outside the State scheme of pensions.
^

These

pressing matters are, we are told, to be included

in separate measures, but in view of the demands
which the war niust continue to make on

^

the

Government and the House of Commons, it is

difficult to be optimistic as to the chances of

early legislation in the direction of improving and.

extending our higher education.

Yet Mr. Fisher’s Bill marks a great step for-

ward, and it has received, we are glad to know,

a general welcome. It assumes the adminis*

trative structure erected by the Act of 1902, arid

the educational work of the country will continue

to be entrusted to the authorities on whom it was
devolved by that Act.

The general framework of the Bill and the

specific proposals of the Government were clearly

explained in Mr, Fisher’s speech, from which the

following summary has been made :

—

The Government desires :—First, to improve the ad-

ministrative organisation of education.

Secondly, to secure for every boy and girl in this

country an elementary school-life, up to the age of

fourteen years, which shall be unimpeded by the com-
peting claims of industry.

Thirdly, to establish part-time, day continuation

schools, which every young person in the country shall

be compelled to attend unless he or she is undergoing
some suitable form of alternative instruction.

Fourthly, the development of the higher forms of

elen\entary education and the improvement of the
physical condition of the children and young persons
under instruction.

Fifthly, to consolidate the elementary-school grants;
and ,

Sixthly, to make an effective survey of the whole
educational provision of the country and to bring pri-

vate educational institutions into closer and more con-
venient relation to the national system.
A duty is imposed upon the councils of every county

and county borough to provide for the progressive
development and comprehensive organisation of educa-
tion in their respective areas and to submit schemes
to the Board, and in order that this function may
adequately be discharged it is proposed to remove the
twopenny limit of the amount to be raised for higher,
forms of education which was imposed by the Act of
1902. The , council of a county or county borough will,
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in other words, plan out an educational policy. Before

submitting its scheme to the Board the council will be

required to consult the authorities having power in the

county under Part 3 of the Act of 1902 with reference

to the mode in which and the extent to which any such

authority will co-operate with the county, and the

Board will be informed as to the co-operation to be

expected from any such authority.

There are some educational problems which can be

most conveniently considered m relation to an area

larger than a county or county borough, and by bodies

representing a wider constituency. The supply of

elementary teachers, for instance, could be best dealt

with in relation to the large areas. So, probably, could

a scheme for scholarships to be held at the secondary

schools or the universities. Or, again, the .provision

and utilisation of secondary schools might be more
scientifically planned and with less fear of overlapping

in the large area than in the small area. It is, of

course, possible under the existing law for authorities

to combine for any one or all of such purposes.

The Bill provides distinct statutory authority^ for the

formation of bodies which we may call provincial asso-

ciations. The Board will be empowered by statute to

provide for the establishment of i)rovincial associations

after consultation with the authorities concerned, the

local education authorities being empowered to dsU^gate

administrative and educational functions to these asso-

ciations, and conversely * the associations being

empowered to exercise any function so dele-

gated. There will be county and county borough
authorities obliged to submit comprehensive schemes of

education for their respective areas, and these will be

I

gradually supplemented by provincial associations for

those educational purposes which arc most conveniently

dealt with in relation to areas larger than those of the

county and county borough.
The education given in public elementary schools is

not -to be considered an end in itself, but a stage in the

child’s education destined to lead to other stag(?s. I-ocal

education authorities; under Part 3 of the I/jcal hkluca-

tion Act of 1902, will be required to make adequate
provision, cither by sp(^cial classes or l)y moans of

central schools, for what may be Uuanod higdior elemen-
tary education. The Bill provides not ‘only for the

introduction of practical instruction at appropriate
stages, but also for the preparatioti of chddrou for

further education in schools other than eUuncnlary, and
, for transference at suitable ages to such schools.

The Bill includes a series of proposals designed to

improve and to strengthen the existing fabric of elemen-
tary education so as to secure to every child in the king-
dom a sound physique and a solid groundwork ot
knowledge before the period when the part-time system
begins. The establishment of nursery schools for
children under five years is encouraged, and the local
education authorities are empowered to raise the age
at which normal instruction in the elcmcn'tary scliools
begins to six, as soon as there is an adequate supply
of nursery schools for the younger children, in the area.
The law^ of school attendance is to be amended so

as to abolish all exemptions between the ages of five
and fourteen, and further restriction is to bo placed
upon the employment of children during the elemen-
tary-school period. The first of these proposals rests
upon the belief that children are introduced to the
normal instruction of public elementary schools at too
tender an age.^ At four or five years sleep and play
are far more important than letters, and, wherever
the home is good, the child should be encouraged to
stay with its mother. It is not proposed to compel
the provision of nursery schools, but to enable
such schools, attendance at which must be voluntary,
to be aided from the rates, and in the development of
these schools, which will often be open-air schools, a
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reril improvement in the heollh of young children may
reasoiiiihly be Jooki'd for.

Tlvi second proposal involves as its consequence the
abolition of what is known as the half-time system.
Thc^ sysfein has Ixum con<lemned by every educationist
and <‘V(n'y social reformer. It is bad for the physique
of the children, i(^ is injurit)us to the intellectual pros-
pects of the half-timer, and it has been shown not only
that tlie work upon which the children are engaged is

not such as to d(^v(do,p 1h(i higher forms of industrial
activity, hut also that when the half-time system is

once admitted in the textile industry it spreads to other
forms of employment as well.

I'he third measure for improving olcmcntary-school
education is the further regulation of the employment
of children during the period of daily elementary-school
life. The Government desires a full period of school
life, unimpaired by the competing claims of employ-
ment, for all childnm of the working population. At
the present moment the effect of our elementary-school
education is greatly harmed by the work which is

imposed on children out of school hours. They are
liable to bo emi)loyed for three hours before the school
opens and for some hours after the school closes, and
the general opinion of inspectors is that of all reforms
affecting elcmcuitary (jduca'tion there is none more vital
than the enforctmient of strict limitation of the em-
ployment of cliildren in their school-going days. The
Bill projjoses that no child under twelve shall be em-
ployed for protifc, and htsre the BUI has been anticipated
hy hy-Iaws passed in some large municipalities. No
child untler fourteen shall be (miployed on any day on
which he is required to attend schciol before the close
of school hours or after 8 p.m. on that day, or on other
days before 8 a.in, or after 8 p.m. The Bill provides
that th(i local (nlucation authorises, if satisfied on the
report tif the school medical olTicer or otherwise that
the^ child is Ixfing e^mployc'd in such a way as to be
prejudicial (o iKsalth or edu<‘alion, may forbid or i-egu-

late that ein|)loymi‘nt:. If the local education authority
should d(‘ci(le that: it would he wise to continue the
elementary e<hi<'atinn in the elementary schools either
of the boys or lh(‘ girls in Ihcdr arcwi or of boys or girls

following particular occupajions in that area up to the
ag(^ i)f iiftiHm tlioy shall he tsmpowen'd to do so.

'fho most novel provision in lh(‘ Bill is that, with
certain exc(‘|)tions, twt^ry young person no k>ng(T under
any obligation to attend* a public <ilementary school
shall attend such continuation school as the local edu-
cation authority of the area in which he resides may
require for a period of 320 hours in the year, or the
equivalent of eight hours a week for forty weeks. The
main cxc(ipt;i<ms arc the follbwing :—Attendance at
schools will not be required in the case of a young person
who has received to the satisfaction of the Board suit-

able full-time instruction up to the age of sixteen, or
has passed the matriculation examination of a univer-
sity of the United Kingdom or an examination recog-
nised as an equivalent to that, or is shown to be un-
suitable or deficient for part-time instruction. In other
words, every young person who has not toceived a full-

time education up to the age of sixteen shall receive a
part-time (jducalion up to the age of eighteen, eitlior in

schools provided by the local education authority or in

s('hools un<ler their direction, such as the schools estab-
lished by manufacturers in their works. The Bill pro-
vides that part-time instruction shall be given by day;
it must be taken out of the employers^ time, and
provision is made to ensure that the young person who
is required to attend continuation classes shall not be
worked unduly long hours during the days on which
the classes are held, and that he or she shall be given
a reasonable interval for food, rest, and washing be-
tween work and school. The classes are not to be held
on Sunday or any holiday or half-holiday which a young
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person is accustomed to enjoy. The proposal comes to
this, that any young person who has to undergo full
time for instruction will be liberated from industrial
toil for three half-days a week during forty weoks'—two
half-days to be spent in school, while one will be a
half-holiday. *

The Bill rightly attaches great importance to physical
education. Physical training is already an element,
perhaps not a sufficient element, in our elementary-
school curriculum, and grants have recently been sanc-
tioned for organisers of physical training in public
elementary schools. The present Bill gives physical
tiaming a place in continuation schools. Every, boy
and girl in those schools will receive physical training,
IL goes even further. It empowers ths local education
authority to establish nursery schools for young chil-
dren, to maintain playing-fields, school baths, or school
game centres, and equipment for physical training, and
it extends the powers and duties with regard to medi-
cal inspection now possessed by the local education
authorities in the case of elementary schools and
secondary schools provided by them, and continuation
schools under their control.

In commending the Bill to the consideration of the
^

House, Mr. Fisher said :
—“We have reached a point in

our history when we must take long views. We are a
comparatively small country, and we have incurred the
hostility of a nation with a larger population, with a
greater extent of concentrated territory, and with a
more powerful ol-ganisation of its resources. We
cannot flatter out selves with the comfortable opinion—I wish we could—that after this war the fierce rivalry
of Germany will disappear and hostile feeling alto-
gether die down, and this in itself constitutes one
reason for giving the youth of our country. the best
preparation which ingenuity can suggest. There is

another rea.son. Wo are, extending the franchise. We
are making a greater demand than ever before on the
civic spirit of the ordinary man and woman at a time
when the problems of national life and of world policy,
as to which this House will be called on to decide,
have become exceedingly complex and difficult. How
can we expect an intelligent response to the demands
which the community proposes to make on the con-
structive judgment of its men and women unless we
are prepared to make some further sacrifices in order
to form and fashion the mind of the young?

“ We assume that' education is one of the good things
of life, which should be more widely shared than has
hitherto been the case amongst the children and young
persons of the country. We assume that education
should be the education of the whole man,' spiritually,

intellectually, and physically; and it is not beyond the
resources of civilisation 'to devise a scheme of educa-
tion, possessing certain common qualities, b,ut admk-
ting at the same time large variation, from Which the
whole population of the country, male and female, may
derive benefit. We assume that the principles upon
which well-to-do. parents proceed in the education of

their families are valid mutatis mtiiandis for the fami-
lies of the poor, and that the State has need to secure
for its juvenile population conditions under which
mind, body, and character may be harmoniously, de-
veloped. We feel^ also that, in existing circumstances,
the life of the rising generation can only be protected
against the injurious effects of industrial pressure by
a further measure of State compulsion. But we argue
that the compulsion proposed in this Bill will be no
sterilising resti iction of wholesome liberty, ’ but the

essential condition of a large and more enlightened
freedom. It will tend to stimulate the civic spirit,

promote general culture and technical knowledge, and
diffuse a steadier judgment and a better-informed
opinion Arough the whole body of the community.”

’
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THE REGENERATION OF THE BRITISH
SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENT TRADE
AFTER THE WAR.

M uch attention is being paid at present to

the capture of Germany's foreign trade

after the war, and the same arguments that apply

in other spheres hold good for the scicntilic instru-

ment trade as well. The Germans, thanks to

their efficient organisation and methods of educa-

tion, had been able, at the time the war broke

out, to attain a supreme position in this branch

of their export trade. To quote one instance from

statistics : Germany exported to Russia alone, in

1913, mathematical, physical, and chemical instru-

ments to the value of nearly two millions sterling,

and chemical and pharmaceutical products
^

to

almost the same amount. While corresponding

figures are not available in a complete form for

similar British products, there is every reason to

believe that they represent only a small fraction

of these amounts.
The following notes, based on conversations

^the writer had with the directors of two of the

leading German manufacturers of physical and
chemical apparatus, will explain the reason for

Germany's success and point out the direction in

which British manufacturers should proceed after

the war.
In nearly every case the German youth desiring

to adopt scientific instrument making as a trade

has to serve a long apprenticeship in the particu-

lar branch to which he intends to devote his

energies. This training is supplemented by
courses in elementary science (including in many
cases' mathematics) held in the continuation
schools (GewerheschtiUn), of which there are one
or more in any town of importance. Thus, in

addition to knowing how to construct an instru-

ment, the German craftsman generally knows
exactly what function that instrument is intended
to perform—he crystallises his scientific notions
into his daily work. He also realises the value
of precision. It is highly important, therefore,
that English instrument makers should be
afforded more ample facilities for obtaining this

scientific training at the same time as their
workshop experience, in order to avoid the mere
mechanical repetition which their practical ex-
perience calls for.

In Germany there is closer rapprochement
between instrument-making firms and college and
university teachers, with the result that new forms
of apparatus are being continually evolved for
proving a given law or explaining a scientific

phenomenon. A perusal of the catalogues of
Kohl, Enencke, and other firms will show the
diversity of apparatus that were current articles
with these houses.

It is to be hoped that after the war some pub-
lishing house will consider the advisability of
establishing a periodical devoted to the theoretical
and practical side of instrument making. Ger-
many i^ssesses more than one such organ, viz.

the Zeitschrift fur Instrumentenkunde (with its

supplement, Deutsche Mechaniker-Zeitunf^, de-
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voted to the practical side of iiislrument making)

and Dor Mcohmiikcr. Tho former journal is at

the same time one of the inany organs of the

Physikalisch-Terhnisch<» Rtncdi.sanslalt, (the Ger-

man National Physical Lalioralory).^ Whenever a

purely physical Jnstnunent is designed in that

institution^ the experimental data leading wp 1o its

design, as well as the mechanical d<dails, are

published in llie Zeilsclmfl fur InslninirntcHhundCy

the editorial staff of which includes one: or more
members of the Reichsanslalt staff. The value

of such a journal to instrument makers, especially

when their own staff includes men with a thorough
scientific training, is incalculable.^

Again, in order to makcj scientific products

known abroad, the Germans rt^sorted to an exten-

sive system of propaganda, by means of claliorate

descriptive catalogues print ed* in tlu', language of

the country with which they wished to dc^al. Many
of these catalogues cmliraccs ahnosl <vvt‘ry known
instrument for teaching and oilua* purposes,

British manufacturers, my German informants

told me, arc quite as capable as ihv. (uaannns of

constructing instruments of jua^cision (‘qual in

every respect to the GtTnvan products. 'Phere is

no reason, therefore, why they should not secun^

a large share of the business that wris clone by
Germany in pre-war days, provided they (t) take

steps to construct a more comprehensivt* range
of apparatus; (2) keep pace with modern scdentific

requirements
; (3) keep in closer touch with

British men of science
; (4) give more

attention to the publication of catalogues
,

in

foreign languages; and (5) establish a journal

embodying the peculiar features of the ZoUschriff
fiir Instrumentenkunde, K. S. TIoonsoN.

DR, FELIX LK DANTEC,

I
T is with regret that W(‘ hav(‘ tO' n‘<x)rcl the

death of a well-known hVciudi biologist, Dr.
Fdlix Le Dantcc, at Hut age of forty-<aght yc^ars.

For many years a sufferer, hastemed his end by
generous work in the war hos]>itals, tluuigh in-

deed the flame of his life always burned too quickly
to last long.

Of Breton extraction and precocious takuits,

Dr. Le Dantcc studied in Paris under Pasteur,
Metchnikoff, and other great masters. His doc-
torate thesis dealt with intra-ccllular digestion in

the Protozoa.
^

Although be returned at times to
similar investigations, c.g. on Sporozoa and
Bacteria, he was led by temperament and by cir-

cumstances to a kind of life wlPu'h th(^ pure investi-

gator often fails to understand. On the (^ne hand,
Le Dantcc was, as ho said himself, an intcdlecluni

adventurer; he could not desist from the pursuit
of the elusive—What is life? What is individu-
ality? What is personality? What is sex?
What is evolution? What is knowledge? His
last book, which was published this year, is. en-
titled^ **Savoir." On the other, he had the
vocation^ of a^ teacher, and fulfilled it with an
extraordinary industry and enthusiasm, unsparing
of his own vital resources. We refer not so much
to his work as lecturer in Lyons and pn^parateur
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in Paris, but to his oxtrriordinarv' v\ of books, (Museum and Art Gallery, Leicester), who is hon.

in wliu’li A\e st‘(‘ an heroin ellort 1o win a wav to secretary of the association. A circular dated

clearness for himself and otlu;rs. Tims we have
*'La matien‘ vivanl(%”^ '‘ La Theorits nouvtdle de
la vie,” “lu'olulion individuelU* (M IFereditd/’

“Trade i\v Hiolofjjae/' “ L(^ I )el<‘rniinisme bio-

lo^4'ique,” I.es !t\lhiences anet^slrales,” “La Lutle
universtdle,” and at least ten more!
Dr. ia‘ l)ante(’\vas a bioloi^Lst of tlu* meehnnistic

school; h(^ held to a hard-and-fast determinism;
he was a devoted disnipl(‘- of Lamarck; he made
passionat(‘. endeavours riftca* .scienlific clarity as
opposed to what ht* regarded as superstitious

sentimentalism, metaphysical verbia^ye, and intel-

lectual hypocrisy. While many of his radical

ideas have been criticised as too^ abstract and sim-
plicist, not j:>Tippinj^^ tlu^ actual facts of life, many
others ciu'tainly luminous and useful, such as

that of the orj^'anism rontinuallv trafTickini^ with
its environment, stistaininf^r itself by functioning,

‘^I’ddification de la vie par In vie/* Of the. man
himself tlitaa' is no doubt: his whole life spoke
of eourai^*(‘, sincerity, a ])nssion for veracity, a

wiHin^£>fness to bdlow wliat he thought was truth

whereso(‘V(a‘ it'hal him,

NOTES.
On Auf^ust <) 10 a lar|^a‘ magnetic storm was re-

corded at Kt‘\v OhstMvalory. It bcf^an with a
“sudden eonnnelU'(‘nu^nt “ at about 4.14 a.m, on
August <). 1'h(^ “sudden comnuuKement “ was un-
usually large, (isp(H'ially in I) (declination). In H
(horizontal foiT(!) it was jkU. visibly oscillatory, con-

sisting of a rise cd' about: 110 y {lyz^i x lo'^^ C.G.S.
unit). In 1) il was distinctly tjseillalory, an easterly

movement of iilaail 4^ ladiig followed by a westerly

movement of abotit 1'he extreme westerly posi-

tion of the in*(*dle \vas r<‘a(‘hed about 4.50 a.m. on
August 9, whtMi th<‘ ntsjdle luanled 34' ihore to the

west than it did wIumi th(‘ storm begun, 'rhe l> trace

was highly osjdllatory at tunes, (‘specially betw(um
9.30 atid 10.30 a.m. oil August q. Conditions became
inuc'h c[ui(4(‘V after n a.m,, and (H)ntinued so until

9.20 p.m. on August 9, wluai there was a recTudescence

of the storm. 'I'he (»xtrem(i eashirly position wiis

reachcid about 0.-14 a.m., on Augu.st 10. The storm
had preitty \v<dl subsidj'd by 4 a.m. 'Phe total r.ingc of

D during it was apfiroximalely 55'. The divSturbance

in U, generally speaking, waxed and waned in in-

tensity with tliat in L), but dici not show so much
abatenumt: betwetm it a.m. and 9.20 p.m. on August 9.

'The reerudesi'cjiice afl(‘r 0.20 p.m. on August 9 was,
howev<‘r, conspit'uous. "Plie lowest and highest values

of It vv(‘r(‘ both rt‘corded on August 9, the former
about; <).3o a.m., tlie latter about 9.30 p.m.; the total

range was about 370 7, During the greater part of

thc‘ tinu’ the v(‘rtiVal foire tra<'(i was not much dis-

turbed. "PIu^ valu(‘ of 'the element was slightly .de-

pressed during llit* morning hours of August 9, and
ther(‘ was a considerably larger dttpression between

9*30 p.m. on August <) and 2 a.m. on August 10,^ The
range of the (dement during the course of the disturb-

ance was aliout 250 7. The disturbance was of the

kind usually ac('oni}>ani(*d by aurora.

It was announced in Nature of August 2 that the

Museums As.sociation proposed to hold a conference in

October next. The announcement was based upon a
circular, dated July 24, asking persons who intended
to be present to ('omrnunicatc with Mr. K. K. Lowe
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August 2, signed by the members of the Executive
Committee, has now reached us, and we learn from
it that the proposed c'onfercnce will not be held, as a
sufllcient number of promises to attend has not been
received.

Tiik High Commissioner for New Zealand has been
informed by cable that reports of the damage done by
the recent earthquake in the southern part of North
Island were much exaggerated, and tnat the earth-
quake was in no way destructive.

Mr. Charles T. Druery, who died on August 8,
was a naturalist as well as a horticulturist of eminence.
At a time when not many horticulturists were inclined
1(3 see beyond the horizon of their gardens, Mr. Druery
did much to encourage the wider outlook which has
now become more general. His passion for the study
of ferns, and in particular for the abnormal and mon-
strous forms, led him to see that the science of gene-
tics must be called in to help to explain the ways of
cultivated as well as of wild plants. Of alert mind,
he recognised at an early date the importance of
Mendel’s work, and it was his pen that wrote the
first Itnglish itranslation of MendeLs famous memoir.
In recognition of his services to horticulture ‘ his name
was enrolled among those of the sixty original reci-

pients of the Victoria Medal of Horticulture. A
gifted linguist, Mr. Druery wrote on subjects other
than horticulture. Quite recently he published a
volume of verse—of a humour akin in type to that
practised by early Victorians—and his many friends
were compelled to admire, not only the versatility, but
also the youthfulness of mind of a man who, though
of advanced age, proved himself younger than most
of those of a later generation.

Dr. A. Calmette, director of the Inslitut Pasteur,
Lille, and Dr. L. Martin, director of .the H6pital Pas-
teur, have been appointed to subdirectorships at the
Inslitut Pasteur, Paris.

The G. Q. Greenwell silver medal of the North of

England Institute of Mining and Mechanical Engin-
eers has been awarded to Prof. W. G. Fearnsides for

his paper on “ Some Effects of Earth-movement on the
Coal-Measures of the Shefiicld District (South York-
shire), and the neighbouring parts of West Yorkshire,
Derbyshire, and Nottinghamshire.”

According to the Journal of Industrial and Engineer^
ing Chemistry, the Seaman gold medal, which is each
year awarded by the American Museum of Safety for

the promotion of hygiene and the mitigation of occu-

pational disease, has been conferred upon the Julius

King Optical Company of New York, for their appli-

ances against the dangers of ultra-violet and infra-red

light.

Major J. C. Woods has been awarded the Gaskell

prize of the Mcdico-Psychological Association of Great
Britain and Ireland, consisting of fifty guineas and a
gold medal, and Dr. M. Krohn a replica of the medal
in silver and the sum of fifteen guineas.

The National Academy of Sciences of the United
Stales has received from Miss M. H. Elliot the sum of

Sooo dollars to establish a fund in memory of her

late father, Daniel Giraud Elliot, and has accepted the

trust. A medal, to be known as the Daniel Giraud
^Elliot gold medal, and an honorarium will be awarded
'annually for a paper, essay, or other work in some
branch of zoology or palaeontology published during

the year. The award is not restricted to naturalists

resieJent in the United States, Drs. H. F. Osborn,
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C. D. Walcott, and F. A, Lucas have been appointed

judges for the bestowal of the medal and honorarium.

It is expected that it will be possible for the 'first award

to be made in April, 1918.

The mycological collection of the late Dr. ]. _W.

Ellis has been acquired by purchase by the herbarium

at Kew. It comprises nearly 1600 dried specimens,

is especially rich in micro-fungi, and includes a series

of mounted specimens of those of economic import-

ance. There are also 330 microscopic slides.

An Aerial Postal Service between Italy, Sicily, and

Sardinia has already been established, as we read in the

Journal of the Society of Arts, August 3. The first

post was inaugurated on June 24 between Naples and

Palermo, and three days later the next service, from

Civita Vecchia on the mainland to Terranuova-Pau-

sania (Sardinia). In the first trip from Naples to

Palermo, a seaplane was used, carrying a heavy mail,

flying at a height of 1500 to 2000 metres at 140 kilo-

metres (say ninety miks) an hour, reaching Palermo

in less than two hours and a half. The seryice from

Civita Vecchia to Sardinia was opened on June 27 by

two seaplanes, each carrying 100 kilogrammes of mail

in watertight bags. The passage was made in an hour

and forty minutes, leaving Civita Vecchia at 6.20 a.m.

and reaching Terranuova about 8 a.m., and the return

journey was made in about the same time.

An appeal for the loan of prismatic compasses for

use in the Army has been issued by the Countess
Roberts. Any good prismatic compass, such as is

used for map-making and surveying, would be accept-

able. The instruments would be engraved and regis-

tered under the lenders’ names to facilitate their return,

when possible, after the war. They should be sent to

the Manager of Lady Roberts’s Field Glass Fund, 64
Victoria Street, S.W.i.

The Cavendish lecture of the West London Medico-
Chirurgical Society was delivered on June 22. The
lecturer, Capt. Andrew Macphail, Canadian Army
Medical Corps, who is professor of the history of

medicine at McGill University, Montreal, took as his

subject “A Day’s Work.” In a word-picture of con-
siderable power he described the medical organisation

of that part of the Army concerned with the attack on,

and capture of, the Vimy Ridge. “The Medical Ser-
vice, above all other services, has done its perfect

work. It has yielded an army without sickness. I

have never seen a case of typhoid, and the few in-

fectious cases are of the nature of children’s diseases.

Except for a few days on the Somme, I have not
seen more flies than one would see on a well-kept
farm.

^

Purified water is put into the men’s bottles.

To drink from an unauthorised source is a crime.
Wells are examined even whilst' they are yet under
fire, and food is scrutiiiised before every meal." Men
are bathed as methodically as they are fed, and by fire

and steam the advances of the humble, but friendly,

louje are discouraged. One acquires a certain pity

for this most dependent and helpless of all creatures
—his means of livelihood are so restricted and he is

so unbeloved.” He finally concluded with some in-

spiring sentences on the outlook, the lessons of the
past, and the messages of war.

' The Eugenics Review for July (vol. ix,, No. 2)
contains an abstract of an address by Judge Henry

' Neil on the Mothers’ Pension System, of which he
is the founder. The State legislature of Illinois eleven
y^^s ago inaugurated the system, and at the present
time^ thirty other States have adopted at. Mothers*
p^sions are maintenance grants made in respect. of
children under fourteen to a parent who is a “ proper
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guardian ’’—that is to say, of established gix>d cliar.

acter, but too poor 'to feed, clothe, and “home” her

children adequately. The money is provided by
general taxation, and the pensiom'd molluT is put on

the county pay-roll and receives lusr <dieque every

month. If she prove herself unable lc> hatidlc the.

money properly her pension may ibo revoke<l, but very

few cases of any abuse of this kind occur, and prac-

tically about thrco-fourlhs of the deslilute children in

the thirty Slates in which this pension system has

been ado-pUid arc now loc>kc‘d after at home. Super-

visors, appointed by each Stale, see that the children

are properly cared’ for, and an immi'use saving in

public money has been -elTccted, the cost per child

being about one-third that incurred by institutional

care.

Drs. Browning, Gulbrausen, luul Thornton -give a
further contribution on the antiseptic properties of

flavine and brilliant green, with sp(icial reference to

their suitability for wound treatment, in the British

Medical Journal for July 21, p. 70. Flavine compounds •

and brilliant green are antiseptics which exert a slowly

progressive bactericidal action. Concentrations of

these substances, which at first inhibit, and finally

kill, bacteria, arc without harmful effect on the tissues

locally or generally. Flavine compounds are enhanced
in their bactericidal potency by the presence of serum,
while brilliant green, in common with most other

antiseptics, is reduced in its activity by scrum.^ Bril-

liant green satisfies requirements for application by-

repeated irrigation in aqueous solution (1 : 3000), while

with flavine, since it i.s most potent in the presence

of serum, the indication is to arrange the wound
dressing so that it may act in a serum medium.
Operative measures are an’ essential preliminary to the

effective use of therapeutic antiseptics in wournls, since

the antiseptic can act only when brought into intimate
contact with the infected tissues.

When Mr. and Mrs, Routledge finislajd tluiir inves-

tigations on Easter Island in 1915, llu^y touched at

Pitcairn Island, and there tjngagtHl two bixjthers, direct

descendants of the Botuily nuilijuu^rs, Chnrlt^s Young,
aged twenty-eight, and iCdwin Young, aged twenty-
five, to serve as hands on their yacht Maiuu On their

arrival in England these young men wenj sent fo the
Royal College ' of Surg('ons to undergo examination
by Prof. A. Keith and Dr. W. (.lolin Macken/ie. This
is the, first opportunity enjoyed by European anthro-
pologists of examining members of this interesting
community. From their report, published in the
August issue of Man, it appears -from examination
of their genealogy that their ancestral composition
should be 13/32 parts British and 19/32 parts Tahitian.
Prof. Keith sums up the result of the examination
as follows :

—
” I regard the two Pitcairn Islanders as

decidedly more Tahitian than European in their
physical characteristics. In facial features Charles is

European, Edwin is not, yet in, actual shape of the
head the case is reversed-—Charles has the typical
Tahitian head, Edwin rather the Kuroperui

; in texture
of hair they are Tahitian rather than hAiropean. In
sixe of brain the^j are typical of neither British nor
Tahitian, but incline rather to the second than to the
first. But there can be no question of physical de-
generation; they arc both splendidly developed men.”
They belong to the sixth generation of the <lcscendants
of the mutineers—six generations in 137 yoar$.

The Museum Journal published by the University of
Pennsylvania (vol. vii., No. 4, December, 1916) contains
an account of the University expedition to the Amazon in

1913, under the superintendence of Dr. F. H. Church
and Mr. W. C. Farabec, An int<»resting account is
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given of the Mnciisi and Wapisiana tribes, representa-

tives of the Carib and Arawak linguistic families.

The Macusis practise tin; custom of tht‘ couwade, the

father, after a child is b(M*n, taking to his bed tor a

month, and (jating none but the most delicate foods,

die mother tncanwirle t.aking care of him and of the

baby. The Wapisiana also praclis(; IIk; couvade, but

the" period of (vindul eating for tins father extends,

among tlunn to a year aftta* he lc‘av(‘S his bed. Their

marriage system is int<;n‘sting, because they arc re-

quirctl to marry blood ndations. A man must marry
his cousin frotu another village and take her home to

his own village. Ho may, and often does, marry two
sisters, and he can take a wife outside his family only

in case there are no cousins avaiLablc. They will not

eat game shot by a gun or arrow, and their diet is

confined to fish and fruit. The rubber trallic and the

cruelty of foreignc'.rs have been fatal to the natives of

this region. There are but two survivors, two sisters,

of the oncc-important Zapani tribe. It is well that a
scientific examination of th<im has been made before

they become extinct.

Mr. H. U. I-Iau. publishes in the Mmeum Journal

of the University of Pennsylvania (vol. viii.. No. i,

March, 1917) a welUlIustratcul paper on a collection of

gods of the Yoruba tribe of the hinterland of Lagos,

West South(U-n Nigeria. Befeu-e a burial a masked
dancer wcarinjj the shroud of the dead man dances

before his relations, condoles with them, and discusses

matters in which they and the dead man were in-

terested. Offerings made to his mask are supposed
to be passed on to the deceased in dcathland. To
prove that the dead man has gone to heaven, a person
representing him is hidden in a room close by, and
answers questions regarding the fate of the deceased.

This person, known as Egun, seems to have been
originally rogar<led merely as an incarnation of the

dead man, but has no’w developed into a kind of

bogy, whos(‘. funolion it is, to carry away persons who
have become a nuisance to their neighbours—^scolds,

busyliodies, scandalmong(M*s, In his public character

his Very toucli is fatal, anil to threaten an b'gnn with
personal violtnuHs or for a worn m to speak disrespect-

fully of him, is an offenci^ punishable with death.

In the August uumlx'r of the Kmhi/gb/ly JUmow
Sir 'rhonias lh»ldich discusses the sugg(;stion of a
feditration of the southern Slavs into one great Jugo-
slav nationality. 'Phe ft^lefalion would include

Slovenes, Croats, and Serbians, and extend from the

Save basin to the southern borders of Serbia, covering

an area of at least 75,000 square miles, and containing

a population of more than twelve millions. It would
include Serbia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia,

southern Styria, southern Carinthia, possibly part of

Carniola, and Slavonia and Syrmia. One of the great

difficulties would be the question of Dalmatia and
Istria. De.spite the nationality of their inhabitants,

these two Adriatic lands arc geographically more re-

lated to Italy than to the Balkan lands. Dalmatia is

separated from Bosnia by the natural barrier of the

Dinaric Alp.s, and would scarcely serve as the chief sea

outlet for the Jugo-SIav State. That outlet, Sir

Thomas Holdich thinks, should bo at Salonika. It is

interesting to note that the author suggests the river

Dravc from near its source to the Danube as part
of the northern boundary, but he proposes that a new
capital should bo chosen for Serbia at Nish, less

exposed to aggression than Belgrade.

The first part of a “Bibliography of Fishes,” the
work of Dr* Bashford Dean and Dr. C. R. Eastman,
has just been published by the American Museum of

Natural History. It consists of the first instalment
(A to R) of a list of titles of papers, arranged under
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authors* names, and is a large octavo volume of 718
pages. When completed it will include some 40,000
titles. The authors regard the time as opportune for

the preparation of a compendious list of papers dealing
with fishes, since the group is fairly well known, and
there is now increasing difficulty in dealing with the

literature in the absence of any special bibliography.
Further parts will complete the list of titles by the
inclusion of anonymous publications and pre-Linnaean
works. Then will follow a summary of general biblio-

graphies in which papers dealing with fishes are listed

;

an account of works describing voyages and expedi-
tions in which fishes are observed and described; and
a list of ‘periodicals relating to fish culture, A subject-
index is in course of preparation, and in this part
reference will be made to the index of authors* titles.

These titles will not be repeated, the papers being
identified by the author’s name, the year of publica-
tion, and a number indicating order of publication
should more than one paper have been published by
the author during the same year. Fossil as well as
recent forms are included. In general the bibliography
deals with the morphology, development, physiology,
pathology, distribution, and habits of fishes, but works
on angling are not as yet considered.

The fourth part of the Annals of the Durban
Museum (vol. i,, pp. 291-431) is^a list of the sea-

fishes recorded from Natal, and is the work of Dr.

J. D. F. Gilchrist and Mr. W. W. Thompson. It is

purely a systematic list, containing no reference to the
local occurrence, or habits, or uses of the species re-

corded, and its size is due to the inclusion, under each
specific name, of the authors who have already de-

scribed the species and of the publications in which
these descriptions have appeared.

Mr. Henry J. Howard records the first-known
British gathering of the Mycetozoon, Physarum car^^

neum (Journ. Roy. Microscop. Soc., 1917, part iii.,

June, p. 265). It was first found on dead wood on
Cheyenne Mountain, Colorado Springs, by Dr. Sturgis

in 1908, Previous to Mr. Floward’s galihering, only

one other Jiuropcan specimen was known, from the

grounds of Collegia cle Campolide, Lisbon.

Mr. IL M. Steven, Carnegie research scholar in

the University of Edinburgh, has published, in the
Transactions of the Royal Scottish Arboricultural
Society (vol. xxxi., July, 1917, pp. 131--55), an impor-
tant paper on the relation of the Chermes group of

insects to British forestry. These insects, which were
not clearly described until recently, are remarkable for

their obscure and complicated life-history. They
attack conifers, and do much damage to ordinary
plantations of various pines and of common larch,

spruce, and silver fir. Mr. Steven gives ah elaborate
account, with seven figures, of the species known to

exist in Britain, which, are now assigned to four

f
enera, Chermes (in a restricted sense), Cnaphalodes,
'ineus, and Dreyfusia, each with two species. He

admits that once a plantation is formed there is no
practical method of dealing with these pests; but, as
healthy, vigorous trees are scarcely attacked, much
may be done in the way of prevention by choice of

species clearly suitable to the conditions Of the area.

Certain exotic species, which are at present relatively

immune, may be often chosen, and amongst these are

valuable trees, like Japanese larch, Sitka spruce, and
Corsican pihe. Steven *s distinct contribution to pre-

ventive measures is based on observations that

Chermes insects were often
^
widespread in tree

nurseries, and did most serious damage imme-
diately after a plantation had been form^. Fumi-
gation with hydrocyanic acid gas generated from
potassium cyanide effectually kills insects on nursery
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stock, and young trees thus treated when planted out

have a good chance of establishing themselves in their

new environment. Subsequent infection, though

possible, does little harm.

The current number of the Science Reports of the

T6hoku Imperial University (second scries. Geology,

vol. iv., No. 2) contains a useful contribution to our

knowledge of the distribution of the genus Giganto-

pteris by Prof. Yabe, with descriptions of three Asiatic

species by K. Koiwai. The genus Gigantoptcris was
founded by Schenk for some fernlike fronds from the

Lui coalfield in south-central China, for which he
originally proposed the name Megalopteris in ignor-

ance of its previous use by Dawson. Dr. D. White
in 1912 (Proc. U.S. Nat, Mus., vol. xl., p. 493, 1912)

recorded the occurrence of a new species of Giganto-

pteris in Permian beds in Texas and Oklahoma, and
brought forward evidence in favour of including

Schenk genus in the Pteridosperms. Yabe
now records the occurrence of Gigantopteris in some
new Asiatic localities, and discusses the geological

and geographical range of the genus; he recognises

four species, White’s (?. americana of Permian age
and three from Permian and Triassic strata in Man-
churia, Corea, and southern China. Tlie chief in-

terest of the (paper lies in the additional data, with
regard to the distribution of Gigantopteris in space
and time. Prof. Yabe also contributes a paper on
“Problems concerning the Geotectonics of the Japan-
ese Islands,” with critical reviews of various opinions

expressed by previous authors. The same publica-

tion includes a paper by I. Hayasaka on “A New
Hydrozoan Fossil from the Torinosu Limestone (Lower
Cretaceous) of Japan,” for which he founds the
genus Circoporella, thus directing attention to • its

close alliance with Circopora, a genus instituted by
Waagen and Wentzel for a itype from the Productus
Limestone in the Salt range in India. The figures

given by Hayasaka resemble sections of certain cal-

careous Algae, but the resemblance may be superficial.

In the Transactions of the Geological Society of

South Africa, vol. xix. (1917), p. 33, Prof. Schwarz
records the discovery of diamonds in the Molteno
Beds of Molteno, Cape Province, associated with other
detrital minerals, such as might arise from the decay
of a crystalline schist. He quotes Mr. E. J. Dunn as
agreeing with him that important evidence is thus
furnished that the South African diamonds are older
than the igneous pipes which have brought them in
many places to the surface. In the same volume
(p. 54) Mr. P. A, Wagner describes from Jagers-
fontein nodules of ultrabasic character, peridotite and
garnet-diopside-eclogite, . which contain graphite, and
regards them as fragments of d^-seated equivalents
of the diamond-bearing kimberlite in which they occur.
Mr. Wagner, in the discussion on Prof. Schwarz’s
paper fProc. Geol. Soc. South Africa, 1916, p, xli),

evidently recognises the divergence of view, and
asks for fuller evidence that the detrital splinters are
true diamonds. The much-desired section reaching
down^ to an eclogite mass, either traversed by, or
merging into, a pine of kimberlite, is unfortunately
not yet revealed in South Africa.

. The cider-apple crop would appear to offer possi-
bilities of a substantial and wholesome addition to our
food supplies in these days of stringency. According
to recent estimates the average English crop is not
less than 200,000 to 250,000 tons, whilst that of France
approaches 2§ million tons. Much of the surplus not
absorbeef by the cider industry has in the past been
wasted owing to the difficulty of providing any satis-
factory alternative outlet. In some seasons the jam
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manufacturer has taken considerable quanlilicis of the

sharp or acid varieties, but the sweet and billor-swcet

varieties which form tin* hulk of th<‘ crop liavc^ liitherto

proved quite intractal>h% tli<‘ (issues remaining tough

and leathery evtMi afler prolonge<l boiling. 'Ibis <ie-

fect has been conunonly iiscTihed to the relalively high

tannin content of tlie. cidtu* apple, in whieh casi^ it is

diiTieult to undersland tlu‘ sritisfactory nisulls obtained

at the jam factory with st»m<‘ <d tlu^ shur[) varieties.

Prom exiujrimenls (‘arried out: by I’roL Ik 1\
Barker at the Universily of Ihisloi 1 lortieultural Re-
search Station it: set'in.s moiT. prohal)l<' that the

difficulty is associated vvitli pectins of the fruit.

The Bristol experiments, of which a hriid account is

given in the July issue of the Journal of the Hoard of

Agriculliiref have shown that the yield cd solul)le pec-

tins from apples is substantially inen^ased by digestion

with weak acid, and that by suitahlt^ application of

this treatment, using a dilute solution of tartaric aind,

the most resistant apples can l)o reduced to pulp and,

converted into palalabht jain. (Ilric aci<l serves

equally well, or, if available, acul fruit or fruit juices

can be used with advantage.

In the current Bulh'lin (vol. vii,, No. 2, for Juno,

1917) of the Scismologieal Society of Anuirica, there

are two studies of recent Californian earthqnake.s.

'X‘hc Tejon Pass .earthquake of October 22, i<)i6, is

described by Prof. J» C. Branner, and th{‘, Santa Bar-
bara Channel carthquak(‘s of April t;j and 20, 1917,.

by Mr, A. C. Mattel. The epicentni t)f llu‘ t*arlier an<l

more important earthquake (of intensity 7) s(^emK to

have been near the summit of the "rejcni I’ass, which
is about sixty miles norith-w(‘sl of Los Angeles; and
Prof. Branner supposes that the earthquake was due
to a movement along the fault which travta'ses the pass
in the E.S.E. dirociion. It has been suggested, though
on insufficient evidence, that this fault is a continua-

tion of the San Andreas fault along which IIkj San
Francisco earthquake of iqob originated. All three

earthquakes here d(*scrib(‘d vi.sited thinly populated dis-

tricts, and the maps of isoseisnial lin(ts which accom-
pany the papers can only he r(*gar(Ied as approximate.
In the same number Mr. Otto Klotz givers a brief

notice of the late PriniHj (bilitzin, ami also a revist^d

determination of the velocity of the. L or surfa(’e waves.
In adopting the values of 230 km. per minute, he. c<»n-

siders that more extended data will (Huillne any
amendment of this value within on<t p(!r ('(‘nt.

The report on the work of the Imp<irial Instituto
just presented to the ILxecutive Council stakes tnat,

apart from confidential reports to the Admiralty, the
Ministry of Munitions, thcj War Trade D(jpartment,
and other Government departments, nqiorts w(‘re com-
pleted on the composition, value, and commercial
prospects of raw materials from eightof^n countries in

the Empire overseas, while the inquirkvs ntceived and
answered related to as many as thirty British countries.
A possible new raw material for paper manufacture
is indicated by the increasing use of waltkj bark by
British tanners. Largci qiiannti(*H of the sp(mt bark
are likely to be available in tim Uniktd Kingdom, and
investigations con<Iuc((*cl at the Imperial lnsti(nl(i show
that, though the yield of pulp from iho bark is some-
what low, the mahTial is promising for I lie jn'oduclion
of browm paper and the. oh(‘aper gra<l<‘s of whiter or
cream papers, such as lunvspapers. Arrangements are
being made at a British paper mill for a large-scale
trial of the spent bark. A special monograph dealing
with the occurrence and utilisation of zinc ores through
the world, with special reference to the British Empire,
is in preparation. An inquiry has been received from
Zanzibar regarding the disposal of clove stqms, which
before the war were shipped principally to Germany.
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The possibility of distillins^ oil from thorn bus been

discussed witli a number of essetilial oil distillers, and

as a result it appt'ars ()rol)abkj llial.’a market may be

found for (b(' stems for that |)urpos(*.

l)u. P. P* PunjAutusKV has for souk* years been in-

vestigatinpi' the <>ceun(‘nc<‘^ of chlorophyll in various

animals (“On riiloiopljyll in Animals and on the Fate

of Chloroplull ill tlat Animal Orj^anism,” Moscow,

1916). lie linds that a gre<in pigment, giving an
absorption band bet\v(‘en Ihi^ lines B and C of the

spectrum, can be extracted from the. wings and elytra

of a number of Orthoplora, and from the skin of

some frogs {Uana r.^ctiknia, Uyla arhorca). As the

band described coincides exactly with that shown by

an extract ot a leaf, such a^s that of Robinia,

he concludes that chloroiihyll itself is present in these

animals. lie suggests that chlorophyll in animals

may be producixl dc novo by the animal, or it may
be derived from ingest e<l plant material escaping

digestion wholly or in part, or it may be the result

of symbiosis, fie slates also that the chlorophyll band
ib(‘tween B and (' may be, o'hs(‘rv<id in spring in the

bile of grass-ied heiblvorous animals, such as cows
and shec‘i). I>r. I?odjapolsky has been able to recog-

nise not only rhloniphyll but also bile pigment in

a pyrldin<‘- tract of tin* I'on tents of the stomach of

the mamiinolh discovered in a glacier at Beriosov,

and now pn'seivi’d at Petrograd, From the position

of the animal it would seem to have slipped back-

wards on llu‘ ice, and its violent (dTorts to recover

itself probably caused a regurgitation of bile into the

stomach. It is surprising that the author makes no
attempt to (explain his use of the term chlorophyll,

and gives no reference to the work of Willstilttcr,

who has, of coursi*, clearly shown that crude chloro-

phyll contains four •distincl piguKints, two green and
two yellow.

Thk w('ll-kno\vn “ Indi^x of Spectra*’ compiled by

Dr, Marshall Watts (London : W. Wesley and Son)

has hetaV furtlnr (‘xliaultHl by Ibe recent public'i'tum of

Appendix X. 'Fht^ principal tables refer to the arc

and spark spectra of gadolinium, gallium, germanium,
gold, holmiuin, indium, and copper, and to the spectra

of hydrogen ami helium. Most of these have been

brought well up to dale, lad the extension of the band
spectrum of hidium l)y h'owler, and the important ob-

servations of till* “ prolo-ludiutn ’* lines by Paschon,

appear lo have Iieeu overlooked. In the case of

elements having very complex sfieetra, the tables have
been shortcnifd by flu* (‘xclusion of the fainter lines,

and it’ will still be* necessary to refer to original sources

when full infonmtl'ion is required, Formube are, given

for certain spectral scries, and in this connection it

may be notinl that Dr. Watts continues to use the term
“ oscillation-frequency ” when ** wave-number ** is

meant. Rfdenincos to recent literature arc very

numerous, and thi* mwv appendix will bo a valuable

aid to tliose who engaged in spectroscopic investi-

gations.

Mhsshs. Massun in* Cim (Paris) have in preparation

for appearatu'e. in thiFir series “(mlleotion 'Uori'/on,

PiV‘cis de Mdd<‘cln(i td, de (Uururgie de Guerre”:

—

**Plaies lie la Pl(!ivre et du Puumon,” Prof. R. Grifi-

goire; “Troulilcs mentaux de guerre,” Prof, J.

Lupine; “ Bh'ssures de la Moi^lle et de la Queue dc
cheval,” Drs. (L Roussy pnd J. Lhermittc; “Electro-

diagnostic do guerre : Clinique. Conseil de rdforme.

Technique et interpiY^tation,*’ Prof. A. Zimmern; and
new editions of “ Hystdrio-Pithiatisme et Troubles
nerveux d’ordre rdilexc en Ncurologio de guerre,” J,

Babinski and J. Fromont; “Formes cliniques des
Ldsions dos Nerfs,” Mnie, Athanassio-Benisty ; “Les
Blessures de Pabdomcn,** J. Abadie.
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OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN.
,
The August Meteors of 1917.—Mr, W, F. Den-

ning writes that at Bristol the weather conditions were
very favourable for observation on Saturday, August
u. The number of meteors visible to one observer
in 4h. 40m. watching, ph. lom. and I4h. lom. Green-
wich Mean Time, was 219, of which 195 were Per-
seids. Mr. Denning was assisted In recording the
shower by a friend, Mr. P. O. Wright, who, alter-

nately with, the former, counted the meteors as they
appeared. A few rather brilliant objects were seen,

four being estimated to equal Venus and nine to equal
Jupiter, while there were many first magnitudes. The
radiant was situated in the usual position at 45^ + 58®,

and the point was well defined. The maximum of the
shower occurred between 1311. and i4h. G.M.T., when
more than one meteor per minute appeared, though
the moon, a little past the last quarter, was shining
in the heavens. On the whole the shower was de-

cidedly brighter than the average, both in point of

numbers and in the brilliancy of the meteors. It was
probably the best Perseid display witnessed at Bristol

since 1H98. Of the minor showers of the epoch there

was comparatively little evidence, but there was a
prominent shower of Cygnids from about 292^ + 50^.

The meteors were bright, and at the ends of their

flights burst with flashes oi bluish-white light. This
shower was also well observed contemporary with the

Perseids in August, 1893.

New Elements of Mars.—^An investigation of the

discordance between the positions of Mars deduced
from observations and those computed from New-
comb’s tables has been made by Dr. F. E. Ross, and
published by the Nautical Almanac Office, U.S. Naval
ObwServatory (Astron. Papers, vol. ix., part ii.). The
following new elements of the orbit of the planet are

given

-

Fundamental epoch, 1900 Jan. 0, Greenwich Mean
Noon. T, time from this epoch in Julian centuries.

Mean Longitude :

—

1=293'^ 44' 5i*46'' + (53 rev. +222II7‘33'’)T+ i*ix84'T®.

Longitude of Perihelion

^“ 334^ ^3' 5*53
'' + 6626-73 T 4- 0‘4675'T® *- 0-0043''T*

.

Eccentricity :

—

19247-168" 4 i8-9895"T-o-oi58"T®.
= 0*0933 1290 -I- o*oooo92o64T— o-ooooooo77T^.

Longitude of Node :

—

^=48° 47' im9" 4 2775'37"T“0-oo5"T*— o-oi92"T^.

Inclination to Ecliptic :

—

*=i^ 51' i-2o"--2*43o"T4o-0454"T^.

Logarithm of Mean Distance :

—

log a =0-182897034.

Theory and observation, which were discordant to

the amount of six seconds of arc in R.A. in 1905 and
1907, are brought into more satisfactory agreement by
these elements. Tables for correcting the heliocentric

positions are given.

bwLEMENTS OF Sun’s ROTATION .—

h

ncw detei-mina-

tion of the direction of the sun’s axis has been made
by Th. Epstein {Asironomische Nachrichten, 4892),

It is based upon obscivations of fifty-eight spots in

various latitudes, made in the years 1903 m 1910. The
value obtained for the longitude of the ascending node
of the equator is 73° 39*2', and for the inclination of

the axis to tlic' ecliptic 82^ 43‘7k These are in very

close agreement with Carrington’s values, and there is

evidently no sufficient reason to modify the existing

tables for physical observations of the sun.
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THE BRITISH SYNTHETIC COLOUR'
INDUSTRY IN WAR TIME,

The lecture delivered to the Society of Arts by

>Mr, C. M. Whitaker in December last merits

a more than passing notice as illustrating the

difficulties in the way of British dye producers during

the war period and the manner in which a commend-
able degree of success has been obtained in coping

with the dye shortage. It deserves to be more gener-

ally known that even before the war British firms

were already opposing a resolute front to German
competition. These firms not only issued pattern-

cards and circulars comparable in style with those sent

out by their foreign rivals, but they also dealt with

the difficulty of language by printing these manuals
of instruction in the principal European tongues. Even
in 1906 these instructions had been furnished by the

pioneer firm of Read Holliday and Sons, Ltd., in all

these languages, and also in Japanese. Very early in

the development of the colour industry this firm had
acquired the Schutzenberger and Lalande patent for

dyeing indigo by the modern scientific process with
hyd'rosulphite, and even to-day the older dyers some-
times refer to this -method of indigo dyeing as the

“Holliday” vat.

The lecturer pointed out from his own personal

knowledge that the practice of sending out practical

dyers to assist the firm’s clientele of dye-users in their

application of the colouring matters is not exclusively a
German procedure. The above-mentioned firm and
its successors, British Dyes, Ltd., have afforded their

customers' this expert assistance for more than thirty

years.
’ At the outbreak of war the British dye industry

was in the hands of four or five firms., who together

controlled a capital not greatly exceeding half a million

sterling, and the problem confronting this group of

industrialists was how to replace the former German
import of dyes having an -annual value of about
i,8oo,oool. Even in peace times such a problem would
be incapable of immediate solution, but taking into

account the distinctions of w^ar, the results obtained
in the last two }ears arc distinctly encouraging. The
vulnerable point in the British position was not, how-
ever, that of lack of capital, but rather the bad ha])it

which had arisen of buying from abroad intermediate
products which could with comparatively little expert
knowledge be converted into finished dyes. An addi-

tional handicap arising from this cause was the short-

age of chemists having the necessary works experience.
Attention is being concentrated on these two vital

points. The two leading firms, British Dyes, Ltd.,

and Messrs. Levinstein, Ltd., have taken into their

•employment a large number of college-trained chemists,
some of whom are exercising their talent' for research
on the essential intermediates, while others are acquir-
ing works experience in the supervision of industirial

processes and in the handling of men.
It is impossible for those untrained in organic

chemistry to have any correct perception of the amount
of preliminary work which precedes the production
of a coal-tar dye. The complete manufacture of an
ordinary synthetic black may involve twenty-one dis-

tinct chemical operations. Other modern products re-

quire even more processes., The British dye firms cer-

tainly deserve full credit for their success in coping
with the vitally urg:-nt requirements of the Allied
Governments in equipment colours. One British firm
alone furnished the military authorities with 145,000 lb.

of wool khaki dves in the fateful month of December,
1915, when Army requirements were increasing to an
enormous extent. This supply of wool khaki dyes has
been maintained, together with prodigious amounts of
cotton and linen khaki colours. The armies of our
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Italian and Russian Allies have also l>o(‘n largely sup.

plied from British sources.^ ‘l‘he appearance of the
uniforms of soldiers returning on leave is iho best
testinumial to the fas(nt‘ss (»f Hritisli-macUi khaki dyes,

showing (hat th(.‘S(' <‘oU»urs t‘an wilhsland .(he severest

war conditions.

In the vakuihh^ discussion which followed the
lecture the points of inten'st raised wen^ (he
question of the nmlliplicity iff nanu\s for iIk* same
dye and the possihilily tff sitnplifiealion in lliis respect,

the German monopoly <)f hromims* and th(‘ relations

of the dye-produeing industry and l<'ac‘hing institu-

tions. G. 'r. Mor('iAN.

THE ROTATION OF THE MOON.^

An interesting rdsmnd of the progress of our know-
ledge of the moon’s rolation, together with a

considerable amount of original work, is given in the

memoir before us. The author recalls tlu.‘ rtmiarkable

control which the i‘arlli <jxerls on the rotation
; the

line joining the poles of the moon’s equator and orbit

always passes through the pole of tlu^ (‘cliplic, which
lies between them, from the first, from the

second; both poles revolve round the poU; of the ecliptic

in iB-6 years. The earth’s action has also forced the

period of rotation to coincide with that of revolution;

the existence of this action is still in evidence
from the fact that all secular and long-
period terms in the moon’s revolution have
their counterpart in the rotation; for example,
the secular acceleration in longitude has not
the effect of making us gradually see a different

hemisphere;
Much attention has been given of late years to the

“physical libration,” especially the annual term, which
is considerably the largest. DifftTent detenninalions
of its coellicient show a surprisingly largo range

; the

largest value is that of M. Puiseux, ck‘riv<,‘tl from
forty Paris photographs covering a piu-iod of fifteen years

;

the other values range from 57' to t-o'. Wo have; to

divide these figures by 220 to obtain tlu‘ af)pan‘ut shift

seen from the earth. 'I'his gives 5-2'' for the Puisoux
value; it does not appear (hat thiMumu'rous merillian
observations of the crater Mdsting A will pcTinit of so

large a value;

In studying tlic problem niatlHunatically, the author
makes use of souk; methods introduced by MM. dinner
and Charlier, which have app(‘an‘<l in earfK'r Meddc-
lanclcn. He denotes the Ihreo principal moments of

inertia of the moon by A, B, C, A is about the

diameter pointing towards the <‘arth, and C about the
axis of rotation. The three ratios (C-A)/A, (C-B)/B,
(B~A)/ 4

, are denoted by fe,, It is shown that
stability demands that B be greater than A, Le, the
moon’s equator is elongated towards the earth-; if

fei, ki have different signs, C lies between A and B,
and the rotation is unstable. It is shown that fea

may be either both positive or both negative; in the
first case C, B, A are in descending order of mag-
nitude, in the second case B, A, C; the latter would
involve rotation about the longest axis, which is in-

teresting as a theoretical poKsibility, but it is shown
later not to bo the actual case. Hence fe,, are both
positive. ki is stated to be; about 0*000627; the values
of fcn corresponding with thi; physierd libration co-

efficients of Franz, Tlayn, and Puiseux are 0*000314,
0*000157, and 0*001178 respectively. The last value
makes negative, and therefore indicates unstable
motion, another reason for concluding that the Puiseux
coefficient is too high. However, it is shown that
controlled rotation may exist, even when the conditions
of stability are not satisfied,

T
^ notation (\tK Motidiis/' Von Ax»"l jftns.snn. Mik'dtietmdm of

Lund Observatory, atv. ii., No. x$. (Lund : C. K, Gleerup, 19x7.)
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The suggestion has been made that the moon may
not be a perfectly rigid body, but may have sensible

change of shape under the varying strains; also that

the intia-ior may I)(‘ partly lluid
; tlu‘ final chapter of

the menu>ir discusses the changes in the ccpiations

ot motion to which th(*s(‘ hypotheses give rise, but
does not .express any opinioJi as to their tenabilily.

The preceding chajiter givi‘s tht‘ numiTical calculation

of a larg<j mimbta* of coi^flicients, using Brown’s ex-
pressions for the moon’s co-ordinates, and different
assumptions for the valiums of

A. C. D. C.

ADAPTATION AND DISEASED

The time has come to bring before biologists in
general the contributions of medical research

oT the last quarter of a century to the study of
evolution. The fact of evolution all thinking , minds
accept, but as to how <‘volulion has been, and is

being, brought about is a very differ<;nt matter. The
fight truly centre's upon the cause or causes of varia-

tion—whellu'r tin', tcuukfncy to vary is something in-

herent in living matter, numerous variations present-

ing th(*ms<;lvf‘s through this inlK3rcnt tendency, of
which lhos(3 that are Ix'st fitted for their environment
alone survive^ or wln'ther it is primarily and essentially

brought about by fom.'s acting from without upon a
relatively labile living mattiT: whether, that is, varia-.

tion is i’nlK'nuit, proceeding from within, or acquired,
proceeding from without.

But this bas;d problem has bc(‘n largely neglected

by the biologists, th(3 fight all these years waging
round the si'condary problem of the transmission of

acquired projierlies to the olTspriiig. Herbert Spencer
made this transmission of

^
acquirements one of his

“princifih'sd’ Weismann violently® opposed the doc-

trine, carrying with him latter-day biologists, until

Mr, I3tit(*soii, r<*plele with his studies upon Mcndelism,
reaches the anlitmdal suggestion that: when* a new
propi'rly tminif(*sls itsi'lf in any individual of any
sp(3ckis, it is iinpossih't{3 to regard it as an acquirc-

mt'nt ; it is nefi, new, but its manifestation is due to

loss of propculicis aln^ady possessed, Evolution, like

a squid, progresses Iiackwards, what appears to be
a new properly is on tlu* contrary primeval. Prof.

Bateson’s addrW an Heredity at* the International

Mt'dical Congress in T.ondon in 19x3, and his Presi-

dential address at Mellxourne in 1914, were quoted in

extenso, 'T'hat which to outward, seeming is the

simplest form of life is verily in constitution the most
marvellously complex : the higher forms of life are

the lower.

The truth seemod to be that valuable and fascinating

as are the studies for the establishment and amplifica-

tion of MemdeTs law, that law deals only with the

interplay of allelomorphs, with the combinations and
perrnutation.s of positive and negative unit properties

possessed by the species. It only establishes the

extent of variation possible within the houndaries of
the apccics. But no amount of interplay of properties

already possessed by the species will result m the

production of individuals which ar<‘ outside the species.

Sir Rny T.ankostcr recently laid down that the one
fallacy in all Lamarckian doctrine was that adopted

by Herbert Spencer, namely, what he termed “direct

adaptation.” There is really no such thinc*.^ The
supposed mysterious property of direct adaptation^ is

always due to survival by selection of organisms which
varied in many dii'ections.

X AtwtmcU of four CrooTjimi T-odtiireis deUvere<l at the Royal College of

intysieinn** on Tune 14, tq, »t, and a6
,
hy Prof. J. G, Adantu, F.R.S., Tem-

porary T.ietit. *0010001 C A.M.Ch
« Sir K, Ray I,anke?^ler hah in the BfiM Medknl Journal taken excep-

tion to the U4« of thlH word; the author agrees that “vigorously’' better

©xpr,'fiscs J)is .
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^
Now if there be one fact that is constantly being

impressed upon the student of immunity and the
workers in pathogenic bacteriology, it is that direct
adaptation, i.e., specific modification in response to
specific alteration in environment (within limits which
he would lay down) is one of the basal phenomena of
living matter. It seems useful, therefore, to marshal
in order the data bearing upon these matters as they
present theixiselves to those engaged in medical re-
search.

Problems of this nature are a priori most likely to
be solved by experiments upon the very simplest, and
again upon the most complex forms of life. For
problems of adaptation and heredity the bacteria
possess the supreme advantages of rapid reproduction
coupled (according to our present knowledge, or want
of knowledge) with a complete absence of the disturb-
ing^ influence of sex and conjugation. Certain bio*
legists are unwilling to regard the products of asexual
binary division as true generations. One very dis-
tinguished biologist had said that a long cultivation
of a bacterial growth is “one continuous individual.”
This is an impossible position. The very idea of
individual connotes independent, or potentially inde-
pendent, existence. We might with equal logic,
basing ourselves^ on the continuity of the germplasm,
declare that all living beings constitute one continuous
individual.

Adaptation in the Bacteria and the Evolution of the

Infectious Diseases,

It
,
is absurd to expand the Batesonian hypothesis

and imagine that whenever man became man he
acquired the germs of all bodily ills, and that the
purely human ailments were already there. Some
diseases, like tuberculosis, have been with us from
the remotest historical times, and even from pre-

historical, as w,itness the late Sir Armaud Buffer’s
studies in palaeopathology upon mummies of early
dynasties, and the recognition of caries and pyorrhoea
in permian fishes and tertiary three-toed horses. This
is only to be expected. The bacteria are among the
earliest of all forms of life. Drew, from his studies

of the calcareous ooze of the Florida lagoons, showed
that a dentrifying bacillus caused the deposition of

chalk out of sea-water, Walcott has discovered
Cyanophycese and possible micrococci in the oldest

of all sedimentary rocks, the Algonkian.
But this does not mean that all orders of patho-

genic bacteria and microbes have always been with
us. Zymotic phenomena must run parallel with geo-
logical. The vast majority of fossils are remains of

species and genera which have passed away, but
certain species, and, indeed, certain genera, have
existed unchanged through countless ages to the’

present day. The brachiopod Lingula of the Cam-
brian rocks is to be found to-day living buried in the

sand between the tide-marks in the Tropics. The
pearly Nautilus, Limulus, Ceratodus, and Anaspides
have remained apparently unaltered for extraordinarily

long periods of geological time.

The same would seem to be true with respect to

zymotic diseases and their causative agents. Many
of the plagues and epidemics mentioned by early

writers are unrecognisable to-day. The tritest ex-

ample of a disease which has come and gone is the

malignant “sweating sickness,” which, first noted in

1485, was last heard of in '1551. As regards diseases

still with us, whatever view be taken regarding the

origin of syphilis, it is certain that this was unknown
in Egypt and in Rome at the time of Galen.

Diphtheria and cholera, both with absolutely charac-

teristic symptoms, were unknown in Europe until the

beginning of the nineteenth century. Even if these
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two diseases had been locally endemic for long periods

in some districts, we may come to the same conclusion

as is reached in many cases of the geographical dis-

tribution of animals and plants. When a form intro-

duced into a continental area rapidly spreads over

that area, its previous absence is to be exiplained as

due to the fact that the form in question originated
at some period after the separation of the different

continental areas. In this very war two new diseases,

hitherto unknown, have made their appearance

—

trench fever and trench shin.

How, then, can we picture to ourselves the evolu-
tion of an infectious disease? In the first place, it is

to be noted that pathogenic microbes are singularly
diverse in their affiliations—there is scarcely a genus
of micro-organism but has its representative or repre-

sentatives among the pathogenic organisms—moulds,
yeasts, fission-fungi, spirochgetes, filterable viruses

and chlamydozoa, amoebae, flagellate a'nd ciliate pro-

tozoa. Every pathogenic microbe has closely related

species differing from it in little beyond that the one
is virulent, the other not

Next, the allied species are found suggestively grow-
ing in the cavities or on the surfaces of the body in

the same habitat as the virulent forms, or, again, in

the water and foodstuffs taken by the animal. This
leads to the conclusion that pathogenic microbes at

some period or periods have originated from forms
saprophytic on the body surfaces, or in the foodstuffs,

that they have originated by adaptation of these forms
to growth, not on, but within, the tissues.

We possess abundant examples of experimental
adaptation of bacteria to new foodstuffs, to foreign
sugars, glucosides, fats, etc., from Pasteur onwards.
The observations of Penfold, Twort, Massini, and
others upon the accustomance of bacteria to new
sugars and their acquirement of the power of ferment-
ing the same may be mentioned. The bacilli taking
on these new powers were not mutants, the outcome
of chance variation, but the acquired new property
was definitely the result of a particular environment.
Major F. B. Bowman has prepared -a simple experi-
ment which demonstrates that not some, but all, the
members of a culture of bacilli, subjected to the .same
environment in a fluid medium of growth containing
a foreign glucoside—isodulcite—acquire the new pro-
perty.

Here,^ then, contrary to Bateson, we have evidence
of positive acquirements from without, and, contrary
to the Lankesterian dogma, we can so arrange our
experiment as to obtain, not evidence of variation in
many directions, but evidence that organisms placed
in a given environment all vary in one identical direc-
tion with clockwork regularity.

If this be true regarding other properties, it must
be true regarding the acquirement of virulence. As a
matter of fact, Thiele and Embleto-n, at University
College, had experimentally taken a harmless sapro-
phytic form, the B. mycoides, accustomed it gradually
to grow at the temperature of the body, and then, em-'
ploying the dead bacilli to induce anaphylaxis and
increased susceptibility, had, upon making a second
injection, succeeded in obtaining the active growth of
the bacilli in the tissues of the guinea-pig—and with
this found that the bacillus was now virulent, killing
other animals when injected into them. With these
examples for consideration, is it possible for medical
men not to believe in direct adaptation?

The Adaptation to Disease-producing Agencies in
the Higher Animals,

is' in respect to these new acquirements in the
higher animals that we obtain the deepest insight into
the processes involved, and that through the abundant,
not to say overwhelming, studies of the last thirty
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years upon immunity. Yet although every man and
woman of the day discusses familiarly matters such
as typhoid inoculation, diphtheria antitoxin, and tuber-
culin, not a single general biologist has dwelt seri-

ously upon the significance of tlies<^ studies.

Immunisation is direct adapUition, Take the familiar

examples (to medical men) of immunisation to the
phytotoxins, abrin, the active principle of the jequirity

bean, and ricin, of the castor oil plant. The rabbit

and guinea-pig have ncivcr come across tln‘S(‘ in nature.

They are, in fact, intensely iX)isonous. One gram of

ricin is adequate to kill 1,500,000 guinea-pigs. Feed
these small animals with minute and progressively

increasing doses, and eventually they can be given
100 times the fatal dose. And now 1 c.c. of the

blood serum of the immunised animal will destroy

ten, one hundred, or one thousand times the fatal

dose, according to the grade of immuuily induced.

Clearly, the blood scrum now contains antitoxic sub-

stances, bodies which combine with the toxin, render-

ing it inert and harmless, 'llie antitoxin has been
elaborated and excreted into the blo-od, by ce-rtain cells

of the animal, and once these c(‘Us hav<j acquired the

property of elaborating an antiriciii, tJuw conlinuo to

produce it for weck.s and months. 1 hu'e is tho acquire-

ment of a new proixrty—the acquirement is som<*-

thing positive, something added; there can Ix* no alter-

native hypothesis of loss of inhibitory factors. Noc
is it a chance variation : the power can be i>roduced

in any mouse or rabbit or guinea-pig with absolute

certainty. Nor is it a matter of the survival of the

fittest. The case of diphtheria and tetanus toxins, and
the production of antitoxins against these toxins is

absolutely parallel. The tissues can be edvicated to

elaborate, and elaborate in excess, a body substance

which neutralises the toxin, and, once st:art(‘cl, they

continue for weeks and months to elaiboralej tlic. anti-

toxin. It has been shown that it is the. cells that

take up and fix the toxins whicli elaborate the anti-

toxins. It is, however, only a minority Kd' the patho-

genic bacteria that form and <‘.xcrc,le ectoloxias,

poisons which are cl’scharged into the llukl of growth;
the majority do ’noi: excrete toxic saib.stanc{^ Never-
theless the body can be immunise<l against these, also,

though here the immunity ks of a different ordiT. It

is bacteriolytic— process of digestion. The fluids of

the body gain the power of dissolving and <lig«\sting

these bacteria That power has been acquire ‘d hy the

millions of soldiers subjectc<l to anti-typhoid itiocula-

tions.

This fact of the acquirement of a power on the

art of the body fluids to digest the bacteria can easily

e demonstrated. Every student of medicine has
heard of Pfeiffer’s reaction, in which '-the peritoneal
fluid of a guinea-pig given .progressive injections of

the typhoid bacillus or the cholera spirillum, instead of

forming a favourable culture medium for those bac-
teria now causes a rapid swelling up and dissolution,
so that they melt away like sugar in wMlcr. Clc»arly,

in the process of immunisation certain tissues of the
body have gained the properly of cdaboraling ferments
which digest and dissolve the bactcnnal bodit‘s, so that
now, with little or no general reaction, the animal
withstands many times the fatal do.so of these patho-
genic organisms. And this reaction is in general
narrowly specific, so that it is <‘mployed to distirt"

guish, for example, between closely related species
of spirilla.

Nor is this necessarily merely a temporary acquire-
ment on “the part of the individual. ' For months after
a man has been given one or two doses of dead
typhoid bacilli his blood serum has a different physical
constitution, or, as we are accustomed to term it,

contains s]Decific anti-bodies ’’—^agglutinins. The
whole British Army now • agglutinates the specific
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^ bacilli of lyplioid, paratyphoid A and paratyphoid B,

and that for a year or iiKiro aft<a‘ inocidation of the

soldiers. Smallpox, naturally acquired, usually confers

a lifelouf; iinimmity. We la‘r<‘ ob^ierve the workin^^*

of a buy \vhi(*li, if n-coffni.s(Hl, has not been dealt with
adequately by hioloj^isls, Jn 1S96 W^iegert, the
Frankfort palholoi^isl, laid <lo\vn ihe law el inertia

—

the law that once a CfdL is stimulated to peid’orm a
certain act, it coulimu\s [0 p<?rform that act for some
time after the sthuuliis has ceas(‘d to be in operation.

Hero is soniethin,ir biyond mere inertia; the function?il

activity once started, at least in the order of events
under cDnsid(‘ration, continues too long to be com-
parable with physical momentum; rather there ap-
pears to be the setting in motion of a cyclic process

of intercellular reactions and counter-reactions, the
one starting the oth(‘r. it is prcjfcrablc, therefore, to

employ a non-committal term, and to speak of the “ law
of habit.’’ Of this law numerous examples may bo
given, -both fx'oin among the iba-cteria and morbid
states in man.

;
Next, to advance further, evidence oibtainod from

medical resf^arch show's that acquiiements, whether of

defect or excess, an* cajjable of being passed on to the

next generation, 'riure is abundant evidence of this

in the case of tin*, bacteria, and here the longer the
environment has xicU'd on a given species of microbe,
the longer th(i mier0(b(‘ retains the impressed property,

but as h(^ ct)uld not state dogmatically that there is

any bioclK'.mical property that is specifically fixed in

these lower forms, still le.ss could he regard any
acquirement as bedug permanently fixed.

With rc^gard to higher animals, diniculties are intro-

duced by in Ira-uterine existence, so that the only clear

cases to b<' considenxl arc those in which the male
parent alone has bt‘cn subj(*ctod to the noxious or other
influenco. If tha lymph contains soluble toxic sub-
stances,, it is (‘vklent that the germ cells are not pre-

cluded from absorbing th(‘ui, and, like the other tissue

cells, from bi'ing inlluenad by thorn. There are
many <‘.xampl<‘s, clinical ami experimental, of the

effects ufiou the njal(‘ genu tU'lLs of lead, nitrates of
mercury, lubt'reulin, abrin, etc. 'fhe most candusiv(‘

observations are iluvse of i*rof. Stockard, of Cornell

Medical Collegia N<wv York, in which, by subjecting

male guin(‘a-i)igs for sonu‘ little p<*rio-d to the fumes
of alcohol, he found not: mendy that the offspring

were «tunle<l an<l ^'nfeebled, but that by crossing un-
related offspring of alcohoUsed fathers, which them-
selves had not beiai suibj(‘et(‘d to alcoh-cd, the progeny
of the third g<‘ueratiuu showtd more extreme condi-

tions of defect than did th(*lr parents. The import-

ance of these oib SI‘rva lions ui)on the understanding of

human family hisloritss and inherited neuroses, etc.,

was very great.

The pnM'eding an* ca.s(‘s of what has been termed
parallel induction. So long ago as 1901 the lecturer

poinl<xl out how what we how term the endocrine

organs—thf‘ organs, that is, of internal secretion*-—are

closely associated with the generative organs, and
that fn fluences from wIlIiouI iicting upon these organs
by causing an exc(‘ss or dxdect of their internal secre-

tions, ar<^ eapabU' oi affcicling the g<‘rm cells, so that

there is a definite possibility that the same order of

disturbance which affects one. or other endocrine organ
of thci parent may .presemt itself in the offspring.

Prof, E. W. MacRnde has recently expressed the

same opinion, and there is to be seen in this possi-

bility or probability the solution of a long-standing
difficulty, namely, the ^adniission that there is one
possible group of cases for which the Lamaix:kian
theory holds true, and this,' oddly enough, along the

lines of Darwin’s discarded hypothesis of
'

pangenesis

;

a it is not by specific corpuscular pangens, but by
ised secretions that the germ cells are influenced.
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The Physico-Cheviical Basis of Immimity and
Evolution,

It had been shown that the studies upon pathogenic
bacteria and upon immunity prove conclusively the
existence of direct adaptation ot a definite order, both
in the lowest and in the highest forms of life. It is

along these lines that medical research is surely lead-
ing iis.

Believing that workers m medicine arc in the right,
where is it that the other biologists have gone wrong?
The^ latter, from the morphological trend of their
studies, have perforce conjured up separate individual
particles or structures, each the bearer of an indi-
vidual property or group of properties. Their concep-
tions

_

have perforce been in the terms of specific

atomies. In his pangenesis hypothesis Charles Dar*-
win evolved such a conception, and in his great sanity
cast it aside. Weismann riot^ in such, with his ids,

idants, and determinants, all figments of the imagina-
tion. The same tendency is shown and carried for-

ward in full vigour by the modern Mendelians,
Suppose we start, instead, from known facts and

known phenomena, and upon these endeavour to build
up our idea of the nature of the germ cell and of the
organic basis of heredity. First, as to the constitu-
tion of living matter. We know that whatever form
of life we investigate, animal or plant, mammoth or
microbe, whatever form we analyse, or whatever
tissue—leaving out of account water and certain
vehicular salts to which no specific vital functions can
(be attributed—just one order of highly complex com-
pounds is common to and to be isolated from all, and
these are the proteins. This universal presence in

itself indicates that they are intimately associated with
vital functions. When isolated chemically they are
inert; in other words, living matter contains pro-

teidogenous, rather than proteid substances. Much
attention has to be given to the study of the chemistry
of the proteins in relationship to metabolism : the

huge sixe of the protein molecule, close to the limits

of visibility under the highest power of the microscope

;

its great molecular weight; the impossibility of gain-

ing identical analyses of -two samples of^ the same
protein, even if, like haemoglobin, crystallisable

;
the

structure of these molecules; their dissociation into

smaller complexis, the peptones; their further dis-

siKiation into amino-acids; the synthesis of the poly-

poptids. The protein molecules ma/, therefore, be

represented as a ring or chain of linked peptone mole-
cules, each havirig its ring of glycocoll nuclei with
swinging side-chains. In the much simpler^ bodies

•with which the organic chemist is in the main con-

cerned, ibodies like the carbohydrates or the benzol

derivatives, wo know how the transfer of a given

radicle from the alpha to the delta position, for ex-

ample, upon a ring may bring about a profound

change in the chemical and physical properties of the

compound. When two carbon atoms are united

together there are, or may be, six free affinities, and
when these are satisfied by six different monovalent
groups, twelve different isomeric arrangements are

possible. What must be the possibilities in a protein

like haemoglobin; with 700 and more carbon atoms

in the complex, and haemoglobin is simple compared
with the nucleoproteins.

If the biophores, or molecules of living matter, be

at least proteidogenous, obviously it is not necessary

to demand a separate determinant, a separate mole-

cule for each specific property ; it is simpler to regard

properties inherent in the biophores as an expression

of the constitution of the same, of the mode of linkage

of the various nuclei, their number, and the nature of

their side-chains. This conception is within the bounds

of physical possibility ;
Weismann ’s ids and idants cer-

tainly are not.
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Accepting this conception of the chemical^ constitu-

tion of the essential living matter as a working h)jpo-

thesis, we know that in conjugation the one constitu-

ent of the germ cells contributed in an approximately

equal portion by both parents to the zygote, or fer-

tilised ovum, is the nuclear chromatin, and as heritage

of properties may come equally from either parent, in

the nuclear chromatin must reside the main heritable

and character determining material. The conclusion

is inevitable that the essential biophoric molecules are

conveyed in the nuclear chromatin. The cell-wall, the

cytoplasm, and the nuclear memJbrane are all conserva-

tive agents, tending to preserve the biophores from
sudden change from without, but, while conservative,

this system is exposed to constant change, particularly

in the more active tissue cells. The system is not
inert, but is constantly reacting with the external

medium in which the coll finds itself. The semi-
permeable cell membrane, while preventing the en-
trance of some substance, freely (permits the entrance
of others, whether directly or after a preliminary dis-

sociation into smaller molecules by the action of extra-

cellular enzymes. Once foodstufts are taken into the

cytoplasm they are, if necessary, broken down into yet
simpler molecules by intracellular enzyme action.

Foodstuffs are not utilised by the cell as such, but
only after dissociation and disintegration, and then
either by oxidation to supply energy or, on the other
hand, to be built up in growth.
This matter of growth is wholly neglected by the other

biologists. They speak of inorganic bodies (crystals)

growing by agglutination, organic bodies by intussus-
ception, “Intussusception,” “ imoibition,” “intercala-
tion,” and “interpenetration,” are all inane terms;
they cannot possibly explain how- two molecules of
living matter appear where there was but one before,
two grains of wheat where but one was put into the
ground. Growth is one of the great underlying pheno-
mena of living matter, and zoologists and botanists
have in a simple Topsy-like manner been satisfied that
the phenomena occurs—^and have left it at that. In-
crease in the amount of li/ing matter means multi-
plication of the molecules of living matter, and this
multiplicatioh can only take place after the manner of
the growth of a crystal,- by ions arranging themselves
into radicles, and radicles arranging themselves in a
particular order, until in orderly sequence the neces-
sary radicles become built up, identical in arrangement
with the pre-existing -molecule, in association with
which the group has become developed. This con-
ception is materially aided by the recognition that
crystallisation ^does not of necessity demand the pro-
duction of rigid rectilinear figures. Lehmann in 1904
first directed attention to the existence of “fluid
crystals”; in 1906 Adami and Aschoff pointed out
that these fluid crystals are frequent in the animal
organism. As D’Arcy Thompson remarks, “the
phenomenon of liquid crystallisation does not destroy
the distinction between crystalline and colloid forms,
but gives added unity and continuity to the whole
series^ of phenomena.”
Weismann’s doctrine of the continuity of the germ-

plasm is erroneous; it is not the germplasm which is

eternal
;
merely there is a potential continuity of mole-

cular arrangement and constitution. The functional
and vegetative activities of the organism and the
cell, along with the essential nature of metabolism
and enzyme action, emphasise that these matters of
adaptation and evolution have to be approached from
the aspect of function and the dynamics of living
matter, rather than from the point of view of cell
statics. “Function precedes structure,” add the study
of, cell function must afford the key.
As regards the sicquirement of the new power of
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digesting and utilising a foreign protein, it is seen

from what has been said that these proteins are com-
plexes of amino-acids ;

and ^ the number of the indi-

vidual amino-acids is liniit(.‘d. TroU'olytic enzymes,
already in existence, whethta- intra- or extra-cellular,

do not attack the foreign protein as a whole, but
must be regarded as dissociating certain eviTyday

amino-acids from the. complt'X,
^

But doing this, to

take the simplest case, the relative munb<‘r of mole-

cules of the different amino-acids presi^nled to the cell

•may come to differ from the normal, or, again, the

simpler complexes due to the breaking down of the

foreign proteins may not be identical in constitution

with those which the coll and its biophores had been
accustomed to utilise in growth. In oilher case the

constitution of the bioi- bores may become altered as

they are built up. Where cnzyme-like bcKlies, such
as the toxins and '-phytotoxins, become introduced into

the cytoplasm, their toxic function must Ixi regarded

as due to their power of dissociating the living mole-

cules, by. detaching certain radicb-s. If the toxic

molecules be not present in too great a numbtu*, time
is given for the living molecules to attract and build

up again the lost radicles, and by the law of habit,

if this process be constantly repealed, particular

radicles are now to be built up in ^xci'Ss of tiui needs

of the cell, and, undergoing discliargo, become the

antitoxin bodies of, the blood an-d body fluids.

That this conception of the mechanism of immunity
and progressive adaptation is substanlially correct

was strongly supported by the long-continutnl and ad-

mirable studies of Prof. V. C. Vaughan, of the Uni-
versity of Michigan, and the later work of Abder-
halden, of Berlin, and his pupils.

The prevalent conception of the Mendolians that the

,
parental properties remain segregated in the germ
cells is open to attack. In the zygote, the fertilised

germ cell, and in all the tissue cells d(u*iV(Hl therefrom,

,

it is inconceivable that two ordiTS of biophores, or

active living molecules, can exist floating in a common

I

nuclear sap, umlcrgoing growth, building up side-

I chains and radicles, discharging <n‘naln of lhr‘S(‘, or

undergoing dissociation from time to tim<‘, without
the two reacting upon (<ach oIIkt, and without a
certain amount of intcrchangi^, without lh(^ one having
a greater affmity for sid(‘-chaiuK elaborated by the

other and building these into its systmii. There must
be this interaction, and at a sIowit rali^, diui to their

more latent state, this samii interchange must take
place in the germ cells. Along these linens it is still

possible to interpret ’the facts of Momkdism, and,
indeed, interpret not a few phenomena which by the

hypothesis of determinants fail to obtain explanation.
Briefly, each species must be regarded as having

for its essential living matter a distinct organic com-
pound, a compound as distinct as any inorganic salt,

but differing from that simpler salt in that whereas
the central ring, or chain, is to be regarded as having
a relatively fixed constitution, the radicles ,composing
that ring or chain arc to be regarded as capable of

attracting and then reproducing a series of side-chains
which may vary in constitution, so that within the
species there may be vririous strains, just as wc may
speak of various .strains of crystalline luemoglobin
obtained from different samples of human blood.

It is possible to^ replace an impossible hypothesis
based upon suipposititious independent and transposable
determinants -by one_ based upon our present know-
ledge of the composition and properties of the main
and outstanding constituent -of living matter—the pro-
teins. To one -who regards life, not from the morpho-
logical point of view, in terms of form, but from tb^
physiological, in^ terms of function, who regards Uf-e

as a moving equilibrium, yrho regards it as in essence
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“a slate of persistent xukI incornpIeUi recurrent satis-

faction and dissatisfaction of certain protoklog’cnous

malecules,” and njetabolism as the primary and basal
characteristic of liviiij^ nialttM*, for such a one Prof.
Bateson’s slumbruii^-bloek does not exist.

The hypothc^sis <>t a backward evolution by the pro-
gressive nunoval oi inhibitory factors,^ lik(‘ the base-

less fabric of a vision, fad(‘s into nothinj.»'ness once it

is confronted by th<' proof thal direct ])ositivc acquire-

ments can b(^ brought aboul ('xp<jnmenlally. It enters

into the limbo' of tlui past as an <‘xample of the b'pen-

cerian tragedy—that of a <U‘duction destroyed by a
fact.

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE,

London," -M, L. (1(‘ la ValU'^e Poussin, professor in

the Univt^rsity of Cllient, is to act temporarily as lec-

turer iti Sanskril and 'ril)elan at the School of Orien-
tal Studies,

Tuk Gladslone mc^morial prl/e of the London School
of ICconoinies and PcvHtical Science has been awarded
to Miss Olive Wright,

Sir W. Watson CJiikynk, Bart,, has been elected

rarliamcntary repre^sentative of 'the Universities of
Edinburgh and St. Andrews.

Mu. Arthur 'J'. Boi.ton has been appointed curator
of Sir John Soane’s Museum, Lincoln’s Inn Elelds,

in succession to the late Mr. W. L. Spiers.

Major F. (k Pursrr has been elected to the chair

of the Theory and Practice of Physic in the Schools
of Surgery of the Royal College of Surgeons in Ire-

land.

Du. A. W, Ashton has been appointed principal of
the mechanical and electrical engineering department
of the Slok(‘-on-Tr(MU Central School of Science and
Tc'chnology.

Dr, W, U. WKi.cn has rtisigned his position as head
of the dc^partineiU of pathology at Johns Hopkins
University to take up the directorship' of the School
of Hygiene and X’uhlic Health. Dr. W. G. McCallum,
of Columbi.'i University, succcM.ds him at Johns Hop-
kins University.

Am.icArioNs are invited for a limited number of

placijs in tluj Pilcher Research Laboratory attached to

Bedford College for Women, Regent’s Park, N.W'.i.
Pla^^es are available for post-graduate work in science

or in arts, preference being given to research in

science, and, at the present time, to any investigation

connected with the war. Applicants must state their

qualifications, the nature of the research, and the

period for which application is made. Further infor-

m.'Uion may be obtained from the principal of the

college.

Many kilters have been received by the chairman of

the Britisji, Prisoners of War Book Scheme {Educa-
tional) testifying to the usefulness of the scheme. Fur-
ther contributions are urgently needed. In the tech-

nical and scientific sections the prisoners’ demand for

books is very large, but the works asked for are rarely

obtainable as gifts, as the owners generally neei them
for their own use, while second-hand copies, sufficiently

up to date, arc proving increasingly difficult to procure.

In these circumstances the committee is compelled
to make large purchases of new copies of up-to-date

books of the above character, and, for thjis, ample
funds are essential. Donors to the scheme will recog-

nise that their gifts do not merely help to save the

prisoners from mental starvation, but also increase
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their value as a commercial and professional asset
after the war. Offers of books (which should always
b i accompanied by a detailed list) are also invited and
should be addressed to Mr. A. T, Davies, C.B.,
“Prisoners of War,” Board of Education, Victoria and
Albert Museum, South Kensington, S.W.7.

Speaking last week at the Oxford summer meeting
of university extension and other students, Pi'of. W. H.
Perkin said that certain industries, which at one time
appeared to be firmly established in this country, had
left them to flourish abroad, and inquiry into the
reason for this resulted in the conclusion that the
cause of our failure had been our neglect of scientific

methods and lack of appreciation of the value of re-

search. At the commencement of the war Germany
had, roughly, ten times as many advanced students
engaged in research work as thei*e were in this coun-
try. It must be clear to everyone that,we could not
.hope to compete with Germany while such a state of
things existed, and it was entirely due to our lack of
appreciation of the importance of research that so
many of our industries had already gone to Germany
and so many were in process of being transferred
when the' war broke out. But in tackling and solving
difficult manufacturing operations it was not too much
to claim that the scientific men in our universities had
shown how valuable they could be to the manufac-
turers, whether it be in connection with munitions of

war or in the development of purely industrial opera-
'•tions. There could be no doubt that the war had
already brought about this welcome change—^that a
much closer association between the manufacturer and
the scientific worker was growing up, such, indeed, as

had not previously existed in this country. There were,
of course, not a few who were afraid that the introduc-

tion of work of industrial importance into our uni-

versities, and especially into such universities as those

of Oxford and Cambridge,' would have a bad effect on,

these institutions. They feared that the lofty academic
spirit which had always pervaded our older universi-

ties would suffer from contact with the realities of com-
mercial life, and while he could understand the sus-

picion which was always associated with any radical

change in old-established traditions, he failed entirely

to see why the introduction into the students’ career

of some of the conditions of the life which so many
must ultimately adopt should be in any way -preju-

dicial. He was certain that purely academic work and
industrial research could go along’ side by side to their

great mutual advantage.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES.
Paris.

Academy of Sciences, July 23.—M- Paul Appell in the

chair.—Ch. Lalleraand ; Remarks on the extension to

the sea of hourly time 2ones. The extension to the

sea of the system of hourly zones in use on land,

suggested in January last by J. Renaud, has been

adopted by France for warships and mobilised vessels,

and the Service Pljdrographique de la Marine has

published a planisphere of the hour zones. In Great

Britain a committee appointed by the Admiralty has

unanimously recommended the adoption of the same

rules for British ships.—E. Haug : The extension to-

wards the west of the strata of Basse-Provence.—M.
Leau : The measurement of linear ensembles.—M.
Tournier : The experimental determination of the

efficiency of marine engines and boilers.— . Valcovici

;

The position of the point of arrest in movement of

uniform rotation,—J. C. Soli ; A new stream of stars

in Sagittarius.—A. Gu6bhard : A new manner of re-

,

garding volcanic action and the pseudo-eruptive ap-
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pearances of granite.—^M. Dalloni ; The facies of thjg

Lower Miocene to the south of Tell and the fauna of

the Cartennian of Uz^s-le-Duc, Algeria.—(The late) A,

Cochain ; Considerations on volcanic action.—C.
Sauvagean ; The proper motion of the chromatophores.

—M. MoUiard : The artificial production of a gall.

—

V. Galippe ; Normal parasitism and microbiosis.

—

W. T. Porter : Observations on traumatic shock. It

is shown that ithe increase of respiration produced by
the administration of carbon dioxide is of great service

in cases of shock
;

three examples of this treatment

following severe operations are cited in which good
results were obtained.

Washington, D.C.

National Academy of Sciences, Proceedings, vol. Hi.,

No. 6 (June 15).—H. Nyquist : The Stark effect in
|

helium and neon. An improvement of Lo Surdo’s
|

method is applied.—F. W. Clarke and R. M. Kamm :

New analyses of Echinoderms. A progressive enrich-

ment in magnesia, following increase of temperature,

is unmistakable.—C. B. Davenport : Utilising the facts

of juvenile promise and family history in awarding
naval commissions to untried men. A study, with
family charts, of a number of naval officers.—Gladys
A. Anslow and Janet T. Howell : The triplet series of

radium.—C. Barns : The measurement of small angles
by displacement interferometry.—S. Flexner : Mechan-
isms that defend the body from poliomyelitic infection,

(a) external or extra-nervous, (b) internal or nervous.
A report upon the results of recent experiments,—J.B.
Brlnsmade and E. C. Kemble : The occurrence of har-
monics in the infra-red absorption spectra of diatomic
gases. The discontinuities in -the structure of these

bands force the conclusion that the angulaf velocities

are distributed among the molecules in the discon-

tinuous manner predicted by the older form of the
quantum theory, and the proved existence of harmonics
is alinost equally good evidence that the vibrational

energy of the molecules is distributed in the same
manner.—^W. Wilson ; The loss in energy of Wehnelt
cathodes by electron emission. The omission of the
electrons from Wehnelt cathodes is due to a similar
mechanism to that causing the emission from heated
pure metals.—E. G. Miller : Daily variation of water
and dry matter in the leaves of corn and the sorghums.
Under the conditions of these experiments the
sorghums, particularly milo, absorb water from
the soil and transport it to the leaves more
rapidly in proportion to the loss of water from the
plant than does corn, and thus the sorghums can pro-
duce more dry matter for each unit of leaf area under
severe climatic conditions than can the corn plant.—C.
Baras : Note on complementary Fresnellian fringes.

—

--C. Barns: The displacement interferometry of long
distances. In preceding notes two methods for measur-
ing small angles have been suggested. Application is

here made to the determination of distances, and it is

shown that an object at about a mile should be located
to about 30 ft.
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NEW HOOKS ON PLANTS.
'I'lic of Pltint>-'rci'(ilt)logy, By W. C.

VVorsdcll. \'i)L ii. Pp. xvi
I 296 + plates 36“53.

(London : Tlu* Ray Society, i9i,(),) Price 25^?.

net.

(2) IHanLs l\>isoiioits /o Livu Slock, By H. C.
Long". (“Cninbridg'c Ag'ricultural Monographs.*')
Pp. vi 1-119. (Cambridge: At the University
Press, 19x7.) Price 6.v. net.

(3) Herbs Used in Medicine {First Series), with
,
Descrif)fivc mid Fxj^lniiatory Notes, By Mrs.

J. D. Kllis. Pp. 32, (London : National Herb-
growing Asstx'ialion, ic)T 7.) Price 3.V,

(4) Briiisli irUd Flowers; Fkeir Haunts and
ciations, lU' W. (Jnivt‘son. Pp. xv -1-320, (Lon-
don: Headley Bros.) Price 7.s\ Gd. net.

(i) T N our notia* of l]n‘ first volume of . Mr.
^ VVo'rsd(dPs “ Principles of Plant Teratology**.

(Natuk'k, P(‘.bruary 22, 19 ry) reCei-encc was
made to tfu^ scope, of lh<* work and to the author's
views as to methods of moirphological investiga-

tion. The, set'ond and llnal volume deals with the
flower of th(‘ vas('ular plants, the term “flower"
including not only the flower of Angiospernis, but
also the “coiu's" of (Jymnospt'rnis and vascular
cryptogams and the sjjorophylls of ferns.

There are throe main sections, entitled “Differen-
tiation," “ vSimplification," and “ Adventitious
Flowers." Under the first head are grouped the

following phenomena: Proliferation; forking and
fasciation; disrujxlion, a term applied to the split-

ting of tiu' mai^e-cob, a female, inflorescence, into

the (X)nstitu(*nt braneh(‘s which are normally united
to form the (Mib; positive dMoublemeni, including

increasx'. in number of tlui members of a whorl
(polyj)hylly) and increase in number of the whorls
(ploiotaxy)

;
dialysis, splitting or dissociation of

members; and metamorphosis. Simplification in-

cludes abbnwiation of the infiorescenec and flower,

adnation of floral axes or floral leaves, cohesion

and suppression. Adventitious flowers are rare ; a

few cases arc cited, and the remarkable instance of

the Nepaul barley is described.

Most of the phenomena described under Differen-

tiation are regarded as reversionary, though a

number of those due to metamorphosis are recog-

nised as progressive. The flower is considered

as evolved from an elongated leafy shoot, the cone
forming an intermediate stage; hence prolifera-

tion, which involves an elongation of the axis

beyond the normal, is a reversionary process. On
the other hand, granting that “ simplifieatipn " of

the flower by means of cohesion and suppression

of its members represents one of the main pro-

cesses of floral evolution, tcratological phenomena
of cohesion and suppression are regarded as pro-

gressive in nature, while those involving dissocia-

tion are reversionary. The splitting to a greater

or less degree of the corolla of a gamopetalous.
flower into its component petals is not unusual,

as, for instance, in Campanula; this is a case of
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reversion, because the flower with united petals
represents a higher slate of evolution than the
flower with Iree petals. On the other hand, the
reverse phenomenon of union of petals which are
normally distinct is progressive. But does it

represent anything more than mere terminology
to- call one of these instances progressive and the
other reversionary? And is there any reality in
the suggested relationships?
The study of

.

plant abnormalities is full of
variety and interest, and rich in surprises

;
to

have pi*epared a book of reference on the sub-
ject is to have earned the gratitude of one's fellow-
botanists, But Mr. Worsdell's work would have
claimed a higher position if fewer pages had been
devoted to theorising; the rdle of the recorder is

an eminently useful one.

(2). Mr. Long's book on plants poisonous to
live slock in the United Kingdom forms a handy
work of reference in a subject on which the litera-

ture is remarkably scattered. The author has
brought together many facts from numerous
technical reports and journals, and the compila-
tion will be of great value to those responsible for
the care and treatment of animals. The plants
included are more or less common wild plants which
might be eaten by grazing animals or be mixed
with fodder, but reference is also made to com-
mon ornamental plants known to be dangerous,
such as laburnum, rhododendron, and cherry
laurel; and poisonous leguminous plants, such
as Indian peas {Lathyrus sativtis), Java beans
(Phaseolus lunatus), and lupines, are described at

length. Excepting ergot, fungi are not included.

Poisonous plants differ widely in degree of

harmfulness, and it is probable that under ordinary
conditions many of the plants commonly regarded
a.s poisonous arc almost or quite harmless. In

a state of nature animals appear to*, avoid toxic

or unwholesome plants and to be less readily

poisoned than are domesticated animals.’ Individu-

ality is also a factor, some animals having a

depraved appetite for unusual and unappetising
fo^ plants. The author quotes a remark of two>

American writers, that “ there seems to be no way
of accounting for the appetite or taste of stock."

This statement is perhaps especially true of sheep,

which will eat greedily on one day plants which
they could scarcely be persuaded to eat on the

following day on the same range of hills. The
toxic properties of the plant -are often affected

by conditions of soil, climate, and cultivation;

for instance, Solanum nigrum, an almost cosmo-
politan weed, varies so much that it has been

regarded as harmless in one country and poisonous

in another. Again, a plant may be poisonous in

all its parts, c.g. meadow saffron; or one part

alone may be toxic, as the seeds in corn cockle.

Frequently, as with, buttercups, there are varia-

tions in the poisonous character according to the

season, and some parts of the plant are more
toxic than others; the flowers are the most
poisonous, and then the leaves and stem. -

The plants are arranged in systematic sequence

under their respective families. Evidence for in-

D D
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eluding the plant as poisonous is given in each

case, the toxic principle is described, as are also

the symptoms, and references are given to the

bibliographical list at the end of the volume. A
short chapter is devoted to plants which lie more

or less under suspicion of being poisonous, and

there is also a brief account of the effects of wild

plants on milk.

(3) Mrs. Ellis has written some useful descriptive

text to a series of sixteen good coloured draw-

ings by Miss Ethel Barlow illustrating some of

the common herbs used in medicine.

(4) Mr. Graveson writes for the general reader.

In a series of twenty-eight chapters he describes as

many flower-rambles made between March and Sep-

tember. His style is discursive, but conveys some
information on the life-history of the commoner
wild plants. There is a good deal of ** folk-lore

”

derived from well-known sources, and also plenty

of quotations from the poets. The best feature

of the book is the series of plant-sketches by Mr.

J. Wood, which are included iji the form of full-

page plates.

IS THE ANGLO-SAXON DOOMED?
The Passing of the Great Race; or. The Racial

Basis of European History. By Madison Grant.
Pp. xxi + 245. (London: G. Bell and Sons,
Ltd., 1917.) Price Ss. 6d. net.

I
N this work Mr. Grant takes up a them'e which
was broached by Dr. Gustav Retzius in his

Huxley lecture to the Royal Anthropological Insti-

tute in 1909. In speaking of the two competing
types of European—the tall, long-headed, blue-

eyed Nordic type, and the short, round-headed,
dark-eyed Alpine type—Dr. Retzius expressed
himself thus :

—

‘‘ There may lie in the circumstances to
which I have called attention a very real

danger of the North European dolichocephalic race
not being able to hold its own. Just as it has
been ousted during the past thousand years from
Germany and other countries in Central Europe
by the dark-haired, small-statured brachycephali,
so, too, will it probably have to yield place here
[England] and be reduced in numbers; perhaps
by degrees disappear entirely out of the father-
land of their ancestors, by reason of the ever-
increasing might and power of industrialism, with
which they seem ill-fitted to cope successfully in
the long run.^ The prospect is depressing, it

cannot be denied, but the development of things
in the world is not seldom harsh and unmerciful. ** ^

That is the opinion which an excellent repre-
sentative of the Nordic type formed of the
future of his race in Europe. In a broad way
Mr. Grant’s book deals with the fate of the
Nordic type in the United States of America,
and from stray statements, which appear in a
somewhat disjointed manner throughout its pages,
we gather that the future of the Nordic type is
as sombre in America as in Europe. “ One often
hears the statement made,” writes Mr. Grant,

1 Journ. Roy. Anthrop. Institute, xgop, vol, xxxix., p. 300.
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“that native Americans of colonial ancestry are

of mixed ethnic origin. This is not true. At
the time of the Revolutionary War the settlers in

the thirteen colonies were not only purely Nordic,

but also purely Teutonic, a very large proportion,

being Anglo-Saxon in the most limited meaning
of that term.”

Mr. Grant evidently uses “Teutonic ” as a term

for men of the Nordic type inhabiting modern
Germany, and forming less than a sixth of the

population of that Empire, but as “Teutonic in

ordinary language has come to be equivalent to

German, it would be a scientific gain if anthropolo-

gists could agree to apply the term “Teutonic ”

for the designation of the round-headed, fair-

haired non-Nordic prevalent and predominant
German racial type. That, however, is a side-issue

;

the main matter is that everyone who has investi-

gated the problem will agree with Mr. Grant that

the men who secured the United Stales (and

Canada) as a home for while men were almost a
pure embodiment of the Nordic type. expected

Mr. Grant to give us the results of systematic

inquiries and exact figures as to the prospects of

the type in the modern population of the United

States. We know how in recent years millions of

the competing dark-haired, round-hcadt'd ty])e have
left Central Europe and crowded into the manufac-
turing centres throughout North America. “ Our
immigrants now,” says Mr. Grant, “largely repre-

sent lowly refugees from persecution and other

social discards. . . . European Governmemts took
the opportunity to unload on careless, W(‘allhy,

and hospitable America the swcci)ings of their

jails and asylums.”
Races from the shores of the Eastern Mediter-

ranean are crowding into the Southern Slates;-

the negro is more prolific than the native wliile

man. “As in all wars since Roman times,” so
Mr. Grant avcr.s, “the little dark man is a winner
from the breeding point of view.” Tliero are
ample and trustworthy statistics to prove that tlu^

descendants of the original ('otonists are much
less prolific than other and diffenuit human stocks,
which have recently arrived in America. It must
be admitted that there is a danger of the fair

heritage gained by the enterprise and courage of
the Nordic pioneers—a heritage in which the best
traditions of Anglo-Saxon life were established

—

passing to a type of man that the early colonists
would not have shed a drop of their blood to save.
It is just for that reason we wish that the author
of this book had stated his case somewhat dif-
ferently in a work which has the alluring titles
“The Passing of the Great Race.” A. K.

ANOTHER TEXT-BOOK OF HISTOLOGY.
A Text-hook of Histology. By Prof. H. E. Jordan

and Dr. J. S. Ferguson. Pp. xxviii + 799.
(New York and London: D. Appleton and Co.^
1916.) Price 155. net.

"^HE appearance of another text-book dealing
mainly with human histology and obviously

designed chiefly for medical students naturally
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Invites atlenlioii to the points wherein it differs

I rum i)rcvious tc^xt-books on the same subject.

Although histology, like every other branch of
biology, continues to ])rogress, yet in such a
limited and wtdl-explort^d held as human histology

a nearer aj)proaelii to fmality has been reached
than in any other ])ran('h of biology, and there-

fore tin; iu‘ed for a new text-book is less

<)])vioiis.

We may say then at oime that Prof. Jordan
;and Dr. J^'ergiison have pn)diu'(*d an eminently
handy text-book. Its bulk has been limited not
only in the matter of number of pages, but also

in the not l(‘ss imi)ortant respect of size of page,
^ind its weight is still further reduced by the type
of binding adopted, which, oddly enough, re-

sembles that whi('h has long been popular in the
case of copies of tlu‘ Bible. The plan of the book
follows the well-known lines familiar in most text-

books of histology, viz. the various types of

tissues ar(‘ dt‘alt with seriatim and then an ac-
count of th(* stnudun^ of the pidncipal organs of

the body is given. Slni'e, as we have already
noted, tluua^ is an evidtmt determination on the
part: of tlu‘. authors to keep the size of the book
within modest limits, the essential facts are stated

as shortly and surcinelly as ])Ossil)le, and although
the stud(*nt is made aware of c'ontlicting views on
points where uneerlainly exists, yet no space
is wasted in prolonged discussion of such
dispute.s.

What, howtn'er, is more ])rominent in this work
than most similar text-I)Ooks, and what strikes

us ns wholly ndmh'ahle, is the presence of

numerous (explanations of the functions of the

stnu'tunjs dt'seribed* After all, one main reason
why lustology is studied is for the purpose of

cluridating function, and what might easily

be(e(Hne a mass of wearisome detail to the

simhmt b(‘('omt*s lighted up with interest when
ht‘ is made to urulerstand what the stnmtures
.ar(‘ for.

A f(‘alur(^ of great importance in any text-book

of histology is the nature of the illustrations, and
in this matter we regret to say that in our opinion

the authors have followed a wrong method with

regard to many of these. A large proportion con-

sist of half-tone reproductions of photographs of

actual sections. Such figures are in our opinion

most unsatisfactory, for there is inevitably much
blurring of outlines. If it be urged that it is

important to represent what a student will actually

sec in the specimen and not the teacher’s inter-

prelation of it, we may x"ejom that this is precisely

what j>holographs do not show. The distinctions

produced by diffcTcntial staining are lost, and no
'onci ever looks at a section without continually

turning the fine-adjustment screw of the micro-

sciope and bringing various levels of the section in

turn into sharp relief, whereas the best photograph
reproduces clearly only the structures that lie at

a single level. The large proportion of the photo-

graphic figures seriously detracts from^ the merits

of the book. On the other hand, the insertion of

a considerable number of .simple outline explana-
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tory diagrams, such as those of the embryonic
development of the pancreas and the descent of
the ovary, arc of great assistance. As is perhaps
natural in American authors, the references cited
relate too exclusively to the results of American
workers. On the whole, however, the clearness
of^ the descriptions, the emphasis of essential
points, and the neglect of secondary details
combine to make this in our opinion a valuable
text-book.

E. W. M.

OUR BOOKSHELF.
A Pochet-hook for Chemists. By T. Bayley.

Eighth edition. Edited by R. Ensoll. Pp.
xvi4-425. (London : E. and F. N. Spon, Ltd.

,

1917.) Price ys. 6d. net.

The “Chemist’s Pocket-book” by T. Bayley,

of which the last and seventh edition was published

in 1900, has served for many years as a useful

laboratory companion. • In this new issue, edited

by R. Ensoll, the contents of the previous edition

have been rearranged, much obsolete matter has

been omitted, and a number of tables have been
added.

The subject-matter is grouped under the head-

ings of (i) mathematical data; (2) weights and
measures; (3) physical data

; (4) general analysis;

(5) gravimetric analysis; (6) volumetric analysis;

and (7) miscellaneous. The first three sections

contain a comprehensive series of useful data of

reference, conveniently arranged in tabular form.

In the section on general analysis the methods
described arc restricted to the analysis of sugar,

wine, beer, spirits, and milk, and to a number of

examples of indirect analysis, a selection which

seems to bear but little relation to the require-

ments of the average chemist. The tables of

factors included in the section on gravimetric

analysis have been carefully chosen and are well

arranged. Some of the methods of standardisation

described in the section on volumetric analysis

could be revised with advantage, as they are not

fully in accord with those of modern analytical

practice. The concluding section, “ Miscellaneous,”

contains a number of data, such as instructions in

bending and cutting glass tubing, cleaning labora-

tory vessels, etc., which seem peculiarly out of

keeping with the proper objective of the book.

In future editions the space thus occupied could

be advantageously made use of to extend other

portions of the contents. This re-issue, which

is published in the form oi a handbook, has been

very carefully edited and is likely to maintain the

utility of the earlier editions.

C. A. K.

Food. By Dr. A, Hill. (“Manuals of Plealth,”

No. I.) Pp. 64. (London: S.P.C.K., 1917.)

. Price gd.

Food is a subject of predominant interest at the

present time, and it is important that sound

knowledge concerning its use and function should
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be widely aud assiduously disseminated. In the

main Dr. Hill’s book is a useful contribution

towards this object.

In chap, i., on *‘The Need of Food,*’ Ihc author

has put the case clearly, thouj:>*h some improve-

ments might be suggested. The calorimeter

illustrated, for instance, is far removed from that

actually used. Nor is it strictly accurate to say

that the body must receive as much nitrogen as

the kidneys excrete in urea. What really happens
is that the kidneys excrete as much urea as is

presented to them to be eliminated, this amount
being no trustworthy measure of the nitrogen

needs of the body.
In chap. ii. an attempt is made to give a simple

account of the chemistry of food. It is doubtful

if it is worth its place.

The main part of the booklet is devoted to a

consideration of the nourishing value of various
foods. The information is on the whole sound,
though in many ways this chapter could be
shortened with advantage. Some statements also

require qualification, such as that the presence of

sugar with protein in the stomach leads to a forma-
.tion of uric acid in the system; that “gelatin can-
not take the place of protein” (p. 35); that

“gastric juice does nothing to break up the fat-

saturated lumps ” of flour and butter in pastry

(pp. 36 and 37) ;
and that no other kind

of food gives so iq^ood a return for its cost as
cheese.

Too much stress also is laid on the content of

protein in a food as a measure of its nutritive

value, and the author argues too rigidly from the
assumption that a working man requires 4 oz.

(ii3’5 grm.) of protein per day in his diet.

On p. 13, by oversight, a man*s weight

—

75 kilos—is translated as 13 st. 9 lb., whereas it

should be II st. ii lb.

The booklet should prove useful.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
[The Editor does not hold himself responsible for

opinions expressed by his correspondents. Neither
can he undertake to return, or to correspond with
the writers of, rejected manuscripts intended for
this or any other part of Nature. No notice is

taken of anonymous communications.

\

The Terminology of Parthenogenesis.

The word “parthenogenesis” has become established
in biological science to signify the production
of offspring by a virgin mother. The term
does not embrace reproduction by buds or by fission,
but refers to parentage by a mother who produces egg-
cells similar to those which are, in the vast majority of
instances, fertilised by male sperm-cells before pro-
ceeding to develop. In these instances (distinguished
as instances of “parthenogenesis”) the egg-cells pro-
ceed to develop without fusion with the male repro-
ductive element or sperm-cell.

Parthenogenesis may accordingly be defined as an
exertional and historically super-induced modification
of the normal process of sexual reproduction or gamo-
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genesis in which Hk^ IViuale ganu‘U; ur egg-cell does

not unite with a male gaim‘i(j or si)erm-cell lo fonn
a “zygote,” but pax'eeds lo (U'velop itKb^ptmdeully.

The lenn should not bo. applied lo veproduedon by
unfertilisod uuindlular “s[)o^t^s” eonmion iu Ihe lower
plants and prolo/oa, nor it) any eases (‘xt‘(‘pt those in

which the “pari ht‘nog(‘n<‘(ic” n‘produolivo (‘oil is cither

(1) a normal (‘gg-^*oU (‘apnl)l(‘ ol s(‘jaial zygosis, or (2)

denumslrably a comparalivt‘l}\ modilioaliun of

such an egg-coIL Inltci' is an intpoiiatit special

group, and at, one time ilh(‘se inodilu^d (‘gg-n‘lls

capable of JcrliLsalion iin'orn^clly dt'seribed as
“pseud-ova” (lluxhy). TIk^ (‘gg-a‘ll ihus independ-
ently developing may be described as “ aiiloblastic

”

and the process as “autoblasU'sis.” And again the
autoblaslic egg-cell may be doseribtsl as “ lipospennlc ”

and the embryonic histtiry as one characterised by
“lipospormy” or ‘Tipospermia.’*

A difficulty of noniendature has laltdy arisen in

describing and discussing the offspring so produced

—

for instance, whtm the t^ggs of the frog liavt; Ix^en ex-

perimentally induciHl by Ihe iniudianical method of

l>ataillon (scratching with a n(‘(‘tllo) (o (l<‘velop so as to

give rise to tadpolt‘S, and e.vtm a<lult‘ frogs, without
fertilisation by sperm-cells. Fy ov<‘rsighl tin? ladpolovS

so produced have been referred io as “ p<'irth(mogenetic,“

and by a similar error the broods t)f gri'cnlly produced
without the intervention of a male pariatl have boon
called “ parthunogonetic young.” Clearly tint word
“parthcnogenelic ” has bet*n, and must i>c, used to

describe the virgin mother, aitd tlu'i'cfon^ cannot at

the same time be applied to h(‘r offspring without
causing confusion. It seems to me tluit the word
“impaternate,” or “fatherless,” should bt* used for the
offspring. 1 have faded lo excogiiatci any other term
which will so well meet the case.

If we call individuals so produced “ autoblaslic a
term applicsable to the egg-cells which giv(i rise to

them—we leave it doubtful as lo wh<Jtb(‘r we may not
be referring to their fuiurc reproducilvti capacity rather
than to their origin; and if we call lluan “ li|)osp(‘rmic”

we may possibly intend by this word to iiHn(’al(^ that
they are devoid of male repro<hu'liv<‘ gt)iia(ls, and not
merely that no spenn-cclls w<'r<‘. t‘ouc<‘rnctl in their

genesis. The term “ lmi)at(*rnat<j ” is n'atlily intelli-

giblo and adinits of no such anil)iguity.

A further difficulty iu n‘ganl to the* nonuniclaturci of

virgin reproduction or I'arlhenogtmesis is that (ho word
“virgin” and its Creek equivalent r<4t‘r to lh(‘ condi-
tion of the mother, and not to the history of the egg-
cells which she produce's and passes from her body*
The “virgo Intacta” is an adult femahj; who has not
been “covered” or “impregnated” by a' male, or, to
use another term, has not been “niatc^Jl.” In most
species of fi'ogs and fishes, and in many other aquatic
animals, the female parent is ahvays a “'y/Vga intacta.'*
Such females are iilways “ pnrthenogcnetic ” in the
strict sense of the word. The fact that; the eggs are
not “autoblaslic,” but are fortilised after ihciy leave
the mother’s body, does not alter her physiological con-
dition or “status ” in any way as compan^d with that
of a mother whose eggs on Ix'ing (U'po.siit^d by her are
capable of “ lipospermic ” einbryogeiu'sis. She is never
“mated” or '“impregnated.” ff'he diflenmce ])Ctwcen
her and the more familiar iinpn'gnaled or fcicundated
mother arises from the persistence in the one case
of the original an<l primitive method of fre(i dis-
charge of both the female and the male niprod active
cells into the water in which the parents live, and, by
contrast,^ the secondary development in the other case
(comprising a vast variety and number) of arrange-
ments for the fertilisation of the egg-cells while still

actually within the protective body of the mother or
m close contact with it. These secondary develop-
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nients mim'd by iIk* farl ihal. llu'v favour

bolh (‘oononiy an<l ('<M'lainly iu tho oj)(*ration of the

mahi ^amides or sp(‘rmalo/oa, atid by th(‘ir provision

of advantaj^ooiN nialta'iial prob'otion ’iIk^ minule
ami IIh* ('arly sla^i^c's of ih(Mr ,tfrowth when

f{M*i*ilis{'d. Ill non-aqiiafb' animals inira-malornal fer-

tilisalion of tb<' <‘.i4^-V(*lls is obli^alory.

The ejjJg-eells whieli an', freely (it.sehar^fed and fer-

tilised by fre(*-swimmin,u‘ spenn-ccdls “in the open*’

uiay be ealh'tl
“

” (plankton= freely

swinimin^:,Oi whil'^t ef;j^(Hdls which are. subjected to the

secondary proU'clive arraujj^i'meuts may be called cither

“/lyA'/cro^/ann^'” (hysp'ron uterus), if’ fertilised within

the oviductal chamber of the mother, or "'propylo^

giimic"' (propylon- -a #4Mleway), if feiiilised on the sur-

face of the mothcT’s body ov in immediate relation

thereto (as in tin* case of many C'rustiicea and of some
Amphibia).
There is no word in use to indicate the physio-

logical status of an adult female which is no longer

a “virgin,” hut lias hci'ii “mated” or “covered,” and
has received into lier oviduct sperm-cells from a male.

We might d(^Higtiat<i such a fi'inale as a “mate” in con-

trast to a “virgin,” lull “male” is in ordinary use

for any kind of comrade. 1'Iiough the words “wife”
and “spoiisi^” hav<^ too di'finite a reference to human
legal and social status, yi't the Latin word “conjux,”
implying as it does a ^conjugium” (the significance of

which is giviMi in Virgil’s aci'ount of wind-fertilised

mares, “sliu' ullis ('onjuglis vi'tito gravidas”), might
well bo usiul as 1 Ik‘ anlithesis of “virgo.” Any female
bearing hyslorogamic egg-ci'lls is accordingly a “con-
jux,” whifst one dis(‘harging “ planktogainic,” or it may
be “propylogamic,” egg-cells is i\ “virgin.”

The (‘xistenci* of “ li}sl(*ri>gajnesis ” leads on to that

phenomenon which was by Aristotle regarded as a
highly importani “dilTerenl'ia ” in the classification of

animals, and is loosely di'scrihi'd as “viviparity.”

Animals vvliit'h pass a iargt^ part of lliidr embryonic
growth within tlu‘ mother’s body and are born naked
and with much of the shape atid locomoillvc canacity

of tlie adult are (‘ailed “viviparous” Bui really all

antmrils are viviparous, for Iht^ birth-product is a
living thing whether it is a naked (‘gg-ccll or more
or l(\ss advanced in devidopini'nl. M'he enidosure of the

birlh-producl in a shell or easi', whicli has given rise

to th<^ b'nn “ oviiiarous,” is not Of any value as indi-

cating the n*al degree of diwidopmeut of the young at

birth, for in some case*-' unfertilised egg-eells, in others

mere dis<\s of developing (‘inbryomc cells (as in birds,

etc.), and in y<d. oilier caseis well-shaped young rang-

ing from till* early larva of some invertebrates up to

the complelcdy fornunl miniature of the adult, as in

sonic of the shell-bearing snails, may be enclosed

within an eggshell when “ laid ” by the mother. There
is accordingly no great general importance to be

attached to the distinction between “viviparous” and
“oviparous” animals. The eggshell has, of course, its

protective value, but the exact phase and nature of the

living thing within it must be considered in any com-
parison of I he n'pnwlaetlve procc.sses of different

animals.
1 may now show how far Ihi^ considerations and the

dcvscriptive ti'niis hi^re. suggested apply to certain

typical cases of wliat is usufilly called parthenogenesis,

but is better dt'signalcd “ autoblastesis ” or “lipo-

spormia.”
(i) The greenflies, or Aphides, arc, as are all insects,

characteristically hysterogamic. I'hey are propagated
by males and mating females (conjugfes) in autumn.
But the spring and summer broods are females only.

They are virgins, and produce true egg-cells which are

autdblastic and develop into several succeeding genera-
tions of impaternatc females (lipospermia or partheno-
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genesis). The egg-cells of these virgin mothers are
modilied so as to be incapable of zygosis, whilst the
maternal structures connected with hysterogamesis
(maternal fecundation) are aborted, although llie intra-
uterine gestation is retained and the young are born
naked in a fully formed condition, whence they are
said to be “viviparous.”

(2) The phyllopod Crustacean Apus normally gives
birth to egg-cells encased each in a delicate eggshell.
Those

^

are autoblastic, and produce with very rare
exceptions only impaternate females. At rare intervals,

owing to conditions not ascertained, a few impaternate
males are hatched from some of the eggs, and “pro-
pylogamic” fertilisation of the eggs of some of the
virgin mothers of the same generation then takes place.

(3) The breeding queen bee (Apis) and the breeding
queens of some other hymenopterous insects are at the
same time both parthenogenetic and gamogenetic 1 They
are definitely “ conjuges,” or mated females, but some
of their eggs are hysterogamic and give rise to females
only, whilst others are agamic (lipospermic) and give
rise by autoblastesis to impaternate males (drones) only.
This remarkable double character of the “queen” is

due
^

to the facl that the sperm-cells of the drone
received by her into her spermatheca can be withheld
from contact with the egg-cells about to be laid or
admitted to them according to circumstances. Fer-
tilisation of the egg-cell is (to use a French term)
“ facultative,”

(4) Silkworm moths and some other female Lepi-

doptera sometimes lay eggs without having mated or

come into contact with a male. Not infrequently these

eggs, which in normal conditions should be hystero-

gamic, proceed to develop by autoblastesis, and produce
impaternate males and females. This lipospermic re-

production is stated to have been experimentally car-

ried out through three successive generations. The
autoblastesis can be favoured, if not determined, by
bru.shing the shell of the egg with a cameTs-hair
pencil.

(5) The female of the common frog is, like that of

nearly all bony fishes, in all circumstances a
“virgin.” Her eggs are planktogamic. Other
Amphibia may be propylogamic or even hysterogamic.
When received into carefully purified water, the un-
fertilised eggs of the common frog, which are naturally

enveloped, each in a jelly-like coat, can be caused to

(‘ntor upon the curriculum of cell-division and em-
bryonic growth by scratching the surface of the dark-

brown egg-cell with a needle. The impaternate off-

spring thus produced have been reared to late stages

of the tadpole phase, and more rarely to the adult

form. The impaternate or fatherless young thus reared

.have, so far as at present recorded, always proved on
examination to be males.

Other cases of lipospermia or autoblastesis, sUcK as

those revealed by the experiments of Loeb, Deslages,

and others, could, I think, be with advantage sum-
marised by the use of some such nomenclature as that

here suggested. Autoblastesis is contrasted with
gamoblastesis, but its occurrence is not “spontaneous.”
It depends upon either mech'anical or various chemical

conditions which could be enumerated and classified.

E. Rav Lankester,

The Scandinavian Languages.

In the scheme of examination (see Nature, voI.

xeix., p. 475), it is curious to see Norwegian and
Danish, which have the same dictionaiy, separated

by the very different Swedisfi language,
T. R. R. S.

August 14.
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Suc'h details of sciciitilie int(‘resl esrupc the
attention of the classical scluxdmasUT, a])sorbcd

in the j^n*animatj('al parsing ; and he would hate
to be told of theii* <^xis(en('e, for (ear the iiKiuirin^r

scientilie hoy should start askini^* f[ii('slious he
could not aiiswcn- hiinsidf.

Not only in Clhakheau, Ihahyloniati, Hebrew,
Chinese lejjfends, of Ishtai\ tin* prophet Habak-
kuk, and tlie Hronz(‘ l)ra.ij‘oi^ hut in Hre.ek art

also, the mysterious rd/e of tlu* fahidous j^'i'iHia

can be tracn^d, such as tlu*. supporter’s of the
theatre stall in Atluris of tlu‘ ])nt‘sl of Dionysus;
also in the bas-relief in St. Mark’s, Veniee, repre-

sentation of the legend of Alexander, as told by
Callisthenes, Hying in his (diariot of sixleen-grillin

power, but room only for two in the sculpture
(rcproduce.d in the pholograjdi)

; <*apahle of being
used also as a submariiur d'lu* artist lias followed
closely the description of (hdlisthem^s in giving
Alexander a long sti(’k in (‘aedt hand to st(‘(;r the

LA LEGGKNDA l)I ALKSSANDKO.

THE CIVIL AERIAL TRANSPORT
COMMITTEE.

N O time is going to be lost in facing the new'

problems arising from the war, and in

setting to work on them at once at the earliest

favourable opportunity.

The title, ‘'Civil Aerial,” of the oommitloe

shows how the experience of the novel warlike

conditions are to be utilised in peaceful applica-

tion, in a flying post at least of an airplane, and
possible extension to the large airship for pas-

senger service across the sea.

Throwing intellectual timidity overboard, we
no longer aw^ait the sequence of events, watch-
ing the progress of the rest of the world to see

what is best, and reap the advantage of waiting

and at no expense. The economy of this

cunctando policy has proved illusory.

Unlimited money, poured out in war like water,

has solved these

problems, and the

leisurely hesitation

of official timidity

has been flung

aside on the scrap-

heap of unload-

ing initiative and
expense of experi-

ment on private

enterprise.

Going back in

human imagina-
tion as far as his-

tory can carry us,

we always find

the obsession of

the poet and artist

dreamer for
human flight.

In Chaldaean,
Assyrian, and
Babylonian ages
we have only the

sculptured repre-

sentations to go by; but Homer, ^schylus, Plato
describe the flight of the gods through the air as a
matter of course, and blame the engineer inventor,
Prometheus, for being so slow to put the idea
into action for his fellow-men, Daedalus and
Icarus, as Jules Verne has blamed us of his own
time by implication.

In the Greek play Old Ocean arrives at the
wings as the deus ex machind, a flying machine,
dismounting from his mechanical four-footed
bird, an Arimaspian griffin, after a single flight
to the Caucasus from the Pillars of Hercules—
Gibraltar and Jebel Musa. This is his radius of
action, as the bird is said to be anxious to return
to the perch in his cage. The daughters of Ocean
have already put in an appearance as Chorus on
their winged chariot, careful, they tell us, to
lighten the load by removing their sandals, and
so reluctant to put their bare feet on the ochreous
earth of the volcanic mountain-top of the
Caucasus.
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unbridled grilHns. A savoury lump of meat is

fixed on the end,- and the griffins follow this with
their eyes and fly after it.

Many similar sculptures could probably be
traced in our own cathedrals if only a trained
search was made.
So the griffin is the crest to be sch'cted appro-

priate for the Civil Aerial Transport Committee,
and not a winged figure as Icarus, which never
would work mechanically <^xcept on the small
scale of the dragon-fly. Ponriao non liomini
datae.

The romantic history of the subjc^ct is too vast
to be followed up here any further. And the
jaunty poetic imagination has never ceased to

reproach the engineer descendants of Prometheus-
for declaring the problem impossible mechanically.
To-day they can turn on him with the unanswer-
able—“I always told you so.’’ But mankind
had to wait all these previous mons for the motive
power, not the mere power of the imagination,.
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hut of a real machine strong;** and cnou<>fh

to raise itself in the air with a man astride. This
was the j^’ifl ready-made by the niolor-car, of the
petrol and no ])oiler. Twenty-two years

,af»o a valiant at lark was launched by Maxim
.(Natokk, yXiigaist, 1H95;), but lie was obliged to

make his machine big iMiough to lake up a boiler

in it, atul hen^ he was beaten. If Maxim failed

then, it was ('ertain no one else had a chance of

success in a Hying machine

—

He that it wroghte couth ful many a gin.

The committee is well provided with the
imaginative clement, ready to gO' one better than
Jules Verne and l'\der Wilkins; and the historian

-of it must take in hand an adequate account of

artifunal (light before it came to birth less than
ten years ago. A beginning has been made in
“ Flugprobleme in Mythus Sage und Dichtung,'’
jiublished by Ilu‘. I.L.A. in 19x0, and produced
tinder Government encouragement years before wc
made a start. Ihit th(‘ most important epoch in

actual history was July 25, 1909, when Blcriot

made the (channel passage, about the time Chavez
was unfortunate in meeting his death in the
inomt'nl of victory of crossing the Simplon in the
air.

The imaginative^ talent of the committee must
be ‘supphunentcid and chocked by a Lardner
•genius, to work out the sober arithmetical details

as a guide in the actual design, similar to those
required by the Committee on Steam Communica-
tion with India, 1830, and entrusted to the

original Lardner.
Th(^ r(‘<'kle.ss optimism of n Brunei and Scott

Russell mustlx' discounted to its true value by th(‘

criticism of sober figur<\s, ns in T.ardner’s report

to th<‘ Liv(‘rpool ('hamlxM* of Commerce, 1835, in

pointing out comniiTcnal fallacies of wi'kl-cat

sriicmes, and the necxl for a G(»V(‘rnment subven-
tion, d(imand(‘d already for a(*rial transport to

make a start in the commercial aeronautics dis-

ciiss(‘d by Mr. Holt Thomas before the Aero-
naut!<'al Sochdy, and re|K)rt(‘d in the Mornmg
Po.s*/ of May 31 last.

Howev<u‘ k^nrned he may be in Geometry, the

poet and artist has never studied sO' far as into

Mechanical Similitude. The artist paints his

anged Michael with graceful wings in full flight,

and invites us to imagine his diminutive figure,

of dragon-fly scale in the picture, as enlarged to

life-size. On the small scale of the picture, flight

may possible with the wing and horse-power

available. But when the linear scale is enlarged

tenfold the weight mounts up a thousandfold, but

only a hundredfold in wing area, and the lift is

ten times too small at the same speed, or, say,

three tini(\s toO' small if the speed is increased on
Fronde law.

In the airship design, for a given diameter of

action, say, across the Atlantic, or radius of

action, as in a ioy ride to- the North Pole and

back, an immediate application can be made of

Fronde’s law, as in the Engineer for May
T9, 1916.

The laws of mechanical similitude are not
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quite so- simple for a flying machine heavier
than air, > but a calculation can be made
on the basis that in a given flight the horse-
power-hours and petrol will vary inversely as
the square^ of the speed, so that half the petrol
will serve if the speed is increased 40 per cent.,

or that the same supply will carry over a double
flight.

No difficulty will be felt of tide or draught of
water at the terminal port, and the height of
the course can be varied so as to choose the
favourable current of air. But we must not
anticipate further the labours of the scientific mem-
bers of the committee, as they will prefer to carry
out these calculations unassisted.
An aerial postal service between Italy, Sicily,

and Sardinia has already been established, as
we read in the Journal of the Society of Arts,
August 3 (sec Nature for August 16, p. 490).
The commercial success of an Atlantic airship

service is well within sight. Meanwhile, to begin
ivith, a pleasure trip to- the North Pole may be
contemplated here, as likely to attract the patron-
age of the enterprising traveller and give confidence
to the public. Advertised to- leave Bergen in

latitude 60® early on a Saturday morning, the
airship, at fifty-knot speed, would be over the

North Pole at midday lunch on Sunday, and back
again to land the passengers on Monday night.

How does the pilot know when he is over the

Pole; and when there, how can he find his way
back by compass? These are questions for the
new navigation required in aerial transport, still

to be written.

An important course, such as that to America or

Japan, taken on the great circle, will pass very
close to the Pole, so that a slight detour tO' please

the passengers need not add appreciably to the

mileage. Here the old method of Lunars will

come to the front again, displaced in ordinary
low latitude by the superiority of the chronometer.

Nansen lost his way back from the Arctic

Circle when his chronometer had run down,
although the moon stared him in the face, inviting

a lunar distance observation, which he could

have taken with accuracy enough by a piece of

string and the assistance of the nautical almanac,

as described in Lord Kelvin’s lectures—a revival

of ancient methods of navigation such as were
employed by Ulysses. G. Greenhill.

THE ^TSLE OF WIGHT" BEE DISEASE.

The mortality among bees which passes by the

name of “ Isle of Wight ” disease continues

with unabated severity, and has now spread to

nearly every district in England, destroying in-

numerable colonies in its progress and threatening

to annihilate, or at least reduce to insignificant

proportions, the bee-keeping industry in
^

this

country. Even in time of peace and unrestricted

import, this would be a grave misfortune; at the

present time, when sugar in every form is needed

for human food and is steadily becoming scarcer,

it is a national disaster which for some unaccount-
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able reason appears to have escaped the atlenlion

of the authorities.

The mortality which has acquired the popular

name of “Isle of Wight disease from the fact

that it was first observed about twelve years ago
in that island and for some time was practically

confined to it, is in reality not so much
a disease as a group of diseases, all of which are

fatal and produce the same macroscopic symptoms
in the affected insect. The condition known as

“crawling*^—^that is, the inability, more or less

pronounced, to fly in spite of desperate efforts—

-

the distortion of the wings, the fecal discharge

known as “dysentery,” the dwindling of the num-
bers of the worker bees, and their sudden and
apparently unaccountable death in large numbers
are considered by the average bee-keeper to justify

him in declaring his bees affected with “Isle of

Wight ** disease, but none of these symptoms are
truly diagnostic.

The honey bee, as was pointed out in an article,

in Nature of March 2, 1916, has singularly little

power of expression, and the writer of the present
article has observed the distortion of the wings at

one time supposed to be characteidstic of the
.disease in an apparently healthy bee killed in an
entomologist's “killing bottle.” Some, if not all,

of the symptoms referred to may be present when-
ever bees die of a virulent disease, while there
are at least three natural agencies, and possibly
more, which cause the “sudden death of bees in

large numbers,” which Zander^ says is the most
obvious way by which bee disease can be deter-
mined. These agencies are (a) Nosema apis, {h)

amceboid parasites, and (c) certain yeasts present
in fermenting pollen.

The first of these alone causes microsporidiosis,
the true infectious “ Isle of Wight ” disease, but
the outcome of the confusion of all these maladies
under one name has been a vast amount of loose
talk and unscientific remedies, to use no harsher
term. A preparation of coal tar, a combination
of several germicides, hydrogen peroxide, sulphate
of quinine, and even pea-flour have all been put
forward as sovereign remedies and extensively
sold to distracted beekeepers. Confident claims
that this or that race of bees is immune to the
disease have been put forward from time to time,
and well-meaning but wholly unscientific attempts
have been made to resuscitate the waning industry
in places where the mortality has been highest by
the^ introduction of new stocks either of alleged
resistant strains or of healthy, but of course sus-
ceptible, colonies from some district supposed to
be free from infection. The result has generally
been disastrous, and there are now many parts of
England, where formerly there were hundreds of
colonies, in which the industry of bee-keeping has
been almost abandoned in despair and a honey bee
is a rare insect.

What then is the remedy? Without conceding
all the claims that bee-keepers have made as to the
value of their charges in fertilising the blossom
of fruit trees—^for it must be admitted that in the

1 “ Handbuch der Bienenkunde,‘* vol. ii.
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absence of honey bees the work of pollination ig;

performed by other insects- it is allowed that bee-
keeping is an important national industry. The
nectar in (lowers, if Jiot ('olh'cted and turned into

honey by l)(‘es, is lost to the s(‘rvi(^(‘ of man, and
now more llian ev(‘r it is desirable* to aeTiinuilate*

and utilise, every kind of huxl that can ])e jn-o-

duced at borne.

At the same time, the individual bee-keeper is

helpless, liven in the rare cases where he is

a man of science, he has no means of effecting a

cure if his bees are atta('ked; still less has he
the means of preventing iidVtdion. 'rhe control,

and where possible the eradication, of contagious

disease is a matter for (lovcMuinient intervention^

but the Bee Diseases Bill whkdi was twice intro-

duced into Parliament ])y the Board of Agri-

culture was abandoned owing to the acMive opposi-

tion of a certain section c^f the ])(*e-keeping com-
munity. The Government (%an scanu^ly l)e blamed
for relaxing its efforts to <*onlrol llu* disease

in view of the luktnvann suj^iiort it has rcH'eivcd

from the persons w1k> would have lH‘nented had
those efforts been suc(*essful. Tlx* only hope
appears to be in the universities, the, National

Agricultural and TTorlieullnral Bcxaetii^s, or in the

last resort the wealthy benefactors, who might
conjointly form a National Bee-keeping InsllUite

for the improvement and clevclopnu'nt of the in-

dustry, the study of disease, and the improvement
of the breeds of b-ees kept in the British Tslos.

The lines on which further research should be

conducted arc more or less indteat(*d by the results

already achieved. The orgnnistn ’that causes

microsporidiosis is known, its life-history is fairlv

W’^ell understood, and th(', conditions under which
Nosema flourislu^s and the principal means of

infection have b(H*n asc(*rlaiiu*d. What is now
desired is a suitable trentment and n study of the

conditions under which recovery ('.an best be

secured. It is, of course, unwise to n^ason too

closely from analogous diseases in otluT finimals,

but it is at lt‘ast possible that tlu* inv(*stigations

that are being made into anuxinc dysenlxTy in man
may give some clue to the discovery of a method
of dislodging the parasite from its home in the

cells of the bec^s stomach, or of paralysing the

activities of the “planont” before they are able

to effect their lodging there. At the present time

scientific research in bee-keeping is almost at

a standstill, and a new departure is needed. Is

it too much to hope that some of those who
have devoted themselves to the study of epidemic
diseases in man should apply their (‘xperienee in

the service of a humbh* but useful form of hus-
bandry?

NOTES.
We learn from Science that Dr. R. A. Millikan is

acting as the representative of the U.S. National Re-
search Council in general chai-ge of scientific ques-

tions ^referred to the council, that Dr. C. E. Menden-
hall is in charge of the development of the various
instruments used in connection with aeroplanes, and
that Dr. A. Trowbridge has orgrinised an impoi'tant
branch of scientific service for the U.S. Army in
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Franco. 'rh<‘ Carncj^ic (Corporation of New York has
* voted an appropn«alion of io,oooL, or so much of

’ that sum un tiiay be necessary, to the Carnegie In-

stitution of Washington to nuM't (‘xpenses incurred

by the National R(‘S(‘ar('h (\)un<Ml during th(‘ war.

Tuk following coinniitt^‘0 to <leal with problems
either psyidiological, or having a psychological aspect,

in coiuKudion with lh(‘ war has jjeen organised by
the U.S. National R(‘S(‘arch (Council: Messrs. J,

McKeen (Cattcdl, (i. S, Hall, \L Iliorndtkc, R.
Dodges S. I. hVan/, C. M, WhTpph*, (.h IC Seashore,

J. B. Watson, and R. M. Y(‘rk(‘s.

AccouDiNCi to a Cdiemical Industries

Bureau is in conrsi^ of fotmation in Sweden, the object

of which will he to bring log(‘ther the Swedish chemical
industrial inter(‘sts, to keep in touch with changes
and developnumls within its domriin, and to further

thc special requiiaMtuMits of th(' chemical industry in its

various branclK^s:

Thic fifth annual in<‘(diug of the* Indian Science Con-
gtcss will Ixi lu‘l(l in l.ahor<^ on January 9 to 12 next,

under Hut pr(‘sidency of Dr. G, T. Walker, F'-R-S.,

Direct or-< i<‘n<‘ral of Observatories. The sectional

presidents will lx* Dr. I.,, (hdeman (Agriculture), Dr.
Wall Mahonu‘<l (Physics and MatlKmuilics), Dr. G. J.
Fowler (( 'luMuistry), Dr, Cdioudhuri (Zoology and
Ethnology), Mr. R. S. flohi^ (Botany), Mr. E. S. Pin-
fold ((Jeology). I.)r J. 1 -. Simonscai, of the Presidency
College, Madnis is the honorary s(\cretary for the

meeting.

SiK John SriHrJNO-MAXWnrj. has undertaken the

duties of As.sivStrint (Controller of limber Supplies for

Scotland.

Wis regret to have to record the death, on August
18, of Prof. S. H. K<‘lU‘.her, ICrasnius Smith professor

of mathematics in lh(‘ University tif Dublin.

Thk <l(eith IS niinouiKHxl, on July 27, of Dr. W. B.
Chirke, proh^ssor of g(‘ology in the Johns Hopkins
University, dinxrtor of th<‘ "Maryland Sl:al(; Weather
Service, and State geologist for Maryland.

Tuk Charkis l\ Daly metlal for geographical re-

search has b(‘<m awardexi by the Amialcau Geographical
Society to Mr. G, (i. (Insholm, lecturer in geography
in the University of Mlinhurgh. I'he inscription on
the nuxlal rtjads “lo George (a-oudie UhivSholm,

scholar, author. I'hrough sustained research

and broad gem‘ralisation he has created a world-wide
interest in th<* geographical basis of commerce.”

Thk I^avid Livingstone centenary medal of the

American Geographical Society has' been awarded to

Sebor M. V. Ballivian, president of the Gcogi-aphical

Society of I.a Faz, Bolivia. I'he previous recipients of

the medal are Sir Douglas Mawson and Col, Roosevelt.

A CATAt.OGUK of current journals dealing with
chemistry and chemical industry, and lh(i libraries in

which they can l)e consulted in the United Kingdom,
is being j)r<‘par(xl by the Society of Chemical Industry.

The journal list ('omprlsis about 5000 titles, and con-
tains journals from well-nigh every ('ounlry, almo.st all

of whitdTi p(‘nod]<’als were, it is believed, current at the

beginning of the war. ( Uuanistry and chemical indu.stry

are treated in a very broad spirit, the list including
journals dealing with all industries in which chemistry
enters. Some §00 libraties will be listed, so that from
the completed catalogue it is hoped that an); chemist
will be able to find the most convenient library in

which he can consult any particular journal. The
completion of the catalogue during the ensuing winter
is aimed at.
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The Petroleum (Production) Bill introduced by Mr.
Long in the House of Commons on August 15 may
have proved a surprise to many, who probably had not
realised that the discovery of petroleum in this counti'y

is possible
;
indeed, various favourable indications have

long been evident. In no industry has there been such
prodigious waste; there has been the rush of pioneers
boring throughout a district where oil has been proved ;

there has been the frequent gush of oil which could
not be dealt with, leading to losses of millions of

gallons. With the possibility of the industry being
established in this country we should profit by past
experience gained in the rich oil-producing countries,

and this Bill is to be heartily welcomed as an impor-
tant step, providing as it does for investing in the
Government all rights to get petroleum, and arrang-
ing for leases and defining petroliferous areas, payment
of fixed royalties, and the general control through
the Board of Trade. The Government thought it

right, in view of possible adventurous schemes, to put
the matter forward at once in order that unfortunate
enterprises might be checked. Whilst private enter-

prise might undertake the exploratory borings, this is

suidy such a speculative business, and yet of such vast
importance if expectations are realised, that it wpuld
appear desirable that the preliminary work at least

should be liberally assisted, or entirely borne, by the

National Exchequer.

During excavations at Horncastle a short time ago
a human skeleton was discovered. The bones were in

a very good state of preservation, and indicated that

the body had been buried on its back, at full length.

By its side were a long sword, a large spear, and a
smaller one, all of iron. These have just been pur-

chased for the Municipal Museum at Hull. The re-

mains are of Anglo-Saxon date, and were probably
brought to this country by the Angles, and as these

people came largely from Angle-land, in the district now
Known as Sleswick, the relics may be said to relate to

an early Teutonic invasion of Lincolnshire. The sword
is i*emarkablo for its length, is double-edged, and,
though naturally slightly corroded, is in a very fair

state of preservation. Its total length is 33 in., it is

ij in. in width, and it tapers at the top in order to ac-

commodtite the handle. Quite apart from the archaeo-

logical value of this collection, the sword is of par-

ticular value, as these weapons arc very rarely found
in Anglo-Saxon burials, though spears and other

weapons are not uncommon. In his work on “The
Industrial Arts of the An^Io-Saxons ” Baron De Baye
points out that the scarcity of swords is due to the

fact that only individuals belonging to the upper

classes were buried with this weapon, and that no
doubt the swords were preserved as family treasures

and left to hein or friends.

In the Museum Journal of the University of Penn-
sylvania (vol. vii., No. December, 1916) is a reprint

o'f an ancient Babylonian map showing part of the

agricultural area of the city of Nippur, prepared about

1500 B.c. It throws a welcome light on an obscure

provision in the celebrated law code of King Ham-
murabi. The map describes the custom of blowing a

horn at the village gates to notify to the shepherds of the

plains that the grazing season was over. Thus rural

villages in which the people congregated for mutual
defence appear to have been so arranged that the

village buglers were able to make the shepherds and
farmers hear the sound of the horn throughout the

whole land of Babylonia.

^In the Scientific Monthly for July (vol. v., No. i)

?Prof. Leo Rettger discusses some of the newer concep-

tions of milk in its relation to health. He emphasises

the nutritional value of milk as milk, irrespective of
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whether it is whole, skim, sweet, or sour milk. Many
persons have little or no tolerance for sweet milk, while

sour milk, or buttermilk, is well borne. On account

of the highly important known food substances which
are present, namely, fat, sugar, casein, lactalbumin,

and certain inorganic salts, and of the as yet poorly

understood vitamines, or accessories, milk has a most
stimulating influence on bodily growth and strength,

and is therefore an important factor in regulating and
preserving health.

There is considerable need for an “ink” for the

skin for localisation marks. It should stain the skin
such a colour that it will show up against iodine,

be unaffected when rubbed with alcohol, ether,

acetone, etc., last for some days under a dress-

ing, and not damage or inflame the skin.

Capt. Finzi gives the following formula, which fulfils

all these requirements:—Acid, pyrogallic., i gram;
acetone, lo c.c.

;
liquor ferri perchlor. fort., 2 c.c. ;

sp.

vini meth., ad 20 c.c. The mixture keeps well, and
can be applied with a brush. The mark is brownish-
grey at first, but after a few hours becomes a brilliant

black (Archives of Radiology and Electrothefai)y

,

No. 204, July, p. 38).

^

We have received a copy of the report on explora-
tions and field work of the Smithsonian Institution for

1916 (Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collections, vol. Ixvi.,

No. 17).^ The volume contains short reports from about
thirty investigators in geology, zoology, botany,
archaeology, ethnology, and astrophysics in various
parts of the world, from the United States, Cuba,
and Venezuela

^
to South Africa and Borneo. The

result of these investigations is to enrich the National
Museum with material for exhibition and research.
The outbreak of war practically cut off all the supply
of animals for the National Zoological Park, as the
trade was formerly almost wholly in German hands.
The New York, Philadelphia, and National Zoological
Parks sent a representative to South Africa, aided by
a grant from the Smithsonian Institution, and ho was
successful in securing a certain number of ruminants,
birds, and reptiles, chiefly from the Zoological Gardens
at Pretoria. It should be noted that some of the
excellent photographs in this volume are of permanent
scientific value, although it claims to be only a sum-
mary of work done.

A VERY concise and admirable summary of the
“Moults and Sequences of Plumages of the British
Waders,” by Miss Annie Jackson, appears in British
Birds for August. This is apparently meant to serve
as an introduction to a detailed description of the
plumages of the pveral species on the British list,

which will prove a veiy useful piece of work, since it

will not only summarise what has already been written
on this theme, but also include much original work
by Miss^ Jackson. Only during recent years has
this subject been seriously investigated, the earlier
collectors caring for little but adult males in their
nuptial dress.

^
Hence it is that none of the great col-

lections of skins examined in the course of the pre-
paration of this pfiper contam skins of the oyster-

stone-curlew, greenshank, or red-necked
phalarope, showing the transition from the first winter
to the first summer plumage. But these are only
a few of many gaps in our knowledge of this matter
which have yet to be filled.

In a lecture published in the May issue of the
Journal of the Royal Statistical Society Lord Uunraven
advocates the nationalisation of the marine and fresh-
water fisheries. He suggests that the State should
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take over these industries in the same way as it now
controls or works others of national importance. Such
Govcrnmeift acquisition, control,’ and development
would, he expects, result in the cheapening of fish as
food, and also in a very great increases of revenue
since the State would acquire the original and interl
mediate profits. ' Tht^ lines of devcIopnKmt arc sug,
gested. Methods of prostu'vatiou of fish by cold stor-
age, salt curing, canning, and analogous processes
should be appli(‘d on a largo scalt^ and’ nutans of dis^
tribution of fresh fish should ]><‘ gn^atly oxtended.
Methods of “scientific {(‘rtilisation of fish-culture”
should be practised on a very much broader basis than
has hitherto been attempted*. In this way the author
hopes to see the fresh-water fish(‘ri<\s developed and
salmon cheapened again to its original price of ^d.
per lb. He advocates th(i removal of restrictions on
methods of fishing and the re-opening of many days
formerly closed lo trawling, and gimtu'ally urges the
adoption of many of the rccoinmtuidations of the In-
shore Fisheries Committee of lyij,

M. Jons. Schmidt contrihuies an interesting article
on the occurrence of the wild hop in Denmark to the
Comftes Rendns des travaux dn Lahoratoirc do Carls*
herg (1917, vol. ii., i)ari 0). B> the distribution of
inquiry forms throughout the count r> a (Considerable
mass of informal ioji was con(‘(d(Hl, espc^tdally from
forest ofiicials. This shows that th(; wild hop is com-
monest in Funen and most rare in W()st JiiLlancl, but
is not found on several smill islands. Jlni wild hop
propagates by seeding as wcdl as by the vegetative
process. The seedlings grow slowly, <*lo not flower the
first year, and probably bul i-arely in the second.
The flowering time at one locality ‘in North Zealand
was found to occur H’to end' of July or the
beginning of August, the male plants commencing to
flower somewhat earlier than the female. 'Phe hop has
not hitherto been found in pndiistoric deposits in Den-
mark, and it is therefore uiUTrtain wladhcn* it existed
there prior to human habitation. Generally the wild
Imp is of small vahuj for brewing purpose's, as it con-
tains but little bitter resins. Sonu* plants, howewer,
were obtained which contained as nuK'h as p(U‘ cent,
of this constituent. The same author has found that
although the quality of “aroma” is alisimt from the
male plant, it can nevertheless he transmit Utd to the
offspring through the nnh^ parent. Wh(m an Amer-
ican male plant was crossed with a ICuropcan female
plant the offspring plants gave hops which exhibited
topical “American’'* aroma.

We have just received three n^cent parts of Bergens
Museums Aarhok, published in 1915 and 1916. One
of the most important articles is that by Prof. Nathorst
on some plant remains found in the Ilornelen (listrict,
at the mouth of Norclfjord. Since these contain
Ihursophyton Millcri they appear to bo contem-
poraneous with the Middle Old Rod Sandstone. The
generic name Ihursophyton is new. There are also^w genera : Broggeria, of very doubtful affinity, and
Hycnia, a probable precursor of Sphenophyllum. Both
as an mtrc^u^ion to this paper and as a separate
article Dr. C.^ F. Kolderup describes the geology of the
west coast district in which the plant-bcjariiig sand-
stones (Dccur. He also reports on earthquakes in
Norway m 1913 and 1914. Zoological articles comprise
a preliminary note on the pelagic Nemertines of the
German South Polar Expedition, 190 1-3, by Mr.

Bnnkmann, and a report on the Alcyonarian
Madreporanan corals collected by the Fram and

the Sms, and now in Bergen Museum, by
the late Prof. Jungersen, Mr, N. J, Foyn contributes

,

a second report on the climate of Bergen. Volumetric
analyses made in the neighbouring seas are communi-
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cated by Th. Hcssclbcr^ and H. U. Sverdrup, and T.
Gaarder writes on oxyj^en in the fjords of Vcstland.

' It is not jifencrally recognised that the common
British ragwort {Stinecio Jacohaea, L.) is poisonous

,to cattle. Su(‘h would ai)pear to be probable, however,
from cases whicli have recently b(ien investigated in

.the veterinary laboratory of the Board of Agriculture,

and forni the subjt^ct of a note in the Jotmtal of

fthe Board for July. Und(;r natural conditions the

poisoning is a slow process, but with continuous doses

the ?imount of poison which becomes available is suffi-

cient in time to cause very serious symptoms, which
often end in de<ith. in one case quoted visible

.-symptoms of poisoning were not observed until forty-

four days after feeding on ragwort commenced. No
.cure has yet been devised, and prevention resolves

itself into removing the ragwort from the forage or

eradicating it from the pastures. The winter and
.early spring grasring of infested land with sheep has
been recommended for this purpose, and has been
practised apparently without harmful results. It would
be unsafe, however, to^ conclude from this that sheep

.are immune to poisoning by ragwort, since there is

reason to think that the flowering season—June to

August— is the time of greatest danger. This aspect

*of the matter is receiving further attention.

The Journal of the Royal Agricultural Society of'

England for 1916 (voL Ixxvii.) presents the usual

features of special articles, notes, and official reports,

although for obvious reasons the number of special

articles is somewhat curtailed in comparison with past

volumes. Dr. Russell and Mr, H. Richards con-

tribute an article on making and storing faimyard
manure, which outlines various results of interest both

for practice and for science obtained in recent investi-

gations at Rothamsted. Attention is again directed to

palm kernel cake and meal by Prof. C. Crowthcr, in

a summary of existing information as to the natiu-e,

use, and merits of these materials as food for stock.

An interesting article on the origin and character-

istics of Wtdsh black cattle is contributed by Prof.

C. Bryner Jones. The annual reports of the scientific

advisory officers of the society contain, as usual, many
matters of ini crest, of which we may note Sir John

: McFadyean’s account of results obtained at the Royal
/ Veterinary ColI<‘gc in the investigation of Johne’s
' disease, ami Mr. Cecil Warburton’s summary of the

present state of knowledge concerning the ox warble-
fly.

Various matters of immediate intei'cst to agricul-

turists arc dealt with in Occasional Notes, No. 2 (July,

1917), issued by the Royal Agricultural Society. The
general scope and arrangement of the opening number
of this new scries are retained, the various advisory

officers of the society contributing the different sections

Into which the notes are classified. The notes are

es.sentially practical, dealing, amongst other matters,

with the growing of wheat, the raising of farm seeds,

plant pests, motor tractors, and calf-rearing.

In the Rcndiconti del R. Istituto Lombardo, vol. I.

{2) 6, Prof. Torquato Taramelli discusses the origin of

ilhe deposits of sand found in the island of Sansego
and other islands off the Istrian coast, and finds geo-

logical arguments in favour of Italy’s claims to terri-

tory which is the scene of the present military opera-

tions. Among the numerous papers previously dealing
with the geological features of the islands of the

Quarnero basin many references occur to deposits of

sand and red earth, but Prof. Taramelli occupies him-
self mainly with the mass of sand overlying a cal-

careous base, which forms the i.sland of Sansego.
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This island has a surface area of about three square
kilometres and a circumference of about seven kilo-
metres, and is the outermost island of the Quarnero
archipelago. In its composition this sand is largely
identical with that deposited by the river Po off the
Italian coast, while nothing similar is to be found
in the neighbouring Austrian mainland. It is thus in-
ferred that in the Quaternary period the northern por-
tions of the Adriatic were occupied by a vast river
basin of Italian origin, and that the natural frontier
of Italy, based on geological considerations, extends up
to the confines of this basin.

Dr. L. F. Navarro contributes to the Revue
ginirale des^ Sciences, 1917, p. 263, a most useful
and interesting summary of what is known as to

glacial phenomena in the Iberian peninsula. He
points out that well-founded evidence of glaciation in
this area, outside the Pyrenees and certain high
chains, was brought forward for the first time by
W. Hallbfass so recently as 1912. The references to

literature, including the author’s own work, show
how rapidly observation is progressing. No general
mantle of ice has been traced, even in the Cordilleras

;

but a sheet of some magnitude, here called “wn ^rand
inlandsis,'" occurred in Leon. Two glacial episodes
are recognised, corresponding to the Riss and Wurm
ages elsewhere in Europe. The author regards these

as times when the present conditions in the peninsula
were exaggerated in the direction of greater humidity
and greater cold. Glacialists, however, are coming to

the conclusion that no great demands need be made
upon humidity, provided that there is a sufficiently

low temperature.

The revolution—a milder word would be inadequate

—in the position of the British optical industry is one
of the commonplace changes brought about by the

war, and it is not surprising to find that the new
conditions are reflected in the growth of the Optical

Society, which is now thoroughly representative of

the industry and is rapidly becoming as fully repre-

sentative of those whose interest in optics has been
of a more theoretical character. Advantage has very

appropriately been taken of the improved outlook to

issue the society’s Transactions at more frequent in-

tervals and in a new form. The first number of the

new series, of the same size as the Proceedings of the

Royal Society, is chiefly occupied with a ijaper by
Mr. J, W. French dealing with the grinding and
polishing of glass. It is suggested that the processes

involved are essentially different from th^pse which
apply in the polishing of metals. Evidence is brought
forward to show that, in the process of grinding, glass

is removed in consequence of the formation of con-

choidal fractures originating at the points of contact

of the glass and the abrasive, rather than by a plough-
ing action. Incidentally, an interesting method of

grading partially worked surfaces is described. The
first part of the polishing process consists in ploughing
up the soft surface layer of the glass, which has a
thickness of about eight wave-lengths, by coagulated
lumps of the welted polishing medium until all the

material above the bottom of the deepest grooves has
been removed. In the second part of the process,

which begins when the water is allowed to dry up, the

surface layer of the glass is liquefied by the pressure

of the pitch tool and caused to flow until the surface

becomes uniform. The paper is illustrated by a large

number of excellent photomicrographs, and followed

by a discussion in which alternative theories are sug-

gested, and the views of some experienced glass-

workers are given. The number is attractively printed,

and gives an excellent ‘’start to a journal which should
play a large part in establishing the optical industry



of this country on a secure foundation, a task in^which
!

the Optical Society, where manufacturers and scientific ’

workers are brought into intimate contact with one

another, is eminently fitted to lead.

The most recent contribution of the Bureau of

Standards to the problem of the pliotometry of sources

of light of different colours is Scientific Paper

No. 299, by Messrs. Crittenden and Richtmyer, who
have arrived at a number of general conclusions by

collating the measurements made by more than
^

a

hundred observers. When two light sources of dif-

ferent colours, such as a carbon and a tungsten

filament lamp, are compared by a photometer de-

pending on a setting for equality of brightness, a

considerable amount of practice is necessary before

consistent results are obtained by any observer not

specially trained. When a flicker photometer is used

an observer of fair ability can readily get good
results, but they differ from those given by the

former method. * The flicker photometer may give,

e.g*, the candle-power of a tungsten lamp 3 per cent,

less as compared with a carbon lamp than does an
ordinary photometer. If the colour sensation of tlif*

observer differs from the normal, his comparison
differs in consequence, but the authoi's find that the

Ives-Kingsbury method of standardising the eye by
the use of glass cells containing aqueous solutions of

potassium bichromate 72 grams, and copper sulphate

crystals 53 grams, to the litre respectively, interposed

between the photometer and two equal sources of

light, enables such an observer to get results identical

with those obtained with a normal eye.

The extent to which viscometers of various forms
are now used for the classification and identification

of oils and other liquids has led the Bureau of

Standards to take up the question of a supply of

standard liquids of known viscosities for the standard-
isation of viscometers. The investigation of the most
suitable liquids has been carried out by Messrs. E. C.
Bingham and R. F. Jackson, of the Bureau, who con-
clude that mixtures of 20, 40, and 60 per cent, by weight
of ethyl alcohol in water, and solutions of sucrose in

water containing 20, 40, or 6q per cent, by weight of
sucrose, form the most suitable standard liquids. ' They
give the viscosities and fluidities of these liquids at
temperatures from 0° C. to 100® C. at intervals ot
10® C. in a series of tables, and the variations of the
fluidities with change of concentration and tempera-
ture are shown by a series of curves. The simple
shapes of these curves suggest that it would be better
to use the fluidity rather .than its reciprocal the vis-
cosity, in all calculations on the subject.

The Tasmanian Government’s Great Lake hydro-
electric power undertaking, inaugurated in 1909 and
opened last year, is* described in the issue of the
Engineer for July 27. It is based chiefly on a joint
utilisation of twe rivers—the Ouse and the Shannon

—

the latter having its source in the Great Lake and
the former in what are known as the Ninety-nine
Lagoons. The Great Lake lies at a level of 3250 ft.

above the sea, and the lagoons are seme 200 ft. higher.
A curious feature of the tw^o rivers is the great dis-
similarity of their gradients, in spite of the fact that
their sources are but a few miles apart, and their
junction merely twenty miles or so downstream. At
one point, about five miles south of the Great Lake,
the Ouse is actually 1300 ft. below the Shannon. Ad^ has been built across the south end of the >ke,
giving an additional depth of ii ft., and increasing the
storage area from forty-two to fifty square miles. The
catchment basin lies in the centre of the island, and is
some 227 square miles in extent, and the annual pre-
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I
cipitation of r?iin and sno^^ is upwards t)f (>o in. By

I

means of a diversion weir the water from the Shannon
' is turned into a canal, which serves a storage reservoir

j

of 380 acres The power slat ion is on the. hanks of

I

the' Ouse, and this r\vvx reetdves th(‘ exhaust water.

'ITie dilfcrence in level frotn i<‘S(‘i’Voir to power st.ation

gives a net head of 1015 fl. t>f water, suffieient to

develop n normal output of 4p)oo hrakt‘-hors(‘-powor in

each of two turbines aln^atly instalh^l. 'J'he installa-

tion has, in fficl, proved so siur(‘ssfnl that ,in (ixtension

is now in hand. Although at pi*<‘S(‘nt only srawing the

town of Hobart, the central position ()f th(‘ station

renders it conveifluait for the transmission of power to

any point in the island.

Messrs. Bernard Quaritcii, Ltd., 11 (Jlrafton Str<‘cl,

W.i, have issued a useful cal.'dogU(» (No. 341)) of rare

and valuable bock.s, comprising, among others, works
dealing with Africa,^ America, Australia, entomology,
ornithology, and physical and nat ural sciraicr'. The same
firm has purchased the existing stock of “Biologia
Centrali-Amoricana,” and has in preparation a detailed

prospectus of the work.

OUR ASTROJSfOMlCAL COLUMN.
The Commencement oi'

'rriK Astkonomu'ai. Day.* -

In a letter to the Obscnnilory for August tlie As-
tronomer Royal and Prof. IL H. d'unua* mvitc ex-
pressions of opinion from astronomt*r.s ris to the
desirability of adopting the civil day— /.e. th<‘ day
commencinf^ at midnight—in astronomical ephemer-
ides; and, if thought dosiral)U;, a.s to the most suit-

able date for introducing the changer. It has usually
been considered convenient that obsi'rvations made
during the same night should all be of the sann* date,
but this does not seem to them to balance the ob-
jection^ of having a time at variance with the civil

reckoning. It is pointed out that Iho arrangement
which is convenient for observations of stars is iii-

convernient for ob.siTva lions of the .sun, aiul that the
change woul<i prohal^ly l>e wcdcomed by navigators.
1 he^ only .serious diniculty se('nis to l)e tlur <(iscon-
tinuity which would thus Ire. intrerduc ‘d into astro-
nomical records. A change of this kind (‘ould onlv
come into operation after some lime, as tlu‘ national
ephemerides are prepared several yer.rs in advanc(\

OnsKRVATiONs OE MiRA Ceti.—Tn Asl. Nach.^ 4892,
Prof. Nijiand gives particulars of .strventy-nine ob.ser-
vations of Mira made at Utrecht between July 20,
1916, and February 15, 1917. "fhe mo.st probable
date of minimum was July 24, when the star was of
magnitude 9-4. The maximum occurred on Novem-

2421 176), the magnitude then being 3‘7fj.The is a summary of recent maxima" ob-
seiwed by Prof. Nijlancl, together with a comparison
with Guthnick’s ephemeris

Maximutn Cuthnick
D, 2420T99 0200 - lod 3*35

0^27 0530 — T2

0852 087a r8-
3-S

1176 i2or -23 ;v7S

Period

328<i

325
324

Eclipsing Variables,—A further important contri-
bution to the study of eclipsing variables has been
made W Prof. H. N. Russell in collaboration with
Mary Fowler and Martha C. Borlon (Astrophysical
Journal, vol. xlv., p. 306). The observational data
were provided by the Harvard Observatory in
the form of 2101 observations of the photo-
gra^ic brightness of the six eclipsing variables,W Delphim, U Sagittae, S Cancri, RW Tauri, SW
Lygni, and W Urse© Majoris. The resulting light-
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curves for these stars were eonipared with those de-

rived from visual ohscTvations, and it was found that

identical geonielrical (‘NMiaaits t^^ave a satisfactory re-

presentation of both th(‘ visual and ])hotofyraphic

curves, Li^.ilit-cui-V(‘s with the same ('poch of niid-

eclipso, ho\vev('r, do not satisfy I^olh s<ds of observa-

tions, the dinVH'nce anioiinlinf^ to as much as twelve
niinul(‘s in Lh<‘ case of S. <\'incri. 'fhe dilTenmces in

velocity of the visual and^ photographic rays which
would lui n‘quir(‘d to explain Ihii discrepancies in the

case of tht^ six stars in qu(‘stion ran^^c from -0*9 to

-1-5.1 metres per st‘C., and arci so discordant as to

furnish no evidence in favour of an explanation based
upon differcncos in v(do(‘ity of light of different colours.

On the contrary, the ohs('rvations prove the identity

of the velocity of light of the different wave-lengths
within a few medres per second. The discussion
strengthens the view that the typical eclipsing binary
of large range consists of a small, bright, dense coixi-

ponent of Class A, or thereabouts, and a large, faint

component of much lowcii* density, of Class G, or
redder. It is considered highly probable that the com-
poiKMit of low d(‘nsdly represents the earlier stage of
evolution. In addition to the already astonishing
amount of information which has been derived from
the study of (Mdipsing variables, it is expected that
from th(Mii it will be possible to determine the rela-

tion of cglour-tiulox to surface brightness, and thence
the linear diameters of all stars of known colour-
index ,an<l paralbax, and the angular diameters of all

stars of known spectral type.

DIWM-FIRK,
'pi Hi) followhig is an abbreviation of a letter by

Mr, G. F. Sleggs which appeared in the Time's
of Tuesday last, 'rite conclusions arrived at are the
result of eiglUeen nmnlhs’ exjHa'icnee at the Front:

—

'J'here is a fundamental and peculiar dilTcrcnce be-

tween the sound (‘mttled by a gun and that of an
exploding sh(‘Jl. When the gun is lired the sound-
waves produtuHl is of a totally dUTcrent nature from that
produced by the lairst of a sladL In the former case

the impact of tlj(‘ gusi^s leaving the muzzle, as it

were, “slrike.s*’ thts atmosphere in the direction in

whicli the gun is pointed, but the burst from the shell

causes a soumi-wave of uniform intensity all around,
as t;h(5 gases eitianaling from the high explosive are
not confined in any direction, as is the case with the

corcUt(i of the gun, the only escape being at the
muzzle. Fvery soldier who has been to the Front
knows that if you stand in front of a field gun or
naval gun whilst firing even at a considerable distance

(several hundred yards), the crack is painfully intense

to the ears, and may even caUvSe injury, whereas it

is possible to stand close behind the gun with compara-
tive impunity. In other words, the sound-wave from a
gun is more concentrated along its line of fire than
elsewhere. No such difference is observable with a
shell, its concussion being equally violent to the ear
whether it explodes in front of or behind one.

The laws of sound say that the intensity of the

sound emitted from a body grows less in proportion
to the square of the distance of the ear from the
source of the sound; in other words, at double the

distance the sound is a quarter ‘as great. This, of

course, is identical with the laws of light, and applies

perfectly to the shell, but not to the gun, in the same
way as the ordinary law of the intensity of light

will apply to a candle, but not to a searchlight, which
concentrates its light along one path instead of dis-

tributing it equally all around. Hence we are driven

to the conclusion that the wave of sound emitted by
a gun is closely analogous to the wave of light emitte3
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by a searchlight. The intensity of the ray from a
searchlight only diminishes gradually, and this analogy
is borne out by the peculiar fact, familiar to those
who have been in the trenches, that the German
machine-guns, or rifle shots, always seem as loud
whether the width of “No Man’s Land” is seventy
yards or 500 yards. One of the most wonderful and,
indeed, majestic of all sound phenomena in connection
with artillery is the great “roll” that follows the
discharge of a high-velocity gun. To hear this at

its best one must visit a part of the front where the
contour is rugged, or where the landscape is well

wooded, and where houses and other excrescences are

abundant, as at Arras. The report of the cannon is

followed at once and continuously by a majestic
echoing roll that may be compared to a mixture of

thunder and the music of a mighty bass orchestra.

This rolling sound seems to ti-avel forward as though,

it were Allowing the flight of the shell, and is, in-

deed, mistaken by some for the actual sound of the

shell. •

The real expl'i nation, however, is that it is a series

of echoes from the thousands of heterogeneous ex-

crescences in the surface of the landscape, each of

which sends back its echo to the ear, the whole com-
bining to form a continuous trail of sound. Now the

fact that this continuous sound travels in the direc-

tion of the shell, and hence in the line of fire of the

gun, also fits in with the searchlight analogy; as

otherwise if the sound of the firing gun were not

concentrated along its line of fire this chain of echoes
would not appear to flow in any definite direction,

and thus one of the most grandiose aural phenomena
that the ear can receive would not exist.

The above considerations give rise to a remarkable
and surprising fact, which, indeed, arises in theory

and is borne out in practice. This is, that at a
certain distance and upwards from the firing-line the

sound of the German guns will be greater than the

sound of our own, because we are in front of the

German guns but behind the British, and although
the latter are nearer to us, yet the sound of the fornier

will appear louder and sharper because of the peculiar

nature of the sound-wave emitted from the muzzle
of a gun, the noise being .nearly all concentrated in

the direction of fire. Thus, when approaching the

firing-line before a big attack, the sound of the Ger-

man guns often appears to preponderate over our
own, giving one the apprehensive impression that the

enemy’s artillery is in superior strength to our own,,

and it is only in coming into the artillery zone that

the British superiority is perceived. Another point

illustrating this is the origin of the word “drum-^
fire.” This term (trommel-feuer) w^as first used by
the Germans to describe the effect of our massed
artillery on an unprecedented scale on the Somme.
Now to the British, who were, of course, behind the-

direction in which their artillery was firing, this tenn
would never have occurred, for to be behind a British

bombardment there is but little resemblance to a
drummer’s tattoo, the whole sound being merged into

a dull and heavy roar of guns; but to the German
generals behind their lines every shot from the British^

guns would stand out as a sharp staccato note, the

whole combining to give the impression of the rat-a-

tattat of a mighty drum tattoo.

From these conclusions it will appear that the-

further one is behind the firing-line the greater is the

tendency for the sound of the German guns to pre-

ponderate over our own, although the latter may be

in much greater strength, and the probability is that

the greater part of the noise of firing audible on our

coasts comes from the German artillery and not the

British, although' the sound of shell hursts may tend!

to modify matters.
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THE TREATMENT OF WAR WOUNDSA

WE are wont to classify the patients in our military

hospitals into sick and wounded. In reality all,

or nearly all, are suffering from bacterial infections.

And the essential difference between the sick

and the wounded lies in this, that the sick

are suffering from infections spontaneously

contracted, the wounded from infections induced

by mechanical injuries. My theme is the treatment of

this latter class of infections. They are distinguished

by certain quite special features.

In spontaneous infection we have to deal with
microbes which have fought their way into the body,

and generally only a single species of microbe will

have done this. In wounds we have microbes mechan-
ically driven in, and every sort of microbe which exists

in external Nature may thus be introduced.

But let me, before embarking upon the question of

their treatment, first tell you something about the

Fig. I.™Method of pyo-sero-culture. A, IHpette which has lieen
implanted by the wet*wall metiiod, and has then been lilled in
by the wa--.h and afier-wash procedure with unit-volumes of
serum. By the side of the pipette to the right is ranged a
series of drops representing the series of unit-volumes of serum
blown out in order from the pipette, and, finally, to the right of
the drops is a series of hues representing linear implantations

. made upon agar. B, Results of the series of linear implantations
made with the unit-volumes of the patient’s serum. <J, Results
of the senes of linear implantation'^ made with the unit volumes
of the normal serum which was used as a control.

natural agencies by which the inroads of microbes are
combated. You are, of course, aware that we are
guarded against microbic infection by our blood fluids
and our white blood corpuscles.

The Body Fluids.
Let me begin with the blood fluids, and let me take

you directly to the following experiment. I call it the
experiment of pyo-sero-culture—i.e. the experiment in
which we implant pus into serum to see which of the
microbes of the wound can grow in the blood fluids.
We procure for our experiment a suppurating

wound. We take from it a specimen of pus contain-
ing a large variety of different organisms. At the
same time we take from the patient’s finger a sample

^ By Sir Almroth E. Wright, C.B., F.R.S. In its original form thm
I

was delivered at the Royal Institution on March 9. It was supple-
;
m^ted by additional matter relating to antiseptics and the method of Canrel,and was printed m full in the Lancet of June 53- Parts of the lecrurrof

;
purely technical interest have been omitted.

lecture 01
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of blood; and wti take a specimen also of our own.
When the serum has issiunl from the clot we take a ^

capillary pipette, lit a rubbtn' teat to the barrel, and
inscribe a mark upon the sUun at about, say, one-third

of an inch from (he (ip. We now asiiiraltra lit lie pus
into the stem, drawing it up otily so far as our iiducial

mark, and, blowing it out again, hjavc a, wash of pus
upon the walls, 1 his done, w<t sterilise tlu^ tip of the
pipette, and then aspirate into tlu^ sUnu a series of unit-

volumes of s(‘rum, dividing j^acli volunu‘ off from the

next by a babbits of air. The pipette when fllled in

this manner pn^sents the appearance shown in Fig. i,

and we have in Iht^ proximal end our first and heaviest

implantation of pus, and in the <listal end our last and
lightest implanltdion. 'fhe pipette is now plai't'd in the

incubator to allow twery microbe
which is capable of growing in .siaaini

to do so. After an inttn'val of six

or more hours we proceeil to our
examination. What we do is to blow
out our series of unit-volumes ()f

serum in separate drops and (‘xamiiu'

under the microscopic; or, Ixjtter, wte

plant out a sample of each drop upon
ti separate seed-bocl. Here in J.^ and
C you have the results of such I'ul-

ture represented diagrammalieally
the meagre crop in B being that ob-

tained with the patient’s serum, and
the more copious crop in C being thal

obtained with normal serum.
And you have in the ni^.xt figure

(Fig. 2) a drawing of an agar lube
implanted from a pyo-sin'o-cultun^

made with the scrum of a wounded
man. In the upper part of the agar
tube you sec two seed-plots implant imI

from the distal portion of the capil-

lary stem. These have reinaininl

.sterili'. In the middle of the tube
you see four plots im[)lanU;d from Ihi^

unit-volumes of serum which occu-
pied the middle ri’gion of thi^ (‘apil-

lary stem. ThiJ.si' have grown I'olonii^s

of only one spi^cies of microl.i* the
streptococcus. At the bottom of the
tube you see .seed-plots implantiMl
from the proximal end of lh(‘ eapil-

Inry stem. These are ovia'grown with
colonics of .staphylococcus. Hut no
doubt interspersed with, and ovia-
grown by, these are also colonies of
streptococci. If, instead ol' culture.s
from the patient’s serum, I had been
showing you here cultures from
normal serum, what you would have
seen would have been a much largt‘r
number of fertile seed-plots, and
the seed-plots implanted from ih(^

proximal end of the pipette would have shown
assortment of different colonies.
We learn from such oxperime^nts llinjc kissons : flral,

that in the uncorrupted serum in the distal region of
the pipette only two specii's of microbes from the
wound can grow and multiply; secondly, that in the
corrupted scrum in the proximal end of 'the pipette all
the microbes of the wound can grow

;
and, thirdly,

we learn^ from a comparison of the wounded man’s
serum with the normal scrum that the former offers
more resistance to microbic <?rowth, and is less easily
corrupted by the addition of pus.

Cause of the Corruption of the Scrum.
Experirnents of this kind clearly do not tell us the

cause of the corruption of the siu'um. 'That corruption

Fi<;, 2,—A potniou of
a pyo-.sfro-culture
pI.MHcd out upon an
agar .slant divided
up by furrows into a
.scries of sced-bed.s.

a large
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may bt‘ b> sc)m(^ ch(Mnical sul)stanco contributed

bv lhe i)us lo llu' sinaini or to something special

in the character of lh(‘ bat'Ua'ia implanted. This

point we can clear up as lollows. VV<‘ go
tok to our v(a‘y sept it' A't»und. We clean 'it

out carefully by syringing. 'L'hat, hsaves us with

a wountl cavil V clean but still abundantly in-

fected. We lh(Mi lak<; lli<i liHl(‘ cupping apparatus
which is shown hi iMg. 3, Wt^ apply it to the walls

of th<‘ wound, using light pressure, 'fhen, puncturing

the attached rublx'r tube with Iht^ nei'dltj of a hypo-
dermic syring(‘, we withdraw the contained air, and
leave our lymph leia'h m sihi adhering by negative
pressure until lh(‘ time for ri'dressing the wound comes
round. When w<j now go back to our wound we find

there two quite dilh^rent discharges. We have in the
general cavity of the wound a thick pus containing

many broken-down haicocyU'S and pullulating with all

sorts” of microbes. In the body of the lymph leech we
have a nearly cU^ar lymph containing well-preserved
leucocytes and only a V(‘ry few staphylococci and
streptococ(‘i. Sin<'<‘ w(i had on every part of the walls

precisely the same amount: and kind of bacterial infec-

tion, and sinc(‘ we are in (‘ach ca.si' dealing with the

self-same lymph and bmcocyles, this difference of re-

sults is iniputabl(\ not to our having in the lymph
leech a diffiM'ent hacierial implantation, but to the
negative pn‘ssurc‘ having furnisluHl a larger proportion

of blood Huids.

Fkj. byiuph kurli ui posit iuii, sltowlnu teohnuiuc fur (rxhaustiuR the air.

But with (,hivS the problem is, as you see, only in-

completely resolvctl. We have U‘an5od that the cor-

ruption 01 the lymph is not det(*rmined by the nature
of the bacterial implantation; wc have reason to think
it is hindered by a larger afliux of lymph ; and it looks
as if it might have something to do with the break-
ing down of the leucocytes. But we have not yet put
our fmger upon the particular element that takes away
from the serum its power of inhibiting microbic
growth, and converts it into a congenial pabulum for

all manner of micro-organisms.
Let me in this connection invite you to consider—-for

that may perhaps put us on the path for the solution

of our problem—a st'herne of classification of the albu-

minous .substances. I would propose to classify them
from the point of view of their capacity to furnish

pabulum for microbes, and to distinguish three classes

of alliuminous substances. First would come digested

albmncns. It is familiar matter that these furnish

very congenial pabulum for microbes. In the form of

peptone we use them for all our artificial cultures. A
second category of albumens would be native albu^

mens. Muscle, milk, and eggs furnish such albumens.
These are not like digested albumens, directly assimil-

able, Before they can be assimilated, whether by our-

selves or by microbes, they must be broken down into

simpler elements by digestion. To that end we, and a
certain number ot microbes also, are furnished with
digestive ferments. . There is yet a third class of albu-
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mens. I would venture to call these dej ended or pro-
tected albumens. These cannot, like the digested

albumens, be directly assimilated. Nor can they, like

the native albumens, be directly digested. They are
specially defended against the attack of digestive fer-

ments. The albumens of the serum fall into this class

ol “defended albumens.” It is well known with re-

spect to serum that it has an antizymotic, and in par-
ticular an antitryptic, power—a power of neutralising
digestive ferments, and in particular trypsin. You
will, perhaps, not immediately perceive that the fact

that the serum is antitryptic in any way elucidates our
problem. But let us take that fact and put it in
another way and then consider. Let us, instead of

saying that the serum has an antitryptic property, say
that it has a power of preventing its constituent albu-
mens being converted into pabulum for microbes, and
immediately, as I think, light is projected upon our
problem. For once we envisage the facts in that way
we are immediately impelled to inquire whether the
serum’s power of inhibiting bacterial growth may not
be due to its power of neutralising digestive ferments,,

and whether the corruption of the lymph in the cavity

of the wound may not be due to a collapse of its-

defence against proteolytic attack.

That is a point which is very easily settled by direct

experiment. And let me now show you what happens
when we add trypsin to a serum which has been im-
planted with microbes. I have here two tubes of a
serum implanted two days ago with a minute quantity

of pus containing a variety of different microbes. To
the one I added trypsin, the quantity added being less

than that required to neutralise its antitryptic power.
The other tube of the implanted serum served as a
control. Both tubes were then placed in the incubator.

And you see the difference. The trypsinised serum is

turbid with microbic growth. That is, we have here
exactly the same result as that obtained in our pyo-

sero-culturc in those volumes of serum which were cor-

rupted by a heavy implantation of pus; and the same
result also as was in the lymph leech experiment ob-

tained in the discharges in the wound cavity. Our
control serum has, as you see, remained almost per-

fectly clear. That is exactly the same result as was
obtained in our pyo-sero-culture in the distal end of

our tube, and again in our lymph leech experiment in

the cavity of the lymph leech.

And the doctrine that the antitryptic power is the

protector, and trypsin the corrupter, of the blood fluids

wins further support from the following facts :—(i) In

every suppurating wound there is, as we shall presently

see, a source from which trypsin can be derived. (2)

Blood fluids which inhibit microbic growth are strongly

antitryptic; and blood fluids which we find teeming
with microbes are tryptic. (3) Examination of the

blood shows that all wounded men have a markedly
increased antitryptic power, and heavily wounded men
(vou saw in our pyo-sero-cnlture what results from
this) on an average a three- or four-fold increased anti-

tryptic power. That clearly teaches that the body
when endangered takes steps to protect itself non-

specifically against all microbic infections of the blood

fluids.

The Leucocytes.

I now pass on to consider the leucocytes and the part

they play in the destruction of microbes. You already

know with respect to leucocytes that they can emerge
from the blood-vessels, burrowing their way out

through small pores in the capillary walls; that they

make their way to every focus of infection; that they

ingest microbes when these have first been prepared

by the -action of the blood fluids; and, finally,

that they can, if things go favourably, digest

and dissolve the ingested microbes. There would
by consequence in connection with the leucocyte be
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three functions to study. First would come emigra-

tion, then phagocytosis, and lastly intracellular diges-

tion. Emigration has up to the present been studied

only in the interior of the organism You will realise

that means that it has been studied only in a dilhcult

setting and in the presence of all manner of disturbing

factors, and you will appreciate that we want now a

new and better technique. For we require for the

treatment of the infected wound to find out how best,

to call out the leucocytes; and how, when occasion

requires, to restrain their emigration.

I have in connection with this a technique to de-

scribe to you; but first I want you to appreciate what
we can and what we cannot expect from leucocytes in

the matter of locomotion. Leucocytes can, we know,
make their way out through small openings. They
can also travel over any ordinary surface. They can
edge their way along faster when lightly compressed
between two surfaces. They can crawl along strands,

creep through a meshwork, and climb a scaffolding.

But they are unable to climb a vertical glass wall. And
again, they are unable to swim, and so once they get

into open fluid they simply go to the bottom. We may
liken them to very minute slugs crawling along sur-

faces and climbing trellises, but brought up short by
any considerable barrier of fluid.

\ Fig. 4.~Drawing of four flattened capillary tubes. A, filled

m with blood
; IJ, a similar tube after centrifvtgalisation

showing above the white " and below the “ red clot

;

C and B, similar tubes after incubation. Leucocytic
emigration is in each case visible to the naked eye as an
opaque white band occupying the lower portion of the
white clot. In X>, where physiological salt solution had
been imposed upon the white clot, the band of emigration
is much broader than in C.

All these points must be considered when seeking for
a technique for the experimental study of emigration,
using for that study specimens of Mood withdrawn
from^ the body. The containing blood-vessel can up to
a point be imitated by a glass tube, and we can, to
facilitate observation, use tubes drawn out flat, such
as shown in Fig. 4. But the artificial differs from our
natural capillary in having impermeable instead of per-
meable walls. This, of course, makes emigration
through the walls impossible. None the less, these
tubes supply what we want for the study of the move-
ments of leucocytes. We can institute races along the
length.

^

But first certain preparations must be made. The
course must be cleared of all obstructions

—

i.e, the red
corpuscles must be got out of the way. Next the leuco-
^tes must all be brought back behind the scratch line.
Further, we must provide a scaffolding for the leuco-
cytes to climb. All this can be arranged. We fill in
our uat emigration tubes with blood and seal them at
one end. Then, by centrifuging, we bring the blood
iluias to the top and the corpuscles to the bottom. The
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lighter leucocytes will now have arranged themselves
in a layer immediately above the red

; atid presently

the supernatant fluid will dot ami the meshwork of
fibrin will then provide the scalh)l<ling we require. We
can now impose upon Ihe dol- h‘l im^ for convenience
call it the while clot- any cluMnical ngenl w(^ please

and let It slowly diffust' down to^ the leucocyh's. For
the study of the effect ol bacMi'dal inlVctioh, we can
introduce microbfis inU> the l)loo(l before this is filled

into the tube. Or, as an allcM'intive, blood can be
filled into tubes the walls of which hav<) been wotted
with a microbic culture. Junally, we set our experi-

ment going by placing our emigration tubes in the

incubator—that is, wo supply to our leucocytes the

necessary warmth.
And wc can at any
moment take stock

of what is occurring

in our tubes by
examining through
the walls with the

naked eye or with
the low power of

the microscope.

Also, by a very

simple technique w(‘.

can extract the clot

from the tube anti

mount and colour

it, so as to bring
everything clearly

into view under the

high powers of the

microscope.

Emigration of
cocyics: Facts zmth
Practical Af)plica-

tion.

I must limit my-
self to showing you
in coniKH'tion with
emigration a few
outstanding facts
which have a prac-
tical application to

the treatment of

wounds. Let m(^

begin with the
naked-eye appear-

ances. ’We have in

Fig. 4, C and D,
emigration tubes
containing centri-

fuged blood which
has been in the
incubator for about
eight hours. In C
—the control tube

4* 1 1 * * » ^
*

# I*
* ^

I ***^^\}** *

‘ w * i» « . *

*

'.b »

Fui, 5,—MaptniliccI view of the band of leuco-
cytic emigmiion seen in Fig. 4, T).

~we have centrifuged blood to which no addition has
been made. In D some weak salt solution has been
imposed upon the white dot. The emigrating leuco-
cytes are visible to the eye in the form of a slightly
opaque white band extending upwards from the red
into the white clot. You see that in D the corpuscles
have climbed higher than in C.

Fig. 5 shows what such a band of emigrating leuco-
cytes looks like under the microscope. Instead of
the leucocytes being all, as you will see in the next
feure, congregated together behind the starting line,

emigrating—the more active
outdistancing the others in the race.

Fig, 6 shows what happens when p; per cent, salt
solution is imposed upon the blood, that salt passies
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down by diUusion and arn'sls oini^ralion, and I want
you to notice on of the li,t5ure (and more
clearly in the inset) lhat the few white corpuscles which
were ber^inninj^ to <Mln^^rat(^ when the salt solution
overtook them an' broken up rmd d(‘slroy(*d. By that
trypsin will be set fn^e.

Fui, C\. “Majjrnilictl view of th« leucocytic layer in the case
Where siroug salt solution was superposed upon the
white dot.

I next show you what happens when microbes have
been implanted into the blood. Those microbes—sup-B tdways that they are the sort that can pro-

5 in l)Ioo<b-f,n'ow out into colonics. In Fig. 7
is shown what happens when an excessive implantation
has been ninth!, and llu! bacterial colonit's come up very

thickly in the blood. You see here that emigration is

entirely arrested. If that were to happen in infected

tissues it would mean that the organism was there

giving up the combat against the microbes.

In Fig. 8 we have ag*nin streptococcus implanted into

the blood, but this time it is a much more sparing
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implantation. And here, as you see, the leucocytes
are carrying out a raid against the microbes, each
leucocyte ingesting and filling itself full with microbes.

In Fig. 9 I show you what happens when we make
into the blood a very heavy implantation of the gangrene
bficillus. Here in the neighbourhood of the leucocytic

Fig. 3.—Leucocytes enngrating and attacking a colony of streptococci.

layer things ai-e for the moment going well with the
leucocytes, for they are actively phagocyting. But farther

away from that layer there are very numerous colo-

nies of the gangrene bacillus, which are growing un-
impeded. The omens are consequently unfavourable.
You can. see in your mind^s eye what is going to

Fig. 9.—Leucocytes emigrating and attacking colonies of

the gas gangiene bacillus.

happen. In the first place, all further emigration of

leucocytes is going to be an ested ;
and, in the

second, the leucocytes which have already emigrated

and ingeked microbes will, instead of successfully

digesting them, be gradually poisoned by bactoial

toxins. And when the leucocytes are killed, their
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digestive fornienl-"“-tn psin—pusses out into the scrum.

By that, the serum will, as we have seen, be converted

into a medium in which microbes can grow and pullu-

late.

Distinxtion bktwhkn “Livii’* AND “Dead” Spaces.

But we must now come back from these general

questions 10 that of the treatment of the wound. Let

me begin by explaining to you—for important ques-

tions of treatment hinge upon this—the distinction be-

tween “Zzi/e spaces'^ and ''dead spaccs,^^

In the lacunae of vascularised tissues we have live

spaces. In these we have optimum conditions for re-

sistance to bacterial infection. We have here an anti-

bacterial lymph; and by continuously renewed exuda-

tion corruptive changes will be continuously

antagonised and made good. Again, in live spaces we
have terrain that can be effectively searched by Icuco-

j

cytes; and if the bacterial infection should not be I

extinguished by the first leucocytic attack reinforce-

ments of leucocytes can be supplied from the capillaries

feeding the live spaces. In all these respects live and
•dead spaces are sharply contrasted.

Dead spaces are found in tissues which have been
bruised and cut off from their blood-supply, in sloughs,

in bone sequestra, and in the texture ot cloth and
intrusive foreign bodies. And we have a dead space

in every abscess sac under every slough and scab, and
also in every collection of pus lying open in the pockets
of a wound. The essential characteristics ot dead
spaces are t\vo. First, they cannot be cffectivcl}^

searched by leucocytes. In some cases chemical, m
others mechanical, conditions stand in the way.
Secondly, the leucocytes which are engaged cannot be
reinforced, nor can the fluid be renewed. Isolation
from the circulation makes this impossible.

Let me try to tell you in the fewest possible words
what this imports in infection. If in an infected live

space the scale turns in favour of the microbes, there
is still a chance of the balance being redressed. At any
rate, reinforcements can be brought up. In in foci oil

dead spaces—and let me here point out to you that
all experiments conducted in test-tubes arc equtvalcait
to experiments conducted in dead spaces—an advan-
tage gained by the microbes is irretrievable. Counlca-
attack is impossible. •

Let me also tell you what happens to tho patient
when infection flourishes in a dead space. In the first

place, bacterial poisons \vill be absorbed, and the
patient will suffer from septic fever. In the next place,
the microbic infection—this will generally be a strepto-
coccic infection, but in war wounds it may be a
gangrene-bacillus infection—will very often invade the
surrounding tissues, and from thence the blood-^treani.
And in the third place, the pus in tho dead space

|

will, when it becomes tryptic, eat its wav into the
1

enclosing tissues. The containing sac will then extend
j

in every direction, the pus in the case of an abscess
burrowing in the direction of least resistance until it

jopens upon an inner or an outer surface.

(To he continued.) \

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE.

Oxford—

B

y the death of Arthur Cornwallis
Madan, senior student of Christ Church, rhe Univer-
sity loses one who was not only an accomplished
scholar in the usual sense, but also perhaps the chief
living authority on the native languages of Central

work m connection with the Universities’
Mission was carried on for many years both at
Zanzibar and in the tropical interior, and resulted in
the accumulation and arrangement of a large mass
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of valuablt‘ material, both philoU>gioal and gram-
matical. Mr. Madan wjis th<' son of a C'anon of ^
Gloucester; one t)f his brothers is tho leanu^d and
energetic l/il)rari<an of the Bodleian, and another (the

late II. G. Madan), a i'tdlow of (Jueen’s, was for

many years sci(‘ne(‘ inastyr at IClon, and was well

known’ as joint author witli Mr* A. ( 1 . Vernon liar*,

eourt, F.R.S., of an excellent manual of practical

chemistry.
Clolhworkers’ (amipany has undt'rtaken to

provide an addition to iho (lniv(‘rsily laboratories

in the department of human anatomy, which will

supply a dissecting-rotmi for the use of women students.

A woman assistant demonstraten' will he appointed to

teach under the general direction of the ])rofessor of

Iiuman anatomy. It is hoped that the building will

be available for use in October next.

The sum of loooL has been bequeathed tt) the

American Association for the Advancement of .Science

by Mr. W. IT. .Sl(‘phens, of Lowville, N(nv Yt)rk.

CoLtiMiUA University has recxdvc'd the sum of

TO,000/. from Mr. G. \V. Brackenridge, of San An-
tonio, Texas, which will make possible the opening
of the doors of thi‘ univ(‘rsiiy this autumn to women
students.

An educational campaign against luherculosis

throughout tho Army at home and abro.ad has been
undertaken by the National C-ouncil of tho Y.M.C.A.
The campaign will be conduetcul by means of informa-

tioii imparted in the huts of the association. Dr. H.
Sutherland will inaugurate the work by giving an
address on “Consumption: Tt.s (iJauses

* and Cairo,”

at the Central Institute of tho Y.M.CbA., Toltenham
Court Rond, on Tuesday, .September 4, at 7.30 p.m.

Tim Tootal Broadhuist Leo Company has decided

to set aside io,oooL a y(‘ar for five years for the

promotion of researeh and education. Aci'ording to

the Times the pruvision/il commllttu* on r<‘.s<‘arch and
education for the cotton industry will, at ilu^ close

of the current: holiday season, issiu* a prospc‘cUis of

tho new organisation. 'Phis dtdlnile iiulustrlal research

federation of the cotton trade will be followi'd by th(^

estaldishment of institutes and lal)ora(ori(‘s. It is

also stated thfit a provisional commilhH' to organise
textile research associations in thc^ woolhm trade has

been formed.

The President of tho Board of l^ducalion has ap-

pointed a departmental committee to inquire* into the

principles which should detc^rmlne tlu^ fixing of

salaries for teachers in secondary and technical schools,

schools of art, training colleges, and otlua* institutions

for higher education (other than univ(Tsity institu-

tions), due regard being had to such differentiation

in respect of locality, duties, qualifications, sex, and
other relevant considerations a.s is consistent with or

necessary for the organisation of the teaching service

throughout the country on a system conducive to the

efficiency of national education. The committee ts%

not asked to considen* the question of Ihi* amounts by
which existing salaries should be improved in par-

ticular areas or schools, or the sourctvs from which
the amounts required for that puqiose .should he
provided.

^

We have received from the British Esperanto Asso-
ciation, 17 Hart Street, W.C.i, an interesting pamphlet
bv Mr. Bernard Long, entitled “ Esperanto and Why
\ye Need It.” Mr, Long considers that whatever rela-

tions may become necessary or desirable with our
present enemies after the war, it would be better to
use a neutral language, whenever po.ssible, than to

accentuate existing differences by employing any of the
national tongues, with their attendant “atmosphere”
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and associations. He strongly recommends Esperanto

as a neutral language for this punpose, remark-

ing that it is already well known both in Germany
and in Austria-Hungary. Moreover, classes' for

Esperanto have been formed in many internment

camps among ))oth civilian and military prisoners. The
knowledge of this auxiliary^ languag<^ has enabled
prisoners of different nalionaliti(‘wS to converse together.

It is, indeed, to be expected Uiat prisoners in a foreign

countTV should keenly realis«^ the advantage? of a
langujigc common to Ihianstdves and their gaolers.

The fourth annual meeting of the conference cn
New Ideals in Education was held, August 14 to 21,

at Bedford College, London, under the presidency of

the Karl of Lytton, and was, like its^ predecessors,

largely attended by persons representative of a wide
range of educationrd interests, lay and professional.

The main subject of debate was the problems pre-

seated by the systenn of universal continuation schools

now under the consideration of P.arliamcnt. The dis-

cussion was oi)ened by 1hc‘. President of the Board of

Education hims(df, who spoke of th(‘ continuation schools

as a potential gn^at “ University t>f luigland,” the best

and most durable national nunnorial of the war, and
invited missionary effort to commend the principles

of his i)resent Bill to^ popular opinion, and to secure

its smooth wta'king if it should b(‘ passed. In the

subsequent sessions thc‘ oonference considered the

special probUmis that confront lh(' uii)an and rural

continuation schools n^spodively. With regard to the

former, it was agret'd that th(‘ main diniculty lies

in the treaimetit of boys and girls condemned to mono-
tonous unskilled labour, and that, in dealing with this

great section of our juvenile population, educational

cannot be sef)ni*at(‘d from social and industrial reform.

The report of the committee ai)pointed by the North-
East CiJoast Institution of Engineers and Shipbuilders

upon the education of apprentices has now been issued,

and has botm acc(^i)ted generall}^ by the other engineer-

ing and shipl)uilding associations in the north-cast

district. Th(‘ S(‘lt<Mnt‘ in brief provides for elementary
education up to twedve and a half years of age approxi-

mately, followed bv thr(H) years’ Kill time at a junior

technical sichool. Th<^ bulfc of the boys (a) then pro-

ceed to ordinary api)r<mticeship with two or three half-

days per wtHjk at continuation classc's up to eighteen

years of agi^; lh(i best {If} are to sp(Mul h.alf-time per

wt‘ek in th(‘ works and the other half in the technical

colleg(‘ up to the same age. Group (a) then proceeds
to ordinary apprenticx^ship with optional evening
classes. Group (6) is divided again at eighteen years of

age, th(i majority proceeding to ordinary apprenticeship

with optional evening classes, while those of special

quality proceed to the full applied science degree course

leading to the B.Sc. in engineering or naval architec-

ture. The details of the scheme comprise niafly in-

teresting features. Junior day technical schools should
be regarded as a distinct type of higher school, in no
sense inferior lo a secondary school

;
this point is to

be urged u])on the Board of Education by a deputation
roprescaiting the Institution. An advisory committee
is to be appointed ,1<^ be associated with "the manage-
ment of the schools in a consultative capacity. Youths
passing out of these schools arc to have preferential

treatment in the matter of .appointment to apprentice-

ship. The latter point is of great importance, and if

adopted throughout the country will be instrumental
in the suppression of the premium system, and also of

the method which some firms adopt of taking as

apprentices without premium those lads only -who are
sons of employees, irrespective of their previous train-

ing. The scheme is excellent on the whole, and will

provide facilities for any intelligent lad possessing grit

to rise to the top of the educational ladder and to
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qualify for the highest posts no matter how lowly he
may start. There is just one point open to criticism.
The best lads who arc selected for university courses
will be handicapped at matriculation if no foreign lan-
guage is taught prior to the age of sixteen. It would
be well to include, say, two hours per week in the
junior technical school curriculum; this would have
the effect of bringing the products of these schools into-

line*with secondary-school boys starting apprenticeship
at sixteen. The report is well worth studying by all

interested in education.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES.
Paris.

Academy of Sciences, July 30.—M. Paul Appell in the
chair.—^The president announced the death of M. F, C.
Grand’Eury, correspondant of the section of botany.

—

G. Bigourdan : The propagation of the sound-wave
produced by gun-fire to great distances. Direct deter-

minations of the velocity of sound in the air could
be made to-day over distances nearly ten times those
utilised in the earlier experiments made between 1736
and 1822.—H. Le Chatelier : The tempering of steel.

Summarising recent researches by Portevin, Cheve-
nard, and Dejean, the author concludes that, starting

with the eutectoid with o’8 per cent, carbon, initial

state austenite, the final state may be perlite with
slow cooling, troostite, martensite, or austenite being,

the final products as the rate of cooling is increased.

The last case can only be practically realised in the
presence of 2 per cent, of manganese or a slightly

higher proportion of nickel.—M. Balland : The altera-

tions of biscuit bread. The flour used is the same as

that of which ordinary bread is made, but it is baked
in a cooler oven for a longer time. It has a thicker

crust, highly resistant to the action of external in-

fluences, and keeps good for from fifteen to twenty days.
—^A. Nodon : Observations on the eclipse of the moon
of July 4, 1917. The observations were made at Bor-
deaux’ under good atmospheric conditions, and the

results appear lo indicate a luminosity due to the

surface of the moon.—E. Belot : The" physical and
ballistic history of the lunar volcanoes.—M. Portevin :

The carburation of iron by alkaline cyanides and
cyanates. At temperatures of 750^ C. and 900“ C. the

addition of a proportion of cyanate to potassium

cyanide results in a considerable increase in the

amount of carbon taken up by the iron.—P. Dejean :

The formation of troostite and martensite.

—

Colani :

The action of metaphosphoric acid upon the oxides of

molybdenum. At a red heat metaphosphoric acid acts

upon M0O3, giving a slight reduction and evolution

of oxygen.—H. Travers : The rapid estimation of man-
ganese and chromium in metallurgical products. The
method is based on oxidation with ammonium per-

sulphate and subsequent titration with sodium arsenite

and is applicable to certain chrome steels.

—

L. Vialleton :

Ontogenic relations of the pelvic and thoracic bands

in the tetrapod vertebrates.—^A. L6caillon : The signi-

fication of the colour-changes normally produced in

certain non-impregnated eggs of Bomhyx mori and
the formation, in this species, of true caterpillars of

parthenogenetic origin.—H. Colin : The antiseptic pro-

perties of nifrous fumes. In the absence of oxygen,

nitric oxide is devoid of antiseptic properties. The
contrary results obtained by Priestley were due to

nitric acid produced by the simultaneous .presence of

air and water.—P. Portier : Researches on symbiotic

micro-organisms in the animal series.—MM. Wein-

burg and P. S6quin; Serotherapy of gas gangrene in

man. An account of the favourable results obtained

by a mixed serum.—P. Armand-Delille : Remarks on

the parasitological* aspects of malaria contracted in

Macedonia.
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August 6—M. Paul Appall in the
_

chair.—A.

Lacroix ; The granulated rocks of a leucitic magma
studied with the aid of the holocrystalline blocks of

the Somma.—G, Humbert : The continued fraction of

Stephen Smith.—H. Le Chatelier and B. Bogitch : The

refractory properties of silica. Work supplementary to

results published in an earlier paper (C.K.»

p, 64). A brick mtide from refractory clay, crushed

at a temperature ol T500” C., flattened and showed

rounded edges, whilst, with silica, the first action of

the pressure produced no appreciable effect. On
bi-eaking the test piece by increasing the pressure, the

pieces corresponded in shape with those normally ob-

served with hard materials. Good silica bricks con-

tain between 3 per cent, and 5 per cent.^ of basic

oxides, and the weight of sulphates obtained after

attack by hydrofluoric and sulphuric acids is between

8 per cent, and 14 per cent. Results are given of the

resistance to crushing after one hour^at 1600° C. of a

number of good commercial silica bricks.—P. Sabatier

and G. Gaudion : A new case of reversible catalysis

:

direct formation of nitriles starting from amines of

the same carbon chain. Ben7:ylamine passed in the

state of vapour over reduced nickel at 300° C. to

350° C. is converted into benzonitrile, toluene, and
ammonia, one-third of the amine being converted into

the nitrile. 25oAmylamine behaves similarly.—H.
Hildebrandson : Some remarks on the possible influence

of violent cannonades on rainfall.—J. Guillaume : Ob-
servations of the sun, made at the Observatory of

Lyons, during the first quarter of igiy. Observations
were made on sixty-four days, and are grouped in

tables giving the number of spots, their distribution
|

in latitude, and the distribution of the faculae in

latitude.—A. Colani : Study of the system : water, uranyl
oxalate, ammonium oxalate.—E. Rengade : The puri-

fication of salts by clairgage or by fractional crys-

tallisation. The word clairgage is applied to the dis-

placement, by means of water or an appropriate
solvent, of the impure mother liquor impregnating
the crystals. The case of ammonium nitrate mixed
with a

^

small proportion of sodium chloride is dis-

cussed in detail; the reactions being followed micro-
scopically.—^A. Cochain : The existence of an approxi-
mate centre of symmetry in the figure formed by the
directing lines of the Alpine system. The tectonic
terpretation of this quasi-symmetry.—J. Deprat : The’
frontal zone of the preyunnanaise sheets in the regions
of Bao-lac and Cao-bang.—^J,

Amar : The physio-
pathology of effort. Effort is defined as a maximum
muscular action generally ' sustained, sometimes in-
stantaneous. The present paper deals with the
relations between respiration and effort both in the
normal and pathological states.—O. Bailly : Does the
taw of mass-action govern diastatic reactions? Earlier
work has been in the direction of measuring the re-
action-velocities of diastatic reactions : the author
gives reasons for preferring to study the final equi-
libriurn state, and for this it is necessary to choose
reversible diastatic reactions carried out in homo-
geneous media. The case chosen is the synthesis
and hydrolysis of ^-methylglucoside, making use of
the experimental data of Em. Bourquelot and Em.
Verdon, and here the experimental values and those
calculated from the law of mass-action are in good
agreement.

Cape Town.
Royal Society of South Africa, June 20.—Dr. L.

Pdringuey, president, in the chair.—H, V. Exner : A
case of hermaphroditism, A description of the body
of a person of unsound mind, who had the outward
appearance of a Kaffir girl.—I. B. Pole Evans: The
genus Terfezia. A truffle from the Kalahari. Choero-
myces, a truffle hitherto unknown to Africa, has
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recently been reported fn»ni South Africa. It was

pointed out that the best knt)wn South African truffles

belong to the genus Ttadezia. The distindion between

Choci^myces and T(H‘fczia was indicated, and a de-

scription" given of a trulfle {T. Clavcryi, recently

sent from the (Iriqualand West ilislrict in the Kala-

hari.
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SCIENCE AND SOCIETY. \

Aufluls of the Royal Society CAn'h, The Record
\

of a Loiidou DiiiingAUnb hi the Eighteenth and
\

Nineteenth (Unituries, By Sir Archibald Geikie.

Fp. XV -1- 504. (London: Macmillan and Co.,

Ltd., 1917.) Price i8.s'. net.

'pH IS is a delightful book, not only for fellows

JL of the Royal Society, not for scientific circles

only, but for all those who love the biographical

side of history, varieties of manners, and the

characters of English folk. Moreover, the story

cf the Royal Society, and of the Club, its inner

and more so('iable group, is concerned with the

most interesting sc('tion of English society; or, to

be quite modest, l<‘t us say of the English society

of the eightecuilh and nineteenth centuries. No
person, whatever his rank, could find admission

to this circle without intellectual distinction,

while with such distinction none was of origin

too humble to fail of a welcome. And,

from its l)eginning onwards, the Club was
habitually entertaining as its guests the most dis-

tinguished men of the day.

It is impossible to fix the date of the origin of

the Royal Society Club, for, like most of such

bodies, it grew rather than was founded ; it grew
out of such tavern parties as Samuel Johnson

loved. It took definite form about 175 years ago,

when it was called the Royal Philosophers,” a

name abbreviated to ‘*Thc Royals.” After some
changes from tavern to tavern the Club settled

down at the Mitre,” in Fleet Street, and stayed

there for forty years. The title of ** Club ” crept

in, at firsi (X)llo(|uia11y, then was formally adopted.

The hour of dinner slowly descended from 4
oVlock to where it still remains.

The sk(‘t<''h of the history of the Club by

Admiral Smith, pleasing and genial as it is, still

Is but a sketch. For the fuller history^ before its

the Club most happily found its annalist—^for in

the form of annals the book is written—in Sir

Archibald Geikie, during whose presidency the

Royal Society had a representative almost as dis-

tinguished in literature and humanity as in

science. Sir Archibald Geikie knew intimately the

sources of his illustrative materials—in Horace

Walpole, Boswell, Mme. D^Arblay, Sir Henry

Holland, the ** Dictionary of National Biography,”

and so forth* From these and other records he has.

written a voluni<‘ which will not by any means be

confined to the circle for which in the first instance

it was written.

Not the least of its attractions is the series of

portraits—^thirty-nine in number; among them a

print of Hogarth’s fine portrait of Martin Folkes

(president 174x^52). Hogarth dined more than

once with the Club.

The records qf the Club, a few gaps apart, have

t been kept with care, the earlier volumes .daintilv

bound in red morocco-. In theiti we read

of much hearty feasting and good fellowship.

Gifts of venison at times were so abun,dant that

extra meetings had .to be held for the eating of
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them. Mr. Hanbury is thanked for “a mighty
chine of beef of 112 lb. weight,” a joint at which
Lord Rhondda would gravely shake his head; in

1754 Anson from the Admiralty sent a turtle

which weighed 115 lb.; afterwards gifts of these

succulent cattle, from him and other friends, be-

came more frequent. Lord Marchmont, more than

once bestowed on the Club a “ particular dainty in

the shape of pickled salmon, as sent to the East

Indies.” A specimen bill of fare at the “Mitre”
on January 33, 1758, was as follows :

—

Present: Earl of Macclesfield (president), Earl of

Morton, Lord Willoughby, Lord Charles Cavendish,

Mr. Burrow .(treasurer), and other nine members and
three guests.

Vealc Soup Soup and Bouille

Fresh Salmon and Smelts Cod and Smelts
Two dishes of Chickens Ham

Boiled Turkey and Oyes^r® Rump of Beef aladobe
(a la daube)

Lamb pye with Cocks-combs, etc.

Lord Macclesfield was a mathematician and

astronomer of some distinction.

Among the guests at various dates we find,

taken at hazard, General Oglethorp, the friend of

Johnson, Laurence Sterne, Pennant, Benjamin

Franklin, Poniatowski, the Due de Nivernais,

Helvetius, Captain Cook, Paoli and Boswell, and,

among scores of others, Henry Cavendish, who
dined more than once as the guest of his father,

Lord Charles Cavendish. This friendly record,

and that of the proposal of Henry on one of these

occasions as a member of the Club, may take their

place with the evidence of other memorials, such

as joint laboratory work, to refute the story that

the relations between father and son were jiot

quite harmonious. Sir Archibald draws a vivid

picture of Henry Cavendish, an odd, pathetic

figure, shrinking from society, indifferent to fame,

yet seeking in his constant attendance at the

Club table a relaxation from his studies and a

relief from his solitude.

Partly on account of the long waiting list of

the Club, partly to combine more_ formally intel-

lectual discussions with the convivial, in 1847 ^he

Philosophical Club was founded—in no rivalry

with the Royal Society Club, for many fellows

of the Royal Society were members of both

clubs. Ultimately^ however, in 1901, the new

was merged in the parent club, the prosperity of

which continues unabated. Its present “tavern”

is Prince’s Restaurant, in Piccadilly.

Full of social gossip, gracefully and humorously

told, this volume may be cordially recommended to

all readers interested in the last two centuries of

English home life. And to them another and a

pregnant reflection may occur, namely, the great

place, the dominant place perhaps in British science,

of the amateur- If in certain respects this character

of us has been, and yet may be, a source of

weakness, in others, and especially in originality

and touch with life, it has been a precious tradi-

tion. In the pursuit of science more drudgery and

more business are now required of us, but let us

hope these may be gained without sufferi^ the

narrowness and harshness of an army <h mere

experts.
E E
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RINGS,

Rings for the Finger: From the Earliest Known
Times to the Present, with F'ull Descriptions of

the Origin, Early Making, Materials, the

Archaeology, History, for Affection, for Love,

for Engagement, for Wedding, Commemorac-

tive, Mourning, etc. By Dr. G. F. Kunz.

Pp. xviii+381. (Philadelphia and London:

J. B. Lippincott Co., 1917*)

The author of the volume before us . is well

known as one of the leading authorities in

the world on all that pertains to the aesthetic and

scientific aspects of jewelry. If our memory

has not misled us, in the preface to one of his

books he claims to possess a collection of^ litera-

ture relating to precious stones and jewelry

which, in point of view of extent and complete-

ness, is unsurpassed by any other private library.

Unlike not a few owners of large libraries, he

evidently does not allow the volumes to lie idle on

the shelves
;
he takes them down and reads them,

and notes down any item that strikes him as of

unusual interest. His teeming notebooks have

provided material for a series of books on sub-

jects connected with jewelry, and now in th’is

sumptuous volume, which is issued at a corre-

spondingly sumptuous price, he pleasantly and

discursively treats of an article of ornament that

has for countless years played a conspicuous part

in the domestic and ceremonial life of man— and

especially woman.
The origin of the ring is wrapped in obscurity.

Dr. Kunz thinks that it may have been evolved

in either or both of two ways. In very early times

it was the practice to carry on the person a

cylindrical seal, and no doubt it occurred to some-
one that a convenient way of carrying it was
to place it upon the finger. Another likely source

was the knot; the true-lovers’ knot is familiar

to-day, and a twisted piece of metal wire or a
knotted cord was a favourite talisman in primitive

times. The ring as we know it now has not been
traced back farther than the Bronze age. Some
sixteen yeafs ago M. Henri de Morgan discovered
in the valley of Agha Evlar, near the Caspian Sea,
several sepulchral dolmens which, when opened,
were found to contain a considerable number of
metal, stone, and glass ornaments, among them
being bronze rings. They are supposed to date
back to about 2000 b . c., but the date cannot be
fixed because of the lack of in.scriptions. The
rings found in the tombs at Enkomi. Cyprus,
can be dated with greater precision; they are
Egyptian manufacture, and belong to the period
of about. 1400-1000 B.c. There appears to be
no doubt that the manufacture of rings originated
in Egypt and spread thence to Greece and to Italy.

Among the Romans the wearing of rinigs was at
first rigidly confined to senators and the patrician
class, and it was not until the third century a..d.

that these restrictions were swept away. The
early form of ring was very , simple, consisting
merely of a bent piece of wire fastened to the
scarab or whatever was the object worn

; complete
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rings appear tO' have been first made in the (Joldenl

age of Egyptian civilisation. ^

When the author passes 'on to the other topics

discussed in the book, such as signet rings, in^

leresling rings, betrothal and religious rings, and

rings used as talismans or for healing, he ,

traverses ground already to sonu^ extent trodden

in his previous works. Some interest attaches to

a form of ring seldom seen to-dr^s viz. the holo-

lithic, i,e, one which is wholly—circlet and chaton

—cut out of a single stone. Such rings were,
,

however, common in days of archcry, when rings

made of agate or chalcedony were used to pro-

tect the thumb of the hand holding the bow from

being cut by the siring as it straightened after

the arrow had sped on its course. Five rings of

the kind made of agate, carnelian, mocha-slonc,

or jasper were included in the colleclioi\s which

were bequeathed to the nation by Sir Hans vSloane

in 1753 and led to the formation of the

British Museum. The most wonderful hololithlc

ring on record is one measuring about t} in. in

diameter- and cut from an unusually beautiful

emerald; dependent from It are two fine emerald

drops, and rose diamonds bordered with rubic.s

are set in two collets. It was made to the order

of the great Jehangir Shah, and was engraved

with his name. After passing through many
vicissitudes the ring was given to tbe British East

India Company by the unfortunate Shah Shujah,

and was afterwards acquired bv Lord Auckland.

In the last chapter the author describes carefully

the modern manufacture of rings by means of

machinery, and illustrates th<‘ various slag(‘s from

the wire to the finished article. Some idea of the

magnitude of the industry may be gaug(‘d bv tho

fact that a single factory in the tinited Slates

has turned out upwards of three million rings in a

year.

Dr. Kunz in the course of the hook describes

many of the more famous rings contained in the *

British Museum collections, and coustfinlly refers

j

to the catalogues of the rings in that institution,

j

He gives a facsimile of a aket('h made by Sir

C. H. Read of a seal-ring on a finger of a bronze
statue of the third or fourth century. A curious

mishap has occurred on p. <S6, probably in the

course of paging the book : the last five lines

at the foot of the page, excluding the foot-note,

should have been inserted in the middle of the

page. Possibly had the publication of the book
been delayed a few months the following sentence
on p. 160 might have been worded a little dif-

ferently : ‘‘The gems with which they arc set were
bought by the Rev. Dr. John P. Peters from an
Arab in the Kut-el-Amara region, where the

British invaders of Mesopotamia underwent such
a disastrous defeat. The illustrations to the

book are, from the point of view of reproduction,
of exceptionally high quality, but they appear to

have been selected a little at random. It is not
clear why a letter from Admiral Peary and one^
from Sir Sidney Lee and Mr. F, C. Wellstood were ’

reproduced in facsimile ; they really add nothing to

the value or interest of the book. There is an
i excellent index.
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Tiro HOOKS ON MINERALS.

(1) A Pocket Handbook of Minerals, Designed
for Use i}i the Field or Classroom, nmih jAttic

Reference to Chemical Tests. By Prof. G.
Montag-uc Bulker. Second edition. Pp. ix +
3TT-I- table in 5 folcUnj^' sheets. (New York:
John Wiley and Sons, Inc.

; London : Chapman
and Hall, Ltd., n.d.) Price. iks\ 6d. net.

(2) Microscopical Detormmation of the Opaque
Minerals: An Aid to the Study of Ores.
By Dr. J. Murdoch. Pp. vii + 165. (New
York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc.

; London

:

Chapman and Hall, Ltd., 1916.) Price 9^. 6d.
net.

These two l)O0ks fomi a useful addition to the
already larj>-e numl)cr of American publica-

tions on determinative mineraloig'y.

(i) Prof. Butler’s volume, now in its second
edition, is specially desig-ned for use in the field,

and can easily be carried in the coat-pocket. A
brief account is given of each mineral, and there

is a useful tabk^ of the most characteristic proper-
ties of the different spetdes, so that the recog-
nition of a specimen should as a rule present little

difficulty. The Ijiblc does not, however, include

specific gravity, one of the most generally useful

means of identification. Even in the field a
Walker’s balance, or for smaller specimens the
simple arm balanc'C employed by Fenfield, is avail-

able. The work appears on the whole to have
been well done, though in a book containing so

much detailed information there .are naturally

somt‘ points open to criticism, Oligoclase is

described quite correctly as Ab^An—Ab.iAn, but
a note is added that Abt.':Naa0.Al303.6Si03 and
Anrr;CaO,AlaO.-i.2SiOa. Tliis is mi.slcading, for'

according to gfcneral usage Ab only represents

half the amount of albite indicated by the former
formulh* Garnierite is not now the most im-
portant ore of nickel. The ** compact fibrous

masses ” of crocidolite (blue asbestos) resemble in

structure, not ordinary amphibolc asbestos, but

serpentine asbestos (chry.sotilc, better referred to

by its older name, kary.stiolite). Again, it is not

much u.sc giving the value of precious stones per

carat without specifying the size.

(2) Dr. Murdoch’s book, on the other hand, is

intended as a guide to .students who wi.sh to sludv

the structure and composition of the opaque
metallic ores in the laboratory, by exaniinincr the

polished surface under the micro.scopc. There
is a useful introduction describing the methods
employed and the results that can be obtained,

followed by ta'bles for identification. The first

classification is by colour, the next by hardness,

and the third by the behaviour with reagents.

Konigsberger’s earlier method of observing

the optical characters of opaque minerals in

polarised light is described, but not his later

method (Ccntralhlatt fur Min., etc., i909 >

p. 245), which promises to be of more general

utility'.

J. W. E. I
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OUR BOOKSHELF.
A Manual of Field Astronomy. By Andrew H.

Holt. Pp, x-fiaS. (New York: John Wiley
and Sons, Inc.

; London : Chapman and Hall,
Lid., 1917.) Price 6s. net

This is a handy and lucid manual dealing with
all the problems that arise in field work with a
theodolite, namely, determinations of altitude,

latitude, azimuth, time, and longitude. It con-
tains a useful list of formulae for obtaining any
clement of the astronomical triangle in which three
elements are supposed to be known. Attention
may be directed tO' the unusual notation

; the polar
distance, zenith distance, and colatitude are called

z, p, and s respectively; this is because they
are opposite the points Z, the zenith, P, the pole,

and S, the star. The explanations refer through-
out to the American Ephemeris, but the arrange-
ment of the British Nautical Almanac is so similar

that they will serve equally for it. All needful

corrections, such as parallax and refraction, are

explained, but the author deliberately refrains from
introducing refinements that are of no importance
for work in the field. It is evident from a study
of the examples that the degree of accuracy con-

templated by the author is only of the order of the

nearest lo'L A considerably higher degree of

accuracy is attainable with field instruments of the

finest type, but the methods explained in the book
will suffice, if carefully followed, to give this

greater refinement.

An appendix explains the use of the solar

attachment,” which is designed to solve the

astronomical triangle mechanically, and give a

direct determination of the meridian from an

observation of the sun at any time. The accuracy

attainable with it is stated to be not much greater

than the nearest minute of arc.

Andrew C. D. Crommelin.

Stanford's Half-inch Map of the Battle Front in

France and Flanders : Ostend, Zeehrugge,

Bruges. War Map No. 23. (London: E. Stan-

ford, Ltd., 1917.) Price 2s. 6d.

This sheet is a continuation northward of the

map of the British battle front in France and

Flanders previously published by the same firm.

It extends from Dunkirk in the west to within

six miles of Flushing in the east, and southward

to the latitude of Roulers, and so comprises the

greater part of the plain of Flanders. There is

little, high ground in this region, and the only

contour shown is that of 125 ft. All the ground

above that height is stippled light red. The
method is successful so far as this sheet goes

but on higher ground done on a uniform method

the depth of colour would obscure the map. There

are no spot heights, but Jhey are scarcely re-

quired in Flanders. Woods, lakes, and marshes

are shown by conventional signs without colour-

ing. Roads, railways, and canals are clearly

marked.
.
As regards toads, apparently there i.s

a differentiation into main-roads, hy-roads, and

tracks. This, however, is not stated in the ex-
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planalton. There are sufficient names, but crowd-

ing* has been avoided. The British front in June is

shown by a red line. It is a clearly printed and
useful map with a great amount of detail, and

allows the progress of operations, both on the

Belgian front and along' the coast, to be closely

followed.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
[The Editor does not hold himself responsible for

opinions expressed by his correspondents. Neither

can he undertake to return, or to correspond with

the writers af, rejected manuscripts intended for

this or any other part of Nature. 'No notice is

taken of anonymous communications.]

A; Forecast of Coming Winters.

’A STATISTICAL examination of ancient records of

winter temperatures in Western and Western-Middle
Europe led me to the conclusion, in 1904 and 1905,
that periodicities of 44^ and 89 years have the greatest

mere chance that exactly the winter turned out
to be the first cold winter afUa* so many mild winters
as we experienced since the lu^ginning of this century,

the first really cold winter since i<S()5 in W. luiropej

nevertheless, a change in the WMllua-lypo about this

time is in perh^d agn'cmenL witli tlu» forecast.

Since the publication of my first: paper on this sub-
ject 1 have been collecting and critically examining
all materials on winter lemperalun^ that are available

on the Continent and in luiglaud, la onler to trace the
• vera causa that must lie hiddcui behind .such a period

I
or complex of porio-ds. I did not, however, succeed;

!
even the Fotirier analysis, applied to lhes(‘ data with
the kind assistance of Dr. Van der Stok at the R.
Institution of Meteorology, in Do failed to give

a clue.

There remained, however, a means of testing the

reality of the suspected 45-ycar or 8<)-year periodicity.

If this periodicity were real, the curve la ‘.presenting

the thermometrical otbservalions, macb* during the
latter half of the nineteenth century, at some repre-,

sentative stations in W. Europe, c.g. P.aris and
Utrecht (De Bilt), should fit in with Ihi^ Si)-yc‘ar curve
derived from the “historical data.” TIk** result of

such a comparison can be se(‘n in lh<‘ diagram, where

influence on the occurrence of mild and severe winters
in this part of the world. These periodicities, un-
doubtedly related to similar fluctuations in the sun’s
activity, are especially manifest in lower winter tem-
peratures at the beginning, and in higher winter tem-
peratures in the latter part, of the periods. Thus, in
the 89-year period 1828-1916, the winter temperature
is generally lower in the first and third 22-vear inter-
val, and comparatively high in the second and fourth

;

the interval 1S28—49 being the coldest, the interval
1895-1916 the warmest part of the whole period. Not
only the monthly means, but also the frequency of
mild and severe winters, show this periodicity.
So early as 1905 I pointed out^ that a series of

warm winters might be expected in the following
years, according to the^e statistics, and that the year
1917 marked the beginnings of a new period of com-
paratively cold winters. Though it seems a matter of

]
“ Oscillations of the Solar Activity and the Climate <Proc. Roy. Acad,

bci., Amsterdam, vols. 1904-5).
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the full-drawn line “a” gives the “historical” 89-year
curve, “b” (dotted) the “ thermometrical ” curve since
1852, the crosses marked “c” having been added in
order to trace back the instrumental records to the year
1828, although this part of the curve had to be taken
from less trustworthy data. All this applies only to
the western part of Europe. The curves a and jS

represent the same data since 1852, simplified and
smoothed. Making allowance for a certain shifting
of the phase in the latter part of the curve, the dips
and crests show, I think, so much analogy as to pre-
clude a purely accidental conformity of the two curves,
compiled from absolutely different data.
Want of space compels me to refer the reader to

my paper, just issued by the Amsterdam Academy of
^lences.^ I must now confine myself to give a table
showing the frequency of cold and severe winters in
periods of 22 (22 J) years since a.d. 760; period

£
of Wmtev Tetnpairatvim in Western Etirope sinco the Year

700 (rroc. Roy. Acnd. Scu, Amsterdam, vol, 19)17).
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No* Xni. thus runnin^^ from 1S28 to 1916. The de-

ficiency of scv(M'ti winters in (he last column is sti'ikin^j.

Fnujttcticy of (a)
.

(b) Seven* WlnlerSf 76)0-•1916.

To iod-yenr U-yc:n J'criotl-ytvTr i*mod-ye.»r
Tciuxl 1

1 -ri 6a

No. Sf.VOHt ('old S<‘v»*r»‘ C«M Scvci'c cJIcT S»‘vcie

f. f (1,1 0 (0) I (I) 0 (oj

II, r ( 1 ) I (‘> 2 (u n
(0)

TIL 2 u) I (0) 3 (0 I (0)

IV. 3 u) 2 (O) 2 ( 3 ) I ^o)

V. 3 (1)
0 (I) 0

(j; 0 (0)

VI. 5 (3 )
! (I) 3 (I) I (0;

VII. '»
(I) 3 (0 2 (o) I (I)

VIIL 3 (0) 2 (0 3 (3) 2 (^)

IX. i <o) 2 (1) 2 (0} I (0;

X. 2 (I) 2 (0) 2 (2) 0 (0)

XL 4 U) I ‘'l) 3 (I) 0 (0)

XTl. i 1 1

1

3 to) 4 ( 3 ) \ (0)

Xlll. 2 (') 2 (0) 2 (2) * (0)

VIII. XIU 2‘2 (07) 2’0 (o’S) 27 (17) 0*8 (0-2)

i.-xiir. 2'3 (o-cj) 17 (o-Sj 2‘4 (^*3 )
0*8

(0
-

3
)

The conclusions of the whole investigation may be

summarised ns follows (all this relates, of couirse, to

winter tempera tur(\s in W. Kurope)

-

(1) Within (‘ach interval oi 44i y(*ars

, . . 1872*0 a9f()‘5), (he first half is colder than the

second.

[d'ho <lilTc‘re.nce in the amount of Uuiipcrature-devia-

tion has b<‘on found on an average 20° per 44 winters;

after the ytsar 1383 on an average at)’".

Exceptions, or apparent exceptions, from^ this rule,

two oul of l\V(Mity-si.x cases since 7O0, none since 1200.}

(2) Within each interval of 89 years, to begin with,

the year 7S<)-5 (1827*5), the first half is colder than

the second.

[The (UITcroncc in the amount of temperature-devia-

tion has l»(*en found t)n an average 22° per 89 winters.

Excc'plions from the rule, two out of thirteen cases

since h(wi<l<‘s two doubtlul ones^ since in6 one

exe('plion.]

(3) "rhe chance that the last quarter of an 89-year

pc^riod (82()*25 848*5 . , . i8()^*25-'-I9i 6*5) contains a

sm.aller number of hard winters than the preceding

and following 23-year intervals is 0*88. Within the

lasit quart('r of an 8<)-y(‘fir period the chance that any
winter will b(^ «<!ver<* (or very severe) is less than

0*4 (or 0*007), uc. loss than i (1) of the general chance.

In the neigld)ouring 22-y(‘ar intervals (c.g. 1872-93

and 1916-37) this chance is about three (five) times

as great.

(4) Increased and accelerated activity of the solar

surfac(j corresponds in general with the winter-cold in

Western Europe setting in more forcibly and quickly

than usual
;
inversely, a weakened and retarded^ activity

of the sun corresponds with winters setting in more
mildly and in a later part of the period.

The forecast for the period I9 i7
-"
3S» derived from

these statistics, indicates at least two very cold and one

severe winter; the averngo winter temperature for

these twenty-two years btfing generally below the

89-year mean. C. Easton.

Amsterdam, June, 1917.

Auroras and Magnetic Storms.

With reference to your note in Nature of August 16

referring to a magnetic storm on the night of August

9-10, it may be of interest to learn that an aurora

was seen here that night. It was first seen a few

Winutes before 10 p.m. (G.M.T,). when it appeared

as a glow in the northern sky. Two streamers were

just discernible at first, but they gradually increased

in numbers and became clearer, at the same time
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growing longer and brighter and moving towards the

west. The longest reached to the centre of the Great
Bear. Small, sharp, and delicate streamers, although
not prominent, were distinctly seen in the larger

streamers. There was no colouring seen at alh but
merely a white glow. By 11*15 traces of it had
vanished. L. Cave.
Testing Squadron, Royal Flying Corps,

Martlesham Heath, Suffolk, August 21.

An Unusual Rainbow.

An unusual rainbow display was visible at sea be-

tween 6.30 and 7 p.m. on the evening of August 16.

The primary and secondary bows were complete and
of exceptional brilliancy. Between these two lay two
arcs of a third bow, cutting the primary bow near the
horizon and ending in the secondary bow about 20^

above the horizon in the manner shown in the accom-
panying diagram.
The blue of this bow was towards the primary

bow, and the red towards the secondary bow. This
third bow cut the primary bow at an angle of

25°-30°.

Outside the secondary bow were visible two arcs

of a fourth bow (less distinct than the others) which
cut the secondary bow in much the same way as the
third cut the primary.

Ihifortunately, I am unable to give you at present

the ship’s position at the time when' the phenomenon
was seen. The sun’s altitude was about 7® when the

bows w^ro most dearly seen. The afternoon was
warm and sultry and there was practically no wind.

A thunderstorm 'took place at some distance from the

ship during the afternoon.

I shall be glad if any of the readers of Nature can

give me an explanation of the phenomenon, which

has caused considerable discussion among the officers

of the ship. Allan J. Low.
August 16.

An Invasion of Ants.

Yesterday afternoon (Bank holiday) the weather

suddenly became brilliantly sunny and very hot, after

some days of gloom with rain and thick east wind

atmosphere; and about five o’clock I became aware

that apparently every ants’ nest in the garden had

chosen that precise moment for the emergence of its

'winged inhabitants. There they were m myriads,

swarming out of holes in the drive, gravel paths, flag-

stones, the rock-garden, where they had been devas-

tating Sempervivum clumps, and all. over the lawns*

They were nearly all the small red ant, only a few

nests of -the small black one.

The tiny winged males rnuch outnumbered the large-

bodied winged females, and both were attended by

fussily anxious “workers”; by seven o’clock all were

gone." Can ants delay their appearance above ground

until the onset of suitable hot, dry weather?
Eleonora Armitage.

Dadnor, Herefordshire, August 7.

The appearance in swarms of male and female ants

for the nuptial flight is described by many observers.
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References will be found, for exatnplc, in Mr. H. K.

Donisthorpe’s recent book on “British Ants “to the

species Mynnica nihra and Lashis nigcrf which arc

probably those noticed by Miss Armitage. Her ob-

servation is of interest in showing how the workers

direct the exodus of the winged forms when weather

conditions become favourable.

—

Editor.

THE ADOPTION OF THE METRIC
SYSTEM.

The controversy with reference to the metric

system appears to have passed through two
stages and to be approaching the climax of its

third, and possibly hnal, stage. In the first stage

the glamour of its uniformly applied denary scale,

and of its carefully related standards of length,

area, volume, and’ weight, carried the general

public in an apparently wholehearted advocacy
which was clearly reflected in the early divisions

on the Metric Bill in Parliament. Advocates of the

binary scale might attend metric meetings and tear

up sheets of paper into two, four, and eight

parts; theorists with the duo-denary scale might
drag a red-herring across the trail

;
workers with

the most convenient of the English weights and
measures might voice their fears of a bad exchange
in units of measurement

;
but the metric advocates

carried the day, in most cases with a wonderful
accompaniment of popular, if not business, en-

thusiasm.
The second stage was reached when the practical

business men were actually forced to take cog-
nisance of the movement and cither accept, or work
vigorously against, it. The natural thing hap-
pened—how could it be expected tliat Brili.sli

controllers of industry—industry inductively

developed—should be other than short-sighted

and insular in their ideas? The nation which
deliberately attempted to cut itself off from
the Continent in the sixteenth century by adopting
a different Latin pronunciation was not likely

in the nineteenth to be ready to accept at

once any Continental standard, even in weights
and measures. Every conceivable objection was
raised—and it is perhaps as well that this was so

;

for we now understand much more clearly the
“ pros and cons of the case.

Possibly the greatest diflSculty, which has still to

be overcome, is the inborn tendency not only of

British, but also of all traders to vary their trad-

ing conditions. **Tare and tret^’ accounts have
only just vanished from our book-keeping

—

37 inches are still allowed to the yard; there arc
several pounds; apparently a stone may be 8 lb.,

14 lb., or 16 lb.
; a hundred may be a hundred,

or a hundred and twelve, or a hundred and twenty
(a great hundred) units; while we have also such
things as “strikes,” “bags,” “boxes,” etc., of
very questionable contents. Such variations tend
to promote that “opportunism” which is at
d^gers drawn with the wider and more humane
view of commerce. The tendency to perpetuate
this heterogeneity is not only British

;
it is inter-

national, and is undoubtedly one of the weaknesses
which mankind as a whole must face and fight if
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larger opportunities for international service are to ^

be won.
This inherent tendenoy explains why even among

metric nations the metric system has not always
conserved its pure form, and why among' tum-

nielric nations the metric system has not been

introduced even into recently diweloped iiuluslries*

Man has to light against himself, or ralluir against

certain of his intuitive tetuleucios, to hocome tl\e

controller of his own environment. Thus, when
Mr. W. R. Ingalls, in his pappr read before the

Institution of Mining and Metallurgy on May 24,

confesses to thinking more dc^arly in the pound
than in the kilogram, the present writer is rc-,

minded of how for yerirs his personal unit of weight

was the 8-lb. to 9-lb. hare which he carried when
accompanying certain of his ndatives on their

shooting expeditions, Tlie suggestion undoubtedly

is that the sooner we definitely li^ach our young
people to work and think in ('arefully stanclardi.sed

units, instead of allowing them to ado])t units

accidentally coming within theur cognisance, the

better for us as a nation and for the world in the

broadest sense. Have we yet realised the advan-
tages of deliberate intent, as distinct from casual

drift, in this and other similar problems which we
must face?

We arc now in the third stage, in which the

objections to the denary scale and the metric units

have practically disappeared. Thus the two prol)-

Icms which to-day are being seriously debated
are

:

(1) If the metric system is the only possible

system that may be imivcrsally adopted, will ihv

expense entailed in ils adoption by non-metric

countries be mure than l)nlanccd liy the advantag(‘S

gained in the reasonably immediate future?

(2) If it is desirable to adopt wholelu^artedly llie

metric system throughout our induslrles, how may
this best be effected with reference to both our

working staffs and the material means 'by wlfa'h

metric measurements may be made?
With reference to- thti first proposition, lher(‘. is

no need to discuss the jiossibility of the universal

adoption of the British system rather than the

metric system, for two reasons. The first is that

there is no British system. Take the textile in-

dustries as an example. The Bradford manufac-
turer speaks a more difficult textile language to the

Leeds manufacturer than the Continental manu-
facturer employing the metric system; and in-

stances might be multiplied , Again, the most
standardised of all the ftritish systems—thc'. avoir-

dupois—scarcely bears signs of its British origin

on its face. The second reason is that year bv
year, month by month, and almost week by week,
our industries are being more and more controlled

from their laboratories—and all scientific labora-
tories adopt the metric system. What confusion
and mistakes there will ultimately be unless

uniformity is here enforced !

Looking at the problem from the broadest basis,

.

Mr. Ingalls’ paper is a delightfully unconscious
portrayal of the typical British (or American) atti-

tude of mind. We must make our drawings in

our own units, and if the French want them they
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must ro-draw them. If Russia, China, and South
America want British or American productions,
they must buy them in our ijizes. But surely we
have attained a broader outlook than this? If

not, tlK‘ future for our industries is not of the

bn^'htc^st. Will Japan, for example, follow such
a l(*ad or take the l)roader view?

(iranted, then, tliat the metric is now the only
possible universal system, will it pay Britain and
the United Slates to adopt it? The answer to
this question entails the ('onsideration, in the first

]>lace, of what the expenses are likely to be, and,

in the sec'ond, of what return may reasonably be
(‘xpected. In the paper already referred to, and
particularly in an article on **Thc Metric System :

Its Meaning* for the T\fa(dunc Shop,” appearing in

the 77nu\v /C?/g/neeW;/g SuppUnuent of May 25, the

<ixpcudilur(^ that would be entailed in making the

prop()s<Hl ('hange is advanced as the main and most
potent reason against the proposal. This argu-
ment is (‘xa<'tly that wliich .advocates for the

<'hange would expet^t and wish to answer. The
(juestion is now brought (knvn, or rather elevated,

to a praeti('al issuer whieh lht)se who arc for and
those who are against must seriously face. Action

must he taken dne way or the other, and a derision

on this particular, and possibly dominant, issue

may readily 1)c arrived at. Instead of the writer

in <|uestioa quoting only capital expenditure on

gear cutters, drills and reamers, screwing tackle,

tiu'asuring instruments, machine tools and gears,

t<‘t him also supply a trading account—a yearly

turnoviu* aeeount- *-l)ased upon a standard plant

on which the exjtcnses of the ])roposed change

may also be arrived at. ner(‘ is a simple one taken

from the textile industries (a worsted drawing

plant)
£

Tutal cost of installation 1,120

Annual <l('pr<H:iation allowance at 7I

per cent, per auniiin^ ^4

'riirnovcr ot raw maU'rial ... ... 5^^250

b'rom this it must be (wkkmt that two of our

greatest in<histri(\s, eolton and wool, have much
more serious questions to face than capital

charges; and in these <lays, when wc do not hesi-

lat(i to sptmd <),ooo,ooo/. a day on the war, there

must ])c‘ something more than a mere statement of

<‘xp(uises, however small or however great, if such

an objiaiion as that advanced by the writer in the

Times Efiji^flnccring SuppUmmt is to be seriously

con.sid<n^ed. There, must be a careful balancing

up, with all llu* disadvantages and the advantages

in full view. The waiter can state, without hesita-

tion from personal experience, that at least in cer-

tain of our industries not only would there be .a

prospet't of recuperating from the inevitable cx-

pmiditure within a reasonable limit of time, but

also that from the day the metric system was
adopted there would be a credit side to the account.

If, thfen, it be granted that it is desirable whole-

heartedly to adopt the metric system, the prac-

tical means of carrying this into effect should

imm(‘dialely be thought out and the train laid and
lircil. TTere is straight away a splendid use for
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our schools and colleges. The task that will be
set them is one which, if their teaching staffs will

rise to the occasion, will revitalise mathematical
knowledge, introducing inspiration in the place of

the too often orthodox deadness and stimulating

both the , teacher and pupil. The task of supply-
ing the necessary weights and measures might
well be left in the hands of those who would fii'st

instruct, and then organise into an active force,

the more capable of our men returning from the

front on the declaration of peace. What an oppor-
tunity for organising and carrying into effect a

movement that would be a credit even to a nation
which has so valiantly helped to withstand, at all

too short a notice, the onslaught of the greatest

military force the world has ever seen.

The alternative to the compulsory adoption of

the metric system throughout our industries at

once is its gradual introduction trade by trade;

but of the alternatives we prefer the former.

Already certain manufacturers are prepared to

run their factories on the metric system, and are

only deterred from so doing by the necessity of

training every fresh hand that enters their estab-

lishment from non-metric factories. With this

difficulty removed by suitable legislation, the ad-

vantage is most markedly on the side of the metric

system. ^ At least, this is the firm opinion of those

who have worked under both systems in British

and Continental workshops and factories.

A. F. B,

PROF. W. B, CLARKE.
'"[''HE death of William Bullock Clarke on July

27 deprived Maryland of one of its most
distinguished men of science. He came of an

old New England family, his ancestors having

crossed in the “ Mayflower.*’ He was born in

Vermont in i860, and after taking a degree at

Amhursl College studied at Munich from 1884-87,

where he obtained the degree of Ph.D. He
returned the same year to Baltimore to the post

of geological instructor at Johns Hopkins Univer-

sity, and in 1894 became professor and head of the

Department of Geology there. He used his

vacations and spare time in working for the

Geological Survey of the United States, on the

regular staff of which he remained until 1907.

Most of his work for the survey was on the

Cretaceous and Kainozoic rocks of the coast dis-

trict, and he helped in the geological survey of

the country arouqd Philadelphia and Trenton.

His most important single piece of research is

probably his bulletin on the Mesozoic echinoids of

the United States.
^

He was, however, led from

research by his skill as an organiser. In 1892

he founded the Maryland State Weather Service,

of which he remained director until h!s death.

In 1896 he established the Maryland Geological

Survey and became State geologist. Under his

direction the State Survey issued a series of

geological reports which are notable both for

their breadth of view and their unusually excellent

form. As State geologist he was responsible for

the Road Service, on which, before its separation
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as an independent department, he was respons-

ible for the expenditure of more than two million

dollars. He was also entrusted with the represen-

tation of Maryland on the re-survey of the bound-

ary between that State and Pennsylvania. He was

executive officer of the Maryland Forestry Board,

and took an active share in the replanning' of Bal-

timore after the great fire in 1904, Meanwhile he

had been continuously active in the development of

the mineral resources of Maryland and in various

spheres of educational and philanthropic work.

His death will be deplored in this country by

many friends who' knew the charm of his per-

sonality and by the still wdder circle who knew of

his success in scientific administration.

NOTES.
Two new orders have been instituted by the King

in recognition of services rendered by British subjects

and their Allies in connection with the war, viz, the

Order of the British Empire and the Order of^ the

Companions of Honour. The Order of the British

Empire has five classes, viz. :

—

Men : (i) Knights

Grand Cross (G.B.E.); (2) Knights Commanders
(K.B.E.); (3) Commanders (C.B.E.); (4) Oiheers

(O.B.E.) ; (5) Members (M.B.E.). Women : (i) Dames
Grand Cross (G.B.E.)

; (2) Dames Commanders
(D.B.E.); (3) Commanders (C.B.E.); (4) Officers.

(O.B.E.H (5) Members (M.B.E.). The first two
classes, in the case of men, carry the honour of knight-

hood, and in the case of women the privilege of pre-

i^ing the title “ Dame ” to their names. The first lists

of appointments to the orders have just been issued,

and among those named we notice the following —To
the Order of the British Empire : Lord Moulton and
Lord Sydenham (G.B.E.); Mr. Dugald Clerk, Prof.

H. S. Jackson, and (Mr. R. Threlfall (K.B.E,); Dr.
Garrett Anderson, Prof. H. B. Baker, Mr. L. Bair-

stow, Prof. W. H. Bragg, Prof. S. f. Chapman, Mr.
W. Duddell, Mr. F. W. Harbord, Prof. F. W. Keeble,

Dr. Marv A. D. Scharlieb, and Prof. J. F. Thorpe
(G.B.E,); Prof. J. C. McLennan (O.B.E.). The fol-

lowing have, among others, been appointed Clom-
panions of Honour : The Hon. K. Strutt and Prof.
Ripper.

'A COMMITTEE to inquire into various matters con-
nected with the personnel and administration of the
Army medical services has been appointed by the
Secretary of State for War. The committee is com-
posed of Major-General Sir F. Howard (chairman), Sir
Rickman J. Godlee, Bart,, Sir Frederick Taylor, Bart.,
Sir W. Watson-Cheyne, • Bart, Dr. Norman Walker,
Lieut.-Col. A, J. Stiles, Dr. Buttar, and Dr. J. B.
Christopherson (secretary). It wull begin its work in
France, and afterwards carry out similar investiga-
tions in this country.

We regret to ' ee the announcement of the death, at
the age of seventy years, of Major A. N. Leeds, the
palaeontologist, which occurred on Saturday last.

The death is announced, at the age of seventy-three
years, of Mr. Donald Maclennan, well known as a
breeder of pedigree stock.

We regret to record the death of Mr. Walter E.
Archer, which occurred suddenly on August iq at
Sand, Norway, at the age of sixtv-two. Mr. Archer
was successively Inspector of Salmon Fisheries for
^otl^d (1892-98), Chief Inspector of Fisheries under
the Board of Trade (1S98-1903), and Assistant Secre-

Fisheries Department of the
board of Agriculture and Fisheries (1903-12). When
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in Scotland Mr. Archer, in association with Prof. Noel

Patou, Mr. J. R. Tosh, and others, instUutiM a series,

of investigations on the salmon, which helped tu

elucidate a number of points which W(‘re still obscure

in the life-history of that llsh. In London Mr. Archer

devoted great aUeniion to thi^ development of a nion-

efficient system for the collection and .subsequent study

of the st.'itislics of English sea fisheries, and the v<n*y

valuable work in that direction now dan<^ by the Board

of Agriculture anti Fisheries is chiolly diu^ to his.

initiative. He was for a nunibiM* of years a British

delegate to the International ('ouncil for the Investiga-

tion of the Sea, anJ pn^sitUait of that body from 1909

to 1912.

Tiik science staff al Cdirist’s nt)spilal has again

sulTcr(‘cl scjvercly from the war by the (l(‘ath on active^

service of LieuL.-C\)L T. li. Boardman, who died of

wounds on August 4. ('ol. Boanlman joined the school

when it was removed to Horsham in U)02, and was on<^

of the four masters appoint (‘d to establish and develojv

a seienc(^ department under the n(^w conditions. His
previous e.\j)erience as scitau'e masUjr at Blair Lodge,,

following a l>rilliant (‘areer at Bury (irammar School
and at P(,‘terlK)Use, Cambridge, was invaluable in the

pioiKHii* work of winning for science a fooling in a
public school of classical traditions. Adopting essen-

tially the iKiuristic method, he proved himself to be
a teacher of the highest order, with a power of con-
trol and organisation that contributed in no small
degree to the success and popularity of the new depart-
ment. Although he was co-editor with Mr. Wm.
French in a school text-book on chemistry, physics'
was his special fork*t and before he left to take up
his commission as Major in the Royal Fusiliers on
the outlireak of war, he had brought his laboratory
to a high stale of elTidency. Originality and
thoroughiu\ss w(Te stamped on" everything he under-
took, and many wer(‘ ingemious devi('es he invented
for illustrating the prineiplt‘s of the various branches
of physics cl<‘rdt with, l^'or many year.s he carried out
with of his dasstis au int<*resling sduTiui of

agricultural experiments, the* n^sulls of which he
utUis(‘d as a basis for much useful work in the labora-
tory. “A hero and a gentleman,” -one of his onica^rs

writes of hini, loved and n^spetded by all who knew
him, his willing sacnlict^ for King and country is a
loss to the school inim(‘asurablo, and to his wide circle-

of friends a sorrow beyond exprcissioji.

The death is announced, in his forty-sixth year, of
Prof. Albert F. (ianz, hoklor of the, chair of electrical

engineering since 1902 at th<i SUivt^i.s Institute of Tech-
nology, Hoboken, N.J. Prof, (ianz had previously held
the post of assistant profos.sor of physics and applied
electricity at the same institution. He had specialised
in electric lightinfs* and in the investigation (^f the corro-
sion of underground structures by electrolysis, on which
subjects he had contributed largdv to Anun-ican tech-
nical journals.

Donations and promises towards the Ram.say
Memorial Fund received by the honorary Iroasunn'w
amount so far to 21,352^., including 835/." from mem-
bers of the British Science Cluild; 500/. from Sir
(jeorge Beilby, and looL each from Lord ROvSebery,
the Company of Clothworkers, and the Salt ITnion,
Ltd. Prof. Orme Masson, of the University of Mel-

kas undertaken to act as the representative
and corresponding member of the committee for Aus-
trah^ As already announced, Prof. C. Baskerville, of
the College of the City of New York, is acting in a
similar capacity for the United Slates.

Several letes on the sound of gunfiring have ap-
peared in tlw Times (August 22, 24, and 25), following
the interesting letter by Mr. G. F. Sleggs, the greater
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part of which was reprinted in our last issue (p. 513).
The recent letters deal with the transmission of the
sound-waves by the earth, though the inferences are not
always corr<^ct, as, for instance, when it is argued that
the sound must travel through the ground because it

is hoard more plainly when the wind is contrary. At
Rusthall (near Tunbridge Wells), a gravedigger, who
was digging a dcsep grave, stated that the sound of the
firing at the bottom was much louder than on the sur-

face. A lady, lying on the top of Blackdown Hill, in

Sussex, heard the heavy bombardment of June 24, but,

when sitting up, heard nothing. Another writer re-

calls an incident of the battle of Waterloo. Marshal
Grouchy and several of his staff were at Sart-les-

Walhain wh(‘n an oflicer reported that firing was heard
to the west. “Some of them placed their ears to the
round and thus detected plainly the muffled boom of

istant guns.**

An acx'ount of a remarkable lightning display was
given in the Morning Pont of August 24, the occui'-

roiice happening betwcc.n sunset and midnight of

August 22. Tile phenomenon was witnessed in Lon-
don. On the afternoon of August 22 heavy clouds had
gathered, an<l theses weni dissipated by sundown, when
the sky became dear, <*xcept that th(‘re was a narrow
belt of doLid low down on the horizon from north-east

through cast to south. Near the bedt of cloud on the
horizon there were at short intervals what an' described

as vast bursts of flame thrown up into th(5 atmosphere,
and at times a flash of ramified, or zigzag, lightning

would shoot up far above the cloud, 'rhe whole sur-

rounding country secpicd illuminated. The stmrec of

the flares appeared to be in the vicinity of the east anti

south-east coasts, and was erroneously attributed by
many to war operations. No thunder accompanied the

lightning, but thunder cannot be heard for more than
ten miles, although lightning is visible ten times that

distance and more. Recent weather has been very

disturbed, freqiK'nt storm areas have^ traversed Eng-
land, /ind thuiulerstorms have occurred v<;ry commonly
in many parts of thii country, accompanied by strong

wind.*? and rain.

Rjsfkuknck was made in cnir issue of June 21 to the

systematic collection of horse-chestnuts for war pur-

poses. A scheme, for sudi (X)llection and utilisation

for munition purposes has now been approved,
and a circular upon the subject is lieing sent

to local (Hluralion authorities and secondary schools

saying that the Board of Ivducation has been requested
by the Ministc^r of Munitions and the Food Controller

to bring tint scheme to the notice of school authorities,

governing btidies, and teachers, and to request their

assistance in giving effect to it. It is felt that school

children could give most valuable assistance in collect-

ing the chestnuts, and by so doing make a definite

contribution to national efficiency. It is suggested,

therefore, that the governing bodies, managers, and
teachers of schools should organise the efforts of the

children for the purpose. To effect this a small com-
triitl.ee might be formed in connection with each school

or convenient group of schools to undertake the organ-

ising work in connection with the scheme in the district

concerned, and to answer inquiries. It is understood
that in many districts the scheme has already been
taken up by' private individuals, and it is obviously

desirable that all persons undertaking work in connec-

tion with the scheme should co-operate with one
another. A limited numiber of sacks and baskets are

available for the collection of the nuts, and where there

is any difficulty in obtaining bags or baskets locally

application should be made to the Director of Pro-

pellant Supplies, Ministry of Munitions, 32 Old Queen
Street, I.ondon, S.W.t. When the collection is com-
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plele the committee should inform the Director of

Propellant Supplies, as above, staling the estimated

quantity of the collection, and the Ministry of Muni-
tions will arrange to remove the nuts and forward them
to the factories in the course of the winter.

The autumn meeting of the Institute of Metals will

be held on Wednesday, September 19, in the rooms
of the Chemical Society, Burlington House. The fol-

lowing communications are expected :—Experiments
on the fatigue of brasses, Dr. B. P. Haigb; Hardness
and hardening, Prof. T. Turner; The effects of heat
at various temperatures on the rate of softening^ of

cold-rolled aluminium sheet, Prof. H. C. H. Car-
penter and L. Taverner; A comparison screen for

brass, O. W. Ellis; Further notes on a high-tempera-
ture thermostat, J. L. Haughton and D. Hanson;
Principles and methods of a new system of gas-hring,

A. C. lonides; Fuel economy in brass-melting furnaces,

L. C. Harvey, with additional notes by H. J. Yates;
The effect of great hydmstatic pressure on the physical

properties of metals, • Prof. Z, Jeffries; The use of

chromic acid and hydrogen peroxide as an etching

agent, S. W. MiPer.

The autumn meeting of the Iron and Steel Institute

will be held at the Institution of Civil Engineers, Great
George Street, Westminster, on September 20 and 21,

when the following papers will be I'ead :
—

“ Present
Practice in Briquetting of Iron Ores,” G. Barrett and
T. B. Rogerson; ” Microstructure of Commercially
Pure Iron between Ar^ and Ara,” W. J. Brooke and
F. F. Hunting; “The Influence of Heat Treatment on
the Electrical and Thermal Resistivity and Thermo-
electric Potential of some Steels,” E. D. Campbell and
W. C. Dowd; “New Impact Testing Experiments,” G.
Charpy and A. Cornu-Thenard ;

“Heat Treatment of

Grey Cast Iron*’ J. E. Hurst; “Effect of Mass on
Heat Treatment,” E. F. Law; “Investigation upon a
(>ast of Acid Open-hearth Steel,” T. D. Morgans and
F. Rogers; “The Acid Open-hearth Process,’* F.
Rogers; “The Eggertz Test for Combined C-arbon in

Steel,” J. 11 . Wihitelcy; “Failure of Boiler Plates in

Service and Investigation of Stresses occairring in

Rival cd Joints,” IL B. Wolfl,

The University of Pennsylvrinia has issued as vol.

vii., No. I, of the series of anthropological publications

an account of the excavation of the cemetery of Pachy-
amnos, Crete, by Mr. R. B. Scager. This place lies

on the isthmus of Hierapetra, in the eastern part of

the island, and apparently owed its importance to the

use of the isthmus as a trade route. The cemetery
was accidentally disclosed after a torrential rainstorm
in October, 1913. B seems to have continued in use

from very early dmes down to the Late Minoan period.

A notable feature in the interments is the utter dis-

regard shown by the Minoans to the graves of their

ancestors, the older graves being constantly disturbed

by later burials. The corpse usually lies in the jar

in a sitting position; there is evidence to show that

the body was deposited in the jar with the head down-
wards, and the jar was then fixed in the ground
bottom up, so that it occupied a sitting or crouching
position. The jars are usually of small dimensions^
and in some cases it would seem that the hip- and
collar-bones were broken in order to force the body
into the jar; in other cases it is suspected that the
bodies were trussed up immediately after death, or
even before death had actually taken place. The lack

of reverence for the dead is also shown by the fact

that the best jars were not given for use in burial,

and if a household happened to possess a damaged
specimen it was considered good enough to serve as

a coffin.
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Many investigations have been made during the

last few 5'ears on the nature of the microbe of tj^phus

fever- Several bacterial organisms have been isolated

in the disease, notably one by Plotz in America
_

a

year or two ago, but none has been satisfactorily

proved to be the causative organism. It is now
announced that Prof. Kenzo Futaki, of Tokio, has

discovered the presence of a spirochaeta, a protozoon

organism, both in the kidney of patients dead of the
i

disease and in monkeys artificially infected with the

disease.

The tenth report on plague investigations in India

has been issued by the advisory committee as Plague

Supplement v. of the Journal of Hygiene (vol. xv.).

It contains epidemiological observations on plague^ in

the United Provinces of Agra and Oudh during

1911-12 by Majors^ Gloster and White, LM.S. They
find that an association of unusual humidity during

the winter months in certain districts with severe

epidemics of plague is so constant a phenomenon
that they feel justified in concluding that one stands

to the other as cause to effect. They believe that

this relationship is due to the effect of humidity in

prolonging the life of rat fleas when separated from
their host. Dr. St. John Brooks in another paper

finds that plagu? does not maintain itself in epidemic
form when the temperature rises above 8o° F. accom-
panied by a saturation deficiency of more than 0*30 in.

We have received a le ter from Mr. S. Mahdihassan,
of Bangalore, commenting on Dr. Hankin’s letter on
“Ten per cent. Agar-Agar Jelly” which appeared in

the issue of Nature for March 8 last. Mr. Mahdihassan
has found exceptional difficulty in sectioning chitinous

tissues at the I ‘gh temperature of the plains of India
by the paraffin or any other method, and considers Dr.
Hankin’s method will prove a boon. He is not clear

why large wings of insect? should be embedded in

agar when celluloid is to bo preferred for smaller
wings. Presumably small wings can be embedded in

celluloid, whereas larger wings cannot, hence the
value of the agar-agar jelly method for the latter.

In the British Medical Journal for July 28, Sir
Patrick Manson gives an admirable summary relating
to British contributions to tropical medicine dealing
with protozoa, helminths, and beri-beri. In the same
number Major McCarrison, I.M.S., details Indian
contributions to the advancement of medicine. A
somewhat similar summary dealing with the scientific

and administrative achievements of the Medical Corps
of the United States Army, by Lieut.-Col. McCulloch,
appears in the Scientific Monthly for May. All
these papers give useful surveys of progress 'in the
departments of medicine with which they deal.

In a paper on “The Probable Error of a Mendelian
Class-Frequency” {American Naturalist, vol. li., 1917,
pp. 144-56), Dr. Raymond Pearl presents a method ot
calculating and expressing the errors, due to random
samjjling, of a Mendelian class-frequency. The method
consists essentially in expressing each expected Men-
delian class-frequency as the probable quartile limit for
that class-frequency in a supposed second sample of the
same size as the observed sample drawn from the same
population. These quartile limits are determined from
the ordinates of a hypergeometric series. Various
simplifications of method are suggested and illustrated,
and the method is put forward as a supplement to, not
as a substitute for, the “chi-squared” test for the good-
ness of fit in Mendelian distributions.

The American Museum Journal for Mav contains an
extremely interesting account, by the late Mr. Joseph
H. Choate, of the origin and development of the great
Natural Hiptory Museum of New York, which de-
pended in its early* days entirely on the munificence of
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the more wealthy of its trustees. When it became
apparent that it would be quite impossible to build up

by private means alone a museum worthy to compete

with the museums of Europe, it was decid(‘(l to appeal

to the Legislature for assistance. Iniiucdialely a site

of eighteen acres in Manhattan Square was granted,

and on this the present building was (‘rcictt^l. It was
opened in 1877. From this date it grew with in-

credible speed to occupy the position t)f oik^ of the

world’s greatest museums. To this number also C'ol.

Theodore Roosevelt contributes some brief but most
valuable notes on the loggerhead and grenm turtles,

which, it seems, are commonly attacked and eaten by
sharks in the waters of Florida, while Dr. Clyde Fishcr

contributes a short account of the methods employed in

the capture of the “gopher tortoise” in Florida, where
it is eaten in large numbers.

Dr. Colin Mackenzie, in the Journal of Anatomy
(vol. li., pai't 3), records the results of his studies on the

peritoneum and intestinal tract in
^
Monotremes and

Marsupials. 11 is researches have failed to discover in

any of the mammalia up to the great Anthropoids the

presence of the so-called Jackson’s membrane, Lane’s
band, or Treitz’s band, and he therefore concludes
that these must be regarded in man as adaptations
to the erect posture. He also suggests a revision of

the nomenclature now employed m describing the

vaiious regions of the human colon. His use of the

terms “acquired” and “biological” Instead of “adap-
tive” and “ancestral” is, to say the least, curious.

The report of the Education Branch of the Board of

Agriculture and Fisheries for the year 1915-16 is pub-
lished. in the July issue of the Journal of the Board
of Agriculture

^
with a note that owing to conditions

due to 'the war the customary separate issue is sus-

pended. The report affords gratifying evidence that,

despite the severe restrictions imposed by the war upon
the development of agricultural education and research,

much useful work was accomplished during the year
under review. It is not surprising to find a great
decrease in the numbers of students iaking long
courses of instruction, whtu'cas llui numbers taking
short courses wore more than maintained. One notes
with regret the necessity for the dosing of the Royal
Agricultural College, Cirenccisler, and the Agricultural
College, Uckficld, Sussex, and the withdrawn! of
grants from two other institutions as a measure of
war economy. Research work suffered severely owing
to the heavy drain upon the staffs for Army or muni-
tion purposes, but much useful work on problcm.s of
immediate technical importance wias accomplished, of
which 'the investigations at Cambridge on wheat-breed-
ing and at Rothamsted on soil and -manurial problems
may be singled out for special mention.

The volume dealing with the area, crops, live stock,
land revenue, assessment, and transfers of land in^'

British India during 19 14-15 has been published by
the Department of Statistics, India, under the title of
“Agricultural Statistics of India,” vol, i., price 45.
The area treated embraces nearly a million and a
quarter square miles, including feudatory States under
the control of local governments. Of the total area
about 37 per cent, was under crops during the year,
and full details of the acreage of each crop is given *

both for the provinces and every district. This valu-
able statistical volume is enhanced by two appendices,
the first giving the vernacular names of the crops, and
the second being an alphabetical list of crops, with their
scientific nomenclature.

VALUABLE paper Oil Oil shalcs and torbanites, by
Mr, H. R. J. Conacher, appears in the Transactions
of the Geological Society of Glasgow (vol, xvi., part ii.,

' pp. 164-92). These bodies form a group of materials
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charact<irised by yielding valuable commercial paraffin

oils in distillation, and are, at the present moment, of
very considerable importance. Torbanehill mineral, or
“boghead coal,” has been exhausted for some years,
and for oil production the shales of Lothian, Fife, and
Linlithgow are relied on. The author deals with the
megascopic, but more particularly the microscopic,
study, together with a i‘ough comparison of the oil

yield and its character. Previous work has led to

much diff(T(‘nce of opinion as to the constitution and
origin of the torbanitc and oil shales. Micro-consti-
tuents are very varied

;
they include minute carbonised

fragments of plants; yellow bodies, regarded variously
as remains of algae, vegetable spores, or as residues
from oil globules; shells of minute crustaceans, teeth

and scales of lishes
;
and a high proportion of mineral

matter, parts believed to b(i pyrites crystals. Boghead
coal consists of little beyond the yellow bodies, which,
the author concludes, on very good reasoning, are
metamorphosed resins, xjuid th(‘se yi(‘kl the character-
istic oil products. Interstices are hlled with opaque,
amorphous matter, similar to that forming the ground
mass of coal, and yield products similar to coal-tars,

and from this portion the important nitrogenous con-
stituents in shale products are derived. Unhesitat-
ingly th(^ author ascribes those shales and torbanites

to vegetable sources. The boghead coal of Linlithgow
represents a deposit formcKl in a swamp fringed with
vegetation, but with ojien water towards the centre

sufficiently deep to jirohibit the growth of plants*

Drifted vegetable mritter reaching the central area
became so completely oxidised as to leave practically

only the resin. The. L<.)thian oil shales accumulated
as the widespread mud-llats of an estuary, the river

bringing down a proportion of extremely macerated
vegetable malt<*r, thc^ ebb and flow of the tide, aiding
in the elimination of the woc^dy materials and concen-
tration of the ro.sin.

'filK Italian Geographical Society continues its series

of special publications on the Italian field of operations

and the borderlands of Italy* A small volume Pagine
< 5reografiche dolla nostra Guerra”) contains six lectures

delivered before the .society in 1916 on the geography
of the war area, tlie f{e‘ology of the Trcntinb, the

Adriatic lands of Albania, the Carso, Dalmatia', and
the Caniic Alp.s. The \olume is illustrated with several

black-and-white maps and one coloured one, which is

.specially inl:<;rosting. It is n map of the regions ad-

joining the present political frontier of Italy in the

north-east, and is coloured to show the distribution of

races as represented by majorities or minorities of

.Slavs, Italians, and Germans. The proposed new
frontier drawn on this basis shows a close coincidence

with the natural physical frontier running along the

Alps.

In the Scientific American for July 21 Prof. T. H.
Norton describes in simple terms the problems in dye

synthesis which arc now being undertaken by Amer-
ican chemists. Pie traces the evolution of synthetic

dyes from some seven or eight direct coal-tttr products

(“coal-tar crudes**) through the intricate masse of

iutermediatcj products to the finished dycwarcs. The
processes whereby the coal-tar crudes are convci'ted

Into intermediates are the chemical operations of nitra-

tion, reduction, sulphonation, alkali fusion, chlorina-

tion, oxidation, and sulphur fusions. These processes,

constituting the simpler reactions where inorganic

reagents are employed, are now carried out on a yery

large ^cale and require highly specialised plant,' of

which Illustrations are given. As a concrete example,-

the care of the important colour-producing intermediate,

'“II. acid,*’ is cited. This substance, which has the

'Systematic name of S-amino-a-naphthol-^ : 6-disulphonic

.find to distinguish it from 219 i.somerides, is derived
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from naphthalene. The hydrocarbon is treated with
sulphuric acid (sulphonation) and converted into naph-
thalene-2 ; 7-disulphonic acid, one of ten possible iso-

merides. The product is treated with nitric acid (nitra-

tion), when I : 8-dinitronaphthalenc-2 : 7-disulphonic

acid is obtained. The dinitro-coinpound is reduced
with acid and iron filings to i : <S-diaminonaphthalene-
2

;
7-disulphonic acid, the penultimate intermediate

which on heating with dilute sulphuric acid under pres-

sure at T2o°C. yields the required li. acid. This highly
prized intermediate is greatly needed in the preparation
of direct cotton blues and various shades of black,
violet, and green. The preliminary work to be done
in passing from naphthalene to this intermediate may
be gauged by the fact that the raw mateiial costs

about 5(2, per lb., whereas H. acid is quoted nowadays
at about io5. per lb.

We have received a copy of a pamphlet by Mr.
Robert N. Tweedy on “ Industrial Alcohol,” written
for, and published by, the Dublin Co-operative Refer-
ence Library. Its object is mainly twofold ; first, to
emphasise the desirability of producing a home-grown
liquid fuel, and secondly, to do so to the advantage of
agriculture. These two objects are to be fulfilled by
the manufacture of notato spirit on a large scale. The
author points out that our staple fuel, coal, cannot be
used for a variety of industrial purposes, such as the
manufacture of chemicals and motor traffic, and that
for the latter especially we arc dependent on im-
orted petroleum, which is steadily rising in price,

n 1914 we imported petrol to the extent of 120 million
gallons (imperial), in addition to 150 million gallons of
burning oil. The extent to which alcohol is used on
the Continent, esf>ecially in Germany, for industrial
purposes may be judged from the following statistics.

Whereas in 3914 a little more than four milKon gallons
of methylated spirit were used in the United King-
dom, in 1912 France produced ^74 million gallons, of

which eighteen million gallons were denarured and
twelve and a half million gallons were used for heating
and lighting. In 1913 Germany produced seventy
million gallons from potatoes alone, representing 80 per
cent, of the whole production of alcohol, a large pro-
portion of which was used for heating, lighting, and
n.otor traffic. The author lays stress on the fact that
denatured alcohol for industrial j^urposes might be
produced with profit from potatoes in the manner that
has been developed with so much success in Germany;
but that to do this an entire revision of the excise
laws will have to be taken in hand. At present it is

hedged in with such restrictions that until they are
removed or modified there is no prospect of this impor-
tant branch of agriculture being seriously exploited.

A WRITER in La Nature for August 4 discusses the
special features which aeroplanes of the chaser and
bombardment types should possess for adequately
carrying out the work assigned to them. He takes
as examples of the two classes the Gotha type

—

i.e.

the type which has been prominent in recent air raicls

over London—and the Albatros. The Gotha type
is characterised by extensive plane area, high engine
capacity, and its powerful armament. The latest

types carry 600 kilos, of bombs. The power neces-
sary is furnished by two motors of 260-280 h.p. each.
The planes cover an area of about 100 sq. metres,
while the total length of the aeroplane is.

12 metres and the span 24 metres, A speed of 140
kilometres per hour can be attained. The Albatros
of the D.I. type has a Merc^d^s engine of 170 h.p.,

a plane area of about 24 sq. metres, a length of

7 metres, and a span of 9 metres. It has a speed of

200 kilometres an hour. Further interesting details

of the construction of 'these two types of aeroplane
are given in the article quoted.
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OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN.
Comet 1916b (Wolf).—^The following is a continua-

tion of Messrs. Crawfurd and Alter ’s ephemeds of this

comet, for Gi*eenwich midnight :

—

1917 R.A. Decl. Log -0, Bright-

h. m. s. a a a/
ness

Aug. 31 23 40 22 + 12 24 23 9-9998

Sept. 2 40 22 II 34 S 0-0020 2*29

4 40 18 10 43 12 0-0045

6 40 12 9 SI SS 0-0074 2-17

8 40 4 9 0 25 0-0108

10 39 53 8 8 54 0-0146 2*05

12 39 42 7 17 34 0-0188

14 39 29 6 26 35 0-0234 I.9I

16 39 16 5 36 9 0-0284

18 39 4 4 46 27 0-0338 1-77

20 3^ 52 3 57 38 0-0396

22 38 41 3 9 52 0-0457 1*63

24 38 31 2 23 17 0-0522

26 38 24 I 38 I 0-0590 1*49

28 38 18 0 54 II o-o66 i

30 38 IS 0 II so 0*0735 I-3S

The unit of bi'ightness is that on April 21, 1917.

The comet will be at opposition on September 17*

Radial Velocities of Spiral Nebula.—In view of

the faintness of spiral nebulae, and the small dispersion

necessarily employed in photographing their spectra,

some doubt may have been felt as to the reality of the

extraordinarily high radial velocities which have been
derived for these objects. A recent statement by Dr.
V. M. Slipher, however, appears to place the main
results beyond question (the Observatory, August). The
average velocity which he has found for thirty spirals

is 570 km. per second, and he points out that this is

more than twenty-five times the velocity of an average
star. Thus, although the spectrograph employed for

nebulae at the Lowell Observatory has a linear scale

only about one-fifteenth that of a powerful three- or
four-prism spectrograph, it is at no disadvantage as
regards the relative accuracy of the results ojDtainable

in the two cases, when similar precautions have been
taken. Further confidence is given by the agreement
in the results obtained for the Great Andromeda nebula
at four different observatories, namely, velocities of
approach of 300, 304, 300-400, and 329 1cm. per second.
These compare very favourably with the values which
have been found for stellar velocities by different

observers, those for Canopus, for example, ranging
from 18-5 to 21-0 km. per second.

The History of Orbit Deduction.—In an address
on “ The Derivation of Orbits ; Theory and Practice/’
delivered to the American Mathematical and Astro-
nomical Societies, and published in Science of June 8,

Prof. A. O. Leuschner deals in an interesting and
illuminative manner with the history of orbit deduc-
tion from Newton downwards. Prof. Leuschner him-
self introduced some very useful modifications a few
years ago, and his method is novr generally acknow'-
ledged to be the most rapid and convenient for obtain-
ing preliminary orbits of newly discovered planets or
comets. It is based on that of Laplace, using three
observed right ascensions and declinations, and, their
first and second differences. This method fell into dis-

wdit owing to some over-hasty strictures of Lagrange

;

it had the undoubted disadvantage that the first and
third observed positions were not exactly satisfied by
the resulting orbit. Harzer showed how differential
corrections might he applied, and Leuschner intro-

duce further improvements, which are best sum-
marised in his own words. “ Criteria have been intro-
duced . . . regarding the eccentricity. Provision has
been made for passing from parabola’ to ellipse without
repeating the solution. Numerical criteria have been
set up to distinguish the physical from the mathe-
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matical solutions. A method l\as boon provided for

eliminating the parallax. The various approximations

for the distances are avoided
;
these are taken from a

table; the accuracy attainable in e.adi cas<‘ can be

ascertained, and the range of solulion determined.'’

These claims are well juslilicd in the numerous orbits

that ho.ve been i^ublishecl by Prof. L<*uschn(n' and his

students. The cas(' of planet MT (Albert) was par-

ticularly striking. Dr. Haynes obtained an orbit from

three observations, at very short intervals, by the aid

of which several other places were found on later

plates; thev were so faint that an approximate know-
ledge of the position was n^quirod bef(>r(‘ they were

detected.

PROGRESS OF APPLIED CHEMISTRY.

The annual general meeting of the Society of

Chemical Industry was held in Birmingham on

July 18-20. At the opening meeting the chair was
taken by the Lord Mayor of Birminghani, Aid. A. D.
Brooks, who, in an address, said the society had two
chief objects at present : first, to assist in the prosecu-

tion of the war, and, secondly, to do its best^ to

help the country after the war. The war was being
carried on largely by scientific methods, and the

chemist was devoting his attention chiefly io destroy-

ing human life, whereas formerly his efforts had been
directed to the elimination of things dangerous to life.

Before the war Englishmen had allowed important
improvements to pass into other hands, but they must
see to it that this did not happen again. Suspended
industries must be rebuilt, and all conducted on sound
economical lines, using to the full all scientific and
technical help. Alluding to Birmingham industries,

the Lord Mayor emphasised the need for recovery of

waste products and conserving mineral resources.

Dr. Carpenter replied suitably, and proceeded to read
his pi-esidential address. He indicated the basis of
modern industry in the sciences of mechanics and
chemistiy, and insisted on the absolute necessity for

the engineer and the chemist to “get into double
harness as quickly as possible ” and work sympat'h<‘li('-

ally together for the progress of the chemical indu.slry.

Each paper given during the congress might be cited

as an 'exemplar of the president’s remarks. Eac}i was
a record of an effort or efforts of the chemist to co-
operate with the engineer, and in this way to further
the interests of some industry. For example, Messrs.
Hancock and King, in their paper on “The Texture of
Fireclays,” described methods of comparing the un-
fired fireclay with the finished material, and the paper
by Mr. Henry Watkin on chemical porcelain was a
record of many persistent attempts to convert the
various clays found in different parts of the world into
the finished materials satisfying many practical re-
quirements. The latest and, according to Mr. Wat-
kin, a completely successful attempt has been made
in this country since the outbreak of vrar to produce in
England a chemical procelain similar to that which
was monopolised by Germany before the war.

Prof. Boswell instanced the fact that the war had
greatly increased the output of glass and all kinds of
metals and alloys, and he gave a record of work
directed to the furnishing of British sand for the glass
and inetallurgical industries. Here the preliminary
analytical work, which is of fundamental importance,
forms a basis for all the far-reaching consequences
which will follow for these industries in this country.
No finer example could be given than that of the

modern gas industry illustrating the joint and success-
ful co-operation of the chemist and the engineer, and
the paper given by Mr. E. W. Smith, emphasising the
merits of gas as an industrial fuel as against coal,
etc., and that by Mr. C. M. Walter, exemplifying the
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use of gas in such operations as metal melting, anneal-

ing, hardening, etc., indicated the rapid progress made
in recent years in the chemistry and the mechanics of

this industry.
Perhaps no development of chemistry is fraught with

gK^'iter consequences to mankind than the “Fixation
of the Nitrogen of the Air/’ The success of rival pro-

cesses designed to accomplish this result must in times

of peace be determined mainly by practical considera-

tions c.g. cost, etc. The rival methods at the present

time are the direct method of oxidation of the nitrogen

to nitric acid, and the production of ammonia by the

combination of nitrogen and hydrogen. Various means
of bringing about direct oxidation of nitrogen were
shown by Mr. Kilburn Scott, including the Kilburn
Scott furnace. Mr. Scott’s furnace is intended to in-

crease the elFicicncy of the process by bringing the

whole of the air uncler the action of the electric spark.

Dr. Edward B. Maxttnl, in describing the sjnthesis

of ammonia, showed how em)rmousiy important the

very latest rellnemonts of chemistry and physics ant,

in this very complicated process, for practical success.

The nitrogen is actually separated from the air in the

first case by passing through a column cooled by^ liquid

nitrogen, the oxygen being liquefied and the nitrogen

passing forward, whilst the residual mixtui'ii of oxygen
and nitrogen uiidctrgoes fracUonation in the lower part

ot the apparatus Tlui hydrogiai is produco<l by the

interact ion of carbon monoxuie from water-gas with
steam, and many refmoments and devices are m^eded to

get pure hydrogen free from carbon monoxide at a
workable c<)st.

The actual combination of the nitrogen and the
|

hydrogen is brought about by catalysts consisting of

various metals or combinations of motalti. irere,

again, u whole series of complications ensue from which
the chemist has to make his choice, and iron contain-

ing traces of other bodies as promoters is preferred as

cat^dyst. The reaction is carried out at pressures of

X50-200 aiuiospliercs and at temperatures approach-

ing a red-hoat, followed by cooling out of the combined
pioduct from the residual nitrogem and hydrogen.

Under such conditions ammonia vapour is^ ex-

ceedingly corrosive, and presents a jiroblem of considcr-

abki dilliculty to the chemist and to the manufacturer;
an<l, ind<‘ful, at evia-y stage of this long process the

problems to lie solved liy the joint ingenuity of the

chemist and (he engineer, and lh(^ manner m which
th(‘y have been .succo.ss fully solved, arc astonishing.

Finally, Ihti ammonia is fixed as ammonium nitrate,

or more usually as ammonium sulphate, as this can

be more easily handled.
I'hc sewage problem is of world-wide importance,

and the stereotyped methods in vogue amongst en-

gineers during the latter half of last century proved

quite unequal to its proper solution. Since the chemist

came to the rescue conditions have greatly improved,

and great progress has been inado towards a satisfac-

tory solution. The activated sludge process described

by Mr, Ardcrn illustrates very forcibly that a proper

understanding of biological chemistry is essential to

the correct solution of this problem, and that the

engineer must accommodate his plant and his opera-

tions to the conditions established for him by the

chemist and biologist.

The alleged value possessed by sewage sludge has

long been a lure to engineers and others, and Mr.
Ardern and his colleagues have demonstrated that

activated sludge possesses considerable manurial pro-

perties. This question is a relativd one, however, and
the activities oi the chemist in producing cheap fixed

nitrogen will profoundly influence the engineering and
commercial aspects of the sludge problem.
The overwhelming need in industry for research, and

yet more research, was emphasised by almost every
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speaker, Jind in a notable speech dealing with this

question Dr. C. A. Keane indicated that not in one

way, but in many various ways, could science best be

mfide to serve the needs of industry by means of

research

.

Twenty-live papers were read during the congress,

F. K. O’SlIAUGIINKSSY.

TECUmCA-L EDUCATION IN SOUTH
IVALES.

^

P rincipal e. h. griffitfis has published

three lectures which important representatives

of commerce and education in South Wales were in-

vited to attend. The first two set out very clearly and

at considerable length views in regard to the depend-

ence of industry on science and with reference to science

as an essential element in education ;
with these vieWs

the readers of Nature are well acquainted^ and, for

thcj most part, in cordial accord. In the third lecture

till' author deals with the existing provision for

sci(‘nlilic and technological education in his district

and with the lack of proper co-ordination.

In regard to the relations between the University

of Wales and its constituent colleges, Principal

Gnfllths appeals for wider discretion for the colleges,

<‘ither as parts of the existing federal University, or,

if this be found impossible, as separate entities. He
refers favourably to the inclusion of the Swansea
'rcchnical College in the reformed University, and
there cun be little doubt that this is desirable. Effec-

tive co-ordination of technological work between

Cardiff and Swansea would be for the good of both;

the former city should be willing to give up some
branch of technology to Swansea,^ so that for

advanced study in that branch Cardiff should send

its students to Swansea, while the rest of the ad-

vanced work should be concenU'atcd at Cardiff. Work
up to the standard of the intermediate examinations

for the B.Sc. degree might, of course, be taken in

both towns.
In England, also, we have suffered from lack of

co-ordination of this kind. Really advanced work
needs very largo expenditure on teachers, apparatus,

and material; to duplicate it unnecessarily means a

number of weak departments instead of one strong

one. It would be well if the English provincial uni-

versities should come to some concorclat such as is

advocated for Cardiff and Swansea.
Allusion is made to the young and thriving School of

Mines already attached to the Cardiff University Col-

lege. The coalowncrs of the Principality have readily

taxed themselves to provide this institution; it is for-

tunately free from excessive academic control, and can,

therefore, render more readily useful service to the

greatest industrv of South Wales.
There arc in the district flourishing technical in-

stitutions nt Cardiff and Newport, and Principal

Griffiths would like to see these take their proper

places in a general scheme. One difficulty in carrying

into effect all such proposals is^ that local education

authorities arc not always willing to take a broad

view of what they can most effectively do. Many of

them want to provide every kind of technical educa-

tion within the walls of the institution which they

control; but some of them are by no means equally

ready to provide the very large funds needed to do
this with real efficiency. So we find too often quan-

tity preformed to quality ;
for only the wiser authorities

seem to realise that ten highly trained technologists

will be of far more value to an industry and to the

State than a hundred persons with but a smattering

of knowledge. J. Wertheimer.

1 “ InduBtry, Sciencr, and Education." By Principal E. H. GrifTiths.

Pp. 70. (Cardift*: Roberts and Co., 19*7*) Pdee ts.
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THE TREATMENT OF WAR WOUNDS.^
11 .

TR'iATMENT OF WoUND INFECTIONS.

I
F you have now qu 5 te clearly apprehended the sit^-

nificant distinction between a live space and a dead

space, you will with that have mastered the first great

principle governing the treatment of all local bacterial

infections. If you are dealing with infection m li\e

spaces you can' often mend matters by bringing (that

is the rationale of hot fomentations) a larger blood

supply—that means more lymph and more leucocytes

—to the focus of infection; and again you can often

mend matters by improving the quality of the lymph—
that is the rationale of vaccine therapy ;

or again, you

may apply both these procedures concurrently. But

when you are dealing with an infected dead space you
cannot in these ways mend matters. You might just

as well take a test-tubeful of infected fluid and try

by these means to influence it. Where you have in-

fected dead spaces your remedial agent is the knife.

You have to evacuate your dead space as I empty
this test-tube.

Now that is the whole purpose and meaning of the

surgery of the wound as carried out at the front. That
can be summed up in two propositions. Every in-

fected dead space must be cut down upon and evacu-

ated. And, as a prophylactic measure, every space

which \vould, if left to itself, become an infected dead
space—that means every space occupied by an infected

projectile or pieces of infected clothing or infected

foreign bodies or devitalised infected tissues—must
likewise be laid open and cleaned out. That c'^hausts

the treatment of buried infections.

But it is only the beginning of the treatment of the
wound. There is still the surface infection. The
situation you have to face is just the same as that

produced fey emptying an infected tube; you have got
rid of the infected contents, you have left the infection

on the walls.

I now turn to the problem as to how best to deal
with this infection. And here again inevitably we
must establish distinctions. We must distinguish be-
ts\Teen the naked surface made by the act of the
projectile, or section with a knife, and the granulating
defensive surface, which after a time clothes the naked
tissues. In the former we have a non-vascularised sur-
face, and in this a system of lymph spaces left without
mechanical or biological protection other than that
futnished by the emigration of leucocytes and (until

that stanches) by the outflow of lymph. And the
naked-tissue surface is not only ill-defended against
microbic attack, it is also peculiarly liable to damage
and to physiological deterioration of the kind which
opens the 'door wider to such attack. Such a surface
readily dries up; and drying means the closing down
of the capillary circulation. Again, a naked-tissue
surface, seeing that it is non-vascularised, readily takes
cold, and by that both lymph outflow and emigration
are arrested. And, lastly, a naked-tissue surface, if

kept wet, will, so soon as the discharges become
tryptic, readily undergo erosive digestion. Against all

these forms of physiological degeneration special pro-
vision should always be made.
A granulating surface offers much greater protection

.again.st microbic infection, and is much less subject to
damage. The tissues are covered in by many layers
of protective cells, the lymph ^aces are sealed over,
and there has been laid down immediately below the

1 By Sir Almroth E. Wright, C.B., F.R.S. In Its original form tl
lecture was delivered at the "Royal Institution on March 9. It was supp]
mented byadduional matter relating to antiseptics and the method of Carr-and printed m full in the Lancet of Tune 33. Parts of the lecture
purely 1;echmcal interest have been .omitted. Continued from p, 518.
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surface in newly formed vessels a very abundant blood

supply. All this is protection against massive microbic

invasion from the surface, against Iht' wound taking

cold, and against erosive digestion. In short, th<n-e is

with an infected granulating surface much loss danger

of a set-back than with an infected naked-tissue.

I
surface.

The Natural History of the Wound with a Nakcd^
tissue Surface Left to Itself.

Let us consider the natural history of the untr(‘ati‘d

wound with an infected naked-tissue surface. 1 will

take the case of an open shell wound left without

treatment. According as it is wet or dry the evolu-

tion of this wound will be entirely different. Let vs

suppose that it is allowed to dry. Under the original

dry dressing the blood and lymph flow from the sur-

face will gradually stanch, and_we shall then have* a

naked-tissue surface with a coating of coagulated blood

and lymph. In this will be incorporated elements of

j

moribund tissue, other elements of foreign^ matter, and
I always a certain numbei of microbes. Little ))y

the coating of coagulated blood and lymph upon the

surface of the original wound, or of the surgeoiTs

incisions, will dry up, and by that the capillary circu-

lation will be closed down. And all the while the sewo-

phytic microbes will be proliferating. As a result of

all this the superficial tissues will die and ]'>ccome

gangrenous, and the originally clean naked-tissue

surface will gradually be transfoimed into a dry,

greenish-black, excessively foetid, slough-covered sur-

Tace pullulating with microbic growth. “ Under the

sloughs will then be formed infected dead spaces, and
from these the infection—I am here thinking in par-

ticular of a gangrene infection—will invade the neigh-
bouring live spaces, converting these in their turn into

dead spaces until we have to cope with large areas of

gangrene and a general intoxication.

That, of course, will happen only with very heavy
infection or extreme physiological deterioration.

,

With
lighter infection or less adverse physiological condi-
tions the invaded organism will have rccour.s'e (oi

measures of defence. Gradually the superficial

sloughs and gangrenous portions of the decp(T tissues

will be demarcated and then amputated from this

living tissues—the amputating agent being, no doubt,
the tryptic ferment in the dead spaces. And at the
same time there will have been organised in the living

{

tissues some little way back a defensive front built
up on the same plan as a granulating surface.

Let me now tell you also what will happen if the
infected surface is simply kept wet. Here, also, the
microbes which have been incorporated in the clot
would grow out. Then there would supervene Icuco-

j

cytic emigration, and upon that would follow a break-
I ing down of the leucocytes with a setting free of

j

trypsin; and after that any and every microbe would
j

pullulate in the cavity of the wound and on the ck^-

vitalised wound-surface. Finally, if 1 reatmcnl were' .still

deferred there would be reproduced in an aggravated
form (for there would in the open wound bo a varied
and more formidable infection) the evil train of events
which is associated with infection in a buried dead
space. When you reflect that an open wound cavity
filled with tryptic pus is physiologicallv equivalent to
an unopened

,

abscess sac, you will see that erosive
action will enlarge and deepen its cavity; that ^'lis
will enable the microbic infection to burrow every-

deeper into the walls
; and that bacterial poisons

will be absorbed.
All I have been saying in the last few minutes can be

nnr
connection with this that the albitminom substances of

ft.
immediately degraded .e
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compressed into this :—An infected naked-tissue sur-
face becomes, if allowed to dry, a desiccated slotigh-

covered wound; if simply kept wet, a tryptic supptiraU
ing idoiuuL And the bacteriological events can also
be expressed in a single sentence. A comparatively
light infection, such as we have in the man whose
w'ounds have been properly opened up and mechanically
cleaned, is converted into a very heavy infection; and
a purely surface infection into an infection invading
th<i deeper tissues.

Pl<()Bl<KM OF PUKVKNTING THE DeGKNKKATION OF THE
W'ouND WHEN .Treatment is Interrupted during

"J'UANSrORT.

Having realised what happens to the wound when
untreated, we have to think out how to keep wounds
—whether originally completely open or opened by a
surgeon—from falling during protracted journeys from
hospital to hospital into these desperately unwholesome
conditions. VVe have also to consider how to restore,

as rapidly as possible, wounds which have lapsed into
distrtissing conditions cither through lying out un-
treated on the ludd or through interruption of treatment
during bingthy transport.
Suggestion that the wound could be sterilised at the

outset, taid could he kept sterile by leaving a}i. anli-^

septic in the 'zt/oaarf.—The first thought of every man
wtmkl proI)ably btb that the wound should be most care-
fully disinfected at the outset. But what happ(‘.ns in
bill ns shows that to start in open wounds with a
sterile surface avails nothing. A burn Is at the outset
absolutely sterile, and quite notoriously—no doubt the
germs begin to arrive before the burnt surface has well
cooled off—it ttiiids to tx^xime very rapidly intractably

We may take it tluit the (‘migrating leucu)-

c\tf*s are held Unek in tlui supia li('iar sloughs, dis-

integrah? th(‘re, and torrupt lh(‘. (jxiuUng lymph. And
this cannot ho iprevcmicd l)y any apiilicaticm of anli-

scpti<*s. It, is just lh(j same wltli war wound.s. Tlu‘S(‘

h<*(‘onie heavily inTeci(‘.d even wIkmi they are drenclKxl
ut the outstjt with th(i strongest anlise.ptics, such as
uiKlilutcd cjirboUc acid and ronc(‘ntra(e(l solutions of
iodine.

'This is not th<^ pl'c’c for any le.nglby discussion
of th(! reasons for this failure of antis<‘pti(?s. But
t;h(j gist' of tht^ rnalmr (vin lx* jHil: quite sshortly.

The (Timmt Ix‘rK^f in l'h(^ tlxxapiHilic^ elUcacy of
antis<*j)tics n‘sts on exju'inments whic'h an^ quite
fallai'ious. 'I'bey are fallacious in that tlx* anlistiplic

in thos(‘ (‘xperim(‘nts was applied in wat<‘ry media

—

m(‘dia which left that antiseptic unalTcctcd. To have
value- that is, to have application to conditions ob-
taining in vivo—the experiments should have been con*
ducte.cl in pus or serum—media which qtuxich anti-
septic action. Again, in the experiments of the past
the antiseptics were intimately mixed with the bac-
terial suspensions; whereas, applied in the wound, the
antiseptic counts only into external contact ^vith the
infected wall and the inflowing disch.arges. Employed
thus w(j cannot (‘xp('ct; it to diffuse into and exert a
bacteri(udal effect either in the inf(‘cted wall or in the
discharges.

By reason of thest‘ (‘onsiclerations having been dis-

regarded, tlx^ issue as to whether antis<‘ptics applied in

the wound with prophylactic intent can he of any use
must be investigated de novo.

Experimental Investigation of the Efficacy of Anth-
septics.

Let me now try to indicate to you what sort of ex-
periments should be undertaken before nourishing in

conn<‘clion with a particular antiseptic the expectation
that it is going to^ be efficacious for sterilising and
afterwards suppressing microbic growth in wounds. I
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can illustrate my points best if you lei me show vou
here four tubes.’

In tube No. I I have a suspension of microbes hi

water. I now add an equal volume of the antiseptic

I wish to lest and shake up thoroughly. These are,

as you sec, conditions which giv(^ every possible advan-
tage to the antiseptic. It is applied in a non-albumin-
ous medium and is intimately mixed with the microbes.

To find out whether the microbes have been killed 1

draw off a sample and dilute with very many times its

volume of nutrient medium. 1 then incubate to see

whether 1 get any bacterial growth.
In tube 2 I make the conditions more favourable to

the survival of the microbes—infinitely more favourable

than if I left behind an antiseptic in a wound. I have
here a mixture of staphylococci, streptococci, and gas-

gangrene bacilli suspended in serum, and I now, as in

tube I, add an equal bulk of the antiseptic and shako
up, and I then, following the technique of Prof.

Beattie, pour on a little hot vaseline which will after-

wards congeal. This, forming an air-tight seal, will

allow the gangrene bacillus, if it survives, to grow out.

It will also announce the growth of this microbe, for

it will confine any gas which may be evolved from the

culture.

Tube 3 is, as you see (Fig. lo), a lube which has

Fki. io. a KtaucUnK <h» spikt' lefts, repivscminft a wui
wound wuh divuvticula.

been drawn out into a numb(‘r of hollow splices to

imitate the diverticula of the wound. My colleagm^
Dr. Alexander Fleming, its author and inventor, calls

this form of tube the “artificial war wound.^’ *^ro

imitate the conditions obtaining in the actual war
wound we fill both the tube and its diverticula with an
infected trypsinisjcd s(‘rum. We now empty the tube,

leaving behind of necessity in the diverticula a ccjrtain

amount of ^the original infected nuicL We them fill

with an antiseptic; and Ihii future of the inhiction will

now depend on the penetrating power of the anti-

septic. if th(‘ anlisc^ptic p<m(drates into llxi infected

fluid vSlerilisation will be obtained; if ili fails lo pene-
trate, microbes will survive. To test our r(\sult we
empty out the antiseptic, refill with trypsinised scrum,
and incubate.

After asking in tube 3 whether the antiseptic can
completely sterilise a wound which has its recesses
filleci with an infected albuminous fluid, I go on in

tube 4 to investigate the question as to how far the
antiseptic can penetrate into the walls of the wound.
Tube 4 is, as you see, a tube with hollow spikes. I

have coated the inside with infected serum agar, and
the spikes provide in their hollows a gr(^at(‘r d(‘pth of
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infected lining and also securer purchase for the serum

agar. The prepared tube is filled with antiseptic. And
then we can, after an interval, pour out the antiseptic,

fill in with nutrient broth or trypsinised scrum, and

then incubate. Any microbes which have been left

alive in the lining will now grow out into colonies

which can be ifispected through the walls of the tube.

Let me show you a set of typical results obtained

by the test-procedures just described, using Dakin’s

antiseptic, to-day perhaps the most popular of all anti-

septics.

In tube I we have obtained, as you can see by these

subcultures, complete sterilisation. And^ it was ob-

tained after only momentary contact with the anti-

septic. In tube 2, where a lightly infected serum was
shaken up with an equal bulk of the antiseptic and

then incubated, we have in our mixture of serum and

antiseptic a very vigorous growth of microbes. You
see the medium has become turbid, and there has been

an evolution of gas which has pushed up the plug of

congealed vaseline. In Lube 3—and here the antiseptic

stood fo^ four hours in the tube—we have in the barrel

a teeming multitude of microbes. And in tube 4, after

four hours’ contact with the antiseptic, only that very

thin layer of the infected lining which coats the barrel

has been sterilised, in the depth of every spike the

bacterial colonies have come up quite thickly, and
only in immediate contact with the antiseptic have the

microbes been killed. And I here show you in a

companion tube which has been incubated twenty-four

hours longer that the microbes you have seen growing
in the deeper layers very sooi penetrate the sterilised

superficial layer, and grow out in the culture medium
in the barrel of the tube.

When we find an antiseptic giving results quite

different from those here displayed it will then, for

the first time, become a rational policy to use, and
leave behind, an antiseptic in a wound with the view
of safeguarding the patient during lengthy transport.

Suggestion that the bacterial infeciicn in the wound
can be kept down during transport by frequent rc-

appUcations of an antiseptic ,—In the earlier period of

the war the only method of re-applying an antiseptic

was that of taking down the dressing, syringing the

wound, and completely re-dressing. That was, espe-

cially in the case of deep wounds and compound frac-

tures, a very lengthy and painful procedure, and one
which was nearly impracticable in transport. For
that complete re-dressing there has now been substi-

tuted by Carrel a procedure for washing and refresh-

ing the surface of the wound through rubber tubes.

According to Carrel, Dakin’s antiseptic should be em-
ployed, and this should be applied every two hours.
About the application of this in transport let me say
this : that it would, I think, be impracticable to carry
it out on a sufficiently large scale and sufficiently

systematically; and Dakin’s antiseptic applied in an
unsystematic manner gives exactly the same results as
simply keeping the wound wet.
Suggestion that the set-back in the wound during

transport could be prevented by dressing with hyper--

tonic salt solution .—^The set-back in the wound with
its resulting tragedies could, I think, be avoided by
drawing out lymph in a continuous manner from the
tissues, and holding up the emigration of leucocytes.
The outflow of lymph would drive back and expel
invading microbes. It would also prevent the condi-
tions in, the walls of the wound becoming unwholesome
to leucocytes. The continuous outpouring of lymph
would also effectively combat the corruption of the dis-

charges in the cavity of the wound. And, lastly, it

would prevent any drying up of the ound. The effect
of holding up the emigration of leucocytes would be
to prevent the corruption of the wound discharges.
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You will remember that leucocytes, breaking d<nvn,

furnish the trypsin which corrupts the discharg(‘s.

We have in a hypertonic siylution the iluM-apeutic

agent we require for these purpo.st'S. The proper way
of using it is to apply lo wound thr(‘c or four

layers of lint thoroughly soaked in 5 p(;r ccml. salt

solution; to impose upon thes(‘, as a ndnforcenient,

three or four more layers of lint thoroughly soakt^I in

saturated salt solution,® and then cover tlui whole

with jaconet, or other impermeable material.

Remedial Treatment.

I now pass from discussion of the method of pre-

venting the set-back that occurs in^ transport to the

discussion of its remedial treatment, 'fhe set-back will,

as we have seen, have given us either a tryptic sup-

purating wound or a dry slough-covered wound. In

each case the first item in treat ment will be to ^ct a

clean surface. For that it will, in the case of the

tryptic suppurating wound, suffice to wash away the

tryptic pus. In the case of the desiccated slough-

covered wound we must get rid of the sloughs. The
rational way to do that will be by cleansing digestion*

Such cleansing digestion can be obtained treating

the wound with hypertonic salt solution, riiis will,

as we have already seen, break down leucooyltis, set-

ting free trypsin, and then the free trypsin will rapidly,

and especially rapidly if we let the hypertonic salt

undergo dilution, amputate the dead from the living

tissues. Let us note that what we set out to do by
the use of hypertonic salt solution is only to achieve
more rapidly, and, as we shall see, with less risk

of infection, what putrefaction and the destruction of

leucocytes by microbes would, if we allowed things
to run their course, spontaneously cfTect. The second
item of treatment in each case will be to combat the
infection which has found a lodgment in the walls
of the wound cavity. To deal with this we require an
outpouring lymph stream, obtained by hypertonic salt

solution.

If the train of reasoning I have laid before you is

correct, it will follow that hypertonic salt s<>lution Is

the agent we require both for preventing K(‘t-back

due to interruption of treatment in transport, ami
also for remedial treatment.

Experiments which Exhibit the Pkopkrjme.s ok
Hypertonic Salt Soi^ution.

You will very reasonably here expect to produce
experiments to*^show that a h3q)crlonic salt solution has
the virtues I ascribe to it. You will wamt to se(‘ for
yourselves that it attracts water, draws out niu<l from
moist tissues, sets free trypsin from pus, and initiates
digestion. There is room here'*' only for the two
following experiments, which have refia'oncc to the
digestive cleansing of the wound.
Experiment i.—I have .here, as you see, two test-

tubes filled nearly to the top with (^gg-all)um(^n. To
this was added | per cent, of carliolic acid, and the
albumen was then solidified by imima'sipg the tulu^s in
boiling water. That clones, I look (wo codon-wooI
plugs and steeped them in a pus to whic'h 1 had addcnl

4 per cent, of carbolic acid. I then inverted my tulws,
the one into a beaker containing 5 pea" cent. salt,
the other into a beaker containing physiological sale
solution. (Fig. ii, A and B.) To these also I added

I
per cent, of carbolic acid. You will understand why

I chose carbolic acici as my antiseptic when I tell yo’
that it is one which does not destroy trypsin c
impede digestion. You see in the drawings mad.

3 The saturated solution diluted with six parts of water will irivc u* 01
5 per cent, sa't,

on the drawinj^ action of strong suit solution were s
out in the fuller report ot the lecture piiblmhed in tULaneri of June a
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after tlio tube had been incubated for forty-eight hours,
that in lube A, the tulx^ which was immersed in
hyfXM’tonic salt solution, the cgg-albumen' was exten-
sively digt‘sttid, while in tube B there was only a
mere (race of digestion.

ICxpcrinu^Hl 2.- hent try to imitate the conditions
of slough-covm*ed wounds. 1 have in these beakers a

VUt, XI. ']Vst*tul>«s with coaMuhUftl ; then plugged with
i;f)tton*wuul irniiruguuted with pua ,* and then invtsried Into heakei‘.s.

Henk«r AJeomains hyin;i't<mi<', hciiUer II normal suit solution.

ftjundation of coagulated wlnlt‘ of egg containing 0*5

per cent, of carliolie acitl.
^

On th(‘ top of this 1 have
‘n each case a disc of lijit, woolly sid(^ up, firmly
asientHl down by adding another layer of e.gg-alhumen
md coagulating this by heat. Upon the lint J have
ounxl u non-tryptic pus, giving, of coiirst*, an equal

• mount to each* beaki^r. In this way I have made
.^/hat 1 think can pass as a fairly close repr(‘S<‘nl.a1ion

Fhu r«.' nniik«r« cotitninlug cougulntcd cgg-alUmnen into which i»ernl>«dd«el

tu laytisr of lint. Upon the lim wuh pourtil pits, and upon ihi*. in tho <;a«c

of houlcer A hypertonic, and in ih« case of beaker It normal salt solution.

In beaker A the artificial .slough has separated off bjr tryptic digestion.

’.a pus-impregnated slough firmly adherent to the

or of a wound. (Fig. 12, A and B.)

We now pour upon one of the artificial sloughs

cent.
;
upon another 0*85 per cent, solution made

' with
1
per cent, of carbolic acid ; and we may pour

iln a third Dakin’s solution. We now place them
in the incubator. You see h(*re what has happened
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after lwenl3*-four hours. In beaker A, where the arli-'

ticial^ slough has been treated with hypertonic salt

solution, the slough has loosened itself from Us bed,
and floats up as 1 pour in water. In beaker B, where
I imposed only physiological salt solution, the slough
is still firmly adherent. And the same holds of*

beaker C (not figured), where we have Dakin’s siilu-

tion.

Treatment 01.' the Wound in the Case where wk
iiA\'E ONLY A Surface Infection.

When we ha\'e got back to a clean and only lightly

infected surface we must think out our next step. It

will help if we first review what we have learned and
get things into proper perspective.

We have learned that there are in wound infections

two supreme clangers. First, there is the danger asso-
ciated with the buried infection. We have appre-
ciated that the effective and only remedy for this is

the immediate opening up of the infected dead spaces.

That, you will remember, is a question of converting
a buried infection into a surface infection. The second
very .serious danger is that intensification of the sur-

face infection which follows upon a lengthy interrup-

tion of treatment during transport. This, regardetl

from the point of view of loss of life and limb, ranks
next in order of importance after delay in dealing with
the buried infection. When the set-back due to trans-

port has been prevented or remedied, we have con-
fronting us the problem which, if treatment had been'

uninterrupted, would have presented itself earlier—the
problem as to how to treat a slight infection of a
naked-tissue surface.

One procedure is to leave the wound to heal up
from the bottom, limiting oneself to such re-dressing

as would prevent erosive digestion. By this pro-
gramme the patient would, when his wound is a,

large one, be condemned to very many months of

disability and also of bacterial intoxication. For
the fact has got to be faced that it is all but impos-
sible to maintain satisfactory conditions in a large

wound for months on end.

The alternativi* progrtimnie is for the surgeon to

close the wound with the minimum delay.
^

If the

anatomical conditions permit, and the bacteriological

examination shows the wound surface to be practically

uninfected, or if the wound is only a very few hours
old and the implanted microbes cannot yet have grown
out, the wound can, after removal of all dead and
foreign matter, be immediately closed-—the surgeon,

of course, standing by to reopen the wound if

symptoms of buried infection develop, If, on the

otjier hand, bacteriological examination shows that the

wound surface is api^reciabljj infected, or the history

of the case makes this practicalljr certain, we should,

by closing the wound, be violating all the principles

of surgery. We should be converting, a surface infec-

tion into a buried infection. The proper step to take

with a wound which is appreciably infected is ^to

reduce the microbic infection to the point at which

it is negligible and then re-suture.

MetJiods of Dealing ivith a Microhic Infection which
Stands in the Way of Secondary Suture.

The microbic infection may be dealt with by any^

one of the following procedures.

In the first place we can employ the physiological

procedure. If we elect to do this, we must think out

clearly the requirements. For example, it will be

inappropriate when dealing with a purely superficial

streptococcic and staphylococcic infection to continue

the application of hypertonic salt solution. The
effect of that would be, on one hand, to hold off phago-

cytes from the microbes (for strong salt arrests
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emigration)
;
and, on the other, to provide 'the staphylo-

coccus and streptococcus with lymph, a Ruid in which
they can grow and disseminate themselves over the

whole face of the wound. What we want is ?tn

application which calls out leucocytes, which will

restrain, or at any rate will not activate, the

lymph Row. Physiological salt solution, and zinc

sulphate in ^ per cent, solution, and no doubt many
other heavy metal salts in dilute solution, are the sort

of agents we require. But what is, above all, essential

to success in physiological treatment of a surface in-

fection is assiduity in removing any leucocytes which
may break down upon the face of the wound. That is

a question of maintaining intact the antitryptic power
of the lymph on the wound surface.

A second method of procedure—I may call it the
unreasoning antiseptic procedure—is to employ an anti-

septic, without laying stress upon the assiduous cleans-
ing of the wound surface and the maintenance of good
physiological conditions

;
without inquiring whether

the antiseptic can, when brought into external contact
with pus or an infected tissue, penetrate into it; and
without asking whether the antiseptic hinders phago-
cytosis, or destroys the antitryptic power of the blood
fluids, or permits or interferes with tryptic action.
This "Unreasoning antiseptic procedure is constantly

employed. It has led to failure upon failure, and it

would be a matter for wonder if it did succeed.
The third and last method of procedure 1 may call

the combined antiseptic and physiological procedure.
If we want to find a method of this sort we shall not
find it by inquiring for it under this name. What we
have to_ seek is a method which proclaims itself an
antiseptic method and in this guise combats effec-
tively, but perhaps not with full comprehension,
corruptive changes in the wound.
The method of Carrel is, as I think, such a method.

I would propose to show that it is a combined
antiseptic and ph3^siological method; then to survey
the results obtained

;
and, finally, to consider how

far the results should be credited to the antiseptic,
and how far to the physiological, element in the
treatment.
'We have in Carrel’s treatment two factors

:
(a)

Dakin’s antiseptic, or, as I should prefer to call it,

Dakin’s therapeutic agent; and (b) C^irrel’s procedure
for washing and refreshing the wound surface in the
intervals between the complete dressings. Now each
of these factors acts riot^ only by killing or removing
microbes, but also by making the conditions in the wound
unfavourable for microbial growth. Let me, taking
first Dakin’s fluid and then Carrel’s washing pi'oce-
dure, try to make for you an inventory of their directly
anti-bacterial, and their physiological or indirectly
anti-bacterial, effects.

Daktn*s Fluid.

Dakin’s fluid is, as I have shown you,® a very in-
effective antiseptic when it is brought into application
upon microbes suspended in serum. It is also, as I have
likewise shown you, an antiseptic which has as good as
no power of penetrating into albuminous fluids. It is

also an extremely volatile antiseptic. When exposed
in a shallow dish at blood temperature I have found
it to lose four-fifths of its potency in half an hour,
and it will, as I have already had occasion to point
out, if not already quenched by contact with serum,
very quickly disappear from the -wound.
Turning from the effect exerted epon microbes to

the effect exerted upon the wound surface, let me
recall to those of you who have seen it that when a
naked-tissue surface is treated with Dakin’s fluid (or,
for the matter of that, with 5 per cent, salt solution)

s jrw>?-a,*Experiments on Antiseptics.
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it is speedily converted into a bright coral-nvl granu-

lating surface. That means it is converlt^d into a

defensive surface excolUmily well proviibnl with iuav-

formed blood-vessels from which active* l(au't>c>tes and

fullv potent lymph will (‘nu‘rge, 'Ihat is a jdnsio-

logieal action* to the good. But lh<u*e an^ also other

effects exerted. Leucocytes are a(l(‘Cted liy Dakins
fluid. Experiments .show that it is d(‘siructlv(‘ to

phagocytosis. When we add one part of lh(^ nsagent

to nine of cxcoagidar blood we reduces the phagocytic

power of that blood l)y more than ont‘-half. W'e

abolish phagocytosis when we add one part of the

reagent to lour of blood. The fluid elements of the

discharge also are altered in character by Dakin’s

fluid. Let me remind vou here that we saw in our

experiments' on artificial sloughs that Ircaltnent with

Dakin’s solution hinders the digestive proc(*ss(‘s which

bring about their separation, 'riiis stands in n‘lation

to the fact that the reagent exerts upon tryj^sin, wlu'ii

albumen is not there to act as a buffer, a desltuclive

action. We have, as you perceiv<‘, hero a physiological

action which may quite well come, into optM'aiion when
a compai'ativcly clean ))ut tryptic wound surfaci* is

flushed. Dakin’s fluid abolishes also tin* antitryptic

power of the blood fluids. It would seem, therefore,

with one hand to give protection, and with the otht^r

to take it away. But what rcalljj docs hrippcn is,

I suppose, that trypsin and antitrypsin alike an^

destroyed by the flush and that afterwards in the

wound ,a new beginning is made.
Let us follow up the train of thought here started.

We may, 1 think, profitably ask ourselves whether, if

put to our election between maintaining antiseptic

action continuously at the expense of physiological

action, and alternating antiseptic with physiological

action, we should not do well to elect for the latter

policy. And we may muse whether it was not speci-

ally 'felicitous to have employed, as Carrel has uipu*,

an antiseptic which is very readily cjuencbiHl .and also

very volatile and to have applied it discontinuously.

Had that antiseptic been employed by a method of con**

tinuous irrigation, phagocytosis on the face 0 * the

wound would have been excluded, and we might have
had in the cavity of the wound a lymph the antitryptic

power of which had been destroyed.

But I have already said enough about Dakin’s llukl

if you have appreciated that it is a poor antisi‘plic;

that it acts as a poison upon leucocytes .and blood

fluids* that its physiological action is a very compli-
cated one; and that its beneficial effects cannot be due
simply to its antiseptic action.

CarreVs Method of Irrigating the WomuL

I now come t^ Carrel’s procedure of interc.alating

between the complete dre.s.sings a frequent flushing

and refreshing of the wound surface and for carrying
out this flushing unlaboriously. Allow me to say that
we have here, I think, far the mo.sl* important contrU
bution made to surgical technique since the txrginning
of the -war. But ' to that let me add that, while
Carrel’s procedure gives us a new and improved t(‘ch-

nique for the application of antiseptics, much mon^
does^ it give us a new and improved techniques f()r

physiological treatment. In all physiological treatment
the assiduous removal of corrupted and corruptible dis-

charges is the primary desideratum.
Wc now turn to the results of the treatment of in-

fected wound surfaces by Carrel’s method, and wc
mav take them from Carrel’s book. But it will b
well, in order to keep to the kind of wound infectior
here under discussion, to exclude from considorat lor

wounds complicated with fractures—for in ths')sc effee

tive washing is difficult. And we may further, look
ing to the classiflcalion of wounds of soft part.s 5r
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<Jarrory book, exclude from consideration his class of
jilihijC^monous and f^anf^renous wounds and his class
nf suppuralincf wounds, Thes(^ would correspond to
vsounds which have, through postponement of treat-
ment or its interruption by transport, sulTerccl a set-
back, <x)nverting an^ originally light surface infection
into a heavy infection with invasion of the deeper
tissues. 'J'here would then fall within our pu-view
only his class of fresh wounds of soft parts taken in
!ian<l when live to twenty-four hours old. And we
learn from the data he gives with n'Spcct to these that,
when* ‘there are sloughs, fifteen to twenty days, and,
where there are none, five to twelve days, are required
t() prepare the wound for secondary suture. That
giv(*s us a measure of what can be done by what 1

have, I hope not unjustifiably, called Carrel’s “com-
bined antiseptic and physiological treatment.”

Let us consider wdiat Carrel’s results tell us. They
toll us in the first place that, whatever else it is,

C^arnd’s treatment is not in any sensea f/icra/)ia magna
stcrilisana. Regarded as an antiseptic method, it is a
m<‘lhod of

''
fraciional. slonlisatioji" requiring lor the

('asc* w(^ are considering “th(^ simplest case of all—at
the rale of twelve douches a day a scries of 60 to 144
antiseplin douch(‘s. And if 1 am right in rcjgarding
fJarnd’s tnsalincint as a combined antiseptic and physio-
logical irc^atment, w(^ have, superadded to the anti-

septic, a series of (10 to 144 physiological attacks upon
the microbes each such attack starting from an atryp-
tie condition.

'Phe consuhiration of these figures leads directly to

what I have* to say in conclusion. While Carrel’s work
const italics a very notable practical achievement, re-

gar(U‘d as sci(a‘ic(‘ it comes short in the respect that
ad<*qual(* ('onlrol cxiJorimcnts are lacking. I do not
mean that it has not b('t*n d(‘monstrated that CarrePs
Ireatnu^nt accomplishes whai was impossible by the
old, sysh‘m of syringing w^Uh antiseptics and leaving
the* wound aflerw'ards to fill with pus. The inefilcacy

id that older treatment was at tested ])y tens anil

hundreds of thousands of control cxp(‘rini(nils. What
1 mean is that we have not in Carrel’s work any
tHHitrol ex[HTim(‘nls with nion* potent and penetrating
antis(*ptics to negative th<i idea that with these, one
could willi finvi'r than 60 to 144 consecutive douches
i’onviirt a light surbice infection into a negligible one.
And again, wii have not from Carrel any control cx-
perimiuits with^ a welUthoughl-out phVvSio'logical Ircat-

miujt to iKJgative th(^ idea that one Vould achieve a
similar sterilisation by ho to T44 successive physio-
logical attacks upon the microbes, sl«arting each time
from an alryptic condition. *

If we would abide in the spirit of science, every un-
warranted assumption must go. Wc must not assume
that when wc have successfully combated a surface
infection by a series of 60 to 144 therapeutic operations
w^e have reached finality. And mucli less must we,
from the fact that a treatment successfully combats
surface infcH^tions, infer that it is also an effective treat-

ment for infections which penetrah*. into the deeper
tissues. It ought to come home to us instead that it

is impossible that for quite different categories of
wounds, i,c, for quite diverse conditions, there should
be any one routiiKi treatment.

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE.

^ A PAMrnr.KT has been received from University Col-
lege, London, giving full particulars of the University
centre for preliminary and intermediate medical studies
arranged in connection with the faculty of medical
"sciences of the college. The college faculty of medical
sciences comprises the departments of physics, chemistry,
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botany, and zoology (the preliminary medical sciences),
also the departments of anatomy, physiology, and
pharmacology (the intermediate medical sciences), and
the departments of hygiene and public health and of
pathological chemistry (post-graduate study). Each of
the departments is also equipped for more advanced
work and provides facilities for research. Numerous
scholarships and exhibitions are available for intend-
ing^ medical students, detailed regulations concerning
which can be obtained on application to the secretary,
Dr. W. W. Seton, at the college.

The calendar for the session 1917-18 of the Royal
College of Science for Ireland has now been published.
The college provides a complete coui'so of instruction
in those branches of science which are connected with
agriculture, engineering, and manufactures, and it

trains teachers of science for technical and secondary
schools. By the prosecution of researches in pure and
applied science the college has been able to render
aid to the agricultural and industi'ial development of
Ireland. The regular courses of study extend over
four years, and lead to the associateship of the college.

The fellowship of the college may be awarded to any
associate of at least three years’ standing who sub-
mits a thesis, which shall meet with the approval of
the dean and council, embodying the results of his

own original scientific research’, or Who has submitted
satisfactory evidence that he has contributed in a
niarked degree to the advancement of science. A
limited number of I'esearch studentships may be
awarded each session to qualified persons who iesire
to prosecute approved lines of research. The college

is administered by the Department of Agriculture and
Technical Instruction for Ireland.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES^
Paris.

Academy of Sciences, August 13.- M. Paul Appell in

the chair.- G. Humbert: The/ reduction (mod 2) of

quadratic binary forms.—C. l^ichet and H. Cardot : A
new method of determining the reducing substances in

urine. The diluted urine *is allowed to act upon an
acidified solution of "potassium permanganate under
conditions such that the urea is not oxidised. A man-
ganese coenident for normal urine is estalilishcd, and
this is shown to bo independent of the total urea

excreted.—E. Cahen ; The s(‘n(‘s of best absolute ap-

proximation for a number.-- L. Picart : The total eclipse

of the moon of July 4, 1917, Observations made at the

Bordeaux-FIoirac Observatory showed that during the

whole period of total eclipse the north edge of the

moon was mdre luminous than the south edge; the

western edge was more luminous up to the middle of

the eclipse.—G. Sizes; The German gamma termed
“harmonic,” or “exact,” or improperly modern, from
the point of view of musical acoustics.—P. Portier :

The physiological rdle of symbiotic micro-organisms.

—

MM. Abelous and Aloy ; The bio’chemical phenomena of

oxido-rcduction. Repeating the experiments of Bach
on the ferment in milk, it was found that a large

number of substances besides aldehydes may act as

co-fcrmenls. such as amines, terpenes, and manganese
salts. Details are given of the simultaneous reduction

of sodium chlorate and oxidation of salicylic aldehyde.

—Mme. C. Cardot and H. Cardot ; The analogy be-

tween the lactic ferments and streptococci from the

point of view of the action of disinfectants. The
growths of the lactic bacillus and streptococcus under

the action of increasing amounts of two antiseptics,

sodium fluoride and phenol, were compared. The
curves expressing the results of the experiments show
dose agreement, and the authors conclude that laws
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established for a non-pathogenic bacillus, such as the

lactic ferment, may be applied to pathogenic organisms.

August 20.—M. J. Boussinesq in the* chair.- V.

Delage : First results of the study of deep currents by

means of the bathyrheometcr.—J, Deprat : The in-

flexions of the tectonic directions in the north of Annam
and their relations.—Mile. M. Bensaude : Sexuality in

the Basidiomycetes.

—

K. Lecaillon : Biology of the cater-

pillars and moths of Bomhyx mori having a parlheno-

genetic origin.

Petrograd.

Academy of Sciences (Physico-mathematical Section),

April 12.—E. S. Fedorov ; Application of the prin-

ciples of the new geometry to crystalld-optics.—V. Ja.

I^oskovskij : Contributions to the study of the family

L)min3eid3e.

—

V, V. ZalenskiJ ; The development of the

embrytf of Salpa bicaudata.—^V. K. Soldatov : Description

of a new species of Krusensterniella, Schmidi.—A. Sesta-

kov ; The new species of the genus Cerceris, Latr., in the

Zoological Mus'=‘umof the Academy of Sciences.—^V. L.
Bianchi

: (i) Notes on the Russian Chiroptera. (2) Notes
on ithe avifauna of North Tobolsk. (3) The birds of

Francis Joseph Land collected by Lieut. Sedov’s ex-

pedition.

—

A, F. Samojlov : Positive oscillation of the
current of repose of the auricle of the turtle during
excitement of the pneumogastric nerve.—I. S. Plot-

nikov : The softening and bending of carbon at high
temperatures.—^N. S. Kurnakov, K. F. B^ldglazov, and
M. K. Smatko : Deposits of potassium chloride in the
Solikarksk salt formation.

April 27.—M. D. Zalfcsskii : Noeggerothiopsis
aequalis, Goepp. sp., on the foliage of, Mesopitys
7'chihatcheffi (Goepp.), Zal^sskij.—A. S. Vdsil}ev : Cor-
rection of the length of the Moloskovitzi and Pulkovo
bases measured in 1888.-—V. S. Zardeckij : Researches
on the spectrum of the variable rj Aquilge.—^A. S.
Vasiljev : The monthly period in the variations of
latitude.—M. M. Kamenskij : Researches on the
motion of Wolf% comet.—N'. N. Doni6 ; Observations
of the solar eclipse of Apru 16-17, 1912.—^V. (^. Doro-
gostajskil; The birds of the Government of Irkutsk.

—

V. F. Osanin: (i) The genera of the family
Strachiaria, Put. (Heteroptera, Pcntaloniidai). (2)
Two new species^ of Pentatomidae from southern
Persia.—S. F. Zemca^nij and V, K. PetraSeviiS : Electric
conductivity and hardness of manganese-copper alloys.—A. A. Borisiak; Description of the skeleton of a
small rhinoceros, Epiaceretherium turgaicum,—O. A.
Waltker : The djalysis of diastases.—V. N. Ipatjev
and A. Andriuscenko

; The absorption of carbonic
acid by saline solutions under high pressure.

Historico-philological Section, April 19.—K, A.
Inostrancev ; The Iran-Ved^a river in Parsec tradition.
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